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WHAT IS A TRUE ARCHITECT?
HE question—What is meant by " an archi-

tect," has been recently asked by a

man of some influence anil some posi-

tion at a meeting of an induential

society, the inquirer adding that he

himself had been unable to arrive at

the mcaninj: of the term, though he

had taken some trouble to try to do so.

We refer, of course, to observations

which fell from Mr. Cole at a recent

meeting of the Society of Arts, and
which were reported in a condensed

form in our impression for December
20th, 1860. We conceive that, inas-

much as the chairman of that meeting

declined to permit any reply to be made
•a^?^ to these observations, although he failed to

"^g^j>- prevent them as he ought to have done
~' had the subject been out of place, it is

right to publish here something of what

>mi"-ht have been said in reply to Mr. Cole's speech had leave been

granted.

We shall merely, however, take the discussion at the Society of Art's

rooms as a starting-point. We have already pointed out the want of

candour and want of logic in Mr. Cole's speech, and are not going to

dignify it by imputing to it a character of real inquiry after truth, to

which it has no claim.

Although we are sure that Mr. Cole, judging only from the contents

of his speech, knows enough about common things to be very well

aware what an architect really is, had it suited his purpose to say so, his

profession of ignorance is none the less remarkable.

Here is a great and influential body ofmen practising a distinguished

and ancient art, and yet an Englishman, not without education and

attainments, and claimmg to be considered a leading man, can stand up
amidst an attentive audience and venture to say that he cannot under-

stand to whom to apply the name distinctive of this body, without a

fear that his reputation should suffer thereby ! Such an event makes it

our duty to try to understand what a true architect is, and whether

there is any real ground for mistake as to the term.

Architect is a word in use in nearly if not all European tongues, and

is derived by them from the Greek, through the Latin. It and the

related word architecture mean, the one highest, best, or chief builder,

and the other highest, best, or chief building ; an architect or arch-

huilder being a first or chief builder in relation to other builders, just

as an archbishop is a chief or first bishop, or an archangel a chief

angel.

If then an architect is a chief builder, some will suppose the meaning
of the word to be little, if anything, more than a msister builder.

Important words in the English language are, however, usually far more
truly significant than this explanation would make the word architect

to be ; and if the reader will take the trouble to find out the few words
we have in the language compounded with arch, he will find that in all

of them a person or an office is designated, about which a double mean-
ing is conveyed, it being hard to say which idea is most prominent, that

of being chief in the sense of being ruler, or that of being chief in the

sense of being personally highest, foremost, and best.

This combined sense pervades the word now under consideration, an
arcliitect is a chief builder, because he builds in the highest and best
ivay, and his art is architecture or chief building, as being the noblest

manner of building. He is also a chief builder as being director of
others, but that this is the secondary sense of the word, the first named
being the primary meaning, is significantly shown by the fact that no
analagous secondary sense attaches to the cognate term architecture.
When we look at an architect in the first of these two aspects, that

of a heat builder we xmderstand at once what is not always clear to
some, namely, the combination of art and fine art, which he needs to
possess. A building to be done in the best possible way must be
arranged for the most convenient discharge of its functions, whatever
they are. It must rest with perfect security on its foundations, must be
constructed perfectly well, and in every part must show that the very
best thing possible for that part was known to the master builder, and
was done by him. And, above all this, the building must be, in its

design and in its workmanship, a work of beauty, feeling, art.
I here must be as much appropriateness of expression in it, and as
much beauty in it as the circumstances will admit, and it is only when
a building reaches all these requirements that it is a perfect building,
and that its manner is the very highest building or perfect architecture

;

and it is only when its builder has attained this end that he is a perfect
architect.

No human work is absolutely perfect, and there are few works of

art in which even ordinary spectators cannot see imperfections. Archi-

tecture, then, must embrace, and, in fact, must consist of, many
manners of building short of perfection. Architects must be tolerated

who fall below the ideal standard. What, then, if imperfections are to

to be tolerated, is the side where deficiency does the least harm?
What, again, is the noblest of the ijualities of a builder ?—-the presence

of which ought most to entitle him to rank as an architect, even ii

weighed against defects in other qualities.

We are far, very far from being tolerant of defective construction,

or faulty arrangement, and we never can withhold altogether our

approval from buildings which display these two excellences, even if

higher ones are strikingly absent ; it if, however, hardly necessary to

pause for a moment before deciding that it is not these, but the beauty

and the expression of the building which arc the highest and noblest of

its characteristics, and that it is as a work of art, and not as a specimen

of construction, that it will have its strongest hold upon human affec-

tion, and its highest claim to human regard.

Where a building reaches the hif,'hest possible pitch of artistic

excellence its defects or excellencies, m a constructive point of view,

are, for the most part, almost overlooked, and its arrangements are

scrutinised with a comparatively careless eye.

Many an observer, nay, a worshipper, of the beauty of the finest

remains of Medieval art would be quite unable to tell whether indi-

vidual specimens had been well or badly built—nay, would be tenfold

more delighted by some rudely constructed, clumsy piece of early work
than by the most perfectly constructed fan groining or Perpendicular

tracery of a late date. No one calls modem London houses works of

architecture, and yet they cannot be exceeded as specimens of arrange-

ment and adaptation. No one much loves many of our railway

stations, where the best of materials and workmanship are displayed

;

and yet they are specimens of first-class structural skill, but with bad

arrangement and no design. That Chichester steeple was so badly

constructed that its own weight crushed it, has never been held to

remove it from the position of a work of architecture of the highest

order ; and it is to the art, rather than the skill, of the architects of all

ages that we turn with gratitude and reverence when we think over the

great works of architecture with which the world is enriched.

AV'e hold him, then, to be an architect who has shown himself able to

build in the best manner, and we maintain that, while the qualities of

the artist and the workman ought to meet in him, it is the former, and

not the latter, which make him a real architect. No mere constructor

and arranger can be called an architect, if, while engaged on structures

that might be made works of art, he infuses no art into his work.

A mere artist might be an architect, were he able, in spite of errors in

arrangement and defects in construction, to infuse a true spirit of art

into his buildings ; though, in fact, such examples are comparatively

rare. Instances of the presence of a high constructive genius, with no

high art, are, however, frequent, especially at the present day.

Never has there been a period, since the time of the Roman Empire,

when so much merely utilitarian building has been done in one country,

as has been performed in Great Britain, within the last half-century

;

and it is to this fact that we attribute the state of public ignorance or

indifference, which alone could make it safe for au educated man to

stand up among some hundreds of other educated men, and say, _" I

don't know what an architect is." The last century was not a building

age, but, as England recovered strength after the great wars of Napo-
leon the First, she began a mighty course of building for purely utili-

tarian and commercial purposes. The cotton mills of Lancashire, the

bonded warehouses of Liverpool, the docks of London, the factories of

Birmingham and of Sheffield, the union workhouses, the prisons, the

lunatic asylums, and the gi-eat network of canals, and the still greater

network of railways, have all been vast works from which every con-

sideration except that of use, construction, and arrangement, has been,

in nine cases out of ten, rigorously excluded.

When architects in the true sense of the word have been entrusted

with these works, they have ordinarily been forced to content themselves

with attention to the first two parts of good building, omitting

altogether the highest, and by degrees a profession has sprung up—that

of civil engineers, consisting of men who only profess to study construc-

tion and arrangement, and to whose care works of most prodigious

extent and importance have been entrusted.

There is no profession the members of which are less jealous and

exclusive than the architects of England at the present day. The
names of the great Renaissance architects whom Mr. Cole named in his

speech are received among them, and honored without an inquiry as to

whether the men had been " regularly articled," or where or how they

had learned their calling.

The works of men who prove that they can build at once like good

constructors and true artists are the only evidence necessary—nay, the

only evidence possible—of their being architects.

No man can learn the fine art of architecture any more than he can

learn the constructive art of engineering, without prolonged and earnest
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study ilirecteU to that particular branch of skill, and without natural

ability : and architects are perfectly ready, as ready as the public, to

recognise ability and genius when it is shown, without inquiry as to

what school it has come from, well aware that it has not been attained
without labor, study, and genius.

There is, however, a natural tendency to distrust those who have not
teen known to devote tliemselves to the regular study of architecture,

«nd for the very good reason that that study is so important and for-

midable that few persons can possibly master it without great, long
coutinuetl, and almost exclusive application to it. The great men
named by Mr. Cole did not arrive at their skill in the art without
labor and pains, and if they acquired it in a way different from that

otlen followed, and had the advantage of adding to it knowledge of
other arts and sciences, it is none the less certain that they did acquire
it ; and the ease with which some of them added it to other great
attainments is no proof of the smallness of the labor, but only goes to

show the magnitude of the powers of mind possessed by a favored few,

and that these men were exceptional instances is clear when we con-
sider that they include the names of three out of the four greatest

artists whom Italy produced—Giotto, Michel Angelo, and Leonardo

—

men who have been justly deemed giants, while, of the others named,
nearly the whole devoted, after early youth, their exclusive attention to

architecture, thus showing that if they were great enough to educate
themselves to architecture they found it a study and an art filling up
their whole time.

Xow, it is not to be supposed that a military Engineer officer can
have devoted any large amount of his time to the laborious study of
the principles of beauty in building, and of the means which are under
the architect's control for producing it. He has had other things to learn

which are, like architecture, a life-study for a mind of ordinary capacity.

Accordingly, from the first moment when it was announced that the
building was in the hands of an engineer, able as that engineer un-
questionably is, every one expected what has come to pass—namely,
that the structure would be a creditable piece of planning and con-
struction, but that it would not be a work of architecture ; that is to

say, that it would not rise to the height of the noblest manner of build-
ing, and that it would not exhibit the chief quality for which it gave
scope ; in short, that there would be much skill but little art, or in

other words, that it would be good engineering but Twt architecture.

Thus much for the particular instance which has provoked this dis-

cussion. Turning from it once more to the general subject, we repeat,

that an architect is an artist who builds, and whose buildings are as

well arranged and as well constructed, and, above all, as noble works of

art as the occasion and the circumstances of them allow.

It is only recently that any large amount of consideration has,

within the present century, been paid to beauty in building, and con-
sequently the public, long used to regard structural excellence as the

Tery highest excellence in building ; m fact, as architecture, have not

thoroughly learned to appreciate the value of that art which makes the

monuments of past ages a perfect fountain of delight to us their

successors, and which will secure for some, and only some, of the many
costly piles which the present generation has reared, a lasting place in

the sections of our descendants.

Accustomed to works of domestic engineering we had, as a nation,

become indifferent to anything higher, and it is only by degrees that

we can expect the country at large to be intelligently acquainted with
what true architecture is, and consequently able to answer the question
" What is a true architect ?

"

BATH ASSOCIATION OF BUILDERS.
WE have been asked to publish the following :

—

" A short time since at the opening of the Liverpool Architectural Society,

the President, Jas. M. Hay, Esq., in his address commented on strikes, and said,
' No permanent association exists among the masters, but in its place a mush-
room combination, speedily got up to suit the emergency, which as speedily dies

away the moment tbe contest is over.'
" It is the need of this permanent association to which we would direct the

attention of yonr readers, and urge upon them to adopt means for procuring the
support of builders in their respective localities, to back a request to the London
As.'iociation, asking them to take steps in the formation of a general and perma-
nent Builders' Association.
" Such a course becomes imperatively forced upon us, if we would still retain a

proper directive authority over our own a&irs, and be in a position to protect
well-intentioned and sensible men from the Imneful influence of the Trade
Unions so severely felt by miiny thousands of workmen, who are utterly unable
to help themselves by breaking off connexion with it, for to escape from its

odious tyranny would be to forfeit their contributions to its benefit funds, thus
ncrificing the savings of years, and incuring additional expense in joining others,

and to which an insurmountable obstacle is in many cases offered by extreme age.

"Signed by the Secretary on behalf of the Bath Association of Master Builders.

A Nbw Watbbpboop Cloth.—It is stated that Mr. Szerelcmy has
discovered the means of rendering a woven fabric completely impervious to wet
or danjp, and wl/icli will not crack or shrink, permits the perspiration to pass
off, is exceedingly soft to the foot, and will fit it as a glove fits the hand. The
product ia called Panonia.

METROPOLITAN MARICETS.

IF it were required to adduce an instance of blundering legislation, or
liovr over-careful previsions may end in a dead lock, no better case

could he brought forward, perhaps, than that of the Cattle Market.
Between the Corporation and Parliament a system of mutual checks has
been instituted, for when, after a great deal of sparring, and much threaten-

ing of corporation reform, the civic authorities are forced to agree to exe-
cute improvements, Parliament or the Executive interferes, and insist on
some other work being previously completed which the City is incapable or
unwilling to undertake. It is about thirteen years since the meat-market
question was brought forward in an official and tangible form. It had
been agitated before by Mr. C. Pearson, in connexion with the construc-

tion of metropolitan railways; but it Is not necessary to proceed further

back than 1849, which may be taken as the starting-point. Then the
desirability of abolishing Newgate-market was admitted as an established

fact, and vested interests liad to give in. Two years later came the

Metropolitan Cattle Market Act, which led to a eommittee of civic

authorities being appointed to decide upon a site to wliicli Newgate-market
could be advantageously removed, to negotiate with Government to obtain

a part of Smithfield for this site, and to enter into arrangements witli the

Metropolitan Railway Company '.for the establishment of railway com-
munication between the proposed new dead -meat market and the

slaughter-houses to be established in connexion with the cattle market at

Islington.

Somewhere about 1857—it having taken six years to get so far

—

Mr. Bunning, the city architect, prepared plans and designs for the

construction of the market to the north of Long-lane. Indeed, he pre-

pared three plans, each affording apparently ample provision. There was
to be a market area of 150,000 square feet, with a sufficient number of

approaches, each 60 feet wide. The cost of site and of constructing the

approaches was estimated at £235,000; the expense of building the market

was set down at £210,000, making the total outlay £445,000. A second

scheme was subsequently proposed by the same gentleman, similar to the

first, with the exception of an addition of an excavated basement, to serve

as a railway goods station. The cost of site and approaches would be the

same, but It would be divided into two sums, one of which, £188,000,

would be charged to the markets, and the other, £47,000, to the

account of the railway. The addition of the railway station

would increase the cost of constructing the markets by £70,000

to £280,000, which it was also proposed to separate into two sums
that were to be charged, one, £188,000, to the market, and the

other, £92,000, to the railway. The total cost would thus be

raised to £515,000, of which, £376,000 would be on account of the

market, and £139,000 on account of the railway. A third scheme was
prepared by Mr. Bunning which provided warehouses in addition to the

arrangements indicated in the second plan, which would swell the total

to £647,000, namely, £235,000 for site and approaches, aud £402,000 for

constructions. The cost of site was to be apportioned, £136,100 to

markets, £47,000 to railways, and £51,900 to warehouses ; the estimates

for construction were apportioned, £166,000 to markets, £87,000 to rail-

ways, and £150,000 to warehouses. The totals would then stand,

estimated cost of markets, £301,000 ; of railway, £134,000 ;
and of

warehouses, £201,900. Neither of these schemes in its integrity appears

to have been sanctioned ; but a fourth was prepared, whicli, at present,

seems to have the greatest chance of success. According to the architect's

plans and elevations, the new dead-meat market is to be built on a site stand-

ing back to the north of the thoroughfare from Long-lane to King-street. It

is to be 625 feet long by 240 feet wide, and 30 feet high. The total area

will be, as before stated, 150,000 superficial feet, of which two-thirds will

be devoted to shop space, and one-third to the construction of a main road

running north and south, intersected by broad straight thoroughfares. It

is to have roads of access on the eastern, western, and northern sides, each

60 feet wide. The basement is to be excavated for a railway station,

where trains will bring from the Islington slaughter-houses and provinces,

dead meat and poultry, that will be hoisted into the market direct without

passing through the streets at all. The estimated cost was £180,000 for

construction, and £235,000 for sites and approaches. The warehouses

seem to have been abandoned by the City, and that may not be an evil, for

if left to private enterprise they will be more likely to prove successful

speculations, and to have a higher architectural character. We shall thus

have the total cost of the markets £415,000, and even that is likely to

be augmented by the delay which has admitted of buildings being erected

on various parts of the site, for which compensation will have to be paid

when the market comes to be built. This is the price we have to pay for

procrastination.

In addition we ought, perhaps, to take into consideration the City's

subscription of £200,000 to the funds of the Metropolitan Railway

Company. Not that there is any reason why it should not prove hereafter

as recuperative a venture as original shares in the New River Company.

The Corporation, however, was, it is believed, quite ready to embark m
the outlay of £415,000, when came the stumbling block interposed by the

wisdom of Pariiament. The last Act reduced the tolls from 3s. 4d. to

2s. 2d. a ton on representations made by meat salesmen, which is a gross

inconsistency in these days of Free trade, when the doctrines of com-

mercial liberty have been carried so far as to abolish the Usury laws.

The pretext for this interference was the protection of the consumer; but

the consumer finds from sad experience that the less he is protected the

more cheaply he can live, and that his most efficient protection is to bo

let alone, which leads to unrestricted competition, wherein he finds ample

security for his pocket. The Corporation, just as any private individual
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or firm, is entitled to a fair remuneration far outlay, and if tiiat outlay is

for public convenience tliose who profit by it ought to pay for it. If, by
the interference of Parliament, this fair remuneration be disallowed,

capital will not be forthcoming, and the Corporation, it must be remembered,
have no available capital, but will have to borrow it to build the markets.
The remuneration afforded by market tolls being insufficient the difference

will have to be made up in some other way. That is inevitable, and must
be clear to the cloudiest understanding, so that we shall have two ta.\e3

with a twofold cost of collection to defray one item of cost. In reality the

interest of the consumer has not been consulted at all, but the interests of

meat salesmen. The toll proposed in the Bill brought forward by the
Corporation was a farthing a stone, or 39. 4d. the ton. The Legislature, at

the instigation of the meat salesmen, and on the pretence of protecting

consumers, reduced tlie toll to 2s. 2d. The great economy of 14d. will,

suppose the consumer had the entire benefit of it, reduce the price of

meat half.a-farthing a stone, or one twenty-eighth part of a farthing in tlie

pound—a fraction totally impossible to appreciate—from which the con-
sumer can derive no benefit, but the whole of which will go into the hands
of the salesmen—that is to say, the middlemen.
From evidence given by a salesman hefore a Select Committee of the

House of Common.«, it would appear that in Newgate-market 100,001) tons

of meat were annually sold. On a former occasion, two years ago, it was
estimated at 60,000 tons. Taking the salesman's figures as correct then,
the reduction of 14d. a ton in tolls, will put £5,800 a year into their

pockets, which is equivalent to a capital of £16.5,000. Why should the

Corporation lose this amount ?— or rather why should fresh taxes be imposed
or existing taxes diverted from useful channels to flow into the pockets
of middlemen, and Londoners made to suffer to that extent for their

gain ?

Not content with rendering the raising of capital difficult, and the
imposition of new taxes probable, the legislature tacked a condition to the
Act which up to the present time has operated to prevent the works being
begun. Parliament introduced a clause prohibiting the Corporation from
opening the market, and railway companies from using the station, until

after a street had been constructed 60 feet wide from Victoria-street, at or
near West-street, to the new market. The cost of the new street is

estimated at £185,000, which would raise the total cost of the markets to

£600,000. The Markets Improvements Committee are in negotiations
with the Metropolitan Railway Company to reduce the cost of this street

by £70,000. Should they succeed the total cost of the markets will stand
at £530,000, a figure of sufficient magnitude to justify hesitation, and
which we are assured will swell to three-quarters of a million; this we can
readily believe with our daily experience of how estimates are exceeded.
Fully admitting that the new street may be desirable, it is not proved to

be a necessity ; nor can it be so when the City architect, who knows
infinitely more of the requirements of the case than all the members of
the House of Commons united, did not feel called upon to include it in his

plans. He provided ample approaches and streets on the three sides of the
market 60 feet wide, where 2,400 butchers' carts may stand without inter-
fering with the general tr.iffic of the streets. But no ; we are not to have
the market till the street is made, which is not imperatively called for, and
80 Parliament in its wisdom reduces things to a complete dead lock.

Taking the figures as given in the report, with the hoped-for reduction
in the cost of the new street, the cost of the markets will be £485,000.
To pay the interest on this sura, Mr. Bunning, taking the present rental
of Newgate-market to go upon, estimated, after deducting 25 per cent, for
repairs, management, and collection, the net income from the new market
would be £25,747. A speaker at the last meeting of the Common Council
said the income could not exceed this estimate, and might fall to £17,000,
on the grounds, we suppose, of an absurd statement which appeared in a
former report of the JIarkets Committee, that increased facilities for the
transaction of business by removal would reduce the amount of business
transacted. The higher income will pay upwards of 5 per cent, upon
outlay; the lower amount will pay nearly 3i, supposing always the esti-

mates should not be increased. Should they, however, be augmented, the
interest will be proportionately diminished, and will have to be made up
from other sources. There is one point on which explicit information is

desirable, and that is with regard to the tolls. According to the evidence
given before the Committee, they should produce over £10,000. If they
are not included in the rental, they would augment the income and go
towards a sinking fund for the gradual extinction of the debt. With
respect to City finance, we have long ago in these pages expressed our
opinion. While conceding to the Corporation the right to recover its out-
lay, and until that is repaid to receive fair interest upon capital expended,
we submit that it would be desirable to forego the idea of making profit
beyond what is required to recuperate, and that it would be better to
charge the whole sum in the shape of rental, instead of dividing it into
rental and tolls, which must necessitate a double and needless system of
collection, and therefore a twofold expenditure.

In connexion with the market between forty and fifty public as well as
private slaughter-houses are to be built at Copenhagen- fields on an area
of 5 acres 2 roods and 21 perches, or 27,284 superficial feet, with alternate
carriage roads and railway slidings between each row of slaughter-houses,
and to each of which is to be attached a suitable pound, so that while the
animals are driven in from the market on one side, the carcases of their
predecessors may be hung up yt the railway vans on the other side. It is

proposed to wait until there is a demand before erecting these structures
in Copenhagen-fields. Should the scheme be carried out, the appropria-
tion of the locality will contrast with what it was proposed to do with it

some time back. Just half a century ago a joint stock company was

started to convert the fields into a marine bathing place by conveying sea
water from the Essex coast to Copenhagen-fields through iron pipes. The
capital was fixed at £200,000, and elaborate calculations were published to
show that 12J per cent, would be the lowest dividend. Tlie project did
not take, for, thanks to steam, we go to the sea instead of bringing the sea
to us.

The architectural design for the markets was seyercly handled in
the Common Council. One gentleman stigmatised it as " the mean
and miserable building;" but we apprehend that he would not recom-
mend the Corporation to increase their outlay for decoration which
is not likely to be seen, as people do not voluntarily walk among
shambles. That the design may be open to the objection of being
too low we can readily imagine, for 30 feet in height is too little.

The reservoir for air over head will be too contracted, when it is

remembered the immense volume of foul stinks that will ascend and
which will be likely to be deflected down again. As reference was made
to the Paris central markets, we may state they have twice the altitude of
Mr. Bunning's design, and we may also add that Mr. Vallance's assertions
with respect to the Ilalles Centrales are altogether erroneous. They are
not "fancy structures," but are ten huge sheds connected by covered ways.
They are built after the Crystal I'alaee style, of iron columns tied together
and supporting a light zinc roof. The spaces between the columns on the
outside are filled up to about 8 feet above the ground with brickwork, and
at top with louvre boards. They did not cost ' more than £2,000,000," nor
anything like it, but the purchase of site for the erection of the markets,
the construction of the approaches, and the formation of the Square des
Innocents have necessitated a large outlay, the amount of which cannot be
known, as important works remain to be executed. The tenth shed, or
pavilion, as it is called, is included in this year's estimates ; next year and
after there will have to be executed the completion of the Rue des Hallcs,
the opening of a new street between Rue de la Tonnellerie and Rue St.

Honorc, besides widening of Rue Tirechape, and in part of Rue St.

Denis and Rue des Lavandieres. Then, although meat is sold in the
Halles, the system is quite different to what exists here. In Paris butchers
buy live cattle at Poissy market, which are sent to the abattoirs to be
slaughtered and dressed and afterwards transferred to their shops. Little

dead meat, if any, is supplied from the provinces, and there are no market
salesmen. Of late years, and since the butchers' trade lias been thrown
open, meat has been sold by auction— a la criee—at the lluUes, but
butchers do not buy there, or only those who have st.iUs fcr retail dealing

in the Halles and various market-places of the capital. In fact, we cannot
institute comparison between Loudon and Paris markets, and it would,

therefore, be absurd to seek to copy them. Paris maikets more closely

resemble eastern bazaars than ours do, and are an aggregatiim of stalls of

retail dealers who cannot affoi'd to pay rentals for shops, rather than for

wholesale transactions, although, of course, they do take place.

In 1182 Philip Augustus issued an ordinance enjoining Jews to depart

from the kingdom of France within three months, confiscating their real

property and authorising the sale of their movable effects. Tiiis act was
the commencement of the persecution of Jews in France, but from the

evil sprang the good of exchanges and the origin of banking. The Jews
expulsed took refuge in Lombardy, where they gave to foreign traders

and travellers secret letters to parties in France with whom the exiles had
deposited what tliey could save of their property, authorising payments
to the holders of the letters. The convenience was found so great that

the stratagem devised to elude spoliation under infamous persecution

was introduced into commerce as letters of credit. Out of the plunder of

the Jews Philip Augustus built, at the instigation of one of his courtiers,

two halles ouUidc Paris, 1183, at Champeau, where Louis the Fat had
established a fair or market. He bought from the directors of the Leper's

Hospitals, St. Lazare, the right to hold a fair that he transferred to these

halles, which he surrounded with a wall, furnished with gates, that were
closed during the night, and he roofed over the stalls. He likewise trans-

ferred to the new halles the market that used to be held in the cile, before

the Magdalen Church. The Knights Templars about this time established

shambles on their property—for these chivalric monks had no scruples

when it was a question of making money—but the butchers' guild com-
plained of interference with their vested rights, and the King reduced the

knightly venture to two stalls not exceeding II feet in length each. In

1278 Philip the Bold built a portion of the halles against the boundary-

wall of the graveyard of the Innocents, to accommodate " poor women*
and " miserable persons " to sell old clothes, shoes, and leather. In 1416

the first meat market was introduced into the halles, when Charles VL
ordinimced the establishment of four boucheries—one in the Halle de

Beauvais, another near the Petit-Chatelet, a third near the Grand
Chiitelet, and the fourth round the enclosure of St. Gervais' graveyard and
on a portion of the graveyard of St. Jean. In fact, graveyards seemed to

have been favorite sites for markets. Under the first Empire most of the

existing markets were constructed, and it was a saying of Napoleon that

the Halles should be the Louvre of the people ; but what he meant by that

is not very clear.

The Westminster Bhidoe Appro.a.ohes.—The Hock of houses reach-

ing from the Clock-tower of the New Palace and terminating with Fendall's

Hotel, and lacing the north entrance to Westminster Hall, is in process of

demolition, and it is expected that the whole of them will have heiii n-inovcd by

the meeting of Parliament. The whole space between Westniinslrr Hall and

the north side of Bridge-street will thus be opened, and from Westminster-bridge

a splendid view of the Houses of Parliament, the Abbey, and adjacent buildings

will be obtained.
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NEW VESTRY HALL, ST. GEORGE'S-IN-THE-EAST.

GROUND PLAN FIRST FLOOR PLAN
4iO 50

REFERENCES TO PLANS.

AXobbj.
B. VesUbnlc.
C. Principal staircase.

D. Lobby and stairs to Basement.
E.B. Passage and Lavatory.

F.F. Water-closets.
G.ti. Open courts.

H. Testry clerk's Public office.

J. „ Private office.

K. Strong room.
L. Surveyor's Publio office.

TIlis ne-.v Iiall, the foundation-stone of which was laid on the 16th July, 1860,
wa.« fomnlly opened in August last. It is situated in the Bacli-road,
l)eine crcctt'd on a plot of land formerly belonging to the Trustees of the
Wedeyan Centenary Chapel, and overlook at the back the burial-ground of St.

Georg«-in-thc-East, &c., and the London Docks.
The building occupies a site of about 57 feet by 60 feet, and consists of three

floors. On the basement-floor (which is partly above ground, and access to
which is gained by a flight of stone steps in the area) is accommodation for the
residence of the bail-keeper, consisting of parlor, kitchen, scullery, coal place,

pantry, cellars, strong-rooia, boiler-room for the liot-water apparatus, &c. The
ceiling under the principal stairs and entrance-hall is formed with brick arches,
plastered, springing from cast-iron girder, the haunches being fllled in solid with
concrete to carry the Portland stone floor above. The staircase, hall, and cellars,

are pared with York stone, the stairs being of the same material.

On the ground floor are an entrance-hall and vestibule, spacious stone staircase

to the principal floor, vestry clerk's offices (with fireproof room), surveyors'
offices, and othces for the Medical Officer of Health, Inspector of Nuisances, &c.
This floor is supplied with waterclosets, urinal, and lavatory, the whole being
well liglitcii and ventilated.

On the principal floor is a large hall 54 feet 6 inches by 33 feet, the whole
height beiiic 24 feet. A gallery with two tiers of seats runs the whole length of
the hall at the back, and is approached by a distinct stone staircase, access to
which is gained from the principal landing. On each side of the principal door-
way to the hall, arc the smaller ones, leading to the committee and cloak-rooms.
Over these are three bed-rooms for the hall-keeper. The cloak-room is fitted

up with a lavatory, kc
Provision is made throughout for heating and ventilating. The latter is

effected in the large room by two shafts running from the ceiling to above the
roof, securing two separate currents of air. The whole of the rooms have
open fireplaces. The hall staircase aud entrance hall are heated by hot water.
The decorations of the entrance-hall consist of Doric pilasters and entablature

sapporting a panelled, coffered, and moulded ceiling—the same arrangement
being carried through to the staircase, the landing over having a coffered ceiling

in one panel, with a bold enriched flower in the centre. The mural decorations
in Uie large liall^cousist ofmoulded panels between Homan Ionic Pilasters, the caps
of which have wreaths of foliage suspended from the horns of the volutes. The
pilasters have a base and pedestal, the mouldings of which are continued
round the room, the dado being panelled in wainscot. The ceiling, coffered

and panelled, springs from a deep cove; the centre panel has an enriched
marginal moulding, with scroll centres and corners. The panels flanking it are
fomied of perforated ironwork, the foliage pattern of which is. well executed,
with central rings which receive the sun-lights by which the hall is illuminated,
and which materially assist the ventilation of the building.
The general featorea of the front are Italian in character. The front eleva-

tion, of Portland stone, sliows three stories, the two lower of which are rusticated.
Tlic principal feature of the ground floor elevation Ls the porch, which is formed
of Doric culumns and rusticated pilasters, carrying an entablature with trygliphs,

&c. The doorway is deeply recessed with moulded jambs and architraves, and

M. Surveyor's Private office.

N. Medical Inspector's office.

0. Inspector's office.

P. Principal hall and Board-room,
Q. Committee-room.

R. Cloak-room and lavatory.

S. Principal landing.
T. Stairs to gallery in hall, &c.
U.U. Private passages.

W. Coils of hot water-pipes

has a circular head, the tympanum of which is filled in with elaborated wrough
iron-work. The spandrels are to be occupied by medallions. At the foot of the

steps leading to the porch are two sub -pedestals to receive an ornamental cast-

iron balustrading and bronze lamp standards.
The upper and principal floor is divided externally into five bays by attache

Ionic columns, being coupled at the angles; the entablature is surmounted by
double blocking course, broken over each column and finished with a ball. 'I'lie

jambs of the windows are formed with pilasters with foliated capitals, : carrying

an enriched entablature with cushioned frieze. Tlie window heads are'circular

with archivolts and keystones, the tympanum being filled in with sculpture.

The panels beneath the windows are filled in with moulded balusters, the

pedestal, moulds, &c., of the columns being continued across the facade.

The whole of the works have been executed by Mr. Thomas Unnor, by
contract at £4,675, under the superintendence of the architect, Mr. Andrew
Wilson.

THE NEW MIDDLE TEMPLE LIBRARY.

THREE or four months ago the Prince of Wales publicly opened the new
Library which Mr. Abraham has designed and Mr. Myers has built

for the Honorable Society of the Middle Temple. In our Volume for 1860,

at pages 330 and 647, we gave full descriptions of the work ; and at

page 139 of the Volume just completed we engraved a view of the river-

front—then misnamed the " Inner " Temple Library. We now publish a

view from the north-east, showing the principal entrance.
The main apartment is 85 feet long by 42 feet broad, and occupies the

whole of the principal story. Its sides are lined with bookcases, and in

the windows over them blaze the arms of the various Treasurers. All the
work is executed in the best manner: the metal work is by Hart; the
glass is by Ward, of Soho. The stone carving of Mr. Myers needs no
word of praise; it is well known, and its e.xcellent quality is universally

aoknowledged. The building is altogether, perhaps, the best specimen of

modern Gothic work to be seen in a civil boilding in all Loudon.

Value of Reversionahy PnopKnxy.—A reversionary life interest was
offered for sale at the Auction Mart, by Messrs. Chinnock and Galsworthy, com-
prising the Frampton estates in Dorset, extending over nearly 8^000 acres, with
a rental of about £10,000 per annum, together with a present life interest of the
reversioner, aged 23, in £400 per annum, and £1,600 per annum on the decease

of a life aged 47, secured upon the above estates, the gross rental of which does
not fall to the reversioner until the decease of the lifie 47, and another aged 52;
the contingency of the young life surviving the two elder had consequently to be
insured. The reversion was sold subject to a mortgage of £5,000, and the price
realised was £11,150.
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A FEW SUGGESTIONS FOR 1862.

ri^HE assertion is constantly made that it is the fashion with Englishmen

JL to "run down" their country. To do this without cause would be

senseless, as well as unpatriotic; but it often happens that tliere are real

grounds for fault-finding, which may, and frequently does, imply a readi-

ness to examine and amend. The tendencies of man are naturally towards
himself: his family, his neighbourhood, and his town or province are apt

to be in his eyes the most important objects in the whole world. Though
this purblind aiTection may be pushed to absurd lengths, it has its favor-

able side, for from the seeds of self-love and local interest are thrown out

the strong and deep roots of patriotism. Homely minds may be stigma-

tised as petty and narrow, but they need fear no comparison on the score

of practical usefulness with those larger souls which range over the uui-

Terse, and, finding no resting-place for their sympathies, return empty.
Grumbling, so that it be not done in a merely captious, querulous frame

of mind, but with an honest desire for progressive improvement, is a good
symptom in the body politic. It is our bounden duty to survey, from
time to time, our position, and, instead of blindly maintaining that what-
ever is done by us is and must be right, to see in what we fall short—not

of the state of other nations, but of the standard capable of attainment in

a civilised community. In a survey of our national condition we must
own tliat we are generally found unprepared, be the occasion great or

small, and might speak of our country as " England the unready." A
very brief review of our late history would show this to be true; and even
now, in the critical posture of our relations with the Northern States, is it

certain that we are ready with men as well as with ships ? Official state-

ments would make it appear that we are. Let us devoutly hope so, and
add the fervent prayer that, if it be at all consistent with national honor,

the black cloud which impends over us may yet burst without the thunder
of war and the hailstorm of injury to our accumulated savings—our
wealth and prosperity. In the face of the great and tremendous interests

at stake, it may seem trifling to descend to civic minutia:; but, be the event
as it may, the daily life of England will go on much the same, and there
will be time and opportunity to attend to matters of a purely social and
domestic character. We propose briefly to consider what preparations can
be made for the vast influx of persons whose presence in London we may
reasonably expect in the coming year, and to offer any suggestions which
may occur to us

It has been observed how much the population has changed in the ten
years which have passed since the former Exhibition. The children of

that period are men and women now, and there has absolutely arisen a
new generation. From the great increase in the mere numbers of the
people, aided by the facilities of travelling afTorded by the opening of many
more miles of railway, we may look for a great crowd of visitors. The
power which we already possess of accommodating an immense floating

population may be pressed beyond its limits, and we should do all that is

possible to allow of their expansion. Doubtless the eyes of lodging-house
keepers have been dazzled already with visions of crowded houses and
high charges, accompanied by those pickings (not stealings) so familiar to

all those who liave fallen into the clutches of certain harpies of the fra-

ternity. It has always been a subject of wonder to us how people could
have the audacity to charge, and others could be guilty of the incredible
folly of paying, for very inferior lodgings, the exorbitant sums which are
evidently quite the usual thing in "good " neighbourhoods. Despite the
lash of the satirist, there is still a hankering after " Mews-street, Gros-
venor-square." Season after season the same dusty, grimy webs enmesh
the moths of fashion; and families, rather than pass out of a charmed
circle, are content to inhale a stifling atmosphere, in small, inconvenient
rooms, encumbered with old and heavy, or decked with modern and tawdry
furniture.

Other?, however, imagine that they have no choice, and submit to dis-

comforts in sheer ignorance of whither else to go. Here is a want that
might be supplied. The more reputable and fair-dealing of lodging-house
keepers should endeavour to meet the tactics of their filching and loud-
mouthed opponents, and adopt some method of making more generally
known what accommodation is to be had, and at what rates. At the same
time, householders generally should guard against running into an error
committed by some in 1851, who, reasoning probably from their own
experience of " seasons " in watering places, thought that, by exhibiting
in their windows cards, notifying that " apartments " were to be had, they
would have numerous applications, whereas many well-deserving persons,
who could have honestly guaranteed " all the comforts of a home," could
not let their rooms at all. We should dissuade private individuals from
undertaking to let apartments, if only for the simple reason that lodging-
letting is a busines?, and one by no means easily learnt. There are real
trials to be undergone, arising from the caprice of some who want in
lodgings more attendance than they are in the habit of screwing out of
their servants at their own homes, and from the mischief of those who
are utterly reckless in the use of ot/ier people's property. So that there
is some allowance to be made for the hard bargain driving and vulgar
insolence of the drabby Mother Pendragons.
London is so vast that anything like a search for apartments is impos-

sible. Well known streets, like those on the river side of the Strand, are
usually in a state of plethora, while other districts are comparatively un-
tenanted. Few persons, acquainted with the locality, would select the
Strand for a residence, except for its business situation ; and it seems to
present few attractions to a visitor on a trip of pleasure. The incessant
wheeled traffic—or, almost incessant, for there are only about two hours in
the early morning of comparative quiet—by no means points out the
quarter as one of the most eligible in London, apart from the consideration

I

of its proximity to the Thames, which, under the influence of the summer
sun, emits an odour more pungent than agreeable. It is from the extor-
tionate rents—in proportion to the accommodation given—of the west-end
houses, with their miscellaneous extras for plate, linen, attendance, &c.,
on the one hand, and the distracting din of streets near crowded thorough-
fares on the other ; that many of our country visitors form their opinion,
and go back to their homes heartily sick of London. Surely, dirty and
dear as town is, we might have something better to offfer than U usually
found.

Take again the hotels. If a friend asks one to recommend an hotel,
what answer can be given ? A very unsatisfactory one, for almost all

those that are good for anything obtain high prices, and are suited only to
wealthy birds of passage. More hotels on abetter system would be a real
boon— say, for a known example as the Pavilion, at Folkestone, with two
table d'hote dinners, one early and the other late, per day, at moderate
charges, and with a variety of dishes. The whole question of hotels has
been so recently brought before the public that we can have nothing new
to say, but we may endorse the statement that hotel keepers should give
a tariff of prices, including attendance, so that an inmate may really
know the end of his expenses. Something has certainly been done in this
direction ; but the majority of landlords in town and country seem not to
think it their interest to be too candid as to their charges, and the result
is what one would naturally expect, that any one who is obliged to travel,

contrives to manage his journey so as to have as little slaying
at hotels as possible. Something might be said also about choice of food.

Who is not tired of hearing in reply to one's injuiry, " What have you in

the house ? " " We have some very nice corn beef, Sir ; or we can get you a
nice chop or a steak. Sir." This sort of dialogue, however belongs chiefly

to the small towns, which had better bow to their fate, turn their four or
five hotels into museums, libraries, or reading-rooms, and leave one or two
proprietors, who could give all the accommodation that is ever likely to be
required. The railways have sounded the knell of hotel keeping in small
places which are ordinarily visited only by a commercial traveller or so,

who hurries away as soon as his business is completed. The bagman's
trap even is become a rarity since railroads intersect the country in every
district in which there is any trade to be done.

What shall we say to the omnibuses ? The magnificent promises made
by the Great Monopolist Company have been but ill-fulfilled. Some new
omnibuses have been placed on some roads, but only by pressure of com-
petition with a rival company, which gave the public for the first time a
really convenient vehicle. We have not forgotten that, with the opening
of the former Exhibition, began an increased scale of fares. Then we had
the/o«r;)ence, which is still kept up for intermediate distances. The fares

want a thorough re-arrangement on some more intelligible plan than is ii>

use at present ; so that every one may know what he is to pay. It is all

very well to say that if you have any doubt, you should read the list of
fares inside the door. Any hesitation would call forth the inevitable

—

" Now then. Sir; if you please. Sir; when you are quite ready. Sir." More-
over, this list is made specially bewildering, and designed, as it would seem,
to catch sixpences instead of the lower rates. One passenger may pay
sixpence for a distance which another may exceed five times for a smaller
sum. We might certainly take a hint from our neighbours, and have the
word "Full " put up when there is no room inside, and thus obviate the
unpleasantness on a wet evening of a dive into the mud—and such mud !

—

only to find that there is a pleasant seat in front, where, as the conductor
suggests, " You can have the apron up."

Although the cabs are much improved since they have been more com-
pletely under the control of the Commissioners of Police, there still remain
many wretched four-wheelers, drawn by animals which are skin and bone,
and whose legs are knocked to pieces by hard work over " tlie stones.''

The remedy lies mainly in the hands of the public, who need not hire dirty,

ill-appointed cabs. In all ages there has been something in the handling
of the whip favorable to trickery and imposition, and a driver was always
a favorite object for public anathema. With a regulated scale of payment,
and accurately measured distances, there ought to be no overcharge. This
is fostered, if not created, by persons who think it mean to pay only the
proper fare, although it would be well for them to remember that the extra
shilling or sixpence, which is nothing to them, is really a considerable tax
on the slender means of others.

The taking of cab-tickets seems almost entirely to have ceased. It is

certain, at least, that a driver never voluntarily offers one to his fare; and
yet this delivery forms a valuable method of identification. It would be
a curious branch of statistics to learn the number of small articles, such
as umbrellas, parasols, opera glasses, &c., that are weekly left in cabs and
lost altogether. It seldom pays to advertise them and give a reward on
their being brought back, whereas the ticket at once ensures their

repossession. If the ticket has fallen into disuse, its revival would seem
very desirable, and might be attempted by those who are not above taking
a little thought for public benefit.

Needless perplexity is caused by the repetition of numbers in some
streets. Notably, there is Oxford-street. The numbers on either side of
260 occur over and over again. This seems to be nobody's business, but,

perhaps, calling attention to the irregularity may induce some one to take
up the matter. It is a disgrace to us that one of our principal thorough-
fares should be so neglected. The names of streets have been legibly

painted, with the addition of the letters indicating the postal district. So
far well; but the various parish authorities might carry the notice a little

further in some cases, and write up the direction in which the street leads.

For example, Orchard-street corner should have " leading to Baker-street
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and St. John's - wood i" Edgware-road, "leading to Maida-hill and

Kilburn." ,,
i

Few persons who have been abroad have not at some tune or other

found out the uscfuhiess of a caUlJe-place. He knows the principal

objects of iuterest in a town, and the liours of the day at which they are

to be seen. He hires a cab, or conducts you on foot, according as you wish

to get through sight-seeing quickly or not. Here would be an oppor-

tunity of employing such persons as the Commissionaires who may be of

good character, civil, and intelligent.—The rate of payment four or five

shillings per day.
, , , .

For those who prefer to find their way by themselves there should be a

thin book, similar to the "Practical Paris Guide," which shows you how
« to see all that ought to be seen in the shortest period, and at the least

expense." A skeleton description of public buildings should alone be

given, furnishing an idea of the salient features, with minute particulars

of charges of admission. A tabulateil statement of the prices paid for

different parts of the house at the theatres, and the hours of full and half

.play would be found useful ; for this is the kind of information difficult to

get at the moment when it is wanted, and least likely to be forthcoming

from any one at hand. The more remarkable churches, including the most

recent, should have a brief notice. Few, even in the architectural pro-

fession, are acquainted with the Gothic and antiquarian remains in the

City ; and there is a general ignorance as to the burial-places and monu-

tnent< of celebrated persons, except those in the Abbey and St. Paul's. If

the compiler would seize the points which his own experience has sug-

;gested as " practically " necessary, and endeavour to supply the wants

which he himself has felt, the result would be most valuable. Some
•attempt might ba made to unravel the mystery of distances, and to give

them within main points, of which a chief one would, necessarily, be the

Exhibiiion. It remains to be seen what arrangements will be made for

dinners at the Building ; but, as strangers will visit other parts of London,

Bomething might be said about " where to dine." Under this head, we

.fear that there will he little to praise or recommend. For its size, London

is most indifferently supplied with dining-houses—not, indeed, as to

number, but as to quality. With a few honourable exceptions, which

night almost be told off on the fingers, they are squalid and close—places

wherein " to feed and not to dine." In the majority of them, it would be

anything but appetizing to inquire how it happens that joints are kept so

constantly ready.

We may have another opportunity of considering more fully one, or

more, of the topics here hastily run over, and content ourselves for the

present with having touched upon some maiters which are not unworthy

of attention, inasmuch as they tend, in proportion as ihey are observed or

neglected, to add to or subtract from the stock of reasonable comfort

within re.ich of ourselves, as well as of those who may be induced to visit

London.

DOINGS IN NEW SOUTH WALES.
In Sydney and its environs several larje buildings, both for public institutions

and for commercial purposts, are in course of (Tfction. The labor market lias

been for some time favorable for building operations, but contractors are now
unwilling to engage in large works, owing to the rush to the New Zealand gold-

fields Ix'iug likely to cause a scarcity and a consequent rise in the labor market.

One of the largest buildings in progress in Sydney is the New lloman Catholic

College, in the University enclosure. The foundaiions are ail in, and a portion

of the wall is up to the second story. The building was designed by Mr. War-
dell, the present Colonial Architect in Melbourne, and the work is being carried

out under Mr. Blackett. An extensive building has been commenced — the

De«tilate Children's Asylum at Randwick. A new wing, 175 feet by 45 feet,

and three stories in height, and also a continuation of the front of the building,

are being built. The cost of the additions will be about £9,000. The brickwork

of the Sailors' Home, in Lower George-street, is completed, and the roof is being

pat on. There is au aspect of incompleteness about the building, owing to a

portion only of the design being at present proceeded with. The works now in

progress will probably be completed in the course of next month. The extension

of the .Australian Museum from the end of the present building to the boundary
of the land adjoining the Grammar School is to be proceeded with. The new
wing will be 200 feet in length by 40 feet in width.

At Hobart Town, amongst the city improvements which are rapidly pro-

gressing, is the new Museum of the Royal Society, which is being built in

Macquarie-street, after designs by Mr. Henry Hunter ; while on a site im-
mediately adjoining the Musi.um tlio new Town Hall will be built; designs have

already IJecn called for by the city corporation. On the same line of street stands

the site of the proposed monument to Sir J. Franklin, for which Parliament has

voted £1 ,000. The new Survey Office is in progress, and the new Post Office,

adjoining the .Supreme Court buildings, is approaching completion.

At Aelson buildings are rapidly rising. There is a new Baptist chapel in

Hardy-street, a hall in Bridge-street for the Young Men's Christian Association,

the Teetotal Hall now building, and the Nelson club-house recently erected by
Mr. Everett, GO feet by 50, and 21 feet high, containing on tlie ground floor

nine rooms and on the upper story nine. Those on the ground floor will be used

as dining, coffee, and bed rooms, and on the upper story there will be billiard-

Tooms, l)ed-rooms, and a reading-room. A large store has been erected by Mr.
Sym'.ns in Trafalgar-street, and in almost all the principal streets houses are

now in course of erection. The sewer through Trafalgar-street is finished, and
the old nnsightly ditch is filled up.
The decennial return of the expenditure of the Victorian Government in

connexion with public works and improvements shows that the total sum
thus expended during the years 1851 to 1860 amounted to £2,713,129, of

which sum £1,741,472 was provided from the revenue, and £976,(J.W was
paid from loans raised for the con.struction of reproductive public works. The
average yearly expenditure during the past five years has been £;J05,704, against

£145,921 in the prcvioas similar period. Telegraphic communication, it is

stated, is now established with all the principal cities and towns in the neigh-

bouring colonies of New South Wales and Victoria in connexion with lines

tliroughout the settled districts of this province. At the close of 18G0 twenty-six

stations, 529 miles of line, and G523 miles of wire were opened. The revenue of

this department is rapidly increasing, whilst the facUities and conveniences it

creates arc largely being availed of.

To the foregoing we may add the following from the Enrjineer .-—of Assembly.

The amount required to defray the estimated expenses of the Government
of New South Wales in 1862 is £3,356,818, against, in 18U1, £1,354,040.

The increase in the amount required this year is, therefore, £2,002,778,

the augmentation being in great part owing to the railway scheme
and other public works in the department of the Minister of Works, which
absorbs no less a sum than £1,997,184, proposed to be raised by loan. The
works and railway loan is to be expended in the following manner :—Valuation

of land, railway works in progress, and proposed extensions, £1,707,134 ; the

construction and maintenance of the three main roads, and erection of bridges,

figures for £160,000 ;
public works and buildings, £65,000; and improvement

of harbors and river navigations, £33,600. In the estimates for the maintenance

and construction of main roads in the colony, the amount of £60 per mile has

been put down, together with sums for bridges, culverts, and other special works,

which amount altogether to another £,M per mile.

A new and substantial bridge at Camden, christened the " Cowjjcr Bridge,"

was completed and open for traffic in the summer. The bridge at lalihrook, on
the Northern road, opened last year, has been maliciously destroyed by a gun-
powder explosion. The work is being renewed by the Govennent. A lighthouse

at Port Stephens, which is in progress under the Colonial Architect, has been

advancing very slowly. The cause of the delay has been the unlavorabl e slate ot

the weather. The lighthouse is to be 60 feet in height ; at present the building

is only up about 25 feet, and the work will not be finished before the end of the

year. Tlie lightiiouse at Eden is nearly finished. The formation of the new
harbour at Wollongongis proceeding rapidly, under the engineer for harbors. None
of the tenders being considered available, Mr. Gilibons, who recently carried out

some of the railway contracts, was appointed to superintend the work. About
9,000 yards of stone had been excavated in October, and the work would shortly be

ready for commencing the new basin. Preparations have also been made for

commencing the Imrlior works at Kiama, which will likewise be carried out

under Mr. Gibbons. Temporary sheds and buildinps for the accommodation of

the workmen have been put up, previous to starting with the excavations.

The Minister for Works lately stated in the Assembly, in justification of the

course taken by the Government in declining to give contracts where the works
could be more advantageously carried on under their own officers, that while the

estimate for the harbor works at Kiama was £30,000, the lowest tender sent in was
£115,000, and that subsequently an offer had been made by Mr. Gibbons to carry

out the work for the estimate. The works for the improvement of the Moruya river,

which were contracted for by Messrs. White and Co., have been commenced.
The principal work in progress at Newcastle is the continuation, both eastward

and westward, of the public whai-f, which already is about 1,300 feet in length,

and which will, upon the completion of the contracts now taken, extend for

1,740 feet. As a preliminary step to the formation of the breakwater from the

north head, a small wharf is being constructed within the harbor, where ballast

will be deposited, to be conveyed upon a temporary railway to the breakwater.

The sum of £5,000 has been voted for the work, and another sum of the same
amount is placed on the estimates for the year. Tenders are about immediately

to be invited for works for improving the navigation of the Clarence river. The
total cost of the works is estimated at £117,237, but at present only £20,000
has been voted by the Assembly. This sum is about to be expended in the

construction of a breikwater, 1,000 feet in length, to run from the south head in

a north-easterly direction. The stone will be obtained from a sandstone quarry

at a short distance fr-oin the head, and will be conveyed i.long a temporary

railway. A weighbridge will be provided by the Government, and the con-

tractor will be paid according to the amount of ballast deposited. A timber

staging will be run out for the required distance and rails laid upon it. Ulti-

mately the length of the breakwater is to be 2,000 feet, and another breakwater

is to be run out from the north head. A suggestion was made that a penal

establishment should be formed at the Clarence River, and that the works should

be carried on by convicts. It has, however, been determined by the Govern-
ment to employ free labor. Surveys have been made by the engineer for

harbors of the Richmond and Macleay rivers, with a view to carrying out

similar improvements.

Church Abciiitecture.—The Rev. J. S. Hodgson, before concluding a

recent lecture at Chester, remarked upon the glaring absurdity of some modern
churches having been built in the Medieval style, with gallerios so erected in

aisles that the occupants could not hear the preacher's voice—blindly adopting

the plans of Medieval architects and tlien spoiling them by awkwardly endeavor-

ing to accommodate them to modern requirements. It must, however, be re-

membered that a church might be built in tlie jiurest style of Gothic arcliitecture,

without a scrap of Romish furniture about it. The chapter-house of a cathedral,

in which the voice of a speaker could be distinctly heard by every one present,

might be as pure a specimen of Pointed architecture as the cathedral itself, and
if modem architects would study such gems of art, and consider that tliey had
to build churches in which the con^egation might join in the prayers which the

minister audibly utters, and be instructed, exhorted, and persuaded by the

fireacher, we might expect edifices to bo erected fitted for the age in which we
ive. A Protestant congregation would not see around them miserable imi-

tations of buperstitious contrivances, but meet for the worship of God in build-

ings every part of which satisfied the most fastidious taste, without being

oflensive to the most sensitive disciple; the edificis would bear upon them the

marks of unity of purpose and simplicity of design, and thus show that they

were erecjed by men who understood the jirinciples of tlieir art, and were not

blind imitators of the works of a former age.

New Ltghthouse for the Welsh Coast.—At a recent meeting the

Mersey Dock Board decided to lease a site, on the great Ormesliead, for a new
lighthouse. The cost of the edifice will be £5,000, and the annual charge for

maintenance £380. Mr. J. B. Hartley, C.E., has presented a design for the

lighthouse.
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A FEW DAYS AT CHARTRES AND OTHER, FRENCH TOWNS.*
11H 15 circular windows in the nave afford examples of the plainest and richest

kinds of pierced worl< ; tlie roses in the licads of the clerestorv windows,
some 17 feet in diameter are pierced with ffood patterns in tlie simplest manner
out of large slabs of stone ; there are similar windows, but smaller and richer, in
the cloisters at Leon, wliere the lartre rose in the north transept is one degree
more ornate, having a graduated series of mouldings to the difterent openings.
The west window of Cljartres, over 30 feet in diameter, is still more richly oma-
niented ; but both this and the clerestory windows look mean when seen from the
interior, in consequence of the glazing having been placed so near the inner face
of the walls ; the west window especially has none of the noble effect of the
exterior view, but looks like a set of isolated holes ; and it is not pleasant to see
this and the clerestory windows, where the roses are too heavy for the lights below
them, so dependent on the stained glass ibr general beauty of effect. I suppose
It would be impossible to find a building-stone of better kind than that used at
Chartres, whether as regards its durability, its color, or fineness of grain; it is
similar in appearance to a lithogrnphic stone, and so tough and fine in texture as
to place no limit to the minuteness of the carving. The columns in the western
doorways contain strings of pellets no larger than the heads of pins, and many
of them are now almost as clear and perfect as when carved seven centuries
since

; while those parts of the building much exposed to the touch have taken
a polish like alabaster. I exhibit specimens of tliis hard stone and some others
of softer kinds in use at Reims, Paris, and elsewhere. One kind very much used
13 the rock answering to our chalk, which, though with us so soft and white, is
there of a good grey color, and so durable that I was frequently unable to detectm old work any signs of its having decayed away more than the flints that are
embedded in it.

I believe no grand cathedral of the best age has all its towers complete, and of
the same date. Rheims has some fine specimens, wanting their crowning spires.
Of the seven designed for Leon four are tolerably perfect, except the spires.
Chartres was probably intended to have nine, in all of which only the two in the
western front were ever completed. They are carried to the height of the
springing of the gable, of similar general design, though, as usual in such eases,
diftering considerably in details (see the spires of St. Etienne at Caen, and those
of the Cathedral at Bayeux). No doubt the one latest built had the benefit of
any improvement suggested hy the view of its senior companion ; and it is worth
Willie to notice tlie small amount of scruple with which this kind of thing was
constantly done, as if it were by no means necessary to make a sacrifice for the
sake of uniformity, even in a church without aisles, where the windows on the
north side were three-lights, those on the south were made, very sensibly, in two-
liglits, and the difference was not so noticeable as might have been expected. Of
these two spires, that on the north is of the sixteenth century, and, of its kind
handsome and in good proportion to the building. The south tower and spire
being older by half a century than the body of the church, are much too low for
It, although, m themselves, a far more beautiful composition than that on the
rorth.

Looking at the upper story of this lower, immediately below the octagonal
stag|_, there seems to have been a careful preparation for some superstructure of
a diKerent kind to that which now surmounts it; the design of this portion is

itory before the commencement
1 arrangement of the windows and buttresses has no

raents, are much to lie regretted. Still le«8 defensible is the tricks whicli I saw in
two or three places, of lining the wall i)anel8 with ornamental encaustic tiles, and
painting upon them lines to represent the folds of hnngiiigs. The floor of the
Sainte Chapelle, composed of hard grey stone, out of whieli patterns have been
sunk and filled with colored cementg, was pleasant to walk upon, more so tlian
are ordinary encaustic tiles. There is great variety in the floors and pavemenU
about the French towns, colored marbles in patterns are frequent in shops and
entrance-halls of private houses, and the ordinary hexagonal paving tiles have a
pleasant effect in many cases. I saw but one manufactory for them, and that of
the rudest kind ; the clay was being tempered by men's feet, and the men—it
was rather difticult to aiy—hut I think they would have been naked, but for the
clay in which they wnV; involved.

such that we mi^ht expect, at least, a short blank story before the
of a spire of any kind, but the arrangement of the windows and bu...c=,c» uu, uo
rpterence o what is to follow upon them ; and the spire and octagonal stage,
richer m all their details, stand with piers on the heads of the windows below
and openings close over all the lower buttresses. Still, the general outline of
tins tower and spire is admirable, and, in distant views of the town—from east
or west, the eatlie-dral stands out over everything very magnificently. I shall
not soon forgot the cfiect of its dark mass against the sun-rise as I left it on myway to Le Blans. •'

I could spend no more than part of one day at Le JIans, during which I saw,
besides the Cathedral, some ofthe dirtiest, darkest, and most wretched holes thatcan anywiitTe he tenanted by human beings. I explored it a good deal just after ashower, unfortunately, that brought out the sickly tints and enhanced the flavour
oitiiings; It was ihe only time that I saw in its worst aspect the system ofdrainage hy open gutters by the side of other symptoms ol'^ neglect and ruin.
JBut mere were a good number of picturesque and some richly ornamented fronts
ot houses that had seen better tenants. There are fine open spaces also, and a

Ih^n Jl i"'
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* Continued from page 1010.

Strolling through the street there is in every day architecture much matter for
observation, a general tendency towards neatness, and good taste in the arrange-
ment of the more modern shops. I saw sometimes inlanes where only one cart
could pass elegantly decorated establishments, the white and gold and the
looking-glass of which would, if moved to our Regent-street, Ix; much admired.
The cafes were often very splendidly decorated ; one cafe chantant, in « liich I
could scarcely find a place amongst some hundreds of men in hlouzes, was well
arranged and of a light Italian character ; it might have been made exceedingly
showy and vulgar by the use of a few bright colors but, being kept wliitc with a
very sparing use of gold, it was as elegant as any drawing-room. I do not say
that this color would always suit our colder cilmate, or stand so well in our damp
atmosphere, but as they were situated nothing could look better or more quietly
cheerful. In one little town there were shops which had frize and dado ot black
marble witli incised and gilt letters, and even a slab of marble attached to the
lower side of the door. The handsomest shop that I saw anywhere was that of a
butcher near the Madeleine, in Paris ; every part of it is appropriately orna-
mented from the floor of colored marbles to the enriched ceiling; tlie marble slabs
in the windows and even the blocks are cut in omamental forms ; a large
fountain plays in the middle, business goes on quickly, and there seems to be
much of it, and one may hope that somebody is reaping the reward of his.
enterprize in bringing so much of art into connexion with this least poetical of
callings.

The large works of reconstruction now being carried on in Paris furnish many
useful hints, especially with respect to the system of fireproof construction, a
system that one would be glad to carry out more generally in London. "The
joists are lighter than with us, they are readily put together, and the workmen-
execute the brick filling-in roughly and quickly, and they cut and trim them to
any variety of plan with great facility.

Three stout rolled girders strapped together form sufficient bressummer for
the ordinary S]jans used in shop-fronts, and flat arches in stone arc turned over
narrower openings, with sometimes stout iron bars passing through them.
Any one studying iron construction and workmanship will find plenty ofmatter,

especially in the lighter kinds of work. The roofs oi^the railway stations along
the line to Strasbourg are good specimens of flat girders in very light angle and
T iron. The station at Le Mans has a trussed roof of very good omamental cha-
racter ; the putting together and finishing generally are very neatly executed,
and they probably remain longer uninjured by rust than in our climate, Onthift
point, however, the most interesting matter I saw was Ihe coppering of the
fountains and lamp columns in Paris ; there seemed to be a good thickness of
metal deposited, and if the expense is not too great, we may hope that the rust,
which is the chief objection to the employment of omamental ironwork, will in
future be prevented. I think Leon seemed to have more of the workers in iron
than most places, but in every town, I was always coming within sound of their
files and hammers. Many articles, such as we usually get from Biriaingham,
seem in these French towns to be home-made, and I think there is great advan-
tage in having workmen accustomed to the finer kinds of ironwork always at
hand, as the architect can have his designs carried out under his own inspection,
and study its effect as it proceeds.
The tools with which the masons work the grey chalk stones and oolites are

3uite different from those in common use with us. How far this arises from
ifferences in the texture of the stones you can judge from the specimens. Much

work is done with the toothed axe in hewing the blocks roughly into shape and
working the faces ; the " clustered pick" beats the face and mouldings to some
thing like their finished forms, and they are then finished with the jplane or
rubbed with a kind of grater. Where I could judge at all I thought the work
was got through rather quickly, and I felt some surprise that one or two of these
tools are not used in London ; I have been told, as to one of them, that " the
Union" has forbidden its use amongst the soft-stone masons, but I liesitnte to
believe anything so monstrous. Usually, all mouldings are wrought after the
building is finished. I frequently saw houses intended to have elaborate fronts,
some portions of the carvings had been executed as patterns some years back, and
the remainder was left to be finished at another time. Generally, the beds of
stones were not very finely wrought, and' they were set in a rather thick layer
of mortar. I think tlieie is often an advantage in this, as in very plain buildings
it is a pity to spend money in making every part neat and smooth, which will
only render the poverty more apparent.

I usually contrived to spend an hour in the public libraries and museums with
which the towns are furnished. At Chartres, which has 18,000 inhabitants, there
are three rooms and corridors filled with pictures, antiquities, and objects of
natural history, very well exhibited. They were always very easy of access, and
I could not help calling to mind one or two museums I know of in fair sized

towns, where I, a passing traveller, have discovered with ditticulty that I could
in no wise see their case of dusty bh-ds and their barrow-load of uncatalogued
minerals, except on payment of sixpence—next Tuesday. But some of our
towns are making efforts to establish good museums, and I should think they
will find them most valuable to themselves, and send the stranger away with a
pleasant impression of their civilisation, liberality, and old associations.

I think many of us find the opportunities of studying English Jledieval archi-

tecture, for a few days at a time, occur rather frequently, and on those rare
occasions when we can get from town for longer periods wish to see something of
continental architecture. I may state, for the information of such as wish to know,
that I found the difficulty and expense of travelling much less than I anticipated.

There is great regularity in the style of living, if you fall into the w.iys of the
people. I generally stayed at the best inns, lived as expensively as the best of
the people with wliom I met, never disputed a bill, nor had reason to think I

ought to do so, and I am sure that a tour in England would have cost me more
money. If I mayjudge from a short experience, I should say there is uo place
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oa earth where you may go about under less fear of restriction while you are
eueful to avoid interference with the service of the church or any other cause
of offence. The ecclesiastics seemed to take a pleasure in (pvinp such informa-
tion as they could, and when there was a regular official appointed for that
purpose his fee was small. There seemed to be no objection to one's going any-
where for the purpose of sketching. I was now and then invited into private
gardens for the sake of getting a better position. Ordinary passers-by generally
apologised if they were compelled to obstruct the view, and nobody felt any
delicacy about looking over the drawing or attempting to read the notes, but it

was done civilly, and I think was intended as a compliment.

SOCIETY FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF THE FINE ARTS.
DB. DBESSEB ON THE ABT OP DECOBATIVE DESIGN.

THE second lecture by Dr. Christopher Dresser, of Hammersmith, on the
'• Art of Decorative Design," was delivered before the Society for

the Encouragement of the Fine Arts, on Thursday evening, the twelfth
ult. There was a numerous attendance, and the chair was occupied by
Mr. HiBLSTOSE. After referring to grades in decorative art, and in

illustration of his subject, the Lecturer said :

—

I suppose that the object which we have in teaching writing in our schools is

tliat of enabling mind to communicate with mind, and spirit with spirit, when
the bodies in which they dwell are somewhat widely separated by space or time

;

the secondary advantages—resulting from an increase of power over the hand and
a more caivfiil mode ol thought, which WTiting induces—may also lead us to inflict

this task of learning to make and arrange characters on paper upon our children
;

but the priraarv object is that of enabling them to pass their tlioughts through
space, and hand them down through time in order to instruct, gratify, or delight
Kindred spirits. But the power to write is only of value as it enables us to
embody thought in form in such a manner that others may reap from the forms
the conceptions of the mind wliich created tliem.

In itself the power is wortliless, for no collection of indiscriminately arranged
words, I conclude, would be of value ; but as tliought can be conveyed by this
agency, tlie art cannot be overesteemed.
The works of Shakespeare, Macaulay, and Bacon we greatly value, but they

neither command our sympathies nor approbation because they are combinations
of characters arranged in meritorious order according to rule, but through the
excellency of the miud which they make known, for, while reading these works,
we recognize the minds of the authors conversing with our minds as fully as if

the verj- men were standing before us in person, and speaking in audible
sounds.

It is so with drawing, for this is only a vehicle for thought—a means to an
end ; and I know not that the art is worth the expenditure of labor necessary to
its possession, but for this one power which it has. Writinj^ may be said to be a
plain chariot in which thoughts are conveyed from individual to individual
throughout a kingdom, and sometimes beyond ; and decorative art, an ornamented
car in which mind is conveyed throughout the world. One feature of especial
interest as appertaining to drawing is this, that the language which it speaks is

universal, and addresses itself alike to the inhabitants of every land. Then,
however desirable it may be to possess the power of delineating objects for
Eecondary purposes, the great value of such ability rests in the increased means
aiibrdcd lor the conveyance of thought. Seeing that we value the power of
drawing merely as a means and not as an end, and recognising the truth already
enforcM—that the amount of pleasure derivable from an object is in ratio to the
amount of mind which it manifests, it will not be difficult for us to determine the
merits of the varied classes of decorative art.

Mere imitation is not ornamentation, and is no more art in the higher sense of
the term than writing is in itself literature, for in order to the production of
ornament there must, at least, be adaptation.
Our so-called natural wall papers will illustrate the first, or most elementary,

step taken towards the production of ornament, for adaptation has here been con-
sidered so far as is absolutely necessary in order that the design may repeat in
the mechanical manner necessary to its production, but no further. Here, the
efiort has been to imitate what is seen, and not to adapt natural forms to the
purpose* of decoration ; the little adaptation essential is rather mourned over
than Joyed in, and had it not been indispensable would not have been considered.

If mere imitation is ornamentation, the omamentist must at once give place to
the photographist, for his art repeats natural objects with infinitely more accuracy
than the most careful draughtsman ; but photography cannot invent ornaments
as it is devoid of the mental or imaginative faculty, for the working of the
mental power is essential to the production of decoration, and, indeed, to the
creation of all exalted art.

We have no reason to believe that when the old Greeks were about to produce
one of their inimitable statues, they searched the land for the most perfect
human form, and simply imitated what they saw ; if so, they would have made a
cast of the figure : but their statues are not casts; they are types of the human
shape, and unquestionably resulted from a consideration of the form of
many individuals. I imagine that prior to the production of one of these

conception, a perfect type worked out in all its details, an enquiry was further
instituted into the modification which the form undenvent as the action of the
figure was brought to that required. After such preparation the production of
a figure perfect in form was comparatively easy ; the difficulty rested in forming
correctly the mental image, and in order to this the great knowledge was
required. What we admire, then, in the Greek statue is not the manifestation of
mechanical skill or labor in its construction (indeed, no thought of labor is

intruded upon the mind when beholding it), but the knowledge manifested by it,

and we view it with delight as the embodiment in matter of a conception of the
mind.
We see that perfect works of art are not imitations of that which actually

exists, but are mind embodied in form, and this is emphatically the case with
ornament, for that which is most pleasing and meritorious is that which has most
fully mental origin, while that which sets forth things seen is of a less satis-
factory character.

Natural adaptations, we have seen, are the lowest form of decorative orna-

mentation, but the next step, which is much more exalted, consists in the
" conventional treatment " of natural forms.
Vegetable nature, which is alone the type of ornament, treated conventionally,

will not be found to be far removed from truth, but will be merely a natural form,
or a series of combined forms, neither marred by blights nor disturbed bv winds,
adapted to the fulfilment of a special purpose, or suited to a particular position,
for the most perfect examples of what is usually termed "conventionalised
nature " are those which express the intention of nature, if we may thus speak,
or are manifestations of natural objects, as undisturbed by surrounding influences
and unmarred by casualties.

In attempting the production'of the ideal of nature, the utmost care must be
used in order to discriminate between truth and deformity ; the beauty of a plant
cannot he said to be repeated in a drawing, if deformity alone is portrayed

;

indeed, deformity must DC altogether absent from a perfect work, for art has a
more e-xalted mission than that of setting forth what we loathe.
How repugnant to refined feelings it is to behold a marred feature or dis-

figured limb perpetuated by statuary as a work of art, and although deformity
in plants may not be so manifest, and hence not so offensive, as deformity in
man, yet its presence detracts from beauty, even' if the source of the evil be
unperceived.

Conventionalised nature, we say, will be found to consist in the delineation of
nature in its purest or typical form ; hence it is not imitation, but consists in
the embodiment in form of a mental idea of the perfect plant; but this ideal
figure is subjected to a process of adaptation.
The intention of the plant in producing the bud of the honeysuckle is that of

developing leaves of certain shapes in a given arrangement while tliey are yet
varied in direction; but should a leaf be partially destroyed through blight or
some insect preying upon it, it will be necessary to perfect it ; and should the
leaves on one side of the stem be smaller than those on the other, owing to their
receiving an insufficiency of light, they must be enlarged; or, should any part
be drawn aside from its proper position, it must again be restored to its place.
And in thus deducing from many examples the laws and forms of nature, and
producing a truly typical shape, rests the chief secret of the production of the
conventional forms of plants.

Still following an ascending series, we find the next grade of decorative art in
the embodying in form a mental idea which has been suggested by nature, and
yet the ornamental forms are neither a representation of any actually existing
form or of any intention of nature.
The illustration already given of the manner in which a mental conception

can be embodied in a new form, as that of an opening bud or of a flower, will
likewise tend to elucidate our present meaning ; and it will be unnecessary that
we spend time in showing that a composition may embody an idea derived from
a natural object and yet not imitate the object the spirit of which it embodies,
for we have before seen that this is possible.

It is apparent that the latter class of ornament is a greater development
of mind than either of those which we have already considered, for in the
" natural treatment " there is the smallest possible amount of mental power
embodied, and although in aonventionalised nature there is much more, yet
there is considerably less, than in the embodiment of a mere feature in ideal
form.

Purely ideal ornament is that which is most exalted, it being wholly a creation
of the soul ; it is utterly an embodiment of mind in form, or an oti3])ring of the
inner man, and its origin and nature give to it its elevated character.

It would be a folly now to enforce the statement that conventional ornament is

the highest branch of decorative art, as we have shown that the exaltation ot

ornament is in ratio to the amount of mind manifested in its creation, and the
most careful consideration will verify this truth ; tor ideal creations are as far

above imitations as the mind is above the body—many brutes can imitate, but
they cannot create.

We are now enabled to classify ornaments by affinities resulting from equality
in respect to the embodiment of mental power. Thus we have as examples of
the first, or most exalted, grade of ornament, the Greek, the Moorish, the Early
English, much of the Indian, many features in the Japanese, and some parts ot

the Egyptian and Renaissance. In the second class, following a descending
series, we may instance much of the Egjptian and Chinese, and a few features in

the Greek and Japanese. In the tliird a great portion of the middle-age
work, especially the later Gothic, and many parts of the Chinese or Indian ;

and in the fourth or last class, much of Pompeian and cur modern floral

patterns.

While we have thus instanced a few examples which seem, on the whole, illus-

trations of the grades to which we have called attention, yet in several cases the
same part of a decoration will by two features illustrate two grades. Our own
floral patterns, while they belong to the fourth or lowest class in view of their

composition, belong also to the first or second class in view of their coloring,

for it is in some parts purely ideal, and in others nearly suggested by natural
objects; and, were it not for the more exalted character of the coloring, these
patterns would be much coarser than they arc.

While there are these grades of ornament, it must also be remembered that
there can be good and bad in each class, for if a purely mental creation lias not
its parts subjected to the laws or requirements of ornament, which we have yet
to point out, it cannot be satisfying, and the pain resulting from beholding an
imperfect ornament will be in ratio to the class to which it belongs, and will be
greater as the class is exalted. Purely ideal art, when degraded, is most often-

sive, as it is the nobler part of man so debased as to be contemptible

The lecturer then referred to plants as furnishers of ornament, and pointed out
the manner in which a plant grows. Every plant at first consisted of hut one
body, a cell, and however long that plant might gi-ow, and to whatever extent it

might be developed, it was but a multiplication or repetition of what it first

appeared. He then referred at length to the horse chestnut, showing how by
growth the plant had been repeated and multiplied. A flower was only a very
short branch with leaves springing from it, but tliose leaves were modified in

color and character to perform the particular work whicli they were destined to

fulfil. We saw that plants liad repetitions, and so it was in fine art, as miglit be

witnessed in the kaleidoscope, where the pleasing effect was produced by repetition

according to rule. Repetition was essential to the production of ornament. He
then refeiTed to diagrams of the begonia and petunia, showing how they repeated

their parts. After referring to tlie repetitions in mignionvttc, the lecturer re-

marked that alternation was essential to the production of ornament, and the

object answered by this alternation was calling attention away from the junction
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of lines. Passing over symmetry, Dr. Dresser proceeded to the consideration of

adaptation. Tliere was a perfect adaptation of the flora to the earth on which it

rested. Adaptation in nature might be shown in almost every flower. In tlie

case of decoration it was all-important to consider adaptation as a primary

feature. On this point he referred to the forms of the Egyptian and Grcelc water

vessels. It was a peculiar prerogative of art to take hold of a pleasing feature

and to possess it; we had to decorate and beautify, but we liad to take hold of a

pleasing feature and to beautify that. The lecturer passed on to speak ot the

power of ornament to express ideas with the aid of symbolism, and to argue of

the possibility of embodying thought in abstract ornament, in conventional forms,

-which he illustrated at some length. All the omamcntist had to do was to make
the mind create a certain thing.

The lecturer on resuming liis seat was warmly applauded by the meeting.

Tlie CiiAiRM.vN (Mr. F. Y. Hurlstone) moved a vote of thanks to Dr.

Dresser for his excellent and elaborate lectures, in which he had entered

into details ;of great interest in regard to decorative art. The motiou

was seconded and carried by acclamation.

The meeting then broke up.

w
THE GEOLOGY OF THE ISLE OF PORTLAND.*

E are glad to see that Mr. WiUiam Gray has had reprinted his interesting

paper on " The Geology of the Isle of Portland ;" a considerable portion of

information given is of great value. It is shown that—

11

the information given is of great

The series of strata, though not everywhere cxliibitea together, yet when gronped as a

whole afford a vertical section of about 5i5 feet ; hard rocks of a light color giving about

145 feet; dark brown sanily deposits about 45; and the Kimmcridge clay formation tho

remaining 335. Tho sides, which to the east and west present bold fronts to the sea, have

been mnch effected by landslips.

The sections of the various strata are shown in a woodcut, beginning at the

top they are

—

Sand and gravel of the Eaised Beach.

i. Calcareous shite, 8 to 30 feet thick.

' Clay band.
Bacon tier, 1 to li feet.

Clay band, 8 feet.

Alsh, 3 feet.

/ Soft burr, 1 foot to 14 inches.
' Dirt bed, 1 foot to IG inches.

Top rising, 2 feet.

Cap, 4 to 7 feet.

V Seam of black earth.

^ \ Skull cap, 20 inches to 3 feet.

f

Roach, 3 feet.

Whit-bed, 9 feet. (The really best bed o£ stone.)

Curf and waste, with chert beds, feet
Boach, IJ to 2 feet.

Base bed or lower tier, 5 feet. (Called also the " Best bed. )

Limestone and chert, 75 feet.

Blue clay 2 to 10 feet.

Portland sand, 45 feet.

Kimmeridge clay, with septaria, 33.'> feet seen.

The Portland sand, next above the Kimmeridge clay, and into which it gradually

merges, is made up of layers of an olivc-green-colored limestone, divided horizontally by
sandy beds, the mass being shattered and broken. So unshapely are the blocks of which
the layers are composed, that it it could be conveniently quarried, it would be unsuitable

for building purposes. Some of the beds are soon destroyed by exposure to the weather ;

but others are comparatively unaffected, and the exposed surface becomes covered with
lichens, as may be seen on several of the overturned blocks on the nortli-west slope. The
thickness of the Portland sand is about 45 feet.

Occupying an intermediate space between tho Portland stone proper and the Kim-
mcridgo'clay, the Portland sand may be considered the transition series, but notwith-
standing this graduated development of the solid Portland beds, it isnot easy to comprehend
how it comes to pass that they overlie a formation very little altered at present from what
we should supiwse the Portland stone beds were when first deposited. What consolidated

tho Portland beds ? If pressure produced the effect, why should the clay below remain
michanged? In the Portland sand, like in the overlying strata, are found fossil casts of

ammonites, trigoniffi, &c. ; it might have happened that the shells decomposed as they lay

in the original silt or sand, and that the carbonate of lime thus supplied was taken up by
water, and distributed throughout the strata, and, again crystallising, consolidated tho
mass interposed between tho beds of clay, the latter, by its impervious character, preventing
the filtration of the water.
At the Vom Ditch (in connexion with Portland defences) a most favorable opportunity

is afforded for examination and study. This cutting, when finished, will, in the aggregate,
make up a length of 1,100 yards, by in width 100 feet, and in depth from 30 feet to 75 feet.

From this, the enormous quantity of 1 ,073,000 tons must be removed. The excavated
material is used in constructing tho breakwater now in progress, under the Admiralty, in
Portland Roads.
Tho first thing that strikes the visitor in this excavation is the extraordinary regularity

of tho strata ; a narrow bed of stone between layers of ehert can be traced for a long
distance, and many of the beds as developed here can be recognised again on the cUffs on
the eastern and western sides of the island ; some beds aro subdivided, and again united
witliin a short distance ; one bed in particular, showing a thickness of 14 feet at tho eastern
entrance to the ditch, is subdivided witliin a short distance on that face into several beds.
The general thickness of the beds of stone is from 2 to 5 feet, and the cherty beds vary

from 6 inches to 3 feet. Sometimes the chert runs from one layer into another, and very
often the rents in the bed of stono between two layers of chert aro filled up with chert
also, 80 that it looks on some sections like vertical, or almosl vertical, markings made with
a tar-brush. The horizontal beds of chert, where a fresh section is opened, appear almost
black, and contrast strongly with the light color of the intermediate beds ot stone. Tliis
difference of color is soon mellowed down by the growth of lichens and other vegetation,
.^ome of the cherty layers aro made up of shells, and in the upper beds of this series cherty
nodules aro not uncommon, which, when broken, show a shell in tho centre. These
nodules vary from the size of an egg to the size of a heavy connon-shot. In the lowest
beds the chert is in irregular patches, as if collected round a branched nucleus, and a
section shows a number of parallel lines from the centre to the surface of the moss, dis-
poned in concentric rings.
The beds, so remarkably regular, and abnost horizontal in the cross section, suddenly dip

at a considerable angle (30 degrees) on the east and west faces. This seems to have been
caused by slips parting in the direction of fissures, and becoming thus tilted over in tho
direction of the slopes already described. The ditch in one direction, on the west face, is

cut through a slip of this kind ; and on the cast face the tilted nature of the strata causes
a difficulty in forming the contemplated perpendicular escarpment. This phenomenon,
manifested also in other portions of the island, was evidently caused by tho wearing away
of the underlying clay and sand, the destructive effect of which was promoted by the
existence of the fissures.

• "On the Geology o£ the Isle of Portland," by William GBAT, Esi., Eoval Engineer
Department.

On the Vern Hill—which is a comparatively level space of about CO acres, at
the northern end of the island, bounded by tlie slopes described at the begUmlng
of the paper

—

Tho Base-bed has been quarried to a limited extent ; but, as miglit be expected from its
geological position, tho quantity was scanty and of inferior quality ; for in Portland tho
beds, whether they merely crop ont by mnning with a quicker dip than the tail of tlis
surface, or run parallel with the surface, in either case, are very muchbroken and sbatterod
for about 8 or 12 feet from the surface. The Baae-bed, In tbia shattered condition, extends
over tho greater part of the Vern Kill. It runs oat to the aonth as it opproaohes the dltoh,
and from about 200 feet at the other side of the ditch, where it Bgain cropeout, it continues
all over the island.

The local term " Best-bed," as applied to the stratum now under considera-
tion

—

Has caused no little confusion and disappointment ; for, though ItpoflMMet the flaest texture
and the most uniform color of any bed on the island, it is not really the best for maaj ot
the purpose to which it is at present applied ; it is liable to rapid decay when expoeea to
the weather ; bnt, being soft, it is easily and economically sawn into any size, and thereforo
meets with demand in the market. There can be no objection to its use for inside work,
where it answers admirably, and the wonder is, that it is not oftener so employed ; but, for
outside tcork it is niinotis. The misappUcation of the term " Best-bed," and the injodidons
employment of it for works exposed to atmospheric influences, had created a consldorable
prejudice against it, and many thousand tons that should have been quarried In Portland
are loft behind, and covered up in the (/e&rw quarried from the other beds. The term
" Best-bod" may be a corruption of the term Base-bal, the latter being most correct when
applied to what is commonly called the Best-bed, for it is the bau^ or lowest bed quarried
in tho Isle of Portland. It is very uniform in its texture and color, free from fossils, and
may be had in any reasonable sized blocks, not more than 5 feet in one direction, this being
the average thickness of tho bed.

Overlying the Base-bed, and closely associated with it, there is a bed of " roach," from
18 inches to 2 feet thick.

Between the roacli of the base-bed, and tho 'Whit-bed, or really Best bed, there intervenes
a bed, or beds, called by the quarrymen "curf," and "waste ;" this is divided from the
underlying, as well as from the overlying beds, by layers of chert, and is often subdivided
by similar layers ; the quality of the stone, too, varies considerably, and is never fit for
2>articular work.

Next above the curf is the Whit-hed, or the true Best-bed of Portland stone.

The local term Whit-bed is a misnomer, and like the term Best-bed, as applied to the
lowest bed, leads to confusion ; for Whit-bod. in contradistinction to Best-bed, Implies that
the former is whiter and second in quality to the latter, whereas, in reality, tho Whit-
bed is the darkest and best, and (what is called) the Best-bed is the tiglite$t and icortt.

Architects should carefully note those distinctions. The texture of the Baw-
beddifiers from that of the Whit-bed, in that the former is comparatively free

from fossils, whereas the latter contains a great quantity of comminuted shells,

the fragments being just small enough to impart a light brown tint to the stone,

without giving it a speckled appearance.

The durability of this stone, as compared with tho Base-bed, may be occasioned by the
quantity of crystallised carbonate of lime by which it is impregnated, derived from the
contained shells. The centre of the Whit-bed proves the best for exposure to weather, in-

asmuch as the top, and more particularly the bottom, of the bed is much softer. A know-
ledge of this fact is necessary to the proper disposal of this stone in architectural works,
and to counteract tho injurious effect of the workmen's practice in dressing the top or
bottom of the bod for tho fine or exposetl surface. The Whit-bed is generally about feet

high, and is necessarily split up into smaller blocks before it leaves the quarry. When a
block, the full height of the bed, is parted in the centre, two stones are produced, each ot

which has a hard and soft face, the hardest being that part nearest the parting joint, and
the softer, tho parts next the top and bottom of the bed respectively.

Wlien a mason is given one of these stones to work, he selects the softest part for the

face, taking the least amount of labor to produce the more particular surface required ;

the result must, therefore, be to the disadvantage of the stone. Whereas, had the centre

portion of the original block been selected for the face-work, the result would be more
durabiUty, as well as uniformity of color. Tho foregoing observations apply more par-

ticularly when the stone is laid square with the direction of its bed, and not "on ita

natural or quarry bed," as is generally specified, and, indeed, most necessarily so, when tho

stono is of a lammatcd or fissile structure ; but with Portland stone, for tho reasons stated,

it is questionable whether any advantage would be derived from insisting on laying tho

blocks on the quarry-bed ; it would require constant, untiring supervision to secure tho

fulfilment of such a condition, and very few, except tho practical workman, can detect in

some blocks of Portland stone which way the bed runs, unless by the difference in qualirt

between the centre of the layer and its top and bottom ; and when this difference IS

apparent, it would bo, indeed, unwise to enforce the above rule, viz., " that every stono

should be laid on its natural or quarri'-bed."

The quality of tho Whit-bed—(*• all the other beds in />i)rt;aHfi—varies considerably ; tot

example, in one part of tho Admiralty quarries it is exceedingly rough and frothy, con-

taining numerous shells and white spots of a calcareous substance ; the latter crystallised

in concentric rings ; whereas, in the same quarry^ nay, even at the otfter side of a Joint ot

parting, the stone assumes its usual fine and uniform texture. It would bo useless

attempting to account for this phenomenon, but such is the fact.

GeneraUij speaking, the beds produce the best quality of stone northwards. At tho

north-west, both Whit-bed and Base-bed are of excellent quality ; farther south, tho Whit-
bed reaches its highest degree of perfection, but the Base-bed fails in quaUty ;

at the south-

west both are mforior. On tho east side of the island tho Base-bed is very good, and the

Whit-bed is coarse and slielly ; both bods are again deteriorated in quality southwards.

The same difference in quaUty may be noticed in the curf and roach. The former may
sometimes be found almost equal to the latter, but, as a rule, the distinction between curt

and roach should always be observed, and tho former never put where roach is intended,

particularly in exi>03ed situations, as sea-walls or docks.

Overlying and closely associated with tho Whit-bed is the celebrated Roach, a local term

applied to a layer of about 3 feet thick, made up almost entirely by casts of various shells,

such as a Ceritliium Portlandicum, Trigonia incurva, Trirjonia qil}bosa, Keritoma siniuaa^

Pleurotomaria rugala, Liicina Portlandica, fcc. This is tho only bed in which " the screw,

or Cerilhium Portlandicum, is found, and hero it is in the greatest abundance ; not a ftag-

ment of Roach can be picked up without some portion of this shell ; so thickly are those

casts crowded together, that they frequently run one into tho other ; it is not uncommon
to get a Cerilhium in tho cast of a Trigonia, or the cast of a smaU Cerilhium in another. All

the fossils of the roach, except the Oslrea expansa, are merely casts, not a vestige of tho

original shell is left, nor is the space it once occupied filled up by any calcareous matter ; a

clear space is left round the cast ; it is this circumstance that gives the stone its spongy or

aerated appearance.

For durability the Roach cannot be surpassed, yet, notwithstanding this latter qualltiN

it has not heretofore met with much favor in the market ; hence thonsanls of tons quarried

and squared up, have for many years been left lying about in all directions in the quarWj

heaiM, and hundreils of tons more have been covered np in the quarry cK«m or " tipped

over the western cliffs ; latterly, however, it has received more attention, and it is now
beginning to be extensively employed on large works of all kinds where its rough-

ness is not on objection ; for docks, sea-walls, heavy abutments, or bridges, it answen
admirably.

In selecting even this bed for building purposes, care must be taken that no portion ol

tlie Curf-bed, or even the Roach of the Base-bed is substituted ; for, imlike the RoaoB

proper, neither of the latter will stand the weather, nor are they by any means as strong
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H tile beat Boach. Though very mnch alike in appearance, the gootl Itoaeh is easily dis-

tiagsidaed from the others by Its darker color ; it ii more sIUceoQS, and the cast of the
"" "'^" -| Pprf/(tri(fic«m is ptvtdliar to it.

The Boadi-bed is, on an aTorage, about 3 feet thiek, and blocks of almost any lateral
dianiieos o*n be procured from the quarries ; blocks are sometimes raisetl coutaiuing so
BMBJM twenty tons. The bi\i is made up of three layers ; the lowest is rather compact
ad^oce-cnlne^l, resembling the nnderlying Whit-K<i. In the west quarries this lowest
dlTWea of the Roach contains the peculiar white, cvlindrical crystalUsations noticed in

t laocii Whitbed of the Admiralty qnarries. The centre division is that which gives the
leahm pecoliaxity, being made up (as described above) of nnmberless casts of shells ;

tbe upper And maltest dinsfon of the Roach is rather laminated, and resembles, in a
flUiit degree, the calcaxeoos state of the overlying beds ; these three divisions arc not
CMDy divided, they are all cloeely combined in one moss. It is remarkable that the Hoach-
slaae will not cleave readily in the direction of a plane parallel with the bed, or line of

deposition. The quarrymen invariably cleave it in a direction square with the be<i, and
the fracture thus prodnced is imiform *and regular, whereas, if the stone were split teith the
bed, the fracture would be irregular and tvnsteful.

The Roach is the most recent formation of the Portland series ; immediately above it

comes the fizet bed of the Purbeek ; but between thoee beds, and more particularly attached
to the Beech, there are irregular iMitches of llints, full of shells ; in the upper surface of

the fiinte the shells are especially well preserved. The variety of shells here discovered is

Te*y gteat, from the large oyster and pecten to the smallest cyrona, but it is difficult to

detach perfect s)>ecimens, owing to the refractory character of the flint ; polished speci-

mens, and pebbles from the beach composed of it, give very good sections of the shells

which it contains.

The next bed above the Roach is the " Sknll-cap," so called from its position with regard
to the Roach ; thongh thus closely associated , they arc essentially different, the Roach being
at marine origin and belonging to the Portland series, and the cap of freshwater origin and
belonging to the Pcrbeck series. The skull-cap, which is one division of the overlying
cap, is. like the latter, most irregular, and, as to shape and texture, has no constant thick-

ness ; for example, the skull-cap, in one part of a quarrj* may be only 20 inches, and within

a short space it may swell out to a thickness of 3 feet or more ; the overlying cap, taken
together with the skull-cap makes up a deposit having a total thickness of from 9 to 12 feet

;

the izxegtiiarittes of the upper surface of the skull-cap corresponding with the uneven bed
of the cap, the ridges of the one fitting into the hollows of the other ; but they arc divided

by a layer of black earth, resembling the Dirt-bed, and which occasionally, like the latter,

contains cycadea. In the cap there are circular perforations of about 4 inches in diameter;
they resemble very much the holes drilled for bla.sting, were it not that the gtone for about
10 mches all round the hole, differs materially in its texture from the main block, being
vesicalar and porous, and seems as if some crystallisation had taken place around some
sabstance once occupying the now vacant space ; this appearance is the more remarkable
In the capotherwise compact and close-grained, not oven presenting the oolitic structure.

The upper portion of the cap is more lamiuate<l than the lower, and about 2 feet of it is

easily separated from the top ; this thickness is called the " top-rising."

Immediately above it there is a bed abont 12 or 14 inches thick, calle-l the " soft burr,"
It is used in the island for building dwelling-honses, which its soft porous nature causes to
be exceedingly damp.

It is from this tliat the sand use^l for building purposes on the island is obtained,
thousaBds of tons being used on the extensive works in progress on the Vern Hill. There
are no remains of shells, or other organic botly, found in those sand and gravel pits, but on
the east side, and north of both lighthouses, to the e<lge of the cliff, there is another
depoait of a finer description, which is full of shells and roots of plants ; one layer, of

abont 7 Inches thick, is composed entirely of shells in a perfect condition, and where they
are exposed in section they are conglomerated together like the pebbles of the pudding-
stone. Thousands of those shells can be gathered in a few minutes. The deposit is

about 40 feet above the level of the sea.

Geologists and arcbitects are alike indebted to Mr. Graj for his researclies.

DWELLINGS OF THE OPERATIVE CLASSES IN
EDINBURGH.

AT the annual general meeting of the Architectural Institute of Scotland,
Mr. J. D. Peddie in tlie cliair, Mr. David Cousin read a paper on " The

Present State of the Dwellings of the Operative Classes of Edinburgh," a topic
nggested bv the late calamity in that city.

It appeared that nearly one-half of the wliole number of houses in the entire

city are of the poorest description, and are rented at sums not exceeding £6 per
annum. The total number of dwelling-houses may be stated in round numbers
at 3-2,000 ; of this number there are 20,a35 at and under £10 of rent, 15,163 at
and under £6 of rent, and 12,747 at and under £5, and <J,070 below £4 of rent.
We have thus the enormous number of 15,163 houses at and under £6 of rent

—

a large proportion of which are huddled together in tlie old " lands " of the High-
street and Canongate, and adjacent wynds and closes, many of these towering to

the enormous height of seven and eight stories above the street. These tene-
ments, or " lands," were originally built as tiie town residences of the gentry of
their day. Each flat, consisting in many cases of eight or nine rooms on a floor,

was occupied by a single family ; in many cases the nppcr floor and attics were
occupied as one house ; sometimes two floors were occupied by one family, having
an interior staircase. Those hoiLscs are now diverted from their original use and
converted into houses for the working classes, and in many cases of a still poorer
class of tenants—each separate room forming a separate house for a whole
family. In many cases you have 16 or 18 families all entering to their several
dwellings by one narrow turnpike stair, dark and dilapidated, the steps worn, and
not more than 3i feet wide. The rents for such apartments vary Irora Is. per
week to Is. (M. or 2s., according to the size of the apartment. In one land
which I visited lately, 1 found .56 different families all entering their separate
dwellings by one common stair. From a statement supplied to me I find that in
18.i)8 a survey had been made of this land, when it was found that there were
59 families in 79 rooms, and 224 inmates, of whom :A were men, 78 were women,
and 112 were children. This vast tenement is six stories in height, besides (he
attics, and to none of all these 59 families had water been supplied, nor soil-pipe
nor waterclosct, nor other necessary conveniences of any description. A 11 water tor
domestic purptwes had to be carried from the public w'ell in the street up to the
highest house, and all soil had to be carried down to the water channel in the
street. Only think of 59 families in one stair! and ;that stair situated at the
foot of a cut de sac 5 feet wide, surrounded by tenements 45 or 50 feet high !

Think of the population of a whole village crowded into a single staircase— their
houses destitute of the means of personal cleanliness or sanitary arrangements.
It iibad enough for the adults; but what shall we say for the 112 poor children,
many of whom I found sitting in little groups on the steps of the dark chilly
unwholesome staircase or congregate<l at the mouth of the close on the public
thoroughfare, subject to the contaminating influences of the foul air arising from
the water chatmels where the night soil is thrown out to be removed by the
scavenger in his weary rounds of his harrow, in unceasing efforts to keep up
( nrface cleanings, duch acenes as these are but specimens of what is everywhere

t? be witnessed, and it is such scenes that have given our old town such unen-
viable notoriety.

Referring, tfcen, to the physical and moral efiects of living in such dwellings on
young and old of both sexes, the speaker proceeded to consider where to find a
remedy, the first object being to secure the erection of additional dwellings, so
that the overcrowded portions of the city might be opened out.
The best method ol securing success would be for the working men themselves

to take this all-important matter into their own hands. Could they only be
persuaded to take up the question of providing house accommodation for their
families, it would be one of the greatest means of social advancement that has
yet been attempted. They know their own requirements better than any other
class of men, and he idea of workmen associating together for this object is not
new. In the year 1826 a co-operative society was formed in our own city, con-
sisting of forty-eight members, joined together for the purpose of providing
houses for themselves. This object they accomplished in tlie course of seven
years, during which period six separate tenements were erected, with eight
nouses in each, being one house for each member. This property is situated in
Canning-place, Causewayside, and is to this day a fair specimen of what work-
men's houses ought to be. The plans were prepared by one of themselves,
another took chaise of the weekly subscriptions, and the whole affair was
managed without expense. The committee of management contracted for the
erection of the building in the ordinary way by competing estimates. The entry-
money, I understand, was £5, which gave a small capital to begin operations.
The weekly contributions of 2s. fiom each member helped the stock, and after
the buildings were advanced to a certain stage money at the ordinary rate
of interest was easily procured. Each house consists of a room, kitchen,
light bed-closet, and two dark closets, with water supply, soil-pipe, sink,
and water-closet. The cost of sucli houses at that time was only about £80.
Wages were low and building materials cheap. The association I refer to,

as has already been said, commenced in 1826. Tlie wages in that year for

joinei-s were 13s. per week ; in the following year they were 14s. Yet with such
low wages forty-eight industrious self-denying men were found witli firmness of
purpose sufficient to enable them to conduct this scheme to a successful issue.

House rents, I understand, were rather cheaper during the period I have
referred to than now; clothing was quite as dear then as now; some articles of
food were much higher, as tea, for example, which at tliat time was 63. per lb.

The wages of the joiner now averages 22s. per week ; that of masons, at the
present time, is 5Jd. per hour—whicli, for sixty hours per week, the length of
time during which they worked at that time, gives a wage of 273. 6d. per wiek,
or, at fifty-two hours per week, as now arranged, a wage of 233. lOd. per week,
or I'ully one-half more than their brethren of thirty years ago. If industrious
working men in those days could spare 2s. of weekly contribution towards the
erection of dwellings for their families, surely it would be no great stretch ot

self-denial in their successors, now so much better paid, to follow their example
and contribute a like sum for this noble object. The intelligence of the operative
classes now is quite equal to what it was then, and they are much better ac-
customed to co-operation in securing a common object. Amongst their number
there are men enough of skill, energy, and force of character sufficient to

conduct such operations to a successful termination. It had occurred to me that
those Property Investment Associations, set afoot some twelve or fifteen years
ago, must have been the means, as it was the avowed object, of enabling working
men to secure houses for themselves to a great extent. This I fear has not been
the ease. On inquiry at the manager of one of the largest of those companies
established thirteen years ago, I find that it has advanced during that period to

its members for the purchase of property no less a sum than £236,000. Of this

large sum not more than £5,000 has been advanced to journeymen tradesmen, or

clerks with corresponding wages, for the purchase of houses for their own
occupancy in Edinburgh. Small tradesmen and journeymen have availed them-
selves of the facilities which these companies afford of getting money, and have
purchased house property of an inferior description on speculation, for the purpose
of being let or sold over again at an advanced rate. The prices paid lor such
properties in closes and back-courts range from six to eight years' purchase.

In most cases such properties have been purchased by persons who seek to

derive as large a return as possible without much view to sanitary arrange-

ments—a few laudable cases form the exception. It thus appears that invest-

ment companies have not altogether realised the object originally contem-
plated—namely, of enabling working-men to become proprietoi's of their own
dwelling-houses; nor have they in any sensible degree been the means of

improving the houses of the working-classes. A co-operative building company
has lately been formed, with a nominal capital of £10,000, in shares of £1 each.

I believe there are already upwards of 200 members. Such a company, if once

firmly established on a broad basis, might do much to meet the demand for

workmen's houses ; but to be available to any considerable extent, they would
require a large capital for investment. Such a company, for some time at least,

cannot be expected to have capital ready to invest in fixed property. Their

object at first must be to build and sell rather than to hold heritable property for

the purpose of being let to workmen. Associations of the nature I have formerly

referred to, as exemplified in that of 1826, might work harmoniously aloiig with

tlie co-operative building society—the one advancing the money to build, the

other entering into contract. Benefit societies, where capital has been accumu-
lated, might also lend their money in aid of the erection of workmen's houses,

where a secure investment is offered. There are many ways in which workmen
may combine to secure this desirable object. Tlie first great desideratum, how-
ever, is to secure the erection of additional houses by any means; by all means
get houses, they are required, they must be provided. The next step is to look

into the existing house accommodation occupied by the lower-rented tenants,

paying from Is. to Is. 9d. per week for rooms such as I have already described.

So long ns these hovels are allowed to remain they will be filled by tenants of one

sort or another. In the energetic language of a distinguished citizen, "So long

as you have places only fit for pigs, you will get pigs to occu|iy them." Self-

preservation calls on us to remedy this growing evil. How is this to he done?

that's the question. Let those old houses of •'excessive, incommodious, and

dangerous" height be deprived of two or even three of the upper stories. Open

up new lines of streets midway between the High-street and the Cowgate on the

one hand, and the Old Physic-gardens and north back of Canongate on the other,

parallel to the High-street, or winding in such directions as tlie special neces-

sities of the case may require, and having large openings into the leading streets

wherever practicable. Or let closes be opened up by throwing down each alter-

nate row of old houses. What is wanted is free open space.
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" GIVE AND TAKE " COMMISSIONS.

SO many of our readers, both professional and unprofessional, have
addressed us with reference to a recent lawsuit that we feel no

ionsor at liberty to maintain the reserve we had liitherto observed.

Oi;r silence has been variously interpreted, in some cases ratlier

unfairly ; for we neither felt inclined to sliirk duties incumbent on us,

still less to volunteer a defence of professional practice without regard
Jo the merits of the suit in question or to the interests of the public

iiiviilved in it. It is quite true tliat an organ of the profession owes a duty
to it, but a duty more imperative and important is due to the public. Nor
is tlie duty a divided one, for the interests of the public and of the pro-

fession are identical. They cannot be separated without injury to both,

and tlie one cannot be slighted without detriment to the other. It is all

tlie more necessary and apropos to insist upon this point just now, when
the profession is engaged in the arduous task of self-reform and purifica-

tion—when it is occupied with the preparation of a system of professional

edueat^n, to give the public the best possible guarantee that architects

shall bFtliorouglily instructed in the theory and practice of tlieir .art for

the efflcient discharge of their duties, and when an ungenerous advantage
is sought to be taken in certain quarters of tlie confusion which naturally
accompanies reform to exclude regularly educated architects from employ-
ment on architectural works.
The report in a recent number of the Building News of proceedings at

a meeting of the Society of Arts will show how justifiable were the warn-
ings we have given the profession for some years jjast. When profes-

sional enthusiasts have ridiculed the well-meant interest displayed by
amateurs, have insisted that non-professional persons were incapable of
appreciating the merits of architectural design, and have protested against
the interference of clients and the public, we warned them that they were
using a two-edged weapon tliat might be turned against themselves at any
time. No longer ago than the lutli of November we wrote that it would
be •' impolitic to augment tlie irritation of the public against the profes-

sion, for there already existed a tendency or predisposition to avoid
employing architects in several quarters, but more especially in Govern-
ment regions j" and further on, that if architects sought to exclude the
jmblic on the grounds of being incapable of knowing anything about
architecture, the public might turn round and say, " If we are not to be
allowed to select what pleases us, we will not spend our money upon what we
cannot understand, and are not to be allowed a voice in. Kather than be
controlled by anarchitect, we will dispense with his services, save his com-
mission, and construct ourselves substantial edifices, having no pretensions
may be to design, but built for less money, and to suit us."

Again, on the 6tli of December, we repeated the warning that " there is

a markedandgrowingtendency on thepart of persons who spend money in

building operations to avoid employing architects." Well founded as we
knew these statements to be, and urgently called for as we felt the warn-
ings to be which we have so repeatedly given, we readily admit that we did
not anticipate so early and complete a confirmation as they have met.
When Mr. Cole told the amazed listeners at the Society of Arts that,

"Profiting by their experience of the most eminent architects and engi-
neers the Commissioners determined on tliis occasion (constructing tlie

International Exhibition Building) to have nothing to do with them," he
admitted everything we had previously stated, and he gave so clear an
intimation of the intentions of the chief employers of architects, that the
profession would do well to take heed in time, and set its house in order
before they are involved in the coming struggle. How far this deplorable
repulsion to the employment of architects is due to architects themselves
we do not purpose to inquire now. The absurd pretensions to exclude the
public on the grounds that no one but architects can understand architec-
ture

; have doubtless largely contributed to this irrational and unjust
prejudice. We do not attempt to conceal or excuse the laches of the pro-
fession, it would be great unkindness and gross neglect of duty to do so.
The profession, from culpable indifference or some less creditable cause,
has sufliered the most lucrative branches of practice to pass away from it

entirely. Architects do not build our bridges, or viaducts, or railway
stations, or docks, or dock warehouses, or lighthouses, not to mention
numerous other works of construction, all of which have been allowed to
lapse to the domain of civil engineers. Churches, street structures, park
lodges, and almshouses, are for the present left to architects. But such
architectural monuments as bridges they have abandoned, and if the same
policy be persisted in, we may expect to see shortly architects the only
professional men acquainted with the practice of construction that^will
be excluded from the practice of architecture.
The case to which attention has been directed is illustrative of the

inclination which public feeling is taking, and of the evils which beset the
profession. An architectural firm at Whitehall—Messrs. Nelson and
Innes—were requested, in conjunction with other architects, to send in
designs for a school-house and premises proposed to be erected at Hilston.
They did so, and added estimates by which it appeared that their design could
becarried out for i'l, 54.3. The Committee for managing the school approved
Messrs. Nelson and Innes' design, but suggested alter.itious, wliich were
made. Tenders were next called for the execution of the works, and the
lowest sent in was upwards of £2,000, being considerably beyond the
estimates, and beyond the means at the disposal of the Committee. The
consequence was tlie project was abandoned, and the architects brought an
action against the Committee to recover 5 per cent, commission on the
cost, on the grounds that they had prepared the plana and drawings upon
the understanding that they were to be employed to superintend the
erection of the structure. The Committee denied their liability, on the
plea that the architects had induced the belief that the plan, as altered,

i

could be carried out for the original estimate, which the tenders sent in
proved could not be, and, in fact, that the estimates would be exceeded by
several hundreds of pounds. The architects replied that the alterations

were so substantial, and, in addition, that the Committee must have
known, even if they had not been informed, that their cost would increase
the estimate. This the Committee denied, and asserted that the architects

had informed them that the alterations would amount to a " give and
take," and could he executed for the sum stated in the original estimate.
Upon this point conflicting evidence was adduced; the trial lasted two
days, after which the jury had to be discharged from being unable to agree
in a verdict—a most unsatisfactory conclusion, perhaps, more miscliiovoiu
than a verdict for the Committee.
Looking calmly and impartially at the general features of the case, it i«

impossible not to see that there have been faults on both sides, or that
committee and architects have been victims of the Ticious system by which
architectural commissions are canvassed for and awarded. I'irst, wc have
the substautial and glaring injustice that architects have been employed,
without remuneration, to prepare designs and estimates; that they liaro

spent their time and money in doing so, and in dancing attendance upon
committees, embodying suggestions for alterations wliere practicable, and
reasoning them out of absurdities. Nothing that can be said; no pleas
ad misericordiam about the work being a charitable one, can get over this

scandalous injustice. "The laborer is worthy of his hire," the chief

member of the committee occasionally tells his congregation we presume.
If he believes in the text, from which he may, perhaps, have preached,

surely he ought to have put it into practice. There is no question that
the architects did do a certain amount of work, for which they are entitled

to bo paid. But the system of public competitions, the professional

touting for commissions, have compelled architects struggling for prac-
tice to work for nothing, and to charge for plans, estimates, and
designs on the commission for superintendence. Here is the root of the evil.

We know no other profession or trade in which men tout for employment,
and give their services gratuitously, or at best at so unsystematic
a scale of charges. So long as the system is allowed to remain so long
will a large amount of professional labor remain unremunerated, and the

more will ill-feeling be manifested between the public and the profession.

One of the evils of this system is that it puts the architects, who had
the right to remuneration on their side, into a false position, and
charges to them several errors. As architects and professional advisers

to the Committee, they should have given distinct information as to

the amount by which the original estimates would be increased to

to carry out the alterations suggested. It was not for them to assume
that the Committee must know there would be an increase. It was the

architects' business to cause it to be known.
Into the conflicting evidence we shall not go, although some light might,

perhaps, be shed on it if it were stated whether the architects claimed

commission on the original or on the increased estimates. In the first

case, they would have put themselves out of court and conSrmed the case

of the Committee; in the second there would be a presumption in their

favor. It is sufficient that payment was refused for labor admitted to

have been done, and that a jury exhibited an inclination to deny to archi-

tectural laborers the hire which they withhold from no other professions!

men or, indeed, artisans.

THE EOYAL HOSPITAL FOR INCURABLES

THE Hospital Committee has recently purchased some 20 acres of free-

hold ground at Coulesden, on the same Surrey hill which bears the

Asylum for Fatherless Children. They propose to build there a fitting

hospital for their patients, and in order to obtain a good design, they
invited a short time since eight architects to a limited competition. The
several designs six in number, (two architects having failed to comply with

the invitation), have been for two days last week on view at the offices in the

Poultry. After a careful inspection of them, we cannot but approve in every

way ofthe Committee's selection. The losing men are fairly beaten ; and the

Committee have shown an amount of taste and judgment in their choice

rarely evinced in competition cases.

All the designs, barring one, which is really a melancholy instance of

misdirected industry, by apparentlj' an ambitious clerk of works

—

show more than average ability. Either of the five designs would have

been worthy of execution, and with such drawings and such rivals it is an
honor even to be a non-successful man. The leading idea in all the plans

is the disposal of the male and female patients in opposite wings of the

building, with the board-rooms, offices, and principal entrance in the

centre. The manner in which this idea is worked out constitutes their

relative superiority. Mr. E. M. Barry's plan " Blessed are the Merciful,"

meets the difficulty of the sloping ground and overcomes it skilfully. The
centre is thrown back, and an extra floor is obtained to the wings on the

lower portion of the ground. In the middle of the wing-blocks covered

recreation grounds are provided, with arcades which form the corridors to

the rooms, grouped round them. On one side of each of these covered

courts there is an inclined way to the several floors, by means of which

the patients may be easily moved up or down. In the centre of the entire

block, the entrance-hall, kitchen, offices, servants' hall, and other offices

are placed. Over them, on the first-floor, is the board-room, secretary's-

room. Sec. The sitting-rooms of the patients are in the most promising

portions of the wings. On the basement, which is entirely above the

ground, there are store-rooms, cellars, and a set of apartments designed for

Turkish baths. The convalescent-room is over the board-room on the

upper floor, and the servant's bed-rooms are in the attics by the side of it.
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The ftont basement trail supports a continuous terrace, which is aTcry fine

ftatnre in the elevation. Each wing has minor wings with semi-octagonal

turrets, between which the terrace runs. In the front of the terraces

there are semicircular headed windows to liglit the basement. Coupled
semicircular headed windows, enclosed by a similar arch, but with pointed

archivolt, light the principal floor. The same arrangement, omitting the

outer arch, is repeated on the floor immediately above it. The roof is

high-pitched with gabled attics in it. The central feature over principal

entrance is a massive square tower with chimney-stacks forming pinnacles

at the angles. The whole is a well-studied and very artistic composition,

beantifiilly proportioned, and showing a thorough mastery of the style

adopted. The design of the covered courts is equally effective. Single

arches form the corridor on the lower floor ; they are subdivided into two
pointed arches, with a colored shaft and balustrade between them, on the

floor above. The roof of the courts is entirely of glass. The design is

very compactly planned and we should regret, if pecuniary circumstances

prevented its being carried out in its entirety.

The design of " A. B. C.,".by Mr. Coe, to which the second premium was
awarded, is only inferior to that which we have just briefly described. It

consists of three parallel lines of building, connected by lines of building in

front and rear, and by a corridor in the centre, thus forming two enclosed

gardens and two courts. It is an Italian design with a high tower in the

centre. The uneven ground is made up to a level, and shows consequently

external terraces, but this way of getting over the diflaculty strikes us as

being more expensive and less capable of picturesque arrangement than

that adopted by Mr. Barry.

"Consolation " is on plan of the form of the letter H< with the entrance

in the centre. The high towers and spire roofs are artistically grouped,

and it is well drawn, although sadly out of perspective.

The design marked " In good Faith," is the only pure English Gothic
design out of the six submitted. Like that of " A. B. C," it is designed

for level ground. There are three lines of building running from front to

back, connected in front, and by a recreation corridor in the rear. The
larger apartments project from the main line of the several fa(;ades, and are

faced with gables, which vary the outline, but somewhat destroy the

breadth of the design. All the roofs are high pitched, and the windows
pointed. A central tower has a saddle-shaped roof on it, with a pinnacle

in the centre of the ridge. The design is a very quiet unassuming one ; it

gives all the required accommodation, and would moreover prove perhaps
the cheapest of all in execution.

We hope the author of the drawings marked with a circle will appreciate

our kindness in simply acknowledging the labor he has bestowed upon a

design which is really not worth a tithe of the application given to it.

There is Ukewise a vast waste of time visible in the design placed by itself,

iritbout motto or device, in the lower room. It is not that the design is

defective ; on the contrary, it is full of merit, but we cannot see the
advisability of attempting to overawe the Committee by the magnitude
of the perspective view. Here we have a drawing, capitally executed, we
admit, some 12 or 15 feet long, and proportionately high, and yet the first

prize is gained by Air. Barry without a perspective view of any kind. A
smaller view would have shown all its points without making so large a
demand upon the limited space for exhibition. If in an unlimited com-
petition architects were to work on this extensive scale, there would be an
end of the public exhibition ot the designs, because Committees could not
find suflScient wall space for them. The design is one, nevertheless, of

great merit. It is Italian in style, and is grouped very picturesquely
together. One wing of the main building is thrust forward, and the other
backwards, so as to conquer the difficulty of the sloping ground, and, at

the same time, to obtain thoroughfare ventilation. The principal apart-
ments project from the main lines of the front, and the spaces between them
are occupied by colonnades. This allows a cheerful play of light and
shade upon the building. The Board-room, secretary's offices, &c., are

put together, forming a kind of outwork to the building with wliich they
are connected by an underground gallery.

Mr. Barry's design will, we hear, be carried out, and we shall be glad to

have this rumour confirmed, because we feel that the noble charity will

therein be fitly housed.

The Medical Times, in a lengthened article on the drainage of Windsor and
the Castle, states that on a recent inspection by a competent member of the pro-
fession with the clerk of the works at Windsor Castle and the registrar of deaths
and other oflicials, they came to a conclusion that " of the Castle sewerage we
know no place where a more complete or more carefiiUy-worked system of

drainage is to be found, nor one which, considering the dithculties of the position,

is more thoroughly successful. Gases undoubtedly do escape when the sewers
are opened, but in such very small quantity as to prove both the extreme cleanli-

ness of the sewers themselves and the absence of any ascending current of
importance in them.

THE SANITARY CONDITION OF WINDSOR.
THE Mayor of Windsor, Wm. B. Holdemess, Esq., has directed Mr. C. S.

Voules, Clerk of the Local Board of Health, to publish the following:

—

The attention of the local authorities has been called to the reports in the Tirnes and
other papers with reference to the present sanitary state of the drainage of Windsor. I am
directed by the Mayor, in his official capacity of Chairman to the Local Board of Health,
M well as from his own personal knowledge as one of the medical practitioners in this
town, to assure the public there is no foundation for the reports in question, and that there
Is DO fever whatever in this district, and that during the last three years we have been
pocnllarly free from that epidemic. And with reference to the drainage of the district

(which was constructed under the direction of the most eminent engineer in such works),
It i« in a most ciBcient state ; and that on the last survey of tho late Mr. Austin, one of the
superintending inspectors of the General Board of Health, about two years since—when he
devoted two days to a minute inspection of the district, he exprcpsed his entire satisfaction
at the system of drainage ; and stated that with a few additional flushing-tanks to some of
the branch drains, the works would be most perfect. These flushing-tanks were imme-
diately constracted, and are now constantly used ; and I may add, that the main sewer is

also constantly flushed by the flowing of a large body of water from a feeder from the
Tbunes, which enters the sewer above the town and passes through, and thoroughly purges
it at a considerable distance bcJow the town. And with reference to fever, I have
Meertained tliat, from the beginning of December last year, up to the present time, there
'ha* been but one death from that source—exclusive of the one the country so deeply
lamantt—and tliat, with a pojjiOation of about 10,000, the deaths have not been twenty in
• tliO««nd.
The Hayor has deemed it right to authorise this statement to prevent the spread o£ un-

T alarm with reference to the condition of tho town.
Cbables Stuabt VOtn-ES, Clerk to the Local Board of Health.

RESIGNATION OF THE DISTRICT SURVEYOR OF ST.
JAMES'S.

AT the last meeting of the Metropolitan Board of Works a letter was read from
Mr. Charles Mayhew, resigning his situation of District Surveyor of St.

James's, Westminster. The letter was as follows :

—

Office-of the Surveyor of the District of St, James's,
Westminster, U, Argyll -street. *

To the Members of the Metropolitan Board of Works,
Gentlemen,—Since writing my letter of tho iind December 'to your honorable Board,

requesting your sanction to tho appointment of my brother, Mr. George William Mayhew,
to perform the duties of my office as surveyor of the district mitil the end of this mouth, I

have read in a public journal a report of the late proceedings of the Committee of your
lionorable Board appointed to consider matters relating to the Building Act, from which
it appears that the whole of the duties of a district surveyor are to be performed personally,

or by a deputy who has received the sanction of youi honorable Board. I, therefore, con-
sider it my duty to state that I am not prepared in future to perform the whole of the
duties, and as X should—after having held the appointment for so many years without
reproach, and having, I hope and believe, discharged the duties, with such casual assistance

as I required, to the general satisfaction of the parishioners— be exceedingly annoyed
to be personally rebuked for doing anything contrary to the regulations of your honorable
Board, I feel the time has arrived that I either ought to apply for permanent
assistance or to tender my resignation. After mature consideration, I have
adopted the latter course, and beg to inform your honorable Board that from and after the
expiration of this month I hereby resign my office, and do so with feelings of no ordinary
regret, as I and my father were bom in the parish ; my father was for many years its

district surveyor, and when he died, at the age of 7r», I was unanimously elected by the
magistrates of Westminster to succeed him (all opposition having been withdrawn before

the election took place), and, therefore, it may be easily imagined that it requires no little

fortitude on my part to cut the last tie of connexion with the parish in which, for three
generations, the name I bear has been so well known, and, I am truly happy and grateful

to say, so kindly supported. I hope that your honorable Board will excuse me for making
these unnecessary remarks, but I could not refrain from doing so ; and also for soliciting

that my brother may be temporarily appointed to discharge the duties until my successor

be installed. He intends to ask your permission to be a candidate for the office, and if

your honorable Board think him qualifieti on his merits (which I believe him to be) to
succeed me, it mil afford me great gratification to know that the name will still be eon-

nected with the district. I have now only to thank your honorable Board for the courtesies

which I have always received from it and its officers during the time I have had connexion
therewith, and to remain, gentlemen, your most obedient servant and officer,

(Signed) Charles Mayhew.
The resignation was accepted, and Mr. Kendall, surveyor of an adjoining

district, was appointed to act in the room of Mr. Mayhew until his successor is

appointed.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.
THE following Address of Condolence of the Royal Institute of British

Architects has been forwarded to the Right Hon. Sir George Grey, Bart.,

her Majesty's Principal Secretary of State for the Home Department, for

presentation to her Majesty on the decease of his Royal Highness, the Prince

Consort :

—

The Dutiful Address of the Council of the Royal Inslitnte of Brilkh ArchUecls to her Most
Gracious Majesty the Queen,

May it please your Majesty,
The President and Council of the Koyal Institute of British Architects, on behalf of

themselves and of the other members of their body, desire respectfully to approach your
Majesty with the expression of their deep-felt sorrow and synipathy on the recent death of

H.R.H. the Prince Consort, an irreparable loss to your Majesty, to the Koyal Family, and
to the whole of the British Empire.
The noble and amiable character of the Prince, as a husband and a father, had won the

respect and gratitude of your Majesty's loving subjects. His high intellectual attainments

and promotion of the Fine Arts, bis patronage of science, and his enlightened support of

every useful and benevolent work will render his memory enduring, as one of the great

benefactors of the nation, and this Institute cannot but lament, in their late patron, a
Prince whose loss they feel it impossible to supply.

This Coimcil earnestly pray that your Majesty and the Royal Family may derive every

support under this heavy dispensation of the Almighty, from the consolations of our holy

religion, and from the contemplation of the virtues of a Pi-ince so eminently estimable in

all the various relations of public and private life.

Signed by,
William Tite, President. Benj. Ferrev.
Thos, h. Donaldson, V.P. .John H. Waring.
M. DiGBY Wyatt. V.P. Geokge Edmund Street.
George Gilreht Scoit, V.P. .John Norton.
James Febgusson. William Haywood.
Chas. C. Nelson. lioijEiiT Kerr.
Fdward 31. Barry. T. JIayter Lewis, Hon See.

William Slater. F. C Penrose, Hon. Sec. Foreign
[Correspondence.

THE next Ordinary General meetingof the session will be held on Monday next,

when a paper will be read by Mr. G. G. Scott, " On the Conservation of

Ancient Architectural Monuments and Remains."

A Special General meeting of members only will be held on Monday, the

13tli inst., to receive a report from the Council on " Professional Practice and
Charges." ^

THE ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUM.
THE prizes for Colored Decoration, offered through the Architectural Museum

by the Ecclesiological Society, have been awarded.
On opening the envelopes bearing the private marks attached to the specimens

selected, the successful competitors were found to be—For the 1st prize of£5 fls.,

Mr. Joseph Peploe Wood, of 25, Brown-street, Bryanstone-square ; for the 2nd
prize of £4 43., Mr. A. O. P. Hamson, of 337, 'Euston-road ; and for the 3rd

prize of £2 2s., Mr. Charles J. Lea, of High-street, Lutterworth.

Tlie twenty-two specimens sent in are now exhibited in the Museum.
The result of the remaining competitions will be made known when the adjudi-

cation has taken place.
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CHUBCH AND CHAPEL BUILDING.
Strattoii Audley, Oa-fordnhire.—'nw. paiisli church of this village has just

undergone repairs ami partial restoration at a cost of about £H00. The works

were commenced by taking down and rebuililing the chancel arch, which was in

a most insecure condition, and by thoroughly restoring the woodwork of the

roofs over the north aisle, which was much decayed, and renewing the leadwork.

It was determined, during the progress of these works, to restore in a similar

manner the coverings of tlie nave and south aisles, and this has also been done.

The chancel, nave, and south aisle have been reseated, a new altar rail lias been

provided, and the timbers of the chancel roof restoreil. The stonework of the

windows has been repaired throughout, and several lights, or parts of lights,

whieli had been blocked np, have been re-opened, and the whole newly glazed

;

internal drop arches in stone have also been suhstituted for wooden beams over

the aisle windows. Several lesser improvements or restorations have also been

effected in the interior. Want of funds has caused the intention of completing

the restorations by a thorough repair of the external masonry of the church to

be postponed. This church is an interesting and rather peculiar one. Itcontains

a good deal of work of the Decorated period, and shows here and there traces of

an earlier buildings, hut was altered, not for the better, in the Perpendicular

period. A fine north porch of late work forms the most remarkable feature of

the exterior. During the works, several fragments of ornamental encaustic tile

paving of pood design were discovered . The works have been carried out by

Sir. Selby, builder, of Oxford, and the carving done by Mr. Jacquet, under the

the 8uperinteJid(mce of Mr. Roger Smith, architect.

H'lTy St. Jidmund'.i.—St. Jameii's Church.—We understand that aiiother

eiTort is being made for the restoration of the roof over the nave of this fine

edifice. It is to be hoped that the effort may be attended with success; for the

un.satisfactory state of the old ornamental ceiling, and of the present unsightly

scalfolding, is a reproach to the town.

Oxford.—Mil) Church.—This edifice has recently been re-opened for public

service. The edifice, which was in a very dilapidated condition, has been re-

stored throughout, from the designs and under the superintendence of Mr. E.

Bruton, architect, even to the underpinning of the northern arcade, which was
found to he in a very dangerous state. This arcade is the earliest part of the

church, and was erected, probably, about the end of the twelfth century. The
columns, with their caps and bases, were repaired where necessary, and a new
arch inserted at the east end of the arcade. The church, which is generally of

the fourteenth century, con.sists of a nave, aisles, and chancel, with tower, in the
Perpendicular style, at the west end. The walls generally have been repaired,

the bases of the chancel arch restored, and the windows of the south aisle have
had their mutilated tracery restored. The tower arch and western window have
been thrown open to the church by the removal of the old gallery. The pa.ssages

have been paved with a pattern composed of Mansfield stone in three colors. A
new porch has been built upon the site of the old one, new oak doors placed to

each of the entrances, and new benches in nave and aisle, new reading-desk and
pulpit have been provided, all in oak. The roofs have been repaired, several of
them new slated, the old garret windows removed, and the timbers brought to an
even color. The windows of the south aisle have been filled with Powell's
quarries. The chancel was built in 1680, in the style prevalent at the period

;

but the upper si.K feet of the walls have been removed, and the windows replaced
with new ones having geometrical tracery. A high pitched open timber roof has
been suhstituted (or the depressed roof of Dr. South's time. The chancel has
also been new seated, and the floor paved with marble squares and encaustic and
plain tiles in various colors. Mr. Wyatt, of Oxford, was the builder, and the
whole of the alterations have been effected at a cost of about £1,800.

York.—Arrnlcy Church.—This church, which had been closed for alterations,

kc, was re-opened on Christmas Day. Amongst the improvements, open
benches have bei-n substituted for the old-fashioned high pews, which choked up
the area of the chancel. The aged poor are now accommodated round the pulpit,
in place of being seated, as formerly, in a remote comer of the church. The new
church furniture comprises a lectern, carved in oak by Mr. Matthews, of Leeds,
and an octagon pulpit in Caen stone, with marble pillars, and panels with medal-
lions containing figures of Christ and the Evangelists in relief, carved by Messrs.
Mawer and Irigle. The designs were furnislied by Mr. Armfield, architect,
under whose direction the restoration has been carried out.

Osrjathori)e Church, Leicester.—On the 17th ult. this church was re-opened.
It was originally built during the thirteenth century. In restoring it care has
been taken to preserve its original character. It has been enlarged by an apsidal
termination at the east end, in order to gain additional seats; in doing which the
arch of the east window has been made use of to form the entrance to the apse,
the mouldings being brought down to the ground. A new roof has been put on,
the principal timbers being supported by stone corbels. The benches are of pitch
pine varnished. The floors to the aisle, apse, &c., are laid with Whetstone's
Coalville tesselated tiles in pattern. The pulpit is of stone, moulded. The
reading-desk, of pitch pine, has a panel front to support the book -desk. The
octagonal font has been restored. A stone porch has been erected, and a bell-
turret in wood, with spire covered with lead, has been placed at the west end.
The works have been carried out from designs and under the superintendence of
Mr. J. Mitchell, of Parliament-street; the contractor was Mr. Garland, of
Nottingham.

St. Michael's Church, Bromley.—Oa Saturday last the Right Rev.
the Lord Bishop of London opened the first instalment of this edifice. The
portion is the boy's school ; when the funds will permit, a girl's and infant
schools will be built, and also a suitable church. The school-room now opened
will seat (wO, and afford accommodation for the instruction of 2.30 or 300 boys,
with suitable class-rooms adjoining. The site cost £900, and the buildings now
erected have cost about £1,700. £6,000 more will be required to complete the
church and schools, and residences for the master and mistress. The architects
are Messrs. Morris and Sons, of London-street, City. The contractor is Mr.
Brown, of Ratcliff. The school-room now opened is 78 feet by 33 feet, in the
pointed Gothic style, with an open timbered roof of stained deal. In addition to
the class-rooms, there are lavatories and other conveniences. The building is

constructed of brick, lined internally with white brick, and the arches are
decorated with colored bricks. Over tlie altar there is a motto, and another over
the principal entrance. Two sunlights are to serve the purposes of ventilation
and of lighting. The ventilation is also assisted by movable louvres in the roof.
The reeessics on one side of the building are filled up with the Beatitudes from the
Sermon on the Mount, painted in colors on zinc. Externally, the building shows
colored bricks in the arches and string courses.

Worcester—Ncic Ai.iin in St. John't Church. -The ceremony of consecrat-
ing this aildition took place afewdavs ago. A local authority says,'respecting the
work :

—" When viewed from the Bromyerd-road, the character of the church,
on the north, is seen to have been completely altered, and a change effected

which must Iw gratifying to those who have subscribed thdr money for the
alterations, as well as to every admirer of tin; I'ointed style of eci!. siastical archi-
tecture. The spectator has now before him a building in the Early Decorated
style, with walls of Orabersley stone, with Bath stone windows and dreasingg,
and a roof covered with tiles ornamentally arranged. There are four
two - light windows on the side. Unfortunately the accommodation
required in the church has rendered a gallery necessary, and in con-
sequence of this, stone transoms have been carried across the windows, and
this rather tencis to make them look heavy. The east end has a window of
similar shape to those in the side. A large rose window, also filled with tracery,
has been introduced into the angle of each of the gables. Tlie wall is

strengthened with buttresses. The gables are ornamented with foliated cnatea.
The roof is covered with tiles laid in bands of red and black, the ml bands beiofr

also crossed Miagonally with bla<;k tiles. The new aisle is 57 feet in length, and
22 feet in width ; the old aisle was 17 feet inches shorter, and only 11 feet wide.
The increased sittuig room obtained by the alterations will accommodate 2.J3

persons. Mr. Perkins is the architect, and Messrs. Hemming and Son the
contractors.

CnAPEi.s.
Durham.—New Mcthod'ixt Chapel.—The New Connexion Methodists have

erected a chapel, in the Early Pointed style. Stone has been used throaghout
the building. The entrance is by a porch with trefoil-arch opening, splayed
jambs, moulded labels, &c. The galde end fronting the street is pierced with
pointed arch windows, the openings having splayed jambs. The interior fittings

are of Petersburg pine, wrought, stained, and varnished. A platform is provided
in a recess ot the rear gable for public meeting, as well as for the usual Sabbath
service. Adjoining the chapel is a vestry with an entrance from the porch. Mr.
G. Kyle, architect, designed the building, which was erected by Mr. James
Smith.
Bristol.— Chapel on the Batch, St. Philip's.—The new chapel now being

completed at this place was erected by Mr. Yalland, the contractor, in the short
space of three months. It is built in connexion with the body of Christians called

the Brethren. It is estimated to accommodate 1,00U people, and the cost niUbe
between £2,000 and £3,000.

THE THAMES EMBANKMENT.
A Bill for the Thames embankment has been printed and circulated, and the

plans and sections are deposited with the clerk of the peace and other authorities
under the standing orders. From these documents we learn the general cha-
racter and extent of what is now proposed, and which are as follows :—The em-
bankment starts from the lower side of the New Westminster-bridge, ranging
with the face of the abutment of the new bridge, and continues in a curved line,

following what is generally called Page's line, to the back of the first abutment of
Waterloo-bridge. It then starts again from the lower side of Waterloo-bridge at
the corresponding point, and proceeds in a similar curved line until it terminates
abruptly against Blackfriars-bridge, 1\ chains nearly, or about 100 feet, into the
river beyond the present wharfs and houses. The embankment is solid through-
out, and the projection into the river, in some cases very considerable, is to be
filled in by soil taken from the Thames, or otherwise obtained. The heightof this
new wall from Westminster-bridge to the east side of the Temple is to be i\ feet

above Trinity high-water mark. From that point the embankment ascends
rapidly by a steep viaduct to the level of Blackfriars-bridge. This viaduct, we
firesurae, would stand on the level of the embankment, and would be 40 feet above
ow-water mark. On the surface of the land thus gained there is first to be a
public road 190 feet wide from Westminster-bridge to the Temple, where
it is to become 70 feet wide only. In addition to this road or street,

property is also scheduled for the following new streets, viz., first, an
entirely new street from the Banqueting-house at Whitehall down to the river;

secondly, Whitehall-place is to be continued down to the livtr, and will form
part of an entirely new street between the Strand and the river, terminating at

Waterloo-bridge, just opposite the new wing of Somerset House; thirdly,

Norfolk-street, Surrey-street, and Arundel-street, are to be made to join the

river by a common communication to the new road ; and lastly, from Blackfriars-

bridge a new street is shown from the bridge to the Mansion House, joining also

New Cannon-street. This street proceeils first obliquely, and then nearly-

parallel to the river, avoiding the Times oflice, the Equitable office, ana
Apothecaries' Hall, where it goes off at an obtuse angle, and is continued across

New Cannon-street, to the front of the Exchange and Mansion House. The Bill

constitutes a board for carrying these enormous works into effect, consisting of

tlie chairman and four members of the Sletropolitan Board, and two inemljers of

that Board returned by the Corporation of London, thus fonuing a board of

seven members in all; it empowers the borrowing of one million and a half of

money, and gives compulsory powers of purchase, sale, &c., in the usual way. It

enables the Board to deal with the Chatham and Dover Railway and Bridge, but
the Hungerford, Blackfriars, Westminster, or Waterloo bridges are not to be

interfered with, and the levels appear very embarrassing. Houses may be built

on any of the vacant landSj subject to the approbation of the Board of Works,
but none are to be built in front of the Temple.
The Low-level Sewer is but slightly referred to, the only clause relating to it

being one empowering and directing the Board to faciUtate its construction.

The Commissioners appointed to inquire as to the propriety of embanking the

south side of the Thames met again yesterday, the Lord Mayor presiding.

Mr. Crosby said he was engaged by the Metropolitan Board of Works, and he

had the superintendence of portion of the main drainage works on the south side

of the river. He found that in the district of Rotherhithe and Bermondsey the

houses were from time to time flooded. He idso found that when trenches were doe
make sewers, the water in them rose and fell with the tide. If he had unlimited

to authority he would carry out an embankment along the whole side of the river,

whether on the present line or not must depend on the conveniences of trade,

which must be pre-eminently considered. At Lambeth an embankment, such as

Mr. Cubitt made at Pimlico, he should recommend—at Rotherhithe a perfect
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wan only. As to Fore-sdtet, he should suggest eitlier that niucli land
cbonM thCTe be reclaimed, and the road widened, or else it should be
widened by pulling down present huildinj^. He could conceive that
puddling might improve the state of things, but he did not sec how it could

Cibly be carried out. The main drainage will do much to improve mutters,
nol entirely arrest them. It will at once drain the water from the cells. On

the question of taxation he should suggest tonnage dues on all articles coming
inio the port of London, thus taxing the whole country. It would not answer
equally to pay the cost out of the Consolidated Fund, as by the plan he proposed
the trades benetited by the embankment wonld pay. He did not think that the
octroi system, though itsucceedswell in France, would answer here. He agreed
with the Lord Mayor, and would not impose it here if he could. He then
produced the plans and sections of the banks of the river and the low-lying
districts.

Mr. Pesg, of Bankside, who had premises abutting on the river, explained
that flooils took place in the manner already described, and he recommunded an
embankment and a roadway. He was one of a commission some years ago ap-
p<iinted to raise Banksidr. " They did not raise it so much as they Intended owing
to the opposition of the wharfingers. He described the misery occasioned to the
poor of the district as most shocking. The cost of construction was so
•great as tocauae much opposition. Although notcarried so high as was intended,
it had done great good.
After some further evidence, the inquiry was again adjourned.

w ALLEGED FRAUD BY A CLERK OF WORKS.
riLLIAM BRITTAIN, clerk of the works at the new building in course of

erection in Bennett's-court, Drurv-lane, by the Central London Dwellings
ImproTemeut Company, having been charged at Bow-street by Mr. Brown, the
architect, with obtaining money under false pretences

—

The prosecutor, Mr. Thomas Henrj- Johnson Brown, of Robert-street, Adelphi,
deposed : I am an architect and surveyor, and I engaged the prisoner as clerk of
the works in the buildings now being erected under my superintendence in
Bennett's-court. His salary was £3 23. a week. It was his dutv to engage the
men employed there, and to account to me for the work done each day, and the
amount of wages. He had to make up a weekly report, called the pay-sheet,
«>ntaining the names of the men. I now produce one of these returns, that for
November 1st. In that return a man named Curley is charged as a laborer at
4s. 6d. per day, and the amount dne to him as £1 Os. 2d. I discovered that this
man has never received 4s. 6d. per day, but has been paid 3a. 4d. In all the bills
he IS charged at 4s. 6d., and he has been really receiving but 3s. 4d. all the time.
In this bill there is also a charge of £1 Is. for another laborer named Davis, at
36. 6d. jK-r day. I find he only received £1 a week. A man named Mnrphy, also
charged at Ss. Cd. a day, has only received £1 a week. Indeed, I believe that
the same rule applies all through. Believing the amounts chained to be correct,
I have from time to time supplied the prisoner with the money to pay them. The
accounts are made up to each Friday. Upon my attention being drawn to the
matter, I accused the prisoner of charging me more than he paid the men, and he
said that the account was correct, and that he had in every case paid what was
entered, and had made the men sign the book on receiving their money. I looked
to the book, and found that it was signed as he stated, but the amounts had not
been earned out, so that what they signed was simply the number of days and
hours, without even the rate per day.
The prisoner alleged that the amount was always carried out in pencil before

the men signed. They wrote their names over the pencil marks, which, therefore,
were partly obliterated, but if examined with a microscope, they would be found
to have been written telore the signatures.

Seieral witnesses were exammed in support of the charge, and the prisoner was
<:ommitled for trial.

THE SfASONS' STRIKE.
niHE various lodges composing the London branch of the Operative Masons'A Society have, under the sanction of their executive council, decided upon
continuing the strike against the hour system (which has lasted now for eight
months) during the ensuing winter months and until the commencement of the
biiildmg season in the spring. It is said they have taken this step after due
deliberation, and well considering their own position, as well as that of those
emploiers who have adopted the hour system. The men state that they have a
large proportion of their number at work under the terms of the compromise,
and that the smaller number are weekly giving in their adhesion to those terms,
and that while the society has had but few secessions from its ranks, a greater
number of non-society men who had previously stood aloof have joined it. The
number of employers who adopt the system of payment and engagement hy theboar ha.s not increased one since June last; that, while the London yards and
Jons ot these employers are, with one or two exceptions, but inefiiciently manned,
their countryjobs are, and have been for some months, almost at a standstill,
liiey therefore consider the balance to be in their favor. The Masons' Society
nave lutherto allowed each m.mber on strike lOs. per week from the general fund,
at an expen.se of several thousand pounds; but to prevent this fund being reduced
Djyond prudent limits, and at the same time to meet the expenses consequent on
ine prolongation of the dispute, a proposition is "now before the lodges of the
•ociety for a weekly levy of(id. per man on each of their 12,000 members, which,
Jt 19 expected, will come into immediate operation. Afresh impetus has also beengiven to the general tiiides' subscriptions; among others, the' general union of

^f^v ^^nS
-Nottingham have voted a levy of 6d. per man, which has produced

nt^riy XiiAi. A public demonstration of the London trailes is shortly to be heldupon ttie subject. The number of masons now on the strike-books is about 300.

Tn,a,r-, ^
ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

.^Jnlli^^' "^w"'"'Lf'"'!'„V'" ^ » meeting of this body, when the adjourned

fh^M'''^'3"'r.''^,P'*'J",";7.
^t-'M^'EYOR FOR CliEL,SEA.-This day (Friday),

W, the tXJ^S.,
"."* '"

^^"'K' "." Pf™"-"^ *" "'« '='<'<="''" «*" gentleman tomi the vacant office of surveyor for the district of Chelsea.

DECISIONS IN THE COURTS.

CASE UNDER THE BUILDING ACT.
Timber SInicliire.—At the Greenwich Police Court on the Uth ult., Mr. Samuel Cooper

was summoned by Mr. William Snooke, District Surveyor of St. Mary, Rotherhithe, for
erct-'tinp a buildinf? comprised wholly of wood aud timber, contrary to the provisions of the
Metropolitan Ituihlinga Act.
A second itiformution was also laid against the same defendant for erecting the said

building without giving two days* notice thereof to the surveyor.
Mr. Snooke statt^d that he discovered the building in question, erected in September last,

upon promises in the occupation of the defendant, who is a stonemason, carrying on
liusiness at Clarence-wharf, Kotherhitbe; that the said building was wholly of wood,
1') feet long. 8 feet wide, and i) feet in height, with -vvlndows aud d(X)r, and used as a
counting-house ; that it was mounted on a wooden cill, and access was had to it by means
of a lailder ; that there \vji8 no tiro-placc, but it was possible to have gas burnt in it ; that
it was not attnolicd to any other builditig, but was within (i or S inches of the wharf
l)elonging to the Surrey G.is Consumers' Works. Mr. Snooke stated that the building had
been coustructed without notice l)eing given to him in the first instance, and that, on
discoveiing the same, he had, on the I'Hth October, caused a Notice of Irregularity to be
ser\-etl on the defendant requiring him to amend the same within forty-eight hours ; tliat
the defendant had neglected to comply with that notice, but had subsequently applied to
the Metropolitan Board of Works for their permission to allow the building to remain,
which permissiou had, however, been refused.

It was contended on behalf of the defendant by his solicitor, Mr. John Butler, of Tooley-
street, that the structure in question was not a building within the meaning of the
Building Act, that it had been constructed many years and had small iron wheels or rollers
l)y which it could bo moved from place to place, and that it luid been brought to the
defendant's yanl, and removed from one part of the yard to another within the last two
years.

It was admitted that the structure in question was used as a counting-house, that there
WH.S no fluo in it, but that it was ]»ssible to have gas or lights burnt therein.
Mr. Traill, the magistrate, said, looking at the dimensions of the building and the pur-

poses for which it was applied, and which probably would require the use ot artificial light
and possibly heat, he considered that it was within the description of objects intended to
be provided for by the Act of Parliament, and convicted the defendant in a penalty of Is.,
and 42s. costs, for neglecting to give notice to the surveyor, and onlered the building to be
amended in conformity with the first section of the first schedule of the above named Act.

PARISH ASSESSMENT ON A RAILWAY COMPANT.
At the Lewes Quarter Sessions, on Tuesday last, an apijeal was heard agamst an t-

ment made by the overseers of the parish of Playdcn upon the South-Eastern Railway
Company, in resiwct of a portion of.the Ashford, Rye, and Hastings Branch Railway, and
some surplus land in that parish.
Mr. Jolmson (specially retained), with Mr. Gates, instructed by Mr. Ilces, the Company's

solicitor, appeared for the Company.
Mr. Hyde, surveyor to the Company, prove<l that the rateable value of the railway In

the parish was less than X17 ll>8.per mile (a sum at which the Company were willingto be
asseS8e<i). Mr. Wliately, auditor of the traflic accounts, and Jlr. Chubb, accountant to
the Company, proved the correctness of the accounts which had been sujiplied to Mr. Hyde,
aud upon which hisestiraate was based.

_
Mr. Ashcroft, the engineer to the Company, Mr. Cudworth, their locomotive super-

intendent
J and Mr. Mansell, their carriage superintendent, were also in court, but were

not called,

A correspondence between Mr. Ryde and the parish officers was read, to show that the
company had offered to be assessed at the rate of £17 lUs. a mile for the railway, and £5
for the surplus land.
The court ordered the rate to be amended by reducing the assessment upon the railway

from £80 to £lij (being at the rate of i,'!? lOs. a mile), and on the surplus land from £18
to£l,
1' They also adjudgetl the parish to pay the costs of the Company, which amounted, after
they had been reduced by taxation, to £151.

Corrcspiulencc.

LICHFIKLD CATHEDRAL CHOIR SCREEN.
Sir,—I hope that through the medium of your interesting paper you will allow me to

state that the statuettes of angels at Lichfield Cathedral, spoken of in your paper of
November 22nd, and again on the 21)th, in a letter by " Vindex." referring to the same
statuettes, and bringing them to the notice of Mr. John Bell, the eminent sculptor, in
proof that the highest order of sculpture is in harmony with Gothic architecture, were
designed and executed by me for Mr, Skidmore, of Coventry.

'
R. L, BOULTON, Sculptor.

Worcester, December 24th, 1801.

JOINTING ELLIPTIC ARCHES.
Siu,—I wish again to draw your attention to a subject which was discussed in your

pages a few months since.
Your correspondent " W. Y." then pointed cut ths method adopted by P. Nicholson tor

drawing the arch joints. Now with a view of reducing the amount of labor which the
adoption of that method entails I have dcyi.sed a simple plan by which the operation is
reduced to a mere mechanical one. It may be described as follows ;—

Twobars, (a/, iiy), with grooves down their centres, arc filed aa a? to revolve each
''"""i one of the foci of the ellipse, a b respectively ; they are connected by a pin, il, which
slides In the grooves of each, to which is attached a rhomboidiil framnvork («> i A),
moveable at all its angles, two of which, /i i, are so nuited as to slide in the grooves.

It is easily seen that if the pin is placed ou that point of the curve at which it is re-
quired to draw the joint, the line joining it, and the extreme angle, e, of the framework is
the line ot such aroh-jol?it.
The two foci are the points from which the ellipse would be described by means of a cord—
a^ method well known to workmen.
The ellipse for the extrados can easily bsdessribsd in this manuor:—th3 depth ot the
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Tonissoirmusthcsetout on tbo base line, J-i/. wid a line, j/i, drawn pBrallcl to one tmm
J to the crown, will cut off on the vertical throiigli the centre the depth of the keystone

;

the foci of the ellipse con then be found by describing from the centre, A, a circle of radius,

oy, which will cut the base lino of the nK:h in the points required, if the ellipse is to bo

descrilMd with a cord, but if the trammel is employed no such construction will b«

'"^'''^-
,.„,.,-..,,.

,

H.JARYis.Jrs.

GENERAL KEWS.
The Hours op Railway Engineers.—A meeting of railway engineers

and railway engine-drivers toolc place in the neighbourhood of Manchester on

Christinas day, to consider the propriety of formiiif; an association for the purpose

of shortening the hours of railway engine-drivers. It was stated at the meeting

that the country liad derived tlie greatest benefit from the operation of the len

Hours' Bill in factories, and were grateful to the men who promoted it. bucli a

movement was wanted for the engine-drivers on railways, and it was hoped that

when the public saw tlie enginc-ilrivers were in earnest themselves upon the

subject, they would willingly come forward to assist in the cause. The association

was formed, and the meeting separated.

New Plastic Composition.—According to the Emjineer, Mr. J. S.

Manton, of Birmingham, has recently patented an invention which is destined

to effect a revolution in the material of which many articles of manufacture have

hitherto been made, besides introducing a new plastic composition, capable of

infinite application to the fine arts. Tlie composition consists of mineral, eartliy,

arenaceous, or other lilie substances ; animal shells of any I<ind, such as pearl or

oyster, powdered glass or pebbles, marble, slate, basalt, slag, &c. , are some of

the substances used. These, being powdered, are mi.xed in certain proportions,

and are amalgamated, under great heat, into a paste. In this state the material

is capable of almost any application. It can be transferred to dies, and takes the

sharpest possible impression of the most delicate ornament. It can be produced

in almost any color, and acquires a surface equal in polish and finish to the finest

ivory, whilst it is pleasant and agreeable to the touch. Ornaments, picture

frames, inkstands, chess and draughtsmen, fancy articles of every description,

and buttons in any size or pattern, are a few of the uses to which the material

can be applied.

Coast Barometer Indicators.—Captain Washington, the Admiralty

hydrographer, has addressed to the Lifeboat Committee an interesting letter on

the workina- of the barometers and barometer indicators erected at three stations

on the Northumberland coast. He found that seafaring men were taking an in-

crcasmg interest in them, and paying more attention to the information thus

afforded. He gives instructions "for several alterations with a view to making
the instruments more conspicuous at a distance; and recommends that they

should lie illuminated at night, and that no port should be without one. We hope

that the recent storms will furnish a sulficient motive for carrying out these

important suggestions.

Artificial Stone.—According to a patent just obtained by Mr. F-

Ransome, of Ipswich, for the manufacture of artificial stone and cement, he

proposes to mix broken or powdered chalk with the silicates of soda or other

alkali, and mould the compound into blocks or shapes afterwards. When the

blocks or shapes are dry and hard the surface is washed over with a solution of

chloride of calcium, or other soluble salt of an alkaline earth, or with a solution

of chloride of aluminium or iron, in order to ensure as far as possible the con-

version ofthe soluble silicate into an insoluble silicate of lime or other alkaline

earth, or of aluminium or iron. It is preferred in producing artificial stone in

this manner, that the chalk should be in a finely powdered state, and that it

should be mixed with a solution of silicate ofsoda, so as to produce a plastic mass

;

the silicate of soda being such as is now commonly employed in tlie manufacture
of artificial stone, and by preference of a specific gravity oi'1'700. The pro-
portions of materials by weight are as follows :—Of chalk, 6 parts

;
quick lime,

1 ; solution of silicate of soda, sp. gr. 1'700, 1; diluted with water to work to the

consistence required. Or, chalk, 2 parts'; slaked lime, 1; sand, 8; clay, 1

;

silicate of soda, sp. gr. 1-700, 2. Or, sand, 8 parts; clay, 1; quicklime, 1;
solution of solulile silica, sp. gr. 1'700, 2. If the mixtures are required for use

as cements or piasters they should be mixed thinner, and the solution of soluble

silicate should be of less specific gravity. These compositions should be moulded
or applied as soon as they are mixed, as they set rapidly.

Cost of Improvements at Lyons.—The Lyons journals publish a state-

ment of the cost of the improvements effected in that city since 1854, including
not only the sums expended there by the state, the department, and the city,

but also by the railway companies, private individuals, &c;—1. The improve-
ments in the centre of the town, Rue Imperiale, Rue Centrale, Ruedel'Im-
peratrice, Rue Grenette, adding 70,000 square metres to the public thorough-
fares, 3.') millions of francs ; 2. The making of new streets in the 3rd arrondisse-

ment, and improving old ones, 10 niilHons; 3. Creation of a park of 100 hectares

(250 aor(s), and public works, 4 millions; 4. Water service, sewers, and paving,
15 millions; 5. INew thoroughfares for facilitating communications with out-
lying quarters and the faubourgs, 5 millions ; 0. Quays and works to prevent
inundations, 10 millions; 7. Markets, 3 millions; 8. Municipal buildings, 10
millions. Total, 08 millions. In the above are not included considerable works
executed with the ordinary resources of the city budget. To give a correct idea
of the money expended in improvements at Lyons since 1854, there must be
added—works executed by the railway companies, tbrcarrying their lines through
the town, 75 millions; and 280,000 "square metres of private buildings erected
within the last seven years, estimated to have caused an outlay of 20
millions.

Bar Iron.-a remarkable specimen of wrought-iron has lately been pro-
duced by the Butterley Company, at their iron-case works, near Alfretou, con-
sisting of bar iron 11 inches wide rolled in groove rolls. These bars were
required in various lengths up to 47 feet long. These they resolved to roll in one
length, in which they have succeeded in the most satisfactory manner; and one
57 feet has been produced, 11 inches wide, by |ths of an inch thick. The bars
were rolled ofi'witlioiit the process of re-heating.

Manchester Free Libraries.—The report of the four Manchester Free
Libraries for this year shows an increase in their means of public usefulness, as
well as an increase in the interest in which they are regarded by the public. The
libraries have materially extended during the year, in a good measure from dona-
tions of books ; and the mean daily aggregate of volumes put into the hands of
readers lias increased from 1,250 in IStiO to 1,309 in 1801.

IMPROVE.MEN'rS IN BUILDING, &c.» - .

iMrnovEMESTS in the Modk of, and Api'abati's fob, Wabmino aid VEaxx-
LATINc Rooms a.nD Bliliuncik.—Dated May 24, ISCl.—C. Batty.

This Invention conslsto— 1. In brhiKiiiK the external atmosphere direct to the flrc-BTate,

that the fire may be supplied with pure air, and without the assistance of the air Id tho
room in which the fire is placed. The air Is introduced into a chamber licncatb tho STate^
where it is divided iuto several currents by flat bars or current directors, part tit Uw alB

bciiif^ conductc<I underneath tho grato, and enters the fire at the bottom, and part is

directed to the front of the fire to compress the smoke to Uie (ire and cause it to be bomt.
As the air which is supplied to the fire is independent of that existing in the room, there ia

no draught, as the air at or near the floor of the room is not ufwd for the supply of the fire.

*2. The bars of the grate are made much broader than usual, and are placed in an obUquo
direction, and sen'e to direct the air to the fire, and thus consume the gaflM ^Derat«d by
the same. ;!. Part of the air supplied from the external atmoApher«, as before described,
is directed to a chamlicr constructed round the grate, where ft is heated. The air thus
heated is admitted and directed by suitable ajxirtures or valves into the room, to warm the
same, and causes a true circulation. A detailed description of the apparatus was given in
our pages some time since.

CONSITIIINO AND DESTROYINO SMOKE AS EMlTTEn FROM KXGISB OB OTIIKB OHIMWETS,
AND FROM ALL OTHER FLUES FROM WHICH SMOKE 13 EMITTED.—Batod May 18,
1861.—R. King and K. Robson.

This invention consists in consuming or condensing the smoke from furnace or otlicr

flues, in such a manner tliat, when emitted from tho shaft or chimney, it shall be com-
paratively colorless. The inventors propose drawing the smoke, as emitted from tlio

furnace, by means of a fan, pump, or propeller, worked by any suitable power, through a
down-cast pipe or tube into a vessel of water at the lower part of the chimney or shaft, so
that the smoke, however dense, shall pass into or through the water, thus depositing tho
narcotic properties of the smoke at the bottom of the water, leaving the rarefied portion to
pass upwards into tho chimney or shaft, perfectly free from soot or other impurity, by
which means, when such smoke is emitted into the atmosphere. It assumes moro tho
appearance of steam, or almost a colorless vapor.

IMPROVEMENTS IN PORTABLE COOKING APPAUATUSES (A communication).—Dated
May -a, 18C1.—R. A. Brooman.

These apparatasea consist, 1, of a hollow upright screwed into or otherwise fixed on a
stand ; upon the upright is a sliding collar adjustable by a thumb-screw, and formed with
an eye for the reception of a pintle formed in a piece with or tixed to an open work plato

or frame for the support of pots, pans, or of other articles requiring to be exposed over tho
fire. Sometimes a rod or bar, having hinged to the top of it a circular or other shaped diisc

to serve as a table or ai< a screen, is inserted in the hollow upright, and is adjusted to the
height required by means of a pressure screw. Tlie second apparatus consists of a stand
carrying two frames, each of which supports a cranked upright, terminating at top in

an eye, through which a horizontal bar is passed. On each of these bars is a running collar

for supporting a plato or frame for holding articles requiring to ijo exposed to the fire,

similar to the plate first mentioned.

IMPROVEMENT IN FLOORS.-Dated May 24, ISOI.—R. Preece.

This consists in forming spring floors, especially suited for dancing on, by placing the
sleepers or beams which support the joists upon blocks of iudia-rubber, or upon spiral or
other suitable springs.

Vhntilatino DwbllinO-KOOMS, &o.—Dated 23rd May, 18C1.—W. Tebbutt, Lough-
borough.

Tills invention consists of the arrangement and combination of parts constituting the
apparatus constructed as follows ;—In setting forth this invention the patentee proceeds

to describe it as applied to a house or like structure. He premises, for convenience of

description, that a house or other like structure is about to be built, and it is desired to

ventilate the same. For this purpose he proceeds in the following manner :—In the floor

level with the street he inserts a pipe extending from the front side of the house to the
back thereof, and the ends of this pipe he covers from view by means of a pierced, plain,

or omamenttKl grate, or in other suitable or convenient manner ; and at about the centre

of the length of the pipe he cuts away a portion thereof, and attaches a chamber, which ia

divided in two parts by a partition lying at right angles to the length of the piiie. To the
upper part of the chamber he attaches a vertical pipe of the same diameter as the pipe

or pipes in the floor ; this vertical pipe he inserts in one of the walls of the building, or it

may form a hollow jiillar, where pillars are used to support the floor above. The top of

the pipe or pillar projects into a similar chamber to the one appertaining to the horizontal

pipe in the first floor ; the end of the pipe or pillar stands up a few inches above the
bottom of the chamber, and from the bottom of the chamber one or more piiKs proceed to

each room ; the other ends of the pipes terminate in one or more orifices in the ceilings of

such rooms. The upper part of the second chamber is connected to a similar vertical pip©
or pillar as before mentioned. The pipes and chamber or chambers are repeated in each
story. The vertical pipe or pipes is or are theu continued from the top ceiling to tho
ridge of the roof, where it or they terminate a few inches upward from the bottom of 3.

tube or tubes of a larger diameter, which projects above the roof outside. This tube is

also surrounded with a still larger tube, the bottom of which is set a few inches clear above
the roof, and the top is furnished with a cowl or cone to prevent any downward draught.

Improvements is tbb Construction op Suspension Bridges.—Dated May 39,

18C1.—AOudry.
This invention consists in constructing suspension bridges in such a manner that, when

any one portion of the platform or roadway is subjected to a greater burthen than other
portions, it does not become distorted or put out of shape, neither is the structure itself

liable to oscillate. The platforms of suspension bridges, as usually ma^le, are connected to
one or several flexible or jointed cables or chains, the whole being equally balanced under
the weight of the structure, and being flexible are capable of being put out of shape ; the
action of an overload applied to one particular part of the platform alters the equilibriiim

and produces a distortion, and, consequently, a fresli equilibrium has to be found. Tho
distortion is increased in proportion as the overload is applied to the platform of the
bridge iu a confined space ; it is, however, decreased in proportion as the overload is ap-

plied to a larger portion of the length of the platform, so that, if this overlc-iding is

spread! over the whole length of the platform, the priinative equilibrium will be practically

maintained. So a suspension bridge, although made with flexible chains, would become a
rigid bridge, provided the platform were sutticieiitly rigid to overcome any effect of partial

or undue overloading. This invention further consists in preventing the suspension chains
from losing their original curve, and although still flexible, they will not be deranged by
an excessive or partial loading of the platform.

Hardf;nino and Presf.rvino Stoxf,.—Dated June 6, 1801.—Jesse Bust.
For these purposes the stone is washed over with, first, a solution composed of caustic

baryta, or bi-carbonate of magnesia, or both ; and, secondly, it is washed over with a solu-

tion composed of fluoride of silica, or a fluoride of alumina.

Apparatus for M.UiiNG Bricks.—Dated eth June, ISCl.—J. Piatt and W. Richardson,

Oldham.
This invention relates, first, to sifters or screens for clay intended to be moulded into

bricks, and consists in directing a blast of air from a narrow opening against the outward
surface of the said sifter or screen, so as to keep the meshes clear. Secomily, the invention

relates to that part of the mould of brick machinery by which the pressure is given to_ the

material, and consists in forming such part iu two or more pieces, adapted to move inde-

pendently of each other, so as to effect a slight opening for the escape of air, such pieces,

however, being so arranged as to be capable of being forced forward simultaneously when
desirwi.

* Selected from the Jfecfianics'•Journal.
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COMPETITIONS OPEN.
BRIUOE.

[ Bimu—The Municipality of Brisbane are preiJared to receive designs and
tar the coostrnction of a bridge over the Brisbane river, at Brisbane, the capital

0< QaewSMoA. The author of the best design, at the lowest cost, wili receive a reward
of XlfiO, or lie employed to carry the work out, providing he furnislies suflicient proof of

hi! ONBpctmcy and experience in similar undertakings. K premium of j£SO will bo
•vuiled to the next best design, and £40 for tlie next best. The plans, specifications,

wai Wtimatee of the fln=t aud second designs will be retained by the Corporation as their

ptvlJUlJ. The lemaindcr will lie retunicl to the competitoiB : but the corporation will

laear DO req»nsib!Uty as to theii safe deliver}*, Kachsetof draivings, and the docu-
ments aocompanjing them, are to be distingnished by a motto only, and accompanied by
a letter in ft sealed envoloi^e, marked with the same motto, and containing the author's
nanie and address, and such testimonials as he may think proper to furnish. Professional
judges, being nonHX>mpetitoTS. will be appointetl by the Corporation to determine the
nsrits of the respective designs. Kligibie tenders for the work, nocompanylng the de-
sign, will be entertained. All drawings and tenders to be delivered at tTresham iiousc,
en or before the I5th of March next. Copies of tlie instructions to comjietitors, and the
nhu of the city, can be obtained of F. Mangles and Co., the Colonial agents, and agents
io the Mnnidpalltr o' Queensland, 86 to 88, Onaham Uouso, Old Broad-street,
London, E.C.

GASWORKS, &c.
Malpas.—Plans, speciflcationa, and tenders are reqneefeed for the erection of gasworks,
mMen, service pipes, and mains for the town of Halpas. The gasometer to supply not
lea than 290 lights. Flans, tenders, &c., to be sent to Mr. Wycherley, Malpaa, ou or
baton the 10th January.

CATTLE M-^BKET.
Gloucester.—For designs for laying cut and improving the present cattle market at
Qkwceater. .Architects may obtain a plan of the site and particulars of instruction upon
yJImtlnn to William McLandsborough, C.E. chamberlain of the said city. Com Ex-
Wftlgti

Gloucester, to whom the designs are to be sent, on or before the 11th day of
AmMry, 1862. The Council propose to give a premium of £25 for the plan selected, the
plan to be the property of the Council, who do'not bind themt^lves to cany out the
plans, or employ the architect of such designs, but in ease they do so the premium under
inch circnmstanccs to merge into the commission, which will be £5 per cent, upon the
outlay. If the plans sent in are not, in the estimation of the CoBncil,of sufBoient merit,
the preminm will not be given.

THAMES EMBANKMENT.
IX)IfI>OX.—The Commissioners are open to receive plans for embanking the Surrey side of

the river Thames, within the metropolis, which will conduce with the greatest efficiency
and economy to the improvement, embellishment, and convenience of that part of the
metropolis, will improve the navigation of the river, and will provide a public thorough-
fare without stopping such trade as must be carried on upon the bank of the said river.
FI^W must be sent in on or before Monday, the 13th January,

CONTRACTS OPEN.
OAOL.

lICUrAGiiAN'.—For the alterations and additions to Mouaghan Gaol. Plans, &c., to the
*nd of Fcbmary next, at the gaol, and at the offlce of the architect, Mr. John M'Cuddy,
»», Westland-row, Dublin. Sealed tenders to be delivered at the gaol, before 3rd of
TOimary.

_
DWELLING-HOUSES.

iJClKr&JKS (N. B.).—For the mason, joiner, and other works required to erect and com-
gate the following buildings on the Estate of East Tinwold, for M. Carthew Yorstoun,
53. :—'. A dwelling-house and steading of offices on the Farm of Fernycleuch. 2. Two
oottngea on the Farm of Femydeucli. 3. A dwelling-house and steading of offices on
thennn of Bmntshlelds. Plans, &c., with James Barbour, arcliitect, Dumfries, to
whom tend«n on or before January 28th.

CHAPEL.
ABEIGDOX— For the erection of the new Independent chapel, Abingdon. Plans, bills of

quantities, tc., on application to the Rev, S. Lopine, Abingdon, to whom tenders are to
be delireral by 12 noon on January 14th.

,___ PARSONAGE.
IPSWICH.—For pnUins down and rebuilding the parsonage of St. Mary-lc-Tower, Ipswich.
P1«ng, 4c,with K. M. Phipeon, architect. Museum-street, Ipswich, on and after the 27th
December, and all tenders are to be delivered to him, s(^ed aud .endorsed *' Tender for
Panonage," onor before the 7th January.

RECTORY,
BUWORRinBE.—For boildlng a rectory-house and ofBces at Norton, near Preeteign,
Badnershlre. plans, iic., with Thomas Nicholson, F.I.B.A., diocesan architect, St.
Pet«r'»^qn«r«, HerefonL Tenders to be delivered to the architect, on or before the 18thM January.

SCHOOLS.
HMLnroDBT.—For the whole or any part of the works required in the erection of theKewWaMfu Schools, Haalingdcn. Drawings or spedacations with Uayley and Son, arehi-
tao*^, Crass-street, Manchester, and at the vestry of the old ch.ai)el, Haslingden, from
naiOth Inst, till the Saturday following. Quantities from the architects on and after
the MUi Inst., or will be forwarded, post free, on the receijit of thirty postage-stamps

;

«•<• •"•led tenders are to be delivered to them on or before January Cth.

FOUNDATIONS, iio.
mSDhimt Bailwat.—For the construction of the foundations, basement walls, and cellars
Mder the Company's warehouse, to be erected at the St, I'ancras Goods Station, London.
yy?'" the quantiUe* may be obtained at the Engineer's office, Derby Station. The
arawuci and speciOcationa may be seen at the above offlce, from the 1st to the Cth
jmnary; and at the Oompaojr's temporary office, Elm-lodge, Klng's-road, St. Pancras,

from the 7th to the 12th Jannory (inclusive.) Scaled tenders, in one amount, [to be
fonvarded to the secretary of the Way and Works Committee, Derby Station, not later
than 10 a.m. on 1 Ith January.

WAREH0U!5E.
LEEDS.- For the erection of a warehouse in J'ark-placB, Leeds. Drawings, &c., with T.
Ambler, architect, 10, Park-row, Leeds, from the lath to the 21st January. Tcndeni to
be sent to Mr. Anibler not later than 12 a.m. on the 2:Jrd Januai-y.

ALTEUATIONS, &c.
Kent.—For certain alterations aud repairs, additional buildings, stabling, and other works

to he done at the Head Quarters Station of the Kent County Constabulary, Wren's Cross,
Maidstone. Plans, Sac, .at the office of Mr. Martin Bulnicr, County "Surveyor, West
Borough, Jfoidstone. Sealotl tenders, endorsed, " Tender for Works at Wren's Cross." aro
to be delivered at the county surveyor's office, by four o'clock p.m. on the 6th January
next ; and jiersons tendering are to" be in attendance at the Courts of Justice, Maidstono,
at half-past 12 o'clock on the 7th January,

FARM BUILDINGS.
DEVON.—For the erection of a new farm house, at llalscombe, near Iile. Plans, &c., at

Messrs. Daw and Son's offices, solicitors, Bedfonl-cirous, Exeter, where tenders must be
forwarded by the 1st February.

MILITARY WORKS.
CORK.—For works of defence.'including bomb-proof barracks, at Camdeu Fort, Cork Harbor,
8 |Time for tenders extended to January 22nd.
FLf;ETWOOD.—For tenders, in detail, for the erection of a two-gun wooden battery, at
Flcetwoal. Plans, &c., on application at the Coastguard Watch-house, Fleetwood.
Further particulars to be obtained from Commander Chapman, R.N., Moreoambe, to
whom all correspondence is to be addressed, and with whom tenders aro to be lodged by
Saturday, January 11th.

PATENT SLIP.
Ilui.u—For a patent slip, not less in size and capacity than the largest of the existing

slips at Kingston-upon-HuU, for the use of vessels frequenting the port, for the directors
of the Dock Company, A statement of the conditions may be obtained upon application
to the secretary, W. H. Huffam. Accompanying these conditions is a form of tender,
upon which only tenders will be received. Tenders must Ije sent in on before 13 nooa»
of the 18th January, addressed to the secretarv.

GASHOLDER, ic.
STA].TRR)I)GE.—For making and fixing n telescope gasholder (100 feet diameter), with the

necessary c olnmns, girders, &c., at the works of the Stalybridge Gas Company, Mickle-
hurst, near Stalybridge. Plans, &c., at the Gas Offlce, 'Stalybridge. Scaled tenders,
endorsed " Tender for gasholder," and addressed to the chairman of the directors of tha
Gas Company. Stalybridge, to be sent in not later than the 11th January.

AusTnALl.\,— For cast-iron pipes, bends, branches, syphons, &c., for the Adelaide Gas
Company. South Australia. Specifications, at the"office of Messrs. Filby and Co., 63,
Fenchurch-.-,treet, E.G., London, between 12 and 2. All communications, by letter, to
1)6 addressed to the Company's agent, Mr. J. C. Lanyon, Jun., to careof Messrs. fllby and
Co. Tenders to li>th Jantlary,

Fuel and Gas prom Water.—Arrangements are being made at the Leeds
Gas Works for the manufacture of gas from water, much on the principle carried
out some years apo by Mr. White, in Mancliester. Steam is decomposed in
passing over incandescent colse or charcoal, and the liberated hydrogen is aftei»-

wards carburetted by being passed through resinous or other carbonising matter.
The Londmi Review says attention has recently been drawn to the use of water
as a fuel. The employment of its vapor has already been utilised in metallurgy
as an agent of oxidation in the roasting of certain minerals, particularly to facilt-

tate the separation of arsenic and antimony compountis in metallic sulpliureli.

For several years attempts have been made to employ the calorific power of the
hydrogen contained in water ; and it is tlie same line of invention that Messrs.
Maire and Voller have sought to utilise it as a combustible in industrial furnaces,
and particularly in metallurgic operations. Water, fed in a regulated and in-

termittent manner into a hot fire, is decomposed into oxygen and hydrogen. The
former gas unites instantly with the carbon, and the hydrogen, burning in
presence of atmospheric air, produces a considerable heat in addition to that of

tlie principal combustible. There results, then, a considerable augmentation of
caloric without any addition of combustible, and, consequently, a more rapid
fusion of metals and materials, and an economy of fuel whicli the authors of the
process siate varies from 40 to 00 per cent, lixperiments and calculations have
demonstrated that the heat absorbed by the decomposition of water is leas than
that furnished by tlie combustion of the gaseous products of the decomposed
water.

BE.\'.S0N'3 Watcues AKD CLOtSiS. —" Perfection of mechanism."—jl/ornmy Post.

Gold watohes 6 to 100 guineas ; silver watohes, 2 to 60 guineas. Benson's new Illustrated

Pamphlet, free for two stamps, descriptive of every construction of watch, enables persona
in any part of the world to select with the greatest certainty the watoh best adapted to
their use. Watches sent free and safe by post ou receipt of a remittance.

J. W. Benson, 33 and 34, Ludgate-hill, 46 and 47, Comhill, London, E.C. Establishod
1748.

TO CORRESPONDEffTS.
Wfi cannot undertake to return rejected communications.
WoaKS IN PuoGREss Wc Shall feel obliged to any of our readers who will favor us with

notes of works contemplated or in progress in the provinces; In most cases a simple
mention that a work is about to be, or has already been cuuimeuccd, will be suthcient.

Jno. M. (Waterloo-place.)-The result was not sent to us, or it would have been inserted In
Its iirojtcr place,

A BfiLDsa (Yorkshire)—You have not stated the case very clearly; but we shouldsay
that no charge should be made against you. Is there no agreement?

R, L. li— i. No reply has yet appeared. 2. We shall be glad to look at any matters you may
wish to send us.

J.C. (Macclesfield.)-Underconslderation; probably in a few weeks.
K.—We cannot advise.
P. E. C—Upon the statement, we think D.S.W. has no right to deduct the cost of alterations
from the balance due.

A>' iNHAiiHAKT OF THE Neigubodrhood AVc agree with you to some extent; but what
proof have vou that the " few feet were originally stolen from the footpath?"

G. V. R.—Index and title page wili be ready shortly.
C. P Below our mark.
O. S. K In our next.
M. (Cambridge.)—Received ; too late for Insertion this week.
E. J— Should send further particulars.
W. It.— Ni>t until the term of ai»prentlccshlp hascxplred.
A SuBscHiBiiB.-Yes, If suitable ; let us see promised photograph.
Ma. John Shall appear.
A. Z.— In type.
B s.—Before long.

*,• All communications to be addressed, Tlie Editor of the BCILDrxo NEWS, 20, Oti
Soswett-court, Strand, W.C., except letters re/errinff to advertisements or otiier businessmatkn,
tehicA should be addressed to tlte Publisher, 18 to 21, Old Sosicell-court.

I
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THE YEAR'S PROGRESS.
LMOST the first tbing tbat

will strike the reader, on his

glancing backwards over the art-

liistory of the year just ended,

will be the remarkable and pain-

ful contrast which it presents with

its predecessor, 1851. Then we
carried to a pre-eminently suc-

cessful issue a great experiment

—

the International Exhibition. We
were in the fourth deeennium of

uninterrupted peace in Europe.
We had seen a gathering of all

nations in bloodless contests and
in useful rivalry. We boasted

5 that we had taught the nations of

the earth their true interests, so

that thenceforth they would close

the Temple of Janus, beat their swords into

ploughshares, disband their armies, transform

their floating citadels into merchant clippers,

forsake the art of war for the arts of peace,

and inaugurate an era of " universal brotherly

love." In 1 851 we believed in the maintenance

of universal peace—to-day we fear a uni-

versal war. It would be to repeat a thrice-

told tale to relate how these hopes have been

disappointed—how all these predictions have
been falsified. In the short space of eight years

we have seen two European wars, two great

European empires prostrate in the dust, and driven to revolution

or reform, not by moral suasion, but vi et armis. A nationality

has been raised irom the tomb where it had slumbered for cen-

turies, and a sixth Great Power called into existence by war. We
have seen English dominion in the East threatened by the rebellion

of its armed defenders, which ended in consolidating our rule,

and made our Queen Empress of India. The swords of England and
France have opened China to the world's commerce, and we are now
fated to behold a heart-rending contest between two branches of the

English family, while for weeks past we trembled lest, with all our pre-
caution, we should be drawn into the contest. On the other hand, and
notwithstanding these wars, we have witnessed a development of material
prosperity among nations which the most enthusiastic believer in human
perfectibility would not have ventured to predicate ten years ago. We
nave added more than a million andhalf to the resident population of the
three kingdoms, besides upwards of two millions who have left us

—

stimulated to emigrate by the gold discoveries—for new worlds, there to
add to the foundations of new English empires. There must be nearly
four millions of oui- race more than there were ten years since, and our
trade has more than doubled in that period, for our exports have risen
from seventy millions in 1851 to X165,670,653 last year.

The deeennium just closed has been a truly epic one ; it has
been an heioic period. Its annals will read more like the books of an
Homeric poem than like the chapters of matter-of-fact history; for

the landmarks of nations have been changed, new empires planted,
and the destinies of races altered. Yet, while these great things were
doing, and have been done, no poet, sculptor, painter, or architect has
been inspired to celebrate them in verse or by the arts of design. The
arts of peace have not kept pace with the arts of war ; or, perhaps, we
should say, they have entered on divergent paths, never to associate
a^ain. Few will regret the divorce, if war be left to its brutal and
bloody realities, and art reserve her idealising and glorifying powers
for those achievements which conduce to the happiness instead of to the
destruction of men.

If we are right in surmising that neither Calliope nor her sister
Graphia will henceforth make the deeds of Mars the themes of their
works—at least, not in England—it must not be forgotten that the
change of direction in the workings of art is due in some measure
to one whose loss we still mourn. There is no doubt that, with
our national instincts, wars dictated by patriotism or undertaken
for the defence of honor and freedom, will always command our
sympathies and support. But the public mind happily distinguishes
between wars of this nature and those which spring from lust of
conquest, a thirst for glory, or a desire to realise ideas. So far
as he was permitted, the Prince Consort led public oi)inion into this
new channel. Without ceasing to take a lively interest in our national
defences, he never condescended to play at soldiers, but directed the
enermes of his mind to the advancement of art and to the promotion of
social happiness. On the last occasion of his appearing in public, he
asserted his belief that " whatever tends to foster a taste for intellectual

enjoyment must also exercise an important influence on national pro-

gress and national prosperity." If anything could increase our regret

at the irreparable loss recently sustained by the nation it would be that

it should have occurred before his Royal Highness had had occasion to

display an interest in the advancement of architecture as active as

that which he displayed in the progress of the sister arts, and of
which premonitory signs were exhibited in the inauguration of the
Industrial Museum at Edinbui-gh ; for whatever the progress of our

art may have been during the last twelve months, never was the want
of a controlling spirit and of an impartial guide more felt than now.
On all sides the condition of the profession is admitted to be unsatis-

factory.

Besides the great question of scsthetics, which divides it into two
parties, petty personal jealousies and individual rivalries spring to the

surface, and set the profession in an unfavorable light before the world.

Since the time of poor Haydon the public has not been vexed by
quarrels and bickerings between painters or between sculptors. Even
literary men, forgetting the traditional example of the " Quarrels of

authors," have learned the wisdom of the ada^e que ton doit lauer son

linge sal chez soi." Architects, alone, seem mcapable of composing
their differences, and of refraining from unfriendfy criticism upon the

works of their brethren. The election of a president to the Institute

was made the battle-field between Classicists and Gothicists. It seems

to have been accepted by mutual consent as an arena for a trial of

strength between the two parties ; Mr. Tite was proposed by the

Council, and was accepted as the Champion of Classic architecture.

Mr. Beresford-IIope, was the champion of the Gothicists. The two
gentlemen representing extreme views in architecture were set up in

opposition, and Mr. Tite elected by a majority of fourteen ; the numoers
being sixty-five to fifty-one and but little more than half the number
of electors voting. If the result be claimed as a triumph for the

Classicists, it shows the Gothicists to be in greater force than was
perhaps thought, and may encourage them to discipline their numbers
and bring up their reserves next time. It is no more than justice to the

President to state that he has exhibited moderation in his uses of

victory.

It is, perhaps, to the division of the profession on aesthetic principles

that we owe the non-settlement of the diploma question. Whether
diplomas will ever be established, or whether, if established, they will

ever be valued by the public beyond the price of waste paper, are

matters into which we need not go, except to remark in passmg that

the attempt to make civil engineering a close profession by means of

Putney College and its diplomas, signally failed without apparent detri-

ment to the public. But there is no doubt that the question ought to

be settled and that speedily.

According to the statements of advocates of diplomas, the

profession is jeopardised by the intrusion of unqualified practi-

tioners, the social standing of architects is lowered, and the public

placed at the mercy of incompetent persons ; if so, all the more urgent

is it for the Institute to decide on the institution of examina-
tions and diplomas, or what other fences may be deemed desirable to

exclude incompetency ; for, by postponing their decision, it is quite

possible the whole scheme may be defeated.

The Copyright Bill introduced by Government at the early part of

last session might have been made conducive to the interests of archi-

tects, if the profession had been united and properly represented. It

may give pain to say so, but it is, nevertheless, true, that neither the

Institute nor its Council sufficiently represents the profession. They
cannot be fully entrusted, under the present system of organisation,

with the care of architectural interests. This has led to a proposition for

the amalgamation of provincial societies with the Institute and Associa-

tion, but that, like the diploma question, made but little progress towards

solution. That architects should have a bond of union, a platform

common to all, and an organisation which will enable them to speak as

one man on occasions where they are concerned, most people will admit.

The only difference of opinion is, as to how it is to be effected.

Amalgamation is beset with difficulties. There are so many individual

susceptibilities that would have to be consulted, and such a vai'iety of

interests to be safeguarded, that we look on the task as one of the

greatest difficulty.

In appealing to the Institute to investigate the causes of the decay of

stone employed in the construction of the New Palace at Westminster,

and to examine the remedies suggested by Mr. Ransome and others,

the First Commissioner of Public tV^orks and Buildings would appear

to have forgotten that in the provincial Architectural Associations

there is available an extended knowledge of building stones, and

a practical acquaintance with their use. There could be

no harm, and it would have been no more than a well merited

compliment, to have asked all the Architectural Societies of the three

kingdoms to have examined the subject, for some new light might then

have been thrown upon it. The committee appointed, by the Institute

and in which leading engineers, chemists, and geologists were associated ^
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vadottbtedly did their best, and they are liardly tobe blamed if they left

Aft question where ttiey found it. They have added nothing to our
knowledge of tho causes of decay, and they were " decidedly of opinion

that the discovery of a proper mode of treating stones in a state ofdecay
had not yet been made," and that there is uo evidence that " the decay
ha* been prevented by any of the processes yet applied "—conclusions

aearoely worth the trouble they cost to arrive at.

We must defer some additional remarks until next week.

MONUSIENT TO THE PRINCE COIJSORT.
TM'OTHING could be more natural, or could better testify to the wide-
11 spread feelings of respect for the Prince Consort, than the proposals

reeently made in various quarters to erect a monument to his memory.
That an enduring memorial of liis worth, and evidence of the national

esteem in which he is held should be erected, we are all agreed ; but there

is aome difference of opinion respecting what should be the character of

Ae memorial. Ultra enthusiasts of every hue trot out their respective

tatbiei with more apparent desire to outstrip competitors than is beStting
tlie melancholy occasion. One wishes national subscriptions to be made
to flow into the exchequer of the South Kensington Museum, in order
that it may thereby be rendered independent of Parliamentary grants, and
be erected into an " Albert Institution for the Art Education of the
People." Others put forward the claims of philanthropic establishments,
hospitals for every variety of disease, reformatories, and ragged schools ;

while, in the columns of a dailj- journal, the matter is settled for us off-

band, and an obelisk, we are told, is the most artistic and appropriate
monument that can be suggested. It would have been preferable if these
•miable enthusiasts had remained silent until after the first burst of
national grief had subsided, or if they had ridden their hobbies in
private ; but as they have, with reprehensible indelicacy, thrust them-
selves forward, and," in fact, sought to preoccupy tho ground with their
pet schemes respectively, it becomes a painful duty for journalists to
dispel delusions and set the matter in its true light before the public.

The nation will not allow the loss it still grieves over, to be made the
opportunity for gain by philanthropists or educationalists. There is some-
thing so revolting and mifecling in propositions of this nature, that one
might well be surprised at their having been made, if it were not well
Inown that enthusiasts are callous, where the feelings of others are con-
ceraed, and totally oblivious of the decencies of life, when it is a question
of bringing out their particular hobby. Philanthropists should carefully
avoid doing aught that might tend to their being confounded in popular
oyinion with selfish traders on woe; for it is difficult to draw the Une of dis-
lacUon between men who seek to turn a reverence for the dead into a
ncans of gratifying greed for gain, or personal vanity. In both cases self
is the mainspring. Although there can be no harm in connecting
charitable institutions with the memory of the dead—if their supporters
desire it—to act in the manner proposed, would be to charge the dead with
the work of the living, and the " lamp of sacrifice," would be transformed
into one of utiUty. In founding and supporting institutions for the cure of
diMMe, ignorance, and crime, society does a work which if charitable, is

also economic, and which is also in atonement for other duties neglected.
Charity is a virtue the practice whereof is enjoined by divine authority. It
is a feeble acknowledgment to the Giver of all Good of gratitude for his
mercies. It is one of the means whereby the rich may work out their own
salvation, and is, therefore, a double duty incumbent upon all who have the
wherewithal to give.

The satisfactory progress made within the last half-eentury in the
diminution of the rates of mortality, poverty, ignorance, and crime, is con-
clusive evidence that tliey are not the normal condition of certain classes
of the community. Paupers and criminals, and disease are due to the
Jaeies]o{ society. Where Dives diverts his talent to the gratification of his
senraal desires, and allows his poorer brother to dwell in dirt, in rebellion
against the principles of sanitary science, and without pure air, light, and
water, then will Lazarus, loathsome to behold from disease, lie at his gate
and beg. The duties of property are as clear and positive as are its rights.
The Begistrar-Gencral's returns show that their fulfilment will reduce the
rate of mortality, prolong the average duration of life, and diminish the
sick rate. If property does not fulfil its duties it forfeits its right,
and if it supports hospitals it docs reparation very inadequate to
•tone for its previous neglect. Education is another of the duties of
aodety. which cannot be neglected without loss and evil resulting. The
present generation is bound to instruct the rising generation—parents to
tMch their offspring to know good from evil—and the community, in
obedience to tlie dictates of self-interest, to provide the means for all
species of instruction. Where this is not done there is a neglect of duty,
and charitable contributions to schools or colleges are insufficient repara-
tion. If English society neglects these duties it must not charge the memory
or the dead with contributing to make reparation, as far as practicable, nor
with bearing the burden ofatonement. We must bear the load ourselves; we
ate wealthy enough to contribute all which, under the disguise of charity,
may be atked from us to repair our neglect, and we can also afford to
ttaosmit to posterity a monumental record of tho services to ourselves
rendered by the Prince Consort, of our gratitude therefore, and of our ad-
nuration of his virtues.

For these reasons we conclude agaujit a combination of utility, profit,
and vicarious discharge of duties in any shape or manner as a public
monument to the Prince. We object to the national tribute being devoted
to estoblish an educational institute, model farms, hospitals, reformatories,

refuges, or nmscums in mcmoriam. Wo submit that art, or the sister arts,

working by the lamp of sacrifice, should be enabled to erect a monument
as enduring as it could be made, which should proclaim to future genera-
tions of men, by the eloquence of artistic forms, the national sentiment of
the present day.

There is no objection to any class of philanthropists identifying the
work they have in hand with the memory of the Prince Consort. By all

means let them do so in their character as a class, and as an addition to
the national memorial. Consequently, it would be a cause for much regret,
if anytliing we have stated should be construed into disapproval of Mr.
Cole's suggestions for carrying out the scheme devised by the Pruice for
establishing an industrial university. For the eliief characteristic of the
Prince was his sympathy with labor, which prompted his unremitting
efforts to raise it in general estimation. But the industrial university
would be for the advantage of the community. Its purpose is to augment
our industrial superiority with a view to enlarge and consolidate our
commerce, and in carrying it out we should not so much raise a monument
to the dead, as we should lay the foundations of future manufacturing
prosperity. By all means, therefore, let those who have an interest in the
question, and the department charged with public education realise the
Prince Consort's sclieme. But let them guard themselves against the idea
that by so doing they are erecting a monument to his memory. For dis-

heartening as it may be to confess it, it is nevertheless true, that charitable
endowments do not perpetuate the memory of their founders among
society at large. How many pass by the Charter-house who never heard
of Sutton ? and it is the same with most o£ the noblest charities, while
many have been mismanaged or improved, until they have fallen into

oblivion. So true is this that Mr. Cole does not advocate the industrial

university, except as supplementary to " other memorials of a monumental
character."

Agreed upon this point, we are are brought to consider the proposition
for erecting a monument in the shape of an obelisk, to commemorate the
Prince Consort's connexion with the International Exhibition of 1851.

But the Prince did other things beside organise the Exhibition, which Jare

quite as noteworthy, and equally deserving of commemoration. It is not
to a particular action of his life we desire to do homage, but to his
memory, taking him for all in all. Further, the proposed monument
would be a work of supererogation ; for, close to the site of the 1851 Exliibi-

tion—in the gardens of the Horticultural Society—is to be a public
memorial of the Exhibition, surmounted by a statue of the Prince Con-
sort—given by his son— in lieu of the statue of the Queen. We do not require
duplicate memorials erected in the same locality, butone national monument
in the metropolis of the empire, which sliall be so intelligible in its character
as to be comprehensible to all. With respect to the artistic character of the
monument, which it has been endeavored to predetermine, a very great
deal may be said against an obelisk as being the least suitable shape that
could be adopted. It may not be so objectionable as a detached column,
which is an isolated architectural feature set up without cause or purpose j

but it is not an artistic form any more than a common mile-stone.

Obelisks in Egypt have a fine effect, but that is due to the physical and
atmospheric character of the country . A vast plain bounded on all sides

by the horizon with scarcely an undulation, and whatever structures may
be near not rising more than a few feet above the level of the soil admits
of an obelisk being seen to every advantage, towering aloft in solitary

grandeur, in a clear and luminous atmosphere, and with the horizon for ar

background. Here we have none of the conditions that conduce to the
advantageous appearance of an obelisk, but many that militate against it.

Sir Francis Chantrey pointed out many years ago the absurdity of erecting

columns, and therefore obelisks, in Loudon or other English towns, from the
fact that they have to compete with and are lost among tall chimneys ; and
he spoke of Rome, where there are no chimney-shafts, as a suitable locality

for monumental shafts. A column, and we have three of Ihem in London,
rising above the level of surrounded structures, surmounting by a statue or
ornamental flnial is more easily distinguished than a obelisk, which, so far

regards as its artistic outline would be very inferior to many chimney-
shafts ; while, instead of the horizon for background, and clear atmosphere
of the East, an obelisk in London would be reared against a background
of trees, or dingy houses, and in an atmosphere of fog.

There is, of course, a precedent for employing obelisks as monuments.
Sanchoniathonjwrote that the Phoenicians and Egyptians consecrated columns-
to those who lienefited mankind, and to the elements ; but that may be
questioned. Their real use was to serve as " Books of History." An
obcUsk without inscriptions would be purposeless and an absurdity. Yet
who would venture to propose to incise the faces of an obelisk in London
with inscriptions ? Letters would be invisible, and hiaroglyphics imin-
telligible. " But," it may be answered, " the story would be told on the
base." In that case the obelisk would be a superfluity, for the base
would be the monument, and what might be above would be a useless

ornament, and therefore in violation of one of the first canons of art. The
minds ofsuch as adopt mere size as the chief architectural standard of beauty
are struck by reference to the St. Petersburg monolith, which is 84 feet long,

and, with the base, rises 154 feet high. We could certainly obtain quite
as respectable a monolith from the granite quarries of this country, for

Mr. Robert Hunt told the Society of Arts in 1859 that he was quite
satisfied a monolith 90 feet long could be quarried here, and Mr. Bellamy
stated on the same occasion that Mr. Freeman had reported that he could
supply from Cornwall a monolith 120 feet long, by 14 feet on the sides.

But, however much the dimensions of known obelisks might be exceeded,
the result woiUd not be a work of art.

We submit that a monument to the memory of one so universally
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esteemed and regretted should be a work of fine art—the highest that can

be obtained, and that it sliould cxliibit that combination of the sisters which

tMr. John Bell has so eloquently advocated in these pages. We shall not

now obtrude suggestions as to what tlie character of the monument

should be, although we may venture to express the hope that architecture

will not, as hitherto, be placed under ban and interdict, but may be

permitted to provide a home for the monumental sculpture. It would,

perhaps, prevent much ultimate disappointment, and satisfy the longing

of the nation to pay the highest honor that can bo offered, if public

competition were invited as the surest mode of obtaining the best design.

In tl.at case it might be desirable to depart from the ordinary course,^ and

invite those who wished to compete to send in tiieir names. From
this list a committee would select half-a-dozen of those who appeared to

be most competent to supply designs, for whicli ample remuneration

would be made, and the author of the best employed to carry it into

esecution.

THEATRICAL SCENERY.
TITR. W. CALCOTT'S " Transformation Scene " at Covent-garden

iVJL Theatre, when first presented to the public, was much more
complicated than it now appears ; it is, however, still complete in

itself, and very effective. At the commencement the stage is thrown

into darkness. As the first gauze rises an indistinct view of a cavern is

obtained; gradually some shells on banks of dead gold, constituting the

foreground of the picture, become visible, after which they present a

more positive appearance by the dark blue of the water near the fore-

ground. A second gauze is now raised, and shows an extensive cavern,

painted in gradations of the warm, dull color in the front, also another tint

of the water. A tliird, an intervening medium, is removed, and the scene

is enriched with a rising bank of green and gold between the two pieces of

water, at each end of which an arch gradually ascends towards the roof,

the cavern bearing fossils in gold; a brilliant light being thrown upon
them the splendour of the scene is greatly increased. Two large shells after-

wards appear, bearing a female figure in each of them very elegantly dressed,

and illumined by a most dazzling light. The general effect is now a

contrast of vivid green, among which is distributed a large portion of dead

gold. In the middle distance, and the centre of the stage, a large mass of

plant of fern-like leaves slowly ascends, becoming gradually brighter than
the shells at the sides; and now the plan of the scene becomes more generally

developed by all the objects being reflected in sheets of looking-glass lying in

the foreground, surrounded by the bank and shells already described, the

sheets of looking-glass being intended to represent tranquil water. When
the centre object has risen to the intended height, the front of it slowly

opens, and descends until it forms part of the scenery below. A female

figure has been enclosed in this ornament, and the descending form con-

taining looking-glass, adds the reflection of her figure to the rest of the

scene. The brilliancy of the light is now diminished in gradations on the

surrounding objects, and all the most vivid rays are focussed upon the

centre figure. The white gauze dress of this figure, from its local color

and its tcxtural quality, being incapable of reflecting briglit light,

forms an excellent contrast to the vivid green, brilliantly illuminated, by
which she is surrounded, and which is at the same time, both delicately

and effectively opposed by a pink scarf tlirown across the shoulder. The
pink scarf forms the complementary color to the blue, green, and yellow of

which the rest of the scene is composed, the whole of which is completed
by some naiads appearing as floating on the water, while the roof of the
cavern over the foreground is composed of dull green fern-leaves, branches
and portions of the cavern itself. After the audience have had time to

enjoy the general effect, the whole is changed, by green liglit being turned
on, and it gives l)oth a cool and elegant aspect to the design. A red light

then mingles its rays with the blue, which produces a striking contrast
between the front and the back of the scene, the red light ultimately
assumes the ascendency, and the curtain falls upon this last efifective

change.
The scene is highly creditable both to the artist and the management.

Art Design- at the Ixternation^al Exhibition.—The following
minute of the Art Designs Committee of the International Exhibition of 1862
has been forwarded for publication :

" Her Majesty's Commissioners for the
Exhibition, being desirous of exhibiting the progress of art designs for manu-
factures, would be glad to receive contributions from possessors of drawings and
models by British artists executed within tlie century 1762-1862. Artists,
designers, and manufacturers in general are hereby invited to send works,
suitably framed and glazed, or if of large size on strainers, properly prepared
for hanging. Designs in all departments of art industry capable of reproduction
are admissible in this class. Designs for glass and ceramic wares, precious and
other metals, furniture and carving, plastic decorations, and other objects in
relief; also designs for textile fabrics, paper-hangings, mural decorations, tiles,

mosaics, inlays, stained, painted, and decorated glass, &c. Assistance from the
pogses.sors of drawings and models by such artists as Chambers, Adams, Soane,
Stothard, Flaxman, Pitts, Pugin, Wyon, and others, is especially desired ; and
the committee trusts that the holders of such works will communicate with the
secretary as early as convenient. Illuminations of an original character will be
admitted into this department. All works must be delivered for the inspection
of the committee, on or before tlie 31st of March, at the South Kensington
Museum (office entrance).
The International Exhibition.—Mr. F. B. Sandford, the Secretary

of the Commissioners of the International Exhibition, authoritatively contradicts
the statement, which has been circulated, that her Majesty wUl open the Great
Eshibition in person.

NOTES FROM PARIS.

A CORRESPONDENT, " C. H. D.," notes, among other matters, that

all that block of the ciVi? bounded by the street of the same name, the
Roulevart do Sevastopol, the Quai Neuf du MarchO Neuf, and the Rue
Constantine, is in course of demolition. Those who wish to give a parting

glance to this interesting portion of old Paris have no time to lose, for

most of the expropriated buildings liave been abandoned, given up to the

contractor, or shut up. This ground, to be the site of new barracks, waa
at one time the industrial centre of the capital; there were three churches
there. St. Germain-le-Vieux, in the Rue de la Calandre, fronting the Rue
aux Fivres; St. Pierre des Fosses, where stood subsequently the Convent
des Barnabites, of celebrated memory; and St. Martial, situated at the end
of the impasse de St. Eloi.

This last church, demolished in 1722, gave way to a honse which, up to

the revolution, served as a presbytery for the curate of Saint Pierre-de»-

Arles, a neighbouring parish. It still exists. The Hue de la Calandre

which we now find so narrow and cramped up, was at one time the Bond-
street of Paris. Every cortege from the Palace to Notre-Dame passed

through it. In the group of buildings to be cleared away figures the Rue
des Cargaisons, barred up since 1825 ; in 1700 it was known as " La Rue
delaFemmo ecartelee," its width varies from Im. 10c. to Ini. 76e. Atone
extremity of this street opens the celebrated Rue aux-Fevres, described in

the "Mysteries of Paris ;" in its present state none of the tapis Jrancs or

coupe-gorges exist, as it had many years ago midergone a transformation ;

the noisy tavern of the Lapin-Blanc was transformed into a fantastic

gallery or saloon, if we can believe the following lines inscribed on the

walls outside :

—

Pour nn musue n'allez pas Jl Versailleg.

Le Lapin-Blanc vous offre sea muraillcs,

Couvertes de rimailles,

Et de caricaturailles.

Qui raiUeit.

The poetaster was evidently not ashamed to sacrifice the grammar of his

country to the exigencies of rhyme.
The exterior boulevarts of Paris proceed actively; already they are

opened out from Montmartre to La Chapelle, and continue to be pushed
forward from the ancient Barricre of Clichy as far as that of Monceau.

They are expected to be completed very shortly. These " circular " boule-

varts are really beneficial in a sanitary point of view, as, when they are

well planted, they will become veritable magazines of o.xygen, yielding

forth their daily supply.

In the Moniteur, about three years ago, there was nn account of some

very interesting experiments made by M. Nadar, the photogi'apher, of

Paris, upon his "first ideas of aerostatic photography applied to planispheric

plans, whether for civil or strategical purposes. Long before the American

journals began to speak of the aerostatic telegraphic apparatus worked by
electricity the above artist had completed two machines, one working up
in a balloon at a lofty altitude, and another at the surface of the earth, the

communication being, of course, instantaneous.

The Rom;in baths of Perigueux, discovered some four ye.ars ago, are

still an object of attraction to visitors. Situated in the plains of Cam-
p.-ignac, perhaps they are the first remains of importance which have been

found in so complete a state. Paris possesses the Julian Bathe, &c. ; but,

up to the present time, no one lias had an opportunity of examining the

internal dispositions of a vast establishment of Roman baths with details

such as are revealed by the excavations at Perigueux. We have no

positive information as to the precise epoch of tlieir construction, yet it

may be presumed that they are of Roman origin. In support of this an

altar of early construction bears the following inscription, iu characters of

the second century:

—

In order to accomplish a vow, Marcus Pompeius, priest of the god Mara, freeman by

birth, of the tribe of Qnirina, son of the sacred priest Cains Pompeiu.^, consecrated this

altar to .... and to Apollo, after having repaired at his expense the

temple of the tutelar goddess and the public baths, which hod fallen into a state of dilapi-

dation.

The above altar is now in the ruins of the Chateau de Beaufort, belonging

to the Commandant of Beaufort, who has collected all the objects discovered,

and who shows them to visitors with the utmost courtesy.

Railway Travelling.—Mr. William Hawes has addressed the following

letter to the SocietT/ of Arts' Journal:—"Mr. Baker, in his paper on this

subject, assumed that constant dady railway travelling produced injurious elKcts

on the health of railway travellers. He also suggested that the injurious effect

was less in second-class carriages than in the first-cla.ss, and less in third than

in second. I will not now stop to inquire whether his view of tlie cause of the

result he aflnrms be correct, but 1 hope you will allow me to request that our

Jotmial may be used as the means through which facts on this important sub-

ject may be collected, and, when collected, compared and analysed fortiie benefit

of the public. The first step in such an inquiry is, to collect iacts, and this can

only be done efliciently if a large number of railway travellers will be good

enough to answer, with care, a series of questions coiupiled with a view to elicit

information on this very interesting question. With your permission I will

sulimit a series of questions to the readers of the Jourtml, and if those whose

thee
take to publish l,.^ ...o^-w ... , ^ .

1. Do you travel daily, or nearly so, by railway? 2. How many miles each

day ? 3. State the hours of travelling and of your meals ? 4. I'or how long a

period have you been travelUiis regularly ? 5. Which class do you travel by .

U. Have you found any ineouveuience from this regular railway travellmg, and,

if so, of what nature ? 7. Do you sleep while travelling, and, if so, does sleep in

a carriage refresh you—as, for instance, in a chair ? 8. Do you read, or other-

wise employ yom- time during your journey, or did you do so at one time, ana

have to give it up 1"
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OEIEL WINDOW OF THE PARSONAGE HOUSE OF ST.
SEBAXD'S, NUREMBERG.

AT the north-west comer of the square in which stands the fine church
of St. Sebald's, Norembertc, is the Forsonago-house, the remarkable

feature of which ia the very beautiful oriel window represented in our
engnTing.
Famed, as Nuremberg is, for its ccclesiastic.il and domestic buildings

(in the latter to such an extent that an ancient author—iEiieas Sylvius

•—declares that "a simple citizen was better lodged than the King of

Scotland"), this oriel window holds a foremost place for the beauty of

ita defign, and its bold and highly sculptured detail. It was probably put
up during the reign of Charles IV., about 1561.

The five bas-reliefs represent incidents from the Bible—as the Adoration

of the ilagi, &c
The painted windows are said to be the work of Hirschvugel, a famous

artisan of the city, who first established there the art of enamelling pottery,

in 1507.

The rest of the house to which it is attached is plain enough; it was
once the residence of Melchior Pfiuzing, author of the poem of " Thever-
-dank.'' He was a canon of the church of St. Sebald.

SCOTLAND.
I>Hn\frin and Mancelltoirn Mechanics' Institute.—The new linll of this

Institate. in Irisfa-atreet, Dumfries, was opened on the \'H\i ult. The style is

Gotihic, of the Early English period. The front elevation to Irish-street is 62
feet long—its leading feature consisting of tliree large entrance doors with
pointed arches, and a circular tracery window under the main gable. The arches

are built of white and red stones alternately. The height from the ground to

the apex of the gable is 4G feet. The internal arrangements of the building are

simple. The three front entrance doors open into a lobby 30 feet long, from
which access is had to the ground floor of the hall. At the one end of the lobby

is the stair up to the gallery, at the other end is an ante-room for cloaks, &c.
The total width of the groiind floor of the hall is 58 feet, and its length is 56 feet

(exclusive of the platform, which is at the end opposite the front doors, and is

33 feet long by 11 feet wide). The galkiy is placed opposite the platform, and
extends over the entrance lobby ; it is 23 feet deep, and 33 feet wide, and gives

tbe total length of 76 feet from the back of the platform to the back of the

gallery. The roof of the buildiug is in three compartments, dividing the interior

Into a central nave and aisles on each side. The nave rises above the side aisles

to the height of 31 feet, and is constructed of eight laminated wood ribs, in the
fitrm of pointed arches, springing from iron columns, which give a vaulted
ajjpeuance to the interior. The ribs of the nave are carried down the lower
TOofil of the side aisles, and terminate on stone corbels in the walls. The roof of
the nave, rising above that of the aisles, allows the light to be introduced
tliroDgh a range of clerestory windows on each side. The ceilings are plastered
and formed into panels and geometric figures by intersecting mouldings. The
rite, &c., are grained oak, and arc finished on the spandrels with polyehrqmed
trefoils and shields, which are filled in with the initials of great men of the past and
present day. The plaster panels and mouldings are tinted variously to harmonise
with the wooJ-work. The gallery front consists of an open ornamented iron
raUing, bronzed, and lined behind with crimson cloth. At night the hall is

lighted with ornamented brackets, hung from the beams of the gallery and
nave. At present it is seated for 1,000 neople; but if occasion requires, it can
be arranged to hold 150 more. The cos't of the building is about £1,300. The
design was furnished by Mr. Eraser, architect, Dumfries. The contractors were—for the mason work", Messrs. Crackstone and Son; for the joiner work, Mr.
Mein ; for the plaster work, Mr. Eraser ; and the slater work, Mr. Bridges.
Mr. Coltart had the painting, and Mr. Aitken the glazing.

Sick Children';! Ho»pitnl, Edinburgh.—The plans for the alterations pro-
posed on the house at Meadowside, prepared by Mr. David M'Gibbon, architect,
have been approved by the directors and medical committee. According to these
plans, in the main building there will be two large wards, each 56 feet 9 inches
by 15 feet 4 inches, capable of containing together about 24 patients. In asepa-
rate wing to be built to the west of the present house, there will be two wards,
each 25 fe< t hy 22 feet, and together suited for 12 patients. These wards are in-
tended for fever patients, and are to be placed so as to form a separate department
entirely fhut off from the rest of the establishment. There will also be one or two
small wanis for special eases, giving in all about forty beds. Each of these
departments is to he complete in itself, with separate bath-rooms, &c. The venti-
lation has also been particiUarly considered, and the plan recommended by Miss
Nightingale will be adopted. The windows of the wards being chiefly to the
sonth, will have the benefit of a sunny and cheerful exposure. The entrance is to
be towards the south, with a large hall and a wide new staircase. Next to the
entrance on the ground fiix)r there will be a large day-room, in which the children
who are sufficiently recovered will be able to play when the weather does not
admit of their being out of doors. The grounds round the building extend to
abont one acre. The alterations are to be begun in May next, and are estimated
to cott, with the purchase-money, abf>ut £4,500.
iVew Town Hnll, Rutherglcn.—The buildings of the new Town Hall are

in the main street, immediately to the east of the parish churchyard. They have
a frontage of 61 feet to the street, and a depth of^79 feet C inches. The grounil
floor is occupied by a spacious entrance-hall and a lofiy staircase, which conduct
to the Town Hall on the upper floor, and to a court hall in the rear of the build-
ings, the front portion of the ground floor being arranged foi two double shops.
In the treatment of these shop-fronts the architect has endeavoured to overcome
the injurious effect which so often attends the intro<iuction of shops into a public
building. Tlie public hall measures 75 feet by 40 feet inside : it extends over the
shops and lower hall, and is lighted on the west side by five large four-light
mullioned and transomed windows, and on the south by a large oriel of six lights.
The ceiling of this hall is composed wholly of dressed timbers, stained and var-
nished. It is semicircular in section, divided into compartments by arched,
coupled beams, springing from impi«t shafts, with foliated capitals, attached to
the side walls and arranged in couples under the arched beams. The exterior of
the building is in the .Scottish baronial style, quaintly varied and ornamental in
its details. The shop modowg have roimd, arched heads, with string mouldings

encircling them, and indicating the division of the floors. The centre of tlig

front is occupied by the large oriel, which seems almost to fill the end of the hall.

It is projected on elaborate corbelling from between the arches of the ground
fliwr, and is panelled and ornamented with escutcheons and armorial devices.

The angles of the building are crowned with bartisan turrets, with higli peaked
conical roofs. A liigli pitched gable occupies the centre of the front over the
oriel, in the centre of which is a panel carved with the armorial hearings of the
burgh, and on cither haunch of this gable a carved lion and unicorn is placed, the
apex being finished with a pile of armor, bearing the Scottish crown. The other
panels in the front are carved with the armorial bearings of England and
Scotland, and with ornamental deviees displaying the charters of the burgh,
granted by David 1., 1136 ; William I., 118'J ; liobert I., 1324, and James V., 1542.
The entrance door is at tlie east side of the front, under the tower, and forms

a prominent feattire of the elevation, from its size, the character of its arch and
jamb mouldings, and its position under the plain solid mass of the tower. Tlie
height of the building from pavement to apex of centre gable is 72 feet, the entire
height of the tower is 110 feet. The tower is very plain in the lower portion,
above the doorway, but becomes broketi in outline at the top ; the angles are
terminated with bartisan turrets with domed roofs, the walls between being
terminated in crow-stepped gables, with clock dial-plates in each side. The
dials of the clock, we believe, are so designed that the hands and figures will

appear white at night on a dark dial, and the reverse during tlie day. Mr.
Muirhead, of Glasgow, is the maker. The contractors are,—for the mason
work, Mr. Lawrie ; tor the carpenter work, Mr. Lindsay ; for the plumber work,
Mr. Lockhast ; for slater work, Mr. Morrison ; and, tor the plaster work, Mr.
Gilately. Mr. Robert Balfour is the clerk of the works. The works are being
carried out from the designs and under the superintendence of Mr. Charles
Wilson, of Glasgow.

THE THAMES EMB.A.NKMENT.
AMONG other points Mr. Thwaites has suggested the following for considera-

tion by the Coramission in reference to the embankment of the south side of
the Thames :

—

" Assuming the necessity for a southern embankment to be conceded, it may
still be useful to consider, at the outset of our inquiry, the prominent reasons for

such a work, as in some degree indicating the course which may most advan-
tageously be pursued.
" The plan already reported on for the northern side demands the removal

of very large
',
quantities of deposit from the shoals in the river, many of which

immediately adjoin the southern shore; this operation will have a great tendency
to cause a constant settlement towards the deepened portion of the river's bed,
and consequent injury to the piling, wharf walling, and other defences on that
side ; some of these are already old and decayed, or were originally but im-
perfectly adapted to their situation, and hence we may conclude tliat it will be
necessary to provide a solid wharf wall along all that part of the southern shore
which fronts the embankment previously recommendetl.
" But there is another urgent reason for the southern embankment, which

must exercise a considerable influence on the framing of any scheme for that
side, viz., its liability to constant injury from flooding. The extent of this evil,

its heavy pressure on the large laboring population of tlie parislies adjoining the
river, the misery, sickness, and death produced by its periodical recurrence,
with the consequent heavy charges on the rates, can only be tlioroughly
appreciated by those who have themselves witnessed its cfiects. Obviously to
cany out thoroughly any effective remedy, the futjire embankment must be of
sufficient height to be above the reach of the highest tide—viz., 16 feet above
ordnance datum, and it should be at least conterminous with the thickly
inhabited portion of London beyond the Thames. Its precise limits

will depend upon the evidence hereafter to be laid before the Commission,
but the termination of the embankment already carried out by her Majesty's
Office of Works in connexion with Battersea-park and bridge, might form a
convenient commencement on the western side. Some difference of opinion will

probably exist as to its extent eastwards, but it must be remembered that
London-bridge forms neither a moral nor material limit of the metropolitan area

:

the inhabitants of Bermondsey and Rotherliithe sutler equally from floods with
those of Lambeth and St. Saviour's, and are equally contributory to metropolitan
burdens.
" The third head of inquiry is the improvement of the means of communica-

tion in connexion with the embankment. The new street in course of formation
by the Metropolitan Board of Works, taken as a continuation of Stamford-street
and the York-road, will form a very complete inland line of traffic from east to

west ; but, valuable as it is, increa.sed facilities to the great transport trade on
the southern bank, from Nine-elms to London-bridge, are urgently demanded.
True, along certain portions of this bank several excellent links are found, such
as that afforded by the Commercial and Belvedere-roads, and less completely by
Bankside; but the defective sections adjoining Lambeth Palace, thence to

Vauxhall, and between Blackfriars-bridge and Bankside, greatly need
amelioration."

BARRACK.S AT CHELSEA—Great progress is being made in the erection of the
new barracks for the use of the Guards on the gi'ounds adjoining Chelsea
Hospital. When ready for occupation they will be capable of accommodating
1 ,000 men. In addition to detached houses for the officers and non-commissioned
officers, the buildings will comprise separate dwellings for the married soldiers, a
library and reading-rooms, a lecture-room, ball courts, gymnasiums, skittle

grounds, baths and washouses, a provost prison, guardhouse and lock-up, canteen,
aiid quartermasters' stores. The soldiei-s' quarters, which form the main portion
of the building, are in a very forward state, and the ofiicers and uon-coin-
missioned officers' quarters are already roofed in.

South Kensington Museum.—The South Kensington Museum was
closed on Wednesday evening, the 1st inst., and will remain so on each Wednes-
day until further notice. The free open evenings are now Mondays, Tuesdays,
and Saturdays, until 10 o'clock. The last day has been substituted for the
Wednesday suiiprcssed. During the week ending 4tli January, 1862, the visitors

have been as follows :—On Monday, Tuesdav, Wednesday, and Saturday, free

days, 8,66.5; on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Saturday, free evenings,
4,713. On the three Students' days (admission to the public 6d.), 1)24. Total,

14,302. From the opening of the Museum, 2,421,233.
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THE NEW FINE ABTS COURTS, SOUTH KENSINGTON
MUSEUM.

rilHE first portion of the permanent buildings of tlie South Kensington

X Museum will shortly be completeJ. The public will find therein

another opportunity of sitting in judgment upon Captain Fowke's powers,

and professional men another target for criticism.

We are no partizans of Captain Fowke. We have criticised his works,

but we have done so fairly and honestly. We cannot turn our backs upon
the arcades of the Horticultural Society, which do not, to say the least of

them, suffer by comparison with those of Mr. Sidney Smirke—to strike a
blow at Captain Fowke's reputation through works which he did not

design, and we do not refuse him a place amongst architects because he
has had the advantage of a scientific education. We wish to judge of

the executed designs quite irrespective of the consideration that the author

of them is or is not a regularly-trained architect. A good design by
even an amateur is far more acceptable than an indifferent one by a
recognised professional man. In this spirit, we proceed to describe

Captain Fowke's recent work at the Department of Science and Art.

It is scarcely necessary to remark that the whole of the buildings now
constituting the Museum were meant to be but temporary structures.

The contemplated front towards the m-ain road consists of two wings, with
a curved receding central feature in the Italian style. This will

eventually supersede the block of shanties which now fringe the
thoroughfare.
The permanent Museum has, however, been begun at the north-east

corner of the site, to the north of the Iron Museum, and to the east of the
Turner, Vernon and Sheepshanks galleries. This first instalment com-
prises a Northern and a Southern Fine Art Court, with offices to the east of
tliero on the ground floor, and picture galleries above. The South Court
is the one first reached from the northern extremity of the " Boilers." It

is 114 feet wide by 110 feet long. There is a passageway running down
the centre, which leads to the Northern Court. This passage is flanked by
coupled spiral iron columns, with relieved ornament on central bands.
They support an upper open corridor immediately over the lower passage.
Right and left of this passage are the two divisions of the Southern Court,
covered by an arched glazed roof of wrought-iron ribs, which spring
from the columns of the upper corridor to the walls on the other sides.

These roofs have each a span of 45 feet; rafters are laid upon them, and a
lantern, 16 feet wide, having louvres on each side of it for ventilation,

occupies the centres of both roofs.

At the far end of each division corridors run east and west from the
upper corridor before referred to, and communicate with galleries beyond
the flank walls of the court. These transverse corridors are carried by
iron columns similar to those before mentioned. The caps are foliated,

without being copied from the stock Corinthian patterns.

The whole of the columns stand upon pedestals, or rather the lower
portions of the columns are bricked round up to the level of the moulded
bases, and then covered with cement to form pedestals. The flank walls
of the courts are pierced by a series of arched openings, with circular
medallions in the spandrels, connecting the court with the rooms on
cither side of it. These arched openings are of the height of the columns
which support the gallery. Each bay in the upper stage is subdivided
by a Corinthian column, standing over the keystone, into two flank arches.
The height of the court is 18 feet to the springing of the wrought-

iron ribs, 32 feet to the feet of rafters, and about 45 feet to the underside
of ridge. The passage in the centre has ornamental gratings in the floor
covering the warming pipes. The floor above is Fo.x and Barrett's iron
and concrete fireproof flooring. The roof of the upper corridor is arched
with raking rafters, similar in principle to the large ones beside it.

A door in the centre of the wall at the far end leads into the Northern
Court—a spacious and imposing apartment 110 feet square, without a
column or pier of any kind, from wall to wall. Nothing obstructs the view
of its great extent. The skill with which it has been roofed, without ap-
pearing heavy or oppressive, enlists our warmest admiration. At a
quarter space from all the four walls lattice girders, 10 feet higli, run at
right angles with each other. The ends of the girders rest on columns, so
that they are supported quite independently cf the walls. They meet in
four strong iron st.-indards, and thus divide the roof into nine compart-
ments, all hipped, and glazed with Hartley's rough plate. The central
compartment is 55 feet square, the four on each side of it 55 feet by 27 feet
6 inches, and those at the four angles 27 feet 6 inches square. Over the
door, between the courts, the beautiful marble gallery, from the church of
Santa Maria Novella, which was bought at Florence a few years agoby Mr.
Robinson, and which at the time attracted no inconsiderable amount of
public interest, has been permanently fixed. On either side of it workmen
are buUding against the waU models of the famed doors of the Florence
Baptistery.

The whole of the brickwork to these courts has been laid with Captain
Scott's cement, and the walls are coated with the same officer's patent
plaster, which is as cheap as ordinary plaster, and sets as quickly and is
as durable as the best Portland cement. It is manufactured by Lee and
Sons. There are eleven segment-arched openings on each of the side
walls, thus extending the area of the court under the adjoining galleries.
The floors are laid with asphalte.

Retracing our steps, mounting a staircase, and passing along the open
corridors of the Southern Court, we enter the galleries at the eastern side
of It. Tl ese are two in number, placed parallel to each other, with an
open arcade between them. The light in these galleries is admirably
arranged. An ordinary glazed roof seems to cover them, but by means of

longitudinal beams between the tie-beams the ceiling is divided into com-
partments. The central portion is glazed by flat sliding gashes filled with
ground glass, whilst ornamental iron panels, through which a subdued
light enters, is introduced into the side compartments. These arc divided
one from the other by foliated concave trusses, which rest on the imposts
of the arcade, and abut upon the tic-beams. The galleries are beautifully
proportioned, and, as we have said, admirably lighted, whUst the small
amount of architectural decoration is most judiciously disposed. We have
seldom seen better modelling or casting than that shown in the trusses,
and the iron ventilating panels have also a decided artistic stamp upon
them. This is due, we believe, to the personal superintendence of Mr. G.
Sykea, now attached to the Department of Science and Art, and formerly
master of the Sheffield School of Art. The floor is Fox and Barrett's.
These upper galleries are warmed in a'novel way. The concrete is remoTod,
at intervals of some 20 feet, from between iron joists, and the warming
pipes supported by iron cradles fixed between them.

To the east of the North Court, on the same level as those we have just
mentioned, four new galleries will eventually be built, but one only is at
present in course of erection, and that is insufficiently advanced to enable
us to judge of its future appearance.

Taken together, these new works at South Kensington are highly
creditable to Captain Fowke. He employs wrought and cast
iron extensively, and in a novel fashion, and he seems to have had ever
present in his mind the destination of the courts. The efficiency with
which he has warmed, ventilated, and lighted them is ai conspicuous a
the facility with which he disposes of huge girders, and introduces deco
rative novelties.

The works have been executed entirely by Messrs. Kclk and Co. ; Mr.
Coates is the clerk of the works. Messrs. Kelk's foreman is Mr. Poynton.

WORKS ON THE LONDON, CHATHAM, AND DOVER
RAILWAY.

THE works on the West-end Extension of this railway are of considerable
magnitude, and consist of 4i miles of cuttings and embankments, IJ mile

of tunnel, and 4,262 feet of viaduct, making together OJ miles. The City
Extension line is to consist of 1 mile of cutting and emoankments, 3| miles of
viaduct, a bridge over the Thnmes, crossing close to Blackfriars-bridge, making
together about 4} miles of line ; a goods' station by the water side, and a
passenger station at each side of the river. On the West-end Extension the
works are in a more advanced state than those on the City Extension. Near the
point of junction at Battersea about 60 acres of land have been secured, upoi»
part of which coke sheds, and a semicircular building for housing 21 locomotive
engines, with repairing shops to the rear, have been completed. Extensive
ranges of buildings are in course of construction, in which suitable machinery
will be fixed for manufacturing engines and other rolling stock for the railway, on
a similar plan to that adopted at the Wolverton establishment of the London
and North Western Railway Company. Some of those buildings are in a
forward state, and with the present rate of progress the whole will be completed
in the course of a few months. A portion of the main line from its junction with
the Pimlico line has been laid out for about one-third of a mile to the point
where the viaduct commences. The greater portion of the brickwork has been
completed between that point and the intended station at Dulwich, and the
whole of this work is expected to be completed, and the iron girders erected ovei
the roads, streets, and highways which the line crosses, in about nine weeks.
The brickwork of this portion comprises a viaduct of 17 m'cbes adjoining the
Wandsworth-road, a viaduct crossing the Clapham and Bedtbrd roads about
1,000 feet in length, and a viaduct at the Manor-rise on the Brixton-road of
1,600 feet in length, making together 3,110 feet of viaduct. These viaducts for

the greater portion of their length are. constructed on a circular plan and have
been very substantially executed. The uniformity in the color of the bricks, and
the workmanlike manner in which they are put together, form a striking con-
trast to many other works for a similar purpose. Of the works on the City
Extension line, which branches from the West-end Extension line at the
Dulwich iunetion, there is now completed upwards of a mile and a quarter of
viaduct along the back of the wardens and houses in the Camberwell and Wal-
worth-roads. About half the length of this viaduct has been ballasted, and the
permanent way is being laid down. This viaduct is advancing at the rate of Oft

feet in length daily, and is expected to be completed to a point near the Elephant
and Castle by August next. The brickwork on this extension is also of the same
good quality as that on the West-end line.

The works for the main line beyond Dulwich towards Beckenhara junction
are in course of construction. The chief work on this section is a tunnel upwards
of a mile and a quarter in length, passing, as before stated, under the Sydenham
Hill and the Brighton Railways. Seven shafts have been sunk from the top of
the hill into the tunnel, and the excavation is carried on to the full size in both
directions from each shaft, making 14 faces to work upon, and thus facilitating

the progress very materially. About one-fourth of the tunnel has thus been
completed, aud the average progress of the tunnel is at the rate of 250 feet per
month. So soon as a short length of the tunnel has been excavated to the full

size, the bricklayers are set to work, and that portion so excavated is completed,
before any further advance in the excavation at that point is made. The opera-i

tion is then repeated, and the brickwork is completed for a further length. The
thickness of the brickwork varies from 10 to 14 half-brick, according to circum-
stances ; the bricks are of the hardest kind, manufactured on the spot in great
quantities by means of powerful machinery. All the bricks used are very hard
and compact, and some of them, made by one machine in particular, are beauti-

fully formed, very solid, presenting a polished surface of an excellent red color.

It often happens that in the course of a fortnight the clay excavated and brought
out of the tuiint'l is carried into it again in the shape of solid hard bricks. "The

improvements and experience of the past 20 years, have been brought to bear in

providing materials and facilitating the progress of the works on these metro-
politan extensions, and the result has been much greater than was anticipated.

There are at present about 2,000 men and 2o0 horses employed upon the workSv
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THE PROPOSED NEW MUSEUMS AT CAMBRIDGE.

IN connexion with the proposal long under consideration to provide additional

Museums and Lecture-rooms at Cambridge, tlie syndicate [appointed in

1853 to confer to confer with Mr. Salvin, and to instruct him to prepare suitable

designs, have now reported to the senate, that

—

"In their re|iort, dated 31st December, ll<-J3, and confirmed by the senate 8th

February, lfC>4, tliey enumerated tlie various lecture-rooms, museums, and
laboratories whicli appeared to tliem to he necessary to meet the requirements of

the unirersitv, and they indicated the character of the buildings which it seemed

advisable toadopt. In accordance with the recommendations of this report,

Mr. Salvin prepared a plan and estimate in 1854, but, owing to the difficulty in

obtaininsr tliv re(iuisite funds, no steps were taken towards cariying it out. At
the lieginninii of the present year a syndicate was appointed to examine the

fiiuds available for university" buildings, and in consequence of their report

rarious sums of money and stock, with the accruing profits thereof, besides an
mmnal contribution of £1,000 from the university chestj were by grace of the

senate, -ioth April, IWil, specially set apart as a fund lor the erection of new
musenms and lecture-rooms ;

giving a total which may at present be estimated

at :^,000, and mav be expected before the completion of the works to amount to

upwards of £30,000.
Funds having been thus shown to be available for the commencement of the

work, Mr. Salvin's plans were again taken into consideration, and it appeared

that for various reasons it would be desirable and necessary to make many
changes in the disposition of tlic buildings. The professors were requested to

revise the statements of their respective requirements, upon which the former

design had been founded, and Mr. Salvin has, at the request of the syndicate, and

in accordance with these instructions, prepared an entirely new set of plans, ac-

companied bv the estimate which follows.

These plans appear to the syndicate to be admirably arranged, and in every

way to fulfil tlic varioiLs and complicated purposes for which they are designed.

They are now submitted to the senate for their approval.

ESTIMATE.
£ s. d

1. The building with front towards Freeschool- lano, containing two large

lectm^rooms adapted to the requirements of the theological and literary

profcfflois C,383 5
2. The central group of buildings, containing lecture-rooms for the

Plttmian, Lowndenu, Lucasian, and Jacksonian professors, and for the pro-

lessors of anatomy, mineralogy, and Ijotany ; rooms for philosophical

apparatus, and private rooms for the several professors ; maseuras of com-
parative anatomy, zoology, mineralogy, and botany, with a gallery for

optical experiments, &c 19,692 G

3. Additional building for the chemical department 400

£26,475 11

The above estimate is exclusive of the architect's commission and the salary of
the clerk of the works. It is somewhat higher than that prepared 1)y Mr. Salvin

in 1854 for the completion of the plan then designed by him, but tlie difference is

accounted for by the greater extent of building, and by the cost of tlie deep
foundations and complete draining of the site, which wore not included in the
former estimate.

The syndicate, comparing this estimate with the amount of available funds
above stated, are led to conclude that the principal part at least of the above-
mentioned works may be commenced immediately ; but as it may not be found
advisable at once to complete the whole, they recommend that tenders be obtained,
under the direction of the syndicate, and subject to the approval of the senate, as
follows :

—

1. For tlie completion of the whole works.
2. For the completion, separately, of tlie building in Freeschool-lane, contain-

ing the two large lecture-rooms.

t 3. For the completion, separately, of tlie central group of buildings.

4. For the additional building of the chemical department.
The syndicate beg to accompany their report with a detailed account of Mr.

Salvia's'plans, by Professor Willis.

(Signed)
Geo. Phillips, V.C. R. Willis.
W. Whewell. G. G. Stokes.
H. W. CooKsoN. F. France.
James Cartmell. John Lamb.
W. H. Miller.

The following is a description of the designs, prepared by Mr. A. Salvin, in con-
formity witli the instructions of the lecture-room syndicate* :

—

The proposed buildings are arranged about a quadrangular court, 138 feet from
the north to soutli, and 114 feet from east to west, and occupy about three-flftlis

of "tlie old botanic garden. The outer walls of the quadrangle are separated from
the irregular eastern and western boundaries of the garden by a space of about
40 feet in breadth, and are in closer proximity to the northern boundary, but the
south front is l.JO feet from Pembroke-street, leaving space sufficient for a future
building in that street if required. Tliis front consists of two square masses or
towers connected by a lower building, having a carriage archway in the centre.
The western tower has the lecture-room of the Jacksonian and the botanical
professors on the ground floor, and that assigned to the Lucasian, Plumian, and
Lowndean professors above.
The apparatus-room and private room of the Jacksonian professor are con-

tained in the lateral one-stoned appendage on the west side of the tower; and
the apparatus and private rooms of the three last named professors extend along
the upper story of the intermediate building, the lower floor of which is

occupied by the museum of philosophical apparatus.
The natural sciences are disposed in the remaining three sides of the

quadrangle, human anatomy excepted, which is retained in the buildings
especially erected for its reception in 1831. Chemistry also remains in its ancient
position. In the new quadrangle botany is placed on the ground floor of the
west side, in contiguit}r with the lecture-room which it shares with the
Jacksonian professor ; mineralogy on the first-floor, having its lecture-room at
the north eud. Comparative anatomy occupies the east side of the quadrangle,
with a museum on a single floor, of which it is proposed at present to erect only
aiwut one- half Its lecture-room, dissecting-rooms, i:c., are placed on the

i-L?*"*
plans will be suspenaod In the council chamber of the FitzwilUam Museum for the

Inniection of the memben of the senate.

ground floor of the eastern tower, and in the lateral one-storied building which
corresponds to the Jacksonian appendage at the other extremity of the facade.
Above the lecture-room of comparative anatomy is the zoological museum. The
north side of the quadrangle is reserved for geology, whenever it may be
required to remove it from its present position beneath the university library.
Tims the natural sciences of botany, mineralogy, geology, comparative anatomy,
and zoology, will be placed in a connected series of museums.
The theological and literary professors—namely, those who require neither

museums, laboratories, or other appendage to the'lecture-room, except a small
private room, are located in a detached building at the entrance-gate in Free-
school-lane. This building contains two lecture-rooms, one on the gi'ound floor,

39 feet by 32 feet, which will seat 250 persons ; and another on tlie upper floor,

48 feet square, capable of accommodating more than 400 persons. There is also
a spacious double staircase to the latter lecture-room, and an entrance corridor
which leads to the buildings of the principal quadrangle. Beyond this corridor,
on the left hand, is a building wliich projects from the north end of the quad-
rangle. Its ground floor contains rooms for a porter or keeper of the buildings,
below the private rooms of the ininei'alo";ical professor.

It must be remarked that any of the lecture-rooms in the building may be
employed as examination-rooms, by the contrivance of applying desks in front
of the rising benches.

Tlic report of December 31, 1853 recommended that "the styleofthe buildings be
as plain as possible, and tlieiuaterial brick; that there bono unnecessary expenditure
upon architectural decoration ; but that the architect be requested to display his
skill rather in the perfect adaptation of the various apartments to their use, and
in their convenient juxtaposition," &c. Accordingly, the only portions of the
proposed buildings in which architectural symmetry and decoration are employed
are the south front facing Pembroke-street, and the west front in Freesehool-
lane. These are designed in a simple and suitable Italian style, capable of being
carried out in brick with stone dressings. The remainder of the buildings wiUiin
and without the quadrangle are of plain brick.
The apartments respectively assigned to the professors have been arranged in

conformity with written reports of their requirements, originally furnished by
these gentlemen at the request of the syndicate, contained in the report of
December 31, 1853, and revised by them during the present year. It remains to
explain in detail the manner in which these requirements have been embodied in
tlie present plan.

The Lucasian professor is placed at the south-west corner of the upper floor of
the building. His lecture-room has a western and a southern outward wall, in
each of which is a window especially formed for the receplion and management
of a heliostat. Tlie one in the west wall corresponds to an opening or horizontal
trunk through the rising seats, by which the solar ray may he directed upon the
lecture table. Tlie remaining windows are provided with shutters that can be
conveniently closed when the lecturer desires to exclude light. Contiguous to
the east wall of the.lecture-rooni are two rooms, one for private study and delicaet
apparatus, the other for the stowage of frames and unwieldly lecture apparatus.
Both of these are lighted from tlie south, and the doors of communication so
arranged that the heliostat ray from the west window of the lecture-room may be
transmitted into them if required. The rooms have also a separate entrance from
the staircase without.
A loft for optical experiments is arranged in the roof of the western range. It

consists ofa long narrow gallery or garret, extending from the north gable to the
staircase at the south end of that range. A ray of sunlight received upon the
mirror of a heliostat placed at a window in the south wall of the lecture-room, is

transmitted directly tlirough an opening iu the north wall, aud thence over the
staircase into and along the gallery. The total distance from the heliostat to

the north gable of the gallery is -220 feet. Near the north extremity of the
gallery its width is increased, by a transept in the roof, for the convenience of
arranging apparatus. Access to the gallery is obtained by a flight of steps from
its southern extremity, which descends to the landing of the lecture-room stair-

case, and thus at once to the rooms of the Lucasian professor. In consequence
of the difference between the height of the museums in the western wing, in two
stories of 12 feet each, and of those of the lecture-rooms, which are 20 feet high,
the floor of this optical gallery is only 6 feet above that of the Lucasian apart-
ments.
The lecture-room of the Lucasian professor is also assigned to the Plumian and

Lowndean professors of astronomy, and three rooms, lighted from the south and
connected witli the lecture-room by doors opening into a short passage, are
intended for the private rooms of the Plumian and Lowndean professors,

respectively, and for a common apparatus room.
Upon the roof of the lecture-room tower a clear flat uncovered area, 15 feet

square, surrounded by a parapet, is constructed, which is reached by means of a
staircase next to the lecture-room. The transverse division-wall, which separates

the lecture-room tower into two portions, is carried up to the level of this plat-

form, so as to serve as a foundation for two stone slabs upon which astronomical

instruments can be placed for students' practice in observation.

The Jacksonian professor is provided with an apparatus room of the same
dimensions as that which he at present occupies in the old building, and in

addition with a private room that may be used as a workshop and unpacking-
room.
The Museum of Philosophical Apparatus is placed on the ground floor of the

central portion of the facade. Three rooms, of a total length of 80 feet, are

assigned to it, and it is conveniently accessible from the Jacksonian lecture-

room, and also by means of the staircase at the north-west angle, from the

apartments of the professors on the upper floor. This museum is introduced in

accordance with tlie report of the lecture-room syndicate, December 31, 1853,

and is intended for the reception of models, macliinery, and apparatus of all

kinds that admit of being disposed in order for public inspection. It must be

furnished with glass cases and other convenient fittings, in which the various

professors of physical and mechanical science may deposit those portions of their

apparatus which are suitable for public inspection, and which may also serve

for the reception of such instruments of philosophical research as may become
the property of the University by gift or purchase.

The Botanical Museum occupies the great part of the ground-floor of the

western side of the quadrangle. It consists of two rooms, respectively 02 feet and
35 feet long and 24 feet Iiroad, lighted by windows on the west side. Its entrance

is at the north end. At the south end is placed the private room, unpaeking-
room, &e., of the professor, which is in communication with his lecture-roonif

held in common with the Jacksonian professor.
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f?. The iipjjer floor of this side of tlic qti adrangle is appropriated to tlie miiieralogical

professor. His museum is placed in two rooms, eacli 63 feet long and 24 feet

broad, witli windows on both sides. His lecture-room is at the north end of the

museum. A. staircase, constructed between tlic north boundary-wall of the

ground and the gable of the buililing, leads up to a passage on the east aide of the

lecture-room and museum, and thu.s, by two doors, gives indejjendcnt access to

them. A short wing projects from the west side, and contains the professor's

laboratory, npjiaratus-room, and private room. The latter, from the peculiar

nature of his observations, requires considerable length. It has at the west end
a window with a bracket for a hcliostat, the ray from which can be transmitted

along a distance of 3d feet within the room, or beyond it through a door so as to

reach the lecture table.

The lower story of this wing (partly fitted up as a porter's lodge) also contains

a small laboratory for mineralogical stndents.

The Museum of Comjiaiative Anatomy is placed on the eastern side of the

f|undrangle. In dimensions it is 100 Icet long and 40 feet broad, which, accord-

ing to the professor's statement, will be sufficient to hold the present collection.

Its position on tlie ground, however, admits of a future elongation to the e.ttent

of 80 feet. To facilitate this, it is proposed to construct the gable with a large

archway, closed by a wall. Thus whenever the additional structure is completed,

this wall can be readily removed, and the whole will be laid in one.

On the south of this museum is placed the lecture-room, 43 feet by 32 feet, in

contiguity with which is the professor's room, 21 feet by 18 feet ; also a room,
26 feet by 1.5 feet, for dissections, mounting skeletons, &c. ; a servants'-room,

and a spare room for stowing packing-cases, and objects in preparation for the
museum. These rooms are contained in the lateral one-storied wing of the
fa(;ade, and are all well lighted and are in communication with the back-yard on
tlie east of the museum.

Tlie room above the anatomical lecture-room is assigned to zoology.

1 1 is proposed that tiie chemical professor should retain the present Jacksonian
lecture-room, and also occupy the room now appropriated to the Jacksonian
professor, as well as the rooms to the north ot it which were erected for

chemistry in 1831, and that these should receive tlie addition of an upper story

to the north of the lecture-room, with other necessary alterations, to adapt them
to the present state of the science, and for the reception of students in practical

chemistry.
The designs are contained in the following plans, sections, and elevations,

drawn to a uniform scale of 8 feet to the inch ;

—

1. Ground-plan of the whole site and of the proposed buildings. Tliis includes
the existing lecture-rooms, &c., at the south-east angle, the walls of which are
distinguished by a dark tint, and the proposed alterations in them by a pink tint.

2. First-tloor plan of the building in Freeschool-lane, containing the great
lecture-room; the ground-plan of this is included in No. 1.

3. Plan of the upper story to be added to the existing chemical buildings, for

a students' laboratory.

4. Fii-st-floor jilan of the buildings of the quadrangle.
5. Longitudinal section of the south range, including the Jacksonian and

liUcasian leeture-rooms, with the platform for astronomical observations on the
roof over them, the museum of philosophical apparatus and the private and
apparatus rooms of llie professors above it, the lecture-room of comparative
anatomy and the museum of zoology.

C. Transverse section of the west range, including the botanical museum, the
mineralogical museum, and the optical gallery in the roof.

7. Longitudinal section of the west range, to show the relative levels of the
above museums and gallery to the Lucasian lecture-room, and the manner in
which the solar ray, indicated by the red broken line, is transmitted through the
openings in the walls of the lecture- room into the gallery.

8. Plan of tile optical gallery.

9. Elevation of the south front.

10. 11, and 12. West elevation, east elevation, and transverse section of the
building in Freeschool-lane.

13 and 14. Block plans to explain the general distribution of the buildings.

LONDON ASSOCLA.TION FOR THE PREVENTION OF STEAM
BOILER EXI^LOSIONS.

ALONDOJf Association is now in course of formation, having for its object the
prevention of steam boiler explosions, and the effecting economy in the

raising and use of steam. A similar institution has existed for six years in
Maiicliester, under the presidentship of Mr. W. Fairbairn, who, we learn, is also
the president of the association now forming, and during that time a very large
number of boilers have been submitted to the inspection of the officers of the
association.

It appears from the published rules that the district to which the operations
of the Association shall extend shall be that part of England south of a line
drawn across the country from east to west, through and including the
towns of Yarmouth, Rugby, Warwick, and Aberystsvith.
That the members of the Association shall consist of subscribers to the funds

of the Association, and shall be divided into tivo classes—viz.:—1. Persons who
place steam boilers under the inspection of the Association. 2. Persons who do
not use steam boilers, or do not place them under the inspection of the Asso-
ciation.

That an annual meeting of the members (consisting of not less than ten mem-
bers) be held in the month of January each year, at which they shall elect a
president and council for the management of the business of the Association.
That tlie expenses of the Association be met by an entrance fee of two guineas,

and an annual subscription from all members of one guinea ; and from members
having boilers inspected by the Association, an annual subscription for each
boiler in regular or occasional use upon the works of the member, according to
the following scale of charges :

—

1 boiler . . . 30s. per year. 6 and 7 boilers . . 10s. each per year.
2 and 4 boilers . 21s. each per year. 8 and 9 boilers . . 18s. each per year.
4 and .5 boilers . 21s. each per year. 10 and above . . 173. each per year.
That the entrance fund be, as for as possible, reserved by the council for the

purpose of promoting such experiments and investigations as may tend to throw
light upon the causes of boiler explosions, or may otherwise promote the objects
of the Association.

That the duty of inspecting the boilers and steam-engines of the members.

and all apparatus pertaininf^ thereto, be discharged by one or more competent
engineers, aided by a sufficient number ot local inspectors, to be appointed by
the council.

That it shall be the duty of each engineer to give to the members, free of cost,
information and advice with respect to the various forms and constroctiow of
boilers, steam-engines, and all apparatus appertaining to them, so as to guide
the members to the safest and most economical means of raising and usintr
steam.

That the duty of the inspectors shall be to visit periodically, under the direc-
tion of an engineer, the steam department in the establishments of the members
in their resjiective districts, to examine the boilers, safety-valves, teed apparatas,
and other parts on which safety depends ; and, when ordered by on engineer of
the Association, to note the steam pressure aim consiunption of fuel, and to re-
port the information obtained in wnting to him.
That in all cases of inspection, by an engineer or by an inspector, a report in

writing shall, when required, be made through such engineer to each member
whose works have been so inspected, specifying the facts and results, with such
remarks as those facts suggest.
That the facts and practical results obtained in the course of inspection shall

b e classified and recorded in books open for the inspection of members, at the
offices ; but in all such records each firm shall be designated by a number, and
the names of firms shall only be given with their consent.

It is pointed out that the members and promoters of the Association are not to
derive any pecuniary benefit from its operations, hut have solely in view the
promotion of an object of great public importance.

It is worthy of note that Mr. Fletcher, Chief Engineer of the Association at Man-
chester, lately examined 315 engines and 436 boilers, 6 of the latter being examined

'

specially, 8 internally, 22 thoroughly, and 400 externally, in which the following
delects were found:—Fracture, 2; corrosion, 25 (2 dangerous); safety-valves
out of order, 7 (2 dangerous) ; water-gauges ditto, 9 (3 aangerous)

; pressure-
guages ditto, 6 ; feed apparatus ditto, 3; blow-ofTcocks ditto, 40; fusible plugs
ditto, 1 ; furnaces out of shape, 10 (3 dangerous) ; deficiency of water, 2 ; over
pressure, 4; boilers witliout safety-valves, 1 (dangerous): total, 110 (11 dan-
gerous). Boilers without glass water-gauges, 18; ditto without pressure-
gauges, 19; ditto without blow-off cocks, 9 ; ditto without feed-back pressure
valves, 39.

Now that steam power is being so largely introduced into workshops and
manufactories, such an Association properly conducted cannot fail to be attended
with beneficial results. We have only a doubt as to the rates of fees, which may
deter some from availing themselves of the services of the officers of this

Institution.

THE OBSTRUCTION AT THE EUSTON ANB HAMPSTEAD
KOADS.

SIR,—The inhabitants of the neighbourhood of Tottenham Court-road are
very much exasperated at the manner in which the shop at the comer

of the Euston and Hampstead roads is being re-erected ; the old house
has been for years a great nuisance to tlie neighbourhood, and particularly

so to persons waiting for the omnibuses. That such an opportunity should be
allowed to pass away without setting the house back to its proper place (in a
line with the other houses in the row), has caused the loud complaints from the
people living in the neighbourhood which we now hear, it being the opinion
generally that the house should have been set back to the general line of
frontage. There is some talk of petitioning the magistrates not to grant a
license to the new house ; such a proceeding would justly merit the approbation
of all lovers of order and improvement.

An Inuabiiant op the Neighboukhood.

Warm Clothing.—It is a mistaken idea to suppose that fabrics made of
coarse wool are the warmest and most durable. Owing to the lower prices of

coarse wool, fabrics of this material are usually made heavier than those of fine

wool, hence their greater thickness deceives persons respecting their qualities for

warmth and wear. There is no heat in the wool itself; its property of what is

called " wannth " is due to its non-conducting qualities. If we grasp a bar of

iron on a frosty morning it produces a disagreeable cold sensation, because it is a
good conductor of heat, and the warmth of the hand is rapidly carried off by
the metal. On the other hand, a niece of woollen cloth, especially if it has a
long nap upon it, does not feel cold because it is a good non-conductor, and pre-

vents the beat passing rapidly from the hand. Now the warmest fabric lor

clothing is that which is the best non-conductor, and Count Rumford made a
great number of experiments with different materials in order to find out the

best. According to his observations the down of the eider duck, which the

Esquimaux use in their clothing, is unrivalled in this respect ; and the finer the

fabric of woollen cloth used, the more imperfectly did it conduct the heat from
the Iiuman body. As fine woollen cloth is superior to that of coarse wool as a
non-conductor, it is therefore the best for clothing in keeping the body warm
during cold weather. We are also positive that cloth made of fine wool equal in

thickness to that manufactured from the coarser material will wear muchlonger.
The finest woollen cloth, although dearest at first, is cheapest in the end, because

it is more durable and warmer ; and, according to Liebig, so much heat saved is

so much meat gained. It must not be overlooked, however, that there may be

a very great difference between what is called " finii cloth " and cloth made of

fine wool. Fine wool feels pleasant and soft to the touch, and it has a rich

velvety appearance. 'There has been a great demand recently for coarse wool to

be used in the manufacture of common army and other cloth, but every effort

should rather be made to obtain plenty of cheap fine wool, beciuse it is the

warmest and best for clothing.

—

Scientific American. A patent has lately

been taken out lor the manufacture or production of various waterproof articles

of wearing apparel, in such a manner that they may be thoroughly ventilated,

and egress allowed for the perspiration or exhalations from the body, while at the

same time water is effectually prevented from passing through the garment.

This is effected by perforating the garment or article in various parts, ana

adapting to each of these perforations a short tube, which passes upwards inside

the garment or article.
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TlIE EX.VMINATIONS AT SOUTH KENSINGTON.

WB give the following from the examination papers just issuetl by the Science
and Art Department at South Kensington.

Sabiect I. Geometricnl Dratcing. Subdivision II. 3fechanical and Machitie
Dratc'mg.—Examiner, Professor T. Bradley.

MECHANICAL AND MACBINE DRATCING.
N.B.—Where no scale is specified it is left to the candidate's judcrment, hut in

eyery case he must specify the scale he emploj-s. As ample time is allowed for the
drawings the candidate is to make, they must be carefully finished and shaded
sufficiently to express the forms. No credit will be given for any drawing not
strictly complying with the conditions of the question.

Section 1. and Section II. refer to the accompanying rough figured sketch
(intentionally out of proportion) of a crab or windlass,' the candidate to make
from it the drawinos specified in either of those sections, but not more than three
from sections I. and II., and one only from each of the other sections.

Section I.

1. A front elevation. )
8. A side elevation. > Scale, J.
3. A phm. )

Section 11.
1. A segment of the wheel comprising about six teeth and one complete radius.

Scale,*.
2. The pinion, with a side elevation of it.

8. A vertical section of the whole machine 'perpendicular to the axis of the
cylinder.

Section III.
1. Show by a section the double action pump and valves for a common air-

pump.
2. Draw the plan and section of a stage for a microscope, with slow motion

adjustments in two directions ; the slips to hold down the object-slides to be
shown.

3. Draw the plan and section of the compass, and box hung in gimbals, in a
binnacle. (The " compass " on the card need not be drawn.)

Section IV.
1. Show in skeleton outline, in three of its positions the grasshopper parallel

motion for a marine-engine.
2. Draw to its full size the eight-sided nut with its washers and part of the

bolt, for bolting down the cap on the brasses of the paddle-axle of a highly
finished marine-engine of 400 horse-power.

3. Show by a plan and section the solid conical 'axle, with its socket, collars,
flanges, etc., on which a 30 feet turntable moves. Scale, *.

Section V.
1. Show the arrangement for reversing the motion of the"table of a planing

machine or printing press.

2. Show by a plan and elevation, or section, the slide-rest of a latlie for heavy
work.

3. Show by an elevation the strike work of an eight-day clock.

Subject I. Geometrical DraictBff.—Subdivision II. Mechanical and Machine
Dratcing.

Mechanical and Machine Drawing.
Subjects of pencil outline drawings of which two only are to be made by any

one candidate.
1. Show some combination of levers by means of which an enormous pressure

can be suddenly applied at one point resulting from a moderate force applied at
another.

2. A, B, C, representing equal circular disks, show how C can be made to per-
form 100, and BIO revolutions, while A makes 1

.

3. Show how the action of a clock-weight on the tram may be maintained while
it is being wound up.

4. Show how two pieces can be so attached that a thin blade may pass entirely
tbrongh their junction without separating them.

6. Show how the motion of a locomotive is reversed by means of two eccentrics
on the axle of the driving wheel, the eccentrics being connected with the ends of
a curved bar grooved.

6. Show some combination for producing a very perceptible motion from
an imperceptible one, as, for example, in the aneroid barometer or in Daniell's
pyrometer.
Whatever detail is shown in these figures must lie drawn in a workmanlike

manner.

Subject I. Geometrical -DrfliCTn^.—Subdivision III. Building Conttrtiction.

Building Construction.
Halfthe ground plan of a double cottage for two families is given ; the two

cottages to be precisely alike. The building to be two stories high, the front
upper room to be divided into two by a deal framed partition, each
r<x>m to have a separate entrance, and small sash window, and a small fireplace
in two upper rooms.

Tlie ground floor to be 9i feet high in the clear, floored on joists, 6 feet by
21 feet resting on dwarf walls, the earth to be dug out 2 feet below the under side
of the floor, and to be kept dry by open gratings. The walls to be two bricks at
foundations, and carried 1 foot below the lowest part of excavated ground, the

m "^^^'^ "*"' ^"tg 15 inches above the external ground.
The walls to be one brick thick above the lower story, carried to the height of

4 feet above the lever of npper flooring boards, wliich are to be on joists 9 feet
by 3 feet. The roof to be a simple A ; tiled, rafters 6 feet by 2 feet, 18 inches
apart with Ue-beam, but no king-post: strong angle-ties at hips, tiles on
battens, ail the dwelling rooms to be ceiled, lean-to at back paved with Yorkshire
stone, level of pavement 6 inches above ground laid on dry brick rubbish, a small
copper and sink, window over door.
The drawings specified in Section I. and Section II. are to be made all to the

»ame scale as that of plan. Every drawing to be correct in detaUs and tinted to
show the materials, but no candidate to make more than three drawings from
the«« sections, selected at his own pleasure, and only five altogether.

Section I,
1. A front elevation of both cottages.
2. A plan of the upper story.
3. A cross section on AB (of one cottage only).

Section II.

1. A plan of the roof, to show that over the stairs and the mode of getting
entrances to the upper rooms from the landing place.

2. A section on the line CD.
3. A sectional-elevation on EF

Section III.
1. Give a design for the truss for a roof of 60 feet clear span, rise 20 feet, Ue-

l>eam scarfed, a gallery down the middle 15 feet broad and 9 feet high, the
flooring lioanls laid on bridging joists carried by the tie-beams, gallery lighted
by dormer windows, roof slated on boards with felt covering between, gutters
and parapet. Scale, ' .

2. An isometrical projection of the connexion of the queen-posts, tie-beams,
braces, &c. ; the double queen-posts and tie-beams halved together witli the

braces between ; showing the iron ties, stirrups, straps, &c. Scale, '

.

3. The scai-flng of the tie-beam shown by plan and elevation, or by one iso-

metrical flgure. Scale, ^.
Section IV.

1. Give a plan of a circular angle-turret 7 feet internal diameter with stone

walls in segments 10 inches, 8 inches, and G inches thick. An external gallery

18 inches wide, with parapet wall 4 inches thick, and 4 feet high ; floor of the

whole 5-inch stone slab in pieces not less than 20 feet area each, dovetailed

together ; a small stove, two doors and two windows ; the whole carried on stone

corbels on a corner wall 3 feet thick. Scale, ^
2. A section to show the corbels and their jointing and cutting through the

door, fireplace, or window. Scale, j',.

3. A drawing of the 'timbers of the conical roof, with projecting eaves over

gallery, roof leaded on boards.

Subject I. Geometrical Drarcing.—Subdivision III. Building Construction.
Building Construction.

Questions to be answered in writing, and subjects for outline drawings in pencil

by the candidates for certificates in Building Construction.

N.B.—No candidate to answer more than four questions in ^vriting, nor to

make more than four drawings or sketches in illustration of, or in addition to,

those answers.
1. State what, in your opinion, was the reason for making the brick in the

proportion of 1 : 2 : 4 ; and why was it not made twice or more as large as it is

made ?

2. Give a sketch, to scale, of the bond at ,the angles of walls of 1, IJ, 2, 2J,
bricks thick, respectively.

3. Why is an inverted arch turned under the openings in all large buil-

dings ?

4. Give a design for a cornice to a building made of common bricks and
tiles.

5. State the constituent materials and their proportions of good mortar, and
why are road scrapings with allits impurities allowed instead of clean pit or river

sand, formerly insisted on in contracts, and why was sea sand prohibited ?

6. Give a drawing to scale, of one course of the solid masonry of a lighthouse

of 25 feet diameter, built on a rock, and exposed to heavy seas and gales.

7. State how you would secure the foundations of a lofty building erected on a

clay soil with a dip stratification.
• 8. Make a section, to scale, of a brick drain 31t. wide and Oft. high, and show
the fall yon think it ought to have.

9. Statfe the reason for mortising the bridging joistsinto the sides of the girder

in floors instead of notching them down on the top.

10. Make a section, to scale (^), of the timbers of a floor of 35ft. span.

11. State your opinion of the best mode of strengtiiening a girder 40ft. long
and 12 in. + 11 in.

12. Give a drawing, to scale, of a sash frame with boxings and shutters,

linings and architrave, for a good house.

INDIAN RAILWAYS.
THE Engineer reports that, at the meeting of the proprietors of the

Bombay, Baroda, and Central India Railway, the Chairman remarked
that, owing to the excellence of their gradients, they liad conveyed large numbers
of passengers over the portion of line completed in trains of seventy-four
carriages, forty-nine carriages, and forty carriages respectively, each drawn by
one engme. The construction of the iron bridges on their line had been looked
upon as experimental to some extent, but it now appeared that they were a
perfect success. The great work of the line—the Nerbudda bridge—had been
completed and opened in May last. It consisted of sixty spans of GO feet each,
and was 70 feet above the bed of the river. During the monsoon the floods in
the river rose 65 feet, and had a velocity of ten miles an hour. Owing to the
alluvial nature of the soil it would have been scarcely possible to have built piers

of masonry in such a position, but the screw-pile system offorming them, adopted
by their consulting engineer, had answered admirably. They had also been
successful in the easy gradients of their line, for they had conveyed 4,000 persons
in a train weighing 720 tons, drawn by only one engine, on the occasion of the
Hindoo holidays, but he would ask Colonel Kennedy, their consulting engineer,

to explain that to them.
Colonel Kennedy, the consulting engineer, said, when he first proposed his

plan for overcoming the difficulties of crossing the great rivers it was considered
m the light of a hazardous experiment, but the plan was founded on the most
careful analysis he could make. He knew that some special and extraordinary
means must he taken iu order to carry out the project. It was thought
absolutely impossible to construct a railway in that direction, and he believed it

would have been impossible by the ordinary means. The other object he had in

view was to reduce the dead weight of their trains as much as possible by getting
the most favorable gradients. It was rather difficult to avoid having similar

gradients to those in England, but they did avoid them. The steeper the
gradients on a line the shorter would be the train to ascend them, and the less

efi'ective would be their engine power. He then pointed to a diagram in the
room showing that a passenger train six times the average length of passenger
trains on English lines had been drawn at twenty miles an hour over their line

by one engine, which showed tlie advantage of their level line. He could have
easily found gradients of 1 in 100 on their line, and had some difficulty in avoiding
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them. Tlie steep gradients on EnslisU lines not only limited the load, but

materially added to the working r-xpcnses.

With regard to the train tliat liad passed over their line, they would perceive

that instead of having six engines and tenders to convey it in separate trains,

they on their line only required one engine and tender to propel it, weighing

probably 4.5 tons, and thus saving tlie dead weight of the other five engines and

tenders, making together 2ii tons. Tliis wa.s a most important matter in the

cost of engines and in working tlie tratlic on the railway.

They had to provide chiefly for third-class passengers in India. The propor-

tion was about one first-class passenger to four second-class passengers, and 245

third-class passengers, so that in one of their long trains they had to provide for

12 first-class, 51 second-class, and 3,130 third-class passengers. They had some
third-class carriages constructed in two stories, so that every one of those double

carriages would hold 100 third-class iias8eng;ers instead of 50. They would thus

get rid of a considerable amount of diad weight, and reduce the proportion of

working expenses to receipts. Their line was the most ditficult to construct of

any railway in Imlia, and he believed its cost would not exceed £10,000 per

mile, or £3,130,000; but if it had been constructed in the usual way they must
have added £3,000,000 to its cost, and, TOth the usual gradients, 150 more
locomotive engines and tenders would have to be provided at a cost of

£450,000.
The third-class fares were one-fourth of those in England, the second-class

fares were between one-thkd and one-fourth, and the first-class fares were one-

half those charged in England. He thought that if they got 10 per cent, on tlieir

outlay with such fares they ought to be satisfied.

MEMORIALS
Tlie Prince Consort ani the Great Exhibition of 1851.—At a special

meeting of the Committee appointed to erect a memorial of the Great
Exhibition of 18.51, held on Thursday, a communication was read from
the Prince of Wales. This communication is, we believe, the first public

letter written by his Royal Higlmess, and it will be read witli the deepest sym-
pathy. Our readers are aware that the first suggestion of a memorial of the

Great Exhibition of 1851 was closely coupled with the name of the departed
Prince. Most of the money for it was subscribed under the impression that the

memorial would comprise a statue of the founder of the Great Exhibition. That
idea was abandoned out of deference to the Prince. "Men," he said, " sliould

not have statues raised to theui while they are living." A statue of the Queen
was consequently substituted ; and the memorial has been brought by Mr.
Durham to the verge of completeness on that understanding, and the principal

figures are at this moment being cast in bronze at Birmingham. But the
Prince's death has changed the situation. That attempt to do him honor which,
living, he rejected, others, in their grief and admiration, have a right to renew.
The desire of her Majesty and the Prince of Wales—and, we may add with cer-

tainty, that of the whole country—is expressed in his Iloyal Highness's com-
munication :

—

Gentlemes,—Prostrated with overwhelming grief, and able, at present, to turn he r
thonghts but to one object, the Qaeen, my mother, has constantly in her mind the anxious
desire of tloiiig honor to the memory of him whose great and glorious character the whole
nation in its sorrow so justly appreciates. Actuated by this constautly-recurringwi s

the Queen has commanded mc to recall to your recoUeetiou that her Majesty had been
pleased to assent to a proposal to place a statue of herself upon the memorial of the Great
Exhibition of 1851, which it was intended to erect inthe New Horticultural Gardens. The
characteristic modesty and self-denial of my deeply-lamented and beloved father had in-
duced him to interpose to prevent his own statue fi'om filling that position, wliich pro-
perly belonged to it, upon a memorial to that great undertaking which sprang from the
thought of his enlightened mind, and was carried ttu-ough, to a termination of unex-
ampled success, by his unceasing saperintendence. It would, however, now, her Majesty
directs me to say, be most hurtful to her feelings were any other statue to surmount this
memorial but that of the groat good Prince, my dearly beloved father, to whose honor it

is, in reality, raised. The Queen, therefore, would anxiously desire that, instead of her
statue, that of her beloved husband should stand upon the memorial. Anxious, however
humbly, to testify my respectful and heartfelt affection for the best of fathers, and the
gratitude and devotion of my sorrowing heart, I have sought, and have, with thankfulness
obtained, the permission of the Queen, my mother, to offer the feeble tribute of the ad-
miration and love of a bereaved son, by presenting the statue thus proposed to be placetl
in the Gardens under yoiu: management.

(Signed) "Albert Edwabd."
The Memorial Committee, together with the Committee of the Horticultural

Society (to whom a similar letter was addressed), unanimously agreed to carry
out the wishes of her Majesty. As the memorial, designed by Mr. Durham, was
completed under the superintendence of a committee, it was thought best for
the sculptor and for the public that the alterations in it should also be made
under the guarantee of a committee. Messrs. Foley, Marochetti, Westmaeott,
Smirke, Godwin, and General Grey were nominated a committee to confer on
this subject with Mr. Durham.

—

Athmneum.
Memorials to the late Prince Consort.—A subscription was commenced on

Monday se'nnight amongst the inhabitants of Newport, Isle of Wight, for the
purpose of defraying the expense of erecting, in St. Thomas's Churcli, a monu-
mental tablet, or placing there a memorial window of stained glass, as the sub-
scribers shall determine, to the memory of his Royal Highness the late Prince
Consort, who assisted to raise the sacred edifice, both by his influence and his
purse.—.A.t Salford, a subscription is on foot to erect a memorial statue to the
late Prince Consort. There is a statue of her Majesty in Peel-park, and it is
now proposed to erect a companion statue to the Prince near it.—London and
Manchester are making a move in the same direction.
The Stephenson Memorial. — Great progress has been made with the

btephenson memorial about to be erected in Newcastle. Four of the statues are
already cast ra bronze, and in the hands of the chaser; the fifth will shortly be
out of the mould. The whole monument will be of that lasting character which
alone is worthy of George .Stephenson, the town, and the sculptor. Arrangement
has been made to execute the pedestal for the reception of the five colossal bronze
statues, m the most durable manner, and according to a specification supplied by
the local committee. The stones for the pedestal have been for some time past in
course ot selection from the quarry chosen by tlmt committee ; but their large
dimensions preclude their being collected from this one quarry other than
gradually. Tlie site afibrds space and area for the composition to detach itself,
as a whole, from contiguous objects.
Monument to Sir Humphrey Davy, at Penzance.—the committee of

warkmg men, which has recently been fonned for tke norpose of erecting a

monument at Penzance to Sir Humphrey Davy, have received designs from
nrchitectSj of which those by Messrs. Salter and Perrow have been selected.
These desijjns arc two in numlwr : a monumental column surmounted by a bronze
statue 10 feet high ; and a monumental tower, with an internal staircase, and
surmounted by the same figure—the height of the monument, from the base to
the summit, to be 120 feet in cither case. The column has a square solid block
for its base ; on this base rests a fluted portion of the pillar, some 20 feet long;
on this rises a simple column, relieved by polished uranitc bands, some 40 feet
higher, surmounted by a cajiital ; on this rises a supcr-ba«<!, on which the figure
ot Sir Humphrey Davy is fixed, with the safety-lamp in his right hand. En-
tablatures at the base are to have suitable inscriptions, heraldic devices, Sec.,
engraved upon them ; also the Davy lamp, the Leyden jar, a gas receiver, and a
galvanic battery are to be placed on the top of four pedestals at the base of the
column. The tower proposed is square in plan, resting on a Gothic base, with
the Davy arms cut in relief over the doorway, which leads to tlie top of the tower
by a spiral staircase. Under the super-base, on which the figure rests, is an
outside gallery accessible by the staircase, and immediately under the gallery ia

a landing with a three-light window, and tracery on each side. The monument
is proposed to be placed on Lcscudjack-hill, ana it is said that the summit will
be higher than the top of St. Michael's Mount. The estimated cost of the monu-
ment is £2,500, and if the tower be chosen in preference to tlie column, some
£500 more will bo required.

Artillery Memorial, Wooltoich.—Mr. John Bell has completed the colossal
figure of " Honor " for the Artillery Memorial at Woolwich, it is erected on the
parade in front of the barracks. The pedestal is decorated with four bronze
shields or escutcheons, the casting being of metal from Russian guns. The
statue erected in memory of those of the regiment who fell in the Russian war,
will not be unveiled until a plan for the ornamental laying out of the space in
front of the barrack, including a grand approach, has been determined on. We
may note here that by the same sculptor, and among the contributions of the
Coalbrookdale Company to the Great Exhibition, will be a bronze female statne
of the "Octoroon," also a bronze statue of "Temperantia," placed under an
ornamental open-work metal canopy, covering a polished granite drinking
fountain. Tliese statues are both life size.

Herbert Memorial.—Baron Marochetti has met the sub-committee of the sub-
scribers at Salisbury, and selected as the site of the statue of the late Lord
Herbert the spot on which the Russian cannon is now placed, in front of the
Council-house, provided the corporation will grant the same. The statue, which
is to be of bronze, will be 8 feet in height, and will be placed on a pedestal of
polished Aberdeen granite.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

AN Ordinary General meeting of the Architectural Association was held on
Friday, at the Rooms, 9, Conduit-street, Regent-street; .Mr. Pabaihb

in the chair.

Mr. Ahtiiuu Smith, Hon. Sec, read the minutes of proceedings at the laBt
meeting, which were approved of and confirmed.

2'he Library Committee.—Mr. A. Smith stated that the Committee of the
Association had had under consideration the report of the Library Sub-Com-
mittee (a copy of which appeared in our impression of the 27tli ult.), and had
come to the following resolution :—That the report of the Sub-Committee be
received and adopted, and the curators be empowered to carry out the same,
subject to the following amendment :—That it is not thought expedient at present
to withdraw as much as £10 from the funds of the Association, but that half of
the amount should be provided out of the funds, and the remaining half be raised

by voluntary subscriptions amongst the members.
Mr. Smith moved the adoption of the report.

Mr. Paraike seconded the motion, which was unanimously agreed to.

New Members.—The following gentlemen having been balloted for, were
duly elected members of the Association :—Mr. George Twigge Molicey, ^,
High-street, Eccleston-square ; Mr. Ernest Turner, 33, Bennondsey-square

;

Mr. Frederick Brooks, 9, Grafton-place, Euston-square ; Mr. Edward Lyman,
25, Keppel-street ; Mr. Alfred J. Little, 34, Eagle-street, Red Lion-square.
A Feio Days at Chartrcs and other French Towns.—The discussion on Mr.

Blashill's paper, " -A. Few Days at Chartres and other French Towns " (which
has been published in the Buildink News), was resumed by Mr. Parairb,
who made a number of diagrams on the black-board, referring to peculiarities in

French buildings refen'ed to by Mr. Blashill in his paper, and showing the dif-

ferences of method followed by our Gallic neighbors as compared with the prac-
tices adopted in this country.
Mr. Paraire was followed by Mr. Blashill, Mr. Spiers, Mr. New, and

Mr.C. H. F. Lewes, and others, all of whom applied themselves with vigor to

the use of chalk and the black-board.
At the close of the discussion a vote of thanks to Mr. Blashill wa< carried by

acclamation.
The Exhibition of 18G2.—The Hon. Sec, Mr. Arthur Smith, announced

that he had received a letter from tlie Sub-Ciommittee of the Fine Arts Depart-
ment of the International Exhibition of 18(32, setting forth the regulations under
which they would be prepared to receive such works of art, models, &c., as

might be presented to them for inspection, the same to be forwarded to the South
Kensington Museum, and, in case of being accepted, the works to be delivered

at the Exhibition building not later than the 30th of March.
Shortly afterwards the meeting separated.

s
THE HORTICLT-TUKAL GARDENS.

IR C. P. PHIPPS, by command of her Majesty, has written the following

letter to the Horticultural Society :—•

The Queen has directed me to inform you that It is her Majesty's wishtliat the Horticul-
tural Gardens should be considered as under her peculiar and personal patronage and
protection. The only consolation that her Majesty can hope to find for the rest of her life,

under her bitter and liopeless bereavement, is to endeavour to cany out the wishes and
intentions of her beloved husband. The Queen well knows the deep interest that he took
in this undertaking, and would wish to have periodical reports sent to her Majesty of the

progress and proceedings o£ the Society,
Sincerely yotus,

C. B. Pmpps.
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ON THE CONSERVATION OF ANCIENT AKCHITECTURAL
MONUMENTS AND REMAINS*

\

IT m«v, perhaps, appear that I should offer some apologj- for occupying your

attention this evening with a subject at once so trite and so uninviting as

that which I have chosen as the tide of this paper. If so, I would sny m reply

that it was intended for our opening meeting, and that Uiose meetings seem to me

to demand, as the leading subjects to be discussed at them, matters ot vital

importance to our art, rather than of an amusing or highly interesting character,

andthat I hold the subject I have chosen to be, however trite, one ot the most

pressinir importance.
. . .. » . »

I assume as my starting-point that every member of this Institute appreciates

the immense value, to any country which possesses a history and a civilisation,

of the monuments and remains by which that history and civUisation aie

illustrated. , , t .i -n
The value of such monuments of the past Is great enhanced when they illus-

trate the rise and development of a special style of art ; still more so, when that

stvle of art is one of great and acknowledged merit, and yet more than nil when

it 'is one which has proved worthy of revival and re-development.

Those among us whose taste and education have led them to a more especial

•ppreciaUon ofllie art of tlie ancient world, will feel how strongly these reinarks

apply to the precious monuments and relics of Greece and Rome, and ot the

countries over which their arts and influence extended. These illustrate a history

and a civilisation the most wonderful in its character; they illustrate also the

development of a stvle of art, the merits of which no one has ever presumed to

question and which has been revived and re-developed in more recent ages ; and,

u a natural consequence, every relic of these arts, however fragmentary or

obscure, is searched out, delmeated, and, when possible, protected and preserved

with an amount of zeal and assiduity proportioned to their importance, and

which does honor to that modem civilisation which so keenly appreciates and

rejoices in that of the past.
, j •

i -^

Should not, however, the same feelings and the same care, zeal, and assiduity,

be extended to the monuments of our own race and our own country ? Have we

not a history as glorious and, to' us, at least, as interesting as that of the ^eat

nations of antiquity ? Have"we not a civilisation as noble as theirs ?—and should

not the monuments which illustrate that history and civilisation be as precious

in our eyes as those of Greece or Rome ?

Added, however, to the value which these remains ought to possess in our

eyes as Englishmen ; they possess intrinsic claims parallel to those of the works

of the great nations of antiquity. They illustrate the development (and

especially our own share in it) of a style of architecture as marked in its

character as theirs, and the merits of which, though long neglected, are now
appreciated and acknowledged by most ot us, and have, just as in the case of the

Cflassic styles, led to its revival and re-development.

Let it be clearly understood that I am entering upon no controverted ques-

tions : I am instituting no comparison between the intrinsic merits of the two

phases of art, nor asking any assent to more than the fact of their revival. On
all such questions we may hold our individual opinions, and yet may all agi'ee to

what I wish to lay down as the groundwork of what I desire to say this evening,

that our architectural monuments possess claims upon our care and couservation

precisely parallel in their nature to that which we accord to those of classic

antiquity, but with these two preponderating points in tlieir favor—that they are

our own monuments, and that we are the parties responsible for their conser-

vation. ,

I would next bring under your consideration the melancholy fact that, though

our country is studded with these relics of the past, they are every year being

reduced in number, and that those which remain are constantly subjected to the

danger of destruction or deterioration from many different causes, among the

chief of which I may enumerate

—

I. Natural decay and dilapidation, which are greatly enhanced by the

destructive climate to which they are exposed, and still more by neglect.

II. Wilful destruction and ruthless mutilation, together with alterations sug-

gested b)' the passing requirements of the day or by individual caprice.

III. The yet more destructive inroads of over restoration.

These three causes, or classes of causes, threaten, in a degree so imminent and

so alarming, the existence, the integrity, and the authenticity of our ancient

architectural remains, that I feel it to be high time that this Institute, together

with all local architectural and antiquarian societies, should take it into their

serious consideration, both severally and jointly, what measures can be adopted

to arrest the evil before it be too late.

Our ancient architectural remains may, for the most part, be classified under

the following heads :

—

I. Mere antiquities, such as Stonehenge, the Cromlechs, and many of the

remnants of Roman structures, though the latter often contain objects of art, as

mosaics, pavements, &c.

II. Ruined buildings, whether ecclesiastical or secular, such as abbeys,

castles, &c., &c.
III. Buildings still in use, as churches, houses, inhabited castles, &c.

IV. Fragmentary remains embodied in more modern buildings, such as those

which usually exist within the precincts of cathedrals, and often in old houses

and country mansions, to which class may be added a vast amount of interesting

and valuable fragments, mainly of domestic architecture, and often, though of

a simple and even rustic character, of great practical importance to the student

of our old architecture, to be found among our country villages, and in the scat-

tered houses of the farmers and the peasantry, as well as other miscellaneous

remains.
On the first of these classes, that of a purely antiquarian character, I will not

trouble you with any remarks, as I think that our antiquaries are sufficiently

alive to their value, and exercise a wholesome vigilance in respect of them. It is

not in general this class of ancient remains whicli is most in danger, tliough it

behoves every one who has it in his power to do his very utmost for their pre-

servation.

The second class, however—that of ruined structures—is one which demands
much and careful consideration, and it is one towards which the salutary

vig;iUiice of our Institute and of kindred societies might, with great advantage,

be directed.

The very condition of a ruin, of necessity involves liability to rapidly increas-

• A paper read by O. Q. ScOTr, Esq., before the Hojal Institut« of British

Andiitects.

ing decay and the probability of speedy destruction ; and it so happens that two
great events in our history, the dissolution of monasteries in the sixteenth

century and the dismantlement of castles in the seventeenth century, have
reduced two important classes of architectural edifices to this hopeless condition.

As regards ruined castles, it fortunately happens that the massiveness of their

construction enables them, in many instances, to offer a fair amount of resistance

to the elements, and that the simplicity of their architecture causes them to lose

less from mere decay than structures of a more decorative kind. Such is not,

liowever, always the case, and I would most strongly press upon those who have
the charge of these stem historical relics to guard them against the effects of

time and mutilation, and upon antiquaries and antiquarian societies to make
periodical examinations into their condition, and to advise their proprietors as to

sucli timely works of reparation and sustentation as may arrest the hand of time

without tampering wiih their antiquity; and if their natural guardians refuse

the necessary protection, to raise funds by private subscription for the purpose.

AA'hen we come, however, to ecclesiastical ruins, the case becomes infinitely

more pressing. Unlike the great works of defence just alluded to, these edifices

were not erected with a view to resisting any but the ordinary causes of destruc-

tion to which buildings are subjected. Their structure is comparatively light,

and in principle trusts for stability to the nice equipoise of arches and abutments,
and pre-supposes the protection of a roof. It is, tnerefore, a matter for wonder
that after more than three centuries of exposure, unroofed, and uncared for, and
though often used to supply materials for surrounding buildings, their ruined

forms should in so many instances have reached our time in a condition, which
enables us in any degree to appreciate their merits or their design.

Happily, however, though great numbers of them have ceased to exist, very
many precious remains are left to us, and these, instead of being like those of

castles, stem and almost forbidding in their undecorated grandeur, are for the

most part, exquisite and highly finished architectural productions, equally

valuable and .equally beautiful with our glorious cathedrals; and in their own
phase of art as classic and as perfect as the remains of antique art which we so

much cherish.

Now, the two points to be considered are, 1st, can we expect these precious

fragments to endure much longer ; and if not, what can we do to promote and
prolong the continuance of their preservation ?

On the first question I fear that the reply cannot be very satisfactory. Those
who have for any considerable course of years been in the habit of revisiting any
particular ruin, can scarcely fail to have observed how sensibly and how surely

the course of decay, disintegration, and downfall has progressed, even where
there has been no deliberate mutilation.

The decay of the surfaces seems to have of late years, redoubled its speed. I

have revisited buildings, and particularly ruined buildings, where 20 years earlier

I had been able to make minute sketches of delicate carved work, and found the

carving now become unintelligible. In many of the best presen'ed ruins we find

the surfaces of the mouldings and carving covered with an ever-fresh

pulverescence. If you visit a building in this exposed condition after a hard
winter, you are sure to find fresh spots vvliere the details have fallen ofi' through

the recent frost, and in every ruin there occur, from time to time, slips and
downfalls of greater or less importance, showing that, long as they have resisted

the assaults of time and weather, there are limits to their duration, and that those

limits are by no means distant.

How many of our ruined buildings have lost large portions within the memory
of man ! The Abbey of St. Augustine at Canterbury has lost its great tower

within no very distant period, and I myself remember the newspaper notice of

the fall of the central tower of Whitby Abbey carrying away with it large por-

tions ofthe surrounding building; indeed such downfalls, if their statistics could

be collected, would be found to reach an alarming number and amount, while

the silent and yet more fatal progress of decay, is every day and every hour
eating into the most beautiful and most precious architectural details.

And how could it be otherwise, when walls constructed of small stone and

rubble work are exposetl, with no protection but ivy and wall-plants, to the con-

stant action of the most destructive of climates ; when evei-y shower penetrates

the crumbling mass, and every frost has its full swing in its disintegration, and
even the more solid stone, from being kept in a constant state of saturation with

water, has every cause of^ destruction in full and continued operation upon it,

—

and all this for centuries together ?

Nor have these been the sole agents of destruction. Many, indeed the great

majority, of our noblest abbey churches, and even some cathedrals, have been

taken down for the value of their materials, and those which were left as ruins

were, for the most part, spared more because there was no market for their

material than for any care for tlieir preservation ; and it naturally follows that

they would become the quarries which would supply all the petty buildings

around them.
Perhaps the most remarkable case of this is at Reading, where the walls of

the abbey have been stripped of their ashlar, both without and within, and the

rubble core only left
;
yet such is its extraordinary strength that it still holds

together in perfectly solid and compact masses; and where fragments of the

tower long since fell they remain to this day, protruding from the ground at the

same angle at which they first reached it, and look like masses of rock cropping

out of the earth.

This has been continued in many instances up to our own day, and even now
it is occasionally found in a certain degree to hold good, as at Ensby Abbey, in

Yorkshire, where the lower part of the buttresses apjiear to have been compara-

tively recently pulled down, as being the parts most easily got at, while the upper

stages, being out of reach, are left unsupported and dragging over the walls

which they were built to stay.

For the most part, however, it is neglect and the want of timely care which we
have now most to complain of. I heard the other day of a considerable portion

of a ruined abbey in Norfolk falling down, and this on the property of a great

lord, who, I am sure, would have taken proper precautions had his attention

been called to it by anyone qualified to give an opinion. The proprietors ot

these melancholy, yet glorious, remains, though valuing and caring for them as

picturesque ruins, frecjuently seem to forget their value as works of art, and to

prefer risking their falling to pieces bit by bit to the trifling interference with

their picturesque effect, wliich would be incurred by a litlle timely reparation.

Now, what I wish to bring before you as the practical result of what I have

been saying, is the absolute necessity for such reparations if we desire to hand

down these precious architectural relics to oar successors. In defining what the

nature of such reparalions should be one may use the words of Mr. Ruskin :

—
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™.faf w°SP- • r ''^;,'''f ^, ™»'' "^''^""y ''™»Kl't to brar «Pon the subject, butmust not be inipIicUly rusted to, on account of the uncertainty of its duration
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m>?hi^r."'"'":'.""'""!""'"°" l>'''«'l"Pon record perfect" and absolute^authentic representations of every portion of them ^
^..^'"'.P™!""? their existence to the utmost limit, but at the same time pro-
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I nowcome to the third class o( ancient remains—buildings still in useHere we come at once within the regions of controversy, o{ animadversionand regret; for here we have united in one «H the causes'of destruction and

t^^'^T^IlTZtf'^V'-^''' i-'f-'destruction and mutilation, and thenow so prevalent operation of over restoration.

Tnkc proper care of your monumonts, and you will not ni'cd to restore thorn. • •***** Watch an oW buildinc with an anxious caro ; Kuard it
as tjcst you may, and at ani/ cost, from the influom.-o of dilapidation. Count its stones as
you would jewels of a crown ; set watches aliout it as If at tho gates of a besieged city

;

hind it tofrethor with iron where it loosens ; stay it with timlx?r where it declines ; do not
care alwnt the uusisjhtlincss of the aid ; Ijotter a cnitch than a lost limb ; and do this
tcnrtcrly.'and reverently, and continually, and m.-my a generation will still bo born and
pass away beneath its shadow. Its evil day must come ot last ; but lot it come declaredly
and openly, and let uo di.sliouoring and false substitute deprive it of the fuueral offices of
memory.
The first objects of such reparation are—protection ap:ainst the penetration of

%yater into the walls ; .support, to prevent downfall, from the failure of founda-
tions, abutments, or the sustaining work, whatever it maybe; and, lastly (if
such a thing be found to be practicable), the pn-servation of the architectural
details by. some indurating process which will arrest their decay.
None of the.se need, ifjudiciously carried out, materially or permanently affect

the pictui-esqueness of the ruin ; and I need hardly say that they mtut be so done
as lit no ch'yree at all to infringe upon the authenticity and genuineness of the
Avork. The case is wliolly different from restoration—protection and preser-
ration being the sole objects.

It would, however, he dangerous even for such works as tliese to be ean-ied out
bj ignorant persons. Tliey demand the careful vigilance of the antiquary and
the architect to see that the value of the remains is not injured.

It seems to me that there ought to be a kind of Vigilance Committee ap-
pointed for every district by our Institute, in conjunction with antiquarian
societies, whether general or local ; that these committees should not only them-
selves take every opportunity, whether collectively or by their individual mem-
bers, of inspecting every architectural ruiu withiirtheir district, but should take
public measures for inviting information and suggestions respecting them ; that
tliey should, from time to time, report to the proprietors of such remains, and
suggest what reparation is needed; and that they should take measures for
obtaining funds for them when they find that such aid is necessary. They should
also obtain permission to direct what is to be done, and to have a veto upon any-
thing which would be injurious.
For protection against the admission of wet from the top of the walls, much

could be done by coating them rouglily on the parts invisible from below with a
concrete of cement and fine gravel j by re-setting loose stones in cement, by fill-mg in with the same nmterial cavities and open joints, cracks, &c., always taking
care, so far as possible, to do this in a manner little, if at all, visible from below
In extreme cases, where arches threaten ruin, it may be desirable to go the
length of erecting centres below, and rectifying them, and filling in the joints
with cement. ^

When any large mass of a wall threatens to fall, shores should be applied the
foundations examined, and strengthened if necessary, loose stones keyed in, open
joints filled, and, in very bad cases, bonded; but this should be done under the
eye of a person who has a feeling for the work, both on its own account and as a
picturesque object, so as avoid any unsightly tampering with the old work. The
only cases where such is necessary seem those in which the shattered piers or walls
are insufficient for the weight they have to bear; in such cases they must be
underlmilt, buttressed, or propped, in some way. Here it will be better to make
the new work rough, and of old materials, but in no degree to mask it, but
rather to make it manifest that it is only added to sustain the orieinal
structure. "

It is clear that in such cases it will be best to call in an architect, provided he
IS one who has an earnest carefor the conservation of the work, and a full aonre-
ciation of the value of itsauthenticity.

I may here mention that the west front of Crowland Abbey, -which threatened
immediate fall, has been of late rendered, as I hope, permanently secure bymeans ofrepairs such as those above suggested, carried out under the influence of
the I^incolnshire Arcliitestural Society.
The importance of applying to the finer details a preservative and induratino-

solution, it such is to \k found, is almost as great as that of the upholdin.^ o'fthe masses; the pulverisation of the surface seems in many cases to be goino-'on
at a constantly accelerating pace, and threatens the speedy loss of the true forms
ot the mouldings and tiie sculpture. At Fountain's Abbey—perhaps the best
cared tor ot all these remains—I have observed the constant degradation of themoil dings from this cause; if we could save them by such a process, it would beworth anything.

.- r >

In the interior of Westminster Abbey I am gradually indurating the moulder-ing stone in its present state, and securing it (as I hope) from further decay, and
It 13 not unreasonable to hope that a process will be found which will do thesame for external work.

Besides, however, doing what is possible for the conservation of these invalu-
able remains, we ought also to see that there is no part of them which has notbeen thoroughly and carefully represented and measured.

I think a society ought to be formed, or a united effort made by diSerent exist-ing societies for the perfect delineation of our ruined buildings. A good 'dealhasbeendonebvMrSharpe, Mr. Potter, and a few otliei-s, but the thing h^never systematically been taken in hand.
' fa "as
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understand and appreciate the value of the remains of our
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" '>'"''"" ^'^^''^ t° "^ 'hat we allow them to remain
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"''• »""'?"«« illustrations being made of the whole and of everydetail, and, where it can be done without disfigurement and without endangeringthe tender and pulvensin- surface, casts should be taken of every carved andsculptured portion, wiicl should be deposited in some permanent national

collection, with a full description of the pans to which it belongs.

I must beg, before 1 proceed, that it may be clearly understood, that, in any
criticisms I may express on the course followed by others, I do not wish or ex-
pect to exempt myself from eaual blame where I deserve it. We are all ofiu
offemlem in thin matter; and to alistain from speaking plainly lest we ibould
be- ourselves blamed, will be a cours<! at once cowardly, and treaMnable againit
those principles which one every day more strongly aees to be right, however
conscious one is of continual departure from them.

In speaking of ruined buildings, I have fully and cordially adopted Mr.
Ilnskin's principle of mere sustentation. For such remains it u clearly right.
This, however, cannot be strictly acted upon in dealing witli churches and oflier
buildings still use.

Viewing them solely as original architectural remains, one would dinire, were
it possible, that the same abstinence from all but mere upholding should be
applied to them ; but, in the first place, it is clearly wrong t.o treat the houses f
God as mere architectural specimens to be stereotyped in their present state of
mutilation and decay for our study and instruction ; nor, if it could be proved
right, would it be possible to convince tiieir guardians that such a course should bo
followed ; nor in the case of houses and other secular buildings, to induce people
to inhabit and make use of ruins to gratify our sentiments towards them.

It may, then, be laid down as an absolute certainty that buildings whose use
is continued must be kept in or put into a seemly state of reparation ; and it is,
therefore, botii our duty and our interest, instead of opposing what cannot be
prevented, to do our best to lay down laws for ourselves, and suggest them to
others as guides in carrying out the works which of necessity must be done.
The gi'eat principle to start upon is to preserve the greatest possible amount

of ancient work intact ; never to renew a feature without necessity, but to pre-
siTve everything which is not so decayed as to destroy its value as an exponent
of the original design; never to add new work except in strict conformity with
the evidences of its original form ; never to mask over or smarten up old work
for the sake of making it conformable with new, never to " restore" carved
work or sculpture, but' leave them to speak for themselves ; and, generally, to
deal with an ancient work as with an object on whichuve set the greatest value,
and the integrity and authenticity of which are matters which we view as of
paramount importance.
These principles are, however, much more readily laid down than acted upon;

so much so, that to one who holds them the process of restoration is one of con-
tinual disappointment, vexation, and regret; for, labor as you will to act up to
first principles, innumerable hindrances stand in the way of their realisation.
Sometimes the stone is found to be so utterly disintegrated that it is with the

utmost difficulty—here a bit and there a bit—that you can trace out liy laborious
study what were the original details ; and to attempt to keep these bits seems as
hopeless as to preserve a body which falls to dust as you look at it.

Sometimes, when this is by no means the case, a barbaric builder, or clerk of
works, or an over-zealous clergyman interferes in your absence, and destroys the
very objects you liave been most laboring to preserve.
A conscientious representative having been blamed for incurring extras in one

place, makes up for it in another ,by introducing, before one is aware of it, a
sweeping clause, which condemns quantities of work one meant most religiously
to preserve; and, fromjone cause or another, one is tlways finding one's intentions
more or less frustrated.

Still, however, this is better than acting on no principle at all, or rather, as
is too often the case, acting on the principle of preserving as little as possible,
and renewing as much as possible.

To labor hard for the ridit principle, with whatever amount of shortcomings,
must be better than openly to advocate and act upon those which are directly
wrong.
However this may be, there is no doubt of the fact that our churches and old

buildings are everywhere losing their value, through misdirected and reckless, or
at least overdone restoration ; that it is high time that some public protest be
made against it, and some course adopted for its prevention, and that each of us
in our own practice should institute a rigorous examination as to what he has
done and is doing, with a view to a stern falling back upon true principles ; that
the churches yet unspoiled may yet be saved.
Here again, I would suggest the Vigilance Committee already hinted at. It

could do much, though the works in this case are so many and so widely spread
that it seems impossilile for all to be watched.

After all, then, we must look to the architects employed. If they will not
labor in the right direction I fear there is but little hope, and yet, without some
stem supervision, I believe that tlie majority of them icill not do so; and,
further, that they will always be able to adduce such plausible and practical
reasons for their destructiveness, as to convince their employers that they are in
the right.

I am, however, very uncertain whether we do not all go upon a very wrong
principle in our dealings with ancient churches. I coultf almost wish the wora
" restoration " expunged from our architectural vocabulary, and that we could
be content with the more common-place term " reparation." We have got into
the way of assuming that the "restoration" of a church must, in its own nature,
be the signal for pulling it to pieces from top to bottom. iVot only must sub-
stantial repairs be attended to; the foundations underpinned, the strengtii of the
walls looked to, decayed timbers spliced or new ones here and there inserted, the
most decayed stones carefully cut out and replaced, the covering made reliable,
and the fittings put in seemly order, following and retaining every remnant of
what is ancient, the stonework cleaned from its thick coatings of whitewash, and
the roofs divesled of the concealment of modem ceilings ; but, beyond all this,

everything must he meddled with; the seating all taken up, floors removed,
plastering stripped from the walls, the whole church left for some months at the
mercy of the elements by the removal of its roofs, windows which do not please
the clergyman or the squire replaced with more pretentious ones; indeed, the
whole thing overhauled, and radically re-formed from top to toe.

We all of us, however conservative our views, adopt something a|)proacliing to
this as the normal and necessary view of a restoration ; ami tlie chief difference
between us is, that, if the architect be at heart earnestly conservative, the
church conies out from the ordeal with a certain amount of its ancient self re-
maining, l)ut with very much of a new garb, or very much of its ancient look,
and very many of its interesting ancient features gone ; but if his feelings are
uot conservative so much the more of novelty is there instilled, and so much the
less of antiquity retained in the restored church.

Ji'ow this is really beginning to tell in a fearful manner upon the value of our
ancient churches and the interest with which one visits them. One perfectly
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kags after an aiitoncb«d charvh, though one knows that the state of them is by

DO meaiis sach as a man of fc«Hnjr can look at without shame.

Still in tlieni are found our old cluirchos as they liave lieen traiiiiionallv handed

down to us. True it is tlmt the exterior is in liart deoayed and mutilated, and

even disgraced by barbaric alterations, yet one feels that the old work which re-

mains is genuine" and untampered with. Tme, the interior is coateii with white-

wash, thickened out indefinitely by the repetitions of centuries, but beneath it

we know that the old stoneworlc is as the verv workmen left it, and that if care-

ftfly scaled off with one's knife we shall find the distemper decorations of, per-

haps, two or three perioiis in its thickness. True, the roof is decayed, patched,

and/perhaps, hidden by a plaster ceiling, but we know that its timbers were

wrought by the very men whose architecture we are studying, and that it is of

the utmost value as an original specimen of their work. The floor, it is true, is

sunken, woni. and patched with brick, hut it contains the half-efiaced memorials

of those who lived while the church was new, and when parts of it were being

bnilt; and in certain corners remain the ancient encaustic tiles. The windows,

again, are filled with patched and irregular glazing, but in the heads of the lights

are remnants of the stained glass which once filled the whole. The bells are,

perhaps, cracked, yet on them you will find the beautiful fretted border, and the

pious, though it may be superstitious, legend.*

EOYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

AN ordinary general meeting was held in the rooms, 9, Conduit-street,

Regent-street, on Monday evening, when there was a very numerous

attendance. The chair was occupied by the President of the Institute, Wii.-

UAM TlTE, Esq., M.P., F.R.S., &e.

Mr. Lbwis announced several donations, and a vote of thanks to thedonors

iThelate Prince Consort. — Tlie Oreat Exhibition Bnildimj, ^r.—The
Chairman said the ordiqpry meetings of the Institute had been inten'upted by

that accident which had cast gloom and universal grief throughout the country

—

he reftrred to the deathof his Royal Highness the I'rince Consort, who had par-

ticular claims upon them; lx;ing their patron. The Queen was originally their

patroness, hut a year after their marriage the Prince Consort; did them the honor

of becoming patron, and they were one of the, perhaps, very few societies the

Prince personally visited, and on one occasion he took the chair. On that occa-

sion, and on all other occasions on which he had met him, the Prince Consort

conducted himself with that condescension, warmheartedness, and practical

kindness that made him so remarkable even at that early period of his careej^—

a

native Genuan, ignorant of our feelings, our habits, and our customs. They
therefore possessed a knowledge of the qualities of the Prince Consort, and there-

fore he felt that the Prince was associated with the architecture of England. All

topics of eulogium had been exhausted, and he did not kuow that he could say

anything new on the subject. The Council of the Institute felt it their duty, in

consequence of the Prince Consort's death, to postpone the meeting which would
otherwise have been held on the IGth of December last. The Council also pre-

sented, throngh him, to Sir George Grey, the Home Secretary, an address of

condolence for presentation to Her Majesty the Queen. The address was ex-

tremely sliort, and he would ask the Honorary Secretary to read it.

[Mr. "Lewis, Honorary Secretary, then read the address, which has al-

ready appeared in the Building News'). Of that address an acknow-
ledgement, addressed to him, dated Whitehall, 4th January, and signed

by Mr. Waddington, had been received, stating that Sir George Grey would
take an early opportunity of laying the address before her Majesty. He
would mention one incident in his own life, that brought him into particular

aiaociation with the Prince Consort in connexion with science,' and indirectly

connected with architecture, that of chemistry. A few years ago it was thought
desirable a scientific chemistry should be taught in England, and Mr. Clarke and
others conceived the idea of constituting what was now in fact a college of

chemistry. Through the attention of Professor Levi notice was taken of Professor

Hofmann ; it was through that society the services of Professor Hofmann were
secured, but that result was chiefly attributable to the instrumentality of the

Prince Consort. And he thought the society had thereby done the greatest

possible amount of good in a manufacturing country of so much importance as

England. In that matter the Prince Consort took the deepest possible interest;

he gave his time, tliouglit, money, support , and patronage in favor of that very

useful institution. The institution continued for some years tolerably successful,

at last the council transferred it to the Government, and now it formed a part of

the great institution in Jermyn-street, which was of so much importance to the

country. The part which the Prince Consort took in that great school was not

generally known ; it came to his knowledge, and he felt bound to state that they

ought to say they owed eminent acknowledgments to the Prince Consort iu that

respect. Departing from that subject he came to one which he had been

requested by the Council to mention. Lately at the Society of Arts

a paper was read on the new Exhibition building designed by
Captain Fonke. He and others had protested against the fact of

an architect not being consulted on a matter of so much importance

as the erection of an Exhibition building. However, there seemed to

have been, at the Society of Arts, an attack made on architects, and the Council

of the Institute and he himself had received letters asking them to take that

matter up. Now, it was the feeling of the Council not to take any notice of that

attack—(Applause). The Chairman proceeded to remark that calumny and
derision were not worthy of notice, amd that they were told not to meet an unwise

man in his want of wisdom. Men occasionally rose up and attained eminence even

without a professional education. It did not follow that because a man had got

an early education addressed to a particular pursuit there was anything gained

thereby. Telford was at first a humble mason, then an architect, and then an
engineer. But he did not mean to say that if Telford had had a good education

bewonld not have been as good an engineer as he was without it. These things

eemed to him to be accidents and incidents showing how men could get on with

the greatest trials to get over. Dr. Lee was a great Oriental scholar, though in

the humblest walks of life before. An architect was an architect, an engineerwas
an engineer, and evt^j' one knew what it meant, and an Oriental scholar was an
Oriental scholar, and everyone knew what that meant. These were reasons why
they should not enter into a discussion on the subject of the Exhibition building.

Though they had l)een oftered papers about this matter, he thought the meeting

* To be continued.

would agree with him that they ought not to take any notice of the papers. As
to the ungraceful remarks which had been made elsewhere respecting Sir Charles
Barry (some of whose relations he was glad to see before him), they had all to

admire the great skill with which that eminent architect wielded his

style of architecture, and if in some cases in a building of such

enormous extent as the New Palace of Westminster he failed a little,

he thought he was not entitled to l)e held up as the case of

a distinguished failure of an arehitect.—(Hear, hear.) He knew of no man
more deserving of their honor, more deserving of the honor of the country and of

the profession to which he belonpfed.—(Cheers.) He thought it was an unfair

tiling to attack a dead man whose loss they hart recently so much to deplore.

—

(Hear, hear.) So much for that subject. He now wanted to say a word abouta
memorandum that related to himself. In an artistic journal, having an extensive

circulation, he found a most curious incident. They would recollect that in his

introductory address at the opening of the session he took some notice of the im-
provements which had been going on at Paris. In the journal in question a
portion of Iiis address was given, and then followed additions which did not

belong to him but which still appeared to form a portion of the address and to

follow up observations previously made in it. Under the head of Notabilia

in the journal in question appeared the following :

—

" Is Pakis I.mproved?—Iu the course of his opening address at the Royal

Institute of British Architects last Monday evening, Mr. Tite, the President,

said that all travellers who returned from Paris were, upon a superficial view of

what was taking place there and in almost every town of France, disposed to find

fault with the comparatively slow rate at whicli improvements were etfected in

London. Within ten years Paris has been, in fact, remodelled throughout, and

broad streets, open squares, and fine houses had replaced the ancient, narrow,

tortuous dens of filth and impurity. It was to be feared, however, that the real

sanitary improvements of Paris hart gainert little by these changes ; and, indeed,

so long as the water supply and the sewerage there were conducted on the

present systems, little effect could be produced on the infallible test of the value

of the sanitary arrangements of a town—the average death rate. He advised

those who believeJ that ' they manage all these tilings better in France ' to visit

the ' iu-take ' of the Chaillot Waterworks, which was unpleasantly near the

mouth of one of the great sewers, or to ponder over the charge he would have to

pay, even in a private lodging, for the necessity of an Englishman's life^the daily

hip bath. Nor was this all, for the embellishments of the town had resolved

themselves into heavy charges on its inhabitants, while the utility of many of the

costly works now in hand seemed more than questionable. House-rents had

risen to fabulous heights in Paris; the poor were driven from their old haunts,

and no refuge was provided for them ; while, unfortunately, the sanitary defects

of the old houses were servilely reproduced in the new ones. No doubt there was
something fairylike in the r-ipidity and the brilliance of the changes brought

about, but these improvements have been effected upon principles of political

economy and by an abuse of pul)lie credit which would never be tolerated in

England." Up to that point what he said at the opening of the session was very

fairly reported, but then followed what was not spoken by him, but which

seemed to fit the speech remarkably well and to bear out what he had said. It

was,—" Go into the courts of the new houses (when they have any) and see what

they are like. Count the windows which take their air and light from them ; in

some of the worst cases you will find eighty windows looking into a well 20 feet

square and 70 feet deep. A more striking example still is furnished by the view

from the tower of St. Jacques la Boucherie. At your feet run the Rue de Rivoli,

east and west, and the Boulevard de Sebastopol, north and south, each some two

miles long and straight on end, excepting where the latter twists across the Place

du Chatelet and the Seine. Directly you look over the parapet you are struck

by the extraordinary compression of the houses which form these two great

streets. Almost everj-where else there is a certain little space remaining

between the backs of the houses, but behind the splendid buildings which border

these gigantic alleys there is no space at all. The houses are packed back to

back : they seem all roof. There is only one comparison possible of the scene

before you. You fancy at once that an immense plough has driven a furrow

down each of the streets, turning up the houses tight against each other right

and left, just like clods in an autumn field. Many of them are simple veneers,

one room thick. The average surface of court-yard in the two streets is certainly

not one-tenth of the whole area. How could it be otherwise? the land '.is worth

£40 a yard ! The air has beeu taken out of the courts and put into the street

;

the front rooms have more of it than they had before, but the back ones, which

are by far the most numerous, have none at all. Now, as the great majority of

the 12,000 new houses, and not a small proportion of the enlarged old ones, are

more or less constructed on this plan, can it be denied that their inhabitants pay

something more than a simple money price for the changes effected ? Is the

privation of air and light to be counted for nothing ? The Parisians are not toads

or tortoises, and cannot live without breathing or seeing. These unhealthy

houses have often been attacked, but with no result ; their dangers were pubhcly

but vainly indicated in 1857 by the lectures of the Professor of Civil Construc-

tion at the Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers, but they go on growing at the rate

of thousands a year. Add the certain consequences of this system of lodging to

the £319,000,000, and you have the total price of tlie improvements of Pans."

Who was the author of the latter portion of the extract he knew not, but the

incident was a curious one, and he had ventured to notice the matter, though he

was not the author of the passage.

Mr. Gkokge Gilbert Scott, R.A., then read a long and able paper on tlie

Conservation of Ancient Architectural Monuments and Remains. The first portion

will be found elsewhere.

The CnArHM.\N said he would venture to make one or two remaps,

which occurred to him in the course of the reading of the paper. Mr.

Scott rclerretl to Mr. Raskin's opinion about the preservationof antiquities; that

gentleman did more than give his opinion, lie addressed the .Antiquarian Society,

and forwarded to it a large donation. The Antiquarian Society, on the CouncU

of which he (the Chairman) had the honor of being, took the matter up, and

issued a circular addressing the local secretary in furtherance of the object.

However, they met with no encouragement on the subject, and after their best

ettbrts were exhausted, the matter hart died a natural death. He did his best to

prevent that, but was unsuccessful. That being so, he was a little afraid Mr.

Scott would not succeed in a more extended attempt. At the same time, he should

be very happy to aid him in the attempt, because he felt, as all must feel, the

importance in an artistic point of view, of the appointment of some such dominant

body as that proposed. One could hardly pass through the country without
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seeing that what Mr. Scott saiil was true. But one felt particular rejjrct at

wituessinj; the condition of our ancient huildin;;*; no one seemed to care for them,

and tliev fell into decay and even disappearance. 1 fe knew very strong instances,

and anjongst them that of the marvellous Ahbey of Whitby; he thought in ii few

years the whole of tliat abbey would be down, though the expenditure cf a little

money would have sufficed to save at least lai-^e portions of it. No doubt the

extremely exi)Osed situation and the very bad material of which a ])ortion of it

was constructed, would prevent their preserving itsartistic architectural features.

He merely mentioned that as an instance of the loss ofour ancient cathedrals and

castles, where the expenditure of a few pounds would save them. With regard

to the vexed question as to the nature of restoration, he had heard much dis-

cussion about it, and it was a iliflicult thing to decide what should be done.

But their friend Mr. Scott's suggestions, he thouglit, were very valuable, showed

great experience, and indicated practical utility. What Mr. Scott

said was every day becoming more obvious. A paper such as that which had

been read that evening, characterised by such practical skill and knowledge and

wonderful taste and juilgnient, would undoubtedly be of great value geneniUy.

As to what the l-'reiieh were doing he thought they showed a marvellous skill in

their particular style of architecture, though in many cases they were exposed to

the charge of recklessness in their treatment of ancient buildings. However,

there was raucli to be said about what had been done to take away the effects of

the ravages of time and decav. He dared say the paper itself was of tliat nature

which did not enable one immediately to go into a discussion upon it. With
these few remarks, however, he would invite Mr. Buruell to say a few words on

a subject to which he had paid great attention.

Mr. G.IGODWIN wished to ask, before Mr. Bumell addressed the meeting,

whether the moment had not now airivcd when the Government would be per-

suaded to issue a commission for a general examination of ancient buildings, or

to obtain reports from all parts of the country, in order to ascertain what build-

ings liad guardians, those which were without attendance, what were under

decay, and what not. When Mr. Hume was in the House of Commons, active

exertions were made to obtain the appointment of sucli a commission in this coun-

try, and Mr. Hume, who urged in the House night after night thj saving of

money, saw that money could not be better expended than in retaining ancient

structures. It seemed extraordinary that, with all the large architectural and

archaiological societies in existence throughout the country, destruction should

go on of the most deplorable character. It was desirable that some body should

be appointed by the Government to initiate such inquiries as he had referred

to, and he thought they would find a disposition on the part of the Govern-

ment to appreciate the proposal, although Governments had behaved most
infamously in regard to art, science and antiquities.

Professor Doxaldsom said it seemed to him best to resolve themselves into a

practical body to carry out the object of Mr. Scott. And he thought they might
approach the First Commissioner of Works to ask him to get a return made out

of all ancient monuments under his care. There were several properties, it was
found, in process of decay which ought to be preserved, and wiiich it was the

duty of Government to preserve. If they asked the First Commissioner to cause

such a return to be made, he thought the request would be granted.

Mr. G. R. Burn ELL said Mr. Scott's paper related to so many points of

interest that he felt incompetent that night to go into the matter, and if it suited

the views of the Institute he should prefer postponing what he had to say to a

future occasion—(Hear). The paper was full of matters of detail which would
have to be fully and carefully considered—(Hear, hear).

The further discussion of the paper was then postponed until such an evening

as the Council should appoint.

Mr. DiGBY Wyatt thought they must all feel highly gratified by the paper
which Mr. Scott had read that evening—(Hear, hear). Monuments of art were
to them one common in'operty as architects, whether in Italy, France, or

England ; they must feel a common interest in them wherever they might be.

He proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Scott.

Professor Do.valdson seconded the motion, which was carried amidst loud

applause.
Mr. Scott briefly acknowledged the compliment, and hoped the reading of

the paper would lead to some jiractical result.

2veiD Members.—The following gentlemen were duly elected :—Mr. John
Yonne, Jun., of 35, King-street, Cheapside ; as Fellow. Mr. Charles Ilobert

Baker King, of 34, University-street; Mr. Benjamin Tabberer, of 20, Bedford-

place, Kensington ; Mr. Henry Wood, of 12, Richmond-terrace, Clapham ; as

Associates.

ELECTION OF DISTRICT SURVEYOR FOR CHELSEA.
LAST Friday the Metropolitan Board of Works elected Mr. Sancton Wood as

District Surveyor for the parish of Chelsea. There were 23 candidates for

the otiice, viz. : Messrs. Andrew Moseley, John Billing, Richard Richardson,
John W. Papworth, Sanclon Wood, William Lightly, S. Salter, Jan., Samuel
Hill, Sydney Godwin, Thomas Edward Knightley, Henry S. Legg, Horace Field,

Joseph Liddiard, Arthur Gates, Edward Roberts, Samuel L. Markham, Josiah
Houlc, Edward Paraire, Robt. Kerr, Henry Laxton, Arthur J. C. Baker, Alfred

Williams, and John Cole. It was arranged that the list should be reduced to six

on the fii-st voting. At the close of the first voting the followiug were the six

who had tlie highest numl)er of votes: Messrs. Billing, Papworth, Wood, Knightley,
Kerr, and Cole.—Eventually the election fell on Mr. Sancton Wood, which
causes a vacancy in the surveyorship of Putney and Roehampton.

CoKDEMXATioN OP OLD HOUSES IN KiRKALDY.—Since the late sad
catastrophe in Edinburgh, tlie authorities in Kirkcaldy have been making in-

quiries into the state of some of the old houses. The result has been that a
number have been condenmed, and the inhabitantaordered to remove immediately.

A number of them have already been pulled down. On the proprietors being

made aware of the untenable state of their houses, they got an examination
made by practical men, who concurred in the sentence passed by the authorities.
Bex,sqn s Watchks -VXD Clocks.—"Perfection of mechanism."

—

Morning/ Po.<f.

Gold watches 5 to 10(1 guineas ; silver watches, 2 to.^»0 guineas. JJcnsons now lUustriited

Pamphlet, free for two stamps, descriptive of every construction of watch, enables persons
In any part of the world to select -with tlie greatest certainty the watch best adapted to
their use. Watcliea sent free and safe by post on receipt of a remittance.
J. W. Besson, 83 and 34, Ludgate-liill, tS and 47, ComMll, Loudon, B.C. EstabUBhed

1-i'J.

LONDON AND PARIS HOSPITALS.
Galignani's Metsmger reports a discu.sgion which took place a few days a^

at one of the sittings of the Academic de Medicine on the relative sanitary con-

dition of the hospitals of Paris and London. Dr. Gos.sclin stated that from what
he had been told by various foritigii surgeons, and also by French physicians who
h.ad visited foreign hospitals, there existed a considerafde difference in the results

obtained in the English and German establishments of the kind compared with

those in Paris. The sick-wards of the London hospitals were much better aired,

lieing provideii with large stoves, which gave rise to draughts and consumed the

vitiated air of the rooms ; patients who were able to walk took their meals in

dining-rooms apart from the sick-wards, an arrangement whieli greatly dimi-

nished the crowded state of tlie infirmaries, and contribute<l towards maintaining

the purity of the air; the floors were frequentlj; washed, which prevented the

accumulation of dust, while the beds had no curtains, whereby niiasniatic emana-
tions were better dispersed ; and, lastly, the linen department was the object of

particular care.

Dr. Davenne differed in opinion from the former speaker, and mamtamed tliat

tlie manner in whicli the Paris hospitals were conducted was far superior to the

London system. If tlie sanitary condition of the latter was better it was owing

to the fact than their population was smaller, because the paupers relieved by the

poor-tax were not admitted into them. He then quoted some statistical docu-

ments to show that the mortality in the Paris hospitals had been constantly

diminishing since the commencement of the present century.

Dr. Malgaigne, advertiug to an old report of Dr. Tenon's, who had visited the

hospitals both of London and Paris, remarked that the author proposed to limit

the sick-wards to the ground floor and first story only, every sick-ward contain-

ing 24 beds at the utmost. 1 n 1S14, he added, the slaughter-houses of Paris were

transformed into hospitals, and the results of this measure were curious. 'The

mortality of the French operated on in the common hospitals was one in five,

eight, nine ; in the slaughter-houses, one in 10, 12, 13. The mortality of the

foreign soldiers operated on in the hospitals was one in 7, 13 ; in the slaughter-

houses, one in 10, 19. This showed that the mortality was lowest in tlie best-

aired situations. As to the London hospitals, there was one fact to be taken into

account, viz., that the sick admitted into them were much more seriously ill than

those admitted into the Paris hospitals. Out of 100 patients operated on in each

city, 50 died in Paris, and only 30 in London. Out of 100 amputations of the

thigh, eo ended mortally in Paris, 21 in London, and 19 at Manchester, where

the hospitals have the advantage of the country air. Now what was the reaso»

of this enormous difference ? Simply, that while in the Paris wards there are SD

many as 80 beds, there are only 12 in the London ones.

The discussion is likely to be continued at a future sitting.

METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.

A MEETING of this body was held on Friday last, at the Board-room, Spring-

gardens ; J. Thwaites, Esq., the Cliairman, presiding.

Erection of a Gas Testiny House—The Chairman stated that it being

urgently requisite to have erected as speedily as possible a gas testuig-house in

the new street in Southwark (under the Sale of Gas Act), the Gas Committee

had invited six builders to send in tenders for the same. Five of the gentlemen

to whom the invitation was given sent in tenders, which were as follow ;—.Messrs.

J. Wilson and Son, £1,979; Mr. Edwaid Thirst, £2,010, and £.30 for extras;

Mr. W. S. Nixon, £1,749, and £38 for extras; Mr. A. E. Robinson, il,810,and

£44 for extras ; Mr. W. Downs, £1,835, and £.36 for extras. The estimate of

the Superintending Architect was £1,450.

After some discussion, the subject was referred back to the Committee, witli

power to deal with the tenders.
, „, , i- . . »

The Board then proceeded to the election of a surveyor for the Chelsea district.

City Improvements.—A report from the Works and Improvements Comraittea

stated that though the improvement now being carried out by the Commissioners

of Sewers of the City of London, at No. 60, Great Tower-street, would be attended

with considerable public benefit, the Committee, having regard to the fact that

the fund at the disposal of the Board for the purpose of metropolitan improve-

ments is exceedingly limited, and to the necessity of their diffusing, as far as may

be practicable, street improvements of this nature over the entire area of

their jurisdiction, are not at present prepared to recommend a conti'ibutionm the

above case.
, , . r •• t

Mr H L. Taylor moved as an amendment against the adopUon of the report,

that the Board contribute one-third of the cost, or £532 13s. 4d., towards the

improvement.
, . . „

,

The amendment was, after a long discussion, carried by a majority of 4.

The consideration of a report from the Building Act and General Purposes

Committee, on the reference by the Board of the 28th June, 1861, as to the

necessity for some immediate legislative provision to prevent the building ot

warehouses, &c., with iron doors; and submitting suggestions by the superin-

tending architect for the amendment of the Metropolitan Building Act, lb»j, was

postponed, sine die, „ , . . ., -.t . t, .

mHimtion of the Sewage.—The Board was informed that the MainDramage

Committee had prepared a very long report, stating that the Committee enter-

tain very favorably the proposition for dealing with the sewage of the northern

area of the metropolis, contained in the communications from the Hon. VViUiam

Napier and William Hope, Esq. ; and recommending the Board to assent to th«

principle ofa concession of the sewage, for a terra of fifty years, provided the

requisite authority be granted by the legislature to the Board, and subject to tl e

introduction of all necessary clauses in the Bill for the protection of the Board,

and of the public interests confided to them, and for ensuring the fulhlment by

theCompany of the obligations undertaken by them.
, . ,^ , „i

Tlie report was not read, but ordered to be printed and circulated amongst

the members, and taken into consideration at the meeUng of the Board this day

^^Pto«L« of the Main Drainage Works.—Tite engineer, Mr. Bazalgett^

reported that the progress of the Main Drainage Works during the past month

h4 on the whole, been satisfactory, although, at this period, the .«hort Jays and

the unsettled state of the weather necessarily retarded.all buildiii.r operations.

Mr. Furness has now completed all the brick piers, abutments, and wing walls

of the bridges over the rivers, railways, and roads, except the btratlord-roaa

between bSw and Plaistow; and the iron girders and superstructure are being

cast and fitted at the founder's, and gradually delivered on the works, ino
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concrete foundations and brick iuverts of the sewers are extendinjr over thewhole
line of works. Attliel>es:inninj;of last month 4") cross trenolus remained to be com-
pleted between East Ham and Barking; 30 of these are now finished. These
cross trenches have been excavated to a depth of from 12 to 14 feet tlirougli the

lieat, and are fitted with concrete piers at trom 30 to 30 feet apart, and on these

re constructed brick arches upon which the tliree parallel tunnels are carried.

The value of the work e.^iecuted under this contract up to the present time is

£1.51,000. Slessrs. Brassey and Co. have completed about ll),4o0 feet of the
Jliddlc Level Sewer, at an" expenditure of about £01,000, and Mr. Dethick has
finished 5,633 feet of the Ranelagh Storm Overflow at a cost of about
jCW,oOO. Mr. Webster has now successfully completed about six miles of the
Soathem OutfoU Sewer at an expenditure of £2oO,000. Messrs. Aird have made
considerable progress with the Deptford Pumping-station, the engine-house
havinw been raised 30 feet above the foundations. The Low-level sewer under
Deptford-creek is progressing, and the iron pipes under the creek, which will

form the connexion between the engine-house and the High-level sewer are

nearly completed. The value of the work done under this contract is about
£50,000. tndet' the Soutliem High-level sewer contract 7| miles of sewers have
been finished at an expenditure of about £138,000, and I regret to report that I

am still unable to express myself satisfied with the contractor's mode of conduct-
ing those works. Jlessrs. Slauuhter and Co. have so far progressed with the

engines and pumps for the Depllord pumping-station that the Boai'd have during
the past month felt justified in making them a further advance of £5,000 on
account tliereof. Although it does not form a portion of the main drainage, I

jnay here mention that of the Southwnrk and Westminster communication, Mr.
Pearson has completed 280 feet'of subway, 335 feet of sewer, 40 vaults, and a
proportionate number of house drain connexions. The materials and workman-
ship in the foregoing works are generally of a solid and satisfactory character,

.and mostly reflect great credit upon the contractors.

NOTES FROM THE PEOVINCES.
Ashford Com Exchange.—This edifice erected on a piece of ground opposite

the Cattle-market is now completed. The room, lighted entirely Irom the ceiling,

is 98 feet 6 inches by 48 feet 8 inches, and 35 feet in height. There are also ante-
rooms 32 feet by 16 feet, and 16 feet by 16 feet, and some very extensive cellarage.
The architect is Mr. R. C. Jlay, of St. George's-street, Westminster ; and the
builder Mr. Perry, jun., of Dalston. The total cost is about £4,000.

M'rexham.— Offices for the Provincial Insurance Company.—Says the
local Adverfiner,—" The new oflices of the Provincial Insurance Company are
now completed. The large oftice in which the whole ofths ' ready writers ' are
at work, is the finest room in Wrexham. It is large, warm, light, and well
ventilated. A strong fire-proof room opening into the large room keeps in the
utmost safety all the valuable books, papers, and deeds, belonging to the
establishment, the close proximity of which to the general clerks' office greatly
facilitates the progress of the general business. The Board-room, theCommittee-
rcKim, and the private room of the secretary are in front of the building—double
windows obviate any nuisance that might arise from the noise of the traffic in
the street—and double doors preserve the privacy and ensure the quietude of
these rooms on the other side. The same completeness prevails throughout the
entire building. There is hot water and cold water everywhere at command, a
large hoist to lift up heavy materials from the cellar to the summit of the build-
ing, and a smaller one to) lift up lighter articles, a telegraph to call the clerks,

to point out which clerk is wanted, and to indicate where he is wanted. There
is ' a place for everj'thing and everything in its place.'

"

The Nottinijlmm Surveyorxhip.—At a meeting of the Town Council of Not-
tingham as to the surveyor's salary, it was unanimously resolved that the sum of
£250 per annum now paid was totally insufficient, and that it be forthwith
increased to £350, and a further amount of £-50 to be added after Michaelmas
next.

Clifton Suxpen.<ri/m Bridge.—We understand that the chains, &c., of Hun-
gerford-bridge, which have been purchased for completing this long-unfinished
undertaking, will be delivered in Clifton in June next, when the operation of
suspending them between the piers erected on the Gloucester and Somerset sides

of the Avon will be immediately commenced.
The New Guildhall at Cambridge.—The improvements at the Guildhall are

rapidly approaching completion. The aldermen's parlour and the old assembly-
room are available for public meetings and are a striking contrast to their former
state. The suite of rooms appropriated to the School of Art are capacious and
convenient. The large assembly-room is progressing, the plastering Is nearly
finished, and the floor will soon be laid. >

Abergavenny.—Bunting of the Canal.—On Wednesday the 18th nit., the
inhabitants of Llanfoist were aroused by the sudden and unexpected bursting of
the canal. About eighteen months ago a similar disaster occurred in the same
neighbourhood, not more than five hundred yards distance from the.scene of the
present, which is near Llanfoist Great House. The destruction caused by the
flood -was very serious, trees of immense size being washed away. The village of
Llanfoist was inundated in many places to the depth of 2 feet, and when the
water was stopped, the roads were at least inches deep with sand and mud.
The park presented a remarkable appearance. The quantities of stone washed
down for several hundreds of yards are computed at a thousand tons. Had the
breakage taken place one hundred yards above, the Great House would liave
been in jeopardy. The damage is said to amount to £500.

TheNeic Staff College, Sandhurst.—The erection of this extensive structure
is rapidly approaching completion, and the building will, in all probability, be
out of the hands of the workmen by the month of JIarch. A few years ago, and
subsequent to the Crimean war, a senior department was added, to the Iloyal
Militi'.rv- College for olHcers who, having served a probation in regimental duties,
seek by a higher course of training to qualify themselves for staff appointments

;

butadequatc accommodation could not be afforded, and it was resolved that a
college for this exclusive purpose should be erected, and about the middle of
December, IS-W, the foundation-stone was laid by the Duke of Cambridge, with
whom it is said the scheme originated. The work is carried out under the direc-
«on of Captain Pelly, 11. E., who is assisted by E. Bowdler, Esq., of the Civil
Staff. The new College is situated on a gentle slope, about half a mile to the
eastward of the Cadets' College, and within the spacious grounds belonging to
that establishment. The style is modern Italian, freely treated, and the material
u brick, with stone faaings, the lower part being stone, llie length of the main

building is 2C5 feet, by 110 feet deep (exciusive of internal offices), and its height
from the ground about 60 feet. There are icuvei's at the north and east ends, and
another in the centre of the front ; on a|)cdiment are the royal arms, surmounted
by the crest of the college. There will be quarters for 40 students. Tjie interior

is approached by a vestibule, leading to a large Iiall covered by glass, and giving
access to the principal staircase and corridors. The hall on the first floor has
rows of Ionic columns. The coiTidors are lighted with large open courts, but
these will probably, after a time, be covered in with glass roofs. The principal

apartments comprise three large halls of study, two libr.iries, lecture theatre,

class lecture-room, model-room, and mess-room (CO feet by 30 feet), which has
been constructed in such a manner that it can readily be made applicable for

balls, &c. North-west of the college are detached residences for the commandant
and adjutant, and nine houses for professors will be commenced in the course

of a few weeks. ."Vttached to the north end of the building are the kitchen and
other offices of that description. .\t the back of the college are stables for 48
horses. The contractor is Mr. Myers.
Chatham.—St. Bartholomew's Hospital.~ The works on this extensive pile

of buildings is being rapidly pushed forward. The building is of brick, with white

stone dressings, and may be described as Elizabethan, though no very great

ornamentation will bo attempted. The hospital consists of a eentje building, and
two wings, together with a large range of buildings intended as a dis|)ensary,

chiefly for the treatment of out-patients, at the rear. In the design of the

building advantage has been t!iken of the sloping character of the ground on
which it is built to form the dispensary building. Entering the building at the

back the out-patients will be received in a general waiting-room, communicating
with which arc the surgeries, dressing-rooms, disiicnsing-rooms, and other

apartments. From this portion of the building admission is gained to the ground-
floor of the hospital, along which runs a corridor the centre length of the build-

ing. The west wing contains the lock wards, together with the usual dormitories

and rooms for the nurses on the ground floor, also day-rooms, recreation apart-

ments, bath-room, servants' hall, sculleries, &c. In this part of the hospital are

the cooking-rooms, stoves, &c. The east wing contains the charity wards for the

reception of general patients, the viards being the s.ime as those in the corre-

sponding wing. It also contains a day-room 54 feet in length, for the use of

convalescents. Ascending to the first "floor, with which the entrance from the

New-road communicates, the centre building contains an entrance hall, com-
municating with which are the house surgeon's apartments, chapel, and, on the

opposite side of the corridor, the dispenser's rooms. On this floor, in the west

wing, is also another lock ward 67 feet in length by 24 feet in width, and in the

corresponding wing on the opposite side of the building a charity ward, 90 feet

by 24 feet. Thisfloor also contains wards lor special cases, togetherwith steward's

rooms and apartments for the nurses. The centre building on the second floor

contains tlie board-room, matron's rooms, and apartments for the hospital clerk.

The operating-room and lecture-room are placed at the rear, over the dispensary

building. The wards and other apartments on this floor corres])ond with tliose

in the other parts of the building. There is likewise a third floor to the centre

building, which will be used entirely for the general stores required in the

establishment. At the point where the east wing joins the centre building it is

intended to erect a lofty square tower, which will rise to a height of nearly 50 feet

above the building. This tower will contain a cistern for the water supply

for the hospital, and a clock, with four illuminated dials. The hospital is

expected to be finished very shortly. There will be accommodation for one

hundred patients.

Hospital for Birkenhead.—Mr. John Laird, the new member for Birkenhead,

has offered to build an infirmarj' and hospital for the new borough, including

Birkenhead, Claughton, Oxton, Tranmere, and Bebington, at a cost of £3,000,

and the committee have accepted the terms of his proposal. Mr. Walter Scott

is to be the architect of the new building.

New Lighthouse on the Clyde.—The improvements on the channel of the

Clyde between Greenock and Dumbarton have necessitated the erection of a new
lig'hthouse on a perch opposite to Port Gla.sgo\v harbor, about 800 feet from the

shore. The new lighthouse is of iron, circular shaped, 11 feet in diameter, and

resting on a circular ashlar foundation. The lantern is about 6 feet in diameter,

and is covered by a copper dome, the whole rising about 30 feet above high-water

mark. Within the last few days it lias been successfully lighted with gas, which

is conveyed from Port Glasgow through a pipe sunk at the bottom of the river,

and as the gas can be turned on and off in Port Glasgow, there is no necessity

for constant attendance in the lighthouse, a man only requiring once a day or so

to wipe the reflectors and the glass of the lantern.

Colchester Camp.—The plans for the erection of the first section of the new
cavalry barracks here have now been definitely determined upon, and the tenders

for the work are to be sent in. The erections for the men are to be of red brick,

two-storied, and to be formed in blocks, each for the accommodation of seventy-

two men. The rooms, which will be about 20 lec^t in length, are to accommodate

in each eighteen men. The officers' quarters will be three-storied.

Crystal Palace for the Parisians.—We understand that asociete

anonyme, with a capital of 25,000,000 francs, is in course of formation for con-

structing a " palais de crystal " in the Bois de Boulogne. The council of

administration comprises a number of gentlemen well known both in France and
in this country, the French portion including the Marquis de la Roehe-Aymon,
Count de ,Santivy, the Marquis de Monclar, M. Pasqualini, and Prince A.

Galitzin; and the English portion, Messrs. S. Beale, M.P., T. N. Farquhar, and
William Jackson, M. P. Sir Joseph Paxton has accepted the office of architect

in chief; Mr. Edwin Clarke that of consulting engineer; and Mr. Thomas
Brassey that of contractor-general. It is intended to make the Crystal Palace

of the Bois de Boulogne especially attractive by concentrating within it magni-

ficent halls for public entertainments, and a vast nave for the exhibition of fine

arts, manufactures, and horticulture. The exhibitions will be permanent, audit

is anticipated that new intercourse will be created between producer and con-

sumer unburdened by intermediaries or by distant and uncertain correspondence.

To provide for the general expenses the sinking fund and the maintenance of the

building, &c., there would be the rents from exiiibitors, the rents of nstaurants,

cafes, &c., the commission on the sale of pictures, statues, objects of art, ani
flowers, the reserved seats, and the rents for advertising placards, so that the

entrance money will represent the profit to the sliareholdeis, which it is con-

Bidered will be equal to 30 per cent, on the capital.
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Itccii'ius.

Gothic Memorials. By W. C. Brangwyn, Architect, Compton-road, Wolver-

hampton

OF which the first part is before us ; consists of twenty plates, drawn by the

author and printed at the Anastatic press of Cowell, Ipswich. Tlie work

is described as intended to contain sundry »l<etches for mural monuments, head-

stones, crosses, &c. The designs are not all of equal merit, hut several are

rendered more valuable by the introduction on the plates, of sections and sketches

of details to an enlarged scale.

The.Roya! Engineer Deixirtmmt : Its Work and tlie Estimates. By Argus;

Hardwicke, 192, Piccadilly.

WITHOUT going quite to the extent thai " Argus" does in his attack on the

Department, we agree that it would
Be an interesting inquiry on the part of some member of the House of Commons to call

for a. return of the fortifications constructed within the Inst ten years, the names of the

engineers who drew the plans, the amount of the estimate on which the money was
granted, the amount of the accepted tender, and the actual sum or sums paid for each

work up to the time of its completion ; and what portion of these works have had to bo

taken down or have become obsolete by the scheme proposed by tho Defence Com-
missioners.

It is said that

—

The Defence Grant is being expended on a German system of fortification, rendered

obsolete by modern improvements in the mmle of attack. Wo have ill-ventilated case-

mates, counterarche<l revetments, the substitution of caponieres, and detached Camot
works, as if ail mo<lcm artillery was to be superseded by the primitive weapons of our

ancestors.

The author does not desire to question the intelligence, honor or courage of

the officers of the Department, but protests against their being employed on works

unless they are fully qualified for the duty, and remarks that

—

It is now well known that all War Department works are really superintended by

broken-down civil engineers, architects, or builders, to whose necessitous circumstances

rather than the remuneration, the Government are indebted for their services, and who,

under the title of clerks of works, perform tho duty which the public suppose to be per-

formed by the offlcers of Royal Engineers ; and it is worthy of remark, that no puppet
8ho\vman ever takes so much care to conceal the hand which pulls the strings as tho

offlcers of Royal Engineers, to hide the clerks of works from public view. But as in tho

best performance a glimpse may be caught of the real aator, it has been the policy of tho

Royal Engineers to so bespatter the civil officer with dirt, that his recognition in public

will be rendered improbable ; and also introduce men of inferior position and attainments

into the service, with theview of depreciating it in the estimation of the authorities and
the public.

Report of the Council of the Art Union of London.

THE annual report of tliis Council shows a falling off in the subscriijtion list

during tlie past \ ear, attributed in some measure, to the depression in trade,

&c., and also to the fact that several other projects with tlie same end in view,

now bid for tlie patronage of the public.

The Council state that they do not of necessity regard those projects in any
inimical spirit so long as the means employed are judicious and legitimate, tliey

are glad to see otlurs exerting themselves to forward the same cause in which
they have long labored.

Bubseribers for tlie ensuing year will each receive an engraving by Mr.
Sharpe, from the picture by Mr. F. Goodall, A.R.A., called " Raising the

Maypole."
It is further mentioned that the council have presented a memorial to Govern-

ment, " praying fertile adoption in the several galleries and museums of the nation,

of the uuifbnn plan of opening them to the general public every day in the week
except Sunday, but with a charge of sixpence for each person (except students)

on Tliursday and Friday. Tliey hope that this proposed may be entertained, and
tlie plan fully adopted by the time of the opening of the International Exhibi-
tion, so that the visitors to London both native and foreign, may have the benefit

of tlie removal of the uncertainty now caused' by the conflicting rules for

admission observed at the different national collections." It is not easy to under-
stand why a charge of sixpence should be made on two days in the week for

admission to our prejent free exhibitions.

The Art-Union of London Almanac.
APPEARS in a newly designed cover of Gothic character. It contains

information in a very condensed form on art societies and exhibitions,

collections of pictures, and some other matter now almost peculiar to almanacs.

The Practical Mechanic's Journal.

11HE January number of our contemporary contains a paper on the Annealing
Temperature of Metals and Crystallisation produced by Vibration, an

account of the machinery of the Octaina and the Mooltun steamers. An article

on Inventions and Protected Patents; another on Subterranean Railways in the
Metropolis; descriptions and illustrations of Patents; Law Reports of Patent
Cases, and some usefully brought together " monthly notes," &c.

^
WHAT IS AN ARCHITECT ?

Sir,—Will yon kindly allow the following to appear in your Journal ? It would have
been written before, but I was in hopes that some one better able than myBelf would have
written xo you on tho subject.

At the Society of Arts on the 4th ultimo, during the discussion which followed the
readingof apaper by Capuin Phillpote on the Building for the International Exhibition
this year, Mr. iCenry Cole paid " when the Royal Commissioners for 1H(12 entered ujion their
functions Captain Fowke had plans ready." Can Mr. Colo state how it was that Captain
Fowke hapix;ned to have plans ready ? Who commissioned Captain Fowkc to have these
plans prepared ? Did he have them prepared at his own expense, or was the expense
charged to the vote for the Department of Science and Art, and, if so, by whose authority V

And if Captain Fowke was commissioned to have plans prepared, why was he, and he only,
selected ?

I wish to be careful as to the difference between preparing and Jiatint/ prepared, because
I should be sorry to charge Captain Fowke with tho design for the Exhibition. The credit of
the design now in question belongfj to some of the very numerous architectural assiscanta
who are employed under Captain Fowke, at Kensington— as in all other cases where
military Engineer officers are engaged on civil duties. *

AS ARCniTECrCHAL A8SISTAST.

IMPROVEMENTS IN BUILDINO, &c.*

In tiie CoNsTnucTioN OP Abches* ou other Curved Strccturkh. made nx
Brick, Stone, ORornERM.VTEUiAi.s.—Dated Jane 3, 18G1.—J. D. Davldge.
This consists in making two sides of one of tho pieces to be nsed In the constmction of a

double wedge shape, ]>ointed at one end, and square at the oppodte end. The inventor ulw
forms the two sides of another pfeco to bo used in the construction of oomsponding shape
to the sides of the aforesaid double wedge shape piece, ao that, when two or more of Ruch
pieces are flttod one against the oUier, and an arch or other cnrved structure built tlierc-

with, the same shall bo self-supporting, and when put together with cement form a very
strong piece of work.

In the Construction and Internal Arranoement op PtmNACES. and ts the
Preparation, Manufacture, and Treatment op Clayh, and op Articles,
Surfaces, Structures, and Erections, subject to the Action op Fir* or
Atmospheric influences.—Dated May 29th, ISdl.—T. Hale and A. Wall.
This consists in erecting in the furnace, in contiict in or near to the fire, a wall or parU-

tion, or a chamber, or two or more chambers, witli openings or perforations through or into
which the smoke, gases, or vapors arising from the combustion of the fuel, orthofdr
before coming In contact with tho fuel, are to pasK. The inventors add to clay in the pro-
cess of manufacture a preparation of powdered asl^stos, pummice-stone, or lava, magnesia,
and bone osli.

In the Manufacture and Ornamentation op Metalmc CHrMNET-PiECES,
OR Mantel-pieces, and in the ornamentation op Metallic STorES and
FlRE-PLACES.—Dated May 'i!t, ISGl.—H. Crichley.
The patentee claims making metallic chimney-pieces, and plates or sheets of metal,

jointed together by rivetting, screwing, soldering, 4ic, 2. Ornamenting metallic chimney-
pieces, and also stoves and fire-places, by affixing ornamental paper to those parts of the
cliimney-piccea, &c., which it is wished to ornament.

An Improved "Window SE.^.T, part of the Invention being applicable to
other Purposes.—Dated May 30, 18GI.—W. B. Rooff.
This consists of a seat with sides and a back (or only a back without sides), formed of

wood or otherwise, and so constructed that it shall rest on the window-rill and hook on to
the inside of the window frame.

Composition to be used in Substitution for Brick and Stone, and an
Improved Method op Construci'ING Walls and Roofs tx)a Houses, Ac-
Dated June 4, 18(51.— S. Standfast.
This improved composition is formed by running into blocks the following ingredient? ;

—

Burnt clay or loam, iron dust, brick rubbish, gravel, hoop iron, wire, lime, cement,
vegetable fibre, animal hair, and sand. The improved method of constructing walls and
roofs consists in tho employment of hollow frames or moulds formed of wood or metal,
between which tlie above named ingredients are nni or placed in a loose state, tlie material
for forming the outer face of the wall or roof being first applied against tho inside of the
material forming the outside of the frame or mould, nie materials form one solid compact
and jointless body. After they have become set and solidified the frames or moulds may be
removed. The patentee prefers to construct the chimneys and flues retiuired in the build-
ing by letting into the composition glazed earthen pipes.

A CONE Preventing Smoke and Extinguishino Fires in Chimneys.—Dated 16th
June, 1861 .—A. L. C. de Montagu, Paris.

This invention consists in the jwculiar construction and application of a chimney cover
or pot for preventing, in any weather, chimneys from smoking in the interior, and for

fa<:-ilitating the extinguishing of fires therein. This conical cover may be made of strong
sheet iron, baked earth, or other suitable material, and is fitted to the upper opening of the
chimney duct. The diameter of the base of the cover is equal to that of the orifice which
it covers, and its height about double the diameter of its base ; the top of the cover Is

truncated by a section perpendicular to its axis, and is of a diameter equal to one-fifth of

the diameter of the base for fuel, giving off little smoke ; the upper half or cone is per-

forated with holes of a diameter etjual to a twentieth of the diameter of the base, with an
interval between each of them equal to double their diameter.

In the Form and Construction op Chimney Tops, or Apparatus for Surmount-
iNii Chimneys in order to regulate the Up-currents and prevent the
DowN-i)TtAU(iHTS.—Dated June 12, lS(;i.—J. Durraut and N. A. Harris.
This invention consists of a cylinder of metal, preferably zinc or earthenware, or othCT

suitable material ; on the top of this the patentees fix, or attach, or form a series of
corrugated cells, opening towards the bottom, so as to receive the external air, which
passes out of the top into the interior of an open conical cap fixed there. These cells may
be either slightly inclined or vertical ; tho band ou which these cells are affixed, as before

stated, opens into a conical cap, wliich is affixed to, and opens into, and encircles the
cylinder. Round the outer periphery or surface Is another series of conically shapedc^s,
the bottom of which, being open, receives the outer air, and passes it into the interior of

another conical cap placed directly over it and concentric with the cylinder.

rSMOKE-CONSUJiiNG Grate.—Dated June 12, IBfil.—L. J. J. Petre,

This invention relates to a new arrangement of furnace grate for the consumption of

smoke, composed of fire bars, each having two parallel side cheeks or flanges, connected at
the upper part at intervals by the pieces ca.st on the cheeks. The npper surface of the fire

bar may be of a round, stjuare, elliptical, triangular, or other form ; it is also provided at
intervals with elongated holes, arranged in various ways, to allow air introduced at the
under part of the grate to pass between the cheeks, and through the tubes m the bars into

the centre of the fuel , so as to obtain more perfect combustion.

An Improved "Floor-dog," or Cramp.—Dated June 12, 1801.—G. Cox.
The object of this invention is to obtain sufficient pressure against the etlges of floor

boards to keep them in position and close together during the operation of nailing to tho
joists. The inventor proposes using a lever of cast or wrought metal, about the thickness

(or rather more) of the floor board ; on the under side of this lever are placed two lugs or

pegs, rather further apart than the w idth of the joist, so that when the lever is brought
back from the right angle to the joist, the lugs or pegs firmly grip each side of the joist,

while a wooden bar, which is jointed to the lever, presses a driver, also of woo<l, against the
edges of tho fioor board. This driver is to be driven by blows from a hammer or mallet in

a parallel line with the floor boards, which tends to bring the driver from the 6bliquo

line to the rectangular, thus forcing the floor boards together during the operation of

nailing to the joists.

Netv Iron Bridge over the Mersey.—^iessTn, Bellhouse, of Manchester, have

recently erected a foot-bridge over the Mersey at Northenden. The bridge spans

tlie river by means of two wrouo:bt-iron lattice girders, of ornamental open
desi^, the width of the river being- nearly 85 feet. Each ffirder is 88 feet lon^,

G feet deep in the centre, and 2 feet G inches deep at the ends; ilie space between

the two girders is G feet, which is filled in witli cross beams and planks, forming

the ibotway. The bridge is carried upon eight cast-iron piles, four at each end,

8 inches in diameter, driven about IG feet into the ground. The footpath is

continued to the top of the bank on eacli side of the river by iron beams, plank-

ing, and railin*. There are two arches of cast-iron, with shields having armorial

bearings thereon, connecting the upper parts of the lattice girders; and in one of

these there is an iron openwork gate.

* Selected from the Mecftanks' JournaU
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TENDERS.
Kent Colxtv constadi'iart Station.

Alterations and additions to huiliiings Bt Wrcn'sK'nx'yi, Mnidstone, for bead-quarter's
t^tion. 3Ir. Babner, county survcvoi'. Qimutiiies furnished bj- Mr. George Iluok.

Bates fl,470 10

Wallte 1(488

Clemonts 1,4S6

Otenatsd, Sridgo, and Son 1 ,443 9
Sutton and Vaughau (accepted) . . 1,S!H>

Kaylor jEl.ta"
Holloway l,.Vi7

AyvtBandSon ••«•.,. 1,5A0
CSiambcrs I,fil8

Oobb J,476

HOTEI,. Al.l)KRSIIOT.
Tor a new hotel in the Dank-street. Aldershot, for Mr. Thomas Taunton.

and Staple, azvhitccts, Famham and AldenUiot,
J. Martin, Aldenhotv £2,8S0

CHtJBCH, LrVBRPOOI..
For erecting Bt. Uartin's District CJhurch, Liverpool. Meaers. W. and J. Hay, arehitects.

Qnantitiss taken out by Mr. Sherlock.
First Plans. Second Plans.

K-Welfe fa,020 £1,480
J.H.MnlUn .. 8,091 1,470
J. Westmoreland 8,080 l,4fil

Nicholson and Ayrc 3,07i 1,381
Hngh Yates 2.900 —
Wni. Tomklnaon (accepted) 2,799 .... 1,33S
msl^ and Mortee — 1,165

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
BRIDGE.

Brirb.\XE ErVEB.—The Municiijality of Urisbanc are prepared to receive designs and
tenders for the construction of a bridge over the Brisbane river, at Brisbane, the capital
of Queensland. The author of the Iwsc design, at the lowest cost, will receive a reward
of £130, or be employed to carry the work out, providing he furnislies sufficient proof of
Ws competency and experience In similar nndertakings. A premium of £»0 will be
awarded to thenext best design, and £40 for tlio next best. The plans, specifications,
and estimates of the first and second designs will be retained by the Corporation as their
property. The remainder will be retume<l to the competitors; but the corporation will
incur no res|X)nsibility as to theii safe delivery. Each set of drawings, and the docu-
ments accompanying thcra, are to bo distinguished by a motto only, and accompanied by
a letter in a sealed envelope, marked witli tlie same motto, and containing the author's
name and address, and such testimonials as lie may think proper to furnish. Professional
judges, being nonK»mpetitors. will be apiwintecl by the Corporation to determine the
merits of the rosixjctive designs. ?:Ugible tenders for the work, accompanying the de-
sign, will be entertained. All dramngs and tenders to be dehvered at Gresham House,
on or before the 15th of March next. Copies of the ijistruotions to competitors, and the
plan of the city, can be obtained of F. Mangles and Co., the Colonial agents, and agents
to the Slunicipamy. of Queensland, 80 to 88, Grcaham House, Old Broad-street,
I<ondon,£.C.

THAMES EMBANKMENT.
I/)yr»ox.—The Commissioners arc open to receive plans for embanking the Surrey side of

the river Thames, within the metroixjJls, which will conduce with the greatest efficiency
and economy to the improvement, embellishment, and convenience of that part of the
metropolis, will improve the navigation of the river, and will provide a public thorough-
fare without stopping such trade as must be carried on upon the bank of the said river.
Flans must be sent in on or before Monday, the 13th January.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
GAOL.

JCOSAGHAN.—For the alterations and additions to Monaghan Gaol. Plans, &c., to the
2nd of February next, at the gaol, and at the olBce of the architect, Mr. John M'Cuddy,
34, Wcstland-row, Dublin. Scale<l tenders to be delivered at the gaol, before 3rd of
I'ebnuuy.

DWELLING-HOUSES.
DCMFRIES (N. B.).—For the mason, joiner, and other works required to erect and com-

plete the followinfr buildings on the Estate of EastTinwald, for M. Carthew Yoratoun,
Bsq. :—I. A dwelling-house and steading of offices on the Farm of Fornycleuch. 2. Two
cottages on the Farm of Fornycleuch. 8. A dwelling-house and steadmg of offices ou
the Farm of Bruntshields. Flans, &c., with James Barbour, architect, Dumfries, to
whom tenders on or before January 28th.

CHURCHES.
IBELAND.—For works to be executed at the churches of Inistiogue, Co. Kilkenny

:

Donoghmore—Stradbally, Qoeon's Co. ; Kinsalfrcg, co. Wnterford ; and for building the
church of Glengariffe, co. Cork. Plans, &o., with the resident ministers of the parishes.
Tenders to be directed as follows :—•' Proposal for , the church of ," The EcclegiasUcal Commissioners for Ireland, DubUn," before Jan. 16.

RECTORY,
Radnorshire.—For building a rectory-house and offices at Norton, near Presteign,

Radnorshire. Plans, ic, with Thomas Nicholson, F.I.B.A., diocesan architect, St.
Peter's-sqnaie, Hereford. Tenders to be delivered to the architect, on or before the 18th
Of January.

WAREHOUSE.
LBEDS,- For the erection of a warehouse in Park-place, Leeds. Drawings, &c., with T.
Ambler, architect, 10, Park-row, Leeds, from the 13th to the 21st Januarj'. Tenders to
be sent to Mr. Ambler not later than 12 a.m. on the 23rd January.

WATiaiWORKS.
GUICCESTER.—For providing and fixing at the Gloucester waterworks. Contract 1 .—Two
wrought iron triangulai; girder foot bridges, !iO and .S8 feet span, with iron fencing.
Contract M.—About 800 yards of wrought iron continuous fencing, and other works, at
Witcombe, about six miles from Gloucester. Plans, &c., at the office of Mr. W. Mc
Landsborough, A. I. C. E., sm-vcyor to the Local Board, Com Exchange. Tenders to be
sent to Mr. K. H. Pryer,'Clerk to the Local Board, Gloucester, imder cover, addressed to
the Gloocester Local Board of Health, on or before the 15th inst.

•_
'

VTTiT.AS.
BffiEX.—For the erection of a pair of Villus, at Witham, Essex. Drawings, Sic, with

Jred. Oianoellor, architect, ic, 25, Old Broad-street, London : and Chelmsford, Essex.
Tenders to whom by the 18th January.

COVEKED YARDS.
"^J^—"or the erection of covered yards, at Tlllingham Hall, Essex, for the Trustees of
Sean Clarke's Charity. Drawings. &c., with Fred. Chancellor, architect, &c., 26, Old
Bioad-strcet, London : and Chelmsford, Essex. Tenders to whom by the ISth Jan._ DOCKS.

yTOtaaynroK.—Var the construction of a wet dock foi the Bight Hon. the Earl of Lons-
dale, at WorMneton, Cumbcrhmd. SpcdflcationB, &c., at the offices of Messrs. Lumbmd Howson, soucltors, Whitehaven ; or of Mr. A. M. Bcndel, C. E., 8, Great George-
raeet, Westminster. Scaled tenders, endorsed, " Tender for Workington Dock," Messrs.
Lnmb and Howson, Solicitors, Whitehaven, on or before the 28th January.

.^ FARM BUILDINGS.
Pfyo"-—Por the erection of a new farm house, at llalscomlie, near Ide. Plans, &o., at

}t««i». Daw and Son's offices, solicitors, Bedford-circus, Exeter, where tenders must bo
lorwarded by the lit February.

MILITARY WORKS.
C()RK.—For works of defencc,;inclnding bomb-proof barracks, at Camden Fort, Cork Harbor,
. Tiae lor tenders extended to January 22nd.

FLEfrrwoon.—For tenders, in detail, for the erection of a two-gnn wooden battery, at
Fleetwooil. Plans, &c., on application at the Coastguard Watch-house, Fleetwood.
Further particulars to bo obtained from Commander Cliapman, ll.N., Morecamtw, to
whom all corrcsixindence is to be addressed, aud with whom tenders are to be lodged by
Saturday, January 11th.

PATENT SLIP.
Hfi.i..—For a patent slip, not less in size and capacity than the largest of tho existing

slips at Kiugston-npon-IInll. for the use of vessels frequenting the p<5rt, for the directors
of the Dock Company. A statement of the conditions may be obtained uiwn application
to the secretary. W. H. HiilYam. Accompanjing tliese conditions is a form of tender,
uiwn which only tenders will Iw received. Tenders must be seut in ou before 12 noon,
of the lath January, addressed to the secretary.

SUPPLY.
KENT.—For the supply to tho Trustees of tho Wrotham and Maidstone roads, of the follow-
ing materials in', tho undermentioned districts:—Surface-picked Flints. Ist. District

—

From Footscray Bridge to the l.ith milestone, 'iOOJyards, 2nd ditto—from the 1-lth to tho
)8th ditto, 150 do. ; 3rd ditto—from the ISth to the 21st ditto, 200 do. ; 4th ditto-from
the21sttothc 26th ditto, 200 do. ; 5tli ditto—from tlie 25th to the 28th ditto, 20O do.

;

Gth ditto—from the 2Sth to the 30th ditto, 200 do. ; 7th ditto—from the 30th to the 32nd
ditto, 200 do. ; Sth ditto—from tho 32nd to the 34th ditto, 200 do. The materials to bo
deposited clean and unbroken on the side of the road at such places and times previous to
the first day of Novemlwr next, and in such quantities in the above districts as the sur-
veyor shall direct, and to be laid in separate he.aps containing a yard cube each. Tho
form of tender may bo had of the surveyor, Mr. John Collis, of Birliug, aud no other form
of tender will be received. Sealed tenders, addressed to tho Trustees, aud marked
" Tender for Materials," to be delivered at tho Swau, iu West Mailing, on or before the
twelve at noon of the 25th inst.

SALES AT GARRAWAY'S AND THE MART.

FREEHOLD.
Ill/ Messrs. E. Fox and Sousjtefd.

• ST. Giles's.—House, with shop. No. 10, High-street, St. Giles's, with cottage in tho rear,
the whole lot ou lease at £n:', pcrannum ; sold for £540.
House, with shop, No. 1 1 , High-street, lot on lease at £34 per annum ; sold for £400.
House, with shop. No. 12, High-street, also four cottages in the rear, the whole let ou

lease at £50 per annum ; sold for £700.
liy Messi's. Hudson and Son.

Woolwich.—Residence, known as "Prospect House," Woolwich-common, let at £50
per annum ; sold for £700.

lii/ Mr. Marsh.
Clai'Iiaji.—Residence, No. 13, Stockwell-place, Clapham-road, let at £40 per annum

;

sold for £020.
Itesidence, No. 14, Stockwell-place, let at £45 per annum ; sold for £700.

leasehold.
My Mr. Marsh,

Camberweld,—Dwelling-honae and shop and two residences. Nob. 4, 6, and 6, Albion-
place, Cambcrwell New-road, letat£U(;per annum, term 97 years from 1845, ground-
rent £13 per aimum ; sold for £920.

BucKLERSDURY.—Warehouse and promises. No. 2, Buoklorsbury, let at £278 per anntun,
term 14 years from March, 1800, ground-rent £lt;o per annum ; sold for £150.

Bij Messrs. E. Fox and Uousfield.
WUITECIIAPEL—Four houses, Nos. 49 to 52, Great Prestot-street, Goodman'siflelds,

AVhitechapel, with stabling and workshops in the rear, let at £120 per annum, term 61

years from Christmas, 1807, ground-rent £28 ; sold for £290.
Hyde-park.—Family residence. No. 7, Connaught-place-west, Hyde-park, held for'21

years from June, 1850, at £145 per annum ; sold for £200.
By Messrs. Hudson and J^t.

Woolwich.—Residence, 1, Niglitingale-terrace, Woolwich, value £00 per annum. Hold

for £175 ; term unexpired 42 years.

Two residences, 2 and 3, Nightingale-terrace, value £90 per annum, ground-rent £8,
term unexpired 44J years ; sold for £240.

Two similar houses, 4 and .'), Nightingale-terrace ; sold for £240.
Two similar hoiisos, and 7, Nightingale-terrace ; sold for £200.
8, 9, and 10, Nighthigale-terrace, value .£135 per annum, term unexpired 4^ years,

ground-rent £14 ; sold for £140.
Premises, Woolwioh-comraon, lot at £76 per annum, term nnoxpirod 15^ years, ground-
rent £12 ; sold lor £590.

Stratford-house, AVoolwich-common, value £50 per annum, term unexpired 9J years,

ground-rent £5 l.^s. ; sold for £400.
Residence, adjoining above lot, let at £40 per annum ; sold for £G.">0.

Four houses, 3, 4, 5, and 0, Clarence-place, Woolwich, value £"240 per ,annum ; term
unexpired 20 years, ground-rent £20 ; sold for £780.

Six houses, 1 to 0, (^ueon's-terraco, Woohvich, let at £400 per annum, term 30 years,

ground-rent £27 Us. ; sold for £1,170.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We cannot undertake to return rejected communications.
Works in raoGREss We shall feel obliged to any of our readers who will favor us with

notes of works contemplated or in progress in the provinces; in most cases a simple
mention that a work is about to be, or has already been commenced, will be sufficient.

E. F.L. (Northampton.)—Shall appear; wo could reply more satisfactorily if we were to

K.—By hot water. There are so many gooil makers that it would be difficult to uameoneas
the best.

H. B. L. <Tavi3tock-8treet,)—"We do not know.
S. T. N.— AVill probably see a reply iu our next.
]{._We cannot refer.

T. IJ.—We cannot appoint a time, but will take our chance.
C. It.—C^omplainta often reach us on the subject ; write to the secretaries.
L.—We shall bo glad to sec promised sketches.
B. B. B.—In our next.
Mr. Geouck (J.—Keport will be given.
F. E. W.—Try aRaln.
S. AND J.—Below our mark.
M. r.—Thanks; shall be made use of.

T. W. T. fEuston-road).—Tteceived.
(!. X.~Wt! cannot comply with such requests.
A.—I^articuhirs have not readied us.

G. M Send extract from conditions.
T. R.—Yes.
L,O.L. Not fairly stated.
Index to Vol. VH The Index and Title Page to the past volume will be issued with our
next number.

THE CHAMBERS' SUPPLEMENT.—In answer to several correspondents, tho remainder
of the " Cliarabers' Supplement" will be printed as soon as the plates can be prepared,

and will then bo presented to subscribers ; thus enabliug^them, iu compliance with a
generally-expresaeci desire, to complete the work at once.

•«• All communications to be addressed, The Ediior of Uie BmLDING Netvs, 30, Old
Uosteell'Court, Strand, W.C, except letters jv/erring to etdvertisemmits or oilier business ma^ers%
which should be addressed to the J'ublisher, 18 to 21 , Old Boswell<ourL
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THE YEAR'S TROGRESS.*

HE circumstances connected with

the curatorship of the Soane Mu-
seum is another instance of the

evils resulting from lack of pro-

fessional organisation. Into the

qualifications of the candidates we
have no wish to inquire. It is

sufEcient to note that the gentle-

man at present holding the office

is not an architect, and that his

professional achievements do not

satisfy the requirements of the Act
of Parliament. The result of the

9i ^L^r^V^f^ imbroglio is the resignation of two

V JL^y^/Ei^^ of the trustees, and a proposition to

apply to the Legislature for fresh

powers, which may end in the col-

lection being sent to South Ken-
sington, or made more accessible to

the public than it is—a result

which, in the interest of artistic

study, we should welcome. Again,

the cool way in which architects

were shelved by the Commis-
sioners of the International Exhi-

bition deciding to " have nothing

to do with them," may be traceable to the same source. On the merits

of the building there is no occasion to speak; they cannot ba fairly

judged until the structure be complete. But this we may be permitted

to say, that had architects been allowed the opportunity, there is no
reason to suppose that they would have been unable to supply designs

quite as meritorious, from an architectural point of view, as Captain

Fowke's, and quite as cheap in construction. If eminent architects

led the Commissioners into a dilemma last time, which we deny,

they should have been afforded an occasion to repair their error.

It would have been gracious to have made this concession. But
the cause of the dilemma did not reside with architects ; it was
with the Commissioners themselves, who did not know their own
minds, or, at all events, did not know what was required. From the

novelty of the thing their ignorance was quite excusable. Had it been
otherwise, and the Commissioners been able to say " we require a
temporary structure, covering so much superficial area, and aflording so

much wall-space, the whole not to exceed a certain amount for cost," it is

ridiculous to insinuate that architects could not have designed a monster
greenhouse just as well as Sir Joseph Paxton did. On the present oc-
casion we do not complain of the Commissioners having obtruded an
officer ofRoyal Engineers on the profession. On the contrary we desire

access to it to be asfi-ee as possible. But we do complain that architects
should not have been allowed to compete with this gentleman for

designing a national edifice—one which foreigners will not unnaturally
regard as the standard of constructional skill and aDsthetic capacity
possessed by British architects of the present day.

If we turn from the social position of architects to their works the
prospect will be infinitely more cheering. A general view must satisfy

the least favorably disposed towards the profession that there is a steady
and very marked progress in the constructional and artistic character
of recent buildings. We do not say all are good, nor do we seek to

deny that eiTors have been perpetrated, often springing from a striving
after originality, but we do contend that on every side there is evidence
of more thought, of more serious study, and of a greater desire to build
honestly than existed formerly, or are to be found among contem-
poraries abroad. In the provinces, but more particularly in Lancashire
and Yorkshire, the revival of study and conscientious construction are
quite a.s remarkable as in the capital. In Manchester, Liverpool,
Edinburgh, Glasgow, Dublin, Newcastle, Leeds, Halifax, Hull, and
other towns, structures are arising highly creditable to the age, and
which, on the Continent, would be regarded as architectural monu-
ments.

Judged by the works they have been commissioned to execute,
Gtothicists would not appear to have experienced any diminution of
public favor ; the check they may have suffered with respect to the
Foreign Office has been compensated in other ways. We may sym-
pathise with the architect, under his annoyances, and some may even go
to the extent of regretting that he should have condescended to design,
" for God's sake ! something Italian," but the pressure put upon him
proceeded from individual taste, and is liable to be removed at any
time—even before the foundations are laid, by the play of political parties.
Nor are the Medievalists altogether devoid of hope that the presence of

* Continued from page 30,

Mr. Layard in the Ministry may lead to modifications which may end
in a return to Mr. Scott's original design, or in the structure being
gradually Gothicised, as it is devmoped. Of late there has
been a noticeable tendency to forsake servile copyism of Gothic
examples, and, instead, to work in a Gothic spirit, with greater freedom,

in view to employ unhesitatingly, and as liberally as may be con-
sistent with artistic propriety, modern appliances to satisfy modern
requirements.

The stronghold of Gothicists has been in ecclesiastical edifices, ofwhich
the most remarkable are the churches and restorations of Air. Scott, Mr.
Street, and Mr. Butterfield. One of the earliest attempts, if not the first,

to introduce the Italian, or polychromatic, clement into English Gothic
has been nearly completed by the restoration of All Saints', Kensington,

which was commenced ten years ago or more. Here the criginal

architect introduced red vous.soirs in exterior arches, mosaics in

spandrels, and made the columns of Devon and Cornish marble. The
pulpit is of Derbyshire alabaster, Cornish marble, and Irish black

marble. The seats are open and stained, while color and gilding have
been introduced in the reredos. The pavement is composed of colored

quarries ; and horizontal bands of the same material, black, red, and
yellow, are carried round the lower part of the walls up to a height of
about 6 feet. Mr. Street's church in Westminster is an admirable

example of the architect's taste and skill, and is remarkable for what
many will regard as his happy innovations. The material of the walls

both external and internal is common red brick. The architect

has relied more than usual on polychromy for effect, and on the

aid of sculpture and painting. What is certainly a novelty, and
must create doubts of the architect's orthodoxy in the minds of
advocates of parochial whitewash, is Mr. Watt's truly noble fresco

which decorates the east wall of the nave, and is a greater work of art

than his fresco in Lincoln's-inu. Sculptured medallions are introduced

in appropriate positions. The columns dividing the nave from the aisles

are of polished red granite with carved capitals, illustrating the miracles

and parables. The roof is boarded between the arched ribs are elabo-

rately decorated with designs in color. Another novelty is the

decoration of the apse with figures incised in stone, filled in with black

cement, while the pulpit, if taken by itself, would be considered as a
highly creditable piece of sculpture, carefully designed, and wrought

ironwork is employed as screens. Mr. Butterfield's church in

Baldwin's - gardens is scarcely sufficiently advanced for us to

speak of it in detail. Superior to Margaret-street church

in general design, perhaps, it will not be inferior in the rich-

ness and elaborate decoration of the interior. The materials

of the walls are the common yellow bricks, but for the decoration of

the interior alabaster and colored marbles are to be employed, as well

as a series of frescoes. These are the two chief features of progress

in ecclesiastical architecture during the year (besides Mr. Scott's

cathedral restorations), which indicate a stride forward in a direction

the people of England have not hitherto witnessed. Elsewhere in the

metropolis and the provinces churches and chapels have been erected,

which we regret our want of space precludes us from noticing. They
will be found set forth in the volume just ended.

The new room to the National Gallery is an improvement, but can be
regarded in no other light than as a costly makeshift. A Turner gallery

has to be built, which Mr. Pennethorne proposes to do, and at the same
time to supply additional accommodation to the National Gallery by
building a suite of rooms at the back, over part of the workhouse site

and the bat rack-yard, at a cost of ^100,000. The structure is to be
devoid of architectural character and ornament, and will supply an area

of 30,000 square feet. But seeing the rate of increase of the national

collection of pictures, it will not be many years before the new
excrescent edifice will be filled to repletion, and a fresh offshoot,

equally devoid of architectural character rendered necessary. What is

to be done with the British Museum ?—is a question that has been

repeatedly asked, without eliciting a reply. It is rumoured that the

separation of the natural history collections from the rest is to be

effected ; but where they are to go yet remains a question.

The buildings of the Horticultural Society exhibit in a fresh and

agreeable manner the resources of Italian architecture ; and in the

monster hotels that are springing up in connexion with railway termini

architects have found admirable opportunities for displaying their skill

in dealing with large street fa9ades. The task is not easy to execute

;

and with the exception of the Grosvenor Hotel, there is not one which

an architectural critic would be incUned to regard as possessed of high

artistic merits. They may be honestly built, and well planned, but

they are not in all respects satisfactory works of art.

Having so recently described at length the metropolitan improve-

ments designed or in the course of being carried out, the arterial

drainage works, new thoroughfares, markets, bridges, and railways, we
may be permitted to omit further notice of them here. But we cannot

refrain from congratulating all parties concerned in building operations

on the apparent termination of those unhappy strikes, which have done
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nothing but mischief, and would lead to the belief of unconquerable
ill-feeling existing; between masters and men. It is, however, some
consolation to learn that during the last decade the census reveals the
fkct, if it were not known from other (juarters, that the building trades
have had their fair share of prosperity. In England we have built, or
are building, o'23,835 new houses, which is doubly satisfactory, as
affording proofs of the activity of the buildmg trades, and of the
increasing well-being of the community at large.

CHURCH RESTORATION.

IT is not often the case that those who are habitually engaged on
practical works, and can carry tliem out in the best way, can equally

•well write about them or describe them. To take only a single instance.
George Stephenson, the lather of our railway system, though one of the most
inventive and skilful engineers the world has ever seen since mechanics
first became a science, was one of the worst possible witnesses, and his

friends never offered his evidence without reluctance. It is, therefore, of
peculiar value to obtain the opinions on a practical subject of a
practical man, who unites to technical skill the abihty to write and speak
well.

On this ground, the paper of Mr. Scott, " On the Conservation of
Ancient Buildings," published in our columns, possesses a value of no
ordinary kind. Few men, if any, have been so extensively employed in the
work of protecting and preserving ancient buildings, and few architects
could be fonnd so capable of conveying to others the impressions made on
their own minds by their experience of that or any other professional
engagement.
Wo are, therefore, justified in supposing that Mr. Scott's paper will be

almost universally read, and read with great attention, and that conse-
quently the subject of it will be likely to be just now very extensively
under the notice of our readers. This being so, now is the proper
time for any observations of our own, on the whole question or on any
portions of it.

Church restoration is by no means the same thing as the conservation of
ancient buildings ; but it is a part, and a very important part, of that
comprehensive subject ; and more commonly brought under notice than
any other sort of preservative or restorative work. We propose, there-
fore, to limit what we have to say in this article to works done upon that
one class ofancient buildings which includes ancient churches and chapels,

without noticing either cathedrals on the one hand, or domestic, antiquarian,
or monumental objects of architecture on the other.

The word restoration is an unfortunate ono. " I could almost wish,"
says Mr. Scott, " the word restoration expunged from our architectural
vocabulary, and that we could be content with the more commonplace
term reparation." This is most true. It is too often the case that those
engaged in directing the works on an old church, conceive it to be their

duty to bring it back if they can to the condition in which they consider it

was left when first built,—or what is worse to bring it to a condition such
at it might have occupied at some time or other, had certain ideas which
they snppose to have been among the intentions of the first architect been
carried out.

Many other examples ofextravagant interpretation of the word " restora-
tion," might be adduced. In pntting our own interpretation on the word,
we will take it in a very conventional sense. We will for the present
quite ignore any more distinct signification of the word than that which
every builder, and almost every architect, attributes to it, that is, the
works which it has become at the present day customary to undertake, in

order to remedy the long neglect and misuse to which most ancient
churches have been subject—and often also in order to enlarge or improve
them, to meet such modem requirements as want of space, want of
warmth, want ofcomfort, and the like.

Such works are going on now, on all hands, for a vast amount of zeal

and hberality has wakened up to a sense of the disgrace which attaches to

those who live themselves in splendid dwellings, and allow the /house of
God to fall into ruin. Few architects are without some work of this

nature, and many have had numbers of such " restorations" within a very
ffiw years entrusted to tliem, and it is therefore of the highest importance
that as these works badly directed will be pecuUarly injurious, they
should be carried on in a right spirit.

As a work of art, and, at the same time, a work of local history, an
ancient church has a value second to no other work either of art or skill

which this country contains, and they who have the care of it have the

respon«.ibility of being public guardians of most valuable property.
Destroy its antiquity, and its greatest value is lost ; replace it with a
copy, and you perform an act as directly of public robbery as if you were
to cut to pieces the pictures of the National Gallery, and leave copies in

their place on the walls. Carelessly or thoughtlessly replace broken frag-
ments, or supply missing links, and you perhaps procure for your own
careless work tlit reputation of being ancient, and thus damage the repu-
tation of others, unknown now by name, it is true, but not on that
account unworthy of renown, whose art was older and nobler than yours ;

or else you bring really ancient work into doubt, or even into disrepute,
through you association of your own with it.

There can be no doubt that very extensive works are necessary to
churches, and always have been ; but it is quite certain that such works
aa were undertaken down to the sixteenth century have seldom left much
to regret, while those done after that day have produced the evil result
we have above referred to, or in some other way have been equally re-

grettable. AVhy is this ? What did the fathers do in their works of ad-
dition or reparation, or rebuilding, which we, their children, havc/ailed in
many cases to do in our turn ?

What they did was simply this, they built always m a sttjle .luiiabk to

Ecclesiasticat buildings, but always also !« a style oj their oion, and these we
believe to be the true principles upon whicii all additional works to be
done to churches should be executed.
The men of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries acted upon one

only of these principles—they always worked in their own style, and we
ought so far to thank them for it. It is true that most of their work wa«
entirely unsuitable to the character of the buildings, eminently inappro-
priate to churches, and as such we remove it, and regret that in many
cases it has permanently disfigured the church. But iu no instance will
even an ordinary observer mistake an addition of the last century for an
original portion of the fabric ; and, this being so, we suspect that a right-
minded man will, in nine cases out of ten, be more grateful to the men of
that century, clumsy and barbarous as some of their church alterations
were, than to us. We have in countless instances replaced really fine old
fragments by work which, though it may perhaps claim to be in some
small degree more appropriate, has no distinctive character of its own;
work which, inferior in value to the original, both as being a copy, and also
usually as being an inaccurate copy, is yet sufficiently close an imitation
of it to occasion difficulty to those who desire to refer to the really genuine
work in the churcli.

What we desire here, then, to urge is, not a mere repetition of what Mr.
Scott lias so well and so clearly urged, as to the necessity of intelligence
and care in copying mouldings, and in supplying lacuna; in tracery, of
abstinence from attempts to restore carving, and of an almost superstitioua
anxiety to preserve genuine portions of antiquity ; we are content to
leave that as he put it. But restoration works, as we have defined their
meaning, do ordinarily imply the re-introduction of some features, as, for

example, new seating or other furniture, sometimes renewed portions of
the existing fabric, and very often fresh features; and we do urge that, as
far as possible, these shall be so done as to show at once, and to all time,
that they are unquestionably nineteenth-century work and none other.

This, a few years ago, would not have been even so practicable as it is

now ; anil, at the present moment, is not so practicable as it will be some
few years hence. But wo maintain that it is right in principle, and not
only so, but that it has now become to a very great extent practicable in
execution.

It is not necessary to repeat here what has been said so often in this
Journal, as to the reality of an existing style of architecture. Take the
most recent works of our best men, and we find in them a strongly marked
amount of coincidence and similarity sufficient to denote them as all be-
longing to one school, and yet a variety enough to mark them clearly as
the works of original artists. At the same time they are such works as,

in their general characteristics, stand quite apart from all previous time,
and as will be at once referred by the antiquaries of future ages to this

particular period of architectural history. Here, then, we have contem-
porary architectural character, and it is this character that we desire to

see impressed on all our addition to, or alterations in, existing buildings.

It will always be easy, and always desirable to preserve general con-
gruity or balance of general features, harmony and outline, and so forth,
just as the later Gothic builders did in their additions to original edifices;

but it will not be on that account necessary to make believe that the new
tower or the fresh porch, or the additional aisle we add was done at the
same time as the rest of the building. Such a make-believe is not
satisfactory, where it is transparent and consequently easily detected; it is

unfair and deceptive where it is carried to such au extent as really to
mislead.

Notwithstanding this, it does not necessarily hold good that every
fragment replaced, shall be replaced by something essentially different.

Where there exists an amount of decay such as renders necessary the
renewal of a portion or portions of old work, it may be right if

practicable to replace it with a close copy ; but we are persuaded,
that where a close copy is not practicable, no copy ought to be
attempted. The most respectful course no doubt is to leave the stone un-
wrought, replacing carving by blocks left uncut, and mouldings by stones
prepared for moulding only ; but where this may not be, and copying
is not of the simplest sort, let good and confessedly modern work be
introduced, the best but the least ostentatious possible.

The subject is a seductive one ; wo cannot, however, now pursue it

further than to remark that the architect of a church restoration should

make it a labor of love. Over and above the ordinary care, for which he
is paid, he should devote to each work of this sort care and pains purely

for the sake of art ; and should think himself well repaid for even a con-

siderable sacrifice of time and trouble, if he do but succeed in preserving

one or two genuine ancient features from loss, mutilation, or disguise, and
in limiting the amount of new work introduced to the most modest
quantity possible.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.
A SPECIAL General meeting of members only, was held on Monday evening,

Ji. to receive a report irom the Council, on Professional Practice and charges.

As it was requested that the discussion should lie considtrtd to be of a purely

private and confidential nature, we abstain from any notice of a very important

meeting. Kut we may say that the Council deserve "the thanks of the eutire pro-

fession lor the production of the report laid belore Die members.
The meeting was adjourned lor the further consideration of tbe subject.
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THE UTILISATION OF LONDON SEWAGE.
INTIMATELY connected with tlie health and welfare of the inhabit-

ants of large towns is the disposal of sewage, and no false delicacy
should be allowed to prevent its study as a question of the highest sani-

tary and economical importance. Tlie action to which food is subjected,

after it has been eaten, has been truthfully compared to that of a furnace.

It is consumed in the stomachs of animals, and the refuse disjected is,

therefore, the ashes of food. But these ashes are difi'erent from those
produced by coal or wood fires, inasmuch as they contain the essences of
fertility—that is to say, the means for reproduction of fuel for the
stomach. We may return cinders and wood ashes to the soil—not that we
deny their manurial value—but they will not reappear in the shape of
coal or trees; whereas the ashes of food, restored to the soil, are taken up
by grasses, vegetables, and cereals, to bo transmuted by the recuperative
processes of nature into food again, so that nothing is lost. The growth
of crops, their consumption, and the return of their ashes to the soil which
has been sown or planted afresh, are a regular cycle of processes, no one
of which can be omitted without stopping the others. If food be cropped
off the land and its ashes not returned in the shape of manures, the soil

is exhausted and rendered incapable of again producing food. In England
we are placed in an abnormal and costly condition by tlie erroneous
manner in which the sewage of centres of population has been disposed
of—or, to be more exact, we should say wasted. Of the enormous quanti-
ties of food grown and imported here an infinitesimal quantity finds its

way back to the soil. It is stored in cesspools until it loses its most fer-

tilising property, nitrogen, which is evolved in the shape of amraoniacal
and other gases, and discharged into the atmosphere, to breed disease, or it

is discharged into our streams and rivers, to poison the water we drink.
To remedy this wilful waste wo are compelled to import guano, bones,
coprolites, and other manures, at a cost of several millions annually, while
we are obliged to pay a further penalty in the shape of sewer rates for
unproductive sewerage works.
What is the money value of this annual waste ? Liebig says the price

of nitrogen alone produced by every 100,000 persons is i; 12,000 a year,
and would suffice to manure 50,000 acres of wheat land with the
accompanying phosphates, alkaline and neutral salts, and organic
matter. Mr. Edwin Cliadwick asserts the yearly value of disjecta is

£1 I-7s. per head. According to Professor Johnson the annual value of
fluid disjecta for every 100,000 of population is £223,000 ; while Mr.
Lawes estimates at Cs. a year the actual value of the chemical con-
stituents of the dry subst.ince of disjecta per head, leaving the more
valuable fluids out of the question For the sake of round numbers, we will
take the population of the three Kingdoms at 29,000,000, though it is

more, and will soon be 30,000,000 with the rapid decline of emigration con-
sequent on the civil war across the Atlantic. Then, according to Liebig,
the annual value of nitrogen alone, produced by the entire population, will
be £3,480,000, and would sutfice to manure fourteen millions and a half of
acres of wheat- land. Mr. Chadwick's estimate, based on practical
observations in Belgium, shows the yearly worth of the total disjecta to bo
£53,4.')0,000. Professor Johnson makes the value of tlie fluid disjecta
££4,670,000, and Mr. Laws gives the worth of the chemical constituents of
the dry substance at £8,700,000. Taking the highest estimate, it will be
seen that we annually waste a sum nearly equal to the total amount of
revenue raised by taxation, while, according to the lowest estimate, the
waste equals the amount produced by the income tax. To put the question
in anotlier form, if Mr. Gladstone were invested with the monopoly of
disposing of our refuse, its present market value would enable him, if he
utilised the fluids, to abolish customs' excise and all other taxes, with the
exception of four or five millions ; and, if he limited himself to the con-
stituents of the dry substance, he might in his next financial statement
announce the abolition of the income and property tax.

Although the Chinese manage to return nearly the whole of the ashes of
their food to the soil, it may be argued that we should experience too great
a difficulty to collect the disjecta of small centres of population. Admitting
the validity of the objection, we reply that, according to the last census,
there are 3G towns, with their respective populations above 50,000,
whose aggregate populations are 7,39.5,601. The objection cannot, there-
fore, apply to them. And the highest estimate would make the annual
value, in round numbers, of their disjecta £16,500,000, and the lowest
estimate would fix it at £2,218,680.
In the case of the metropolis, where the whole will be shortly collected. Pro-

fessor Johnson's figures show the annual value of the disjecta is £6,250,000,
and Mr. Lawe s, that it is £841,210. To this again must be added the value
ot the manurial substances carried down by rainfall into the sewer. The
droppings from cattle, and pulverised granite from the pavements are of
considerable value. Professor Way stated in his report that,—" So far as
London is concerned, and considering only the composition of the liquid
which reaches the sewers in the time of rain from the streets, it seems
pretty certain that it would be as valuable in a manuring point of view, as
the ordinary contents of sewers."

It should be remembered that the figures and estimates quoted are the
results of investigations of the subject by the most eminent chemists and
agnculturL-itsofthe day, and are not put forward by speculators or the
concoctors of joint stock companies. They are the calm, well digested, and
carefully matured conclusions of science. Indeed, there has never been a
question as to the value of the constituents of sewage. Their quantity
and character can be accurately estimated, and as they are similar to the
constitnciits of manures which are sold daily, their market value is easily
tleterniinuble. The only question, and which is the cause of the dis-
crepancies in the figures quoted, is as to the extent to which the manurial

constituents can be recovered. If the whole of the sewage is applied to
the irrigation of soil, then the highest estimates will represent the minimum
economy, but, if only the chemical constituents of dry substances are
applied as manure, then the lower estimate will represent the amount of
annual saving. Consequently, when the arterial drainage of London i8
completed, it will collect and discharge manure of the value of six
millions and a quarter every year ; and the question now raised is whether
these millions shall be discharged into the Thames to waste, or rather to
be brought back by the flow tide to breed a pestilence in the midst of ti»,

or whether it shall be discharged on to the soil to increase its fertility.

A proposition has been submitted to the Metropolitan Board of Works
for applying the entire dry weather sewage of the northern area of the
metropolis to the fertilisation of lands to be reclaimed on the Essex coait.
For this purpose an area of 20,000 acres on the Foulness Sands and Dcngio
Flats is proposed to be enclosed from the sea. A brick culvert 10 feet ia
diameter is to be constructed from the main intercepting sewers at Abbey
Mills pumping station to the river Crouch, a distance of 37 miles. From
this point two open branch sewers, seven and eight miles in length
respectively, are to be built to convey the sewage on to the reclaimed
lands. In the line of the brick culvert—at about the ninth mile from
Abbey Mill—are to be a lift of 30 feet, and a pumping-engine of 1,200 horse
power. Arrangements are to be made for distributing portions of the sewage
to farms along the line of the culvert at such distances from the centres of
population as to create no nuisance to them. The surface soil of the areas
to be reclaimed and irrigated with sewage, consists chiefly of an admixture
of sea sands and fluviatile silts. It is not deemed necessary to provide
subsoil drainage, but merely to place a catch drain inside the line of em-
bankment to retain the surplus water from sewage after irrigation, for
discharge into the sea through ordinary sluice valves. The estimatedcost
of the works is £2,000,000. The advantages of the scheme, besides the
great and cardinal one of utilising sewage, are saving the expense of
deodorisation which the Board would have to incur in hot weather,
and diverting sewage from the Thames, so as to prevent all

chance of its being brought back by the flow into the centre of the
metropolis. What would be the cost of deodorisation we have no data for

estimating, but that it would be considerable and a permanent heavy
charge upon ratepayers we may be certain. Equally sure may we be that,

if the sewage is discharged into the Thames at Sen-reach, it will, in the
course of time, be carried back above bridge by the tides, to form mud-
banks, and perpetuate the nuisance we shall have spent millions on arterial

drainage to get rid of. The proof that such will be the case will be found
in the fact that the salt constituents of the sea are carried up so far as to

furnish traces of brackishness a,t Battersea. The evidence of Mr. Golds-
worthy Gurney, in his report on tli£ state of the Thames, supplies addi-

tional proof that such would be the case in consequence of the superior

power of the upcast over the down. He cited the example of sea sand
carried fourteen miles up the Cornish tidal river, Camel, against the freshet.

Lastly, it is something to add 20,000 acres of food-producing soil to the
area of England. As to the practical and engineering merits of the
scheme, we have the authoritative conclusions of Mr. Bazalgette that

—

The tract 8electe<l appears to be well adapted to the reception of the fewege, and is,

indeed, the only one yet suggested to the Board, where, from its position, extent, and nature
of its soil, there would be a reasonalile prospect of its receiving advantageously solargeand
constant a discharge of sewage, witliout creating a nuisance to the surrounding district.

That the works have been carefully considered and well designe<l, and the estimate is fair

and sufficient, an d that the i proposition is the only one the promoters of which have,
by depositing plans, placed themselves in a position to carry out diunug the coming Beesion

of Parliament, and so far as its engineering character and details are concerned, it is

thoroughly practical, and deserves the favorable consideration of the Board.

Let us now glance at the advantages which would result to the rate-

payers from the adoption of the scheme. The Board of Works are to grant

to the promoters an absolute and exclusive property in the Northern
sewage for fifty years, in return for which they are to share equally with

the promoters the net profits after 10 per cent, has been paid upon the

capital, and in the profits from the sale of reclaimed lands, after deducting

the dividend and cost of the works. The Board are further to be em-
powered to purchase the works at the expiration of the lease, on giving

seven years' notice, at a fair valuation, and to appoint two Directors to the

Board of the promoters' Company. What pecuniary gain would accrue to

the ratepayers there may be some difficulty in accurately determining;

but, from experience elsewhere, we can make a tolerably fair guess. To
pay 10 per cent, dividend on capital would require £200,000. The poorest

portion of Craigentinny farm, irrigated with Edinburgh sewage, gives an
average yearly rental of £18 an acre. Accepting this as data—and that the

rental would be much higher, will be evident when it isreniembered that the

prices for agricultural produce rule much higher in the London than in

the Edinburgh markets—the reclaimed estate on the Essex coast would
yield a rental of £360,000. If we deduct the dividend there will remain

£160,000 for working expenses and for division between the Board of

Works and the promoters. The working expenses are not stated, but we
shall probably not be very wide of the mark in estimating at £50,000 the

Board's share of the profits if the above provisions be realised. Do the

ratepayers deem it worth while to run a chance of earning this amount
without incurring any pecuniary risk or liability whatsoever; for that is

tlie real question at issue ?

The sum which the Board of Works " stand to win " would enable them
to reduce the rates they levy by nearly one-half. Is this of no importance

to the heavily- burdened ratepayers of the metropolis ?

When the motion to accept the proposal of the promoters was brought

before the Board by gentlemen from whom it was our misfortune to differ,

on previous occasions, and on this very subject, it was postponed for a

month by a division of 17 to 13 on the most futile pretexts. One was to
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PLAN OF SUGGESTED LINE OF BOAD ACROSS HYDE PAKE.

1. Victoria-gate.

2. Bock-hill-gate, with entrance as at

present.
3a. Wcstboumc-street.
3. Entrance to Proposed New Boad from

the Bayswater-road, and opposite to West-

txnime-street.

4. New entrance to Kensington-gardens,

over propoeed newroadway, aToiding thereby

the necessity of crossing it on the same level.

Between the points 3 and 4 there is an ex-

X X X X, — -

Isting difference of 13 feet in the actual

levels. „ „ ,

5,5,5. Suggested development of Park

carriagecommunication with the Kensington

side of the Serpentine.

6,6. Tunnels on either side of bridge, so as

not to intorfere with the present entrances

to the Gardens.
7. Bridge across the Serpentine, the pro-

posed roadway to be carried underneath it

and through piers of arches ; the surface of

road being 4 feet lielow level of water.

Re/eraices to Plan :

&c. Pkoposed new Bo.^d.

a. Site for a temporary bridge of boats

during the E.xhibition period, as there

would not be time to finish openings through

the bridge.

9. Development of communication between

Eotton-row, with the Kensington-road, and

which the passage of the proposed new road

offers.

10. Tunnel under Rotten-row.

11. Development of Park carriage com-

munication with those existing on the Bays-

wator side of the Serpentine.

13. Exhibition-road.

14. Lino from bridge suggested before the

Exhibition-road was formed.

15. Prince's-gate.

16. Broadwalk through the centre of

Kensington-gardens.
17. Platform tor band.

N.B.—The dotted line from Ato B suggests

by a subway an additional means of more

removing the road from public view. This

suggestion would, however, lead to greater

expenditure.

enable other parties to send in descriptions of their schemes ;
but the

Board have waited already five rears, and the only practicable one sent in,

according to the evidence of their own engineer, is the one they have

postponed; another pretence was that, as the sewage is valuable, the Board

should not give away " what was the property of the ratepayers and

could be used for their advantage." But the Board are not asked to give

away property. They are offered an equal share in the net profits after

paying a fair dividend on the cost of the works, which the Board could

never carry out tliemselves. The last excuse to which reference will be

made was " that the sewage would be spread over sand, which would not

imbibe ammonia, that it would create a nuisance by polluting the air with

malaria, and would affect Maldon, Chelmsford, Southend, Gravesend,

Deptford, and the metropolis " (!) Whether sand would or would not

imbibe ammonia may be left aside in presence of the fact that one portion

of the Craigentinny farm is formed out of hillocks of pure sea sand, and

that the vegetation thereon absorbs in a single night the properties of

sewage offensive to animal life. But the investigations of Dr. Voelcher

showed that sandy soils, independently of the vegetation with which they

may be covered, do absorb " but little ammonia, and likewise not much

potash," and that the addition of lime, just as soils are regularly limed,

will cause the sewage to give up its ammonia, while a sandy soil greatly

deficient in lime will abstract lime from sewage.

FmST CITY OF LONDON ENGINEER CORPS.

ENCOURAGED apparently by the remark of Sir J. Fox Burgoyne that

body of volunteers can be more likely to turn to u-sefal account in case ot

L Ulli reCTUlar luruca ux naif ttiiu <?»ic^-i, m- v.^«...-»- - .

WB,8, bridges, roads, and works of defence. The corps is to be composed ol

architects, civil and mechanical engineers, builders, artisans, and other scientinc

persons, and we believe there are many in London of these professions and traaes

who will join such a corps, if only on account of a course of instruction in

miUtary engineering, which will be immediately entered upon by the command-

ing officer Lieut.-Col. H. G. Man.

It is noticed as being remarkable that the City of London which has contri-

buted so largely to the volunteer forces should, until recently, have been deficient

as regards volunteer engineers, while other large towns have such corps.

We understand that her Majesty has been pleased to accept the services of the

Ut City of I^ndon Engineers. Facilities are offered for the accession of art'^an

members. The head-quarters of the corps are at Church-court-cbambers, Uia

Jewry.

SUGGESTED LINE OF ROAD ACROSS HYDE-PARK.

Seeing that credit is being given to others for the suggestion, Mr. Harry K.

Newton claims to be the original proposer of an open sunk road, following

the line of division between Hyde-park and Kensington-gardens, and

forming a channel of communication between Bayswater and the surround-

ing neighbourhood, and Kensington. The drawings (from which the phin

given above has been reduced) were, it appears, prepared in the early part

of 1856 and on several occasions since that time the author has urged the

desirability of arrangements being entered into between the Government

and the parishes for its formation. j i,- u
The following among suggestions relating to the proposed road, whicn

is to be sunk below the general level of the park and gardens, will explain

the author's intentions.

A That as it is important to have a road at once, on account of the Inter-

national Exhibition, that it would temporarily relieve the financial difhculty to

the parishes, Exhibition authorities and others, if the road
'If« "P^?" . ?!„^f

only for dav traffic, the parishes, &c., being enabled to open it for night traffic,

as soon a-s the means could be found for railing the road off and providing the

"°B 'Tiat for'thfpresent urgency, a bridge of boats across the Serpentine, on a

level with the intended road, offers a momentary alternative and admits ot

delay for considering maturely the difficulty of passing the Seroentme.

C; That as the public traffic along the intended road would not be " heavy

traffic
"

it ought to be considered as much for a development to the I'arK

as a piiblic road, so as to render carriage communication between existing part

roads on the two sides of Serpentine complete in their circuit.
.,„„,;„_ .r

D. That the foregoing would induce economy of expenditure at the junction ot

the intended road^ith the Kensington-road, as at any *"ture and prolab y

remote time, and when the public traffic had mcreased, the road proposed tould

then as easily as now, be separated from the Park altogether at that po^*;

E. That the intended road offers an opportunity for developing the communica-

tion between Rotten-row and the Kensington-road, Rreatly to the convenience

of the equestrians, and for considering, as the park ""ds^rdens at the unction

of the bridge are so crowded, at various and uncertain times, t;? .Pedestrians ot

all ages, whether the route for equestrians now across the bridge, might be

diverted into the intended new roadway. . u v ..^ »«g' That the carrying the road through the Pfrs of tl.e_ bridge is believed to

be the cheapest mode of passing the Serpentine for preserving the circulatton ot

the water, and for the concealment of the road from the general view so as not

to interfere with the appearance through the arches, obtaining this by keeping

thesuri-aceof the roadway some 4 feet below the water level, but as even this

would form a conslderable''item of expense, that it might be a question to con-

sider, whether with but little addition to a sum «« .•^l""''^''.' "'""f r;^!'' "°]

exist sufficient to enable the bridge to be widened, cairying 'e P"bl.c road

through the piers of new part, thus obtaining mcreased communication on two

levels, the lower one for the public traffic, and the upper one for the park, u,
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therefore, tliis were tliought n. park development, perhaps tlie Government

miglit consider it wasjustifled in providing the means, not for the lower roadway

but for widening the bridge.

H. If this public route is at all considered objectionable, on account of noise,

dust, &c., at certainly the most pleasant part of the park and gardens,

another route is indicated for carrying a subway from A to li on plan, under

the broad walk on either side of the bridge and through the piers ol the l)ri(lj;e,

but tliough all possible inconvenience would thereby be removed, the adoption

of this suggestion would be attended with increased expenditure.

ON THE CONSERVATION OF ANCIENT ARCHITECTURAL
MONUMENTS AND REMAINS.*

AND what is the state of the restored church ? The external stonework is in

good repair, but the anti(|uity of its details is dubious. The windows are

of nice clironological accordance, but they fail to tell the church's history. The

internal stonework has thrown off its coating of wliitewash, but it has been re-

worked, and all the toolmarks of the old masons scraped ofi" by the unpitying

drag, or chipped away and replaced by modern toolings ; the plastering is done

to perfection, but it projects in strange unnatural notchings round the stone

dressings, and has replaced what was a storehouse of the relics of decorative

painting; the roofs are of sound oak, or display all the smartness of stain and

varnish, but the old timber-work we valued is gone, and what now appears is

not even like it ; the floor is, perhaps, of the uniform neatness of a Stafford-

shire farmer's kitchen, or, it may he, displays all the glories of encaustic tile;

but the memorials of the dead have perished, and the works of Mr. Minton (to

which they have fallen victims) have scornfully ousted those of his teachers,

while the local patterns of old times have given way to those which one now
iinds stereotyped from one end of the country to the other. The windows are

nicely glazed with cathedral glass, and some of them with stained glass of rea-

sonable merit, but the one has thrust out the fragments of ancient glass-paint-

ing, while the other has scorned all endeavor to follow out and take example from
their designs. The hells have been capitally recast by Mears and Warner, and
their tones are, no doubt, musical ; but if you go up to look at them, you find

the ancient fretted border replaced by some vulgar headings, and the pious and
beautifully lettered legend by the names of the founders and the churchwardens
in lettering which would do honor to a haberdasher's shop.

This is a fair statement of an average church restoration ; but there are many
worse, as well as many better cases. The great majority, I grieve to say, are very

fer worse. We find in some of them reckless and often ignorant and senseless

destruction of old work, united with an intense want of feeling in all that is

done anew; so that the church has become equally sickening from what it has
lost and what it has gained.

In others, again, we find an utter blank of interest—a church reduced to a
state of unredeemed lukewarmness. I have recently been especially struck, in

making a little tour, with the prevalence of this last-named type among restored

churches : a nauseating blank,—neither anything interesting left, nor anything
good introduced ; and yet I was self-condemned at considering that the process,

viewed as a whole, was much the same as that we are all in the habit ofapplying
in our restorations, the chief difference lying in the degree of conservative

feeling and of artistic skill with which it is applied. My great perplexity is to

decide whether our entire system should be reconsidered and altered, or whether
the whole question is one of details and of individual eases, each to be decided on
its own merits.

Now let us consider for a moment what should be the beau-ideal of a restored
church.
Pirst, of all, we should have all its structural dilapidations so far repaired as to

s ecure it against actual danger, and to insure its stability.

The external stonework would be so far repaired as is necessary to bring out
the architectural forms where seriously decayed and mutilated, and to render the
structure of the walls sound and durable. "This would be done, not on a whole-
sale principle such as could be described in a specification, but in a tentative
and gradual manner: first, replacing the stones which are entirely <ieca.ytA,

and rather feeling one's way, and trying how little will do, than going on
anj^ bold system. Every new stone will thus be a perfect transcript of that
which it replaces, and this will, so far as possible, extend to its dimensions and
the mode of workmanship, for there is a character even in the proportions of
ashlar stones,—still more in the mode of working them. Where a part is wholly
or in any great degree wanting, it is questionable whether it would be supplied
beyond the extent of existing evidence; when later features have been inter-
polated, it is yet more questionable whether they would be removed. Such
questions must depend upon circumstances, such as the merits of the original
and of the interpolation, and upon the question whether the latter is in a state to
demand thorough reparation, and whether the original features preponderate and
give their character to the building. Such (juestions, too, would have been
entered upon with a strong leaning against alteration; and this would shosv
itself clearly in the result.

The interior would, it is true, be divested of its whitewash; but where this
would not come off by fair means it will be more or less left on, for a little dis-
coloration of the stone is of infinitely less moment than the obliteration of the
ancient tooling, so that in cleaning it no hard tool must ever he brought to bear
upon its surface. Wliere the stonework had been colored or decorated in dis-
temper, the traces of this would be preserved with a loving care, no matter how
indistinct or fragmentary they may be.
The plastering may to some extent be renewed ; but wherever the old coloring

could be preserved portions of the plastering would be left, and the new would be"",

like the old, thin, and not projecting beyond the stone dressings. The roofs, if
ancient, will have been studiously repaired, so as to preserve every fragment
whieli can be made to do its duty, even though the roofs may not be of the
original date or pitch.

The floor, though levelled and made free from damp,' will retain all its monu-
mental slabs in their true places, and the remainder will be made in a great degree
subordinate to them, and of the material which, so far as can be ascertained, was
before used, whether stone or tile. If old eucaustic tiles remain, they will
receive all doe honor and protection, and new ones will be founded on their
patterns.

• A paper read by G. G. SCOTT, Esq., before the Royal Institute of British Architecto.
Uontiuued trom page 32.

The seating will probably be the carrying out of such parts of the old seating
as may have remained, all old screens, &c., &c., being carefully preserved, and
that in their own proper places. Where ancient features, as iiiches, &c., have
been ruthlessly destroyed, they will have been carefully traced out, and either
exposed to view and left to speak for themselves, or, if sufflcient traces are left

and fragments found (which is often the case) to warrant it, they will have been
studiously and with religious accuracy restored to their original forms, no old
part being disturbed, and every old fragment worked in.

The fragments of old stained glass would retain each its own place, and if new
glaiis be introduced where such remains exist, it will be made to carry out the
esign which they suggest. In a word, the old church will, by a sludimu and

tentative process, have been brought into a seemly state without auv smartening
up of old weather-beaten surfaces, and without any loss of ancient or traditions
character ; while in such fittings or necessary features as there was no ancient
guide for, it will be felt that the restorer united the ability to carry out the spirit
of the old work with a desire to limit himself to the smallest possible sphere in the
exercise of it.

This seems the true ideal ; but, as I have before said, it is by no means earn,
and often impossible, to realise it. Tht; extent and intensity of the decay of the
materials, the shattered condition of the walls, the ext«nt of barbarous mutila-
tions, and the necessity for enlargement or other practical alterations to meet
present wants, all militate more or less against it

;
yet the ideal suggests the

spirit in which the work ought to be undertaken, even when it can only be
Iiartially attained ; and I fear that it is not by any means the spirit with which
such works really are undertaken. On the contrary, it secins as if many pro-
moters of restoration, and those they employ, laid themselves out to destroy
interesting features, even when a general restoration is not carried out. I paWd
the other day through a village (Kdinbridge, in Kent) where a few years before
I had sketched a window of great peculiarity, such as I had only seen one other
instance of; it was one whose tracery was arranged especially to give .scope to a
crucifixion in the stained glass. I went to look at it again, when, to my
dismay, I found that it had been singled out from among all the windows in the
church for destruction, and a window of the vulgarist form substituted ? Again,
in a church near Reading there were many beautiful remains of painted glass, of
the beginning of the fourteenth century, in the heads of the window liglits, which
I took much trouble to get tracings of. The church was " restored," and they
all disappeared.
The noble church of Cley-upon-Sea, in Norfolk, had, when I saw it three or

four years back, an original roof of the fourteenth century ; certainly much
decayed. It has now, I hear, been replaced by one of the meanest and most con-
temptible kind, not having tiie smallest reference to its ancient type. Wherever
old frescoes are found the clergy set themselves especially against them. In a
church I was myself engaged upon in Cheshire, the whole walls were found
covered with large figures and other decorations of a most interesting character.
Their destruction was decreed. I interfered, and threatened the builder's

foreman with dismissal if he carried out the sentence; but they cleverly
allowed the question to go by default, and let them be destroyed by exposure to
rain, while the roof was uncovered. In another place the gentleman who paid
for the restoration set himself earnestly to preserve a most remarkable fresco

;

but, while his back was turned, a workman, supposed to be bribed by another
parishioner, chiselled it off. Even at Eton College, where the walls above the
stalls were found to be covered with two ranges of oil-paintings in the manner of
the Flemish school of the filteenth century, the Fellows of the college had one
whole range chiselled off from each side of the chapel, and the other range con-
cealed by canopies which had never existed on the old stalls. This act of Van-
dalism I saw myself being perpetrated. And so it is all through the country ;

the most interesting features of our old cliurches are being weeded out ihrough
the carelessness, the prejudices, or the deliberate barbarism of those wlio have to
do with them. Nor can the architect in all instances prevent this. I have now
a church in hand where, an enlargement being necessary, I had arranged it with
special reference to preserving a curious fragment of extreme antiquity ; but the
builder, who could not conceive why so scrubby a bit should be retained, took it

down, asking no questions, and, in spite of my earnest remonstrance, has gone
on finding one bit after another of old work to be too far gone for retention, and
has let the old wall-painting, for which the church was celebrated, perish from
exposure ; indeed (having no clerk of the works), I was obliged to threaten the
builder with extreme severity to induce him to spare anything at all. The fact

is, that unless one is always at the spot, or has there a representative imbued with
the right feeling, there is little chance for a building when once any portion has
to be rebuilt, and sometimes, I fear, when the architect is on the spot, he does
much the same thing, and perhaps even avails himself of his proximity to press
with the greater success his anti-conservative suggestions and arguments.

I will here ott'er a few suggestions which may possibly be of some utility.

First. I have found it in some degree useful to have a code of rules and
suggestions drawn out and lithographed for the guidance of clerks of the works
and builders who are engaged in restorations. I take the liberty of laying one
of these papers on the table, but will mention that they are of little use unless

constantly pressed pereonally upon the attention of the parties concerned.
Secondly, The great enemy to careful restoration are contracts. The best

course would be to carry them out by day-work, feeling one's way in the most
timid and careful manner, and always striving to do as little as is practicable.

When contracts are necessary a series of small contracts is better than one
general one.

Thirdly. It is highly desirable to avoid uncovering a roof all at once. When
re-rooflng or re-covering the roofs is necessary, it is best to do it in small parts,

and keep the rain out by temporary expedients as you go on.

Fourthly. It is often the case that the exterior of window tracery is hopelessly

decayed, while the internal half remains sound. In such cases I hold the proper
course to be the renewal of the outer half alone, attaching the new work by plugs
and cement. We thus retain one-half in its original form, and ensure tlie

correctness of the other half.

Fifthly. Patching and piercing, if done carefully, are infinitely preferable to

more wholesale renewal. The various cements which we have now at our com-
mand enable us to introduce the smallest pieces into decayed or mutilated

enouldings, wiiich was formerly impracticable. Where the injury, however, is

unimportant, it is better to leave it untouched.

Sixthly. Xever trust a clerk of the works, or any unpractised hand, to obtain

the sections of mouldings, or the forms of other features to be restored. It is

often difficult enough to persons whose eyes and whose instincts have been
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slmrpened by the habit of studying ancient features throuRh a long series of

years ; to tliose who have had uo such advantage, it is simply impossible, and one

need aot l>e astonished to find tJiera, even with nearly perfect copies before them,

prodttcui;; forms scarcely resembling the original at all. t have often known
them, eymi when thev'have passed a saw-curf (according to their somewhat

barbarous custom), through a moulding, and ruled off its section, produce a

result totally at variance with the old moulding,

Seventhly. Where an ancient feature has been destroyed never attempt its

j«sioratiou'till the parts round where the original existed have been thoroughly

opened out and explored, and, where possible, in your own presence. Old frag-

ments are in such cases nearly always discovered, and usually in great abun-

.danee and near their proper sites.

Thus fragments of a destroyed window are usually found in the wall which

blocks up or surrounds the ol I ojwning. Blocked up niches, sediUa!, or piscinoe,

commonly contain each their own dibrU.
Often, however, these are not quite sutficient to perfect a design, and the skil

of the architect is taxed to the verv utmost to judge what the rest would be-

This resembles the laboVs of the palBX)ntologist, who reconstructs the skeleton

and the animal from a few broken bones, and, as in his case, the work is im-

posable to any but one thoroughly acquainted with his subject.

Tliis is, indeed, a most important branch of the sublet, and is by far the most

interesting and cheering phase in restoration. In the hands of an experienced

and painstaking restorer, it oltcn happens that a design which had been almost

utterly lost is, in a very great measure recovered ; but this can only be done by

I'lUg and patient study of the fragments discovered ; and the work should be

indefinite^- postponed .until these can be thoroughly explored and thoroughly

studied, "foo much stress cannot possibly be laid upon this. It is the very pitli

and marrow of restoration. If neglected it is destructive to the work, though if

carried out fully, it is the great redeeming fact which compensates for many of

the annovanres which restorations involve.

In sueli cases all the fragments which can be by any means grafted into the

restored work, should be brought in at whatever cost. In difficult cases let the

architect stick to it hard and fast, until his difficulty is solved; and let him set

as lightly as possible by the conjectural theories which, one by one, occur to him,

for he may almost depend upon it that they are wrong. With the single exception

of Professor Willis, I never met with a man who could make guesses on which a

moment's reliance could be placed. He does so simply because he has a won-
deriul intuitive power of putting together evidence in his mind which few possess,

and still more because he never makes a guess until he has collected and
thoroughly weigheil his evidence. He has swarms of imitators whose practice is

the very reverse. To begin with they only hall understand their subject, and

they build upon this defective foundation a superetructure of guesses running
ahead of the evidence, and stnck to religiously after proof has been found of their

fallacy.

To "tliose who have not such intuitive perceptions, the only course is not tJ

guess at all, or to set so loosely by your theories, tliat they may, one by one, go
to the winds without a moment's regret, as fast as adverse evidence presents itself.

I rememl)er once investigating tlie design of a very much altered and mutilated

window, wlieii, after constructing a most satisfactory theory, a little bit of evi-

dence turned up, which not only let it all down with a run, but involved the

whole question in new obscurity. An excellent young assistant who was with

me exclaimed, in a fit of impatient vexation, that he vvished to goodness we had
not found tliat nasty feature, for it had spoiled all our work. I replied, " Never
regret evidence, however vexatious ; for, depend upon it, it must lead to a right

conclusion, or, at least, prevent wrong one*." However, I could not at the time

see my way through it ; but some time afterwards, while away, a new thought

occurred, and 1 went back and told my assistant that if, on cutting into the wall

at a certain point, he found a certain feature, I could unravel the whole mystery.

This was searched for, and found, and the whole of the evidence at once fell into

its place; and the only remaining wonder was, how we could have been so stupid

as not to think of so obvious a thing before. At other times, however, the result

is so completely different from what we could possibly have anticipated, that one's

•wonder rather is, how one could have ever been so conceited as to venture upon
any conjectures at all.*

THE BRITISH MUSEUM READING-ROOM.

WE have received the following official return of the number of tickets of

admission to the reading-room, issued from 8tli January to 31st December,
MCI :—New tickets, 2,705 ; renewals, 4,8o0 ; Total, 7,550. The number of
temporary admissions has been 827; and the total number of readers who have
ased the reading-room from 8th January to 31st December, 1861, 130,410.

THE QUEEN RAILWAY HOTEL, CHESTER.

THIS building, illustrated in our present Number, is approached by a

covered arcade from the station. It is built of red brick, with Port-

land cement dressings ; the roof is covered with Bangor slates. The
interior accommodation consists of upwards of one hundred bed-rooms,
with cofTce-rooms and private sitting-rooms arranged on the ground and
the one-pair floor. The total cost wai about £15,000. It was executed from
« design by Mr. T. M. Penson. A portion of the building was destroyed

by fire in December last, and is being rapidly restored by Messrs. Clark
and Jones, of Mancliester, under the direction of Messrs. Cornelius
Sherlock and Penson.

SCULPTt/'RE CONTBIBFTIOKS TO THE EXHIBITION OP 1862.—We
understand that the colossal statue of " Cromwell " has just been success-

fiiUy cast in metal by the Coalbrookdale Iron Company, Shropshire. This
statue is intended to form part of the contributions of that celebrated firm to the

forthcoming International Kxhibition.
To Check the Wahpino op Planks.—The face of the planks should

be cut in the direction which lay from east to west as the tree stood. If this be
done, the planks will warp much less than in the opposite direction. The
strongest side of a piece of timlier is that which in its natural position faced the
Ttortix.—Mechanic's Magasine.

* To be continued.

PROFESSOR S. SMIRKE'S LECTURES ON ARCHITECTURE AT
THE ROYAL ACADEMY.—Lecture I.

THE first of a series of lectures on Arcliiteetnrc at the Royal Academy was
delivered by Professor Smihke on Thursday evening, the 0th inst. The

following is the first portion of the lecture :-T-

Early in the seventeenth century an ItaUan writer, Teofilo Galhiccini, com-
posed a treatise of some ingenuity and merit, on the Errors of Architecture, and
certainly he succeeded in bringing together a uiass of architectural errors

(horrors I niiglit say), so shocking ns to reflect no small discredit on the prac-

titioners of his day. That day, it is true, was one of great darkness in his art.

By an unfortunate accident it coincided with the date of the greatest activity,

influence, and wealth of the followers of Ignatius Loyola, when churches and

seminaries arose in great profusion over a large part of Christendom ; hence that

era was then and still remains distinguished from all preceding and succeeding

times by the prevalence of, perhaps, the worst architecture that has yet been

devised'by human ingenuity. Not that tlie Jesuit's style of architecture, as it

has been called, may not beadmitted to be sometimes picturesque and bold—so

much so, indeed, as to be occasionally most theatrical in its effects; but so

entirely were all the rules of composition, I should almost say of common sense,

ignored and outraged—so entirely was the sober truthfulness of our art dis-

regarded—that I feel satisfied that I am confining myself to strict truth when I

say that to the society founded by Loyola our art owes indirecdy more of its

degradation and decay than to any other school or individual whatever. Of

cou<'se, I do not impute personally to himself any influence over the style which

the buildings I refer to tended to jiropngate : I only regard him as founder of a

religious society, who became tlie unconscious instruments of establishing a

vicious school of architecture at a very unfortunate epoch of architectural

activity. The author to whom I have above adverted had the great merit of

seeing more clearly than his contemporaries the faults of contemporary art, and

he deserves to be' recorded among our worthies for his boldness in contending

against the monstrous errors and absurdities that had sprung up willi a luxurious

rankness and rapidity which are really remarkable.

The very commencement of the sixteenth century, namely, the age of

Bramante, of Raffiielle, of Peruzzi, and Guilio Romano, was, as I have on a

former occasion shown, in many respects worthy of being regarded as the

culminating period of modern architecture ; and the end of that same century

saw the art, if not at its lowest ebb, at all events in a state ofdejilorable impurity.

It is an old remark that all evil is but the corruption of what is good ; and it

seems to be in the nature of a law that no sooner has a point of excellence been

reached than a process of deterioration commences. Fortunately, there would

appear to be a co-existent law of social adjustment, for no sooner have we reached

a state of apparently iinpiless and helpless imbecility, than a glimpse of better

thino-s appears to restore our hopes and to redress the balance. The course, in

shorl, of most human affairs may be correctly represented in a diagram by a

series of anticlinal lines, jiersistent in tlieir ever varying irregularity.

Such, at all events, appears to have been the cour.se of our art. The great

efi'ortofthe distinguished artists whom I have named appears to have been—

first, to make themselves thoroughly acquainted with theprincipleswhich guided

the architects of the great Classic period, and then to devise such departures from

the style of that period (still, however, adhering to the principles on which that

style was founded) as would enable them to adapt their structures to the greatly

altered habits, and to the new civilisation, of tlieir own days.

There can be little difference of opinion among us as to the consummate genius

and wonderful dexterity with which these modifications of the ancient manner

were effected. Perhaps one of the most prominent modifications was the in-

troduction of a regular fenestration, by whicli that essential feature, the window,

was so treated as to render it a fertile source of beauty and interest. It us true

evidences are abundant to prove that whatever may have been the case in still

earlier times, windows, witli their architraves and other somewhat ornamental

adjuncts of like nature, were a recognised feature in Roman architecture ; but I

am aware of no ancient building having its various floors marked by unilorm

ranges of windows as decorated features, such as we find especially characierismg

thearchitectureof the Renaissance. „, . , , , ,

Another source of beauty, wholly unknown to Classic art-namely, the balus-

trade is also due to the originality and inventive genius of the quatro-centists;

and it is curious to note the avidity with whicli artists learnt to avail themselves

of this novel and ingenious mode of turning so prosaic and uiilitarian an object

as a parapet into an ornament of great ajstlictic value.

The systematic superposition of several regular orders was another practice

particulariy affected in renascent architecture. It had, indeed, been suggested by

the magnificent amphitheatres of the Romans, as well as by a rare instance or

two of still eariier date, but was certainly not practised by that people generally,

either in temples or in their domestic buildings. I have enumerated some of the

more prominent characteristics of Italian art, which stamped it with originality,

and gave birth to a school as widely diflering from the primitive, stricily classical,

school, as from the medieval school, which it supplanted.

Such was architecture at the beginning of the sixteenth century in Italy, then

the instructress of Europe in the fine arts, as well as in most other branches of

intellectual culture.
, , , <• _i.

I have on a former occasion dwelt at sufficient length on the phases of our art

down to this period—a period which, again adopting the language of a kindred

science, may be regardcii as an anticlinal axis. A downward coui-se here com-

mences. It is an ungrateful task to record the weaknesses of men and the errors

of genius ; but perhaps it is a useful one. Perhaps there may be as much advantajge

derived from inquiring how and why art decayed, as in marking and admiring its

growth and elevation. Such, at all events, is the task which 1 have this evening

imposed on myself.

To inquu-e why art decayed after it had arrived at a point of great excellence

is, periiaps, equivalent to inquiring why genius is erratic, why we are unstable ia

our judgment, and why human fancy is like the fabled bird of paradise, that

exists only when on the wing.

Had the men who followed the bright period to which I have adverted been

plodders on the highway of art, without soul or invention, and content to follow

with painful exactness the footsteps of their predecessors, we might, perhaps,

have seen an age of good imitators, and of a level jilatitude ; a race of tame

transmitters of the excellence of otbei-s, productive of a perpetual repetition of

approved forms and established models.

But very far otherwise was the case. Art, in all its branches, throughout the

sixteenth and even the seventeenth centuries, was in a state of excitement and
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activity.* Vasari, writing in the middle of the sixteenth century, vaunted that

such was t!ie fecundity of art and facility of execution in liis time, tliat six

pictures could tlien be painted williin the time occupied by tlie previous genera-

tion of painters on asingle picture. The simple-minded historian of art seems

to have been Imrdly aware tliat his vaunt implied rather reproacli tlian praise

;

although it is true he lias elsewhere amused his readers by the anecdote of an

eminent painter who, at his easel, when called to his meal, replied tliat he would

come directly, " for he had but one saint more to paint."

The growth of public wealth and the progress of civilisation brought into

existence hosts of artists and of patrons of art. Popes and Potentates vied with

each other in the patronage of it, and even Iiings would condescend to bid against

each other for the corporal possession and exclusive monopoly of some favorite

practitioner.

The consequences of such excessive stimulus were obvious and inevitable.

Prosperity begot reeliless and careless extravagance, and extravagance led to a

rapid deterioration.

Tlie real laborious artists of the fifteenth century wrought, no doubt, slowly

and painfully,—urged onwards not so much by a thought of lucre or applause, as

by a deeply felt love of their art; whilst the flattering crowd of artists who tilled

the scene in later times were the spoilt children of fortune, painting and carving

and building with wonderful dexterity and readiness of execution it is true, and
with a wonderful facility of invention in devising new shapes and fashions and

fantastical combinations, but without that earnest, ardent, painstaking, and
simple severitv of study whicli had conducted their forefathers to real excellence.

By way of illustrating the viist change that had taken place during the

sixteen century, let us compare the works of Bramante, who flourished at the

beginning of that century, with those of Borroinini, who was born at the end ofit

I have on a ibrmer occasion dwelt on the peculiar merits of Bramante. His was
a pure, honest architecture, perfectly free from affectation and conceits of any
kind whatever. His style appears to me to be all the more captivating from the

very absence of all ad captandam contrivances, and all the more effective from
its manifest freedom from all seeking after effect.

If we turn from him to Borromini, we shall be shocked to see what devastation

and corruption of taste had taken place during the one hundred intervening

years.

The one songht'to charm by his purely architectural feeling, aiming, for the most
part, at those high qualities—order, symmetry, and rhythmical arrangement

—

which the ereat father of architecture,'Vitruvius, had long before pointed to as the

distinguishing character of good architecture ; whilst the other set at defiance all

order and moderation. The one never feared to draw a straight line, unless the

requirements of his work seemed to render a curved or a broken line preferable

for some special purpose j'and surely a straight line seems to be, of all others, the
line of architectural fitness, and therefore of beauty ; whereas, Borromini must
evidently have abhorred such a line above all things. He it was who, of all men,
contributed most to t!ie introduction of that system of architectural design (if it

can worthily lay cliiim to the dignity cf a system) by which masonry lost its

special character, and its most appropriate forms. His fa(;ades curved inwards
or bulged ourwards on their plan, as if made not of hard stone, but of some yield-

ing and plastic substance ; and his pediments, totally forgetful of their primitive

form, oflered every variety of intricate convolution and distortion.

Bramante called in the aid of sculpture with that chariness and caution which
plainly indicated how highly he appreciated its noble attributes and fitting

application; and as if he feared to vulgarise it by too frequent a use of it, or by
excess of any kind. Yet, highly as he appreciated sculpture, he never permitted
it to encroach upon the proper limits of his own special art. Sculpture was used
by him as an honored accessory, well calculated to stamp a moral value on his

work, and to give it a grace beyond the reach of mere architecture.
Borromini, on the other hand, permitted sculpture to dominate over the main

object of his art without restraint ; his whole building was literally sculpturesque,
and his masonry was loft to the humbler duty of forming a mere vehicle for the
consolidation of some fantastic piece of clay modelling. Such had been the
downward progress of architecture during the period to which I have been
adverting.

It must not, however, be supposed that the transition was sudden, or even
rapid. The activity and energy of the sixteenth century were wonderful, and
led to perpetual changes, and were constantly giving birth to novelties. New
schools were founded, and eminent masters appeared in rapid succession, and of
most opposite characters. Sansovino, with his superabundant wealth of sculptural
resources; Palladio, with a moderation and purity of feeling far beyond his
fellows; Michel Angelo, whose length of life enabled him to see out most of the
brightest lights of Italy, although he was himself a fellow-laborer with some of
the earliest and ablest masters of the great Italian Renaissance. Still, though
the course of architecture was an onward course, yet it was also a descending
course. The art lost its dignity, and became frivolous and trifling. Every part of a
building seemed to be, as it were, in restless movement ; curved lines were
broken and inverted; straight lines were perpetually interrupted or diverted, and
all breadth was frittered away by a multitude of lights and shadows.

It is worthy of note how great a sympathy has always seemed to exist between
our art and tliat of the sculptor. Wliether dignified and severe, noble or mean,
natural or conventional, grand or grotesque, those two sister arts seem ever to
have proceeded hand-in-hand ; for ever sharing the same fate: rising together
into greatness and sublimity, and together sinking into painful imbecility.
Without going too far back into the history of art (although in remotest times
the sympathy between the two arts was eminently conspicuous), we shall find
the observation hold good in Medieval art. The culminating period of eccle-
siastical architecture was precisely that which has been eulogised by our Flax-
man as distinguished by high sculptural excellence. The quatro-centist iutro-
ducers of modern art in both these branches sliared like feelings, and were re-
markable tor like excellences. The sculpture of Donatello, like the architecture
of Alberti, was alike vigorous and original, and full of delicacy of feeling; these
high qualities being in both arts somewhat qualified, it is true, by a certain
degreeof hardness and rigidily. In Michel Angelo we find the same colossal
and masculine breadth, whether we regard the examples he has left us of his
sculpture or of his architecture.

Tlien, coming down to the epoch, that more particularly engages our attention
this evening, we shall find the same debasement pervading the two arts. I have
already said that one of the marked characteristics of the architecture of the
seventeenth century was that of restless movement ; so also the sculpture of the
seventeenth century exhibits, in an especial manner, the absence of that tranquil

dignity which is particularly becoming in sculpture, especially when applied as
an accessory to architecture. A want of n'pose is almost equally ottcnsire in

both the arts. The eye is fatigued and the attention distracted by an excessive

flutter in the details, whether we contemplate a building or a group of sculpture.

Bernini set the example, but Borromini went far beyond him in this vicious

treatment of the sculptural accessories of their respective buildings. Inileed, one
of the most repulsive faults of sculpture at this degenerate period was its utter
want of repose and the inordinate love of representing agitated drapery.

It is said of Bernini, by Milizia, that, altnough he was himself far from a
pattern of sobriety in this respect, he yet knew enuugli of his art to condemn
the fault in others. Remarking, on one occasion, the extreme agitation of Sta.

Veronica's clothing under the dome of St. Peter's, he sarcastically inquired of
the sculptor from whence the wind came that so seriously disturbed the Virein
Saint's drapery, seeing that she stood protected within the walls of the edifice.

The sculptor, fortunately for him, had an answer that cfiectually disconcerted
the critic :

" The wind," he replied, " obviously came through the serious

fissures in the masonry of the dome, occasioned by the critic's (Beniini's) want
of skill in destroying the stability of the piers of that dome"; Bernini having
shortly before somewhat rashly interfered with Michel Angelo's piers, by the
insertion of colossal niches excavated out of the substance of those piers. Such
were the mutual recriminations of these two most eminent artists, who contri-

buted so largely to tlie degradation of their art. I am confident that I am usinK
no extravagant or inordinate expressions, when I designate the architectural

sculpture of the 17th century, in its treatment and mode of introduction, as

ridiculous and absurd. Their sculpture may probably have been designed with
boldness and vigor, and executed often with a masterly dexterity ; certainly we
cannot justly charge it with tameness or insipidity. Its faults were, indeed,

exactly the reverse. There is a grotesque enei^y, a violence of gesticulation,

which is, perhaps, very true to nature, if we seek nature in the wine shops of the

Campagna, or among the Lazzaroni of the Cliiaja; but the united voices of all

cultivated artists will concur in condemning that style of nature as unfit for the

study and imitation of sculptors.

A painter may, with perfect propriety, impart whatever degree of violent action

his subject may demand ; his pencil undertakes to realise to the eye actual

scenes and if intense action is to be represented, he is most successful who beat

realises on the canvas that intensity. The case is, as it appears to me, far

otherwise with the sculptors's art, at lea?t when it is applied as the accessorial

embellishment of architecture. Statues in niches, or on balustrades, or otherwise

fringing the sky-line of a building, must, I should think, be subdued, both in atti-

tude and in treatment.*

SOCIETY FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF THE FINE ARTS.

THE Annual General Meeting of this Society was held at the Architectm^
Galleries, Conduit-street, on Thursday evening, the 9th inst., when the

chair was occupied by W. C. liUTTON, Esq.
The Chairman said that the President of the Society, the Earl of Ellesmere,

who was out of town, had been consulted respecting the propriety of presenting
an Address of Condolence to the Queen on the irreparable loss whicli the Fine
Arts of the country had sustained in tlie death of his Royal Highness the Prince
Consort. The noble Earl, in his reply, said :—" I think that, considering the
late lamented Prince Consort's enliglitened patronage and support of everything
connected with Art, nothing can be more appropriate than that the Society
should forward an Address of Condolence to her Majesty, upon a loss which
they have peculiar reasons for appreciating. I shall be very willing to sign it in
my capacity as President."
Mr. Jewell moved the adoption of the following Address of Condolence to

her Majesty, which had been prepared by the Council :

—

To the Queen's Most Excellent Majesty,—We, your Majesty's most dutiful and loyal
subjects, the I*resident, Vice-President, Council, and other members of the Society for the
Encouragement of the Fine Arts, venture to approach your Majesty with feelings of devoted
attachment to your throne and person, most respectfully to offer the assurance of our
heartfelt condolence in thedeep alfliction with which it has pleased the Almighty to visit
your Majesty, in the premature death of his Royal Highness the Prince Consort. Upon the
admirable qualities which illustrated alike the public and the private conduct of his Koyal
Highness in Ins exalted station , it is not for us on this occasion to dilate ; the respectful
gratitude of an entire people recognises them ; the page of history will be their eiidurinff
record. But in one particular the character of his Royal Highness was essentially dis-

tinguished, and his course of action niarketl out to usefulness land honor beyond all other
princes of his age—namely, his love of intellectual progress, his earnest support of all that
could promotejthe application of the lights of science and the dictates of correct taste to the
labors of industry, his enlightened patronage and encounigement of the fine arts, and the
generous desire constantly uppermost in his thoughts for the extension of their pleasing
and improving influences amongst all classes of the community. Under these circum-
stances the death of his Royal Highness occasions a loss which this Society, with the objects
they have in view, have jxiculiar reasons to appreciate and deplore ; and the recollection

of "them will form an'enduring monument to the memory of his Royal Highness in the
hearts of your Majesty's subjects and in the estimation of surrounding nations. May
your Majesty also, in recalling them in after years, experience some consolation for your
Majesty's late bitter bereavement. That your Majesty may long live to preside over the
destinies of a loyal, devoted, and hajipy people, is the humble prayer of your Majesty's
dutiful subjects, the.members of this .Society.

Mr. Atkinson seconded the motion, which was unanimously agreed to.

Mr. Henry Ottley, Hon. Sec, then read the following report of the
Committee :

—

The Council on the occasion of the third annual meeting of the members of this Society
are happy to be able to report most favorably of its progress, and of its future i)rospects.

The number of members has considerably increased since the general meeting last year,
amounting now to "JflO. upwards of 00 having been addeil since the close of the last

session. Amongst the new members, the Council have pleasure in recognising the
names of several artists of distinction in the various branches of art, who in joining the
Society have giv^i the best practical evidence of their ajiproval of, and sympathy with its

objects. Additional strength, however, would still be desirable to enable the Society to
carry out with greater efficiency the scheme of operations contemplated at its formation.
The Council, therefore, venture to hope that members who by experience are aware of tho
usefulness of the Society, will exert their influence to procure amongst their friends new
accessions to its ranks. For this purpose prospt^tnses. with programmes for the year, and
forms of application for meml)crship have been prepared, copies of which, members are
invited to provide themselves with, to be made use of as occasion may serve.

A printed book of the rules of the Society, containing also a list of members corrected
down to the present date, will be issuwl to all members in the course of the current month.
A new edition of this book, with the list of members duly revised, will be issued at tho
commencement of every year.

• To ha continued.
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Ttm eoniM at lectons giren U«t ytai, tor the first time, in fuiaiment of one of tho

need objects of the Soticty, jaond higUy sacoessful, tht> lecture.-; so kindly volun-

1 bj membeis and others bavinft been numerously attended, and the instruction tticv

hMl TeiT geaersJly acknowledged botli by those who heard them and tlioso who heani

fl# them in the colamns of tho press. A comp'etely new course has. tliank.-; to the same
geoeroas spirit of co-operstlon, been organised for tho cnrrcnt year, miuiy of the subjects

tanlBK been selected wiUi a view to the illustration of the Fine Arts Department of the

International Bxhibltion of Ix;.'. Members are informed tliat.with a view to the extension

oftbenaefnlneoof these discourses, as well sstonuUvinfr more widely known the opera-

tions of the Society, they will be entitltnl during the current session to issue tickets of

tuTitation to the lectures, in addition to the privileco of personally introducing a friends

Tbese tickets may be had on application to the lionorary secretary, or to the assistant

Tbe iniie i^ystcm first put in action in the last aeesion has been attended by most gratify-

ing lesoits: the judgment dispUyed in the award having met with general recognition, and
tke koBon themselves having been acknowledged in fiattering terms by the recipients.

•The prins awarded in .lune last will be distribatod at the first conversauoiK, instead of at

the general meeting this evening, In order to give greater eclo* to the proceedings.

In the conrse of the last session mnvtrxuiOMi were held at the Mansion House, by kind
permission of the Lord Mayor, one of the Vice-Presidents of the Society, at the Galleries of

the Society of British AltiaU, of the Pine Arts Institute, of the Architectural Society, of

the Aicfaitectoial Photographic Society, and at the French Gallery, by kind permission of

the respective societies and owners, to whom a vote of thanks will this evening be

On the occasion of tbese nmrerstuiimes musical artists of eminence came forward in the

haodanaest manner to lend their valuable services in aid of the intellectual enjoyment of

Che evening. To these ladies and gentlemen, as well as to M. Jules Benedict and Mr.
Alfred Gilbert, who so ably condnot«i the musical arrangements, the warm thanks of the
Society are espedally due.
The arrangements for tho concersatuyrus for the current session will bo announced by a

card to be sent to all members In the course of the first week in February. Considering the
world-wide importance and interest attaching to the Great Art-gathering to be expected

amongst ns in the course of tho ensuing summer, the Council, in conformit.r with sugges-

tions made by several members, are desirous, if circumstances will permit it, to organise,

in addition to the tisual si.x ronrer«wtwie*, a special reunion in honor of the distinguished

foreign artists who may visit tliis country on the occasion of the International E.Yhibition,

and they will be hapj>y to receive co-operation or suggestions from members who may
approve of that proposal, towards carrying it into effect.

After some conversation on the subject, Mr. Jukes proposed :
" Tliat aspecial

general meeting of the Society be called, for the purpose of considering the pro-
priety of giving a spceial entertainment by tlie Society to tlie foreign artists who
mif^lit visit this country on the occasion of the opening of the Great International

exhibition.

"

Mr. RivixGTOK seconded the motion, which was agreed to.

MEMORIALS TO HIS LATE ROYAL HIGHNESS THE
PRINCE CONSORT.

ON Tuesday a public meeting, convened by the Right. Hon. the Lord Mayor,
was held in the Egyptian Hall at the Mansion House, " to consider the

propriety of inviting contributions for the purpose of erecting alasting memorial
to hU late Hoyal Highness tljc Prince Consort, and to adopt such measures for

carrjing out the object as may then be decided on," when the following resolu-

tions were agreed to :

—

That this meeting, deeply deploring the irreparable loss the oomitry has sustained by the
lamented death of his late Royal Highness the Prince Consort, whose powerful and well-

regulated mind and great abiUlies have for more than twenty years been unceasingly de-

TOted to improving the condition of the humbler classes, and to the development and
extension of science and art, and to the judicious education and training of the Royal
-flnnily, is of opinion that a lasting memorial should be erected, commemorative of his many
Tlitiiee and expressive of the gratitude of the people.
That the memorial recommended should be of a monumental and national character, and

tiiat its design and mode of execution be approved by her Most Gracious Majesty the
Qneen.
That committees throughout the United Kin^om be formed to raise subscriptions to the

proposed memorial, and that her Majesty's subjects be invited to subscribe.

That a committee be formed, consisting of the foUowuig noblemen and gentlemen, to
carry into effect the foregoing resolutions, with power to add to their number ; ajid that
the Right Hon. the Lord Mayor be president of the same, and treasurer of the fund.

The sum subscribed at the close of the proceedings amounted to about £4,000.
Among the donors were—The Society of Arts, £1,000 ; the Lord Mayor, £100;
Baring Brothers, £210; Rothschild and Sons, £210; Coutts and Co., £210;
Gosling, Sharpe, and (,'o., £100; the Marquis of Ormonde, £105; Smith,
Payne, and Smitli, £100 ; Jones Loyd and Co., £100 ; Glyn, Mills, and Co.,

jElOO; Lord Kingsdown, £100 ; Overend, Gurney, and Co., £100; the Bishop
of Exeter, j.100; Mr. George Cubitt, M.P., £100; and Mrs. Cubitt (Denbies),

£100.
At a public meeting at Manchester a resolution to erect a " fitting monument

"

was passed ; the Mayor offering £500 towards a marble statue. Among the
the proposals was one to place a statue within a sort of temple. The idea siiould

not be allowed to fall to the ground.

d^xirrcfipoiulenci;.

EATING OF BETHLEHEM HOSPITAL,—ARBITRATION.
LAST week a special meeting of the parish officers was held at the vestry-hall,

St. George's, Southwark, when the assistant officer officially presented the

award of Mr. George Pownall, to whom tlie pending issue had been referred,

whereby the annual value of the building grounds and premises was adjudged to

be£3,()76, and, inclusive of the house of occupation, £3,728. It appeared that

the governors had instituted an appeal to quarter sessions against their assess-

ment, which, according to the valuation ol Mr. Charles Lee, was claimed to be
lated at £1,800 a year. The parish officers in this instance retained Mr. John
D. Paine, who had previously surveyed the parLsh, and whose valuation was
somewhat over £4,000 for the hospital property. Mr. Pownall's award of

JC3,728 is, however, mutually binding on all parties.

Siu,—The monster evil which we particularly in the building tradehave to contend with

is that of strikes. Strike is the onier of the day, and for a time has run rank as a murrain
Amongst the working classes of this country ; an iufatuation which no amount of

_
reason-

ing or argtunent can change or even modify. What with our cheap and free institutions,

&c., all got up with praiseworthy effort for the intellectual advancement of the working-

man, it is to be deploretl that we still find him with *' strike " for his motto. Strike is the

way in which he will reason, and strike is his argument and weapon with which ho deals

out destruction and misery to all concerned.

It matters not how iibsunl and unniasonable his demands may lie, or liow tmprepared tho

employer is for such a^lvance with hundreds or it may bo thou-sands of pounds of contracts,

all obtainetl and calculated from the cost of labor previous to such demand. It matters

not what agreement may Imvo been entered into, if such ogreement be binding only by
honor : for example take the plasterers of Manchester at present out on strike.

In the rules last supplie<l to the cmployeis by the body or Association of Plasterers In

Mimchester, vide rule 6th, is the following clause—viz., "Either porty wishing to make any
alteration in the rules to give three months' notice in writing, the notice to expire between

the Ist of May and tho 1st of August ensuing." Yet withal they have now struck work with

two weeks' notice, and that not in writing, and in several cases without any notice what-
ever, for a further reduction of tliree hours per week in winter.

It is only a few mouths since they had three hours conceded to them, thus making 61

hours per week, 4J hours less than in summer, and for which they are only reduced Is.

;

another concession on our part, as they were up to last winter reduced 2s. for the 41 hours.

The disputed :i hours per week for which they have turned out would bring the total to 48

hours, Itl of which they work by candle light, and, considering the nature of tho employ-
ment, is not equal to y" hours of daylight, and when employed outside they work from light

todark, this actually would made the entire week consist of less than 40 hours; which, with

the summer hours of f>^, giveson average of 52 the year roimd.

Tho present average is Mj and with the wages paid, tho plasterers of Manchester, taking

all into consideration, arc already in advance of any other branch of the building trade in

Manchester, if not in England.
All this we have axplained to the workmen and reasoned with them, in every way,

anxious if possible to avoid any hostile movement.
Until the contracts in hand were finished, we even offered them the 3 hours per week

;

that is, to have breakfast and begin work at half-past seven, our object being to reduce as

much as possible the unprofitable, and to themselves dangerous, candle-light work, but they

indignantly refused the offer.

We then i)roposed to have the matter settled by arbitration, this they also refused, and
OS we are unable to boar any additional burden, the profits of the trade having already been

reduced until it is almost impossible to live by it, the prices being considerable lower now
titan they were 15 or 20 years ago.while the cost of labor is 40 per cent, higher, we havo

now no other alternative but to apply for other, and it is to be hoped more conscientious

and reasonable workmen, and to appeal to our architects and the public for their aaaistance

in carrying out our object against an unjust, and unwarrantable strike.

A iUSTEIl Plabtebeb.
Manchester, 13th January.

THE OBSTRUCnON AT irHB EUSTON AND HAMPSTBAT) EOABS.
Sill,—It is not at all surprising that " An Inhabitant of tho Neighbourhood " of the

obstruction in the I^uston and Hampstead roads, should express the dissatisfaction whirfl

those living in the locality feel. It is felt as an universal reproach to all tho authorities

who havo the control of the building departments of the metropolis. Where can tho taidt

lie? • • •

Whoever of these is in fault, the public has suffered a great wrong, and a deformity has

arisen in one of our finest thorouglifares, which in the city of Paris would not be allowed

to exist one week. If the Metropolitan Board does not possess sufficient power to prevent

a re-erection, which was originally a great blot, when it has once been taken wholly down,

let them go to Parliament for increased powers. The great end for which it was created,

was to prevent deformity in our streets, and I very much doubt if they can find one

more prominent than the erection at the comer of the Euston and Hampstead roads
• • «

A Lover of justice.

Bexsok's Watches akd CiyOOKS.—" Perfection of mechanism."—Jtfcw»it>j Posi.

QdU watches 5 to 100 guineas ; silver watches, 2 to 50 guineas. Benson's new Illustrated

Pamphlet, free for two stamps, descriptive of every construction of watch, enables portions

In any part of the world to select with the greatest certainty the watch best adapted to

their nse. Watches sent free and safe by post on receipt of a remittance.
J. W. BGi«60X, aa and 34, Ludgatc-hilt, 46 and 47, ComhiU, Loudon, E.G. Established

<74». •

TEKDERS.
Villa, Croydon.

For tho erection of a villa, at Croydon, Surrey, for J. J. Segar, Esq., of West Derby.

Quantities supplied. Mr. William Pace, architect. Temple-chambers, B.C.

Clark £810 1 Poster £^90

Thomas 798 Hart 777

CollsandCo 797
|
Willdns and Bottom (accepted) 701

Ciiuucu, Lambeth.
Tor building new Church in the Kenniugton-road, Lambeth. Mr. H. B. Coe, architect

Patman and Fotheringham £5,085

Willson 6,897

Higgs 6,389

Hill, Kiddel, and Kobinson 6,371

Tiiompson 6,362

Downs 6.039

Jackson and Shaw 4,997

Gatks and Palisadinc, Hull.
For entrance gates and palisading, Pearson-park, Hull.

Messrs. Nealon, Chambers and Co., TliorncUffe Iron Works, Sh^ld.
Palisading, per lineal yard 9 3

Private Carriage Gates i8 15

Private Hand Gates 4 15

Messrs, Young and Fool, Hull.

Public Entrance Gates £330

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We cannot undertake to return rejected communications.
Works in Progbkss.- We shall feel obliped to any of our readers who will favor us with

notes of works centeniiihiled or In progress in the provinces; In most cases a simple

mention that a work is about to be, or has already been commenced, will be sufilcient.

J. M. H.-Thanks.
T. C. 11. Cl!raclford).-Shall appear.
C. M.—Plans only were engraved ; they have been given.

K. X.—We cannot enter into such a discussion.

M. W—In our next,
, . , ,

I. B. A.- Under the circumstances we cannot allude to tho matter; we have received several

coinniunlcations on the subject.
J. L. C Shall hoar from us.

li.—See notice In our last Numl>er.
II. M. I'. (tUoucester).—A view will be given in a few weeks.
S. II Thinks; deferred lor want of space. „ „ «. ^
ItEcEivED II. B., Messrs. K. and W.. James I., F. A., A Subscriber from No. 1, Pharaoh,

C., Anti-Strike, U. E. It., tlamberwcll, Z. V , JI . I. H. A., An Inhabitant ol IsUngton, The
Architect, M. Z., Mr. Jameson, P., W. V., A Builder's Clerk, N y, ¥. K.

•»• All communications to be addressed. The Editor of the BUILDING NEWS, 20, Old

Jiosicell-eutirl, Straiul, W.C, except letters re/errini/ to adeertisements or otiier butineu matters,

which slwuld be addressed to the Publisher, 18 to 21, Old Boiwell-murt.
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SANITAKY CONDITIONS OF UPPER AND MIDDLE
CLASS DWELLINGS.

kANITARY refomiers and

wealthy philanthroijists appear

to have been so intent upon
improving the dwellings of the

laboring classes, that they have

sadly neglected the condition of

their own homes, until they are

made to pay the penalty for dis-

regard of cleanliness in the

shape of increased preventable

mortality. Their conduct is a

melancholy illustration of the

tendency to wish to pluck the moat from a

brother's eye and not see the beam in our

own. Not that wo are insensible to the

advantages which have resulted from the

labors of the rich to ameliorate the state of

the habitations of the poor ; but that we

believe cleanliness like charity should be^in

at home. Example is a far more influential

teacher than precept.

The report for last Saturday week of the

Registrar-General on the health of the

metropolis, reveals the sad fact that in

the week preceding the rate of mortality

had increased. The total number of deaths

was 1,-561 in that short space of time. The
average number of deaths in the corre-

spondTng weeks of the ton previous years

—

corrected for the increase of population—is

1,440. Making the same correction, it will

appear that 17 deaths occurred daily in the

last week tabulated, over and above what

should have been the death-rate according

to averages, if no disturbing influence had

been introduced. The increase beyond is

much greater than it appears to bo, when

we take into consideration that every year beholds an extension of

drainao-e works, and a general improvement in the conditions ofhfe withm

the metropolitan area"that should go, but for the influences just alluded

to, in the reduction of the average mortality. An increase m the average

represents more than mere figures show ; it points to the neutralisation

of sanitary improvements. For all practical purposes so far as regards

the saving of life, the enormous and costly improvements eff"ected

during the last ten years have been utterly useless. The money has

been thrown away ; for the metropolis is in a worse sanitary conilition

than it was during that period. To what extent it is worse, may be

represented by saying, that the influences inimical to life are 1 -4 per

cent, greater than they have hitherto averaged, or that a Londoner's

chances of life are diminished something like one and a-half per cent.

In presence of an increased death-rate, the first thing is to seek for its

causes. Defective drainage cannot be the only one for, on the whole, it

has improved, although in some localities it may be worse. There has been

no fall of temperature till the last week to account for the excessive

death-rate, for it has been 7-2 degs. above the average of the corre-

sponding weeks during the last forty-three years. On three days the

temperature was from 12 to 14 degrees above the average in warmth.

Consequently, so far as thermometric influences are concerned, there

should have been a diminution in the average moitality. Trade was

not exceptionably bad, and if there have been want of employment

and stinted food, they have certainly not gone beyond the average. Up
to the present time the poor have not been exposed to unusual suffer-

ings. We are, therefore, driven to conclude, in the absence of epidemic

and of everything in the shape of contagious diseases, that the causes of

an unusually high death-rate are to be sought in the water supply, and

in partially defective drainage ; and the data supplied from authori-

tative sources justify these conclusions.

First, as regards the water supply. We will take the three periods of

1851 before the companies were compelled to filter their supply, and to

take it from purer sources than formerly ; 1856, when the improvements

had comeinto eflect, and the last month of 1861.

Grand'/Junction.

West Middlesex.
Dec.

Dec..

Organic Impurity Total Impurity
Per gallon. Per gallon.

Degs. DegB.

1851 307 21-72

1856 1-38 22-59

1861 1-80 21-36

1851 2-75 . 22-67

1856 0-96 21-03

1861 2-40 . 21-76

Chelsea.

Southwark

Lambeth

Kent.

East London

New River

Dec.

Dec.

Deo.

Dec.

Dec.

Organic Imimrity Total Impurity
I'cr gallon. Per gallon.

Degs. Dfgi.

2-38 21-28

1-42 .... 22-79

1-70 .... 19-72

1-51 .... 21-08

1-37 2M9
2-40 .... 21-96

2'.W 20-40

1-33 .... 19-84
2-64 .... 20-44

2-01 .... 29-71
1-37 .... 20-10

204 .... 2.510

412 .... 23-57
1-09 .... 22-05
1-30 .... 2108
2-79 .... 19-30

0-968 .... 21-78

0'72 .... 19-72

1861
1850
1861
1831
1850
1861
lajl
18.56

1861
la^i
18-j6

18U1
1851
1856
1801
ia-)i

1856

;; Dec. 1861 - --

A comparative analysis of these figures will show that the organic

impurity of the water we use to drink and cook now, has been

augmented beyond that of the water in 1856 to the following extent :

—

Grand Junction, 0-42 deg. ; West Middlesex, 1-44 de^. ; Chelsea, 0-34

deg. ; Southwark, 1-03 deg.; Lambeth, 1-03 deg.; Kent, 1-31 deg.;

and East London, 0-27 deg. ; while the organic impurity of the New
River Company has been further diminished by 0-248 deg. AVe shall

certainly not take upon ourselves to say that the increased organic

impurity of the water supply is the only cause of the increased rate of

mortality within the metropolis ; but it would be to disregard the im-

portant and significant fact that the augmentation of filth in our drink

is coincident with an unusually heavy death-rate. There is another

remarkable coincidence to be taken note of—the diminished organic

impurity in the New River water coincided with a reduction in the rate

of mortality in the City of London ; according to Dr. Letheby, during

the last quarter of the past year the proportion of deaths declined 16

per cent, below the average.

It would be wrong to infer from the circumstances stated that the

water companies are responsible directly for the increased pollution of

their supply, or that they have neglected any of the onerous duties

imposed upon them by the latest legislative enactments. That they

have done their best honestly and thoroughly, by the filtration of their

supplies, will be evident from an inspection of the table above, which

shows that the total impurity per gallon has been diminished since 1851,

with three exceptions, and their slight increase is susceptible of explana-

tion by the increase of earthy pai-ticles carried down by the augmented

volume of water which at this season percolates the soils and drains into

the Thames. The diminution of total impurity is due to the efforts of

the companies ; the increase of organic impurity is due to causes beyond

the control of the companies—to the augmented density of population

on the area which drains into the Thames, and to the draining of fresh

localities into the river. Since 1851 more than half a million has been

added to the metropolitan population, whose disjecta conveyed into the

river will account for the additions to its organic impurity, without

taking into consideration the increase of population in the valley of the

Thanies above the metropolitan area. The inorganic impurities can be

arrested by filtration, which the tables show the companies to have done,

but the organic impurities are for the most part, too subtle not to escai)e

the action of filtration. When the intercepting di-ainage of London is

completed, and if sewage be diverted from the Thames, orgamc un-

purities will be, doubtless, diminished ; but it must always be polluted

by the storm-overflows from London sewers, and from the drainage into

it of districts above and beyond the metropolitan area. The radical

defect in our water supply is thatit should be taken from the Thames at

all, or, indeed, from any source into which sewage is drained. The new

water supply to Paris is to be obtained from streams unpolluted by

sewage, and care is to be taken not to allow animal excreta to flow into

them? There was a golden opportunity ten years ago of doing as much

for London, when the Honorable ISIr. Napier pointed out the green-

sand formation at Bagshot as sources for supplying us with pure soft

water, which would have improved our health, and effected an economy

in every household. The opportunity was neglected. The intakes ot

the water companies were removed up the stream, and we are now

payintr the penalty for our neglect and foliar in the additional filth to

the water we drink, and the increased offensiveness of the Thames from

its diminished volume.

With regard to drainage. Dr. Letheby points to its defects in quarters

not suspected, by his startling revelation of the change in the relative

sanitary conditions of the dwellings of the wealthy and of the poor, h ever

is, perhaps, the truest indication of defective drainage. Year by year,

as cesspools were abolished and filth removed from under the habi-

tations of men, there has been a gradual and steady abatement of conti-

nued fever. But during the last quarter, and without warning, the disease

made its appearance, and caused a higher rate of mortality than ruled

durin" any other quarter of the five preceding years. Instead of occur-
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ii^ iu districts inliabited by the poor, as formerly, fever has " migrated

from the haunts of poverty to the confines of luxury." Since 1858 the

fever cases attended among the poor by the medical officers of city

tinions has been reduced from 10 to 3 per cent, of all sickness. Fever

IS, therefore, iu the course of being expelled from the abodes of

labor, but as, on the whole, it has increased, it must have fortified itself

in the homes of the well-to-do.

Dr. Murchison and Dr. Barker have " almost demonstrated " that

the ruling fever is caused by noxious emanations from sewers and

drains ; consequently, the wealthy districts are worse drained than poor

districts. For the explanation of this anomaly we must seek perhaps

in the habits of "comfort" of the rich, in the defects of the localities

they have chosen to settle on, and in the number of new houses built

for the middle and upper classes. As a general rule, in lower class

houses, drains have no communication with the interior ; the closets

are mostly in the yard or without the house. In better class houses

they are within, and the better the class the more immediately are they

in communication with the dwelling apartments and the bed-chambers,

and the more numerous are they—one on every floor. Thus it is

impossible to present miasms from penetrating into the interior, and

bemg inhaled by the inmates. We do not speak of other arrangements

which are imag;med to be conducive to comfort, but which are very

conducive to sickness. Again, the cisterns in which water is stored for

drinking and cooking in better class houses are also employed to flush

closets. Is it practicable for some of the miasms to escape into the

cisterns, and be taken up by their contents ? This is a point on which
information would be very acceptable, and which might be easily

ascertained by testing samples from cisterns and from mains in

the streets. Should the stored waters prove to be polluted, the

inhabitants have a complete remedy within easy reach and at trifling

cost—the abolition of cisterns and the substitution therefor of constant

service. The extra expense for the whole year would not be more
than the head of a family will spend in tickets for a night's entertain-

ment at the theatre or at a concert.

Fashion has made its abode in the lowest, worst-drained site in all

London. Pimlico, Chelsea, and the neighbourhood lie so low that the

sewers are often tide-locked, by which means miasms are driven back
into dwellings. Their level is such as to afford no fall for draining into

the intercepting sewers, and they will require a separate drainage

system, with deodorising processes, to remove offensive matters from
their midst. From the evils that spring from site there is no remedy
until Mr. Bazalgette's scheme is carried out, which will be tantamount
to raising the level, and even then the remedy may prove partial and
incomplete.

In ten years 25,000 inhabited houses have been added to those

previously erected in the metropolis, and a very large proportion of

them are better-class houses. If the reader desires to see how many
of them have been constructed in defiance of sanitary rules, let him
go on a voyage of discovery in the neighbourhood of Notting-hill and
the Regent's-park. He will there perceive new houses without base-

ments, built on the soil, and with damp creeping up the walls from foot-

injjs to roof, exhibiting itself in mildew and vegetation. The roads are

ankle-deep in mud when it rains, unmetalled, and with the vegetable soil

left exposed on the surface, interspersed with pools of stagnant water.

Of course the drying of the roads necessitates the evolution of noxious
gases, which find their way into neighboring houses. Not Agar-town,
in the worst phases of its existence, exhibited conditions more unfavor-

able to health than do some of these new better class of streets. Can
it be a matter of surprise, then, that fever should make them its abode ?

ROYAL SCOTTISH SOCIETY OF ARTS.
AT the fourth meeting of the session of this Sodoty, Dr. NEWIUOOING, President of the

Society , in tlie chair.
Mr. William Firth, Fellow, gave a description of a plan for forming harbors of

refoge. Mr. Firth Btat«^ that the plan which he proposed to submit was one of the class

Imown as floating breakwaters. It was fOHndcd on the well-known law, that " action and
reaction are equal and opposite." The general fcatm-c of the plan was to break the waves
by means at large pontoons or tubes of iron of great length and of considerable depth. It
wimld be neccssaiy to preserve the tubcsfrom decay, and also from being drifted by high
winds. The objection hitherto urged in respect of decay must in the present case be set

aaide, as, with the facilities now existing for effecting repairs, the same objection ought to
apply to the Britannia-bridge and similar structures exposed to the influence of the
wnther. The quantity of water raised above the mean level or still water-line was
atanofit equal to the quantity left below that line, and it must efiually follow that the
vndnlatory motion of the water was confined between two lines, one as much below as the
«tti«r wa** above still water-line. The final consideration was that of making anchorage,
which bad been considered the chief objection to floating breakwaters. If it were con-
sidered that the tubes had no pitching motion, and coni*equently would not jerk the cable
j$nA anchor, there was some difficulty in arriving at any need for prodigious iwwor in this
dement o' the plan.
I Mr. CCMBKRLASU HiLL, teachcr, George Heriot's Hospital, then read a paper on " An
Improved Time Gun Signal.'' Both papers were remitted to acommittee for consideration.
A reply to the address of condolence presented to Her Majesty was announced as having
been received from the Secretary of State.

Metbopolitan Board op Works.—At the last meeting of this boily

aevera! contribntions were ordered to be made in aid of City improvements
in Watling-street, >'ewgate-«treet, and Fleet-street.

ON THE ESSENTIALS OF A HEALTHY DWELLING AND THE
EXTENSION OF ITS BENEFITS TO THE LABORING POPU-
LATION.*

IN acceding to the request of the Institute that I would, after an interval of
twelve years, again give to its meinbei-s some of the results of that expe-

rience which 1ms been gainal in my gratnitous efforts to promote the health-
fulnesg of our dwellings, and more especially those of the laboring population, I
feel that, however unattractive the suljjeet may be in an artistic point of view, it

lias some peculiar claims on your attention, and tliat many of tlie dilficulties

with which it is beset can not only be appreciated, but their solution be probably
in some measure aided liy those wliom I have now the pleasure of addressing.

In my paper read the '21st .January, 18o0,t reference was made to the great
interest taken In tliis subject by our late illustrious patron, the deeply lamented
Prince Consort, and bis Hoyal Highncss's own words were quoted, to show that
" these feelings are entirely and warmly shared by Her Majesty the Queen,"
our most gracious patroness. Proofs of an undiminished continuance of that

interest, as well as some of its practical results, will be stated in tlie second part
of my present paper.

It would be doing violence to your feelings as well as to ray own were this

allusion to be unaccompanied by an expression of the most profound sympathy
witli our beloved Sovereign, for whom we earnestly pray that in this time of
overwhelming grief abundant consolation may Iw granted from above. Shall we
not also indulge the hope that ere long a knowledge of tlio great and wide-spread
benefits resulting from the noble principles, highly practical wisdom, and bright

example, which, alas ! we must now speak of as a legacy left by his Royal
Higliness for the good of his family, his adopted country, and the world at large,

will have their soothing influence on our bereaved Queen, as well as stimulate
many to follow so bright an example?

In the grief so universally manifested at the death of this great and good
Prince we all participate ; but tliose who were honored liy occasional intercourse

witli that illustrious person, and knew his kindly, courteous manner, must feel

the loss more deeply. Some present can, no doubt, bear witness with me to the
proof of real interest in the objects his Royal Highness deemed worthy of his

attention, which was manifested by a remarkable appreciation of minute details

—a characteristic feature of a mind as reflective as it was highly cultivated.

I miglit select a suggestive motto, suited to the subject before us, from one of

the admirable addresses by his lale Royal Highness, which it was my privilege to

hear at the Aberdeen meeting of the British Association, and at the International

Statistical Congi'ess, held more recently in London ; liut I prefer adopting for

that purpose a sentence uttered on another occasion by tlie ever to l>e lamented
Prince, on account of the deep feeling of responsibility wliicli it manifests, and
the important principles whicli are so peculiarly applicable to my subject. It is

the following:—"The blessings bestowed on us by the Almighty can only be
realised in proportion to the help which we are prepared to render to each
other."

In proceeding to point out tlie'circurastances conducive to the healthfulness of

a dwelling, some will be named which cannot be strictly termed " essentials,"

inasmuch as their absence may be compensated for. Such is the case where
localities, though not elevated, have a good soil and are well drained. It may,
perhaps, appear scarcely necessary to add that the healthy state of a dwelling
will not be insured by any one, or even by the union of several of the features

essential thereto, in the absence of others which are of equal importance.

The condition of "healtby," in regard to dwellings, arises out of a combina-
tion of circumstances, whicli comprise

—

1. Those appertaining to the locality, including its soil, a free circulation of
pure air, an efficient drainage, an ample supply of pure water, and a good
aspect.

2. Those which are structural.

3. Those which depend mainly, though not wholly, on the occupants them-
selves—extei-nal and internal cleanliness, and a proper use of structural arrange-

ments.
1. In regard to locality. High and dry situations, having a free curculation

of air, whether occupied by groups of buildings, as in towns, or by isolated

dwellings, as in the country, are proverbially healthy; wliilst those which are

low and damp, or surrounded by confined air, are tlie opposite. Experience,

afforded by the state of troops when encamped, or when in permanent barracks

or in hospitals, is conclusive on this point. It is a known fact that the mortality

of troops in Jamaica has been diminished from 120 to 20 per thousand by their

removal from the plains to the hiUs ; and it is well ascertained that ague, dysen-

tery and fever prevail in localities wlicre the surface of the ground is naturally

wet and insufficiently drained, or where there exists an accumulation of decaying

matter, of which one sure indication is the presence of an abundance of flies.

Dampness of situation is also productive of mental depression and bodily feeble-

ness, which excite a craving for intoxicating drink. The embosoming in trees,

or any other obstruction to a free circulation of air immediately round a dwel-

ling, is prejudicial to health, and should, therefore, be avoided.

A soil of gravel is unquestionably the most liealtby, and, next to it, one of sand.

Clay soil, which, from its non-porous nature, retains the rainfall, Is a frequent

cause of the dampness so prevalent in the lower stories of houses in many locali-

ties—an evil felt as much in some which are elevated as in those at a lower level,

and a fruitful source of sickness amongst servants, as well as the occupants 01

small houses, wliether in towns or in the country. The precautionary measures

which should be adapted when the soil is of clay will be noticed under the bead

of construction. A soil of chalk is usually attended with the disadvantage of

its being necessary to sink a considerable depth for water; wliilst its chemical

properties,{ imbibed iu the process of filtration, are injurious to some constitu-

tions. Tanks or reservoirs for storing rain-water are, in such cases, often the

most suitable expedient.

« Read at the Royal Institute of British Architects by Henby Robeuts, F.S.A.

t This patier was published, with numerous illustrative plates, by the Society for

Improvuigthe Condition of the Laboring Classes iu 1850, under the title of " The DwellingB
of the Laboring Classes, their Arrangement and Construction;" and it has, in a French
translation, made by order of the Emperor when President of the Republic, been widely

circulated in France. Considerable portions of it have also been published in Gommny
and in the States of North America.

t A process for softening water derived from chalk has been put in operation at Wool-
wich, and is said to be successful. In an article on sanitary legislation in linglaud in tha

Brilisli Almatmc for 18.511, this process is noticed, aud also the serious inconvenience often

occurring from the oxidation of iron pipes used for soft water supplies, the only efEoctual

remedy for which is an internal coating, or varnish.
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Loose soil closn to a liousc is a frequent cause of dam]), wliicli rai|,'lit be reme-
died by a flaf^ging of stone or asphalte, and in many situations a dry drain ought
to be formed round the buildin;?. Care should, therefore, be bestowed in rcg-ard

to the surface of the gTOund about a dwelling, as well as in the selection of its

site.

Drainage of the Soil and Surface.—Wherever dwellings are built on natu-
rally wet ground, it is essential to their being healthy that ample provision be

made for draining the soil, as well as for ordinary surface drainage and for the
carrying off of surplus fluid from the house itself. Tlie necessity tor this descrip-

tion of drainage is generally more manifest in the country than in towns, their

gradual formation and progressive increase having been generally aeconipaniiKl

with surface drainage under some forui or other. Good surface drainage is,

however, peculiarly necessary in towns built on an uneven surface, as is the case
with the metropolis, which stands ou low hills in the midst of an imperfectly re-
claimed swamp, partially underlaid by a stratum of peat. The lower levels on
either side of the Thames, where the drainage h.is been most inefficient, were
much more severely visited by the cholera than the higher parts of the
metropolis.*

IIounii Drainage.—The providingjefficient means for house drainage, as well
as a good surface drainage, is a duty which, in the case of towns, obviously
devolves on the public authorities. The consequences of a past neglect of this

duty liave been remarkably manifested at Windsor, where the prevalence of
fevers and choleraic complaints having led to an investigation, the drainage of
the town was found to be very defective, and without any proper ventilation to
carry off the gases which form in the sewers ; whilst, on the contrary, at the
Castle, a separ.ite and perfect system of drainage having been provided, no
disease existed. The case of Bedford might be cited as another instance recently
before the public. House drainage, should, as far as possible, be kept without
the building, although the valuable modern improvement of glazed earthenware
tubes with perfect sockets has greatly diminished the risk of an evil formerly
80 prevalent. Especial care ouglit to be taken that the pipes which discharge into
them are properly trapped, in order that they may not become a medium for the
escape of foul air into the dwelling.

_
Cesspools under basement floors, so common formerly, have been the cause of

sickness and deatlis innumerable. During the cholera in 1849, to my knowledge,
several cases wholly traceable to this cause occuiTed in one house. Whenever
tliese latent sources of mischief are discovered, they should be removed as quickly
as possible. In many houses of the first magnitude, both in the metropolis and
in the country, which are not of recent construction, this evil exists, as well as
that of defective drains, causing the ground under the house to become sodden
with foetid matter. The gases which originate in these places, and difftise

themselves over the dwelling, constitute one of those conditions of local ini-
})urity which exercise a powerful influence when the state of the atmosphere is

favorable to an outbreak or spread of cholera, fever, or other kindred complaints.
The abolition of cesspools within all dwellings is therefore a sanitary measure of
the first importance.
Furc Water.—For an ample supply of pure water, one of the most important

accessories to a healthy dwelling, the public authorities should, in the case of
towns, be held responsible. The contamination of our rivers by tlieir being
unscrupulously, and at the same time most wastefuUy, made the "receptacles of
sewage, has rendered them very generally incapable of supplying the neigh-
bouring population with pure water. Fully admitting the improvement which,
in respect to its supply of water, has taken place in our own metropolis, it still

remains far behind the metropolis of the Roman Empire, and even many of its

provincial cities. Those wlio have traversed the Campagna di Roma can never
forget the gigantic aqueducts whose ruins proclaim how abundantly and at what
cost Ilome was supplied with water. The practice whicli has to sueli .in extent
prevailed in our towns ofobtaining water from wells, sunk not unfrequently near
to a churchyard, has been very prejudicial to health, though its sparkling
appearance and freshness to the taste might lead to the contrary supposition. Its
impurity is generally caused by an infiltration from some neighbouring drain,
cesspool, or other deposit of putrefying matter. Many such instances in the
metropolis might be referred to.t
For dwellings in the country good drainage and ready access to pure water

are not less essential than they are in towns, and they'ought, therefore, to be
made the subject of deliberate investigation before the loealitv of a dwelling is

decided on.

The aspect of dwellings is often greatly dependent on local circumstances, and
has an influence on tlieir salubrity which is too much overlooked. In preference
to all others, a southern aspect should be chosen, and where that is unobtainable,
one inclining either to the east or to the west, so that the rays of the sun may
enter at some part of the day. Rooms to be chiefly occupied in the height of the
summer are exceptional, thougli in such cases I should give the preference to an
eastern or a north-eastern over a due northern aspect. In towns the difficulty
of obtaiiimg a sunny frontage may frequently be gi'eat, if not insurmountable,
but the importance of having the sun's rays within the dwelling for some portion
of Uie day, especially in rooms occupied by children or by invalids, should never
be forgotten. I could point to a large convalescent iisylum in the country which
IS so arranged that tlie spacious gallery used by the patients for exercise during
the greater part of the day is without the cheering and warming rays of the sun.
Such defects tend to defeat tlie main object of the institution, and are a discredit
to all concerned in the building.

_
The structural features essential to a healthy dwelling have now to be con-

sidered. In pointing them out 1 shall aim at the same brevity which has
characterised my remarks on those appertaining to locality ; and not doubting
that your own recollections will supply the corroborative passages which might
be adduced from Vitruvius, from Alberti, and other emment authorities, I

• I have the authority of Dr. Farr for stating that, if the mean of cliolem epidemic of
1848 and 1.S.54 in London bo taken, nearly 11 jjcr 1,000 o£ those living under 10 feet of
elevation died, to 1 per l.cxio of those at the hiRliest elevation ; and that, if London bo
dlvldecl mto terraces of different degrees of elevation, the mortality from on epidemic of
cholera is, in round nnml>ers, inversely as the elevation.

t One was recently mentioned to me by the medical officer to the Oencral Post Office as
having been the cause of much internal derangement to several of the emplovis hi
that establishment, and whieli had led to his recommcndmg the use of the patent
rarbon filter. In late reports of the Registrar-General reference is made to a well at
Sandgate as containing 4ll-lii; grains of impurity per gallon ; and in another at Hampstcad
as containing f):i.(;o grains, whilst the water from Loch Katrine recently brought to
Glasgow, at a cost of £l,.500,oon, contains only 2-3.'i grains. The water supplied to London
by six of the leading companies were found lately to contain 17-84 to 21*68 grains.

abstain from quoting thera, in order to avoid llllllllHHWltlji cncroaAillg on your
time and patience.

To secure the healthy condition of a dwelling it« structure must be—1, dry;
2, warm ; 3. The number and area of iU apartments must be in proportioa
to the number of tlieir occupants, and due provision must be made for all
the requisites appertaining to daily life. 4. It must l)e well lighted. 5. It
must be properly ventilated, and bo free from noxious vapours of every kind.

1st. In order to a house being dry, it must stand on a dry foundation ; and
where this is not otherwise obtainable, artificial means should )« adopted,
either by forming a stratum of concrete, varying in depth according to cir-
cumstances, but never less than 12 inches, by a liedding of slate in cement, or
by a bed of asphalte laid through the whole thickness of the wall under the
floor level.

The lowest or basement floor should be raised not less than about 8 inches
above the external surface, and if the floors are of wood, the ground beneath
them ought to be excavated, so as to give a clear depth of not less than 12
inches, which should be ventilated by means of air bricks, built in the external
walls.

Floors of stone or of slate should either be hollow, resting on brick counes,
or be laid on a dry bed, prepared for the purpose, which is also essential in the
case of brick or tile floors. In some parts of the country lime and sand floors

are pretty generally used for cottages, and when properly made with a dry
substratum are said to last upwards of 40 years. I have used Portland cement
for the floors of living rooms in fireproof dwellings, but in places where there is

much wear stone is preferable. Beil-rooms ought, in our climate, when not
matted or carpeted, to have boarded floors.

External walls must be weather proof, of sufficient thickness to secure dryneM
and warmth. On the facilities for obtaining a good and non-porous material may
depend whether brick, stone, or flint be used ; whichsoever it be, good mortar U
essential to dryness. In some places concrete, pise or cob, with an external

facing of plaster, or rough cast, may be employed with advantage, provided the
foundation be dry, and the roof project sufficient. Hollow walls conduce greatly

to dryness and warmth ; they may be formed either wholly of brick, or exter-
nally of one of the other materials before naraisl and be lined with brick or tile,

a small hollow space being left between. The same .idvantages are di-sirablo

from the use of hollow bricks, and they are also well adapted for the lining of

walls. A glazing on the external surface of brickwork is an effectual preventive

of damp, and it is to be regretted that suitiibly glazed bricks are not easily

obtainable at a moderate price. Their smooth surface is a great recommeudation

for internal work, on account of its non-retaining properties.

For the covering of roof's slate has with us so many recommendations that its

general adoption may be readily accounted for ; the evils attendant on its use

arising from changes in the temperature should be particularly guanlcd against

by boarding, felt, or by double plastering. Tiles are geueraily found to be
warmer in tlie winter and cooler in the summer than slate, and requiring less

lead are in that respect more economical. Projecting caves should invariably

have gutters, to prevent the drip which is often the cause of damp in the walls

and foundations ; the same evil too frequently arises from a stoppage of the

rain-water pipes consequent on their being either too .small, or their heads being

unprotected from the intrusion of birds' nests, leaves, &c.

For the roofs of town buildings more particularly, a fire-proof construction,*

such as was described in my paper oC 21st Janu.ary, 1850, has many obvious

advantages to recommend its general adoption. But the practice, so extensively

prevalent, of forming rooms for servants in the roof has an opposite tendency.

In reference to fire-proof constructions I would take this opportunity of recalling

a suggestion in a Paper read by my friend Mr. S. Smirke, 5th jVovember, 1860,
" On the Use of Coke," which, from its lightness, appears to be equally suit-

able for the purpose of vaulting, as the volcanic scoria or pumice known to have

been thus applied in many important buildings in Italy and Sicily.

When the immense destruction of property caused by fire, and too often

accompanied by the loss of life, is considered, the question of an efficient system

of fire-proof construction generally applicable, appears to me to merit the very

serious consideration of the Institute ot British Architects, and I, therefore, ven-

ture this passing remark, though the suggestion is not immediately connected with

my subject.

Wood of an inferior quality, or unseasoned, when used in any part of a

dwelUng-house is a false economy, whilst the cracks and shrinkages caused thereby

are often prejudicial to health.

Lead, a material wliich enters into the construction of most dwellings, should

be used with great caution lor pipes which convey drinking water, and ought to

be dispensed with altogether for cisterns, excepting those for the service of

closets, on account of the injurious effects produced by the chemical action

which frequently takes place when the water in them in soft. Iron properly

varnished or enamelled, may be substituted forljoth purposes; and for cisterns,

slate is very suitable. The offensive and unwholesome smell which often pro-

ceeds from sinks of lead or ordinary stone, renders the substitution of either of

slate, or glazed stone-ware, or of enamelled iron, very desirable.

2. Warmth.—This in a dwelling depends not only on its aspect, its diyness,

the materials used, their proper application and substance, as I have already

noticed, but also on the structural plan, particularly on the relative position of

the doors and fireplaces, as well as of the windows and spaces for beds, which

should be so contrived that the occupants will not be exposed to draughts. W ifh

all our regard for comfort it is surprising that we do not more Irequently

endeavour to modify the effects of our variable climate, by the u.se ot double

sashes, which are so common in many parts of the Continent. This would be a

means of retaining more of the small portion of genial warmth which passes into

the room from our wastefully constructed open fireplaces, a subject on which, in

connexion with the artificial warming and ventilation of dwellings something

more will be said hereafter.

• I adopted the hollow-brick fire-proof construction here referred to, in the roof and

floors of the two ranges ot model dwellings torramilles built m .StreatUam-street ,
Blooma-

bnn* and in Portpool-lane, a.s well as in the lamented Prince Consort's model hous« at

the "Exhibition of 1S51. Recently the efficacy of this mode of construction was tested at

the Wteatham-strcet houses by a tenant, who accidentaUy set fire to the woodwork of Ins

apartment, to which the fire was limited. Hollow bricks, with wrought-uwn girders, aio

now vcn- extensively used for floors in Paris. Thirty years since, when constracUng

Fishmon'gcrs' Hall, I used, over the kitchen and m some other places, a vaultingot eartneu

pots, hollow bricks beuigthen scarcely known, though they have bceu found m the remama

of Homau buildings in this and other countries.
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3. Tlie uuuilH^r and dimensions of tlie apartments essential to lioalth in a

dwellini; must be proiwrtionate to the number of its occupants, and suitable

provision must Iw made for all that appertains to a well ordered domiciliary life,

uot onW that of tlie master and mistress as well as of the children, but also that

of the servants, whose health and morals it is tlie duty of their employers to care

for.

The amount of space required for health bcin<r greatly dependent on efficient

Tentilation, it will be considered under that head. In most dwellinjrs the scale

of accommodation cliieHy depends on the means and circumstances of the

occupants, in wliich the variety is so great that I shall not attempt giving

anytniug bat a brief outline of what may be termed the minimum provision

wfiich ought to be made for a family consisting of parents and children of both

sexes, belonging to the laboring class, undoubtedly the most numerous section of

the community. A laborer's dwelling in the' country should have a small

entrance lobbyi a living room not less than 150 feet in area, a scullery of from
00 feet to 80 feet in area, in wliich there should be a stove or fireplace for use in

summer, as well as a copper and sink : there should also be a small pantry.

Above should be a parents' bed-room oi^ not less than 100 feet area, and two
sleeping-rooms for the children averaging from 70 to 80 feet superficial each,

with a distinct and independent access. Two of the sleeping-rooms at least

should have fireplaces. There ought also to be a properly lighted, ventilated,

and drained closet, as well as suitable inclosed receptacles for fuel and dust.

The heiirht of the rooms, in order to their being healthy, should be scai-cely less

than 8 feet, and even 9 feet would be desirable but for the extra expense. With
a view to ventilation, the windows should reach nearly to the ceiling, and the
upper part be invariably made to open. In windows which have tiansomes as
well as mnllions, some of the upper compartments may be hung on centres for

tins purpose.
It may be deemed almost Utopian to indulge the hope of seeing such accom-

modation as this placed within reach of those of the laboring population who are

doomed to reside in towns; but those who for several years have been striving to

place the benefits of a healthy dwelling within their reach, whilst knowing by
experience something of the numerous difficulties to be overcome, and being fully

aware that, in many cases, it maybe impossible to accomplish all that is desirable,

ought not on that account to be daunted in the pursuit of an object of such great
and wide-spread importance.

In returning from this digression to the structural features of a healthy dwel-
ling, I would point out the great importance of direct external ventilation and
light to all waterclosets, including those for servants' use. It is obvious that
constructive defects here must be a very serious evil. The pipes to water-
closets should lie protected from the effects of frost. I notice also that it is of
much importance the chimneys should draw so that the smoke will properly
ascend ; when it does not, the air is greatly contaminated by its escape into the
dwelling. The smoking of chimneys, if not caused, as it often is, by the want of
sufficient air in the apartment,* or by bad management in the first lighting or
in the putting on of fuel, frequently arises from the proximity of more lofty

buildings, or of trees, and too often from a defect in the construction, such as
being too large to ensure a continuous upward current—an evil which may be
sometimes cured by a contraction of the throat. For all ordinary chimneys, flues

9 inches square, or, which is decidedly preferable, 10 to 11 inches diameter, are
quite sufficient. Kitchen chimneys are exceptional.

4. Light well diffused over all parts of a dwelling is essential to its being
healthy. A dark house is not only gloomy and dispiriting, but is always
unhealthy. We know on high medical authority that " the amount of
diseases in light rooms as compared with dark ones is vastly less." Light
ought to be diffused over the whole dwelling, so that no dark corners
be left to invite a deposit of that which is untidy or offensive. Happily
the motive which in times past led so much to an exclusion of the light of heaven
no longer exists, and though ages may pass ere the evils resulting from a vicious
legislation are entirely swept away, yet tlie removal of the tax on windows and of

that on glass must, amidst much to discourage those who have long and zealously
labored in the cause of sanitary amelioration, be regarded as most valuable con-
cessions in its favor.

5. Ventilation and Artificial Wanning.—These are questions of vital import-
ance in regard to dwellings, though, judging from the neglectful indifference of
moltitudes, their value is far from being duly appreciated by the educated, and
even by some in the scientific class<;s of the community. Were it otherwise, the
closeness perceptible on entering many of their dwellings, the oppressive heat of
the rooms, the sickening fustiness in the apartments occupied by the servants,
and too often in those of the children, would certainly not exist. When the
numbers of hours passed within doors by every human being in a civilised state

is considered, it will be manifest that the breathing of vitiated air for so large a
portion of the twenty-four hours must be as injurious as living on unwholesome
100J. t

T-Sqcahes.—At a recent meeting of the Franklin Institute, U.S., Mr.
Nystrom showed several specimens of improved T-squares. He said, sim])1e as
this instrument seems to be, it is difficult to procure one that will satisfactorily

answer the purpose for which it is intended. The rule of the square is generally
made of hard wood, which is apt to warp, and it is heavy and clumsy to handle
on the drawing board. The most suitable wood for a T-square is spruce-fir.
This wood is not affected by a change of weather, and therefore will not warp j it

isamong the lightest of woods, its specific gravity, when well dried, ranging
between 0-4 and 0'5, but it is too soft to be used against the drawing pen, in con-
aeqnence of which it is necessary to line the edges of the rule with a harder wood.
It is of great importance with what kind of hard wood the spruce-fir rule is

lined. Most of the hardest woods are not suitable for the purpose, as they warp
and twist the rule, and in some cases will separate from it. Maple is found to be
the fx'st for the purpose; it is a fine grained, hard wood, and its specific gravity,
when well dried, is only 06 ; its behaviour in changes of weather coincides very
much with that of spruce-fir, and it is therefore best adapted for this purpose.
—Mechanicn' Magazine.

' The late Mr. Thomas Cnbitt told mc that ho had frequently cured nmoky chlmnoya, in
booaca of hU own bnildini;, well known to be amongst the Ijest in London, by an Imper-
ceptible admifaion of a little air over the room doors, the woodwork fitting so closely that
jmfflcicnt air could not, when they were closed, gain admission to the room.

t To be contiaocd.

THE HOUSE OF NASSAU, AND FOUNTAIN, NUREMBERG.
THE irregular streets and squares of Nuremberg, have a wonderfully

quaint, picturesque, and ornate character, and the traveller wandering
through them, may easily imagine iiimself transported back a few hundred
years into the past, such an air of antiquity pervades tlie city.

Many of the dwelling-houses are still inhabited by the families whose
ancestors originally built them. As a rule, they are of narrow frontage,

with acutely pointed gables, the roofs garnished with an abundance of

dormer windows. Though narrow, the houses often extend back from one
street to another, enclosing two or three courts. The ground-stories were
low and vaulted, and usually occupied as warehouses, the upper and do-
mestic portions were elaborately carved and stuccoed.

Das Nassaucr Ilaua—the House of Nassau (of which we give an en-

graving on another page), stands nearly opposite the church of St. Law-
rence ; it is considered one of the best examples of the domestic architecture

of the city. The style is true German Gothic, it was built at the begin-

ning of tiio fourteenth [century in the reign of the Emperor Charles IV.

The angle turrets are very marked features, and together with tlie high-

pitched roof, and battlemented and richly panelled top, form an artistic

termination to the somewhat tower-like building. The centre oriel win-
dow is very beautiful in design and execution. The little drinking foun-

tain below is of modern date ; it is decorated with a statuette of the

Emperor Adolphus of Nassiu, at whose desire, the Church of St. Lawrence
was built. The fountain in front of the house is rich in sculpture and
metal-work.
Nuremberg has been regarded as the cradle of the arts, but many other

things were nurtured in the Imperial city, whicli have exercised a vast

influence on mankind. Cannon are said to have been first cast in Nurem-
berg in 1356. Playing cards (perhaps invented there), were certainly

manufactured in the city as early as 1380. The first watches, called

" Nuremberg Eggs" from the shape, were made there by Pete Hele, in 1517.

The first gunlock in 1517. In 1390 a paper mill was built, the first in

Germany. In 1550, Erasmus Ebner found out the alloy of metals now
called brass ; the clarionet was invented by Denner in 1690. We might

easily enlarge the list : a wonderful city was and still is Nuremberg.

ABCH^OLOGICAL INSTITUTE.

AT the meeting held .January 10, W. Tite, Esq., M.P., V.P., in the cliair, Mr. PETRIB
communicated drawings and a notice of remains of a church of circular form, called

the Girth House, existing in Orkney, near tlie ruins of the palace of Jarl Paul, who resided

there in the twelfth century. As an example of this peculiar type, of which so many are

to be found in the northern parts of Europe, this little church is believed to be unique in

North Britain. lu general plan it precisely resembles the little church at Altenfurt, near
Nuremberg. It is remarkable that no church of this form exists in Ireland.

Professor DOXALDSON then made some remarks on this curious class of ecclesiastical

structures, and the examples in our own country, all of which belong to the twelfth

century ; and Mr. TiTE invited attention to the Round Church at Northampton, which he
ha<l lately visited : it had suifered much from neglect and decay, and is now in course of

restoration, under the care of Mr. Scott.

A memoir was read, addressed by one of the Foreign Correspondents of the Institute,

Count Tyszkiewicz, a learned Associate of the Society of Antiquaries of Wilna, and
illustrative of various primeval antiquities—entrenchments, tumuli, S:c.—in Lithuania,

Of these a series of careful plans were sent for comparison with those of similar remains in

Britain. After some general observations of considerable interest in regard to the

archeology of his country, the Count explained the divisions under which the ancient

vestiges may be classified : namely, the singular earthworks at the confluence of rivers

;

entrenched sites on the summits of mountains, sacred, as supiwsed, to tlie worship of the

gods, and where small circular cavities occur constantly, in which ashes and charred wood
are found, the traces, it is believed, of sacrifices ; the third class includes mounds and
earthworks, believed to have been destined for holding councils or for judicial proceedings

;

and, la.stly, were described the tumuli, called Kurhany : some of them being posts of ob-

servation, like watch-towers ; others following the lines of ancient roads, whilst the

greater number are sepulchral, and in these are found weaiwns and relics of stone, bronze,

and other metals, analogous to those by which the vestiges of the earlier periods are

characterised in England and other parts of Europe. Beads of colored glass and of amber
are likewise found in abundance.
A discourse was then delivered by Mr. E. Lloyd, of Eamsgate, controverting the

opinionsof the Astronomer Royal, and of Mr. Lewin. relative to the sjMt where Ciesar

landed in Britain. Mr. Lloyd was disposed to regard Shoulden, to the west of Deal, as the

precise spot ; and he contended that at the time when Cicsar approached the British coast

the flood-tide carried him strongly to the northward. He proceeded to point out. from his

local knowledge, the great physical changes which had taken place in that part of thecoast

between Deal and Eamsgate, and especially in regard to the estuary formerly existing

between Sandwich and Reculver in the direction now indicated only by the course of the

Stonr; he declared his belief that these results had been chiefly produced by the deepening

of the channel in the Straits of Dover.
A notice was then read of the Breden-stone, the remains of a Roman pharos on the

Western Heights, at Dover, and of which as exposed to view last summer in the course of

forming barracks, a photogr,ai)h was exhibited. The shapeless mass of masonry, known
formcrlv as the Devil's Drop, is mentioned by Lambarde and other writers on Kentish

Antiquities ; it probably marked the site of a Roman pharos, on the west side of the harbor

at the mouth of the Door. The lords warden were in olden times swoni into oflico on this

Breden-stone, whicli had been covereil up with chalk and rubbish, and concealed from
view in isw, to bo again exposed for a few days during the recent operations, and again

wholly lost and forgetten.

Leeds.—Nexe Chapel.—The Baptist denomination of Leeds have just opened

a new chapel. The building, erected under the superintendence of Sir. T.

Ambler, architect, of Leeds, is in the Italian style. The walls are being carried

up to the fioor with pitched face wall stones, finished with a stonf; string, from
whicli commence pressed brick walls. Each side is divided into four bays, having

windows with circular heads, glazed with ground glass. The chapel is arranged

with baptistery and communion pew, and will seat 375 persons. The seats are all

open, with octagon ends. Part of the roof is seen, with curved braces resting

upon moulded stone corbels, the plaster work being carried partly up the slope of

the roof. The woodwork is stained and varnished. There are two vestries in the

rear of the chajiel, and room for heating apparatus, and also a small yard with

conveniences. 'The chapel is lighted by two sunlights near the ceiling. The total

co3t of the building has been over £8d0.
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LIVERPOOL ARCHITECTURAL AND ARCIIiEOLOGICAL
SOCIETY.

AT the sevpntli meeting of t)ie session, lidd at (lie Royal Institution, Mr.
J. II. Hay, tlie President, wlio occupied tlie eliair, alluded in feeling terms

to tlie decease of the Prince Consort, wliich had thrown a nation into mourning,
and cast a gloom over every household in her Majesti'y's dominions; and that,

while the symfjathy for our widowed Queen was as heart- felt as it was universal,

tlipy, as architects and lovers of the arts, had especially to regret the d&ith of

his Koyal Illglnuss, from the recollection of what he had done to promote the

iuferests of art, and extend its influence among the people.

Amongst the donations presented was one from Messrs. \V. and O. A. Audeley,
architects, being a copy of the " Sermon on the Mount."
The President passed some eulogistic remarks upon Messrs. Audsley's

donation, and a vote of thanks was passed to those gentlemen by the Society.

Mr. Samuel Hugoins then read a paper on

THE WALLS AND ROW'S OF CHESTER.
After some introductory observations, Mr. Huggins remarked that Chester

was a gem of eitles, and a gem beautifully set. Its natural site alone, for its

native attractions, was worthy of a high degree of admiration. The most im-
portant, though not the most unique, feature of the city, that which contributed
most to its beauty and enabled you the better to behold and appreciate all others,

was the Walls, which, though the work of man, were as vital as the rock on
which they were built; as much recognised by nature as the trees which clung
to or cast their shadow on them. The walls were said to have been originally
built by the Romans, and there was a Roman grandeur in their conception which
greatly favored the supposition. They presented in many parts a most imposing
aspect to the surrounding localities, and gave a grandeur to the outskirts of the
city which few n)asonic constructions could have secured. Though no longer
needful for defence, they were anything but useless. There was scarcely a more
delightful promenade in England. A walk round the walls of Chester was like a
dream, for the strange variety and mixture of objects of every kind and style and
form, and of every date, from the ephemeral erection of yesterday to the historic

fane of ten centuries ago, that passed In array before you. Here you were
greeted by the harsh utilitarian genius of the age—there you communed
with the hoar spirit of antiquity : on this side were embodiments
of the present ; on that, mementoes of the past, in gazing upon
which you were looking back into time as well as out upon
space. One moment you encountered an object of poetic beauty, the next
presented you with something of utilitarian homeliness. On one side
you might step out on to the green turf, on the other you were in a region some
hundred feet above it, high over roofs, and chimneys, and tree-tops. Mr.
Ilugginsenteredintoa particular and critical review of "the cathedral as the most
Important object of art. St. John's Church, which was visible from many points,
he warmly eulogised as a fine specimen of Norman and pointed Gothic. The
ancient choir and Lady chapel at the east end, now abandoned as a ruin, was,
even in Its present state, one of the most graceful objects anywhere to be met with,
and went to prove that the works of the architect into which tlie vital spark of
bi'auty had been once breathed will long retain the impress of Its spirit, and, like
the fairest works of the Creator, be beautiful even in dissolution. He regretted
that, in the important restorations now going on, faithfulness in adhering to the
original should have gone to the extent of restoring its defects, as regarded the
]iresent destination of the edifice as Protestant church; and that the opportunity
should have been neglected of so far modifying the plan as to remedy the great
deficiency of light, which could easily have been done by piercing a few of the
I'lind arcades of the clerestory, which would not in the least have Interfered with
tlie style. Could the original architects, who belonged to a fraternity remarkable
for nothing more than their strict attention to utilitarian requirements in their
works, be brought ironi their graves, they would smile at our solicitude to pre-
-erve what they would at any moment have sacrificed to fitness—especially if
made aware of the great intervening event which we call the Reformation. He
noticed a variety of other objects and scenes which the walls com-
manded, and concluded his remarks upon the latter by observing that
'hey were by no means an obsolete feature. Nothing could be more
suggestive to the projector nf a new town, or improver and beautifier of an old
lie, than the walls of Chester. A characteristic of Chester that deserved parti-
nlar notice in any account of its architecture was that, owing to the apparent
oiitentedncss of the wealthy to dwell among their poorer fellow-citizens, it con-
fined liouses of all classes, from the highest to the lowest, all mixed up together

11 the most easy and natural manner imaginable. This, he considered, was one
-I'eat source of the picturesqueness of the place, and remarked that there was
iinething in it pleasing to the moral sense as well as to the sense of beauty. It
ave, he thought, a sort of perfection to a neighbourhood when it was inhabited
y a variety of classes that enabled an individual, whatever his rank in life, who
It as he ought to feel, more at home, more embosomed in human society, than

• hen he w;as among his own class only, isolated from all others. He entered
III! a critical notice of the Rows, which, unique as they were, and strangely
iiproductive as they had been of any modern progeny, were, in their corrected,
l.alised form, as applicable in the present day to the streets of London, Llver-

i'ool, or Manchester as they ever were in Chester, and where their introduction
'Viiuld relieve architects from the necessity under which they at present lay
I'nough the requirements of shopkeepers, of producing ugliness in their shop
esigns. Chester, though eminent for the beautiful, was somewhat behind in the

i!seful. It was wanting lu sanitary regulations. In some localities it was
roo densely built upon, and contained houses deficient of light and air. It had a
h:iiidsonie railway station, but that was not connected with the city by a proper
tlioroughfare. There was a deficiency of bridges connecting the two sides of the
river. There was a gate wanting to connect the walls across Grosvenor-street.
He remarked upon the character and position of the various public bulldlnn^,
id expressed his surprise at the meanness of the buildinff devoted to the post-
hce, a public department which, from its importance, might be expected to be
icated iu one of the finest edifices in the city.

The Horticultural Society and the International Exhibi-
loN-.—Her Majesty's Commissioners and the Council of the Royal Horti-
ultural Society have entered into arrangements, by wliich it is agreed that
tlie price of a season ticket of free admission to both the Horticultural Gardens
and the Exhibition, shall be five guineas.

INSTITUTION or ENGINEERS IN SCOTLAND.
AT the second meeting of the session seven new members and one associate were

proposed and fifteen gentlemen were elected members of this Institution.
Mr. A. Allan then read papei-s on an Improved Duplex Spring liufl'er and

Draw Springs for Railway Plant, and on Improved Roof Lamps for Railway
Carriages, after a discussion on these papers,
Mr. E. Hunt gave a description of a German veneer-cutting machine, in

which a straight saw blade Is used, being stretched in a frame of the ordinary
construction, consisting of a style with cross-heads at each end and a back
tension rod, and the frame is made to reciprocate by a crank and connecting
rod, the crank shaft being carried upon a separate block, situated to
one side. The saw frame is pectillarly guided ; each of ite cross heads has
attached to its under side two small swivelling sliders. These project horizontally
in opposite directions Into small square grooves, formed in the inside vertical
faces of the guides, which are bolted down to a cast iron plate, fixed along the
front of the bench. The guiding grooves are not straight, but curved
slightly upwards from their inner ends towards the opposite outer ends, and by
this ingenious contrivance a twofold advantage is obtained. The saw is made to
do an equal amount of work in both directions of its motion, whilst the upward
feed of the log is continuous, and the saw cuts inwards towards the centre from
both edges of the log, and has in consequence much less tendency to break
through the veneer near the edges when the wood is brittle. Another Important
feature of the saw-frame guides, is the provision for lubricating them. Lubrica-
tion by hand or by ordinary appliances must be somewhat in excess to insure
efficiency ; and as a consequence, the oil is thrown about by the rapid motion
and injures the veneers. In this machine the lubricating oil is jiut Into small
brass cylinders or pumps, one for each guide, and communicating with about the
middle of it by a small tube. Each cyfinder or pump, is provided w ith a piston
which is gradually screwed down by a movement derived from the fee 1 motion of
tlie machine, and this feeding action of course only takes effect whilst the saw-
frame is in motion. The supply of oil is by these means accurately adjusted to
the requirements, and there is no waste, nor is any thrown about. Tlie saw
blade is placed vertically with its teeth directed downwards. It will be under-
stood tliat the teeth are shaped to act similarly in both directions ; in side view
they resemble lancet points projecting at short intervals from a straight edge

;

they are very slightly set, alternately to opposite sides.

Instead of the guiding surface upon which the saw blade runs being straight,
a slight convexity inwards is imparted to it. It is practically impossible to
stretch a thin steel band so tightly that it will not buckle or bend out of the
straight line when subjected to varying strains. A very little lateral strain will
make it move slightly out of the straight line ; but if it is by any means kept
slightly out of that line, it will require a much larger proportionate strain to
make it recede still further from it. Thus the saw blade being already stretched
over a curved surface, cannot be made to spring from that surface with anything
like the rase with which it would spring from a flat surface, being equally
stretched in both cases. In a knife 33 inches long, the convexity is itljout ' tlis

of an incli, tlie length of the saw-blade being 6 feet; but the amount of con-
vexity is varied in different cases.

Tliese various contrivances permit of a very thin saw-blade being used, and as
the saw removes from between each veneer, and wastes, a thickness of wood at
least equal to its own thickness, a reduction in the tliickness of the saw-blade
involves a direct diminution of the waste. Specimens of the veneers cut by
these machines were exhibited. It is common for them to obtain from 14 to 20
veneers of a moderate thickness from (lie inch of wood, but as many as 3G can be
got from tlie inch if required; the veneer Is, however, in this last casa rather too
thin for satisfactory use. To show how refinement in one part of a machine leads

to, and In fact necessitates an equal refinement in other parts, it may be
mentioned, that the full advantages of these machines cannot be realised with
the saw blades in the state in which they are received from tlie makers. In
appearance the blades are well made and finished, and the surface seems smooth
and the thickness uniform. It Is, however, found to be absolutely necessary to-

pass them through a special machine, whereby their surfaces and thickness are

by a planing process rendered sutiieiently true and unifonu. In the case o£
resinous woods, the heat caused by the sawing action is apt to soften tlie resinous .

matter, and very much increase the frictlonal resistance to the saw-blade. To
overcome or lessen this difficulty when it occurs, a lubricant is applied to the

saw-blade, and the one found most suitable is a solution of salts of lemon or-

oxalic acid.

During the discussion which followed, the author remarked, that it was not
intended in the paper to raise the question of novelty respecting any part. The
maeiiine had simply been selected for description as one which contained all the
most recent iinjirovements. The paper was designed to be the first of a series

on wood-working machinery, and was a description of the best—as far as he was
aware—of that class of veneer-cutting machines. The Institution would un-
doybtedly be gratified by receiving a description of a good circular-saw veneer

machine. It was Intended, if those who bad it in their power would give their

assistance, to publish in the Transactions descriptions of the best machines now
in use for the various operations of working wood; and there was no doubt it

would form a very interesting series, and that it would be very valuable foe

reference.

MANCHESTER LITERARY AND PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETr".
AT an ordinary meeting held December 24, J. P. Joule, LL.D., President,

in the Chair,
Mr. Brocbank exhibited' some samples of steel manufactured by Mr.

Bessemer's process. These specimens had been bent and twisted cold, and
showed a remarkable degree of ductility. He stated that the Bessemer steel was
one of the most plastic and manageable of mefals, more so even than copper. Ii;

could be bent, flanged, or twisted, either hot or cold, without annealing, and
over a considerable range of temperature—which is not the case wiih ordinary
steel or copper. A plate of 18 inches diameter had been forced through a series
of dies until it formed a tube 13 feet long and If inch diameter, without any
ci'ackorflaw. A ring of metal could, at one heat, be hammered into a die to
form a locomotive engine chimney-top. In drilling a circular hole into a plate
continuous shavings are formed, whereas, in copper or Low Moor plates, or any
other metal, the shavings break into pieces ^ i ii. long. Thin sheets of the
Bessemer soft steel can be bent backwards and°forwards hundreds of times with*
out a fracture, and are almost as flexible as paper.
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INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEEHS.
(\K Tnesdn-. Jaaou; !«•», JOHN- Hawksuiw, E^., F.R.S., Prraident. in tho

\J Chair, ilr. Havk^ww deliTered his inaugural adilress, in which he adverted to the
Tido i«2igc of subj«ci3 embmoed bj the profession of a civil enf^neer, and ob:^>Fvcd that

ia no pursuit was progreesmore apparent than in it. ThUfi, within the la:»t lliirty years.

a&aat 70.0<>> miles of railway had been made In different conntries, at an outlay of eleven
hnndred millious of poonda sterling, fully one-half of which expenditure had been under
the direction of British engiaeers. Again, in IS:J5. the s^viftest Atlantic packets depended
wholly on sails, and the voyage occupied twenty days, whereas now the journey was per-

foroked by steamers ia nia«day& Ten years ago the steamboats plying between Holyhead
and OubUn. tlien as now. among the fastest afloat, had attained a speed of soventeem miles
an hoar, whilst last year the new tXMtfcs reached a ^eed on their trial trips of twenty and
a half miles an hour.

Since 184S the speed of Her Majesty's screw linemf-battle ships had bacn doubled.
Doting the same period the build and construction of stcimboats had been greatly
improved, and the doubts which prevailed until very lately whether iron was the best
material for line-of-battle shipe seemed now nearly dispelled, although tho rapidity with
which Iron foaled would, unless some remedy could be devised, always be a source of

trouble. The -orixriso and the best mode of constructing iron ships of war was next con-
sidered, an ! -' 1 that, by the adoption of an improved system, tho whole of the
iron used !

: iire might be made to add to the strength of a ship, as well as be
useful for ; v)iich was not tho case at present. With regard to speed, it was
with steamer?, a^ with locomotive engines, a question rather of what velocity we could
affiordto p^for than of what rapidity could be physically attained, for there was no doubt
the speed of either could \k accelerated beyond any point the nation could at present afford.

With respect to railways there was an anomaly which before long would require attention.
*nins. to make way for passenger trains, goods and mineral trains were in many cases
harried on, manifestly to the pnjveution of due economy.
In grouping engineering works the electric telegraph might be classM with railways and

with steam navigation. All were agents of Intercommuuication, tending to the same
important ends ; but, of the three, the electric telegraph was, by the peculiarity of its

operation, the most wonderful. Since ls:i9, when the first public telegraph was estab-
ifshed, about U.5110 miles of telegraph had been opened In this country ; 10i),000 miles in
the rest of Europe ; upwards of 48,00) miles In the American States ; and the total extent
of Mlegraph at this moment could not be less than 2O(),0()0 miles. On land this most useful
(Ufloovery had been tmiformly successful. Like railways, it had growni—in Great Britain
by public support alone—into an " institution." Ocean telegraphy had been less fortunate
in its results.

Slmultaooonsly with the rapid advance of these works there had been great progress in
another branch of engineering —gunnery, with which civil engineers had latterly l)ecome
connected. Within the last few years the range of artillery had been doubled, the weight
of the gnn in proportion to that of the projectile had been reduced one-half, and the
capacity for power of the elongated, as compared with the round shell, had been more
than doubled. This great advance in the destructive power of cannon had rendered moat
of tho old fortifications useless. As ships were being clothed in iron mail, so it seemed
probable that iron would be largely used in mwlern fortifications, and for embrasures that
material offered great advantages. Forts might, in some cases, be built principally, if not
wholly, of iron ; and Mr, Hawkshaw hope.l it would be adopted for the superstructure of
the large sea forts at Splthead, the construction of the foundations for which had been
entrusted to him.
Having noticed soms of the advantages that might result from a greatly improved

qtlaUty_ of iron, or a cheap raanufactnre of steel, or of a metal approaching steel in cha-
racter, incloding the po3sibilltyofincre.ismg the size and power of cannon, of cofistrncting
bridges of greater span, and of reducing the at present, unwieldy size of paddle and screw
shafts, crank axles, and other portions of all sorts of machinery—attention was called to
the great facilities afforded by the use of iron cylinders, in sinking and securing
foundations.
There was one other subject connected with mechanics, which had hitherto been barren

of result- the discovery of a new motive |X)wer—for the steam engine remained the only
tame giant that was usefully subject to the will of man. So long as motive power was to
be obtained through the intervention of heat, or until a cheaper fuel than coal could be
found, it seemed improvable that the steam-engine would be superseded by any other
machine, though it would not be safe to predict that considerable improvements might not
he made in the steam-engine, or in engines to be worked by coal.

In conclnsion. the President observed that engineers might feel, when laboring on public
works for facilitating the intercourse of nations, that they were not merely conquering
physical difficulties, but were also aiding in a great moral and social work, for it was
distance and separation that led to misapprehension and prejudice, to Ignorance and mis-
trust, to rebellion and war.
At the monthly ballot, the following candidates were balloted for and duly elected :—

Messrs. A. L. Light, J. R. Mosse, and J. C. Smith, as members ; the Lord Richard
OroBvenor, M.P., and Messrs. H. A, Hunt, Jun., and H. H. Keeling, as Associates.

THE LATE M. C. WYATT, SCULPTOR.
WE have to record the recent ile.ith (at the age of 84 years) of Mr. Matthew

Cotes Wyatt, whose name was well known nearly lialf a century ago as one
of the foremost sculptors of the day. The late Mr. Wyatt was the son of James
Wyatt, Surveyor-General under King George III., wlio lies buried in West-
minster Abbey. He was bom in 1777, and was educated at Eton, where he
was the contemporary of the late Marquises of Londonden-y and Anglesey, and
of Lord Stuart de Rothesay. At the age of nineteen he was employed, under
the immediate patronage of King George III., in the execution of several works
of art at Windsor Castle; but his first public work was the memorial erected at
Liverpool in honor of Lord Nelson, from his design. Mr. Wyatt also executed
the cenotaph in St. George's Chapel, Windsor, to the memory of her Royal
Highness the Princess Charlotte. He executed equestrian statues, including
those of the Duke of Vork, Field- Marshal the Marquis of Anglesey, and
lastly, the Duke of Wellington. Mr. Wyatt also executed the monumental
group erected to the memory of the late Duchess of Rutland in the family
mausolenm near Belvoir Castle. But, perhaps, in no single subject did Mr.
Wyatt ever succeed more thoroughly than in his statue of "Bashaw," the
favorite Newfoundland dog of the late" Ear! of Dudley.

Another of Mr. Wyatt's most celebrated statues is that of a charger encoun-
tCTing the dragon, which was commissioned by King George IV., for a group of
the patron saint of the Order of the Garter, and was placed by his Majesty's
command in St. George's Hall, at Windsor. The horse for the equestrian statue

J'
"^'"e '^'orge III., at the east end of Pall-mall, was also designed and executed

J u't J®*'> "''ose life had been so prolonged that he had seen a race ofartists
of the Victorian era arise, to claim their share of the popular fame in which he
bad himself participated so largely under " the Georges."

North Wales Lunatic Asylum.—Messrs. Lloyd, Williams, and Under-
wood have prepared plaas for increasing the accommodation of this asylum to
told an additional 2f)0 ; 100 males, and 100 females. The Commissioners of
l.nnacy have approved the designs, and the work will probably proceed in the
«pnng. The kitchen of the present building having been found rather small, anew one with every modem improvement and convenience has been erected from
the instroctioDS of the same architects.

MR. SMIKKE'S LECTUKES ON ARCHITECTURE AT THE
ROYAL ACADEMY.—I."*

SUCH, however, as I have remarked, was most certainly not the opmion or
the practice of the sculptors of the seventeenth century. M. Angelo had,

in the palmy days of art, made his Mosos look like no comuiou piece of humanity,
but rather like a sculptured fragment of rock, in solemn repose and instinct with
supernatural dignity, whilst the Patriarch, when treated in the; naturalesque
school of the degenerate period I now refer to, never failed to be represented as
a remarkably active impetuous old man, admirable chiefly for the violent de-
velopment of his muscles; throwing himself into very unseemly attitudes, and
striking the rock with his rod more like an excavator than a patriarch. Such
also is the general character of their architectural sculpture.

The Apostles and Fathers of the Church were men upon whom we should be
taught to look with reverence by the quiet dignity of their mein, and by that
deep intellectual abstraction which is best represented by a steady composure of
manner and general absence of energetic action. But where are we to seek for

such examples of architectural sculpture from the chisels of the eminent masters
of the fanatastic school of this period .' On the contrary, the Holy Fathers are
made to look like posture-masters performing for the public diversion, and are
seen on their pedestals, throwing their limbs about and rutiling their drapery ia

a way utterly subversive of that personal dignity, which, as I have remarked,
seems to appertain to their character.

It is not to be wondered at thatwhen taste in sculpture had reached this bathos
our own art should have been draitged down with it to the same level. Indeed,
there is, I think, good reason to apprehend that far too intimate a union had
unhappily subsisted between those two sister arts.

So long as a fine taste and a high (esthetic feeling prevailed no danger came,
nor could come, from the cultivation of both these arts by one mind ; iudeed it

was the glory of our art to be intimately allied to the sister arts. But when
that truth ot feeling and nicety of judgment liad passed away which taught
those who practised both arts to discriminate well between the special require-
ments of each, a fusion was the result mischievous to both, but which was more
particularly injurious to our art, for a sculpturesque treatment of architecture is

likely to lead to far graver errors than an architectural treatment of sculpture.

The latter may be liable to become cold, rigid, formal, and even unnatural ; but
the former is sure to become, as indeed it did become, insufferably lax and
vicious^ violating all tho proprieties of our staid and sober art—an art which can
never indulge in capricios without great risk to character and certain loss ot
dignity.

To say the truth, without however meaning the slightest dispar.igement of the
sister art, I would express my belief that most of the errors of architecture in
its decadence, may be traced to the injurious influence that sculpture exercised
over our art. The habit of a sculptor's [mind would naturally lead him to
exercise his inventive faculties in designing and modelling out of the plastic

material with which he is most familiar, forms and combinations of fonns that
would produce picturesque groups, and an ornamental, or at least pleasing
arrangement of lines, and of chiaroscuro, and when he comes to execute his con-
ceptions in stone or marble, he would of course seek to construct his work, if not
out of a single block, at all events in as few as possilde, because joints, and
especially bed-joints, he is of course always anxious to avoid or conceal. All the
proprieties, therefore oi masonic construction—the sound bonding together, and
truthful bedding of stones; the avoidance of false bearings, and all such like con-
siderations are entirely foreign to his art, and are in fact subjects which never,
or rarely, demand his study, nor even need his attention as a sculptor. Hence
it is, probably, that we find that the sculptor of the seventeenth century, when he
firoduced works ofarchitecture, was very prone to treat his buildings, however
arge, rather like magnified copies of small sculptural models, than as purely
architectural works; that is to say works built up on the true principles and
according to the known rules of good architectural construction.
When we call to mind the practice so prevalent, and so popular, at the period

of which I treat, of erecting in churches, huge architectural pageants, of a most
ostentatious character, but of very slight and temporary materials and con-
struction, as chapelles ardentes, and catafalcos, when the funeral obsequies of
some high ecclesiastical or political dignitary were performed, it seems not
unlikely that this prevalent fashion on which, as it is well known, artists ot

highest eminence, were often engaged, conduced to, or at least accelerated, that
degraded character of architecture which we so much deplore, and which so
injuriously influenced our art in subsequent times.
Those vast architectural shams, the catafalcos, were put together by the

flimsiest contrivances; there was, of course, a lavish superfluity of statuary, for

it was of mere lath and plaster, and tlie drapery was often— I believe usually

—

real linen steeped in glue and whiting to give it a fictitious rigidity, and some-
thing of the superficial aspect of stonework.
By such like artifices it became easy to " body forth " for a day's ceremony,

some " baseless fabric of a vision," highly picturesque and imposing perhaps,
indeed, when treated by men of genius and ability, very striking and even mag-
nificent ; for, as I have said, men of the highest rank in art were not, in those
days, averse to lend themselves to these ephemeral productions.
In presenting such unreal mockeries to the view, masonic proprieties were

neither required nor regarded. The boldest and least fastidious practitioners
would probably indulge and amuse their fancies in realising the semblance of
impossible structures ; and as it was just as easy and inexpensive out of the lath
and plaster, or clay .ind stucco in which they worked, to present to the devout
and admiring congregation a galaxy of clouds and glories, and to group together
all the cardinal virtues, and the whole hierarchy ofsaints, as it was to exhibit the
most gorgeous domes and the richest colonnades, it is not to be wondered at that
the productions of the two arts got irretrievably intermingled and confounded, as
well as corrupted.
That such a jpractice or fashion, prevailing among a people of strong aesthetic

feeling, but of lax principles of taste (and such were the Italian people of the
seventeenth century) should lead to a simil.ir style of designing in works of a
more permanent character, seems natural and almost inevitable.

First in interior architectural design we should expect to find, what in truth
we do find, that 'altar pieces, baldachinos and monuments, became strange
medleys of the two arts, although worked out perhaps, in real marble and
brass ; and then the vicious tendency would necessarily spread itself to exterior
architecture.

* Continued from page 49,
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I tliink tliat it may bo said with strict truth that exactly in proportion as this

sculpturesque 3i)irit pervaded architecture, so that art became rleteiiorated. It

has been truly said by a liiKli authority from this place, that paintinfc and sculp-

ture each excite our admiration the most when their special characters are kept

most clearly defined, and when each art limits itself to the doiuR tliat which it is

by its nature best qualified to do. Sculpture can very imperfectly represent

distance, and should, [therefore, avoid a-i much as possible attempting back-

i^unds. Painting, on the other hand, is iieculiarly competent to produce such

eflfects, by its power to represent space and distance ; and therefore, the painter

who places all his figures on the same plane, does not avail himself fully oi the

capabilities of his art. So, also, the painter abandons one of bis highest privileges

when he neglects to use color, whilst the sculptor who uses color (unless he does

so with infinite caution and exercises great moderation and abstinence), runs a

serions risk of turning his statues into dolls.

Our own art is amenable to the same law. It is always most trmmpliant

when it attempts to do that only which it is its special nrovmce to do. Thus

then, to apply our remarks to the subject in hand, I should say with great con-

fidence that the architect who so designs his building as to render it doubtful

whether sculpture may not legitimately lay claim to the work as its own, is a /

traitor to his art, and despoils it of its birthright. >

Many instances of such self-debasement present themselves among the works

of the degenerate days of which I treat. It seems an ignoble task to hunt up

for criticism and condemnation such examples of the abuse of genius; but such

is the task I have imposed on myself, Italy well earned the honor of having

been the garden in the soil of which were nurtured all the most beautiful pro-

ductions of modem art ; but it was unfortunately in that same too fertile soil,

that with greatest exuberance sprang up those wild extravagances, which

ultimately brought so great discredit on the arts, and on none more so, perhaps

on none so much as on architecture.

I believe that it is to thaifatalfacility , which characterised the practice of all

the three arts at this period, that we must mainly attribute their common
decline. Wholly wanting in the'thoughtfulness and deep feelinp of Ilafiaelle, and

of some who preceded, as well as of some who immediately followed him, the

painters sought fur the most part, gorgeous and showy cttects, at the expense

of all the higher quahties of their art; so, as I have already remarked, the

sculptors of this declining age designed impetuously and executed dexterou sly,

but the sentiment of their art bad evaporated, and its greatness had gone; —
and so, to return to our own art, the architects of the happier, and earlier period,

were enthusiastic without wild extravagance, refined without pedantry, and

always knowing well when to refrain from and when to indulge in the gi'aces of

decoration; none knew more thoroughly than the later, more advanced, quatro-

centists hoto and when to give a zest to their work by the most charming orna-

mentation ; whilst none appear to have known better than they the value of

breadth, simplicity and even of perfect plainness, when their good taste and

judgment prompted an abstinence from ornamention. But I have on former

occasions dwelt sufficiently on the merits of the masters of that great period, and
have already endeavored to urge on you the careful study of their works. I

name them now, that you may feel more sensibly the contrast presented by the

architecture of the degenerate age which followed . It is my aim to deter you from
tlie evil examples set us by the licentious throng ofthe seventeenth century by hold-

ing up their en-el's for your reprobation and rejeclion. Through the ignorance of

some, the contumely of others, and the loose habit of speaking common enough
to most of us, the term " Italian architecture" is apt to be applied to buildings

of the most diverse and opposite character. It is an instance of the same laxity

of speech by which styles of the utmost contrariety, from the simple, austere, and
honest architecture of the early Rhenish buildings down to the florid extrava-

gances of Adam Kraft, have all been indiscriminately classed under the one

large, unmeaning, and inappropriate term " Gothic." It is through the same
thoughtless and perhaps ignorant way in which the general term " Italian "

architecture lias been customarily applied, that gross injustice has been done to

works of the highest quality.

The vague and superficial knowledge, both of some of those who have written
and of those who have spoken on our art, has too often led them to place under
the same category the beautiful works of Braniante, RafFaelle, and Giulio

Romano with the 'truly barbarous architecture of KoiTomini, Fischers, and too

many others. The Italians were, as I have already said, themselves the first

corrupters of the Italian style ; and among those corruptors Borromini stands

out in strong relief as a prominent delinquent ; for, as he was one of the most
reckless practitioners, and one of the most sinful contaminators of style, so was
he one of the most active and prosperous. Prosperous lie truly wasj; for with that

fatal facility on which I have been animadverting, he occupied a long course of

practice in spreading over Italy a numerous and conspicuous progeny of ugliness.

Prosperous, however, he was not to the end. By a kind of poetical justice

which does not always attend upon the guilt of offending artists, he died miserably,

the victim ofjealousy and envy. Bernard Fischers was another instance whom
I have adduced as one of the false lights of this vicious period. Vienna, to this

day, is, in its public buildiugs especially, distinguished by the bad taste of
Fischers, and I know no city so sadly "disfigured by the school to which he
belonged.

Milizia is a cantankerous critic, it is true, but he is perhaps justified when he
condemns Fischers' triumphal arch at Vienna as " un capo d'opera di strava-
ganza." The wildest disciple of Borromini, be says, could not have invented a
more capricious and irrational design.

I revert, now, to the question, what was the cause of this great and general
degradation of art in Italy? It may be that the political and social condition
of that country had for some time been degenerating; whilst other, more
northern countries, were rising into wealth, ami advancing in the political scale
of Europe. Yet, it cannot be said that political preponderance will always be
found on the same side of the balance as ajsthetic excellence.

Wo might readily point, in the history of Europe, to notable instances of the
contrary.

For example, I am aware of no wonderful development of artistic taste having
accompanied the brilliant epoch of Frederick the Great, or the extraordinary
political ascendancy of Charles the Fifth. Going back to an earlier period, we
shall find that in medieval times, when the social and political condition of Europe
was very dark, and when, in the language of an old contemporary chronicler,
" nobles and bishops built castles, and filled them with devilish and wicked men,
and oppressed the people ;" at that very period, foul, as it certainly was, with

most of the vices which disgrace Cliristiuuity, a i<choul of art existed which has
been advantageously compared by many with that of the Greeks.

It is clear, therefore, that there are more subtile iiifluiiices which will, at least
sometimes, operate favorably for the ilcvelopment of art, l>esides the accumulation
of mere material wealth and political power.

Neither will peace, alone, of necessity, bring teatketic excellance among other
blessings in its train, as we are very apt to say, and very willing to believe, wb«a
we would paint the horrors of war.
The Greek states, for example, brought tlie fine arts to a climax of excellence

never since fully attained, although they were for ever engaged either in warring
on each other, or in preparing and defending themselves against extermination
from barbarian hordes.

So the ItaUan states, amongwhom art received its second birth, were constantly
plunged in internecine wars. How often were the great masters of our art
called away to superintend the erection of gloomy fortifications, and jioiiderous,

unseemly, loop-holed walls, for the protection of those very cities which they
were engaged in beautifying ! How often were great and glorious works of art
arrested in raid progress by the incursions of iieighlHinnng rivals, or by the
threatened devastations of foreign hosts, or by the exhaustion of the public purse
consequent on these deadly striies

!

These instances, which might be greatly multiplied, are sufficient to show that
a stormy political atmosphere is by no means of necessity inconsistent with the
existence of a highly excited state of artistic ardour.

I would not, however, for a moment be supposed to pledge myself to the
paradox that war is favorable to the cultivation of art. Very tar, indeed, from
that is the fact. All that I would wish you to infer from the remarks which I

have just been making is, that the arts have been found to prosper notwithstand-
ing war. But there is one condition which I believe to he clearly and positively

essential to the permanent well-being of the arts, and that is, public jirosiierity.

I suppose it to be impossible to cite an instance of the general decay of the

material interests of a country not being accompanied by a corresponding
degradation of the fine arts in that country ; whilst, on the other hand, the sonnd,

social prosperity of a people will generally be found to bo accompanied by an
elevation of their standard of taste, as well as by a widely spread appreciation

of the fine arts.

The proudest works of medieval France date about the perio<l when St. Louis,

by his wise government, raised the character and consolidated the strength of his

country. In England, the rule of Edward III. marks the periods of the highest

point of excellence to which Medieval art reached in our country, and precisely

that warlike and heroic period was the most brilliant in the political annals of

our middle ages.

I need not do more than point to the age of the Medeci, in Florence, as the

period most embellished by the fine arts, and as the period when the Italian

Peninsula stood foremost as the most politically eminent among all civilised

nations ; and we have already seen, from the retrospect I have been taking of the

architecture of the Italian Renaissance, that the debasement of the three sister

arts was simultaneous with the decay of Italian political greatness. It is not

for me to attempt to explain these coincidences. It needs a larger and far

clearer view of the pliilosophy of history than that to which I can pretend,

before I can presume to lay open the causes of these phenomena, the existence

of which is all I can venture to assert.

Perhaps, too, the inquiry into those causes would hardly profit us here, for it

belongs rather to the domain of the political economist, than to that of the-

artist. No doubt every ingenuous mind must feel an interest in these general

views, but they can scarcely be expected to bear us much fruit, nor to afford us

practical rules of conduct in our search after esthetic excellence, a search which

should ever bo uppermost in the artist's mind, be he student or professor. To
trace the progress—not tlie occult causes—of decay in our art, has been my chief

object in the few desultory remarks which I have this evening addressed to you.

It is but a sorry theme, and I may be blamed, perchance, by some for having

lingered so long among these ruins of a fine art, and lor having sauntered so long

upon the banks of that stream of polluted art which deposited its slime over so

wide a portion of Europe, and during so long a period ; whilst I might, with so

much more pleasurable a feeling, have been leading you on to admire beauty

amidst the charms of a happier age. But it is my conviction that much benefit

is to be derived from the bold and unhesitating denunciation of whatever we
must recognise as faulty. There are sennons in stones ; whether they be

fashioned by the hand of a master, or rudely hewn by the chisel and mallet of a
'prentice hand. The diagnosis of disease is, in truth, best studied, not in the

healthy, but in the disordered subject.

I have laid bare before you some sad cases of such disordered subjects this

evening. It was, as vou well know, the Spartan philosophy to deter the youthful

mind frora vice by eiihibiting openly to the public gaze the unhappy and repulsive

results of vice.

All that I ask of you is tiiat you will note, and heedfully oljserve, these errors

of our art, even whilst you pass them contumeliously by, and that you will study

them well, for the mere purpose of propounding them as objects which neither

love of novelty, nor the attractions of singular ingenuity, or of great technical

skill, should ever tempt you to imitate or to repeat.

House TBLEORArHY.—At the soiree given by the Professors of University-

College Messrs. Silver and Co. exhibited working models of a telegraph invented

by Professor Wheatstone, F.R.S. The apparatus is compact and portable, and

although not occupying more space than a 9-inch cube, contains all that is

necessary for receiving and transmitting signals, and for producing a current of

electricity effective over luO miles of line. The signals are made by the pointing

of an index to the letters of the alphabet, numbers, &c., painted on a dial m
Roman characters, and are, consequently, intelligible to all. In the trans-

mission of signals all that is necessary is to depress the key opposite the letter or

figure to be transmitted, and produce the current.

Edinburgh Master Painters' Association.—This Association has,

like our London Painters' Company, established the practice of giving annual

prizes for the best specimens in imitation of woods, &c. A number of specunens

were exhibited last week at the rooms of Messrs. Dowells and Lyon, 18, George-

street. Several of these, considering that tliev were executed by young appren-

tices, were highly creditable. The committee met in the evening, when pnzea

were awarded to the following :—Imitation of woods—1st prize, William Shaw ;

2nd prize, Thomas Quigley. Lettering, plain and shadow—1st prize, James-

Dufl'y; second prizes, Thomas Quigley, John M'Cabe, and George Dariing.
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ON THE CONSERVATION OF ANCIENT ARCUITECTUKAL

MONUMENTS AND REMAINS.*

NOTH IXG can be more delightful and instructive than this class of investi-
gation. One sometimes finds objects of the greatest interest and unfolds

«l«tal» of the greatest beautv and originality, of which not a trace was before
vitiUe. Were it not for this, tlie work "of restoration would be almost
onmitigatedly painful, from having constantly to meddle with and to
replace genuine, but hopelessly decaywl, work ; these discoveries, however, and
the beauties they unfold, aB'orJl a defightfuf and consolatory compensation.
How doubly distressing, then, is it to see evidences of this kind discovered, but

ignored and destroyed without one hint being taken from them, as is too often
ttie case.

.ifter animadverting, however, upon our own misdeeds, I think I may be ex-
cused in speaking somewhat plainly as to the fearful loss of authentic work of
the most precious, indeed, of the most inestimable value, which is going
throughout the lengtli and breadth of that country which boasts itself to have
been the birtliplace of Pointed architecture, and where, if that high claim eau be
cstablishiHl, it follows as a necessary conseQuencc that every original fragment,
and every authentic detail, or—more correctly speaking—the originality aud the
autlienticity of every fragment and of every detail, should be guarded with a
jealousy proportioned to their value as the most trustworthy and the most
genuine illustrations of the rise and development of that wonderful style of art.

It is perfectly inexplicable to me how the very same persons can at one time
brii^ cogent arguments to prove that their country was the nursing mother of
Medieval art, and at the next should deliberately, and without necessity, take
down from her noblest architectural monuments original detaik of the most
exquisite description which imagination can picture, and which have suftered
comparatively little from time, and replace them by modern copies. Yet this is
the coiu^ of proceeding going on from one end of franco to the other—and that
not by one architect in particular, but, in a greater or less degree, by all the
architects who are engaged in the restoration of the ancient monuments of
France.
In that country we have to applaud the 'generosity of the Government in

undertaking on so munificent a scale the restoration of its ancient architectural
remains. We have not, as sometimes with ourselves, to lament the employment
of persons of dubious capability ; for the works are generally in tlie hands of men
of the greatwt eminence and of undoubted skill and knowledge ; nor have we to
complain of any want of artistic power in the carrying out of the works, for in
this we must acknowledge ourselves to be in many cases surpassed. What we
have to lament, to deprecate, and to protest against is, that inexplicable absence
of appreciation of the value of the authenticity and of the actual boni fide
genuineness of old work, which leads them to reject without scruple or remorse
the most charming original work for some mere trifling defect, and to feel per-
fectly satisfied with a copy which, however skilful, must be lifeless from the very
fact of its being a copy, and which, even if as good as the original, must be
utterly devoid of the interest and historical value which attached to it. The
extent to which this feeling, and the course which results from it, extends itself
is as lamentable as it is inexplicable, and absolutely threatens to replace half of
the ancient monuments of the country by mere copies of them. True it is that
these copies are admirable in execution, and careful and studious in their correct-
ness; but who cares for a copy if he can get the original ? or who will ever look
at the details of the French cathedrals as exponents of Medieval art, when they
know them to have been executed in the nineteenth century ? And it is not the
examples of Pointed architecture alone which are being thus tampered with but
even the curious Byzantine remains in southern France and the classic monuments
at Nismes. When I was preparing, some time since, a lecture for the Royal
Academy on the rise of Pointed architecture, I had a great desire to see a draw-
ing of any capitals which might exist at Perigueux, and on making inquiry of
afriend who had just been there, he said, "Oh! I could have'got you one if I had
known, for the old ones were lying about among the old materials." One hears
a story of an American who, after looking at the new works always going on at
the Coliseum, remarked, with very just irony, " It'll be a very fine building
when it's finished." And I learn from our excellent secretary, Mr. Lewis, tha"?
the verj' same thing is going on now at the Amphitheatre at Nismes

!

Even Carcassone, so famous and so interesting as a city—almost deserted
before the close of the middle ages, and consequently a wonderful genuine speci-
men of a Medieval city—is, as I learn from Mr. Lewis, being renewed and made
into a (no doubt very learned) model of that of which it was the dilapidated
original

!

A visit to the Hotel Cluny affords a practical commentary upon this system of
restoration by renewal. We see there capitals from the Sainte Chapelle of an
exquisite subtility of conception and sculpture—such as to bid defiance to any one
who would think of transferring their spirit to a copy—and yet thrown aside and
laid on the grass-plat, in all weathers, though to the casual observer almost as
perfect as if new ; one sees there the real aiigels whose counterfeits blow the
trumpets of the Resurrection over the great portal of Notre Dame ; one sees the
central pillar of one of the same portals looking nearly as well conditioned as its
modern supplanter; one sees also balusters from the parapets of the Sainte
Chapelle as good as new; and many other exquisite details rejected from the
rtttored edifices—one knows not why. The stone-yards near manv cathedrals
tell the same story. Indeed, wherever a great restoration is going on, you may
see the >;enuine old details, often scarcely corroded by time, lying in rejected and
n^lected heaps hard by.
Now let me ask, in tie name of good sense and good feeling, why the great

learning, skilL and judgment of the (often illustrious) architect to these works
IS not rather directed to the conservation in situ of every fragment of the noble
architecture which they understand so thoroughly, rather than to its supplant-
ment to make way for mere copies which, however admirable, possess no real
value as genuine exponents of the style ? If they would take the contrary course,
I can aver without fear of contradiction, from the talent and learning they
display, that their works would be worthy objects of the pride of their own
countrvmen and of the gratitude and admiration of every lover of Medieval art,
instead of being, as now, causes of regret and disappointment to all. But, it
may be asked, what business is this of ours ? Whv do we not correct our own
errors, and leave architects of otlier countries to do ai they like? I reply, that the
French architects and art-historians, by showing (whether wefuUy admititorno)
that theirs is the mother-country of Gothic architecture, have thereby made its
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productions the property of Europe and of the world ; and that, on their own
show-iiig, all lovers of Gothic architecture have an almost equal claim upon them
for their authenticity and their conservation.

I have dwelt so long upon the principal heads of my subject that I must but
slightly touch upon that which remains : I mean the preservation of the miscel-
laneous remnants of antiquity, which form mv third cliiss.
These are, more than any other, subjected to the constant inroads of Van-

dahsin. tven the reverend conservators of our cathedrals care little for the
fragmentary remains by which they are surrounded, and often rather wonder at
tlie weakness of those who lift up their voices in their favor. The very same
man who takes an enlightened interest in the preservation of every portion of
the church cannot be brought to care about the equallv interesting though
simpler structures, whose vestiges are intermingled with tlieir own residentiai-y
houses, and would have no scruple in destroying the most interesting antiquities
to provide for some passing matter of convenience.
At Worcester it is only a few months since the ancient Guestern Hall was

threatened with destruction. At Ely the huge Abbey Barn was destroyed only a
few years back, and nearly everywhere the same spirit may be found to beat
work. It is the duty of an lustitute like this to protest against it, as they have
lately to their honor done in several kindred cases.
One can hardly expect better things of a town council, when chapters of cathe-

drals set the example ; but one must, in passing, protest against the deliberate
barbarism which has within a few years destroyed the curious old town-halls of
Hereford and Leominster.
Our country villages, and the country itself, are full of small fragments of

ancient architecture, often not of very early date, but of most valuable character,
and which are every day threatened by the hand of innovation. I refer not only
to works of high antiquity, but to timber houses, old brick (or other) chimney-
shafts, old gable-houses of stone or brick, and a thousand other fragmenU of old
buildings, which add so much to the character of our villages, &c., and are also
so suggestive for rural architecture. These ought to be jealously preserved and
watched by those who have it in their power to do so. Village and churchyard
crosses, the remains of old domestic architecture in our towns and cities, old
manor-houses, hospitals, schools, colleges, &c., &c., and a thousand other classes
of building, demand equal care ; and, last of all, I would mention old bridges,
which are far more numerous than one would suppose, aud which are less seen
than most classes of antiquities, from the fact that we pass over, and, therefore,
cannot get a view of them. These have very frequently been preserved intact on
one side, and widened on the other ; a process one cannot object to, as the roadway
which they provide is usually too narrow for ourTpresent uses. Though not
great engineering works, they have a noble character, and occasionally attain to
considerable span; as in the case of one at Durham, which approaches 100
feet. Amusingly enough, a modern engineer, in widening it by an arch of the
same span has failed in making his work stand so well as the old one.

I have, however, made my paper far too long, and must sum up briefly, as
follows :

—

I. Our old architectural monuments are of the utmost value and interest to us
as Englishmen and as architects, and their conservation is a matter of vital im-
portance.

II. What with neglect. Vandalism, natural decay, and ill-judged restorations,
the existence, integrity, or authenticity of these invaluable remains is threatened
from all sides, and fearful inroads upon them are every year being made.
And finally, it is the paramount duty of an institution such as ours—the only

one of a permanent character by which architecture is represented—to take the
initiative in laying down, in conjunction with other architectural and antiquarian
societies, a code of rules for the treatment of buildings requiring restoration, and
to take such measures as their united wisdom may suggest to promote the true,
faithful, and authentic conservation of these monuments and remains.

In conclusion, then, I beg to propose that a standing committee be appointed
for this purpose, and that they be empowered to act in conjunction with, and to
communicate with other societies, with a view to secure their co-operation in
carrying out this most important object.

W^

COMPETITION FOE THE NEW HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT AT
SYDNEY.

E learn that the designs for the new Houses of Parliament at Sydney, and
of which twenty-one were sent iu, have at last passed under the

examination of the Board of Commissioners, and that tor two of them
premiums have been awarded. On the 9th of November the Commis-
sioners met, and were unanimous in their adjudication. The first premium
of £600 was given for the design, "I bide," and the second of £300, to
" Hora e Sempre," the first is by Mr. William Henry Lynn, of Sackville-street,
Dublin. It is in the Gothic style, its most prominent feature being a succession
of lofty towers, including a campanile ; the high pitched roof and windows being
highly ornamented. The chief merit of the design is said to consist in the relief
afforded by the broken outline, rich effects being produced by frequent and
ornamented projections. The cost of carrying tliis design into effect is estimated
by the colonial architect at £642,205.
The architects who obtained the second premium, are Messrs. Stent and Laver,

of Great Portland-street, Portland-place. They sent two designs, the one
Classic and the other Gothic. The Classic design presents a row of Corinthian
columns, with massive entablature and pediment, and crowned by an octagonal
tower. In the Gothic design there is a central tower.

In considering their award in this case, the Commissioners regarded both
designs favorably, but actually gave it for the last named. The estimated cost of
cai-rying out the Classic design is £650,641, that for the Gothic £505,113.

Messrs. Stent and Layers are the architects for the Parliament buildings now
being erected at Ottawa, Canada West, the foundation stone of which was laid,
it will be remembered, by the Prince of Wales, in August of last year. Five
only of the competitive designs were the production of colonial architects.

Be.n-sos's Watciies and Clocks. —" Perfection of mechanism."—3/(»-nini/ Post
Gold watches 5 to 100 guineas ; silver watches, 2 to GO guiucos. Bensou'a now Illustrated
PamplUet, free for two stamps, descriptive of every construction of watch, enables persons
in any part of the world to select with the greatest certainty the watch best adapted to
their use. Watches sent free and safe by post on receipt of a remittance.

J. W. Benso.v, 33 and 34, Ludgate-hill, 46 and 47, Corahill, London, B.C. Established
174t>.
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ON PUBLIC MEMORIALS.

BY no works ia the state of art in a country more judged of by foreigners

visiting our metropolis, tlian by tlie last new statue, column, cross, or any
other form of memorial set up in our streets. No work of art is more sure

to be sought out and visited by strangers and foreigners tlian is the memorial,

of whatever kind, tliat has been recently erected as a testimony of the respect

and gratitude of the nation, to a great and good man, known not only

in this country, but all over the Continent, or, perhaps, throughout the world.

Everyone that has heard of him (and, perliaps, many have much admired his

character, and taken a daily interest in his actions while he was living), is sure

to be anxious to see what sort of memorial has been reared in honor of him.
Is it worthy of tlie man to whom it is erected ? Is it worthy of the age which

he helped to enlighten and improve ? Is it calculated to keep in the minds of tliose

who see it his elmracter, circumstances, and history ? If to celebrate an event,

and not an individual, does it do so worthily and distinctively 1 Does it, in fine,

as much as possible fulfil in every variety and particular the objects that such a
memorial ought to and might fulfil. Such questions, varied as the individuals

who gaze at them, but mostly to such end and purpose, either pass silently

through the minds, or are given audible expression to by the difierent classes of
spectators ; and, according to the answers given to them by the memorials
themselves, are the opinions of the thinking men of the day in all countries to

a very large extent affected, as to the state of art in the country, and as to the
capacity of the people for producing great works of art.

Independently of tlie ])ublic attention naturally called to works of art of this

kind, by their "association and connexion with men of, jierhaps. Continental
reputation, or with events of perhaps international importance, public
memorials are more open to public criticism, and more liable to be taken as
examples of the art-progress of the country, because the sites that are or ought
to be chosen, are naturally the best known, the most public, and the most con-
spicuous—the public square, the public gardens, the puljlic parks : they stand
out in front of the public buildings, may be the only object of art in a public
park, or erected on the only resting and breathing place in a public crossing in a
public street.

But wherever placed they always are objects of curiosity and interest, for
some time after their erection, to the inhabitants of the city or town in which
they are erected. And to foreigners and other visitors to that city or town, they
become from henceforth special objects and things that must be seen, as long as
that city lasts. Is it not so with such memorials abroad and in our own country
towns that have not been before visited in the minds of those whom I am now
addressing ? Do not the memorials in the public streets, or in the churches
have much to do with the character for art given by each of you, to the country
or town you visit? If so, it is an important subject, both to the profession and
to the nation. I will endeavor, therefore, to lay before you the principal things,
that I consider necessary to be thought of and kept in mind, both in selecting
and designing public memorials. I think that the designs for public memorials
should always be selected by public competition, by whicli I mean one open to all

the country, and not a limited one, in which some half dozen men are invited to
compete.

I have been led to this opinion for the following reasons:—That public
memorials, as usually erected, have the special peculiarity of being on a
debateable land, between architecture and sculpture, and properly belonging to
both ; that, therefore, an open, unlimited competition has the advantage of
putting before the promoters of the scheme in a clearer and a more impartial
way than any other mode the respective merits in that particular case of the
treatment of the subject in view, either in an architectural or a sculptural manner,
or architecturally designed, combining both ; that it afibrds to those who are to
have the management of it and the selection of the mode of carrying it out the
opportunity of receinng suggestions as to the peculiar fitness of some particular
selection in a special case—happy suggestions, perhaps, that may altogether alter
•the mode in whicli the money subscriljed is to lie spent, and yet more fitly show
respect to the memory, and hand down to posterity the peculiar characteristics
of that peculiar man, than any other mode that could be devised.

I think it well that the committees in these cases—but in these cases, of course,
only—should not too closely sjiecify the peculiar mode of structure that they
propose to raise.

I say that the precise kind or form of building should not be too closely
specified only for tliis reason, because I am of opinion that, were the question
whether architectural or purely sculptural memorials should be selected decided
after receiving the designs, and not before, that in a short time those erected for
the future would be much improved, and we should have a much greater chance
of seeing in them that happy mixture which we now seldom see, and which I
cannot but think desirable.

Public memorials may consist of any out of a great variety of structures, many
buildings that are not necessarily so in themselves becoming so by being selected
as suitable in peculiar cases ; and few of us can otherwise than think that in
raising some useful institution or public building, devoted to a special purpose,
out ot a nature to be useful to and promote the prosperity and wellbeing of the
nation at large, the respect and gratitude of the nation are better shown than in
any othir way—that in this way, more than in any other, are tlie peculiar merits,
peculiar labors, and peculiar character of the man recorded to whose memorv
and honor it is erected.
Can you better honor and show forth the peculiar character, labors, and merits

ot a scholar than by founding a school or college and calling it by his name ?—or
a philanthropist or public benefactor than by founding a hospital, baths, or other
ouuuing of pulihc use and benefit?—or by furthering in any manner the same
Objects which he in his lifetime labored to advance in his native town, or the townm which he dwelt and which he loved to improve and benefit, or in a place inwmeh It 18 more wanted—a deviation firom the ordinary rule which you know
would be in accordance with the spirit in which he acted when he was aUve ?

_
.bo we will first consider the peculiar modes of treatment necessary to be kept

in mmd in this mode of raising a memorial to a pubUc man by raising a building^a institution of the kind that most harmonises with his tastes, objects, and
labors during lus lifetime.

In this case we must take care not to lose sight of the special object of the
lounding, in the useful objects of the building. A statue of the person to be kept
in remembrance should be placed in a conspicuous position in the building, and

l-lhlm^"^^ ^ ^' ^'""'^"^ DBUCE, before the Architcotoral Association, on

in the lower portions bas-reliefs should be introduced, where they can be well
seen, representing his struggles, his labors, and the pecular good he did : and the
interior may very appropriately have among Its decorations, views of the bouMm which he was born, the places most associated with him as the scenes of hli
successes or his useful labors ; while other frescoes on the walls may be well filled
with a series of historical scenes, in which he acted a prominent part. While, if
he was a successful inventor, or helped materially to develop or improve some
useful branch of manufacture, illustrations of the peculiar invention, peculiar
mode of manufacture, and representations of the particular art-manufiicture pro-
duped, may, if skilfully treated, help to fulfil the historical and memorial purposes
of the building, and also to vary and enrich its decoration.

Tlie commemoration of any great and gooti public man, by a single statue repre-
senting him, executed in either marble or bronze, and placed on a jiedestal, is a
custom which we find among the Greeks and Romans, and which we have derived
from the Renaissance architects, who revived the custom of the Romans with their
architecture.

In the various museums at homo and abroad, we find some very beaattfU
examples of such, of emperors and citizens, graceful and dignified, mostly, how-
ever, by Greek artists. In the Museum at iVaples are some fine examples of
Roman equestrian statues. The Renaissance sculptors took these as models ; as,
for instance, Donatello is said to have taken the celebrated bronze equestrian
statue of Marcus Aurelius, in the Capitol at Rome, as his model for his flnestatoe
of Erasmo da Narni, commonly known as Galamelata, executed for the Signorla
of Venice about 1450. This was the first equestrian statue of modem times

;

this, a cast of which is to be seen in the Crystal Palace, is a fine example of its
class, and one well worthy of study. Our own Charles the First is another early
and fine example, as is, also, the pedestal of the artistic treatment of that
important member of this form of memorial.
The designing and treatment of the pedestal is one of the weakest points in

our modern sculpture memorials. Sculptors at the present time, seldom or never
being employed as architects, and, therefore, not considering it necessary to
study architectural composition, as did sculptors in the Renaissance times, their
pedestals generally show this, greatly to the detriment of the whole composition.
As commonly erected in our squares and streets, a single statue on a pedestal,
without anything on that pedestal to indicate what the occupation, attainments,
and achievements of the person represented were, always appears to me but a
bare and empty way of commemorating a great man, or oi^ representing the
creative art ofthe country. I would at least add four bas-reliefs to it, if nothing
more could be done ; and in those four bas-reliefs much could be shown, of why
the statue of that man was raised on the pedestal. Thus enriched and increased in
value as a memorial structure, a naturally and yet majestically designed statue
is, when placed on a really beautiful and elegantly proportioned pedestal, a
graceful and pleasing ornament in the public street.

What a pity that so fine a statue as the Richard I., of Marochetti, should be
on so miserable a pedestal; let us hope that the English copy of Foley's
Hardinge will be p&ced on a pedestal more worthy of so great a work. A
pedestal for an equestrian statue requires to be much higher, more important,
and of a much bolder character than that at Westminster.

But as the principal ornament in a large space, a single statue on a pedestal is

not sufficiently important, and something more of a structure is naturally called
for; and then come very conflicting opinions as to what should be erected.
Some have been brought up with the idea that nothing is so fitting as an obelisk,
wliieh we derived from the Egyptians, who did not, however, themselves use them
for this purpose, but being precious on account of being [monoliths, and on
account of the cost of working and the cost of transport and raising in their
places, they were accounted worthy of being dedicated to the gods, and their four
sides contained the inscriptions setting forth the name of the King who dedicated
them and the deity to whom they were dedicated. The Romans who transported
them from Egypt were the first to use them as memorials or pillars of victory.
But many, even now, seem to consider that they are the very thing, and that
very thing is very often erected ; but I must say that, with all respect for the
ancient Egyptians—and a very great respect I have for them—though a grand
object on certain sites, I am always sorry to see them erected in this country or
in other countries for our national memorials, and the votaries of these massive
remembrancers seem to me to admit their weak points by adding to them all

sorts of devices which have little other effect than that of diminishing their

grandeur.
If really elegantly designed and completely carried out, another very favorite

form is grand and appropriate, although in its usual form objectionable from
being a member of a building diverted from its original use ; I allude to the single
column with or without statue. Tha use of this and kindred forms for this very
purpose is of very ancient date. In India we find pillars with very beautifully
executed capital and surmounted by a lion, erected by Asoka in the middle of
the third century B.C., commemorative of his having adopted the Buddhist
religion and containing the creed and principal doctrines of Buddhism ; Feroose
Shan re-erected one of these as a pillar of victory at Delhi. These are monolitlis.

In Cabul are two built examples of pillars, rudely imitative of these, probably
Buddhist monuments commemorative of some sacred spot or great event. In
Roman times we find them in the form of columns similar toj those used
in the support and decoration of their temples, but with this difference that
several of them were ornamented with sculpture. At Alexandria was one erected
by Diocletian ; at Arsinoe by Alexander Severus, and at Mylassa. All these
were Corinthian.

In Rome, herself, are two of the Doric order, that of Trajan and Marcus
Aurelius. There is one shown in Mr. Fergusson's Handbook of a very elegant
and suggestive form. The shaft is ornamented with a scale-like pattern of leaves,
and its base is surrounded by eight statues; it is at Cussi, near Beaum, in

France, and probably belongs to the time of Aurelian. Very near akin to these,

and capable, I think, of more beauty, as well as being free from the same
objections as the pillar, from being an essentially supporting member wrongly
used when isolated, are towers, which, from very early date, have been used for

this purpose ; that is to say, as pillars of victory, in India, by the Buddhists,
the Jains and the Mahommedans, and found erected by the latter, wherever their

Saracenic architecture prevailed, especially in those countries where the custom
had originally existed. At Chitore, in India, is a remarkably beautiful example of
these towers, or pillars of victory, built in later times by the Jains ; it was erected

by Khumbo Rana, to commemorate his victory over Slahnioud of Malva, in the

year 1439.

In China, we find the pagodas erected as memorials. The celebrated porcelain
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tower at Nankin was erected in 1412, as a raonunieut of gratituJe to nn empress
of the Minp family. It is octagon, and 230 feet high, and owes its beauty of effect

almost entirely to the brilliancy of the coating of porcelain, with whicli botli

the walls and both sides of its projecting roofs are covered.

The second bar padoga on the Canton liivor is also commemorative; it is a
pillar of victorj-, ereclea to commemorate a naval victory ; so that we see tliat

pillars and their kindred forms have bien both used from very early date for this

purpofe, and also in very widely parted, and dirterint countries; and the Roman
esaaiples have been copied or taken as types of many similar memorials in Paris

and all over the Continent. In Byzantine times we find them used at Venice,

in front of the Doge's palace, and I remember a very beautiful little example
of Italian Gothic work in one of the streets of yiorence, supporting four

canopied niches filled with sculpture.

I ao not think that in this country we have been happy in our adaptations of

the Roman form, not that thev are allowed to have a fair chance, for who ought

to judge of the merits of a structure till it is finished ? and our Nelson column
still lacks its lions. When shall we see them .'

But as long as the Classic style was the only one in which this—in itself cer-

tainly goo.l and appropriate form of memorial—was supposed to be admissible,

it wa"s difficult to do much that was original, or differing much from those already

erected ; but now, many tliauks to a recent example set in this metropolis, we are

set free, and columns "as varied as the columns in our different churches and
other buildings, may, at least, take their turn with other forms of memorials

;

and with their pedestals, ornamented hy bas-reliefs, or supporters—animals, may
be, or figures, bases, bands, capitals, and crowning figure, give great scope for

skill in design, taste, and sculptural execution. A picturesque form is to be

found in Switzerland, which I think is worthy of study : it is a short massive
column, with carved capital, supporting a statue of some local hero, standing in

the centre of the round or octagonal basin of a fountain or conduit, suggesting

the usefiil combination in the streets of our towns of memorials and drinking-

fountains.* ^
MR. DIGBY WYATT ON THE ARTS IN ITALY.f

THE name of Quintino Sella, the mathematician, economist, and orator, that of
one of the most rising men of the present generation of Italians, will ever be

held in esteem by his countrymen, if on no otlier grounds, from the honorable
connexion which must always exist between his memory and that of the signal

manifestation of Italian capabilities, in an industrial point of view, which will

mainly engage our attention this evening—the first made since the yoke which
has so long impeded their satisfactory development has been at least partially

removed from the shoulders of a race whose attachment to Fine and Decorative
Art has become proverbial.

To the Cavaliere Sella, and to his exertions in the Italian Parliament, that
nation is indebted for the conversion of an Exhibition, limited, as originally

contemplated, to the illustration of Tuscan manufactures only, into one in which
evidence, greater or less, according to circumstances, is to be found of the artistic

and industrial capabilities of almost every district of that united kingdom ; whose
e.xistcnce as such, every well-wisher to the cause of liberty, and every one who
honors the ancient traditions of excellence in design still preserved in that favored

land, must ardently desire should be preserved.

The task of the critic who would attempt to minutely characterise individual

productions, so far removed from the eyes of those he may have to address, as to

render impossible any appeal on their parts from his judgment to material
evidence, must, it appears to me, be alike unjust to those whose works may be
criticised, tedious to those addressed, and too one-sided to be either interesting

or profitable. I propose, therefore, this evening to take a broader view of the
entire subject of the Italian Decorative and Industrial Arts than I should
probably do, if the means of rectifying any errors of individual judgment
on my part, were within the reach ofthose to whom I venture to offer the following
observations.

The natural sequence of emotions most readily to be imagined as occurring to

an educated Englishman on entering the Exhibition buildings at Florence would
be, as it appears to me, somewhat as follows :—Firstly, his memory would revert
to those old glories of the days of Florentine independence, of Genoese and
Venetian magnificence, and of Roman Pontifical autocracy, in which the finejand

decorative arts are known to have reached a pitch of perfection scarcely rivalled

in the palmiest days of Greece and of the Augustan empire. He would naturally
inquire what those old Italian arts and industries were, how far they co- existed

and were united, and under what social conditions they were developed ?

His second inquiry would naturally be, liow much of that ancient power still

lingers in the hands of the descendants of those by whom the original greatness
was attained ?

The third subject of investigation would probably be, after taking stock of the
present, what materials still exist amongst the Italians likely to carry to a hio[lier

perfection than has been as yet attained in recent times the arts for which
" Italia la bella " was once so famous ?

Recognising, as no one can fail to do, the retarding influences which have so

long operated to fetter land depress the wonted vivacity of that highly imagi-
native people, it is indeed an interesting problem to endeavor to trace the direction

in which a greater degree of personal liberty than they have hitherto been per-
mitted to enjoy may tend to revive those energies which have too long been over-
shadowed by a baneful condition of social oppression. From her past and her
present may thus, to a certain extent, be augured an Italian future.

In all this, doubtless, there must be some moral for us ; and the fourth aspect
under which any Englishman, anxious for the augmentation of his country's
greatness, would naturally regard the present evidences of capacity manifested
at Florence, would be to consider what concurrent improvement his countrymen
may derive from the lessons to be at present learnt in Italy ?

Following this order of investigation, my remarks will be grouped in subor-
dination to these four leading aspects, under which the subject may be regarded.
We shall, therefore, consider first—and far too briefly for the grandeur of the
theme—what the old Italian arts and industries were.

It appeared to those in whose hands the initiation of the Great Exhibition of
1851 rested, as likely to prove an important element in preparing the way for a

• To be continaed.

t A Paper '• On the Present Aspect of the Fine and Decorative Arts in Italy, with
especial Refcrcnoe to the Recent Exhibition In Florence," read bc/oro the Society o( Arts
on Wedneadajr, January 22nd, by tir- DlOBl Wjatt.

due appi-cciati<m of that great display, that a collection of works, illustr.iting the
perfection to which industrial processes had been carried in ancient and medieval
times, should be submitted for general study and investigation by the public
previous to their being called upon to estimate the relative value of corresponding
cotemporary processes. Many of those I have the honor of addressing cannot
forget the success which attended that Exhibition, inaugurated under the
auspices, and mainly through the direct action, of the Society of Arts.

A similar idea seems to have struck the Italians, and to have led to the bring-
ing together a very remarkable collection of specimens of ancient Italian

technical art ; mainly through the active exertions and public spirit of a Floren-
tine medical man and distinguished connoisseur, the Doctor Guastella, whose
energy has already tended to infuse new life into the administration of the
Florentine museums. Several of the principal Italian families co-opei*ated in tiiis

good work, the proceeds arising from which, it was determined, should be voted
to oharity.

Within the walls of a large house in the new piazza dell' Indipendenza, were
consequently crowded together a great quantity of objects, illustrating almost all

those industries with the choicest specimens of which Italy was wont, from the
end of the fourteenth to the beginning of the seventeenth century, to supply the
factitious necessities of the most highlj' cultivated portion of the royalty, aris-

tocracy, and ricli " bourgeoisie " of Europe.
With such examples of these arts as we may be now thankful to possess in the

Museum at South Kensington, it is little necessary for me to dwell in detail upon
the classes of objects collected in the Casa Guastella. It may be sufficient to say
that bronzes worthy, if not wrought by the hands, of men such as Ghiberti,
Cellini, Donatcllo, Michel Angelo, and John of Bologna, were not wanting.
Neither were the finest Venetian glasses, Milanese and Ferrarese arms and
armour, Siennese and Florentine illuminations, Umbrian Majolica, enamels of
various kinds, goldsmiths' work, silver repousse work, iron work, niello, medals,
larori di commesso, or mosaics, and coins, cuir bouilli, tapestries, rare tissues,

lavoro air Azzimina or damascening, tarsia, or marquetry, and marble, ivory, and
wood carving.
Where so much was beautiful it seems almost invidious to dwell upon points of

remarkable interest; but it would be treason to the royalty of excellence to pass
over two or three objects especially celebrated in the history of art, and now
brought under public notice after ages of seclusion, if not neglect.

The most interesting of all was probably that patera in bronze, which Vasari
relates that Donatello worked for the noble Casa Alartelli,'to show how perfectly

it was within his power to rival the exquisite fragments of antique bronzf casting
and chasing, which in his days were as much the rage among great Italian col-
lectors as Majolica and " vieux Sevres " have been lately among French and
English. As perfect almost as it could have been when it left the hands of that
rare artist, this beautiful piece of sculpture justifies all the praises which Cicog-
nara has so lavishly bestowed upon it in his " History of fc-eulpture."

Another specimen, of little less historical interest, was tlie bust in marble,
representing Marietta Strozzi, wife of Celio Calcagnini di Ferraro, by that great
sculptor, who unfortunately died too young to leave much behind him, Desiderio
da Scttignano. Jealously preserved in the family of her descendants in that
palace, the architecture of which, by Benedetto da Majano and Pollaiuolo, has
mainly stamped the Tuscan palatial style with its easily recognised distinctive

features, there can be no doubt of the true descent of this beautifully preserved
work of art.

Another item, small in bulk, though great in artistic value, was also contributed
from the same collection—a little key in chiselled steel, ascribed to Benvenuto
Cellini, and, if not actually executed by him, eminently worthy of his most
dexterous hand, and of all that skill which he appears to have acquired in the
workshop of Paolo Arsago, the Milanese.

Probably, as far as unique curiosity is concerned, the most interesting groups
of objects in this collection, were the very important series of coins of different

Italian cities and mints ; the medals of illustrious personages, by Pisanelli,

Sperandio, Cellini, Pollaiuolo, and others ; nnd a very curious collection of cut
and stamped leather work, which the energies of the purchasers for the South
Kensington Museum may, I hope, ere this have acquired for our admiration in this

country.
Important as the objects in this collection unquestionably were, as filling up the

detail of the still-life of those pictures, in which the stately Gonzagas, Medici,
Sforzas, Strozzis, and Dorias occupied the foreground, it is of course in the great
monuments and permanent museums of the country that we learn to recognise
how inseparable the perfection arrived at in these minor arts was from that
greater sublimity attained in the noblest efforts of the architect, the painter, and
the sculptor.

It is precisely in this union of imagination of the loftiest kind with perfect

technical dexterity in art productions, on either the vastest or the most minute
scale, that the great strength of the excellence of the finest Italian design in old
time consists. All these relics, whether taking the form of gigantic churches, of
stately palaces, of heroic works of sculpture, of extensive frescoes, of elaborate
furniture, of pottery, glass, and even ornamental leather, show how absolutely
indispensable to personal enjoyment art then was.

Eveiy student of the " Divina Commedia " must remember the almost
fiassionatc terms in which Dante mourns over that transition from simplicity of
ife and manners to a luxurious indulgence of the intellect and senses, which no
sumptuary laws, however stringent, were ever able to subdue. Long and vainly
the nobles strove during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries to preserve for

themselves a monopoly in splendor, but wealth accumulating in the hands of the
citizens ultimately broke up their ineffectual blockade. How, and with what
results, may be traced in the chronicles of Villani and Corio; iu the excellent
" Discorso di Guglielmo Manzi sopra gli spettacoli, le feste, ed fl lusso deg-
ritaliani nel secolo XIV ;" and in Muratori's grand collection of writers " rerura
Italicarum."

Out of the superabundant gains of the industry and commerce of Florence,
S'enna, Geneva, Venice, Lucca, Pisa, and Milan, and out of the accumulated
riches drawn by an all-powerful priesthood from its spiritual tributaries in all

parts of the world, one cannot fail to be struck with the very large proportion
which was obviously expended in supplying this apparently insatiable craving
for beauty. Sums of money which would frighten the nobles, commercial or
hereditary, even of this kingdom, were lavishly expended on the great monu-
ments of Italian art. Taking, for instance, such a city as Palermo, we find,

even at the present day, not" tens, but twenties and thirties of churches lined

throughout with marble mosaic of the most costly description. The riches at
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St. Mark's, at Venice; St. Peter's, at Rome; the Certosa, at Pavia; St.

Anthony, at Padua ; and the churches of the Annunziata and San Matteo, at

Genoa, appear almost heyond estimation ; while not only in monuments such as

adorn tliese cities is the boldest dimension and the grandest scale adopted, but

every inch of wall surface, and every piece of church furniture, however in-

-significant, is made as elaborate as human ingenuity and human hands can

make if.

To such an exuberant extent was tins apparent craving for enrichment

indulged, that where, as happened in many cases, funds were wanting to com-
plete the ambitious designs of the founder of some great monument, Ids

successors, rather than leave the work altogether unfinished, have endeavoured
realise by paint and every kind of ingenious expedient, the effect so ardently

desired "by the original founder of the edifice. Hence proceed many of

those illusive perspectives which almost convert flatceilingsintoairy cupolas, and
cam' out tlie eye of the visitor in the aalone or gi'and apartment of the piano
iiohile, or principal floor of an Italian residence, through ajjparently intcr-

niinalile arcades, to an exuberant landscape, alive with statues and fountains.

An amusing definition of what an Italian of the sixteentli century understood

as indispensable domestic ornaments may be found in a little book written by
Castiglione Saba, and entitled " Riccordi overro Ammaestrameuti," for a
reference to whicb, and indeed for the loan of which, I am obliged to the kind-
ness of Sir Charles Eastlake. In one chapter the writer tells us bow pleasing to

the eye and how necessary are terra cottas by such men as Paganino da Modena

;

musical instruments by Lorenzo de Pavia, or Bastiano da Verona; that carvings

should be supplied by Michel Angelo, Donatello, Alfonso Lombardi (one of the

great Venelian Lombardi), and Cristofero Romano. Antique medals, he says,

are necessary, as well as those of Giovanzd Corona, of Venice. Verocchio and
Pollaiuolo, we are told, should supply the bronzes; and cameos and intaglios

should be by Pietro Maria, and especially by Giovanni di Castello.

We may pass over the list of worthy painters given by the author, but not so

the terms in which he notices the marquetry works of I'ra Damiano da Bergamo,
and the armour and glass work, the current productions of Milan and Venice.
To fittingly supply such necessities no artist was too proud, and there yet exist,

more particularly in the great b'lorentine collection of drawings by the old

masters in the galleries of the UHizii, ample evidences of the powers in designing
ornament, as applied to industrial productions, possessed by artists whose more
special fame rests upon that whicb we habitually contraaistinguish from such
classes of art, by designating as fine art. To enumerate a few of these may not
be unprofitable, by way of directing the attention of young artists to some of the

worthiest masters of their craft.

As designers of wood and marble carving we note the names of Baldassare
Peruzzi, the great Sienese architect; Giorgio Vasari, Raffaelle da Monte Lupo,
Michael Angelo, Montorsoli, Guglielmo della Porta, II Riccio (the author of the

magnificent candelabrum in bronze at the Church of St. Anthony, at Padua),
Giovanni Battista Trotti, better known as II Inolosso, Lilio da Novellara, and
an artist of exquisite refinement, Francesco Salviata. For stucco work we meet
with designs by Giovanni Battista, Cremonini, and Marco da Faenza ; and for

friezes with those of Gaudenzio da Ferrara, Giulio Campi, and Amico Aspertini.

For miscellaneous designs of all kinds we find beautiful studies by Piermo del

Vaga, Francesco Zuccheri, Polidoro da Caravaggio, and Prospero F'ontana.
Cellini, Barnardino Pocchetti, Giulio Romano, and many others, brought
their great accomplishments to bear upon the production of beautiful metal
work, while Pelegrino, Tibaldi, Matturino, Morto da Feltro, Giovanni da Udine,
Baccniacca, Pinturicchio, Pietro Perugino, and many others, shone in

arabesques and cognate descriptions of design. Their ability indeed, to minister
to the smaller wants of the great Italian nobles, led, in many cases, to the artists

so exercising their lesser talents (if they may be so described) receiving com-
missions calculated to bring out their capabilities in the loftiest directions.

Any one desirous of tracing the important part which the requirements of
industrial art jilayed in the lives of many of the most eminent Italian artists,

and which I cannot now do more than point to, may find ample nmterials
awaiting his investigation in the autobiogi-aphies of Gbiberti and Cellini, in the
writings of Vasari and Baldinucci, in the " lettere Senese" of Delia Valle, in the
Italienische Forschungen of Von Riiraour, in the Beitriige zur neuern
Kunstgeschiclite of Forster, and last, not least, in the collections oforiginal notes
and documents illustrating the history of Italian art, by Gaye, Gualandi, Carlo
Pini, and the brothers Milanesi.
Did time permit, I would willingly dwell in detail on mosaic, sgraffito,

iiistarsiatura, fresco, and gesso painting; terra cotta. Majolica, stucchi,
niello, glass making, and others of those arts, transmitted by the curious MS.
treatises known as "secreta" from generation to generation, in winch Italy so
long enjoyed a monopoly of celebrity, if not of actual production ; but I feel

that the second branch of our inquiry this evening is too important to be set
aside for matters even of such interest as I do not doubt these ancient arts ol Italy
might be made to assume.
Turning from their yesterday to their to-day, we cannot but observe that, in

almost every department in which their ancestors excelled, the modern Italians
exhibit, if not a considerable power of production, at least very respectable ex-
ceptional proficiency ; andif not within the walls of the Florentine Exhibition,
at least in contemporary art-productions elsewhere, we may trace a partial
revival of almost every ancient process known to the Italians of Medicean
times.

It is probably in the purely Fine Arts that the principal degeneracy is to bo
recognised ; in the strictly technical there exists by no means the same falling
away. The reason for this may not be hard to trace, in the amount of liberty
which has for many years past'been enjoyed by the lower orders, as compared
with that moral and mental subjection in which the middle classes have been
held. Whilst every-day necessity, and the passage of interminable " forestieri,"
have created sufficient demand to stimulate the capabilities of the workmen, the
apparent hopelessness of their careers has unquestionably deterred many who,
from the middle classes, would have supplied proficient artists and designers,
from entering upon those severe studies by which alone excellence in the higher
branches of art can be attained.
To proceed with some little method, it will be well to take first of all the three

generally received fine arts—Architecture, Painting, and Sculpture ; and then
the leading art-industries in succession, noting briefly the apparent condition of
each, in Italy at the present date.
With regard to architecture it may be observed that the pernicious influence

exercised by Bernini and Borromini, whose trivialities obtained e.\ce9sive vogue

during the greater part of the seventeenth century, tended to the production
of that rococo style which caused a great deterioration in the florid ornament of
the Roman, Venetian, and Northern Italian schools. But extravagant as Ber-
nini was, it would be unjust to deny that he frequently redeemed his excesses, ag
in the colonnade of St. Peter's and in tlie Church of St. Agnese, in the Piazza
Navona, at Rome, by great facility of design and a certain not unnoble bnivura
of style. Borromini's great follower, Guarini, out-IIeroded Herod, and demon-
strated by an iirgumentum ad absurdum, the ridiculous consequences of adoi>t-
ing the whimsicalities of Borromini.
The brilliant talents of Vanvitelli, and the majestic scale upon whicb be

worked out thu immense palace at Caserta, tended to maintain the dignity of
his art during the greater part of the eightcinth cimtur)'; and showed tliat

mapiificence and grand conceptions of pictorial eflect had not yet deserted Italian

architecture. From his death, in 1773, architecture, and ornament also, greatly
declined ; and although monuments upon a large scale have been frequcutly
erected, since that jHiriod in Italy, but few of them are worthy, in any quality
excepting that of scale, to rank with the purer taste of earlier times.

The feeble Classicisms of the style of the Empire were generally slavishly re-

produced in Italy during the early part of the present century ; and until com-
paratively recent days little of considerable merit has been executed.

The works of Piranesi, Albertolli, Cicognara, and Canina, and tlie illustration

principally by foreigners—such as Percier and Fontaine, Mazois, (irandjfan,

Famiii and Montignv, Gouthier, Lctarouilly, Zalin, Giitensohn, and Tliiirmer,

Griiner, Taylor and drecy, Willis, and Hessemer—of their great monuinents of

art, have led to a return to a purer class of architectural ornament than had
been previously in vogue ; while the earnest writings of the Count Selvatico, and
the translation of Rio's " Poesie Chretienne," have introduced to the Italian

architects those rational principles of design, [including the treatment of con-
structive form and of ornament, originated amongst us by the younger Pugin.
The great scale of the existing edifices, and the reparations which it has been

necessary to make from time to time to save them from destruction, have con-
stantly maintained Italian artisans in (he practice of rivalling the ancient work;
so that in every department of building hands at least abound perfectly capable
of carrying out the most difficult designs.

No better illustration of this abundant material power could probably be given
than therajiidity and dexterity with which the buildings for the Exhibition were
adapted to their present purpose in a few weeks only, under the skilful direction

of the architects, Signorl Presenti, of Cortona, and Martelli, of Florence.

The feeble academic system which has until recently prevailed, and under
which the professorial chaii-s were not unfrequently occupied by political para-

sites rather than by duly qualified professors of real abilities—coupled with the

lack of occupation—has certainly enfeebled the powers of the last generation of

architects in Italy, although there are, of course, some honorable_exceptions to

such a reproach.
Among them I would place conspicuously the Cavaliere Niccolfi Matis, of

Florence, who is now on the eve of completing a work which must for ever do
honor to his country. I allude to the restoration of the facjade of the Church of

Santa Croce, which is being conducted upon a scale of nobleness worthy in every

respect of the building in which are deposited " ashes " which, as Byron says,

are in themselves "an immortality of <lu3t." The whole of this work, which is

of enormous extent, is carried out in difl'erent-colored marbles, wrought with an

exactitude worthy of the celebrated masonry of the shrine of Orcagna, in the Or
San Michele, so highly praised by Vasari. The sculpture is being executed by
the most distinguished sculptors of Florence, and the result of tlieir combined
abilities is such as could scarcely, I believe, be rivalled at the present time by
designers, artists, and workmen in any of the capitals of EuiHipe.

Scarcely less praise should be awarded to the authors of the noble restoration

now making of the Bargello at Florence, the old palace of the Podestas.*

THE LENDAL BRIDGE, YORK.

OK Friday week the Lendal-bridge Committee met Mr. Tage at the Guildhall, to take

into consideration the tenders for the ironwork of the new bridge to bo erected acrt)S«

the Ouse at Leudal. The following sent in tenders, and the estimates approximated to the

amounts stated :—
J. Whitelaw, Dunfermline ^66,012

J. Carrick, Pimlico 5,713

Cliffe, Bradford S,023

Handyside and Co., Derby 4,920

Eandallstaff, London 3,744

Hawks, Crawahaw, and Co., Gateshead 3,426

Calvert and Co., York 3,817

Head, Ashby, and Co., Stockton-on-Tees 3,170

The Brymbo Iron Company, Wre.xham 2,953

The Committee decided to accept the tender of Messrs. Hawks, Crawshaw, and Co., of

Gateshead. Including some extra work, which will require a particular description of

iron to ha employed in some places to strengthen the bridge, their contract of £:l,42ti will

be increased, it is expected, toX3,Gll. This araonnt, however, will not cover the entire

cost of the ironwork, inasmuch as the cross girders and the corrugated plates belonging to

th« foot and carriage way of the fallen bridge will have to be refixed in the new structure

at a cost of £'i 10s. per ton. By the tender Messrs. Hawks, Crawshaw, and Co. undertake

to complete the work witMn six months. Workmen are now engaged in removing the

fallen girders of the bridge, and their labors will be completed in a few days. Mr. Graham,
the resident engineer, has arrived in York, to superintend the erection of the new structure,

and operations will be commenced almost immediately.

Chesterfield National School)).—These schools, thoroughly restored inter-

nally and rebuilt adjoining the street, comprise the old school-rooms, 47 feet long

each by 27 feet wide, with new class-room, 20 feet by 14 feet, to each school-

room, with porches, tower, and staircase, closets, &c. The whole of the build-

ings are of a substantial character, built of the best pressed bricks, interlined

with black and white brick bandings and stone dressings. The style adopted by

the architect is of early domestic character. All the timbers in tlie roofs and
ceilings are exposed to view, bein^ stained and varnished, and each schoolroom

is fitted with desk and seats of the pattern recommended by the Committee of

Council on Education. Care has been taken to render the wanning and venti-

lating of the schools complete. The boys and girls have each a separate pky-
ground, with sheds and conveniences. "The works have been executed from tlie

designs and under the superintendence of Mr. S. RoUinson, architect, by Mr.
Joseph Watts, builder, for the sum of £030, and without any extras^

• To be oontlaaed.
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ON THE SANITAKY CONDITION OF THE DWELLINGS OF
THE OPEUATIVE CLASSES IN EDINBURGH.*

FIVE-AND-THIRTY human beinp«, living, moving, working among us, lie

down at night under tlie shelter of their own roof, and in tlie security of tlieir

own btiLs—their eves closed in sleep, a sleep which, to manv of them, will know

no wakenini; till that trumpet sounds when the graves shall give up their dead.

The fact is awful and appalling. The tall, skeleton-lookuig walls still standing

in grim desolation, displaving, as if in mockerv, trifling articles oi household

gear saved from the universal destrucaon ; the tordi-liglit searching for the

dead and dying, the covered biers, conveying the dead to their temporary resting-

places, and the hundred and one concomitant attendants of such an event, all

lenda dramatic intertst to it, and ihrow gloom and horror over tlie neighbour-

hood. Such startUng incidents are surely designed by Providence to arouse and

warn us; and at this moment they seem, to a certain extent, to have done so,

for many are now concerning themselves regarding the temporal well-being ot

their poorer brethren who lately bestowed not a thought upon them. I would

not detract from the solemnity of that event, or say aught to lessen ihe impres-

sion whicli it has made, but I cannot help observmg what a small proportion the

number of those who thus raiserablv perislied bears to those who, unnoticed and

unknown, are daily and hourly sacrificed to a violaiion of the laws of life, as

palpable and as monstrous as was the violation of those laws of mechanics which

caused that building to give wav. It is not enough that architecture should

concern itself with the outward beauty or Jie inward stability of the erections

which it designs ; intended, as they are, to shelter man from the inclemency of

the weatlier, t'ley should not be constructed so as to expose him to the attacks

of more dangerous foes, and as you have already been so ably addressed in this

place by Mr. Cousins on ihe first branch of the question, I purpose to restrict

myself very much to the second, and to endeavour to show how unfit the

dwellinas inhabited by many of our artisans are for Uieir purpose, the fearful

consequences which their faulty structures involve, and, lastly, to consider

whether aiiv fitting remedy can be applied to the existing very faulty state of

matters. The first senience of one of our most recent treatises on physiology,

or the science of life, is to the following efiect ;—" For the maintenance of the

life of man three chemical conditions must be complied with—he must be furnished

with air, water, and food." The pliilosophical explanation of this necessity is not

difficult. No part of a living mechanism can act without wearing away, and for

the continuance of its functions there is, therefore, an absolute necessity for re-

pair; in proportion, then, as these wants are supplied will be the strength and

health of the individual, and, therefore, of that aggregate of individuals which

we term the community. As civilisation increases, cities enlarge in these ; in

olden times, for the sake of the protection afloi-dcd by their walls against the

rapacity and cruelty of foes, and in modern times, on account of the value of the

land on which they stand, the inliabitants are more or less closely crowded

together, and an artificial state not very conducive to health is induced. The

nomadic savage roams at large over the boundless and airy plain, and pitches his

tent by the side of some fresh and pure fountain ; but though cities have their

advantages, their erection certainly compels us to abandon some which were

possess^ in the savage state. Take the conditions of life I have mentioned in

order, and first of air. When we examine the scientific history of the air we
breathe, we are struck with the wondrous provisions made for establishing its

due proportions and preserving its pmiiy, oroportions which cannot fail to be

interfered with, and puriiv which roust be siillieil by the vapors and gases which

human beings, ci-owdcd together, unavoidably generate. It lias been calculated,

wiih apparent tiutli, that the materials tckcn into the human body as food and

drink are rendered back again by the aduH, to the amount of a ton and a half

annually, in other, and in what we might call viler, iorms, after having sub-

served their purposes in the economy. The average amount, as determined by

the experiments of Sequin, escaping by pulmonary and cutaneous exhalation

alone is upwards of two pounds a day. Thus, from the decay of animal and

vegetable ma.ters, from tje very presence of livmg animals, from the combustion

necessary for the warming of oiir dwellings, the preparation of our food, and for

the carrying on of the numerous manufactories which the necessities or the

luxuries of man have created, various chemical compounds are produced, many,

or should I not say mos: , of which, bemg volatile or gaseous, ascend and mingle

with the atmosphere, rendering it less fit for respiration. We have no chemical

test deUcale enough to detect * he presence of many of these, but, nevertheless,

like the latent miasma from the nmrsh, they may do their work, and poison the

system that inhales them. And along with sir may be classed the cheering light,

deprived of which plants and animals alike iangu'sh ; for it is scarcely possil)lu

to imagine a supply of pure air without at the same time a supply of good light.

To secure these, then, we must have ample means for removing those impm-ities

which are so largely the source of contamination of the air, the supply

of free and pure air by ventilation ; tlie lessening and abating of nil that is

noxious in our various manufactories; and, lastly, a sufficient supply of good

water. This last I have already classed under the necessities of our being.

Betuming to our first proposition, we find that three chemical conditions are

essential for life—air, water, food—and that the whole science of sanitary

economy is occupied in deciding how (hese are to be supplied, most speedily , most

aSiundantly, and most cheaply. Our physicians, who have the most ample oppor-

tunities for such observations, are now demonstrating to us that, precisely to the

extent to which we violate these necessities of our existence, to the same extent

will the natural consequences of sickness and death follow. Thus Dr. M urchison,

in his elaborate essay on the causes of continued fever, states as a legitimate

induction from very extended observations, the two following propositions among
many others:—"Overcrowding, with deficient ventilation, and destitution,

appear to be the essential causes oftyphus and relapsing fever, and to be capable

Of generating them de novo ; while there is no evidence that they have any such

influence over typhoid fever." " There are many circumstances which tend to

the belief that the emanations from decaying organic matter, or organic

impurities in drinking water, or both of these causes combined, are capable of

generating typhoid lever." Again, in the Report of the Royal Commission

appointed to inquire into the sanitary condition of the British Army, presented

in 1858, the relation between overcrowding and tubercular disease is clearly

shown, and when we bear in mind how many diseases the tubercular diathesis

comprehends, and the low state of vitality and therefore incapacity of resisting

or recovering from the attack of any disease which it involves, we canfonn some

• From a Paper read before the Architectural Institute of Scotland, by Dr. Axexasder
WOOD.

idea of the wide-spread miserv which it engenders. It is an old maxim, that

when the cause is taken away," the effect ceases. If, then, so many diseases arise

from and are clearly dependent on bad sanitary arrangements; and if so many
others are thus aggravated, causing death from them in some cases and a pro-

tracted recovery in others, it follows necessarily that, if these defective arrange-

ments were remedied, disease, suffering, or death, would be mitigated and

controlled. la Edinburgh alone about 4,200 die annually, while of those 20-3 die

of zymotic (epidemic and contagious) diseases which are to a great extent

preventable, and many others of diseases which, with proper care, might be

altogether banished—as the plague and jail fever have been from our cities, and

the scurvy from our navies. From very extended observations, it has been

ascertained that the number of persons dying annually in a tolerably

healthy locality is 170 in 10,000. The population of Edinburgh, according

to the last census, was 108,098, or, in round numbers, 108,000, which

would allow at the death-rate of a tolerably healthy community 2,856

deaths annually. But the actual mortality, according to the registrar's return,

is 4,200, leaving an excess of 1,344 deaths wliicli miglit be prevented every year

by raising the physical condition of our city. If this be the excess over the whole

town, what must it be in the more unheaUliy districts? If the preventable deaths

be so largely in excess, the preventable illnesses must be still more so, and every

sick man, whether rich or poor, as an unproductive consumer, is a burden more

or less direct on the community. Thus we arrive at some idea of what the

annual waste of our resources is "on account of our low sanitary condition. At
first sight it would appear that no city could possibly be better circumstanced

than Edinburgh for the due carrying out of sanitary arrangements. Other large

towns—as Glasgow, Liverpool, and Newcastle, commencing on the sea-shore--

have gradually extended inland ; but the remarkable character of the site of

Edinburgh hiis influenced to a considerable extent its mode of growth. It is

built on a series of ridges or hills, with intervening valleys, afibtxiing remark-

able facilities for drainage operations, while they admit a free sweep ot wind

along our streets—too free in the opinion of many visitors. In the middle of the

fifteenth century, only the High-street and the Canongate, with the adjacent

wynds, would appear to have been built, and very little more was included in the

first city wall, which was erected about 1450, After this the Cowgate, then an

important suburb, was erected, and the alarm created by the battle of Flodden

caused the wall to be extended so as to encircle it. For 250 years after this

the extension still went on, but only in an upward direction ; the closely-packed

houses '"on the slopes on either side of the central ridge of the Hi^h-street were

being perpetually augmented in height by the superaddition of stories, and,

being separated only by closes or wynds, were almost impervious to light or au-,

while the absence oi' all drainage or means of removing soil from the houses in-

creased the discomfort of the inhabitants, and gave " puir old Reekie " a some-

what unsavoury reputation. You must all remember the fearful sufferings of

Mrs. Winifred Jen'.cins, who " reports that at ten o'clockat night the whole cargo

is thrown out of a back window that looks into some street or lane, and the maid

calls ' Gardy loo !' to the passengers, which signifies ' Lord have mercy upon you.'

and this is done every night in every house in Hadinburgh ; so you may guess!

Mary Jones, what a sweet savor comes from such a number of proiuming pans !

But they say it is wholesome, and I truly believe it is ; for, being in the vapors,

and thinking of Isabella and Mrs. Clinker, I was going into a fit of astencles,

when this whiff, saving your presence, took me by the nose so powerfully that I

sneezed three times and found myself wonderfully refreshed." Captain Burt, of

the Engineers, who was employed in the construction of the military roads about

1715, thus describes the same "scheme, and oppressed with the filth of Edma,

pathetically asks, " for which of his sins he was sent into such a country."

" There happened nothing extraordinary between this place and Edinburgh,

where I made no long stay. When 1 first came into the High-street of that

city I thought I had not seen anything of the kind more magnificent. The ex-

treme height of the houses, which are for the most part built of stone and well

sashed, the breadth and length of the street, and (it being dry weather) a clean-

ness made by the high winds. I was extremely pleased to find everything look

so unlike the descriptions of that town which have been given me by some ofmy
countrymen. Beingastranger, I was invited to sup at a tavern." On leaving, "being

in my retreat to pass through a long narrow wynde or alley to go to my new lodg-

ings, a guide was assigned uie, who went before to prevent my disgrace, crying out

all the way with a loud voice ' Hud your haunde !
' The throwing up ofa sash, or

otherwise opening a window, made me tremble ; while behind and before me, at

some little distance, fell the terrible shower." Then, as now, those ui power

were occasionally roused from their supineness by the advent of pestilence or the

fall of a house ; a few insufficient s'lCps were taken, and then all lapsed into the

former state of easy security. Thus, in 1721, there being an apprehension of the

plague visiting Edinburgh, the Town Council consulted the College of Phy-

sicians, who returned an answer which I have had copied from theb minutes,

clearly showing that the principles of sanitary reform, supposed to be a modern

discovery, were then well underetood, and that our want of attention to the

arrangements conducive to health has arisen rather from indifference than firom

ignorance of the consequences of neglect. The recommendations of the College

may be condensed as follows :—1. The draining of the North Loch, then a

pestilential swamp. 3. The doing this with all convenient speed, " that the mud
and filth contained in its bottom may have time to harden and dry gradually

before the sun returns to his heat and light." 3. The formation of a canal m the

centre, with a constant supply of running water to carry off impurities. 4. The

removal of slaughter-houses and dunghills to some considerable distance from

tlie town. 5. The efi'ective cleaning of the streets, closes, and courts. 6. The

erection of " houses of office" at convenient distances and in convenient places.

7. Dust carts to go round, and on the blowing of a horn servants to bring their

fulzie to them, and a penalty to be imposed on any one throwing filth

over a window. 8. That all persons, hospitals, and public build-

ings be kept neat and clean. 9. That all gardeners be enjoined

to bury decaying vegetable matter. 10. That all vagrants be removed.*

Memorial to the Late Mr. Braidwood.—A tribute to the memory of

the late Mr. Braidwood has been raised by the members of the 51, or Southwark

division of police. It is of Portland stone, and designed and executed by Mr.

S. H. Gardiner, of the New Kent-road. It is intended to be placed agamst a
wall, and supported by iron brackets in such a position as to mark the spot

where Mr. Braidwood fell beneath the ruins.

* To be continued.
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ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

AN Ordinary General meetiug of this body was held on Moiulay evening, at their Eoom-'i,

Oomluit-street ; Mr. M, DmiJY Wyatt, V.P., in the chixir, in tho absence of Uie
President, Mr, Titc, M.P., who was provcnk'd from ftttending by a j-evere cold.

Mr. T. Haytkr Lewis, hnn, sec., having rcfwl the minutes of the last meeting, which
were eonftrmed, drew attention to .some specimens of zinc pent for inspection by Mr. Jaraof!

Edmeston, and which that gentleman IjoHeved to l>e hitherto uneqnalled in Kngland.
The Great Kc/iibifion,~TUo CiiMliMAJ^ stated that tlio Art Designs Committee for the

coming Great Exhibition, would Ixj glad to rcccivo contributions of dcsiga.'i for ceilings and
mural worlcn, which could come inader the head of art manufacture, by (iibbs, Adams,
Chambers, Soano, Smirke, Earrj,-, Jones, Wren, and other deceased architects. It would
be well for gentlemen who nnght have some of tho-w things in their possession, to send
them to the Committee as contributions for the Kxhibition.
Mr. G. Godwin was glatl this subject liad been mentioned by tho Chairman, because he

believed a great misconception existed out of doors, in refejxnce to the obtaining of spaco
as many were of opinion that if they h;ul not alrciidy applietl for space, they need not apj)ly

now, as being too late. Now, he Itnew timt many would contribute pictures for the Exhi-
bition, if tlioy were awai-e they would still be received, to make up a series, or to complcto
any jwrtion of the adiection.
The CiiAiuMAS said he was not .a member of that Committee, but ho believwl the

arrangements for the pictures were very nearly completed, though no doubt eligible Bpeci-
menswoulii still be received. But tho arrangements of tho Art Designs Comuiitteo wero
not in a complete state at present.

T/ie Esxmdals of a JlmUhxi Ihcdlbvj.—yir. Hknry ROBERTS then read a paper entitled
" On the Kssentials of a Healthy Dwelling, and tho Extension of its Benefits to the
Laboring Population." which will bo found olsewliero.

Mr. CiiADWiCK remarked that humanity was greatly indebted to Mr. Roberts for tho
persevering and energetic manner iu which he luul brought fonvjird the [/i/iu'ralia^of his
paper before dilVorent societies aud institutions in diffei-cnt countries of Europe. But he
thought that in the present state of the subjec-t they might go beyond ijeneraUa and treat
tho subject analytically. There were grave questions to bo treated analytically, such as
ventilation, the best motle of warming rooms, the best construction of walls, and of
"Windows, .\ji to ventilation, what was the mininmra size of a room for five pei-sons, for
two )u-rsons, and for one person? Then, what was the best apparatus for warming?
Again, the aholition of the cesspool being agreed uiron, what was the best apparatus that
could lie used?—as some said it required two gallons of water, and others only half a
gallon. What was the best method for cotta.go dwellings ? The cheapness of construction
would be covered very much by the amount of consumption, and the amount of consump-
tion increased when those points were settled. In the case of wanning, for example, the
poor man's fireplace in London had gonerully consumed about one hundredweight of fuel,
while in Warwickshire and other districts tho quantity consumed was two hundred or
more. Now, the question was, which waa the ^best fireplace to be constructed ? And
another question was, what was the best kind of wall ? If they went abroad to crowded
residences they would find that where a body had been retained any time the dead man's
smntl was adtiering to the wall. Damp caused many evils. The common brick absorl>ed
about a pint of moisture. At the time of the Board of Health, when in some districts fever
and other diseases were in every bouse, the people were onlered to remove for safety, and
the houses were ordered to be limewashcd. In some cases tlie landlords would not do it,

and the consequence was, that when the population returned, the disease also returned.
As to absorbent walls, the cummon brick absorbed soniethlng like a pint of moisture,
and in a poor cottage every pint of moisture gnt away was a good. They got larger
bricks, hanl-burned, and non-absorbent. They got out some years ago some examples
of walls of that kind, the 9-inch wall made with bricks of a very large size, such as "J by
18. And they were made cheaply, at something like 3s. the superficial yai-d, instead of 48. or
Bs. for a common wall. He remembered the late Mr. Thomas Cubitt saying to him that if

he introduced a new kind of brick the workmen would strike, because it was new. Only
recently when down in Lancashire, he was told that whore Piatt's machine was introduced
for makhig bricks of immense pressure, and having the quality of non-absorbenoy, the
workmen had struck, and it was said that some were induced to do so by the brickmakers.
This analytical course of examination would be most profitable in the progress of this great
question, and ha^ins determined the several points involved, the next consideration would
be how they were to bo put together in the production of a cottage, and lead to a reduction
in its price, a great desideratum in tho matter. Improvements had been made, especially
in bricks, and in the crmstruction of rooms for married non-commissioned officers, in refer-
ence to which he had the honor of submitting to the late Lord Herbert some suggestions in
detail. Tho settlement of tho materials, and of the apparatus to be employed should be well
considered ; the analytical process was the best mode of proceeding, for by it the greatest
good could be i)roduced.

Mr. JEXNiNCiS was heterodox upon some points the lecturer hwX insisted upon. As
to the removal of cesspools, in building cottages in the country it Wiia impossible for them
to get rid of cesspools. If cottagers were to have the benefit of their gardens they must
have cesspools, and he spoke as a proprietor of cottage property in the country. What
was wanted was to get i)eople to properly occupy tho cottage* ; there was not the slightest
difficulty in getting people to build cotttages if they got tenants to occupy them properly,
which ther3 was great difficulty in getting. The letting of rooms was a most important
question, but tiiey could not stop it. He found that his tenants would let the rooms, and
if he turned tliem out for so doing he should be considered a harsh landlord. He then pro-
ceeded to observe that the Nuisances Removal Act haxl not worked advantageously. He
had been asked to carry out certain sanitary matters at some of his cottages, but he found
it would be better to pull down the cottages tlian comply with the requirements. Other
requirements were made by a sixnitary committee, but he declined to comply with them,
ejected the tenants, and shut up the cottages for two years. The great difficulty as to
cottage property was that the proprietors could not get good tenants. He could not agree
with Sir. Roberts that chalk was not liealthy ; he thought it was as good as gravel for
building cottages. As to tho question of ventilation ; he believed it was not so difficult if

they could but persuade the occupiers not to paste up the ventilators. He had carried up
ventilating tlues with evc:y stack of cliimneys for cottages, and had found that very suc-
cessful. It was singular, but he had found that tenants sometimes selected cottages which
had not so many conveniences as others which they might have had. As to walls, they
conld not use tho hanl burnt bricks practically as they wouhi not tiike the moitar. As to
ventilation

, it was the fashion to use casements to cottage windows, but that was a mistake.
It was indisjiensable, if they expected to get places ventilated, they sliould have sashes.
The cottagers would not have tiie ventilation if casements wero used. Then, again, as to
roofs, slate had an atlvantage over tile for roofs. It was found convenient to have
cottages covered with slate, and felt under it. Wooden floors ought not to have floor-
troths.

Mr. G. Godwin said the subject they had met to consider was an enormous question.
They knew for certaui that thousands were dying every year because the arrangements of
dwellings were not right, and that want of circulation and ventilation produced fever and
other diseases. They knew that emanations from decaying matter would produce typhoid
fever, which was desolating the homes of this country, and which had deprived us of that
most valuable life—the Prince Consort. Therefore, if they knew tliat attention to prin-
ciples whicli were clear was right, and that the application of these principleswould produce
good, they sitould approach tho question ^ith ealnmess and seriousness, and endeavor by
all the means in their power to advance their knowledge on the subject. The cause of so
many deaths was the non-application of the knowledge they possessed for the benefit of
the pojiulation. Ho then suggested the propriety of appointing a committee of the Insti-
tute to investigate all the recent improvements, and to investigate the possibility of con-
Btnicting proper houses. A brick might be impermeable on the outside, and so arrangetl
as to adhere to mortar. Let them make investigations in order to have an impermeable
house, and let them endeavor, if jKissiblo, to have ventilated rooms. He then referred to
the bad ventilation of our bed-rooms, and thought most seriously that that matter should
bo taken np. They ought also to see whether they could not improve roofs. The only
three clauses of the Building Act relating to sauitnrj- matters had proved utter failures.
If certain conditions were obtained, and piincipleg laid down, they should then be able to
procure a healthy house.

Mr. UoiiKKT KKitii movc<l a veto of thanks to Mr. Uoberts for Uia paper, and niggtitect
that the discussion shauld bo adjourned to a future meeting.
Mr. HoiiAi r, JoNKs seconded the motion, which wasca^ed.
Tho discussion wiw then adjourned to that day month.
Mr. KoKKitTs remarked that if hLs paper had lioon fully read, instead of a large portion

of tho earlier part having been omitted, much that fell from Mr. Chadwlck aud Sir.
Jennings would havo been found referred to in it.

ARCIIITECTUKAL ASSOCIATION.
AN ordinary General Meeting of this liody wai held at the rooma, 9, Condolt-stroet,

llegent-btreet, on Friday evening, Mr. T. llo*;KU Hmitm in the chair.
Noinimttiim-'i for JffmU'rs/iip.~ThQ following gentlemen were nominated for membexBhlp

and will bo ballot<;d for at the next meeting :—Mr. J. Johnson, 10. CUfF'Stroet. New North-
road (proposed by Mr. Arthur Smith, and seconded by Mr. H, A. Reeves) ; Mr. North, 35,
Iladnor-street, Chelsea (Proiiosed by Mr. Arthur timiUi, and seconded by Mr. T. U.
Hickman).

2%' Collectorsfdp.—'riio Cii.MHMX'S announced that Mr. Moody had been appointed col-
lector of tho Assfjciation in the room of Mr. Gould, resigned.

T/ie Flore/ice CaHtetinil Ci/mj>eti/i"!i.—Mr. Uandam* Duix'K drew attention to theoom-
petition for the execution of tho fanatic of the Cathedral of riorence, which was open totbo
artists of Europe, but the jVuzione of Florence did not contain any particulars, and ho
wished to know if any member could give him any information resiKjctUigthe competition.
Tho Nazioiie gave no information rsspecting tho dimenftions and other matt<;rs.

The CUAiiniAN thought tho Italian Legation would probably furnish the dedred
information. In the case of the prisons atTuriu and Genoa all the requisite infonnation
was to bo found at that Legation.

I'uhlk Aft'innrut/.^.—Mr. Randall Diirf'K then read a paper on Public Memorials, which
will be found referred to iu another jwrtiou of this Journal.
The Chairman said the meeting hiid heard Mr. Dnice's very interesting paper, which

was peculiarly appropriate at the present moment, when a national feeling existed for the
erection of a great memorial to a very great man, aud tlicn invited observations on tho
paper which had been read.

Mr. T. M. Hickman remarked that many bodieshad thought to a considerable extent upon
this matter within the last few months, and he waeof opinion that Mr. Druco had brought
before them a great variety of matter which ought to have great influence on the public
in settling what was to be done iu respect of our new great memorial. He thought that
a great number of tho best memorials wlilch Mr. Druce had called their attention to wero
those in which a greater exi'euse than was necessary had been showerwl mi what was
useful. Tho gates or entrances to tho bridges were often made for the pnrp<;se8 of defenco,
and the idea of arches arose from the idea of having good arches and portals to tho ci^.
We had not those at the i)resent day, and ha<l hardly any use for arches at the entrances of
our bridges, but they might be beneficially used, at the approach to the Hangerford
Susijension-bridge, and at tlie High Level-bridge at Newcastle, The monuments at
Munich aud other places were used as drawbridges at one time—tliat was, they wero not
passable unless the holders of tho town thought fit to make them so. As to many other
things which Mr. Druce pointed out, he thought it would be found tiiat there had been
some sort of use to which a national monument should be appropriated. If we had some
such place in London, where such monuments should be placed, and where iwople could
go to look at them as matters of interest, without looking at the building Bolely, such
buikliugs would become possessed of greater interest. He could not blame people for giving
churches an interest as monuments, and thought that in any memorial to tiu; late Prinoo
Consort something of great public utility should be given, without simply ijointing out the
talent of the deceased, or of the person who prepared tho memorial. The greatest public
utility should be combined with taste, and how that should \ie done it was for architects
aud sculptors to say. Ho thought, however, that architects should come forward, and not
let the matter be solely taken up by sculptors. A great numlier of the monuments that
had come down to us bore the names of the founders attached to them, because very large
sums had Ijocn left by individuals themselves for certain purjwses. King Edward VI, was
known not so much for politics as | for the schools he founded; and in Edinburgh there
wero a number of very important public buildings, erected at the expense of
Heriot, Donaldson, and others. Heriot's Hospital was the first of them, the oldest, and
by far the most interesting of the number : the others seemed simply monumeni^
of the riches the founders left, and the conduct of those institutions was rather a source of
difficulty than of advantage to the parties connected with them. In St. Bartholomew's and
St. Tliomas's hospitals we found some of the most valuable results of private foundations,
but they did not come down with the names of the founders. He knew no instances in
which it was stated who founded St. Bartholomew's hospital, or who founded St. Thomas's
hospital— the institutions were not monuments, but buildings for practical puri>ose3. Tho
Prince Consort hatl shown ttie propriety of comiectiug the greatest amount of taste with
the greatest amount of public utility ; aud he thought they waited now for some person to
point out how those two could bo combined in a memorial to the Prince Consort. They
should endeavour to find out a way not only of pointing out the loss of the individual, but
also of showing the great benefit they had derived from his life. Ho proposed a vote of
thanks to Mr. Druce for his admirable paper.

Mr. Si'IKHS seconded the motion, and, in so doing, remarked that as a memorial to tho
late Prince Consort it would be more appropriate to have a large building, such as a new
National Gallery, than simply a statue.

Mr. HiDOK thought there should be an architectural competition for a memorial to tho
late Prince Consort. He thought the proposed monument should be something of an un-
selfish character, so that it should not be said^thoy had biult a hospital or anything of
that kind, but that they had erected a monument purely oat of love to the Prince Consort,
and not from any other motives whatever.
The CiiAiUMAN thought that tlie two things a monument ought to bear were, tho name

of the deceased, and, if possible, his personal appeanincc. A mou umeut In wliich the
name of tho deceased was furgotteu, ceased to be a monument at all. As to the two
hospitals which had been referred to by Mr. Hickman they had ceased to exist as monu-
ments or mementoes of individuals, if they wore founded by private individuals. He con-
sidered the first office of a monument was to represent some individual, his name, hia

person, and his deeds, if there were space for it. The first duty, it eeemeti to him, wp."*

wherever practicable to have an effigy, then a series of bassi-relievi, illustrative of historical

events in which the deceased took an interest, orof events more immediately connected with
the individual. It also seemed to him that hospitals, foundations, and various other

charities which had been spoken of were liable to be perverted, so far as tho names of tho
founders wero concerned, and many of the colleges of this country did not bear the names
of the founders. He was sorry to ili^er from those wiio held the utilitarian view in regard to

memorials. The commemoration of so great a man as the Prince Consort, in reference to

a national monument, should be the great object, without the association with it of the

cure of disease or the setting of broken limbs. One modern form of monuments hfd
escaped the notice of the lecturer, that of memorial churches, and some of our most beau-
tiful sacred buildings had been erected as memorial churches. It remained to be seen what
would be their success, but he was afraid they would be ojien to the objection of hospitals

and other foundations. One of the most appropriate modes of having a monument or

memorial was a column for a statue, such as that at Brussels, aud the Colonne dc Juilkt^ at

Paris. Perhaps tho finest combination of architecture and sculpture attempted in this

country was exemplified in the Scott monument at Edinburgh, where that monument struck

him as being singularly successful. Another instance to which he wished to refer was tho

beautiful column which Mr. Scott had put up in Westminster, one of the most successful

of modem works, and one of tho few modem works of which London might well be proud.

As to monumentiil brasses, an esteemed member of the Architectural Association, hed
put up a beautiful monument, which consisted of an incised marble slab instead of brass;

it had been erected in a church, and the result was estremely happy, while tho expense

was comparatively moderate. This was a new stylo of monument in England, and one

which many, perhaps, would prefer to monumental brass, and it was extremely beautiful in

its execution.
Tho vote of thanks to Mr. Druce for his paper was carried by acclamation.
Mr. Dbuc£ briefly replied, aud the meeting separated.
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CHURCH, CHAPEL, AND SCHOOL BUILDING,

irirt (N.B.).—J^cie Episcopal Church.—The founJatioii stone of tlie new
.Kliboe for bt. James s tpiscopal congrefjation, Leith, has been laid by the Ui-lit

i'J'Jivl .•
l^v^'adstone. Chancellor of the Exchequer. For the site the sum of

^r'?"?''"* '5^»J«"''.,?J"','* '* «««'natfd that the church will cost between
to,ouu and ibjOOO. The desipis, which include a church seated for fallv si v
hundred persons, and a parsouajre, are by Mr. Gillwrt Scott. The church con-
sists of a nave ol five bays, with north and south aisles extending from the east
gaoie w^ward two bays, a chancel with semicircular apse, and a tower and

^''I^' ».ii f
"".^1 ""? '"*''^* ^"^ ^^*'^ '"'>' '•'« congregation ; the chancel is seated

witn stalls tor the choir ; and the apse is occupied bv the altar and reredos, and
seats for the clergy. On;the ground floor of the tower is the vestrv, which has a
private entrance. In the upper part of the tower is a bell-room, s'urmounted by
an octagonal spire pierced witli slender lights protected by projecUng gablets
earned on shafts. The whole of the church is covered in with an open timber
ruot; that of the nave is boarded on the under side of the braces and ties to a
polygonal form; and the ehnncel, apse, and aisles to the form of a pointed arch.
1 here arc two entrances—one in the west gable, the other in the south transept.
Ihe west door is surmounted by three two-light windows, the heads filled with
plate tracery

: in the ape.\ of the gable is a vesica window. The windows of nave
and aisles have three lights and in the apse and chancel are single-light pointed
•windows, the jambs and arches moulded. It is understood that the windows in
the west gable will be filled with stained glass, by Alessrs. Clayton and Bell.
Ihe extreme length of the church inside is 125 feet; the breadth of nave 37 feet
C inches

;
of aisles 14 feet. The height of the tower and spire, 180 feet. The stvie

adopted is that of the thirteenth century. Messrs. Berrv, of Edinbur<^li, are the
contractors for the inason-work, Jlr. Swann, of the Edinburgh Saw-Mills, lias
the carpenter-work.
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in Albany-street. The exterior exhibits some fine work, with here and there
perhaps an excess of detail, especially in the spire, which loses somewhat of its

J"!!;,!,
character when viewed from a distance. The interior is seated for nearlv

i,()W persons.
Ely Cathedral.—The Very Rev. Dr. Harvey Goodwin, Dean of Ely, has

printed, for cmiulation among his friends, a brief account of the state of the
restorations going on in his cathedral for the last three years. The paintinn- of
the ceiling of the nave, which was begun five years ago, by Mr. S. L'Estrange,

if
S<'?',V»lf fii'slied. The scafiblding has been removed, and the " Creation," the

T J J
• ..the; Sacrifice of Noah," the ''Sacrifice of Abraham," "Jacob's

1-adder, and the " Marriage of Ruth," may now be seen in their finished state.
1 lie work wdl be resumed in the spring. To secure these valuable paintings from
injury the roof has been releaded. Six stained glass windows and 17 carved
panels for the choir stalls have been contributed by private persons. A monu-
ment in the form of an altar-tomb, of alabaster and serpentine, has been erected
at the back of the reredos in memory of the Rev. Dr. Mill, who is represented in
a recumbent position on the top. A complete system of lightning conductors
protects the building. On the north side the dean and chapter are erecting
buildings for the better accommodation of the choristers' school. The amount
already subscribed for the restoration of the lantern has reached £3,070, includ-
ing £1,000 from the Dean and Chapter.

»'hUiington, Derbyshire—Thu foundation-stone of the new parish church
was laid on the 1st instant. At the ceremony a leaden case containing several
local papers and coins of the realm, with particulars relating to the ceremony,
4:c., written on parchment, was deposited under the stone, which was laid at the
north-east comer of the tower. The proposed church will accommodate GOO
peraons, and will consist of nave, north and south aisles, chancel, organ chamber
and vestry, with entrance lobby in tower at the west end of south aisle. The
t iwer is to be surmounted with a broach spire about 100 feet in high. It will be
built of stone obtained in the neighbourhood, faced with M'ingerworth stone in
six courses, the color of the latter being of a green tint; the dressings will be of
a white stone. The style adopted is Geometrical Gothic. The works are bein"-
carried out by Mr. J. VV. Thompson, builder, Derbv, from a design selected in
competition by Messrs. Giles and Brookhouse, of Derby, architects.

CHAI'KLS.
Chapel for the North Wales Lunatk Asylu7)i.—Th\a chapel is just com-

pleted. Rather more than a year ago, architects were invited to send in designs
;the one selected, and erected, is of the fourteenth-century Gothic, octagonal on

plan, with two projections from the east and west sides ; the former for chancel,
the latter for porch-vestry, and the staircase, which leads to a small gallery over
for the different officers of the institution. Seats are provided for 200. The roof
IS supported by eight curved timber ribs sjiringing from moulded corbels in each
of the angles, and meeting in the centre, from which hangs a pendant ; above,
and crowning the composition, is an octagonal bell-cot, with spiral roof and iron
foliated cross. The whole of the timber is wrought, stained, and varnished. The
architect's estimate was £.530, for which amount the building has been entirely
completed. The contractors were Messrs. Lloyd and Roberts, Holywell, Hint.
Sir Watkyn Williams Wynne gave £.J0 for a painted glass window in the chancel.
1 he artist employed was Ballantine, of Edinburgh.
Cemetery Chapels, Bristol.—"ihe new cemetery for the parishes of Lyncombe,M idcomlie, and St. James has just been consecrated. It is situated on the

Bnstol-road. There is an entrance lodge at the gates ; the two chapels in the
centre of the ground are precisely similar externally, and are connected by
a cloister, forming a distinct /)or<e cochere to each entrance, between which is an
arch supoortmg the bell-turret common to each building. The belfry is sur-
mounti-d by a spire, rising to about 100 feet, crowned at its apex by a cross,
iach chapel is built in the form of a cross. Tlie unconsecrated chapel is fitted
up with a tribune at the extreme end for the minister, with fittings on either side,
with a robing-room in one transept, and special seats for the chief mourners in
the otlier, both lieing railed off from the chapel by carved screens. The conse-
crated chapel, of the same plan, is divided into a chancel and nave; the east end,
or apse, is paved with encaustic tiles. At the extreme end is a plain communion
table, and on the north and south sides are lecterns for the ofticiating clergymen.
The reniainder of the building is arranged as the other chapel. The stvic of the
edifice IS that of the reign of Edward III. Mr. C. E. Davis is the architect, and
Mr. JJ. Aust, the builder. The carving of the stonework has been executed by
Mr. G. Porter, of Bristol.

Liverpool.
SCHOOLS.

-KtrJuMe Schools.—The new industrial schools and free school-room church for the district of Kirkdale, which have recently been erected, wereopened last week. It is intended that the new building shall not only be used
as an industrKil ragged school, where children of the Verv lowest class of the

room church, vvhere there will be divine service and free accommodation for b
large number of the adult working poimlatioii of the neighbourhood. The buUd-
iiig stands upon an oblong piece of land fronted by Kirkdale-road. The exterior
IS of plain brick and stone. The basement floor is planned as a cooking kitchen,
which can be used for a soup kitchen during the winter months, and has a sepa-
rate entrance from Major-street. Adjoining this kitchen is a flagged space, in-
tended as a play-room during wet weather, or for workshops when required.
1 he main entrance to the ground floor is from Major-street, to a schoolroom
80 feet long, 2o feet inches wide, and 18 feet wide, intended also to be used as
a tree church tor the poor of the district. From this room there are a class-room,
large workshop, and a store-room, covered lavatories, &c., and a large plav-yard.
ihe upper floor, which corresponds with the ground floor, and which has also a
separate entrance from Major-street, is inteuded lor a girls' schoolroom, class-room, printing shop, and large workshop. The buildings and yard walls

x!'.w,!S;
"" "''''' "'' "'''"" ^'^"" ^1"'""« y^''<^h 'ind tl'« eiitu'u cost has been

JJorset.—Piuldkhinton New School— Uk ceremony of opening this school
took place on New Year's day. The old school house was a dilapidated old
tenement, but now a group of buildings has been raised close to the church, con-
sisting of a schoolrooai 33 feet by 17 feet, loftv and well ventilated, and a
convenient residence for the teacher, with parlor, kitchen, scullery, pantrv, and
three bedrooms, surrounded by about a quarter of an acre of land, affirding
plenty of space for a playgi-ound and garden. The designs were by Mr. J.
Hicks, of liorchester; the work has been executed by Mr. Wellspring, of the
same place, the walls being built of flints with brick bands and quoins, the total
cost was about £400.

The Nonconformists in Lancashire.—At a meeting of the Lancashire Non-
conformists, It was announced that it had been arranged that tliirtv additional
chapels should be creeled within the county to celebrate the bi-cente"nary of the
passing of the Act of Uniformity, on the 24th of August, 1802. It was also
stated that Mr. Hadfield, the chairman, had agreed to give £3,000 towards the
project. Other sums, in the course of the evening, were announced, amounting
altogether to £11,150.

' ''

St. Giles, Northampton.—On New Year's dav the new schools which have
been erected for this parish were publicly opened. The buildhij^s form a "roup
consisting of boys' school, girls' school, infant school, and three class-rooms,
ihe boys' school and infant school are built in the form of the letter T, with one
side of the boys' school and one end of the infant school facing the church. The
girls' school is at the back of the boys' school, and at right angles to it, with the
front facing the south. Each school has a large play-yard and out offices, having
no communication with each other. The windows are all of Decorated Gotliic
character, and have Bath stone dressings. The tower is surmounted by a
wooden bell turret. The roofs are high pitched, the timber work being stained
and varnished. The principals have curved ribs, resting on stone corbels. Pro-
vision is made for ventilation by the introduction of ventilating grates in the
outer walls under the floor with ventilating plates in the floors, and
a series of triangular windows --'- " • -

adjoining the infant

of the fbi'iii of the

the roof. On the front of the tower
school, over the entrance door, is a stone tablet,
vesica piscis ;

" in the centre is a figure of the
Saviour in alto-relievo, in the character of the Good Slieplierd, suppoited on tan
ornamental corbel, with carved foliage. Around the figure are three sci-olls,
bearing incriptions. Around these scrolls and the figure, and within the outside
border, are cusps, formed in encaustic tile-work, executed by Minton. At one
end of the boys' school, over the apparatus closet, is an organ gallerv. Mr. E. F.
Law is the architect, and Mr. Gosford the builder. The total cost has been
£2,018, exclusive of the site and architect's commission.

Salem Chapel, Boivling, near Bradford.—.i. new chapel and schools have
been lately erected at Bowling, near Bradford, for the New Connexion Methodists
at a cost of £1,300, from designs by Mr. T. C. Hope, architect of Bradford.
The chapel is 66 feet long, including the semicircular recess for the organ and
singers' gallery, behind the minister's platform, 43 feet wide, and 23 feet high
from floor to ceiling,'and will accommodate 400 persons on the ground floor, there
being no gallery. The school behind the chapel is 40 feet long, 18 feet wide, and
14 feet liiijh to the ceiling line. Suitable vestries and class-rooms are provided.
The building is in the Italian style. The central gable of the west front projects
3 feet from the main building line, and is surmounted with a belfry. The en-
trance porch, 13 feet inches by G feet, to the chapel projects from the south front,
and faces an intended new street. Placed in Ihissituation, it adds materially to the
warmth and comfort of the chapel, the situation being elevated and much exposed
to the west winds. The ceiling of the chapel is panelled in plaster, a panelled
cone running round the chapel springs from a console cornice and joins the flat
ceiling at a distance of about 9 feet from the walls. The chapel is warmed with
hot air by a very simple, cheap, and ett'ective method. The contractors are Mr.
Thomas Piiel, mason, Mr. Charles Neal, joiner, Mr. Schofield, plumber, Mr.
John Bolton, plasterer, Mr. James Smithies, slater, Jlr Ellis, painter, and
Mr. William Rhodes, smith.

AY. PORDEN.—The works of this architect were the subject of some inquiry in
our sixth volume. We add a note supplied by a writer in the Athenaeum, who
says :

—
" When I made Mr. Porden's acquaintance, fifiy years ago, he was living

in intimate association with Flaxman, Phillips and Bone, Royal Academicians;
with Miller, the well-known predecessor of Mr. Murray, and with the elder Mr.
D'lsnieli ; and, if not a great architect, he was sufficiently eminent in his day to
have been employed by the late Earl Grosvenor extensively, and bv the Prince of
Wales, for whom he built the dome, stables, and riding-house at Brighton—

a

pile (even in its present state) of a very superior character to the fantastic edifice
into which the Pavilion itself was afterwards transformed by other hands.
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THE NEW BRIDGE AT HLACKKRIARS.
|0 information piven at pape 1000, in our last volume, we may now add,

jL. descriptive of Mr. Page's selected desifjn, tliat the centre arcli is -280 feet

span (40 feet wider tliau tlie centre arcli of Soutliwarli-bridge), and tlie two side

arclies being each of -220 feet span, the waterway bcinp tiius 720 feet, the two

piers are eacli 28 feet in thiclcness. The springing line of the arches is 2 feet above

Trinity high-water mark (the tide having, on extraordinary occasions, risen 3

feet 8 inches almve that datura.) The rise of the centre arch above the springing

is 24 feet, and of tlie side arches 20 feet ; hence the licadway at Trinity high-

water will be 20 feet under the centre arch, and 22 feet under the side arches.

The arches will be in cust-iron from tlie piers to within 40 feet of the crown
;
the

centre piece forming the key of the arch. 80 feet in length, being of wrought-

iron ; so that the thinnest part of the bridge, which is in immediate contiguity

with the roadway, and consequently subject to any shocks from the traffic, would

be of the more safe material. The same principle has been carried out at West-

minster-bridge. AIL the central parts of each arch, where the wrought-iron ribs

are inserted, are to be of wrouglit-iron. Between the main ribs, cross girders

and bearers will he fixed, 3^ feet apart, on which are to be laid wrought-iron

plates, and over these again a water-tight and elastic bed interposed between the

plates and the roadway. The design is simple in character, but of massive pro-

portions. The cornice is relieved bv corbels, and the spandrels filled in with the

arms of the City of London and those of Sonthwark, with some sculpture in bas-

relief indicative of the Thames, the sculpture however, as before mentioned, is not

to be carried out at present. The pedestals on the piers are proposed to be of

polished granite ; the arches at the ends of sandstone, contrasting in color with

the granite. The four pedestals on each side of the bridge, 40 feet in height

above high-water mark, and 23 feet in width, would supply bases for groups of

sculpture commemorative of past events in our natural history. Those indicated

in the drawing are intended to represent King Alfred, Boadicea leading to the

charge. Sir William Walworth dealing the death-blow on Wat Tyler, and our

present sovereign Queen Victoria encouraging the arts of peace. These groups,

placed so as to have a sky outlin(,', would offer to the observer a series of

sculpture in a position not often eoualled in this country, as they would be sepa-

rate and distinct from all surrouniling objects, and would stand out in bold relief.

The foundation of the bridge is proposed to be formed on timber, and iron piles,

similar to those of Westminster-bridge ; the piers are to be of masonry. The time

of construction is stated at two years and a half, and provision is to be made for

the traffic without the erection of a temporary bridge, as has been the case at

Westminster. Rumors of a probable delay in the commencement of the work are

afloat, we hope they are unfounded.

djomsgonikucu.

THE COLOSSEUM AND THE ENGLISH IN ROME.
Sib,—In the rtport o( Mr. Scott's paper I notice that be says,—" One hears a story of an

American who, aftt-r looking at the new works always going on at the Colosseum, re-

marked, with verj- just irony, ' It '11 be a very fine building when Suishod.' " Does Mr.

Scott, by quoting it, meiVn to make this " story" his own ?

I lOf all European travellers, Americans are likely to be the least exact in their informa-

tion, as they spend such a short time in any place. I remember being seated at a table

d'hote of an hotel in France next to a Member of Congress ; this was In the middle of De-

cember, and I was startled to find that my neighbor had been in St. Petcrsburgh in the

first week of November, and had travelled over a great part of Europe since that period.

He gave himself two or three days in Florence, and descrilied his modus operandi thus :—
*' The first day I liire a carriage and drive through the city* so as to get an idea of the
exterior of the principal buildings, and of the general aspect of the place. The second I

devote to seeing the interiors, and generally got done on that day, if not, I take—but this

is very seldom—a third." What recollections can be carried away by a man who lives in

such a constant whirl ?

Perhaps some of your readers have been in Rome recently, and may be induced to notice

the subject. I can si)eak confidently as to the state of the Colosseum in the winter of

1 857-58. It had then no appearance of being likely to require any repair for a considerable
time. There were no " new works going on." The Pope has, I dare say, no friends, and
the Papal Government is a fair mark for every one's little pellet ; but I could fain wish
that we had in this country such judicious conservators of antiquities <as are to be found in

Rome. WhatCanina did in his lifetime we know. True the bolstering buttress which props
standing ring of the Colosseum is ugly, but it has at least the merit of showing itself the
most clearly a modern rtjmrafion. So" of the arch of Titus ; a child may see which is the
really old work and which is the moflem. No imitative patching or piecing, but an
honest unpretending stoppage of further decay. Can we say anything like this of our own
country ? When we begin to pull a cathedral about it is apt to come down with a run,
and then we have to restore it.

The public works achievetl during the Pontificate of Pius IX. are not to be despised. The
magnificent viaduct between Albano and Lariccia may challenge comparison with any in
Em^pe. Explorations, I admit, progress slowly ; but why ? Hecause the Papal Govern-
ment is poor. Let us not forget to acknowledge what priceless treasures have been taken
of late years, in spite of every outward discouragement, from the catacombs, and displayed
to the public at the Vatican and the Lateran.

I have no desire to be an apologist for the Pope in either his spiritual or his temporal
capacity. Mainly deircndent on the miserable lotto, & tax on tobacco and on an oppressive
passport system, with no commerce, and little trade or manufacture, the Papal
revenue must be scanty indeed. If the rulers suffer, how much more the governed ? I

can quite believe that the Romans groan under ecclesLastical tyranny and fiscal oppression.
The same letters which recount the deplorable state of Rome rejjort that never were the
English parties so fretiuent and so gay as at this moment. Those most respectable looking
cocchieri on the Piazza di Spagna are in great demand, .and their demands are, doubtless, in
proportion. The mosaic and cameo workers of the Croce, Condotti, and Babuino are in full
employment. Count de Goyon parades his army—horse, foot, and guns—along the Corso,
and out on the Flaminian Way. over the Ponte Molle, to review. The French trumpeters
practice on the Via di S. Sebastiano, and drill goes on outside the Colosseum. Everything
much in its normal condition.
We at home cannot understand how continental towns contrive to exist on such meagre

newspapers. The Uiornale di Roma, a sheet of four pages a little larger than those of the
Buil.lUNii News, is all that the Romans have to go to for information, and this is

mostly taken up with oBicial intelligence and the movements di Sua Hatitilu. The local
news acquired by the English is principally derived from chit-chat with one another. They
see the Times. Gali<j//a/ii, Illustrated London Xeics, &c., at Piale's and Moualdinl's, and they
care and know little more about the Romans than we in town. The natives keep away
from the great ceremonies of the church, and appear systematically to yield iwssession to
us and other foreigners. The only exceptions are the " happy peasants," picturesquely
attired, but encrusted with dirt and reeking with garlio. The English visit almost ex-
clusively amongst themselves, and, as a rule, know the language very Imperfectly. Allen

* An American always says "city'' when we use the word "town,'' and he lays the
«enton the first syllable of " I-tallan." By these peculiarities you can detect his countrySsylli

•Ten if he has no occasion to " reckon."

In religion and Insular in manners, they are little calculated, even If they deidrcd, to gain

confidence, or get correct impressions of the people amidst whom they live. How should

they ? The cla-s-ses with which they are chletly brought in contact are hotel proprietor!,

lacqueys, coachmen, and shopkeepers—peinoDH who are always on the look out for paolfl

and francs, whose civility is a very purchasable oommodity, and whose rule of life u to

make hay while the sun shines, i.e., when the English come.
Whenever our dear countrymen dilate on the feelings and wishes of the population, let

ns politely listen. Be it English gossip or American " story," let us receive each cum
grano.
January 21. O. J.

SUGGESTED ROAD ACRO.SS H-TOE-PARK.
Sir,—Mr. Harry R. Newton claims in your last Number to Ijc the original proposer of

an open sunk r(»ad across the Park, but we must beg leave to make a few remarks on tho

subject as the original proposers of the movement of 1861

.

There can be no doubt that ever since London has extended Itself to any conilderable

degree on both sides of Hyde-park, the subject of a road across has Inevitably forced Itaelf

upon the attention of the public, or at least of various individuals. H It were worth Uio

trouble of research, it would probably lie easy to show tlmt for twenty, thirty, or even forty

years suggestions at various dates have Ijcen published. It would not l>e at all singular, If

among many schemes several should be found to be nearly identical, although unknown to

tho respective originators. Whatever is unique or peculiar in Mr. Newton's plan, wo
should be the last to depreciate ; wo wish only to say that it has liecn suggested, as a wholo,

though mutatis mutandis, by several other persons at different times. For ourselves we
claim to have orlginnte<i the movement which is now in progress at this day, and which
commenced by our contributing ashort article to a weekly journal last summer, advocating

the Identical line of route set forth by Mr. Newton, though without our being aware, as

the subject was then new to us, of there lining any such plan in existence cither by him or

by Captain Fowke, as per model at tho Brampton Museum some years, or by any other

person. We followc<i up the affair by articles In the local pajiers, Notlinij-ltill Times of

alst August, Itaiisirater C'Aronirfc, ic, and we got up a requisition to tho Churchwanlcna

of Paddlngton (signed by influential parishioners) for holding the public meeting which
took place on 'ilith November last ; in fact, to promote the movement took up a consider-

able portion of our daily time, unremuneratod, during three months. 'J'o Colonel Worthy,

the much respected churchwarden of Paddlngton, who is well known for his zeal in many
philanthropic and public movements, we are greatly Indebted for his countenance and
energetic assistance, as well for valuable advice In the conduct of the business.

Wo have now only to hope that, as Government has given consent for the road, the oppor-

tunity will not be lost for want of pecuniary support, which Is the only remaining Impedi-

ment, but that the surrounding parishes, the Metropolitan Board of Works, tc., will join

In contributing the small sTim each which is requisite to make up tho X20,000 or £30,000

necessary for the puriiose. It is to be feared that by the lukewarmness of these bodies all

the recent trouble and public agitation may be entirely lost.

As a last resort, it would be very desirable to have even a temporary roadway opened
during the Exhibition ; but It would bo Immeasurably preferable to secure a permanent
route at once.

H. AXD R. Powell.
Bayswater, 22nd January, 1862.

TENDERS.
CHAPEL, .^BINGUOX.

For the new Independent Chapel, Abingdon, for Rev. S. Lepine. Mr. James S. Dodd^

architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. Albert W. Dodd,

HallamandCo £2,100
WallandHook 1,942

Chcsterman 1,029

Ellis 1,875 n

Todd 1,78S

Bower 1,788 4

Thomas 1,770

Bartlett £I,7.'>0

Winter 1,721 15

Walters 1,CS4 10

Winterborne and Rolls (accepted) 1,675

Young.andCo 1,641

CaseyandCo 1,360

Architect's Estimate £1,800

HOUSES AND Shops, Woolwich.
For erecting and completely finishing twelve houses, four of which are shops, situate

near the Dockyard Railway Station, Woolwich, for Mr. William Jackson. Mr. William
Gosling, architect.

Joseph R. Lidbetter £3,200.

Schools, Kentish-town.
For the Gospel Oak Schools, Kentish-town. Mr. Thomas M. Rickman, architect.

Quantities supplied by Mr. Gates.

Brass £3,880
Myers 3,733
Sanders 3,7-21

Browne and Robinson 3,657

Dove 3,.';25

Jackson and Shaw £3,482
Battcrbury 3,319

Sharpington and Cole 3,177

Maeers 3,133

Wahehouses, Loxdos.
For erecting and finishing seven warehouses, in Newgate-street and King Edward-street,

City, for Messrs. Faudel and Phillips. Messrs. TiUott and Chamberlain, architecto. Quan-
tities supplied.
CublttandCo £11,643
Holland and Hannen 10,670

Clemance 10,4.50

I'ritchard and Shelton 10,414

Lucas Brothers 10,400

AshbyandSons 10,2SS

Wills £10,189
Hill, Keddell, and Co 9,989

Myers and Sons 9,965

Nicholson and Son 9,925

Laurence and Sons 9,620

Piper and Wheeler* (accepted) .... 9,620

• "The two lowest tenders being the same amount, the matter was arranged by the parties

interested drawing for the same.

Barracks, ic, Warwick.
For militia barracks and additions to Court House at Warwick. Mr. William Kendall,

architect. Quantities supplietl to Mr. Dunkley by Mr. D. J. Brown,
.Sawyer £8,.S76

Brigg 8,.390

Dutton 8,.'i(Kl

Chambers and Hilton »,KVI

Green 7,697

Hart 7,425

Marriott £7,lS0O

Clark and Son V.390

Clark 7,353

J. and C. W. Todd 7,144

FoxBrothers '"'.HO

Dunkley 7,019

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
BRIDGE.

Brisbane River.—The Munlciirality of Brisbane are prepared to receive designs and
tenders for the construction of a bridge over tho Brisbane river, at Brisbane, the capital

of Queensland. The author of the best design, at tho lowest cost, will receive a reward

of £150, or be employed to carry the work out, providing he furnishes sufficient proof of

his competency and experience in similar undertakings. A premium of £80 will bo

awarded to thenext best design, and £40 for the next best. The plans, specifications,

and estimates of the first and second designs will he retained by the Corporation as their

property. The remainder will be returned to the competitors ; but the corporation will

incur no responsibility as to theii safe delivery. Each set of drawings, and the docu-

ments accompanying them, are to be distinguished by a motto only, and accompanied by

a letter in a sealed envelope, marked with the same motto, and containing the author s

name and address, and such testimonials as he may think proper to furnish. I*rofessional
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jvdges, being non-oompetitors, will bo appointed by the Corporation to detormino the

mutte of tbe respective designs. Eligible tenders for the work, accompanying the de-

sign, will be entertained. All drawings and tenders to be delivered at Oresham Honse,
on or before the IStti of March next. Copies of the iustrii -^tions to comiictiuirs, and the

plan of the city, can be obtained of F. Mangles and Co., the Colonial agents, and agents

to the UimlcipaUty of Queeniiland, $(i to iiS, Onsbam House, Old Broad-street.

I<oaaon,E.O.
PIER.

BULCKPOOI^—PIans, specifications, and approximate cost of a pier for Blackpool, are re-

quired. The Provisional Directors offer a premium of thirty guineas for the design th.it

shall be adopted. Printed conditions, levels, and other information may be had on appli-

cation to the Provisional Secretary, E. Blane, Blackpool. Plans, &c. , to Feb. S.

CHURCHES.
Bicester.—Plana and estimates are wanted of the work required in the restoration of

Bioeeter Parish Chureh. Particnlars, and amount to be expended, can be obtained of

the Ker. J. W. Watts, the Vicarage ; or of the Hon. Secretary, Charles Fowler, White-
lands, Bicester.

CONTKACTS OPEN.
BANK.

Notts. -For the erection of a bank at Onudle, Xorthamptonshire, for the Stamford,
Spalding, and Boston Banking Company. Particulars from Mr. William Eve, surveyor,

3, UniMi-coart, Old Broad-street, K.C. Tenders on or before the "th of Feb,
PRIORY.

BBREPOnusuinB.—For the erection and completion of a new residence and offices, for

B. Haigb Allan. Esq., at Cliffonl I'riorj', Herefordshire, within two miles of the market
town of Hay. Plans, A;c., with Stevens and liobinson, .architects, 17, Tenant-street,

Derby, to whom .tenders (according to form) on or before the 1st Feb.
MANSION.

HAST9.—For making certain additions to a mansion at Homdean. Hants. Pliins, &c.,

at Mr. Glassc's, Post-office, Homdean. Tenders to be delivered at the office of the
aidlitect, Mr. John Colson, St, Swithin's-sti-eet. Winchester, on or before the 1st Feb.

BATH-ROOM, &c.
TEXBURy Wells.—For the erection of a bath-room, pump-room, and cottage, at Tenbury,

for the Tenbury Wells Improvement Company, Limited. Drawings, 5:c., at the office of

Mr. Norris, solicitor. Tenbury : and further particulars of Mr. James Cranston, architect,

1, Temple-row West, Birmingham ; or of Sir. Robert Robinson, XenbDry, Secretary to

the Company. Tenders to be sent in to Robert Robinson, Secretary, sealed and endorsed
'* Tenders for Bath and Pump-room. &c. ," on or before the 3rd February.

ALMSHOUSES.
LlxcoLXfnmE.—For the erection of almshouses for the Trustees of George

Dawson's Charity, at Gclston, on land situate in Little Goncrby, in the parish of

Grantham. Plans, &c., at the office of Mr. Edward Browning, architect, Broad-street,

Stamford. Tenders, with the names of two responsible persons as sureties for the due
performance of the contract, in case they should be required by the Court of Chancery,
and addressed to the Trustees of Dawson's Charity, to be delivered at the Vicarage
Grantham, on or before the 1st of Februarv.

RAILWAY STATION &e.
liOSDOK ASD NORTH WlESTERK.—For a new passenger station and waiting shed at
Mumps Station, Oldham ; also a new cotton warehouse at the same place. Plans, &c.,

at the engineer's office, Lime-street Station, Liverpool. Sealed tenders to be addressed

to Mr. Williimi Long, Secretary's Office, Eoston Station, London, not later than
January 28.

GAOL.
HOKAGBAK.—For the alterations and additions to Monaghan GaoL Flans, Sic, to the
2nd of February next, at the gaol, and at the office of the arehitect, Mr. John M'Cuddy,
»*, Westland-iow, Dublin. Sealed tenders to be delivered at the gaol, before 3rd of

I^ebruary.
DWKLLING-HOrSES.

DdrFRiE.s (N. B.).—For the mason, joiner, and other worlts required to erect and com-
plete the followingr buildings on the Estate of EastTinwald, for M. Carthew Yorstoun,
Bsq, :—1. A dwelling-house and steading of offices on the Farm of Fernycleuch. 2. Two
cottages on the Farm of Fernycleuch. 3. A dwelling-house and steading of ofBces on
the Farm of Bruntshlelds. Plans, Sic, with James Barbour, architect, Dumfries, to
whom tenders on or before January 28th.

SOUTUAMFTON.—For the erection of two houses, &c., on the Belvedere Estate, South-
ampton, for Mr. John Smith, chemist. Drawings, &c., with Mr. W. Hinves, architect,

&C., of Portland-street. Sealed tenders (addressed to Mr. Smith) arc to be delivered at
Mr. Hinve's offices, on or before the 8th February.

LODGE.
X.—For the rebuilding of the principal portion of Witham Lodge, in the county of

ex. Plans, &e., with Mr. Fred. Chancellor, architect, &c., Chelmsford, Essex, and
25, Old Broad-street, London. Quantities will be supplied to those builders who make
application for same previous to the 31st inst. Tenders to be delivered to the architect,

at Chelmsford, on or before the 7th February.
CHURCHES.

CHESmnE.—For the works to be done in a new church at present in course of erection at

Waterfoot, near Newchnrch, Rossendale. Plans, &c., at the Duke of Buccleugh Inn,
Waterfoot, on application to the Rev. R. Smith, Glen House, near Newchurch Station.

Tenders to be deliver^ to James Crabtree, Esq., Newchurch, on or before luth February,
18«2.

IBELASD.—For enlarging the church of Killybegs, county Donegal, and for repairing the
chaich of St. Peter's, City of Cork. Plans, Sic, with the resident ministers. Tenders to

be forwarded sealed, prepaid, and addressed thus :—" Proposal for , the Church of

, The Ecclesiastical Commissioners for Ireland, Dublin," by January 80.

CHAPELS.
TOBKSniBE.—For the various works required in the erection of two chapels, superin

tendcnt's house, entrance gates, and iron railing, for the Burial Board for the townships
of Whitby and Ru-iwarp, in the North Elding of the County of York. Drawings, &c.,

with Stephenson and Son, and Joim Buc'uannau, clerks to the said Board, Whitby.
Further information from the a*-chitect3, Mes.srs. Piichett and Son, York, or Darlington,

; Tenders, sealed and endorsed, will be received by the clerks on or before the 29th inst.

CEMETERY WORKS.
Pbtebbokolgh.—For cast-iron palisades for the Pete.borough CJemetcry. <J feet high,

with two double-gates of the width of 10 feet at the entrance, and two side gates, 4 feet

wide each, with locks and bolia complete, including fixing in the stone, piUa-.-s, and
coping (which will be erected 'oy tlie cJommissioners), and two coais of red-lead and two
coats of paint, of approved color. Sealed lender, with drawings of the palisades and
gates, and the names and addresses of two sureties for the perro.-iiia.jce of the contract,

to be sent to Nelson Wilkinaon, cle;k to the Commissioners, on or be."ore the 3i"d of

February. Further particnlars.may be^obtained of Mr. Ruddle, at liis office in Newtown,
Peterborough.

BRIDGE.
IiAHCAETEB.—For taking down, enlarging, and rebuilding Agccroft Bridge, in the town-

ships of Pendlcbury and Prcstwick. The new bridge will be built of stone, and will

have three arehes, the centre span being 45 feet, and the side arches 38 feet each. The
iridth win be 30 feet. The bridge is about three miles north of Manchester, and 000

yards from the Agecroft Wharf of the Manchester and Bolton Canal. Plans, &c., at the

Bridgemaster's Office, 41, John Dalton-strect, Manchester. Sealed Tenders (of which
proper forms will !» suppliwl) must be sent to W. Radford, bridgemaster, before the

30th inst., endorsed ** Tender for Agecroft Bridge."
DOCKS.

WORKISCTOS.—For the construction of a wet dock for the Right Hon. the Earl of Lons-
dale, at WorUnglon, Cumberhmd. Specifications, &o., at the offices of Messrs. Lumb
and HoVBOn, BoUdtors, Whitehaven ; or of Mr. A. M. Rendel, C. E., 8, Great George-

street, Westminster. Sealed tenders, endorsed, " Tender for Workington Dock," Messrs.
Lumb and Howson, Solicitors, Whitehaven, on or befor-o the 2Sth January.

SUPPLY.
LiVKKVOOi..-For the supply to the Mei-sey Docks and Harbor Board of good common

Baltic timber, in such quantities and dimensions as are herein specified, viz. :—9,000
cubic feet, in lengths of 42 to 4-5 feet, and 12 to 14 inches quarter girth ; 4,000 cubic feet,

in lengths of 10 to '.'2 feet (average to be not less than 20 feet), and 12 to 14 inches
cpiarter girth ; U,oiiii cubic feet, lengths of 12 to 1(1 feet (aver-age to be uotlessthan
14 feet), and 12 to 14 inches quarter giith ; or, 24,000 cubii; feet in all. The whole to bo
fi'eu from defects of any kind, and to be delivered (free of all charges for carriage, &c.)
not later than the Llth June, on the quay of the Mor])eth Dock, at Birkenhead. Tenders,
sealed and endorsed •' Tender for Baltic Timber," addressed to the Chairman of the
Committee of Works, to be sent in to the Dock Office, Liverpool, not later than 10 a.m,
on the tith Februaiy.

SEWERS.
Bristol.—For the construction of seweis. end fonning roads at Earl's-meads, near New-

foundland-street, for the Corporation of Bi-istol. Drawings, &c., at the offices of MessiB.

Popes and Bindon, architecta,*.Guildhall-chnrabers, Bristol. Tenders to be delivered at

the Treasiu'er's Office, Council-house, on or before twelve noon, February 1.

MILITARY STOREHOUSE.
TORKsmilE.—For building a storehouse at Scarborough for the United Corps of Militia

Artillery, East and North Yorkshire. Plans, &o., at the Adjutant's Office, No. V>, Mid-
grave-teiTace, Scnvborough ; at the offices of Messrs. Leeman and Clark, in York ; and
at the office of Mr. Ti-evor, in Northallerton. Sealed tenders, addressed to " Tlie Cludr-

man of t'le Committee, and marked " Tender for Militia Storehouse, &c.," to the Adju-

tant's Office, iu Scarborough, not later than Tuesday, February 18.

British and Fbencii Railways.—The Engineer has prepared from tlie

latest returns a statement of the length and cost of railways in all the countries

of the world. The following relates io British and French railways:

—

Great
Britain and Ireland.—On the Slst December, 1800, the length of railways

open and in use in tlie United Kingdom was 10,433 miles.' The total amount of

capital raised for their construction, and including that raised for lines then in

progress, was £348,100,327. During the past year upwards of 300 miles of new
line have been opened ; so that the total present length of Britisli railways cannot

he far from 10,750 miles, nor their cost less than £.355,000,000. The total traffic

receipts for ] SuO amounted to £27,760,622, and w orking expenses to £13,187,368,

or to 47 per cent, of the receipts. 103,405,078 passengers we>'e carried, Ijesides

00,386,780 tons of minerals, and 20,470,931 tons of general merchandise. The
train mileage for the year was 102,243,692 miles run. The working stock con-

sisted of 5,801 locomotives, 15,076 passenger carriages, and 180,574 waggons. Of
the 10,4;?3 miles of railway open, there were 7,583 miles iu England and Wales,

1,480 miles in Scotland, and 1,364 miles in Ireland. France.—At the end of

1860 the Minister of Agriculture, Commerce, and Public Works, reported the

length of railways open as 5,778 miles, their cost having been £184,440,000, oi

which £32,440,000 had been contributed by the State, and £152,000,000 by
companies. The gross receipts for 1860 were £10,3-28,549. 430 miles were set

down for completion in 1861. At the end of September last the whole length of

line opened was 6,147 miles, of which 4,347 miles belonged to tlie old, and 1,800

miles to the new reseau. The receipts for nine months had been £13,043,462,

or at the rate of £17,797,949 per annum. The new rcseatt, now in course ot

execution, is m include 5,318 miles, at an estimated cost of £123,400,000, or

£33,200 pev mile. An expenditure of £14,000,000 was authorised last year.

The lines of the Bourboimais, 420 miles in extent, are reported to be nearly com-

plete. The lines open in France on the 1st of January, 1858, were worked by

3,624 locomotives, and at the present time the number in use, doubtless,

exceeds 3,000.

NOTICE.
Owing to an accident which occurred last week at the moment of going to press, an

error appears on the title-page issued with our index. Subscribers are requested to cancel

the page in favor of that given with the present Number.
The seventh volume of the Building News is now reaay, bound in cloth, price 213.

Subscribers can have their copies bound, either with or without the advertisement Pap^,
for 4s. 6d., on sending them to the office. Cases ready for binding tho volume may be had

price 28. each.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We cannot undertalie to return rejected communications.
Works in Pkogress.—We shall feel obliged to auy of our readers who will favor us wltn

notes of works contemplated or in progress in the provinces; in most cases a simple

mention that a work is about to be, or has already been commenced, will be sunlcicnt.

Q.— Thanks.
W.B.N (Stamford) Next week.
W. B. (Hull).—Thanks.
T. G. S Not of suill<"lent importance ; thaniis, neverlheless. ' „ ...

M. F.—P'ans have appeared, view w;n noi be biven. The Chambers' Supplement wui
be eoiouletcd as soon as .lie remainder oi Ue work can be prepared, see notice m our

Num'uer for the lOi.h Insi. , ., . „i,„
R. A. G. (Dublin).—We really do not know of any work " best suited for an architect wno
perfectly understanas pers,)ec.lvc, but not having practised it has lost tho opportunity or

becoming acqualutea with the most appioved and latest method," we have not heara oi

auy "recent improvemenis." We shoulu recommenu a little practice.

W. M. (Pilfleld-w.uirf).—We belisve an answer lias been given.

F. L. (Northampion) Received.
J. H.—Much obliged.
A Builder's Clerk.—Shp'l receive attention.
H. iJ.—We often receive smli complainLs ; write to the Secretary.
Anti-Sthike Yes, if not otherwise objectionable.
N Y—In typo.
AN Inhabitant op Islington.—In tvpe.
K. AND W.—We shall ba glad to receive tracings ;

proof shall be sent.

F. A.—Dec'.lned.
C.-l)itio.
M.I. B. A.—Yes.
R. K. U.—We cannot say.
The a RCriTE ;t Parilculars have not been received.
Messbs. K. and B.—We shall return to the subject at the proper time.
Oamberwell.—Make an apiilicatlon to the Board oi' Works, Spi:ng-Bardcns.

M. Z Bolow our mark. , _ , , _. «r
A London Sdkvevoe.—" Decisions in the Courts," are sometimes deferred lor want oi

space.
Mu. Jameson—Letter has been forwarded.

. . .^^.^ *,x

r. P. O. is thanked for good opinion, but we cannot name tlie writer. It is contrary lo

rule.
W. B Shall appear.
W. S. (Nottiuiiliam),—Nertweek. Is name to appear 'i*

»«• Ml emnmtwkaliom to le addressed. The Editor of tlie BUILDING NEWS, 21), OM
Bosteell-eourl, SIranit, W.C, except klters re/errinri to adcertisenmits or otiier Inumess mMK.'t,

uhich should be addressed to the Publisher, IS to 21, <Jtd Bosicell-courl.

Advertisements received vp to six o'clock on Thursdays,
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HISTORIES IN STONES.

I R. SCO FT'S admirable lecture at the In-

J^i stitute—aJmir;ible in style and matter

—

_^v':; . . comes most a|)positeIy when the public mind—^\i y . is gradually awakeniiiji; to tlie importance
of preserving arcliitectural Mioiiuments, on

' >^iPf--^ •KVUK/ir^*
the si.'oro of their being "Books of History,"

-^^mfi^i'^^^M \ I
enduring records of the diflerent phases of

^ T^«*)>4i^yo«' liL civilisation, and faithful illustrations of the
progress of the art and science of construc-

tion. Years ago the late Mr. Hudson Turner,
as he stated in the preface to his " Account
of Domestic Architecture in England," was
led to believe " that our national records
might be made available to illustrate tlie

history of architecture in England. Strongly
impressed with this opinion he began, si.iteeu

(alas! now twenty-seven) years ago, to note
down every fact bearing on the subject which
offered in the course of daily reference to those
records for professional objects." AVhat Mr.
Scott proposes is the converse, and he sets

before us the value "of the monuments and
remains by which our history and civilisation

are illustrated." The history of peoples cannot
be compiled from written records alone, not only
because those of early periods do not exist, but
because there were an infinity of illustrations

which escaped the observation of annalists, or which are thought too
common-plat;e to be noted down.

Take, for instance, the invention of chimneys. It is certainly a marking
point in the history of civilisation, and an indication ot^progress in the com-
fort and well being of the community. Yet are we ignorant of the name
of the inventor, and, indeed, of the century, in which his contrivance was
first given to the world. It did not come into general use until the
fifteenth century, although Muratori states in his Atiti(jiiitales Italicw
medii avi, written in the first half of the last centurv, that in about the
middle of the tburteenth century (I3G8) a Prince of Padua took chimney
builders with him to Kome to build one in the hotel he put up at, because the
inhabitants of the Eternal City did not use chimneys, or, according to
Muratori, had forgotten their use during the intellectual eclipse which
followed the irruption of the Goths. But architectural research has dis-
covered undeniable evidence of the existence of chimneys in English
structures, datingso far back as thetwelfth century, although Leland speaks
of the chimneys at Bolton Castle as a novelty :

" Onethingel much notydin
the haull of Bolton, how chimneys were convayed by tunnills mayd in the
•yds of the wauUs, betwixt the lights in the haull ; and by this meanes
and by no covers, is the smoke of the harthe in the haull wonder-strangely
convayed."

Bamburgh Castle, which, together with Coningsburgh Castle, was
thought by Sir Walter Scott and Mr. King to be of Saxon archi-
tecture, exhibits a different habit of life from what existed at Bolton. It
18 not, however, of Saxon, but of Norman architecture, and was built in
the twelfth century. The stones emplo3'ed in building the Keep are un-
usually small, and the mortar with vi-hich they were cemented together
contains small pieces of shells and charcoal, authorising the conclusion
that the lime employed was obtained by calcining with wood marine shells,
obtained from tlie seashore. The walls on one side—the front—are 11
feet thick, and on the other three sides 9 feet thick. They appear to have
leen built by means of scaffolding up to the first stay, to where the
fillings in on the inside are mixed with whinstone, obtained from level-
ling the rock beneath for the foundations of the castle to stand upon.
Higher up there are no fillings in of whinstone, leaving us to infer that the
walls were continued without tlie aid of scaftblding. The roof originally
rested on the second story, but was afterwards raised. No traces of flues
are visible; but in what is supposed to have been the guard-room, the

*t,°"«'
'" "'° '^^""^^ "f t''^ floor are burned red, indicating the locality of

the fireplace. Near the top there was an opening, 3 feel square, for the
smoke to escape. In all the other rooms the windows were mere loop-
iioles, 5 inches wide, except in the gables of the roof, where the windows
in each were a foot wide. The outworks are built of a different material-
coarse sandstone—and in all the principal rooms there are huge chimneys,
particularly in the kitchen. Thus, not onlv does the keei) of Bamburgh
difler from that of Bolton, but it also differs from its outbuildings Dr.
-btukely, in his "Itinerarium Curiosum," describes all that remained entire
of GlastonburyAbbey—the kitchen—as " a judicious piece of architecture."
formed from an octagon, included in a square ; four fireplaces fill the
lour angles, having chimneys over them in the flat part of the roof

;

between these rises the arched octagonal pyramid, crowned with a double
lantern, one within another ; there are eight curved ribs within, which
support the vault, and eight funnels for letting out the steam through the
windows." =

The remains of ancient constructions are, in some cases, all that we
liave to indicate positively the existence of races now extinct, or absorbed
by the successive waves of population that flowed over the lands they in-
habited. A tew stones rudely built upare the sole indications we possess of
llie peoples who inhabited Greece before the Pelasgic era, and in the various
remains of what is caUed Cyclopean architecture scattered over As'a

is the only evidence left of their being a mighty race of builders whom we
call a tort et a travcm Phtunicians. No one can have stood in the pre-
sence of Baalbec, and surveyed the platform of huge stones on which the
ruined temples were built, without feeling convinced that we have lost the
history of a people and of a civilisation replete with instruction. Nor
can we but feel struck by the difference between the habits of thought
and standards of excellence exhibited by the works of the builders of the
Cyclopean masonry of Baalbec and of the pebble walls at Bamburgh.
Who were the builders of these Cyclopean struotures ? Who were the
men that quarried stones 70 feet long, 14 feet on each side, weighing
1,200 tons, and built them up into a platform rising 20 feet above the
level of the ground ? They are unknown j the century in which
they existed is a mystery ; even their name and race have passed
from the memory of the world, and all that we can do is to presuiue,
from the bevels of the stones, that the builders were of the Phoenician
family, and that the "City of Baal" was built during the "palmy
days of Phoenician history;" but almost any other presumption would be
entitled to just as much credit. The buried cities of Mexico reveal the
existence of a people who had passed away long before the traditions of the
victims of Spanish enterprise conimeuced. Seeing these things, we may
safely conclude that the preservation of ancient structures is of high his-
torical importance, and is a duty incumbent upon us, not only for our own
instruction, but for those who may come after us. For it is not unreason-
able to suppose that as, from a few faint indications, Champollion was
enabled to form into a regular language what appeared to be quaint bar-
baric ornaments, and Owen to construct the anatomy of a bird from its

thigh-bone, so hereafter some one may arise who, from the hitherto
neglected ruins of structures, will be enabled to construct the history of
pre-hisloric peoples, and trace the influence on our civilisation of races
of whom we know nothing.

To preserve what has escaped the neglect, rapacity, and restoring pro-
cesses of our predecessors, and the destructive influences o( our climate,

Mr. Scott suggested the appointment of vigilance committees in the
several districts of the kingdom, to watch over architectural ruins, to
obtain means for their maintenance, and to prevent their destruction by
demolition, or by no less ruthless restorations. Mr. Godwin suggested that
the time had arrived when Government ought to appoint a commission for

a general examination of ancient buildings, or to obtain reports as to the
custody and condition of architectural remains. Although we do not go
to the extent of the last named gentleman in accusing Government of having
" behaved most infamously in regard to art, science, and antiquities," we
admit that the time has come when the preservation of our historical

structures should be seriously undertaken. We have no faith in Government
initiation, because here Government is not permanent; and, in the direction
measures to preserve works, change would be most disastrous. Besides,
Government initiation would, by an casj- process, glide into the creation
of Government situations, and into the development of bureaucracy, of
both of which we have more than enough already. In France the Com-
mission for the Conservation of Historical Monuments has been the means
of their destruction, and Government protection has destroyed more than
did la bande noire. On almost the last occasion of M. de Tocqueville
speaking in public, he called attention to the degradation and destruction
of the Abbey of Mount St. Micliel, which is in the custody of the
Home Ministry. Consequently, we much prefer the course suggested
by Mr. Scott, and believe that the Institute of British Architects
could, if it chose, without waiting for Government initiation or Govern-
ment commissions, effect the preservation of architectural remains
and historical monuments by affiliiiting to itself the various architectural,
archaeological, and antiquarian societies existing throughout the country.
A great deal would be done if the Institute were to invite those societies

to report on the present condition of architectural remains, accompanied
b)' suggestions for their preservation, and if it were to publish these
communications, in a condensed form, at the end of each session. The
expense would be trifling, and the publicity thus procured would prevent
the perpetration of many an act of Vandalism and neglect.

Starting from no further back than the beginning of the present century,
the works of architectural, historical, and arcliajological interest that have
been swept away or irreparably mutilated form a melancholy catalogue.
There are some utilitarians we are aware who insist that works which
have nothing to distinguish them but their historical associations are not
worth preserving, for they only encumber the ground. These practical
gentlemen would break down Stonehenge to mend the roads. But they
should remember that history cannot be brought within the knowledge
of many except by association with things visible, and that structures
with which representative men are associated are just as much monu-
ments to their memory as statues, or obelisks, or columns, or hospitals, or
educational institutes, or museums, or reformatories. We take more
interest in Shakespeare's house at Stratford than in his statue at Drury-
lane, although the house has no intrinsic merits and the statue is a work
of art. In the Eagle tower of Caernarvon Castle was born the first

English Prince of Wales, nearly 600 years ago,—an event of note in our
history. Pennant described the Castle to be, towards the conclusion of
the last century, exactly the same as it was in the thirteenth century with
respect to the exterior, including the statue of the founder—the First
Edward—dagger in hand, over the entrance. Godstow was associated

with one of the most popular of English traditions,—the fate of Fair
Rosamond. In the chapel used to be exhibited her coffin and the punning
inscription over her tomb.

" Hie jacct in tumba, Rosa muiiLli, non Rosa muuda,
Non redolct, sed olet, quiu redolere solet."

and the remains of curious paintings.
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Pontcfract Castle, wliich forty years ago was " a mass almost unin-
telligible," witli " several round towers attached together, which conjec-

ture presumes to have been the keep," was the scene of some of the most
tragical events in our annals that have been immortalised by the genius of
"the poet for nil time." The very name calls up the bloody shadows of

Thomas of Lancaster. Richard II., Salisbury, Rivers, and Grey. In the
tower of Kolton Castle Mary Stuart was confined. Forty years ago or so

its tenant was a farmer. The stones of Joreval Abbey were used to build
fences and mend roads; and stone coffins were dug up to be turned into
swine-troughs. When the present century was in its teens, a person in

the neighbourhood of Masham remembered to have seen the highways
strewn with fragments of inscriptions, and yet of this edifice it was
written at the dissolution of the monasteries—" The lead from Jorevall
Abbeye amounts to S99 fodders ; the fairest church there (in Yorkshire)
that may be seen."

Kenilworth, just before Scott's genius made it a place of pilgrimage,
•was a mass of bare walls falling to decay, and the habitable
place was a portion of the gatewjiy—under which Elizabeth and her
paladins and statesmen passed—wherein a farm laborer's family dwelt,
and cooked their food beneath an alabaster chimney-piece decorated
and carved with Leicester's initials. Denney Abbey, where the foundress
of Pembroke Hall was buried, was converted into a farm-house, and the
refectory into a barn, though in her will she enjoined the Fellows at

Cambridge " to visit the nuns of Denney, and give them ghostly counsel
on just occasions." Donnington Castle, of which there remained the gate-

liouse, with its two round towers, was the home of Chaucer, the father of

English poetry. Lupus Hall, 90 feet by 45 feet, and the Chancery Court
of the county, in Chester Castle, were pulled down fifty or sixty years ago
to make room for the county gaol. Titchfleld House, built on the site,

and with the materials, of the Abbey wlierein Henry VI. marrieil
Margaret d'Anjou, was the place of concealment of Charles I. after his
flight from Hampton Court ; but the greater part of the structure " has
either fallen or been taken down." And of all these, with others too
numerous to mention, which many of us have seen, what now remains
to recall to mind the history of our fathers, or to indicate the progress of
our race?

THE AECHITECTtJEAL MUSEUM.
THE aimual exhibition of works submitted for prizes to the Council

of the Arcbitecttiral Museum is now open in the Gallery at South
Kensington. There are specimens of ironwork, stone and wood carving,
colored decoration, painted glass, and tile pavements, all more or less

creditable to their respective authors. We are, knowing the intelligence

of our best workmen, by no means surprised at the talent displayed by
them, but we were pleased to find so few examples of wasted industry.
With the exception of one or two drawings for Mr. McColla's pavement
competition, there are none which do not bear evidence of knowledge and
study. Several in this latter series are worthy of the highest praise.

They are not inferior to those which the enterprise of our manufacturers
have hitherto drawn from our best designers.

The several subjects sent in for a representation in a carved stone
panel, 2 feet square, of " Queen Eleanor watching over Edward I. when
wounded," are, perhaps, taken together, the least successful, but we must
remember that it was the most difficult task, and we can scarcely expect
even " artist workmen " to possess the knowledge of professional sculptors—one only, out of the seven designs, shows the craftsman to have been
equal to his work, and we shall wonder much if " Veritas," when the
envelope is broken which contains his name, turns out to be a " workman "

in the ordinary meaning of the term. Although the prizes are not yet
awarded in this class, there can be no doubt about the result, and need,
consequently, be no hesitation about anticipating the verdictof the judges.
The composition of the group, the simple lines of the drapery, and the
carving of the difl'erent heads, all show a well-trained skilful hand. The
selection of the second best work will be a more difficult matter, on
account of the merits of the other works being so evenly balanced.
The subject of a " carved and moulded stone capital," seemingly, was

more stiitable to tlie class to which the invitation was addressed. Eleven
designs are exhibited, all excellent, both in execution and design, and
almost equally deserving distinction.

The same remarks apply with justice also to the wood-carving, but
there is here a greater diversity in style. In some cases it is polished as
smoothly as glass, and wrought with the excessive delicacy which dis-

tinguishes French work ; in others it is vigorously cut, yet still richer in

appearance than the more elaborately defined panels, and the talent of the
workman is seen, perhaps, as much in what he has forborne to do as in

what he has executed. One or two competitors, disdaining the permission
to use lime or other soft wood, and regardless of the extra labor it involved,
have carved their designs in English oak.
The prizes for modelling in clay do not appear to have enlisted a single

competitor. We wonder at this circumstance, for the subject given was by
no means a difficult one, nor was it out of the ordinary line of business of
many workmen in London. Neither did we see any copies of the ham-
mered iron scroll-work of St. Paul's Cathedral, although prizes to the
amount of sixteen guineas were ofi'ered for it.

The invitation to smiths for a wrought-iron door-handle has, however,
attracted three competitors. The productions of two of them are good,
both in design and execution, one exceedingly so. The third, representing
a Tine branch, is splendidly executed, but it is more a copy from nature
than a design. Another specimen of hammered iron, by the same

workman, causes us to wonder why he did not compete for the copy of

St.l'aul's scroll-work. In that class his skill would have met with deserved
reward.
The six examples of stained glass are not first-rate works, but the

dullest-looking one, as they are now placed, is, when carefully examined,
perhaps the best.

The Ecclesiological Society's prize of five guineas for the competitor

who shall most successfully color a cast of one of the Angelic choir

in the north transept of Westminster Abbey, has attracted no
less than twenty -two specimens of varied excellence. The judges in

this class have made their award of the first prize to Mr. Wood, of

Brown-street, Bryanston-square ; of the second prize to Mr. Harrison, of

Euston-square ; and of the third to Mr. Lea, of Lutterworth. There can
be no doubt of the justice of the selection. The panels have been colored

in a masterly way ; but, without derogating from the merit of the

successful men, we cannot but think that the plain cast, stained only to

represent the original stone, •which is hung amongst the submitted decora-

tions of it, is preferable to any and all of them. The one looks a noble

material ; all the rest appear like plaster hidden by color, on account of

tlieir natural unworthiness and unfitness to be shown without it. In no
single example, by the way, is the plaster stained to the natural

appearance of the stone, and then simply picked out with color, and this,

we believe, is the only manner in which the appearance of the simple

stone could be improved by its application. Still, as decoration, the prize

designs are excellent in the style of the surface ornament, as well as in

the harmonious arrangement of the color.

Several pieces of work are exhibited in competition for extra prizes

ofi'ered by the Society for " actual work." As this invitation is open to

all workers in stone, wood, metal, glass, and color, of almost every

description, and as it needed not express preparation, we expected|a larger

contribution than three or four examples. A piece of punched brass-

work, bearing in relief the " City arms," admirably arranged, deserves

notice ; and there are some good bronzed castings for a table and umbrella
stand.

Mr. McColla's offer of two five-guinea prizes for tile pavements has
brought no less than twenty-eight competitors into the field ; we have
already mentioned their general excellence, •vvhicii is so great as to render
the award of the premiums a matter of great difficulty. We have not
space to particularise all those wliich really deserve mention, and as the
prizes are still unawarded, we forbear, from obvious reasons, from men-
tioning any ; but we would urge our readers to visit the Museum, and
themselves recognise the ability which the Council of the Architectural
Museum has evoked.

THE PROPOSED ROAD FROM KENSINGTON TO BAYSWATEB.

WE understand that a decision has been come to as to this road.

The Chief Commissioner of Public Works has finally decided

upon the plan for a sunk road through Kensington-gardens. The road
on the north will commence in the Bayswater-road, and run across

Kensington-gardens west of the Serpentine, and parallel with the new
broad walk, emerging on Kensington-gore, opposite the new north entrance

to the Horticultural Gardens, and therefore close upon the Exhibition

itself. Its length is to be just three-quarters of a mile, and it is carried across at

a uniform level of 12 feet below the surface. It passes beneath the carriage

drive and Rotten-row by means of two short tunnels. The total width of tlie

roadway is to be 40 feet, of which about eight willbe devoted to a footway on one
side. Both sides of the cutting will be formed of sloping banks of turl, and none
of the grown timber will he interfered with. The cost of the road is estimated at

£35,000, the Commissioners of Public Works undertaking to pave and light it.

The tolls are to be the same as at Kensington-gate—3d. for one horse, 6d. for

two, and a halfpenny for each foot passenger along the pathway. The road is to be
open day and night. Every holder of a £100 debenture will receive an ivory,

or ticket, which will pass himself and his cab or earriajie toll-free. Application

will be made to Parliament upon its meeting for the necessaiy powers, and the

Act is not to come into operation till £30,000 out of the £3.5,000 have been

subscribed for. We believe the plan of the new road is that proposed by Mr.
Page. --

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.
THE adjourned special general meeting of members only, was held on Mon-

day last, to resume the consideration of tlie report ftom the Council on
professional practice and charges. After a discussion, protracted until a late

hour, the report, as amended, was adopted, and ordered to be printed for circula-

tion and publication.

Presehvation op Wood.—The preservative action of sulphate of copper

on wood has long been known, but there were several anomalies in its action

whichjrequired explanation. The London Review says that Koenig has lately

investigated the chemical reactions which occur in the process. He finds that

the retention of copper in the pores of the wood is occasioned by the resinous

matter present ; those varieties which contain the most resin retaining the most
metal ; whilst woody fibre, from which the resin has been extracted by alcohol,

fixes no copper whatever in chemical combination. It has, furthermore, been

found that the impregnated wood contains less nitrogen than that which is

uninipregnatcd ; and since nitrogeneous matters are well known to be promoters

of putrefaction, their removal readily accounts for the increased durability of

the coppered wood. The utihty of the blue vitriol as a preservative may also

depend, in a great measure, upon the resinous copper salt which is foniied, and
by which the pores of the wood are more or less filled up, so that the attacks of

insects are prevented. It is recommended that the wood be soaked in the copper

solution for a longer time than is sometimes the case, otherwise the full benefit

of the action is not obtained.
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THE DANTE GALLERY.
THE name of the great Italian poet is so invested with interest to the

literary and artistic world, tliat any comments on, or illustrations
derived from, Iiis highly imaginative pages deserve more than ordinary
consideration. Tlie panorama now open at St. James's Hall, riccadilly,
consisting of twenty - seven colossal paintings from the most striking
portions of the "Uivina Comniedia," by modern Italian artists of
acknowledged celebrity, will attract attention from those works being
offered as fair specimens of the present state of painting in Italy, and
they will also excite an interest in the minds of educated persons
who may wish to become more clearly acquainted with the meaning
intended to be conveyed in some of the mysterious passages of this
early writer. Uante was a banished and disappointed man, and seems
to have imagined that part of his poem known as the " Inferno" for
the sake of devoting liis political enemies to eternal torments. The whole,
founded on the abstruse dogmas and formula of the Primitive church, will
readily explain, besides the quaint stylo of writing, the diOiculty of under-
standing many of the bitter allusions which he dared not at that period
express with greater clearness.

In the present instance, however, we may say, without hesitation, that
the "fine frenzy" of the poet has in no degree disturbed the calm and
academic feelings of the painters. If this poem of Dante's produced a
powerful effect on his contemporaries and their successors in art during
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, and exercised a guiding influence
on their works, certain it is that neither that powerful effect nor the
guiding influence which prevailed during those periods) has reached the
professors of art in Italy by whom these illustrations have been designed
and executed.

The figures generally are correctly drawn and intelligibly grouped,
carefully copied from models in the studio, and transferred to the canvas
with cold and conscientious exactitude. There is great difficulty, however,
in treating this part of the subject. The figures depicted are real [lersons,

and are even mentioned by name, but they are described as undergoing
imaginary torments in purely imaginative regions. They are, however, the
principal beings in a poem, and that poem, too, of the most mysterious
kind. The question then arises how far their forms should be idealised
by the painter to bring them into unison with poetic elevation of thought
and yet preserve an individuality which might be defended, even if brought
down to commonplace portraiture. But how would such treatment bo
consistent with the terrors and punishments inflicted upon individuals
which are intended to apply to human nature and to every class of
crime ? Besides which the poet employs, to work out the intention
of his poetic vision, animals and birds, some real, others imaginary,
demons o£ various kinds, characters from the heathen mythology,
angels and other heavenly messengers, all more or less employed
in Hell, Purgatory, and Paradise. The artists by whom this series of
pictures has been painted have solved the problem in accordance with
the prevailing taste of the day, as regards imitative art, by rendering all
their figures as individual as possible, for even the demons are merely
ugly men with taUs. As, however, this panorama has been previously
exhibited in Florence with great success, we may conclude that the taste
of the people has been studied, and the dogmas of papacy have been ren-
dered in a manner permitted by the highest authority of the Roman
Catholic Church.

It might be doubted, all these circumstances taken into consideration,
whether the poem of the " Divina Coramedia" should have been illustrated
at all, but great artists, from the Renaissance downwards, have taken an
entirely different view from those now exhibited of the subjects they have
selected from it, and have given to them the charms of the highest treat-
ment of which art was capable, wliether in the utmost purity of sculptural
form or the more varied resources of painting, either in outline, grouping,
or coloring; and these efforts date from the time of Giotto and Orgagno,
passing on to Raffaelle and Michel Angelo, and come down to Canova,
Flaxman, Ary Seheffer, and Eugene Delacroix.

If the plain matter-of-fact style of the present exhibition has proved by
experience to bring the subject home with more force to the religious
mind, those acquainted with the works of art by the great masters just
mentioned feel how mueli is lost to the pictorial sentiment of cultivated
intellect. Of Giotti little can be said ; Orgagno is best known, perhaps,
by his copy of Leonardo's " Last Supper ;" Michel Angelo and Raffaelle
are supposed to have derived more advantage in style of conception than
by direct illustration of the poet. The celebrated " Day of Judgment," by
the former, is called Dantesque in treatment ; but in the refined elegance
of Canova and Ary Seheffer, the classic feeling in the works of Elaxman,
and the breadth and tone of Eugene Delacroix, we see that even the
" Inferno " is capable of poetic elevation by men of mind. With a strong
recollection of " Paolo and Erancesca," by Ary Seheffer, the picture of
that subject in the panorama produces a painful effect ; for, besides not
hemg one of the best in the exhibition, it is so offensively commonplace
that the only praise it deserves is for, in a striking degree, showing the
difference between higli and low art. Ary Schefter's picture was not only
pure and elegant in the forms of the unfortunate lovers, but the very tone
of color was true to the poem which speaks of the " brown air " through
which they are driven by racking winds, and which whirls them away for
ever. A view equally poetical has been taken by Eugene Delacroix of
'The Torment of Filippo Argenti," in the marshy Stygian Lake. We
must give the painter of this picture in the panorama credit for not being
tempted to paint the figures covered with the filth of the lake, and he has
ailed altogether in any attempt to convey that impression; but the

French painter did all that the poem required, and also escaped from that
difliculty. He does not mvost the figures with a refinement in drawing
like Ary Seheffer; on the contrary, he treats them in a broad and
picturesque manner, and the "marshy and miry element " is rendered
very powerfully to those who know the poem, by the whole subject being
enveloped in an atmosphere so dense and murky that no human being
could breathe it and live. It was this subject from Danto wiiich excited
the wayward enthusiasm of Eugene Delacroix to paint his first picture
for puUic exhibition in 1822, producing an immense sensation from the
daring novelty of the style, which effected almost a revolution in art. It
disgusted his master. Baron Gucrin ; throw the French criti<!« in fierce
contention ; and won the admiration of Gros, G6rard, and PrudhoD,
Carlyle begins his essay on the " Hero as Poet " with the name of Dante.
and, writing of the poem, he says " It has all been as if mr)lten in the
hottest furnace of his soul, and the first view he gets of the Hall of Dite is a
red pinnacle, a red hot cone of iron glowing through the dim immensity of
gloom." After quoting authorities so high, enough has been said to
prove that the Italian painters of the present day are far beloir the
mental standard required to illustrate the scenes in this great mystic and
heroic poem.

The cold and academical style of the figures in the present panorama
becomes siiU more prominent in the localities in which they are placed,
which are conventioniil without being imaginative, in the higher sense of
the term. In fact, the localities wherein torments so frightful are endured
are as gray and unpicturesque in color as the ordinary forwarl drop-scene
of the interior of a prison in a third-rate London theatre, ami, generally
speaking, subterranean gloom is rarely sustained, so that the three divisions
of the poem are not sufficiently marked to assist tlie mind of the ff^ctator by
the necessary contrast. The whole series has been designed br Cavaliere
Filippo Bigioli. Some of the superior paintings are from his pencil, but the
whole panorama has been produced with the assistance of Chierice of
Modena, Paliotti of Naples, Grandi, Guerra, Priora, and others. From
so many names being mentioned, we might fairly conclude that the present
exhibition would enable us to form a fair estimate of the state of modera
historical art in Italy.

ELECTION OF DISTRICT SURVEYORS.
N Friday last the Metropolitan Board of Works proceeded to fill up vacancies

in the three district surveyorships of Betlmal-green ; St. James, West-
minster ; and Putney and Roehampton. At the close of the first voting in each
case the number of candidates was reduced to six. Subsequently, on each voting,
file candidate liaving the smallest number of votes was struck off the list :—

District of Bethnal-greex.
Candidates.

"

Hargi-ave Stevens (elected)
Votel

.. 28
Vote 2. Totes. Vote

4

28 36 21

15 — —

18 15 —

22 17 14

28 22 25

20 23 18

ES, Westmisstkk.

Votes. Vote 4. Tie.

20 24 —

17 IS 13
21 18 15

14 — —
24 25 —

iHD R0EIIA.VPTOX.

Vote 3. Vote 4. Votes.

12 — —
27 24 23

24 20 24

18 14 —
27 20 23

Vote 5
25

23

15

Vote 5.

21

12

25

Tie.

16

24

. Vote 6.

21

.. 17

.. 20
Josiah Houle fi

G, 0. Lane 7
S. K. Markham .. 24
Henry S. Legg (withdrew) —
John Billing .. 21

.. 10

-
Thomas E. Knightley . . 27 17

. . 11

Arthur Gates .. 15
.. 34

5

__

Frederick Todd
Henry Dawson

—

DISTRICT OF
Candidates. Yotel.

G. "W. Mayhew 27
Alex. Peebles 5

3T. JAM
Vote 2.

2.5

15

22
23

18
26

*trTXEY

Vote 2.

20

31

17

2«

22
29

Votes.
17

... 20
Henry Laxtoii
S. Salter Jim

... 12

...21

—
Josiiih Houlo ... y

G. 0. Lane ... 8

Henry S. Legg
Joseph Liddiard
John Billing

... 22

... 19

...21

""

Edward Iloberts ...12 _
...20 __

"William Lightly
Robert Kerr (elected)..,
Frederick Todd

.. 28
... 29 2£

Edward L. Parairc 2
John "W. Papworth 13

District op I

Candidates. Vote 1.

Alfred J. Hiscocks (withdrew),
f!. Salter Juu --- is

VotaO.

.. T
Henry S. Legg .. 82 —

Arthur Gates
William Lightly

.. 12

.. 27

.. 12

17

.. 2

Edward L. Parairo
W.B. Hays
R S Mnrkhflm

.. 3

.. 8

.. 20

-

Horace Field (elected) .... .. 29 25
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NOTES FROM PARIS.

THE Diivctors of the Credit Mobilier have given notice that they desire
to rroeive designs for a statue of Peace, which is to be erected in the court-

v«nl of ihc hotel wliicli wi'l be soon terminated on tlie Houlcvard des Capucines.
The Academy oftlie Ueaux-Arts will decide which design is liest. Tlie com-
petitor obtaiuiiip: the first prize will be charp^ed with the exe<-ution of tlie statue,

and the second will receive an indemnity of 3,000f., and the third one l,500f.

The Minister of I'ublic Works has' appointed a commission, composed of
JIH. Michel Chevalier, Alfred Leroux. N'uilltfroy, De Kranqueville, Avril,
Bosclce, Talabot, Didion, Toulon, and Prosper Torneux, to inquire into and
leport on the construction of railways, and the cheapest mode of working tliera,

the spe.ll at wliicJi trains ought to "travel, the terms of the contracts existinjf

between railway companies relative to carriages in correspondence, and on all

other questions relating to the working of railways which the Minister may from
time to time submit to it.

A plan has been recently adopted in Paris which might with advantage be
followed here, whenever a new public statue is to be erected. A model, in wood,
of the statue of Prince Eugene Heanharnnis has been " offered up " on the pi-o-

Sised site for the completed work in the Place bearing his name, and facing the
arriere dn Triine. It is painted to imitate bronze ; dressed in the costume of a

general, the left hand rests npon a sword, while the right holds a scroll of the
constitution of the Kingdom of Italy.

C. H. D., writing from Paris, says :

—

Demolitions and constructions having been stopped by the severity of the
frost, have been rcsun)ed actively since the weather has become milder. On the
sides of the Montague Sainte Genevieve, the Caserne des Carmesand the ancient
« k)lleEe of Lizieux are about to be cleared away; the greater portion of these
buildings h.ns been attacked, except the chapel", which is still untoucliod. It
consists of a simple nave, lighted by three openings with trefoil windows in
ogival tracery' ; the spire, covered with moss, still preserves traces of its primitive
elegance. The first stone of this chapel was laid in 1370 by Charles V. It is
remarkable for having been installed the 1st September, 1815, as the site of the
tirst elementary school after the Lancaster method.
An inquiry took place at the Mairie of the 9th Arrondissement on thel3tli

inst. and lollowing days, on the new projects of communication in Paris—viz.,

Isf. Formation of a square in the prolongation of the Rue Lafayette, at the
left of said street, between the Rues du Faubourg Poissonniere and du
Faubourg Montmartre, and the opening of new streets leading into the square.

2nd. Construction of a new proloimation of the Rue Lafayette, between the
Ruedu Faubourg Montmartre and the Rue de la Chaussee d'Antin.

•3rd. Prolongation of the Rue Lepelctier as far as the Rue du Faubourg
Montmartre.

4tli. The widening out to 20 metres of the Rue Ollivier and the prolongation
of this street, on the one hand, between the Rues Saint Georges and Saint Lazare,
at the extremity of the Rue de la Chaussee d'Antin ; on the other hand, between
the Faubourg Montmartre and the continuation of Rue Lafayette.
As regards the Hue Lafayette, according to arrangements entered into with

ibe Cliemiu de fer du Nord, this street was authorised to be prolonged from
i<« prCR-nt termination to the Rue da Faubourg MontnArtre, and it is probable
that tiie continuation will be shortly effected.
The Hall, or " Palais," of the Tribunal of Commerce is again being rapidly

pushed forwan) after the frosts.

Among the ditKculties encountered and surmounted in tlie construction of the
collecting sewer, the passage under the Saint-Martin Canal at La Villette has
been the most important. The greatest obstacle was the influx of water, which,
penetrating through a fissure in the invert of the canal, invaded the works in
such quantities that the pumps for drainage purposes were totally inadequate ; as
the canal could not be drained offeven for a day, on account of the traffic, which
it was impossible to intercept, recourse was had to divers who, by repeated
examination of the bottom of the canal, found out the leaking place and caulked
it lip. Tills portion of the sewer is the upper section of the subterranean arteiy
which falls into the collectcur gimral near the Place de Laborde. A similar
work is to take place in this year, in carrying on the Quay " collector" as far as
the Rapee. This sewer now stops short at the Hotel de Ville. In order to con-
tinue it, the lock of the Arsenal on the Saint-Martin Canal must be passed
under.

All the Parisian sewers are to join in the great collector of Asnieres, called
"coUccteur-general," including tiioseof the left or southern bank of the Seine;
the sewer of the Boulevard Malesherbes receives the contents of the group. Into
the latter are discharged the ancient egout de ceinture, which, starting from
the Rne Menilmontant, formerly emptied itself into the Seine at Chaillot; that
of the Rue de Rivoli, and the sewer which, receiving at the Place des Victoires
all neighboring branches, is carried under the Rues IVeuve des Petits Champs,
Jfenye des Capucines, and the Boulevard de la Madeleine.
The sewers on the south of the Seine are all united opposite the Place de la

Concorde, where a junction is effected with those on the north side by means of
an inverted syphon under the Senie.
The works of the new " Morgue " are being carried on again. Piles are being

driven to support the concrete and foundations of the building, which will be
constructed below the level of the quay, but at such a height as to be above
the reach of floods.
The new Theatre du Prince Imperial, in the prolongation of the Rue du

Caire, before the square of the Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers, is advancing
rapidly, all the heavy work being completed. The fa(jade may be thus described :

—

On the ground floor there are five large arcades, separated by pilasters ; on the
"""'story five large windows, separated by four columns; second story, four
small windows. A curvilinear pediment crowns the ediflce. Already the inner
gtrders (wrought-iron) of this " salle" have been placed in position

At the interior of Notre Dame Cathedral the works of restoration have reached
the transept, and the scaffolding abutting on the northern porch has been shifted
to anotlier portion. As soon as the works in this portion of the church have been
completed, it will be again consecrated to itsjforincr religious ceremonies, and the
portion now occapied tor public service will be delivered over to the workmen ;
this is expected to take place in a few months. During the year 1861, which
will bear a prominent part in the history of this cathedral, important works have
beeii executed in Notre Dame.

Since the 1st January, 1861, the spire has been completed, and the four comers
inpportinfir it have been decorated with statues of beaten lead, and galvanized ; a

considerable part of the roof has been renewed ; the gable end of the south porch
has been rebuilt.

The restoration of the cliapils oi>eued in the northern collateral have been ter-
minated, and tliey are being railed in ; the principal altar has been replaced on
its base, the woodwork of the choir has been restored to its position anterior to
the repairs, and an organ loft has been added ; the chapels around the sanctuary
have been all repair.il, and the defective portions of the stained glass have beeii
restored. M. Mareclial, of Jletz, has lieon appointed to undertake this portion
of the work.

On the exterior of the cathedral the same activity reigns. The pediment over
the smaller cloister door lias been completely renewed; also the Porte du
Zodiacque (left side) and the Galeiie di-s Hois is undergoing a course of repair;
in the latter several vacant niches have been filled up, there being only eight re-
maining without statues. -Ml the nave has tonudeigo the scratching' and scour-
ing process, fiom the pavement up to the keystones of the arches. The chapels of
the south collateral are to be restored ; of these latter the windows are already
renewed, as also the surrounding galleries and several chapels on the left of the
entry. It was reported, on good authority, that all the works completing the re-
pairs of Notre Dame were to be finished before the end of this year, but it does
not seem to be possible.

The ancient boulevards formerly encircling Paris are being vastly improve4
;

those below Montmartre have had their footpaths asphalted and bordered with
granite ; the two carriage ways (right and left of the centre avenue) have been
macadamised in the middle and paved with blocks at the sides. The wide
promenoirs forming the central avenue have been gravelled and planted with
tour ranges of youug trees.

At the sou til of Saint Maude tliei-e is a vast plain, purchased by the authorities of
Paris, in order to be annexed to the Bois de Vincennes, which "will thus lie joined
to the fortifications on tlie side of the Porte de Reiiilly. Important works are
being now carried on in the plain; tlie few houses, sprinkled liereand tliere,areiu
course of demolition ; the wall wliicli separated it from the Vincennes Wood has
been thrown down. About a hundred kilometres of boulevards, sinuons avenues,
both great and small, are projected, and no smallamountof labor is daily expended
in earthworks, &c. ; lakes are being formed in several places, and on all sides the
greatest activity prevails in the transport of earth and stone for the purpose of
ornament. The principal tlioroughlare will start from the Bois de Vincennes, a
little above the town of Sainte Marie, towards the Porte delieuilly. It isiu a very
forward state, and is to be continued in Paris by a boulevanl, similar to that of
Pi-ince Eugene, so as to join into the Place dela Bastille, between the Rue de
Cliarenton and the Vincennes railway station.

-Another great thoroughfare is also in an advanced state, viz., that which is to
run from the Route de Paris to Cliarenton, a little above the Bercy Park, as far
as theAsile Iiuperialat the Boisde Vincennes. MXo the" Parquet" de Saint
Maude, it has been completily transfonned and converted into an English park,
with a river, lakes, green swards, &c. Befoi-e two years have elapsed the
Vincennes Wood will be briuiglit to such perfection as to rival {ifpossible) the
Bois de Boulogne and the Pre Catelan.

The Boulevard de I'Emperor, proposed to extend from the extremity of
the Cours de la Reine as far as tlie Bois de Boulogne, has been in construc-
tion for some time past; it has already been levelled, planted, lighted with
gas, and opened for circulation, from the gates of La Muette, as far as the ancient
Barriere Sainte-Marie, on the heights of Chaillot; on the right and left of this
tliorouglifare, for a length of above .500 metres, workmen are busily engaged
sinking foundations for first-rate "hotels."

The Minister of State basjust decided that an Exliiliition of Fine Arts is to take
place at Nice next Spring. In order to give all possible importance to this
display, the most Celebrated artists of the day have been called upon to contribute,
and a gi'eat number have signified their intention of so doing. Among the
others we may name Gudin, Carol, Ilaiicora, Framjois, Lenfun and Frere.

Tlie Constifutionnel has the following remarks on the works lately carried
on by the City of Paris, and on other subjects connected with the muni-
cipal operations :—" During the course of those operations the price of rent
increased. A jiart of the Parisian poimlation injured in their interests attri-
buted their sufferings to the very works which had for object to preserve
them. The demolition of houses was considered to be the cause of the rise

in rents, and the general remark made was that the new buildings exclusively
contained sumptuous apartments, and were of no use to people of noderate
fortunes. Both those charges are equally incorrect. The real cause of the rise

in house-rent is the increase in the population, which, in ten years, has received
an addition of 427,000. The demolition of houses has been made up by the con-
struction of a much more considerable number. It is a complete error to think
that the majority of the apartments in the new houses are reserved for the richer
classes. From 1852 to 1801 the number of new buildings completed in the
department of the Seine amounted to 50,417. The demolitions did not exceed
10,143. During the last year, and in Paris alone, 2,032 houses, containing 17,855
apartments, have been either built or enlarged. During the same period 444
houses, containing 6,952 apartments, have been either wholly or partly demolished.
The difference in favor of the new constructions is, therefore, 1,788 houses and
8,5.33 apartments. Are they the rich quarters which have benefited by this

surplus .' Certainly not. The Quartier of the Bourse has lost four houses and
202 apartments. The Quartier of the Elysee has lost .55 houses and 786 apart-
ments. Oil the other hand, the Quartier Popincourt, de Reuilly, M<5nilmontant,
Buttes-Montmartre, Buttes-Chauraont, the Observatoire, and Vaugerard have
each gained from 1,500 to 2,000 apartments. The Arrondissement of Popinconrt
alone, which certainly is not inhabited by the rich classes, has been enriched by
300 houses, containing 2,31J0 apartments. Tills enumeration will suffice to prove
that the demolitions are not the cause of the high price of rent, and that if the
municipality had not taken the initiative in these operations, the increase in the
population would have had more disastrous consequences, and would have
assumed the character of a real scourge."

South Kensington Musecm.—During the week ending 25th January,
1802, the visitors have been as follows :—t)n Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday,
free days, open from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m., 6,i)01. On Wednesday, Tliursday, and
Friday, students' days (admission to the public 6d.), open from 10 a.m. till 4 p.m.,
1,231 ; total, 8,132. From the opening of the Museum, 2,454,626.
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PKOFESSOR SMIRKE'S LKCTUBES ON AllCHITECTUUE AT
THE KOYAL ACADEMY.—Lkctlki; II.

H. MOORE tells us, somewhere, of his liavinp: met on his continental travels

^. with a Scotch tourist who was delightwl with the mountain scenery of Italy,

and was expressing his enthusiastic admiration of one of the sub-Alpine lakes,

when he was rebuked by the Doctor, who assured him that there were some

scenes of similar character in Scotland of not inferior beauty and sublimity, and

specified one as particularly worthy of his admiration, which turned out to be

part of the Scotch laird's own paternal estate. He had, in fact, been bom lu

the midst of natural beauties, so familiar, or so lightly regarded by bun, that

they had escaped his recollection, or, perhaps, even his notice. A sunilar in-

diflerence is apt to be felt by us towards all objects that are too easily accessible.

In such cases familiarity breeds contempt; whilst we are wont to show and to

feel unusual zeal and animation when the object of our research is remote, or

accompanied in its attainment by the stimulus of dirticulty.

Thus it is that we live surnmnded bv stores of knowledge, of which we rarely

avail ourselves ; museums which we seldom visit, and libraries which we never

consult. Many such neglected mines of knowledge e.xist in London ; many a

rich vein is daily trodden, as it were, under our very feet, without tempting us

to extract from it the treasure it contains.

I purpose this evening to invito your attention to one of the greatest ot these

depositories of intellectual wealth—the Library of the Itritish Museum.
Without attempting to bring before you even the shortest or most meagre

enumeration of all the objects of interest to the architectural student which that

vast repository may contain (such an enumeration would, indeed, be as much
beyond my powers as it would certainly be beyond the nanow limits of a lecture)—

without attempting any such task, I propose now to indicate to you a few of the

more striking specimens of the literary and artistic wealth which are in so

great abundance in the library of the British Museum, at our disposal,

accompanying them with such remarks as may be naturally suggested by the

consideration of the objects themselves, as I enumerate them. I do not design

here to touch upon the antiquities at the Hritish Museum; a critical examina-

tion of these, or even a correct apprctciation of them, would be beside my
purposes as well as beyond my powers. To enter that department would

assuredly lead ns into antiquarian disquisitions, which I am anxious to avoid, as

being foreign to my duties within these walls.

The first book I shall advert to is a very large folio volume, descriptive of the

great Vlavian amphitheatre in Rome, and appears to have been the result of long

an<l careful examinations made chiefly during the excavations by the French

whilst in military occupation of Ronie"in 1811, 1812, and 1813. The author was

a French architect, Mons. Paris, who had long been a resident in that city,

having quitted his native country at the outbreak of the great Revolution. He
seems to have been a painstaking and intelligent observer, and the delicately

executed drawings of which this volume consists, with the very minute notes

explanatory of them, hear testiimmy to his great carefulness as an architectural

draughtsman. He appears to have quitted the practice of his profession as an

architect early, and to have been engaged for some years in the decorations of

the Royal theatres and of the Opera, at Paris. During his subsequent exile in

Italy those studies were made, one of the fruits of which was the magnificent

volume I have alluded to.

Probably there never was executed so complete a monogram of any one

building. The only subject of regret is that the drawings generally do not dis-

tinguish so clearly as one would wish between those parts which are the representa-

tions of the actually surviving portions of the building, and those parts which

are the conjectural restorations of the ingenious antiquary himself. Some of

the drawings, however, are not open to this criticism, but are beautifully executed

delineations of the edifice in its revived state ; and I can safely aftirm that all the

drawings bear very strong marks of having been the work of a painstaking and

scrupulous artist. " The work was intended and fully prepared for publication

;

it has remained, however, in JIS., and ultimately became by purchase the pro-

perty of the Trustees of the British Museum in 1847.

In many respects the Colosseum at Rome is one of the remarkable buildings

of antiquity. It has all the attributes of grandeur. In its actual dimensions, I

believe it to be the largest single building ever erected, unless we except the

Pyramids of Egypt, which are, perhaps, hardly to be classed as works of regular

architecture. Its simplicity of character and unity of design are also sources of

grandeur. There is a breadth of manner and a noble abstinence from trivial

ornamentation in its external architecture, which greatly elevate the character

of the building. There is a majesty, even, in its stupendous strength. It stands

a monument of consummate constructive talent; a talent not parading itself,

like a medieval cathedral, by the perpetual manifestation of great efforts—lateral

thrusts, and counterbalancing weights; huge picturesque masses of masonry
piled up solely to resist the tendency to self-destruction constantly operating on
the structure. This immense building, on the contrary, stands, and has stood for

eighteen centuries, not by any straining exertion, but simply because all the laws

ot static science have been scrupulously regarded. I am justified in saying that

it has stood for eighteen centuries, because, notwithstanding the concussions of

earthquakes and temnests, and the erosive agency of natural causes, it still

stands with few marks of substantial injury, except those which it has received

from the destructive hands of man.
It has been for ages the quarry whence ready worked stones have been con-

tinually abstracted, and whole palaces have been tiic results of such spoliation.

Yet it survives, next after the Pyramids, the greatest architectural monument
in the world.

"A ruin, yet what a ruin! from its mass
Walls, Palaces, half cities, have been reared ;

Yet oft the enormous skeleton ye pass,
And marvel where the spoil could have appeared."

I must not dwell much on the structural merits of the building, but I cannot
relrain from expressing my persuasion that the very ablest practical mason of

the present day might study with gi-eat profit the jointing, bonding and
beddingof this mass of ma-sonry ; while the brickwork is equally admirable: the

dtxterous economy of labor by wliich rubble-work, consisting ofbroken fragments
of stone embedded in Pozzolana cement, is strengthened by an artful intro-

duction of bonding courses of brick, these bricks being often of very considerable

size, and always of excessive hardness. All this union of economy of labor with

the utmost strength is, indeed, well calculated to excite the admiration of every
practical eye. Yet this wise economy of labor and materials, which is apparent
throughout, was never allowed to interfere with that stability of workmanship

which was evidently a paramount consideration witli the builders. The three-

quarter columns, for example, of winch there are on the exterior so great a
multitude, arc not built as insulated blocks of stone applied to the turface of

the wall for the mere sake of ornament, but are built in and bonded with tlie

general masoiiiy of the walls, contributing, therefore, to their strength quite ait

much as to their embellishment ; in fact, the very reverse of what was very

commonly the case with the slender shafts of miKlieval architecture, which were
often inserted to give lightness and richness of effect to the pier against which
they stand, serving, it is true, to convey to the mind's eye the idea of support to

the corresponding members of the arcbivolts, and continue down their lines,

but not practically forming any real integral port of the pier or jauib

against which they stand. That this was, at all eTcnt.s, often the coie

is obvious from the fact there are few medieval buildings that have not been

more or less deprived, either by natural decay or by violence, of their slender

nook-shafts ; the arch moulding which was made apparently to rest on them,
remaining, nevertheless, perfectly unaffected by the removal of them.

It must be remembered that in their working the column as an integral part

of the wall behind it, as is, I lielievc, invariably done at the Colosseum, a con-

siderable amount of extra labor and some lose of material was incurred by tlina

sinking the circular shaft out of the solid block—a labor and waste, however,

which appear never to have been heeded when the perfect stability of the work
was in question. These columns, thus constructed, act strictly and effectively as

buttresses, (giving great lateral support, whilst they so largely contribute to the

ornamentation of the structure.

In like manner we see the vast blocks of stone forming the entablatures tailcil

into and bonding with the rest of flu: masonry,—not merely laiil upon the pillars

to convey the idea of construction, but really i'orming'an essential part of the wall

masonry.
It is indeed very manifest that extreme durability was ever a foremost con-

sideration in the mind of those able Roman masons. A curious instance of tills

feeling occurs in the construction of the steps of the numerous public staircasc«.

Being open, and therefore constantly exposed to the weather, it is obvious that

had the steps been simply laid on each other in the usual way now-a-days, the

wet would liave been liable to penetrate or be driven through the joints, and so,

in the course of years, the gradual but constant penetration of wet would have

injuriously affected the vaults and arches beneath on which these steps were laid.

To prevent this a very ingenious and, I should imagine, a very effectual con-

trivance was devised, consisting of a sinking cut into the face of the tread where

the riser of the step beds upon the tread of the step beneath it, which sinking, as

M. Paris very satisfactorily shows, was made to receive a covering, or wliat

workmen call a listing, of mastic or cement of some kind, well calculated

effectually to exclude wet.

I must, however, no longer dwell on these practical subjects, which might be

multiplied to almost any extent, all tending to prove that ilicre were master-

minds among the builders of Rome as well as among its military and political

chiefs. Although this wonderful building now presents to our view little more

than a vast mass of bare masonry and brickwork, deformed by time and by

barbaric depredations, it is not to be doubted that its internal embellishment was

as gorgeous as might be expected from Roman builders who were so addicted

to magnificence, and who might be supposed to be especially lavish in the adorn-

ment of this, the most highly favored centre of attraction to the pleasure-loving

citizens of Rome. M. Paris furnishes us with careful drawings of fragments ol

ornamental details which fully confirm this sujiposition ; minutely enriched stucco

linings appear to have decorated the interior of the halls and corridors, and not-

withstanding the ravages that these ruins have for ages been subjected to in

the search for precious marbles, fragments of fluted columns yet survive of

richly colored marbles, carved most elaborately. The extent to which this

elaboration was carried mav be in some mcisure inferred from the immense

amount of labor bestowed upon so subordinate a detail as the fluting of the shafts

of the marble pillars.

It should, however, be observed, injustice to the architects of the Colosseum,

that the somewhat excessive extent of minute decoration, as indicated by the few

surviving specimens, is confined to the interior ; whereas the exterior,

both ill the constructive features and in the details, is remarkable for general

simplicity.

In this building, as in most of the Roman monuments of the best penod, a

greatness of manner eminently distinguishes its exterior architecture, a ciicum-

slance well worthy of your note in the proneness to crowded ornamentation at the

present day so prevalent. Without going back to remoter and simpler times, we
shall, indeed, find that in Roman art in its best and purest days, and in Medievaj:

art at the justly applauded epoch of the thirteenth century, and in lieni\sciMit.

art at its period of fi-esliiiessandbeautv,wlien Bramanteand Haffaelledesigned,—

at all these epochs of art we shall find no vulgar, overloaded decoration, but

abundant evidence of that just appreciation of the value of ornament which

knows how to use it with due effect, and when it may ho usefully dispensed witJi.

I will not dismiss this remarkable volume from your notice without noting the

extraordinary dimensions of the building which it illustrates. I find the length

of the major axis to be 580 feet, and of its minor axis 480 feet ; whilst the height

from the ground-line outside the building to the summit of the exterior wall is

100 feet. M. Paris makes an elaborate calculation of the actual number of sittings

afforded by its marble benches : the result is 44,090 persons. The stories, there-

fore, of those (like Fontana and others) who represent the number of persons

accommodated to have been 80,000, or even more, were either wild exaggerations,

or it may be that this high number might have been obtained by counting the

multitudes who could have been crowded into the numerous corridors, eft

the broad platform at the highest part of the amphitheatre, and possibly, too, •n.

the arena itself.

I will now invite your attention to two splendid folio volumes of drawings pre-

served in the Roval Library, of which they fonn a part. The drawings are

executed very carefully and cleverly in outline, slightly shadowed and tinted,,

upon vellum. The series comprises plans anil views ot the chief Royal Palaces ol

France, together with some original designs, by Jacques Androuet du Cercean,.

one of the most eminent among the originators of tlie Renaissance in France,

horn about 1510.
, ,. ^ , • „ ,•

These valuable and interesting drawings were made for Catherine de Medicis,

and certainly formed part of the Royal Collection of France. How they subse-

quently became transferred to their present place on the shelves ofour great public

library is not recorded.
.

It is not my intention to particularise all the buildings represented in tlicse
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Toluines ; indeed, so rich was the French crown in Chateaux and Maisons de

PWnnra in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, tliat it would extend my
notiee far bevond its proper limits were I to do so. All the earlier examples are

characteristic of the transitional period when they were erecteil. In plan they

rcUin much of the type of a medieval fortification ; and this may have been

probably occasioned in some cases by the erection of tlie palaces on tl^ lounda-

tions of some more ancient castles of a strictly military character. But there

are few that retain any provisions whatever for active defence; the bastions

become clusters of embowed windows, enriched with many architectural em-

bellisliments, and the intervening curtains are occupied entirely by wide

windows, lofty chimnev«, and other features of domestic architecture, to the ex-

clusion of the loop-holes and frowning machicolations of the preceding ages.

Those highly picturesque buildings, the Chateau de Chambourg and that of St.

Germain an lige, for example, are buildings of this mixed character. They are

dcscrilMHl as Batiments de Plaisance, and present throughout the evidence of

their having lieen built for agreeable residences ; whilst, on the contrary, the plan

alone of these buildings would convey the idea of a strictly lortifled place, with

moat and drawbridge, and like appendages.

The Chateaux of Blois and of Amboise are interesting examples of this

picturesque, transitional stvle, one of the promment features of which is the

very steep and conical roof,"enriched by most elaborate cresting and finials, the

latter rising often to a considerable height, sometimes of metal, and sometimes

executed in glazed and colore<l terra cotta.

The variety imparted by these means to the sky-lines of the roofs is one of the

chief sources' of the picturesque in the buildings of this date in the North of

Europe. It is worthy of note that at the Cliateau Amboise, the chapel, which is

conspicuous in the group of domestic buildings which compose the cliateau, is

strictly Gothic in general outline as well as in its details, having lofty and

slender pinnacles and buttresses, and traeeried windows, whilst, as I have

stated, every other part of the palace is in that particular phase ofthe Renaissance

which prevailed in France after the general discontinuance of the Gothic manner.

This distinction would seem to indicate that a sense was felt of the proprietv of

adopting for ecclesiastical buildings a character of architecture differing from

tliat employed in designing domestic buildings.

I have on a former occasion expressed my opinion that such a distinction seems

not unfonnded in reason and good sense. To adopt a strictly medieval style of

design in all its purity and completeness in the erection of a domestic building—

a private residence, for example, where all the luxurious requirements and

rettnemcnts of modem social life are necessarily to be expected—is a task full of

embarrassment and ditiiculty to the architect, necessitating frequent departure

from ancient types ; whilst, on the other hand, the medieval style lends itself

with great fac'ility to the construction of a church or chapel in its familiar form,

and with its necessary adjuncts.

There seems indeed" a moral, as well as aesthetic, propriety in thus setting apart

a special style to buildings of a sacred character, visibly distinguishing it from a

building erected for domestic and, as it were, vulgar uses,— a distinction analogous

to thai which led the Egyptians to preserve an hieratic character in their sacred

writing, as well as in their sacred architecture, long after classic forms and

demotic alphabets had become familiar to thein. I may add, with reference to

this example at Amboise, that there are no indications whatever to justify a

S'lpposition that this Gotliic chapel is not coeval with the surrounding buildings

of the chateau, which are, as I have said, of a perfectly renascent aspect.

The Chateau Valeri, which is in the same early French style, is particularly

rotable for the boldness and vigor with which it is designed—a manner so broad

and forcible as to well merit the character of grandeur.

The Chateau de Montargis is an example of great interest, having less of the

Hcnaissance element in its style of architecture. The sectional views convey an

excellent idea of the interior of the chateau as it appeared at the time of

Catherine de Medicis. The capacious chimney -breast in the great hall is

especially observable, as characteristic of the style of the period. On the front

of this chimney-breast is represented, in sculptural relief, the romantic story,

which tradition has handed down, of the fiiithful " Dog of Montargis," who
avenged the death of his master ; to quote the somewhat quaint old French

phraseology in which the volume adverts to the legend, it describes the subject of

the sculpture as " L'hisloire digne de memoire d'un combat d'un gentilhomme

centre un cliien, lequel gentilhomme, etant vaincre par le chien, confess a avoir

tue son compagnon, miitre du celluy chien."

This practice of sculpturing or painting some family legend, or other interest-

ing historical incident, over the huge chimney-piece, round which the members
and retainers of a family were habitually assembled, seems agreeably

characteristic of the habits of the time, and presents a contrast very unfavorable

to the manners, and even to the taste, of the present day, when we compare

these simple and, perhaps, somewhat rude, yet vigoi'ously expressed illustrations

of our social state, with the paltry ornamentation ot a modern parlor, the

shabby, unmeaning looking-glass and putty frame which usually usurp this

place of honor in the liest living room of our modern dwelling-houses. The
chimney-pieces or fireplaces themselves suggest similar observations. In the

case before us of the great hall of the Chateau Montargis, the chimney-piece, as

represented in this book, is typical of that feature in all the great halls of the

fifteenth, sixtcentli and seventeenth centuries throughout Europe. A great

canopy or hood advances forward, overhanging a hearth capacious enough for

the combustion of fuel sufficient to warm the whole household collectively. This

overhanging chimney-breast is not usually carried by the projecting piers of solid

masonry or brickwork, which, now-a-days, generally limit greatly the radiation

of heat, an(J send it up the chimney rather than into the room. The breast, on
the contrary, is usually carried by pillars or other carved supports attached to

the wall, and ornamenting as well as supporting the hood which is to carry off

the smoke ; at the same time projecting so moderately, and occupying compara-
tively so small a space, as to cause very little obstruction to the radiation of

warmth.
No doubt these rude contrivances may not be always very effectual in carrying

off the smoke, but it may well be questioned whether a little smoke was not more
than compensated for by the genial embrace which these old fireplaces offered to

the whole social circle. Besides, let us candidly admit, with all the unsociable

contractions which modem science has engendered, are we not still occasionally a

little troubled by smoke ?—smoke, without any compensating beauty, and for

which we get nothing in retui-n but damaged furniture and, perchance, a ruffled

temper.* ^^^^^^___^
• To be continued.

Y
MR. DIGBY WYATT ON THE ARTS IN ITALY.*

ERY recently a programme has been put forth, inviting designs from Italian

. and other artists, for completing the facade of tlie Cathedral at Florence. The

greatest praise is due to the Italians for their earnest desire to remedy so great a

blot as the incomplete state of this la<;ade has always been to that noble building,

Santa Maria del Fiore, the master-piece of Arnolfo di Lapo and Bruncleschi.

In the Exhibition, under the head of " Building Materials and Contrivances,"

but little was worthy of remark, with the exception of the terra cotta, which

was, generally speakmg, very good, more especially in the article of stoves, and

vases for garden decoration. There are some successful imitations of the works

of Luca della Robbia, as well as of the glazed and colored tiles attributed to

Girolamo della Robbia. To these we shall however, return under the head ot

"Ceramics." There are some interesting collections of marbles and building stones,

and some very excellent scagliola. No less than four exhibitors received prizes

for the production of hydraiilie cements—aji article, until recently, despite their

Pozzolana, scarcely manufactured in Italy. An imitation of marble, made with

cements of this description, and admirably colored, has been perfected by the

Marchese Campana, of Naples, and several specimens of his skill have been pur-

chased for the South Kensington Museum. A manufactory of parquetry, on the

Swiss system, has been lately established at Florence, and very fair specimens of

flooring are exhibited. , j . •

Of decorative painting as applied to architecture, I observed no specimens m
the Exhibition, but in the streets and houses quite enough to assure me that very

freat dexterity was common among men little raised above the class of ordinary

ouse painters. ,.„,-,. .., ^ .,

For more elaborate decorations, we know, from the skill of higiior Abbate, the

decorator of the Pompeian House in the Crystal Palace, in this country, how

readily competent decorators may be found ; and it would, I think, require very

acute observation on the part of any one inspecting the old arabesques by Pierino

del Va-TO, in the Villa Dona, at Genoa, and the grotesques executed in the same

building, by Annibale Angiolino, of Perugia, now living, to distinguish between

the old and modern work.
Of the architectural designs in the Exhibition I am sorry to be unable to speak

in laudatory terms. The most industrious amongst the artists api>ear to be

Niccole Bregalia and Panfilo Rosati, of Naples, who produce many drawings of

architectural fragments and restorations from Pompeii, executed in the French

Academic style. In the remainder there is but little merit, although in water

color drawings there is evidence of considerable command over the delineation of

architeciural form. ,,.,, ,,, ^u.
To say that the spirit of Canova is yet dead in Italy would he incorrect ; but

one is happy to recognise that, while much of his efieminacy and artificial com-

position is-disappearing, much of his beauty of form and delicate finish in marble

working is satisfactorily preserved. The care he bestowed in modelling the arti-

culations of limbs, and the extremities generally, is rivalled in most ol the best

works now exhibited, although some few, otherwise excellent, fail in those im-

portant details.
. , . „ , •_ n,„

The work which has attracted most attention, and with good reason, is the

well-imagined and gracefully carried-out figure of " A Girl Reading," by Pietro

Ma''ni, ot' Milan. That sculptor, with Strazza (the author of the Ishmael,

in the Exhibition of 1851), and Vela, of Milan, an artist of great talent, may be

looked upon as leading representatives of the Romantic school ot sculpture m
Italy as opposed to the more Academic style, wliich finds its ablest represen-

tatives in Cambi, Santarelli, Costoli, and Fantacchiotti.

Dupre, of Florence, a sculptor of very great power, partakes of the merits ot

both classes, but falls slightly, in some of his works, into that leading detect ot

inattention to pure beauty ot form with which the Romanticists, m aiming at

expression rather than the "beau ideal," may be occasionally reproached.

The most absolutely Canovesque of sculptors is, apparently, De Fabris (lately

deceased), whose " Love and Psyche" is one of the lioneyed but feeble reminis-

cences of the subject so dearly loved by his master, the father of modern Italian

^'^ItVto'be regretted that Tenerani, of Rome, Canova's favorite Italian pupil,

has not contributed to this Exhibition, since his great powers would have gone

far to vindicate the school of that really fine artist, under whose mtiuence

Tenerani's best works have been produced.
., . . r *!.„

The principles upon which I believe the popularity of Magni s statue of the

"Giri Reading" is founded, appear to me so important, and, indeed, so novel in

their application to modern sculpture, that I think it my duty to dwell for a tew

minutes upon them. A maiden, of no great pretensions to beauty, eitlier ot

form or feature, and in the simplest dress, is represented, seated on a common

rustic chair, reading. There is no very great study evidenced m tlie arrangement

of the lines either of the figure or of the draperies, and, indeed in one impor-

tant particular, the modelling of a portion of the boiom, amamtest defect IS to

beoteerved. The head is very truthfully modelled, and the expression >s one of

quiet concentration on the theme of the volume, in the study of which the

reader's whole attention seems to be absorbed; that theme being, as may

naturally be imagined, at the present juncture, the development of Italian liberty

under the sovereignty of Victor EmmanueU Such elements may not in descrip-

tion, periiaps, appear likely to result in the production of a striking ^ork oj art

,

and yet the power of this small statue is such as to arrest and enchain the atten-

tion of every one coming within sight of it.
. , . i, „t,„»:™ „f

The potency of the spell I believe to mainly consist in the concentration of

purpose manifested in the whole composition. There is no straining »<"• ettect--

to borrow a theatrical phrase, "no playing to the footlights "-and none of that

coquetry, half-eonscious of nudity, and evident flirting of the damsel with the

spectator, which disfigure so many »"l'"ary representations of female term.

Other charms are unquestionably the ease, nature, and ^'-"Pll^
>»''''

J,V„7
arrangement. Nothing is allowed to interfere with the tranquill ty of the action,

and sSch is the effect ol' this appearance of quiet that a"™"''
|-'"'Stt y

,
'',?

snectator treads, as he passes, with lighter foot, and speaks in "hated breath,

Kie rJay startle the marbl^ maiden who sits wrant in her brooding fancies as

it were, unconsciously before him. A second of kagni's
'^»';''f

' /" '"X"
Mother," seated in a shawl swung over the branches of some trees, m such a

manner as to make the figure appear entirely unsupported, '»",/?«'
^-^""f

in marble working, the slight tendency to extravagance in whicli is to be over

looked in the elegance of the action and the careful modelling of every portion

A third work, by the same sculptor, is of considerably less merit, it repre

* Continued from page 08.
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I Ills a statue of Socrates ; and, whether intentionally or not on tlie part of the

artist, conveys an almost instinctive reminiscence of what one cannot but fancy

the sovereign of United Italy liimself might be with little (dse upon him than

a rather scanty shirt. The compliment, if it be meant for one, is indeed some-
what dubious.

Vela, aiiotlier Milanese, contributes one fip;ure only, and that of an almost too

voluptuous cast of beauty and attitude—" !?pring," a nymph bounding upwards,

but, as it were, caught, and entangled in the vernal flowers from which she

seems to be rising. In delicacy ot modelling, and that truthful rendering; of

flesh in marble, which the Italians term nwrhidezzn, there is nothing, I think,

in the whole E.vhibition to equal it. It is to be regretted that other works of

Vela's are not to be found at Florence.

The most ambitious figure is certainly the "Daughter of Z ion in her desola-

tion," by Morelli, of Leghorn; but in aiming at grandeur the sculptor has
neglected beauty, and thus fails to engage the sympathies of the spectator.

Fantacliiolti, of Florence, who enjoys a great and deserved local reputation,

exhibits several works of very considerable merit, the best being the monument
to the late wife of Mr. Spcnce, an English artist, long resident at Florence.

The figure, which is that of a very beautiful matron, is represented as extended,

after the manner of some of the finest of the cinque-cento monuments, on a bier,

recalling, in many particulars, the general form of the ancient sarcophagus. In
front are amorini, and beneath square tablets, inserted, as it were, in a plain and
well-designed pedestal. The special merit of this work is two-fold. In the first

place, all that may be called pure sculpture,—that is the representation of the
human form, and the draperies and ornaments connected with it—is thoroughly
good; and in the second, these elements are combined with such conventional
lines, masses, and ornaments, as adapt the whole composition for alliance with
whatever may happen to be the architectural forms of the structure in which
this beautiful work may be destined to be placed. What the consequences of the
common want of skill in similar combinations may be, it is scarcely necessary to
point out to an audience whose remembrances of St. Paul's and Westminster
Abbey would, probably, be too poignant for me to do more now than hint at them.

Strazza, whose " Ishmael " in the Exhibition of 1861, and whose " Audace "

in the Crystal Palace, have made us well acquainted with his capabilities, fails

to sustain tliem at Florence in his statue of the " Sposa Novella," which has,
however, received the coraplinient of nurchase by the King. Neither strikingly

beautiful nor very expresjiiive of its title, the modesty of the recent bride seems
rather of that affected class, the freedom from which I have already commended
in Magni's masterpiece.

Santarelli, of Florence, a well-known artist, exhibits a " Shepherd Boy,"
which has merit, but his " Magdalen " is too close a reminiscence of that of
Canova, and fails to sit up comfortably. The infant's " Prayer of Innocence " is

offered up rather by a little man than by a tnie bambino.
The same reproach as to want of truthfulness in form may be applied to the

"Araore Mendicante " of Cambi, the general intention and action of which,
however, is clever and expressive. The same sculptor's " Eve " recalls far too
much and too many of the leading defects of our English Academician Bailey.

Pierrotti, of M ilan, exposes a very good anatomical study, in the shape of
" A Hunter killed by a Snake." The subject is a difficult one, and has been well
mastered by the skill and knowledge of the artist.

In the true academic style, Costoli's " Death of MenectEus " is to be highly
commended, as being thoroughly well modelled, and well balanced in a difficult

pose. His " Charity," a large bas-relief, is by no means so good.

Dupre shows a "Mater Dolorosa," the character of which is sublime and
devotional in a high degree. He has also a " Sappho," in an attitude not alto-
gether dissimilar to, although in no way plagiarised from, that of the well-known
work of Pradier ; and a sculptured pedestal for, apparently, a large flower basin.
The modelling and composition of the figures in alto-relievo which decorate the
latter, it is no small praise to say, are, I consider, fully equal to those we so much
admired in Professor Drake's pedestal in the Great Exhibition of 1851—a some-
what similar work. The attitude and expression of the "Sappho" and the
draperies are admirable ; but some portions of the nude have been modelled from
rather too low a type of female beauty to be altogether satisfactory in a work of
ideal art.

Admitted into the fellowship, if not the nationality, of Italian sculptors, are the
well-known American and English artists. Power and Fuller. 'The "Greek
Slave," and " Youth holding a Shell," the " Proserpine " and admirable busts of
the former, are too well known in this country to need dwelling upon ; but with
his " America " we are not so well acquainted. Unlike the life and vivacity of that
population, whose every breath it appeai-s must be drawn in an atmosphere of
sensation, and whose vital energies seem inexhaustible, the embodiment of the
sublimated essence of modern republics is tame and dead ; but, like at least
the major section of that unhappy continent, she stands but feebly and
totteringly, and one touch only seems wanting to overtlirow the unstable
goddess.
By the latter artist (Captain Fuller), there is a remarkably good figure of a

" Drowning Boy," admirably modelled, and full ofenergetic action. The tempest-
tossed sailor lad still struggles, though evidently unavailingly, with the elements
whicli overpower him.
This scanty list by no means exhausts the excellences, or perhaps rightly

points to the salient defects, of the really fine collection of works of sculpture,
which it is not too much to say formed the leading feature of the Florentine
Exhibition

; but I feel that it is necessaiy to quit the field of pure sculpture
for that application of the art wliieh lends its highest graces to industrial
production.

"The two most distinguished workers in this department of industry, worthy
maintainers of the fame Brustolone acquired for Italian wood-carving in
the last century, are well known ia this country—Barbetti and Pietro Cheloni, of
Florence.

The former exhibits a grand door, carved with no less than 29 alto-relievos of
Biblical subjects, treated somewhat after the manner of the celebrated gates of
Ghiberti. Unlike tliem, however, the sculptures under notice have been
executed in walnut wood, as a commission for Prince Demidofi; for the entrance
door to whose Russian chapel at San Donato, near Florence, they are intended.
The general design is, it appears to me, monotonous, from its extreme
rectangularity, and is ill-arranged in the junctions of the vertical and horizontal
divisions with the semicircular head of the door. The carving is, however,
executed in so masterly a style as to constrain an admiration for the details which
fails to be excited by the general aspect of the whole.

The same artist contributes a large oak b<nch, the seat of which Ig hinged In
order that the lower part may answer the purpose of the cufeujianca, wlilch
formed so leading a feature in the Italian interiors of tJic quaitro and cinque-
cento periods. In general design this work is bt^tter than the door jiwt re-
ferred to, and Ifaves behind a feeling of more entire satisfaction.
The capability for the most important works, shown bv these productions, is

shortly <lestined to he put to an even loftier purpose, since Barbetti and hhi sons
are now engaged in the execution of a magnificent case, 6 feet G incties high,
entirely wrought in ivory and ebony, to hold the National Crown of Italy. Of
this most important work a full-sized water-color drawing was exhibited, and I
ftilly believe that the realisation of the design (which is exceedingly good) will
be not unworthy of the ancient glories of Italian ornamental carving.

Cheloni works in a manner which very perfectly reproduces the delicate work
of Mino da Fiesole civitale da Lucca and Andrea i'errucci, and proves that, with
judicious encouragement, he may become a formidable rival to the most distin-
guished amongst the Parisian magnates in the production of luxurious furniture.
His bookcase—and above all, a single little panel in wood, fully justiiien this
assertion. It is to lie hoped that this fine bookcase, as well as the case for con-
taining the national crown, by Barbetti, may form ornaments in our Exhibition
next year, where they cannot fail, I think, to be greatly admired.
The only rivals, although there are, of course, many approaching the excel-

lence of Barbetti and Cheloni in ornamental carving, are Antonio Superclii, of
Parma, and Professor Giusti, of Sienna. The former exhibits only a small panel,
carved in soft wood, with arabesque ornament. It i.s, however, a masterpiece.
The latter works in ivorj-, and appears to be well supported by English patronage,
since his miniature reproduction of the celebrated Fountain of Jacojio deTla
Querela at Sienna, and his exquisite little picture frame, have been produced, the
former for the Earl of Northesk, and the latter for the Marquis of Northampton.
For the Count Agostino da Gori Giustijhe has wrought a little coffer or box to
contain autographs of men of science, artists, poets, &c. The shrine is by no
means unworthy of the relics.

Time will not permit of my dwelling at greater length upon individual
specimens, or even extending my catalogue of ingenious artists. It may suffice
to say, briefly, that in marble, stone, ivory, ebony, and plastic eompositions, the
application of sculpture to industry forms, probably, the most distinguished
feature of the industrial portion of the Florentine Exhibition.

It would be unfair to the Italians to pass from the subject ofapplied sculpture,
without noticing one form of it in which, from classical times to the present, they
have maintained a decided pre-eminence over other nations. I allude to the art
of working in gems and precious stones.
The names of Girometti and Odelli of Rome, are celebrated, and their produc-

tions still command very high prices, in proportion, perhaps, to the labor, hut
too great for the art displayed ; as, for instance, the single cameo of Sienior
Girometti is valued at no less than 30,000 francs, or £1,200, a price, possibly,
as the Italians say, " da combinarsi." Neitherof these artists, in my judgment,
sustains his previously acquired reputation, while the intaglios of Berini of
Milan, a less known man, are, if not so valuable, far more agreeable, being both
designed and wrought in better taste, and rather reproducing Grecian than
ancient Roman styles of execution.
The old celebrity of Valerio Vicenti for the execution of intaglios in crystal,

resting not only on the warm tribute of admiration paid to his genius by Vasari,
but on exquisite relics of his skill still preserved at Naples, Rome, and Florence,
has excited the noble emulation of Beltrami,* of Cremona, a very beautiful speci-
men of whose handicraft is exhibited by the Brothers Turina. I believe Beltrami
to be no longer living.

The medallic art of Italy, so famous of old through tlie dies cut by Cellini,
Bastiano Cennini, and others, is well sustained in the present day, and the
specimens furnished by the mints of Florence and Rome show that tueir ancient
dexterity has not entirely deserted their descendants.

Before altogether quitting tlie fine arts, there are some forms in which they
appear so closely allied to industrial art, and in their alliance so little modified,
as to demand notice, before proceeding to a consideration of those industries, the
types and constitution of which are affected comparatively remotely by the thi-ec
fine arts. I class in the former of these categories engraving, lithography,
chromo-lithography, and photography.
From the days of Marc, Antonio Raimondi, through those of Volpato and

Raphael Morghen, to modem times, rendered illustrious by tlie names of Perfetti,
Jesi, and Toschi, the Italian echoolofline engraving has maintained an almost
unquestioned pre-eminence over its contemporaries of the rest of Europe. That
great work, the engraving of the Frescoes of Correggio at Parma, upon wliieli all

the later years of Toscbi's life were employed, contributed to the education of a
generation of engravers, many of whose works are fully worthy of their culti-
vated master.
The basis of all excellence in this art is, of course, the perfection of what is

known as the engraver's drawing—in other words, his rendering in chiaroscuro
(of the exact size of the plate proposed to be produced) of the picture selected for

reproduction on steel or copper. In this art the Italians have greatly excelled,
and do so still, since it would be scarcely possible in this way to surpass such a
drawing, for instance, as that by Calamatta of Raflaelle's " Madonna di

Foligno."
For perfection in soft and fleshy modelling the palm must, I think, unques-

tionably be given to Toschi, for his print of the Madonna della Scala, by
Correggio ; and Tommaso Aloysio Juvara, the leader of the Neapolitan school",

severEil of whose minor specimens are of extraordinary excellence, must, I think,
be placed next in onler of merit.
Of Toscbi's old assistants on the Parmesan Correggios, Perfetti of Florence,

Scotto of Genoa, and Calamatta of Civita Vecchia, many agreeable specimens are
exhibited ; and the print of the Madonna della Seggiola", by the first-named, is

worthy of high commendation.

A work now in progress on the gallery at Florence, and most creditable as a
current Italian publication, appears to have given employment to many of the
best coteinporary engravers, and beautiful plates as well as engraver's drawings
for this work are exhibited by Ulisse Forni, Frederico Calendi, and Agostino
Tricca.

I cannot leave the subject of Italian engraving withont noticing the extra-
ordinary pen-and-ink drawings by Professor Vincenzo Gazzotto of Padua. On
three large sheets this artist has depicted, in a most masterly manner, the "Joys
of Paradise," the " Sufferings of Purgatory," and the " Despair of Hell." Not
only are these compositions highly imaginative— in this respect rivalling the
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analogous works of our own Martin—but they arc drawn with a masterly know-
ledjre of light and shade, fore-shortening, and of the human figure. The drawing
of Paradise is exceedingly l>eautiful.

In chalk and ink litliograpliy, a fair average is maintained by the houses ot

Richter, of Naples ; Oarpentier, of Florence ; and Borzino, of Milan ; while in

chromo-lithography they xuay safely be put in comparison in quality, if not in

quantity ot production, with the laiyer establishments of Paris, Vienna, Berlin,

and London.
By tlie first-named bouse two works are exhibited, the execution of which is

emincnily honorable to Italy at the present time. One of these is a perfect

series of' illustrations of the painted decorations of Pompeii, published by
Niccolini, being for the most part^«o-*i»iito of the beautiful drawings of

Abbate. The other is an equally fine series of illustrations of the Abbey of

Homeale, near Palermo. The latter work has been produced mainly through

the energies of the Benedictine Fathers of the Abbey, under the able leadership

of the Padre Gravina. For those who would seek to revive the manufacture of

pictorial mosaics in this country—and, happily, they are now many—no more
useful work can be recommended than this, in which the g;lories of the celebrated

Norman Cathedral are admirably reproduced in all their details. Borzino's

imitations of oil pictures are all "but deceptive ; while Carpentier produces, at

verv reasonable prices, excellent colored souvenirs of the most beautiful pictures

of rra jVng'elico and other masters.

The illuminator's art is so nearly allied to the art of chromo-lithography, that

I may consider this to be the fittest place to notice the evidence given by

Napoleone Vei^ of Perugia, that the traditional skill of the Italians in
" queirarteehc alluminare e chiamata a Parisi,'; from the days of Dante to the

end of the last century, has not been lost. In his illuminated addresses from the

municipality to the Marchcse Pepoli, Verga shows himself, if somewhat inferior

to Giulio Clovio, Buoufratelli, and Girolamo dai Libri, superior to almost all

other ancient magnates in the art of illumination on vellum.

As connected also with chromo-lithography, may be noticed the art of color-

printing by means of typography (alluminare e chianuita), that is, from type

or brass rule. Of this some good specimens were shown by Frederico Lao.

Raiiaello Salari, of Florence, contributed fac^similes, executed with the pen, of

ancient block and other early printing and wood-cut ilUistratious, fully sutticient

to deceive any eyes but those of the most accomplished bibliomaniacs, their uer-

fection equalling, if not exceeding, that of our justly-celebrated Harris, wliose

works created so much sensation among the learned in rare editions and tall copies

in 1851.

In photography the names of Ponte of Venice, Alinari of Florence, and
Dovizielli of Rome, are well known in this country as connected with very perfect

reproductions of the most striking architectural monuments of those cities. It

may be enough to say that they ably sustain their reputation amidst rivals whose
excellence brings them within a few paces of the foremost in the race. Duroni of

Milan, exhibits a full-length Hfe-size figure of the king, in its way a triumph over

very great difficulties. A less favorable subject, however, for such an experiment

could hardly have been selected. Caldesi's reproductions of the Hampton Court
cartoons are too well known to need commendation from me.

In metallic art there was not nmch to notice, since none of the brancJies of that

class of industry were very largely represented.

In the precious metals much more design and ingenuity were displayed than—
with one or two exceptions, to be presently mentioned—appear in productions in

the baser metals. I am unable to pftise the silversmiths' work generally, since

the 1 talians as yet do not appear to have fully appreciated the ancient styles of

finish of their own forefathers, or even those of tlie Wagners, Froment-Meurices,
Morels, and Vechtes, of the past and present generations in other countries.

The best works of this kind, where little was really good, appeared to be the vase

designed and executed by Tomaso Rinaldi of Modena, and the sword of honor

presented to the King by the citizens of Modena, and executed by Rinzi, of

Milan. The steel blaae of the latter, which was cleverly inlaid with gold aiid

silver, showed that the whole art of working aU'azziniina, or damascening, in

which Cellini so greatly excelled, is not lost in Italy.

A still nobler sword than this, as far as material is concerned, was exhibited,

the work of Castellani, of Rome. The hilt was somewhat too severe in style for

on;; wrought in gold, and did not appear to me equal in workmanship to much
that I have seen elsewhere, and, indeed, in London last season, by the same dis-

tinguished jeweller. It is to be regretted that he did not contribute any other

specimen of his skill on the present occasion. I must confess that I have seen

in shops at Rome, Genoa, Florence, and Naples, far better jewellery than was
displayed in this the first great Italian Industrial Exhibition, where so important

a branch of industry should have been better represented.

In cast-iron there was little worthy of remark, with the exception of a very

clever gas lantern, cast at the foundry at Pignone, near Florence.

In bronze and brass founding and chasing, I have never seen in any country
tetter work produced than that for which Clemente Papi, of Florence, is so

justly renowned; and I believe that it has puzzled those most learned in the

jirocesses of metal casting to understand by what means his extraordinary re-

productions of groups of natural flowers have been made out of molten metal.

In wrought-iron, for which I need scarcely remind you that Florence and
Sienna were formerly most celebrated, Pasquale Franchi, and Benedetto Zaiaffi

(both of the latter city), exhibit themselves as truly cunning smitlis. The
former has produced a small pair of gates, in which the vine, the olive, and
groups of com, become admirable ornaments to a well arranged series of con-
ventional lines and forms; while the latter sends some iron rings and brackets,

similar to those formerly attached to the old palaces of Italy. These are all

wrought with hammers and punches, with such freedom anil spirit as to be

likely enough to deceive enthusiastic purchasers who may be unable to refrain

from attempting to carry off trophies of the former glories of those nobles, in

whose families the right was alone hereditary to attach such marks of nobility to

the head-quarters of their race.
In pierced steel-work the cutlers of Campo Basso, the only place in Italy in

which much cutlery is manufactured, exhibit considerable dexterity, and the

pierced scissors of Vinditte 'Terzano are elegant, both in design and execution.

One singular pair of desk scissors, highly and pleasingly ornamented, bore the

singular inscription, in incised characters, " Scipione Saiitangelo, al municipio
di Firenze ;" the gift recallmg the good old days of Florence, when nothing was
deemed too precious to be offered out of the tradesman's abundance to his well-

loved home and city.* __^
• To be continued.

ON THE SANITARY CONDITION OF THE DWELLINGS OF
THE OPERATIVE CLASSES OF EDINBURGH.*

THE College transmitted the foregoing suggestions, with the apparently

necessary reconmiendation that tliey be carried into eftect with all con-

venient speed. Earlier than this, however, the Privy Council, moved by the

fact tliat the town " is now become so fillhy and uiicleane, and the streets,

venallis, wvnds, and closes thereof so overlaid and covered with iniddings, &e.,

that the Councillors are resolved to leave their lodgings," as " they cannot

have a clean and free passage and entry to them," "nor to abide the sight

of tliis shameful uncleanncss and filtliiness." The remedy suggested was to

hold every householder responsible for the purity of the part in front of his

own, as is now done in regard to the snow. Again, in 1751, on the fall of

an old house, a general survey of the old houses throughout the citjr was

made, and many of them were condemned and destroyeil. The erection of

George-square to the south, and of the streets and squares of the New
Town, on the north, led to the removal of the wealthier inhabitants, and the

abandonment of the Old Town, with its upright streets {Scott ice, stairs), to the

class who now occupv it, and in whose occupancy it has assumed its present bar-

barous and disgraceful condition. What do we find when we examine ? Closes

varying from 4 J to 1 foot in width, as they taper in some instances to meet at the

top, seven and eight stories high ; their causewayed surfaces, reeking with every

kind of filth, are the only entrances by which light and air can find their way to

the dwellers in these awful dens. Add to this the fact that some of these houses,

once the residences of our nobility, have large rooms of goodly pretensions.

These, however, would not pay, so they are divided by wooden partitions into

family apartments, a few feet square. These inner cages have no direct com-
munication even with that modicum ollight and air which finds its way through the

narrow close. The old window ofthe ancient room isstill left, the glass probably all

not see my hand held at arm's length before me in many of these houses, which

were solely dependent on such bofi-owed light. Again, many of these houses are

of very old date indeed. One in Dickson's-close, which I examined, is described

by Wilson (" Memorials ot Edinburgh") " as a neat and very substantial stone

edifice, evidently the work of Robert Mylne, and built about the period of the

Reformation." Here was the residenceof David Allan, " our Scottish Ho_:?arth,"

as he was called, and who in 1788 gave lessons in drawing in this very house at

the rate of one guinea per month for three lessons a week, terms which show the

wealthy character of his pupils. One small room in this house, not 12 feet wide,

has a gradient of 9 J inches from front to back, a great crack extends through the

wall, the lintels of tlie doorways are all cracked, the doors have been repeatedly

stripped to make them fit. Ijproduce a bit of one of the beams, which crumbles

between your fingers like snuff. It seems to be imagined that the materials of

which our houses are constructed are exempt from the universal law of decay,

and that, once built, they should stand for ever. Often, when thoroughly unsafe,

they give no sign of their utter rottenness. I visited one in another part of the

town which had been purchased for, and was being adapted to, a particular

purpose. A substantial-looking tenement it was, with walls i feet in thickness.

Tlie architect who planned the alterations fortunately caused the main beam

supporting the roof to be examined ; it was utterly rotten. I show you a piece

of it; at its junction with the wall it bad given way (the place, I believe, where

such accidents usually occur), and the whole roof had to be shored up with tem-

porary supports. A good illustration of the length of time these beams may
remain in a verv unsafe condition without external indications of decay was

afforded in the picture gallery of Holyrood Palace. The flooring of this long

room had been repeatedly repaired, and on the occasion of the annual levees

given by his Grace the Commissioner, was temporarily supported from below.

It was resolved, however, to new floor the whole ; and on the planking being

removed, the beams which had clung to instead of supporting the floor actually

gave way, and three of the workmen were precipitated into the chambers below.

It is more than probable, then, that many houses built about the time cif the

one that lately fell, or the one in Dickson's-close, likely so soon to fall, are

in a similar unsafe condition. 1 have placed before you roughly-executed sketches

of some of these houses. From being originally built to serve a different pur-

pose, many of tliem are singularly ill adapted for subdivision, and peculiarly

unsuited for the residence of poor families. Of this Cant's-close forms a good

example. It appears, according to Wilson, to jiave been occupied in early times

by ecclesiastical buildings in connection with the church of Crichton. Entrance

to the rooms is afforded by good circular staircases, but the thin partitioned sub-

divisions are as comfortless as can be imagined ; many of thein have their light

and air from borrowed lights, and in others, where the old windows have been

rendered available, they are stuck in the queerest corners, as if placed designedly,

so as to be of as little service as possible. Thus, this room, of which I show you

a drawing, isll feet 10 inches by 9 feet 2 inches, its height being 8J feet, and the

window, 27 inches wide, is found in the extreme corner, protected from all extra-

vagance in the admission of light or air by the close proximity of the wall on

the other side, tor there is only a clear space of 3.J feet between the two sides-

narrowed in some places by projections to only 2j feet. In another house, in

Campbell's-close, the room is 15 feet 3 inches long by 7 feet 7 inches wide, and the

onlv window, 1^ feet in width, is at the extreme corner of tlie room. Another

peculiarity is shown in the first of these rooms ; the large, deep, old-fashioned

ingle corner, which before the subdivision belonged to the whole apartment, has

fallen to the lot of this particular room, and a hole 1 foot 2 inches wide has been

cut through the solid wall at the side angle and glazed, so that the light struggles

through from the back of the fire, and the eyes of the inhabitants are protected

from any glare by a thick curtain of intervening smoke. In the room m the

drawing this appearsas an additional window ; in some, I am informed, it is the

only one the apartment possesses. Take another room in Cant's-close. It is

formed outof a larger room by wooden p.irtitions quite open, and its entrance

closed by an ill-fltting door, there being a clear space of at least 3 inches between

the door and the lintel. It has no direct communication whatever with the ex-

ternal air, but borrows all its liglit from the window of the larger room of which

it forms a part, through a window 2 feet 5 inches in width. The light must hrst

struggle into that outer window through a high close only 3J feet wide, and then

cross a passage of 5 feet before reaching the window proper of the room at all.

The height of this room is 9 feet, and a family of five live in it, paying a rent ot

• Concluded from page 60.
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Is. 4d. per week, or £3 lis. Cd. per annum. There is no room for a bed by day,

but at night, when the embers are raked out of tlie heartli, one is folded down

across it. We could not see one another in this room till artificial light was ob-

tained. Tlie last drawing to which I direct you exhibits a transverse

section of a garret in Campbell's-close. It is only 6 feet liigh at the highest

part, and the eaves slope rapidly down. It is lighted and aired by a hole at the

end about a foot square. All told us of the stifling heat of summer, but com-

plained far more of the cold gales of winter; for the outer windows, opening

on the closes outside, and only on passages within, are destitute of glass, and

the old, rotten, ill-fitted partitions are utterly insufficient to keep out the

external air. The rents vary from Is. to 4a. per week ; they are collected (some-

times two weeks) in advance, and a universal complamt is made of the impossi-

bility of getting the landlords to do anything for the comfort of the tenants. The
fact is, these houses are in most instances let as a whole to middlemen, many of

them coarse, unfeeling men, who, charging often an advance of 20 per cent, on

the rents they pay, sjrind the faces of the poor, and get rich on the sufferings and

miseries of their "fellow-creatures. Mr. Peddie, who visits a district bounded by

the High Calton and North Back of Canongateon the north, New-street on the

east, danongatc on the south, and Leith Wynd on the west, informs me that this

district contains about TjOO houses, and nearly 590 families. There are about thirty

cases of two families living in one house, and about fifteen with two families in the

same room. Of these houses, about 200 are good and comfortable for working
people, with rents from £7 to £10. About 180 are at present in such a state as

to be hurtful to the moral and physical character of the inhabitants; but, if sup-

plied witli water, and altered so as to admit a suifieient supply of light and air,

they might lie allowed to be inJiabited—rents, irorn £3 to £6. Another 180 are

utterly deficient in size, air, light and water, and every necessary element of

health, many of them dangerous from their age and rickety condition—the rents

varying from Is. to 2s. per week. About twenty families live in damp, ill-ventilated

cellars, below the surface ofthe street. Many other dweliings(
!
) of similar character

were described by the speaker, who said, in conclusion, let it be remembered
that these houses are utterly destitute of water or soil-pipes, and some idea of

tlieir loathsome character may be formed, and of the moral and physical degra-

dation in which tlieir inmates must be sunk. From such abodes you issue half-

suffocated, and cease to wonder, when you analyse your feelings, and when you
consider what an amount of physical depression the habitual dwelling in such an
atmosphere nrast engender, that the gin-palace, or, worse still, the hard-ale

shop, close by, is crowded to the door by eager votaries. Would I be myself

better in simitar circumstances is the question each may well ask himself; and as

we know the influence of the surrounding moral atmosphere on the character of

all, can we wonder if in such localities the moral as well as tlie physical life

languishes, and ignorance, indecency, and immorality prevail ? If you treat

human beings worse than beasts, what can you expect them to become ? If the

object of this paper were not limited to the consideration of the sanitary con-
dition of the^dwelling-Iiouses alone, I might proceed to show that, besides neg-
lecting the peculiar advantages for drainage furnished by the site of our city,

and besides sntfering our houses to lapse into the condition which has been indi-

cated, we have suft'ored the river which flows through our New Town (partly by
the division of its natural waters, and partly by opening into it our drains,) to

become, duringa great part of the year, an open and offensive sewer. Farther, how,
as if we had a prejudice against fresh air, we suffered the sewage water of the
town to be diffused over about 2,000 acres of irrigated land, so that the emana-
tions from about 37,120,000 square feet of poisonous swamp—which, if science

have any truth, must be injurious to health—are carried to our dwellings by the
east wind, which here blows on an average 135 days in the year, or by the west
wind, which favors us with about 230 days; but on these I shall not dwell. To
use professional language, I have described the disease and its symptoms, but how
shnll I prescribe a remedy ? The case, I say, admits neither of palliatives nor
restoratives. A surgical operation is essential, the diseased member must be
removed

—

Delenda est Carthago. The recent calamity lias aroused attention,

and but one remedy has been suggested—the erection of new houses for the
working-classes ; but that this may be largely undertaken, it must be proved to

be a safe and profitable commerciil speculation. Those that have hitherto been
built have paid well, because they are few in number and new, requiring as yet
little outlay for repair, and all inhabited by a class of tenants much superior to
thcs3 whose condition we desire to relieve. After referring to the fact thit the
new houses erected had done but little towards improving the condition of the
Old Town, and expressing a doubt as to the efficiency of the plan
proposed by the Town Council, the author continued : I think the
urgency of the case imperatively calls for a Royal Commission, very
small in number, as the only body calculated to meet the emergency, and
we have an analogy for their appointment. In 1846, her Majesty issued a Royal
Commission appointing certain gentlemen to inquire whether any or what special
means may be requisite for the improvement of the health of the metropolis, and
a similar body might be appointed to inquire into the house accommodation of
Edinburgh. We ought to tell the Legislature plainly and strongly that the
present is a state of matters which cannot be permitted to continue; tliat no
inan, for the mere sake of gain, has a right selfishly to disregard the interests of
his neighbours ; and that if the proprietors of such dwelling-houses are not
sufficiently alive to the fact that by their culpable negUgence or cupidity they are
sacrificing the lives of hundreds, and casting the burden of the maintenance of
hundreds more on their fellow-citizens, they must be prevented from continuing
so foul a wrong, and made to understand that universally acknowledged maxim
of public law—" Sic utere tuo, ut non alicmim IcEdas." The great lawgiver of
the Israelites has given his divine sanction to such regard to the lives of others
when ho proclaimed, amidst the thunders of Sinai, as one of the laws of his peculiar
people, "^When thou buildesta new house, then thou shalt make a battlement for
thy roof, that thou bring not blood upon thine house if any man fall from thence."

At the close of a discussion wliich followed the reading of the paper. Dr. Woo D
said that the health of Edinburgh was better than that of the other towns in
Scotland, but it was not better than Birmingham.

BESS0S3 W.WCHE3 AKD CLOCKS—" Pcrfootion o£ mechanism."—ilfwnim? Post
Gold watches r, to 100 guineas ; silver watches, 2 to .W goinoas. Benson's new Illustrated
ramphlct, free for two stamps, descriptive of every construction of watch, enables iwrsona
in any part of the world to select with the greatest certainty the watch best adapted to
their use. Watches sent free and safe by post on receipt of a remittance.

, ,.A ^- BESSO.v, 33 and 31, Ludgate-hill, 46 and 47, ComhiU, London, E.C. Established
1749.

ON PUBLIC MEMORIALS.*
GOING back to the orcliitectura of tho Romaru, we Ond that they hare famiahed tu with

the origiaab) of another class of buildings ometimea tued (or tbU purpose, bat not,
upon t]ie wliulo, generally salted for it ; although In pftrticnlar pofltioiu, where such a
structure i& needed, It may bo appropriate, and add great grandeur to entrances of parki,
of town^, or other approaches : these are triumphal arches, as they are uaaally called;
althougli by no means universally used for that purpose, many of them having been
erected to commemorate either the original constmottoa or an Important Improremont or
restoration of a public road, any ruler being rightly considered a great benHaotor to his
people who devoted bis attention to tUe% imiwrtant works. Thus we find one at Blmlnl,
erected Inhonor of an important restoration oi the Flamlnian Way by Augustas ; one at Soaa,
in Piedmont, to commemorate another restoration of the road there by the same emperor.
When the Imrbor at Ancona was restored by Trajan, he erected the gateway stUl to be aecn
there, and another at Beneventom, when ho repaired the Via Appia. At Vola, In iBtrUti
another was erected for a similar purpose.
At Athens, and Autinoe, in Egypt, Hadrian orcctod arches to commemorate; what he had

done for tho^ citleti by the buildings he had orectod in them.
But at Rome theso arches were mostly used to commemorate a triumph which had pMsed

aloug the road over wliich they were built, or they were erected in time for the triumphal
procession to pass through, and then remain aa memorials of the triumph. Examples of
those are that of Titus, erected to commemorate tho conquest of Jerusalem, and repretenUng
in ita bassi-relicvi the spoils of the temple. The arch of Septimius Sotctus, which ahovi
tho addition, as was the custom in the latter days of the empire, of a smaller ajrdi on eaCb
side for tho footways; and the arch of Constantluc. They wore sometimes used asentraucei,
and also to commemorate the building of the Roman bridges erected In Italy, France, Spain,
and other parts of the world, as you well know such arches have been, in consequence oi
the renaissance of Roman art, erected in London, in Paris, and other cities ; the most recent
as well as one of tho finest exainplc-s is at the entrance from the country to tho Lud\rig
Strasae, at Munich, the design of which is very good, and the group of Bavaria in her car,
drawn by lions, is very suitable to its position, and effective in its outline, and its grouping
being, from its facing the same direction as the front of the arch, and yet, from the spread-
ing nature of the group suflBciently covering the whole width of the arch, a much more
appropriate and graceful example of sculpture surmounting an arch than ours of the Iron
Duke, which necessarily, from its form and sidcway position, is singularly inappropriate.
As carrying out the very spirit of the principle of the use of those arches both for en-

trances and for memorials, although in a Gothic style, may be cited the Tsar Thor in the
same city, it being tho gate of the town, and yet its whole facade belug covered with
historical frescoes.

Although they can hardly be called public memoriabs, as, although memorials of public
men, they wore erected either by themselve.5 diuriug their lifetime or by their own families
after their death, some iii-struction, in the spirit in which we are now getting to view the
instruction to bo derived from the examples of old limes, may be Icamt from tho tombs of
the older nations.
Certainly, if a lasting memoi*ial is to be desired, something is to bo learnt as to the value of

stability in these erections, and of the means of obtaining it, and something of simple gran-
deur of effect, from the first tombs of the Egj-ptian Kings, the Pyramitls—something; of tho
historical value of enduring memorials in these rock-cut tombs ; but from tliese little can
be leamt of forms suitable for the purposes. From tho Greeks little is to be learnt on this
head, but among the tombs of the Romans are to be found many grand, and some few
appropriate, forms for our purpose. Those to the Emperors and other grand personages are
fine; one, however, before the empire, that of Cecilia Sletella, is of a very grand and effective
form,—that of a round tower about 9i feet in diameter, with a bold frieze and cornice
mounted on a square base about 100 feet square. That of Augustus consisted of a circular
basement about yOO feet in diameter, and about 00 feet iu height, adorned with twelve largo
niches ; above tliis rose a cone of earth, divided ,into terraces and plantal with trees,

Augustus laid out the grounds surrounding his tomb and planted them in gardens for
public use during his lifetime. That of Hadrian, built by himself, is now the Castle of St.

Angelo ; its basement originally was a square about :i40 feet each way, and 75 high ; above
this was a circular tower about 235 feet in diameter and 140 feet high : the circular part
was ornamented with columns. In the age '(>i Constantine tho smaller tombs became like

smaller representations of the Pantheon.
One of the illustrations in Mr. Fergusson's Handbook shows us a very singular example

at St. Remi, in France, which comes more within our subject, and seems to
give us a classical tyi)e of our memorial crosses. It stands on a square base
decorated with bas-reliefs ; the nest stage id pierced with an arch on each
face, with three-quarter Corinthian columns at each angle; the uppermost story con-
sists of an open circular colonnade with a conical top. Another at Igel, near Treves, in
Germany, is of a very singular form ; this is a square building, ornamented with »;Hlpture,
with flat pilasters, cornice, and pediment, raised from its usual place to the level of the
springing of an ogee spire, so as to resemble those church spires that are surrounded by four
gables; this form very fully leads us to the consideration of another kind of memorial,
which, in general outline, these last examples much resemble. There is no form in my mind
so suited for public memorials as the medieval form of memorial cross ; there is room and
scope for sculpture of every kind iu the basement ; there can be bas-reliefs in the niches,

subordinate figures connected with tho main figure ;or, if an event is recorded, the statues of

the several persons principally engaged in it, while above may be' the principal figure of the
subject of the memorial, much protected from the weather, and the whole elegantly sur-

mounted by a spire. A beautiful example of a structure of this kind is the Shlme Brunnen,
or beautiful fountain at Nuremberg, which, again, shows a graceful combination of an
architectural structure suitable for a memorial \vith the uses of a street drinkiug fountain.

This is mounted on two steps, in the form of an octagon, and surrounded above the steps by
rich stone railing, at the angles of which are figures on short pedestals. If a public me-
morial be erected in our large churches or metropolitan churches or cathedrals, by all

means let such memorials be more of a tomb than that of the usual form of memorial, and,
above all, let it be in the style of the building iu which it is placed, and, if possible, let it

be so appropriate and so carefully designed for its special 'place that it may appear rather

as an architectural adornment, and as if the original architect of the building liad placed it

there himself, and not such as he, if he were living, would expel indignantly from the

church, and such as many of us would much like to have a hand in helping him to do it.

I need hardly say to you what was so much wanted not many years ago : never design your

modem memorial so as to require tho defacing, even in the slightest degree, of the older

building in wliich it is placed.
No men have ever understood the designing of tombs and memorial effigie.^ of the

notable men of their time better '.than the architects and designers of the middle ages,

especially as regards their suitability to the churches in which there were placed chapels
may be crowded with them, and arches filled by them. Arches may be made in the
walls for them, or the floors of the aisles covered with them, yet the only result is that the
beauty and picturesque effect of the building have been much increased by them ; for

monuments Uke these our remarkable series of altar tombs of our kings, with their beau-
tiful ofiigies in calm repose, are suflBcient examples, which may be varied in treatment and
detail to an almost entUess degree : those at Wcstmuister, both of kings and knights, with
their beautiful canopies ; those, again, of the Scala family at Yerona, and that of Walter
Gray at York, and the Beauchamp tomb at Warwick, are fine examples of different modes
of treatment. A beautiful form of memorial for the interior of a church is a brass, but
unless protected by a railing, it seems to me that the wall of the building iu which it is

erected is better than the pavement.
There is one mode of memorial by which architecture is a great gainer, and by thc'aid of

the custom of using which for that purpose many a church, which would not other-

wise be completed, is finished and beautified,—tliat is, of inserting stained glass

into the windows as memorials; it is a beautiful mode of recording the person,

and of, at the same time, adorning God's house. I do not think that there is any-

thing particular to be remembered in designing these ; the design may be, if possible,

appropriate, but, if not possible, it does not matter. Of course the subject must be

sacred. The inscriptions are generally so difficult to read, that I think it is best to insure

* Concluded from page M,
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tbe amorial intemions of the window, as well as the deoomtion, by placing uudemeath a

tnm contatnlnK the iiucription.

By all meant, for the eaie of the beauty of your buildings, eocouragc, whenever it is in

vonr power, this beautiful mode of recording the great and good. To use a homely pro-

verb, " two birds nre killed with cue stone. 1 would jnst say here what I always urge

1 1 have the opportunity of saying anything about stained glass : let no one color pre-

Jnate. and do not attt inpt to moke a historically recording fresco out of a painted

1 window, lor the material will not admit of it ; color is its chief and most legitimate

oineat; IWTeaU the rest to fresco itself.

jloBHitels of eTcnts seem to me to be even richer in opportunity for design than

Bomoriob of public men ; for your principal sculpture, whether on a pedestal or on what-

«TCr kind of structure it may be reared, may then consist. of> group, either typical or

i\mh l!|i(ill of the event, and not of a single man.
A good instance of wliat may be done in this way is the beautiful group of the memorial

to the In-nntor of printing, Johan Guttenbcrg, which, although erected as a memorial to

him, will show you what I mean, as it introduces his two companions, Faust and Scheffer,

grouped on each side of the main Bgure. Of the beauty of this you may yourselves judge at

the Cqrstal Palace.
I cannot conclude a paper upon this subject without alluding to the idea earned out by

King Lndwig, <rf Bavaria, in two buildings, one at his capital, Munich, and the other at

Bat£bon ; the one at Ratislxin 1 have not seen, being obliged, when in Bavaria, to change

my route ; but tiie one at Munich was nearly finished when 1 was there in 18.V2. These

buildings ore tbe Walhalla, at Eatisbon, and the linhmeshalle, or Hall of Fame, at Munich.

The purpoee of these buildings is to contain the statues and busts of the men who may
have distinguished themselves and deserved well of their country ; and 1 think the idea is

good. And if a'similar insdtntion had been founded in our coimtry, Westminster Abbey
might have been saved many an incongruous statue.

The building at Munich stands on a considerable eminence outside the town, and consists

of a long, low white marble portico of Doric columns raised on many steps ; it is massive

and grand looking. Although I think that liiid it been higher it would have been more
effective ; but, no doubt, when it is filled, in time, with tbe many busts and statues it is

destined to receive, the appearance will be much enriched. In front of it is the celebrated

tatoe of Bavaria, appropriately extending her arm to crown with a ^vreath which she

beoza in her hand her brave and illustrious sous. As the great master, from whose poetic

and fertile brain this beautiful statue proceeded, did not live to see it erected on its

pedestal, his honored form was, no doubt, one of the first to be erected in the Hall of Fame.

This fignre of Bavaria is 54 feet high, and the pedestal is 30 feet high, making in all a

height fli lU feet. The seated lion at her side is 27 feet high. The casting was a work of

gitsat diiSclllty : it was begun in 1844, and completed in various portions in 1848. It was
placed on its pedestal and exhibited to the people on October the 9th, 1850, and you will find

the ceremony pl<»^ingly and graphically described in Miss Honitt's interesting little work,
" The Art-Student iu -Munich."

Both Schwantaller, the designer, and Stiegelmayor, the greatest worker in bronze in

Europe, who commenced the superintendence of the casting, died wliile the work was in

progress, so that the rejoicings were in some measure clouded with sorrow.

Kils dedicating one building to the purpose of commemorating the great men of the

country is a very good idea, and capable of great variation and extension ; for, not only

may a building be erected on purpose with an oiien portico, so that every statue added may
increase and enrich the beauty of the fa;nde, but this principle may be applied to special

appropriate buildings, where the 'spaces for sculpture have been left, when, one afterthe

other, statues of the eminent in the same calling or branch of public service to which the

building is dedicate*:! niav, one by one, be added, greatly to the increase of the beauty of the

building. Also Ihalls might be erected, which, although containing nothing but portrait

statues and busts, aud commemorative bas-reliefs, would yet, if always open to the public,

answer the double purpose of a hall of fame and a sculpture gallery. Likewise the same
idea might be carried out with fainting'; a national portrait gallery, placed in a grand and
suitable building, and interspersed with historical and illustrative pictures, would also serve

the double purpose of a pictorial hall of fame and a picture gallery. But before quitting

the snbject, I must touch upon one or two essential qualities which such memorials as

those of which 1 have be<n speaking ought all of them, of whatever particular form, to

poascas.

They ought to be poetical in conception ; but in this very thing there is great care

required ; the idea to be conveyed, or the event to be commemorated, may be well and fitly

embodied in some poetical or allegorical form ; but I think I have only to ask you to think

for a moment on the alsurdities that fi-om time to time have crept into our monuments
throtigh an indulgence iu embodiment of classical mythology, sufficiently to warn you of

the danger of this.

Although one of the most artistic monuments lately erected is that of Frederick the

Great, inaugurated at Berlin in May, I85I, designed by Professor Schinkel, the architect,

and Professor Ranch, the sculptor, yet some of the bas-reliefs ^vill, I think, afford us an
example to avoid in this respect as well as to emulate.

What I see to avoid will be seen iu the following description of the bas-reliefs iu tbe

Hand-book to the Crystal Palace :-

The Ist represents Frederick, who is presented by a good genius to his parents.

2nd. The Muse of History instructs him and rouses his ambition by unfolding the names
and deeds of the heroes of old.

3rd. He receives his arms from Pallas.

4th. He is examining the web of a weaver of Silesia, famous for its linens.—This subject

expreaaes his enoouragemcut of manufacturers.
5th. He is leisurely playing tbe flute.— Frederick r.ot only patronised music, but was

bimseU on excellent performer on the flute.

Cth. He Is seated in his cabinet at Sans Sor.ci, an attendant places before him the cele-

brated bronze statue of the praying boy, for which he paid a sum amounting to X&,000,

and which is now a principal ornament of tbe Museujn at Berlin.—This subject expresses

his patronage of the fine arts ; the greyhounds at bis feet arc also characteristic.

7th. Tbohas-relief at the south end represents the King seated on the column at Calm-
boch, and meditating on the vicissitudes of war.
8th. The bas-relief at the east represents his apotheosis, where, seated on an eagle, he is

borne into the regions of immortality.—Admirable I Would that a description of any pedestal

on which any of our statues are placed would need such a description, and present such a
catalogue. Then the subjects ; do they not, as 1 have endeavored to show ought always to

be done, set forth the character and history of the man, from his cradle to his grave ?—have
we not his eminence and fame related, his early aptitude for arms forcibly depicted, showing
that to be the principal occupation of his life? Then are we shown, lest we should think he
was nothing but a soldier, that he not only patronised, but practised, the softer art of

music—that he encouraged manufactures and the arts—that he did not thoughtlessly

engage in war, and that his fame will live. Yes, truly admirable ! Truly an example of

what sculpture can do to render a memorial truly commemorative. Then, what is the
fault, and why do I take this admirable work as an instance of the danger of mj-thological

and allegorical sculpture ? For this reason ; That, with all its beauty, we have here such
a medley of geniuses, muses, goddesses, and eagles, high boot, modem coats, waistcoats,

pigtails, and cock hats, that, beautiful as the memorial Is, it seems to me to say plainly to

all iaaigners of such structures, make up your mind which you will do, either let the baa-

leliefa lepresent historical facts alone—in which case use the costmnes properly belonging
to the dote represented—or let them be entirely poetical or allegorical.

As yon all know, both a small model of the whole of this memorial and full-sized cast of

the equestrian statue are in the Crystal Palace.
Recurring to the reriuisite qualities of memorials, they ought not only to be poetical but

beaotfful, and in their very nature to be beautiful they must fully combine an architectural
with a sculptural character. This necessarily involves an artistic and professional difll-

culty—an artistic difficulty, as, at the present time, owing to the present mode of study, few,
if any of tis, cither architects or sculptors, are capable of the twofold work of designing
true work of architecture and executing, at the same time, with our own hands, the
figure ectilpture; the professional difficulty is, that there must be choice of either
scnlpton or architects. Therefore I think at the present time that the example set in the
above mentioned memorial to Frederick, of two men being employed, one an eminent archi-

tect and the other an eminent sculptor, to be conjoint designers of the work, is a good one.

But I think, in this specially debateable ground between sculpture and architecture, that a
completely open competition is the best means of bringing out the best suggestions and the
special order of talent most needed In this class of structure ; and if adesigii combining both
the highest standard of true architectural composition to be found amongst all the designs,
with the most beautiful sculpture, be the work of a sculptor, let him by oil means be era-
ployed to carry out the whole of the work ; but If, on the other hand, the work that most of
all the designs sent in combines these two most necessary qualities be the work of an archi-
tect, let him by all means undertake the superintendence of the work, and let it be left to
him to apijoint what really competent sculptor he pleases to execute the sculptor's part of
the work. By this test alone, applied lietorc the selection of the memorial, and not after-
wards, in the shajie of criticism, can we insure for the future that completeness and per-
fection of design and composition, as well as well-executed figures for which our sculptors
have been long justly celebrated, that those who watch the progress of art have a just right
to look for in our public memorials.

ON THE ESSENTIALS OF A HEALTHY DWELLING AND THE
EXTENSION OF ITS BENEFITS TO THE LABORING POPU-
LATION.*

UNNECESSARY as it is for me to describe to you the component parts of the
air, the process of its deterioration in passing through the lungs, or to dwell

further upon those sources of impurity and other accessory InBuences in and about
a dwelling which tend to vitiate the air within, it may be useful, before giving
the results of my own observations on the means of obtaining efficient ventilation,

that I should notice one important preliminary consideration, that of the space
required to keep a healthy man in full vigor, on which very different opinions
have been expressed. Experience gained in poorhousc dormitories, in pri8ons,t

&c., has led to the 1 conclusion that from iM to 500 cubic feet are requisite, and
that the ventilation should be such as w ill cause an entire renewal of the air,

about once in the hour. Observations made at the Model Lodging-house, in

George-street, St. Giles's, which is a confined situation, satisfy me that the
cubical space of 535 feet, which is provided in the dormitories of that building for

each inmate, is, with proper ventilation, abundantly sufiieient to render them
healthy ; such was proved to be the case, even when the cholera raged in the
neighbourhood, and had not a single victim out of the 104 men who lodged
within its wails. From this fact I think it reasonable to infer that tlie un-
healthiness of the Wellington BaiTacks, Westminster, where the cubical space
per man allowed in the dormitories is stated to be 500 feet, must have arisen,

not from want of space, but from some other existing evils, particularly the
defective ventilation, pointed out in the report made to the General Board of
Health by the ('ommission on Warming and Ventilation.
As mistakes with regard to space tend to ci'cate imaginary difficulties, and

either impede sanitary reform, or cause a serious unnecessary expenditure,} I

think it of use to notice two recent errors on this point which have come under
my observation—one in the Quarterly JReview, where, in an article

on "Laborers' Homes," it is stated that "The Lodging-house Act
requires an allowance of 700 cubic feet per person ;" another in a
publication by Dr. Druitt, entitled "The Health of the Parish," where
it is said that " It has been decided at Bow-street that every inmate of a
family ought to have 400 cubic feet of space." On inquiring at Bow-street as
to the latter decision, I learned that the magistrates have no power to determine
the space, and was referred to the Assistant Commissioner of Police, who in-
formed me " that 30 feet superficial is the space allowed to each lodger in the
metropolitan common lodging-houses, the rooms averaging 8 feet high, which is

equal to 240 feet cube, and that 50 feet superficial is allowed to each police-con-

stable lodged in a station or section-house, the rooms on an average being 9 feet

higli," which is equal to 450 cubic feet. The Poor Law Board, without laying

down any fixed rule, applicable to all circumstances, adopts as a basis of calcu-

lation an allowance of 500 cubic feet for every person in sick wards,§ and 300
cubic feet for every healthy person in the dormitories.

Dwellings for all classes of persons, in order to their being healthy, should be
so constructed as that they will be everywhere accessible to pure air, and be fre^

from stagnalion in any part; and, whilst it is obvious that the state of the sur-
rounding air must have much influence on that within the dwelling, the renewal
of the latter should always be sought from the purest source, instead of the
supply being drawn, as it often is, from a low damp situation or a confined
internal court.

Consideretl practically, the main question with regard to ventilation is in what
way the air wiiich has become vitiated can be renewed with a supply of pure
iresh air without the creation of a draught injurious to health ? To do this the

air must enter copiously, but almost imperceptibly, and when used, or beoome
vitiated, its exit should be both continuous and complete. Veutilation is of two
kinds, natural and artificial, the former being effected by means of windows and
doors, with the crevices round them, as well as by cliimneys and fireplaces,

which are important agents in natural ventilation, and may also, by scientific

arrangements, be made conducive to an efficient system of artificial ventilation

peculiarly applicable to dwelling-houses.

• Bead at the Eoyal Institute of British Architects by HENRY Roberts, F.S.A. Con-
tinued from page 60.

t The space allowed in the cells of prisons should not be regarded as an absolute

criterion ; at the Model Prison, Pentoiiville, tliere are about 800 cubic feet.

X The Report of the Government Commissioners on Warming and Ventilation s-ays. at
folio !I0—" Under all the circumstances, wc would urgently direct the attention of the

Minister at War and the Horse Guards to the abfohite tiet-essity of providing more room and
accommodation for the soldier In barracks ; .and that instead of 500 cubic feet of space, that

700 to 800 cubic feet should be allowed per man, or. as in the case of the Wellington
Barracks, that only ten persona should occupy the space allotted to sixteen ;

and that these

regulations should Ije enforced as soon as extra spaces can be provided throughout the whole

of the United Kingdom." In a previous part of the report, at folio 92, are found the

following apposite remarks, which scarcely appear to have emanatetl from the same mind

—

" The continuous removal of impure air as it arises is of very much greater importance
than the cubical contents of air in a room. In the soldiers' rooms, which are constantly

occupied, the amount of cubical space can be of very little importance, forhow lofty soever

the rooms may be unless the heated and impure air can pass away, the space will soon be
occupied by air unfit for respiration, and the greater or the less size of the room will only

resolve itself into a little more or a little less time before the air is brought into an impuro
condition." The soldiers' rooms are about l-J feet in height ; with good veutilation, this

might be reduced to 11 feet or even 10 feet without disadvantage.

§ In order that the amount of space now deemed requisite in hospitals may be readily

compared with the above, I quote the following :—" In solid-built hospitals the progress of

the cases will betray any curtailment of space much below 1,600 cubic feet. In Paris

1,700, and in London 2,000, and even 2,.'>00 cubic feet, are now thought advisable."—Misa

Nightingale's " Notes on the Sanitary Couditiou of Hospit-ils."
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In ni'w buildiiijfs improvements may be easily adopted which are not always

a|)|i!ica!ile to old buildnijrs ; but, as far as circumstances allow, they should be
oMrricd out, froui a settieu conviction that pure air is indispensable to a healthy
sl.ite both of body and mind.
Windows properly constructed, made to open at the top as well ns below, and

suitably placed, aflbrd tlu; most ready means for the natural ventilation of
ilwelliuy;s, besides which are the various contrivances of louvres of perforated
;.::lass, zinc, tin, &c.

( 'liinuieys act iw ventilators whenever a fire is lighted in a room : the lower
stratum of air beino- immediately set in movement, a current of air is established
frdiii the crc'vic.-s round the dooi's and windows, or from any other openings
towanis tile cliinjney, whereby much of the vitiated air is carried off. This
process of ventilation takes place in a slii^lU degree when there is no fire in the
chimney, and, therefore, bed-rooms are much more healthy with a chimney than
without. It sliould not, however, be forgotten that a large portion of the
vitiated air ascends alxive the chimney opening, and therefore it is essential that
w jirovLsion be made for its removal thence whenever perfect ventilation is

'lesired.

An independent supply of fresh air may be introduced into most rooms which
liave a fireplace, by conveying it through a pipe or channel formed under the
floor or in the wall to an air-ehamber constructed at the back or sides of the
stove, in order that it should be there wormed before entering the room. I have
seen in Kdinbnrgh a solid fire-clay bed-room chimney-piece and grate formed
so as to leave when it is set a cavity round it, which appears well adapted for this
purpose. The same or a separate pipe or channel may also Ije used for feeding
the fire with air, independent of that in the room, for this purpose it should pass
out at the cheeks of the stove, rather than bcneatli the grate, which is liable to
cause a diffusion of dust in the room. Such a supply of air tends to render
chimney ventilating valves more certain in their action than they often are,

owing generally to an insufticient draught in the chimney, which causes the
emission of smoke into the room. These valves would be invaluable for the dis-
charge of vitiated air, which is their intended purpose, were it not for this
occasional ingress of smoke. The most effective means of avoiding that evil is

the earning up an independent flue in close contact with a smokeflue, constantly
in use, .-is that from the kitchen, the air within the ventilating flue is by this
means rarefied, and the action of the valve rendered more efficient. Tubular
flues, of pottery, made double for this express purpose, are found to answer well,
and have the advantage of occupying but little space, whilst they are not liable to
tlie olijeetion pointed out to me many years since by an eminenthuilder, who had
found that cast-iron flue linings, having no mortar joints, acted as a dead shore
in the wall. In cases where the chimney-valve being fixed in the flue, causes an
ingress of smoke, the most effectual remedy is, I believe. Dr. Arnott's smokeless
grate, with the draught duly regulated by a contraction of the vacant space over
the fire. Iliese grates economise fuel considerably.
Ordinary grates, I may here remark, are alike wasteful of heat and fuel,

both of wbicli would be much economised by the substitution of a stove project-
ing slightly into the room, and combining the chief advantages of the one known
as Dr. Arnott's ventilating stove, with the cheerful open fireplace. I have seen
some such stoves in use on the Continent, and I believe that the only valid
reason against their adoption in England, beyond the force of custom, is the
difficulty—not, howevi;r, an insurmountable one—of applying them to fireplaces
with the ornamental chimney-pieces in such general use. One of the most useful
modern improvements in grates is that of forming the back and linings with
fire-brick instead of iron.

The intimate connexion between warming and ventilation has led to a di-
gression, in returning from which I remark that, in order to render natural
ventilation effectual, the openings required for the escape of vitiated air should
he placed either in the ceiling or near to it.* How far the admission of fresh air
also in the upper part of the room be objectionable, on the ground that the air
vitiated by breathing, which ascends in consequence of its relative lightness, is in
that case only diluted, and not entirely replaced by pure air, remains, I believe,
yet to be determined by properly conducted experiments.

\yitli all the various eontrivaneesand arrangements proposed for the admission
of fresh, and the exit of vitiated air, unaided by those appliances which are
scarcely consistent with the term natural ventilation, none have come under my
observation which secure unii;)rm action, and fully guarantee that the distinct
provision made for the exit of vitiated air shall not become the medium for the
ingress of cold air, on a change of temperature in the apartment, the frequent
consequence of which is a draught more or less perceptible. In order to avoid
this evil, various means have been adopted, according to circumstances, with
varying success. The use made of chimney-shafts for this purpose has been
already noticed. Tubes or shafLs, of wood, of clay, or of metal, are also avail-
able, provided a constaut outward current is maintained by such an application
of heat aslwill sufficiently rarely the air. Hot wafer has been, and may often be
applied externally for this purpose with advantage. I have used gas enclosed
within an upright shaft i)artly of wood, the liglit being placed behind a square of
glass, and the air entering through perforated zinc, with a hopper enclosure ; by
these means the combined benefit of light and ventilation are obtained from the
.same quarter. In many .situations this simple plan might be easily adopted, and
in dwelling-houses generally I believe that gas might frequently be rendered a
valuable contribution to ventilation, instead of being injurious to health. As a
sunlight, with a double tube, it has been so employed with success.
The utilisation of heat from stove fires, from hot water, or from gas in ordi-

nary use about a house, is apparently so natural and easv a means of obtaining a
motive power to assist in the ventilation of dwelling-houses, that I have noticed
them imderthe head of ?(n#«raZ, rather than oi artificial ventilation, to which I
must now refer.

Artificial veniilution is ordinarily effected by the action of valves, fans,
imuips, screws, furnaces, stoves, or other artificial heat, and a variety of
contrivances, whereby iiir is either drawn out or forced into an apartment.

In a certain description of common rooms, ventilation may be effected by means of
wooden tubes perforated with lioles, or having chinks at the angles ; in some cases theymay be earned acrosa the ceilings, and in others te fixed at the angles. They have also been
used for admitting fresh as well ns for the exit of vitiated sir. These tubes distribute the
air more generally, and arc not bo likely to be closed as cither Sherringham or Hart's Venti-
lators, both of which are very useful in many sitnations. A cheap cottage ventilator may
be made with a triangular piece of zinc, fixed in an upper angle of a window, and perforated
in the centre with a projecting rim formal round the perforated part, in older to receive a
moveable cover, which may be liinged.

In the one case, the space occupied bv the vitiated air, which i.s withdrawn,
is replaced by an admission of pure "fresh air ; and in the other the pure
air forced into the apartment causes a displacement of the vitiated air, for the
escape of which due provision must he made. In both cases a just proportion
between the volume of air which ought to enter and that which should beex|>ellc<l
is necessary ; and in order that the fresh air mav be adapted for use at all seasons
of the year, means must be provided for wanning it prior to its distribution in
the apartment. The best means for effecting this is, I believe, hy brining it in
contact with heated fire-brick, suitably arranged in stoves or furnaces. When
heated iron is used for this purpose the air is liable to be deteriorated, or, as is
commonly said, burnt. Hot water, which is similarly employed, iia« not this
injurious effect.

Nothing can be more inconsistent with a healthy system of warrainc than
those arrangements which provide only for raising the temperature of Se air
already in the apartment, vitiated as it may lie. .Such is mostly the casi.' when
the Cjerman hot-air stove is used, and also when hot water is circulated in pipes
through the apartments; but eitlier may be employed with iuipuuity as an
auxiliary to an open fire.

Whether suction or propulsion be preferable as a motive power, for effecting
the change of air in ventilation, is a question which has been much discussed
here, as well as in Paris and Brussels. After examining both systems in
their practical application, the latter appears to nie decidedly preferable,
excepting in peculiar cases, when the power of suction may be more rradily
applied.

VVhen fresh air is forced into an apartment, through suitably placed openings,
it becomes more generally diffused than it does when its entrance is dependenton
the withdrawal of the vitiated air by means of suction, the tendency of which is

to draw the fresh air towards the"point of exit, instead of leaving "it to disperse
and circulate freely. Suction involves the furtlier disadvantage of .setting in move-
ment whatever noxious vapours may be within its reach.
Whilst artificial ventilation is mainly applicable to public buildings, to manu-

factories, and to dwelling-houses of considerable magnitude, its principles may
often be adopted in numerous instances occurring iu an architect's practice.

For this reason, as well as on account of the gi-eat influence which ventilation
exercises on health, more has been said on this branch of my subject than some
may consider necessary. I cannot, however, quit it without expressing a regret
that the science of ventilation* has not been more thoroughly mastered, ancT its

practical application more simplified than it would seem to he from tlie Report of
the Government Commissioners on Warming and Ventilation, known doubtless
to many of you, and which, with its mass of practical information appeai-s to me
to have failed in placing the subject in that clear light which was contemplated
on the suggestions made by Dr. Jf. Arnott, in 1849, for an investigation
by " a committee of eminent scientific men, comprising chemists, engineers, and
physicians"

S. Having considered those circumstances in regard to a healthy dwelling
which appertain to the locality, and those which are structural, it remains for me
to notice very briefly " those which depend mainly, though not wholly, on the
occupants themselves—external and internal cleanliness, and a proper use of
structural arrangements.
The most suitable provision for rendering a dwelling dry, or for its efficient

ventilation, will not secure the health of the occupants, if there be either around
or within the abode an accumulation of dirt, whether in a solid or in a liquid

state. Houses may, to all appearance, be very desirable dwellings, but if the
drainage be out of order, or there are cesspools within their precincts, or untrapped
and foul sinks, there is no safety for the inmates. Nor can the close proximity of
stables be a matter of such indifference as might be supposed i'rom the practice so
prevalent iu the most wealthy parts of the metropolis; for one inevitable conse-
quence is that, in the summer, many windows which should be opened for
ventilation remain closed, in order to exclude the noxious fumes of the dung-
heaps.

Neglect of sanitarj' laws is as much manifested in the country as it is in towns,
and on the Continent not less than it is in England. It woulS be easy to point
to spots where the air is unrivalled for purity, and the scenery arouiid of sur-
passing beauty ; and yet such are the accumulations about the dwellings, that it

is often ditficult to enter the doors without wading through a stream of fUth,
alike offensive to the sight and to the smell. Can it be a matter of surprise if

such violations of the known laws by which God regulates the health of his

creatures, he visited with sickness and premature death ; With equal certainty

as to the issue, we may predict that those who live in close proximity to black
and stagnant pools, to foul ditches, or to sluggish open drains will fjeriodically

suffer from fever or dysentery, as we do that the house in flames will be con-
sumed if the destructive element be not extinguished, or that the neglected
garden will he overrun witli weeils and become a wilderness.

Internal cleanliness in the houses of the wealthy, and all that as matters of
daily routine are connected therewith, including proper attention to the sinks
and traps, as well as the ventilation generally, is, iu the main, left to the care of

servants ;t and often through their ignorance, rather than their culpable neglect,

the health of the family, and especially that of the younger children, is very
seriously inj ured, without the slightest apprehension as to the cause. Many
instances might be cited in proof of a fact which is calculated to arouse even
the most self-indulgent, and to induce them to co-operate in such a diffusion of

sanitary knowledge as will alone insure, that which is dependent on the occupants
themselves, a proper use of the structural arrangements essential to a healthy
dwelling. The middle classes would contribute less grudgingly than they now
often do, towards the cost of public sanitary improvements, and would even urge
their extension, if tliey were better acquainted with the laws of health, whilst a
practical knowledge of such of them as relate to in-door life—whether it he tiiat

of the dwelling house, the manufactory or the workshop—would lead them duly
to appreciate the advantages of cleanliness and good venliiation, and to see that their

benefits were extended more generally to those hives of human industry where
numbers of working people congregate for many successive hours, partly by gas.

If the want of knowledge and forethought debar many in the upper and middle
walks of life the full enjoyment of a healthy dwelling, how much more is it the

» A simple test, whereby the deterioration ol tl\o air could be readily aioertained, is a
great desideratum.

+ The recent publication in a cheap form of Miss Nightingale's highly practical Not«e on
Nursing affords the means of conveying many valuable lessons on this subject to domestic

servants. I have endeavoured to give some practical instriictiou iu a lecture, outitled
" Home Ucform ; or, what the Working Classes may do to Improve their own DwsUlngs."
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o^tt* in ngard to the laboring population, most of whom are under the further

dtsadvantage of having scaroeiy any choice as to the external circumstances of

their dwelfings, and often but little as to the internal accommodation. The dif-

flculties arising tberefrom with which working people have to contend, in most

Uiicklv populated towns, an* well known to be very great. I shall not dwell

upon ihem here, nor attempt to point out the degree in which they are increased

by habits of intemperance—the most fruitful cause as well as consequence of

doiuiciliarv \n-etcnedness. Such a calculation as would show the probable

amount expendetl by the working population in the metropolis and its suburbs in

the 10,200 houses open for the retail sale of intoxicating liquors would be in-

structive, both as to one fruitful cause of the evil, and also as to legislative

measures of an indirect character needed for its removal.*

SOCIETY OF ARTS.
AITEETIXG of tbis body was held at the Society's house, Adclphi, on Wednesday, 22nd

of January, when a paper was read by Mr. M. DiGBV Wyatt " Outhe Present Aspect

of the Fine and Decorative Arts in Italy, with especial reference to the recent Exhibition

in Florence." A portion of Mr. Wyatt's pai>er appearixl in our Inst Number, and a con-

tiuratiou of it will he found in another portion of tOKlay's paper. The chair was occupied

by Mr. A. Hkkrv LAVAiiu, M JE*.

The diecQsdcm was commenced by Mr. John Bell, who remarked that he hod not had

the advantage of seeing the Exhibition at Florence, but ho regretted that the less oftA-r

having heard so excellent an account of it as was given in the paper which had just been

tvaiA. The paper was excellent in a great many points, with some of which he was not

acQuainted ; but there was one with which he was well acquainted, namely, that of

ecoiptiire. There secmai to be no part of the Florence Exhibition to which Mr. AVyatt had

paid more attention than that of sculpture, and tliat was natural, because sculpture was the

growth of Italy ; and he thought it might be said that art grew where the materials to

work upon existed. Greece and Rome had l>eautiful marble, and the art of sculpture con-

seqnently grew there. In this country we had to imi)ort our marble, and that might be

disadrantageoas to the sculptors of this country, and be one of the rtsisons why we had not

made so much progress in the art of sculpture as the Italians had done. He hoped Mr.

Mgbj Wyatt would l>e able to tell them that the pieces of sculpture of which he had

spoken in such admirable terms would be likely to form a portion of the Great Exhibition

of 1862. Mr. "U'yatt had also spoken of emulation, which no doubt did great good, and he

hoped those works of art which had been referred to would, when they come to this country,

lead to emulation, and induce sculptors to endeavour at least to equal, if not to excel them.

Mr. Wyatt had referred to one piece of sculpture in high terms of commendation, owing to

itfi simplicity and close adherence to nature—he meant the "Girl Beading." He (Mr.

Bell)h«pcd that would come tolEngland, because there happened to be a work of artby one of

oarown artists, also a " Girl Heading," to which he believed the expressions of eulogimn

used by Mr. Wyatt might be fairly applied. He referred to the beautiful " Girl Reading"

by Mr. Dowell, one of the most beautiful works of art ever produced in this country. He
had no doubt Mr. Dowell's work would form a jwrtion of the Great Exhibition of 18(j2, and
would be compared with the other from It-ily. He was very much delighted with what
Mr. Wyatt had brought under tlieir notice in his paper.

Mr. OWKX JONKS, having been calletl upon by the ChairraMi, said Mr. Wyatt htid gone
over such an exieuded subject that he was unprepared to follow him. He might remark,

however, that it h;ui given Idm very great pleasure to listen to the very excellent discourse

of Mr. Wyatt, and to the views which he had endeavoured to inculcate, which, he was
save, must have much impressed the meeting. He quite agreeil with Mr. Wyatt that

the great distinctive feature foond in the Italian character was an innate love of art,

which pervaded all classes, and which we as a nation so much wanted. But at the present

time, as Mr. Wyatt had stated, there Imd niisen among us a much higher feeling for art.

*n*i with previous Exhibitions, and the forthcomuig Exhibition, which they were looking

forward to with pleasurable anticipations, he had no doubt the English mind would be

stirred up to enter into that i>eaceful rivalry which all nations were going into in the study

of Uie beautiful.

Mr. WiXKWORTH observed that he had made inquiries as to the probabilities of the best

q)6cimens of sculpture shown at the late Florence Exhibition being sent to the Great
Exhibition of 1862. He had the pleasure of l>eiug acquainted with a gentleman who was
employed in arranging that department of the Florence Exhibition, Signer Sebastiaui

Fenzi, and he told him (Mr. Wink-^vorth) that he thought he might speak with safety,

knowing as he did the various artists who liad contributed to the collection, and said he

Jiad evBiy reason to believe that almost every piece of merit, and of course including those

to which Mr. Wyatt had so ably, critically, and in such an interesting manner, referred in

his paper, would find a i>osition in the Great Exhibition of 18G2. He felt exceedingly

obliged to Mr. Wyatt for the way in which he had brought before the meeting so interest-

ing a subject as the present position of the fine arts in Italy, where they might be looketl

npott as ajmost indigenous.
Mr, Bishop said Mr. Bell liad said that a particular art grew where the materials for it

were foond. He thought the artists of this country must not screen themselves for not
being finit-rate artists nnder the plea that the materials were not produced in this country.

The remarks of Mr. Bell would equally apply to the material of iron, which was produced
to a pToater extent; in this country than in any other in the world, and yet we were in no
way celebrated for great artistic works in that metal. [In Seville he had seen ironwork in

the form of gates, &.C., which he had never seen equalled in this conntrj-. He had liecn

iwknrt, when in Horence, how he liked that city, and his reply was, that he had never been
in mxy place where there was eo much artistic design, even in simple things, such as a
fountain, which was made into a beautiful design. In his turn he asked his interrogator

how he liked London, and the reply was, " Your art is all right angles ; even your lamp-
posts are right-angled triangles." That was the general impression abroad with regard to

art in this country. Artists when they came'.hcre soon lost taste, from seeing so much of

tight angles. In Italy there was some kind of design even In a lamp-post. He met with
an Italian at Pisa, who told him that after having been five years in England as a designer

of Aawl patterns, he felt himself incompetent to his task, because he saw nothing around
him to aid him in it. He thought much practical good would be effected by the exhibition

of good photographs of the great works of art dwelt on in the paper, and a very great pur-

pose would be answered if they were placed so that our artists and workmen could have the
opportunity of inspecting them.
Mr. WTXKWOiiTn said as an effort was being now made to give encouragement to the

prodnction of mosaics in this country, he begged to ask Jlr. Digby Wyatt, who had alludetl

to mosaic art, and to various decorative specimens which appeared at the Florence Exhi-

bition, whether he had had any opportunity of ascertaining the relative expenseof producing
mosaics at the present time as compared with ancient times ; and also what he thought
would be the cxfx^nse in England as compared with Italy, ancient or modem.
Mr. Dkjby Wvait replied that he had made inquiries on this subject, but it seemed im-

poariblc to ascertain wliat was the cost of a particular piece of mosaic, because there were
only three great establishments in Italy where it was made, and they were the only csta-

bliiAments that he was aware of at which mosaics for monumental purposes were made.
Tbeae establishments were kept up on vested funds, fo that it wos almost impossible to

aacertaln what was the cost of any particular piece of work. From inquiries he had made
he fonnd the cost varied very much. In Rome, where tlio work was very fine, he had heard
that the cost was as much as £\2 per foot. In Venice it was from £4 to ,i'5 per foot. He
thought it woald be difficult to get snch work done in England for less than £4 or £!> per
foot. He had very littU- doubt, when the first difRcultj- was got over, the price would not
varj' more than from £", to £'> per foot, and in a few ycar^' time they might consider that

would be about the price.

Mr. Wm. Hawes remarked Mr. Digby Wyatt had veiy truly said that the great

benefit to be derived hy the working classes from the forthcoming Exhibition was
from the oprortunity that wonld be afforded them of inspecting the superior works

* To be continued.

of others executed both at home and abroad. The apprentice was apt to look

up to his master as the ^vorkman to be followed, and it was only by tluit class

looking at superior works that they could be induced to emulate ttiem. It would
be impossible to describe the benefits which the working classes would derive from
this opportunity of comparison In language more powerful or more beautiful than that

which had been used by Mr. Digby Wyatt; but it would be impossible to do gootl in

this way if the price of admission to the Exliibition of lSt>2 was to be maintained at what
it was ill 18.')]. The working classes never went by themselves to such places, _and_ if the

charge for lulmission was so high as to preclude the working man from taking bis wife and
family with him, he practically was excluded from the great educational advantages that

would be derived from the inspection of the productions of rivals in their crafts in other

countries. Mr. Wyatt had noticed the growing love of true art hi tliis country—especially

amongst those who from their po^^it ion and means were able to encourage it; but might
they not fairly ask whether a great deal of the want of love of art which had hitherto cha-

racterised this country was not owing to the absence of projwr teachers of art ? Had their

architects that love of art which characterised the whole of the paper they hatl just heard

rend? Hatl they advocated and practised that freedom of thought and design, that lovo

of compiirison with the works of foreign countries, witliout which no progress could bo

made ? He thought the luxury of art had not been known amongst them ; and it was
only when such men as Mr. Digby Wyatt compared the works of foreign countries with
tliose of their o\vn country, and told them in what respects they were superior to ours,

that we should become as fond of art, and as ready to encourage it in England as they

were in Italy.

The CHAinMAN" said he entirely agreed with what Mr. Wyatt had said with regard

to the strong feeling for what we called art which had always prevailed in Italy.

Mr. Wyatt had spoken of the industrial arts as being the handmaids of the fine arts.

Ho (the Chairman) was afraid that those parties had once appeared before Sir Cress-

well Cresswell, and had been divorced in this country, inasmuch as for a long time past

there had seemed to be a complete division Ixjtween them. Even as late as a few years ago.

Englishmen imagined it to be some reflection upon the national character if they united

the beautiful with the substantiol. Things English were generally things substantially

ugly. They might be useful and durable, but beauty was the last element considered. The
Italians, from the earliest period of then- hi^^tory, were imbued with the consideration that
the elements of beauty were essential in all things which ser\-ed the nses of daily life.

Their simplest boxes, their keys, their handbills, their knives, weapons, and armor-every-
thing wliich they were in the habit of using—were beautiful. Mr. Wyatt had described

how the old Italian writers had pointed out the different masters who were to be employed
not only in the decorations of a palace or a church, but in pomc of the most sulwnlinate

details." He might have furnished several illustrations of the carrying out of such aJ%ace,

Take, for instance, the Palace of Urbino, built by Frederick, Count of ilontefeltro, after-

w'ards Duke of Urbino. This prince of a small Italian province sent for artists

of the highest standing In all Italy, not only painters and sculptors, but workmen
In mosaic, in pottery, and in metals. Their names had been pre^-erved. Melozzo da
Eorli—of whose works liut fragments remained, yet suiBcient to prove that ho was one of

the greatest painters of his time—Pietro della Francesco, and others, were employed In

the walls of the principal apartments, not in painting Madonnas and drunken boors, aa

Mr, Wyatt had remarked, to be hung up promiscuously in drawing-rooms and dining-

rooms, but in decorative painting, with a meaning and an object. For instance, in the
librarj-, :\Ielozzo and others painted the i^oots. philosophers, historians, and orators of

ancient times. As illustrating a strong dift'ereuce of taste, he might mention that when he
saw the palace, lour years ago, the I'apal Legate who inhabited it had sent for an
upholsterer, nm\ caused the walls to be i)ai>ered, and the sculptured chimney-pieces and
door.< to be removed, for the sake, as was allegetl, of rendering the apartments moro
hai)itable. This repugnance to decoration was with us almost a national characteristic.

After the capture of Delhi, during the Indian mutiny, the beautiful palaces of the Mogul
Emperors were occupied by our troops. One of the rooms in which an olllcer had quartered

himself had walls ,of the most delicate alabaster, inlaid with mosaic work of agate and
other precious stones. This was not apparently consistent with his comfort, or his notions

of a suitable dwelling-room for an Englishman, and he had the walls whitewashed, but
still the gems might be seen glittering through this unworthy covering. Tliey found the

greatest masters of Italy devothig their intellects to what might appear, to the modem
artist, trivial and unworthy things. Raffaelle did not disdain to employ his genius in

bringing to perfection that school of arabesques which was founded by Benozzo, Goxzoll,

Perugino, and Pintnricchlo. He spoke under correction, but it would probably be admitted

tliat the most perfect specimens of decorative art, combining what we call high art with
the most minute detail of decoration, was the well-known Piccolomini library in tho

Duomo of Sienna. Here splendid lustorical frescoes were united with the most exquisite

arabesques in architectural ornamentation, majolica pavement and carved woodwork-
forming one well-considered whole ; it was the unity, the carrying out the one great idea

throughout, which gavothe charm to, and constituted the great beauty of , this magnificent

chamber. What would have been the result, if, as probably would have been the case in

England, whilst the walls were painted in frescoes the ceiling had been simply whitewashed,

the dado of common painteil wood, and the flooring of deal boards ? That was what would
probably have been done in this country a few years ago, if not at this day. He believed

the South Kensington Museum, as 'It was called, ^lacJ done much in teaching us what art

really was as applied to the enjoyments and to the necessaries of 'life, and in awakening an
interest in this kind of art. Those who had brought that important collection to its present

condition were deserving the highest credit. People looked upon South Kensington as a
museum, he did not. JThey had the British Museum for the reception of works of artand
of antiquity, of all times and classes, illustrative of the progress of cl'.'illsation, and conse-

quently of the history of man ; but Kensington Museum should contain such objects alone

as would furnish instruction to, and cultivate the taste of, not only the working-man. the
manufacturer, and the artist, but also those who had the desire, as well as the means, in

their own dwellings and by their example, of promoting tho public taste. A monument
was to be raised to the memory of that illustrious Prince whose loss the whole nation

deplored, antl none more than those who were connected, like the preaeut audience, with
socioties for the encouragement of arts and sciences. His own feeling was tliat the Ken-
sington Museum olfercd an opportunity of raising a worthy and sfuitable mannmeot to

i'rince Albert, for it was mainly to him that the country owed that important national

institution. He would like to see that museum converted from an incongruous collection

of exhibition rooms, without architectural symraetiy or design, into a really handsome
public building, worthy of the metropt>lis and of the magnificent collection tlius

brought together, and dedicated to the memory of the late Prince Consort,

He Iwlieved that snch a Ijuildlng and Institution would be not only a worthy

but a lasting monument to his name. It must bo acknowledged that we
were still very far iwliind in decorative art in this country. Mr. Owen Jones and
Mr. Digby Wyatt had done much, by their imirortant and valuable -works, to improve it,

but it was too' much looked upon as comiug within the tradesman's province. The works

of these gentlemen wore too frequently used like tailors' pattern books—a frieze applied

now, and an ornamental border then, without any reference to object or site. That was
not the way in which decorative art was understood and carried out in Italian histoi-y by

the gi-eat artists of the time ; and, indeed, as Mr. Wyatt had pointed out, we had still in

Italy the strongest indices of tho artistic taste and of the love of the beautiful in tho

shnplest details, which prevailetl amongst all chisses In that country, even in the present

day. There was nothing which struck liim more in Italy than the number of artists, or

skilled mechanics, to be found in the small townis. He believed that was in a measure
owing to the municipal system which once prevailed, and which was still far from extinct

in many parts of Italy. Cordially as he rejoiced in the prospect that wiks opening for Italy

of a great and prosperous national unity, he nevertheless ho})ed that the municipal spirit

woidd never be destroyed, but would, on the contrary, be developed to the full extent. He
Ijelieved it to be the best guardian of liberty and the best promoter of civilisation. During

the middle ages each city rivalled its neighbour in the arts. Traces were s!;iU to bo found

of this rivalry in the artists, almost unknown, who long preserved tho art traditions of

their native places, and who, in any other country, would have established theirfame. At

Sienna, Giusti (whose work had been mentioned by Mr. D. Wyatt) , was no unworthy repre-

sentative of the groat school of wood carvers of which the IJarillis were tht- heads. He (the

Chairman) had purchased the first tiles made by the young man at Siemia, also mentioned
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iy Mr. Wyfttt, thwi a chemist s apprentice, who mccecded in imitating, almost to decep-
tion, tlie bmutif 111 majolica pavement from the Piccoiomini I'alaco, now in the Kensington
Musenm. Niiiwleono Verga, of Perncia, anotlver voimg artist mentioned by Mr. Wyatt,
and ilescriiied a.f not an unworthy rival of the great Italian illnminat<-ir of the middle ages,
had Bi-iit him (the Clminuan) lairt. year a collection of miniatures of singular beauty for
sale, for which he hiul, ho regrctte-i to eay, not been able to find a purchaser, even at the
small price of four Naimleons a-picce. One of the ablest workers in intartlatnra he hxl
ever known (an art which once haJ attained the greatest perfection in I'enigia) was Idlled
in the capture of that city by the Papal troops; and Benvcniiti, the wood carver, still
snstamed the reputation of the school of wood carving which once Hourishcd in Perugia.
Ho need not mention to them the name of Castellani, the celebrated jeweller of Home, who
was perhaps bettor known to English travellers than any other Itidian artist-workman.
However deficient may have been the collection he exhibited at Florence, ho ftho Chair-
man) could state that he ha/J promised to send a complete series of his truly cxqnisite
jewellery to the (Ireat Exhibition. Mr. iJigbv Wvatt had alluded to the circumstance of
architecture not having kept pace with the other arts in Italy, bat the fact was that, owing
chiclly to ixilitical reasons, there had never been a demand for architectural display. The
Jesuits destroyed that art in a great measure; there were few churches built by them, and
they were the great church builders of Italy of the last three centuries, which
were not of the most deba.scd style. It was almost incredible that a people
with the taste and feeling for beauty of the Italians sliould have permitted their
churches to be disfigured with the tawdry decorations and the hideous figures o£
wood and wax which marked a feast day. He would not inquire the reason why this was
80—It might raise iiuestions to be avoided in such a meeting. Those who had seen the
restoration of St, .Maria -Novella at Florence, of the Minerva at Home, and of St. Petronio at
Bologna, would form some idea of the degraded state of church architotture in Italy. He
must, however, note one remarkable exception, the facade of the churcli at .Santa Croce, at
Florence, mentioned by Mr. Wyatt. He alluded to it more particularlv, not only because
It waj5 a work of singular beauty, but because ho thought Mr. Wyatt was in some respects
mistaken as to the way in whicli the work had been carried out. The architect, Cavaliere
Nicolo Matiis, bad enilcavoured to rebtiild the facade in conformity with what was believed
to be the design of the original architect, who had left it untinished, and to connect it with
the sides of the edifice which had been completed. .Signer MatAs had emiiloyed for the
purjwse only white, green, and dark red marbles, the three used in the finished part of the
building. He had succ-ecded, in his (the Chairman's) judgment, in producing an admirable
mutation of the old style ; but the way in which the work had been performed was highly
interesting, and appeareil to liim (the Chairman) to be the right way in cnrrring ont a
really great entei-prise of tlie kind. Mr. Digby Wyatt had told them that the greatest
artists in Florence had been employed.
Mr. Hioiiy Wyatt—I meant for the sculpture.
The CHAlliMA.V believed Ilia friend hail been misinformed. In a conversation with the

Cavaliere Matas, he learnt that, so far from employing ^vell-kno^vn artists, he afforded the
opixirtunity for any young men to carve the sculptured lieadsand ornaments which adorned
the d.iorways, ic. Tliose who then undertook the work did so partly from religions and
p.-irtly from patriotic motives, and it was on the understanding that they wore to be paid
only sufficient pay for the actual labor to maintain them, and that they were not to be
paid for what might be termed the artistic skill they might dUplay. These sculptures had
thus been produced by young artists at the mere price of their day's labor, and a school of
architectural sculptors was thus being formed. That the work could not have been exe-
cuted to any gi-eat e.\tcnt by first-rate artists was, he thought, proved by the fact that
up to la.st year, the whole sum expended did not exceed £111,000, of which nearly £8,0(K)
had, he believed, been contributed most magnilicently by his friend and countryman Mr
Sloanc. He believed there was a great career open for Italy. He trusted the Italians
might go b,Tck, as regarded tlie decorative and other arts, to the position in which thev
were m the fifteenth century, before the bright, clear stream of Italian civilistitiou had
lieen polluted by the barbarian torrents which poured down the slopes of the Alps, and by
the false taste which followed, to hollow imitations of the Classic schools. It was im-
pos,sible to say to what perfection such men as Giotto, Orgagno, tlieir contemporaries of the
fourteenth century, and the great masters of the fifteenth century, might have carried
architecture if they had been allowed to perfect the styles which they introduced. Mr. Wyatt
had alluded to the hmgnage of Italy, and had justly condemned its present weakness and
effeminacy. There could be no doubt that a strong, nervous, as well as polished language
afforded evidence of the coiulition of a jieople as regarded their lilierty and civilisation. He
thought that already a great improvement had taken place in the Language of Italy wiiich
augurc-il weU for the future. He believed that when statesmen had been trained to the habit
of public siieakiug by free debate in a free popular assembly, as they would ere long be, the
Italian language, a language of the highest capabilities, would not be unworthy of a great
free, and highly civilized people. In conclusion, the Chairman tendered the best thanks of
the meeting to Mr. Wyatt for his very interesting and instnictive paper.
Mr. Dkiuy Wv.vi'T. in returning thanks, said he had not gone into the details of thework of the restoration of the church of .Santa Croce, but he had had frequent conversa-Uous with the Cavaliere Matiis, and had inspected the bailding with minuteness. TheChairman was correct in saying that a great deal of the work was done by young men and

boys, educated as his friend Mr. Owen Jones educated young persons to carve at the
Egyptian intaglios of the Crystal Palace. But in a<idition to those decorative works there
were large pieces of sculpture over the doors, bas-reliefs, 10 feet by 12 feet, which had been
entrusted to the first sculptors of Florence. The great figures which stood upon brackets
luKl also been given to the be.st artists of that city. So that whUst he repeateil the best
talent ua<l Ijeen employed upon the most difflcnlt portions of the work, he did not mean tosay there had not been great efforts made to encourage the minor chiss of art talent on
the lesH elaliorate portions.

VOLUNTEER DRILL SUED AT BIRKENHEAD.ANEW drill slied for the 1st Cheshire Volunteer Engineers has been erected
in Church-street, Birkenliead. It is said that it will hold 5,000 persons

Ihe roof IS constructed of circular ribs in three thickiie,sses, of |-inch spruce
boarding, breaking joint. Tliese ribs are placed 10 feet from centre to centre
with purlins G feet apart runnini; lonjritudinally, with spars 2 feet 6 inches from
centre to centre, nailed to ridge piece and wall plates. The whole framino' is
turtlier stiBened with diagonal bracing, and the whole is boarded with i-inch
spruce boardinjr, covered with asphalted cloth. There are eighteen lights in the
roof hllctl in with rough plate glass, feet inches by 2 feet inches, with gable
hghtslOfeetbyOicet. The entrance to the building is from Church-street
opposite Messrs. Laird's iron ship building yard. Another entrance is obtained
from Priory-sljeet. The length of the building is 200 feet, the breadth oi feet,
and height 28 feet 6 inches. When lighted up, upwards of 200 gas lets throw a
strong and effective light throughout. An orchestra cajiable of accommodating
IjO perlormers has been erected. The cost of the shed will be about £o00. The
house in iront will be appropriated for store-rooms, an armoury, and class-rooms.
The building was erected from the designs of Lieutenant James Fisher, of the
corps. '

CHKIST'S CHURCH SCHOOLS, WEST BROMWICH
COMPETITION.

WEIearn that nineteen architects sent designs for these schools, and that a
IT Mr. John Weller, of Wolverhampton, is the successful competitor. The

selected design coiilaiiis three school-rooms, one for 100 hoys, one for 150 "iris
and one lor 150 infants. Class-rooms are provided for each school-room. There
18 also a residence for the schoolmaster.

THE THAMES E.MIUNKMENT COMIHSSION.
801ITIU3UN 8ID8.

AT the last meeting of the Commission, it upijcared that aboat twenty plaai for Im-proving the burroy, or southern, side of the river and It< nayigutton. ai woU u tor

!r„M ,Tfv,^''r''''''-'''r™'''^*^"li^™' "^Pt""" «><>"»d« upon the bi*. h«To biSsent in to the Commi«gioner8, who will proceed to inveMgate their merits wid nportthereon to ParUament on its reasaembUng, la order that both «ide« of tberivCTi^beembanked or improved contemiioraneously.
^^

Jlr Hawkksi.ey was the first witness examined. He deposed that bin attenUoa h»l
l>«,n directo<l professionally tor the last -iO yean, to the subjebtof the cmbaakmentrf theThames, and that he had recently, at the siiedal request of the locRl authorttlM on theSurrey side, gone into that part of the question. Keferrlng to what he termed the " tniii-
Ing of the nver, he would propose that iu present irregular channel should be cnnvertedby means of an embankment, both on the north and on the raulh, into one uniform vUtb.
of 7,.o fMt. This would amazingly improTc the current, the navigation, and the Kenenlnjmie of the nver. At present there was a large extent ipf unnecessarv for.-8horc udwhen the nver liecamc thus contracted, there would always bo f. feet .1.

"

. r forvesselsatlow water at the walls, and 10 feet in the centre. He wn^ iuititwould lielKttcrtohave asolidendiankment, withoutdockg, and he wor.i verof
its floating barges and timber rafts, which should be stackeil. There si„j,ii,j i,^ ^ roiulwav
in front for the wharves, and as a promemule for the public, together with railways ortramways to take tho coals and goods out of the vessels over the rood by hvdraullc cranee
into the warehouses. The whole of tho Lambeth district was tormeriv'a large huroon,'
communicating with the Thames, and was from (! to 8 feet below the highest tidM and
hence the overtlows, which the iK-oplo had to keep ont with cellar-boards. About 'two-
thirds of all the existing wharf walls wcro bad and imperfect. As regards contributing to
the cost of an embankment, the Inhabitants contended that they did that already by pay.
ing tho thirteen-penny rate on coal, and the rates levied by the Metropolitan BoanJ of
Works, which should go In aid of the embankment.

.Mr. Caiu'MAEt, gave evidence generally in favor of an embanltraent, and submitted
two plans for the purpose, one for an embankment and another for improving the existlnir
water-way and river walks.
The LoKi) Mayok observed it was not a very easy thing to sec a way to a solution of tho

diflloulties with which this question of embanking the Surrey sWe of" the river was sur-
rouiKtol, and he was apprehensive that in many cases they would be compelled to leave the
wharf walls where they were. The inhabitants on the Sum-y side said their walls were so
low that the water came over them, and were so defective that it per<-olatc<l through them
and tho only remedy was that they were bound to raise and repair them. The inhabitanta
on tho Surrey side said they had as much right to have an embankment as tho inhabitanta
of the north side ; but the answer to that was that the Commissioners in laying down their
pl.in for the Middlesex and northern sides had not done it so much in conformity with tho
wishes of the inhabitants, as they had recommended it rather in spite of them. They had
said in many cases they were sorry this did not suit them, but it must nevertheless be dono
to meet the imperative necessities of the case involved in tho public accommodation and
the requirements of the enormous tralBc, between the City and West-end and other metro-
politan districts, but there w.ts nothing of this sort on the Surrey side carried on on the
edge of the river, as upon the northern edge, and the requirement might be met by the
formation of new thoroughfares. The Commissioners had received a memorial from the
numerous owners and occupiers of wharves on the Surrey side, representing that serioiu
damage would arise to their respective trades by any impediment to the iandingand loading
of some milliou of tons of goods at their wharves, and suggesting tliat the<'vils arising from
the floods may be altered by raising the banks and the wharf walta ; and it had also been
given in evidence that the sanitary state of the river would lie greatly improved and tha
mud-banks and effluvium removed on the completion of the main drainage. If asked
whether he would prefer seeing an embellished embankment, such as the late Sir C. Barry
designed, he should certainly say so ; bnt the question was, was it practicable, and whether
they could accommod.ate the number of businesses, such as Maudslay's and othere, to whom,
if sent away, compensation would have to be given. On the northern side it was different.
There, there was a large amount of vacant space to be reclaimed, and they could afford to
buy up or compensate

; but on the Surrey side every yard was occupied. It might be de-
sirable to embank the south side all the way along, and construct handsome i|uays and
promenades, but it could not be done without an enonnoos amount of money, and the public
had not got it to spend. The (Commissioners had now receive<l all the plans they intended
to take, and would not recommend any \vithout first of all fully consulting tho interest of
all the parties concerned.
The Commission then adjourned.

DECISIONS IN THE COURTS.

RAILWAY COMPENSATION'S.
Turnham v. the Melro^yoJUnn Railway Company.—Kn action brought against this Comjiany,

and in which the phaintift claimed £,lflW) damages, was tried at the Slierifif's Coiurt, m Ked
Lion-square, before Mr. Serjeant Hayes, acting as assessor, and a sjKicial jurj-.

'The plaintifl:', Mr. Tuniham, landlord of the Rising Sun public-house, in Enston-road,
claimed compensation to the amount stated for an alleged injury to his house occasioned by
the construction of the Company's works. The house, it appears, stands back from tlie lino
of street, with a court in front, separatetl by a wall from the forecourt of an adjoining
house, occupied by a Mr. Morton. About six months ago a fire occurretl at the Rising Stm,
which rendered it necessary to rebuild a portion of the premises. Part of the new house
rested on the wall separating the forecourts. Subscqnentlj' some fissures became apparent
in the wall, attributable to the construction of the Company's works in close proximity,
and it was pulled down and rebuilt. The claim for compensation also included an item
for stoppage of trade, said to be due to consequent delay in rebuilding the public-house.

It was stated on the part of the Company that the wall was an old one. and. though they
did not deny that the fissures in it might have resulted in a subsidence ooae^ncri tfl their
works, they contended they were only liable to place the claimant in the 9,aine t^tkin ho
would have been if the railway had not been made—namely, to substantially repair the wall
where injured—and not to be put to further expense. Tho Company, regarding the claim
as exorbitant, tendered £-2b under the Laud Clauses Consolidation Act, determined to main-
tain what they conceived to be their rights.
The builder and architect employed by the claimant" were the only witnesses ex-

amined.
Tlie jury, after inspecting the premises, assessed the damages at je20.

SHORING ITP PARTY WALLS.
_
Bullerv. Jluntei'.—This was an action brought, m the Court of Excheqner, by the plain-

tiff against the defendant, to recover damages for Ids not ha^ ing shored up the house of tho
plaintiff. The canse was tried before Mr. Barou Martin, who directed a nonsuit. Tlio
Hon. (Jeorge Denman afterwards obtaineii a rule to set aside the nonsuit, against which
rule Mr. Huddleston, Q.C, now showed canse, Mr. Denman, Q.C., appearing in support
of it.

It was proved at the trial that the plaintiff had carried on bnsineas as a baker for many
years .at 1-^)0, Tottenham-court-road. The defendant \. r of the adjoining houeo
(149), and ill March, 1807, he was desirous of removi:. :i.nt, A brespummer or
beam ran across the front of 14Ii, and rested on the p , ween that honse and the
plaintiff's. The defendant obtained an estimate from a liiiil.i.r, who agreed to do the
necessarj- work. Ho took down the front of defendant's shop, but omitted to shore up
the party-wall. Shortly afterwards the plaintiff's house showed signs of falling doivn, tho
walls cracke^l, and it was much injured. It was not denied that the injury sustained
resulted from the not shoring-up of the wall, but it was contended that the builder was
liable, and not the defendant.
The Court heldthat this was so, and discharged the rule.
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CRICKET MALHEKBIE CHURCH.

THIS little churcli, near Ilminstcr, Somerset, was rebuilt, a few yenrs ago,

to the memory of Stephen Pitt, Esq., by his widow, lately deceased.

It is one of the smallest in the country, seats being provided for fifty

persons only, and was erected from the designs of Mr. J. Mountford Allen,

architect, of Crewkerne, at a cost of upwards of £3,000. The whole of the

woodwork, including roofs, seating, &c., is of oak, which, together with
the building stone, was furnished from the estate.

It consists of nave and chancel, north transept, comprising the manor
pew, south porch, and tower at the uorth-west angle of the nave, con-

taining a peal of five bells. The roofs are entirely covered with lead ; the

whole of the windows filled with stained glass, by O'Connor, and the floor

laid with encaustic tiles by Minton and Co.

BIRKENHEAD CEMETERY COMPETITION.

THE designs sent in competition for the Birkenhead Cemetery Chapels Com-
petition were publicly exhibited on the 23rd, 24tli, and 25th instant. We

understand that eleven architects sent designs. The Committee have selected a
design, but the name of the successful competitor has not yet been made known.

—

The BtiUdera' and Contractor*' Price Book for 1862. Revised by George
B. BcRSELL. Lockwood and Co.

THIS book is now so well known that we need scarcely say more than to

remind our readers that the consecutive numbering of the items, introduced
as a means of immediate identification, has certain advantages which should not
l)e overlooked. Itis impossible to pronounce an opinion on the entire accuracy of
the work, for such could be formed only after actual reference to it in practice
for a longer period than that during which the present edition has been in our
iiAnds. It appears tolerably correct, however, with, perhaps, a slight leaning in

favor of the builder.

The memoranda appended is well brought together, wliile good type, paper,
and printing, go far towards divesting the price-book of its naturally.uninterest-
ing character.

«.

The Engineera',[Arcltitectii', und Contractors' Pocbet Boo\for the YearWSi.
LockwrHxl and Co.

rilHIS old establishfd pocket-hook, like the price-book noticed above, formerly
X. issued by Mr. Weale, has, with it, been assigned to Messrs. Lockwood and
Co. It contains its usual and large amount of uscfiil information, which it is next
to impossible always to bear in mind, and which is more or less always wanted.
There are also papers on Sewers, Ironwork, Roofs, Artesian Wells, &c. A
chapter on Iron Uoofs gives figured sketches. The Obituary of Engineers and
,\rchitects for 1860-(il Includes such names as John Wood, Laird, Vicat, Pasley,
Hodgkinson, Hosking, Maudsley, Austin, Cubitt, and others.

Adeock's EnffineerK' Pocket Book for the Year 1862.

IS not intended solely for engineers ; architects and contractors will here also
find voluminous notes and data on subjects of every day practice. For-

tunately, it does not seem at all necessary to express any preference for either
one or the other of these books, for, whereas the matter given is in some cases
the same, and necessarily so, their respective pages are for the most part cha-
racterised by just sufficient diversity to enable practitioners to select that which
may be more especially suited to their ideas and wants, feeling confident, at the
same time, that, whichever they may select, they will not be far wrong. In both
we observe some trifling—perhaps, almost unavoidable—inaccuracies.

The Church Builder ; a Quarterly Journal of Church Extension in England
and Wales. Rivington.

THIS new quarterly periodical is issued by the Committee of the Incorporated
Church Building Society, who feel that, in the present day, when so many

charitable institutions are competing for support, and endeavoring to attract
attention to their own special olyects, it is indispensable to adopt every legitimate
method of keeping any particular society bt^iore the public.

It seems to us that what is intended is to issue something like the usual quar-
terly reports of the society, in a revised form, at a charge of threepence.
The Church Builder will contain anecdotes connected with churches and

church work, popular papers on architecture, notices of mortuary memorials,
antiquities discovered in the course of church restorations, &c.

The Sheppy Almanac and Directory for 1862. Rigg, Sheemess.
APl'E.^RS to be a very complete local directory. In an articleon the sanitary

history and condition of Sheerness. It is said that :

—

At present, and from the earliest history of the town, the marshes on the south side,
and which ooTer an area of aboat 1 ,700 neros, have been made the reccptacla"! for the
sewiige. A series of ditches or intersecting water courses, covering an area of 74 acres,
iiave been fonncd in all directions and run into them, carrying in their course a great pro-
portion of the sewfige of the town, as well as storm water, there to remain to emit liealth-
^lestroying malaria on every hand, or to escape by absorption into the earth, or by
evajjoration into the air. The picture seems a black one, but it is by no means an exaggerated
one. In fact, the town ia mostly snrrotmded (except seaward) by stagnant and stinking
ditches, the principal of which were primarily formed for the purpose of draining the town
and the nianhes ttiemsclves, but, for the wunt of a projwr and efficient outlet, eventually
serving as reservoirs and hot-beds for generating poisonous matter and producing disease
and untimely death.^.

After much delay, however, drainage works are in progress.
The outlet for the drainage and the works connected therewith, are placed at West

Minster. The waterworks, baths and wash-houses, will adjoin Trinity Church. The
principal features in the former arc that the sewage runs into a large reservoir, 40 feet i?t

diameter by Vi feet deep, which after being deodorised and clarified by passing through a
filter-bed of gypmm and charcoal, mns into the river by gravitation at low water, and will
be pumped out into the river at high water by a scoop-wheel and other machinery invented
by Mr. Bums. The pumping machinery will consist of two duplicate (steam-engines and
wo screw tangential pumps and one " bucket scoop-whccl." These machines will bo capa-

ble of doing 95 per cent, of dnty, while the ordinary pumps are only capable of doing 70 per
cent., and the large scoop-wheels whieb are used throughout the fens do not do more than
50 \tf-r cent. duty. Mr. Burns' machinery, when at work at West Minster, will be capable of
discharging 50 tons of sewage per minnte. It is contemplated to work only one engine and
scoop-wheel at once, the other engine and tangential ijump,> beuig simply kept as reserves

in case of accident or reiiair. The pumps can also be used for irrigating the land in the
vicinity if i-equircd,* *«**»*••*
The length of the sewers to be laid down is over nine miles, and the water-pi])es nine

miles. The watej-works consist of a well 210 feet by ti feet ti inches diameter, and a bore-

pilK' 14 inches diameter, 70 feet deep, down to the bottom of the well. The water is to bo
pnmixHl from the well into the tank, t:5 feet diameter by liJ feet deep, elevate<l on a brick

tower 70 feet above the snrface of the ground. Connected with the waterworks there will

be fonr sets of hot and cold baths', a wash-house and drying stove, a lioard-rooni ;J0 feet by
27 feet, dwelling-house for manager and engineman. The pumps are to be of a different

construction to imy in u.se in Kugland. They are the invention of Mr. Biuns, and are
capable of working const.'uitly witliout requiring to be repacked oftenerthan onee a year,

whereas the ordinary pnmjis require to be repacked about once a fortnight, The steam
boilers ate also different from the usual construction, arc jwrfect smoke preventers, and aro

capable of evaiwriiting 10 lbs. of water for each pound of cofUs consumed. The whole of the
public works will be completed by the end of June nest.

Sheemess is certainly behind the aire in some matters; for instance

—

The wattn- supply is obtained from the dockj-ard well, and two wells in Mile Town ; the
water is doled out'by means of donkey barrels—a primitive custom and curiosity of the
place—at Jd. }ier load of six gallons, or. accoixUng to an estimate of the late Mr. Austin,
Local Governnieut C.E., at a cost to the inhabitants of at least £3,000 a year.

The Midland Counties A Imanuc and Rural Hand Boohfor 1882. Newcomb

,

High-street, Stamford.

THIS is an admirably got-up almanac and hand-bonk, and should find a
large circulation in the district in whicli it is published, the farming,

gardening, and douuistic matter being at once useful and of unusual extent for a
work of tills class. The very necessary distinctions between the advertigement
pages and the body of tlie work is well preserved.

S. O. Beeton's Publication'.

JUDGING from a pile of periodicals Iwfore us Mr. Beeton is working in a
useful direction, in supplying information on many subjects in a popular

manner, and in providing amusement and instruction in a harmless way for the
young. There is, firstly, the Christmas Annuid (with its illuminatiKl almanac),
compi'ising a variety of matter, well written, and accompanied with many
illustrations. Mr. William Brougli's extravaganza for drawing-nioin performance
will, we have no doubt, have been received with great favor. The simplicity of
the costume required in its performance is a great merit. There is no doubt that

it is a cheap shilling's worth. The Enijlishwo/nau's Domestic Magazine
gives, in addition to its usual matter, a large sheet of patterns, which, we
believe (not of our own knowledge) is worth more than the cost of the book,
and some cambric collars, &c., quite ready, we suppose, to be worked and worn.
The Boy's Own Magazine gives instructions, among other things, how to

model a snmll working steam-engine, with wood-cuts showing the construction

of the several parts. Home Pets continues to treat of the habits and treatment
of birds. The Boy's Oion Library is occupied with the adventures of

"Phaulcon, or the Ship-boy who became a Prime Minister;" it is printed on
Ijetter paper than we meet with sometimes now-a-days. Of the Itluudnated
Family Bible we have before given an opinion. Beeton's Dktionary of
Univer.inl Information in Science, Art, and Literature.—This is the
first part of the second volume of the "Dictionary," which is intended to

give to " the non-scientific and general reader a full and faithful account
of the forces which animate nature, anil which are incessantly acting upon
mankind—of the elements of which all things are composed,—of inventions of
every kind, and ol every art and process to which the genius of man has given
birth; in other words, here is presented an inunensc anil interesting body of
facts, in so far as they relate to things."

We must for the pi'esent content ourselves with exjn'essing warm approbation
of the Book of Garden Management.

GENERAL NEWS.
Patent Brickmaking Machixe.—The following is a description of an

improved patent brickmaking machine, which fills successive groups of moulds
with tempered clay, half dry; it compresses the clay into the moulds by a double
eccentric ; it shaves off the surplus clay, which is tlirnwu Ijack by the eccentric.

The group of filled moulds is discharged by the machine, and inverted by hand
in an instant; a spring receiver is run underneath, and the whole group of
moulds is instantly delivered on to it by a quarter turn of a small pinion. " By
a calculation of the working power of the machiue, and taking each group of
moulds at thirty bricks, it is capable of mouldiui;' yjO bricks every minute,
allowing the 4-liorse power engine to ni.ake but forty revolutions per minute;
yuo per minute are 21,000 per hour, or 210,000 in ten hours. The fa'ility with
which the bricks are taken away in groups, and stacked in stoves to be dried in
eighteen hours by steam heat, or stacked in the open air to be dried in four days,
without regard to weather, is equally to he admired, as the production of so large
a number; lor every single brick bus its top, bottom, sidi.'S, and ends equally ex-
posed to the heat. The mode of obtaining a full and constant supply of clay to
keep the largest sized machine in constant work, and the mode ol tempering
that large supply preparatory to moulding, are not less ingenious and efficient

than the construction of the machine itself. The machines can be made to
produce any required daily quantity of bricks, from 20,000 to 300,000. The
estimated expenses for cost ol clay near London, grinding and tempering clay,
moulding and drying bricks, fuel for burning, packing and discharging kilns or
clamps, is 10s. per 1,000 best stock bricks. The patentee (Mr. W. Morris, C.E.,
of Lambeth-walk), states that lie lias experimentally tested all the parts of this
small, though etficient, machine, and that £5,800 is quite sulfieieiit capital to
fit up and work one machine, capable of producing 200,000 bricks per day, ready
lor sa'e."

Ireland.—Lunatic Asylums.—The Lords Justices have ordered that
there be erected at or near Downpatrick, in the County of Down, in and for the
proposed new District of Down, an asylum sufficient to contain anducconimodate
three hundred lunatic poor, such asylum to he called the Down District Lunatic
Asyluiu. The Lords Justices have also, on the application of the Board of
Governors, directed that a new Kouian Catholic Chapsl shall be erected in the
Limerick District Lunatic -"Vsylnm, at an expense not exceeding £700.
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TO CHECK THE WARPINa OP TIMBER.
Sir,—Yon lately puhlishcKl a few observations from the Mei-/ianic's Magazine, which

1 do not think proi>erl v treats the subject. The obser\'atioua mmlc will apply to some classes

of wood but not to all", ami then only to timber that Is grown in an open situation. The
differvnco in the stren^nh of timber between the south and the north side is attributable to

the grain being closer on the north side, as the sap does not rise in the same proiwrtion as

npon the south. Tn foi-est-grown wood tbe difference is almost Imperceptible, as the sun

cannot act upon the tnuik of the tree ; in open-grown timber the difference ia really per-

ceptible, so that we must take open-grown wood to be the only wood that the article

professes to deal with. It Is well known that all woods do not lose strength by being o\)cn

grown, or, in other words, that the south side is not always weaker than the north
;
that

theory only applies to the conifene species. In ash (Fkuriuu^ ExcHaior) it is the opposite, aa

the south side is the strongest. In soft-wooded trees, as the acer species, the difference Is not

perceptible, ns the annular rings and the intervening cellular tisane are so close akin as to

render the wood so compact in its grain that there is no difference in the strength. As I

said before, the conifene species, or the pines, are the only classes of woodsthat are stronger

on the north side than on tlic south ; it Is well known that the differertce originates in the

wood being more open in its grain on the south side than the north.

There is a very decided distinction in the annular rings, which are of a yellow cast

viewed on tlie end ; the dark mark between ia the cellular ^tissue, or the tender part of the

wood, wldcli in th e heart-wood is filled in with a secretion of inorganic matter ; in the sap-

wood the cellular tissue is entirely open for the working of the sap, which renders it worth-

leas for durability. It is evident that the closer the wood is grown the stronger it must be, as

the cellular tissue is much thinner between the annular rings.

I think I have clearly exi>lained the matter of the strength of timber between the north and
south sides of the tree. And now.to the cuttingof it. The observations as to the cutting are

entirely a fallacy. aIio warping of timber is attributable to the manner of its growth.
Boards cut out of a tree that is twisted in its growth will not keep from warping : boards

cnt from trees that are grown in open situations have another fault, in the heart of the

tree not running straight like forest-grown wood. In a plank cut from a tree of this kind
in a straight line, the heart will traverse it from one side to the other. No theory or treat-

ment will prevent it from warpini; or dicing hollow on the side furthest from the heart.

When the heart is inthe centre of a plank, and each side has an equal chance of drying,

it will not warp, but there will be a shake or crack xi\yon each side denoting the position of

the heart. I must, in conclusion, observe that the wood of the north side will not warp so

much as the wood from the south side ; but the secret of preventing wood from warping is

not to be arrived at by adopting the plan set forth. I contend that what would be suitable

treatment for one tree would not apply to another. The nature of the tree, the soil upon
which it is grown, the position of its growth, the period of the year in which it is felled,

and the lengtli of time between its felling and converting, are the principal points to

be ^considered, a thorough knowledge aud study of which is the only true principle on
which we can hoije to deal with the warping and converting of timber.

William Stevenson.
Nottingham.

»
Sir,—It is certain"';/ not creditable to the architectural pi'ofcssion that two edifices,

important in the woiv^l's history—theInt«mational Exhibitions of 18'J1 and 1862—should
have l>een designed ami superintended by non-professional men. Yet it is hardly so much
a matter for surprise, when we read some observations made at a meeting of the Institute

of British Arcliiteets. hold on ihe ^;ird December last, by the President, Mr. Tite. That
gentleman said—'' When he (ilr. Tite) considered it his duty, as President of the Institute,

to address some obsorvutions to it at the opening meeting, he stated that he would not
criticise the International Exhibition, but that he protested against the non-employment of
&n architect.

It appeared, however, that at a meeting of the Society of Arts, an attack had been made
upon the profession of the architect ; and the consequence was, the Council had received
many letters (and he himself perhaps more) requesting them to take up the cudgels in
defence of the profession. Now the Council did not think it became them to do anything
of the sort. When a boy, he had heard said that ' calumny and lietraction are sparks which,
if you do not blow, will go out of themselves.' " Further, ho {"Mr. Tite) permits himself to
paraphrase another maxim, and a very stale one too, wherein we were told " Not to answer
an unwise man in his want of wisdom," totally forgetting that an unwise man would be
most likely to view forbearance as fear.

And now for liis protest against the non-employment of an architect ; he tells the
members of the Institute that it is not necessary for any man to receive professional train-
ing to become an eminent architect and engineer

!

Now, how can Mr. Tite object to a non-professional man being employed, if he, as a pro-
fessional man, speaks truly ; or does he intend it merely as a piece of courteous flattery to
certain architectural prodigies of the nineteenth century ? If not, who is the unwise, vide
maxim, himself or the public ? because, according to his own argument, if it is not neces-
sary- to receive any training to rise to eminence as an architect, it is surely unnecessary to
receive training to become a third or fourth rate one ; therefore, every person who is hard
Tip may put a brass plate on his door inscribed with those much abused titles " architect,
engineer, surveyor, &c.," and be a bomi fide professional man, and thus gain the patronage
of a gullible and tolerant public.

Does Mr. Tite think that the protection afforded to the legal and medical professions is

superfluous ? would he like a military man to defend his cause in court, or perform an opera-
tion on any of his limbs? If not, why does he withhold his criticism ?

Tlie building for the Intematicmal Exhibition will, when seen by persons from all parts
of the world, be considered a disgrace to the profession and the English nation

; yet this
might have been prevented.

J. S. M.
January 22nd, 18G2.

Sill,—In your notice of the chapel for the North Wales Lunatic Asylum, at Denbigh,
the names of the architects were omitteil. It was designed by us.

Lloyu Williams and Undeuwood.
Park-lane, Denbigh, January 28, 18G2.

PROPESSIONAL PRACTICE.
Sir,—The enclosed advertisement appeared in last ITiursday's Patriot, one of the organs

of the Independents. At this time of inquirv as to professional practice, it may be
worth while to direct attention to such a scandalous offer.
" Bi-CenU-nary Chiii)€ls.~RKDrcTiON OF Fkks.—Mr. , architect, in consideration

of the purport of tliese proposed chapels, has reduced his foes, and will be happy to prepare
plans and superintend the erection of any of these chapels in any part of the kingdom at a
conmniasion of 3 per cent, on the outlay. Offices,* *•••»

A CossTA>'T Reader.

Water ix Lead Pipes.—An American chemist says tliat leaden pipes are
not acted upon by the water flowing tIuoui,'h them at right angles. But whether
this is due to the mechanical action of ilie water at tlie angle, or to a change in
the structure of the lead, he docs not say. It is, however, certain that the lead
corrodes more rapidly at tlie bends tlian at other places. It follows that plumbers
ehould twist the pipes supplied to houses as little as possible; and that turns
should be made as gradual as circumstances mav admit, and acute angles be
avoided.

IMPROVEMENTS IN BUILDING, &c.*
excavating SAun and Ghavki. i.sdbh Water.—Dated Jmne It, IBffl.—H. t,
Kennanl, Great Oorgo-rtrect, Wostmiuster.
The first part of this invention haa for Its object the excavation of Mnd or gravel

situated under water, in places where excavatlona of any deecriptlon are de«lrable to ba
made for foundations or other structurea, and codsIsU of an opparatni which la plaoed on
the surface of such j^and or gravel, and Into which the same U drawn by meann of inction.
When full of sand or gravel this apjmratus ts ral«ed out of the water, and U emptlai in
any convenient place. The apparatus, which may be termed a sand pump, oonabt* of a
cylindrical or other slmped water-tight Ikjx of wrought or cart iron, or any other snltablo
material, into the hottora of which Is fixed, in a water-tight manner, a tube of convenient
diameter, open at both ends and pacing upwards inside the box to nearly the top of tho
same, and continued downwards outside tlie box to an extent which is governed by tho
nature of the soil which the pump Is to remove. In the top of tho box are formed two or
more small opeiiing.s, wliich are provided with valves opening oatwanla, and fitting, when
clo-scd, in a water-tight manner to the openings ; and there Ib also a larger opening situated
In about the centre of the top of the apparatUH, over which is fixed. In a water-tight
manner, a tube of largo diameter, containing a weighted piston working therein in a water-
tight, or nearly water-tight manner, and actuated by a rope or chain from above tho snr-
face of the water ; or a cylindricjil bellows or flexible diic may be attached over ttio before-
mentioned opening, and moved up and down, thereby being also a weight attached to tlM
top of the disc. The second part of this invention has the same object as the first part,
but tho apparatus that Is to bo lowered down upon Uie sand or gravel Ijelow the water
consistaof a strong circular or other shaped bag, into which the sand or gravel is driven
by the water when in au agitated Btatc, and in which bag the sand or gravel subtildes by
gravity.

WATEncLOSETS, AND COCKS USED TliEUEWlTH.—Dated June 18, 1861.—J. Dixon,
Kewcastle-on-Tyne.
The object of this invention is to simplify the construction of watcrcIosct£ by dispensing

with any connexions to cisterns, except by a jiijie which Is to be brought either from a
cistern or from main pipe, without the nwessity of wires, cranks, ecrvice boxes, valves. &c.
The patentee effects this by forming a communication from the bottom of the watercloset
jmn or basin to a vessel placed behind the closet, in which is a hall or ball-cock ; when t!:0
handle or scat is at liberty the valve at bottom of basin is shut, the water rises in tlie basin,
and at the same time flows through the pipe to tho vessel behind tho basin, and raises tho
ball, which is connected to a lever in communication with a cock or valve, and shuts oft
the supply to the basin, leaving tho water standing in the basin up to the level of the over*
flow pipe. In this self-acting waterclo?ot tho patentee uaes a cataract cj*Iinder, or a
chamber with a flexible disc for holding tho valve at bottom of basin tight, and to
regulating the supply of water to the cylinder or chamber the basin can be allowed to wash.
out during any required time. The construction and arrangement of the ball-cock, which
can be used for other purposes, ia as follows:—Two fixed elastic rings, with a pcrrorated,
ring between them, are usal, and by this arrangement tho pressure of the fluid offers no
resistance against the spindle of the valve, as it does not press against a seat, but goea Into
both rings ; there is little or no wear on the spindle as it works against the elastic rings,
which can bo easily removed.

SMOKE-coNSUMiNa FrRNACES,—Dated June 20, 18C1.—C. Stevens.
These furnaces are constructed with two grates placed opposite and beneath the boilers,'

and rectangular oiwntngs arc made in tho horizontal plan of the grates, allowing the

'

divisions of the two fire boxes to communicate with a third compartment, which Is situated
between them, and in which the smoke is consumed. This third compartment is divided
into other compartments corresponding with the openings made in the grates, the number
of wliich must depend on the length of the grate. The small divisions perpendicular to
the longitudinal axis of the furnace, and sc;rving to separate the smoke consumer into com-
partments, are only about half the height of tho space which separatee the grate from tho
boilers, thus allowing a free space above by which the products of the combustion are con-
ducted into the flue placed at the upper part of the fire bridge of the furnace.

Warmixg Apparatus.—Dated June 2fi, ISfil—J. ReiUem,
Tlie inventor proixjses fixing a fire-grate on the centre of a circular plate. This plate

will have attached to it an ash-box with register door, and a cylinder with (ire door will bo
placed upon it, such cylinder having an open top, on which ho proposes fitting a syphon
tube, connecting this first-named cylinder with a second cylinder, placed in a second
circular plate, to which plate will be attached a flue to carry off the kosos from the fire to
the chimney. The above-named parts of apparatus may be made of iron or other material.

Ventilating Apparatus.—Data! June 26, 1861.—S. "Wenton.
This relates particularly to the mode of arranging and giving motion to a series of louvro

or luffer boards, or fiat strips or pieces of wood, metal, glass, or other material, enclosed in
a frame, and capable of being placed at any angle, so as to be capable of opening or closing
the aiwrtures in wliich they are placed to any extent desired.

Preserving Wood and Iron.—Dated June 19, 1861.—J. CuUen.
Here a composition, consisting of coal tar, quick lime, and charcoal, is used. The char-

coal is reduced to a fine jrowder, and such is the case with the quick lime ; these materials 'I

are to be well mixed together and subjected to heat. To preserve wood, the comiwsition is \

heated, and the wood is immersed therein.

Iron Casements.-Dated Junc25, 1801.—L. Pierre.
The inventor fixes the framing on the opening to be closed in a small rabbet on both sides,

letting it in at tho top, its two sides being adjusted to the sill. Tho sashes are fitted to tho
framing by plates or fastenings, which lit on to round rods intended to cover the joints.

The two sides of the framing carry in their entire height a return or small joint, which,
penetrating into a dove-tail lined with a band of caoutchouc, on which it presses, prevents
any air or water ijenetrating by the two sides. At the upi>or part of the framing, as also at
tho lower part of the sill, is also fltted a dove-tail lined with caoutchouc, which, receiving
a certain pressure by the fastening or bolt (the hooks of which take into the rods),

hermetically closes the window. •

Window Frames and Bunijs.—Dated June 2'i, 1861.—J. Brown.
For the purposes of this invention, in order more advantageously to employ wire ganze

or perforated blinds, for tho purpose of ventilation, the upper part or arch of the opening
for a window frame is cut away, if already built, in order to receive au air or perforated
block in the form of a keystone, but in new buildings such arch head is to have a perforated
block in stone, brick, or iron, with curves at the back of the same introduced in the arch
when constructing it. The upper part of the window frame Is enclosed above the top of
the uiiijcr sash, ho that there is a hollow chamber at the upper part of the window frame
into which air can readily enter from the external air through the perforated block in the
arch. In tho interior of the room there are one or more openings or air passages into this

hollow chamber, which are covered with wire gauze or perforatal metal, by which air may
pass from the chamber above the sashes to the room, or from the room to the outer
atmosphere.

WiNDOW-SASii Pulleys.—Dated July 3, 1861.—J. Terry, Birmingham,
This inv^itiou consists in manufacturing the pulleys or rollers of window-sash pulleys,

screw puHeys. and upright pulleys, of glass, chiun, earthenware, or other vitreous or seuil-

vitreous material, instead of making them of metal, as ordinarily practised.

Manufacture of Bricks.-Dated July 5, 1861.~W. England, Wollaston Works, near
Stourbridge.
This invention consists in moulding bricks in such forms that no mortar-bed or joint is

perceptible upon the face of the work, a rebate or flange upon the edges of each brick
concealing the joint.

* Selected from the Mechanics' Journal,
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T£XO£RS.
STiBUXU, inTTSKV.lIEATH.

For stmWlng at Putney-heath, for John Brace, Bsq. Mr. Eobert Bleadcy, aircmtect,

8, FiinuT«l"»-inu. „
j^voett ^"'•5 Dawson .^419 s

AvisawiaaD 4<*'' <• Maulej- and Rogers (aoeepted) .. «6
landBoD • 438 u

|

Drainage, &c., LoufiHTOs.
For etcning, draining and fencing forest land. Mr. WlUimn Doyley, surveyor

Ixiughton.
Denning duo's Poimd JE216 7

ChUton i90Jarri*.. 2S6

Mortis 3i0

RKPAIB-S, fccCAMDEK-TOWS.
Tor tcpkira and alterations at 116, High-street, Camden-town, for Mr. Pain. Mr. Henry

•lIcCalla.ar<41«eBt. _ _. _ ^^^^
112

110

Partridge and Cratdi £3i''

IVrii anil Wallis 189

I»udon Bnilding Company 179

fiuunumda and Argent •...••«.• 17S

Porter .

Head...
Miiity .

PULLIXG-DOWN Blll.DIXr.S, T\VICtU!SHAM.

Fbr pulling down old buildings at Twickenham, for Mr. George Scovell ; cleaning and

stocking materials. Mr. Henry McCalla, architect.

Anstep. £57
Harris »8 1»

l\irtcr, Wilmot-sqnare 48
Turner 46
Sharp and Hodgett *0
Porter, Bunliill-row ••-- =15

Canes ...£.3.')

Totum 28 15

Holmes and Humphreys (accepted).. 23 4

Saunders 20
Woolger 18 10

Schools, Lettosstokb.
For the erection of a new boys' school at the "West Ham Union, Leytonstone. Mr. John

W. Dennison, architect.

Keed £515
mikington 289
Savill 275
Fatman and Fotheriugham ...*.. 200

Haiges i£248

A.S.Read 246
Rivett 227
Page (accepted) 199 10

DRTIKn LOt-rS, BKRMONnsEY.
For new drying lofts at Messrs. Olover and nhuolcott's, liong-lanc, Bermondsey. Mr.

F. J. Milmaii', arcliitect. Qoantities supplied.

Matsland and Son £540 I Jennings £497
Penlington S44 17 J. J. and F. Coleman 498
Leake 512 8 u|

COMTBACTS OPEN;
BANK.

Notts. -For the erection of a bank at Oundlc, Northamptonshire, for the Stamford,
Spalding, and Boston Banldng Company. Particulars from Mr. William Etc, surveyor,

3, Union-court, Old Broad-street, E.G. Tenders on or before the 7th of Feb.
HOSPITAL.

DEVOWPORT.—For the erection of the Devouport Stonehouse, and Cornwall Hospit.al, at

Deronport. Drawings, Aic, witli Alfred Norman, architect, Ker-street, Devonport, until

_ the 22nd February, where tenders, sealed, and endorsed " Tender for Hospital at Deron-
port," must be delirered not later than eleven a.m. , on the 24th February.

LUNATIC ASYLUM.
iBSIiAKD.—For the erection of a lunatic as>ium, at Letterkenny, for Ithe co. Donegal.

Parties who wish to tender, are to signify their intention by letter; directed to Mr.
"VfiUdnson, architect, 49, Westland-row, not later than the 5th February.

BATH-ROOM, &c.
TENTtURY "WelIaS.—For the erection of a bath-room, pump-room, and cottage, ntTenbury,

for the Tenbury Wells Improvement Company, Limited. Drawings, &c., at the office of

Mr. Norris, solicitor, Tenbury ; and further particulars of Mr. James Cranston, architect,

I, Temple-row West, Birmingham ; or of Mr. Robert Holiinson, Tenbury, Secretary to

the Company. Tenders to be sent in to Robert Robinson, Secretary, sealed and endorsed
" Tenders for Bath and Punip-ioom, &c. ," on or before the 3rd February.

GAOL.
MOSACHAX.—For the alterations and additions to Monaghan Gkiol. Plans, &c., to the
2nd of February next, at the gaol, and at the office of the architect, Mr. John M'Cuddy,
34, Westland-row, Dublin. Sealed tenders to be delivered at the gaol, before 3rd of

February.
RAILWAY OFFICES.

DARLDfCTOS.—For the ^erection of offices in connexion with the New Engine Works,
at Darlington, of the Stockton and Darlington Railway Company. Plans, &lc., to Feb-
ruary' .'J, at the Company's offices, Northgate, Darlington. Tenders are to iie sent in on
or before February 0, 1862, addreesed to the secretary, at the Railway Offices, and en-

doraed " Tender for Offices."

LODGE.
SBKX.—For the rebuilding of the principal jwrtion of Witham Lodge, in the county of

Bbkx. Plans, &c., with Mr. Fred. Chancellor, architect, &c., Chelmsford, Essex, and
25, Old Broad-street, London. Quantities will ije supplied to those builders who make
application for same previous to the Slst inst. Tenders to be delivered to the architect,

at Chelmsford, on or before the 7th February.
CHURCHES.

Chbshirk.—For the works to be done in a new church at present in course of erection at
Waterfoot, near Newchurch, Rosscndale. Plans, &c., at the Duke of Buccleugh Inn,
Waterfoot, on application to the Rev. R. Smith, Glen House, near Newchurch Station.
Tenders to bo delivered to James Crabtree, Esq., Newchurch, on or before 10th Februaiy,
1862.

Dumfries (N. B.).—For executing the mason, joiner, plasterer, slater, and plumber works
connected with the Free Church to be erected at Kirkmichael, Dumfriesshire. Plans,
&c.,with Mr. Bines, farmer, Dalruscan, ^inwald, with whom sealeil tenders are to be
lodg«d before 11th Feb.

CEMETERY WORKS.
FSTERBOROugh.—For cast-iron palisades for the Peterborough Cemetery, 4^ feet high,
with two double-gates of the width of 10 feet at the entrance, and two side gates, 4 feet
wide each, with locks and bolts complete, including fixing in the stone, pillars, and
coping (which will be erected by the Commissioners), and two coats of red-lead and two
coats of paint, of approved color. Sealed tenders, with drawings of the palisades and
gates, and the names and addresses of two sureties for the performance of the contract,
to be aent to Nehion Wilkinson, clerk to the Commissioners, on or before the 8rd of
Vebmary. Further partlcolars may be obtained of Mr. Buddie, at his office inNewtown,
Peterborough.

DWELLING HOUSES,
St. Jonx's-WOOD.—For the completion of live houses at St. .Tohn's-wood, for the directors

of the Tempennce Permanent Land and Building Society. Plans, tc, at the offices of
the Society. Tenders to Ijc deli vered to Henry J. Phill ips, secretary , at the offices, :34 , Moor-
gate-Btreet, before four o'clock, on February 4, sealed, and endorsed '* Tenders for Houses
atSt. John's-wood."

BOOTHAMFTOK.—For the erection of two bouses, &c., on the Belvedere Estate, South-
ampton, for Mr. John Smith, chemist. Drawings, &C., with Mr. W. Hinvee, architect.

ic, of rortlaml-streot. Scaled teniiors (addressed to Mr. Smith) are to be delivered at

Mr. llinve's offices, on or before the 8tU February.
NOTTS.—For the erection of a new house and out-offices, at Stantonbury, near Wolverton.

^ Plans, &c., at the offlce of Mr. E. F. Law, architect, Northampton. Tenders, endorsed,
~

to be delivered to the arclutect on or before the Sth February.

SHEDS, &C.
LONDOK.—For the erection of sheds and other buildings, to be constructed chiefly of wood.

Drawings, &c., with Henry MeCalla, C. E., architect, S-l, Wostboume-place, Eaton-

square. "Tenders to be delivered l>efore 4 p.m., Februarj' 3rd.

TIMBER QUAY.
Lowestoft.—For the atnendmentand reconstruction of a timber quay heading to part of

the town quay or wharf, on the south side of Lowestoft harbor, and other works con-

nected therewith, in completion of the present quay heading. Plans, Sic, at the otfloe of

the Town Surveyor, in the Town-hall. Tenders, sealed, to be addressed t» James Peto,

Esq., and left at* the offlce of the surveyor to the Improvement Commission, by two p.m.,

of the 8th of February.
BRIDGE.

Ireland.—For building an iron bridge over the river Fergus, at Ennis. Plans, &c., at

the offlce of the secretary of Grand Jury for the county .of Clare. Tenders, scaled and

endorsed, " Tender for a Iron Bridge," and directed to the secretary of Grand Jury, oo.

Clare, by Feb. 13.
BEACON.

Scotland.— For the construction of a small malleable irou beacon for the Commissioners

of Northern Lighthouses, conform to plans and speciflcationa made out by Messrs. D.

and T. Stevenson, civil engineers, Edinburgh. Plans on application at the office of the

Commissioners, 84, George-street, Edinburgh. Tenders, marked " Tenders for Beacon,

are to be lodged with Alex. Cuningham, secretary. Northern Lighthouse OSloe, Edin-

burgh, before the 3rd Febrnarj-.

MXLITARY WORKS.
Dublin.—For works to be done In constructing schoolmaster's quarters, at Arbor-hill,

Dublin. Parties desiring to tender must leave their names at the District Royal

Engineer's Office, Lower Castle-yard, Dublin, or at the Royal Engineer's Office, Boyal

Barracks, before the 4th February, and pay 10s. Gd. for bill of quantities.

DUBLIN.—For works to be done in constructing a riding school, at Island Bridge Barracks,

Dublin. Parties desiruig to tender must leave their names at the District "Oy^
Engineer's Offlce, Lower Castle-yard, Dublin, or at the Royal Engineer's Offlce, Island

Bridge Barracks, before the Sth Februarj-, and pay 10s. 6d. for bills of quantities.

YORKSHIRE.-For building a storehouse at Scarborough for the United Corps of Militia

Artillery, East and North Yorkshire. Plans, &c., at the Adjutant's Office, No. 19, Mnl-

grave-terrace, Scarlwrough ; at the offices of Messrs. Lecman and Clark, in York ;
and

at the office o£ Mr. Trevor, in Northallerton. Sealed tenders, addressed to " The Chair-

man of the Committee, and marked " Tender for Militia Storehouse, &c.," to the Adju-

tant's Office, in Scarborough, not later than Tuesday, February 18.

SUPPLY. ^ „
Birkenhead.—For the delivery of about 400 tons of cast-iron pipes, of 20 inones^a

inches, and 12 inches diameter, to the Birkenhead Improvement Commissioners. Speci-

fications and form of tender may be obtained of Mr. Bateman, 16, Great GeorgB-sUeet,

Westminster, or at the Commisaonera' offices, Birkenhead.
LIVERPOOL.—For the supply to the Mersey Docks and Harbor Board of good common

Baltic timber, in such quantities and dimensions as are herein specified, viz. :—9,000

cubic feet, in lengths of 42 to 4.1 feet, and 12 to 14 inches quarter girth ; 4,000 cubic feet,

in lengths of 16 to 22 feet (average to be not less than 20 feet), and 12 to 14 inches

quarter girth; 11,000 cubic feet, lengths of 12 to 16 feet (average to be not less thM
14 feet), and 12 to 14 inches quarter girth ; or, 24,000 cubic feet in all. The whole to bo

free from defects of any kind, and to be deUvered (free of all charges for carriage, StC.)

not later than the 1.5th Jmie, on the quay of the Morpeth Dock, at Birkenhead. Tenders,

sealed and endorsed " Tender for Baltic Timber," addressed to the Chairman of the

Committee of Works, to be sent in to the Dock Offlce, Liverpool, not later tlmn 10 a.m.

on the 5th February.
. ,

S.VNI10WN.—For the supply of about 1,600 feet of 12-inch stoneware socket pipes, ana

about 1,100 feet of 9-inch'ditto, with junctions and bends, for the Sandown Local IJoaia

of Health. The specilication, with the conditions of contract, at the office of the

Surveyor, Mr. F. Newman, 10, George-street, Byde. Sealed tenders to be delivered to

T. B. Hall, clerk to the Local Board, Sandomi, Isle of Wight, by noon, on February Utn,

and endorsed " Tender for Stoneware Pipes."

CONVICT Prisons.—For the supply of timbers, deals, states, lime, sand, briclcs, lead, glass,

wrought and cast iron, ironmongery, gas and water pipes, white lead, oils. Sic, for 12

months from the 1st of April next, to the 31st of March, 1803, for the Pentonville, Mill-

bank, Brixton, Portland, Portsmouth, Chatham, Parkhurst, Dartmoor, and Woking

Prisons, and the Refuge at Fulham. Tenders, pre-paid, addressed " The Directorsot Con-

vict Prisons, 4.5, Parliament-street, Westminster, S.W., on or Ijefore noon of the 1st March.

Forms of tenders at the several prisons before named, or at the office of the Directors, 40,

Parliament-street, on and after the 1.5th February.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We cannot undertake to return rejected communication.s.
WoEKs in I'EOGEESs—We Shall feel obliged to any of our readers who will favor us with

notes of works contemplated or in progress in the provinces; in most cases a simple

mention that a work is about to be, or has already buen commenced, will be sumcient.

J, C Thanlis ; next week.
jAilES F. 1) Not quite to the poult.

G. C—Shall hear from us.

S. R. K We cannot comply.
O. C—Thanks.
Mr. T E Does not meet the case.

1>. S. P.—Letter has been sent, decision is not yet known.
E. 11 Declined with thanks.
W. K. G Impossible for us to attend to such requests.

M.—Will fluJ reply on another iiage.

DiclPCLCS.—Use the best cement, or, perhaps, artificial .'stone. , ., ,
G. S. S. X.—We should be sorry to mislead in consequence of possessing imperfect Informa-

tion. Ask a solicitor.

y. K Try a^aln. We thin k differently.

t"^.—Will receive a letter.

N. li This week.
W. X. K Tracing has been received, and subject shall bo engraved.

G. w Suggestion has been received.

W. S VVe shall be glad to see promised paper.

K. IJ See notice in a late number.
A. M.—Glad to receive additional notes.

A SuBSCBlBEK (Dalkeith).-Apply to our publisher.

Mil. S.—Migiit have made his " request" inicourteons terras ; we should have something to

do were we to charge ourselves with the return of rejected matter.

B. X. B.—Shall receive attention. Thanks i'or sketches.

NOTICE.
The Seventh Volume of the BOTLDrsc News is now ready, Ixiund in cloth, price 21s.

Subscribers can have their copies bound, either with or without the advertisement pages,

for 46. (id,, on sending them to the office. Cases ready for binding the volume may be had
pi-ice 2s. each. ,, „ „

,

•»' All commnmealions la be aMressed, Tin Editor of the BniLDIxa NEWS, 20, Old

Iii»<cell-cmnt,iitruml, W.C. , except kmnrefinTuig to adiieiiMeinents or oilier l/iaiiuss taaUcri,

which shnuhl be addressed lo the I'lMisher, 18 to 21, Old Jiomell-coiirt.

Adverlisements are recciced tip to six o'clock o/t Thitrsdaits,
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THE ASSOCIATES OF THE INSTITUTE.
liJiiJill/ is room for progress in most public
bodies ; and tliose corporations and societies

have ordinarily been tlie most useful, the
most honored, and the most powerful, which
have constantly endeavored to keep tlicni-

selvc'S abreast, if not ahead, of the course of

thinfis around them. The Royal Institute

ot British Arcliitects is no exception to this

rule. Whatever may have been the exact
exigencies of the time at which it was con-

stituted, there can be no doubt that, in order
for it to maintain unchallenged the head of

the profession, certain alterations in the
customs—perhaps, someclianges in the con-
stitution then established—have become ne-

cessary from time to time ; and it is equally true
that just so far as those alterations have been
recognised and acted upon, has the popularity, the
power, and the vitality of the Society increased.

We recognise gladly sucli features in the recent
liistory of the Institute as the gradual increase in

the value and practical interest of the papers and
discussions, the location of the Society in a build-

ing where it is brought into near neighborship with all the other architec-

tural bodies, and the election in succession of two very eminent practising

architects to the post of President. The increased number of prizes

open to students, and, above all, the continued and increasing attention

bestowed upon matters of professional interest—such as the proposed
voluntary examinations, the conduct of architectural practice, and the
like, are all circumstances that give gratifying evidence of the energy and
elasticity of the Society, and its desire to benefit the profession at large,

and all give promise that no really necessary reform will be long over-
looked or postponed if the members can once be brought to acknowledge
its importance.
The conJition of the Institute has long presented an anomaly which has

often jirovokei complaint, and wliich we consider to be one of the first

juatters dt-serving attention ; we refer to the unfortunate working of the
division of its members into Fellows and Associates, a division which, even
if riglit in principle, is not correct as applied by the Institute, and is the
occasion of much that hinders tlie prosperity of the body, and that to an
extent greater than is suspected by many.
The profession of architecture may be said to be really divided into two

great classes, each comprising many men of skill and experience, but
widely different in their relation to professional practice j these classes
consist of those who are and those who are not in responsible practice on
their own account.

This distinction is broad, intelligible, and real. On the one hand we
have a body of men whose conduct in matters relating to practice, whose
customs in matters relating to valuation, whose evidence as given in courts
of law, and whose daily habits, form the customs and precedents of the pro-
fession.

The 3-ouugest of these can do harm by improper practice, or can do
good by maintaining, as opi)ortunity offers, principles of justice
and fairness, and the oldest cannot afford to go counter to tlie general
expression of the opinion of this body of men. No man in actual practice
and in any way recognised by his brethren, can commit an unworthy
action without inflicting a blow upon tlie profession, and each one who is

courteous, accomplished, distinguished, and successful, reflects honor on
the whole body. It is then in the highest degree desirable that these
men should be knit together into one community, and that as strong a
feeling of union and mutual assistance and dependence as possible
should be fostered. It is most desirable also that the younger
men should, from the first, feel that they are responsible for
what tliey do to a public opinion of their own body, and that,
on the other hand, they are so affiliated to that body, as that
their best energies and much of their leisure time is fairly due, and ought
to be devoted to objects of common jimportance. It is equally necessary
that the leaders and patriarchs of the profession should welcome the new-
comers as men embarked on the same voyage as themselves, or, to put the
matter proverbially, men " sailing in the same boat." On the other hand,
the large body of architectural men not actually in responsible practice,
•while it no doubt comprehends many whose energies and knowledge are of
great value, includes, in the very nature of things, hardly any whose
opinions, customs, or practice, can have a wide influence on the profession
at large. The responsibility makes the difference, and together with it there
is a difference in professional position between a man who receives orders
from another in the same ofBce, and one who does not, which cannot be
overlooked.

There can be no doubt that the true constitution of an Architectural
Society would admit this difference, that its members ought to consist
exclusively of men in responsible practice, and its auxiliary members of
men not yet so engaged. This being so, there can be no doubt that, while
the personal weight of the senior members and their long experience
•would always secure to them the direction of the affairs of the Society,
the energies of young men would from the first be enlisted, and a most
salutary sense of the responsibility they assume oa entering practice
would be excited.

Now, what is the actual state o( the case ?

In the Institute we have a division into Fellows and Associates, the
former being the only bona fide members, as they alone are entitled to
vote.

Instead, however, of this division being dependent on the test we hare
shown to be the natural one, the actual qualifications for becoming a
Fellow are, first, the intending Fellow must have been seven years in
responsible practice; secondly, he must be willing to pay four guineas a
year in place of two; and, thirdly, he must make a declaration, the prac-
tical interpretation of which is that he will not measure works for builders.

This artificial distinction ought, we consider, to be removed, and we
have little doubt that the day will come when it will be removed.
Among the results of it may be traced the following undesirable, but
existing, circumstances.
The Institute at the present moment is deprived of the membership of a

considerable number of useful men who do not choose to enter as Associates,
and have not been long enough in practice to enter as Fellows. Of these
the majority are lost altogether, because, having kept aloof for seven
years, they commonly feel, when the eighth comes, that they care nothing
about membership, and remain permanently away.
The Institute includes a heterogeneous body of Associates, which, while

embracing a certain number of assistants and students, the only legitimate
class from whom this body ought to be recruited, includes also a con-
siderable number of men in practice who are not yet eligible on account
of having been fewer than the " perfect number" of years on their own
responsibility, and a good many others eligible, indeed, as far as years of
practice go, but who elect to remain Associates, some because they have
taken up measuring as part of their practice, some because they do not
choose to double their subscription, and many because the treatment they
have received as Associates has not encouraged them to seek a more
intimate connexion with the body.

It would be introducing a topic that would swell this paper beyond all

bounds were we to introduce and examine the question of measuring. An
opportunity may occur of doing that, but in what we are now saying we
are obliged to leave out of consideration the claims of those Associates
who remain so because they prefer to be able to measure, if they like,

and we are content to base our argument solely on the unsuitableness of
marking off so large a number of educated, energetic men in responsible
practice, as though their youth necessarily disqualified them from being
admitted members, and we maintain that the advantages to be derived
from securing the hearty uncompromising co-operation of these members
of the body would be well worth securing.

Sometimes, however, the difficulties of a formal revision of legally settled

rules, such as those established by a Koyal charter, is so great that one
is obliged to be content with an informal but practical remedy for
temporary purposes. Has any such practical remedy been applied ?

We regret to be forced to admit that the false position in which the
larger part of the Associates of the Institute are placed by the constitution
of the Society, has not been always counteracted, as it might, by the
habitual and customary modes of procedure, but that the contrary has at
times been the case. Associates have had to complain, and with great
reason, that the tone adopted towards them, as a body, is not that to
which many of them, as individuals, are fairly entitled ; they feel

that not only does their inability to vote tell against them—a circumstance
which, as matters stand, cannot be helped—but that too often the tone
adopted is as though they, notwithstanding any amount of practice, of
personal devotion to the profession, of education, and of ability, are in no
way to be held as of much account, are not to be admitted as equals, but,
if they speak, are to be listened to with condescension and toleration, and
if they object, are to be put down as turbulent and ambitious.

Architects are gentlemen, and, therefore, all this is done with a certain
amount of courtesy and amenity of manner ; but other architects are also
gentlemen, and the position they are forced to be content with is none the
less galling to them, because, if sometimes cuttingly reminded of it, those
reminders are not also coarse ; and we do hope that this serious element
of weakness will be considered, and, as far as possible, amended.

One remedy, the most effectual but by no means the most desirable, lies

at the disposal of the Associates themselves did they but choose to use it.

Let but the present Associates remain as they are without becoming
Fellows, and in a few years the character and importance of the Associate
body would be raised to such a pitch, by increasing numbers and increas-
ing weight of character as would compel any desired recognition. This
course, however, is neither desirable nor easy ; if practicable, it would
involve a sort of hostile combination which we should be glad to see
avoided, and it would always be liable to fall, as the good intentions of

many a valiant hearted Associate have already fallen, under well-directed
invitations from some of the higher powers to " come up for a Fellow."
A better course, and one more worthy of the spirit proper to the

members of a liberal profession, would be, that those who take the lead in

the society should more habitually and constantly recognise, in the way
that some of them from time to time do, the claims of the Associates to

attention and consideration, and should iuclude some of the Associates
more frequently than has commonly been the case in committees, deputa-
tions and the like. We are not, in referring to this subject, touching upon
an imaginary grievance—and in sketchiug out this mode of palliating it,

we are not suggesting an impossible or an unnecessary course—and in

suggesting as we have done the possibility of combination and hostility,

we are merely repeating what has been said scores of times already. Let
us hope that the matter will receive proper attention from the proper
quarter, and in the proper spirit.
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THE EXHIBITION BUILDING.

AS llie time approaches for the building to be Jelivered over to tlie

Coimnissioreris. nil doubt as to the sufficient completion of the con-

tract seems to vanish. We can estimate pretty fairly the ability of the

contractors to do the little which remains to be done by the magnitude of

the work now finished. A little rivalry between the respective superin-

tendents of tlie eastern and western domes lias put both gentlemen upon
their mettle, and every nerve and sinew is tightened to the work. As far

as we can see, little beyond the surmounting finials and the glass remain
to be added to either of them. The ponderous ribs are fixed, and the
gashes are in their places. We shall soon hear the last of the incessant

hammering of rivets, and be enabled, by the removal of the scaffolding, to

get a proper view of the domes. The staircases are erected, although we
fear there are not enough of them, in different parts of the building. The
foundations are laid for the small iron colonnade under the eastern

entrance archway. Scaffolding is only seen here and there in isolated

patches against the exterior of the building. The " lengthened dulness

long drawn out," which forms the Cromwell-road front, is revealed in all

its painful baldness. One spark of ornament alone flickers along the
dreary waste of piled bricks; and in noticing the iron ventilators over the
windows, we feel very much as Garrick did when, sitting sadly at the per-

formance of a party of amateurs, he saw an actor— retained for a part

too insignificint for the principals—step for a moment on the stage;
" Thank God, there's an actor at last!"' he exclaimed. So with the design

of this ironwork. There is really some taste visible in it, but it is a very
small lump to learen so huge a mass—a " cup of sack thrown into Thames
water."
The covering-in of the northern courts proceeds rapidly, and the rooms

oTer the southern arcade of the Horticultural Society are roofed. The
elevation of them is in unison with the architecture which they surmount.
Bacli bay is divided into three semicircular openings. The view of them
will be almost as pleasant as the prospect will be from them when the
grounds are once again decked with summer flowers.

The great point of attraction to the visitors for the last fortnight has,

however, been the nave, where various experiments in color have been ex-
hibited, and certainly it has been a curious spectacle. The more ambitious
amongst the amateurs of South Kensington have each fastened on a bay
of the nave, and written themselves down incompetent. One gentleman
covered his ribs with brown ochre, gashed with short stripes of a deeper tint,

after the fashion of savages. Another introduces a German element, and re-

minds us of their striped blue and white sentry-boxes. In another bay we
look upon blue ribs with white imposed ornament, and yellow columns with
white chamfers. Another specimen—and this, we believe, is the archi-

tect's—introduces us to the fashionable " mauve " in the columns, with the
same fast color alternately with white in the ceiling. The best specimen,
taken as simple decoration, is the contractor's, Mr. Kelk's ; it consists of

pale green colnmns, with bright red chamfers ; the ribs are buff, but the
central of the five boards which constitute it is painted green, thus carry-
ing the color over, and connecting the two sides. We don't, however,
altogether like the patches of blue ornament on the buff ribs. The dif-

ferent style of coloring seems, however, to have satisfied no one except

—

as one of the papers remarked—their own respective authors. It strikes

us that all the attempts have been made upon a wrong principle. The
object in coloring a building of this kind ought to be to obtain a neutral
and unobtrusive background for the objects exhibited in it, instead of
which each decorator has seemingly striven to show his work, and to spread
a reputation over the surface of the building.
We have been told over and over again that the building was never

intended to be other than a useful one, and yet half-a-dozen or more
gentlemen are permitted, we hope at their own expense, to display their

peculiar crotchets on decoration, in the hope of rendering it ornamental
and themselves famous. Neither hope is likely to be realised. One would
have thought that the easiest plan would have been to have entrusted the
design of the decoration to Mr. Owen Jones—who knows more about color
than all the officials of South Kensington put together—with the task.

Had this been done two months ago, the style would have been settled

long ago, and the building have, before now, been half colored. His
successful treatment of the interior of the 1851 building ought to have
been snfficient to over-ride any jealousy about having an architect, even
at this late hour, employed on the work ; whereas the want of a competent
man to do it, and the substitution of experimentalists, has caused already
a very serious delay, for, until the nave is painted, the flooring cannot be
laid ; nor can, consequently, the cases of goods be received, or, at any rate,

opened. The last experiment has been made by Mr. Grace. It is a fine

bit of decoration. The polygonal form of the ribs is distinctly marked by
alternate red and blue bands, with Pompeian ornament on it. At each
angle, separating them, there is a small gilt circle. The caps of the
cdamns are gilt, picked out with blue or red. The name of a country is

written on the central blue band forming the crown of the rib. The
ceiling is painted grey, with red ornament on it, between the ribs,

fallowing the rake of the roof. A fringe of green and red is put on either
side of the ridge-piece, and a somewhat similar band above the plates.

Bot as the whole framework of the rib is not thus strongly painted, but
only the polygonal portion, it gives a weak appearance to the rib, which
it does not possess without it. Moreover, this style of decoration will not
only be very costly—far more so, indeed, than is warranted by the archi-
tectural or the temporary character of the building—but it will attract the
Tisitor's eye, instead of being a background for exhibited objects. It is

pure waste of money to gild such a structure as the Exhibition, for not all

the gold in Australia can render it a work of art. The folly would only

be surpassed by that of putting mosaics, as is contemplated, on the blank
walls in Cromwell-road. No decorator should be suffered to color it who
will not undertake to limit himself to the employment of three tints. If
they will not suffice, it would be better to save time, labor, and money,
and show it in its true colors to the world—a temporary, watertight
shed, with a certain amount of simple beauty in its nave and transepts.
The picture gallery, which extends the whole length of Cromwell-road,

is—as has been asserted by the official admirer of the building and all con-
nected with it—perhaps, without a rival in tiie world. It is lengthy, of
sufficient width, and faultless in point of light. No pictures could be
hung in a better gallery to display their qualities. We render to Captaio
Powke this tribute of praise, because he has earned 'it; but we must also

say that no gallery could, by hardly any possibility, be uglier. The
heavy principal rafters are like the timbers of a crane; the cove which
connects the skylight with the walls is fearfully oppressive. If this were
all, we should, for the sake of the main desiderate which Captain Fowke
has given us, have been silent on tlie matter, thinking that economy and
lack of funds had restrained his hand and limited the ebullition of his
taste; but it could not have been a deficiency of pecuniary means which
inflicted on us that cumbrous cornice, or the still heavier plaster string
which robs the gallery of a largo portion of its apparent size. The
bands round the doorways are effective, because nothing beyond the
simplest forms has been attempted. It is consolatory, at all events, to
know that the pictures will be seen, and seen, also, to the best advantage.
The eastern annexe is more than three parts completed, and the ground

is now broken to form a communication, under the entrance hall of the
Horticultural grounds, with the main building. This communication will

be by four arched galleries, each 10 feet wide, two for egress and two for

ingress. The ribs of this annexe are precisely similar to those of the
western one, but the .50-feet galleries are arranged with an open court
between them instead of being side by side as on the other side of the
grounds.

THE QUEEN'S CONCERT ROOMS, HANOVER SQUARE.
SHOPS famous for the good quality of their wares, and places of public

resort noted for the excellence of their entertainment, may for a long
time dispense with that costly decoration which is an absolute and
periodical necessity to inferior establishments. We get, through long
associations, to like even the ugly attributes of the rooms of houses wherein
we have been always well treated, as we do that of a familiar, although
not handsome face, which, growing daily older, smiles with unvarying
kindness upon us. Even the old-fashioned garments wliich keep a good
and worthy man warm and comfortable give us pleasure. If the metal be
sterling, we have a certain affection for the purse which has for years
secured it to us. The plainness of the covering is certainly no sign of the

goodness of the thing covered, but for its sake we look kindly upon it.

What man that is " moved with concord of sweet sounds " ever passed the
Hanover-square Rooms without bestowing a glance of grateful recognition

upon the grimy brick walls within which for years have undulated the
richest waves of harmony ? The numerous concert-rooms and music-
halls which have sprung up in all parts of London, gladly as we welcome
them, do not diminish our attachment to the old rooms. The Hanover-
square Rooms contain, perhaps, the best concert-room in acoustic quali-

ties to be found in London, and thus still furnish the fittest home for the

world-famous and unrivalled Philharmonic Band. Tiie choicest treat to

all lovers of good music is partaken there. The Philharmonic wa»
founded to lead public taste, not to follow the caprices of fashion. It has
done noble work, but as great a career lies before it as that which has

already given it renown. The rooms to which these concerts have given

an enviable reputation, unable, however, any longer to resist the tempting

charms of the decorator, have been recently unveiled, and display attrac-

tions on their walls which they never before possessed, and which are

commensurate with those found within them. They are now, we are

informed on a printed bill, deemed suitable not only for concerts, but
" balls. Sabbath services, bazaars, and the meetings of religious and other

societies." We shall not criticise the new ornamentation in reference to

its suitability to such varied and widely different purposes. It has been

decorated as a concert-room. The walls bear in medallions, on a gold

ground, the representations of eminent composers. Small bas-reliefs refer

allegorically to the charms of instrumental and of vocal music. The larger

spaces between the gilded pilasters are filled with large mirrors, and the

whole apartment is decorated with a gorgeousness of color and gold-leaf

which tells immediately the object of the designer. The main walls are

tinteda warm grey color, which forms a border to the pale green panels upon
them. Small Cupidons in oval panels decorate the lower portions of

the room, whilst above we see the medallions of composers which we have
already noticed. A bright red line on the gilt enriched edging of the

panels has a very fine effect, and is most tastefully introduced. The
skirting of the room is an imitation of various marbles. The pilasters and
pilaster caps are profusely gilt, and the frieze is picked out with blue

color to give effect to the festoons with which it is decorated. The general

tint of the waggon-headed ceiling is a light green, similar to that of the

wall panels. It is subdivided with gilt mouldings, and enriched with

colored borders. The old pictures are still preserved in the ceiling, and
massive frames enclose them. Their position has seemingly determined

the shape and size of the ceiling panels. A band of blue color, with white

trellis ornament, partly gilt, is carried at intervals across the ceiling,

apparently to connect the color conspicuous in the frieze. Some well-

designed surface ornament has been put upon the panels of the walls.
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The orcliestra is in its lower compartments faced with silvered glass,
wliilst above white and gold ornamentul panels stand out sufficiently from
till; grey and green ground.
The front of the Iloyal box and gallery is perhaps the best piece of

iiLsign in the room. It is composed of small circles, most dexterously and
artistically arranged. The outline of the front is an inverted ogee. It is

tinted in white buff and gold. The Koyal Arms are one mass of rich
sikling. The whole of the carton pierre work has been done by Messrs.
.Iiickson, of Kiithbone-place. The room is at night well lighted by " sun
Iniriiera'' and reaecting silvered globes, put up by llulett and Co., of
Ilulborn.

The buffet at the side is elegantly embellished. The supper-room
below is painted in imitation of foreign marbles, with occasional patches
ol red and blue color behind the enrichments.
The whole of the decoration has been carried out by Mr. C. Smith, of

Baker-street, from the designs and under the superintendence of Mr.
Thomas Dyke, architect, of JIarvlebono- road.

SOCIETY OF FEMALE ARTISTS.

THE ladies of this society have the honor of inaugurating the most
extraordinary picture season this country has yet known, for, in

addition to the regularly established annuals of home growth, we sliall
have, when the Great International Exhibition opens, examples by all the
most eminent artists of whom the civilised world can boast. As foreign
courts have the power of deciding at what period they will commence the
history of .art, tiie English school, beginning with Hogarth, will have to
sustain a shock of arms, particularly when our painters of the present day
encounter their contemporaries from the other side of the Channel, from
which they will in all probability emerge sadder but wiser men. Let us,
however, not anticip.ate defeat, but confine our thoughts to the subject
immediately under consideration. The principal change in the present
exhibition of the Society of Female Artists is a sensible reduction in the
number of works exhibited. Now, as there is still plenty of wall-room
above " the line," we think bad drawings or pictures would have been
better than the old, dirty, and patched paper which is now, by that dis-
criminating process, become prominent to the sight. We have a convic-
tion, m which we are sniiported by the French, that it is both fair and
beneficial to art that while space can be found every picture sent should
be exhibited. By this arrangement the crime of painting a bad picture
receives immediate punishment by public exposure. This is far more
convincing to the delinquent than rejection. The refusal to hang a picture
implies a preference of others offensive to the self-esteem of the painter, but
hang It up by the side of those preferred and he receives a silent censure,
which lasts during the whole time it is exposed to public view, and if there
IS any real good in him, he wishes it at home again long before the time has
expired. The exhibition of his picture also induces a young artist to take an
interest in those by which it is surrounded, and he must improve by com-
parison, when his jealousy is not e.xcited. He may hear his crude work
criticised

;
he may see that it is constantly passed without attracting

attention, and, above all, he may have the mortification of seeing his grand
effort unmercifnlly laughed at. If it be in his nature to learn at all, he will
then learn •something greatly to his advantage. These remarks rest, however,
upon the supposition of plenty of room, which happens to have been the
case m the present exhibition, and we therefore think the number of pic-
tures and drawings should not have been unnece3s.arily reduced through
fear of the fastidious notions of either the press or of visitors.
Taking things, however, as we find them, we think the general aspect of

the room is more satisfactory than it was last year. Several of the former
contributors are missing, and we particularly remarked the absence of
Mrs. Murray, of Tenenffe, whose dashing water-color drawings, which, if
we could not always praise, gave a masculine feature to the gallery, by
their powerful coloring and vigorous drawing, which was highly advan-
tageous to artists whose feeble productions came into close comparison
with them. The loss of this striking point has reduced the general aspect
to a more equable character, but, at the same time, it cannot be denied,
even it we wished it, ihat therejare some very meritorious works, in nearly
each branch of art.

^

The historical will he confined to a well-painted picture by Miss Kate
bwift entitled, "The Escape of Grotius from Loenstein." We think this
lady has not giveu her title due consideration, because Grotius, her
hero, IS not visible, being concealed in the box carried away. Cata-
logue in hand the present title may answer the purpose; but what will
be understood by the picture hereafter, when there is no explanation,must be left o the ingenuity of posterity. There is considerable dignity
in the attitude of the lady ordering the box into the boat, and the whole
01 this figure IS extremely well painted, but the rest of the figures are

,^^n-"i,'^'"P'""rf".. ." '^"%?^ ^ "'"^'^•" by the same artist, although
unfinished, we like better. The outline of the female carrying a pail on
her head IS full and flowing, the folds of her dress are grouped in simple
masses, and the head and extremities are extremely well understood. There

!ff ^^um'JT.
'"''^" "" "^«*'=e hkely to be Broken;" and the "Portrait

„nH,?,' "Pf""ted with a full and firm pencil: aU the features and
iindulations of the face are intelligibly expressed, but it seems to us that
there was a strong indication of premature age in one so young, as it the
photograph had done duty for the sitter; and the direction of the lines
describing the contour of the upper part of the head does not range with
those which regulate the features and lower parts of the face. But themost ambitious attempt connected with the human form is a female headby Mrs. H. Moseley. The expression is most life-like and intellectual.

the drawing of the features is elevated and spiritual, and the coloring i«
judiciously subdued to give those high qualities their due importance with
the spectator. This excellent work is an imaginary head of Shake-
speare's Miranda, from the " Tempest." and it expresses the wonder and
delight of Miranda when she meets Fernando for the first time on Ul«
Enchanted Island. Next in degree of merit in figure painting is '• The
Absent Scholar," by Mdlle. Sophie Jobert. The three figures—the absent
scholar, immersed in his book, holds out his hand for a glass of water
which a jiietty maid is about to give him; but her duty to her matter !•
somewhat retarded by his secretary, who is diverting her attention by a
little furtive flirtation. The whole of this picture is in excellent tone, and
the composition is generally well arranged, with the exception of the
diagonal line formed by the table-cover, which is a spasmodic eOort at eaM
which defeats the intention. Mrs. Backhouse continues to contribute her
powerfully colored half-length subjects, which generally belong to the clai»
now known as "servaiit-girlisra." One of these is entitled " Beginning
Life "—a young aspirant for domestic honors or annoyances, as events
may prove, who handles her first broom in a manner singularly suggestive
of the probable mischief she will, in course of time, do with it. In the
next picture we see her, after having been " A Year in Place," more cool
and hardened to her diurnal depredations, having taught her mistreM
the necessary powers of endurance by her having consented to remain in
her place so long. Mrs. Backhouse exhibits several others, which display
her power of drawing, and, in most iustances, her habit of forcing her tints
beyond the truth of nature.

There are several French female artists who regularly exhibit with
those of this society. Mdlle. Eudes de Guimard displays great versatility
in the selection of her subjects and the management of their effects,
" The School in Normandy " is a very talented production, in which the
brightly luminous edgings on the figures tf the female scholars, from
a side window, are well sustained by the sombre tints of their dresses
in shade, and the whole is thrown into breadth by the white cap and
black gown of la religievse, who is standing up giving them their lesson.
" A Child Looking at Prints " is arranged on quite a different scale. The,
tone is cool and clear, the pencilling is very firm and distinct, and the
whole effect fresh and bright. The minute detail of this latter picture
very little prepares one for the breadth and spirit in the larger work of " A
Young Girl Caressing a Dove." It h;is a lively and ]il:iyail action, and is

in every respect very cleverly drawn and painted. " Tlie Knitter " is by
Madame Marie Chosson. The female figure in this picture has that easy
attitude and evident power of mobility which distinguish the French
school in this branch of art. This admirable effect is, we believe, obtained
by a little exaggeration of the aerial perspective, and the delicate mode in
which the outline is made to melt into space, which detaches the figure
from the background, the same feeling being carried through the lesser
divisions of the subject, which, instead of appearing fi.Ked by strong outline
and firm shadows, gives the appearance of freedom and motion. This
ease of attitude will also be found in " The Little Coquette," by Angelique
Eaze, which is elegantly treated and delicately colored.*

DRAINAGE IN IRELAND.
AMEETIiNG of landed proprietors of the district affected by the drainage of

Lough Corrib has taken place at Galway, and adopted resolutions, and a
memorial to the Lords of the Treasury, expressing dissatisfaction at the way in
which the Board of Works performed the drainage. They are charged with the
sum of £28,000, and interest at 4 per cent., and yet they say they are in a
position to prove on oath, before any impartial engineer, perfectly independent
of the Board of Works, or of memorialists, that the lands charged with this

£28,000 have been rendered almost useless, and in several instances back-water
has flowed over the lands hitherto dry, and the seed has been washed out of the
land by the overflow of the lake, thereby rendering both capital and labor a total

loss. That several of the memorialists, acting on the taith that the arterial

drainage was perfected, had extensive drainage done on their estates, but, io
consequence of the defect above complained of, their labor and capital are also
lost. Therefore, they pray their lordships will immediately institute an inquiry
into the truth of those allegations, and appoint an impartial engineer to examine
into the condition of the lands, in order either to make the drainage effective,

or to rendei- the memorialists sudi other relief as the justice and fairness of the
case demand.

THE DOCK WORKS, DUNDEE.
ANOTHER disaster of a most serious nature has occurred at the New Dock

works, by which the east wall of the lock of Camperdown Dock has heen
ruined in a moment. After the failure in October last of the east wall of the
dock, it was resolved by the trustees to exclude the sewage from tlie lock, pend-
ing the construction of a new sewer at a distance from the dock walls, by a
cofferdam at its northern extremity; and a contract was concluded with Car-
stairs, Mitchell, and Co. to execute the work, and to pump out the sewerage
from the lock, under the superintendence of Mr. Leslie and Mr. Stevenson,
engineers. This work went on successfully until the cofferdam was com-
pleted and the sewage almost pumped out, and operations were in progress
for preparing to complete the masonry of the lock walls. No one about the works
had the least suspirion of danger or of risk. About a quarter to six, however,
after the work of the day had ended, the watchman on the works wassuddenly
alarmed by a loud noise, caused by a discharge of sewage bursting from the
bottom at a point to the southward of the lock. It was discovered tliat the
wall was rent throughout its whole length, and the lock .speedily filling with
sewage.
The accident will be of the most serious consequence to the completion of

the works.

* We will complete our notioe of these works next week.
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THE I'RINCE CONSORTS MOXUMEKT.

THE nation, which a few weeks ago bowed itself down with grief at the

loss of the Prince Consort, lias now resolved, in calm, sober earnest-

ness, becomingly to honor his memory. Meetings have been held in

various places, and they prove the natural and complete unanimity of the

people, who have only appreciated thier loss and his worth wl\en the active

brain is still, the warm heart beats no more, and the liberal hand is closed

in death. There will, we are confident, be no lack of means to roar a fit-

ting monument and to express the country's gratitude. Our only fear is

that the crowd of philanthropic gentlemen, each with his well-trained

hobby, will ride rudely in and disturb the quiet character of our action.

A man with a pet crotchet is notoriously persevering; all other subjects

are, in his mind, subservient to it; everything must be absorbed to satisfy

its appetite; no obstacle can check him—no argument can modify his

ardour or dim the sense of its supreme importance. To this concentration

of all his energies to the one point the hobby-rider owes, perhaps, his

•access—or, at all events, a greater portion of it. The very fact that the

departed Prince aided their several institutions leads each to believe that

it occupied the most prominent place in his thoughts. Thus we have the

promoters of soup kitchens, boulevards, model cottages, baths and wash-

houses, industrial universities, lodging houses, and other, in themselves,

unexceptionable establishments, anxious to make themselves a lasting

monument by having the Prince's name and the money subscribed to do

honor to his memory attached in perpetuity to the object of their

solicitade.

We do not wish to utter a disparaging -word of any of these institutions,

but we protest against the Prince's monument being made a simple hoarding

even fbr the display of philanthropic advertisements. There is a selfish-

ness abont the proceeding altogether incompatible with that spirit which

ought to animate us. Even the specious plea of combining tlie useful

•with the monumental cannot be entertained. We do not want to make
capital out of our loss, nor do we expect a profitable return for the pay-

ment of a debt of gratitude. Even the assertion by the indefatigable Mr.
' Cole, that versions of his sclieme of an industrial university are known to

exist, drawn up by the Prince himself in great detail, does not reconcile

ns to it for this purpose. Tiie same argument applies with equal force to

anything else which the Prince was preparing before his fatal illness

struck him. On its own merits, when it is fairly laid before us, just as we
should have done if the Prince had lived to introduce it, we will hereafter

•consider the subject ; but we do not want it mixed up with the Prince

Consort's monument. A complete design, with contractor's estimate, may,

for aught we know, be prepared at South Kensington; and the whole thing

may some morning be presented, cut and dried, for public acceptance.

Fortunately, we cannot again be forced by circumstances into acquiescence

with these plans. We have had one example of the art-productions of that

favored institution.

The successful Exhibition proceedings will find no counterpart in the

Prince's monument. To commemorate an art-patron we need the

assistance of artists, of men who have something more than the Exhibition

building and the praise of it to point to as the result of their working
brains.

Against all useful schemes, of whatever kind, we strongly protest. They
all have a party character about them which is incompatible with the

object in view. A monument is the only memorial which will speak to

all classes and to all generations; it is the only form in wliich the Prince

and his actions could be made to fill the undivided thoughts of every

spectator. We should, in looking upon it, dwell only on his good and

serviceable life, on his wise and generous counsels, on the influence of his

bright examples, on all, in fact, which appertained to him instead of having

our reflections divided into other channels. The higher the art whicli may
be developed in the monument the greater would be the pleasure felt by
educated men who stand before it, whilst to the humblest citizen of that

England which he honored and enriched, it would tell its simple, unalloyed

tale. We would go even still further, and say that a plain granite slab

with the name of Albert cut upon it would better commemorate his virtues

than the most costly university which, under Mr. Cole's auspices, might

be reared. In the one his merits would stand unbonneted to the world,

in the other they would be " veiled in modest allegory."

The philanthropic and industrial gentlemen are not, however, the only

consequential intruders in this matter, whose services can easily be dis-

pensed with. The old proposition for transporting Cleopatra's needle is

again revived, and put forward as a fitting token of respect to England's

Prince. If the obelisk had been worth transporting, and had been in any

way equal to those in the Place de la Concorde and the Piazza di San

Pietro, it would have been set up here in London long ago ; but the truth

is, neglect, time and weather have cut records on it which not even

Champollion could decypher. It is a monolith of a certain antiquarian

value, but, half buried on the sea shore of Alexandria, it interests more
people than it would in England. As a monument to a Christian prince,

its hieroglyphics are an absurdity ; it would be as sensible to set up an

Assyrian bull or a statue of Vishnu. IjCss inappropriate, but belonging

to the same class of suggestions, is that for carrying out Mr. Scott's

Crimean memorial. The cross we can fully believe was well and
artistically designed, but it was designed for an expressly difi'erent pur-

' pose than that for which we now desire a monument. If it was appro-

priate to the Guards who fell for their country, it was consequently a

military monument ; their martial deeds formed its especial characteristics,

and a war-inspiring sentiment pervaded it. The fact of its successful

treatment forms the insurmountable objection to its fitness for the present

sad occasion. The circumstance strongly urged, of its being admired by

the Prince Consort, adds nothing to the value of the suggestion, but rather

strengthens the opposition to it. We want, in short, no ready-made monu-
ments for the Prince foisted upon us, not even that of the barefaced Mr.
Iveyse, whose grand military and naval trophy with Corinthian caps and
gorgeous compositions, excites his own admiration and stimulates his

obtrusivcness. Self-confidence leads this man to expect the public will not

only inspect his work, but subscribe a million and a half for the fulfilment

of his intentions. The "building of the trophy will be constructed," we
are told, on a novel principle. We cannot but consider this highly pro-

bable, when the projector constitutes in himself arcliitect, builder and
banker. As we wash nuid from a glass, ivc ivould remove such an intruder

from reflections on Prince Albert's monument. We never heard of him
before now, and we do not care to meet with his name again.

The Ijondon and Manchester Committee have done well in confining

themselves to the simple resolution that the tribute to the Prince's

memory shall be monumental, and in deferring future considerations as

to details. This is as it should be. Artists and sculptors are the proper

persons to show us wliat an original monument ought to be. They
neither need to be told what it should express any more than they require

to be informed upon its posture. It is their business to embody in bronze

or marble the character of the man, to make it express his various excel-

lencies, to depict thereon his domestic solicitude, his stedfasl godliness,

and his enlightened public acts ; to portray to future ages how he employed

his great talents unostentatiously, yet -n'lsely, for England's welfare by

fostering agriculture, promoling education, encouraging the arts, and
extending a friendly hand to the suff'ering poor. The less our sculptors

are fettered, the more satisfactory will the monument be, and that we
should have one worthy of the deceased Prince is the wish of all of us. It

would be as unbecoming for statesmen and divines dogmatically to dictate

details to artists as for the latter to attempt to influence the formation of

a sermon or a foreign policy. All we demand is a fair field for the

exercise of our sculptors' talent, and that bustling activity and intrusive

impudence shall not be sufi'ered to thrust themselves forward and snatch

tlie honor of executing the work from competent hands.

The idea elicited at Manchester of a temple containing a statue was

perhaps the happiest which the melancholy circumstances have yet oc-

casioned. The temple would, of course, be detached ; its interior tnight

be adorned with bas-reliefs or paintings ; the floor, walls, and ceiling,

would allow of large space for decoration ; the openings, glazed with plate

glass, niiglit permit the ordinary passers-by to see the white marble statue

in the centre, protected from the dust, rain, and soot of our London streets,

whilst, under proper regulations, the public might be admitted to enter

and look upon the detailed records of the Prince's goodness and of the

service which he rendered to us.*

This is only one of many ideas published, and it strikes us as the best.

It would be appropriate, and put forth, without authority or " permission

of the Lord President ;" it kindles no suspicious motive that the Prince

Consort's memory would be submerged by other interests. It was meant

as a hint to guide our artists, not as a manacle to bind them. It tends to

expand rather than to limit their conceptions ; it is exclusive only in

keeping all extraneous, selfish, and party predilections from sullying with

private schemes the jiurity of motive and the iiearty earnestness which

are the corner stones upon which the " Albert Monument " ought to rest.

SALISBURY CATHEDRAL.
WORKMEN have been busily engaged for some days past in erecting a scaf-

folding between the four piers wdicli support the tower and spire of Salis-

bury Cathedral, for the purpose of enabling Mr. G. G. Scott to thoroughly

examine the several parts of the structure in order to ascertain the best means of

repairing and strengthening it. It appears from a recent order of her Majesty

in Council, ratifying a scheme for the transfer of certain estates belonging to the

Dean and Chapter of Salisbury to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners for England,

that by reason of the great antiquity of the cathedral, and of the want of due

reparation in times past, it has become necessary to expend thereon in repairs

and in efiiicting improvements conducive to the security of the fabric, a sum of

money amounting to £10,000 or thereabouts, and that this sum, together with

interest thereon at the rate of £3 per cent, per annum from September, 1800, is

forthwith to be provided and expended by the Commissioners in effecting such

repairs and improvements, under the superintendence of and according to plans

and specifications to be prepared by the architect of the said Dean and Chapter,

as may be deemed necessary. It may not he generally known that the spire has

for years past been some 22 inches out of perpendicular. The tower and spire,

it will be remembered, were not a part of the design when the edifice was first

built. It is thought that their erection was the " improvement " for which the

materials of Old Sarum were used by virtue of letters patent granted by

Edward III. to Bishop VVyvil and the Dean and Chapter in 1331.

SuoGESTBD Patext Museum AND LiBHARY.—According to the repoM

of the Commissioners of Patents the fees collected by that office gives a surplus

ofincome over expenditure amounting to £20,000 per annum. The Commission err

recommend that that surplus sliould be applied for the benefit of patentees, bj

erecting a patent office, with a nmseum and library attacned.

The Deepest Mine.s in England.—The Minimj Jourmil says:—Th.

deepest mines in England are the Astley Deep Pits, near Dukinfield, which ar«

C86J yards in perpendicular depth.

Sadler's Wells Theatre.—Tlie fifty years' leaseof Sadler's Wells Theatre'

and the site on which it stands has been jmt up at public auction. The par

ticulars stated that it is subject to a grouud-rent of £277 per annum ; and is le

to Mr. Phelps for £1,000 a year for seven years, from Ladyday, 1860.

• Since this was written wo have received a letter from J. C. almost to the same effect.
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ON THE ESSENTIALS OF A HEALTHY DWELLING AND THE
EXTENSION OF ITS BENEFITS TO THE LABOKING POPU-
LATION.»
The second braneh of my .mhjrct—tbe extension of the benefits of a healthy

dwelling to the laboring population—now demands our attention.

Tlie numerous discussions bearing on this (juestion which have taken place in

I'arlianient, in the daily papers, as well as m other periodicals and pamphlets,

mifjlit lead to the supposition that its importance is now duly estimated by the

public ; but those who have sounded the depth and scanned the wide-spread

extent of the evil to be remedied well know that such is not the case, and have

too often seen the responsibility of contributing to its removal ignored by those

wlio ought to feel its weight ; whilst in some deeply to be regretted instances the

want of a due estimate of the difficulties to be overcome, and of the requisite

practical knowledge, has led to the pursuit of measures which, owing to their

non-renumerative pecuniary results, have tended seriously to retard the progress

of a movement, practically "commenced eighteen years since.

The pecuniary features of tlie question are of such vital importance, from their

necessary bearing on the adequate extension of the work, that I cannot here

omit the expression of my belief that if the actual expenditure in providing im-

proved dwellings for the laboring classes in towns had more generally been

managed with sucli discretion as to yield the very moderate return of 4 percent,

or even of 3i per cent., after the payment of all expenses and the providing a

sinking fund for the Tepayinent of the money laid out, there would have been

no dilHculty in obtaining from philnntliropic capitalists an amount sufficient for

building a very large number of improved dwellings, and in evidence that such a

return is obtainable numerous examples might be instanced of that and a

higher rate of interest on the outlay having been regularly obtained. Whilst some
of these will be noticed hereafter, I think it right to remark, in reference to

certain exceptional cases, that due allowance should be made for the difficulties

and extra expenses attendant on most new undertakings, as well as for the

experimental nature of some of the establishments in which the accommodation
provided has been of a very mixed character. The results in those instances

showing, I believe, invariably, that new houses for families yield a better return

on the outlay than lodging houses for single persons, a purpose to which, how-
ever, old buildings have been adapted with very satisfactory pecuniary results.

Speculative builders, or those who are merely seeking what is usually called a
good investment, would not, of course, consider 4 per cent, a sufficiently remu-
nerative return ; but I confess to feeling some surprise that, amongst the many
who have accumulated large fortunes in connexion with the building trade in the

metropolis, I know of only one firm, timt of Messrs. Newsou and Son, having so

invested a part of the gains derived, in a large measure, from the labor of the

working classes. It may, however, be owing to my limited means of informa-

tion in this respect that I am unable to name other instances in the metiopolis,

though in Edinburgh several such examples were lately pointed out to me, which
I could not but regard with peculiar interest and as well worthy of imitation.

.Some notice of these buildings is given in my report made at the Glasgow meeting
for the promotion of social science. I have also seen with pleasure, in a very
useful monthly paper, the British Worhmnn, which circulates extensively

amongst that class of readers, a view and brief notice of a village near Lowestoft
rebuilt by Sir Morton Peto, which is described as one of tlie most picturesque
villages in the kingdom.

Architects have sometimes been reproached for a wantof interest and for

exercising so little influence in regard to the improvement of the dwellings of the
laboring classes. Knowing, as I weHI do, how rarely the meml)ers of the pro-
fession have toj do with buildings of this class, such a charge is to me only one
amongst many other proofs of the prevailing ignorance with regard to the
measures and machinery best adapted to remedy the evil in question, and
which I shall endeavour, as far as my ability and experience enable me, to
point out, unbiassed by any interest whatever, and only actuated by the earnest
desire of contributing to an object which I believe is most intimately connected
with the physical, the moral, and the religious improvement of the masses of our
population.
The measures for effecting this much-needed reform may be classified under

three heads:

—

1

.

Those of a legislative character, and those for which the Executive Govern-
ment are responsible.

2. Those which ought to be adopted by landowners and employers generally
for the benefit of their dependants, whether as tenants or workpeople constantly
employed by tliem.

3. Those which originate from benevolent motives, and are undertaken either
by associations or by individuals in order to aid in helping themselves those who
need such aid.

In noticing successively these three classes of measures, some illustrative facts
will be stated, which are partially the results of observations made during a resi-
dence of nearly five years on the Continent for the recovery of health. Some of
the investigations then made lead me to remark, in reference to the first class of
measures, that a jealous respect for the rights of persons and property, which is

our security for many of the inestimable adva«tages enjoyed under a free govern-
ment, has a manifest tendency to impede the carrying 'out of such public im-
provements as those which, under arbitrary rule, have been effected with unpre-
cedented rapidity, on so gigantic a scale, in the metropolis of a neighboring
country. What I think, in our own metropolis, we have a right to complain of,

and ought to feel ashamed at, is the bungling and pettifogging manner in which
many of our new streets have been formed, and fine opportunities for obtaining
magnificent effects irrecoverably lost. It would be invidious to point them out

;

they will readily suggest themselves to you.
Time will not allow me to dwell on the important bearing which the

formation of new streets has on my subject, or many 'facts which have
come under my own observation might be stated, particularly some with
regard to that great financial failure, Victoria-street, where several fruitless
attempts were made to obtain from the managers, on reasonable terms, back
land, as sites for dwellings suited to the displaced population, who, as a
necessary consequence of the clearance which had been made, were huddled
together in a frightful degree. This is but one example of what has so frequently
taken place elsewhere in our own metropolis, owing to the want of a compulsory
provision for the displaced poor. The same neglect on the part of the Govern-
ment was the cause of an incalculable amount of suffering m Paris, when the

* Continued from page 78.

people who tenanted its narrow and winding streets were forcibly ejected, and
often their few articles of furniture placed on the pave, they themselves not
knowing where to seek shelter. I visited more than once, in the spring of 18.58,

a kind of encampment of 000 such families, formed not far from the Barrier de
I'Etoile, and heard from some of them their pitiable tale, and the exorbitant rent
they were paying for temporary hovels, which the police bad warned them would be
pulled down in three months, and they forced again to go, they knew not whither.
From a sense of duty, and encouraged by the fact of the Emperor having causal
the paper which I read before the Institute in 18.50 to l)e translated and widely
circulated in France, I thought it right to bring this subject under his Mt()e8tj'g

Personal consideration, in a memorial, which was graciously received, and, I
ope, has not been altogether fruitless.

Uur own legislative measures tending to give to the laboring population the
benefits of a healthy dwelling, oidy comprised, when I addresseii the Institute
twelve years since, the passing of the Public Health Act, and the Nuisance
Removal and Diseases Prevention Acts. Since then several measures, the neces-
sity for which was dwelt upon in my paper, have been adopted, such as the
removal of the tax on windows and on bricks, for both of which we are indebted

to the Administration under Lord John, now the Earl Russell ; the regulation

of common lodging-houses (one of the most, amongst the many, valuable efforts

of Lord Shaftesbury in this cause) ; the empowering, under the I.aliorers'

Dwelling Act, the formation and general management of independent local

associations, formed for providing improved dwellings, on the principle of joint-

stock companies, with limited liability. Other bills have been passed for facili-

tating the construction of improved laborers' dwellings and cottages in Scotland

and in Ireland ; but, during the last session, a bill which would have given to

English landowners, tenants in tail, tlie power of raising money lor building

improved cottages on their estates, very similar to tliat already granted in Scot-

land, was, after it had passed the House of Commons with but little ojiposilion,

rejected by a majority of 10 to 13 in the House of Lords, at the close of a debate

which had at least the appearance of showing how much less real interest is

taken in this question than might have been inferred from several debates, at the
opening of the session, relative to the destruction of laborers' dwellings, conse-

quent oil the introduction of railways to the centre of the metropolis. Those
debates led to the insertion of clauses in some of the railway hills obliging

the companies to provide certain cheap trains, at hours suitable for the convey-
ance of working people, to and from the precincts of their residences out of town.

A standing order, intended to apply to cases in which Parliament granted power
to pull down houses occupied by the working population, was passed by the i louse

of Lords in 18iJ3, at the instigation of the Earl ofShaftesbury, but, as "far as prac-

tical results, it had become a dead letter.

That further legislative interference is indispensable to the remedying existing

evils might be proved by abundant evidence. Excepting within the City of

London,* and in the case of common lodging-houses, no power has yet been

granted eft'ectually to check the evil of overcrowding, in regard to which the

Medical Officer of Health in thecity of London thus speaks :
—" Without doubt it

is the worst of all the unwholesome influences with which you have to deal ; and
until it is corrected you will never be secure from those outbursts of disease

which appear to set your sanitary measures at defiance." A report made
by the Assistant-Commissioner of Police on tlie condition of single rooms
occupied by families in the metropolis, without the precincts of the city

authorities, after giving in detail about forty most painfully disgusting

examples of overcrowding, says:—"It is evident from these cases, which

might be greatly multiplied, that all the evils which the Acts for regulating

common lodging-houses were intended to remedy still exist, almost without

abatement, in single rooms occupied by families, single rooms so occupied l)eing

exempt from the operation of the Act." Tlie causes are the avarice of owners

and the poverty or debasement of occupants, and the only hope of improvement
seems to be in "some legislative enactment.

In regard to the overcrowding ofcottagcain country districts, I might remind

you of the numerous letters on "that subject which not long since appeared in

the Times, and were but the echo of what has been said and proved so often

elsewhere. 1 1 was witli a view to obtain reliable statistical returns on this

important subject that the then Secretary of State for the Home Department

was memorialised eighteen months since, and urged by a deputation from the

Council of the National Association for Social Science, to take advantage if

the recent Census for this purpose; but, notwithstanding the unobjectionable

character of the inquiry, and tlie case witli which it could be made, were fully

admitted, the application proved fruitless.

After all that has been done within the past fifteen years by many proprietors

in providing improved cottages on their estates, there are yet numbers who need

to be made aware of facts which exist on theirown property,t and tliere is reason to

fear that, with regard to others, their obligations mustibe pressed home in such a

way as they doubtless would be were the Registrar-General enabled to

instance flagrant cases of neglect, and to show what the results are by

unquestionable facts. I cannot help, therefore, regarding the loss of this oppor-

tunity as a matter for very serious regret, especially when it is remembered how

little the Government can do directly towards the domiciliary reform, so greatly

needed amongst the masses of the population.

By legislative enactments can alone be prevented the recurrence of those

hardships and other great evils wliicli have arisen out of the selfish system pur-

sued in some " close parishes," where cottages have been pulled down in order

to obtain relief from a burthen which is thereby thrown upon a neighboring

parish, regardless of the sufterings endured by the laborer, who is often, as a

consequence, compelled to walkseveral miles to and from his work. A calcula-

tion of the positive loss from the waste of valuable time and strength thus

expended was made by the hte Sir Robert Peel; and yet, how many who have

laborers in their constant employ need to be convinced that it is as much their

interest to care for them in regard to their dwellings, as it is to provide weU^

situated, healthy, and convenient stables for their cattle ?

The only other legislative measure which I shall pomt out as being especiallj;-

» Tlie power referred to was conferred in 1851, and under the snpcrrision of the able

medical offlcer of health it is exercised with great benefit to the poor, as a dimmution in

the returns of mortality from iO to 2:) in 1,000, traceable to this and other samtaiy

measures, abundantly prove.
, , . , „ ^ *• .•„

t A system of registration of tho actual condition and extent of aecommodation in

existing cottages h.is been saggcstcd by Dr. H. Acland, of Oxford, which, if gf iicraUy

adopted by proprietors, would, doubtless, elicit some very startling facts. Mr. l-arKer, «i

Oifoid, will supply these forms of registration on the receipt of a postage-stamp.
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needed, is one that would operate generally to prevent the building of small

kouses on undrained jrround, and without proper sanitary arrangements ; such a

fruitful source of sickness and consequent expense to the public ought, without

doubt, to be cntirelT interdictei. It is an evil, the extent or the raagfnitude of

which, it would be'diificult to estimate with accuracy.

As bearing: on this, and several other points which have been referred to, I inay

quote the words used two years shice by a riglit hon. gentleman, the present First

Commissioner of Works—" As yet the necessity of protecting lile from the

influence of poisonous dwellings has not practically been acknowedged, though
tlie principle is in the statute book."

It is unnecessary to occupy your time at any length with what has been done

for the object under consideration by the Governments of other countries ; that

of Belgium has been aided therein by the zealous efforts of M. Ducpetianx, and

ia numerous other instances our example has been attentively watched, if not

followed. In some of tliem the pleasure has been afforded me of tracing the

results of my own labors in this cause, abroad as well as at home, rendered in

the former "case mainly through pei-sonal intercourse and the circulation of

translated papers.
2. In uoiicinc the measures which ought to be adopted by landowners and em-

ployers geiiernll!/ for the benefit of their dependents, such as tenants, or work-
people in their constant employ, I feel that a quotation from the letter of the late

Duke of Bedford, given at length in my former paper, is the best reply which can
be made to the excuses of many for their neglect of duty in this respect

—

" Cottage building, except to a cottage specnlator, who exacts immoderate rents

fcr scanty and defective habitations, is, we all know, a bad investment of money

;

but this "is not the light in which such a subject should be viewed by landlords,

from whom it is surely not too much to expect that whilst they are building and
improving farm houses, Iiomesteads, and cattle sheds, they will also build and
im))rove dwellings for their laborers in sufficient number to meet tlie improved
and improving cultivation of the land. To improve the dwellings of the laboring

classes, and afford them the means of greater cleanliness, health, and comfort in

their own homes ; to extend education, and thus raise the social and moral habits

of tliose most valuable members of the community, are among the first duties, and
ought to lie among the truest pleasures, of every landlord."
The example which was set by his Grace in the building and improving the

cottages on his estates in seven different counties involved, in the course of

eight or ten years, an outlay of about £70,000. Another instance of princely

expenditure "on the same object is that of the Duke of Northumberland, which
lias been estimated at £100,000. The average cost of the cottages built by these

two noblemen may be stated at from £00 to £120 each.
The question of a remunerative return on the outlay in building cottages in

ogricultural districts is one which impinges so closely on that oftlie rate ofwages,
tliat I shall not venture on its discussion. It would be hopeless to argue this point
with those who think that wages of 8s. to Os. per week can properly maintain a
working man and his family, as well as pay the rent of a healthy dwelling. With
the greatly increised prosperity of agriculture, such a rate of wages appears
to me unaccountable, and altogdfher at variance with equity and sound policy.

Tlie efforts made by some of our great manufacturers for the benefit of their

•workpeople have been in proportion to those just noticed. Many owners of
mines, quarries, and works of various kinds, can bear testimony to the great
benefits resulting from their expenditure in providing proper dwellings for the

people in tlieir employ.
The same has lieen the case with reference to the cottages built in considerable

numbers by several of the leading railway companies.* The secretaries of some
of them. In speaking on the subject, have referred particularly to the great
advantage of having the men ready at hand, in case of need, and removed from
the temptation presented by public houses. Government has acted on the same
principle in regard to the Police force, and, taking ;the idea originally from the
model lodging-houses, barracks have been built, generally for those of them
who are unmarried—a good precedent, which might, doubtless, he adopted in many
other instances witli much advantage to both employers and employed. In such
cases a sufficiently remunerative rent can generally be charged, anil its payment
guaranteed by a deduction from the wages.
On the Continent, our example has m this respect been much followed. At

the Paris Exhibition, 18.55, there were many vleivs of workmen's dwellings erected
by their employers. In two ofthem particularly, the leading features of the Prince
Consort's Exhibition Model Houses were strongly marked. One, constructed in

18.53, at Bourges, provides accommodation for four families on the ground floor,

and for twenty single men on the upper floor. The other is that of the Cite
Ouvriere des V erriers, at Eseautpont, near Valenciennes, which comprises, in a
central building, schools and other apartments used in common, with some of the
dwelling-houses, but the latler^are chiefly contained In two detached blocks,
forming the sides of a hollow square. In these buildings the frequent repetition
of recessed entrances, with galleries to the upper floor, is, from the contrast of
light and shaile, nrortuclive of a novel and good effect.

I have visited uwellings for workpeople built by iheir employers in Brussels,
at Liege, and also at Mulhouse, one of the chief manufacturing places In Prance,
where the idea of constructing a Cite Ouvriere originated in the receipt of a
translation of my former lecture, sent by order of the Em|ieror. It
was commenced in 18.53 by an association of manufacturers, headed by
M. Jean DoUfus, on a fcale more extensive and complete than that of any
similar establishment In France. A spacious road, planted on either side, runs
between the main groups of cottages, and parallel roads run behind them. The
houses are chiefly arranged in detached blocks of four dwellings each, placed In
the centre of a square plot of garden ground, which is divided equally between
the tenants; two of these dwellings front the main central road, and two the
minor or back road—an economical arrangement In regard to cost of construction,
and one which (admits of good internal ventilation, though not as perfect as
when houses are builtjin pairs. The dwellings, though not precisely uniform in

their disposition, have mostly a wide entrance, fitted up with a cooking-stove
and sink ; beyond is a staircase, leading to three bed-rooms and a closet. The
lemaindeV of the ground floor Is devoted to the living-room, with a large recess
behind the staircase of sufticlent dimensions to contiin a full-sized bed ; this
compartment has a side window, and, In some cases, being partitioned off from
the living-room, it forms a small .separate room. 'There are, besides these, several
lows of double houses, built back to back, each having a narrow strip of garden-
groond ; their arrangement cannot he commended as consistent with good

• The OreU Northern has built ISO cottages at their station, near Peterborough, and the
Brighton Company has built and acquired nearly 400 cottages for their men.

ventilation, and the general appearance of the tenants indicated a decidedly
inferior class of occupants, with want of cleanliness and propriety. In the
summer of 1860 there were completed 480 houses, two-thirds of which had been
sold to the occupiers, and 90 more were in the course of construction, landhaviui;-
been bought for 800 iu tlie whole. Baths, a wash-house, and a bake-house, as
well as a public kitchen and restaurant, conducted by a Societe Alimentalro,
were opened when I visited the cite in 1856 ; since which have been added a
reading-room, a school, a lodging-house for unmarried men, and one for men on
the tramp.
The outlay on the roads, fencing and planting, was defi-ayed out of a Govern-

ment subvention of 300,000 francs, or £12,000 ; being a part of 10,000,000 francs
appropriatal to such purposes by the Emperor, with a view to stimulate the
work in France. The tenants have the option of purchasing the houses by the
gradual payment of then- cost price, which ranges from £72 to £120 each, and
two-thirds of tliem have done so, to the very marked benefit of themselves and
families, and with the further good result of providing the funds necessary for
continuing the buildings, without increase of capital on the part of the projectors,
to whom, as well as to M. Emile MuUer, of Paris, from whose plans and under
whose direction they were built, the greatest credit is due.

I have thought that these details may be useful, and, perhaps, suggestive, with
reference to schemes often projected for building workmen's dweUlugs in large
numbers out of our own metropolis, with a view to their occupants being con-
veyed to and from by cheap railway trains. With the same object I notice
haying seen near Paris an entire village, then all but completed, wfiich had been
built by a Parisian tailor for his workpeople. It comprises wooden liouses, or
chalets, for 76 families, 28 intended for single, and 48 for groups of families,
each occupying a separate tenement, and having two, three, or four rooms.
There are two spacious workshops, and although some defects might easily be
pointed out, an air of neatness and order gives the whole a very pleasing eS'eet.
Here the work, which is sold In the very heart of the city, and lias hitherto been
done by workmen residing with their families In miserable, unhealthy, and, at
the same time, high-rented dwellings, will be done under the advantage ofabun-
dant light and pure air, greatly to the advantage of the consumer, the employer,
and the employed, as well as of the pockets of those who have generally to bear
the burden of supporting the working man and his dependents in case of
sickness.

It would he easy for me to illustrate by many other examples, at home and
abroad, the practical recognition by those who have working people in their
regular and exclusive employ, of an obligation to see that they are properly
housed, and, at the same time, to show the benefits resulting therefrom to both
parties. But other measures have yet to be noticed, whicli will begrouped under
the last head, viz.

—

3. Those whicli originate from benevolent motives, and are undertaken
either by Associations or by individuals, in order to aid in helping themselves
those who need such aid. My fiirmer paper recited the establishment by philan-
thropic individuals of two associations, one of which commenced iu 1844 and
the oilier In 1845, the building of improved or model dwellings for the working
cla-sses In the Metropolis. Highly beneficial as these societies have unquestionably
lieen in the pioneering work of tills movement, experience has, in regard to one
of them, confirmed the opinion I held when undertaking, in 1844, the duties of
its honorary architect, that it should aim at doing a little and doing it well, so
as to be In deed, and not in name only, a model society, rather than attempt
more than from its constitution it could be reasonably expected to accomplish,
with such results as would commend it for imitation. The society to which I

refer is that for Improving the Condition of the Laboring Classes, which has con-
structed under ray direction four distinct ranges of new buildings, accommodating
97 families in separate dwellings, and providing 94 rooms for single women, as
well as lodgings for 104 single men, and a public wash-house with baths. Whilst
In three distinct localities, old houses were renovated and fitted to provide
lodging for 158 single men. The expenditure on these several dwellings and
lodging-houses has been £36,405 ISs. lid., and they have all been in full

occupation since 1851.* Subsequent to 1853, when I went on the Continent,
threeentire courts in different localities were taken,and the condition of the houses,
which, in two of them, were indescribably filthy, and occupied by the lowest class
of tenants, was completely changed. The number of rooms collectively contained
In these courts is 275, and there is also a single men's lodging-house with 40
beds. The total outlay on these three courts has been £7,226 Is. I4d., and the
net return for the year 1859, after deducting all expenses and repairs, was
£249 183. lid., or '3| per cent. ;t whilst from the Society's new building in

* Tlie receipts and expenses of the different bniklings, exclusive of that in Portpool-Iane,
during the year 1862, for vvliich I can per.sonaI]y speak to the management of this
Society, having then acted on its Committee and as its honorary architect, were :

—

Bagnigge-wells : self-contained houses and flats for 23 ) n^^^t ^ jitir t t
famUies, and rooms for 30 aged females. Outlay on ) S^''^ *''i'i '„ '„

land £1,045 ; building, £6,.'i25. ) '^='P«"-«3

Strcatham-street : houses for rii families built on flats,
^ nppplTifq

fire-oroof. and with cralleries. Outlav. trround-rent. > ^ «« if

82 6 !t

fire-proof, and with galleries. Outlay, ground-rent,
£M ; building, JE8,'.)lli 10s.

George-street: lodging-house forl04 men, six stories high,') ij(,^p;„,.,

including basement ofaces, and four floors of dormi- > S?2,
fviriAS. Outlav. land. fl.2011 _• hiiilflinrr #..-.•'•«. I lixpeiisi
tones. Outlay, land, £1,200; building, £.'i,22t;.

Net return
Charles-street : lodging-house for 84 men formed out of) Tioppints

three, old houses, renovated and thrown into one. ' ^^*^
Outlay on rxipairsand furniture, £1,103 148. 2d.

of|

Eing-Btreet : lodging-hoxise for 22 men. An old house,'
on the repairing and furnishing of which £135 was

J

expended. J

Expenses

Net return

Receipts
Expenses

203 10

724 7
224 18

4
1

499 9 3

618 11
300 6

4
2

812 S 2

418
233 5

4
2

184 U 2

111 9
73 13

8
11

Net return ;17 15 9
The rents received from these houses have varied but slightly since they were oi«ned

up to the present time, and they are generally well filled, the familea changing Init

seldom. The coHt of repairs ia not included in the expenses above stated; tliey .should be
taken as averaging 3 P^r cent, on new, and generally from 1 to "i per cent, on old building?,

f This return, though a considerable increase on that of the previous year, i--^ not
encouraging, the property being old and leasehold, and no provision for a sinking fund
having been made.
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Streatlmm-strcet for 'j4 families, wlien; the expenditure was £8,010 IGs., the

corresponding- net return for the same year was £4:»0 IBs. 8d., or 4;]- per cent,

on tlic outlay, and from the model lody:inf?-house for men in George-street, St.

Giles's, the return was 4 per cent, on tlie outlay, and had heen 4^ per cent.

Tlie Metropolitan Association for Improving tlic Dwellings of the Industrious

Classes, which is the othi-r Society referred to, had, up to 18(50, expended on its

ten distinct ranges of dwellings £89,(n3 14s. lOd., of which £71,328 23. Gd. was

Ifiid out on six separate blocks of dw(;lling8 in diflerent parts of the metro-

polis, accomTnodating 395 families ; the net return from tliese buildings for the

year ending 31st March, 18G0, after deducting all current expenses and repairs,

amounted to £2,687 49. 4d,, being about 3f per cent, on the outlay.

On two lodging-houses for single men—one of them new, which has accommo-

dation for 234, and the other old, which provides for 128—the return, owing to

the want of sufficient occupants, has been very unsatisfactory ; involving, indeed,

a considerable loss, which proves that tlie buildings are either too large, or in

some way unadapted to the claes of men frequenting tlieir neighbourhood.

It is worthy of observation that the same result has attended a similarlodging-

house wliich I have seen at Marseilles, built outside the town, for 150 men, too

far from their daily occupation ; whilst many such houses elsewhere, on a smaller

scale, accommodating from 50 to 100 men, and near to their work, have fully

succeeded ; in some instances they have been gradually increased, which is the

case at Leeds and at Liverpool. Of two adjoining houses, built on the Boulevard

do Batignolle^, in Paris, to accommodate tog(;ther 203 men, and having on the

gi-ound fioor a restaurant and cafe, one was closed three years since. In this

instance, however, the failure is, doubtless, in some degree attributable to defective

management.
from the experience of these two Societies in the metropolis, it would appear

that old buildings may be renovated and fitted up for men's lodging-houses,

with the prospect of, at least, a fairly remunerative return on the outlay ; for in

the instance of Charles-street lodging-house, it has averaged from 12to 15per cent.,

though, in some other instances, the return has been under 5 per cent. Whilst

the putting of old courts and blocks of dwelling-houses for families into a good

sanitarv condition, unless they are obtained at an unusually low price, is not

likelv to yield a satisfactnrj return on the outlay, at all events, if done by

societies and taking 4 to 5 per cent, as the lowest rate of interest which such

investments ouucht to yield, alter provision has been made for repairs,* and a

sinking fund to'^pay off" the cai)ital, whicli it is obvious there should be, especially

in the case of leasehold property.

Highly valuable as must be tlie results of the transformation effected in two of

the courts refen-ed to, where filthy dens became decent and healthy dwelling,

the actual benefit arising out of tbese efforts was not conterred to the extent which

might be supposed on those who were the occupants of the 'courts when they

were taken by the Society; a considerable portion of them having been ejected

in order not only to reduce the number of occupants within a due limit, but also

to secure a more eligible set of tenants. My ovm conviction is very decided that

the OT\TieTs of such property should be compelled by the law either to put it into

a healthy condition, to close it altogether, or to part with it at its fairly ascer-

tained value to those who may be willing to undertake the necessary outlay. At
present, the fact of such property being inquired for by philanthropic persons

gives to it a fictitious value ; and in numerous instances withinmy own experience,

tlie object has thus been defeated, or the price paid for the property has been so

high that, with the outlay on repairs, its net return is such as to discourage any
further attempts of tlic same kind. An Act of Parliament passed in 1855,

applicable only to Scotland, contains a clause which, in a certain degree, meets
such cases; but it appears to me that the principle involved in the entire pro-

hibition of the sale of articles of food, when in an unwholesome condition, applies,

with undoubted equity, to dwellings, and that it is the only way of effectually

remedying tlie evil.f

PROFESSOR SMIRKE'S LECTURES ON ARCHITECTURE AT
THE ROYAL ACADEMY.—Lectuke U-t

I
MUST not piu-suc tliis subject further than just again to remind you of the esthetic advan-
tages afforded by the old mode of treating the chimney hearth. The contemptible little

pinched-up compositions of thin, flat, marble slabs which now xisually decorate this social

centre of domestic liospitality. contrast most painfully with the large and generous treat-

ment of the fireplace, and with the sculpture and painting which were lavished, during
the period to which 1 am adverting, on this place of honor in the halls of former days.
Although time lias left ns but few illustrative examples of these fireplaces in England,

we have but to visit Kuremburg, or any of the olden cities otthe Netherlands, to find noble
examples still surviving the wreck of time. Even the great hall In the Hotel do Ville, in
Paris, probably familiar to you all, which is of the time, probably, of Francis I., affords a
most remarkable example, sufficient to dwarf down into insignificance every similar object
I have met with in England, although I am aware there are examples of the time of Henry
VIIT., of Elizabeth, and of Charles 1., of no mean character.
At the magnificent Chateaux of Blois and of Gaillon, the most remarkable features arc

their gardens ; they are, of course, laid out in the formal artificial manner usual in the
gardens of the early i)eriod to which these exampl(a belong. In the centre of both these
gardens is a fountain of much elegance of design, although the jets of water issue from
sources not altogether unobjectionable. The practice of throwing the water from the
mouths of human masks cannot be defended, although it is a very common exiK?dient. It
was suggested probably by the gargoyles of medieval times, when monsters, often of the
most preposterous design, were made to emit water both in fountains and at the eaves of
roofs ; but these alFo may claim a far more ancient origin. We know how commonly the
rain water which fell ou the roofs of Greek temples were made to issue from the mouths of
lions carved on the cyma of the cornice ; they were, in fact, the true gargoyles of the
Greeks. Tho practice may, perhaps, be partly dne to esthetic causes, for there are few
subjects more captivating to the Rculptor than the lion's head, so admirably sculpturesque
in the breadth and even iu the grandeur of its details. But stili another and remoter origin
may be assigned to the practice. The overflowing of the Nile, which, as you know,
annually reanimates that arid counti-y, and gives occasion to so much ])eriodical rejoicing,
occurs when the sun is in Leo, a coincidence quite sufilcient to lead, the Egyptians to adopt
the lion's mouth as the source from whence their liquid treasures were made to issue.
At the fountains of the Chfiteau d'Anet jets of water are seen issuing from Diana's bow,

and from the horns of her accompanying stag. I am, Indeed, bound to admit that the rude
artists of this not highly iiolished nor very fastidious age caused jets to flow from still

more exceptional, although, perhaps, more natural sources.
These devices are common enough at the period of which we are speaking, and can only

be excused on the gi'o^md of the extreme difficulty (wliieh all must have felt who have

• The average expenditure on repairs to new buildings should not exceed $ per cent.,
nnd may often be less, whilst it would not be safe to calculate those required to old
buildings at less than 2 per cent, on the average.

t To be continued.

i Concludeti from page 70.

tried their hands at designing fountains) of dovi -i-
" "•^'rtly nnobjcctionftble, and ynb

ornamontal mode of emitting tho water. But. t
'i''«t notable feature in tOMB

early French gardens in the arcatlc, or covered \. -Iohch the whole area. Am %
gallery offering u sheltered walk at all waaons lA l,.< ., ^«. , T*liettutr too hot or too wat its
out-ofnloors exorcise, these covcrt'd walks must always hfure been a welcome refuge. The
luxury was probably borrowed from tho Italiann, with wbcun these oroades or oolonnadeB
had already become a favorite adjunct to the villa. They, also, in their turn, may claim a
classic origin* Those who have read I'liny's description of hiitViUa Laurcntina will

remember how he ilwclla on tho crypto porticus w one of tlie luxuries of hi« favorite

retreat~a luxury which, though preserved iu the cluist<mi of the middle ages, ieema toiiaTS
been, without good reawn, overlooked and neglected in modem gardeniog.
In these French gardens I also perceive indications of the pergola, or trelUaed mSkj

which forms bo elegant as well as so commodioai a port of almost every well appolntia
Italian garden.

I will not further detain you by dwelling on the other beautiful cbfttcaux rcprcaented ia
these volumea. although they present to us most attractive objects, such aa Chfttean Ob^
nonceau,oneof the most theatrically picturesque buildings that can bo Imagliied ; ChAtBM
Chantilli, perfectly medieval in its genonil design, although In its details savoring strong^
of the more modem style that Catherine de Hedicis encouraged, and had, in fact. Intro-
duced into Franco; Chateau d'Aiiot, leas Gothic, but eqiuUly varied, original, and
picturesque.

Such are tho cont<j^ts of these curious nnd valnablo volumes. A carcfnl and critical

examination of them will satisfy any impartial mind that they t^e a very narrow viewof
the subject who fancy that all architecture necessarily divides itself into the Classic ai^
tho Gothic schools, and that, therefore, if we reject the one.we must necessarily adopt the
other. Such, happily, is by no means the case. I have on a former occaidon endeavoured
to show that such was not tho case when the quatro-ceuttsts of Italy pat away Medieval*
ism in art with the casque and gauntlet which they bad outgrown. They were too good
artists and too sensil lie men not to perceive that modem civilisation required somet^ng
more than a return to columns and pediments, and they accordingly struck ont a s^le cC
design i}erfectly original, and in many respects more beautiful than anything that had
preceded it.

In tho same way we find that when, a little later, the artistic and inventive genius of
France was directed to the production of designs in the renoissaut 8tyle,^it never occurred to
their fertile minds tliat it was incumbent on them to plunge into a purblind system of
copying the works of former times. On tlie contrary, we see in these buildings of the time
of Catherine that a style of great beauty and force was i>ossible, which yet was equally
remote both from Greek and Gothic. True art is over young and productive ; it needs only
adequate incentives and encouragement to warm it into life. A well stored portfolio of
photographs would turn any man, however uneducated ia art, into an architect, if the
careful repetition of old forms be all that is required of him.
As I have devoted this evening to looking into a few books, I murt be excused if in

closing one volume and opening another I find myself following a somewhat desultory
course. It does not, however, appear to me to Ije necessary to observe any eapecial
historical sequence. The book which next comes to hand is a splendid volume, of earlier

date than that to which we last adverted, and is not without a certain amountof romancein
its history, for it consists of verses composed by tho Duke of Orleans after his capture at
the battle of Agincourt, and with which composition he beguiled the tedium of bis im-
prisonment in England. Tho illustrations are beautifully executed miniatures, and of
great interest as explanatory of tho buildings, habits and costume of the period. One of
these illustrations is of especialinterest, as it presents a view of London in the fifteenth

century. It is taken on the banks of the Thames, and represents the Tower in the fore-

ground and the bridge in tho middle distance. The verj' rapid shoot of the current at tho
bridge is plainly indicated. At a short distancefrom the Tower is seen the creekof '* Bellyne'B-

gate," on the banks of which creek and below bridge is a considerable building, probably
tho custom-house. The architecture of this building is portrayed with great minuteness,
and is manifestly dra^vn from the actual objects—not conventionally, but with considerable

effort at correctness of representation. It is worthy of observation that the lowest story
consists of an arcade of perfectly Renaissance character, the arches being circular, or
nearly so, springing from ordinary columns apparently very much like Boman Doric.
The superstrnctmre, however, is of quite medieval character, iiresenting "a series of steep

gables of dissimilar designs, nnd with the windows apparently mullioned. The perfectly

Italian appect of the lower part of the building seems to me to be conclusive evidence of

the existence of the style of the Renaissance in England very much earlier than is usually
supposed.
The Porta Honoris at Cambridge is generally pointed to as one of the earliest, if not the

earliest, exampleinEnglandof the quasi-Classic style. This gateway, however, must be nearly
1 30 years later than the building near old London-bridge, bo carefully delineated In this

Illumination.
Now that I am touching on the subject of illustrated manuscripts, I need not omit

allusion to the remarkable book known as the *' Codex Aureus." It forms part of the
Royal Library collected .by George III., and is certainly one of the gems of that collection ;

it has many claims on our attention, inasmuch as it appears to be beyond a doubt that it

was executed for Charlemagne ; it is enriched with magnificent illustrations, which may
bo fairly presumed to be specimens of the highest art which Europe in the beginning of

the ninth century was capable of producing, nnd is, moreover, considering its great age,

in excellent preservation. The prevailing character of tho architectural features is mani-
festly what it is usual to designate as Romanesque. Each page rejjresente one arch, divided

into three subordinate compartments by slender pillars conying three arches. This
arrangement of arches seems to have taken its rise somewhere about the period in tho
history of architecture with which this volume is contemporaneous

;
perhaps, indeed, even

earlier.

The practice of building small arches in a continuous series, si)ringing from tho

capitals of small pillars, bears a far earlier date. AVe find them in abundance at tho
Palace of Diocletian. Such small arcades occur, too, at the building near Ravenna, called

Theodoric's Palace, and a continuous range of them originally encircled the multangular
tomb of that monarch. Tliese small arcades, arranged in successive, superimposed orders,

came to be used to excess, as you, no doubt, well know, and covered the towers and gablee

of the Lombardic and subsequent ages. I may add that in paintings and mosaics of so

early a date as the fourth century, represented in Seroux d'Agincourt's great work, these

arcades abound.
But in the illustrations of a manuscript preserved in the Laurcntian Library, at

Florence, to which the date of the fourth centurj- is assigned, a more distinct fore-

shadowing occurs of the Gothic mullioual window. It represents a large semicircular

arch, comprising within its span four minor arches, thus dividing it into four narrow
openings. It is true, the head of the large comprising arch is blanked : there is shown on
it a circle, probably decorative only, and not perforateil; but the transition from this to an
ordinary four-light Gothic window is easy and natural. In the " Codex Aureus," to which
I have been referring, we have very plainly this germ of the Gotliic wiudow ; and we liave

it even more distinctly developed in MfS. of the ninth centurj-, of which representations

arc given by D'Agincourt. But not only were these small arcades the putative parents of

mullioned windows, to them, also, it can hardly be doubted, wo owe the triforium of our
Ecclcsinstical architecture. I cannot refrain from here reminding you of tho analogous

use of these subordinate arcades in the Westminster Hall, as bnilt by our William Rufne.

In the twenty-sixth volume of the " Archreologia " you will find the rpprescntntion of that

triforium story forming an open arcaded passage-way, obtained in the thickness of the

wall. This curious feature in the domestic architecture of the twelfth century I had the

pleasure of being the first to explore and delineate, when the interior of the walls of

Westminster Hall was opened ont and axjjosed to view, under my brother. Sir Robert's,

directions, with a view to the refacc of the masonry of those walls in 1837.

I have, perhaps, detained you too long in thns tracing the pedigree of these mural
arcades, but they are of some importance in the historj- of architecture. It may be diffi-

cult to poiTit to any feature more strongly characteristic of Medieval architecture, or moro
definitely distinguishing it from strictly Classic art.

In the singular works of early Christian architectm^, to which I hare been adverting, it

is impossible" not at once to recognise a strong savour of Byzantine art. There is, for

' example, in the " Codex Aureus" an almost inliuite variety of frets and friezes introduced or
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a quasi-Classic diaracter, all most carefully and elaborately executed, and with a manual
dttcMfitv and -precision which seem to imply great practice iu such works. The Greek
li^nriBui fret occurs in utmost rariety, and those interlacing patterns that stamp a
peculiar character ou the art of ornamental design in this Byzantine style occur in these

ulnminations in utmost profusion. Whether accompanying Ilnnic Inscriptions in Ireland,

in Norway, or elsewhere, or whether seen carved in stoiio in the earliest Christian buildings

of LMUbiudy, or worked in mosaic on the walls of Greek churches, or depicted upon
ToUnm In these beautiful manuscripts now under our consideration, there is a similarity of

dBSIgn and a general agreement iu the manner of treatment which is certainly welt worthy

Of Q^rration. What adds especidl interest to this curious kind of ornament is that it was
not, apparently, derived from or suggested by any similar ornament in the preceding

GUuHic school. Could it have been traced back to ancient Home, we should not have been

surprised at its occurrence in localities so widely apart, and in styles of design so widely

differing ; but nothing, as far as 1 know, occurs'iu Itoman art from whence these intricate

interlacing^ could have been derived—unless, indeed, we may suppose that the guiUoche was
the parent of this ornament, which would, in that case, take back the idea to Athens itself,

and to how much remoter a period I know not. Even Assyrian art is not without traces

of it
Whether so derived or whether it was the original product of a Tentonic or a Byzantine

mind, certainly its wide prevalence is remarkable. It seems not unlikely that the facilities

which these interlaced ornaments afforded of producing the device of a knot having no
ej^i&, would recommend it to the favorof the earlyChristianartistsas an emblem of eternity,

as well as of brotherhood. But whatever its origin, the idea was certainly most proline.

Besides being productive of a variety of mere ornaments, such as we see on this MS. of the

ttme of Chari^nagne, It suggested no doubt the monsters devouring their own tails, which
we see so commonly portrayal in medieval sculpture ; and the tnie lovers' knots depicted

in a thonaand familiar, although unmeaning, shapes on our walls and ceilings down to the

time of Elizabeth, and, for aught I know, to the present day.

Time warns me that I must not, this evening, introduce to your notice any more of the

Uterary and artistic treasures stored up in our magiiificent national collection. I am well

aware of the very superficial nature of these few slight notices : they present to you but the

fiiintest glimpse of the almost endless stores that the liberality of country has been
enabled to accumulate under the guidance and with the assistance of her best scholars. In
calling your attention to the few books which I have named, I am, I fear, subjecting myself

to the sarcasm of the old Greek author who tells us of a certain " Scholasticos " who, being
desirous of recommending a house to the favor of his friends, carried about with him a
brick or two by way of siiecimen of the entire mansion. Yet scanty and very in.idequate

as the samples may be which I have this evening laid before you, I feel sanguine in the
belief that my few remarks and criticisms will not have been made in vain, if they have
produced in your mind a desire to seek for further satisfaction at the fountain heads ; to

consult them for yourselves, and to liberalise and enlarge your studies by a wider field of

investigation.

A careful contemplative study of the causes of the almost awful sublimity of the
Colosseum, for example, is calculated perhaps to encourage and even to generate a greatness

of manner, and to elevate the artistic tendencies of the mind ; and to teach us that the

grandest effects in our art are far more readily attainable by simple general forms, than
by resorting to that excessive elaboration and subdivision of details which (perhaps 1 may
be permitted to say) is one of the least commendable tendencies of the present day, and
giLnst whi<A it would be well that you shoald be on your guard.

Then, again,la critical examination of the interesting productions of the age of the

Benaiasance in France—an examination so greatly facilitated by the two beautiful volumes
of Catherine de Medicis, which I have been adverting to -is well calculated to fertilise the
mind of a young architect, and to show to him how the combination of two very different

lands of beauty is capable, in the alembic of genius, of being made to produce still another
beauty—a tertium ?«id—differing very materially from its two components, yet partaking
of the merits of both.
Such an examination would, furthermore, satisfy him that it was no mere love of innova-

tion, no mere freak of fashion, that led our forefathers to lay aside in their arciiitecture the

stem and rigid air of medievalism. They abandoned muUions and tracery in their

vrindows, and made them wide and square and open—not in sport and for the sake of a
frivolous change, but because they were beginning to learn to appreciate more fully the
value of light and air, and because they began to porceive that there wore other means of

excluding an enemy and securing their personal safety and an inviolate hearth, besides

loopholing and crenellating their dwellings. An inquiry into these great changes
in their habits of building is a curious and .not an unprofitable inquiry. It is common
enough to hear it said that the revival of a taste for classical literature led to the study and
sobeeqnent adoption of classical architecture. Whereas thejtwo revivals were, in truth,

strictly contemporaneous :] and it is by no means improbable that they may be regarded,

not as one being consequent on the other, but that both were necessary results of a common
cause—namely, the advance of civilisation, involving the acquirement of new habits and
new wants.
The other volumes of which I have this evening made mention have an antiquarian

rather than a practical value, and to that extent are, no doubt, less suitable subjects for

me to urge on your attention here. Yet those manuscripts are samples of a great store of

similar works which Tour national museum may be justly proud to possess, and which,
whilst they are of the highest literary and historical value, must ever be precious also in

the eyes of artists, inasmuch as the illuminations which adorn their pages represent faith-

fully the condition of the fine arts during the medieval period, and are, as it were, the

golden link that connected the ancient with the modem schools of Painting aud Design.

Accidents ott French Railways.—We find the following in the Revue
Contemporaine

:

—" On the Northern, Strashurg-, Western, Orleans, and Medi-
tenancan lines of railway, 2,130 trains run every day, and the distance pre-

formed is altogether 192,000 kilometres (five-eighths of a mile each), making a
total of 777,4.00 trains, and more than 70,000,000 of kilometres in the year. The
number of passengers conveyed on those lines in the years from 1850 to 1800 was
about £310,000,000, and during that period the loss of life by accidents was 44,

or one oat of 7,000,000. Does tliere exist a human undertaking where material

forces are used in the midst of difficult circumstances, and with the co-operation

of such a considerable number of men, which would engage not to make a greater

number of victims ? The above figures, taken from official sources, have an
eloquence which cannot be easily weakened, and against which affirmations too

lightly brought cannot prevail. What additional force do not these calculations

acquire when they are compared with the number of carriage accidents which
take place in one year in the public thoroughfares of Paris alone ? In 1860, for

instance, the official statistics inform us that the casualties of tliat kind amounted
to 920, which occasioned the death of 30 jiersons, and serious injuries to 579
others. Thus the circulation of carriages in Paris has led to almost as many
violent deaths in one year as the circulation of the French railways iu ten
yean."

WINDOW, SAN PIETRO MARTIRE, VERONA.

THE little chapel of San Pietro Martire, now used as a college, contains

many architectural gems, one of which, a window-head, we have

engraved. It is very simple, but none the less beautiful. The materials

are brick and white marble. The section of the jamb is hardly more than

a splay. The trefoil in the arch, cut out of a single block, is a charming

bit of design, and gives a degree of richness of effect that five times the

amount of carving would not necessarily procure for it. The height of

the window is about 14 feet, and the width, as nearly as we can recollect,

about 2 feet 6 inches. Adjoining it there is a circular window, designed

with equal skill, and over the entrance is the well-known canopied tomb
of G. da Castelbarco. The date of the window is the first half of the

fourteenth century.

SOUTH PORCH OF ST. GUDULE, BRUSSELS.
DEDICATED originally to the Saints Michel and Gudule, this collegiate

church is now better known as St. Gudule. It is situated on arising

ground once called Molenberg, and was founded in 1010. The choir and

transepts were completed about 1270, the nave in the fourteenth century,

and the western towers soon after 1500. Many alterations have, how-

ever, been effected since that time. The north and south windows of

transept—the latter is shown in our illustration—date 155". The precise

date of the south porch is not recorded.

Ben-SOS's Watches and CiX)cks.—" Perfection of mechanism."—.l/ormny Post.

Gold watches .5 to lOO guineas ; sUver watches, 2 to 50 guinea.s. Benson's new Illustrated

Pamphlet, free for two stamps, descriptive of every construction of watch, enables persons
in any part of the world to select with the greatest certainty the watch beat adapted to
their nse. Watches sent free and safe by post ou receipt of a remittance.

J. W. Benbos, 33 and 34, Ludgste-blU, 46 aud 47, CorahiU, London, E.C. Established
1749.

.-Of

FIRES IN LONDON DURING THE PAST YEAR.
rilllE report of Mr. Shaw on fires in London during the past year gives the

L number of totally destroyed premises as 53, being 25 in excess of the same

list for 1860, and 13 in excess of the average proportion for the 28 past years.

Of the premises burned, 20 werefrom two to seven miles distant from the nearest

station; 25 were used for the carrying on of hazardous trades, such as cabinet-

makers, carpenters, hay and straw salesmen, steam saw-mills, &c. Three were

completely on fire before the arrival of the engines, and of the remaining number,

some through imperfect construction, and one (Cotton's wharf) from its great

magnitude and inflammable contents, balfled all the efforts of the firemen.

The total number of calls received during the year was 1,409, of these 89 were

false alarms, 137 proved to be only chimney alarms, and 1,183 were fires, of

which 53 resulted in the total destruction of buildings, &c., 332 in considerable

damage, and 798 in slight damage. The fires of 1861, compared with those ot

1860, show an increase of 127, and compared with an average of the 28 years

during which the establishment has been in existence, the increase is 391. This

list does not include trifling damages by fire, not sufficiently important to require

the attendance of firemen. Of these no record is anywhere kept, but they, it is

considered, may be estimated in round numbers at 4,000 ; neither does it include

the ordinary calls for ehiranevs on fire, which may be roughly estimated at

3,000.
"

, .,
With regard to the fire at London-bridge, which occurred on the 22nd of June

last, and resulted in the almost total destruction of thirty-three buildings, there

is every reason to believe that, but for a serious delay and deficiency of water,

and some violent explosions whicli took place at the commencement, the fire

would have been confined to the building in which it originated. In six of the

cases mentioned in the totally destroyed list, the supply of water was either late

or insufficient. .

The land steam fire-engine continues to render valuable service. In this

engine a great difficulty has hitherto been experienced in getting up steam in a

sufficiently short space' of time; this difficulty is now obviated by the introduc-

tion, inside the fire-box, of a small jet of gas, whicli keeps the water constantly

boiling. By |his method two advantages are gained, one is that it entirely does

away with the great risk to the boiler and machinery, caused by the sudden ex-

pansion which takes place when steam is raised in fifteen minutes from cold

water, and the other is that it insures the raising of sufficient steam iu less than

five minutes, which is all that is ever required for practical purposes. The three

new land steam fire-engines recently ordered of the same makers, Messrs. bhand

and Mason, will be finished shortly, and as they will always be kept ready tor

immediate use by the expedient already mentioned, it is confidently anticipatetl

that they will be found more effective, and, at the same time, more economical

than those worked by manual power.
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MR. DIGBY WYATT ON THE ARTS OF ITALY.*

IN glass, I am sorry to say, there was but littlo to praise, with the exception, perhaps, of
the ru)iy glass of Piomro, near Orvicto, the stained glass generally being inferior to

contomporiiry produetions in France, Germany, and England ; while in cut and cast glass,
the fonn and ornaments were poor and unworthy of notice. How much of the reproach
of insignificance in this department might have Ijcen removed had the establishments of
Murano freely contributed the results of their best exertions, it is dilflcult to say. Let us
hope that whenever the next Exhibition of the products of United Italy may take place, the
descendants of those who in the old time thought it no degradation to their nobility to bo
masters in tlie craft and mystery of glass mafcuig, may successfully vindicate their fore-
fathers' reputation. In Ceramics, howOTer, there was much to interest.

At the head of this branch of industry stood, without a rival, the Marquis Qinori, who
now sustains, to his own credit no less than profit, the old factory at Doccia, founded in
373.5 by one of bis ancestors. In fine iwrcelain the productions of the establishment leave
little to bo desired as to the quality of the paste, but the painting is as yet unequal to the
excellence of the material. The most remarkable and characteristic of Ginori's produc-
tions are tlie imitations of ancient Majolica, for hLs improvements in the manufacture of
which the Marquis gracefully acknowledges himself indebted to the talents in chemistry of
one of hUproU«ji:s and assistants, Signor (Jiusto.Qiusti, whose death in 18.5S, while scarcely
in the summer of his intellectual iwwcrs, may Ire a source of rcgi-etjUot to the Marquis only,
but to all Itidy.

Many of these imitiitions of ancient Majolica, and more particularly of the Fontana and
Zuccheri types of it, are so ably executed as to imperil inexperienced collectors, who are
too apt to Ijelieve that it is possible to obtain by chance oljjects for ten pounds, eagerly
sought after by many really well informwl in such matters who would not hesitate to
give ten times the sum for undoubted specimens of the works imitated. Let one and all
discard such vain illusions, and beware of either too cheap or too dear " articles de vertu"
inritaly.

I was happy to notice that some of the most graceful of the Doccia productions were
purchased by Englishmen, and, among others, one of the smallest, but prettiest, by our
friend Mr. Crace.

In one of the great difficulties of the potter's art, that of burning large groups in biscuit,
and allowing them to cool without cracking, the Marquis Ginori lias not proved alto-
gether successful, yet the design and modelling of his principal specimen deserved a more
successful treatment in firing.

Although he may be considered as without .iny serious rival in the production of porce-
lain, in some of the appliances of earthenware with enamelled glazes he meets with com-
petitors of almost equal ability. Thus, in the revival of pavements similar to those wllich
floor the celebrated loggic of the Vatican, made, it is lielieved, by Glrolamo dolla Robbia,
Bem.ardino Papi, of Sienna, proves himself a thoroughly capable manufacturer. As also in
Ginori's revival of the Luca dolla Robbia ware, others of the Lombard potteries prove that
he Ls not alone in his knowledge of the processes by which such objects were anciently
wrought.
In ordinary terra cottas, such as those suited for stoves, large garden flower pots, and

arcliitectural ornaments, Bacci, of Florence, Carlo Vanni, of Impruneta, near Florence,
Filippo Martinez, of Palermo, land Rafaelle Piegaia, of Lucca, exhibit very excellent pro-
ductions, thereby demonstrating how widely a knowledge of these processes of old repute
in Italy is spread.
Nor is it alone in quality that the specimens forwarded by these manufacturers excel,

since in price it would be dilflcnlt in any other cotfntry, I think, to match them. For
example, a really graceful stove in terra cotta, burnt by Furlani. and such as, in this
country, I believe, would not, probably, be procurable under £:!, I had the pleasure of buy-
ing for -i't francs, or £1 ; a much more ambitious and larger stove, of the same kind, by
Ginori, was priced 80 francs, or about £3 4s. It is much to be desired that the Committee
of Fine Arts for the decoration of the Horticultural Society's grounds at Kensington may
find English manufacturers equal to the production of vases and other features for the
embeiiislimeut of gardens at similarly reasonable rates, since not a few proprietors of more
modest gardens throughout the country are craving for such objects at prices a little less
extravagant than those they cannot avoid paying now if they would introduce any similar
ornaments amidst their shrubs and flowers.
In ordinary tiles of inlaid clays, suitable for mosaic, the Cavaliere Avila Altoviti, of the

val d'Amo, reigns supreme.
Tlic class of fabrics will, no doubt, be so ably noticed by my friend, your Vice-President,

Jlr. Winkworth, that I need do no more with respect to them than remark that, as far asmy powers of observation extend, in none, with the exception of the embroiderer's art,
was there any groat evidence of able design in connexion with their production.
For embroidery the Italians have long been [celebrated, and many specimens were dis-

played, better, both in design and execution, than any of those French and Belgium
examples which have been so largely manufactured during the last century for the
glonflcation of the rites and ceremonies of the Romish Church. One of the most splendid
gecimens of snch work, although destined for regal rather than ecclesiastical use, was to
be observed m the hangings for the royal throne, embroidered in the public Female School
«t Florence; the design for which, being by no loss clever an artist than Pietro Cheloniwas of a highly satisfactory description, and the work reflected credit, more particularly
open the widow Bassi, the [teacher of the art of embroidery in that scliool, under whose
special superintendence the whole has been executed.
In dealing with the subject of oriuimental carving in wood, we have already taken

cognizance of one of the most important elements essential to the production of beautiful
lurniture. There remain, however, two or three special processes, which have been classed
by the I' lorentine Commissioners under the head of furniture, and which merit particular
attention.
The most important of these is unquestionably mosaic in pietro dure, glass, &c. ; and the

second, that form of mosaic which consists in the inlaying of diflerent colored woods, andWhich we generally understand by the name of marquetrj-.
The former of these processes embraces two distinct varieties, the one suited for interlLil

nse.only, and the other for both external and internal use.
In the first-named class the now Royal, but formerly Grand Ducal Manufactory, for the

execution of what we know as Florentine mosaic, naturally occupied the most eminent

ty,f^f,'^ " "Yl^ ^7'^ employed to ivrito for the Board of Trade on a class in which
productions of the Grand Ducal Manufactory were included, in the year 186.3, gone atsome length into the subject, I nce<l not recapitulate the details I then collected concerning

whS^ff'^'^"''?-*; ?i ']"*.' establishment. I may, however, state that the same
technical perfection which I had then occasion to praise, and the same faults, as it appeared

i?o? ;-n J'
'''"™, 'M'"'

gene-'al design of the principal objects which I then pointed out,

noMiS^
™°="''"'«'l to characterise the productions forwarded to the Exhibition under

™™"^'I"'k''"?"'"^».''''^°,'^'' ."?''? ^'l^* " '^ ^'M that vast sums of money and very manyyeare of labor have been lavished-the altar frontal for the Chapel of the Medici, in San
ml^JS^li l\ ""^T *" "?"• "'V'.K',""!'- a mistake. With extraordinary patience and skill,

S?,^ ? ,
™°?' Precious kmds have been selected and fitted to one another with

SS^"™™ F'fT"y. '? "?" *" T°^"<« a Pict'ire of the " Supper at Emmaus ;" and,

?rin iwo fl ^'J"'-."°'?S?''f""J"'.
In other objects, such as a magnificent table

^kZnt ,?l^ •T''™'*''''''^.?'^^''''•'''^""=<'• *" combination with conventional

ofThT^ • 7-^ mucn happier result is obtained. The best understood, however, of any

walm?t1v?^5 -'T-/
th'.Koyal Manufactory, api>eared tome to be the fine wardrobe in

^ttonaiom'ame^nt
""

''" "^ '" ''""'' """"^ '" ''''''^" to almost entirely con-

thro™,ui'?w''wl"'^l'"'r'^"'^"^*'l'"'^*^'^ y*^*" '^1 c«!«PinB up in excellence, 08
i;„ iS^ ^^'^^ '^hnc has been somewhat losing its old monopoly of excellence ; and wo
S^„S^^?^ "l^'"""^

forwarded from private studios of almost equal merit to those

Sm^»mnS^^r^™"'"''i\°'Ji'''''*"™t', "S".'- ™ P"'"' °* pictorial mosaic
,
the centre

f^L^T^l
of the great table executed by Bianehini, are more effective than the tour de

bi^^^tir.^"^ T .J?'"' ""i
Supper at Emmaus," although perhaps not quite so perfectm execution. In the centre of this table is a picture of the adoption of Giotto by

* Concluded from page 72.

SSwi "f^*^ with extraordinary dolloaoy and daitcrity. Among the highly com -
mendablespoclmensof thljclaasof moaaioaro alio the table toixs executed by ynmoMco
Bottl, and the Brothers Latticl, of Florence.

—«v«
For those whoso pockets are unprepared for mob drafts as the purduae ol any of theaesplencUd works would necessarily make upon thorn, aimUar obiecta, made in •casUela andproducing an equally brilliant effect, may Iw obtained at greatly rajuoed prloefc Onailah.

oxecutcil by Picchianti and Son, of Florence, none but the mort exp^enced eye ooSSfdetect as Ixjing an imitation instead of an origlnoL
f^^^-w*. s/o <uuui

M?,'i""'fJ",?"'
"""*""''' ;'" .which piettD dure alabi an ioaerted, none appear to me toblend with it more successfully than ebony, and thia happy miiin could Mt bo better

cxempliflcd than m the beautiful little casket oxoouted by fiarzanti, of Florence, which
both in the excellence of the mosaic and the taste with wMch the object Is made ud eouU
scarcely lie exceeded.

«#•«—

In addition to mosaics formed with natural stones and marbles, some specimens of anagreeable, though rather too brillhmt effect, formral by the insertion of artUdalaventarme, made hi glass, into marble and metal work, were exhibited by Siiniarl
Bigagha, of Veidce,and, being a novelty, appeared to be highly apprcchited by the Itdlana.Xho other branch of mosaic based upon .ancient Roman and Byzantine processes is an
sut which has been steadily kept up in Italy, partly through the maintenance of the great
1 apal manufactory at Romii, and partly through the necessity of oomrtontly supplylnuworkmen and materials suited for restoring the groat monumenU scattered throughout
Italy and Sicily, embellished both within and without with this luxurious decoration. Cut
It 13 only recently that an attempt has been made to organise snch fociiiticii of production
as may enable private manufactnrers to offer their works in this department of indnstry
for public sale. There seems every reason to anticipate that this indnstry will assume
largo proportions, from the demand existing for snch arcliitectural accessories, not in Italy
only, but in all the highly civilised countries of Europe. The best specimens were those
a:nt by Salviati and Viucenzo Redi, of Venice—one a representation of St. Nicholas, from
St. Sophia, at Constantinople, evidencing a power to reprofluoe the ancient Byzantine
processes

; and the other aflgure of Christ, from St. Mark's, at Venice, exhibiting an equal
mastery over the Grasco-Italian processes employed in that cathedral. Another comjietitor
for patronage in Oils department of industry was Antonio Gozctta, of Venice. In all of
those works the difficulty of producing good flesh tints and property vitrifled gold ground
mosaic, appeared to be successfully overcome.
Marquetry—(mosaic in woods)—is an art of oriental origin, oommnnicated to and aUnost

entirely monoiwlised by the Italians for several centuries of the Middle Ages. In tho
North of Italy it is still highly popular, and both at Paris, in IS.Ij, and the present E.\liibl-
tion, numerous specimens wore to be seen—not in all cases sufflciently quiet in color, or
well understood in application, but almost invariably well and boldly executed.
Tho absence of Oatti, of Rome, whose ivory and other inlay was so highly admired at

Pans, is gre.atly to be regretted, as notliiug in this Exhibition is equal to tho small cabinet
he there exhibited in ISS.'i.

The best specimen of inlay, and probably one of the best of furniture in the whole
Exhibition, is presented to us in the table for a grand saloon, made by Guiseppe Fontana,
of Pisa. This piece of furniture is in the fine old Siennese style (that which shortly pre-
ceded the year 1 -lOO) , and leaves little to be desired.
The remaining furniture in the Exliibition is of good average quality, requiring no

particular remark, if we except the e.xceUent lac-work, in imitation of Chinese, of Lnizi
Zampini, of Florence.
Some buhl-work was sent from Genoa, by Jacinto Grosso. In a carved picture-frame, by

Lorenzo Popi, of Florence, I observed a particularly pleasing eiTect, produced by placing
walnut wood carved in open work over a gold ground. I need scarcely note how good and
cheap, and how well gilt and burnished, the ordinary carved picture-frames of Florence
now are.
In carpets tho Italians are altogether behindhand ; but some of their silks and velvets

for upholstery, particularly tho latter, are by no means bad. I did not notice any good lace
in the E.xhibition, but both at Venice and Genoa I liave seen modern nearly equal to the
old. Some of the flue thread needlework on cambric was exquisite.
In book production and decoration, although the glories of the classic printers of Italy—

the Aldi, Giuntas, Giolitos, .and Bodonis—were not perhaps fully sustained, there were
many evidences of excellent capability. In bookbinding, particularly, the houses of
Vezzosi of Turin, and Binda of Milan, took very high places, both for excellence of work
and taste in the application of ornamental design to the requirements of their special
branch of industry.
We have already noticed the perfection attained by the Italians in engraving and

chromo-lithography, arts now all but indispensable to tho perfection of luxurious
typography. It remains only to say a word or two in vindication of tho national powers in
the art of engriiving on wood. I observed scarcely any siiecimens in the Exhibition, but
in contomiwrary publications, and more particularly in the Gionutle deW £$po$izion»
Italian<i, I noticed many examples of fair average excellence.
Such are a few of the observations which occur to me in respect to the present of Italian

industry, as exemplified by the products displayed in tho Exliibition .at Florence, and with
your permission I will now proceed to add a few remarks touching the even more im-
portant question of the possible Italian Art-Industrial future as now foreshadowed.
As there can be no fire without fuel, so there can be no fruitful production without

education ; and it is from the witlidrjiwal of the restrictions which have hitherto tended to
discourage every class of practical instruction throughout most of the States into which
Italy has been divided, that the probably most prolific source of future benefit is to be
anticipated. Thus, in the fine arts, although mimy costly literary works, such as the
" History of Painting," by the late Professor Rossini, of Pisa; the ''Illustrations of the
Certosa of Pavia," by Durelli, of Milan, by Cassuia, of Venice, by Cicognara ; of Ancient
Art, by Canina, of the Museo Borbonico, by the Neapolitan Government ; and of the
Florentine andother academies, have been produced mainly in answerto a foreign demand,
there is an almost entire blank in the contemporaneous supply of what may bo understood
as school books of art fit to place in tho hands of workmen and students. Smca the days
of Mengs, Algarotti, and Visconti, but few Italian writers have followed closely those
theories of esthetics which have largely engaged public attention in Germany, France, and
England, and still fewer liave endeavoured to methodise and popularise those texts for the
practical instruction of the student.

Gioberti's eloquent and learned essaj-s, "Del Buono," and " Del Bello," are far too
ethereal to be palatable to the general reader; while the master mind of NicoUni, the
early bent of which inclined strongly towards the solution of art questions, .is evidenced
in his excellent discourses on Orcagna, Michel Angelo, Leon Battista Alberti, on " The
Coimection between Poetry and P.iinting," and on." The Influence of the Arts on Social
Life," became subsequently engrossed by political, literary, and educational questions, of
even more serious import to Italy.

Among modem writers on the subject of the fine arts, tho Count Selvatico, the Marchese
Ricci, and the Marchese Roberto D'Azeglio, may be considered as having effected the
largest amount of good ; but there is still much to bo hoped for, now that it is possible for
the books publisheti in one part of Italy to be read in others, besides those in which, having
eluded the Scylla of state censure, they were imperilled and imprisoned by tho Charybdis
of heavy and almost impa-ssable barriers of state dues and inquisitorial police.

To the workman, however, there arc practical sources of instruction, even more valnablo
than the text books of his art. These are to be recognised in the works of his contem-
poraries. What can be imagined more instructive for an apprentice than to have placel
under his eyes the Iwst performances of liis master contrast^ with those of other manu-
facturers ? What more beneficial than to be able to examine the productions of those who
in any special branch of industry are superior even to the master he has l»en accustomed
to recognise as to him its practical head ":• Such instruction is to be derived from Exhibi-
tions such as that uuder notice : and it is to be hoped that tlie present may bo but tho first

of a long series in which from year to year, and in different localities, the Italians may take
stock of their own oiivancement, and from time to time enjoy opportunities of comparing
their own productions ivith those of other, and," perhaps, in a commercial sense, more ad-
vanced, nations of Europe. The tendency and ultimate result of such comparisons and
such stimulants T\ill no doubt be in Italy, as their action has already frequently provctl in

other countries, to convert exceptional into staple pnxluctions ; and to lead to the confir-

mation of a manafactnrer, treading vith hesitating steps the path of novelty, in branches
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oiiutaBtiJ ultimately destined to confer riches and honor on the land in which they may be

ocigiBated. There is, too, in these Exhibitions a species of combination and snlK>pcJinatlon

o( mnaini to a oommon end, the moral effect of which, for the Italians especially, cannot

tMt be nMMt excellent ; and may tend strongly to correct, by a system of aggregation, the

tandem^ to isolation so largely developed, even among the working classes by antecedent

aocial and political restriccion!s.

It is difficult for any traveller in Italy now, who may be at all acqnainteii with the

t founts of Delia Cniscau literature, not to recogni^ the deterioration which has

Jlen the n<rt>le Italian language—a deterioration commencing, pcrhnps. with the i-etlun-

k epithets of Marini.iuid oontinncd through the inanities of the ** Compagniafamos-
imft deUa Itfina," and of the still more celebrated Arcadian Academy, to the present

eomparative decrepitude of once vigorous speech. Owing to a want of unrestrained cora-

momcatioo, ami ot frecUom of discussion, oral or written, on any but the most trivial

tubjecta, there have been developed of late years tendencies to cling to defective palois, by

w»y of concealing convictions, on the one hand, and to verbosity, aa a means of disguising
|

ignanukoe. on the other hand, which have nourished the weeds of both Italian thought

and Italian language, to the choking up of the flowers which were wont to spring so spon-

taaeoaaly from that ancient hot-bed of civilisation. This will, no doubt, l)e sjwedily

nctifled by a free prcs^. and the facility of intercommunication by means of railways,

which will ultimately obliter.ite lie provincialisms complained of.

The same general principle* of repression that checked tlie development of thought,

that mfeebtod the language, and barred the practical usefulness of the middle classes in

Italy, oondeamed, almost as a conspiracy, any attempts in the lower classes to remedy, by

oomtaination, the evils incident to their being left, as it were, without those natural leaders

baud industry which the middle classes in free countries invariably supply to the

Another nnqoestionable eonrce of probable benefit to the arts in Italy must \ye recognised

in the derelopment of principles approaching to those of free tra/le. as opposed to old

obnoxxNia tariffs, and in the increase of commerce, and the profits arising from trade and
m^iiTw liiifi to be thereby indnced ; for we cannot forget that it was out of the fulness of

bMiaeBB profits, rather than any other source, that the funds were supplied in old times

whtah led to the creation of those noble monuments which gave to the Italy of the fifteenth

oentoxy its pre-eminent position in the history of art and art-industry.

While it is true that a high development of industrial art is not an inevitable attendant

on the existence, in any state, of a high degree of social and political liberty, in cases where
Uie genius of the people is noB bent in that direction, it is certain that where the tendency

o< a population is so strongly set as to have maintained, during age^ of repression, and
under drcamstonces of the most antagonistic description, such an amount of capability as

is now manife^^ by the Italians, those germs—dormant, or nearly so, during periods such
as those referred to—will fructify a hundredfold under institutions calculated to develop

peiBonal independence, and free action in that direction towards which, the sympathies and
aqnrations of an enthusiastic i)eopIe congenitally tend.

A comparison of the past with the present, and a correct appreciation of the phenomena
of each, may certainly justify wJiat has been predict^tl of the future of Italian ait-industry

;

hot there exists yet another source from which as much fruit may be probably nnticipated,

as from any of the reliable conducing causes to which allusion has been made. Such a

source is to be found in what is commonly called " the chapter of accidents." As, perhaps,

the brightest, though most sadly tamished.American genius, Edgar Poe, acutelyremarks:—
" The history of human knowledge has so uninterruptedly shown that to collateral, or in-

cidental, or accidental events, we are indebted for the most numerous and most valuable

djscoveriea, that it has at length become necessary, in any prospective views of improve-
ment, to make not only large, but the largest, allowances for inventions that shall arise by
chance, and quite out of the range of ordinary expectation. It is no longer philosophical to

base upon what has been a vision of what is to be. Accident is admitted as a portion of

the substructure. We make chance a matter of absolute calculation." "Without going so

far as this writer, we may yet carry a laige sum to the credit side of our account from what
mathematicians have designated " the doctrine of probabilities."

Thus, then, it is with a hope almost approaching to certain anticipation, and in serious

thought rather than glovving sympathy, that I venture to augur, from the combination of

the excellence already attained", with the facilities for progress opened by its new political

constitution, a future for the arts and industries of Italy, such as may place them on a level

with, if not in advance of, the most successful worsliippers at the shrine of beauty in any
other country of Europe.

It remains for us now, in the last section of this essay, only to endeavour to derive

practically the largest amount of benefit we can from the past experiences of the Italians,

and from the lessons which their productions, past and present, may teach us in the present

day.
The most important of these, it appears to me, is to recognise how, under all circum-

stances, the Italian demands art, not as a luxury, but as a necessity. If he cannot have it

In good material he will have it in bad ; but in some shape or other his eyes must be
gratified with that without which vision would be to him but comparative blindness.

If, for instance, the view from one of his saloons is terminated by a blank wall, as is the

fate of many of those who dwell in our London houses, rather than let that wall remain a
blank he will employ an artist to make him a design of an architectural or pictorial

character. That des-ign, if liis means permit hira to execute in marble, no material will be
too costly for him to employ ; if he cannot have it in marble he will have it in stone ; if

he cannot afford it in stone it will be in stucco ; if he cannot afford it in stucco he will

have it painted ; if he cannot afford to pay anybody to paint it he will endeavour to do it

himself ; if he cannot paint it himRclf, or afford to pay for its being done, he will cover it

withcreepera—but supply his craving he most assuredly will. If we could feel the same
active want, it is unquestionable that our greater amount of vital energy and greater

w«alUt would lead us even better to supply our cravings than the Italian is enabled to

gratify his.

What. then, is most wanting in us is an ardent desire for the beautiful. I am far from
aying that this desire does not exist in a large and rapidly increasing per centage of the
English people, but with ns it is so interjcctional a sensation as to lead to comparatively
little practical result. The rich man, who sees a picture or statue which pleases him, will

buy one or other, or both, but how seldom with the least consideration of special fitness for

supplying any particular want, much thought of, long cherished, and carefully determined
upon ! The nature of such a want, and the best mode of supplying it, will occupy the

earnest thoughts of the Italian ; but with an Englishman, in a general way, the inclination

will be but desjultory, and if not supplied at a moment when strongly felt it will pass away,
and, perhaps, never meet with realisation at all.

Another lesson of great importance to us may be derived from the fact that, both in the
past and in the present, the Italians have never been in the habit of looking at any one art

tki perfect in a condition of isolation from others. To produce for them the effect of beauty
or nobl«ie9B, all must contribute. Color is just as essential as sculpturesque form, and
both must be held in subordination by the symmetrical conditions of architectonic disposi-

tion of lines and spaces.

We, unfortunately, now see too many of the great monuments of Italian art stripped of

half their furniture ; but if, from the relics of perishable objects preserved in museums,
such as that at South Kensington, we attempt to restore to those denuded monuments, to

those ransacked palaces, those ** banquet halls deserted," the embellishments we recognise

aa having formerly belonged to them, we shall at once see that the attainment of a really

perfect effect in monuments, the beauty of which was dependent upon the combination of

the Fine Arts, could only, in Italian eyes, be properly effected by super-adding with profu-

sion all that the Industry and ingenuity of the most skilful workman could produce in the
Industrial Arte.
To this union of all the fine arte among themselves, with the industrial arts attending as

their handmaids, we most look as the most important element in all magnificence ; and if

we would emulate the Italians, we must not rest until we have learned to blend all cognate
arte and indnstrics in harmony.
The third great merit in the best Italian production, whether in a small article of

industry, or in the most magnificent monument, is nobility of inclination.

The mistake, for instance, of building the front of a palace in stone and suddenly dropping
off the instant the comer is turned into brick, might occur to even a mtliionnalre in this

economical age, but would scarcely have presented itself to a Medici, or a Famese, in the

old days of Italian mngnifioence. Not that the wealth, or the Inclination to do what is

handsome, might be less in the one case than in the other, but that public opinion and
eystem would keep the patrons of old straight, and allow thos^e of to-day to fall into what
cannot but be regartled ns an architectural meanness.

It would be, of couree, too hartl to point to any particular cases where hundreds are
almost daily guilty of committing similar solecisms in taste, but unless we are to look for
the exemplification of nobility of structure to those whose means place it within their
power, how can we expect it from those to whom an increased expenditure might be a really
important consideration.

Nobility of material lavishly used, ample space, solidity of stmctnre, and the gift to the
eye of something obviously designed rather to please than to pay, together with the effect
that such departures from rigid utilitarianism produce instinctively on the spectator,

—

sources of effect lavishly indulged in in Italy at every period of hor history, ore only begin-
ning to be appreciated amongst us in the present day.
At the times when architects, such as Inigo Jones, Wren, Oibbs, and Chambers, endea-

voured to maintain in this country the principles of grand Italian architecture, founded
upon the universal practice during the be>-t classical and medieval jieriods, marble, oak
and stone were freely used. Cortilcs and loggias, colonn.ides and arcades, were not
banished as profligate woste of ground and money. Carving, and the elaborate working-
out of ornamental features in true and just proiwrtions, were considered to be essential to
fine effects. Paintings were not to be hung as by accident against walls— here a Madonna,
and there a set of boors drinking— but allotted places were provided for them in the vaults
and on the walls of the principal apartments. Sculpture, too, found its niches, and when
English talent failed to snpjdy it, the services of foreigners, in spite of strong insular
prejudices, were freely enlisted. And it was precisely when the public taste adopted a
meaner class of building materials, a gnidging spirit in the distribution of space, and a
lower kind of internal decoration, that llio arts of design in this country, with some few-
honorable exceptions, fell to zero, l-'rom that pitch (if 1 may use the espi*ession) of
degradation and disintegration they are now happily rising into a concrete and jx-rfect
form, with a i-eaction the ^ igor of which is scarcely to be paralleled in the world's history.
We are beginning to do better in each se]mrate department of production ; we are Iwginning
to recognise that excellence in one mut-t necessarily be combined with excellence in others ;

and we are beginning, in fact, to learn and practise the very system still lingering In the
hearts and habits of the Italians. May we advance with them, and they with us— for it is

one of the happiest coriditions of all true art that, if it be worthily carried to perfection^
its universality must breed honorable emulation, but never en%'y or jealousy.

THE LEICESTERSHIRE ARCHITECTURAL AND ARCHAEOLO-
GICAL SOCIETY.

THE greneral annual meeting of tlie members of this Society was held in the
Town Library, Guiidliall, Leicester, on tlie 27th of January.

The Rev. Robert Rurnaby being called to the chair, requested Mr. G. C.
Bellairs, the Financial iSecretary, to lay before the meeting a statement of
accounts for the past \ ear, from which it appeared that there was, after all

expenses were paid, a balance of about £2G in his hands.
Mr. T. North then presented and read the report for the year 1861, which

briefly adverted to one or two works carried out during- the past year.

Tho work of restoration at St. Mary's Church, Leicester, has been further aided by the
re-buikling— it can scarcely l)e said restoration, as there was little or nothing of the ancient
work left to gr.ide the architect in his designs—of St. Ann's Chapel, through tlie liberality
of the Misses Noble. This venerable church is now an epitome of Gothic architecture,
claiming and receiving the attention and the admiration of all who view the chasteness and
extreme beauty of all its ports.

The excavations of St. Martin's, Leicester, have brought to light many antiquities of
great interest. Several considerable portions of the foundations of ancient walls have been
discovered, and upon removing the earth —in July last—on the north side of the church,
close to the palisading dividing the church ground from the Townhall-lane, the workmen
came to a rubble wall of considerable thickness, surmounted by a wrought stone platfonn,
upon which stood tlie bases of two massive Doric columns, each about 2 feet in diameter.
These columns in all probability formed a portion of a colonnade, which, judging from the
size and the space intervening between them— about 10 feet—would Iw one of considerable
length. The earth in the interior also contained numerous fragments of Iloman pottery,
and the bones of animals and birds. Two coins, the one of Nero and the other of Con-
Btantine, were likewise turned up ; the truth of the tradition that a llorann temple stood
upon the site of the present church being thus, it is presumed, unequivocally proved.
Upon taking down the tower, several fragments of medieval coffins, corbels, and other
pieces of carved stone, wore met with in the later portions of it, the builders having appa-
rently, without much respect for the remains of an earlier age, used all the available stojv
within their reach. Owing to an unfortunate dispute between the contractors andtl:>
London workmen, the works at this church have progressed but slowly; now, however, :-

more rapid progression is visible.

St. Andrew's Church, Leicester, is near to completion, and, as an experiment testing the
adaptation (in the hands of Mr. Scott) of brick in the erection of an ecclesiastical edifice
without internal piers, is worthy of the closest iusiwction and scrutiny.
The very beautiful schools and school-house at Belgrave, from the designs of Mr. Gillett,

architect, Leicester were opened early this year. As examples of Gothic buildings,
admirably adapted for the purjioses for which they were erected, the Committee draw
attention to them with satisfaction and jjleasure.

Many other works of church restoration in the county have been begun or completed
during the year, among which may be named Stoughton Church, the tower of which luu-^

been taken down and rebuilt with great care through tlie liberality of a member of your
Society. Other portions of the church will, as need requires and circumstances iwnnit, als-i

receive careful attention. Considerable works have l>een carried on in the churches ar
Husbands Bosworth, Hathern, Osgathorpe, &c.. fiic, whilst at St. Margaret's, Leicester, tL
works of repairs and restoration have not been lost sight of.

The general meetings and excursions of the Society were held last year at Lutterworth.-
when its church, and that of Mistertou, were inspected. Tho Museum, which was rich in
antiquarian objects and works of art, liberally sent from both rich and poor in the neigh-
bourhood, was most numerously attended.
In conclusion, the Committee congratulate the Society upon the addition of many no-.,

names to its list of subscribers during tho past year, no fewer than -OJ gentlemen havii.:
enrolled their names as members. Tliey have, at the same time, to regret the loss of a feu
by death and withdrawal. This addition to the members, and consequently to the resources
of the Society, has detenniued the Committee in carrying out a project which has nuiny
times been brought before them, namely, the publication of the past transactions of the
Society. It is hoped that the first yearly part will be in the hands of members in tho
spring of 16fi"i.

Upon movinp: the adoption of tliis report remarks were made upon several
matters rererrerl to in itj whilst fully admitting the beauty and utility of the
new schools at Belgrave, several members thought the plan and design there
carried out far too elaborate and costly for villagers generally, and Birstall school,
erected a short time ago, was mentioned as a good tyi>e of a small village
school where funds were small, and the attendance of children not likely to i)e

very large.

'the rebuilding of the tower of Stoughton Church was likewise commented on,
and the manner in which the works have been carried on, strongly urged upon
the attention of all interested or engaged in church restoration, as an example of
most literal restoration. In fact, the work of the mason has been simply the

See Vol. VII., page 823.
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takirip; down the tower—which was in a (lanf^erom state—and so rebuildinj? it

as to place every stone afrain in its original place, only insert in^nuw stone where
the ritcayed state of tiie old rendered such a course absolutely nt^cessary. Tlie

r(s' oration is so perfect that a casual observer would not detect tlie recent work
of the mason upon the materials.

Anionij the articles exhibited were : by Mr. John Tlimt, a Uoman coin found
in the iieli^rave gravel-pit, the inscription upon which was almost obliterated

;

it was apparently a first bronze of Constantinc. Several other Roman coins,

ninoi/^ wliicli was one of Carausius, who reigneiJ in Britain towards the close of
the third century. A fibula, flint arrow heads, curiously formed flints, appa-
rently worked into shape for slinj,'-stones, all found between Great Dalby and
Bun-ow-on-the-Hill. A hilterl sword found in a drain near Bosworth, Leicester-
shire, bearing the date near the hilt, *' Anno 1070." ^-.i

Mr. G, C. .\ealk exhibited an illuminated manuscript volume ofprayers, &c.,
preceded by a calendar.
Mr. G. H. Nevinson placed upon the table a Roman needle and bronze pin

found in Leicester, and, on behalf of Mr. Pindar, exhibited a curious pack of
playing cards, upon which were depicted the leading incidents connected with
the murder of t^ir Kdraundbury Godfrey, in 1G78; the famous plot said on tlie

card to be ' hatched at Rome!" The denomination of each card appeared at
the corner, not colored, but beraldically lined. Tlie Pope's head with triple crown
supplied the knave.
»Mr. }T. GoDDAiiD produced two Forms of Prayer set forth respectively in

2()!M and 174.>, lor success to our arras by sea and land ; a Roman bone spoon
found in Cau»evvay-lane, Leicester, together with a vase which is now in the
Leicester Musenni ; also two enamels on copper, by Laudin, the one with the
legend *' S. Ignatius de Loiola," the otiier *' .S. Pranciscus Xaverius," being the
\\ ork of the early part of the seventeenth century.

It was resolved that the general meeting in the ensuing summer be held at
Bosworth.

THE CO>JSERVATZON OF ANCIENT ARCHITECTURAL
MONUMENTS AND REMAINS.

AT the ordinary general meeting of the Royal Institute of British Architects, held at
the roomts, on Monday evening, 3Ir. M. LUGUV Wyatt. V.P., in the chair, the dis-

cussion on Mr. U. CJ. Scott'-s paper, " Ou the Couservatiou of Ancient Architectural
Jlonuments and Remains," was resumed.
^_Mr. G. Gilbert Kcoti' remarked that ho thought the meeting would believe him when
ho said that fiis paper contained about the whole ho could say on the subject, ilovrever, as
his paper luul t)een published, and he was afraid its length had prevented some gentlemen
from reatUng it in the architectural papers, he would call attention to the proposals and
sngy-es-tions he had made respecting conservation, and particularly to the motion with
which he concluded his paper. The general sentiment of liia pajicr was Die great damage
constantly suffered by and inflicted upon the ancient remains of the architecture of this
country by the several causes of time, neglect, and ruthless alteration and restoration.
Though they could not resist the hand of time and could not arrest other causes of decay,
yet. by attention to buildings, the decay might be, to some extent, arresteil, and thus
might be preser\-ed remains which our country was at present so happily studded with.
As to restoration and repairs of ancient buildings, ho thought there should be some vigilant
watch constantly kept upon them by persons whose line of study it was to look to them in
order to their presei-vation. And though the whole could not be done by the Uoyal
Institute of British Architects, yet he thought from the Institute should emanate certain
comnnmications, to be kept up by other societies throughout the kingdom, in order to a
constant watch l)eing kept on buildings, whether ancient ruins or buildings still in use and
pubieet to decay, or to the more frequent course of restoration and ruthless conduct in the
way of alteration. He thought any one who had visited the remains of this country could
not have failed to notice the constant destruction and ruin going on. And, even if

their operations were limited to that matter alone, it would be well for tliein to
form themselves into a vigilance committee, and to communicate with kindred
societies throughout the kingdom, for thereby they could do something to arrest
that constant loss which, in course of time, would deprive us of those valuable monu-
ments. But when they added to that the ruthless and ill-judged alterations going on in the
restoration of our churches, he thought that such a committee was much more strongly
called for. It would be found that it was not so ditticnlt to contend with the ravages
of time as with the wills of men in the ruthless and unnecessary alterations or removals of
buildings. He therefore proposed they should form a standing committee of the
lu.-^titute, which should not only watch and carefully observe what Wiis going on, what was
required, and keep their attention upon buildings which required observation, but also
maintain a constant system of communication with other architectural and antiquarian
societies throughout the kingdom, with the view of inducing them to form in their own
districts kindred committees or societies, so that they might communicate with each other,
mid thereby extend their ramifications throughout the whole country. It seemed to him
that, if they acted upon his suggestion, they could do a very great deal, though they might
not be able to do all they wished. As regarded our churches, of course that was a matter
of indi%-idual will, as he said before. Now, he could not suppose that al! those persons who
damaged our churches by making alterations did so from intention, but rather from not
considering the subject properly. Now, one part of the duty of the committee he pro-
Ijoserl should be appointed would, perhaps, be to consider the subject of theextent and limit
of alterations, and to draw up a certain code of rules suggesting to societies throughout the
kingdom what course the Committee of the Institute would like to be carried out 'in respect
of buikhngs to which their attention might be directed. He therefore proposed, what he
did at the close of his paper, that the Institute take the initiative in laying down, in con-
junction with other architectural and antiquarian societies throughout the country, a code
of rales for the treatment of buUdings and restorations, and that, for that purpose, a
standing committee be appointed to act with other societies..
Mr. (x. E. Strekt seconded Mr. Scott's motion with the greatest possible pleasure,

because it api)eared to him that the Committee proposed to be appointed was calculated to
eifect the greatest possible amount of good. Before he proceeded to say what he intended
doing in support of Mr. Scott's views, he wonld briefly refer in opposition to views which
dropped from two gentlemen, one of whom was present (Mr. Godwin), at the close of the
reading of the paper. One of the views thrown out was that it would be well to
memorialise Government to appoint a commission to inspect and draw up a report and
catalogue respecting all ancient monuments under the care of the Government. Now, he
thought that such a proposal was fraught with danger to the public and to art, and trusted
that Mr. Scott's motion would take the place of such a proposition. They had only to
cross the channel and see what had Ijeen done by Government Commissioners there.
There hjul been a very skilled commis.sion on the part of Frenchmen, and they made reports
of extreme value, but the reports cut two ways ; they cut down buildings and recom-
mended their restoration. And it was seen that the most grievous damage had been done
to some of the buildings restored by the French Government. He tliought he knew what
wonld bo the feeling of the profession if such a Government commission was appointed in
this country. Were such a commission appointed, there would, no doubt, be a Government
Secretary, a Government Engineer, and other Government oflicials, and he thought they
ought not to put themselves under the tender mercies of such a body. Mr.
Scott spoke of the proposefi committee as a Vigilance Committee to have a veto on works
that had not been properly carried out, or as they ought to have been done. But it
wad imitossible to have such a veto ; such a power could only be obtainetl bv Act of Parlia-
ment

;
and even if they asked for such a power it was not likely it would be granted. Ho

thought that, from time to time, the aid of those not immediately connected with the pro-
fession would be of great Importance to the Committee proposed to be formed, and be of

great service to the profession in the saving of old buildings. One very *«¥« ol*" of oar
buildings had guardians whowj duty it was to take care of the ediBocs ; all this ohnzcbes in
England had their legal guardiana-bishop. archd«won, and rural dean—wtiow p«eaUar
provmce It was to sec that our ancient eccleriastical buildings were ooiuw ygd in the nuMt
proper way

;
and he thought they ought to mnke mggertlona to mich gnaidliins. It wastbo

duty of the bishop of every diocese to look after the alterations propoMd to be made in any
church in his diocese ; and tlic Bishop of Oxford set an example in this raipoot by iiiKlstinff
that all proposed alterations of churches in his diocese must be submitted to him, so tltat
he might see whether anything of a destructive character or injurious to the cbureh was
contemplated. He (Mr. Street) thought it would Iw qnite within the iwwer of such a
Committee as that which Mr. Scott proposed to make some movement with the btihopa,
archdeacons, and rural deans, and even the two Honses of Convocation, bcfcldeattioaeoflloen
of the church who were Ixiund to attend to certain duties in reference to the fabric of the
church. And there was a very large numtjer of societies throughout the kingdom whose
assistance would !« of great advantage. Mr. Parker, of Oxford, had published on KocletlwUcal
Topographical Dictionary of certain districts of the country, and he (Mr. Street)thoughtthat,
with an active machinery in full op<?ration throughout th'' country, they might securean eccle-
siastical topography of England. What was formerly the Camden Society of Cambridge, now
the Ecclesiological Society, liad large stores of that kind. Those wore horne of the ways In
which the new organisation proiwsed might be made to work effectual ly. Jtnt no organi-
sation or information they could obtain would do permanent g-Kxl without a verv careful
education of architects, and that was one of Mr. Scott's strong points in hUh-cturo, in
which he had to say some things as unjjleasant as they were true. Cnfortuiutely, Mr.
Scott had to allow that mucli as was the injury our buildings rocefverl from ago and
weather, they also suffered from bad treatment. One saw many churches restored by men
who had gone to work in a most reckless manner, and the lo&i thereby occasioned could not
t>e roplacetl. Architects ouglit to take care of old buildings, and he thought the committee
proposetl by Mr. Scott would be productive of the greatest possible advantage. As to the
mode of dealing with old buildings, he thought they must all agree with what Mr. Scott
had said in his paper. So long aa they could keep an old building on it« legs by buttressing
and other means, so much the better ; but tlien the next bast thing was to get as good a
copy as possible of the old one. There were some details In the rcsUiration of ancient
buildings which, if attended to, would make more difficult the failures they fi-equcntly met
with. He thought that in all cases of church restoration there should be e-ttablished in the
church itself a sort of small museum for the reception of fragments of glass, sculpture, and
so on. Then, as to the taking i>ossession of curious fragments found in buildings, he always
looked on a collector as the most wicked of men—(A laugh). The restoration of old work
always required a most careful study of old work in the surrounding neighbourhood ; and
when an architect found a similarity between one point in a building and another point of
the same kind in another building, he ought to take a note of it. One of the reasons for
the existence of inferior restorations was that young architects had not devoted snfflcient
study to the ancient architecture of thejr own country. He advised young students to go
about the coimtry studying and sketching old buildings, a custom which he was afraid was
not more practised now than it was some years ago.

Mr, C. F. Hayward was sure they all considered that the proposed committee wonld be
a most valuable one. He then proceeded to remark that during the vacAtion in autumn,
instead of going to the United States, he went to Dublin, where he vi?ited the cathedral,
which he found undergoing the process of restoration. * He inquired very anxiously who
had charge of the work, but he could not find out that anylx)dy whatever had charge of the
work but the builder. He foun<l a person who called himself the clerk of the works, and he
believed he spoke to the builder himself, and made every possible inquin.' to ascertain under
whose superintendence the work was going on, but was unsuccessful. He understood that
one gentleman in Dublin was at the sole expense of this restoration, bnt it depended on the
way in which such a restoration wils carried out, whether, a century hence, architects would
be thankful to Mr. Guinness for spending £40,(»on or£-'iO,Oi)0, or even a larger sum of money.
He thought that somebody should have control over such a restoration, and it grieved him
that no name of authority was forthcoming. He considered onetwrtion of Mr. Scott's paper
peculiarly valuable, and that was the portion where he gave suggestions for practice under
various circumstances.

Mr. Giles said that such a court as Mr. Scott proposed to establish would be of inflnite
benefit, and he hoped and trusted it would be established. A central court of appeal would
be of great advantage to country societies, in proof of which he mentioned several facts
which had come under his own knowledge.

Mr..G. GODWix was rather sorry that Mr. Street, in supporting Mr. Scott's motion,
seemed to be abandoning any idea of interesting the Government in the object
they had in view, because he felt himself that the desired good would not be done without
something of that kind being done. He was sure that very great advantage would
follow the establishment of the proposed committee, but feared that all the good would not
be done by it that could be effected by an ajjpeal to the Government. In 1S40 endeavors were
made by Mr. Britton and others for the establishment of some such body as that now pro-
posed. In 1810 Mr. Britton addressed a letter to Mr. Joseph Hume on the subject, and
ultimately that led Mr. Hume to move in the House of Commons for the appointment of a
committee of inquiry, and that committee was appointed, sat and took evidence, published
a considerable blue Ixjok, but nothing further came of it. Then, again, in 1S0.'>, Mr. Wyse
was induced to take steps in the matter, and he moved for a commission for the conserva-
tion of national monuments, but the motion then failed ; but every one saw its necessity,
and that necessity had not been lessened by local efforts being made, and therefore "it

seemed to him that this was the time when such a question should be brought before the
Government ; reporters did not now, as they formerly did, close their books when art
was mentioned, and esiiecially architecture. A different policy was now abroad, and he
hoped that those who should comjwse the proposed committee ivould be led to suggest to the
Oflice of Works—as Mr. Donaldson proposed after the reading of Mr. Scott's paper—that
they should have at least made out a catalogue of the buildings under their charge. He
commended most seriously to the committee to be appointed the propriety of moving the
Government on the subject.

Mr. Scott thought both the danger and the benefit of such a proposal ought to be
watched and well weighed by the proposed committee, and it would form a fair subject
for consideration.
Mr. J. W. Papworth wished to ask if the action of the Committee was to be confined to

England, and, if not, how far it was to extend.
Mr. Scott thought their business was to begin at home, to say the least. At the same

time, if any grand case came under their notice—for instance, in France, threatening
destruction by restoration, he thought it would be a proper subject for consideration, so

that the Committee might send a memorial to the proper authorities, offering suggestions

on the subject. As a general principle they should look at home objects.

Mr. J. W. Papworth wished to know if the proposed committee was to Ije appointed for

life, or for what length of time.
Mr. Hayter Lewis, Hon. See, said if the Committee was to be appointed by the

Council, as was intended, it would go on from year to year, or until It had accomplished
the object for which it was appointed.
TheCiiAiRMAK—If the Council had the power to appoint a committee, they liad also

the power to change the members from time to time.

Mr. J. W. Papworth asked what expenses were to be allowed to the committee.
The Chairman—It would be for the Coimcil to decide ui>on that, which they had autho<

rity to do by the rules of the Institute.

Mr. J. W. Papworth was opposed to the establishment of the proposed court of criti-

cism ; as a court of appeal such a committee as that proposeii to be appointed would be

highly objectionable. Would not such a committee, if It acted, be exposed to actions for

libel ?

Some verbal alterations were then made in the motion proposed by Mr. Scott. A con-

versation followed, in the course of which Mr. SCOTT observed that the matter of expense*

woul(l l)e under the control of the Council, who would not allow the committee to go into

any unreasonable expenditure. As to the proposed committee forming themselvra into a
court of appeal he did not mean that.

Mr. J. W. Papworth did not impftte that to Mr. Scott.

Mr. SOOTT.—It was also never intended by him that the cenunittee should ^o anything
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that w i-.m liable toau nctioii for libel. He tliought that the committee, an ho
propos. -hnient. would HL't uinJcra perfect ssafe-guani.

34r. J. W. r.vi'woitTH moved ns on ameadment that the won! " standing," as applied to
tb* proposed committ^ in Che motion, be outitted.

Mr. JsKNiNi:*^ seconded the ameudea^iU He thoa^it it was an important matter to
bwre a committee appointed to coDBider tbio que&tiou of the repair, bat not the restoration,

oC baiMing?. When n-pair became necessary, restoratiou might become requisite, but not
until tbeu : he should not ndTOcate tlie oommitU'e to interfere on the ground of restora-

tkHi* bat he thought the committee could do an immense deal of good on the general
GDbject of restoration when repairs were going forward. The clergy were doing a great
dealintbewaycrf reetorinschnrchee. audit would be well for'the Institute to commimi-
calevit^them. Another matter whi<^ the proposed committee should do would be to
ooMKBOioate with the owners of aucient buildings. He wus of opinion that when such a
eooimittee was a^H^iuted, the names of the committee ought to be subuiittod to the
ntmberB of the institute at large, and alao tlioaglit that it would be well to have a more
pennanent Council thonthej had at present. The present e\>tem did not work well, and
be thought it would be jndivioas to have it altered. He should prefer a ccanmiitee of the
Oooncil to look after thi« matter, and that gave rise to his objection to the use of the
wool "-standing" in reference to the propoeed committee. He was of opinion that the
better plan would be (or the Council to appoint a committee every year, and if the oom-
mitteedid their business properly. theCoundl would, no doubt, appoint the game men again.
The proposed committee should be at^wintcd from year to year, instead of being a " stand-
ing " committee.

After some further conversation the word " standing " was struck out of the motion, and
Mr. Fapworth's axufaidment wa«, of course, withdrawn.
Mr. J, W. Papwdrtu tlien moved, as another amendment, that the word '' rules " in the

BKKiou be omitted.
Mr. G. GoDwm was opposed to giving to the jiroposed committee, of whose names they

knew nothing, to much power as to establish ndcs.
Mr. ROBKUT KbJtR was wishful that the Institute sliould j^tep into all pfUhsof usefulness,

but thonght they had no authority to ajjpoint the proposed committee with such ijowers as
seemed to be involved in the discussion. He should be very jealous of the action of the pro-
posed committee in its legislative character. He thought any iuquiiies and suggestions
made by such a committee would bo received with the greatest respect by the members of
the Institute ; but if it was to be an inquisitorial committee, to investigate the works of
architects by which they made their living, tlie result would be that the committee
wonld be stigmatised for poinp beyond the province marked out for it by the Institute.
The Chaikman thought the Institute's action would Ijc most usefully employed in

affiliating themselves with the arclueological societies. If they could get the ^\j:chaiologicftl

Institute and the Arcluiological Association to know that the Int^titute was wishful to assist
tiian.tlie results might he very beneficial ; and, probably, by associating the action of the
Inetitnte with one or both of those bodies, more good would be effected thau by acting
aepuately.

Mr. Scott said he should be sorry, because they saw difficulties, or imagined ones, tliat
this important subject should fall to the gromid, and he should be sorry that a work of such
importance should arise or originate wiiJi any other body tlian their own. He thought they
ought to take the initiative, and not, by letting the matter drop, let another society take it

up where they left it. He thought there could l>e no objection to the suggestions
and instructions of the proposed committee l*eing submitted to the Institute before taking
effect.

A oonversation followed, in the course of which the word " rules " was struck out of the
motion, and, consequently, Mr. Papworth's amendment was withdrawn.

Mr. J. W. Papworth then proposed anotlier amendment, to the effect—" That a Com-
inittee be appointed to draw up a series of practical regulations for tlie treatment of build-*
ings requiring reparation, and tlmt the Committee report to a general raeetitg of the Insti-
tute their refxjmmendations for confirmation."
The amendment was seconded, but, on being put to the vote, negatived.
Mr, BOBKitT Kkrh then moved, as an amendment to the motion—" That the Council he

requested to appoint a committee to investigate the subject of conserving ancient British
buildings, and to report to the Institute, from time to time, any measures which the said
committee may deem desirable."

Mr. Porter seconded the amendment.
On the vote being taken, there were— for the amendment, 7 ; against it, 9. The amend-

ment was, consequently, lo«t.

The CjiAinMAN then put to the meeting the motion of Mr. Scott, which, after various
aitemtions had been made in it, stood as follows :—' That the Council be requested to
nominate a committee to draw up a series of practical suggestions for the treatment of
buildings requiring reparation, and to put themselves into communication with other
architectural and antiquarian societies, with a view to obtaining their co-operation in con-
adering such measares as their united wisilom may suggest for the promotion of the faith-
ful and authentic conservation of imcient monuments and remains, and to report on the
same to this Ins-titute."

The motion was carried, and the meeting separated.

ARCHITECTUKAL ASSOCIATION.
AN OTdinary general meeting of this Association was held at the Booms, 9, Oonduit-street,

Regent-street, on Friday evening, Mr. A. "\V. Blomkield, M.A., President, in the
chair.

Mr. ABTiirn Smith, honorary secretary, having read the minutes of the last meeting,
stated that a nnu.ber of the members of the Association visited a portion of the Under-
grocnd Metrorxjlitan Railway on the previous Saturday afternoon, and were highly grati-
fied with the excursion-
AVw JAwivr*.—The following gentlemen, having l>een balloted for, were duly elected

members of the Association :—Mr. J. Johnson, Cliff-etreet, New North-road ; and Mr.
North, Radnor-street, Chelsea.

The Induration of Stone.—^t. A. H. CuiTRcn, chemist, then read a paper on tho Indura-
tion and Preservation of .Stone, which we shall give hereafter.
The CnAiRMAN said he should like to l>e informed whether there was any x>ecuHar action

in the air at the sea side which was detrimental to freestone or soft stone ?

Mr. CU'JRCii said a very curious discovery had recently been made ; it wonld not bo
roppoeed so, but it was the fact, that the sea spray was carried two or three miles inland

;

thCTewaa no place where the dust hml not fragments of sea spray in it, and it was full of
«J*oiwte of sodium. And several other substances had been found in towns far removed
irc«n the sea and residue of the sea spray. No doubt the stone referred to would, by such
means, be injuriously acted upon.
to.TROTMAN having been called upon by the Chairman, said he was interested in one

of the procc^s6es which had been mentioned by Mr. Church in his paper, he referred to the
{^""^t^O" of the silicate of alumina, which was produced by the application of silicate of
P0*5™^a alominatc of potasli. The late Prince Consort publi.shed a translation of a work

^^Z' ^^^^ ^^^ KUhlmann, which contained a great deal about stereo-chromy. A
peiuni of tt»at book led the firm he represented to make lengthenedinvestigations and expert-
mentB, rad eventually to the adoption by them of the process called the silicate of alumina.

f'*??*'
«»cn proceeded to describe the process, which he thought would be found of great

use tn the preservation of stone. Silica was the principal material in the process, and that

»fL5™* of silicate of potash ; but, lest silicate of soda and potash should lie deemed
"jrmmrmous, he wonld say that in this procesB they were by no means identical, the silicate
ol sooft producing renilte both unsatisfactory and valueless. The second material was tho
aiuininate of potash. Of this, in the form of an aqueous solution, we find it stated by all
chemical authorities to.the present time that It j^recipitates on hydrate of alumina, difficultly
soluble m excess of the precipiUut ; and thus we found it behave after forty-eight hours,
P»2g~"*£°»"t bulkily in heavy solutions, and as much so in proportion in light specific
KTuntm. He need not say how valueless was such a solution commercially, nor tell the
mracnlUeB attending the discovery of a simple remedy, so simple as the determination of
thepartlcnlarq:edfic gravity at which It would not precipitate. The behaviour of the
ainminate with water is remarkable, seeing that one atom of alumina held in pofect

solution by say thix^e atoms of water should be precipitated by the addition of a fourth, or
by the withdrawal of one of the three atoms. The alnminate used is prepared from a fused
compouud of alumina and potash, which product, being highly deliquescent, is easily

soluble in water, and so nearly neutral as to contain in its best form of manufacture but
2 per cent, of free i)otasli. In the combination of silicate of potash and this aluminato of
potash consiisted the process, the consideration of which afforded ?ome most interesting

details. When silicate of potasli, specific gravity 1*250, and alnminate of
potash, specific gravity 1'200, are mixed together, an instantaneous decomposition
takes place, and the result is a solid mass, consisting of silicate of alumina
and some free jwtash. This hardened with extraordinary rapidity, and was a most beautiful

example of the great affinity of silica for alumina. But take a solution of a lighter SfKKlfic

gravity, and it was found that decomposition did not instantaneously take place. On tho
contrary, the liquidity of the two solutions in combination was retained for a time, only,
however, proportioned to the quantity of water with which it was diluted. Thus a
sjiecific gravity of IM-'iO would last as asolution ten hours, while at l-:?00 it solidified imme-
diately. The cause of this arrest of the decomirosition— if indeed, it was arrested—and the
liecnliar part the water played in this interchange of elemente, would yield a field of inter-

esting inquiry. The results were, firstly, the time so nece^ary for manipulation is given
in the use of these materiala, which in themselves, secure an insoluble product by their

mutual decomposition. Secondly, that the agent and re-agent being mixed in one solution,

there can be no fear of the one ur the otlier being in excess or unneutralised, as in the use of
acid or second solutions. Thirdly, the product resulting from this combination of silicate

of potash and alumina was insoluble in dilute sulphuric and hydrochloric acid?. And,
lastly, if Anston,;Bath. and Caen stone, or chalk were pounded, this product would recombine
them, thus showing that its chemical affinities are in favor of the material with which it

was proposed to impregnate the stone. Finally, in the works of FUelis and tho hnxhvres
of Kiildmann the foreshadowing of this process may be seen ; and in the ReiKjrt of the
Connnit^sion ai>pointed to investigate the causes of the decay of the Houses of Parliament,
there are mentioned, though not in conjunction, the very materials proposed to be used by
this process. He need hardly say "iliat they had had to go over the ground again and again,
finding ililTieulties wliich had to be overcome, until they obtained the proper proiK)rtion8 of
the ingredients. But now, having obtained the proper proportions, they could get a hard
mass like gelatine, and it was a very important material for painters, especially those em-
ployed in t^tereo-chromy. The specific gravity being,light, its entrance into the stone was
very free, and its combining qualities very great.

Mr. T. RdCEK Smith said he thought all would agree with him that they were much
obliged to Mr. Church for his paper. As regarded the actual bearings of the question of
the induration of stone in their professional practice, it struck hira there were just two
circumstances to bo considered. 'J'he first was the case of buildings in a state of decay
coming into their hands, and which were to be made the most of, and the second was the
case of erecting new buildings in a bad atmosphere, with the desire of doing tho best for
them. As to buildings in a state of decay, it would be a most important thing for archi-
tects to use such a process as was clearly proved to be of advantage. But he thonght they
must hold that, as far as they knew, there was nothing before them that was ro decidedly
proveil, or had the unanimous consent of learned men as being successful, to lead them to
have the utmost confidence in it. Still there were processes that deserved confidence, and,
no doubt, some of them, as they knew them more, would obtain confidence. As to the pos-
sibility of baking stone to dry out tho waterj- particles before any chemical agents were
used, sometimes the heat of suunner would do that. With regard to new buildings, it

.seemed to him the whole of their safety as architects, especially in an atmosphere like that
of London, lay in a scrupulous and eareful use of good material, and that was urged upon
them in the report of the Commissioners apix)inted on the stone of the Houses of Parlia-
ment, They ought to make a very careful selection of the materLals to bo used. The
nmnljcr of materials that would stand in the Loudon atmosphere was not very great, but somo
had stood lietter tliau others, such as Portland stone, some Bath stone, &c. In his opinion
position would sometimes influence the decay of stone. He should l>e extremely glad if

Mr. Church could refer them to some good durable building stones.

Mr. Church said he was not inclined to speak with any degree of confidence as to the
durability of building stones, but they knew Portland stone wa? the beet that had beea
used in London buildings, and no fault could be found with some magnesian or dolomite
stone. He was at the present time engaged in examining different kinds of stones which
could be used in London, iuid he intended publishing a short account of their behaviour
under chemical teste.

Mr. ROfiKR Smith thought a mistake had been committed in building so much in lime
and Bath stone. Sandstone could be easily procured from Yorkshire and Derbyshire for
London use. He had found Darley stone exceedingly valuable.

Tho CiiAiUMAN said one of the causes of the frequent use of Bath stone was its cheap-
ness, but Mr. Smith said they could get other stones as cheap. He should like to know if

Mr. Church had examined the stone of Ketton, in Northamptonshire.
Mr. CHUKCn said he had not.

The CHAIRMAN remarked that St. Dunstan'a was built of it, and it seemed to stand
London weather very well.

BRITISH AKCHyEOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.
AT tho meeting on the i"ind ult., T. J. PEITIGREW, V.P., in the chair, T. H. Lo

Keux, Esq., was elected an ^Vssoclate. Mr. MoORE forwarded particulars relating to
the discovery of a Roman villa in a field called Chessell's West Coker, Somersetsldre. In
reference to the discovery of a leaden coffin at Worcester (Cathedral, announced at
the previous meeting, Mr. CUMINC mentioned other instances in which they had l)een.

found of human form. These were of Jame-s IV. of Scotland, buried at the Monastery of
Sheen, in l.'*13 ; of Mary, Coiuitess of Anmdel, in the chai)el formerly belonging to tho
College of the Holy Trinity, at Arundel, in 15.57 ; of Henry Prince of Wales, in a vault on
the north side of Henry VII. 's Chapel at Westminster, in 1GP2 ; and of Thomas Sutton, the
founder of the Charterhouse, who died in Kill. This example is very singular, for on its

upper part is a mask with a square Egyjitian beard, as seen on the mummy-cases, having
an Osirian representation.
The CHAIRMAN" stated that his attention had been called by the local surveyor of tho

Board of Health, at Bow, to the discovery of a portion of a sepulchral slab of Purbeck
marble, on digging a sewer on the site of the ancient Abljc-y of West Ham. He and Mr.
Roberts luul visited the spot and found it to be 2C inches in length, and 23 inches in
breadth, giving a representation of the lower part of a Calvary cross, with trefoils and
quatrefoils at the sides. The clmracter of the work was neither pure nor good, and be-
longed to the commencement of the fourteenth centurj-.

The CHAIRMAN' also rc|x)rted that inquiries had been made in regard to the preservatioa
of the house visiteit during the Congress in 184!», kno^vn as God's Providence House, having
carved in wood on its front " God's Providence is Mine Inheritance." This had Ijeen
threatened with destruction, and it was intended to have had a brick front instead of tho
present. Ihit by the laudable exertions of the Chester Archaiological Society this had been
averted. Tho house is now idmost down, all tho back part has been taken away bodily,
but the front remains. All the old oak is to be used again, and the front will bo simp^
thrown up so as to increase the height of the row and tiie rooms above.
Mr. PbANOHE read a paper " On a Remarkable Tomb at Albrighton, County of Salop,"

which was illustrated by drawings by Mr. Hillary Davies, of Shrewsbury.

Thr Cahk of St. Thomas's Hospital.—Vice Chancellor Wood liaa

granted an injunction restraining tlie Charing-cross Railway Company until the
expiration of one j car from the 26th July, 1801, when the arbitration was ap-
pointed. The Company considered they were entitled to one year from when
they gave the hospital notice to take the portion they then intended to tnke, and
all they thouglit tliey were obliged to take. The case was subsequently brought
before the Lord Chancellor on appeal, and, on the suggestion of that judge, it

has been arranged that the Company shall be allowed to proceed with the works
ou the piece of ground required.
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INSTITUTION OF ENGINKERS IN SCOTLAND.

AT the third meeting of the Bes.sion, Vroffssnr W. .1. Macquorx Kankine,
Vice-President, iu tlie chair, the membei-s resumed the discuaaion on

VENEER-CnTTINO MACHINEKY.*
Mr. E. Hunt said it liad been found extremely difficult to obtain reliable in-

formation pcrinittinfr a fair comparison to he drawn between the two veneer-

cutting machines—the German one with tlic reciprocating: saw, and the

circular-saw machine. The speed of the German machine was 000 revolutions

of the crank-shaft, or 300 double strokes per minute, aud the rate of feed, as

tested by Mr. More and himself, alK)ut 1.5 inches per minute. Tlie particulars

obtained respecting a circular-saw machine were as follows :—Diameter, 10 feet

;

speed, 100 revolutions per minute; rate of feet, J inches per revolution, or

6i feet per minute—the width cut in this instance being 7 inches. It was

claimed for the German machine that it was better than the other for extra

widths. It could cut up to a widtli of 31 inches ; but, taking a width of

14 inches as an ordinary one, its actual speed of sawing was 1 foot to nearly

3 feet cut by the circular saw. The charges for cutting were the same in both

cases ; hut being charged upon the square feet of veneer produced, tliere was an

increased gain to the sawyer, as well as to the veneer merchant, for every extra

veneer taken out of the inch. Tlie evidence as to the number of veneers obtained

per inch was verv conflicting, wliich probably arose from the fait that it varied

very largelv with the kind and quality of wood. On the whole, the German
machine appeared to have the ad vantage in this respect ; in other words, it would

give two or three more veneers per inch of a given thickness. As regarded the

condition of the veneers produced, several inquiries had been miide—from wood
merchants who got the wood cut, and from cabinet makers who purchased it

when cut, and used it—and the replies were generally in favor of the circular-

saw machine. The reciprocating action of the straight saw appeared to roughen

the surface, settling different portions of the fibres in opposite directtions, and

generally obscuring the pattern or grain of the wood. It was even said that this

obscuration remained, notwithstanding the polishing down; but this savoured a

little of prejudice. The same action was also said to loosen any of the fibres that

chanced to lie across, in such a way as to permit the glue to come through and

spoil the appearance.
Mr. J. RussiiLL said that at the last meeting he made some remarks from

memory regai-ding a veneer-cutting machine, and since then he had made more

particular inquiry, and was now in a position to give the data more correctly.

The speed of a 15-feet circular veneer-.saw in Leith mill he had given at3U0 turns

a minute, hut he found that was 100 turns too much. The speed of two 13-feet

saws was -'OO revolutions per minute There was one 17 feet in diameter, which

made 100 revolutions. With a log 18 inches deep, tlie speed at which it cut was
from 4 to .3 feet per minute, dependiug much, however, upon the kind of wood.

With the 17-feet saw the wood travelled forward about half an inch every revolu-

tion. He had also found that about the year 1825 veneer cutting was introduced

into Scotland by Mr. Burstall, from London, who erected a saw in Leith saw-

mills. Mr. Malcolm Muir, then in Greenock, also got up a veneer-cutting saw
about the same time, and what each gentleman was doing was unknown to the

other. They ultimately became connected in developing the planing machine. He
had also found that the pitch of the teeth in the first veneer-saws was very much
finer than now, the pitch at present being somethin" like half an inch, whereas,

at the time he referred to, it was much finer. Mr. William Norman, by simply

removing some 1,000 teeth out of one saw, thereby increasing the pitch, was
enabled to do a very much larger amount of work. At last meeting he believed

a remark was made by Mr. Glen to the effect, that a circular veneer-saw could

not cut anything butVeneers ; that is to say, it could not cut boards a quarter of

an inch thick. Now, he found that a circular-saw, 3 feet in diameter, got up in

the same way as a veneer-saw, with a disc plate, and the edge of the saw reduced

to the wire gauge 2-2, had cut 5,000 lineal foet, per day of 10 hours, of fir i inch

thick, used for orange boxes, and sent to Liverpool by Messrs. Baird and Brown,
a fact which showed that the circular veneer-saw could cut wood of that thick-

ness. With regard to cost, he had found that the 17-feet saw cost something
like £200. A i)eculiarity in the cutting of the wood at the Leith saw-mills was,

that the wood travelled above the centre of the saw, while in the machine fitted

up by Mr. Muir the wood travelled below.

A paper was then read by Mr. John Norman,

ON wood-pi.aking machinery.
Since its first intro<luction into this country the flooring machine has under-

gone various changes in design. What we may call the original flooring machine
was the invention of Mr. JIalcolm Muir, of Glasgow, who took out a patent for

it in the year 1827. In this machine the wood being planed was led through by
hooks attached to an endless chain passing over pulleys at each end of the

machine, and circular saws were used tor grooving and feathering the edges of
the board.

The machines used before Mr. Muir's machine was introduced were very
imperfect, comprising in each case only a revolving scutcher or adzing knife, the
board aftei'wards being put on another machine for the purpose of getting the
edges dressed. In tliese machines the board was led through by rollers driven by
spur gearing, and the scutcher was placed on the top in a movable frame, and
held down by weighted levers.

In 1838, Mr. William Nonnan, of Glasgow, applied five pairs of rollers to one
of Mr. Muir's machines, for which patents for Britain were obtained, thereby
doing away with the pitch chain and hooks, as great inconvenience and loss was
found to exist with their use in planing thin boards, from the hooks tearing them
up. Mr. Norman afterwards applied cutters fjr grooving, retaining the circular
saws for feathering the edges of the boards. The machine upon which these
alterations were made is still at work in Messrs. Baird and Brown's saw-mills,
Port Dundas.
In a flooring machine, embodying all the most recent improvements as con-

structed by Messrs. Norman and Co., and erected by tliem at Alloa, there are
five pairs of rollers, 12 inches in diameter and 12 inches long, driven by bevil

gearing. The upper rollers are held down by springs, similar to coach springs,
and are lifted to suit diflerent thicknesses of wood, varying from J-inch to 4 inches,
by means of screws turned by hand wheels. Each screw works in a nut formed
on a buckle or strap passing round the under side of the upper roller and bearing
in a recess cast in the standards. The bushes of the under rollers are put in
from the under side, and are held in position by malleable iron plates, and are

» See page 81 anle.

adjusted by screws. This arrangement makes the under rollers very easy of

access, all that is rcouired to get out the rollers being the n^moval of the malle-

able iron plates. The plane Ijcd in this machine is of the usual fi)mi, having
three irons, which have in plan an angle of 4.5 deg. In some '' Iiowever,

the bed is cast separately and tin: plane irons aiv jilaced in a ; The
cutter heads are formed with three short arms, each being fun i cutting

irons for grooving and feathering the edges of the board. The cutter iieads are

adjusted to the required breadth and thickness of flooring by screws. The thick-

ntssing scutcliers consist of a pair of revolving cutters or knivtai, fastened to two
Slits ot malleable iron arms, and adjusted by thumbscrews. The scutcher is

adjusted for different thicknesses of wood by screws connected liy a shalt pasting

across the machine, and with bevil wheels worked by a hand wheel.

The main driving sliart is fitted with pulleys for driving the feeding rollers at

two speeds, 30 and 40 feet per nunute, and also with a pulley for driving the

cross shaft at the end of the machine, on which last are the pulleys for driving

the grooving cutters and thicknessing scutcher. The grooving' cutters make
3,000 revolutions per minute, and the thicknessing scutcher 2,.500 revolutions per

minute. "This machine has been in operation for the last twelve months,

giving the gi-eatest satisfaction, being able to turn out 1 ,300 yards of flooring

per day.
A drawing was shown of a machine erected at Mr. Fauld's works, Glasgow.

This machine was originally constructed for planing wood, but was afterwards

altered so as to be able to plane flooring. "The .additions made were a [air of

cutter heads for grooving and feathering, and a thiekn(!ssing scutcher, which

will account lor the apparent want of arrangement of the parts. The object in

view in brinj^ng forward this machine was to show that, under ordinary circum-

stances, two pairs of rollers can be made sufficient to lead throuirh the wood to

be operated on. The oi-iginal machine consisted of two pairs of rollers, 20 inches

in diameter and 13 inches long, the upper rollers being held dcivm by springs

similai- to those already described, and driven by bevil gearing. The plane bed is

in the middle of the machine, and over it there are placed three pressing rollers,

kept down on the upper side of the board by springs. This machine will plane

up to 4 inches thick, and at the rate of 36 feet per minute.

A^
DERBYSHIRE IRON.

T a dinner celebration of Messrs. Eastwood and Sons, on the occasion of the

erection of large rolling mills, at Derby, Mr. Hedley, Government

Inspector of the district, gave some interesting statistics. He said upwards of

4,000,000 tons of iron are made annually, over 20,000,000 tons of coal being

consumed in the manufacture of the same. Iron making in the .Midland

Counties was confined to Derbyshire, where 130,000 tons are annually made,

consuming 700,000 tons of coal ; fifty years ago the make was only 12,300 tons

annually. The iron of Derbyshire is used for railway and other purposes where

body anil tenacity are required ; and this iron will bear comparison in quality

with iron made of the materials of any other coal field. Derbyshire iron has

been subjected to many severe tests, two or three of which he mentioned, t-omc

time ago many makes of pig iron were tested at Woolwich Dockyard, when the

iron of Messrs. Whitehouse and Sons, of the West Hallam Works, Derbyshire,

bore the greatest breaking strain. Last month, an armour plate 4^ inches thick,

manufactured by J. Brown and Co., of the Atlas Steel and .Spring Works,

Sheffield , of a mixture of cold and hot blast iron, made by Messrs. Fowler and Co.

,

of the Shecpbridge Works, near Chesterfield, was tested at Portsmouth, and stooda

test unsurpassed by any armour plate yet submitted to a test. The Butterley Com-
pany have long had a character for superior make of bars, plates, sheets, &c.,

and they are now rolling the largest masses of iron into girders, &c., of any

firm, for girders for our large war steamers. Mr. Barrow, of Stavelev, makes

several hundred tons of castings weekly; from the largest pipes, girders, and

columns, down to the smallest. To show the energy of this gentleman, and the

extensive mechanical appliances at his command, he has recently completed an

order for 4,000 tons of girders and columns, &c., for the Great Exhibition budd-

ing. The patterns were made, the column ends turned in the lathe, and the cast-

ings completed in three months, without interfering witli the ordinary work. He
has now in hand an order for two miles of railings for the galleries of the same

building. Messrs. Oakes, of Alfreton Ironworks, have for a long time main-

tained a character for superior material and workmanship in their extensive

casting business, which embraces castings of every description. All these gen-

tlemen work Derbyshire iron, and there is plenty of material on the gi-ound to

work it for 50 years to come. The mining operations of Derbyshire aftord

employment to above 5,000 hands, in producing materials for iron making, and

about 18,000 hands are employed in producing all the coals and ironstone of the

county.

Memorial to Robert Stephenson in Westminster Abbey.—
During the process of cleaning which the Abbey has undergone for the last

month a brass has been let into the floor of the nave, about midway between the

western door and the choir screen, to the memory of the late Robert Stephenson,

who was buried side by side with Talfourd in that spot. The memorial is of

Cornish granite, and weighs 2 tons 2 cwt. The brass is a figure ot Stephenson,

who is represented in plain clothes, his arms folded across his breast. The in-

scription round the figure is—" Sacred to the memory of Robert Stephenson,

M.P., D.C.L., F.R.S., &c., late President of the Institution of Civil Engineers,

who died 12tli October, A.D. 1859, aged 50 yean." The brass is by Messrs.

Hardman, of Birmingham.
Accident at the Exhibition Building.— On Saturday mornins,

whilst a smith, named Richard Gale, was driving in the rivets of one of the

girders of the Exhibition building with a sledge-hammer, William Powell, his

assistant, suddenly raised himself to an upright position, and received the full

force of the blow intended for the metal on his head. The unfortunate man a

death was instantaneous, his skull being shivered to atoms.

Dublin.—Alderman Drummond, has offered to give £10,000 towards the

erection and endowment of an institution for the training and educating ot

soldiers' children, if the Government give a similar sum, and the pubhc raise by

subscription a thu-d £10,000. Alderman Drummond proposes to make it a

counterpart, in working and design, of the institution for educating soldiers boy s

in Phcenix-park.
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CHURCH BUILDING.
Kimptoii Church.—This fine early church, ivliich withstood the rude use to

which it was put by the Parliamentarians as a stable in the seventeenth century,

has just bei'U reopened, after having undersfone extensive restoration and en-
largement since 1S")7. The reseating and restoration of the chancel and private

chapel was carried out by Lord Dacre ; the reseating of the nave and south aisle

followed, through the exertions of the Rev. Frederick Sullivan, the vicar, with
extensive works in repairs, and the restoration of the internal walls and stone-

work, which was very mucli mutilated, and, in parts, unsafe. The old screens,

with the chancel seats, are restored, and everj- point of interest has been carefully

preserved. The walls were formerly richly decorated with paintings; the Seven
Acts of Jlercy, which were found, unhappily could not be preserved ; but some
earlier work at the east end of tlie chancel was discovered, and remains in an
almost perfect state. The Parliamentary soldiers defaced with thick coats of
whitewash all the colored decorations ; and over this, under the soffits of the
arches, they stencilled in oil color the different characters of their playing cards,
and, even now, faint outlines can be traced of aces, clubs, hearts, and spades,
which have so sunk into the walls .is to defy removal without wanton destruction.
The Conr.uandiuents, as originally directed by iho Canon of Elizabeth, were
found over the chancel arch, and a few of the original encaustic tiles remained

;

the latter are relaid, and the patterns preserved in the new tiles. The
remains of a very singular supposed cist, containing bones and wood,
was found in the churchyard, formed of embossed tiles, filled in
with color of pood design, somewhat resembling majolica v\'are. The
wants of the parish requiring an increase of accommodation, a new aisle

on the north side of the clmrch has been built. Much remains yet to be done to
tlie walling ; the whole of the external masonry is in a sad state of decay. The
chancel and nave are covered with flat modern roofs, plastered underneath, whilst
the south .lisle roof, which is a good specimen of Perpendicular work, has under-
gone as much repair as it will bear. In order to obtain light over the
accumulation of the earth and tlie rising ground behind, and to secure pitch
enough for the tile roof, it was necessary to carry up two gables in the north wall,
which arc each filled with windows of three lights, and two smaller windows
between ; a two- light window fills the east wall. The roof of this aisle is of fir

;

it is enriched witli carving, stained. The puljiit and prayer-desk are of oak. A
new font has been added, and the tower arch enclosed by a screen. The work
has been carried out under the direction of Mr. Joseph Clarke, diocesan archi-
tect, by Messrs. Warren and Son, contractors, of Hitchin.

Crayford Church, Kent, was re-opened on the first of the new year, after
an extensive restoration and reseating, also under the direction of Mr. Joseph
Clarke. This church was before restored by Sir Cloudesley Schovel, the famous
Admiral—a great fire happening in his time, doing considerable damage, and
leaving truces which were found in prosecuting the present works. Originally a
Norman church existed on the site, with conventual and other ecclesiastical
buildings around it, the foundations of wliicli were found and remain under the
present floors. It was then, no doubt, a church of the usual arrangement, with
a nave and aisles ; but in later times these disappeared, and the space between
the outer walls, north and south, was equally divided, and a third-Pointed arcade
built, thus forming two naves. The original third-Pointed chancel—of which
portions remain—was left, with the singular and almost unique arrangement (in
England, at least) of a central row of shafts, with the last half-arch of the
arcade dying or hutting on to the wall over a low depressed chancel arch. Con-
siderable traces of the original work remain, and these have all been carefully
preserved. Very few traces of color were found ; but some curious models of
small shafts, with bases and caps, in gypsum or a conrse kind of plaster,' of early
third-Pointed work, turned on a latiie, were found built in in the centre of a
tliitd-Pointed vvall. They appear to have been used as a guide to the workmen
in cutting the original masonry, as is supposed, of the sedilia. The greater part
of the internal masonry has been restored, and the whole church, including the
Draper and south chapels, reseated with substantial and solid benches. The
floors have been properly levelled. All the vaults, of which there are many, are
carefully ventilated by a series of pipes carried through the walls, and the whole
surface covered with concrete. The masonry of the east window is hew, and
filled with stained glass by Ward and Hughes. Another window in the north
aisle is filled with glass by Clayton and Bell. A new font has been presented, and
nothing has been spai'ed to make the church perfect. Price and Co. were em-
ployed for the heating; and a new clock, by Benson, has been added. The gas-
nttings are by Skidmore, carried out in a novel and efficient manner. The cost
of the works \\ill amount to £1,500; they have been executed by Miles and
Melton, of Dartford. The exterior of the church, with the roofs of the double
naves, are left for future restoration.

Huntingilon.—All Saints', a very fair specimen of the later sixteenth
centurj' churches, is undergoing extensive reparations. The old roofs of both
nave and chancel have been entirely removed, and replaced with new ; the south
aisle has been pulled down and rebuilt, and a new organ chamber on the north
side of the cliancel added. The old galleries have been all pulled down and
cleared away. Already more than £2,000 have been expended, and (he whole of
the seating, kc., has yet to be done before the works will be completed. The
work h.i3 been carried out under the superintendence of Mr. G. G. Scott.

St. Mary's, which is also a church of about the same period,
and which possesses a very good tower, is also undergoing restoration. The
whole of the church has been re-pointed externally, and the windows on south
side of chancel, which for many years have been blocked up, re-opened. The old
pulpit and reading-desk, which are in the worst style of Italian architecture, of
about the beginning of this century, are to be cleared away, and new ones sub-
stituted of a|)propriate design. The work is being carried out under the super-
intendence ot Mr. Robert VV. Edis, architect, of London and Huntingdon.

Improved Pickaxe.—A new kind of solid pick is at present being raanu-
foctured by Messrs. Yates and Co., of Birmingham. The pick has no eye to it,

and is so constructed that the handle can be fitted on in an instant, and when a
P<=k is detached for repairs another of the same weight can be instantly put into
.1... 1 11- . . „ . - which the

amount of

, - .• being able to
stake a much quicker and stronger blow without jar to the hand or risk. The
pick is iu use in the American army.

P'"-" '8 uetacnea lor repairs another of the same weight can be instantly
the handle, even bj- a boy. Tlie handle has a strong iron socket, into \

pick Blips, and is keyed last with a steel key. It is claimed that the a
labor in using the new nick is much less than usual—the laborer bein

DECISIONS IN THE COURTS.
AECHITECT.^' CHARGES.

Bi-oadbridfje v. Tivadwt^ll,—Court of Qtuvn's /ff«cA.—This was an action to recover the sum
of £,11) l.Ss. Tlio (leiendant p'.eadeil'iiever indebted c.xceiit as to £2ii <Js. paid into court.

The plaintifl is an architect, &c., carrying on businc.-« in Laurence Pountne.v-liinc, and
the defendant is proprietor ot tlie AnteloiM?, situate iu Finsbury. Tlie Anteloiie public-

house is the pi-operty of the Kcclesiastical Commissioners. The defendant was desirous of

making certain alterations, of putting the premises into repair, and erecting buildings iu

the rear, at an exjien^e of about .1*.>00, provided lie could get a renewal of his lea.se, which
would have cxpinxl in 1 S67. Tlio plaintiff wa-s employed by the defendant to negotiate a
further lease \vith the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, and to sii)H?rintend the work required

to the premises, lie obtained the lease at a reduced rental, and made the drawings. i;c.,

for the repairs, but before they were completed the defendant declined to employ him any

longer. The question was as to the term of agreement between them. It was urgevi by the

defendant that the plaintifl: was to have two guineas for his trouble if he was unsuccessful

in obtaining the lea^o. and, if successful, he was to have the carrying out of the work at 5 per

cent. The jilaintiff, however, charged now twenty guineas for obtaining the lease, £oo for

superiutemling the repairs (which amounted to £.v.>!l), and several items, making up the

demand elaimetl bv him.
The jury returned a venlict tor the plaintiff for £10 tOs. over the amount paid into

court.

CASES IINDKR THE BUILDING ACT.
Worku to nuikUiuis Deiiwlhlied to lial/ tlieir Ciihh- Conlmls.—On the 28tb January. Mr.

,7. H. Parkinson apiieared before Mr. Woolrych, Thames Police Court, at the Instance of

Mr. E. Woodthorpe. District .Sun-eyor, of Limellou?e, to answer a complaint that, in re-

building certain i)rcmises at the corner of Phiuiix-place and Rntcliff-cross, he used a party

wall which was ot insufficient thickness rn the ground floor, and naised the same of the

height ho required iu 4j-iiich work ; that ho built a wall in extension of this party-wall of

the same insufficient thickness, contrary to Section l"i and to Schedule 1 ; that he built

wood plates in the old party-wall, and allowed the ends ot the joists to have a bearing on
such wall at a nearer distance than 4.1 inches from the centre thereof, contrary to

Section l-',, Rule L> ; and that he fixed the woodwork of the shop-front nearer than

4i inches from the line of junction of adjoining premises, contrary to Section -Jli. Rule :i.—
The defendant, who apfwared in i>erson. stated that he considerc-d the works executed by
him to be merely a repair, the works being caused by the former premises being destroyed

by fire. It was proved by the District Surveyor that the premises were demolished to

more than half their cubic contents, and Mr. Parkinson was ordered to amend the whole
of the irregularities within eight weeks, and to pay the" costs.

Temporal-'/ ,SViw/«/w.— Mr. Stephen Peters was also summoned by Mr. AVoodthorpe. for

inasmuch as he bad greatly extended anil altered a wocden erection situate in the Com-
mercial-road, Limehouse, without giving forty-eight hours' notice thereof to the District

Sunxyor, as required by the Act (Sec. 3S). Mr. Woodthorpe stated that the building was
originally placed upon wheels to evade the recpiii-ements of the Act, but that on the 18th

January he discovered that alterations and additions had been made, and that the building

hail been rendered in a measure permanent by the inti-oduction of wooden uprights or

quarters let into the ground and supjiorting the roof, the sides being covered with weather
boarding aud canvas. He considered the building in itself dangerous on account of the

inflammable nature of the material u.sed ; and further, that the danger was increasetl by
the punioses for which the building was used— viz., a rifle gallery. The defendant pleaded

ignorance of the Act, and the ease was adjourned for four weeks, at the Magistrate's sugges-

tion, to allow the defendant the opjiortunity of applying to the Metropolitan Board ol

Works for their permission for the structure to remain temjiorarily.

THE PROPOSED NEW BLACICFRIARS BRIDGE.
LAST Thursday the Court of Common Council held a special meeting for the jmrpose of

taking into consideration the report by the Bridge House Estates Committee, having
reference to Blackfriai-s-bridge, and recommending that a new bridge, of three arches, be

erected, after the designs sent in by Thom.as Page, Esq., at the estimated cost of £24-:),000.

The Right Hon. theLORD MAYOU presided.

Mr. H. W. VAIJANrE, the Chairman of the Bridge House Estates Committee, in moving
that the report should be agreed to and adopted, referred at some length to the previous

proceedings that had taken place in reference to the question, and said that oven those who
had an interest in " nursing " the question admitted that it was no longer advisable to

maintain the old structure —(Hear, bearj. The matter was referred to the Bridge
House Estates Committee in March, 1 SGI , and they considered the subject very carefully,

and consulted the most eminentjengineersthatlithis country could produce, who had been
selected by the City architect, and, after the most careful consideration, they had almost
unanimously agreed to the report that had been presented, aud which, be hoped, would
receive the sanction of the court. He said he believed that the real question that was to

be decided was whether they were to have a bridge of five arches, which would suit the

convenience of the London, Chatham, and Dover Railway Comiiany, or whether they were
to have one of three arches, which would afford much more waterway and considerably

greater accommodation to the traffic of the river—(Hear, hear). Mr. Vallance then pro-

ceed«l to call the attention of the court to all the points connected with the question at

issue, and concluded by stating that neither ho nor the Committee had any other object in

view than that a bridge should belerectedlin the place of the present iuconvenient and dan-

gerous structure that would Ije an honor to the Coriwration of London, and would comply
with the requirements of the age in which they lived.

Deputy FUY proposed as an amendment that the matter should be referred back to the
Committee for further consideration.

Mr. Kk.\Bns supjiorteti the amendment, and in doing so, denied th-it the Committee had
ha<l sufficient opportunity of considering all the plans that had been presented to them, and
be said that he was shocked to find that the Committee had come to the resolution to accept

the plan that had been sent in by Mr. Page—(Oh, oh). So far from his having consented

to this projxtsition, he moved two amendments to the motion and dividetl upon them, and
these protests were upon the records of the Committee. He then proceeded to complain of

the proceedings that had been adopted to obtain signatures to petitions in favor of a three-

arch bridge, aud cited some in.stances in which parties' names appeared who were unable to

write, and entered into details in support of his argument, and concluded by expressing a
hojie that the court would not sanction the expenditure of a sum of X:l(tO.OtKi, which in all

probability would be the expense of the proposed structure, without first being well

satisfied that when it was completed it would answer the puipose for which it was erected—
(Hear, hear).

.Several hon. members then rose to address the court, but
The Loud Mayou intcriiosed, and said that the question liefore them was one of verj-

considerablc imiwrtance, and it was not likely that the matter could be brought to a conclu-

sion that day, unless they sat to a late hour ; "and he therefore suggested that the further

discussion of the subject should be postponed.
The court unanimously agreed to this suggestion, aud the debate, therefore, was adjourned

for a fortnight.

Thk Eastekn Counties and East Angliax Railways. — The
negotiation between these two companies is off. Hernpnth's Journal says that

the minimum offer of the Eastern Counties is quite microscopic, and would require

a high magnifier to the best of eyes to discover its annual increase.

Kalmoutii Breakwater.—The breakwater at Falmouth has been carried

out to a length of 1,028 feet. The excavation for the second gr.iving dock, 400
feet long, with entrance CS feet wide, and to have lOj feet of water aViaLtl!£SiU-aJt

ordinary spring tide, is being rapidly proceeded with.
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THE ART OF MEASURING.

AT a meeting of the Glasgow Architectural Society, held on the 20 th of

January, Mr. James Hovvatt, honorary treasurer to the society, read a

paper on the " Art of Measuring and its Practical Bearing on those Concerned,"

chiefly with reference to Scottish practice.

After a few introductory remarks from the CHAIUMAN,
Mr. HOWAIT iirocoodwi to say that the art of measuring wos an ancient and honorablo

occupation, and that those who follow it ought to do so with integrity, honor nnimpeach-

ablc, and the most rnrcful and laborious accuracy. Some men scouted the need of a

measurer, and declared the fees paid to him as lost money, which was a mere cobweb

covering a groat truth. This idea should never be held by those about to build, as the

employment of a measurer was the cheapest method of executing a difficult problem and

the surest method of arriving at truth. Another cobweb that might be easily bnislicd

away was a feeling on the pan of many tliat the duties of a measurer were very simple,

and might be accomplished by aiVone. TAnd it is not only the ignorant but the would-be

wise who act upon this assumption. Mr. llowatt gave instances of inaccurate measure-

ments to illustrate this part of his subject, and then proceeded to demolish another cobweb,

wllich consisted in the assertion sometimes made, by those who seemed to ho utterly

ignorant of the amount of labor cximided on measurements and estimates, that the tees

were too large. He spoke advisedly when he said that many pieces of work did not pay

the actual time employed on them, much less remunerated them for the years of

preparation and expense necessary to qualify a measurer for his duties, while in no

case were they more than mlequatelv remunerated. Without entering into details he would

say that, in his opinion, the duty of a measurer in preparing estimates was to lay down
broad and well-digested principles, which he must carefully and consistently carry out, and

not, as in a schedule which very recently came under his observation, to have one prin-

ciple for measuring a front wall and another for measuring a back wall. IWerc this done

they would not have tradesmen saying that they must know the measurer before they could

know the mmle of measurement. Again, he (Mr. H.) held that, in preparing his measure-

ment, a measurer must use tlie same care that the principles of the estimate be accurately

carried out therein. He would also urge on all engaged in the profession to study, with as

much care as was compatible with their other duties, the styles and beauties of architec-

ture, as they would thus be enabled to realise the creative genius of our talented architects,

and more easily understand the sometimes very limited explanations tendered to them as

specifications. A kindred feeling ought to exist between architects and measurers, from

the close connexion of their duties; and a like feeling of respect should exist between

measurers and contractoi-s, neither the one nor the other usurping a ijosition he is not

entitled to hold. Finally, on this head, he would say to all—architects, measurers, and

contractors alike— in their dealings with each other, " be courteous."

Mr. Howatt then brought under the notice of the society the necessity of having for

every building of any Imixirtanco detail plans and a s|)eciflcation, which, it seemed to him,
. were iiuitc indispensable to a proper and correct estimate. They all knew what mischief

occurred when measurements exceeded estimates to any large amount, and the consequent

difficulties in settlement. Sometimes thoy had plans .so small and minute, that the sundry

lines (say in a cornice) must bear an unheard-of weight of interest ; and the stating

a sizu and girth for these puzzle the most astute measurer. Yet according to

snch size and girth only was the contractor bound. The architect sometimes

consulted these, and made his details to correspond therewith ; but oftencr, without

any reference, to them, he set his brains to work and made out the most elegant moulding
he could. Now, were detail plans furnished lor the more important parts of the work, this

-would In great measure he avoided, and the constant outcry for heavy material in place of

the lighter material supi»osed by the contr.ictor to be required, would be i)ut down at once,

and the tantalising examination of blue ink prices very much avoided. He was aware that

this;was not always the architect's fault; he knew that some proprietorswere unreasonable,

and demanded plans which would retiuire to be got up by types and steam, instead of bythe
creative genius of the brain and pencil. Nevertheless, if they (architects) set themselves

to demand time for the proper execution of their work, and to show the loss proprietors

would sustain by not having proper detail plans and a siicciflcition, they would gradually

get this matter fixed in the public mind as something conducive to cheapness and comfort.

Cases of violation of good taste in buildings, as well as the marring of particular forms
consonant to the i)eriod the building is intended to represent, result from tliis, not fromjany
want of ability, but from want of arrangement at the commencement of the work. More-
over, this careful preparation of the plans would render'unneccssary the great changes
often introduced into buildings, which often placed measurements and estimates in

contrast to each other. The tenns used in specifications should also be clear and well

defined.

After throwing out some hints unfavorable to the employment of incompetent measurers,

llr. Howatt came to deal with the question of "no after-measurement." There were
many difliculties to contend with in preparing an estimate from plans. These plans were
of necessity to a small scale, and many times did not exhibit details which were included in

the estimate. Besides, changes invariably occur in the plans requiring after-measurement

;

the foundation is often deceptive, causing further changes. No doubt there are notable

cages of uniformity between estimate and measurement, but it is the exception, not the rule.

Then the contractor, if a wise man, will, in the case of " no after-measurement," add a sum to

hisoflfer to cover contingencies—this is not required where the work is measured after comple-

tion; but one great objection to " no after-measurement " was that it induced, on the part of

the contractor, a niggardliness of material and workmanship that was plainly prejudicial to

the work, as everj-thing he could s-ive was clear gain to him ; while, in the other case, all

contractors knew that any little more or less than the quantity provided in the estimate

would be re-measured, and the value given. He had, therefore, no inducement to scrimp

materials and work, being assured that the " middle-man" would give him what was the

true meaning of the estimate .in his after-mcJisuremeiit of the work. Notliing could 'be

more honorable, as between man .and man, than a carefully-prepared measurement, priced

upon the basis of the estimate. In conclusion, he hoped that his brethren, and especially

the architects, would receive these remarks in the kindly spirit in which they were given.

It might be long ere such another opiiortunity might be afforded to measurers of drawing
the notice of those whom, as a body, they respected to the small difliculties referred to

alxive, and the removal of which would tie a great advantage to both. This he knew, that

the kindness received from many architects would never be forgotten by some of the mea-
surei-s, and that the friendships of life had been much enhanced by the brotherhood of

spirit manifestetl towards them.

The Breakwater at Plymouth.—Tlie worlcs connected with the fortifi-

cations on tile western side of Plymouth Sound have been considerably damaged
hy the late storms. Tlie contractor's road, tramway, and landing-place, under
Picklecomlx; I'ort, Mount Edgcombe, have been wa-slied away.
Ste.vm on C0.M.MON Ro.vDS.—On Tuesday last, a hea% y marine boiler was

8ucce».sfully removed from the works of Messrs. John Laird, Sons, and Co.,

Birkenliead, to the large crane situate on the margin of the Great Float, by
means ef " I'ajlor's steam eleplianl," and asecond boiler was removed on Friday.

This is the first instance in this neiglibourhood in which steam on coniinon roads

has l-etn employed lor such a purpose. Judging Irom tlie easy manner this

machine w.ns guided over the roads, it promises to become a most useful agent
fop transporting heavy loads, and it is equally applicable fin* discharging timber

out of sliips and afterwards drawing it upon the quay or irom place to place, as

required. One of these engines, manuiactured by Messrs. J. "Taylor and Co., of

Birkcniiead, has, we understand, lieen at work for this purpose in her Majesty's

Dockyard, at Devunport, tor upwards of two years, with great success.

—

Liver-
pool Mercury.

(I[cmspoiuknre.

THE MEMORIAL TO THE PUINCE CONSORT.
Sir,—Tliere is too much reaaon to fear that we are about to fritter awaj once mora a

great opportunity for art-<Iiflplay. It is imifOSKiblc to read tho varied proposaU oi ^to the
character of a memorial to the Prince CouHort without feeling apprehennTC that, when
the nation has liberally poured forth it« money, disKonBion between artiste and dilettanti

will have reached Kuch a pitch as to compel the adoption of some wretched compromise.
Of all the ideas put forth, that broathed by "Miles" in the oolnmnsof adaiiy p<H;)er,is the

most extraordinarj'. His Buggestion is in^idiou.-ily framed so u to give any oppMition tho
appearance of going counter to tho wishes nnd fct-lings of the deceased Prince. On looking
more closely into it, however, we detect, under this niafik,th6 first move of theOotMcschool
of architecture. The obstinacy with which a Gothic decngn for the Foreign Ofhco was
fought for in Parliament, is fresh in our memory. By somo, indeed, tho question la thought
to l>e not settled even yet. Stripping sentiment from the letter of '* Miles," wc And these

two points :

—

1. Prince Albert saw, and was much pleased with, a suggested design for the Guarda^
Memorial, in the shape of a cross "in a truly EngU-^h style," and olfered a site for its

erection in Hyde-park, where stood till lately the circular reservoir.

•2. The sketciies for this cross are, doubtless, in the porrtfolio of the architect, and, with a
little alteration, might be ma*le suitable for the proposed monument to the Prince.

1. On the first point I need oidy remark that his Royal Highness had not| power to offer,

as of himself, a t>ite in one of the public parks, because they are under the control of the

Cliief Commissioner of Public Works, who is directly responsible to Parliament. " MiW
would have us undertstand that when Prince Albert saw the design aa now executed, ho
withdrew his permission and countenance.

2. It would be in the highest degree derogatory to the memory of the late Prince to

adapt a design made for another purpose—to cook a rtchauff^. of the ideas of any
artist, however eminent. But the wketch, if suitable as a memorial of soldiers who died (of

hardships and) fighting for their country, would be manifestly unfit to record a Princo

whose triumphs were won, not in war, but in peace. Tlie two most antagonistic principles

in the universe could not lie ropresentod by the same material form. It Is not dliHcult, I

think, to guess what the " truly ^English" monument was,— a repetition, on a larger scale,

of the well-known cro!^scs of Queen Eleanor. It is this turning to precedent, this clinging

to the skirts of antiquity, that cramps the freedom and impedes the progress of art.

Individual architects can be detected in their works by a predilection fnr particular build-

ings with which, at an impressible period of their lives, they appear to have been so struck

as never fully to recover from their elTect. Thus the great Campanile at Verona, Libreria

Yccchia at Venice, Palazzi Pandolflni and Farnese,!Alhambra, Ospedale Maf^dore, at Milan,

Salisbury Cathedral. Norfolk flint churches, and othershave, in turn, so inoculated theblood

and affected the brain at* to be always struggling to reveal themselvea.

The whole discussion may be pronounced somewhat premature ; but, having Ijeen raised,

and as the national subscription is daily gaining volume, it may be well to consider

whether, in minor provincial towns, the subscribers for a local memorial had not better

apply snch funds as they can raise to the metropolitan monument. Vou. Sir, have ably

pointed out, both lately and in the case of Lord Herbert, how necessary it is to have a
statue, a visible embodiment of the man. Let us then, liave the statue, but
(in such a climate and atmosphere as ours) lovingly covered and protected from
the weather beneath a dome—polygonal—whose sides shall be painted in compartments,

depicting scenes in the public life of the Prince Consort. Let us combine the arts of

painting, sculpture and architecture in a grand impressive work, and thus ally all artists

in a common bond. Some such edifice, placed on a flight of steps, with ample accesses and

entrances , would hold a large number of persons. Its form would allow free passage and

circulation, and its massive exterior would proclaim to the most ignorant a national temple

raised to the memory of a Prince and a great man.

THE PROPOSED BRIDGES AT BLACKFRIARS.
Sir,—You have lately once or twice alluded to the proceedings respecting Blackfriars-

bridge and its proposed reconstruction.

It Is, no doubt, a very important and somewhat difficult matter to determine how far tho

different requirements of railway and ordinary traffic can be accommodated without dis-

figurement to the Thames or the streets, and also with tho least possible interference with

the tidal action of the river.

All obstructions in the bed of the stream should be carefully avoided, and, should the

Thames embankment ever be carried out, the abstraction of so much 8uperflcial area from

the river will render it of the highest importance that the new bridge.^ with which Kather

Thames is threatened should encroach by means of piers, &c., as little as possible upon his

waterwav

.

How some engineers consider the appearance of their structures or those of their pro-

fessional bretliren, may be seen in the two bridges .ipanning the Mcdway nt Rocliestcr. The

iirst erected bridge is really a hand.-<ime structure, but its effect, look at it from what point

you will, is completely ruined by tho hideous tube the railway people have erecteii along-

side it.
. ,_ i

How the citizens of Koohestcr could tamely allow such a monstrosity to bo put up, or

the engineer have the heart so to mar his predooessor's work, is beyond my compiehension ;

.

but a very useful lesson may bo learnt from it by the citizens of London if thoy have the

wisdom to profit by it, in not allowing their new bridge at Blackfriars to bo put out of

counteimnce by that lor the railway. If ilr. Page's design for Blackfriars be ultimately

adopted, and, as he is a man of taste as well as skill, I hope it may, could not some

arrangement be come to by the Bridge House Estates and tho railway to nssinulato theur

structures, unite the useful with the picturesque, and out of two dissimilar works form Mi

harmonious whole, which would really ornament the city, accommodate the trafHc, and put

no more obstiactions in the bed of the river? Cms.

THE SUPPLY OP PURE WATER TO THE METROPOLI.^.

Sm_lly attention has been drawn to the subject of "artesian wells," on which a

paper and discussion has been brought hefcre the Hocicty of Arts. There can be but one

Konoral opinion that tho subject of " artcsianwclls" is in its infancy, and that it is only by

bold resolute experiments we shall arrive at good results. A good deal of prejudice natu-

rally arises to keep these " artesian wells " from being developed as they ought ;
for as long

as companies can pump out of the river Thames they will do so, although ' deatli may be

in the pot evorv time it is liUed ;" for it is certain " tho more population increases the more

foul mnst ho the waste streams," and until somo other supply is furnished the river must be

the only resort and resource.
,

». ' ,. u 1 .1

«

That" artesian wells" enough to supply ton times the population can be sunk in the

metropolitan district cannot bo doubted, for the quantity of rainfaU can be easily calcu-

lated, and how much is retained in tho absorbent sands. _
, 1. . ,

The great points are to ascertain where are the best positions for sinking, and then to do

so effectually, not by going down l,:iOO or 1 .400 feet, and stopping, when 200 or 300 more

would have realised the object sought for-" plenty of water." Good sinking ofiicrmanent

curbs and boring afterwards with real goo<l borers, would scon draw np such good water

and abundiinco for every one ; but perseverance must be used. And suppojuig. after all,

that all the wells wore failures, which thov would not be, but very probable all successes

it is certain on the testimonv of Dr. Xorm.indy, Mr. R. Hunt, and others, that plenty o,

good wholesome water could Ijeobtainod by drawing saltwater from the sea through sand

filters of from 3» to 4ii feet thick into deep shore reservoirs or basins, from whence a supply

inshore could be drawn for the general use and consumption.
, , ,, . ,it„

It is most certain a vast digrce of disease and sickness is now consequent to the impurity

of Loudon drinking waters, and these are getting worse instead of better. Something

must be done to remedy this great evil.

Southsca, Feb. 4, 18(li'. •W. Aus'nN, C.E.
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TENDERS.
DW-ELIJSC-HOISKS, POUKST-OATK.

* ¥te«<ectijifra honseot FOT«st-gatc, Essex, for J. Littlcfield, ^q. ilx. S. W. Iron, stir-

-ngroc, 2[il»end.
Jacobs.
B«mmfiigs ...

Sorgeant
Bead aad Son.

. 4S0

. 479
• 473

.1. anilW. Smia £470
larko 4.17

Rirett 4^1

For oomplating five lionses at St. Jobns-wood for the Temperance Eermaaent Land and
Building SocSetv.
" "

" "
6t J. Potter *800O. Oommow .....^6681

J. Cbamtierlaia 6M 13
J.FawceU &85
J. Xutt 5.52

J. Shiltou 480
J. Richards 479
B. OordweU (accepted) 420

1\ir erecting a house for U.D.CuiI,Eai., at Foreat^ate, Easax. Ur. S. W. Iron, sur-
veyor, Kile.end.
Jacobs .

Saiigeant
Hcnunings ...

ileadandSon.

.£M0
. 4»3
. 490
. 483

J. and W. Smith £407
RiTCtt 462
Larke 437

0111711011, Yorkshire.
Four the rebnilding of the parlsli church of the Holy Trinity, Startforth, Yorksliirc.

UesBs. W. and J. Hav, architects. Each party took out his own quantities.
ITairin £l,is-2»

|
Robaoa £l,83-i

Appleby and Carter 1,S80 .Tones l,3fl<>

Appleby 1,600
|
Bonowdale 1,275

House and Shops, Sthatfohd.
ForbaiMinK Uureo houses and shops for Jlr. Josias Pidgeon, In the Grove, Stratford,

Xsaex. Mr. John M. Dean, architect, Stratford. Quantities supplied by Kessrs. Hovenden
and Heath.
Reed £1,769
Rlvett 1,«43
WocdandSon 1,500
Oaae 1,477

Hedges £1,448
Eunor 1,439

Perry (accepted) 1,395

Schools, Haxwem..
For altetatioufi at the Central London District Schools, Hanwell. (^antitiea notsuppUed.

Internal. External. Total.
Batley £210
Clesaents 207
ChUd, Sou, and Martin 190
King 178
Reynolds 174

£it75 £685
220 427
203 393
146 324
128 302

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
BRIDGE.

Bkihbake River.—The Municipality of Brisbane are prepared to receive designs and
tenders for the conBtruotion of a bridge over the Brisbane river, at Brisbane, Uie capital
of Qaecnslaod. The author of the best design, at the lowest cost, will receive a rewanl
of il&O, or be employed to cany the work out, providing he furnishes sufficient proof of
hia compet£incy and experience in similar undertakings. A premium of £S0 will be
awarded to the next best design, and £40 for the next best. The plans, specifications,
and estimates of the first and second designs will be retained by the Corporation as their
property. The remainder will Ije returned to the competitors ; but the corporation will
incur no responsibility as to theii safe delivery. Bach set of drawings, and the docu-
ments accompanying them, are to be distinguished by a motto only, and accompanied by
a letter in a sealed envelope, marked with the same motto, and containing the author's
name and address, and such testimonials as he may think proper to furnish. Professional
JQdges, being non-competitors, will be appointed by the Corporation to determine the
merits of the respective designs. Eligible tenders for the work, accompanying the de-
sign, will be entertained. All drawings and tenders to be delivered at Gresham House,
on or before the 15th of March next. Copies of the instru:;tions to competitors, and the
plan of the city, can be obtained of F. Mangles and Co., the Colonial agents, and agents
to the Municipality of Queensland, 86 to 88, Gresham House, Old Broad-street,
London, E.C.

DUINXING FOUNTAINS.
ClerkEXWELL.—Designs are required for street fountains, accompanied with prices, for

ihe Committee of Works of the vestry of the parish of St. James and St. John, Clerken-
wcll. Address, Robert Paget, vestry clerk, Vcstiy Hall, 23, Upper Rosoman-street, E.C.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
HOSPITAL.

DbvonPORT.—For the erection of the Devonport Stonehouse, and Cornwiill Hospital, at
_ Devonport. Drawings. &c., witli Alfred Norman, architect, Ker-street, Devonport, until

the 22nd February, where tenders, sealed, and endorsed " Tender for Hospital at Devon-
port," must be delivered not later than eleven a.m., on the 24th February.

CATTLE MARKET.
COLCHESTER.—For the formation of the New Cattle Market, in Colchester. Plans, &c., at

tho office of James Cooke, Esq., C.B., Colchester. Tenders, under cover, addre^ed to S.
Turner, town clerk, Colchester, on or before the 1 7th Feb.

WAREHOUSES.
liEEDS.—For the erection of three flrst-class woollen warehouses, in- King-street, Leeds.

Plans, &c., at the office of Mr. Cuthbert Brodrick, architect, 2, Park-place, Leeds, to the
10th Febniary. Bills of quantities will l>e provided for parties requiring them. Sealed
tenders, addressed to " The Directors of the Leeds King-street Warehouse Company,
Limited,'* to be delivered at the Company's office, 1, Bond-place, Leeds, not later tlian
February 12.

CHURCHES.
Pembroke.—For the proposed restoration and reseating of the parish church of Nevem,

near Newix>rt, Pembrokeshire. Drawings, &c., with Mr. David Philips, schoolmaster,
Ncvcni, to the i 2th Feb. inclusive. Tenders prepaid, addressed to the architect, Mr, R.*J.
Withers, .'»1, Dqughty-Btreet, London, W.C, of whom further information may be ob-
tained, by Feb. 13.

Cheshire.—For the works to be done in a new church at present in course of erection at
Waterfoot, near Newchurch, Rosscndale. Plans, &c., at the Duke of Buccleugh Inn,
Waterfoot, on application to the Rev. R. Smith, Glen House, near Newchurch Station.
Tenders to be delivered to James Crabtrcc, Esq., Newchurch, on or before loth February,
1862.

Dumfries (N. B.).—For executing the mason, joiner, plasterer, slater, and plumber works
connected with the Free Church to be erected at Kirkmichael, Dumfriesshire. Plans,
he, wit^ Ur. Bines, farmer, Dalrnscaa, :Tlnwald, with whom sealed tenders «re to be
lodged before nth Feb.

BRIDGE.
IRELAN'D.—For building an iron bridge over the river Fergus, at Ennis. Plans, &c., at

the ofHoe of the secretary of Grand Jnry for the county of Clare. Tenders, sealed and
endorsed, " Tender for Iron Bridge," and directed to the secretary of Grand Jury, co.
Clare, by Feb. 1 a.

COASTGUARD STATION.
LisoOLS.—For the erection of a coastguard station at Oliver's Gap, Theddlethorpe, St.

Helen's, Lhicolnshiro. Drnwiugs and si)oci!icatinn.^ at the Coastguard watch-house. Salt-

fleet, or at the Admiralty Coast,?uanl olHco. 12, Spriiij^-gardens, London, S.W, Tender^
to be sent to the latter office by 12 noon, 10th February, under seal, and directed to thr
Commodore Controller General of Coastguard, and emior-sed '^' Tender for Oliver's Gap
Station."

MILITARY WORKS.
LoNT>OX DiSTiiiCT.—For works and repairs at ;the undermentioned statfons, separat^yor
otherwise, from the 1st of April, lSt;2, to ;Jlst March, 18(3-"), inclusive, viz.—London,
compix'hending the Towor of London, all the barracks and other buildings witidn five

milt* of thiit place, and Turnliam-green ^Militia Barracks'; Croydon fand Carshalton
Barracks ; Hounslow, Hampton Court, and Rneller Hall Barracks, and Richmond Militia
Barracks; Wimli«rCavalryiand Infantry Barrack.-;, and Belvedere Tort ; Militia Banucks;
Bamet; Militia Barracks. Hatfield; Militia Barracks, Uxbridge. Scheduler and printed
forms of trnder. price "s. Cd. each, and all necessjiry information, on application at the
Royal Kngiiieer Office. 11, James-street, Buckingham-gate, London, S.W. Sealed tenders
will l>e .received at the War Office, Pall^Mall, London, 8.W., addressed to the Director-
tjeneral of Contracts, ou'or before the 21st of February, 18(iJ.

YOUKSIIIUK.—For building a storehouse at Scarborough for the United Corps of MUitia
Artillcrj', East and North Yorkshire. Plans, &,c., at the Adjutant's Office. No. 1»,' Mul-
grave-terraco. Scarborough ; at the offices of Messrs. Leeman and Clark, in York ; and
at the office of Mr. Trevor, in Northallerton. Sealed tenders, addre.«st'd to '' The Chair
man of the Committee, and marked " Tender for Militia Storehouse, 6tc.," to the Adiu-
tant's Office, in Scarborough, not later than Tuesday, February 18.

SUPPLY, &.C.

Sandown.—For the supply of about 1,000 feet of 12-incli stoneware socket pipes, and
about 1,100 feet of 9-uich ditto, with junctions and bends, for the Sandowu Lor-al Board
of Health. The specification, with the conditions of contract, at the office of the
Surveyor, Mr. F. Newman, 16, George-street, Ryde. Sealed tenders to bo delivered to
T. B. Hall, clerk to the Local Board, Sandowu, lsleK)f Wight, by noon, on Febniary 14th,
and endorsed " Tender for Stoneware Pipes."

CONVK'T Prisons.—For thesupplyof timbers, deals, slates, lime, sand, bricks, Ica^l, glass,

wrought and cast iron, ironmongerj', gas and water pipes, white lead, oils, &c., for I'i

months from the Ist of April next, to the yist of March, IHti;!. for the I'entonvilie, Mill-

bank, Brixton, Portland, Portsmouth, Chatham, Parkhurst, Dartmoor, and Woking
Prisons, and the Refuge at Fulham. Tenders, pre-paid, addresse<l " The Directorsof Con-
vict Prisons, 4-'», Parliament-street, Westminster, S.W., on or before noon of tiie Ist March,
Forms of tenders at the several prisons before named, or at the office of the Directors, 46,

Parliament-street, on and after the liith Februai^.
SOUTUAMl'TON.—To supply and lay ;down certain new paving in various parts of the
town of Southampton. Specifications with Mr. J. G. Poole, Burveyor, Landsdowne
House, Southampton. Sealed tenders, endorsed " Tender for Paving," to Charles £!.

Deacon, clerk. Public Health Office, Southampton, on or before 15th Feb.

The Road Across Hype Park.—Yesterday the St. Paneras vestry, on
the motion of Mr. Lawford, unanimously resolved to oppose any attempt to make
tlic new i-oad across the park at the expense of the metropolis, and called upon
the members of the Metropolitan Board to oppose it in that body. Mr. Farrer

said the Exhibition Commissioners last time realised a profit of £150,000, and as

this road was for their benefit, let them pay for it.

Liverpool Cemetery Competition.—The Committee have decided

upon awarding to Messrs. Lucy and Littler, architects, the first premium for

designs for the chapels, &c., to be erected at the new cemetery, and the second to

Mr. Reed, architect. Messrs. Lucy and Littler will be appointed to carry out
the works.
The Wboxeter Excavations.—Tlie work of excavation on tlie site of

the ancient city of Uriconium is progressing', and the men employed for this

purpose are now investigating the mounds and trendies said to indicate the

boundaries of the ancient city. It has long been a question among archceologists

whether there ever was a stone defence as well as earthworks around the city,

and hitherto attempts to discover the walls have been unavailing. Guided,

however, by a large figured stone which has been irom time immemorial in a rill

of water whicli bounds the glebe land, the men cut a trench directly across the

field still called " Old Walls," and being a part of the rector's glebe, and here

they found what is thought to be the old wall of the town of Uriconium. They
have found a stone wall exactly where the old Ordnance map places the walls.

From about 8 inches to 18 inches below the turf they have disclosed a bed of
|

rough, unhewn stone set in clay, and of no great tliickness. It is exactly 6 feet
]

wide, and hns been uncovered for a distance of 34 yards, but it can be traced

above 100 yards more in the adjoining fields. The stone wall is not on the top

of the ridges, but on the outer slope of one ridge, giving a tract of high ground
immediately within the wall. These interesting i-emains are believed to be only

the foundations of the real wall, the supersti'ucture having been carried away. It

is proposed to try some other part of the boundary in the liope of discovering

some of the upper part of the wall.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We cannot undertake to return rejected communications.
Works in 1'eoohess.—We shall feel obliged to any of our readers who will favor us with

notes of works contemplated or in progress in the provinces; hi most cases a simple
mention that a work is about to be, or has already been commenced, will be sufficient.

Stephen W.—Paper sent shall be looked into.

SuBscRiBEB TO THE "BUILDING NEWS (Cumberland).—Rowuer and Co., Kathboneplacc.
«. J. C. D.—A very objectionable arrangement.
R. K Shall appear it suitable; thanks.
V. R. S.—We cannot say.
Mil. G. W,—Not of sufficient interest to our readers.
A. Reader (Gloucester).—Shall appear.
M.B. A.-Ncxtweek.
R,—We cannot assist.

James AV.—In course of preparation.
Z. Y. Z.—We have no doubt as to the legal aspect of the case, but cannot Interfere.

A Pupix.—Yes; deferred for want of space.
A BuiLDEit (Yorkshire) The facts are already luour possession.
B. R.—Received.
Messrs. K.. and G.—Shall be given next week.
Mr. JiLANK.—Wo cannot say.
(iEoitOE M N.—Below our mark.
Q.^Thanks.
LET SQUARE.—Apply by letter.

A HousEuoi-DEH.—spriny-aardens, Charing-cross.
R.K.- Nothing of the kind.
X.—Review will be given.

NOTICE.
The Seventh Volume of the BriLDING NEWS is now ready, bound in cloth, price 2l8.

Subscribers can have their copies Ixjund, either with or without the advertisement pages,

for 48. 6d., on sending them to the ofllce. Cases ready for binding the volume may be had

price 26. each.
•»* AH communu-athns to be addressed. The Sdiior of the BUILDING NEWS, 20, Old

BosweU-covrt, Strand, W.C, except Utters referring to advertisements or other business ma^rs
tehit/i should be addressed to the J'vblisfier, 18 to '21, Old Boswell-court.

Advertisements are received up to six o'clock on Thursdajfs.
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THE REMOVAL OF THE MUSEUM COLLECTION'S
TO SOUTH KENSINGTON.

1 ia liarJ, inileed, if llio public
cannot be made to believe that

Brompton is the true centre of

London, and the fittest site for

every conceivable purpose under
the sun. You must eat your
whitebait at Greenwich, .nnd your
oysters on Lake Fusaro. .So pic-

tures and gardens, nature and art,

arc nowliere to be enjoyed in such
perfection as beueatli tlie shade of

the " Boilers." Visitors are not

yet deposited by a r.iilway at tlie

doors of tlie South Kensington
Museum, but they will be. No
one is tliinking of carrying a rail-

way into Great Kussell-street, or

to any other museum; so there

can be no doubt, as the autho-
rities at South Kensington assure

the inhabitants of this metropolis,

that theirs is, or will be, the single estab-

lishment most readily accessible from
east, west, north, and south.

It would be mere waste of time to

say anything about the situation. Those
in favor of it do not deny that South
Kensington is an outlying district of

London; but tliey maintain that, prac-

tically, locality is a matter of no im-
portance, as when the working man goes

out for a holiday, he takes with him his

wife and children, and thinks nothing of
distance. If anytliing, lie rather prefers a
wallc of four miles or so, when, at the end
of it, he has fresh air and a pleasant
prospect. " The public leave the London
streets," says Mr. Bowring, " and cross the
London parks, and soon arrive at the site."

Without discussing the exactness or other-
wise of these statements, it may be not
amiss to notice thecarefuUy-compiled weekly
return of visitors. Here is one announce-
ment:

—

SouTU Kensington MusEirai.—During the week
ending .Tan. 25, 18IJ2. the visitors have been as fol-

lows :—On Monday, Tuesday and Saturday, free days,
open from 10 A.M. to 10 p.m., (1,901 ; on Wednesday,
Thursday, and Friday, students' days (admission to the

public, fill.), open from 10 A.M. till 4 p.m., 1,-.'31 : total, 8,132. From the opening of the
museum, J,4.'i4,G2G.

The object of this departmental arithmetic is clear. It is as if they
should say, " Look here, see what an enormous number of persons visit
our collections at Brompton, proving at once their popularity and con-
venience of access." At first sight such seems to be the fact; but when
it is remembered that no otherfree public exhibition is open in the evening,
any comparison between the numbers visiting South Kensington and those
who go to the National Gallery and British Museum is ridiculously unfair.
Let our readers imagine what would be the effect on tlie annual totals at
the two last named institutions if they were to be opened three days in the
week till ten I'.ji. We find it stated that the attendance at South Ken-
sington is " nearly equally divided " between the day and the evening, so
that from 35 to 40 per cent, must be deducted from the weekly total in
order to jdace the question on its fair and proper footing. We pass over
the consideration that refreshments are sold in the building, that the
museum stands amid an idle population, and is much frequented by nurse-
maids and children, although these must aflfect considerably the daily
average. We have been led into making these remarks because, bound up
with the report of the Committee on the British Museum, is a statement
of the numbers annually visiting various public institutions, which are
divided into "exhibitions in town and exhibitions out of town, to which
the objection of non-accessibility would apply."
The Science and Art Dep.irtment has won over to its views the Govern-

ment which, on a recent occasion, put forth its whole strength of official
Trustees in order to get a final decision on the removal of some of the
contents of the British Museum. A rumour was industriously circulated
that part of the Zoological Collection was to be conveyed to South Ken-
sington during the recess. It prove J, however, that the Trustees had
advised the transfer of the Mineralogical and Geological Collections. This
step can be carried out only with the sanction of Parliament. And we
earnestly hope that, when the motion is brought forward, the independent
members of the House of Commons will meet it with the most strenuous
opposition.

T)ic interest and delight taken by the general visitors of the Museum in
the birds forbid the advocacy of their removal. The Trustees acted wisely
in making their first attempt on the minerals and fossils. Here was the
chink in which to introduce the thin edge of the wedge. Let them

succeed, and other collections will infallibly follow. The keepers of the
departments assailed are opposed to any transfer, so that the resolution of
the Trustees is marked by the distinguished qualities of being contrary to
the plainly expressed opinion of those officers, in defiance of the remoa-
strance of the whole scientific world, in scorn of public convenience, and
in the teeth of the Commons' Report.
The objects singled out for judicial separation canoot be packed and

unpacked without injury to many, and some time must necessarily elapse
during which they will be unavailable for purposes of study. " The
mastodon," Mr. Waterhousc says, " is in a very bad condition." Its
constant repair is rendered necessary by the mere walking of the people.
He believes that it could not be moved, or, if moved, that it would have to
be so made up as to become worthless. Beside the destruction of some,
and injury to other specimens, there is a risk of the smaller ones being
detached from the tablets to which they are affixed with gum, and of their
identity being thus entirely destroyed. As many of these are type
specimens, from which figures and descriptions have been taken and
published, the loss to science would be considerable. Of the minerals in
the possession of the Museum, a great number are not exhibited, but out
of these a large proportion " would not be worth cataloguing." Shut up
in drawers are inferior duplicates which, the keeper states, are positively
rubbish, and, if shown, would not be worth the value of the ground on
which they stood. We shall be curious to know if it is gravely proposed
to transfer these valueless stones to the other end of Loudon. As the
Museum has power to sell, or to exchange, but not to give, it seems more
than probable that we may yet have to witness the farce of carting this
rubbish to a distance of three miles and a half, unless Parliament has
strength to resist the Circean blandishments of South Kensington.
This project of splitting up the national collection is viewed with the

strongest dislike by every scientific man. It has been reported against by
the Committee of the House of Commons, appointed to take evidence on
the matter, as one that " would e.xcite much dissatisfaction, not merely
among a large portion of the inh.tbitants of the metropolis, but among the
numerous inhabitiints of the country, who from time to time visit London
by railway." Not only so, but eminent foreigners have expressed their
regret at hearing that any such idea was entertained. Sir K. Murchison
expressly stated this fact before the Committee, and handed in a letter on
the subject addressed to him by M. de Verneuil, member of the Imperial
Institute of France. The writer says :

—" The British Museum, as it now
stands, is a monument unique in the world, which we envy you the
possession of, and the preservation of which concerns your national glory.
To bring together in a single assemblage the productions of nature and the
chefs-d'ccuvre of art is a grand and noble conception, which should not be
abandoned. In our country nothing similar exists." M. de Verneuil
strongly urges that every effort should be made to maintain the establish-
ment in its integrity. "Endeavour," he says, " to have it extended where
it originated, and where, up to this day, it has met with all those condi-
tions which have insured its prosperity— remove houses and make room
for it." This is, obviously, the better course to pursue, and the one recom-
mended by the Committee after the fullest inquiry. Ground to the extent
of .OJ acres can be obtained on three sides of the building ; and, even if

there were not this resource, much space might be gained by appropriating
the houses now occupied by officials.

Tlie dismemberment of the British Museum is disapproved of by every
scientific naturalist, and by the keepers of all the departments. The
single exception is Professor Owen, who, if the decision of the Trustees
hold, will find himself like the "engineer hoist with his own petard." He
says in his evidence that he objects to the transfer of the rainer.ilogioal

collection; bethinks that the various classes of natural objects "should all

go together, or stay together." Formerly Professor Owen thought as other
leading men, and signed, in company with them, a memorial to the effect

that any removal would be viewed by the mass of the inhabitants with
extreme disfavour, and that persons from the eastern, northern and southern
parts of London would feel it very inconvenient to resort to any distant
locality. He has changed his opinion, but even now he owns that he
would much prefer to have room for future extension found at Bloomsbury.
He considers a space of at least five acres so essential to the right and
healthy progress of a national collection of natural history as to out-
weigh the conveniences of any particular locality. The learned Professor
adds " I love Bloomsbury much, but I love five acres more."

With the innate tendency which every one has to ride his own hobby,
this eminent naturalist makes such extraordinary demands for space, and
his ideas as to what a national collection should be are so vast, that the
State would be heavily taxed in the attempt to carry them into execution.

On all hands we hear complaints that the collections at the Museum are
already so unwieldy and extensive as to bewilder and confuse, instead of
instructing the visitor. But give Professor Owen therein, and we honestly

believe that an average parish would hardly hold the multitudinous
objects. Birds, beasts, and fishes—all we must have; animals that live on
the earth now, and every extinct species; species and varieties of species,

represented by male, female, and young; one entire skeleton of the male
and female of each genus, and, where there is any marked diversity of
species, a skeleton of each.

Though we actually possess 12,000 specimens of fishes, we exhibit only
754. We are badly off for sharks—British sharks, 35 feet in length, which
frequent our coasts. Such have been thrown up at Brighton, Worthing,
and elsewhere. The only sharks we have are put between the wall-cases

and the ceiling, where their distinctive characters cannot be seen or pointed
out. We do not exhibit a single whale. As this animal is one with which
English capital and English enterprise have largely dealt, the Professor
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thinks that we ought to preserve at least one good specimen. If not, we
hall bo open to the reproach earned by the Dutch sailors, who, in their

Tovages to Biitavia, were so intent on killing the dodo for food, that they

ignored its value to science; the bird is now utterly extinct, and we show
a solitary dried foot as one of our greatest curiosities. The public will be

more easily reconciled to the absence of the whale when they hear that

tlie dried skin is apt to become so offensive that few visitors would care to

enter the room in wliich the animal is exhibited. The whale shown to

country folk turns out to be an impudent imposture, and is really canvas
s:retched over a wooden framework, and cleverly painted.

I'rofessor Owen would ije satisfied with nothing short of a gallery that

should contain every known species of mammalia. All must be obtained,

and not only obtained, but exhibited. Knormous as is the space required

—

850 feet long by 50 wide—it would be insufficient, when we consider the

great size of some of these mammals. Take the elephants, of three

varieties, African, Indian, and Sumatranj to exhibit a full-grown male and
female and the young animal would alone fill a fair-sized room. And, to turn

to our whilom friends of Baker-street, where on earth should we put the

cattle of various breeds, and other domestic animals, as horses and dogs ?

These last present considerable diU'erence in the growing stage, as the

greyhound ; and, if we are to act on the rule laid down, we must
show three specimens of each variety. The integument of many species

of this class renders them difficult to stuff and set up; and thus some
excuse may be found for the fact that our present mammalian saloon is a

ludicrous caricature. The tumble-down attitudes and botchingly sewed
skins of the animals make every one glad to pass through it as quickly as

possible. The confined space and darkness are here of positive service in

concealing these wretched creatures, which would ill bear the full light of

day, or " proper exhibition."

The whole area devoted to natural history is at present 50,000 feet, and
weai'easked to provide 485,100. The Zoological collection is now con-

tained in 37,500 feet, and Professor Owen estimates the required space

(looking forward, of course, to future needs) at 240,000 feet ! If the whole
division of natural liistory were to be moved to some other locality, he
would like to have 5 acres for a two storied building, and, for one of a single

story, 10 acres !* As these demands are hopelessly extravagant, and as

the line must be drawn somewhere, what we have to consider is how, by a

reasonable expenditure of public money, to make our collections most
attractive to casual visitors, and most useful for purposes of study. Pro-

fessional instincts would, perhaps, prompt us to lean towards the Depart-

ment of Antiquities, in which the keeper wants 61,469 feet additional,! and
might, therefore, suggest a clearance in its favor of the Natural History

Collections ; but we prefer to view the subject at a broader range from

the standpoint of the general public, and especially of the class dependent

un wages, -whose instruction is one (professedly) main object of the British

Musemn.
If it can be shown that the public, including in this term the crowd

of mere holiday makers as well as the more intelligent, who really

Tisit the Museum in order to obtain from its collections information as well

as amusement, and that students, from the most cultivated and eminent

persons down to the humble inquirer who has had his curiosity excited

by some slight elementary work, will, each and all, be benefited by a re-

arrangement of the departments on another principle of exhibition ; if the

idle gaze ofthe ignorant and the thoughtful researches of the learned can be

gratified in the self-same w-ay, why should we hesitate to achieve so

desirable a result ? If, in addition, this end can be attained with a just

regard for the national pocket, the adoption of any other system seems
&tuous and absurd.|

FALL OF HOUSES AT HACKNEY.
/"Wf Wednesday morning, about 10 o'clock, another accident of this kind
\j happened in the Amhcrst-road, Hackney, near the railway station. On the

soutli side of the road a range of houses, three stories in height, and having shop

fronts, are in course of construction by Messrs. Amos, builders. The roots had
been covered in, the carpenters were encaged in laying the floors, and plasterers

and laborers were occupied on the scaffoldbig, when a rattling noise was heard,

and the next instant the front walls and the roofs and the whole of the floors of

the second and third houses from the Hackney end of the road fell, dragging

•with them a portion of the end or corner building. The men at work, of course,

fell, and were buried beneath the mass of ruins. After great exertion twelve

persons were got out, two being quite dead. A similar accident is said to have
occurred some months ago in the same locality.

We hope that a most searching inquiry will be iastituted as to the cause of

this accident, for it is quite time that some one should be held responsible, and
that we should be able to go out without fear of being precipitated into an area,

or of being crushed by falling houses.

FIRST CITY OF LONDON ENGINEERS.
AT a meeting of this corps, held at the City of London National Schools,

White-street, Finsburj-, it was resolved to form an artisan company, to be

composed of the trades authorised for the Hoyal Engineers, viz., carpenters,

,

joiners, cabinet-makers, masons, bricklayers, plasterers, smiths, engine-fitters,

millwrights, coopers, painters, sailors, collar-makers, miners, draftsmen, &c.

Mtmbtrs of the trades enumerated will not be required to pay an entrance fee,

and will he provided with the uniform and accoutrements on terms to suit their

convenience.

• (Qnwtlon 727, 7SS) 11 acres 21 poles, with libraries, offices, residencef, and evciTthing
to make the whole complete.

t Thta estimate providcB for all the present coUxsotions and also for moUerato accessions,

t To be continncd.

THE APPROACHES TO THE EXHIBITION BUILDING.
IMMEDIATELY after the beginning of the works at the International

Exhibition building, we called attention to the inadequate nature of the

approaches to it, and to the inevitable "block " which would take place in

almost every one of the neighbouring thoroughfares when the tide of

visitors flowed to South Kensington. It needed no great amount of fore-

sight to arrive at this conclusion. The spectacle of entangled carriages

and troubled Jehus seen in the E.xhibition-road on an ordinary flower-show

day at the Horticultural Gardens is a sufficient indication of what may be

expected when the concourse of carriages is increased twentyfold, and
when omnibuses, cabs, vans, together with stage-carts and every species

of middle and lower class vehicle are likewise driven there to mingle in

the confusion. We all recollect the congested state of the main London
streets on the night of the Peace Celebration in 1855. If we will but

fancy such another concrete mass of horseflesh, carriages, and humanity
wedged into every road and lane around the Exhibition building, we
shall have but a mild idea of the difficulties and disasters which will

belt it like a Pascal ring. Everybody seems to anticipate this " coming
tribulation," but no one seems powerful enough to avert it. Mr.
Cowper has been coquetting for the last three months with the

parochial authorities of Paddingtou and Kensington, with a view

of inducing them, jointly or separately, to make a road across the

Park; and they, in their turn, have hoped to induce him to do it.

Both parties desired the benefit of the road, but neither wished to pay
for it; so the curtain fell upon the comical farce at that point when they

mutually became acquainted with the object of each other's tender protes-

tations. They then joined in an attack upon the unfortunate Board of

Works, and thus diverted the growing discontent from themselves to that

body. One would have thought the Board of Works was already suffi-

ciently weighted ; what with sewers, embankments, and speechifying

members, it is not likely to make much progress in the matter. We may
guess very well what their proceedings will be—to talk about it for weeks»

to refer it to a committee, to listen to the representatives of the interested

parishes, who will, of course, advocate it, to hear the opposition of other

members, who desire an outlay to be made—where it is, of course, much
more needed—in their own districts. Thus the subject will be laid out for

death and burial, unless it be snatched from their stilling atmosphere.

The Exhibition Commissioners have received numerous suggestions upoa
the matter, but they have waited patiently, like the prey of the boa-con-

strictor, to be compressed in its grasp or to be relieved by some one " in

authority." The doughty champion has at length appeared in the person of

SirR. Mayne, but, with all the knowledge, he has not the weapons with which

to subdue the growing monster. The Commissioners admit the value of his

suggestions, and " entirely concur" in the opinion that the removal of the

obstructions are essential to the safety and comfort of the visitors, but

they add that " Sir Richard Mayne has only embodied the substance of

what they already knew." If so, why did not they take steps to remedy

it ? They erected their building amidst a web of narrow, crooked lanes,

and are as much to blame as a man who should build a houje without a

staircase. It is all very well to throw the responsibility from their

shoulders, and to talk about the " discredit which will naturally attach to

the metropolis if the approaches to the Exhibition are found in their

present state on the 1st of May."
The Commissioners may be assured that the first blast of the anticipated

discredit will very justly be towards them. All that the metropolis

should be concerned about is to make sufficient thoroughfares for ordinary

metropolitan traffic ; it is no part of its duty to provide for the approaches

to a temporary building, at a cost which would cover works which are

urgently and permanenthj required, and simply because the promoters have

planted their building in a spot unapproachable by existing roads. It is,

beyond all question, the E.xlubition building which necessitates the new-

cuttings, the expense of them ought consequently to have been calculated

for and provided from its funds, the more especially as it is but a temporary

structure.

The Commissioners will take all the money received at the doors, and

the public will pay for its enjoyment. Had the Commissioners six months

ago expressed the convictions which they now give utterance to, of the

absolute necessity of improved approaches, and had they been firmly told

that they must look upon such necessity as one which exclusively

appertained to them, there is no doubt that they would have found the

money, and have discovered it to be to their interest to aflford safe passage

to and from the building. They, however, found it convenient and

economical to shut their eyes to this acknowledged apprehension, and now
strive to shift the discredit to the " metropolis."

We are now within three months of the opening of the Exhibition, and

no step has been taken which brings us a yard nearer to the end of the

difficulty. Mr. Cowper, who found money for making a road in the Park,

has no money for cutting one across it ; the Commissioners earnestly trust

that the " Government, the Metropolitan Board of Works, the various

parochial boards and other bodies "—every one, in fact, except themselves

—will not hesitate to take decidcl steps, i.e., to find the money. All these

several Boards, on the contrary, earnestly wish that the Commissioners

would make the honorable sacrifice. No one, seemingly, will do the work,

and no one apparently can be made to do it. One little attempt at com-

promise, or at joint action, is amusing. Mr. Cowper oflers, on condition of

the Board of Works finding the necessary money, to procure a Bill from

Parliament which will secure the road to the public.

Sir R. Mayne now comes forward, and in a very able letter to the Exhi-

bition Commissioners, sums up the obstacles which must be removed, and

the new approaches which must be made, before he can undertake to keep
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order in the streets. He insists on the absolute necessity—" 1st, of the
formation of a new road across Kensington-gardens; 2nd, opening Park-
lane into Hamilton-place and Piccadilly; 3rd, of widening the Bromi)ton-
road; 4th, widening the short street from Ebury-bridge into Sloane-sqiiarej
5th. of making a tramway or a common road connecting the railway
station near Kensington with the5CroraweU and Gloncester roads; and, 6tb,
the removal of the barriers in Exhibition and Cromwell roads." The
"observations" tacked to the Commissioner of Police's letter show very
clearly that the police will have quite enough to do even if all his sugges-
tions are carried out; but we are afraid, from the courteous reply in whicli
Sir Richard is referred to all bodies " with whom the power may rest,"
that the E.xhibition Commissioners will do nothing to facilitate the labor
of the police, or to further the comfort of their visitors.
The Government docs not ajipear to have power to make anybody do

the work or rather pay for doing it. It had better therefore meet the
difficulty at once and vanquish it. The approaches must be made, in spite
of the affected indifference of tlie parties interested. Let Mr. Cowper but
confess his inability to compel others, and Parliament will, we hope, grant
him sufficient funds to dispense with even the advice of the irresponsible
bodies. We sliould contentedly leave him to adopt the suggestions of Sir
R. Mayne, and to carry them out with the same energy and determination
which he evinced in forming the famous "ride." The inhabitants of
Bayswater will even forgive him tliat "intrusion upon the privacy of ihe
gardens,'' if lie will but intrude upon it still further, and give tliem,
gratuitous!}', a road across them.

If the Government fences with tlie matter as the other bodies have done,
•we must take the fruit of tlie Exhibition with its encompassed rind of
discomfort. The public must calculate on inconvenience and disaster when
it visits South Kensington, even as it bargains for thorns in plucking
gooseberries, but it will be no more reconciled to the folly and inactivity
of the Commissioners and "other bodies" when smarting from the con-
sequences of it, than it is now when only anticipating it.

THE ART-UNION.
WE have received the engraving of the London Art-Union for the

forthcoming distribution. It is a large and costly work, engraved by
Mr. Sharp, from F. Goodall's picture "Raising the Maypole." Of the
composition of tlie picture we cannot speak very liighly ; something to
unite tlie two groups into which it is divided seems wanting, and this is
not supplied by the maypole, whicli, occupying the centre, is not very
happily posed. Either of the principal groups is satisfactory in itself, but
attention is not sufficiently directed to the event— raising the maypole. It
is a fine engraving, however, and could not, under ordinary circumstances,
be obtained for double the amount of the subscription.

It appears that the Society has collected and expended over £280,000
in the advancement of the objects for which it was established.

THE PROPOSED NEW ROAD ACROSS IIYDE-PARK.

AT the usual weekly meeting of the Metropolitan Board of Works, held on
Fndav, at the offices, Sprmg-gardens, Mr. John Thwaites, the Chair-

man, presiding ; Mr. Pollard, Clerk of the Board, read a letter which had
been received from the Right Hon. W. Cowper, First Commissioner of Public
Worka, m which he suggested that the proposed new road across Hyde- park (to
give increased facilities of access to the ensuing Great Exhibition) should be
carried out at the expense of the Metropolitan Board. He also stated in the letter
that the estimated cost of the proposed road was from £30,000 to £40,000, and that
if the Board would undertake the formation of the road at their own expense he
would undertake to obtain an Act for the purpose of securing to the public a
permanent and unrestricted use of the road. Some members of the Board
expressed an opinion that the road would in all probability cost at least £60,000.
Mr. EcKETT moved, in accordance with notice,
Tiat considering there arc many public improvements roqiiircd in the metropolis whichMO of greater impoi-tance than that of making a new road across the property of theCtown, m Hyde-park, and which the Board at present cannot effect, from not having suit-

able means for that purpose, this Board therefore does not deem it expedient that it should
undertake the making of the proposed new road across Hyde-park.
Mr. Brooker seconded the ni|aion.
Mr. Roche moved, as an amenflment,

™S2,'f*^ '""^^
"l-^'""-

f^*l«'"' o£ January 30th, 1S62, bo referred to the Streets Com-mittee for consideration and report.
Mr. Le Breton seconded the amendment. After a long discussion the

amendment was carried by a majority of 22 to 17, and thus becaSe a substantive
motion.
Mr. Legs then moved as an amendment upon it,

,^f n,f,5„^;.S7'*'' V"
''''°™^? t'"s Board decline to take upon themselves the formation

tte tS«JK^L ,li,","'w ""TT"™' Pl»<:« at their disVosal funds for such purpose ;the Board ha-nng already deferred the consideration of many great imnrovoments intho

SSe^?^rthw,Trr f "",h-™'g l^'l^ to carry them'ouTbStZ pr™a^ ti takemeaBUrcs forthwith tor the formation of the proposed road through Hyde-park, in accord-anoe with the suggestion contained in the letter from the lliglit Hon. W. Cowper, datol

S]SS-d'^,r'J!,V™™:?''rS",';'''^"','!?
'^™'^"™ "' Pirliament tlv transferfngto

SSme^risinJfrm,rH?,lfo '^f'*'"!^
PoV^c improvements within the motropoUs, the

M^ w^ *^
Hackney cabs and omnibuses, collected withui the metropolitan area.Mr. i-CKETT seconded the amendment, which was lost

The motion of Jlr. Roche was then agreed to
Mr. Roche moved

—

That Mr. Cowper be informed that the matter had been referred to a committee for <vm-
sidcrat on, and that he bo re,iue..t«l to fonvard to the BoL:d,^arIy as Sble the ntosandestimates, which were understood to be then in courS^of SeStbu'^ ' ^

ibis motion was seconded and agreed to.

np^M,„ 2 <• w '°?",'?"!''™°,^PP'""'«'**'' accompany his Royal High-ness the Prmee of Wales u. his tour through the East, for the purpose of taking

JimiT'l'; /"""^L"*!*'"^
huulseapes, figures, and architecture of the variousremarkable places that may be visited.

AN ARCHITECT OUT OF PLACE.

IT is very seldom, we are glad to say, that an architect figures pro-
minently in any of our criminal courts. The gentleman who played lo

conspicuous a part in a recent trial before the Common Serjeant deserves,
consequently, a passing notice at our hands. It is true ho appeared as
prosecutor in the case, but the unanimous opinion of all who heard liis
cross-examination, or who read even the abridged report of it in the news-
papers, undoubtedly was that he occupied a wrong position, and a position
which it may be said very positively architects do not usually occupy. An
" architect " (we have called him an architect, because he so styled himstin,
one Mr. Brown, indicted a carpenter in his employment, who had formerly
been his petitioning creditor, for stealing a quantity of yellow battens. The
evidence adduced was curious, for we all know that it is very unusual, and,
in fact, contrary to all respectable practice, for an architect to furnish the
materials of a building, and to claim the ownership of any such which may
be missing from the works, or which had not, " to his knowledge," been
delivered. Even the "continual laugh" and "great flippancy" with
which the prosecutor answered the prisoner's counsel, did not gild the
features elicited in cross-examination. They told us very plainly what an
architect should not be. He had been engaged in a great many building
speculations.

Further light was thrown on Mr. Thomas Tliury Johnson Brown's pro-
fessional practices by the questions of the opposing counsel. By his
orders some of the men had broken open the prisoner's desk. He had
reinstated men who had been discharged by the superintendent of the
works. He had brought actions against Mr. Bosanquet (the Treasurer of
the Association for the Improvements of the Dwellings of tlie Poor, for
whom the building was being erected), for conspiring with others to charge
him, the " architect," with forgery.

We have strung these pearls together neither for their beauty nor their
rarity, but because they possess a certain negative value in showing what
an architect is not. Mr. Brown, spite of his conveniently defective memory,
has revealed himself in very positive colors. The whole profession does
not, we believe, contain another such original. None but liiniself can be
his parallel. A leopard might pass for a iamb, and a negress for the " lily
maid of Astolat," but that Mr. Brown could ever be employed by educated
gentlemen as an architect, and as observant of the usages of a liberal pro-
fession, excites our surprise. Nearly everything, in fact, wliicli l.e professes
to have done to the building, whence this trial sprang, is foreign to the
practice of architects. They neither pay the men nor buy the materials.
They neither engage nor discharge the workmen, nor do they receive their
visits on a Sunday. An architect could not by any possibility, without
losing the respect of his class through over-stepping the limits of his
vocation, be the prosecutor in such a case .is that upon which we now
comment. The ordinary training of the profession at least preserves its
members from such pitfalls, and it is well to remember this when a gentle-
man of some distinction has asked before a " Society of Arts " what an
architect is. He pointed out what caii be accomplished without regular
education, and without "professional trammels." We -will make him a
present of this case to back his future arguments. He has a specimen at
South Kensington of the art which can be got without them ; he may now
have a sample from the Central Criminal Court of the morality found out-
side them. Scylla and Charybdis naturally are reflected in the same
strait. If an employer avoid the one, he is likely to be imperilled with
the other. If he wants his work well done, artistically and morally, he
had better sail in other waters, and steer his ship where men of cultivated
taste, of common sense, and ordinary prudence are content to go.

If an architect of less extensive general experience than Mr. Brown, but
with a conscientious regard for the duties and the honor of his calling,
had been consulted and engaged, the Association for the Improvement of
the Dwellings of the Poor would not have had their building now at a
standstill

; a respectable builder would have had the contract, and the
work would have been satisfactorily done. We now find no mention
of a builder in the case. He, seemingly, for some unexplained reason,
was deemed useless, and the so-called architect and the workmen ran
confusedly together. We more than half suspect that some foolish
miscalculations have laid at the root of the business. An " architect and
speculating builder " may have been just the man to know how to do the
thing cheaply. The knowledge of many things economically concentrated
in one vessel was spoilt, however, by the pot which contained it, and the
old proverb of " cheap and nasty " found another apt illustration. We
are sorry for the Society, which must suffer by this transaction ; but
societies, however philanthropic, are no more exempted than men from
the consequences of folly. If they sow thistles they must expect to reap
them. This Association began its building on a novel principle, and it

has an exceptional result. We have some pity for the employers in this
case, because we believe they meant well towards the poor for whom they
had to provide ; but we shall have none for any one who, with tliis example
before their eyes, goes and does likewise.

Mr. T. Thury Johnson may relapse into either of the many vocations of
his chequered and eventful career, but the account of his own life which
oozed through his guarded and smiling lips in the witness-box of the
Central Criminal Court, will not be withont service if it establishes in the
minds of all men entering the profession the conviction that such attain-
ments as he acknowledged, grafted even upon an architectural education,
bears but Dead Sea apples, and that it is only by honorable conduct, up-
right actions, and level steps, that we can do our duty to ourselves, our
employers, and our profession.
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BARRACK BUILDING.
Sfnid^tmii:—We hear that the difficulties in connexion mtli the enlargement

or the Maidstone cavalrj' depot have now been entirely removed, and it is

understood that the estimates will be brought before the Government forthwith.

It is pri'posed to extend the barracks as far as Wharf-lane, ncces»italin<r the
removal of the whole of the houses on the side nearest the garrison ; a road, how-
ercr. beinif still reserved down to the river. The Grasshopper Inn, and the
adjoining houses facing the Sandling-road, as far as the above lane, will also be
taken down ; and as the tront boundary will be in a line with' the present railings,

an ugly angle, as well as some very unsightly buildings, will btj removed, and
the road at this spot very considerably widened and improved. Tlie plans for the
new burraeks propose to furnish accomniodntion for about 800 men and 500
horses. The quarters for the commandant, staff, and other offieei's, with the
mess-room, &c., will be erected on the site of the present wooden buildings, with
a considerable extension on the south side, the wliole forming a ran":e of build-
ings GOO feet in length. At riirht angles with this range, on either side, running
down towards the exercising field, the soldiers' qunrtei-s will be erected, forming
two very large blocks of buildings, each three stories high. .Separate provision

is to lie made for the married soliliers. The stables will be erected in the rear of
the soldiers' quarters, and a second riding-school will be built, exactly similar to

thit now nearly completed, which is covered with a light iron roof, 60 feet in the
clear. The hospital will be enlarged to double its present size, and nearly an acre
of ground will bo thrown into the exercising field. It is proposed that the main
entrance should remain at the same spot as heretofore, but a second entrance will

be fornuMi, leading from Wharf-lane. The new barracks will be erected of brick,
with cut stone dressings. The expense of carrying out the whole of the work is

estimated at about £-50,000.

Cotcheiter.—Government has accepted the tender of Messrs. Lucas Brothers
for the erection of the new Cavalry Barracks in extension of Colchester Camp.
The original estimate was £j'2,000, and the amount of the contract is understood
to be £49,700. Eight firms tendered for the works, which are to be completed
within 12 months, although it was at one time contemplated to extend them over
21 months. The foundations are to be completed before the close of the month
of March, and an extensive system of main and lateral drainage will be carried
out. The ban*acks, which are for a regiment of cavalry on the home strength,
are, as lately stated in our pages, to be formed in blocks, affording accora-
modation for about 72 men each, and will be built of red brick, two
stories high, except the officers' quarters, which are to be of three
stories. 'The site of the erections will be the extensive grounds of the
Abl>ey Farm, purchased about two years since by Government. Although
these works will exhaust the Pnrliumentai'y grant made during the last

Session, it is understood that further sums will be asked for in order to carry
out the entire plan, which embraces accommodation for two or three batteries of
artillery and a strong body of Royal Engineers. This scheme will bring together
the various branches of the service, and make Colchester the principal military
station of the easlem district of England.

Grneesend.—The Ijarrack buildings now in course of erection at Gravesend
for the accommodation of the officers and men sent to that station from the
garrison at Chatham, will be completed and ready for occupation during the
approaching summer. The additional buildings include a building behind the
prtseiit block, running to nearly 200 feet long, 24 feet wide and 12 feet high.
Adjoining this building is placed another block of houses for the officers' servants,
acconnnodation being provided for 32 men. In addition to the several blocks of
buildings already completed, a guardhouse is now in hand, together with quarters
for Ilie staff, me.ss-rooins for the officers and non-commissioned officers, and the
usual offices. There are also buildings to be used as cook-house, commissariat
store-rooms, reading-rooms, lavatories, and hospital. The buildings are erected
of light colored brick, with quoins in red brick. The plan of ventilation
adopted was suggested by the Army Sanitary Commissioners. The rifle range at
which the troops will be instructed is situated some distance from the barracks,
in a secluded part of the outskirts of the town.

PKOGEESS OF THE METROPOLITAN MAIN DRAINAGE
WORKS.

AT the last meeting of the Metropolitan Board of Works, Mr. Bazai.gettb,
the Kngineer-in-Chief, in his monthly report on the progress of the Main

Drainage Works, stated that in the Northern Outfall sewer contract Mr. Furness
bad made good progress during the past month. The ironwork for the river Lee
aqneduct was upon the ground, and the girders were fixed. The subways for the
East London Waterworks, and the suspension of the supply mains, had been
nearly completed, without accident, and the cutting through the embankment of
the Eastern Counties Railway, 24 feet deep, had been made without interruption
to the traffic. The foundation works for the New Stratford-road, and the con-
crete foundation along the line of sewer towards East Ham, were considerably
advanced. As to the three lines of intercepting sewers in course of formation
between the Bow and Barking railway and East Ham, sixty of the arches, each
of 18 feet span, which will carry the intercepting sewers across the marsh lands,
were completed. The materials supplied were abundant and of good quality.
The value of the work done was about £18.5,000. In the Middle-level sewer,
Messrs. Brassey and Co. had constructed about 21,400 feet of sewer, varying in
siae from 3 feet in diameter to 9 feet 6 inches by 12 feet, at an expenditure of
about £96,400. These works were for a time retarded by an accident to a coffer-
dam, whilst constructing the sewer underneath the Regent's canal, by which the
water escaped into the sewer and emptied the basin of the canal, but it was again
opened in two days, and no further mischief was done. Precautions had since
been taken to prevent the possibility of a recurrence of such an accident in this
difiicult portion of the work. The completing works of the Ranelagh Storm
Overflow were in a very confined space in the Uxbridge-road, and progressed
slowly. The value of the work done was £26,!JO0. The Southern High-level
sewer progressed very slowly, and the works were subject to frequent stoppages,
owing mainly to misunderstandings between the contractors and their work
people. About 7| miles of sewer were now contracted, valued at about £144,000.
Mr. WelKter continued to progress satisfactorily with the Southern Outfall sewer
contract, which will, to all appearance, be completed early in the spring, and
before the time named in the contract. He had then constructed about GJ miles
of «ewer, at an exjjenditure of about £2C.'J,000. At the Deptford Pumping station
Heatn. Aird and Son had brought up the foundations of both engine-houses to

the ground level. They had constructed 484 feet of the double line of Low-level
sewer near to and below Deptford Creek, and had laid 3,048 feet ofcast-ironpiijc.
3 feet G inches in diameter, from the High-level sewer under Deptford Creek to
the Pumping station, and driven piles for about 150 feet to the wliarflng. The
value ofthe work executed by them was about £.57,000. Mr. Pearson had com-
menced his contract at Dulwich ; and Mr. Downs had constructed 332 feet
of the Southwark subway, 33.5 feet of sewer, and 70 vaults, at a cost of
£3,000.

DOORWAY AT KHOSH DIXISSAR, MESOPOTAMIA.

WE this week engrave a view of the doorway of a mosque at Kliosh-
Dinissar, in the Slesopotamian Desert. 'The village in which it is

situated is composed of a few mud huts, inhabited by cultivating Kurds, and
lies some six or seven d.iys' journey east of Aleppo, and a few miles south-
west ofNisibin— the ancient Nisibis. The onlyobject ofarchitectural interest

in the place is the mosque, which is very fine in its detail. It was built by
Melek Monsur ebn JIahummad Thaliar. Like everything else in Turkey,
it has fallen into ruins, although it is still used as the village mosque, and
guarded, consequently, with jealous eyes from profane intrusion. To the
fortunate circumstance of our artist travelling in the company of a tribe

of the Shamniar, who divide the honor with the Anneyzee of being most
dreaded for their foraging exploits, lie was enabled to enter the sacred
precincts and sketch at his leisure.

The building is a parallelogram, with a dome in the centre, occupying
the whole width of the mosque. The doorwa}", which we have engraved,
is in the middle of one of the longest sides. Oa either side of it are four
niches, with pointed arches. They, like the doorway, have blocks of bl.ack

basalt introduced in bands, resembling in that particular the early archi-

tecture of North Italy. A mutilated Arabic inscription formerly filled the
tympanum of the arch. On entering, we find ourselves immediately under
the dome, which has fallen in, but the corbelled springings of it remain.
They arc all different, and of beautiful design. Right and left of us, as we
enter, run four bays of nave and aisles, separated by colonnades. Imme-
diately in front of the entrance, the Keblah, which marks—or is supposed
to mark—the direction of Mecca, is situated, and before it the faithful, at
the stated hours, perform their genuflections and say their i)rayers. The
Keblah is one mass of carved and interlaced work, designed with great
taste and rich inventive power, and wrought with remarkable delicacy and
finish. A modern wooden pulpit is fixed beside it. The whole building
has a mournful look—dirty and dilapidated ; but enough remains to show
the style of art which once flourished, where now the plundering but art-

less Bedoueen have undisputed away.

TEE HOSPITALS OF PARIS AND LONDON.
rPHE debate at the Imperial Academy of Medicine, on the relative advantages
J- of the London hospitals comjjared with that of Paris,* still continues, itg

latest incident being a letter from M. Husson, director of the Assistance Public,
of Paris, who expresses himself as follows;

—

A large portion of the hospital of Glasgow has just been rebuilt on an improved plan, and
in London the hospital of King's College has received an addition of two or three new wards,
which, in truth, are rather large, but are by no means favorably arranged. Now, it is these
improvements on which the whole debate is made to rest. The hospitals of London only
contain 3,700 beds for a population which is double tliat of Paris. The hospitals of tlie

latter city contain 7,000 beds, \vlthont counting the beds of the siok wards in the hospices

;

we have, therefore, to provide for greater wants uuder more difficult circumstances. Most
of our hospitals are situated on high grounds or in the midst of plantations free from houses,
as is the case with Beaujon, Lariboisiere, St. Antoine, La Pitie, Cochin, the Knfants-
Malaiies, and Nccker. Nothing of the kind exists in London. With the ctception of a
single hospital situated near Hyde-park, all the hospitals of the city are l)uilt in the midst
of populous districts, and in narrow streets. They have generally neither gardens nor
courts, and the sick wards receive light from one side only, wiiich is a great defect. There
are even dissecting-rooms in several of the hospitals. Now these are tlie establishnieuta
which are compared to ours I It is true that the wai-ds of these imperfect hospitals in general
contain fewer patients than ours. The linglish like to leave large open spaces iu their
wards ; but, by an illogical arrangement, they pack the beds closer together. There is no
bad smell in the hospitals of London, although there is no artificial ventilation ; and this
advantage, with few exceptions, we certainly do not enjoy at Paris. But in London they
open the windows during the doctor's visit, and several times a day, which e.xi)lain3 the
absence of smells. The Ilnglish beds are much more simply constructed than ours, which
are too complicated. There are no curtains to the English beds. The wards are warmed
by fire-places, but it is a mistake to believe them sufficient to ventilate the wards, or to
suppose that they can replace a well-arranged artificial ventilation.

Dressing Slates.—It is said that Mr. J. W. Greaves, of Port Madox,
has patented an improved apparatus for dressing slates, whereby accommodation
is afl'orded for two workmen at the same machine. The knives, or cutters, are
mounted at a slight angle to the axial centre line of the machine upon a pair of
holding discs. The cutting edges of the knives are in opposite directions, so that
by imparting a circular reciprocating motion to the discs, the knives will alter-
nately act upon and dress the edges of the slates, which are presented to them
upon stationary cutters or knives at each side of the machine. The reciprocating
motion of the discs and their knives may be derived from a revolving crank
driven by a pulley and band, and acting upon a lever arm fastened on the main
shaft, or by any other convenient mechanical arrangement. The difi'erent sizes
of the slate are gauged by suitable gauges on each side of the machine.
Pahis.—The repairing of churches in Paris 'is being continued with great

activity. The statues sculptured for the three niches in the church of St, Louis
and St. Paul, in the Rue St. Antoine, at the junction with the Rue de Rivoli,
have been put up. The statue of St. Louis, by M. Lequesne, is placed in the
upper niche. ASt. Anne, by M. Etex, is placed on the right, and a St. Cathe-
rine, Ijy Auguste Preault, on the left. The church of St. Louis and St. Paul, of
which the foundation was laid in 1027, was not completed until 1011.

* See page 33 ante.
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SOCIETY OF FEMALE ARTISTS.*

THE landscape painters of this society now claim our attention. "Roslyn
Chapel," by Miss Louise Rayncr, is the most commandinif, masculine

and elaborate picture of the kind in the present exhibition. The colors are
impasted with a boldness and character unusual from a female hand, but
this lady possesses an energy in the execution of her subjects which sliows
her to be a thoroughly accomplished artist. lo this picturesque interior, so
often painted, but seldom excelled, there is a management highly creditable
to her knowledge. The figure of the female drawing is admirably placed

;

and there is an excellent quality of color in the gradations and variety of
tints with which the pavement is represented. The water-color drawings,
by the same lady, of " West Bow Church, Edinburgh," and the " Head of
the West Bow Church," in the same city, are really powerful, vigorous,
and fine. Mrs. T. J. Thompson exhibits two landscapes, in both of which
there is an elaborate attempt at rendering the luminous effect of daylight;
but over anxiety to succeed has defeated the intention, for more middle tint

of a cool color and less density in the shades, allowing room for more
reflected light from the ground, would have brought her nearer to success.
Mrs. Hemming treats her little subject with much taste and delicacy.
" Grande Malines," .and " Our Boarding House at Boulogne," are pleasing
examples of her style. Mrs. Ilussey, on the contr.iry, takes a dark view
of nature, and although we have no objection to a peculiarity of tone when
it tends to a poetic result, we do not discover in " Cottages at Studlam,
Dorset" that anything is gained to warrant the sacrifice of ordinary day-
light.

"Rydal Water, Westmoreland," "On the Stock Gill River," " Bolton-
le-Sands, Liincashire," and a "View in Wales," are very pleasing contri-
butions by Mrs. W. Oliver. There is some clever execution in Miss G.
Swift's " Shrimpers waiting for the Tide," and we observed a good family
likeness in Miss C. F. Williams's " Morning on the Thames " to the
numerous productions on oanv.is which catalogues class under the same
name. " The Bass Rock, Frith of Forth—Approaching Storm," by Mrs.
Dundas Murray, is treated with considerable skill and effect ; we "prefer
it to her other picture, entitled " Grove de Lecq, Jersey," because the sides
of the view are better balanced by objects of interest. We know that the
practice of many great masters is against our objection, but we always
feel that when there is shore on one side of the scene and nothing but sea
on the other, it looks more like half a picture than a whole one, unless
great ability is exercised either in focussing the light or by the introduction
of something which shall, apparently or really, produce the effect of a
counterpoise. "Rock in Jersey," by Mrs. J. W. Bower, shows some
courage, as it is treated in a decidedly Turneresque feeling, and with good
result. We should be happy to see her example more influential among
our landscape painters, whether male or female. "Ante-Collegio in the
Ducal Palace, Venice," by Madame de Feyl, is a highly-finished and an
interesting production. " The View from Worcester Bridge " is an
important drawing by Miss S. Wilkes. It has all the excellent qualities
required in such a work. The water is flat, the distance retires well, there
is great breadth of general treatment, and the whole thrown into air by
the sharp and decisive manner in which the boats are touched. We
admire the general treatment of " Ruins of St. Peter's, Chelmsford," by
Miss Severn. " The Border Peel Tower—Moonlight," is highly creditable
to the taste and execution of Miss Lucy Archer. Sliss Isabella J. E. Jones
is happy in her manner of coloring the old buildings in the " View of
"Monk's House, Gloucester;" and "On the South Coast, near Hastings,"
by Mrs. Willis, is very freely pencilled and breezy in effect.

Of fruit and flower pieces, including " Still Life," there is not that
numerous supply which might be expected in an exhibition of female
artists. Miss Florence Peel is the leader in this branch of art ; her
" Azaleas " are painted with considerable feeling and power, but we
confess our inability to discover her intention in the picture entitled " A
Study of Color." It certainly is not a study suggested by the spectrum,
and the result is, whatever the intention may have been, to show that a
band of deep, rich, and powerful red around a mass of white and delicately
tinted flowers will rebel against what may be considered the regular ar-
rangement, overpower the centre group, turn the convex into the concave,
and harmonise with no other part of the composition ; against such odds
it is useless to attempt a focus of light, and we noticed a piece of bank
very unpleasant to the eye. " Goldfinches and Flowers," by Miss Emma
Walker, shows great ability in closely copying the objects represented.
The goldfinches are admirably painted, but they both possess so equal a
prominency and individual distinctness that they might change places
without the slightest change in the colors or in the effect ; they therefore
group badly, or, rather, not at all, and a great deal ofreally good execution
is not only wasted, but actually employed to the detriment of the subject.
A knowleilge of chiaroscuro enables this lady to save her labor, and to
produce a picture in the proper sense of the terra, instead of a number of
isolated studies on one sheet of paper.

Similar objections may be raised against an elaborate drawing, by Mrs.
Withers, of" A Study of Garden Rock-work, with Robin and Nest." There
is in this a great deal of labor bestowed on unworthy objects, to the injury
of the whole. For instance, there is an unpleasant restlessness created by
the endless repetitions of the peculiar forms of the leaves; and in copying
a fr;igment of a flint the artist has lost sight of the substance in her effort
to render the color. Now, this is a subject which, with more painter-like
feeling in the treatment, might have been suggestive of a pleasing senti-
ment. A female bird sitting on her nest always excites an interest, and if
the sparkling anxiety of her eye directed to the spectator had been made

* Concluded from page 85.

the bright pomt m her little shady retreat, and the male bird, instead of
standmg out m unmeaning obtrusiveness, had been thrown into lone and
mass with the surrounding accessories, a truly poetical result might have
been obtained. From the hard and unflincliing style of drawing and
coloring in some strawberries on a cabbage leaf, this lady has evidently
never heard of Titian's Bunch of Grapes. We must not forget to mention
the ducks and geese, although certainly out of place, among " Still Life,"
by Madame Julliette Peyrol (m& Bonheur),forthc admirable style in which
they are painted. There are a few miniatures on the screens, displaying a
nice talent for that minute branch of art. Sculpture, by Mrs. Thornycroft,
a whole-length model of the Princess Beatrice, from the Royal Academy',
by no means so elegant as to warrant a second exhibition, and by Naomi
Burrell, is distributed about the room, and a few animals in bronze after
Rosa Bonheur.

INSTITUTION OF ENGINEERS IN SCOTLAND.
AT the conclusion of the paper on Wood-Planing Machinery (given in our

last Number), the following discussion took place :

—

Mr. J. Browxlee said that the earliest snocewfal application of revolving cutters for
dressing wood was by Mr. Bramah, who in 1802 patented a machine which is to soma
extent still used. In that machine the timber was passed beneath a horizontal wheel or
face plate carrying gouges or knives, and running upon a vertical spindle with consider-
able velocity. It was not, however, until about the year ls-i7 that a machine was brought
into practical use for the working of flooring boards, which was patented by Mr. Malcohn
Muir, of this city; and, as Mr. Norton had said, the boanis in .Muir's machine were drawn
over fixed plane-irons by an endless chain, the tongue and groove being at the same time
foimed by small circular saws running upon live different spindles ; but, with the excep-
tion of a narrow strip along the edges, this machine did not operate upon the back of the
board, nor otherwise reduce it to an equal thickness. In the ycarfoHowing (1S28) another
machme, of an entirely different character, was patented by Mr. Wooflworth in the United
States of America, where it was now extensively used, and so generally preferred as almort
to have superseded all other methods, especially since the expiry of the patent, which, by
two renewals, continued in force for a period of twenty-eight years, and, therefore, only
expired in 18.56. In the Woodworth machine the boards were fed by rollers. No stationary
plane-irons being used, the boards were dressed smooth at the upper side and at the same
time reduced to an equal thickness by knives fastened to arms (as represented by Mr.
Norman), or to a block mounted upon a horizontal spindle which rotated with great
rapidity. The tongue and groove were similarly formed by rotating cutters mounted upon
two vertical spindles, one cutter heart oi«rating upon each edge of tlio board.
The whole operation of facing, thicknessing, and tougneing and grooving,
was thus performed by rotating cutters mounted upon three different spindles.
About the year 1831 the rotating thicknesser of Woodworth—that is, the dibber or
scutcher as described by Mr. Norman—was re-invented or im))orted and patented by Mr.
Muir, up to which time the work produced by Muir's machine was very incomplete.
Some time previous to the expiry of Mr. Muir's second patent, a machine was constructed
and put in operation in this city by Mr. John Robb, in which he applied the feeding rollers
and tongueing and grooving cutters of Woodworth; and being under the necessity of
evading Mr. Muir's patent, he substituted for the rotatory dibber of Woodworth the
revolving wheel of Bramah. Other machines, in which similar means were adopted, wero
about the same pcnod made by Messrs. Norman and Clinkskill, and by Mr. Thompson of
Edinburgh. On the expiry of Mr. Muir's patent, the feed rollers, tongueing and grooving
cutter, and dibber of Woodworth came into general use. The chief makers of those
machines were Messrs. Norman and Clinkskill, and the late Mr. M'Dowall of Johnstone, by
whom many excellent machines were made and great improvements were effected.
1 he modem machine, although scarcely presenting in its external appearance any resem-
blance to those originally invented byeither Muir or Woodworth, wasessentiiillv a combina-
tion of both. For finishing the face of the board, the stationary planes, as introduced by Mnir,
were still retained, while the tongueingand grooving cutters—the thicknesser or dibber, and
the feed rollers operated precisely in the same manner as patenteti by Woodvvoitli in 1S28.
The machine had undergone many modifications in the hands of different makers, but these
modifications referred only to matters of detail and arrangement, the operating principle
being the same in all. In the earlier machines proper attention was not bestowed upon
the ijerfectly balancing of the different rotating parts of the machine, which was of first
importance, and required not only great care on the part of the maker of the machine,
but also upon that of the operator, who required to notice that the knives which he
fastened upon opposite sides ofthe rotating block were always perfectly equal in weight.
Negligence in this respect rendered it impossible to make goo<l work with any machine.
The necessity of "this observance was, however, now generally understood. It was not,
however, so well known that it was almost equally necessary that the belts hv which the
rotating cutters were driven should be as nearly as possible of eciual weight throughout,
without any clumsy or heavy joinings. Belts running at a moderate speed were some-
times ]oined by copper rivets, but this method of joining belts which run at high
velocities was quite unsuitable, as the weight of the rivets not only communicated
a vibratory motion to the machine, but also very soon destroyed the belt itself.
After properly balancing the various rotating parts of the machine, the chief improve-
ments which had been effected referred to the method of forming and fastening the cutters
so as to facilitate the changes which were required for the various kinds of work, also to
the means of adapting the machine to the various thicknesses of material, and in the
methods of arranging the gearing by which the feed rollers were driven, so as to accom-
motlate itself to the different positions of the upper rollers, which rested uiwn the wood,
and rose and fell as the thickness varied. In the machine before them the rollers were
driven, as would be observed from the drawing, by bevil wheels, the wheels wliich geared
into those which were fixed upon the upper rollers slided upon the upright shafts, being
supported by the ends of the shafts of those rollers, which ends projected into a groove cut
out round the boss of the wheels sliding upon the upright 'shafts ; and these wheels were
thus held always in the same position with respect to the upper rollen:, along with which
they rose and fell. Although many machines had been constructed in this manner, he did not
think the method commendable. The wheels which drove the rollers were by thisarrangement
limited to the same diameter as the rollers, which not only rendered the teeth liable to frac-
ture from the strain they had to bear, but, from the smallnessof the wheels, an extra pressure
was also brought lupon the journals and bearings of the rollers. The bosses of the
wheels which slided upon the upright shafts were also liable to wear, and become loose and
shaky.

_
The grooves in the bosses of those wheels, and the ends of the roller shafts which

turned in those grooves, and by which the wheclswere supported, were unless objectionable.
In a machine for working mouldings made for him some years since by Messrs. Forrest and
Barr, and also in a flooring machine which he had more recently had made. The wheels
ni»n the roller shafts were much larger in diameter than the rollers. In a line nearly
horizontal with the rollers, a shaft extended across the machine between each pair of rollers,
which shaft carried a pinion which drove two rollers—a roller wheel gearing into each side
of the pinion. When the upper rollers rose or fell, the depth which the teeth of the wheel
and pinion geared into each other vjiried slightly ; but as the extreme thickness of wood
which passed through the machine seldom exceeded 4 inches, the rollers were not required
to rise or fall more than 2 inches above or below the level of the intermediate shaft, and
this did not appreciably affect the proper action of the teeth. Within the last twenty-five
years he had had in his works in this country and in America eight planing machines, no .

two of which were constructed alike ; but he conceived this mo<le of driving the rollers to .

be the most simple and substantial which he had trie<l or seen. He had placed a number
of s-imples of mouldings upon the table, worked by the machine made for him by Forrest
and Barr, which had not been sand-papered, but were in the same state as on leaving the
machine, and he thought they would be admitted to be as smooth as if diesscd with ths
finest plane.
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Mr. J. RCs^SKLL said the difference between the planing machinos now in use lay chiefly

in the geariuK of the rollers ; and he tUonght they ought to inquire whether the bovil or

8pur gearing—as pointtxl out by Mr. Brownlee—was the best. It appcareti to him that the

berll gearingr was correct inaction. wha*:over might be the position of the upper roller.

With the spur gearing the action was not alvsolutely correct, bat yetitmiglit be snfflciently

80 for all practicjil purposes ; whilst if the bovil gearing were apt to givo way on account of

the small size to which it was limited, that would go far to condemn it. They had been

told that the machine had worked well, and he would like to know whether the bevil wheels

w»re, in practice, found liable to break. In the erent of parties requiring a machine of

this kind, it would be well if they could get some information about this—the only point

ol difference between Uic various machines. Any practical person who looked at the

original macliiue of Mr. Muir, and compared it with the present machine, would observe

tiiat there were, perhaps, very few machines upon which so many improvements had been

nwdo. He happened to be at the making of one of the earlier machines at Lcith, about the

MkT \S3r2 ; and when it was started there was scarcely ever a day passed that a bolt did

not bi«ak. There was a drum and a considerable number of belts in use, and some of them
were continually breaking. The pitch chains with the hooks split away the wood at the

ends, and dctontiou from that cause was common. In looking at the two machines, great

improvements appeared to have been matle upon the original one.

Sir. T. Davison asked how many adjustments were required in altering the machme to

cut from one thickness and breaiith to another thickness and breadth.

Mr. BroWXLEE said that to alter the machine to cut a ilifferent breadth of board only

roquired the tumine of a wheel, every turn giving an eighth of an inch ; but in altering

the thickness all the tongueing and grooving cutters haii to be changed. The thicknessing

dibber and feed rollers had also to be elevated, as well as other holding-down rollers or

^Ides, all of which changes required some considerable time. The machine had, however,

been greatly improved in tliis respect, by so combining several of the parts that they rose

and fell together. In some machines the feed rollere were elevated singly, whilst by various

amngements in others they all rose together by simply turning a wheel or handle. Both

of the machines mentioned which he Ixad last had made were so constructed ; but in each

machine this wlw effected by a different method, the arrangement by which this was
eftectovl in the last having been designed by the makers, Messrs. Smith Brothers and Co.

But besides thj feed rollers, there were others for pressing the board down upon the plane

bed ; and those rollers, as far as he was aware, had always been raised separately ; whereas,

in his last machine, he caused them to be supported in a frame, which frame was itself

carriad by the four buslies of the adjoining feed rollers, along with which it rose and fell,

and thereby those rollers rose and fell along with the feeding rollers. By this arrangemeiit

not only was time economised, but an invariable pressure was also brought upon the back

of the board, which was otherwise ever changing with inequality of thickness when those

rollers were held down by springs, as was usimlly the case.

At the fourth meeting of the Session held on the 22nd January, the PRESIDENT in the

chair, the JjiBCRETARY read the following communication which had been addressed to the

Coancil of the Institution:—
' A great desire having been expressed by many members of the various learned and

scientinc societies in Gla^ow, to make some efforts to obtain better and more suitable

accommodation for their valuable and increasing libraries and other property, and for their

meetings and business rooms, a preliminary meeting was held on the afternoon of the 31st

Deceral>2r. in the Andersonian Library, by a few gentlemen connected mth the Philo-

aoiMiical Sbciety, Institution of Engiiieers, Arohitects, Archasological, and Geological

Societies, for the purpose of taking steps to obtain the formal concurrence of all the

r^ocieties to this movement. After fully talking over the matter, which met with warm
approbation, a small committee was formed fco bring before your society and others the

following sug;?estions, and, if meeting acceptance, to request that you will appoint a com-
mittee of three of your number at your first meeting, to form a joint committee, for the

purpose of carrying out, in this matter, the wishes of the different societies.''

Among the suggestions were the following—
That ail the ieameii and scientific societies of Glasgow be brought together into one

bnilding. to b^ built in some suitable situation, and to be named " The Iloyal Institution

Boildings," with a Royal Charter.
The p<jcietics only to be so far united as to carry out the desired object of mutual accom-

modation and assistance at the least joint expense.

Each gocioty will retain and maintain its own library and other property, with its own
distinct management and funds, as at present.

Ail the libraries to be kept together in one library hall or rea<ling-roora, under the prin-

cipal Ubrai-ian, with assistants—the library-room to be fitted with every comfort and con-
venience for consulting, reading, and writing.

A large hall for general meetings to be provided, and such smaller rooms as each society

may require.

A general museum for the reception of models and drawings—mechanical, architectural,

or otherwise—and geological and archaeological collections.

It is intended to raise a sum of money to carry out these objects by donations. It is

believed there are amongst the wealthy citizens of Glasgow a sufficient number of gen tlemen
who mil appreciate the motives with which the appeal will be made to them, and by their

liberality enable their fellow-citizens who walk in the honorable but less lucrative paths of

learning and science, to raise a building that will not only be an ornament, but a monu-
ment, to show that there is a taste and a desire amongst our merchant princes above that

of mt-rely making money.
Ou the recommendation of the Council, Mr. Johnstone, President, and Messrs. A. M'Onie

and U. Bruce Bell, members of Council, were unanimously appointed to represent the Insti-

tution, and co-operate with deputations from other societies, in promoting the objects
referred to in the circular.

Goradine's sheet-metal gplitting machine waa then exhibited, and described by the
SECRKTAftY, who explained that the improvement comprised in it were provisions
for dividing a sheet into two or more parallel strips at once, and contrivances permitting
of the easy adjustment of the parts for cutting different widths. The cutters consisted of
square-edged steel rings mounted upon two parallel shafts, and working slightly past each
other—the rotation of the shafts causing the cutting rings to draw the sheet through whilst
catting it. The machine, which was of very small size, was shown in action cutting sheet
iron, of about 18 wire gauge, into three strips at once—the strips being delivered with
square, clean-K;at edgee, uid without twist.

1

PaoposKD Widening and ENLAiiGEMEyT of the London and
Blackwai^l Railway.—The plans for the widening and enlargement of this

Company'.** line show that the proposed improvements will commence at Church-
lane, Whitechapel, and St. Georp^e's-in-the-East, passing over Frederick-street,
and lerminatinfr at Sarah-place, further extending over Cannon-street-road,
ranningr hy Cross-street on the east, and Charles-street, and terminating at
Little Union-street, St. GeoT^c':^-in-the-East. Additional lands are also to be
taken for the accommodation of the increasing goods traffic and in connexion
with the various stations, buildings, and the branch line now in course of con-
straction to the London Docks j the cost to be defrayed out of a sum of

£300,000, which the Company are already empowered to raise by issue of
preference shares.

Cbn'SOx's Watches akd Cr/>CK3. —" Perfection of mechanism."—iT/orn[re^''Po«/.

Gold watches ^> to 100 gnincaa ; silver watches, 2 to 50 guineas. Benson's new Illustrated
Pamphlet, free for two stampe, descriptive of every construction of watch, enables persons
In any part of the world to select with the greatest certainty the watch Jjcst adapted to
their use. Watchea sent free and »afe by post on receipt of a remittance.
J.W. BBNSON,33andW, Ludgate-hill,46 and 47. Comhill, London, E.G. Established

1749,

ON THE INDURATION OF STONE.*

THE destructive infiuonces at work in great cities upon stone are rather complex. But'
many buildings in countiY districtB where the air is pure, and reveals to chemical

analysis nothing but its normal ingredients, suffer greatly from decay ; such decay, however,

is nothing more than the "weathering"' to wliich the particular kinds of stone in their

natural mode of occurrence in rocks and hills would have been subject. Of the nature
agents of destruction water and carbonic acid are those, the inlluence of whicli is exerted

also upon the stones of buildings; for we may dismiss from consideration, in the present

case, the sure but slow process of disintegration effected in stone by mosses and lichens,

and the higher forms of vegetation ; and also the more rapid destruction caused by \vind

and tempest. Water, as a destructive agent, acts not only chemically, but mechanically

;

it actually wears away by friction certain particles of stone, at the same lime that it exerts its

solvent action upon other particles, and upon the cementing material which binds them
together. The more porousthe stone, the more rapid is this action ; for compact crystals of

carbonate of lime, &c,, offer a very small surface to this destructive inrtaence of water,

compared with that offered by a mass of minute particles separated from one another by
an infinitude of oiien spaces. Even where the compact crystals of carbonate of lime,

sulphate of lime, carbonate of magnesia, or even silica occur, they are often united

together by a cement which, from its non-continuity, is easily acted on by water, disin-

tegration of the stone following as the result. But it may bo asked, how can the atmo-

spheric water dissolve this cementing material, seeing that, if it were carbonate of

limCjeach grain would require 1 1 ,000 grains of water tor complete solution? Had, indeed,

this cementing material no other agency to contend against save that of pure water, its

permanent stability need not be doubted. But, unfortunately, rain water is not pure water ;

it invariably contains a certain quantity of dissolved carbonic acid gas, as well as traces of

nitrate and carbonate of ammonia, and, occasionally, of free nitric acid. Of these mate-
rials it is, however, the carbonic acid whose action is most pronounced. This gas, of which
100 volumes of water, at the ordinary temperature and pressure, are capable of taidng up
100 volumes, dissolves the carbonates of lime, baryta, strontia, and magnesia \vith great easej;

one part of carbonate of lime, requiring not 11,000, but only 800 of water saturated with
carbonic acid, at the ordinary temperature and pressure, for solution. And their action, it

must be remembered, takes place not only when rain is actually falling, but also in a lesser

degree at many other times, since the air in England contains, on the average, in 10,000

volumes, 1.^0 volumes of watery vapor, and four volumes of carbonic acid gas. Rain
water often holds in solution several volumes of carbonic acid in H)0 volumes of water,

and is capable of retaining 100. But rain water collected, in, or near, large towns, con-

tains several additional impurities, such as sulphate of ammonia, organic and carbonaceous

matters, traces of fixed inorganic salts, and occasionally sulphurous, sulphuric, hydro-

chloric and hydro-sulphuric acids. Of these bodies sulphurous and sulphuric acid are

more especially injurious, and their occurrence in the air of largo towns complicates the

destructive work going on in the buildings. Disregarding those curious and happily ex-

ceptional cases, where, from local and special causes, a considerable formation of the

nitrates of lime or magnesia—extremely soluble salts—has taken place in stone to its

serious damage, I would refer briefly to the extensive injuries suffered by buildings in,

consequence of the action of sulphurous and sulphuric acids upon them. Both these acids

change the carbonate of lime or magnesia of the stone finally Into sulphate of lime, or

magnesia—the former a salt which is just two and twenty times more soluble in water
than the original compound. Not ouly does this greater solubility of the siUphate of lime
make it more open to attack, but the very transformation from carbonate to sulphate of

lime causes a looser re-arrangement of the particles, and so favors disintegration. But
though one part of sulphate of lime requires rather less than ftOO parts of water for solu-

tion—a small proijortion of solvent compared with that required by carbonate of lime

(11,000 to U—yet sulphate of magnesia, into which the carbonate of magnesia contained

in many building stones would be transformed by a process identical with tliat last men-
tioned, is an extremely soluble salt. There are other cementing materials in addition to

sulphate of lime and the carbonates of lime and magnesia, which are less liable to injury

from atmospheric influences. The chief of these are silica, silicate of lime, silicate of

alumina, and per-oxide of iron.

The effects of the several destructive agents to which I have just referred may be traced

in the change of appearance and composition, suffered by the decaying stone. \Vater and
carbonic acid wear away the cementing material, and the softer layers and veins of the

stone, causing disintegration and flaking off ; while sulphurous and sulphuric acids aid

this action by changing less soluble into more soluble salts, and by re-arranging the

changed molecules into a less compact and more friable form. Chemical analysis discloses

this latter change in a very interesting manner. Specimens of stone which, when freshly

quarried, contained a mere trace of sulphate of lime, show, after a single year's exposure

to the London atmosphere, a notable quantity of that salt ; and tliis proportion often goes

on increasing from year to year, being formed more rapidly than it is removed by the

solvent action of rain water. In a magnesian limestone sulphate of magnesia is likewise

produced ; and in such quantities that, by the disruptive force of its crystallisation and sub-

sequent efflorescence upon the surface of the stone, small particles of the material are torn

off and fall away. This action closely resembles that caused by the absorbed water of the

stone at the moment of its freezing. When we consider the vast bulks of air which In

passing are continually bringing their influences to bear upon the exterior of a building,

we need not be surprised that a marked effect should be experienced from the presence of

so small a proportion as from 20 to 30 parts of sulphurous and sulphuric acids in 100,000

parts of air. In decaying stones two peculiarities are generally noticeable. The decay is

often greater under mouldings, cornices, capitals, and other projecting parts of the

buildings, than in more exposed situations ; also, while one portion of a stone may remain

sound, another portion will rapidly soften and fall to powder. This latter effect seems due,

not to any difference in the chemical composition of the several parts of the pieces of

stone, but rather to differences in the state of aggregation of its particles. In the former

case the comparative immunity from decay of certain exposed portions of a building

appears to arise from the heat and air drying up and evaporating the corrosive solution

which falls upon them, while this liquid is retained longer in sheltered corners, and there

exerts a more powerful and more enduring effect.

11. From what I have already said, it will be seen that in order to prevent or remedy
decay we have to guard against not only certain chemical, but also certain mechanical

actions. There are two general principles, either of which, carried into practice, seems

likely to effect this protection more or ^less completely. Either wc may, firstly, prevent

all destructive changes by covering up the building in a coating of some unalterable

substance ; or, secondly, we may so modify the chemical and physical condition of the

corrodible surfaces and parts a^ljacent thereto, as to render stone, previously liable to decay,

as enduring as the most imperishable rock.

As to the principle involved in the first of these theoretical general plans, it is evidently

less advantageous in some resjiects than that of the second ; for we have always to fear the

risk of the protective coating, wherever it may be, proving partially imperfect, and so

permitting the injurious actions to occur as before, only hid from view. The processes

founded upon this principle have likewise another drawback, involving, as they do, an
addition to the stone rather than an improvement of it. This addition generally necessitates

a change of some kind in the appearance of the stone, whether that change be one of form,

color, or texture. The second general principle may, however, as I shall endeavour to

show, be carried out successfully into practice without causing these or other defects, aaid

its adoption enable us to fulfil, partially or wholly, the following conditions :—
1. Any process to be thoroughly effectual in preventing or arresting thedecay of building

stones must be easy of application and moderate in cost.

2. It must render absorbenc stone less porous and less permeable by water, and, at the

same time, must counteract the influence of injurious bodies in the atmosphere.

3. It must effect the consolidation of stones in which the particles are loosely aggregated,

and it must harden stones easily abraded by slight mechanical means.
4. The color and texture of the stone must not be materially altered by the process.

5. The protective material must not constitute a mere film upon the surface, but must
penetrate to some depth ; nor must it be liable to such contraction of the surface as shall

cause a sejjaration of particles from the mass of the stone.

* Read before the Architectural Association, on January Slst, by Mr. A. H. ChuBCIT,

B.A., F.C.S.
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6. The protectivo iniiterial must be peneraily les^ ameuable to injurious atmospheric in-

fluences, and pnvticularly less soluble in water than the original materials of the stonee

which it replftues or encloses.

7. No e^oluble salt, cspcoiatly no effloresceut or crystallising salt, must remain in the stone

OS one of the protlucts of the protective process.

ThesL- conditions are some of the most important, but they are given here rather as
SUggestivu than exhaustive.
111. Wo now come to the consideration of thoromodialand preventive moasurea proposed :

thesi' I will divide, as before suggested, into two cla-^^ses ; the flrst including procoases where a
coating or rtlra of oily, bituminous, waxy, earthy, or otlier solid matter is applied to the surface
of the stone ; the second inclMding all those where one or more solutions (the solvents being
volatile) are applied in order to produce, by tlu^ir mutual action or by their action on the
stone, an imperishable protection to each i)article.

1. I have alrea<.iy stated my conviction that processes belonging to this first division do
not, and cannot, fulfil the necessary conditions of success. I shall point out the reasons of
this conviction presently. I would now briefly notice, or, rather, mention, those processes

in which an organic or solid body is employed. And here I must apologise for giving
little more than a catalogue of certain examples of the more important processes of each
kind, without entering into detail; but these are so easily accessible in all their complete-
ness elsewliere that I should have been obliged to curtail my own observations on the subject
under consideration.

I do not think there is any valid reason why I should not dismiss the processes of the first

division in a very few words : their general disadvantages are so evident. The greater
number depend upon the application of an organic substance to the surface to Vie protected ;

and, for the most part, of an intlammable substance, the presence of which on every part of

a building seems undesirable. Among the materials suggested, we find the following :

—

Beeswax, applied either melted or dissolved in some^eolvent, such as turpentine ; certain
resins to bt; applied similarly ; linseed, or other drying oils, either alone or in combination
with sulphur, and bitumen ; this latter in a state of solution in a volatile liquid. All these
plans fail to fultil several of our conditions. They alter the color more or loss injuriously

;

the protective material is little more than a mere coating of 'paint, behind which destnic-
tive processa*} may go on as before, and it has no true adhesion to the stone, and is generally
subject to decay itself. Gelatine and starch have actually been suggested as preservative
materials, [but they are evidently—the latter especially—subject to rapid destruction.
Numerous suggestions at to coating stones with various solid earthy and mineral matters
have been made, but they conceal rather than cure defects, and can have little or no effect
in counteracting chemical injuries.

Among such processes) the employment of a thin wash of Atkinson's cement in waterhas
been trietl with success on open porous freestones in Yorkshire ; it would, however, be quite
inapplicable to the surfaces of compact limestones.

2. Among tlie processes of the second division the application of silicates in some former
other has been over and over again suggested and carried out. The simplest and earliest
process consisted in the application of soluble or water glass to the stone. An immediate
hardening occurred, and a imrtial protection was achieved. But the decomposition of
silicate of potash (for silicate of soda is inadmissible, on account of the dismption of the
stone caused by the efflorescence of the soda salts produced) was very precarious ; the'car-
bonato of lime did not always act upon it with certainty, nor did the carbonic acid of the
air separate from it the silica at a sufficiently rapid rate. Then a decided improvement was
made in the process. The surface was first washed with silicate of potash, and then with
chloride of calcium or barium. The silicate was indeed at once decomposed within the
pores of the stone, but an equivalent quantity of a soluble salt was formed at the same time
—an unnecessary and even injurious product. In point of fact the stone becomes so much
less porous after this treatment, that it is impossible to wash away this soluble salt from it,

although we constantly meet with the statement—" The chloride of iwtassium formed can
be readily removed by washing." The same process in its essential features has been
adopted in the formation of artificial stone. The tendency of the soluble salt necessarily
formed in this plan to crystallise and rupture the surface, is one of the drawbacks to its use.
Soluble silicates have also ;l)cen applied in compound processes, where organic bodies
have been likewise used ; and also in combination with the carbonates of zinc and lead.

Among the other purely chemical processes I liave only time to notice four. A solution
of hydrofluo silicic acid, followed by one of caustic baryta, is applied to the stone. A
hardening occui-s, and the stone is rt'ndered, if a limestone, hardly alterable by acids ; yet the
surface is abratled by the violent effervescence caused by the hydrofluo silicic acid ; and a
saline impurity is introduced by that chemical as ordinarily made. A solution of silico-
fluoride of aluminium has also been tried with symptoms of success, but this liquid, like
hydrofluo silicic acid, produces an effervescence with limestones. A third process consists
in the use of suiKrpliosphate^of lime, which, by acting upon the carbonate of lime of the
stone (an action accompanied by effervescence,) forms neutral of lime, hardening the'stone,
and rendering it less absorbent. The simplest of all these processes is the application of a
solution of pure silica in water. Tliis fulfils most of the conditions of success ; it does not
iilter the color nor cause any efifervescence. but, as a protectivo material, its'action is
mcfhcient

; and, with very soft stones containing much carbonate of lime, it has a'tendency
to contract ujiou and injure the surface, without penetrating far into the substance. There
is still another process, the nature of which I am, I regret to say, not at liberty at present
to describe, but which, so [far as I can see at present, theoretically and practically fulfils
every condition of success. The process to which I refer will shortly be made
public, and 1 beliovo a more extensive experience of it will strengthen my opinion of its
merits.

IV._ I need not detain you long with my observations on the effects, as revealed by
chemical analytis and microscopical examination, of the several applications to which I
have referred. In consequence of the general presence of a larger or smaller quantity of
water in stones, this water existing in a state of mechanical rather than chemical
""j?n> * substance like oil, wax, fat, jiaraffin, resin, or bitumen can never come into
sufficiently close contact with the particles of stone to be in Intimate union with them,
?™ ^' makes little difference whether the oily substance bo applied hot or cold.
Where the whole of the mechanically -combined water has not been driven out
by long heating of the stones previously to the application of the melted wax
or oil, the surface of the stone and the subjacent parts present, when examined in
thm sections, a great number of minute air spaces, amongst which the oil or wax
globules he scattered. These processes offer, therefore, no chemical, and only a partial
mechanical protection against the ravages of water, carbonic and sulphuric acid. The oil,
If a drying oil, like linseed, resinifles after a time, but does not form a coherent protective
envelope for each graimlc even then. The same remark applies to wax, resin, paraffin,
and bitumen, &c.

;
a>id where an excess of tlieso materials is present it forms a coat of

pamt upon the surface, liable at any time to scale off, owing,to its incompatibility with and
act or lulhesion to the surface beneath. Where a stone can be thoroughly baked, so as to
Oriveoff every trace of water before being treatetl with oil, &c., the effect produced when
eiammed under the microscope is manifestly more satisfactory, and the few trials that
hare been made have been attended with considerable success ; but of course such a plan is
imqp™^cable on the large scale, although, if there should occur cases where it was
aomisslble, crude paraffin suggests itself as the most uucliangeable material for the pur-
po». 1 araffln, however, suffers a most marked contraction when passing from the liquid

«£ii 3i ,
^' '^"^ *^'^ "^^^^'^ i***^^^ ^ ^ebt drawback to its use. When examined

carenuiy with the assi>-tance of the microscope, stones coated witli any of the various oily
prorations of Class I. present a dirty appearance—an rappearance which is often con-
J2««op8 enough to the naked eye, and depends on the sUckiness of the surface ; and in the
cajoof specimens to which a solution of sulphur in linseed oil has been applied, crystals of
BOlttiato of magnesia and sulphate of lime may be traced. These sulphates arise from the
ffraOaal oxidation of the sulphur in the oil. We liave already pointed out how prejudicial
tiMte formation is, and any process causing or favoring it is inadmissible in consequence.
1 nave obtained portions of decaying dolomite from two or three different buildings lu
ijOTidon, and I have remarked most conspicuous disruptive effects produced by the crystal-
iMJgon of sulphate of magnesia withhi them. This salt, in crystallising, takes up'hirge
qMOtlties of water, and expands greatly in so doing. The effect of a protective coating

+ i«
'i}ec'i«"ical character upon dolomite in this condition is very slight. The cr>'s-

toUuation proceeds, and finally throws off iiortions of the hardened oily or bitu-

minous coat, which lu their tnni drug away small adhertmt parficlea of stone. The merely
mechanical protection afforded by wanheu uf cem&ut and ilmilur materials ia subject to
failure from the same causes.

Ab to the effects on building stones of the ohief |m>ceneft of the fecond claw, they tat
extremely varied. If salts of soda be employed, such aa the BilicatCf then carbonate or
sulphate of swia or cltloridc of Bodium appears as a white elHoreecsenoe. Mot only fa thSa
unsightly, bnt, if It be closely examined, a minute particle of atone tomoA from the aurfAoe
win be found upon the summit of each bair-llke crjstal constilutiiig tbc effioreaoenoe. If
potash aalt« be used in the protective process, efflorescence does nut generally occur, hot
the surface remains long damp, and when it faaa become dry (If t^iia should ever take plaot),
cavities would be loft where the soluble salts have been washed ont by the rain, oped-
mcnts on a small scale have proved to me that this is really the case. Furthermore, t^tt
washing out or cleansing process by the action of rain is a very slow one, and it wQl to
found, on applying suitable tests to the stone prepared by any of the procesaes when an
alkaline silicate has been used alone, that they invariably reveal Uie existence of a laiyt
quantity of alkali. Where a wash of alkaline silicate has been followed by a waab oC
chloride of barium or calcium, not only must a quantity of Foluble atxit e(tuivalent to tJkd
insoluble salt be formed, but, if tbc chloride of barium or calcium be applied in excess, a
still lai^cr quantity of useless material will be introduced. Chemical examination of
stone prepared by this process show how completely impracticable the attempt Is to
regulate the absorption of the two liquids properly. A porous stone saturated
first with sulphate of alumina and then with caustic baryta, two solutions which,
if applied in exactly equivalent proportions, should yield no soluble, but two
insoluble compounds, presented, under the microscope, an immense numlier <tf

most minute non-coherent particles of sulphate of baryta and, alumina, easily removed
by the mechanical action of water. ItydrofluoslUcic acid producetl a violent effenescenco
on the surface of stones containing earthy carbonates as bases, destroying the fineness of
the surface, although it appears to exert a hardening effect, particularly if succeeded by
the application of caustic barytain solution. In the caseof sandstones, hydrofiuosilicic acid
destroys the cementing material if it be carbonate of lime, and the surface is not rendered
harder but actually disintegrated. The most interesting results arc obtained in the ex-
amination of stones which have been treated with a solution of »ilica in water. This
solution, which I have mentioned already as obtainable with great case, owing to thib

recent discoveries of I*rofessor Graham in Dialysis, and nyiy be prepared of various degrees
of strength, up to about 4 per cent.,(4 parts in 100 of dry flint or silicic; acid. When ttUa
solution comes into contact with carbonate of lime in any form, if strong, it gelatinises

:

if very weak, it forms with a portion of the lime, a silicate of lime, a very permanent and
insoluble compound. By a similar action carried to its extreme limit, by which nearly all
the original time is removed, nnd nothing left bnt silica, corals and shells, and other bodies
are now found (in the triossic red conglomerate of Bouth Devon) converted into flint or
homstone. When this solution of silica is applied alone, and in a pure state, to a surface
of stone in order to preserve it, if the stone be naturally soft and friable—chalk for Instance

—

the result is in no wise favorable, for the silica solution first partly gelotiniires on the
surfaces, then as the gelatinous film dries it contracts, and, in contracting, draws away
small particles of the surface with it : the film finally falls off. Its action under other
conditions seems less unfavorable. Bnt I have not examined the subject in all its details as
yet. As to a solution of fluosilicate of aluminum, I have not had safflcient experience to
pronounce a definite opinion as to its effects on stone; theoretically, the probable prin-
ciples of its action are satisfactory. The solutions of lime and magnesia in water are so
weak as to produce no appreciable alteration of any kind in materials submitted to their
action. There is another process, the tangible results of which seem favorable. I refer to
that in which solution of silicate of potash imd aluminatc of potash, of particular

strengths, and in particular proportions are mixed, and the mixture then applied to the
stone. If the mixed solutions be kept some hours previously to their use, they solidify

into a glassy mass, containing silicate, alumina, and potash ; this latter soon becoming
carbonated. The mixed silicate of alumina, and hydrate of alumina produced, resembles
veiy closely some of the varieties of the mineral allophane, and coll,vrit«, neither of which
are distinguished by durability or cohesiveness

;
yet, in actual practice, the artificial com-

pound seems to have considerable binding power, so that powdered Caen or Bath stone may
be effectually reconsolidated by its means. The presence of a large quantity of potash in the
preservative solutions of course prevents the process from fulfilling our 7th condition^
but the inventors are endeavoring to reduce the amount of soluble potash salt produced in
the reaction ; at present, the alkalinity of specimena prepared according to their plan ia

very marked.

NEW RAILWAY STATION AT STAFFORD,
ANEW railway station is on the 'point of completion at Stafford, in place of

tiie dirty inconvenient sheds which have so long not accommodated travellers

at this busy portion of the line.

Tlie new station is of considerable extent. The whole extent of the platform
being 740 feet; only 540 feet of this, however, is covered in. The main block of

building on the up-line consists of a booking and telegraph office, flanked by
dining, refreshment, and waiting rooms. The booking-office, an apartment 50
feet broad, is furnished with a semicircular screen, which, with a sliglit partition,

divides the first from the second and third class passengers. To the left is a large

dining-room and refreshment-room, while to the right run in succession the first

and second class waiting-rooms for ladies and gentlemen respectively. Tiie wait-

ing-rooms are not very large, but as there are four upon each side, they will,

perhaps, be found sufficiently spacious. Above the refreshment-rooms are the

offices of the goods' superintendent for the district, while above the waiting-rooms
are those of the permanent way manager. The platforms, which are paved with
Staftbrdshire tiles, are covered in with iron and glass roofing, wliicii extends over

the nearer line of rails, and will consequently shelter the passengei-s while alight-

ing. From a pipe, that runs the whole length of the roof, depend gas lamps.

Flights of steps on each side of the booking office lead to the crossing bridge. On
the down-line the central apartment is a first-class refreshment-room, fifty feet in

length, faced at either end by a small office, which, with its projecting window,
serves to break the monotony of the long length of building. At the further end
of the first-class is a second-class refreshment-room, 43 feet in length. The
waiting-rooms upon this side are equally distributed on each side of the central

refreshment-room, the first-class being at thenearer and the second at the further

end. At the ends of the platform on each side arc covered sidings, for the recep-

tion of carriages from the North Staftbrdsliire, the Shropshire Union, and any
other branch lines which may be connected with the station.

New engine and goods sheds—the latter 150 feet in length—have been recently

erected. The passenger station itself has occupied about seven months in

erection.

The total estimated cost of the building is over £20,000. Mr. Baker Is the

architect for the Company ; the contractor is Mr. Pamell, of Ragby.

The new macliines constructed for boring through the Alps, have been tried

with success ; 730 metres have already been pierced on tlie French side, and 950

metres on the Italian side; consequently nearly 1,700 metres, out of 12,000

metres, about seven miles and a half, have to be bored through.
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PROFESSOR SMIRKE*S LECTURES ON ARCHITECTURE AT
THE ROYAL ACADEMY.—Lecture IU.

Fmy last lecture I touched upon a few of the more interesting objects on the shelves of

the British Museum, that have special reference to architecture. The subject is well

r.ijfh intcrnunable, for I doubt whether any library in the world equals that iu the British

Museum, either in extent or value ; and I purpose, on a future occasion, to pursue the sub-

ject, and continue, in a cursory way, to direct your attention to such other works as seem to

m*; best calculated to impart instruction or to excite interest iu the mintis of those

eugage.l in the pursuit of architectural knowledge. But I will this evening call your
attention to another library, which maybe, in some sense, regarded as a public library, but

which i?: ver>- different, no doubt, both in respect to extent ami value, from that to which I

have alreadv adverted. I refer to the librar>- which forms an important part of the Soane
Masenm. Being a library wholly formed by an architect, and bequeathed by him in trust

for the expr&suse of architects, it seems to have special claims on my attention here, and
those claims are enhanced by Uie long connexion that existed between this Academy and
Sir John Soaue.

It is bv no means my intention or desire to constitute myself the apologist or the critic

of that, in some respects, ivmarkable man. With his personal i«cuUarities-with his

temper and disposition, with his foibles and eccentricities—we have nothing whatever to do

here. Let those who have no defects of temper or of character throw the first stone ; I

certainly will not venture to do so.

As an architect, he undoubtedlvwas, in some respects, remarkable. He sought for novelty

and originality in whatever he did, and not unfroquently he succeeded in attaining the

object of his seatcb. He was very deficient iu greatness of style,'delighting rather in small

ron««« and whimsical contrivances to produce effect. Though he can hardly be said to

have possessed genius in the higher sense of that word, he had much ingeimity. He more-
over had twme aspirations ^ter the attractive but hazardous quality of the picturesque in

architei^ture. If I have declined, on the present occasion, to be the censor of his personal

peculiarities, so I would equally refrain from investigating the motives which may or may
not have influenced him to devote his museum and library to its present semi-public

purpose. Let us take the fact as we find it. and admit at once that the bequest was a
liberal contribution towanls the education of his professional posterity.

It pleased Sir John to apply for and obtain the sanction of Parliament for the formation
of a trust, imposing on the trustees certain very clearly-defined duties, which duties the
trustees, by accepting their office, became morally and legally bound truly and faithfully to

perform, at all events until the same authority that imposed them shall have thought fit to

modify or annul them.
I have ventured to say thus much publicly to you because the trustees have not unfre-

quently been made the subject of considerable misrepresentation. Sir John evidently de-

sired to limit the examination of his collection to those only who studied architecture either

as professors or amateurs, certainly not intending to throw it oi>en to indiscriminate view.
That such was his intention is conclusively shown by the particular conditions which he so

carefully imposed ; and a trustee, like an e.\ecutor, can by no means depart from, or even
vary, a single condition laid down by the testator without incurring the very serious charge
of neglecting or exceeding the powers of his trust.

The museum, proiwrly so called, will not engage our attention this evening. Those who
have made themselves acquainted with its contents know that they are of a very miscel-

laneous character, compiising some objects of great value and interest, and some of a most
trivial and insignificant nature.

It is to the library only that I am now about to advert, avoiding, as far as may be possible,

each objects as exclusively concern the mere antiquary, inasmuch as the time at our dis-

posal is very limited, and as the special purpose of these lectures is, by the very constitu-

tion of the Academy, confined to such objects as are calculated to further the professional

education of the students. This same consideration excludes us also from adverting here
to the rich stores of mechanical knowledge which are to be found on the shelves of this

library.

That Sir John was perfectly aware of the high importance to every architect of a
thoroughly practical knowl«lge of bnilding is sufficiently apparent from the contents of his

library, and was repeatedly dwelt on by him in the lectures which he delivered from this

place. But it is to his books on architecture as a fine art that I am bound here to confine

my attention ; and it is certainly to the works of this character that the library owes its

chief attraction, and from them it derives its chief value. It comprises nearly every archi-

tectural publication of value that had appeared during his own professional career, down
to the period of his death, in 1837, as well as a large store of books of early date. Among
the earliest in the catalogue you will find Alberti's " Libri decern de re EdiftcatoriA." Of
this well-known book there are here six editions, but among those I do not find the original

and earliest Latin edition of 1512. Afolio edition, in Italian and English, appears to be that
which its owner read with greatest ease, as it contains many marginal notes by him, and
other evidences of his having carefully read it.

On a former occasion I have, from this place, expressed my admiration of Alberti's works
at Rimini and elsewhere. His church of San Francisco is in the best style of the early
Eenaissance, l)efore it had degenerated into the commonplace manner of the following cen-
tury. It is worthy of note that Vasari touches but slightly, and with some apparent indif-

ference, upon this work, although he must have been especially familiar with it, seeing that
Vasari dwelt srjme time in Rimini.
In truth, Vasari, excellent as he may be as a biographer, had, as an artist, but little genius,

and he was unable to appreciate the somewhat dry, antiquated manner of Albcrti. That
artist not only possessed undoubted talent as a practical architect, but remarkable merit
also as a writer. His book is full of valuable remarks, and attests at once his good sense
and his erudition.
What is nL=o specially worthy of our observation is, that he appears, in an eminent degree,

to have united a minute and accurate technical knowledge with a fine esthetic feeling. The
di^inction which he dra^^'8 between beauty and ornament Is, I think, most just and true.
" Beauty," he says, " is something lovely, which is proper and innate, and diffused over
the whole body, whilst ornament is something superadded or adventitious, rather than
innate."

Alberti, and, I might say, Alberti's school—the school of the Early Renaissance—well
understood the distinction between Ijeauty and ornament.
The vulgar of all ages, countries, and ranks are apt to thinkthat ornament means beauty,

and that in order to be beautiful we must needs be lavish in ornamentation. This great
«rror leads directly to that excess which degrades art, whether it be architecture or her
sister arts. It was excess which marked the decadence of Roman and of Medieval art

:

and it was the disfigurement of excess which stained the purity of the Early Renaissance.
I speak, as it is fitting and becoming that I should speak, with great reserve, and in the

most general terras, when touching on the state of our art in the present day; but I ihink I

am only fnlfllling a plain duty in denouncing the tendency to a meretricious use of
ornament, which may, perhaps, be discerned amidst the conflict and rivalry of prevailing
tastes.

No donbt, in this country, the greatest diversity of feeling exists in matters of art ; so
impatient of all restraint is our countryman, that there is no privilege that he more freely
exercises than that of differing from his neighbour in opinion ; and in taste especially, we all

proverbially and most widely differ.

Some will teach us that ornament alone is architecture, and that abuilding without oma-
nent is but handicraft work, necessarily devoid of art. and beneath an artist's attention :

vrbilfft others will look with equal contempt upon all mere ornament as a frivolous and
poerile inatility, altogether unworthy of any serious regard. I believe that in this case, as
in nuMt others, each of these extreme opinions is equally remote from the truth.
At all events, I am confident that, however we may be led away by our imitative habits

Into occasional extravagancies and unseemly excesses, the natural bent of the English mind
is towards moderation in the use of ornament.

Flagrantly as we may sometimes err, and wild as may be the caprices we may sometimca
indnlge In, still, in the main, the tendency of public taste is of a plain, grave, and practical
character

; and I am very greatly mistaken if, when we regard, cither on this side of the
Atlantic or the other, the overloaded piles of enrichment which constitute the pretentious
facades occasionally presented to us for our admiration, by far the majority of us fall
into the nnimpaasioned and calculating inqai]7 of " cui bono ?" Not only does this excess

offend, as it appears to me, the naturally simple taste of this country, but it is plainly at
variance with the lessons daily taught us by our English climate. Moistness is the nonnal
condition of our air, and clouds are the normal clothing of our sky ; for at least two-
thirds of the year our buildings are constantly liable to be drenched in rain, whilst for the
remaining third they are subjected to the still severer trials of frost ; and thus, in this
matter, the dictates of common sense are in perfect harmony with the suggestions of our
natural taste.

I perceive that the short and pointed sentence which I have quoted from Alberti has
led me into a somewhat verbose diversion. In this respect I am failing to profit by the
example of my author, whose style of writing is as free from verbiage and prolixity as
liis style of architecture is exempt from frivolous and intrusive ornament.
The next book which comesto hand is of a very different character. Indeed, one is some<

times almost led to feel surprise how books so widely asunder in their character and
quality can submit to the close and constant juxtaposition that they arc subjected to on
our bookshelves.
The book. I say, which I now take up is that of Diettcrlin's *' Architectnra de Constitu-

tione, Symmetria, ac Proportione quinque Columnarum," published at Nuremberg in 1598.
It bears sad testimony to the rapid deterioration of art, and to the special proneness to a
corrupt excess among our German neighbours. In the extravagant and grotesque scrolls
and cartouches which abound in this volume, we see at once from whence were derived the
strange ornaments of our Elizabethan and Jacobite styles, although those styles as displayed
in our own country might lay claim to the character of simplicity and sobriety by the side
of these wild enormities of Dietterlin.

In a former lecture I expressed my belief that much of the degradation
of architecture in the seventeenth century might bo due to the practice
at that period of the same individual pui-suing all the three sister arts. Whilst any
remnaut of the purity of early art. and of the good sense of the early artists, aurvivetl, this
combined cultivation of the tine arts was not attendeii by any evil conse(iuences. On the
contrary, the arts lent to each other that mutual aid from which they derived mutual
advantage ; but it was when the torch of genius had diixl out and our art fell into decay,
that the dangers consequent on this union began to develop themselves.
When men ceased to understand the true scope of each art, and to recognise their respec-

tive limits, they lost the power of designing well in any art. The sculptor and the architect
became merged in one artist, who was fain to build up his clouds, and to construct celestial

glories as if he was erecting a stone wall ; whilst, on the other hand, he designed buildings
wanting many of the essential attributes of real architecture—buildings, indeed, that could
only be made to stand by dint of ties and other hidden mechanical contrivances. The
physical impossibility of executing in solid materials the architectural vagaries of
Dietterlin, as exhibited in the designs before us, is sufficient evidence of his unfitness to
design architecture. He seems to have been utterly regardless of the fact that architec-
ture is a constructive art subject to static and dynamic laws. Ear different was it in the
good times of the previous centm-y. I believe we may defy the most scrupulous critic
to point out in any one picture of Raffaelle's, of G-. Romano's, or of M. Angelo's, a single
building or fragment of architecture, which might not with perfect facility be executed,
lino for line, in stone or timber.

I touch with great reserve on the confines of my neighbours, and should regard it as pre-
sumptuous on my part to affect the critic in the sister arts ; but still I would venture to urge
on the students of the painting school that in the architecture which they may deem it

proper to introduce in their pictures they should never be unmindful of the practicability
of the structures they represent. It appears to me that it is just as incumbent on the
painter or sculptor to give to his building a suitable and sufficient base as it is to place his
figures properly and naturally on their feet. The error of representing an impossible
structure is, in its degree, just as great as that of representing a man in an impossible
attitude.

I must, however, at once revert to the Soane Museum. I find on the shelves a volume of
drawings, chiefly executed on vellum, described in its manuscript title as " Disegni di
Architettura del Anno UOO.*' It is a curious volume, the history of which I know nothing,
although of its authenticity, for various reasons, there can be, I think, no reasonable doubt.
The execution of the drawings is very indifferent, and there is little attempt at correct
delineation, and yet there is not wanting freedom and a certain amount of manual and
almost artistic dexterity. The volume seems to do for the fifteenth century what Willars
de Honicourt's book of drawings, recently submitted to the Institute of British Architects,
does for the thirteenth century.
There are between sixty and seventy drawings, but none bear any titles, and they are

probably original studies or exercises in architectural and ornamental desigu. A very little

correction and modification would make some of these designs elegant compositions. I

have upon a former occasion observed upon the absence of the regular . orders of architec-
ture in the early works of the Renaissance. This volume remarkably corroborates my
statement. There is not, I beUevc, a single instance in the book of a dominant order deter-
mining the proi>ortions of a building. Columns there are in abundance, and of a great
variety of whimsical forms ; but in all cases, I believe, each tier of columns and arches
represents a separate floor. A constant use of arches and niches, a prevailing habit of
panelling, and enriching the panels with arabesques, as on the sides of square columns and
pilasters, and a habit of covering all vacant spaces with square and circular panels and
medallions, filled in either with slabs of colored marble or with foliage, generally In some-
what flat relief—these appear to be the prevailing distinctions of the quatro-cento style,

which stands out with very marked differences from the styles immediately preceding and
succeeding it.

Another book, which I must not pass by, is a fine copy of the earliest edition of Philibert
de rOrme's Architecture, bearing date ly(J7. Under the auspices of Catherine de Medici3,he
may be regarded as the introducer of the Renaissance into northern Europe. Shecame of a
race eminently distinguished in the history of art, and the author in his dedication eulogis-

tically refers to her as delighting in architecture, and as sketching with her own hand the
noble palaces which she caused to be erected.

It is curious to find at this early period the author groaning over the degeneracy of his
profession, and complaining how few true architects there then were. Some self-styled

architects were, he says, but mere " master masons," whilst otliers were but geometricians,
or men addicted to the literature, but neglecting the practice, of their profession. His
imaginary portraiture of the beau-ideal of an architect savors of the quaint, allegorical

taste of his time. He would represent an architect, he says, (and there is an illusti-ative

diagram of such a man) with three eyes : one for the observation of divine things and the
works of God ; the second for the careful observation of things present and around him ;

and the third, for looking into the future, foreseeing, and so providing against coming evils.

He should also havo'four ears, indicating that it more behoves him to listen than to speak.
Four hands should be given to him, that he might bo the better able to do all that is

required and expected that he should do; whilst his feet are to be wingetl, pointing
out that ho must be of quick intelligence, and rapid in action. There are many other
things worthy of observation in this curious volume ; but I must hasten on to othere.

I find a volume of original drawings by Carlo Fontana, formerly in the library of Paine,
an eminent architect of the last century. It represents the state, at that period, of the
Coliseum, at Rome, and Fontana's supposed restoration of it, with his suggestions, certainly
not a happy one, for the erection of a church within the area of the amphitheatre, to be
dedicated to the Christian martyrs who suffered there. I need scarcely say that this

monogram out he Coliseum is greatly inferior to .that unpublished wt)rk on the subject
existing in the British Museum, to which I directed your attention last week. These
drawings, of the seventeenth century, by Fontana, are very neatly and ably executed,
quite free ftvm the dry hard manner prevalent among architects at a later date. The lines

are in brown, and the shadows delicately indicated with a cool neutral wash, probably
Indian ink or some color equivalent to it. This mode of execution was retained through-
out the last centurj", for I find here a largo folio volume containing original drawings by
Wren and others of his time which are all similarly treated. Some, also, in the volume
attributed to Inlgo Jones are so executed.
The use of a brown outline with cool shadows was, I believe, pretty general among

English as well as foreign artists up to quite recent times, and it is, perhaps, doubtful
whether the modem substitution of brown sepia shadows with Indian ink outlines can be
regarded in any respect as an improvement.
Among the treasures which Sir John considered to be worthy of a place in the'strong
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room of his museum, I And a Roman miaaal of tho early part of the eixtoenth century,

iUOHtrateii with ininiatures of the greatest delicacy by Lucas van Leyden and hia scholars.

It is worthy of remark that all the architecture and ornamentation with which those

miniatures arcjolaboratcly enriched, are, throughout, very distinctly Ootliio in stylo ; late, it

is true, but without any admixture of classic taste, and yet this artist dlod in 1633, and was
thoroi'ore contemporary with ilalTaello and Guilio Romano, Tho co-existence of two
schools so remote in character and spirit, yet geographically so near at4 Flanders and Italy,

sliow^i how little social intercourse could have existed in Enropo at that period. Whilst

admitting liis merits and superiority to others of his school, Lucas van Leyden is described

byFuselias" ignorant of light and shade in masses," and his forms are condemned as " lank,

meagre, and ignoble," and yet this artist Iwas studying and painting within what is now a

day or two's journey from the easels of Leonardo da Vinci, M. Angelo and RalTaelle.

Tliere are, I trust, few hero present who aro not aware of the beautiful work preserved

in this same strong closet, known as the Commentaries on St. Paul's Gospel, by Marino
Grinami, illustrated by the beautiful illuminations of QiuHo Clovto. This work, certainly

the gem of the collection, presents a curioas contrast in its architectural accessories with
that to which I have just adverted. The stylo is strictly UafEaellesquc, with medallions and
arabesques, such aa we see in the Loggia of the Vatican. I cannot pass frotn tliis mi^^ffi-

cent, and almost priceleas, manuscript volume, without adverting to the elegant character

of the hand-writing. When we look upon the beautifully uniform, clear, \vell-proi>ortionod,

deliberately-shaped, and, I would almost say. dignified, stylo of the lettering, and compare it

with the caligraphy of the nineteenth century, in which the words look often more like

the hasty, unmeaning scratolies of a bad pen than the exi)res3ion3 of a man's thought and
sense, it mn.st be admitted that the lapse of 300 years has brought, in this respect at all

events, no improvement whatever.
Nor, perliaps, can this ba wondered at, when we find, as that eminent scholar, Mr.

Panizzi, has lately proved, the great Bolognese painter Prancia himself, did not think it

beneath hin\ to unite the study and practice of tyiwgraphy with the liighest efforts of a
most gifted i>encil.

Descending, now, 100 years, we come to the sketch of Inigo Jones ; not the original

book, it is true, but an admirable fac-similo of it, presented to Sir John by the late

Duke of Devonshire, the owner of Inigo's own handiwork. It is not for me to dwell
on this sketch-book, as it consists exclusively of studies of figures and drapery. The
book bears date at Rome in 1<>14, when the great architect was about forty years old. I

cannot refrain, here, from adding that the motto which graces the first page of this sketch-

book is *• Altro diletto ct 'imparar' non trovo" (I have no pleasure but in acquiring
knowledge), a sentiment which does high honor to Inigo Jones, and one which should never
1)0 absent from the mind of an artist, be he young or old. When a man has reached the
period at which he imagines that he has learnt his art and needs no more teaching, ho may
rest assured that he has fallen fully into the sear and yellow leaf.

In an evening devoted to the literary Ijequest of Sir John Soane, it seems natural that I

should not altogether abstain from touching, for,at least, a few minutes, upon thateminent
professor's own peculiarities of architectural design. Although within these walls we very
wisely abstain from the remotest criticism on the works of contemporary artists, that
salutary limitation has long ceased to exempt Sir John's works from the free comment of

the critic. Upwards of a quarter of a centmr has passed away since his death,
1 have, however, no inclination nor intention hero to use that lash. I would,but remark,

generally, that a constant endeavour to seek out picturesque effects, especially in the design
of interior architecture, seems to have led to much of that eccentricity of manner which
most critics are inclined to condemn in his works, although it may be found to have
resulted in some ingenious combinations, and, perhaps, occasionally in some original con-
ceptions.
We are apt to attach too great value to that quality, " the picturesque." The application

of the word is somewhat vague. It is a word of no very remote origin, for there exists, I

believe, no word of equivalent value in any Classic tongue ; and, certainly, there is no trace
of any word calculated to convey the idea in the written records of medieval times—a fact
which is, perliai>s, the more remarkable as the quality which, probably more than any
other, characterises medieval art is this same picturesqueness. To the best of my belief,

this word was the invention of the writers on art of the period of the Renaissance, Its
primary meaning is clear, although its application is, as I liave said, vague and in-
definite.

Whatever is especially well adapted for representation in a picture is said to be " pictu-
resque." In tliat sense its special applicabiUty to natural scenery is obvious ; but it is also
very properly applicable to those objects of art which, either from their form or color, or
from the combination] of forms or colors, that they may present, are particularly capable
of being agreeably representetl in a picture. Thus, an old or ruined building is usually
more picturesque than a perfect and new one ; for there is a hard dryness in straight lines
and sharp angles, and a crudeness, and almost harshness, in bright coloring, whicli cannot,
by tho exercise of any amount of ingenuity, be made so pleasing to the picture-loving
eye as those more undefined lin^ and blended tints which almost iiecessarily characterise a
ruin.

It is finely said by Byron—
" There is a power

And magic in the ruined battlement,
For which the palace of the present hour
Must yield its pomp and wait till ages are its dower."

And a somewhat similar idea is expressed by another poet—
" Time

Has moulded into beauty many a tower.
Which, when it frowned with all its battlements,
Was only terrible."

There is also a fruitful source of the picturesque in those combinations or compositions
of lines of which the result is an ensemble or group of forms pleasing, though we know
not why they please. To dwell on the picturesqueness of medieval art would be super-
fluous, and, indeed, trite, for picturesqueness is, as I have said, the special and appropriate
quality of tliat style of art : the groups of towers and pinnacles, and gables and chimney-
shafts, wliich characterise it, are the very embodiment of the picturesque.

I think it may bo more useful to you to point out for your observation how that far
ampler and less pretending forms are susceptible of this attractive quality when treated
by the hands of an artist. It is impossible to stray over that land of art—Italy—without
meeting at every turn with plain farm-buildtngs, ordinary lodges—nay, sheds and gate-
ways, of liigh ajsthetic interest. Not that they have been purposely so designed to please,
but the old Italian mind seems to have been so thoroughly imbued with artistic feeling,
that they could not help imparting it to every common object they touched. Vague and
difficult of precise definition as this word " picturesque " is in the painter's art, when
applie<l to architecture it is certainly still more vague. We may readily enough say that
monotony, uniformity, and severity of outline are opposed to the picturesque, and that
treedom imd absence from restraint and variety of outline are circumstances favorable to,
and consonant with, the picturesque. Yet to say that these latter circumstances are
essential to its existence, or that the former aro unreservedly incompatible with it, would
be going a great deal too far.

Can we, for example, venture to say that the Doric temple of Minerva at Athens is not
pi^resque? Yet symmetry and severity of outline are its special characteristics.

So in an ordinary modern London street we may find entire absence from restraint, and
a 8uperabun(hint variety of outline, for every man builds as he likes, and so variety is
earned even to excess, yet no one wiU qnote Oxford-street or Fleet-street, on that account
BS furnishing examples of picturesque architecture. In truth, I apprehend that
this very favorite but somewhat unintelligible word must be classed with tho adjectives,
pand. beautiful, and such like ; words which address themselves ratherto the feelings than
to the judgment. Hence it arises that, in architecture, picturesqueness is a very dangerous
object of ambition, for if it be sought for by those who cannot feel it, there would be
imminent risk of their running into ridiculous conceits.

Their abortive attempts at the picturesque seem to have the same relation to really and
truly picturesque compositions that nonsense verses bear to real poetry. Bach may pre-
sent tlie rofiuisitft combination of long and short syllables, and the legitimate number of
them

; but the one is empty and unmeaning, whilst the other may, perchance, be fraught
with sense and genius.

Even among men who may really have some true feeling for the pictureaque, there are
those to bo found who have a sort of maudlin love of It, leading them to an extravaganl
and morbid craving for it ; to such an extent, I believe, as itumetimca to affect oven the
religioiw faith of those who abandon themselves w it. There are thoee who can ecarccly
say their prayers with warmth luid sincerity, onkw aadsted by sack helps to deroUon as
the arcliitect or decorator may be able to afford; "tho dim roUgioafl light," the "storied
mndow richly dight," and tho hierarchy of gflt and painted saints.

It may bo uncharitable to doubt the reiuity of feeling of such devotions, and we ore
here all of us too well acquainted with, and too much alive to, the infloenoe of the flno
arts upon the mind and heart of men, to doubt their power of fortering a genuine religious
sentiment ; snch an influence is, indeed, one of their most legitimate and solatary effects.
But every virtue has its sham : there is the courage which needs a dram to coll it into

existence ; there Is the charity which owes itfi birth to ostentation ; and there is, as I have
already intimated, the roliglonfl sentiment, which needs these external melodramatic
appl lances to stimulate it into active existence ; its votariea needa picturesque arx^itectare,
and even a picturesque costume, for their sustenance, otherwise there Is reason to fear that
their pious zeal might wane and wax faint.

These, however, are but examples of a false and counterfeit feeling. Hen's minds an
curiously and variously affected. There aro some more deeply affected by contemplating
the lowly, unambitious village church, wholly wanting tiio attractionsof sculpturesque art,
than by gazing up at thoBia vast petrifactions of religion which have awed so many genera-
tions of worshippers.

Still, I repeat it, there is no denying the wide prevalence of that influence which archi-
tecture exercises, be it evidence of human frailty or of tho potency of art ; and It seems a
very legitimate exercise of tho %vitchery of art to practise those cunning devices by which
she can be made to elevate the mind or touch the imagination. It is in truth the special
province of the fine arts to do so.

Tho kindred arts of poetry, of music, and of painting, have in all ages asserted their
dominion over tho mind of man, and have claimed to bring even his enlightened intellect
within the sphere of their potent sjiells ; surely then, architecture neither abdicates Its

proper functions, nor forfeits its character for utility] when it aims at exercising over the
mind the like mysterious influence.

But if it bo true that such power belongs to our art, it behoves all who practise it to
regard that power as a sacred trust, and not to risk its character by exercising its influences
improperly.
After all, I believe that the most legitimate and the most wholesome cxercise;of the power

of art is that which is inspired by truthfulness of character.
I do not mean that the brewhouse or tho laundry, when luavoidably forming port of the

landscape, may not most legitimately have their homely domestic uses veiled under some
more pleasing forms than those afforded by the undisguised smoke-flue or tho ventilator

;

but in buildings demanding architectural character I am confident in the opinion that by
giving to each the expression that most befits it, we secure for it at least the one great
merit of truthfulness of character. The talc that Is most truthfully told is usually that
which most affects us ; and although it is not to be desired that the conventional forma
and structural necessities, which an architect has always so largely to contend with, render
it vain and futile to attempt to give a building all the expression of which the painter's or
the sculptor's work is susceptible, yet our art would little merit the position which it is

admitted by all to hold as a fine art were it unable to affect tho imagination, and, to a
certain extent, the passions. It is, I apprehend, more than a mero figure of speech to say
that a building frowns on us or smUes on us, or that it appears to attract or repel us. There
is in one building a majesty that subdues us, in another a levity that even amuses us.
There are some buildings of so festive a character tiiat in their very aspect they appear to
sympathise vfith us in our joy, whilst others, on the contrary, are of an aspect congenial
with an opposite tone of mind.
These are the qualities which constitute character in architecture, and, therefore,^!

have said before, so do I repeat now. the character of his work should ever be one of tho
chief studiesof an architect. But I perceive that Sir John's aspirations after the pic-
turesque have led me into too long a digression.
There are other peculiarities in his works on which I need not especially dwell, for

whatever may have been his faults, they have not been imitated by others, and have not,
therefore, influenced his successors either for good or evil. There were so many of these
peculiarities or eccentricities in his manner of designing, that I am inclined to believe that
he was ambitious to found a style of his own. Without, perhaps, venturing to go so far as
to condemn altogether any such attempt, I would, at 'all events, say that to found an
original style of design in architecture would be a task demanding a very high rank of
genius, and it is an enterprise wliich I certainly counsel no man to undertake.

I believe it w^as t^omo vague and weak ambition of this nature which Ic-d Mr. Dance to
conceive and execute so unfortunate a design as the front of the Guildhall of London ;

there is a tradition that such was his aim. He sought to produce a kind of cross between
Gkithic and Classic art, and the result waa certainly not such as to tempt imitation or to
enhance his fame.

I am convinced that no novel manner of designing wliich has deserve<l to be dignified
with the designation of a stijle was ever the production of any one artist. It has ever been
from the force of circumstances that styles, in one ait at least, have gradually taken their

rise. I need scarcely point out to you how greatly collateral circumstances, and accidental
or local peculiarities, have, at all times, and in aXl countries, influence the changes of stjie

that have taken place in architecture. Of this, however, I took occasion in a former
lecture to point out to you various notable instwiccs, and many others might readily be
adduced.
One of the ablest, as well as one of the most recent writers on the subject of the so-called

Gothic architecture, M, Viollet le Due, points to the use of small-sized stones as one of the
special characteristics of that style, and nearly 200 years previously our own Sir Christopher
Wren had made exactly the same observation. Both these writers point out how
materially the style was modified and influenced by that practice. In the middle ages
there were few good roads, and this rendered the cost of the transport of stone propor-
tionately high ; a cost still more seriously augmented by the inordinate tolls, private and
public, then so often and so extensively, on some pretence or other, levied by the land-
owners, whether lay or ecclesiastical, through whose demesnes or territorial limits

the stones had to be conveyed to their destination. These causes of expense
operated to so great an extent as to render the materials used in a building
usually much more expensive than the labor required in working and setting them.
Moreover, the want of regular employment for men in those times, and the consequent low
scale of wages, rendered labor a comparatively unimportant part of the cost of a buikUng.
From hence a state of things arose exactly the converse of that which exists at present,

when the mason is often better paid than the clergyman, and when canals, railroads, and
machinery have retluced the cost of getting and carrying heavy building materials to a
small fraction only of that which prevailed in medieval times. That former state of things
naturally led to, perhaps, nearly all the peculiarities of the prevalent stylo of building.

There was a lavish expenditure of labor in deep undercuttiugs and jxirforations, and the
intricacies of every kind which, above lUl tilings, dLstingulsh Gothic work, and which are, in

truth, essential to the full and complete development of it. At the same time, the cost

and difficulties of the transit of freestone naturally caused the use of it in small blocks, as

observed by Wren and Viollet le Due—a result which, of course, tended to encourage those

very intricacies and delicacies which characterise Gothic carved work in general. Each
boss and badge and crocket was usu^ly a distinct stone ; the capitals of the very largest

pillars and piers were built up in courses of very moderate depth, eacli course of stone com-
posing a distinct and independent band or tier of foliage ot other ornamentation ; whilst

the shafts of columns, even in the largest structures, were, for the reasons I have adduced,
usually of diameters measuring but a few inches.

In making these remarks I am very anxious not to be mistaken as making them with any
view, in the slightest degree, to the disparagement of any special style. My aim is to show
that, as tho manner of building has always greatly depended on the particular circum-
stances of the time or the place, and as every phase of art has varied with the variation of

circumstances, it seems as useless as, I think, it would be irrational to expect permanently
to bring back architecture identically to any one past phase of the art, unless we can
resuscitate and bring about again all the concomitant circumstances to whose influence:*

that phase was due, and restore to it its special character—a resuscitation which, I think.
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we Mfty ngard as ot neccesity impossible. At all past periods of our art every style has, in

stMrtTbeen the type of iUown age, Uie reealt of that iMirticular period which gave birth to

h. The Byiaiitine style, for example, was the result of the grafting of an Oriental element

on tbe Clftsic stock at a particular period of its existence. Had Byzantium succumbed to

tiM Wert at an earlier stage of Classic art, the resultant style would probably have assumed

ft TCCT different aspect.
, . , .

Again, had not Peter the Hermit preached the Crusades at the particular period when

a 8x«ai erth^c enei^ was developing iteelf in some parts of Euroi*, the aspect ultimately

BM ml by medieval aichitecture might, perhaps, have been very different from that which

in fact, prevailed.
. , ^ , ,.^. ^-

It is the stage of civilisation which a people may have reached, and the coiuiition tliey

may happen to be in, that determines the effect upon the arts of any great historical

e\*ent,
, , ^ ^

To expect, therefore, to receive successfully in its integrity any style of art under circum-

stances wholly different from those which gave birth to that style, would be to entertain an

expectation inoonsigtent with the exiiericnce of all jmst time.

We may very easily repeat, to any extent, the examples of any period we may fancy, but

•ach repetitioaa, aithougn it is occasionally—indeed, far too often—tlie fat« of an architect

to be called upon to produce them, are mere travesties, artistic whims, so to speak, the

iflish for which on tlie part of the public taste, is by no means indicative of a well-founded

or sincere love of art, but suggestive, rather, of the caprices of an unformed, puerile taste

which takes up or testes away a style, as a child would -its toys, just as the fancy of the

moment or the caprict* of fadiion may dictate.

I have thought it well to say so much even at the risk of being reminded, perchance, that

I am but repeating what I may already in another form, and on some former occasion, have

TOntxitod tx> say*

I am anxious to wcge upon yon, with all the emphasis I can command, that the modern

tendency to repeat and perpetuate old forms, and thus to live, as it were, upon the wits of

our predecessors, or, I might say. to feed upon the ret-hatiff^es of the past, is a mischievous

tendencv, when carried to excess, destructive of progress, and leading inevitably to debase-

ment, i'wouhl not, tlien, have you to look with nndiscriminating reverence on the archi-

tectural protluctions of past times ; let those productions be ever judged with reference to

their age and to the contingent circumstances of their existence.

In many Tt?iTWCts the present age with justice may lay claim to the merit of having ad-

vanced as'time has advanced. It has with truth been said that such has been the moial ad-

vancement of ^ucation and intelligence, that a poor child in a Sunday-school is in some
rrsi>ects better informed than the sages and philosophers of antiquity, and certainly much
of what was called science by our forefathers has proved to be but foolishness. Nevertheless,

we must admit that no such progress appears to have been made in esthetical culture.

Excellence in that branch of moral cultivation would seem to be independent of those cir-

cumstances on which excellence of most other kinds depends, and to follow some different

law. On a former evening I adverted to the apparent anomaly that in the twelfth century.

nt a time when all Christendom was wrapped in the grossest state of moral and social

tyranny, at that very period there existed in France a school of art which was then com-
mencing to piwluce works which may, at the present day, be regarded as equal to those of the

best days of antiquity.

Again, sctdptors, as well as architects, arenow,inthe nineteenth century, endeavouring to

redisTOver ttie oldest principles of art, and to emulate, although longo intervaUo, the works
of artletswho lived twenty-four centuries ago. We may seek illustration, too, in still another

quarter. In Arabia a faith spning up in the seventh century which deluged Europe witli

blood and tendetl to inculcate a gross sensual system—a faith which has raised the most
formidable barriers against the moral improvement and civilisation of mankind

; yet it was
to the followers of that very faith of Mahomet that we owe some of the most graceful works

that architecture has yet produced, as well as one of the most beautiful styles of ornamen-
tation that human taste or ingenuity has yet devised. In short, we get bewildered in a

labyrinth of contrarieties when we seek to a^ign the sources from whence has arisen that

perception of beauty which constitutes fine taste.

However charmed, therefore, we may be by those manifestations of genius which past

times afford us, our reverence for them need not be 'indiscriminate. We should endeavour

to search out what is beautiful and worthy of our admiration and study, uninfluenced,

as far as our weak nature will permit, by local, national, or sectarian prejudices.

It is from the high vantage ground of modem civilisation that we should pass in review
before ns the works of all preceding time, and of every creed and clime ; not, however, by
any means with a feeling of self-satisfaction or assumed superiority (for he must be,

indeed, in a hopeless state who is not fully sensible of the inferiority of the present to the

pastin very many respects— so far, at least, as art is concerned); but rather let a due rever-

ence for the works of past times be mingled with a sense of gratitude that so rich a
rtorehouse of experience has been laid up by them for our use and benefit ; and let us

demonstrate our thankfulness by devoting all our energies, not to a dry, antiquarian,

pedantic imitation, but to a painstaking endeavour to improve ourselves by searching out
and studying thope principles which may appear to have led artists of past times to so

great excellence. Principles, remember, never change. To adopt, in conclusion, the
language of a former eminent President of this Academy—language which, applied as it

was to his own particular branch of art, seems, nevertheless, equally applicable to all art—
" There may," he says, " be new combinations, new excellencies, new paths, new powers,
but there can be no new principles in art."

It is to the exact understanding of these, therefore, that our best energies should be
directed.

YORKSHIRE ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.
rpiIE annual meeting of this members of the Society was held last week in the rooms,

X. Minetcr-yard, York, when the Rev. T. Bayly read the minutes of the proceedings for

the past month and the annual report, which referred to the improved position and
ppofipecta of the Society, and to the objects of interest visited at the last autumnal
excorsion. On the adoption of the report, the Rev. T. Bayly drew attention to the dilapi-

dated state of the spire of All Saints' Church, North-street, York. The spire had been
patched up and plastered, and was thought by some to be safe; but, nevertheless, the
actual state of the spire was not the less dangerous. The spire of St. Mary's Church,
Castlegato, he feared, was also dilapidated. He thought it would lie desirable if something
could be done, so that these spires, the only examples in the city, might be restored, or, at
all events, that of North-street Church rendered safe.

Mr. G. F. Jokes stated that the base on which the spire rested had decayed, and the
spire itself was not safe, Instearl of being taken down and rebuilt, it had been plastered
over with cement. The spire was unsafe, although it might stand for a long time. In
answer to a question, he said that it was possible to strengthen the spire.

Mr. J. C. SWALI/)W suggested that as the Society had a balance in hand they might
consent to give a small grant from their funds towards the restoration or rebuilding of this
spire, and by this means a subscription might be raised to carry out the work.
The Rev, T. Bayly remarked that it was the conviction of the late treasurer that the

entrance fee of 1()b, prevented many persons from joining the Society who would otherwise
do so. In that opinion he concurred, and he, therefore, moved that the fee be abolished.
After a brief conversation, the motion was agreed to luianimously.

CoTfKTANTiNOPLE.—The magDificcnt mausoleum of Sultan Mahmoud, is to
be redf^corated, by order of the present Sultan, and, when completed, will form
oneof the most attractive ornaments of the Turkish capital. The sarcophaeus is

to be surrrounded by a fiilver railing, on which inscrlptionSj in letters of polu, will

•et forth the praises of the reformer. Several candelabra, in massive gold, are to
be placed inside, and to the costly carpets whicli airf^dy adorn tlie tomb are to
be added different tissues, masterpieces of Indian and Persian art.

ON THE ESSENTIALS OF A HEALTHY DWELLING.*
WHILST such are the result^ii of the experience of the two leading metropolitan societios

in regard to old buildings—and, as far as my information goes, it accords with that of

some other societies—I am glad to notice instances of individual effort which have had com-
plete success, doubtless arising in the main from the sound judgment and more careful

management brought into exorcise in the cases referred to.

In the parish of Chelsea, our honorary member, the Rev. Richard Burgess, and some
friends, established, in 1851, two of the earliest renovated houses for families, which have
proved an admirable example for those disposed to promote this object in a quiet and
nnpretending way. The houses are always filled with good tenants, on whom the mc«t
favorable res^ults have been produced, and from the net receipts, after the payment of

5 per cent, interest on the outlay, which was X'.HV), that amount was entirely paid off at

the end of 8 years, and, since then, there has been a clear profit of between £30 and £40 per
annum.
To give another example in Ixmdon : a few months since I went over a considerable

property in the city, part of which, in a central locality, comprises dwellings for 86 families

of the working class, and, in another, three entire courts. The owner is a private gentleman,

who derives from this house property his chief income. On coming into its possession he
felt the responsibility of ownership, and desiral to put it into a condition lit for the occu-

pation of well-conducted tenants. lean testify to his entire success* in that respect, and
also to the contrast with the neigiibouring property which his presents. All that he was
anxious to do has been accomplished without jiecuniary loss, llis rent-book, kept with
much exactitude, showed the greatest regularity of payment, and this he told me compen-
sates for extra expenditures on various objects benciicial to the tenants. The following

results of the experience gaine<l in this instance may be useful. Of the gross amount received

for rent,aboutone-fourthcovcrsthetaxeRand general repairs, or one-third covers the whole
of the landlord's expenditure, including the collection, contribution to schools, A:e. Agreat
secret of success has been the forbidding the practice of underletting as a rule, though
occasionally a lodger is allowed. Another custom tending thereto is that of the owner
going over the proi>erty himself quarterly. With much consideration and justice to tlie

proprietor, one part of this property was, on a recent application made to Parliament by a
railway company for power to take it, treated as an exceptional case, and allowed to

remain as an instructive lesson to neighbouring owners : amongst others, the railway com-
pany which coveted its possei-sion.

The success which has—doubtless, in the main, owing to careful management—attended

the Society at Hastings, renders it worthy of special notice. It was established about five

years since, and has now a paid-up capitil of £l(J,Ol)0. of which £14,000 has been exi>eudtd

in purchaging the freehold and putting into good condition about 130 old cottages and two
lodging-houses. An annual dividend of 6 per cent, has been paid to the subscribers,

l)esides laying by 1 i>er cent, per annum as a' reserve fund. A benevolent fund is formed
among the tenants, and two visitors inspect the property every fortnight.

The three examples referred to in succession, after the two metropolitan societies, are

instances in which old buildings have been exclusively operated upon, I shall now
briefly allude to some instances in ^hich societies have constructed new buildings, with
more or less iKJCuniary success; and as there have been, since 1S.'»0, from S-O to oO such
societies established in various provincial towns in England, besides those in London, you
will not expect me even to name them all.

The Strand Building Company, on their houses for 25 families, in Eagle-court, has paid a
dividend of 4J per cent.

The "Windsor Royal Society, which was established in 1R.V2, under the si)ecial patronage
of her Majesty and the lamented Prince Consort,'hasnow £!),000 invested in new cottagesf

and ill two lodging-houses, the net returns from which, owing to temporary circumstances,
have latterly yielded 4 per cent, to the shareholders, instead of 4^ or 5 per cent., which they
would otherwise do.

The Redhill and Reigate Cottage Improvement Society, in a late report, stated that,

from the eagerness with which their first built cottages were taken, they have been induced
to add twelve more to the nineteen with which their operation commenced. The contract

for the second series was at the rate of £120 7s. Id. per cottage. A dividend of o per cent.

has been paid to the shareholders, and £6.1 16s. ;id. added to the reserve fund, with every
prospect, apparently, of the same dividend being continued. These cottages are very near

to the railway station, and have a neat appearance ; they resemble much some of those

built by the Windsor Royal Society.

Amongst the efforts which may be classed with those of associations are the model
lodging-houses built by the Huddersfield Improvement Commissioners, in pursuance of

powers granted by their Acts of Parliament ; and this. I have been informed, is the only
instance in which municipal authorities have erected such buildings at the public cost, and
out of improvement. rates. Prevision, in this instance, is made for the accommodation of

221 men, 34 single females, and 12 married coujiles.

In 1855 the Corporation of the city of London contemplated the construction of several

large piles of buildings for the occupation of such of the working classes aa were ejected

from their dwellings in the construction of new streets ; but they have done nothing.

It is not necessary for me to notice at length what has been done in Scotland, where,

however, exertion, both in the towns and in the coujitry, is quite as much needed as it is in

the south. The lack of municipal supervision in Edinburgh was proved very recently

by a melancholy catastrophe, which issued in the death of 35 human beings, and brought
prominently into view the way in which the poorer population are huddled together in

gigantic buildings of seven and eight stories, divided into dwellings of one and two rooms
each.

In a paporj which I read at the Glasgow meeting of the National Association for

the Promotion of Social Science, and which is published in the Transactions of the Asso-

ciation for 1860, a somewhat detailed account is given of numerous blocks of improved or

model dwellings which have been constructed in Edinburgh since 1S50. In several of these,

but very recently finished, the external gallery (supported by cantilevers) and open stair-

case system has been adopted, and in other instances, where there is only one upper story,

the dwellings in that part—for all are arranged in flats—have their approach on the oppo-

site side of the building to that on which the ground floor is entered, and the access to each

dwelling is through its own garden. The Pih-ig model buildings, near Leith-walk, is an
example of this arrangement ; there are 44 houses, the cost of which, including drains, was
£92 per house, and they pay to the shareholders a dividend of 5 yter cent., exclusive of

additions to a sinking fund, A spirited association of gentlemen in Glasgow has lately had
it in contemplation to expend £:I0,000 in cutting a new street through the Winds, and im-
proving right and left that wretched property.
The measures for[improving the dwellings of the laloring classes, which have, from bene-

volent motives, been taken by associations on the Continent, and in the North American
States, are so distinctly traceable to our own in England, that it would not bo right to pass

them entirely over in silence.

I have noticed already those adopted at Mulhouse. in Franco,§ and have alluded inciden-

tally to some others. All that was done in Pitris, to the summer of 1K58, 1 have seen, and
having conversed on tfie subject ^with those mo?t competent to form a correct opinion, feel

warranted in saying that the good intentiouR of the Emi.>eror, in appropriating 10,(Xi0,000f.

to the encouragement of this object, in the form of a subvention of one-third the outlay,

have not, excepting in a few instances, been seconded. Most of those who engaged to any
extent in the enterprise appear to have done so exclusively as a commercial speculation,

expecting to derive a considerable pecuniary profit, and uninfluenced by benevolent motives.

In addition to this unfavorable feature, the leading French societies had a similar mis-

fortune to that which befel one of the earliest c.-^tablished societies in London, through the

* Concluded from page 8!).

t The plans Igiven by me for twenty of these cottages have Ixjen publishetl by the

Laborers' Kriend Society, and will be found in the last edition of my Essay on tlie " Dwel-
lings of the Laboring Classes,'* fifth thousand.

X A copy of this paper is in the library of the Institute, as well as another, on " Tbe Im-
provement of the Dwellings of the Lalxtring Classes," read by the author, at the meeting of

the same Association, held in Liverpool in 1S5H.

5 Those who desire to know something of the actual condition of the working^closses in

France, will do well to consult a recent work, " L'ouvricre, par Jules Simons."
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!i' -nesty of tlie then ^ocn^tary, canslni? in both instances n, very serious discouragement to
',York. It is nfrcessnry to i-efor to these adverse occiirrenc««, as tliey alone will account,

I irreat (nit-iwure. for tlie sudden check which thw movement hofl in l>otli capitals bo-

ix'n five nnd six year^ since.

Turninft to a brighter feature of the case, I mention with pleasure, that when passing
iliroiij^'li I'aiis last antunin, it was stated to me, on n.'liabto authority, tlmt a vt-ry con-
sidorabU: numlxsr of suitably arran{<«l dwellings have boeii recently built in different direc-

tions by private enterprise, and witli a return of full H per cent, on thu outlay. Thus, as In

our own experience, private enterprise has proved more successful in a iwcunlary iwint of
view than similar work undertaken by societies.

The firf»t i^ociety on tlie Continent to follow the example given in England, is stated by
Dr. Hubcr, who was for some years its secretary, to have been that at Berlin, formed under
the patronage of his Majesty the King, to whose enlightened and personal interest in the
work I can testily, havin;? on two occasions ha:l the honor of conversing with his Majesty
on this subject. At a late meeting of this society, over which his Royal Highness the
Prince Frederick William presidtil, it appeared that the capital embarked is about
£->l,(>'t^, and that there are dwellings for about 2l!> families and ;il work-shops; the
iiumlwr of occupants being \,\C,H. The shareholders receive a dividend of 4 per cent, and
the avaihi)>Ie addition to the reserved fund was iu one year about X;j,l!)5, one half of
which was, however, repaid to the tenants. At the same time the annual meeting
was hold of a kindred.hutsmallor, society, called the " Alexandra Stiftung," by desire of the
Emperor Nicholas of ltu?sia, who, at its formation In IH^'2, gave l,i>00 ducats to the funds.
They amounted, tn:18r)8,toaboutii'JI,yS8, partly arising out of donations and partly from
loans at 4 per cent.
With an express view to the construction of suitable dwellings for the working classes in

St. Petersburg, where they are greatly needed, an architect was deputed to visit Loudon
about three years since, and a large number of such houses have been built by a company
formed for that purpose.
At Frankfort, a society formed on a strictly commercial principle, to supply a want

greatly felt in that city, is now in successful operation, under the guidance of its energetic
and philanthropic promoter Dr. Vancntrapp, who .visited England eighteen months ago
to obtain information on the subject.
Moro recently, a gentleman from Bremen has been to me for wivice in regard to tlie carry-

ing out of an extensive umlertaking, which contemplates the building a very largo number
of workmen's houses on church property, without the city. The remarkably favorable
terms reqniroil for the ground, and tlie nnusually low rate of interest sought for by the pro-
jectors, prove the earnestness of all engaged iu this good cause, and how really anxious
they are to meet the necessities of a cjiso, which is here seen to bo, as it is in reality every-
where else, most intimatoly conne«tetl with the well being of the masses of the population.
The study of this example might be profitable to some in our own country.
The usual rate of inurest whioh is sought from such undertakings on the Continent

appears to be 4 percent., with a small sinking fund for paying oft: the capital. In some few
instances it is .I per cent., and the opiH>rtunity is freiiuently afforded the tenants of becoming
the owners of their own dwellings, by a gradual payment.in addition to the rent—asystera
which rendei-s the dwelling a saving bank, and has been found greatly to stimulate habits
of forethought and sobriety.

Much time would be occupied were I to enter on any detailed account of what has been
done for this object in other countries besides those which have been named alreatly. The
movement has extended to Sweden, to Amsterdam, and to other towns in Holland; to
Belgium,* where enlightened views on the subject have been advocated in two Inter-
national Congresses, held under the patronage of the King and the royal Princes. In
Bavaria, and in several of the minor G^erman states ; in many parts of Switzerland, and in
Italy, where one of the earliest and most suitably arranged piles of model dwellings is that
at Florence, which acconuntHlatcs l"i> families. How greatly sanitary improvements have
long been neetled in most parts of Italy, many of my auditors can testify, whose first recol-
lections of Rome and Naples are of a more recent date than mine, which go back to 1828-29.
Wlion I was at Genoa in IHoti, its chief magistrate told me that the municipality bail
there l)een put to an expense of .£o0u,000 sterling during the recent attack of cholera,
mainly in relieving those of the population who live in naiTow streets and filthy dwellings

;

and he'widod, *' I can now, from experience, confirm what is stated in the publications you
formerly gave me, as to the heavy expense which may be incurred in consettuence of a
defective sanitary state." It is rejoicing to know that Naples is in this respect greatly
benefited by its emancipation from a rule so jealous of the semblance of foreign interference,
that our ambai^sador cautioned me against the attempt to diffuse any of that light which
even Canlinal Antonelli had spoken of as being especially needed at Naples.
A periodical which has a wide circulation iu the North American States, published much

of the paper I read before the Institute in 1850, together with plans of the Streatham-
street model houses for families; and since then, partly, no doubt, owing to the great
interest taken in this object by the late Mr. Abbott Lawrence, American Minister in
London during the Great Exhibition, piles of well-arranged model dwellings for families,
five stories high, have been constructed in New York and in Boston. In the former city
the return ;ou the capital invested is 4 j>er cent., and in the latter, G per cent., with
reference to which it is stated that " the effect of proving that houses for the poor can be
built on the best plan for the health and comfort of their inmates, and, at the same time,
be good investments of property, is manifest in many private undertakings. Several large
houses have been already built on similar plans ; old lodging-houses have been in many
instances remodelled and otherwise improved,"
The measures which have been adopted hy individuals, vfith a view to aid in helping

themselves those who need such aid, remain to be noticed. Our most gracious Sovereign
has honored by her royal patronage two societies established for this object, and has given
substnntial proofs of interest in their success ; whilst the laborers' dwellings belonging to
her Slajesty abundantly manifest a kind and thoughtful regard for the welfare of their
occupants. These are but some amongst many other illustrative facts which might be
addnced to show that the feelings of the lamented Prince Consort on this subject " are,"
in the wortls already quoted, " entirely and warmly shared by her Majesty the Queen."
Much has been done towards a fulfilment of the desire so happily expressed by an

ancestor of our gracious Sovereign, " That a Bible should be placed in the dwellings of all
his subjects," and we rejoice at it ; but who that knows the actual state of vast numbers of
those dwellings can be unaware of the obstacles they present to the profitable reading of
that lxK)k, and to the embodyment of its holy precepts in the daily life of their occupants ?

I have briefly stated some of the efforts made of lato for the removal of obstacles
which impede alike the physical, the moral, and the religious improvement of the masses of
the people, and have endeavoured to point out the practical means which are calculated
through their extensive adoption, to extend more widely the benefits of a healthy dwelling
to our lalwritig ]K)pulation.

It is my conviction that the feeling of a weightv responsibility, which rests, much more
extensively on the upper and middle classes in regard to this matter than is generally
admitted, needs to be pressed homo and brought into more active oiieratiou than it has
hitherto been.
With this view I desire to urge on all the example of that truly great and excellent

Prince, whosp irreparable loss must be long and deeply felt in every branch of effort con-
nected with the objects of social science. And it is with the earnest hope of encouraging
and stimulating many to follow in a path which has been trodden by one so illustrious,
that I bring before you some of the many and wide-spread results traceable to a single
manifestation of the great interest felt by his late Royal Highness in the subject under
consideration.
The Commissioners for the Exhibition of 1851 having replied to an urgent application

mfule for a site, '• that a m<jdel lodging-house does not come within the design of the
Exhibition,

'
a memorial on the subject was presented to his late Royal Highness who

immediately expressed the most lively interest in the project, and a desire that the con-
templated model houses should be constructed on his ownjaccount, which was done, undermy direction as honorary architect. With much iKTrtonal trouble to the Prince, the
requisite official consents of four Government departments were obtaineil, for placing the

• The Belgian Government has published an instructive series of resolutions on the con-
struction of dwellings, which was drawn up and adopted at the meeting of the Congrts
General d Hygiene, held in Brussels in 18-'j2.

houses in the Cavalry Barrack yard, opjKwite to thr* Kvt.it.it i'.'. Am .-.hi. .-t inn tr. tiii^ ^i.-n»

nnuie by the Commander-in-Chief the Duke of Wjll i i

ing of dissatisfaction in the array with the want of ;i

:

an evil which his Grace apprehendc<l the country v> \- ...

this fact in order to show how clearly their effects wen.- (oi^
sjK-tHUly good results aro.'K; out of their construction. w
Exhibition, a large and well-arranged lodging-huuse for jm.llj. .. .. ..^.

near the \'auxhall-bridgc-road, bv an association of onicerfi of ilu: liattalion m
The fMjncfits resulting from this first essay soon led the Ministrr of Wjir ;

bnihiing separate dwellings for the married non-commissioned oMcers nn I

Chatham Garrison; and a grant of £:U),*)W has lm;n recently ina4lo by J'.i

carrying out the somo object elsewhere, at the in-^tigation of that great friend '.

and, I may add also, to the lalwrer, the lamentcl Lorx! Herbert. In .-i !:

recently as April last, that distinguished example of sacrifice to solf-donv

;

to me his " hoi)e of seeing a great change in the next few yean In tli'

rural population." I mention this as an additional call to zealons f]
work, for " the night cometh wherein no man can work.'*
Amongst the number of visitors to these motlel houses, amounting to npwani

many gave evidence of their having duly appreciated the object for which they ^
, i (

in the Exhibition, viz., tlie c<jnveying practical information, calculated to'promoiu tho
much needed improvement of the dwellings of tho working classes, and al«o of Himulating
those whose position and cire'umstan(-es enable them to carry out similar undertakingB, and
thus, without iwcuniary* sacrifice. ixTinanently to benefit those who are greatly dvpondent
on others for their home and family comforts. The building was adapted for tho occap**
tion of four families of the class of manufacturing and mechanical 0|)cratlv«i who usually
reside in towns-, or in their immcdiatf: vicinity,—those, in fact, by whoso labor the larger
portion of the objects in the Exhibition had been produced. The open staircase and gallery,
giving access to the np]>er-floor tenements, were prominent features in the arrangement of
these dwellings, and their subsequent adoption in buildings constructed for working pcoplo
in towns has come under my notice in Edinburgli, at Liveri)ool, Ramsgate, Brighton,
Windsor, and other places, as well as in Lojidon and on the Continent. The example which
may, ix.Thaps, be pointed to in London as bearing tho closest resemblance U> tho original
structure, and as fully answering iji a iwcuniary point of view, is at Shadwell, close to tho
line of the Blackwall Railway, where a number of mi.'*erablc dwellings, tenanted by the
lowest cln-^s of persons, came by inheritance into the possession of a private genttcman,
W. E. Hilliard, Esq., of Gray's-inn. Actuated by the most philanthropic views, he docidod
on endeavouring to improve, not only his own property, but also by example tho immediate
neighbourhood ; and his efforts have been crowned with signal success. The old dwellings
have been replaced by an entire street of considerable length ; on l>oth sides of which
houses for accommodating in the whole 112 families have been built, on the general plan
of the Prince Consort's Exhibition model houses, with an open staircase, giving aocess
to each pair of upper-floor tenements. Tlie twenty-eight blocks of four houses cost
^87 each ; and, after allowing for ground-rent and all charges, I can state, on tho
authority of the owner, that "they continue to pay upwards of ti, in fact nearly 7 per
cent, as a net return on the investment ; and what,''he adds, " is, i^rhaps, of more con-
sequence, they are almost constantly let, and are appreciated by tho tenants, who, as a
rule, are pretty stationary, and not migratorj-, as that class frequently are.

Scarcely any foreigners who visited the Exhibition of is'il returned without examlnlnj^
the Prince's model houses, and but few left without carrj"ing back to their several countries
some of the publications bearing on the improvement of the dwellings of the laboring
classes, which were there abundantly distributed. My own opportunities of judging of tho
effect of this little structure enable me to say that it gave to the movement an impulse
such as it has not received from any other single effort, and the results of which have
spread far and wide. The descriptive account of the building was translatetl into German
and published at Berlin, much of it also appeared in French.
Tho collection of sanitary and other appliances adapted to the circumstances of tho

working classes, which occupied part of the cottages, was the first public exhibition of the
kind, and which I had hoped to see continued and increased, when, at the close of the
Exhibition, the building was removed to Kensington-park, under the charge of the Ottlcc

of the Woods and Forests ; a proposal with that view having been made to the Chief
Commissioner, Lord Seymour. The practical value of such a collection was recognised at
the Congrfcs General d'Hygifeno, held in Brussels in 18'>2, where, on my proix>sal, "the
utility of establishing in each country, and also in the principal centres of the population,
a collection as complete as possible—a kind of museum where shall be gathered together
models, plans, specimens of materials, &c., relating to hygienic amelioration and progress,"
was unanimously declared.

The Economical Museum, formed by my worthy friend Mr. Twining, at Twickenham, la

an cxjjansion of the same Idea.

Amongst the other numerous instances of individual eftort which might be givCD, I shall

only notice—
Ist. Tho building in Lambeth, on the property of his Royal Highness the Prince

of Wales, as Duke of Lancaster—a range of model dwellings for families, with shops on the
ground floor, at a cost of Xlii,00o. The close proximity of extensive gas w^orks has, I regret

to say, iiniwded chat full occupation which is almost invariable in such buildings else-

where,
2nd. Tlie establishment, by Lord Kinnaird, in Peter-street, Westminster, of some of the

earliest renovated model lodging-houses, and his promotion of similar houses in Dundee.
In tho latter case, the original outlay, as well as the interest thereon, has mostly been paid

out of the profits. Although the beneficial oi>eration of the Lodging-house Act has tended
to diminish, in somo measure, the great necessity for such houses, the adoption of a sugges-

tion made to me by Lord Kinnaird, would doubtless prove of great service to those of the

working-classes who migrate in search of employment. It is, that " every town ought to

have a model lodging-house, with notice thereof stuck up at the different railway

stations."

yrd. Miss^Burdett Coutts has contributed in various ways to the object "under considera-

tion, the most important of which is the building, under the direction of Mr. H. A.
Darbishcr, a considerable range of dwellings for working people in Bethnal-grcen, one of

the poorest parts of the metropolis. In the upper part of this structure, whicli is four

stories high, a covered area for exercise, and a play i)lace for children, as well as a laundry,

are provided,
4th. The five piles of family dwening8,t built by Mr. John Newson, in different parts of

the metropolis, although susceptible of improvement in some of their details, deserve to be
mentioned, on account of the striking contnist which they present to the dwellings generally

occupied by the working classes in London. They accommodate PJ'* families, andhaveco«t
£13,200. The annual gross receipts are £\J)(i(i, the ground-rent, taxes, current expenses,

and repairs average JE830, which leaves a net return of alwut ->4 per cent, on the outlay. All

these buildings are arranged with open galleries, resembling, in that resjxict, the Streathara-

street and the Prince's Exhibition modei-houses, which renders them exempt from house

duty, each tenement so approachetl having been pronouncetl by the Judges to be a separate

house in regard to taxation. One imiwrtant recommendation of this system, besides that

of its healthful tendency, from the free circulation of air, and tho distinctness of the tene-

ments.
The scope of my paperjwill only admit a passing remark with reference to Benefit Build-

ing Societies,! of which Mr.Tidd Pratt stated recently that there exist 2,000 with h paid

up capital of .£8,000,000. A machinery so extensive, and having such resources, might, if

well .directed, accompli^ much for the object under consideration ; but it is to be fcarod

» This point was justly held by H.R.H. to be of primary Importance to tho adequate
extension of tlie work. The detailed estimated cost of the model block of four houses was
£Ar,8 r,s. (id.

t Two of them are in Grosvenor-mews, near Berkeley-stiuare, one in Bull Head-court,
King-street, Snow-hill, and another is the Bull-inn-chaml>ers, Holborn-hill.

J Those who may desire information as to the working of some of these societies, will find

an account of the origin and progress of four snch'associations in Yorkshire, given in a paper
read by Mr. J. A. Binns at the Bradford meeting for Social Science, and published iii tho

Transactions of the National Association for I66'j.
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that mans ^^ the houses built iu counoxion with theso societies arc iucouBiijt«nt with a
htoaithy ami oonvesLkat dweUing. This evil, which has beeu pointed ont to mo by the late

CBUaenfc Dr. Soodiwood Smith, and other aanitarr reformers would probably be most
«aecUi>lly remedied by the ciroolation of mnnd views on the subject, through the medium
of Machuics' InstitBtioDS and kindled associations. Hero is a fruitful field for individual

qgdrt, in the cgltivatlon of which mucli aaastauce might,bo derived from the exhibition of

Buitahin plans for the dwellings of working pcv^ple, as well as from small collections of

domiciliaxy appliances conducive to health and comfort.
The nucleus of such a collection was formed under my direction at the ofBoe of the

lAborer^s Friend Society more '.ban twelve years since, and the idea was carried out, as

•lieady notloed, on a very small scale in the lance's Kxhibitiou Model Hoiifos, 1851 , as well

as in the compartment belonging to the Laborers' Friend Society iu the Exhibition itself.

Bi^ecteDOe having shown me the great necessity for a general lUiTiisiou of .'^unitary know-
ledge, I was led to fallow up the declarative rcsolutiou, in regard to the cstablisluueut of

illustrative mu.^imis, alre«ly referred to, as having been adopted at the C'ougri?s d'Hygiene
in IS.'ia, by proposing at the Congr^ International de Beufaisance, held in Brussels in

18M, the following resolution : " The Congress declares that it is of public utility that the

woridug nlanscin be enlightened by all possible means in regard to the improvement and
keeiifag of their bouses in good order. It declares that ttic instruction of the young in the
laboring claaes ought to comprise all which relates to the lienefits resulting from good
ventilation, and the evils resulting from humidity. Lastly, it thinks that the study of the
science of preserving health is one which ought to bo rendered nccessible to all." The
onanimons adoption of this resolution by the repieeentatives of upwards of 20 different

cotmtzieB, recognised the wide-spre^ extent of the ignorance referred to, as well as the
serioos nature ot the evils resulting therefrohi.

Amongst individual efforts for promoting the object under consideration, the prominence
given to it as an object of vital Imiwrtanoe, in public addre.sses by many distinguished states-

men,ought not to be forgotten ; tliose of Lord Palmerstou have justly carried with them all

the wei^t and high ofBcial influence of Prime Minister.

Within the last five yeaxsmany Ladies have directetl their zealous efforts to objectswhich
t*'nd in various ways to domiciliary improvement. The Ladies' Sanitary Association, the
Female Domestic Mission, connected with Bible colportagc, and Meetings for the Instruc-

tion of Mothers, exercise a highly beucticial iuHucncc in this respect.

Kotvithstanding, however, all our rewnt ameliorations, it is a well-ascertained fact that
tens of thousands of human lives are sacrificed annually in Great Britain through ignorance
Uld the culpable neglect of means within our own power. But, owing to the noiseless and
Almost imperceptible way in which such multitudes are carried off by preventable diseases

and their homes desolated, we witness no manifestjitiou of the practical sympathy so justly

shown by the public, when, through some lamentable accident, a score, or perhaps hundreds,
are suddenly deprived of life, and their families of the means of subsistence.

When recommending sanitary ameliorations to influential persons on the Continent, the
misery and degradation in which vast masses of our fellow subjects are sunk, owing, in a
great measnre, to their domiciliary state, has been so often pointed at as a reproach to
England, that the words *' Physician, heal thyself" have frequently occurred to my mind, as
a call to renewed exertion for this object.

And now, in conclusion, if the remarks offered and the facts stated have tended to show
that it is not through the exclusive adoption of any one of the means which have been
pointed out, nor by any Infallible specific, that the benefits of a healthy dwelling can be
extended to all classes of the working ixipulation, I yet entertain a sanguine hope that
through the general and earnest adoption of a combination of suitable measures, existing
evils will be greatly mitigated, if not entirely rooted out. Such an expectation is warranted
by the well-known results of the improvements in our prisons, which arc no longer hotbeds
of fever and of moral contagion as they formerly were. "Whilst the ameliorations very
recently introduced in our military barracks and hospitals have led to a diminution by one-
half in the mortality of their inmates, as was lately stated by the Chancellor of the
Exchequer.
Encouraging facts like these should stimulate all to exertion In their various

spheres of action, in order that the laboring population may, to apply the words of his

Koyal Highness the lamented Prince Consort, adopted for my motto, participate " in the
blessings bestowed on us by the Almighty,'* but which, in their case, *' can only be realised

in proportion to the help which we are prepared to render to them."*

LIVERPOOL ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.
rpHE ninth meeting of the present session was held at the Royal Institution, the President,

_L Mr, J.M. Hay, in the chair. The usual donations were announced by the Secretary,

Mr. W. H, Picton, who also (iixected attention to specimens of enamelled tiles presented to

the museum at the Free Public Library, by Captain Anderson, of the steamship Europa.
They had been brought from a pagoda nt Pekin. It was supposed that they formed part
of the celebrated porcelain tower, erected -"iOO or 000 years ago, but lately destroyed. The
production of these specimens evoked a discussion as to the desirability of using absorbent
or lion-absorbent materials in the erection of buildings, the general opirlion being in favor
of absorbent materials.

The paper for the evening was " Notes on a Recent Visit to Normandy," by Mr. J. A.
Picton. Having apologised for his absence on a former occasion, when he was announced
to read a paper to the Society, stating that he was prevented doing so by a serious illness,

Mr. Picton intimated that he was not prepared to give them an elaborate disquisition. Ho
would merely give them the result of his observations just as he jotted them down whilst
on a short tour through that strange country, Normandy ; he had not had time to write
them out at length. He then proceeded to give some details respecting the architecturnl

features of the principal churches he inspected on his route, the general aspect of the
localities in which they are situate, iic. The peculiarities of the styles of the various cdifioes

were also pointed out.

The Progbebs op Teleobaphy.—At a dinner eriven in Liverpool, to Sir

Charles Bright, of the Magnetic Telegraph Company, Sir Charles, in his speech,
made some interesting statements referring to the progress of telegraphy in this

country. Ten years ago, he says, the Company's staff did not exceed a score of
people, now it amounted to about 1,000. At that time there was only one
telegraph in the country, now the mileage was computed at 15,000. The total

amount received for telegraphic mcssagesjin this country in a year amounted to

the enormous sum of £350,000. The Government line between Malta and
Alexandria, Sir Charles said, produces a revenue of £C00 a week.
Temple Bkidoe Company.—The prospectus of the Teraple-bridge Com-

pany has appeared, proposing to erect a suspension bridge of three spans of 300
feet each across the Thames between Essex-street, Strand, and I'rinces-street,

Upper Stamford-street, Borough. The capital is to be £70,000, with borrowing
powers for £20,000. The contractors of the Lambeth-bridge are prepared to

contract for the erection of the Temple-bridge for £4.5,000, taking one-third in

shares. It Is expected that the traffic will be little below thatof Waterloo-bridge,
which in 1801 was £22,000, hut should it amount to only one-half of that sum,
it will yield a return of 12} per cent, per annum on the capital of the company.
The Jesner Statue.—The statue of Dr. Jenner has been removed to

Kensington-gardens. It is placed on a pedestal in the vicinity of the iiridge

spanning the Serpentine, on the Bayswater side. This statue, it will bo
remembered, was some time ago placed near the Nelson Column in Trafalgar-
square.

• Our readers are requested to correct, in the last Number of the BUILDINO NEWS, at
page 86, tbe following error in tlic note. The first item of net amount should be
£iVS (to. lOd., insuad of £M3 Os. lOd.

REMOVAL OP ST. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL.

A CORRESPONDENT desires to point out the advantages that "must
accrue " by the removal of St. Thomas's Hospital from its present position

to that of a more suitable site at Lewisliam, both in a social or commercial i>oint
of view.

It is said the site in question is one of the most stately in the south of London,
and the district of Lewisham is nroverbial as the healthiest in the great
metropolis. The estate has a gravelly soil, and is situate about 60 feet above the
high road, on the apex of a hill, contiguous to that of Blackheatlj, and
commanding lovely scenery ; the air, Ught and bracing, is of the purest, and free

from the smoke of London or neighbouring factories, and will tend materially to

the rapid restoration of the convalescent patients.

It is mentioned that the rate of mortality for 1,000 in South\vark is 33, whilst
that of Lewisham is 17 in 1,000, or about one-half.

THE STEAM REGENERATOR.
LAST Saturday a large number of gentlemen connected with the press and

engineering science attended at Collinge's Patent Axle Works, Westminster-
road, tor the purpose of inspecting a "steam regenerator," perfected by the
joint labors of Mr. Imray and MM. Pigna and Datichy, and lately att.iched to

the steam-engine in that establishment.

The object of the apparatus is to condense and again employ the steam after it

has acted on the piston. This is effected by conducting it into an iron chamber,
over the outside of which a stream of cold water is constantly flowing ; it is

there condensed into water, still at a high temperature, and in that state is

pumped into a chamber in connexion with the boiler, wliere, being again con-
verted into steam, it passes into the boiler itself.

The inventors say that, by constantly employing the same steam, the feed-

water, which usually exceeds 25 gallons daily per horse-power, is reduced to less

than one quart daily, a quantity required only to make up for the unavoidable
leakages at joints, packings, and valves ; there is thus a saving of more than 09
per cent, on the feed-water, and a consequent reduction of boiler surface and
capacity. That, no cold water being thrown into the boiler, and all the feed-

water being perfectly pure and distilled by its continual circulation, there can
be no sudden changes oi temperature, and no deposit or incrustration. And
that, from the reduction of the quantity of feed-water, irom the increase

of effective steam-pressure caused by the vacuum formed in the receiver, and from
the complete prevention of deposit and incrustation in the boiler, there results a
proportionate saving of fnel—a saving which amounts to 50 per cent, for high,

and 33 per cent, for low-pressure engines.

The experiments showed that, witli the apparatus attached to the engine, the
strokes of the piston were 50 per minute, while, with the apparatus detached
and the steam blowing off, the revolutions were reduced to 30 per minute.

Lighting Railway Trains.—Mr. Newall has recently applied to several

of the piisseuger trains of the Lancashire and Yorkshire Company his method of
lighting railway carriages with gas. The trains to which these lights liave been
applied include the fast trains between Manchester and Bradford, and Manchester
and Blackpool. The London and North-Western Company are about to avail

themselves of this mode of lighting some of their fast trains, and among others

to the limited express between London and Holyhead. Mr. Newall is now fitting

up carriages for the last-named train at Bury. By means of compression by
hydraulic power the quantity of gas required for one of these trains is contained
in a box of small size in the guard's van, and the advantage derived

from these lights by the passengers are spoken of in Iiigh terms. As aa
improvement upon the lamp at present used in railway carriages, and in

which the supply of oil to the wick is regulated by a bird-fountain. Mr.
Alexander Allan, in a paper read before the Institute of Engineers in Scotland
lately, proposed the dip-pipe fountain lamp, which be states will maintain the oil

iu the burner dish at a constant and invariable level, thus insuring the uniform
saturation of the wick, and a steady flame under all circumstances. Mr. Allan
uses in connexion with the lamp fountain a tube, which is inserted through the
filling screw, and descends down the fountain ami oil tube to the level at which
it is desired to maintain the oil in the bui'uer dish. Whenever the surface of the
oil in the dish falls below the level of the lower end of tlie dip-pipe, the surface

also falls below the bottom of the dip-pipe, and a bubble of air passes from the

latter, and rises to the surface of the oil in the fountain, liberating exactly as

mucli as and no more than will restore the true level in the dish, and this action

will continue so long as there is waste by burning, and until the oil is exhausted.

Co-OPEKATIVE Oil and Color Society.—It is being- endeavoured to

form a company for the purpose of manufacturing and supplying " genuine white
and red lead, zinc, paints, and colors of all descriptions, ground and dry, mixed
paints ready for use, wood stain, unadulterated, raw, boiled and refined linseed,

and all other oils used for burning and painting, and every article requisite for

the oilmen and painters' trade. Also to lease or purchase manufacturing pre-
mises, and erect machinery for grinding and pressing the raw materials into the

different products, and sell the same at a trade price to the sliareliolders of the

society or company at a month's credit." In a copious list of those whom it is

presumed will apply for shares are ship chandlers, oil and colormen, country
ironmongers, chemists, grocers, and— architects

!

Wood por Shipbuilding.—Professor Grace Calvert is now making an
investigation for the Admirdlty of different kinds of wood used in shipbuilding.

It appears that the Professor is at no loss to explain why so many of the ilcet of

recently-built gunboats became rotten and others escaped untouched. He finds

the goodness of teak to consist in the fact that it is highly charged with
caoutchouc ; and that, if the tannin be soaked out of a block of oak, it may tiien

be interpenetrated liy a solution of caoutchouc, and thereby rendei-ed as lasting

as teak. A few years ago an enterprising individual spent i30,000 in trying to

introduce a new wood for shipbuilding purposes from South America, where it is

known by the name of Santa Maria, but the dockyard authorities could not be

persuaded to take It into use, and the imports were entirely neglected. This is

one of the specimens investigated by the JManchester professor ; and he finds it to

be sound and' resinous, and but little inferior to teak. Of the durability of teak

there can be no question.

—

Engineer.
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CHURCH, CHAPEL, AND SCHOOL BUILDING.
St. Paul's, Jlooloti, Cheshire.—This buildiiifr, erected at the sole expense of

Mr, R. C Niijlor, of Ilooton, lias just been consecrated. The edifice consists of

a nave and cliancel, with transepts surmounted by a lantern at the intersection.

The nave h.is side aisles ; and the chancel, termiuatedi by a semicircular

apse, is surrounded by an ambulatory. The central lantern rises on a square
above the four central pillars, chamfered off into an octagonal base supporting
the lantern, which is crowned by a pyramidal spire. I'rora the western extremity
of the chancel, on the south side, a small open arched cloister projects, over the

south end of which there rises an oi)en arched belfry lieuring a fif,'ure of St. Paid
as its finial. This is the private entrance from Ilooton-hall, and beneath it is

built the family buryini; vault. On the side of the chancel, opposite to the
private entrance, is a small vestry. Exteriorly the church is substantial and plain

rather than elaborately enriched ; but some eftect has been obtained by the aiTange-
ment of the stone of which it has lieen built. One of these is the Stourton stone, of
a warmish grey color; the other is a dark red stone, got from quarries on the
Hootoa estate, near Eastham. The window and door dressings, and the window
shafts, are of Hooton stone, with theexception of a band or two of Stourton stone,

the external pillar shafts are of Hooton, and the ca])itals of Stourton. At the
centra) tower Mr. Colling has crowned the intersection by a hemispherical dome,
constructed alternately of courses of red and grey stone. The eastern or altar

windows are small in size, in accordance with the general style of the architec-
ture, and three in number. They are filled in with stained glass, the centre one
representative of the Crucifixion ; the northern, Christ Bearing his Cross ; and,
the southern, the Descent from the Cross. The ambulatory, already spoken of,

is cut ofT from the chancel by a double row of slender pillars, whose sliails are of
polished Peterhead granite, supporting semicircular arches, carried round the
chancel, on which rests its main wall. The chancel is fitted with open pews of
oak. The altar itself is massive, and almost destitute of ornamentation.
Abutting on the north-east column of the central tower is pljced the pulpit, cut
fi-om a sq^uare block of Caen stone, highly ornamented, an angel's bust, sculptured
in relief on the west front, supports the book board. In the west front of
the base of the south-east column is sunk a brass plate, on which is engraved in

medieval characters :— " Gloria in excelsis Deo. This church, dedicated to the
Apostle St. I'aul, was erected by Richard Christopher Naylor and Mary Sophia,
his wife. This stone was laid by them on the 5th day of October, in the year of
our Lord MDCCCLVI II., and the 21st year of the reign of Her Majesty Queen
Victoria. James Kellaway Colling, arcliitect ; Samuel Hill Holme and John
Nicol, builders." The side aisles are divided from the nave by a range of
short massive columns, with shafts of polished Peterhead granite, supporting on
semicircular arches the main wall of the edifice, which, like all the other por-
tions of the interior walls, are composed of alternate courses of the red and grey
stone. Above the western window is a wheel window, filled in with stained glass,
by Clayton and Bell. The nave is seated with open benches, of stained and
varnished pitch pine. The floors are laid with encaustic tiles. The capitals
of all the columns in the interior are of Caen stone with natural foliage.

The font is of Cornish serpentine, polished, and elaborately carved outside
in diaper work. The bowl is supported on a cluster of five columns. This
font is one to which a medal was awarded at the Great Exhibition of
1851, and was purchased by Mr. Naylor to be put up in the church. The
church is supplied with heating apparatus, and is seated to accommodate
about 300 persons, besides the children attending tlie schools, who are accommo-
dated in the ambulatory on the north side of the altar. In total length from
west to east it measures lOo feet. Its width across the transepts is 52 feet. The
width of both the nave and the chancel is the same, namely, 19 feet ; and the
jUsles on each side are 8 feet wide. The total height of the lantern is 95 feet.

Mr. .1. K. Colling was the architect, and Holme and Nicol, of Liverpool, the
contractors.

Leicester.— ,Sf. John's Church.—The circular window at the west end of this
church was filled last week with stained glass, in memory of the late Mr. W.
Hardy. In the centre of the window is an Agnus Dei, surrounded by a circle of
adoring angels bearing various musical instruments. One of the angels holds a
scroll inscribed with the words, " Dignus est .4gnus quis occisus" (Worthy is the
Lamb that was slain). The rest of the window is filled with a diaper pattern
executed in warm colors on a groundwork of grisaille. Mr. Wailes is the artist.

Nailsea Old Church.—The jiarish church of Nailsea, near Bristol, whose
original construction dates back five centuries, and which had fallen into a most
lamentable state of dilapidation and decay, has, during the last twelve months,
been undergoing renovation and restoration. The church, which has the
characteristic Somersetshire tower, consists of a nave and south aisle, and is

dedicated to the Holy Trinity. The edifice has been partially restored on many
previous occasions, and the oak roof and south aisle, which have been allowed to
remain, bear date about 1700. The 'unsightly gallery in the south aisle has
been removed. All the existing windows are new, and the stained glass which
was scattered through them has been collected and placed in one of the east
windows. A new open stained deal roof has been put up in the chancel. The
Walls have been replastered, and during the process a priest's door, which had
been concealed from view, was discovered in the chancel. The roof of the church
has been re-slated. The entire cost of the work has been about £1,000. The
work has been executed under the direction of Messrs. Fripp and Co., architects,
of Bristol, by Jlr. Robert Newton, of Nailsea. The glass was provided by Mr.
Bell, of Bristol.

Rochester.—St. Nicholas' Church.—The works in connexion with the re-
arrangement of the interior of St. Nicholas' Church, and the alterations and
additions made to that edifice are in such a forward state that in a few
weeks the whole will be completed. The whole of the pews, some of them
dating two centuries back, have been swept away, and in their places have
been erected open seats. A gallery has also been erected round the church. The
alterations oftected will provide sitting-room for about 070 persons. A stained-
glass memorial window, by C. Gibbs, of Marylebone-road, has been erected at
the east end, over the communion table, in place of the small oriel window which
formerly lighted that part of the chancel. This window, which is now com-
pleted, is divided into several compartments, the centre one of which represents
our Saviour raising the widow's son at Nain. The organ has been removed from
the western end of the church in order to exhibit a large stained-glass window.
Tlic south-west window is also to be filled in with stained glass. The oi-gau will
be placed in a gallery especially built for it in the north-west end of the church.

We understand it to be the intention of the Dean and Chapter of the
Cathedral to remove some of the old houses in High-street, which belong to the

capitular body, and which now so greatly disfigure that portion of the city, in
order to open a new entrance to the catheilral and the deanery. The houses In-
tended to be removed are now all empty, and it is stated that the demolition of
the unsightly blocks of buildings will shortly commence.

Hi/jham, Kent.—St. John's.—'tMa new church, dedicated to St. John the
Evangelist, is constructed of Kentish rag-stone, with Hath stone drewings and
slated roof. It consists of nave, side aisles, lower and spire, and a chancel.
There is a vestry-room on the north side of the chancel. It will affoni accom-
morlatioa for about 400. The cost of the buildinif was .£2,024. Mesm. Peck
and Stephens, of Maidstone, were the architects, and Mr. 0. Myers the
contractor.

JJiihlin.— The Neic Prcihyterian Church, Rathgnr.—The foundation Mone
of this church was laid about eighteen months ago. The style of arcldtecture
adopted is the decorated Gothic, and the material used is granite, with dressing*
of Portland stone. The shape of the building is cruciform. There is a ground
floor forming a large apartment, which is used as a schoolroom. Above this i»

the church itself, winch is approached by a gradual ascent. The length of the
building is about ninety fa^t, its breadth about sixty, and its lieight from the
ground floor to the rool'^is fll'ty-five feet. There are sittings for upwards of 500.
Stained glass, in which blue and crimson are the dominant colors, has been
freely used, and above the pulpit is a rose window, filled in with stained glaii«.

The roof is formed of open timber, varnished, and supported by piUars which .

rest upon carved stone corbels. The gallery occupies a portion of the nave.

facing the pulpit, and is place<l immediately over the vestibule. The pulpit
stands upon a higli platform, which is surrounded by an open balustrade of
trefoil arches ; underneath is space for the choir. The architect was Mr. Andrew
Herton ; Messrs. Cockburn were the builders.

Brmulon Purca, Norfolk.—The parish church has recently been restored.

The old roof has been entirely removed, and a new one constructed, of oak with
curveil principals and moulded purlins. The windows, buttresses, and stonework
have been cleaned off ; the walls of the church and chancel stuccoed, and a new
south porch built. Plans have also been prepared for the entire re-seating, with
new pulpit and reading-desk, which will be carried out as soon as the necessary
funds shall have been raised. The present works have been executed by Board"
man, of .\orwich, under the superintendence of Mr. J. D. Ellis, architect, of that
city.

Lincoln Cathedral.—We learn that for some months past the Committee of
the Lincoln Diocesan Architectural Society has been in communication with Mr.
George Gilbert Scott as to the design for the pulpit about to t)e presented to the

Cathedral as a public testimonial to the Rev. Edward Trollope. At the desire of
the Chapter, the pulpit, wiien finished, will be placed at the eastern end of the
northern range ot stalls, and immediately in front of the south-western pier of
the upper or eastern transept. From a moulded base of Caen stone rises a solid

circular gnllar, surrounded by six colored marble or granite shafts, with worked
capitals; these support a stone capping; upon this the pulpit proper i»

placed, of a sexangular form, and of oak, enriched with carvings. At each
angle there will rise, upon brackets, figures of the Four Evangelists, placed

wirtiin ornamented niches, surmounted by canopies, and on the panels between
these the subject of " preaching" will be set forth by carvings in high relief in5

sorted within enriched frames or borders—the series comprising Moses, Elijah,

John the Baptist, St. Paul, and St. James, in the act of making known the W ord
of God to man. The whole will be surmounted by carved capping, and a book-
rest supported by an angel. There will also be a canopy, of carved oak. The

"
lit will be approached by a stone staircase, with a wrought band-rail of brass

CHAPELS.
Hull.—A new Wesleyan chapel was opened on the ICth inst. It lias a frontage

to the Beverley-road of one liundred and twelve feet, and stands back forty-five

feet from the road. The style is Decorated Gothic ; all the external walls are faced

with the Wallingfen white stock bricks, the masonry and other dressings are

generally of Brodsworth stone. The Beverley-road elevation is divided by
buttresses into three spaces, having a doorway in each, with columns of red

Mansfield stone and foliated capitals. There is on each side of the central door-

way a two-light window, the hood mouldings of which are united with those of

the doorway, and rise triangularly from carved terminations, forming three small

gables, with flnials. Above the central doorway is a five-light uiullioned window,
with tracery head, running up into the roof gable ; and above each of the side

doorways is a two-light window. Octagonal pinnacles rise from the iirincipal

buttresses, and square pinnacles from the heads of the side buttresses. The gable

is surmounted by an octagonal tuiTet, with two stagesof arches, and a small

spire, the projection before the face of the wall resting upon a moulded and carved

corbel. In the front of the chapel is a wing on each side for the gallery stair-

cases, and the flanks of the building are divided by buttresses into bays, with two
tiers of traceried windows. The eaves are finished with an iron gutter, resting

on stone blocks. The roof is covered with Westmoreland slates, having an orna-

mental tile crest on the ridge, and louvred ventilating gables on each side. The
windows are glazed with Hartley's patent quarry glass. The pulpit is placed in the

centre, near to the end of the chapel. It is octagonal in form, resting upon a
pedestal, with traceried panels ou the sides and circular shafts at the angles,

with carved capitals and trefoil arches. There is a gallery on two sides

and one end of the chapel, supported on clustered iron columns. The
plan of the chapel is a parallelogram, 90 feet in length by 54 feet in width.

The side walls are 32 feet in height from the floor of the chapel, which is

two feet above the level of the finished ground on the outside. The roof of

the main building is in one span, the framed pruicipals of which have

curved wall braces springing from moulded and carved corbels. The ceiling is

of lower pitch than the roof, and rises lixim the side walls at an angle' of about

30 degrees, being in the centre 45 feet from the floor of the chapel. It is divided

by moulded ribs into panels, colored blue. At the rear of the chaiwl are a

vestries, and class-rooms. The whole of the interior woodwork (with tlio

exception of communion rail and handrails to staircases, which are of oak) is

executed in red fir, stahied and varnished. The lighting of the chapel is by ten

coronse of medieval design, suspended from the intersection of the ceiling timbers,

and by brackets of similar design from the walls under the galleries. The
heating is by the patent gill air-warmer, placed in a vault at the rear of the

building. Ventilation is secured by means of perforated zinc panels in the

ceiling, with a simple apparatus for regulating the same at pleasure, and by air

fl ues with valves carried up in the side walls, opening near the gas burners under
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the callcries. Tlie heniod air is carried off from the space above tlie ceilins; by

the louTr«l gablets. The sittiiiti; accoimiiodation is tor 1,1oO persons, 550 of

which are on "tlie floor of the cliapel, and liOt) in the galleries. The amount of the

contracts, inchulina; lighting, heatinjr, and fenoine, was about £.'),t)OU, and the

cost of the site about £l,iWO. The works have Been executed by several con-

tractors. The excavators', bricklayers', and plasterers' work by R. Bailey ; the

masons' work by Simpson and Malone ; the carpenters' and joiners' work by
Jar.ifs Jackson; the plumbers' and plaziers work by 1'. T. Harrison; the

slatinj by Dawber and Son ; the iron work by Pearson, Dannatt, Krugerand Co.

;

the painting, staininjj, and varnishing bv W. Wardale ; the gas-pipes by Stones,

Settle, and Wilkinson, all of Hull ; the gas-fittings by T. Brawn, of Birniing-

hani ; and the heating apparatus by Stuart and Smith, of Sheffield. Mr. \V.

BotteriU, of Hull, is the architect, Mr. C. Puliuan having acted as clerk of the

works.
Tuiistall.—yeic Indcpenctent Chapel.—Thh buildins, which is situate in

High-street, has been erected from the designs of Mr. Edwin Boon, of

Burslem, and is of a mixed stvle of architecture, the dimensions being 56 feet by

36 feet. A transept forms tlie chapel, capable of seating 3-25 persons, and the

win;;s at each end constitnte the schools, which are adapted so as to open to the

chapel. Galleries are place<l over the class-rooms. The total accommodation

will be C35 sittings. The builders were Messrs. Cawley and Curran, of Tunstall

;

the total cost of the building, including heating apparatus, gas fittings, &c.,

is £500.

SCHOOLS.
3fa>tchester.—The extension of the school for the deafand dumb, Old Traft'ord,

is now completed. The additions consisted in extending the back part of the

building 24 feet for a printing ofiice, additional play-room, sewing-room, and
iissistants' roo:u, and also to increase the size of the school-room and dormitories,

now making each 77 feet inches by 27 feet 6 inches. The object in view was,

not to accommodate a larger numlier of pupils, but to give more space to the

existing inmates, with a freer circulation of air. This has been accomplisheil by
a fvsteui of ventilating shafts round the rooms conducted into flues, the air

of which is rarefied by the heat .of a smoke shaft adjoining. The dormitories

have louvres placed intlie rwfs, and the cubical space for each individual has

been increased from 430 feet to 630 feet (still below the mark). Messrs.

Southerns, of Sallord, were the builders, their estimate being £1,120, whereof
£40 was deducted for old materials. Mr. James Redtbrd, of Manchester, was
the architect.

Stapleton.—New Colston's SchooU.—These school buildings have been ar-

ranged for the reception of 120 boys. The buildings contain on the ground floor

three school-room?, about 32 feet by 24 feet each, liesides two smaller class-rooms, a

chapel, a spacious entrance-hall with stone staircase, a dining and examination
hall. Go fe<;t by 31 feet, and 18 feet high, with a spacious vestibule leading to the

play-ground;" usher's sitting-room, surgery, consulting-room, and the usual
domestic offices, with Ijed-rooms for servants over the latter, and communication
therewith. On the first and second floors are tlie boys' dormitories, ushers'

slgeping-rooms, sick wanls, wardrolies, store-rooms, &c., and on the basement
floor the boys' lavatory, shoe-rooms, bath-room, and dressing-room, &c. At the

extremity of the new dining-hall, and communicating therewith, anew residence

for the master has been erected, containing entrance-hall, two parlors, study, three

bed-rooms, dressing-rooms, store-rooms, &c. The works have been executed by
Lewis and Sons, of Clifton, under the superintendence of Messrs. Fosters and
Wood, of Bristol, architects to the trustees. The entire cost of the alterations

has been under £3,000.
Cnversicall, Staffordshire.—Kfw school-rooms have been erected at this

place. The buildings consist of a room 40 feet by 18 feet, an infant school-room,

27 feet by 18 feet, and a residence for the teacher. The materials are red brick

intermixed with blue, with stone muUions, and dressings for the windows. The
roof is open, of pine, stained and varnished. The erection of the building was
commenced in July, and tlie children assembled for the first time on the 6th of

January. Mr. Dain, of Burslem, was the architect, and CoUis and Hudson, of

Longton, the builders.
LoiKj Ashton National Schools.—This building is in the Early Decorated

style, of Nailsea pennant stone, with freestone dressings, and comprises a dwelling-
house for the master and mistress ; a boys' school, 50 feet by 20 feet, able to

accommodate 100 boys ; a girls' school', 40 feet by 18 feet ; to each school is

attached a class-room. The boys' school is surmounted by a bell-turret, sup-
ported by four polished Purbeck columns, with carved capitals; underneath
will be fixed a large dial. The work has been carried out by E. and J. Tucker,
builders, of Long Ashton. The cost of the building was £2,200. Mr. James
Wilson, F.S.A., of Bath, is the architect.

Ilcmijius.

The Historical Finger-Post or Handy Book of Terms, Phrases, Epithets
Cognomens, Allusions, ^c., in Connexion with Universal History. By
Edward Siikltox. 8vo. Lockwood and Co. pp. 376.

THIS is oneoftho.se epitomes of knowledge so popular in these days, when
every one affects to be " well read." Books of this class save a world of

trouble, there is no doubt, but it is very much to be doubted if they tend in any
way to the advancement of sound education, the temptation to rely on their aid

is so great to lazy memories, that it must result in tlie neglect of more studious
reading, which can alone give the real historical connexion between the
disjointed facts which it has been the custom to crowd into " Handy Books."
To those, however, who possess but a superficial acquaintance with historical

events, the book before us will be of use, so long as they do not entirely rely on it

to supply deficien: knowledge, which, at the best, it^can but partially do. It is

ofl'ered as aid to those readers of general literature who find it impossible to take
up a newspaper, periodical, or an ordinary volume, without meeting with allusions
of an historical character, wliich may have never been met with before, or which
have been forgotten.

The allusions and phrases arc divided into classes, and are easily found on refer-

ring to a very copious index. The work is not quite so free from errors as iniglit

be wished, but will, within proper limits, be found of a.ssistance to the particular,
and, perhaps, large, class ofreaders to whom it is addi'essed.

NOTES FROM THE PROVINCES.

Cliff Toini. Southrncl.—A new town is rapidly rising to the westwani of,

and quite distinct from, Southend. The houses are built of white brick, with

freestone dressings. They are constructed in terraces laid out on the summit of

the elift", connected diagonally at intervals in such a way that those lying back

get sea views in one direction. The front basement and parlors have bay

windows; the first floor is fitted with French casements, opening on to a slats

balconv, formed on the top of the bay window. The houses are of various classes,

differing in size, in position, and in rental. The row facing the sea consists of

twelve fourteen-roonied houses, surrounded by gardens ; forty-five are ten-roomed

houses, laid out in six terraces, having gardens; twenty-seven laid out in three

terraces, contain seven rooms ; and thirty-two six rooms, also forming six distinct

terraces. In addition to the above there is a row of eight houses, built as shops,

containing ten rooms and two store-rooms. The rental of the private houses

varies from £G0 a year for the first-class down to £20 for the smallest. The

spaces between the rows of houses are turfed and planted out with trees and

shrubs. Clift'Towii was erected by Messrs. Lucas Brothers, Mr. W.Mitchell

l)eing clerk of the works. Very few of the houses are unoccupied, and the

experiment is said to he so successful, that it is in contemplation to increase the

number, and to add a church, an hotel, and a library and reading-room.

Improvement of Pochcster.—A. meeting of the Estate Committee of tlio Cor-

poration has been held, to take into consideration the erection of the new town

quay, the plans and drawings for which were laid before the committee by Mr.

Andrews, the citv architect. The new quay will occupy, as nearly as possible,

the site of the olil town quay, wliich was taken by the liridge wardens, several

vears since, on the occasion of the building of new Rochester bridge, and who
have presented the city witli the site on which to erect the new quay, at a vacant

piece of ground between the railway bridge and the offices of the water-bailifF.

The plans were approved, and the work will sliortly be commenced. The cost

will be from £1,000 to £1,500.
ilfo?/o7i.—0|)erations have lately been in progress for exhuming the <-ontents

of two ancient tumuli—one on tlie Howardian Hills in the North Riding, the

other on the East Riding Wolds. The first tuuiulus opened was upon Amotherby

Heights. After removing a portion of the mound and excavating below the

reach of modern tillage, it was found the tumulus had been previously opened,

and, but for the accidental discoverv of a British ura, the work would have been

abandoned. This urn was of the cinerary group, of liaked clay, and ornamented

by dots, as if made bv the end of a stick when the clay was in its softest state.

The discoverv of this iirn led to the inference that a double burial liad taken

place ill the tumulus, as the centre (the usual place of sepulchral deposit) was

not reached. It was, therefore, resolved to continue the explorations, and the

searchers were rewarded by the discovery of another urn, also of sliglitly-baked

clay, but profusely ornamented, and having four claws or feet. Tills v^as also a

cinerary urn. The first-named urn has been added to Sir George Strickland's

collection ; but it is to be regretted that the second and most valuable was, while

being dried belbreafire, crushed to atoms. The two following days were devoted to

the opening of a large tumulus on the wolds above Sir George Strickland's seat at

Newton. This ancient burial-place was of considerable size. The men encountered

quantities of flint, which, being removed, disclosed the fact that the cist, or pit, had

fallen in (having been walled with unhewn flint stones), the removal of a portion

showing the skeleton crushed to fragments. Portions of a Saxon urn were

found near the head. No ornaments or weapons were found. In the neigh-

bourhood, during inariing operations, portions of pottery have been discovered,

which seem to indicate tlie high lands of the wolds to have been under Anglo-

Saxon occupation.
Liverpool and Birkenhead.—Memorial to tlie late Prince Consort.—Kt a

meeting of the Liverpool Town Council, the special committee on the memorial

to his late Royal Highness the Prince Consort stated that, after having con-

sidered the letter of the Lord Mayor of London, they were of opinion that it

was the unanimous feeling of the inhabitants of the town that all funds raised m
the borough for the above object should be expended in a local memorial to the

late Prince. They recommended that an equestrian statue of the late Prince

Consort be placed in the area on the east side of St. George's Hall, and that a „

sum not exceeding £5,000 be appropriated for this purpose out of the borough

fund. Mr. Still objected to the statue, and believed that the £5,000 would have ^
been better devoted to a suitable building in which to enshrine art treasures. The

Council, however, almost unanimously agreed to the recommendation of the

committee. Mr. Jackson, M.P., has offered to erect a statue in the Birkenhead

Park at his own expense. .
,

Brighton.—Drainage.—'the Town Council of Brighton have.held a special

meeting upon the question which has been forced upon their attention—the

complete drainage of the town. The special business of the meeting was to

receive a report from the Town Surveyor (Mr. P. C. Lockwood), submitting for

approval a drainage scheme, involving an outlay of £76,000. The Surveyor s

plan is to drain into the sea bv means of a central sewage pipe 30 inches in dia-

meter and 1,000 ftict in length, beyond the margin of the sea, the south end of

this pi|)e to be 18 feet below the mean level of the sea. In the Surveyor's opinion

this mode of draining the town will not be attended with any unpleasant nsults;

it will neither affect the bathing nor the purity of the air, upon which the pro-

sperity of Brighton so much depends. It was resolved that tins report be

approved and referred to the Works Committee, for them to consider the proper

stejis to be taken for proceeding with the works with as little delay as possible,

and for raising money to defray the expenses.

Edinburgh.—The Late Catastrophe.—two reports, by professional men, on

the fall of the tenement in the High-street, on the 24th of November last, are in

the hands of the authorities. One of these is the joint report of Messrs. Leshe

and Stevenson, civil engineers, to whom the matter was remitted by the Procu-

rator-Fiscal two days after the fall of the building. It is understood thai these

gentlemen attribute the catastrophe to the subsidence and ultimately sudden

fall of the wall running from east to west which existed in the centre of the

building, and that such fall was occasioned by the wall having been on the lower

floors pierced by successive alterations for the " improvement" of the property

till it became quite incapable of sustaining its own weight, independently of that

of the upper floors, the joists or beams of which ran into and rested upon it.

The other report is bv Mr. J. D. Peddle, architect, made sulisequeiit to, and with

knowledge of, Messre. Stevenson and Leslie's report. It is understood that Mr.

Peddle substantially concurs in those gentlemen's views of the causes of the

catastrophe, though he attributes more weight to certain specified alterations of

the central wall than they do. We believe that Mr. Peddle also expresses much
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Ttgret that examinr.lion of tlie building had not been made immediately on

fvmptoms ariieariiip «( the subsideiice ot the wall ; and also that the examina-

tions on tli(! t'aturilay previous to the catastrophe on Sunday morning, which

were only partial, had not been more searching and complete.

Zrigh'foti Buzzaril.—Niw Corn-cxchinif/v.—A number of men have been set

to work to take down the old premises, which for many years was known as the

George Inn, to make way for tlie contemplated ntw Corn Exchange. We liear it

is intended to liave the building proceeded witli as quickly as possible, so that

it may he expected to be erected in a few months, and opened lor general

business during the enming summer.
.

Chichester.— The Ruins of the Cathedral Tower—\. sale by auctmn lias

been held in the Cathedral vard of the greater portion of the stonewhich belonged

to the older structure. Alf the moulded stone has been carefully preserved, either

to be worked into the new structure, or to serve as models for its restoration ;
the

stones which have been considered useful for the rebuilding have also been

retained. A considerable quantity has, however, been declared useless for

the purpose: it is this which has been disposed of. The total sum realised

was £235 ocld, the price being rather above the price of bricks at the same

measurement.
, , l . .i^

Twerton.—Ncw Bridge over the Avmi.—k new bridge has lately been built

at Twerton, across the fiver Avon, for Messrs. Carr and Co., clothiers. The

bridge is built on the principle of the Bowstring Girder Bridge. It is 110 feet

in length between the abutments. It is simple in detail, and there is no tie-beam

or tie-rod required to keep it from expanding, the floor forming the tie or string

of the bow. It is composed principally of wood, and is said to have been built

by two carpenters and a smith (not including the smilli's work) in less than

twelve days of nine hours each. It took three days to get it across the river, but

much time was wasted from the want of proper materials. The weight of the

bridge is about i\ tons ; it is called the " Aerial Bridge."

Leeds.—'Vhe succefs which followed the experiment of erecting ten model

cottages at Beeston Hill has induced the gentlemen who initiated that project to

propose to build eight other dwelling-houses at Burley-lawn, upon the same im-

proved principles, and at such a moderate cost as to place them within the reach

of the limited means of working men. The foundation-stone of the second set of

cottages has just been laid. The site on which they are to be erected is on a spot

of ground terming a portion of the Burley-lawn estate, just beyond the Viaduct.

Each house, upon the ground floor, will possess a parlor 15 feet 8 inches by

12 feet; a living-room, or kitchen, rather larger, and beneath these cellarage,

pantry, coal-place, &;c. They will have seiiarate front and back gaitlens;

and on the second 'floor of the house there will be three bed-rooms,

the two end houses having each also a couple of attics in addition. This

accommodation is a slight improvement upon the houses at Beeston, and the

expense will be proportionately increased. The six smaller houses will cost about

£1C0 each, and the end houses from £180 to £190.

Hull.—A home for the laboring poor is now being erected in this town, at the

junction of Midlaiul-itrcetand St. Luke's-street, by the Society for Improving

the Gondii ion of the Laboring Classes. The accommodation provided is for

thirty-two Inmilies, each having a long room, scullery, and one, two, and three

bed-rooms, according to the number of children. The cost is £;},435, exclusive

of land. Mr. H. 31. Eyton is the architect, and Messrs. Simpson and Malone

are the builders.

Bideford-hridge.—On Wednesday se'nnight a Joint meeting of the Bridge

Teoffees and Town Council was held, to consider the subject of widening the

bridge. It was resolved to send Mr. Page his plans, together with his reports,

that gentleman having intimated that he had no doubt he could modify and
improve them so as not to exceed the original sum named for widening thebridge

—viz., £3,500.

IMPROVFMENTS IN BUILDING, &c.
TVixnow-sAsn Pastenkr and Draught Excluder.— Dated July c, 18G1.—J. E.

Rcid, Floming-road, Kcwiiigton.

This consists of a hollow bar of bra-ss or other metal fixed horizontally on (and the entire

width of) the upiier side of the meeting rails of sashes to ordlnarj- windows, immediately
over thu cavity fonncd by the junction of the inner and outer sash. It is fixed by means
of a continuous hinge p.artly let into the wood of the inner sash rail, and being in shape
half round, or semicircular in section, it forms, when closed, a bridge over the before-men-
tioned cavity, its opiwsito edge falling into a small groove cut in the outer sash, thereby
effectually excluding all draught. The ordinary catch of the present sash-fastener is not
required, "in lieu of which the hollow bar is made solid in the centre or point opposite the

bolt, and a quadrant shaped slot is cut in a transverse, and also in a horizontal direction, to

allow of the free traverse of the spindle of the bolt.

Machinery fob CmiNG, suapino, and dbessino Stone, &c.—Dated June 28,

ISOl.—J. W. Graham.
The stone is placed u^ton a bed or tablo to which a reciprocating sliding motion is im-

parted. Above this table a beam extends from end to end of the machine, upon which an
adjustable framing is supported, carrying an arrangement of bevil gearing in connexion
with toothed wheels, which are att.ached by cranks to a tool box containing the chisel or
chisels, and at the refpiired angle for cutting ; Jind the upiJer portion of this tool box is

furnished with a weight by which the chisel is caused to cut or chip the stone. When
motion i^ imparted to the gearing, the cranks will cause the cliisel in the tool box to make
a succession of strokes upon the stone, wliich, by the effects of the weight or hammer, will
cause the stone to bo cut or chipped to any form or size, whicll together with the depth of
the cut may be regulated or controlled by the attendant. In order that the edge of the
chisel may not become unequally worn, it is turned half round at each stroke by acrank or
other means, so that each side is presented alternately to the stone.

Induration .vnd Preservation of Stone and other Analogous Substances on
Materials, and the Production or Artieicial Stone.—Dated July 9, isiil.—
F. S. B.irll.

This con.^ists in using solutions of the alkaline silicates combined witli the aluminate of
potash or other suitable re-ngcnt in such i>roportions as to allow sufficient time to elapse
for manipulating the said solution, and thus enabling it, wlicn applied to the surface of the
stone or othcnvise, to enter into and ert'ectuiUly penctnite the same. The solutions in
combination with powdered pumice stone or other like material are also used for producing
artificial stone for attrition, building, Jic.

JIixTuaE rOR ExTiNcuisiiiNO Fire ; .\rpi.irAnLE also for Preparing or
Saturating vaiiious kinds op Materials and fadrics, eor the purpose of
Hendkrixg the same Non-Ini'lamjiable.—Dated July .^j l»iil.—G. Williams.
The patentee claims cumbining into a mixture water, soda of commerce, alum of com-

meroe, roach alum (or mineral salt), common salt, borax, oil of vitriol, and chloiidc of
Kinc, and the use and application of the said mixture for extinguishing fire and rendering
materials and fabrics uninflammable.

DR-VWING Boards.—Dated July l!)th, 1S«I.-E. A. Penlcy.
Hew the object Is to strain sheets of paper upon dmvting twatdii without the nocessity of

using gluo or other cement. Tho inventor proposes miming ftn acute ari.- . i . :^-l

around the back of tho boatd a short distance from ttie edge ovor which i ;,u

paper is to be brought; wooden flap* are hinged on to the lAck of thctxfani. ;
n,-

vided with angular strips of wood to tit tho channels. These hinged flaps an* prc^.^i--l il.,wn

upon tlie edges of tin-' pajjer which are turned over from tlie front, and tho entii'O sheet
becomes tightly strained without the use of paste, glue, or cement.

Sewer and Sink Trap.—Dated July sth, 18«1—B. Fowler, Jun.
This invention consists of a square or other suitably sha|>ed l)ox, formed of Iron, clay, or

other suitable material, having the sides thereof Hanging outwards from tho iMttom up-
wards, and having on the upper etige a Iwlge surrounded with a lap, ujKin three sidca of
which the lid rests when closed. Tho back letlge is formed a little lower than the front and
side ones, and the back of tho sides of the box is hollowed out to receive the lugs on the
under side of the lid. by which It is jointed to the pides of the box by a horizontal tmluveTM
pin or pins. The Ixjttom of the box is formed with an oblong hollow truncated pyramid,
which rises some distance inside of the box, and Is open at the top. The grated cover or
lid is cast with an oblong box in the centre, which, being open on the under side, surrounds
the top of the truncatc<l pyramid escape port when closed, but is not in contact therewith,

the inverted box iK'ing sufficiently large to allow the water to pass ui» into tho Inverted Iwi
on the under side of the lid, and escajw through tho opening on the top of tho truncated
pyramid into the sewer, the sediment remaining in the bottom of the box, from which it

can be readily removed.

Preserving and Indubatinq Timber, and for Rendering the SAins Nos-
iNKi.AMMAni.E.—Dated July 15th, 18(51.—T. Cobley.

By this invention a strong solution of potash, barj'ta. lime, stroutia, or any of their salts,

or of the salts of any metallic or other base capable of fonning an insolnblo compound with
hydro-fluo silicic acid, is forced into the timber, or other vegetable matter to be acted upon
by hydraulic or other moans, and this process is ret)eate<l until tho material i^ sufficiently

charged or impregnated with tho solution to enable it to withstand the Influence of

flame. After the impregnation has been thoroughly effected with any of the solutions,

hydro-fluo silicic acid is forced into the wood by analogous means, with a view to render

the solutions insoluble.

Fireproof Construction.—Dated 2'.'nd July, 1801.-W, Hood, Reodiug.
For the purposes of this invention hollow iron beams or girders are constructed in such

manner that they may be rendered suitable for conveying water into and distributing it in

the buildings where such l)eams or girders are used. Girders so constructed and employed
will also, by reason of their h.iving water supplied to them, be prevented getting nd-hot
in case of lire, which would render them weak, and unequal to resist the weights theroou.

The hollow beams or girders are made of iron and suitable angle iron, as common hereto-

fore, and they are also closed at their ends or other parts, as well as at their .sides, and are

suitably formed to ailmit of their being connected to supply pipes leading to water mains
or other sources of supply ; they are also made with suitable perforations for distributing

the water supplied to them into the rooms or parts of buildings where such beams or girders

are situatetl, by which means such beams or girders will not only be the means of conveying
water to extinguish a fire in the locality where they are situated, but will, at the same time,,

be prevented from becoming highly heated by reason of the pa^i^age of water througli

them, and will thus be caused to retain the requisite strength for upholding the weights
thereon.

TENDERS.
DWELLIN(i HOUSES. BROMPTON.

For erecting 6 seven-roomed houses. Old Brompton. Mr. F. Kersey, architect.

Patrick and Son £3,700 I Bass £3,300

Jackson 3,.:>7i» I Freeman (accepted) o,yuO

Pearson 3,49i)
|

Paving, London.
For repaying the portion of (!Ihancery-lane, within the Holbom district. Lewis H,

Issacs, C.E., surveyor.
Asplnall £1,298 I Mow!em and Co £l,2fi.'.

Stiles 1,287 1 Sewell (accepted) 1,207 10

Sewer Work, Hoi.born District.
,

For the supply of materials, and the execution of jobbing and measured works, required

for the sewers and drains within the Holbom district for one year.

Abbot and Hopwood 10 per cent, under schedule prices.

James Heyard 18^ „ „
John Phillips (accepted) 21 „ „

Cemeterv, Whitby.
For the chapels, superintendent's house, and iron railing and gates, forWhitby Cemetery,

Messrs. Pritchett and Son, architects.

jl/iKoni-y.—Wood and Sous £1,140
.Stoi/iy.-Oberend 79 (i 8

i*/a.«fermf7.—Braithwaite 40 15

Joiners' ilori-.—Headman 233 8

/•/wm&t'n;/.—Browu and Son 65 12

I'aiiitinff.—Rea<lman 18 10

y/'Ofticori-.—Hutton 80

£lfi!>7 11

Architect's estimate £1 ,680

Chapel and School, Ryde.
For erecting a Baptist chapel and school, at Hyde. Quantities supplied. Francis New-

man, architect, Ryde.
.TollIlTe £2,300
Denham 2,200

Meader 2,140-

Kemp £2,700
Sibley 2,J74

Smith 2,;i9(i

Laugden James and John 2,310

Alteiutioxs, London.
For alterations at 1 , Greek-street, Solio, for the House of Charity,

architect.

The chapel and extension not included.
Houghton £2,069
Brown and Robinson 1,977

Trollope and Son 1,940

riper and,\Vlieeler 1 ,897

Warne and Son 1,893

Cottage, Lekestebshire.
For a woodman's cottage. North Kilworth, Leicestershire. Mr. Joseph Clarke,

architect. „ ^, ,„
Bromwich £'24.5 I Law (accepted) £--* 18

Wells 2'2.-. 0|

Mr. Joseph Clarke,^

FAnson £1,869
Lawrence and Son 1,838

Foster 1,815

Ashby I,.'i62

Couder (accepted) 1,493

HOUSE AND Shop, Herne Bay.
For building a house and shop, at Herne Bay. Mr. Benjamin Adkins, architect,

Faversham. „ ,

Ci. Creed £747 I C. 'Welby £•"» "

J. Kelson 093 12
I
E. J. JeU (accepted) i«(4 10
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HoTsEs, &r., SomiAjrPTOx.
Vw eno^ng hovsM, &o., at Southampton, for Mr. Johu Smith.

tect, S-^, Poitiand-stteet, Soathampton.
HlUier £1,^2
Scott 1,'ia
Saonders 1,248 o
Qambliiig 1,240
Lewis 1,222 10
Baiky 1,198

'William Hinves, archl-

Philpa £1 ,1 32
Newton 1,121 l;i

Ban 1,083
Rogers 1,072
Jeaaop 1,070 o

Martin !t7j

Cottages, Bltham.
For the erection of a pair of semi-detadied cottf^es, at Eltham, fov Mr. Charles Wilson.

Mr. Thomas Chester Uaworth, surrcjor, £3thun.
Blackhallor and Gorrnrr jC7t6
KUiott 61ft

Thomas 0. Todd MO

J. and C. W, Todd £r>\9

J. Wass (accepted) 4^0

COMPETITIONS AWARDED.
Wethkhuv Workhouse.

'Wo nndergtand that nine dosigns iiTre wnt, in reply to the advertisement tor this work

,

ani that the one by Messrs. Pritcbott and Son, of York and Darlin^n, has been selected,

find is to be carried out by them on the usual terms.

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
BRIDGE.

Bbisbakk Bivkr.—The Municipality of Brisbane are prepared to reoeiTe designs and
tendeis for the construction of a bridge over the Brisbane river, at Brisbane, the capital
of Qaeensland. The author of the best design, at the lowest cost, will receive a reward
<rf £150, or be employed to carry the work out, providing he furnishes sufficient proof of
his competency and experience in similar undertakings. A premium of £80 will be
awarded to the next best design, and £40 for the next best. The plans, specifications,
and estimates of the first and second designs will be retained by the Corporation as their
property. The remainder will be returned to the competitors ; but the corporation will
iucurno reaiwnsibillty as to their ^jsafo deliver>'. Each set of drawings, and the docu-
ments at'companyingthem, are to be distinguished by a motto only, and accompanied by
a letter in a sealed envelope, marked with the same motto, and containing the author's
name and address, and such testimonials as he may think proi>er to furnish. Professional
judges, being non-c-impotitors, \vill bo appointed by the Corporation to determine the
merits of the respective designs. Eligible tenders for the work, accompanying the de-
sign, will be entertained. All drawings and tenders to be delivered at Gresham House,
on or before the 15th of March next. Copies of the instructions to competitors, and the
plan of the City, can be obtained of F. Mangles and Co., the Colonial agents, and agents
to the Municipality of Queensland, 86 to 8S, Gresham House, Old Broad-street,
London, E.C.

HARBOR WORKS.
IiTME Regis.—The Borongh Council require a plan, specification.and estimate for carrying

out certain works at the Cobb or harbor there ; to be sent in to G. Hingerton, town clerk,
by March 1st, when the snccesaful competitor will rooeive 15 guineas. Full particulars
can be had at the offices of the Cobb clerk or town derk, Lyme Regis.

CONTRACTS OPEN,
HOSPITAL.

Dbvonport.—For the erection of the Devonport Stonehouse, and Cornwall Hospital, at
Deronport. Drawings, itc., with Alfred Norman, architect, Ker-street, Devonport, until
the 22nd February, where tenders, seale<l, and endorsed " Tender for Hospital at Devon-
port," must be delivered not later than eleven a.m. , on the 24th February.

CATTLE MARKET.
Colchester.—For the formation of the New Cuttle Market, in Colchester. Plans, &c., at
the oflSce of James Cooke, Esq., C.E., Colchester. Tenders, mider cover, addressed to S.
Turner, town clerk, Colchester, on or before the 17th Feb.

WAREHOUSES.
liEEDS.—For the erection of three first-class woollen warehouses, in King-street, Leeds.

Plans, &c., at the office of Mr. Cuthbert Brodrick, architect, 2, Park-place, Leeds, to the
10th February. Bills of quantities will be provided for parties requiring them. Sealed
tenders, addressed to " The Directors of the Leeds King-street Warehouse Company,
Limited," to be delivered at the Company's office, 1, Bond-place, Leeds, not la*er than
February 10,

CHXTRCHES.
IBELAST).—For works to be executed at the churches of Island Magee (KildoUagh) , and
Bamoan, co. Antrim, Kildarton, co. Armagh, Dowti (cathedral), co. Down, Kilsaran
(Ca^ebellingham), and Mansfieldstown, co. Louth. Plans, &c., with the resident
ministers of,the parishes. Tenders to bo forwarded, sealed, prepaid, and addressed thus

—

•• Proposals for the church of , the Ecclesiastical Commissioners for
Ireland, Dublin," by February 22nd.

CHAPELS.
Bristol.—For the erection of the Clifton Wesleyan chapel. Drawings, &c., with Fosters
and "Wood, architects, 6, Park-street, Bristol, till the 28th inst., on or before which the
tenders are to be sent to the architects, sealed and endorsed "Tenders for ^Clifton
"Wesleyan Chapel."

CEMETERY WORKS.
Uttoxeter.—For works to be done at the new cemetery, Uttoxeter. Particulars on

applying to Benjamin Wilson, architect, No. 12, Corn-market, Derby. Tend2r8, endorsed
"Tender for Work at Cemeterj-, Uttoxetcr," to be delivered to A, A Flint, Esq.,
TJttoxeter, on or before the 19th. February."

PARS(JNAGES, &c.
TORK.SHIRE.—For building a small parsonage house and offices, at Gamton, twelve miles
from Hull. Tenders, to be prepaid, on or before the 20th February, addrcraed to the
architect, Mr. R. J. Withers, 51, Doughty-street, London, W.C.

Perth (N.B.)—For the erection of a new manse and office, at Dunning, Perth, N.B.
I>rawing8, &c., with the architects, William G. Habershon and Pite, 38, Bloomsbury-
square, London ; and on application to the clerk of works (Mr. Jones), at Duncrub-park,
Ihmning.

PRISONS.
Kevt.—For certain works to be done at the county prisons, Maidstone, to form store-

room, &c. Plans, &c., with Martin Bulmer, county surveyor, Maidstone. Sealed
tenders, endorsed " Tender for Works at the County Prisons, Maidstone," are to be de-
livered to Mr. Bulmer, by four p.m., on the 27th inst., and persons tendering are to be
In attendance at the Courts of Justice, Maidstone, at half-past twelve on the 28th
February.

DWELLING HOUSES, &c.
jjAS^CAflHIRE.—For the erection of a dwelling-house, together with spacious business

premises, proposed to be built in Lytham. Lancashire. Plans, &c., with Mr. S. Warten-
berg, the Bazaar, Ljtham. Tenders not later than 26th February.

WATERWORKS.
WELCnpooL.—For laying and jointing about 6,500 yards of cast-iron pipes, and for pro-
Tiding and fi3Ctng sluice cocks, hydrants, and other works, for the Welchpool Water-
works. Specifications, &c., may be obtained of Messrs. Robert Dymond and Sons,
•mrqrors, Exeter, at 10s. «d. each. Tenders by March 10.

^ RAILWAY WORKS.
TBXLAVJy.—roT the execution of the work of the Lctterkcnny Railway (15 mites r, furlonga).
The line is set out and lockspitted, and the contract, drawings, and specification, may be
aeea on application to John Bower, Esq., the Company's engineer, 28, South Frederick-

street, Dublin. Tenders received until the 20th of February next, addressed to Alexander
John Robert Stewart, Esq. (the Chairman of the Company), at the Office of John
Storey, secretary, Letterkenny, County Donegal.

Ireland,—For the construction of the works uixm the Midland Covmtiea and Shannon
Junction Railwiiy, between Clara and Banagher, and commencing at a point a mile and
a half from the Junction of the aii.Uand Great Western and Great Southern and Western
Railway Companies, on to Banagher, a distance of about 17| miles. Plans, specification-,
quantities, &c., are to be seen with the engineers of the Compniiy, John Hill, Esq.,
Tullomoi-e, and Henry Brett, Esq.. S Harrington -street, Dublin. Tenders to bo sent in
not later than the 8th March, at 12 o'clock noon, endorsed "Tender lor Works," and
addressed to J. Fowler NicoU, secretary, offices of the Company, 53, Lower Dominick-
street, Dublin.

(30LNE Valley and Halstead RA^L^VAY.—For the erection of a booking-office,
waiting-rooms, dwelling for station master, and offices in connexion theremth, at Hal-
tead Station. Drawings, &c., at the offices of Mr. Watt, at the Railway Station, Halstead.
Tenders before 12 noon, on the 24th inst., addressed to tho Directors, at Halstead Station.

MILITARY WORKS.
LoXDOX District.—For works and rep-nirs at the undermentioned statfons, separately or

otherwise, from the 1st of April, 1S(;2, to 31st March, 1865, inclusive, viz.—London,
comprehending the Tower of London, all the barracks and other buildings within five

miles of that place, and Turnhani-green Militia Barracks ; Croydon and Cnrshnlton
Barracks ; Hounslow, Hampton Court, and Kneller Hall Barracks, and Richmond Militia
Barracks; Windsor Cavalry and Infantrj- Barracks, and Belvedere Fort ; Militia Barracks,
Bamet ; Militia Barracks, Hatfield ; Militia. Barracks, Uxbridge. Schedules and printed
forms of tender, price 7s. 6ti. each, and all necessary information, on ap]>lication at the
Royal Engineer Office, 11 , James-street, Buckingham-gate. London, S.W. Seated tenders
will belreceived at the War Office, Pall Mall, London, S.W., atUressed to the Director-
General of Contracts, on or before the2l8t of February, 1862.

WELL-SINKING.
DOXCASTER,—For boring, to ascertain if water can be had by means of an artesian well, iu

the Borough of Doncaster. Tenders to state the cost per yard for the boring ; the con-
tractor to find all implements and plant. Mr. John Butterfield, No. 25, Horse-fair,
Doncaster, will afford every information, and pomt out the site or sites of the intended
work. Sealed tenders, with references, to the Mayor, fManaion House, Doncaster, on or

. before the 24th February.
Hull,—For the sinking a shaft and making a bore-hole at the Derringham Springs, and
other works connected therewith. Plan, &c., with Thomas Dale, resident engineer.
Engineer's Office, Stonefcrry, Hull. Sealed tenders, addressed to the Chairman of the
Water Committee, must be sent in to Robert Wells, Es(i., the town clerk, not later than
the 25th inst.

ROADMAKING, &.C.

Liverpool. -For executing the various works required in laying out and forming the
LiveriKwl Cemetery, at Anfield Park, Walton, incUiding the making of roads arid walks,
the levelHng. shaping, trenching, and digging of the ground, the formation of drains, and
other similar operations. Plans, &c,, at the offices of the Board, No. 12, Clayton-stiuare,
LiverjxK)!. Sealed tenders, atldressed to tho chairman of the Board, marked " Tender for
Ground -work," must be delivered at the offices of the Board on or before the IPth inst.

IRELAND.—For the following works, in tho barony of Gorey. in the county of Wexford :—
1.—For making anew line of road from the corner of the Post-office in Gorey, to Edward
Foley's cottage in Ballyraheen, containing about 415 perches ; net to exceed JE500. 2.^
For making a new line of road from Gorey to Tiuahely, containing about 300 perches, iu
thetownland of Ballingarry. Plans, forms of tender, &o., obtained, at the office of Henry
E. Wynne, secretary to the Grand Jurv, County Court House, Wexford.

SEWERAGE.
Oxford.—For constructing an open sewer along a portion of the Trill Mill Stream In the

city of Oxford. The drawings, &c., at tho Commissioners' office. Town Hall, Oxford ; or
particulars obtained from Mr. John Galpin, surveyor. Tenders, on printe<i fomii;, wliich
may be obtained either of the clerk or the surveyor to the Commissioners, must bO
delivered, sealed, to Frederick .7. Mon-ell, clerk to the Commissioners, No. 4, St. Giles's-

street, Oxford, on or before twelve noon, on 10th March, endorsed " Tendet for Oi)en
Sewer,"

SUPPLY, &C.
SWANfiEA.—For the following contracts for the Swansea Local Board of Health, Contract
No. 2.—For supplying cast-iron water-pipes, and other castings. Contract No. 3.—For
supplying sluice valves, hydrants, and other steel fittings. Contract No. 4.—For laying
and jointing cast-iron water-pipes, fixing sluice valves and hydrants, and for other works.
Duplicate sjjecificatlons, &c., on payment of .£1 for each contract, on application at the
office of the town-clerk, Guildhall, Swansea ; or at the office of Ro1>ert Rawlinson, Esq.,

Civil Engineer, 34, Parliament-street, Westminster. Sealed tenders, endorsed, " Tender
for Contract No. 2, 3, or 4," must be forwarded to the oftlceof C. B.Mansfield, town clerk,

Guildhall, Swansea, on or before the 2'tth Feb.
CLOCK TOWER.

WARRINGTON.—For the erection of a public clock tower on Trinity Church, Sankey-street,

in the borough of Warrington. Drawings, &c., at the office ofW. P. Coxen.'C.E., Market-
street, Warrington, to the 22nd inst., and tenders for the work must be left at the Town-
hall, on the last-mentioned day, endorsed " Tender for Clock Tower," addressed under
cover, to the Chairman of the General Piiriwses Committee.

BRIDGE.
Bolton.—For the erection of a timber bridge across the river Irwell, at Agecroft-bridgo
Plans and particulars at Mr. A. Pilling's, Contractor's office, Davenport-street.

Bolton.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We cannot undertake to return rejected communications.
Works in 1'bogress.—We shall feel obliged to any of our readers who will favor us with

notes of works contemjilated or in progress in tho provinces ; in most cases a simple
mention that a work is about to be, or has already been commenced, will be sufficient.

H. J. JCK.—AVe give those subjects which we may deem suitable, and In such order as may
seem to us desirable. Many other matters claim our attention,

R. Y.—So much depends on the nature of the work arranged for, that it would bo impossible
to give a fair decision without knowing more of the matter.

J. C. Y. (Leicester).— As soon as possible, the delay ia not with us.

11. J. K.—Certainly not.
B. A.—Next week.
E. C. (Clapton).—Yes, both may be had of our publisher.
J. B. (Ipswich).—We nave no tune to teach engraving.
P. W.—Not suitable.
K. Y In type.
Mr. M.—Thanks ; view Shall be engraved.
Z. Z.—Shall appear when we receive name and address ; it is our rule.

Q. V. O.—A view is being drawn.
Messrs. A. and H.—Statement contains nothing new.
Bbit. Mus.—Too late.

A. I. B. A., J. F., C.~Thank8.
A Director.—We cannot assist.
M.—Shall hear from us.
St. Panoras.—Below our mark.
A Subscriber prom No. 1.—Send sketch.
Adveetiseb.—Yes, if noteworthy.

NOTICE.
The Seventh Volume of the Building News is now ready, bound in cloth, price 21s.

Subscribers can have their copies bound, either with or without the advertisement pages,

for 4s. 6d., on sending them to the office. Cases ready for binding the Tolume may be had
price 28. each. ,

•«* All co/nmunicafhns to be addressed. The Editor of the BtriLDlNG NEWS, 20, Oid

Bo iweil-courl, Strand, W.C, except letters re/erring to adctrtisements or other ImHness matters*

which shouhl be addressed to the Publisher, 18 to 21, Old Bosicell-courL

Advertisements are received up to six o'clock on Thursdays.
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RECENT ACCIDENTS.
HAT with the fatal calamity at the Hartley

Collieries, and the more recent accidents in

the Waterloo-road and in the Araherst-

road, Hackney, the public will have supped
full of liorrors. We have had barely time

to recover from one deplorable mishap
^L before, in rapid succession, the sickening
"^^ details of otiiers meet our eyes in every

newspaper. Life is crushed violently from
the bodies of fellow-creatures, limbs are

broken, human flesh frightfully lacerated,

and, above all, looms the melancholy spec-

tacle of homes broken up and made desolate

by the loss of those props which heretofore

sustained them. The most painful reflection

which these sad catastrophes suggest is that

they might, perhaps, all, with proper pre-

cautions, have been prevented. It can
scarcely have escaped notice that they are

all referable to one and the same cause—to

a desire to work property cheaply—and that

thoughtlessly, we honestly believe, men's lives

have been risked, and, as it turns out, sacrificed,

to insure large returns. An extra shaft to the

collieries would have insured a safe retreat to the
entombed miners

; good bricks and mortar, less haste, and more
efficieiit supervision, would have made sound buildings instead of a
ruinous heap in the Amherst-road ; a compliance with the notice of
Mr. North, the Lambeth Surveyor, would have made the grating in

the Waterloo-road safer now than it has been for years past ; and yet
we cannot justly lay tlie deaths at the doors of the respective em-
ployers, for we should remember that they are but types of their

several classes. The Hartley mine was not a solitary instance of work
done with a single shaft. North, south, east and west of the metropolis

buildings have been run up as quickly and as economically as those at

Hackney. AVherever tenements are let and sublet there is always an
evasion, as fiir as possible, of a landlord's duties. Further, this method
of business is but another phase of the tradesmen's fraud which adul-
terates every morsel of our food, dilutes our drinks, falsifies our
fabrics, shortens the length, and diminishes the number of twists in

our " warranted" cotton. It is part and parcel of the great lie which
encases our social life. By the aid of unlimited " competition " we
have created the Frankenstein, and the monster's cold touch is ever
startling us. He smirks and smiles behind every counter, he tints

our elaborate and deceptive perspective views, he guesses at estimates,

and wheedles committees. He copies pictures, buys them knowing
them to be spurious, and then, with becoming gravity, dilates upon
their genuine character. The employers of the unfortunate victims
must, we believe, with natural retributive justice, suffer considerable
pecuniary loss, to say nothing of other grief. He who is without sin

of the same character may cast another stone at them. We would
rather stretch out our hand in the hope of catching hold of some
remedy for the evils of which they are the victims, and which have not
yet put forth all their upas-leaves.

We may dismiss the colliery accident. It was of such magnitude as

to insure Parliamentary provision against its recurrence.

The Waterloo-road calamity suggests one or two striking points for
observation. It is admitted that the paving-stone and the iron railing
were private property, and, consequently, that they were beyond the
control of the vestry. The circumstance of their fall shows clearly
their dilajtidated and badly constructed state. The stone with a flaw
in it was .5 feet 4 inches wide, and it had no supporting brick arch. It
was simply let in to the wall of the house, and rested on the other side
upon the pavement wall. The cause of the accident is apparent to every
man of common sense, and the jury was not drawn off on a false scent
by tlio insinuation that the broker's violence in breaking open a door
dislocated the landing. Mr. North, the surveyor of Lambeth, appears,
from his evidence, to have brought the dilapidated state of these
gratings before the General Purposes Board between two and three
years ago, and he believed notice was served on the landlord's agent to
repair the landings by putting brick arches under them. Subsequently
to that lime he " called Mr. Legge's (the landlord's agent) attention to
the matter," but still nothing wan done. The landlord had, meanwhile,
sublet the premises, and, we are informed by Mr. Jeffs, the sub-tenant,
said nothing of this notice to repair. He, like other " business men,"
made the best bargain he could, and was not bound to proclaim the
defects of the property. Now, in common fairness, we ask, do not
such proceedings take place daily ? Does not even law—we talk not
of morality—side with the lessor, and proclaim that the lessee should

use his eyes when taking possession of property '< Do not let us be too
hard upon the revealed evader of moral obligation, when we should but
acknowledge his shrewdness if no investigation had been needed into
the whole of the circumstances attending it.

It appears to us that the real flaw which caused the accident is a
little removed from the scene of it. In the first place, surveyors
can only act when their " attention has been called" to a dan-
gerous structure. They, who from practice are most likely to see
defects and dangers, must wait until less expert men discover and
complain of them. They may know of unsafe spots, but they must
know them oflicially before they can report upon them ; and this

brines us to the second noteworthy fact, that a complaint of the state
of this identical landing was received, and that a notice was served for

its repairs, but, strangely, no one seems to have had authority to
compel the defect to be made good. For two years and a half people
have walked over this condemned landing, its state has been known,
and yet neglect has been allowed to culminate in disaster. Surely a
httle extra power might wisely be conceded to the surveyors. We
can, in future, dispense with their waiting to have their attention di-

rected to dangers, and we might advantageously allow them to enforce
compliance with their notices. Failing such compliance, they should
have power to get the necessary work done and to recover the amount
expended from the parties who disregard their notices. We believe

that a simple enactment like this would do more to prevent future
accidents of the kind than fifty expressions of opinion—unfortunately,
too soon forgotten—by an inquest jury.

The accident which occurred at Hackney was, if we are to believe

all the witnesses, something very mysterious. A portion of a range of
" superior " houses, three stories high, and having shop fronts, which
have been only just roofed in, and wherein the carpenters were laying

the floors, suddenly fell, like a child's card-house, burying no less than

twelve persons in the ruins. The foreman of the carpenters stated

that there were bond-timbers of the usual size round the buildings of

each house. The roof " was tied in a proper manner." He believed

the mortar was " good." " The largest proportion of bricks used were
' stocky.' " Old bricks had been partially used, but they were sound.

No story posts were put to the houses which fell. This witness

attributed the accident to the frost having got into the work, and the

mild weather coming suddenly afterwards had caused the wall to

buckle out.

A plasterer, likewise in the employ of the builder, also bore
testimony to the good quality of the mortar, and confirmed the state-

iaent of the carpenter as to the bricks. They were, " generally speaking,
' stocks,' but he had seen better." He likewise thought the frost
" might " have something to do with the accident ; and, also, that the

trains passing along the hne—fifl^y yards distant—" might '.' have some-
thing to do with it.

A third witness, also in the employ of the builder, attributed the

accident to circumstances over which his master had no control.

" The mortar was good, being formed of three parts sand to one of

lime ;" but added, as the sand had been lying there for a long time, no
doubt other substances got mixed with it. A larger quantity of lime

was mixed with it in consequence of the presence of this " foreign
"

material. The bricks were not of the best quality. As he agreed with

the former witness that the bricks were inferior, we are at a loss to

understand what he means by the second-raXa being placed on the top

of the walls. Does he wish to infer that the third and fourth rate ones

were placed below, for no witness has hinted at the fact of first-rate

bricks being used.

Henry Ketteridge, on the contrary, decidedly condemns the mortar

;

it " ought not to have been used in such buildings as these." Loam
was mixed extensively with the sand. The bricks " crumbled in his

hand when he put them into his hod." He gives us a clear insight into

the nature of the work, when he tells us that the inferior mortar, made
of the sweepings of old buildings, was used at the back of the 4^-inck

facings. The bad bricks were used for fiUing-in work." He further

tells us that " the piers have been cracked this last three weehg."

Another witness said, that " the bricks were of the worst description,"

and that " the mortar was of a very inferior sort."

Leaving the testimony of the workmen engaged, we come to that o

the professional men.
Mr. Topham, civil engineer, decidedly condemned the materials ; the

mortar was " soft and loamy," part of the bricks "were very much over-

burnt." The " pier was not of sufficient strength." In his opinion
" the accident was caused by the defective materials used in the build-

ings."

Mr. Tillitt, the surveyor, attributed the accident to the number of

men on the work. His " practical experience " led him to believe that

the bricks and mortar were of fair quality, and as a proof he brought

forward the fact that the party-wall was still standing, but he admitted

immediately afterwards that he had not much faith in his practical

experience, for he did not think the wall sufficiently secure to go him-
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THE BUILDERS' BALL.

THE Aanual Ball in aid of the funds of the Builders' Benevolent
Institution took place last night, at Willis's Rooms, King-street.

It was numerously attended, and the company broke up at a late, or,

more correctly, early hour.

POHTUMNA, Ikelaxd.—A mansion is about to be built at Portumna, Ireland,
for the Marquis of Clanricarde, from designs by Sir Thomas Deaiic and Son,
architects. The style adopted is Trench Gothic. In the main buildings are
comprehended on the ground floor an extensive suite of apartments, togctlier
with grand hall and staircase, spacious corridors, tc, and on the upper floor are
Tarious bed, dressing, and bath rooms, &c. The building will cost £15,000.
Gas.— London housekeepers, who are paying Cs. per 1,000 cubic feet of gas,

wni be glad to bear that the recently-invented " water-gas" is likely to take the
place of coal-gas. According to the American GiiH-Light Jouryioi, this gas,
•eventy-three parts of which are derived from water and twenty-seven from oil,

at nine cents per gallon, is in all respects better than coal-gas, besides the
advantage of being very much cheaper.

self inside. Mortar made of the sweepings of the old houses is

certainly a common article and firequently used, but we are certiunly

surprised to hear a surveyor of " large experience " approving of such

work. Altogether, we think Mr. Tulitt might, advantageously for him-
self, have withheld his opinion on the matter. A gentleman who
proclaims the security of a wall which he instinctively fears to

approach, can scarcely be expected to have his " practical experience
"

of it valued.

The evidence of Mr. Ashpitel showed that the outside bricks and
mortar were good. He believed the defective pier was the main cause

of the accident, that the frost had contributed to it, and that the

weight of men and materials was the moving cause.

Mr. Legge, the district surveyor, on the contrary, attributed the

accident to the frost, the vibration, and the subsequent loading of the

work whilst it was yet green.

There was a good deal of conflicting evidence brought forward, but

the jury hit the truth in their finding. There can be no doubt tliat

the materials were inferior, that there was ineflicient supervision, and
too much haste in the construction ; but again we say buildings of this

description are run up every day. Money is invested in them, and they

are occupied.

Mr. Amos uttered the simple truth in saying that the materials

were " suitable for buildings of the kind," by which he meant that

they were such as were ordinarily used in buildings of that character

—

in buildings which have made the fortunes of the speculators who con-

structed them. It was a mere accident which caused these buildings

to fall and others to stand, with their deceptive 4.J-faced work success-

fully masking their rottenness. AVe are not inclined to be severe upon
a man who, by a sudden lurch, has been thrown upon a rock, whilst

others who have steered equally close rest at anchor uncensured. The
blame is not with an individual, but with a system. Every outskirt of
London is studded with buildings not only as bad but worse than these

in the Amherst-road.
Again, if a speculating builder were to erect houses with materials of

uniform good quality, he would get no advanced price in selling or

letting them. Ifthey appear good, it is sufficient for the discriminating

public, who buys what is cheap to procure a large per centage on its

investment. Even the mortgagees, by Mi-. Green's evidence, do not

require specifications. All they require is, that the buildings be con-

structed according to the Act, and according to approved drawings,

and that there is their money's worth on the ground. Mr. Legge, the

district surveyor, even informed the jury that it was doubtful whether
he had power under the Act to make any representation about the

quality of the materials. The walls must be a certain thickness, but
they may be built of place bricks or " sloughs," and " loamy mortar,"

without violating the Act, whilst a wall of the best possible materials

would be condemned if it were found a trifle deficient in thickness.

This is an anomaly which requires immediate rectification.

The only efficient provision which can be made against future acci-

dents of this kind is to compel builders to submit a general specifica-

tion, describing the quality of the materials, with the drawings, to the
district surveyor, and to give him the same authority respecting it as

he now possesses about the thickness of walls. 'This would insure

food building to a sufficient extent, and in case of failure we should
now upon whom the blame would rest. It would be in the end better

for the speculating builder, because it would be a guarantee which he
could produce to a future purchaser that the hidden portions of the
building were what he represented them to be, and justify him in

asking a proportionately larger sum for it. It would raise the reckless

man to the more honourable level of the sturdy conscientious builder,

and diminish considerably the risk—of necessity great—which all

labouring men are exposed to.

SIMMONS' GAS AND WATER CONNECTOR.
T a meeting of the Meh'opolitan Assoeiation of Medical Officers of Health,

. on Saturday, Tebruary loth, Simmons' Gas and Water Connector was
introduced by Dr. Aldis, of St. George, Hanover-stjuare. A specimen of the
machine (here illustrated) was upon the table, attached to acirculai' piece of wood.

A'

to represent a gas or water main pipe, whereby the action of the machini'

pointed out. It was said that the number of accidents which happen from

present system of connecting the service-pipe to gas mains render it biglily

necessary that some method should be adopted of carrying out the work
without risk either to the men engaged in it or to the adjoining propciiy.

Tlie Connector has been patented. It is simple and compact in constnii--

tion, and so easily adjusted that the most unskillul workman may thereby cmi-

nect a piece of pipe to a gas or water main, charged with any amount of pressure,

without escape of gas or water. The machine is screwed to the main pijic, and
the drilling of the required hole commenced when the ojiening has been made
into the main ; tlie drill is partly withdrawn from the stutfing-box. The handle

on the left side is pushed in, closing by the valve attached thereto all communi-
cation between the interior of the main and the stuttiiig-box. The drill being then

removed, the top is inserted, and the valve iso|)ened, so as to allow of theliole in

the main being tapped. The tap is then withdrawn in the same manner as the

drill was previously, and the connecting piece of pipe being inserted, the machine
is removed.

Dr. Aldis proceeded to explain the working of the machine, the necessity for

its general adoption, and the benefits which would result therefrom, as fol-

lows :—Its use would avert the risk of human life, as he could fairly testify,

having seen it in operation in Horseferry-road, Westminster. The most expert

workman could not attach a service pipe to the maui without the escape of from
85 to 40 cubic feet of gas according to the calculation of a gas engineer, but by
the means of the invention before them the escape of gas during ths operation

alluded tojis almost imperceptible. One workman had been knocked down seven

times in attaching service pipes, from the pernicious effects of the same escape of

gas on the present objectionable system. The small stuffing box receives all the

gas that escapes from the main whilst the connection is made, so that no
injury is experienced by the workman.

Mr. Simmons, of New Palace-yard, the inventor, who was in attendance,

observed that Dr. Aldis had been kind enough to explain the general principles

of the Connector, and it only remained for him to give the details of its working;,

he then explained the details of his machine.
The Chairman observed that he thought it was very effective for the object in

view. Dr. Gibbon moved "That the thanks of the Association be given to Mr.
Simmons for his invention, and to Dr. Aldis for introducing it to the meeting.

He (Dr. Gibbon) thought that it would be especially beneficial in the case of

subways for gas and water pipes, because the escape of 40 or 50 feet of gas under
such circumstances would be highly dangerous.

Dr. Randle observ ed that the principal opponents to the application of new
inventions were found amongst the workmen themselves, though they were in

cases like the present most interested in the success of them. The motion of the

Chairman having been carried unanimously, Mr. Simmons remaiked that the

Chartered Gas Company had approved of his invention,

SOCIETY OF ARTS.

AT the weekly meeting, held in the Society's Eocms, en Wcdncsdny evening, Tt;i

SOPWITIJ, EBt]..F,R.P.,inthechair. the paper reed W11.S *' On the Relative Merits <

different Systems ot(Workiiif; Metallic Mines end Collieries." by Mr. H. C. S^A Llios, J

F.C.S. The author rtmarktd that among tliemintral icscurces of Great Britain ct;.

iron oecupy by far the most important position, their value having been, in IPCO, i

seven and a half times ay great as that of the produce of all the metallic minera!

together. The values were— coal, twenty millions ; and pig-iion, twelve and ahal:

lions; ^vhile all the other metallic minerals only yielded about four and a half nn
sterling. Jn comparing the pystems of working collieries with those employed in ni'

mines, it should Ijc lorue in mind that co.al was usually found in nearly liorizontii!

while tliG lodes of metallicinincrals were generally nearly vertical, the pof-ition of the ii

being pretty easily ascertained, while the latter were niest irregTilar. aud often din

to find. The mere discovery of metallic lodes became, therefore, a point of the greati ~

portance in this class of mining, and the value of the minerals, when found, v\as so
;

that economy in the mere mechanieal arrangements for bringing them to the surfa' <

often a matter of secondary importance ; while in coal mines the primary object vv;

economical and safe removal of the largest possible portion of the coal. Tbesystn
driving and winding were never likely to be to perfect in metallic mines as in eollierics,

and in many of the former the workmen were still obliged to ascend and descend as

much as JlOd fathoms by ladders— a most exhausting addition to their day's labe.ur.
_
The

ventilation of metallic mines was usually a matter of little difficulty, while in collieries it

required the utmost skill, and, even with all the appliances of modem engineering, was

often found dilBeult to carry ont efTcctually. The author described the varitus plans

usnally employed for this purpose, and concluded by arguing that much consideration

should be shown to the managers of mines, beset, as they were, with many difficulties.
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BEITISU INSTITUTION.

SEVERAL of our contemporaries indulge annually in attacks on this

Institution, because there are not more pictures by lioyal

Academicians exliibited on the walls, and attribute the fault to dillelante

management. The answer is a very simple one ; it is against the rules of

the Royal Academy that any of its members should exliibit in any other
public building than its own; and the rest of the profession say that as the
members of that body haye a right to exhibit eight pictures every year
at tlie Royal Academy, with the privilege of indicating by numbers
chalked on the back the precedence they wish to be observed by the hang-
ing committee, it is not just that artists enjoying advantages so exclusive

should occupy the principal places in a gallery so small as that possessed
by the British Institution. It is true that Royal Academicians and
Associates occasionally exhibit, but it is by sufferance from the council in

Trafalgar-square, and with respect to the merit of their recent contri-

butions their absence need cause very little regret.

The present exhibition, although presenting a large mass of good paint-
ing, is not, upon the whole, perhaps, quite equal to its immediate pre-

decessor. The collection of last year possessed several landscape and
small subjects, painted and designed in a style which indicated an incipient
feeling for a most pleasing brancli of art noiv practised with success by
the French painters,—we mean a mode of treating subjects of little im-
portance in tliemselves with an elegance and retinement giving tliem a
classical air, which rendered them very pleasing. Pictures in that style,

we regret to tind, have nearly disappeared on the present occasion ; and
another failure in the collection is the want of a real " sensation picture."

No. 1 in tlie catalogue generally indicates the committee's opinion in this

respect, and the object of their selection is always placed over the fireplace

in the north room, and there consequently is now to be seen " The Jury," by
Air. J. Morgan. The twelve heads are well painted, varied in character and
expression, and very amusing withal ; but we think the individuality of
each is so strongly marked, that if the idea suggested be followed out, we
should desire to know who they are, and then when we were told and found
that they were studies from the artist's friends, who never were assembled
together for any particular occasion, we should then feel the true value
of the picture as a permanent work of art. This was the fault in a less

degree to be found in Webster's Village Choir, but it is not a censure which
can be cast upon Hogarth's Group of Country Musicians, nor his Laugh-
ing Audience. In all his heads there was quite enough of the reality to
satisfy the mind, and not so much individual peculiarity as to induce a
wandering of the mind beyond the subject for a satisfactory resting-place.
This picture, therefore, although possessing the merits we liave stated, falls

short when looked upon as the means of communication between the mind
of the artist and that of the observer. It is, besides, when studied in a
thoughtful manner—not looked at cursorily—only half a subject, because
we are not shown what it is that occupies the attention of " The Jury,"
and produces so great a variety of expression. This may be said to be
the case with Hogarth's Laugliing Audience, but in that they are all

decidedly laughing in various degrees, and from habit we can more easily
fancy what they are doing on the stage than in a court of law.
Near to this picture, a little to the right, is, for homely feeling, the best

picture in the exhibition, entitled " The Return of the Runaway." The
figure of the stalwart young sailor is admirably drawn ; there is a nice
bit of sentiment conveyed by the red stripe on his shirt sleeve, showing
that although a runaway from his parents he has behaved well at sea and
been promoted by his superiors. The astonishment of the mother, over-
powering for the moment the instinctive sense that it must be her son, is

admirably expressed. The little granddaughter is realising with wonder
the actual individual of whose doings at sea she has heard so much, and the
old father looks up from his newspaper with a vacancy of ex-
pression indicating that, possessed by the subject he has been
reading, lie has not yet had time to receive a new impression.
The perspective of the furniture in this humble interior is excellent,
and the tone is skilfully subdued so as not to attract the eye and
attention from a quiet contemplation of the subject. The tone of colour has
been objected to, but, if it be a fault, it is a fault on the right side, and it

must be remembered that pictures painted in subdued and " broken tints''
always look better out of exhibitions. We must not forget to state that
Mr. J. Clark is the painter of this excellent picture.

Still continuing to the right, we come to a large picture by Mr. J.
Gilbert, entitled " Cardinal Wolsey and the Duke of Buckingham," which
occupies the centre of the east wall, and which locality reminiscence con-
nects in our mind as the pons asitwrum of this gallery. We remember
several unfortunate attempts at historical painting by Sir G. Hayter, which
have hung here, and more recently the seriously pictorial mistake called
" The Sacrifice," by Sur Edwin Landseer—the sticklers for pictures by
R.A.'s must have forgotten that—and now we have as great a failure
from Shakespeare's play of Henry VIH. by that most daring of bravura
pamters, Mr. J. Gilbert. We have frequently admired the dashing
manner in which he represents a group of warriors, and his " Interior of
Rembrandt's Studio," which hung on the opposite wall last year, was not
very deeply studied though it was pleasing. The present picture, which has
some merit in the disposal of Wolsey's retinue, and in the successful
although sketchy execution of some of the figures, may be praised in those
respects

; but when we come to the principal characters in the scene,
the faces are almost hideous in drawing and painting.
Mr. Lance exhibits several clever fruit pieces, and among them is a

frame containing two subjects, which he calls "Force and Finish," each
of them executed in the style impUed by the title; and, as he seems to
invite selection, we decide on preferring "Force," if we are to understand

by " Finish" that a piece of matting deserves more consideration and
labour at tlie hands of the painter than a bunch of grapes.

In " Effle," by Mr. Le Jeune, we object to the prevalence of red, which
is greatly increased by the green at the back of the chair, which is, tiesideg,
spotty in arrangement from the fault of not being repeated and distributed
in the other parts of the picture. The face, in a reflected light, is, lioireTer,
very nicely managed.

" The Counterfeit Coin," by Mr. W. H. Knight, is a very perfect speci-
men of this class of painting. A little girl has, we suppose, received a
piece of bad money from an old woman who keeps a stall, and returns with
her father, demanding that it shall be exchanged for a " good one." The
principal figures act with great energy, the pretended astonishment
of the old woman is well contrasted with the genuine and earnest manner
of the little girl. The picture is excellently grouped, and is as well
coloured.

The " Quiet Dell," by Mr. Robert CoUinson, is an example of how a close
study from nature may, by the application of the legitimate rules of art,
be rendered worthy of being accepted as a perfect picture. The " Quiet
Dell" is really, as regards subject, nothing more than an imitation of a
few groups of wild vegetation, with a little sky and less water, and which,
besides being a perfect work of art, is, to those who can appreciate that
distinction, as desirable a possession as any in the gallery. Although
this is evidently a close study from an accidental arrangement of nature,
it displays the advantages which may be conferred on such a subject by
its being presented to the ajsthetic mind of an accomplished painter,
instead of falling into the hands of one whom it is the fashion to call a " con-
scientious and loving " adorer of the reality, who pretends to paint more
than he can sec, and spoils all ho attempts to paint ; who labours to depict
all he knows to be there for the sake of truth, and perpetrates falsehood
in persevering, and laborious and superfluous detail. In the little

picture before us the principal masses of the composition are a group of
dock leaves, a group of wild plants, of which we do not know the names,
but differing in form and colour, and the third mass consists, in its leading
points, of white flowers ; these are brought as closely as possible in
contrast with the darkest part of the picture, including a dark pool of
water, which gives tone and accent to the general effect, while the other
two masses are separated by portions of tangled grass and other weeds
slightly indicated, contrasting with the decided forms of the leading
features in tlie principal groups, wliile repose and relief are obtained by
parts of the bank on which the vegetation grows being seen, and still

more by the tranquil sky, which, serving as a background, and having
some clouds indicated near the edge of the frame, repeats the idea of
the more numerous forms below, thus bringing the two extremes—the
sky and foreground—of the picture into unity. The general tone, as
regards colour, is obtained by the rather delicate green of the dock
leaves, slightly above nature. This is contrasted by the dark grey of
the pool, and the masses of grass are relieved and heightened by the
vivid red of some poppies. The keynote of the harmonious chord,
therefore, is the positive red of the poppies, and its complementary
tones will be found in the cool colour of the water and the yellow
in the green of the general foliage. The red of the poppies being more
prominent than any other tint, is more distinctly repeated and distributed
by the red-flowered plants in the second group. The introduction of a
wild duck in the gloom of the shade is judicious, as giving life and motion,
but is still more valuable as a sentiment, suggesting, at the same time,
the absolute quietude of so sequestered a spot. We liave no wish to be
over critical with so excellent a picture, but we noticed that the painting
of two of the largest dock leaves in the foreground presented t wo dark
spots of equal size and intensity, which, as the French critics say, "make
holes," and that the glazing of the small portion of the earth beneath them
was too rich to be in harmony with the rest of the composition. These
objections may, however, be easily removed by a little opaque colour being
rubbed with the finger over one of the dark spots, and over part of the
ground nearest to the principal leaves, and partly wiped off again,
which will make this picture a desirable acquisition to any collection,

notwithstanding the humble nature of its subject. ,

It is to be regretted that Mr. Lucas has not adopted a tone of colour

more consistent with such a picture as that he exhibits under the title of
" The Children of the Heath." A subject so simple requires a more
general and transparent mode of treatment than a solid, cool, and grave
one, more suited to sculpture. We can at all times appreciate a conven-

tional scale of colour, when it will enhance the sentiment of the scene, but
one so ascetic and below the reality, is certainly not in unity with two
little girls gathering flowers on a heath. The younger girl is, however,
very interesting in character, and is both largely drawn and painted, and
was no doubt the inducement to paint the picture ; but the other one,

kneeling down and plucking the flowers, is extremely hard, poor and
inartistic. " Shylock's charge to Jessica," by Mr. W. Holyoake, gained

the prize, we believe, for painting at the Royal Academy. There is con-

siderable talent displayed in it. The face of the Jew is earnest in its

expression, but wants tone and breadth of character, and Jessica, whose
dress is well but too prominently painted, is devoid of interest; the attitude

and figure of Launcelot is, however, easy and well-drawn.

A scene from Bulwer's Last Days of Pompeii, by Mr. J. Colby, deserves

mention, for the consistent and classical, style in which the figures are

drawn, and the generally well-sustained character of the whole i)icture

—

reminding us of the school of David. He also deserves praise for under-

taking a subject for which so little patronage is to be met with at the

present day.

The landscapes are, as usual, rather numerous ; those by Mr. Willi
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Dawson anil Lee Bridell, are very aooJ. Mr. Lance retains his position as

our first fruit and flower painter. Miss Stannard, we tliinlc, shows improve-
ment this year; her compositions show^ that slie can thinlc for herself, and
her works consequently display more originality than any others treating

similar subjects. Mr. Horlor's calves are broadly painted, but suggest Sir E.

Landseer more than we like, because where so much original talent exists,

imitation of others painters is as unnecessary as it is injurious to the position

of the .irtist. Taking the exhibition as a whole, if it does not manifest any
advance in art, it at all events may be found to possess the ordinary degree
of atlractioo.

ST. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL.

A MEMORIAL has been addressed by the Medical and Surgical Officers and
Lecturers of St. Thomaii's Hospital to tlie President, Treasurer, Grand

Committee, and other Governors of the Institution.

The raeuiorialists reler with pride to the history of the establishment which is

to be displaced. " Not merely from three centuries ago, when King Edward VI.

rairiched it, but from more than six centuries, St. Thomas's Hospital, standing

on its present site, has been a source of incalculable good to the suffering poor of

the neighbourhood, of the metropolis, and of the nation. The vast direct services

which it has rendered to the sick treated within its walls, are not the only benefits

which it has conferred on mankind."
They cannot without deep concern be aware, " that the present time-honoured

edifice" is to make way for other establisliments ; tliat a new St. Thomas's
Hospital is to be raised in some yet undetermined place; that, where the

new Hospital shall stand, and on what plan and scale it shall be constructed, are
issues which the Governors now have open for decision."

It is felt that, in the impending change, there is a singular and splendid oppor-
tunity for increasing the usefulness of tlie Institution, tliiit the Hospital may be

made the very first hospital, and the school the very first school, in England.
Knowing that, since the beginning of the present century, the income of the

Hospital has (mainly through the falling in of leases) increased from about
£12,000 to about £32,000 per annum ; knowing that further increase at the

same rate is still in constant progress, and that soon the annual income of the

Hospital must be very largely in excess of the present scale of expenditure, the
memorialists are glad to believe that, witliin reasonable limits, considerations of

cost will not be an obstacle to the desired result.

On the other hand, the occasion has its dangers. Tlie course which must now
very speedily be decided upon, will be one from which there can be no return.

If, unhappily, any considerable error were made in the placing or planning of the

new Hospital, the consequences of that eiTor would remain for many generations

beyond remedy.
Especially the intentions of the founders and benefactors of the charity would

be almost irreparably defeated, and the priceless public boon of a great school of

medical and surgical science would at the same time be sacrificed, if the new
Hospital were to be planted in any locality where physicians and surgeons of

high metropolitan standing could not be expected to serve it with assiduous

attention, or where masses of the labouring population would not have easy access

to it for the relief of all then- emergencies of sudden illness and injury.

It is also felt that it is of paramount importance that everything possible

should be done to insure a free and full discussion of the important issues which
will be raised. And it seems to the memorialists that this object cannot be

attained unless the several issues are made public for some reasonable time before

the day when the General Court of Governors will have to decide on them.
With this view, they beg leave to express to the Governors their unanimous

and earnest hope that when the Grand Committee reports to the Governors on
the several tenders which shall have been made of land for the site of the new
Hospital, the Governors, before deciding on the. choice of a site, will cause the

report of the Committee to be printed and published, and will then allow an

interval of at least a month to elapse, during which the merits of the respective

proposals may be open to public criticism ; and similarly that when the

Governors have it in view to determine on wliat plan the new Hospital shall be

built, they will, for at least a month before they purpose to decide this question,

permit public exhibition to be made of all plans which shall have been proposed

for their acceptance.

The most conflicting rumours are abroad as to what the Governors really pro-

pose to do. Among other on dltg, it is said that the capabilities of certain

hospital lands north of the 'Thames are being tested with a view to the erection

of the Hospital thereon.

Machixe por Tuxnelung the Alps.—An ingenious and elaborate

piece of mechanism has just been completed by the firm of Hawks, Crawshay,
and Co., and in a short time it will be tested at the Claxton Quarry, on the Sun-
derland-road, where it now is. This curious machine was originally intended to

be employed in undermining Sevastopol, for the purpose of blowing up that city

during the Crimean war, when our array were melting away like snow in the

trenches before its almost impregnable walls. The engine for propelling the cut-

ting machine resembles a locomotive engine, and is mounted on very low wheels.

It has no funnel on the top, on account of the limited height of the tunnel ; the

steam will be emitted at one end. The cutting machine, to which the engine will

be attached, resembles a large wheel, and a double row of teeth of the finest steel

are arranged on what may be termed the spokes of this wheel. The knives of

the machine are placed against the rock intended to be cut, and the wheel re-

volves and is pressed forward at the same time against the rock, cutting a large

circular iiole. A series of iron rakes are also attached to the machine, for remov-
ing the IVagments of the rock cut out by the knives. We understand new
machines for cutting the great tunnel through the Alps were successfully tried at

Modane some time ago ; and doubtless the machine manufactured by Hawks,
Crawshay, and Co. will be employed in the same great undertaking. The length

of the tunnel already cut is 1,080 metres, of which 738 are on the French side,

and i)50 on the I talian side.

—

Nmicnstle baily Express.
DuBLl.v.—Workmen and labourers are rapidly clearing the ground in the

vicinity of the Four Courts for the erection of the new record buildings, law

offices, and Probate Court. The foundations of a commodious Court of Probate

are now in process of being laid.

FEMALE SCHOOL OF ART.
rilHIS ofishoot of the Science and Art Department at South Kensington, which
X has now found a home in Queen-square, Bloomsbury, deserves af every stage
of its development the warmest recognition and support. In order that eligible

students may have the benefit of a continued course of advanced instruction,

they may compete for admission to the Training School at South Kensington,
with an allowance of from five to fifteen shillings a week. Medals are annually
awanled by the Government inspector ; and the drawings submitted in competi-
tion for these prizes were exhibited on Friday and Saturday at the house in

Queen-square, whither the seliool has been removed from Gower-street. Of the

twenty-nine productions which have gained medals, twelve have beeu chosen to

be sent in competition for the national medallions distributed among all the
schools of art throughout the United Kingdom.

Several of the works displayed on this occasion give evidence of an advanced
state of student-power in the Female School of Art. Design for the purposes of

useful art is not neglected, and it is in this particular branch that the school

should be encouraged. Wood-engraving, too, is taken in hand, after having
been dropped at South Kensington. In a frame of vignettes there is a miniature

drawing of a pattern for Honiton lace, which has been commanded by her

Majesty as an intended feature of the International Exhibition. The full-size

design itself is also shown.

STRENGTH OF THE EXHIBITION BUILDING.
THE following report has been addressed to her Majesty's Commissioners by

the professional members of the Building Committee of the International

Exhibition :

—

To the Commmioners of the International Exhibition.

My Lords and Gentlemen,—Feeling that it would he a source of satisfaction to the Com-
misyioners, as well as to ourselves, as members of the Building Committee, and also a due
precaution for the public safety, that the gallery and other floors of the International

Exhibition Building at South Kensington should be thoroughly proved, we undertook a
series of experiments on Monday last.

We have to report that, in carrying out these experiments, the various floors and stairs

were put to a more severe test than they would be subjected to with the largest number of

people that could possibly bo assembled upon them at any other time during the Exhibition.

The result of these experiments fully bear out our calculations on the strength of the

different parts of the structure, and we feel perfectly satisfied as to the stability of the

building for the purpose for which it was intended.

The two large domes, in tlie strength of which we have taken great interest, were cased

from their temporary support last week, and no observable settlement took place.

The following are the particulars of the tests :—The first caused a large body of men,
about 400 in number, to be closely packed upon a space 25 feet by 2-5 feet, on one lay of

flooring ; we then moved them in step, and afterwards made them run over the different

galleries and down each staircase ; at the same time we caused the deflections of the

girders carrying those floors to be carefully noted at several places, and had the satisfaction

of finding that, in each case, the deflections were very nearly the same, thus exhibiting a

remarkable uniformity in the construction. The cast-iron girders, with 25 feet bearings,

deflected only one-eigfith of an inch at the centre, and the timber-trussed beams of the

same bearing placed between these girders deflected half-an-inch at the centre. In every

instance the girders and trusses recovered their . original position immediately on the

removal of the load.

We are, my Lords and Gentlemen, yours faithfully,

Wm. PAinnAiRN, C.B.

William baker, C.E.

THAMES EMBANKMENT AND RAILWAY.
SOUTH SIDE.

YESTERD,4.Y the Commissioners appointed by the Crown to inquire into and

report to Parliament on this question met at the offices of the Commission

in Victoria-street, Major-General Jebb, in the absence of the Right Hon. the

Lord Mayor, in the chair. There were present Captain Galton, R.E., Commander
Borstal, Mr. J. Thwaites, Chairman of the Metropolitan Board of Works, Mr.
M'Lean, C.E.,and Mr. Henry Kingscote.

Mr. H. H. Bird, C.E., of Robert-street, Adelphi, describeda plan for an em-
bankment on the south side, from Nine-elms to Southwark-bridge, solid, with

trifling exceptions, to be constructed in the form of a river wall, with floating

docks on the inner side, with access by openings in the wall. A public road would

run on the top of the river wall from Lambeth Palace to Blackiriars-bridge, be-

tween 40 and 50 feet wide. There would be approaches at various places from

the new road to the shore, with sluices for flushing the docks, at an estimated

cost of £409,000. It was proposed that a body of river police should regulate

the docks. The embankment would greatly improve the navigation, protect

Lambeth from the overflowing of the tide, increase the"j)ublic facilitiesfor transit,

and accommodate the densely-populated districts of South London.

Mr. Hartley, merchant, of Earl-street, Westminster, proposed embank-

ments both on the northern and southern side, with a road and fonr lines of

railway, and on the south a canal between the embankment anl the shore from

London-bridge to Battersea, into which the craft would pass through locks, the

stream being dammed up at Battersea, and the current of the river thereby

checked. The embankment on the south side would be 170 feet wide, with ware-

houses and residences, and on tlie north boulevards and gardens. The cost of the

entire undertaking would be about five millions sterling, and he proposed to

employ 5,000 sappers and miners in the construction of the work. As compared

with the Seine and other European rivers, the Thames was a disgrace to a

civilised country.
.

Mr. T. Morris, architect, proposed a causeway, 70 feet wide, on piers lUO

feet apart, between Nine-elms and Bankside, Southwark, level with the bridges,

at an estimated cost of £.500,000.

The Commissioners then adjourned.

Benson's Watches and Clocks.—"Perfection of mechanism. —Jlforajni; /"os(.

Gold watches !• to lOi) guineas ; silver watches, 2 to 50 guineas. Benson s new IllnstrateU

Pamphlet, free for two stamps, deaoriptive of every construction of watch, enables persons

in any part of the world to select witli the greatest certainty the watch best adapted to

their use. Watches sent free and safe by post on receipt of a remittance. _ ^ ... . „,,

J. W. BENSON, 33 and 31, Ludgate-hill, 46 and 47, CornhiU, London, E.G. Establishea

174ii.
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RELICS OF EASTERN ARCUITECTURE.*

AMONG the many popular delusions which certain politicians sedulously

cultivate, either from ignorance or less creditable motives, there are

none more pernicious or less true than that in the East there is no pro-

gress, and that civilisation in the land of its birth is brought to a standstill.

In far-off Orient life may not be so " fast," and men may not " go the pace "

as in the remoter West; but the absence of go-aheadism is not proof that

men and things stand still, feeding on the memories of the past and

careless of the future. That tiiere is progress in the East, though at a

jog-trot pace, no better evidence can be afforded than by the notes of travel

of Miss Beaufort. Two maiden sisters wandered through the East, lived

in the desert, camped out with Arabs, " assisted " at the outbreak of a

civil war, and went their way in the true spirit of feminine curiosity,

without inconvenience and without impediment. Their two only

grievances arose from the chilling indifference of English ladies, when
the wandering maidens, by the fire of their Nile boat, lost their ward-
robes.

" * * Much linen, laco, and several pair

Of stockings, slippers, l)rushes, combs, complete
"With other articles of ladies fair,

To keep them beautiful or leave them neat."

Tliat they were not reduced to the condition of Eve in her original

ignorance, and left simplex mundiliis, was owing to the generous sympathy

of the ruder sex; for one lady to whom the loss of their wardrobes was
made known magnanimously contributed to their outfit " the gift of one

hook and eye !''—(Vol. i. p. 74). The other grievance was the neglect

they experienced from H.B.JI. Consul-General at Beyrout, Nevins Moore,

Esq. Wlien the first fight between the Druses and Maronites occurred

Miss Beaufort and her sister were living in Beit Mery, the scene of action.

" The various consuls had each one sent up horses and mules to bring

down their respective countrymen, protected by their own janissaries.

The English Consul had, however, sent up no one. We had brought

several letters of introduction to the Consul, but during our stay in the

town he had never called." Oh! Consul-General, is this your gallantry to

two unprotected females on their travels? Grievances worse than these

would not be the result of a journey to the Crystal Palace or to Epsom,
when Londoners are holiday making; and sure are we that not in France,

siill less in England, would wandering maidens, who insisted on being

introduced to the wife and family of every man they met, have so large a

charter accorded to them, be granted such license, and enjoy such freedom

from offensive proceedings, as had Miss Beaufort and her sister. The pro-

gress of the East in tliis respect leaves England and France, the leaders of

Western civilisation," nowhere." Contrast the ease and security with

which these ladies journeyed to and fro with the fate of an officer of

Engineers, who attempted a tour of Egypt just half a century ago. Poor
Berrington started from Malta, with books, instruments, and letters of

introduction to Mohammed All. He was shipwrecked before landing at

Alexandria; crossing the desert, with a caravan from Cairo to Suez, he
was robbed of his provisions and almost starved; he was compelled to

sleep in a tent occupied by plague patients, two of whom died during the

night. At Suez he was beset by further difiBculties, and obliged to return

by the next caravan to Cairo; he was overtaken by the simoom, which killed

many of his fellow travellers; and at Cairo he found the plague raging,

which fastened on him and slew him at Zante, as he was making his way
back to Malta. Now Cairo is as free from plague as London, andShep-
hcard's Hotel is almost as luxurious as Meurice's, and certainly much
cheaper. Suez is the Holyhead of the London and Bombay line, and there

is no more danger of starving on the journey through the desert than
there is while crossing Chatnioss. Is not this progress ? Why, under the

shadow of Palmyra, in the midst of Arabs who carry their lives in their

hands. Occidentals have been known to exchange lovers' vows with as

much security as if they were on a picnic to Hampton Court, not think-

ing it worth while to ascertain if the mash'lah by their side covered a

slumbering Arab or a dozing European.
It is a melancholy reproach to our thirst for knowledge or spirit of in-

quiry that the researches of Western savans and travellers have proved
more destructive to the monumental achievements of former ages than
centuries of neglect and of Oriental vandalism. Since Napoleon's invasion

of the East, down to the appearance of tlic latest importation from beyond
the Atlantic, in the shape of a Yankee note of interrogation, transformed
for the time being into a lotus eater, tlie East has been ruthlessly pillaged

to stock museums or furnish mementoes of travel. A few years ago the

present Earl of Aberdeen— how unlike tlie " travelled Thane !"

—

induced the Pasha of Egypt to clear out the famous rock temple
of Abii Simbil, in order that he might behold its glories ; but, with an
indifference or contempt for the diffusion of art-knowledge, and a positive

unkindncss to those who were to come after him, tlie noble lord

omitted to ask that the temple might be kept clear. Consequently,
as soon as his curiosity was gratified, the fellaheen threw the sand
back again, so that the mysterious glories of the interior can be but im-
perfectly and with difficulty discerned, and yet the works which
Belzoni and Lord Haddo have been the only Europeans, perhaps, to behold
entire, must be well worthy of examination by more critical eyes.

The light whiolt pa.sses through the small opening enabled ns to distinguish the features

of that far-famed liall, which sinks deeper and deeper into the heart the longer you ttehold

It. Four colo=5^al figures stand at each side of the middle aisle as pillars, dividing off the
narrow and dnrk recesses behind them ; all the light there is falls on these eight Kanieses,
now become Osiris, imbuc-tl with his almost superhuman strength and majesty and divine
calmness, the swatlicd legs and the uiieai-thly repose of the face bespeaking the god of

death as the crook, and the knotted scour^ portray the god of judgment. » «
L-_ .

• " Egyptian Sepulchres and Sj-rian Slirincs." By Emily A. Beaufort. Longmans,
London.

Besides this hall, there are fourteen chambers in the t4.-mple, all perfectly dork, of courae,

though iK-fore the sand had choked up the entrance, the foor nnoll figutva which sit as on
an attar at the farthermost, end of the adytum facing the door, must bavo been dimly
illuminated by the setting sun (the temple facn the eatt), and they mnit have a|>i)eaied

to look with their stony eyes along the whole length of the temple and acrots the MOX«d
ever-flowing Nile, to the steep purple overhanging mountains beyond Ita green twnks. • •

On tho walls of the outer hall arc represented the historic deeds and conqneeta of the great

llumcscs ; the other chambers arc also sculptured all over, and two or three of them have a
stone divan extending along the sides, but tho pictnree are ao blackened with smoke aa to

bo very difllcult to ;decipher. Of tho four ^colossal ligtu'es of the fafade three only arc quite

uncovered by the sand, and one of these has been dcitroyed to the waist, while of the fourth

only the face is visible. These enormous figures—they are 6S feet in height without the

pedestals—arc of tho great Rameses U. seated on his throne ; Itia poetore, the hands on tho

knees, signifying his rest after many conquests. Till I saw those figures I never could

believe that features of such gigantic size could express such grace and benevolence so

sweetly and grandly mingled.

When Gerard de Nerval swung out his exhausted frame under a leaden

cheerless sky, and in a den of infamy, he had been dreaming of the East,

of its glories and its mysteries, and he leaped into eternity wearied of

our civilisation. How different was his jealous love for oriental art from

that of an American, who, the authoress relates, pulled down the

alabaster slabs lining a temple, that he might select tlie morceaux to be

broken off for convenient carriage to hia museum. Was it Mr.

Seward, who about the time referred to was travelling in the East ?

There is an evident psychological relationship between the conception

of such an act and the device of the stone fleet to blockade Charles-

ton. French members of the Academic des Inscriptions have blasted down
portions of structures, to save the exertion of climbing for the purposes of

inspection. Recently, the French army defaced a rock tablet at the mouth
of the Dog river, commemorating the passage of an Assyrian army, to

afford a surface for the incision of a French inscription, glorifying the

Emperor, the French General in command, and the troops. A couple of

young English travellers did their best to deface the French profanation,

and so created an occasion for Mr. Nevins Moore to exercise his diplomatic

skill, as usual fruitlessly and without credit. The ruins of Ba'albeck

are degraded by incised and painted names of the celebrities and many
an outis who have visited the spot. Arabs break down columns

for the sake of the clamping irons. Part of Palmyra is invisible from

the fellaheen having built their hovels amid the ruins, while the con-

vulsions of nature now and then help the work of destruction. If the

reader be curious to realise what the world has lost, let him compare the

drawings of Wood and Dawkins of Ba'albeck with those made a century

later by Roberts.
What Cairo is now, we all know, if not from actual inspection of the

town, at least, by the overland mail. Yet, according to Henry Blount,

who travelled in Egypt in 1634, the number of churches and mosques then

amounted to 35,000, the noted streets to 24,000, some of which he found

two miles long. The extent of the city, he reported, was thirty-five or

forty miles in circuit. Allowing for travellers' embellishments, the city

was evidently much larger than it now is, and there is too good reason to

fear that the contraction of its limits has destroyed structures and works

of art that would be priceless now for architectural and ethnological pur-

poses. When the Hindu Sipahis penetrated into Egypt by the Red Sea

to join the army of Lord Hutchinson, they imagined they had found at

Dtuderah the temples of their faith, and of a cognate race. They were ex-

ceedingly wrath with the Egyptians for the neglect of their gods, and they

performed their devotions in the temples with all the ceremonies prac-

tised in India. Yet the Temple of Denderah is of comparatively recent

date, quite a modern antique, according to Miss Beaufort, who writes:—

It loses all interest of detail after the temples and tombs of Thebes, the hieroglj-phica

broadly testifying their modem age by their poorness of outline and bad arrangement; its

nearly perfect preservation, however, renders it a good explanation, in its plan and general

construction, for the more ruined but more perfect temples farther on ;
the great square

court succeeding tho pylons usual in the larger temples is here wanting; but the magnia-

ccnt portico makes up for the loss. This ix>rtico, leading to the fine hall and lofty adytuni

within, has scarcely even a chip on the stone ; it is supported by twenty-four grand

columns with square capitals, to which the colossal face of Althor is afBxed on each side

;

very sweet and tlignifled is the head, however singular the adaptation of a small pylon,wmcn
is inserted below the abacus as her head-dress ; the whole front is richly covered with hiero-

glyphics.

But Egypt is now "used up" by our Sir Charles Coldstreams; its

mysterious glories are twice told; and, if we would essay " pastures new,

we must follow the wandering maidens to Syria and Palestine.*

A'

LAMBETH BRIDGE.

T the half-yearly meeting of the shareholders, held on the 13lli inst., the

nirpctnva rei.nrtMl ijtfpr nlin tliat thev had " arranced with the London-
Directors reported inter alia tha.t they had " arranged i.

,.
, ,

Gaslight Company to lay down two mains of 18 inches diameter, winch has

required an increase in the strength of the structure, for which your I o'npany

receive a payment of £3,000, with the advantage of the bridge bemg lighted iree

of cost
'*

Mr. Barlow, the engineer, reports that the cylinders of the Lambeth pier are

complete to the level of high water, and have each been tested with 400 tons ot

iron. The cylinders of the Westminster pier are in process of smking, and will

be ready for testing in less than three weeks. The experience of these operations

confirms tlie undeniable economy and safety of the system of cvhnder foundations.

The abutments on both sides of the river are progressing rapidly. On the super-

structure Messrs. Newall are about to construct a teiupornry buiIdiiiK on llie
•

Coranany's property on the Lambeth side for the manufacture ot tlie cables, ana

they expect that the cables will be complete by the 15th March. "The ironwort

is in progress at the works of Messrs. Porter and Co., and a portion has been

already delivered. It is considered due to Messrs. Porter and Co. to state that

their work has been executed in a highly satisfactory inaiiner. If the rate ot

progress during the last two months be continued, the bridge will be opened in

May. ^

* To be continued.
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MR. SMIRKE'S LECTURES OX ARCHITECTURE AT THE
EOYAL ACADEMY.—LECTtRE IV.

11/ 1 have hitherto, this eeascui, been 'engaged in dlscassing Tarions, and, trnth to say,

Vf somewhat misceUaneous subjects connected with architecture, suggested by a

wfeivnco to some of the literary treasures contained in two public libraries. I have but

dipiwJ. very cursorily and superficially, into those collections. Much protitmight, nodoubt,

be derive>1 from the prosecution of a deciwr, closer, and more systematic examination of

them ; but I do not con4der myself justifie^l in pur>uing the inquin,- farther, at lca»:t for

the present, so brief is my appointed conr« that it is now quite time I should quit the

mere literature of our subject, and proceed at onoe to the consideration of the principles

that should regulate tlie practice of the art.

We must remeuilwr that architecture is strictly a practical art; far more so than either

of the sister art^ of paintinf;^ and sculpture.
Beading and thinking are, no doubt, processes well adapted to clear up and make sl^raight

the path before us ; they enable us to see. our way, and understand the course we should

take ; hut it beboves ne also to accustom our minds to the carrying out of the principles so

-acquired. We.may learamuch of a couotn.- by studying gcofrraphical treatises, but it is as a

irayfarer on its actnal roads that we best l)ecome acquainted with it.

Let us, then, enter upon a dotaileti and practical consideration of the art of architectural

desigQ. Such a ooosideratiou seems naturally to divide itself into two verj- distinct general
heads, namely, design a< it affect- exterior architecture^ and design as it affects interior

architecture ; each being very different from the other m its aim and object. It would,
howerer, be a serious error to suppose that the exterior and interior of a building should
not be designed strictly in relation to each other. I hold it to be a serious defect in design

to so shape the exterior of a building as not to convey to the raind of one viewing it at least

some genenU idea of the form. and. when pos>ibIe. even of the general arrangement of its

interior. Still the treatment and the nature of the effects and impressions to be produced
most necessarily be so different that I think it will be very convenient and proper to regard
those two subjects distinctly and separately.

Let ns, tlien, devote this evening to the consideration of the principles of design as

they affejt the exterior form of a building, and next week we will deal with the
interior.

I need not insist ou the paramount importance to an architect of a careful study of
external architecture. There are few oonsiderations that lead our mind so forcibly to a
sense of the Importance of a right cultivation of our art as tlie consideration of the per-
manence and durability of her works. Fifteen generations of men have passed away since

the erection of those "buildings which date from the decadence of medi;sval art, and
there ar^ buildings still surviving the WTeck of time since the erection of which a hundred
generations have passed away. How grave a responsibility, then, it is which the architect

takes upon himself 1 If his work be one of ordinary solidity, he must count upon a succes-

don of critics, and be prepared to submit his handiwork to a varying standard of taste,

Tarying to an extent that can scarcely fall to the lot of either of the sister arts. The
sculptor's labour is bestowed on objects of comparatively little magTiitnde, and their defects
as wl'U as their beautiee have to be searched out in order to be appreciated, or even
observed. The painter's field of labour is, perhaps, still more limited and still less con-
splcnons : and it is painful to contemplate the perishable nature of the productions of his

genius. All the love and reverence with which a picture may be regarded can but prolong
Its existence through a few centuries, and all the care with which it may be cherished may
t>e thwarted and set at naught by an imi)erceptible worm, a careless spark, or even a
neglected window-blind

!

Again, if thehand of amasterhavefailedthepainterintheexecutionof his task, or should
he, by one of those caprices from which even the highest genius is not always exempt,
have produced a work with which, on after reflection or on further study, he feels himself
disnttsfied, he can turn his picture to the wall, or even paint it out. Not so the votaries
of architecture. To them alone is it given to occupy the highways and public places, and
perpetuate their glory or their disgrace in monuments which are at once conspicuous and
<Iurable, Is there any consideration bettor calculated than this to make us earnest, diffi-

dent, and studions ? Is there any consideration more powerful to warn us from an indul-
gence in foolish excesses, or puerile capriccios'J or to induce us to proceed with a measured
and a cautious step? To see that every line is founded on sound reason and just calcu-
lations? TliL^ Ls a duty which we owe alike to ourselves, to our patrons, and to our art.

Let no seeking after present, but very evanescent, praise render us unmindful that our
work, however crudely considered or hastily conceived, stands, and will stand, exposed to
the un^parin^ judgment of successive generations.

It is obviou-^, then, that the composition of external architecture is of the utmost im-
portance to the character of the architect, and demands, therefore, his first and most
earned attention.
Now, in the mechanical construction of a building, what consideration may be regarded

as the most important of all ? Undoubtedly its foundations. Let your superstructure be
ever so jnst in its proportions, or beautiful in its decorations, if its foundations be faulty
the architect can gather no laurels ; the structure may drag on its unseemly existence for
years, but it can win for him no applause. Nor is this regard to the foundations a mere
consideration of mechanical construction ; it is also a question of ajsthetics.

If your basement be plainly adequate to the 8ui>erstructure, if it be of fitting character
and of competent proportions, you will have gone far to secure a successful result for your
whole design.

I believe that in the kindred arts all masters agree in regarding the pose of a figure, or
d a statue, a subject of essential im]X)rtance ; and I believe it to be a fundamental rule that
the feet should be readily tractable, that there should be no doubt in the mind of a spectator
as to bow, or upon what, the human body is supported and, of course, the eye demands
that the footing shall be adequate to its task.

Su, also, is it in our art. The eye must be satisfied that a building has a firm, visible,
and competent basis.

Sir J. Reynolds compares the background of a picture to the base of a building ; the
comparison is certainly felicitous, and conveys an Important lesson both to the painter and
to the architect. Each should be qniet and solid, not forcibly obtruding itself upon the
notice of tlie observer, in the one case by any inordinate brightness and glitter, nor in the
other case by any needless multiplication of parts orobtrusive enrichment. Like the setting
of a gem, the .'background of a picture may greatly enhance the effect of the subject, or
seriously detract from ;it, according to tlie degree of judgment exercised in its treatment.
So may great valne be given to the Biiperstmcture of a building, by the judicious treatment
of its base. But, besides these esthetic considerations, there aptwars to be a peculiar
practical propriety In giving to a building a base obviously competent to receive and support
it. It is not enough to surmise, or presume, that a building has an adequate foundation

;

it is not enough even to know, as a practical man, that a building has an adequate founda-
tion ; the eye needs to be satisfied as well as the mind ; the fact should be patent and
palpable ; otherwise a sort of uneasiness is produced on the mind of the observer, which it

is the duty of true art to avoid ; for it is one of the most legitimate ends of all art to yield
pleatmre, not pain, to the intelligent observer.

I need scarcely remind you of the elaborate attention paid to this especial subject by the
accomplbhcd architects of ancient Greece. Confined as the Greek temple ordinarily was
within its rtfiivoQ or sacred cnclosnre, and, therefore having Its facade fully seen only
from a point of vie\v somewhat near, no very lofty substructure was necessary in order to
give it digiiit}'; but that the Greeks were fully sensible of the value of an otlequate base, and
01 the imywrtance of giving a due elevation and spread to the visible footing of a building,
IB manifest in nil their works that remain to us.
The graduated plinths are a peculiar characteristic of most, I believe, of all of their

temples, and seem to give grtrat propriety and siigniRcaneeto the term " Nascentia templa,"
tt>ed by Martial. The spreading hteps of a temple seem truly to link the structure with
tte earth it rests upon, and thus the building may well be, figuratively, said to grow out

Instances are not wanting of casual IrregnlarltieB of site having been made subservient
to the production of very noble sobstructures.

mJMi
*"*** ^"*" *™**"'^^?^ o' Greek exterior architecture is mainly derived from sacred

jaincei; bat so attached were they apparently to the type presented by the temples, that
Wwy were eatisflod to build their basilicas externally in conformity with It. The Basilica

at Peestnm, for example, has its snbstnicturc perfectly similar to the templew adjacent to it.

The tombs in Lycia, with wlUch of late years we have become familiar, are remarkable fur
the cliaracter of stability and pei-manence given to them by their bases.

Generally, we may with truth say that the remnants of Greek art which survive for
instruction are amply sufficient to prove that the refined eye of Greek artists failed m.:
recognise the lesthetic imix>rtance of a competent substructure.
In Uoman buildings the general use of a pt>dium is an evident recognition of the ^.

feeling. Vitruvius treats the podiiuu as an important, if not essential, feature in the c
position of an order, and he gives us the proportions that were held in his day to t>e pr.

for this member.
The interruption of thepodinni of a colonnade, and the forming a break in it under c;i

column. naturally led to the'suggestion of the petlestal,whichcveutually became an integral
part of every order. This pedestal may be regarded as a strictly Roman feature, nor am I
aware of a single purely Greek example ; the nearest approach to it being at the singular
temple at Segesta. where the breaking of the upper plinth or step on which the columns
stood, forms under each column a cubical block of masonry resembling a plinth ; but
even this, there is reason to believe, is rather due to the untinished state of the building
than to design.
Wion once adopted iu the architecture of Eome, the pedestal became well-nigh universal,

and continued as long as Classic architecture retained any of its ancient purity. In the
grfuid style of Roman art, that art which it has been too much the fashion, both of the
ultra Greek on the one hand, and of the ultra Goth on theother,to contemn, but which was
an art, in its best days, most impressively marked by the greatness of manner which well
became the masters of the civilised world,—in that art nothing is more striking than
the skill shown in the advantageous placing of their buildings. The eye of the artist is

everywhere apparent, when we examine the topography of ancient Rome, whilst the Villa
of M(pcenas, the Temple at Tivoli, and many other familiar examples might be adduced
a.s evidences of the judgment and taste which guided the Romans in determining the sites
of their more imjiortant buUding:s.
The practice of Media!val art fully concurred with that of the ancients iu attaching im-

portance to the mode of placing their buildings, and in the due appreciation of the
advantage of a bold and massive substructure. ;it would, Indeed, be difficult tn find an
example, during the best period of Mediajval art, where the basement has not been plainlj
made the object of especial study and design ; although it is certainly obvious, from the
great diversity of their practice, that our ancestors had no very fixed rule for th^
guidance In proportioning their podium to the sui>erstructure. They evidently felt, how-
ever, very strongly the good effect produced by marking forcibly the base lines ; indeed,
those lines are, perhaps, the only very strongly marked horizontal lines In a building of
the best age ; the stringcourses were held of little account, and the cornices were
often very motlerately pronounced and constantly interrupted In various ways, but the
base lines very rarely. Deeply shadowed and prominently marked, they never fail to arrest
attention.
When we carry down our survey to that period in the history of our art which im-

mediately succeeded the prevalence of raediieval fonns, we shall still find a full recognition
of the importance of tlie base In every architectural composition. In the Venetian
buildings of the quatro-ccnto period notable Instances might be adduced, and there is no
better evidence of the refined taste of the very early master, Alberti, than the noble base-
ments which he gave to his works. The new front he gave to the Church of St. Francesco,
at Rimini, appears to me to exhibit a very fine feeling In this respect. In the works of
Bramante, of Raffaolle, of Giulio Romano,* and of Palladio, you will find the dignified iwse
of their buildings well worthy of most careful study—a study which it is very certain those
di.^inguished artists never failed to bestow on the subject themselves.

DesL-cnding in our view from the period of the Early Renaissance down to the le?s re-

fined, though, perhaps, still more picturesque, manner that succeeded, we still find th

-

best artists never neglecting that important part of their compositions, the base. Indr
they amplified the idea, and we find terraces worked up with extreme ingenuity, so a-
combine with, and enhance tlie effect of, their architecture, spreading out, as it were.
base of a building so as to connect it with the ground it stands on, rendering it somcti:
scarcely obvious where the domain of the architect ends and where that of the gardi

.

begins.
But I hope that enough now has been said to satisfy you of the attention that is due to

the preliminary subject of basements, and I feel confident yon will concur with me in what
I said at the outset, that, In order to afford unmixed pleasure to the critical eye in viewing
a building, the mind must feel satisfied of its stability, and that there are no means so
proj>er for that purpose as providing a good and sufficient visible foundation.
The subject now leads us naturally upward-; to the superstructure, and, without entering

at present into any question of style, I think that our first business is to consider archi-
tectural character in its broadest sense. When we propose to ourselves to design a building,
the very first question that should present itself ought to be, what character will it be most
fitting to impart to our work ? For we may be well assured of this, that however exactly
our building may be in accordance with the ordinances of architecture, whatever may be
Its merits as a composition, however unexceptionable may bo its details, if the general
character of the building be not In harmony with its jjuriwse a fundamental defccc exists for

which no amount of art will compensate. Whereas, if the character of the building be in
accordance with Its purpose and destination, a favourable impression is produced which
reconciles us to many blemishes of detail.

I would cite, for example, the principal front of the Imperial Palace at Vienna—a build-

ing which has all the worst vices of the most corrupt German school, yet possesses in its

well-supported character the great redeeming merit of appearing really like what it is, ff

great imperial residence.

I would cite, also, the garden front of Versailles— a subject familiar, probably, to most
of you ; as an architectural composition it is, I think, sadly deficient in character, with
little claim to the attribute of grandeur beyond its enormous length, and but feebly sug-
gesting the idea of a groat monarch's residence.

To seek for an illustration nearer home, 1 might point to Wliitehall Chaiiel, a building,

the architecture of which seems remarkably expressive of the festive purposes for which it

was originally designed ; and this Illustration is the more instructive when we have regard

to the manifest unfitness of the building iu all its features, internal and external, to its

present purpose. There never was a more grievous misapplication of a fine piece of archi-

tectural composition,
I feel the extreme difficulty of defining this quality of character with that precision which

one who assumes the office or a teacher ought ever to nini ; but it appears to me to be a
consideration involving so much more of feeling and judgment than of abstract reason, or

of what logicians tenn dialectics, that I fear it would be a hoiieless attempt to lay down
definite rules for insiunng propriety of arcldtectural character ; we have neither numbers,
nor figures, nor words, by which the relative merits, or the essential attributes of art can
be gauged or compared with mathematical exactness. We want, and shall never find, a

golden mete-wand which shall serve to reduce genius to a matter of calculation, or to supply
an unfailing criterion of good taste.

We may , however, safely say, generally, of a building, tliatits character is well conceived, If

the intelliifent observer Is at once impressed by the congruity of its aspect with its destination.

I do not mean tlmt a hospital should look lugubrious, or that statues of maniacs should
decorate the portals of a lunatic asylum, as was the case at old Bedlam ; that would bo a
gross misapplication of the principle ; yet, in such structtu'es as these, there is a plain pro-

priety which forbids the architect to admit an air of levity into his work, or to indulge in

fanciiul decoration.
To give to a court of justice the riant air of a place of public amusement, or to give to a

private gentleman's residence the aspect of an ecclesiastical structure, or of a crenellated

fortrass in the days of catapults and cross-bows, would be to commit a solecism which no
abstract ingenuity of design, nor antiquarian correctness, could ixjssibly justify.

Quite Irrespective of style, much of the character of a building depends on its general

treatment, I apprehend that a painter who takes in hand some great historical picture

would adopt a mode of treatment widely different from that which would guide him in

painting some humble piece of genre painting, or of still life. So also the architect should

certainly adopt his mode of treating his subject to the natnre of the building. To design

a small village church like a miniature cathedral would l.»e a vulgar eiTor, and the formal,

dignified simplicity of a Greek temple would bo grossly misplaced in the suburban villa.
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To enforce bo plain a truth Booms almost to demand of mo an apology, and yet experience

proves that tliis congruity of style ia not seldom lost sight of.

At PotHihiin, for instance, we see the elcgjint and stately shaft of a Mahommcdaii
minaret, docked with all the graces of Oriental arcliitCGtiire, dogratlort to the vulgar uses of

a steam-engine cliimney built for the supply of water to the lloyal kitchen garden.

So we may find, nearer homo, that these freaks of genius are not wholly wanting. An
admirably-designed Kgyptian temple, with its richly-sculptured decorations illustrating the

triuniplis of Sesostris. fomw the fa9ade of a cott<jn mill.

In all cases, I should say, let the purijose of a building determine its external character;

and although the forms of architectural composition may not bo so oloctuent as always to

express very distinctly the nature of those purposes for which a building was erected, yet,

let the architect have a care lest he Invito ridiculn by those flagrant iiuwnsistcncies which

result from an indiscriminating adoption of nn architectural style, in total forgetfuhicfls,

or disregard, of the future destination of his work.
B(:^ides the influence that the uses and destination of a building should exercise on the

mind of a designer, in determining its architectural character,there is yet another considera-

tion which should never be overlooked by him in making his design.

It is with truth that Pope teaches ur to
" Consult the genius of the place in all."

This fjeniiis loci—the local circumstances of the si>ot—should not fail to have its duo
weight in the selection of style and character. For example, amidst picturesque and varied

natural scenery.a flat, formal, rectangular facade api>ears inharmonious and misplaced. On
the other hand, in tho streets of a city, some uniformity of outline seems preferable to

that endless miscellany of houses of varied heights, shapes, and sizes, which make some of

our large streets so pre-eminently ugly. It is no uncommon error to design a street facade
wholly regardless of this consideration. We too often see, in the midst of the irregularity

of ordinary street arcliitecture, an elevation with its centre and wings, a pediment here
and a projection there, the whole presenting a complex composition all crowdeti into a
small compass, producing painful confusion instcml of that repose which, amidst such dis-

crepancies of form and fashion, the distracted eye so much desires to dwell upon ; and thig

is often done to the serious dispar^eraont of the building itself, by detracting from
its individual , importance.
A simple, unbroken front might have claimed our attention, at least, if not our admi-

ration; whereas, with its front broken up into wings and centres, the building loses its

unity and individuality, and each fragment of its composition adds but to the general dis-

order of the scene. We shall find this distinction steadily kept in view by the best
masters.

I need but to remind you of the noble specimens of civic architecture with which
Florence, Vicenza, Verona, and other great cities in the north of Italy abound, where you
will never find a fantastic variety of outline aimed at, but rather that broad simplicity of
treatment which is so well calculated to impart individual dignity to each structure.

Whilst, when we turn to the works of the very same masters amidst the beautiful hills

of the Bricnza, or on the b:inks of the Po and the Brenta, wo see them there relaxing
that severity of manner, giving to their plans a playfivl variety, and to their outlines a
picturesque freedom.
Now. with regard to exterior design, the most prominent and important principle of

design is form. It is form that is mainly instrumental in giving expression to works of
architecture. Color, ornament, the elaboration of the smaller features of a building, such
as doors, windows, and the like, all these are, no doubt, useful contributories to the great
object of giving character and expression to a building ; but they are not alone, and of
themselves, sufl!lcient. It is the dome, the spire, the iwrtico, the arcade; these, and such
as these, are the forms on which a building mainly depends for its effect.
When these main features alTecting the outline of the building arc right and true in their

proportion and collocation, the design is sure to be successful in securing our respect at
least, a3id fixing our attention ; but if these fail, if these great and leading features be dis-

proportioned or out of keeping with the plan and purpose of the buildings or otherwise mis-
managed, then all the enrichments of art are exhausted on it in vain; and the most
laborious and ingenious details are but labour lost.

In this respect, as in many others, architecture and sculpture are kindred arts. The most
beautiful details, the most ex(iuisite finish, the highest polish, would fail to invest a statne
with the true character of high art, if it be wanting in fine form ; whilst the rudest sketch,
the simplest outline, from the hand of a M. Angelo, or a Flaxman, ia stampal with
immortality.

I would by no means inculcate negligence of detail, nor of finish, nor would I have you in
the least degree r^ardless of the charms of ornamentation. Sir Joshua Reynolds says,
with his wonted truth, " As life would be imiierfect without its highest ornaments, the arts,
so these arts themselves would be imperfect without their ornaments." Idonot, I 8ay,8eek
to depreciate the value of ornamental details. They m<»y most legitimately excite our
admiration, by their individual beauty, or by their happy adaptation to their place, or by
their rich abundance, or by the judicious parsimony with which they are introduced ; and
they may act with the utmost eJYect in giving scale to our work. On this latter gromid

,

uideed, rests the main justification of that crowding together of minute details which cha-
racterises the later schools of Mediaeval architecture.
But ornament, like a highly temperetl weapon, needs much caution in the handling.

Not only must it be of a kind suited to the character and purpose of the building, but in
quantity also it must be carefully apportioned.
These considerations should induce you to attach much importance and value to the

proper study uf ornamental details, but do not forget that such details should take a
secondary place in your profes^^ional estimation. It is, I repeat it, the leading and pro-
minent features of your design which are of paramount importance. The experience of
every one must lie able to afltord illustration of this truth, viz., that the most impressive
effects of architecture are irrespective of mere ornamental details. After having im-
perfectly seen a building for the first time at night, or in the shades of evening, and having
been deeply impressed with a sense of its grandeur, how often are we surprised ( perhaps,
indeed, disappointed) on the morrow by finding it of insignificant dimensions, or of mean
construction I I liave even found in the morning tliat I have been looking over-night with
much interest, perhaps with admiration, at what has turned out to be a temporary
scaffolding of poles and tarpaulins. It was its fine outlines, its broad chiaroscuro, its deep
shadows, which had produced this profound impression. Such is the magic of form, and
of an eltective management of lights and shadows in our art.

I have but little donbt that the striking effect of a Gothic cathedral is mainly duo, not
to its mtricate enrichments, not to that exquisite elaboration of its detail, upon which in-
discnminating admirers of middle-age art are too apt to lavish their exclusive praise (and
to which students, allow me to say, are too apt to bestow their exclusive attention), but
to the breadth of its main features, to the variety of its masses, and to the grand and
Burprirfing effects produced by its Ughts and shadows.

I am the more led to dwell on tins point, because ornament exercises an extremely seduc-
tive ix)wor over tlie mind of younger students. Florid beauty in architecture mav be well
compared to ^n oyer-omato style in oratory. We are dazzled by the splendour o*f phrases,
hj the now of brilliant wonls ; the fiowers are strewed before us in such charming abun-
dance that we are led away by our admiration of them, and forget to exercise a calm and
rational judgment on the main merits of the production, as a work cither of logic or of
^etoric

;
and we are m no mind to inquire into the fitness or propriety of the decorative

So it is that the younger practitioner in our art (and, perhaps, in the sister arts), is easily
reduced, through an erroneous estimate of the value of this secondary object, or by a latent
desire to dit^play hisdextenty in suiicrficial embellishment, to impair the breadth and soUiUty
of his essential design.

I trust that I have said enough to establish In vour minds my position that the vital
principle of architectural design is form.

I think that there are three principal and very distinct sources of beauty in architectural
composition :— ^ j

1st. Tliere is a Ijeauty in the aptitude of a form ; that sense of satisfaction which the mind
experiences when i^erceiving the nice adaptation of any object to its puriwsc.

«i( 1
^"*^"^*^*''®*«^"ty of symmetry: that pleasing impression produced, I know not

wny, hy regulanty of arrangement, and by exact correspondence of the several parts.
lernaps this sense of the beauty of ^ymmetrj- may }>c founded on the almost imiversal pre-

valence of insymmetrical arrangement in tho works of nature,, whether In animate or
inanimate creation.

3rd. There is the beauty of the picture^iuc : a pleatdng impr&ision (differing very widcl;
from the laut, and sometimes almost oppo»ed to it, uid cqaally (Ufllcult to account for),
which ia ma-lo on the mind by irregular but not oonfuBed or discoidont combinations of
form.

I do not pretend that nnder these three heads all kindiiof formative beauty can be cUuBOd,
but they may be quite sufflcient to engage our attention on the present occiudon.

It is not only good taste, bat common sense, that toachea ua that a form should bo fitted
to its puri)Ose ; and, as I have said, the fulfilment of tliis first great condidon Ls in iteelf aa
element of beauty.
But 1 am alTuid that the mere dry, nnimpaeeioned beauty rcealting from tho quality of

fitness, however it may satisfy tho engineer, vriU hardly sufflcc to meet the ospiratloiil ot
the architect.

As sensible men, we cannot admit the beauty of any object that la Irrational, or Idle, or
inapplicable to ita purpose

; yet, as artists, or intelligent observers of art, wc desire this, and
something more. I think that ttiis kind of , beauty and the di-^tlnctlon wliich I nm endei^
vouring to draw, may lie illustrated by a very simple comparison Ijetwcen two familiar formv,
that of the early Classic, and that of the early MediseTal>rt. Both are so far beautiful, In-
asmuch as both are perfectly adapted to their purpose ; both convey in the simple-t and
most effective manner the vertical pressure of "the super-imposed weight down on to the
circular shaft, whose office it is to b<.'ar that pressure.
Both arc alike honest and eimplo; but an abeence of refinement, not to say a nidenete,

characterises the Norman capital ; while the more ancient type, although honest and simple
enough, gives evidence of a more refined feeling, a more skilful working oat of an idea, a
quality which distinguishes the Greek arti^^ts from all others. The parabolic curve of th©
echinus shows a nicety of execution which the mathematician only can fully appreciate, or
even comprehend, but the higher merit of which all can feel.

It is said by Cicero " Venustas et pulchritude conwris seccml non potest h Tolctudine,'*
We, in like manner, might say that it is difficult to distinguish clearly between the beautyof
an architectural form and ite strength or ability to fulfil it« task. This quality of suita-
bility of form will ever be held in popular esteem, for it cwi be understood and percelvw! by
all, whilst it is the privilege of the few only to estimate lesthetic beauty at it* true value.
In this countiy, especially, where the general mind loves to hover in the lower atmosphere
of practical science, and soars reluctantly into the|higher regions of yEsthcsis,'this utilitarian
quality has peculiar attractions. There are thousands of otherwise highly educated minds
which distinguish no superiority in a Greek vase over an ordinary garden pot. Both, they
will say, are alike adapted to their purjKise ; both fulfil their destinies with e<iual efficiency,
therefore lx)th are alike worthy of our approval. I have known a critic of this school con-
demn to utter ridicule a colonnade of finely proportioned stone columns as being a clumsy
contrivance, inasmuch as they are, i>erhaps, 4 or 5 feet in diameter, whcrpaa plain Iroa
posts, a few inches only in diameter, would have ans^vered every purpose.
To answer such criticism is but labour lost, and the sorrowing artist has but to sigh and.

pass on.
"(Miscrecordia e justizla gli sdegna,
Hon ragionam 'di lor, ma guorda e pasea."

I now i)roceed to the second source of Ifeauty, Symmetry,
Our great master, Vitruvius, thus instructs us: "Symmetry,'* he says, "result* front

proportion. Proportion ia the commcnsuration of tho various constituent facts with the
whole ; in the existence of which sjTnmetry is found to consist; for no building," he says,
" can possess the attribute of comijoaition in which symmetry and proportion are dis-
r^arded."

It may Ije difficult in few words to express all that is intended to be comprised in that
word symmetry ; but there can bo no doubt that the great balance and correspondence of
component parts, and the regularity of their general arrangement, which constitute the
essence of symmetry, is a never failing source of pleasure to the critical eye ; and here wo
perceive (what I have already adverted to) an instance of the analogy which our works
bear to those of nature, who, in her greatest work, man, the human frame, has set before
U3 an em inent example of perfect symmetry.
This quality has ever been eminently arcliitectural. We recognise the attribute of

symmetry in the avenue of Sphinxes at Memphis ; in the facade of a Greek temple ; in the
long-drawn aisles of a Gothic cathedral ; in tlio stately colonnades which surround tho
cortile of St. Peter's. We find it in its highest condition in the works of the best Italian
masters

;
pre-eminently, perhaps, in the works of Palladio. A want of symmetry in parts,

where its want is patent, is a fundamental defect which no art can hide, and for which no
beauty of individual parts can compensate.
The want of due proportion between the dome of St. Peter's and the body of the building

has been often remarked by critics, and not without ground, as an instance of this defect,
and I might cite an example of a like defect, although unler very different circumstances,
at Munich. There the enormous statue of Bavaria crushes into LiliputLon insignifi-

cance the otherwise pleasing colonnade which accompanies it. In this case, had it been
the artist's purpose by this interchange to enhance the size^of his statue (whose bulk may
be comprehended from the fact that twenty persons can find sitting room in the head) he
might have been welcome to sacrifice a whole hecatomb of life-size statues around tho
feet of his colossal image ; but it was treason to architecture thus to reduce a fine Doric
portico to the proportions of a plaything, and to sacrifice the dignity of our art in order to
magnify the vastness of his figure.

I proceed now to the third source of architectural beanty, viz., that resulting from the
picturesque.

If there is difficulty in defining symmetry in few words, a succinct definition, or,
rather, description, of the word picturesque ia far more difficult. As I have said last week,.
there is no quality which it is more dangerous to affect than this, for the spell is at onco
broken, and the author loses the reward of his art as soon as it is perceived that there has
been a laboured effort made to produce it : like the Spartan rogue, who only gained a lawful
exemption from punishment for his theft by the dexterity with which he contrived to
commit it.

The ecclcj^iastical and castellated piles of the midille ages are perhatn tho most striking

as well as the most familiar illustrations of this high quality of art. if art it may bo called,

where concealment of art is the best proof of its influence. But I last week sufficiently dia-

cused this subject of the picturesque.

But there is a principle which I should notice here as being applicable to all large archi-

tectural compositions, and to none more so than to those of picturesque character. I refer

to a certain subordination of the various parts of a composition to one predominant
feature or group.
In every large composition, whether it bo a building, or, aa I believe, a picture, a kind of

unity should be preserv«i by concentrating effect ; by giving, not indeed an undue absorb-

ing interest to any one portion of the design, but a decided and clearly marked preponder-
ance to one portion, for I think it is a remark of very general application, that where
interest is scattered it is sure to bo weakened.
Our own St. PauFs is an instance especially in point, and affords a remarkable example

of happy adjustment of its various parts, giving to the dome Just importance enough to

secure its preiwuderance without overwhelming the subordinate parts of the design.

The superiority of the effect of those cathedrals, such as Salisbuiy, Lincoln, Lichfield and
others, which have main central spires, over those where that main feature is wanting,
such as Westminster, Winchester, and Peterborough, is also an obvious illustration.

It was, no doubt, to some aisthetic consideration of this nature that we owe the noble

gate towers of our colleges, and some of our old baronial residences, such as Burieigh,,

Kuowlc and the like. These central features, rendered forcible by their superior height antl

enrichment, connect, as it were, the various parts of tlie composition, giving it that unity

which, OS I have said, adds so much value to a design, I might name Greenwich HospitJil

as a building which must be reganled as very deficient in this resiXH:t ; and I can hanily

doubt that this building, as we now see it, ia but port of a larger and more comiectcd
design, whicli its distinguished author waa unfortunately unable to realise.

You will have observed that in the somewhat desultory remarks I have addressed to you
this evening, the subject of styles has been but slightly touched upon.
This has arisen froui no want of due appreciation of tlie importance of tliat subject. There

is no doubt whatever that a thorough, discriminating knowledge of the several recognised
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styles that have prevailed in the more hijrhly ciTilised countries of different ages, forms an

essential part of the education of an architect. But I believe 1 shall be best tulRlling my
dnti^ here bv drawing your special attention to those broad principles of design that seem

alite applicable to all styles ; to a right understanding of which principles, the acquirement

of a knowledge of details must, as it seems to me, be always subordinate.

It would, doubtless, lie taking a very narrow view of the study of the art, to confine our
admiration or to limit our attention to any one style, whether it be that which flourished

under Peridcs or that which reached its culminating point under Saint Louis or our
Bdwsids^ or that which left in the great municipalities of North Italy enduring monuments
(tf origioality and geniue.

Tl'.e time may come when architecture, unencumbered by prejudice or pedantry, may
ceaso to feed on the past, .ind lake a loftier and nobler flight.

Two rerirali have marked the history of modern art. There was a great revival in the

fifteenth century. Nothing could exceed the enthusiasm of the artistic world when Lorenzo
assembled around him the scholars and artists who effected that great change ; but with all

their aniour therewas no want of discriminating judgment. They dug up, and measured
and studied, with minutest caro.the works of the Classic ages, but they wrought themselves

in an nnfettereil spirit.

Tli-' t vli of antiquity was by them so modified to suit the wants and habits of modem
civ t their works became as much marked by originality as by beauty. It may
b- -.ioned whether the world has yet seen men altogether equal to some of the

qr. . : -.

L-.t as lia\ a care that the second revival—that of the nineteenth century—is not marked
by a narrow, sectarian spirit, and by the ignoble results inevit.ibly attendant on a blind,

servile, suiwrstitions adherence to precedent—a feeling from which the great movement of

the fiifteenth century was so entirely free.

Nodonbt, the arts have mlvanced much since painters habitually drew the heads of men
and women with their elongated eyes placed somewhere about their temples, and represented

their horses stepping, out with both legs together on the same side. But it is undeniable

that in our art we have yet much to unlearn, many prejudices to dismiss, much rust to rub
off before architecture can take its true place.

It may l>e long before a Giotto or a Bacon arises in our art, but we may look forward
hopefully to the result of a combination of many minds acting in an earnest spirit and
guided by right principles.

ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S ARTESIAN WELL.
rPHE monthly summary of the procee<lings of the Royal Horticultural Society

J- gives sonie particulars relative to the sinking of' the artesian well in the

Gardens by Messrs. Easton, Amos, and Sons, who were so confident of success

that they undertook the work on the principle of "no water no pay,"
guaranteeing a supply of seventy-five gallons per minute. The well is now
bored, and the confidence of the engineers ha-s been justified by the result. Not
only lias the well been sunk at the estimated cost, and water been found at the

expected depth, but it has been found of the_ purest and softest quality, and in

such abundance that, instead of supplying merely from 100,000 to 110,000
gallons in the twenty-four hours (the quantity stipulated for), it can readily

supply a million gallons in that time, if larger pumps and more powerful engines

were employed. The total depth sunk and bored is 401 feet—a well having been

sunk to the" deptli of 220 feet, and a bore thereafter carried down 175 feet further.

The London clav was found to be of unusual depth, the thickness of the stratum
passed through 'being 198 feet. Tlie two wells (that at Trafalgar-square and that

of the Society) correspond in one point, which is of excessively rare occurrence,

wholly beyond provision, and a pure matter of chance : out of numerous wells

bored" by Messrs. Easton, Amos, and Sons, for instance, these two are the only

instances in which it has occurred. Whilst boring through the chalk, in both

cases, the instrument came upon a fissure, and dropped down a space of several

feet. To understand the significance of this, it is necessary to remember that

the way in which the wafer jn the chalk finds its way to the surface, or into the

ocean, is through such fissures. An example of its finding its way to the surface

from them may be seen in the River Wandle, which takes its rise at Carshaltou,

near Croydon, pouring out of its source through such fissures a river ready made.
An instance of its falling into the sea out of such fissures may be seen at low
water near Brighton, where a succession of vertical fissures, from the narrowest

chink to G inches vride, occurring at varying distances from each other, pours

out an immense quantity of fresh water. Such fissures act as the main channels

by which the water in the chalk finds its way into the sea. When a well

sunk into the chalk does not fall upon one of these, it is dependent for yvater on
what may percolate through the surrounding chalk into the well ; but, it it hits

upon a fissure, it draws its supply from a stream itself, and it will, of course,

depend upon its size how far it may be exhaustible. Tlie quantity of water per-

colating through the'chalk, however, is so great that, for all ordinary purposes,

any well sunk for some depth in it is sufficient. If a very large supply is not

wanted, the only drawback on such a well is that it may be lowered by unusual

or continuous pumping, so as to require some time to be given to allow it to refill,

and that in course of time the standling point of the water gradually sinks. A well

which has dropped upon a fissure, on the other hand, may apparently be pumped
for ever without lowering its standing point. It draws its supplies from a

running stream, as it were, and as fast as it is pumped out it flows in. This re-

mark, however, only applies to the standuig-point when it has once been found

;

for, after the well "is opened and first fried, there is always a falling, from the

effects of pumping, until the proper level is reached. In the Trafalgar-square

well the standing level (which was found after the first 48 hours' pumping, during

which the surface of the water was lowered 4 feet) has b?en constantly maintained

since 1844, and, as the same amount of pumping at South Kensington has

lowered the surface of the water only 10 inches, it is reckoned that the supply of

the Society's well will be much larger than at Trafalgar-square. The standing

level of the Society's well is higher than at Trafalgar-square—a circumstance
which may, perhaps, 1)C accounted for by the greater number of other artesian

wells sunk to the eastward of the latter, and possibly, also, by its being nearer to

the outlet of the water.
A woodcut, which accompanies the summary, shows a section of the Society's

well, and of that which supplies the Trafalgar-square waterworks.

The Exhibition Buildino.—On Saturday week the eastern dome, as far

as its main features of construction are concerned, was completed. At three

o'clock the centreings of the twelve ribs were knocked away, and the immense
mass of metal stood for the first time supported alone by the columns and
guUen. At the time of striking away the wedges there were present Mr.
Thomas Fairbaim ; Mr. Baker, engineer to the London and North Western
Railway ; Mr. Peter Rolt, of the Thames Iron Works ; Captain Ford, Mr.
Mfewn, and several other gentlemen interested in the progress of the works. There
still remains the glazing and some of the minor portions of the work to be com-
pleted, but the " big dome" is practically finished.

ANCIENT AND MODERN SUITLIES OF WATER IN ROME.*
AMONG the marvels of ancient Rome, and the most wonderful, are the

aqueducts. When wo consider their great number and immense cost,

in order to conduct water 30, 40, and 60 miles into the city, we are struck
with surprise. Pliny tells us of the inconceivable quantity of water thus
brought to Rome for public uses, for fountains, baths, fishponds, private
houses, gardens, and country seats ; of costly aqueducts and conduits,

mountains cut through, rocky hills bored, and deep valleys filled up ;—in

short, they were at that period, the most wonderful work-i of art and
engineering skill in the world.

I'or 440 yciirs the Romans made use of no water but that of the Tiber, and
of wells and fountains of the town and neighbourhood ; for the latter they
evinced great veneration, because the waters were supposed to restore the
sick to health. About the year 441 of Rome, the necessity was felt of

conveying water in a supply abundant not only for domestic but for

public uses, for there had existed, since the reign of Tarquin the Elder, 1 33 to

176 sewers, one of which, the Cloaca-Maxima, received all the impurities

of the town, and had to be flushed with large quantities of water to sweep
the refuse into the Tiber.

Sextus Julius Frontinus, superintendent of the water supplies and
aqueducts of Rome under the Emperors Nerva and Trajan, has left us a
description of these works, llis writings were translated by Rondclct in

1820. Two or three years ago M. Rozat, Ingenieur des I'onts et

Chaussees, published a work reducing the modern formula; into practical

results for the flow of water through such channels as the ancient city

possessed, and they have corresponded singularly with the supply of water
ordered to be provided for the city by the several governments under
which the works were carried on.

The modern waterworks have been investigated by M. Oudry, Ingenieur

des Fonts et Chaussees, employed on the railways at Rome, and the

Inspector-General Mary furnishes his own notes of the measure, volume
and distribution; from notes made on the same spot by the permission of
M. Bianchinj, Engineer of the Municipal Service of Rome.

In the year 442 the Appian viaduct was constructed, by wliich the first

supply of water was conveyed to Rome. It is spring-water. The length

is 1,190 Roman paces,t of which 1,130 were underground and 60 on sub-

structitAis and arches,j
In the year 484 a supply by the aqueduct of Anio the Ancient was

laid on from the river Anio. Its length was 43,000 paces, of which 42,7711

were underground.
127 years afterwards, in the year 608, the Appian and Ancient Anio

aqueducts having become dilapidated, and the water being fraudulently

drawn off here and there by private individuals for their own use, the

Government put them into a state of proper repair, and added a third

aqueduct, then rendered necessary by the increase of the city; this was
the Marcian aqueduct.
According to Frontinus the sum of 8,400,000 se3terces§ (£90,720) was

granted to one Marcius, a money-lender, to conduct water from springs

existing on the right bank of the Anio. Tlie total length of the aqueduct
was 61710-5 paces; the subterranean portion is 54247-5 paces, above
ground 7,436 paces.

In the year 627 the Tepulian spring was conducted to Rome, and in 719

the Julian source was joined to it. The length of this conduit is 15,426

paces, of which 6,472 are on arches.

The aqueduct of the Virgin Water had a total length of 15,510 paces, of

which 1,405 were in subterranean canals, 12,865 in conduit under ground,

and 700 on arches.

About the same period the waters of the lake Alsietinus were conveyed
to Rome ; of inferior quality, they were destined chiefly for the naumachia,

or theatre of naval engagements of Augustus, and for the irrigation of tlic

gardens, &c. They were 22,172 paces in length, 358 being on arches.

In order to supply the deficiency of the Appian and Marcian aqueducts

in time of drought, Augustus caused to be diverted into the Appian
aqueduct a stream (name not mentioned), conducted underground for a

length of 6,380 paces, and into the Marcian supply (by a subterranean

canal of 8,006 paces) the waters of a source' which took the name of

Augusta, on the right bank of the Anio, at the height of the Marcian.

Under the reign of Augustus, Agrippa caused all the ancient aqueducts

to be repaired, added more than 330,000 feet of new ones, and constructed

130 reservoirs, 500 fountains for public use, and 700 drinking troughs ; he

adorned these works with 500 statues and 400 marble columns. Agrippa,

we are told, opened the sluices which hemmed up, in seven great

reservoirs, the waters brought to Rome by as many aqueducts, and flushed

the sewers of the city with these seven rivers, which carried off im-

mediately all the accumulated filth. He afterwards took a boat and

navigated the cleansed sewers as far as their outlet into the Tiber. The
sewers were 1708 English feet wide and 13-78 feet high.

After tliese aqueducts no others were constructed till the time of C;csar

Caligula. At this epoch the seven existing supplies appearing insufficient

for public use and private luxuries, Cossar commenced two others, which

Claudius his successor completed with great magnificence. The first of

these supplies conducts to Rome the waters of the Claudian source,

situated, as the Marcian and Augustan, on the right bank of the Anio.

* Contributed.

t The Komaii pace was 4-870 feet, and the Roman foot ll-C93.i inches.

} Frontinus calls all piurts underground, subterranean, those supported on solid walls, nli-

structions,
,

§ Frontinus generally keeps silence in his writings as to expenditure. Rondelet values

the BCBterce of 680—907 ttt;o.27 ot a franc-about one centime more than a Spanish real aa

vellon of our day.
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Its length was 46,406 paces, of which 36,230 were subterranean, 609 in

substruction, and 9,567 in arches.
.

The second aqueduct conducted the water derived from the rirer Anio

higher up tlie stream. It is naturally turbid and muddy in rainy seasons,

so that purifying filters were disposed along its course. The length of

the new Anio aqueduct was 58,700 paces—viz., 49,300 subterranean, and

8 791 on arches. The arches of thi.s supply are the most elevated, attam-

ing a height of 108 feet. Tlie Claudian aqueduct, in the environs of Rome,

is borne upon the same arches as the new Anio.

The Neronian and Marcian constructions in the interior of Rome, with

the exception of the aqueducts of the Virgin and Alsietina waters, arrived

at Rome near the Porta Major; from this point, arches, described by

Frontinus as considerable, carried the new Anio and Marcian supplies on

to the Celius and Aventinus mounts.
. , ^ ^, i

Such were the chief of the Roman aqueducts as they existed at the end

of the first century of our era. In the following summary the total

lengths are given in English feet.

English Feet.

Appian and Augustan 85,.5G8

Andeut Anio '^'^V'lS.
Marclau 300.528

Tepulian and Julian '^'
i..

Virgin 75.534

Alsietina 107,378

Augusta (branch) 8,890

Claudia.. 225,997

Now Anio 285,869

Total 1,364,904

Of these totals we have

—

English Feet.

Underground 1,194,984

In sutstruction 14,780

Onarches 160,140

Total 1,869,904

As to tlie system of construction, the Roman aqueducts were canals lined

with masonry, some buried underground, others supported on solid masonry,

or on arches to maintain a uniform inclination. The first aqueducts built

were of a rectangular section, the later were constructed with semicircular

arches. We have no data as to the section and mode of construction of

the portions underground; as to the aqueducts on arches, we have some

dimensions and sketches. The arches of the latter vary in span from

17 feet 7 inches to 26 feet 9 inches.

In a fragment of the Claudian arches, of 75 feet 6 inches in height, the

span was 19 feet G inclies; the thickness of the piers, 14 feet 6 inches;

width of piers at right angles to axis of aqueduct, 10 feet 9 inches; thick-

ness of arch at keystone, 2 feet 7i inches; the invert was on a level with

the extrados of the arch and the rectangular section of the aqueduct,

5 feet 10 inches by 4 feet 3i inches liigh; the side walls and covering of

the aqueduct, 3 feet 3 inches thick. The masonry of the arches were of

stonework; the side walls of the watercourse seemed to have been of

concrete.

The Neronian arcade for the new Anio was in spans of 26 feet 3 inches

;

width of piers, 7 feet 7 inches; height of ditto up to springing, 52 feet

6 inclies; the transverse section of watercourse, with semicircular arch,

2 feet 7 inches span, 7 feet 4J inches from invert to soffit of arch ; it was
constructed of brick.

Tlie aqueducts in general had three stringcourses of dressed stone, one

at the springing of the arch, and the others at the invert and summit of

the culvert. The covering was either flat or sloped on each side if the

section was rectangular, or curved if it was semicircular.*

ARCELEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE.

AT a meeting of the Archosologieal Institute, held February 7th, Professor

Donaldson in the chair, Professor Wbstwood, of Oxford, gave an
account of a visit made by him to Treves last year, and exhorted his hearers to

go there in search of objects of ancient art. He described the museum as full of

curious and most interesting objects, but with no order or arrangement whatever;

he mentioned the Evangeliary MS., a gift of the Sister of Charlemagne, also a

Book of the Gospels, written by the monks of Richenau for Archbishop Egbert.

He exhibited a casting from a line ivory— St. Helena entering some city in pro-

cession—the work of tlie time of Charlemagne. In the western crypt of the

cathedral they have lately found a well ; it may have been used in the earliest

times for baptizing.

Professor Donaldson, agreeing witli Professor Westwood as to the interest

of Treves to the archteologLst and student of art, pointed out the importance of

forming a collection of ivories as illustrative of art, and mentioned the valuable

works on this subject by Mr. Digby Wyatt and Mr. Edmond Oldlield.

Capt. WiNDUs, R.I.N., then read an account of a great earrack, or man-of-
war, built by the Knights of St. John, at Nice, in 1530. It was one of the fleet

sent by the Emperor Charles V., in 1535, against Tunis. She was named the

Santa Anna, and attracted much attention from her size, armament and fittings

;

she had six decks, and lier crew was 300 men. The " earrack " figures in the

frescoes of the Palace of the Knights Hospitallers at Rome.
Mr. W. Surges read a notice of a tomb erected in honour of an officer lent

to the Florentines, by Amerigo de Narbonne. He is represented on horseback.

The armour, of which Mr. Surges had sketches, differs from the armour of the

same period in England, when plates of leather or metal were worn with mail

armour; this change commenced probably in Italy.

Mr. R. G. P. MiNTY exhibited photographs of the church atHarting, Sussex,
and of two tombs and effigies of Sir Edward Caryll, of Ladyholt-park, in that
}>arish, and his son Sir Richard. The chancel or monumental chapel has been
ately removed ; the family is extinct.

Mr. E. Godwin sent a notice, with drawings, of the Tower of St. Philip's

* To be continued.

Church, Bristol ; it was of the thirteenth century, and was luiferlng from neglect
and age ; he suggested 'that the Institute might' do good by calling attention to

the suiiject.

A curious image of lead was exhibited by T. A. RoBARTES, Esq., M.P.,
through the Right Hon. Sir Ed.viond Head. It was found in Cornwall,
near one of the ancient smelting-houscs, called in the county " Jews' Houses."
A bronze sword, found in the River Lea, of remarkable length, was exhibited

by Mr. A. W. Franks. Another, of remarkable form, Lincolnshire, and some
Persian arms, were exhibited by Mr. W. I. Hernhard Smith ; some stone
celts, from Ireland, sent by the Rev. G. Mellor, of Warrington ; and some
curious mining axes,'sent by Sir R. Murchison, from the Museum of Economic
Geology.

HISTORY OF THE DISCOVERIES AT HALICARNASSU8.

THE magnificent but too costly work by C. T. Newton, Esq., M.A., late

II.M. Consul at Halicarnassus, a "History of the Discoveries at

Halicarnassus, Cnidus, and Branchidao," is severely criticised by Mr.
Fergusson, who, writing to the Atltenaum, says:

—

As an architect, I dissent from the restoration of the Mauadleum
therein contained, because it makes one of the most hideous buildings ever

dreamt of out of what all antiquity agreed was one of the most beautiful.

Under any circumstances, a great cubic mass of plain masonry 119 feet by
88 feet in plan, and 65 feet high, unrelieved by either sculpture or archi-

tectural ornament, is as ugly a feature as ever issued from the hand ofman j

and when used as a base for a delicate and highly-ornamented Ionic order, it

also becomes one of the most inappropriate. Above this, in Mr. Newton's
restoration, there is nothing but a low flat pyramid—truncated to receive

the quadriga, but so arranged that it can nowhere be seen itself, but
manages at the same time to prevent the sculpture it supported from being

visible within any moderate range of vision. If the Greeks did all this,

they were a wonderfully stupid and inartistic people.

As an archa:ologist, I dissent from Mr. Newton's views, not only

because they are in direct contradiction to Pliny's text, on which all

restorations of this monument must be based, but also because they do not

agree with his own discoveries. Pliny says the pyramid terminated in
' Metse cacumen ' ; Mr. Newton denies this. He says these words mean
nothing. Pliny says the pyramid and the quadriga equalled the height

of the basement ; Mr. Newton says they did not, and alters ' altitudine '

into ' altitudinem' in the text, in order to escape the difficulty. Pliny

says the cella was ' brevius a frontibus ' ; Mr. Newton makes it

—

practically— square. His own discovery of the Cymatium moulding with

the lions' heads proves incontestably that the intercolumniation was
10 feet 6 inches ; Mr. Newton makes it 10 feet. He quotes as a fact

Guichard's description of the opening of the tomb, and then, by the

restoration, shows that the tale must have been absolutely false, and so on
througliout the whole. It would be tedious to point out all the discrepancies

that necessarily follow from the above. The real question that interests

the public is, is all this necessary ? Cannot the Mausoleum be restored in

accordance with Pliny and the recently-discovered facts ? The answer, it

appears to me, is, that there is nothing so easy or more certain.

In this very book Mr. Newton gives a plan, section and elevation of

the Lion Tomb at Cnidus. Like the Mausoleum, it consists of a square

basement, a pteron of columns, a pyramid of steps, and, lastly, a ' Met«
cacumen,' in the shape of a pedestal supporting the piece of sculpture

which was the crown of the whole. It is inconceivable that any one can

look on this and not see that it contains the solution of the whole difficultj

.

On the pyramid at Halicarnassus there must have been a pedestal, accord-

ing to my restoration, 20 feet by 16 feet in plan, and 12 or 13 feet in height,

on which stood the quadriga.'* If any one will draw it out, he will see at

once how indispensable it is to architectural eflfect; but, further than this,

it makes all Pliny's dimensions clear. Thus :

—

Ft. In.

The pedestal was 13 6

The steps of the pyramid were, as Pliny says 24 6

Thoquadriga 13 3

The pteron or order, both according to Pliny and the

remains 37 6

The basement, the same as the upper part 51 3

Making up Pliny's total ol 140

So far, therefore, all is clear and certain.

With regard to horizontal dimensions, if we assume the inter-

columniation, as shown by the remains, 10 feet 6 inches, we find that the

angle columns were coupled : both the artistic and constructive exigencies

of the building require this, and the remains show it. With this

and the introduction of the pedestal as above pointed out, any one

may now restore the Seventh Wonder of the world, so as not only to be a
beautiful building artistically, and in accordance with all we are told of it

by the writers of antiquity, but quite unlike the building as restored in

this book.

I cannot conclude this letter without entering my protest against the

mode in which it has been published. A flve-guinea book might have

contained all the information this one does and a great deal more. But in

that case only 250 guineas would have been received from the Trustees of

the British Museum ; by slightly iucreasing the bulk and more than

doubling the price, raising it to twelve guineas, 600 guineas were obtained.

The public are thus either mulcted of seven guineas or debarred from tlie

information the book is supposed to contain.

In the present instance this is not of much consequence, as the origi-

nals of all that is valuable are to be seen in the Museum, except the por-

» 1 believe the lowest step o£ the pyramid was 2 feet C inches in height

Ft.
51

In.

8
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trait of the author, figured as " A Colossal Lion," plate l,\i.—while for a
couple of shillings, any one may purchase the blue-book containing all the
information of the text. Still, I hold it to be a principle that when a
public body subscribes public money, it ought to be to cheapen,
and not to enhance, the price of information afforded to the public, nor
to assist one of their own servants in what promises to be a successful
speculation.

But it is, in this case, worse than this. The fifty copies which the
Trustees have taken will be distributed to all the great Museums and
Libraries of the Continent, as the one great work of its class which the
GoTernment of this country have thought worthy of its patronage, as a
model of our taste in Art and of tlie depth of our learning ! One shudders
to think how they will exult—how they will laugh at us poor benighted
insulaires, when they contemplate this wonderful performance brought out
under the patronage of the Trustees of the British Museum.
What must foreigners think of the position of Art in England in

1862?"
"James Fekgcsson."

THE PUBLIC SEWERAGE WORKS, WEST HAM.
THE sewerage works for the district of West Ham are now completed, under

the direction of .Mr. Robert Rawlinson, C.E. The first main sewer contract
having been let in April, 1858. The parish of West Ham consists of the sub-
districts of Stratford, West Ham, and Plaistow, and comprises an area of about
4,735 statute acres, according to the parish survey of 1821. The lowest surface
area is near Hallsville, and is about 4 feet above ordnance datum. The highest
surface area is near Forest-gate, and is about 45 feet above ordnance datum.
The difference of level within the parish is, therefore, about 41 feet. A consider-
able portion of the parish is marsli, protected by artificial embankments, from
tidal waters and land floods, which rise to a height of from G to 10 feet above the
surface of the land. The distance from the outlet works to the end of the sewer,
near Forest-gate, is about three and a half miles; at Bow-bridge, two and a half
miles ; in Romford-road, two and three quarter miles ; in Barking-rond, one
mile and three quarters ; and in Lilliput-road, Victoria Docks, one mile and
a half.

The outlet works consist of a pumping establishment and a low-water or
relieving flood-water sewer. The pumping establishment is erected on land
purchased by the local board at Canning Town, and consists of an engine-house,
boiler-house, coal-store, workshop, and engine chimney, with pumping wells,
outlet wells, and outlet pipes.
Two condensing engines (of 40-horse power each) have been provided. Each

engine works two pumps, of 48 inches diameter, and 3 feet stroke. The two
engines are capable of lifting about 30.000,000* gallons in twenty-four hours.
The pumps are so arranged as only to lift to the level of the water in the river.
The lowest lift is 8 feet, the highest lift is 22 feet. The inlet and outlet pipes, to
and from each set of pumps, are 30 inches diameter. Self-closing flap-valves are
fixed on the outlet pipes at the river walls.
\ low-water or relieving flood-water outlet has been formed at Bow Creek,

near Barking Road Station. The river Lea at this point is nearly four feet lower,
at low water of spring tides, than the bed of the river opposite the pumping
works. This outlet, which is self-acting, discharges the flood-water for several
hours each day without pumping. In the outlet well adjoining the river, two
self-closing flap-valves, similar to those at the pumping outlet, have been fixed,
and, as a precautionary measure, one screw-down sluice has been placed in the
manhole in Barking-road.
The larger main sewers are formed of brickwork ; smaller sewers are of stone-

ware pipes. Cast-iron pipes have been used for crossing navigable rivers, and
also for crossing marsh drains, and for the main outlets.

Brick sewers are egg shaped on section, and vary in size from 6 feet 3
inches by 3 feet 6 inches, to 2 feet by 1 foot 4 mches. The whole of the brick-
work is set in the best blue lias hydraulic mortar. Stoneware pipes are circular
on section, and have half-socket joints. Cast-iron pipes arc circular on section,
and are formed with flanch or socket joints. 24,227 lineal yards of brick sewers,
27,098 yards of stoneware pipe sewers, and 210 yards-of cast-iron pipes, making
a total of 52,1.35 lineal yards, or 29 miles 1,095 yards have been constructed and
laid within the district.

The sewers throughout the district have been designed with a view of obtain-
ing the best practicable gradients, more especially for tributaries. In some cases,
however, it has been necessary to lay the mains with a fall of not more than 1 in
3,520, or 18 inches per mile.
On plan, they have been laid in straight lines; and on section with regular

gradients. At each change in direction, lor alteration of gradient, a man-hole or
lamphole has been constructed. The main outlet sewers in Canning Town have
been laid level, and the inverts are formed of cast iron, to allow of their being
laid and formed under water.

Considerable dithculties were experienced in the construction of the sewers in
some portions of the district, arising from loose, wet, spongy, and other un-
favourable descriptions of subsoil, and from other causes. Upwards of three miles
of main sewers have been laid with cast-iron inverts, at or near the level of low
water of spring tides, at the Barking-road outlet.
The main sewer crossings, under three branches of the river Lea, coosisl, of

cast-iron pipes of 2 feet 6 inches, and 2 feet diameter. At each end of these cast-
iron pipes under the rivers a manhole is constructed, with screw-down sluices,
which may be put down in case of mjury to the pipes under the rivers and thus
prevent flooding in the low districts. The river crossings were executed by
Mr. Munday. By staging over the rivers, jointing the pipes, dredging the
lines of mains, and lowering each entire length of pipe to its position, stoppage
of river traffic was rendered unnecessary, and claims for compensation, which
might otherwise have arisen, were, by these arrangements, prevented. Main
and branch sewers have been constructed under the North Woolwich, the
Barkiug and Tilbury, and Eastern Counties Railways, in eight separate places.

Flushini.' arrangements are of three classes—first, bji the admission of water
into the sewers through sluices, Iiose pipes, or valves; second, by screwing down
fixed sluices built in certain manholes, allowing the sewage water to accumulate,

• 30,000,000 gaUons, equal to 300,000,000 lbs., or 138,928 tone.

and suddenly raising the sluice ; and, third, by inserting loose paddles in the
grooves provided in nearly all the manholes. By one or other of these arrangc-
jucnts the whole of the sewers within the district may be flushed.

About 310 feet in length of river wall has been put in, bounding the land
belonging to the Local Board. This wall is constructed of brick and concrete,
coped with stone.

The district presented several difliculties to the execution of a system of sewera
which should be cheap in proportion to the number of inhabitants accommodated,
and the value of property to be rated. Tlie low flat site, the water-logged sub-
soil, the treacherous ground in places (silt, peat, and quicksand), the extended
area, the population grouped on sites entirely separate and wideapart, the narrow
streets, and great depths of the sewers in some parts, as along West Hara-Iane,
along Romford-road, and in other places ; the great trattic on the turnpike trust
roads, crossing marsh ditches, crossing beneath railways running trains at
certain times of the day every quarter of an hour, and crossing the river Lea
and its navigable brandies, offered obstacles only to be overcome by money
expenditure." An increase in the price of bricks to the extent of 25 and 30 per
cent., and an advance in wages, caused loss to the early contractors, and added,
in the later contracts, to the original estimate.
The total cost of the works has been £92,022.

APPLICATION OF CUAUCOAL TO SEWEK VENTILATORS.
ri1HE Engineer and Medical Ofticer of Health have reported to the Cora-
i inissioners of Sewers of the city of London as to the result of experiments
in tlic application of charcoal to the ventilation of sewers, with the view of test-
ing its effects, tlio experiments were suggested by the facts detailed in the report
of the Medical Officer on the ventilation of sewers, and on sewer gases, in 1858,
wherein he described the powerful oxydising effect of charcoal as determined by
the investigations of Lowitz, Saussure, Tlienard, and others, at the beginning
of the present century, as well as by the recent inquiries and practical results
obtained by Dr. Stenliouse. All of these tend to prove that ciiarcoal lias the
power of absorbing and oxydising the miasms of organic decomposition, when,
with atmospheric air, they are passed over it. In commenting on these facts, it

was remarked that in common wood charcoal there was evidently a powerful
means of destroying the foul gases of sewera; and that the practical application
of it was fortunately a question of but little embarrassment; for, to use the words
of the report, "let the sewers be ventilated as tliey may, either by open gratings
in the streets, or by the rain water pipes in the houses, or by the pillars of the
gas lamps, or by tubes canied up at the landlord's expense from the drains of
every house, or by especial shafts in the public streets—in fact, let the gases go
out of the sewers how they will, and where they will, you have but to place a
small box containing a few pennyworths of charcoal in the course of the draft,
and the purification of the air will be complete. As far as we know, the strength
and the endurance of this power is almost unlimited, so that when once the air
filter has been setup, it will last continuously for years. Its action also upon tlie

draft cannot be particularly injurious ; and 1 have no doubt that the temperature
of the sewers, and the agencies which are now at work in circulating the air,

and ventilating them, will be sufficient to keep up a current ol foul air tlirough
the filters ; and if these were multiplied to a large extent, the friction of uie
gases upon the charcoal would be reduced to an insignificant amount."

Acting on this recommendation, and a report from the engineer on the
practical capabilities of the suggestion, the court decided that experiments should
be made. The district experimented upon is in the eastern portion of the City of
Loudon. It includes a space bounded by Bisliopsgate-streot on the west, from
Cornhill to Widegate-street ; by Middlesex-street and Somerset-street on the
east, to the City boundary ; and by the Minories and then by Leadenhall-street
to Cornhill on the south ; the whole of the main thoroughfares above named being
included in the area. It comprises a space of about fifty-nine acres, with about
1,700 houses and about 14,000 inhabitants. The total length of sewers is 25,587 feet,

of which 2,081 feet are pipes ; the remainder are constructed of brick, varying
from 3 feet high by 2 feet wide, to 5 feet high by 3 feet wide, internal dimensions.
There were two varieties of mechanical arrangements adopted for applying the
charcoal ; one consisted of one large sieve with compartments, the other ofa series
of trays for holding the charcoal, and were so constructed as to be capable of
being readily removed from the frames into wliich they fitted.

In conducting the experiments attention was directed to the following points :—
1st. The deodorising power of the charcoal. 2nd. The length of time that the same
charge of charcoal will continue to deodorise the sewer gases. 3i'd. The effect
the air filters have on the ventilation and temperature of tlie sewers. 4th. The

[

exact cost of the experiment, so as to obtain data from which to estimate tlie

'

probable expense of the process if it were applied to the whole city, or even to the
metropolis.

The deodorising power of the charcoal has been satisfactorily proved to be com-
plete. Not only nave there been no complaints from the public of stenches from
the ventilating gratings, but it has been ascertained by actual observation that
the odour of the sewer gases is not perceptible when they have traversed the
charcoal.

As to the period for which the charcoal will detain its deodorising powers, there
is not yet sufficient proof. It appears to lose much of its power when saturated
with water, and as the trays were not in the experiment entirely protected from
rain, it was found necessary to recharge them about once in three mouths. It is

thought that if the charcoal could be kept dry it would not require renewal oftener
than once in a year.

With respect to the cost of the process:—The expenditure incuiTCd in fitting
iij) 104 ventilating shafts was £918 I83. 5d., which is at the rate of about
£8 165. 8d. per ventilator. An experiment is necessarily more costly than an
established system, and it is considered that a much less sum than this may be
taken as a fair average of the probable expense of extending the process to the
whole of the City.

The total expense of reparation and renewal of damaged trays, frames, and
coverings, averaged ICs. Gd. per ventilator per annum. The cost of supervision,
supplying, and changing the charcoal, was 8s. 9d. per ventilator, making
together £1 5s. 3<l. per ventilator per annum. The very large cost for

reparation was mainly attributable to the repeated breaka!;e3 of one class of
apparatus used, which is not found to be capable of standing the severe traffic of

the City thoroughfares.
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Thn Keiieral conclusions arrived at from these experiments, and from the con-

sidiTation of collateral evidence are—that dry charcoal in the presence of

atinosjilieric air is a powerful means of destroyinjr the mephitic gases and vapours

of sewers and house drains; that the charcoal filters may be used with eliicacy

in the course of the air channels from tlie drains and closets of houses, as well as

in the ventilation of the public sewers; that in applying the charcoal those con-

trivances sliould be used which offer the least resistiince to the free passage of the

air ; that the situation ot the filters is best wlieu tlie charcoal is protected from

wet and from dirt, and is easily accessible ; that from the ascertained eliicacy of

charcoal in destroying the dangerous emanations from sewers, the system may
be generally applied with great advantage ; and that from tlie experience derived

from this extensive practical inquiry, the expense of the system might be con-

siderable reduced below that indicated by the cost of the experiment.

METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.
THE nsnal wcoltly meeting of this body was held on Friday, at the Offloes, Spring-gardens

;

Joil.N TnWAITKS, E5ti., the Chairman, presiding.

TlK I'lvposal Road Across Hinl'-ixu'k. -The Board received a report from the Committee
on^tlie Covent-j^anlen approach, &c., submitting plans and estimates for a proposed road
across Hyde-park, and reoommeiuhng

—

That Mr. Cowpor. Firet Commissioner of Worlts, ho informed that the proposed road
througli the park would, in the opinion of the Board, be a groat public convenience durinjj

the Exhibition, and to the localities in its vicinity.

That the Board, however, witli every desire to meet the views of the First Commissioner
and the public, as to this road, rogrct tlioy have no funds at their disposal to effect this

ffreat public improvement; they will, however, Iw quite prepared to make the same if

ParliaMieut will place at their disposal funds other than those derived from direct taxation
for metroiwlitan improvements, &c.

.Mr. Lt:or, moved the mioption of the report.
Mr. HU(;nES seconded the motion.
It appeared that it was proposed, amongst other plans submitted, to form a road (which

would be unattended by any diftlculty in reference to Crown rights) from Lancaster-gate
along the now walk across Kensington-gardens, at an estimated cost of £3'i,000.

Mr. Bazai,(jettf:, the Engineer-in-Chief, stated that this proposed road would be 70 feet

wide, the average depth 1 fe?t. but under Rotten-row it would be increased to a depth of

18 feet, and thenue it would rise to tlie level of the Keusuigtou-road by an incline of

1 in ao.

Mr. Bksnett moved as an amendment—
That the Board, having an objection to any road from Bayswater to Kcn-sington-gardens

that would destroy the privacy of those gardens, declines to take any steps towards the
formation of the said road.
The Cii-VIRMAX decided that this wfis not an amendment upon the motion, and conse-

quently could not Iw put to the Board.
Mr. Le Breton then moved the following amendment—
" That this Board is of opinion that a road across Hyde-park, from Victoria-gate to

Kensington-gore, would greatly fiicilitato the public traffic, and would be an important
metropolitan improvement : and having considered the various plans submitted to them
by the threction of the First Commissioner, approves of the plan No. 6, for forming a new
load along or near the fence of Kensington-gardens, crossing the bridge over the Serpentine
on a level, at the estimated cost of £',J7,.52fJ ; and this Board is prepared to undertake the
making of tho road, provided the Treasury should be empowered by Act of Parliament to
transfer to this Board the balance of the coal dues winch the Corporation of the City of
Loudon iu-e about to pay over to the Treasury ; but if it should be considered necessary
hereafter to widen the bridge across the Serpentine, such widening should bo effected as a
park improvement.

This amendment was lost.

Mr. KOCHE then moved, as another amendment, the following addition to the report of
the Committee :

—" Or will authorise to be paid over to the Board the balance of tho coal
dues which the Board understood is about to be paid to the Treasury by the Corporation of
the City of London.
This amendment was eventually withdrawn.
Mr. Crbi.i.ix moved, as another amendment, that the latter ,half of the last sentence in

the Committee's report he omitted.
Mr. ii.\l.l. seconded the amendment, which was lost.

The original motion wiis then put, and carried by a majority of 27 to 7
T}te EiitlHtiikimnt o' tlt^ T/irt/n<>.«.—Tlie CHAIRMAN' stated, in reply to a question

from a member of the Board, that the First Commissioner of Works had promised that the
Board should be in possession of the plans for tho embankment of the Thames on that day
week.

Utiiisatu3n of tbe Seica(/f.—The next subject set down for the consideration of the
Board was a report from the Main Drainage Committee, stating that the Committee
entertain very favourably the proposition for dealing with the sewage of tho northern area
of

^
the Metropolis, contained in the communications from the Hon. WilUain Xapier and

William Hope, Esq., and recommending the Board to assent to the principle of a concession
of the .sewage for tho term of .50 years, provided the requisite authority be gr.anted by the
Legislaturo to the Board, and subject to the introduction of all necessary clauses in the
Bill for tho protection of the Board and of the public interests confided to them, and'for
insuring tiie fulfilment by the Company of the obligations undertaken by them, and to
hear and determine upon certain motions thereon, of which notice had been given. In
consequence, however, of a notice of motion respecting the utilisation of the sewage of
towns, which was given the previous night in the House of Commons, by Mr. Brady, it was
moved " that the consideration of this subject be adjourned until the Committee of the
House of Commons (to be appointed with the sanction of (Jovernment) on the utilisation of
the Sewage of Cities and Towns has made its report." Tho motion was seconded and
carried by a majority of 20 to 9.

Improvements ix Bio J.ineiro.—A prospectus has been issued of the
Rio de Janeiro City Improvements Company, with a capital of £S50,000, in
shares of £25 each. The Company have a conce-ssiou from the Brazilian
Government for draining the City of Rio de Janeiro on plans of Mr. Gotto,
approved on behalf of the Brazilian Government by the late Sir W. Cubitt, Mr.
Robert Stephenson, .M.P., and Mr. Rendel, and wliich stipulates an annual pay-
ment to be made direct by the Imperial Government to the Company of £(i 5s.
per house. It is said tliat ati absolute contract for the work and its subsequent
maintenance has been entered into by Messrs. Brassey and Co., on terms which,
after providing i'or 7 per cent, interest during construction, will leave a permanent
net divisible profit to the shareholders of 8J per cent.

" LiTDDiTE.-?."—.V " trades' union" outrage of a violent nature was committed
in Chcetwood, Manchester, on Saturday night. The object which had offended
the union men was a brick-making machine, of the productive powers of which
a most glowing account is jjiven. The blind opposition of the brickmakers-
almost warrants the quality ot the machine, and for some time past the hrick-
niakers have been threatening all engaged in the work. A coffin was actually
sent to the home of one of the men belonging to the place. On Saturday an
attempt was made to blow up the machine, but, fortunately, the attempt was
only partially successful.— Cioii Service Gazette.

ROYAL INSTITUTE Ot" BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

AN' ordinary general meeting of this body wu bdd on Monday 'evening

;

Professor Kerr in the chair.

Mr. T. Hayter Lewis, Hon. Secretary, read the minutes of proceeding;;!

at the last meeting, which were approved of and confirmed.
DonatioJia.—Amongst the donations announced were the following:—(From

the Royal Society) Proceedings of the Royal Society, Vol XI., No. 47; the
Royal Engineers, being remarks on their duties, with suggestions for greatly
increasifig their numl)crs, and thus rendering the efficiency of the British Army
complete (pamphlet 8vo., 18(32); A Practical V'iew of thi: Sanitary liuestion,

being a General Report of the Proceedings of the Local BoanI of Health for the
Parochial District of Regent-square Church, St. Pancras; lievuc Gi-turale de
I'Architecture et ties Travaux Publics, par M. Catar Daly, Architecte; tlie

Pictorial Handbook of London ; Remarks on Ventilation, with Extracts from
Ofticial Reports on the CombinatU)n of the Ventilating and Warming System, Van
Hecke, by B. Wilson Weatherby Phipson, C.E. ;

(from Mr. Cole), three photo-
graphs, part of the north aisle and transept of the Duomo, Milan, and parts of
the front of the Duomo, Milan

;
(from Mr. Rawlinson, C.E.), A Report of the

Completion of the Public Sewage Works in the District of West Ham. On the
motion of the Chairman, a vote of thanks was passed to the donors.

New Members.—The following gentlemen having been balloted for, were duly
elected :—Mr. Edward Swanshorough, 0, Great James-street, Bedford-row ; and
Mr. Thomas Henry Watson, 9, Nottingham-place, W., as Associates.

Healthy Dwellings.—The meeting then proceeded to resume the adjourned
discussion on the paper read four weeks ago by Mr. Hexry Robert.s, '•' On
the Essentials of a Healthy Dwelling and the Extension of its Benefits to the
Labouring Population," and which has been fully reported in our pages.

The CJhairman said it was arranged that the adjourned discussion on Mr.
Roberts's paper should be resumed by Mr. Godwin, upon whom he, therefore,

called to address the meeting.
Mr. G. Godwin said the gentlemen present would recollect that Mr. Roberts's

paper was divided into two parts, the first portion bringing together what were
considered the essentials for a healthy dwelling, and the second portion gave a
statement of various efforts that had been made, mostly by associations, to extend
the advantages of healthy dwellings to the labouring classes. If the whole of tlie

first part of the paper of Mr. Roberts, which had -since been printed, hid been read
when it was before the Institute, probably the members ot the Institute would
scarcely have thonght it necessary to carry the subject further. Mr. Roberts had,
with much ability and zeal, devoted many years to this subject, and by the
publication of pamphlets and papers of great value, both in this and in*fo"rcign

countries, on the sanitary question, he had entitled himself to the gratitude of
every one having an interest in the subject, and that, he believed, ought to mean
every one. The paper which Mr. Roberts had read to them a few weeks ago, as
it appeared to him (Mr. Godwin), formed an additional claim on their gratitude
to that gentleman. Nevertheless, he was quite willing, if the meeting tnoughtit
desirable, to open the adjourned discussion; he saw present many gentlemen
interested in sanitary improvement, and he had no doubt the discussion would
lead to advantageous results. They could not yet give up generalities he was
afraid, though Mr. Chadwick at the last meeting gave expression to an opinioa
that it was time they did so. He believed with Mr. Chadwick that it was time,

but the public was not sufficiently instructed or awake for the advocates of
sanitary itnprovement to give up those general observations which were calculated

to induce a strong public opinion in the riglit direction. There was a consequent
connection between wrong structural erections and disease. They had only to look
for example to the parish of St. Pancras, where in one district the average deaths
were fifteen in a thousand ; and in another district, twenty-three in a thousand; or
take the parishof St. James, where in one district, twelveout ofevery thousand died,

and in another district twenty-three out of a thousand died. When it was found
that certain houses furnished a regular supply of fever cases, and that such supply
stopped when structural improvements were made, doubtless such a cause of
disease would vanish, and surely they ought to ascertain the sanitary condition of

the houses not only in London but ill the large cities and towns of England.
And many must have seen, with him, houses in such a condition that to retain in

them either health or virtue was impossible. He had given descriptions of rooms
where fifteen or sixteen persons were sleeping without means for the escape of

foul air or entrance of the fresh air, and where it was impossible for the body to

resist or throw off the attacks of disease, and to perform its proper functions.

The greatest advantages, there could be no doubt, arose from due attention being
paid to sanitary arrangements, as might be seen in the case of model lodging-

houses. After referring to the excessive mortality in the hospitals at Scutari,

and to the lower rate of mortality in hut shelter in the field, Mr. Godwin pro-
ceeded to remark that health was very materially affected by structural arrans[e-

ments. The startling effect of deaths in the army took every one by surprise,

when it was found that the mortality amongst the Guards exceeded that amongst
those engaged in unhealthy occupations, but that excessive mortality had been
diminished by improved sanitary arrangements. He tlien further remarked
that the probable sites of epidemics couid be pointed out, and a striking illustra-

tion of this was given in a little book entitled " London Shadows," which afforded

an undeniable instance of the existence of nuisances which led to disease, and
which nuisances might he got rid of, and thus a diminished rate of mortality

secured. That was lately shown very forcibly by newspaper accounts on the

occasion of the national loss incurred by the death of the Prince Consort, and it

was a statement that seemed to strike deeply into the minds of a large number.
It was hoped that such statements would be attended with good effect, and lead

to tlie improvement not only oi^ the cottage of the labourer, but the dwellings of all

classes of the community. " To drain and pave means raise and save," butsome mis-
conception and disappointment had occurred through the supposition that drainage

alone was necessary. It was quite true that drainage effected a great deal, as

might he found from official returns made in reference to places where an effective

drainage had been carried out. But much more was requisite. Of the evils of

cesspools it was quite impossible to speak too strongly ; it startled one to see

those cesspools creep up as they did sometimes. The condition of London at one
time in this respect must have been something frightful. No less than 5,000
cesspools in the City had recently been taken away, and what remained was
enough to startle one. Amongst the existing evils to be complained of, in

regard to sanitary improvement, were bad foundations, thin and porous walls,

defective drains and traps, want of ventilation, non-supply of pure air and the

non-removal of bad, want of pure water, wasteful means of he.iting, smoky
chimneys, want of light—a legacy of the late window tax^dark rooms and bad
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ventilation, ami defective paving of yards and areas. jVs to tlie excessive cost of

dwellings for the poor, in respect of dampness it would be a great boon if they

could in all casi.s obtain a layer of concrete over the whole site, and in many
coses it would be desirable "to have a layer of aspbalte. Mr. Godwin then
referred to a number .of inventions for promotion of sanitary improvement,
including those by Bovd, Jennings, and others. After the reading of Mr.
Roberts's paper that niglit month some discussion took place as to tlie desirability

of having non-absorbent bricks, and it was then shown that the ditticulty which
would have to be experienced in that respect would be the making of such bricks

adhere to the mortar. There was, however, another difficulty, and that was the

coldness inside the house caused by the use of a non-absorbent material there.

Thus, they should endeavour to get a brick which would Ik; non-absorbent out-
side and absorbent inside. In tlie South Kensington iSIuseuin there was a very

considerable collectiou of building materials, the study of which would be found
of great advantage to those who were looking at hollow bricks and other matters,

and be found valuable examples to those interested in sanitary improvements.
The injurious effects of damp in cottage and other dwellings were not, he was
sure, sufficiently considered or thought of. He and otiiers knew rooms where
books became mouldy and linen damp, and yet they were inhabited by people

who expected to enjoy health in them. The speaker then proceeded to dilate on
the injurious effects of bad foundations, bad drainage, and other evils, which
might account for the low state of health of the inhabitants of thousands of

houses. There were thousands of houses growing up round London with which
architects had nothing whatever to do ; it was the rarest thing in the world that

an architect had been engaged on those houses, e.xcept to look to them on behalf

of the ground-landlord. E\'ea iu many cases of the erection of houses of a better

character, upon which an architect was employed, they all knew that if the
architect were to attempt to introduce an improvement, and it turned out to be
not so beneficial as was anticipated, the whole responsibility would rest on the
architect, and if the gentleman who built the house or houses was a litigious man
he would probably bring an action for damages against him, and that difficulty

led many architects to go on in the old jog-trot style. He did not know whether
it ought not to he the duty of the Government to insist on every house being
certified by a proper authority before it was inhabited. He hoped that gradually

more stringent rules would be provided, that the Building Act would be
improved, and greater powers given under the Metropolitan Improvement
Act, so tliat persons might be assured on going into houses that they
were not going into disease, if not certain death. The three sanitary clauses

in tlie Building Act, relating to cellar dwellings, rooms on the roof, and the
area of100 feet behind each house, had been failures, owing to the ease with which
they were evaded, -is to sleeping in cellar dwellings, tlie violation of the pro-
vision of the Building Act in regard to that ought to be thrown under the
management and care of the inspector of nuisances or the parish surveyor, the

district surveyor being simply called upon to show that such rooms, if slept in,

were not proper places to have been slept in. In respect of pure water, they
found in every house, or nearly so, that the present supply was most insutfieient.

The Thames water, though it was pretended to be filtered, was impure, the water
we had was [anything but satisfactory, and the influence of impure water in

causing disease was quite undeniable. Some people complained of the expense by
which an abundant supply ofgood waterwas attended, but the Romans did not care

what sums ofmoney tliey spent in bringing the best and purest water to their cities.

Then, again, the supply of water should be constant. In many districts such was
not the case. In his own district he had known thirty houses to be without any
supply of water from Saturday afternoon to Monday morning. Such being the

case, how could the people living in those houses pretend to be clean ? It was
out of the question, and :then to be in dirt became a habit with them. As to

the means of taking water to houses, we went on using lead pipes, although it

was known that such means of taking the water to houses was injurious, and
frequently actually poisonous. If that could be thoroughly understood, if people
would dismiss all doubts on the subject, if they would see that .lead pipes were
bad, and that even pipes tinned were bad,^fall that was but thoroughly understood,
we should soon get a pipe that would answer the purpose, and that was very
much wanted at the present moment. As to the traps of our drains, nothing
could be worse in a general way, for they were constantly ineffective. In some
houses in his district m Islington the traps were broken back and front, a
poisonous smell was produced in consequence, and the result was that there were
sickly children and thin emaciated mothers, as they were being poisoned. This
subject was of immense importance, and a good suitable trap was of the
highest consequence. There were several on the fable, and he did

not pretend to say that one was better than another. (The speaker
then proceeded to explain the peculiarities of the traps on the table). What was
wanted was a perfect trap ;' the traps in general use at present were simple dis-

guises. The ventilation of the di-ains outside the house was of the greatest

miportance ; the use of the rain-water pipes, wliich had been often recommended, he
could not himself strongly recommend, as he could see cases in which they would
be injurious. He thought the use of charcoal had been shown to be very satis-

fectory. There was one point nearly altogether neglected in our houses, yet it

was one of the most vitalimportance, and that was the means ofadmitting fresh air

involuntarilv without a draught, and the means of taking away the foul air.

Every one siiould insist on that being done. Half-a-dozcn schemes had been
proposed, amongst others those of Boyd, Jennings, Taylor, Doulton and Watts
(all of which he explained to the meeting from specimens of the different schemes
on the table.) All those arrangements were simple and of vital importance in

bringing in fresh air and taking out the foul, without opening windows or the
door. And he called upon the public to use such means, and upon architects to

assist the public in the use of them. Then, as to grates, that was a very large

subject—indeed, too large for him to dwell upon. The waste of fuel that was
going on in respect of some grates was perfectly preposterous. They ought to

understand what were the right principles of stove-making, and adopt that
scheme which would be suitable in all respects. They ought to know by
experience what were the grates by which they could effect a saving. The open
fireplace they all desired, theyjJid not want to get rid of tliat which was a focus

of enjoyment; hut with bad grates they got smoky chimneys. He then referred

to an invention of Mr. John Billing for the prevention of smoky chimneys, which
had been used in many places and found effective. A great deal eould be said as

to the necessity of reducing the cost of houses for labourers, and much might be
done by the useof machinery in lowering the priceof cottages for the working classes.

If, as in the case of ship-building, windows, doors, and roofs were all made of

a certain pattern and nimiber, that could be done much cheaper by machinery.

as a matter of course, and tlicn there might be good, healthful houses, made after

the best plan, and at a cost that would allow a fair return to the owner. He did

not mean that that should be applied to ordinary buildings, but to cases where
healthful accommodation was required for the working classes. Then, again,
concrete building seemed to him to have been overlooked ; be thought concrete
walls might be erected in cottages, which would prove to be much better than
walls of bad bricks. The subject of agglomerated houses would require a niglit

for themselves, and he would not then discuss it. Many a house was made as if

it was to be occupied by one family, whereas it would be occupied by three or
four families. Now houses ought to be arranged to that end as in Scotland,
where people lived in flats, and where each family had all tlie accommodation and
rei]uircmenfs which a wliole house stood in need of. The efl'octs of evil arrange-
ments in dwellings, when they did not actually result in death, were verj- sad.

Evil sanitan arrangements led to a low state of liealth, and that was the chronic
condition of'^thousands in this country. The laws of health ought to be taught
to every child, from the ragged school upwards, and such teaching would
naturally lead to the lowering of the rate of mortality throughout the kingdom.
It was scarcely possible to calculate the amount of misery, remorse, an<i crime
produced by unhealthy houses, which in all cases had a most injurious and
dispiriting influence on the inmates. We wanted, too, more colouring in our
houses, more pictures, and more prints, which had a beneficial effect on the
spirits, and the same argument would apply for the adornment of towns.
Mr. Chadwick, having been called upon by the Chairman, said there was

one point to which Mr. Godwin had alluded which he wished to ofier an ob-
servation upon. The previous speaker seemed to object to the non-absorbent
surface within a dwelling. Now, there were houses built with a cement that
was equivalent to a non-absorbent surface, and rooms painted with oil painting

were themselves non-absorbent. But there were many rooms where the wiiole

surface was, so to speak, non-absorbent. Now, they had never heard of any
evil arising from that sort of surface in the way of cold. The experience of the
absorbent surface was perceptible to the nose in hospitals and other places, aud
the sanitary officers had felt it very much. With respect to the absorbent surface

of a wall, he thought they had had a great deal of experience. In his opinion
one of the most healthy houses they could construct would be of glass, on the
double-window principle. To have a surface non-absorbent was no safety as to

cutting off dampness from below. There were some very important experiments
referred to by the Commissioners for inquiring into the warming of buildings,

as to the effect of a double window; and the experiments showed that about six

inches of space between the outer and the inner window was quite adequati; for

the non-conducting power. That gave a very important result for the hollow
brick, because the hollow brick, properly constructed, would be like a double
window. One ground he strongly advocated was the use of hollow brick walU,
so that there might be obtained a much thinner wall. A fl-incli hollow brick

wall would be warmer than an ordinary wall of greater thickness—16 or U
inches. He thought economy as well as health would be promoted by applying
the hollow brick wall to cottage structures as well as the middle-class buildings.

Tiie hollow brick could be obtained much harder bunit than the common bricks.

The floors should be as much as possible non-absorbent, and the walls too.

Several noblemen and gentlemen had made experiments with hollow brick walls

in the construction of cottages, and the result was found to be very beneficial.

A report had also been made in favour of the use of hollow bricks, on the gi-oand

of economy.
Mr. Fowler said, that, living now in the|country,'he had had some opportunity

of taking notice of matters that had been under consideration that evening. One
particular circumstance to be observed was the great difcrsity of situation, of

materials, and other matters affecting the erection of cottages. In various parts

of the kingdom the cottages must necessarily assume a different form and a
different construction, because as cheapness was so very importnnt an element in

the matter, it was found requisite to take such materials as were at hand, aud it

would be very desirable that gentlemen living in the various districts should have
hints communicated to them, so that they might be able to make the most of the
materials at their command. Tliey spoke there chiefly of bricks, but iu many
instances in the country bricks were not to be had. Kor instance, in Devonshire,
cob—which was loam mixed up with a certain portion of straw, made consistent,

and carried up in layers of considerable thickness—was very extensively used
in the erection of cottages. He would venture to say that, when erected, there

was no cottage or house more comfortable than sucli a mud dwelling ; from the

circumstance of the great thickness of the walls, and the non-conducting qualities

;

sncli dwellings were, in summer, cooler, and, in winter, wanner, than the ordinaiy
houses. Such houses were generally covered with thatches, and the materials

together formed a very comfortable dwelling. The having of non-conduction by
means of substantial buildings was very desirable in all instances, as far as could
be afforded. As to situation, there was in his neiglibourhood a poor woman who
lay sick for years, and, on going into her cottage, a person had to go
through a mass of fermenting matter kept there for the fanner, close

to the cottage door. That poor woman lay in bed for years, and fell into an
emaciated condition, hut it never occurred to anybody what the cause was.
Nothing, however, was more probable than that she was sick and dying from a
cause that was removable. Representations were made to the farmer on the

subject, but nothing was thought of them. Attention should be called to such
matters where they occurred, for many deaths had arisen from such causes. It

was not merely the structure of tlie house they had to consider; it was as im-
portant to see that the house was not rendered unhealthy by circumstances
surrounding it as it was to pay proper attention to the construction of the house
itself. There was only one other point he would venture to say a word upon, and
that was in regard to chimneys and tlie conduction.of smoke. They should never
forget this, that the great thing to be looked to in reference to smoke was to keep
a balance of air, and the balance of air should always send the smoke up the

chimney. If the chimney was kept warm that would always be the case, but if

it had a cooling influence there would be a down draught. The flue should lie

kept warm, and then the current would go up. He was very glad the Institute

had devoted so much attention to this subject, which was one of great importance,
and hoped the result would be that they would put the subject in such a maimer

' before the public that they would be able to profit by it.

Mr. II. Rawlinson said the subject under consideration was a very wide
one. Attention should be paid to the sanitary condition of the dwellings, not
only of the poor, but of the wealthy also. He had no wish to throw stones from
a glass house, but he was, however, bound to say that the subject of sanitary

improvement had not been considered by any person in general practice as »n
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arcliittwt or engineer except witliin the last twenty years. He then proceeded to

state that lie liad had the lionour of being called on to examine and report on the

condition of Windsor Castle, in order to see if there was anything in that (,Teat

structure to account for the recent great national loss in the death of the Prince
Consort. In 1824 the Legislature voted £300,000 to make Windsor Castle a fit

residence for (icorge IV., and an architect was called in for the purpose. At the

end of the reign of William IV. upwards of three-quarters of a million had been

expended on tlie building. In 1844 there were found fifty-one cesspools beneatli

tlie basement of the building, ramified by drains in all directions, and there was
not one window in the grander part of the palace that would open in its upper
part. In 1844 plans were made, the sewers were carried out, and he was happy
to inform the meeting that, after going all over the Castle, his opinion was that

Windsor Castle now stood the most complete house in this country, and probably
in'any other, in its sanitary arrangwiients ; and he bad no hesitation in saying

that that, in a large measure, was due to the great man the nation had recently
lost, and who, when he became the Consort of the Queen, took up the sanitary

question, worked it to the utmost for the benefit of tlie poorest as well as the rich,

and paid the most intimate attention to the drainage from 1844 down to the time
of his death ; and they mi^lit be gratified on finding that, humanly speaking,
there was no cause in Windsor Castle to bring about the I'riiice Consort's death.

—rilear, bear.) It had not, he believed, been a part of the province of the archi-

tect to make the drainage a subject of study as well as the superstructure. He
scarcely knew a nobleman's house in the country that had proper sewers, those
employed being, in fact, great retorts of poisonous gases. And, with regard to

the iiouses at 1 be west end of London, the jirobability was that there were five

per cent, or more of those great new houses in which the drains and sewers,
though both executed, had no connection. There had been no proper connection
made between the two; his own house went on in that state for three years.
There was one nobleman's house in the country—Bowood, the seat of the
Marquis of I.ansdownc—in which some portion of the drainage was 300 years old,

and nine-tenths of the drains had never been connected with the sewers under-
neath the house.
The Chairman inquired if Mr. Rawlinson's remarks about noblemen's

houses in the country having improper drains referred to structures erected
within 50 years.

Mr. RaVlinson said they did, and he might say they applied to buildings
en'cted witiiin twenty years. The arrangements of the sewerage of the Houses
of Parliament was as bad as it could be ; it was a longitudinal sewer down the
centre of the building, tide-locked every twelve hours. An'angeraents for proper
ventilation in houses were absolutely necessary. He then amused the meeting
by stating that be had paid a visit to a water-closet belonging to the rooms of the
Institute, which he found to he badly ventilated. Closets, again, ought to be put
agftlnst extt;rual walls, instead of internal walls, as was the custom at Edinburgh
and (ila«gow, and which was a bad arrangement. After advocating external
ventilation, he proceeded to say that, as to ventilation and the arrangement of
houses, they bad been told that instinct and nature guided them ; but Mr.
Godwin had shown that instinct became entirely blunted by use, and people
exposed to inconveniences and nuisances long lost all feeling of smell. The
question of the sanitary condition of cottages in this country was one of
national importance, and it was one which he sincerely hoped the Legislature
would take up sooner or later. The Building Act was a dead letter, and so
was the Common Lodging-house Act of Lord Shaftesbury, for it could not be
brought into play except in cases where tramps slept for a night. The
speaker then dwelt on the overcrowding of houses, as was the
case at Plymouth, Falmouth, Portsmouth, Newcastle-upon-'Tyne, and other
places, where people lived in tenements, and the houses were divided and sub-
divided lor the accommodation of ditlijrent families. He next referred to the
pigsty question, and observed that more human lives had been lost in this
country by pig-keeping and pig-feeding than in all the battles we had fought in
foreign countries. The keeping of the pigsty led to fever and other diseases,
yet the poor people would consider it the greatest possible hardshiji to be
deprived of their pig. Now, should they not he saved from danger brought on by
their own ignorance and self-will ? The question of cottage accommodation was
one of great importance, and he hoped they would all of them put their shoulders
to the ^lieel in order to improvement ; and he trusted that the Institute would
take up the great sanitary question in its full bearings—drainage, sewerage,
ventilation, lighting—and also the cheapness of structures for "the labouring
people, in order that we may have a healthy nation and a more happy and more
loyal people.

Mr. T. Hayter Lewis referred to the statement made by Mr. Rawlinson
that in many large houses the drains were not connected with the sewers. Now,
the making of such connection was not in the province of the architect, but of
the authorities of the Sewers Office, who charged for making the same. There-
fore the statement about the non-connection between the drains and the sewers
ought to be mentioned at the Sewers Ofiice.
Mr. Rawlinison said he made the statement in all candour and sincerity,

and he was afraid that the mischief arose from two parties being connected with
the matter. In all his arrangements respecting sewers, and he had made many
miles of sewers, be made an entrance for a branch connection, and no fee was
charged for any connection.
Mr. Isaacs.—He must say that a better paper, or one containing a larger

amount of facts on the subject under consideration, could not have been presented
to the Institute. Though he was not pre|)ared to go the length of some members
as to the total ertieiency of sanitary measures in preventing disease of every type,
there was no doubt that sanitary measures would, to a large extent, obviate" the
sickness and diseases to which the population of towns ifad been subject. He
happened to have a portion of the sewerage of the metropolis under his charge,
lying between (jray's-iun-laue on the west and Victoria-street on the east, and
after a review of the operations of the Local Board of Health of that district, it
was found that the sanitary measures had resulted in a reduction of the rate of
mortality. Kc would suggest that the Institute should state some leading
principles as to sanitary matters. The first evil to be avoided, he thought, was
that of overcrowding, than which there was no other source more conducive to
sickness and mortality. When whole families resided in rooms sickness and
mortality followed. Great attention should be paid to the ventilation of a
number of buildings erected, particularly low buildings, in close proximity to
each other, and, again, too much attention could not he paid to the condition of
the drainage and the water-closets, liut unless tliere was provision made in the
way of constant inspection of such buildings, however great the care in regard to

buildmg and to providing proper accommodation, the convenienceg were geoerally
misused.

Dr. Mii.KOY drew attention to the subject of the ventilation of Tooms end
apartments. The point was a strictly structural one, and he had hooBd to bear
some remarks from architects as to the mode of admitting fresh air into 8 room,
and the mode for the escapeof the vitiated air. Upon the latter point thOTwere
probably all agreed ; the vitiated air rose to the toi)—therefore the opiinfng for

its escape ought to be at the top. Hut then cauie the point, where thould the
fresh air be admitted? He considered that was a point on which they ought to

endeavour to conic to some decision : for gentlemen would lie aware that there

had been confiictiug opinions given by Government Coiiiinissioiis on that subject.

He niiiiht refer to the opinion and advice given by the .Sanitary CommisBJon of
the Army, and they recommended a model hut embracing the important subject

of the admission of' the fresh air and the escapi^ of the foul air. In that hut the
general principle was the introduction of the fresh or pure air towards the floor,

or a few inches above the floor. Now, recently he believed that more than one
report of the very opposite character was made ; and it was the very diversity of

opinion that made him keep to that one point—namely, in what part of a room,
hospital, or chamber, where was the right place to introduce the current of the

fresh air to take tlie place of the foul or vitiated air? It was of the greatest

imiiortance to keep a current of fresh air hi rooms and hospitals at night.

During the period from sundown to sunrise it was by far the most important

thing to keep the apartment or chamber sweet, for this reason, that at least two-
thirds of the attacks of disease occur during the night. Hence the great impor-
tance of maintaining the purity of the air (during that time.

Mr. Fowler (having been requested by the Chairman to give some account
of the mode of ventilation adopted at the Fever Hospital), said, the

ventilation of the Fever Hospital, conducted by Dr. Amott, went on
this principle : they did not trust to the currents, but the air was forced into the

wards, not through small pipes, but through ducts that a man could creep

through. The air was driven through a kind of culvert to the different wards;
it was^injected at the lower part of the wards, and forced out at the top. Hetook
it, therefore, it was an important principle, for which he gave Dr. Amott the

credit, that a very moderate amount of mechanical power enabled them to secure

a Jchange of air, by driving out the foul and admitting the fresh, to obtain the

great object of ventiiatjon. They began the Fever Hospital by covering the ground
with concrete, to seal up, as it were, all the foul emanations arising from what had
been a laystall for cattle. That ground was sealed up by a hiyer of C Inches of

concrete over the whole surface.

The Hon. Arthur Kinnaird, M.P. (having been called upon by the Chair-

man), said he had endeavoured to give attention to this sanitary question, and his

brother, Lord Kinnaird, had made experiments on the very ground which had
been alluded to that evening. He did not think they could dve sufficient atti n-

tion to sanitary questions ; the longer he lived the more lie saw of that vast

city in which we resided, and the more he saw of the amount of building that was
going on on every side, it seemed to him a matter much to be deplored that science,

with all its progress, was not more adapted to our buildings. On every side they

saw buildings run up, and yet no effort was made really to remedy those defects

which experience had pointed out. Now, he did think meetings such as the

present were particularly adapted to draw public attention to the matter, and he

thought the more they had the benefit of the press throwing light on
this matter, the more was London likely to he benefited by the

improvements which had been suggested that evening. He was talking

on Saturday to a gentleman who had built model lodging-houses in the

neighbourhood of Bethnal-green, and he said that he thought after laying out a

great deal of capital in building extensive Iiouses of the description referred to, it

was a very cruel case that those who built sucli houses got no help from the

Legislature, and he further stated tliat the rating on his property increased to

such an extent as to become a positive check on such improvements. Now, he

thought there should be some improvement and alteration in that matter. The
moment they improved the class of building they were subject to an amount of

taxation which was a positive interdict or check on improvements of that nature.

He threw that out as a matter worthy of consideration by those present, and he

thought the law ought to be changed in that respect, because they ought to

encoui'age instead of discouraging such improvements.
The Chairman read an extract from a communication forwarded by Mr.

Phipson, in which that gentleman stated that it was a mistake to suppose that

the vitiated air always ascended.

Dr. MiLROY.—The great object was to ascertain from architects where was
the right place to bring in the fresh air.

Mr. Roberts (author of the paper which led to this discussion) said if the

buildings for the working classes were arranged on the open gallery system

instead of the close corridor system, they would not be subject to the taxation

which had been referred to by the Hon. Mr. Kinnaird. That had been decided

by the judges at chambers, and that was an important fact which ought to be

well considered.

Mr. WiLLiA.\r White said in reference to the building of cheap cottages in

the country, he had adopted, with very great advantage, quarter bricks for 12-

inch walls. In some parts of the country it was usual to build with a coinmon

earth, without water, without lime, without sand, without stone, but simply

rammed in, and it formed a good substance. What he referred to was a loamy

earth or gravel. He had built the walls of a house in this manner with as little

cost as the carriage of the stone alone would have bi*n. With regard to drain-

age, he understood that something was to be done as to watercloscU and cesspools.

There was a clergyman in Dorsetshire who was advocating the mbdng of heaps

of rubbish and soil of every kind at the backs of the cottages; and it had beeii

ascertained that the drying common vegetable mould, and pulverising it, would

absorb from drains all the effluvia and offensive particles, and the same rarth

could boused for three or four months vrithout being unduly charged with otten-

sive matter.

Mr. Edward Roberts referred to the subject of ventilation, as to where the

fresh air should be admitted and where the vitiated air should go out. The foul

air did ascend, and there was no doubt all that made a room uncomfortable de-

scended. There should be admitted a sufficient quantity of fresh air at a proper

point, and he had found it convenient to admit it by a vertical tube above the

heads of the persons in the room. He found the mode of ventilation he had

adopted at his offices to be very effective.

This closed the discussion, and shortly afterwards the meeting separated.
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ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

AX onlinary meeting of this body was held last Friday evening at the rooms in

Conduit- street ; A.W. Blomfield, Esq., M.A,/the Chairman, presiding.

Mr. Blashill, in the absence of Mr. Arthur Smith, hon. secretary, read the

minutes of proceedings at tlie last meeting, which were approved of and con-

firmed.
The*Library.^In answer to Mr. Blashill, Mr. C. H. F. Lewis stated tliat

the library in course of formation was to be a lending one, and that subscriptions

were being received in aid of binding the books, the committee of the Association

having undertaken to provide cases for the same.

The Chairman then announced that in consequence of the absence of Mr. B*

A. C. Herring, who was to have read a paper that evening, it would be requisite

to atyuum the incetiog.

The meeting was accordingly adjourned.

DECISIONS IN THE COURTS.

POWER OP VBSTRIES TO REQUIRE WATER SUPPLY TO CLOSETS.

The Vr-fryo/St. Lulf*s, MuidUsfX, Appellants, and Leutis, Respondent.—Court of Queen^s

Bench.—TtiU was a case stated by one of the police magistrates of the metropolis, under

*he 20th and 21st Victoria, cap. 43, for the opinion of this Court, upon the question whether
the magistrate onght to have made an order upon the respondent for the payment of the

vxm of £12 l*>s. under these circumstances :—
It appeared the respondent was the owner of the premises in John's-place, Arthur-street,

in the parish of St. Luke, 'Middlesex, built before the passing of the Metropolis Local
Management Act (the ISth and 19th Victoria, cap. 120), and he had been summoned before

one of the p»>Iice magistrates at Clerkenwell, to show cause why an order should not be
made, under the provisions of the Metropolis Local Management Act, requiring him to pay
the vestry of the saiil parish the sum of £12 IDs., being the expense of certain works
cxecnted by the said vestry upon the said premises in John's-place. The respondent ap-

peaztid in answer to the summons on the lOth of December, 1860, and, in the result, the

magistrate declined to make the order. It was proved before the magistrate that the

respondent was the owner of four houses in a court, called John's-place, and that the

houses had two privies attached to them. In the early part of the year 1860 complaints
were made, and the vestry served upon the respondent a notice to do certain works, which
he complied with, so far as to fix fpans to the closets, but not in providing water supply.

On the 14lh of July. 1860, the surveyor of the vestry gave the respondent notice, and then
proceeded to inspect his premises, and opened the drains passing under the footway pave-

ment and connecting tlie privies with the sewer, which were found to be choked and
liiocked up. The drains were cleaned and put in order at the expense of the vestry, and on
the 2lBt of August the vestr>- served upon the respondent a further notice, requiring him
to provide water supply to the two privies within 2S days to the satisfaction of the

vestry ; and that in case of his refusal or neglect the vestry would cause the same to

be conptrncted, and would proceed to'recover the expenses in the manner provided by tlie

Act. Xo attention was paid by the respondent to this notice, and the vestry, on the

26tli of Kovember, 1860, served upon him another notice of their intention, after 24 hours,

to enter the resjwndent's premises and execute certain works, which they accordingly did

on the 1st of December. They then flxed a cistern on the roof of the privies, removing the
roof, and also three courses of brickwork on the upper side or pitch thereof, for the purpose
of procuring a level base for the cistern ; and they also fixed the necessary plumbers' work
for connecting the cistern with the pipes of the water company and with the pans of the
closets, and fixed new seats in the privies. The expense of these works amounted to the sum
•of £12 lOg., the payment of which the vestry then sought to enforce by summoning the
respondent before the magistrate. The magistrate, however, was of opinion that, having
regard to the Metropolis Local Management Act, and particularly to the 81st, 82nd, and
S-Hh sections, under which the vestry professed to have acted, there was no power given to
convert a privy into a water-closet, by providing water supply thereto, as had been done in
this instance ; but that, if the privy was not sufficient, the vestry should have required the
respondent to m^c it so. and, on his default, the vestiy wasempowered, by the 81st section,

to make it sufficient by doing such works as were required, and then to recover the expense
so incurrorl from the respondent. The magLstrate also stated that he thought he was
supported in his opinion by the decision of the I-ords Justices in the case of " Tinckler v.

the Wandsworth District Board of Works " (27 L. J. Ch., 342.) He accordingly declined to

make an order for the payment of the £12 10s. ; but, at the request of the vestry, he stated

the present case for the opinion of this Court upon the question whether he ought to have
made an order.

Lord Cliief Justice Cockbum said he was of opinion that the decision of the magistrate
was erroneous. The question turned upon the construction of the 81 st section

,

which enacted that " if at any time it appear to the vestry or district board of such parish
or dletrict that any house in any such parish or district, whether built before or after

the commencement of this Act, is without a sufficient water-closet, or privy, and ashpit,

"furnished with proper doors and coverings, and with other apparatus and works as
aforesaid, the ve.^try or district board shall, in case the same can be provided without dis-

turbing any building, give notice in ^vriting to the owner or occupier of such house, re-

quiring him forthwith, or within such reasonable time as shall be specified in such notice, to
provide a e-ufflcient water-closet or privy, and ashpit, so furnished as aforesaid, or either of

them, as the case may require," &c. The respondent admitted that the vestry had the
power to order a privy to be made sufficient, but he denied that they had the power to order
a privy to be converted into a water-closet. His Lordship, however, thought the vestry or
district board had that discretion vested in them by the 81st section, for it enacted that if

" any house" f^hould be " without a sufficient water-closet or privy," the vestry, or district

boaztl, should have power to require the owner or occupier to provide " a sufficient water-
closet or privy," &c., " or either of them, as the case may require." It was reasonable also
that it should be so, for there might be ca-^es where the privy could not be so altered as to
meet the necessities of the case. It might be that the buildings were so crowded that the
only renic<ly might be the application of water to carry the soil into the regular sower.
Upon the whole, his lordship thought the vestry ought to have that discretion, and that the
Act of Parliament vested it in them, and that the magistrate ought to have made the
order.

Mr. Justice Wightmanwasofthepame opinion, and said thecase of " Tinckler v. the Wands-
worth Di-trict Board of Works" was distinguishable, because in that case the board had
declared their intention to do away with all privies, and had issued a general order appli-
cable to a n!im(x;r of houses without any regard to whether the jn ivies were sufficient or
not. But. in the present case, the vestry had decided that water-closets were necessary.

Mr, Justice Crompton was of the same opinion, but added that in some cases a [question
might ari?e, on the words '* witliout disturbing any building," a-s to what amounted to
•' disturbing a building," and also as to who waa to decide. His lordship, however, agreed
that the vestry had the power under the Act to order the supply of water.
The judgment of the Court was, that the case be remitted to the magistrate, with the

Opinion of the Court.

^ctiijirs.

—

Journal of the British Archaologknl Association.

THE last quarterly part of tliis Journal contains a paper on Lillesliall Abbey,
by Mr. Eilwaril Roberts, T.S.A. Lillesliall, it will be remembered, was one

of the places visited during the Slirewsburj- Congress. Mr. Roberts gives a plan
of the remains, so far as tliey can be traced, and illustrations of a late Norman
doorway, from the cloisters to the church, and of the south side of the refectory.

The church itself consisted of nave and choir, together about 225 feet long by 31
feet wide. There was a north and south transept ; south of the latter is the

sacristy, then the treasurj-, and south of that the chapter-house.

We believe that Mr. Roberts is now preparing for publication an elaborate

and illustrated account of the interesting remains ol Wenloek Priory, in the same
county.

The Ecclesiologist,

FOR February, fives the concluding part of Mr. Street's lecture on " Itiliun

Pointed Architecture," some notes on the works at Queen's College, Cani-
bridge, and a statement of doings at Ely Cathedral, lately noticed in our pages.

Mr. W. Burges contributes, in a letter, " .Supplemental Notes on Plorence," as

addenda to his paper on that city ; there is also a notice of .411 Saints' Church,
Hawkhurst. If, in addition to this list, we mention photographs of an internal

view and plan of Mr. Joseph Clark's Point de Galle Church, at Ceylon, a bird's-eye

view of St. Mary's College, Harlow, by Mr. Withers, and notices ofnew churches,

we shall include most of the ])urely architectural matter contained in the present

number of our contemporary.

A Letter Addressed to Both Houses of Parliament. By E. W. Oldham,
Senior. Knight and Co., Worcester.

THE author of this pamphlet claims to have produced the Rrst practical plan
for the Thames Embankment (in 1845), and, at the same time, a plan of

sewer drainage, which it is contended is now being carried out upon wrong
principles. It is not easy to see how the " Royal Sacrifice,'- referring, it is

presumed, to the death of the late Prince Consort, is connected with, or in any
way attributable to, our sewerage works, but the writer finds in it " a warning
voice of the unspeakable and horrible eft'ects that must certainly follow."

There is something, however, in a point on wliich the author strongly insists,

the necessity of constructing sewers and drains water-tight in the upper as well

as lower portions. It is asked

—

How many scores of miles there are of the iuunense network of small drains running up
small streets and backs of houses, and all these made above the water-tiglit point of the
main sewer, and, therefore, exempt by law from being made in the smallest degree mater-

tight ? Thus all the springs are running directly or indirectly into them ; and all the wells

of water below that point of level—I mean for a third part of the way up the main sewer

—

draw all their water directly from the sewer drains. Now, if they wore made water-tight,

sueh could not take place. Where I was living in London for many months, I have seen a
drain blocked up at the outlet into the main drain, yet our pumps at the upper end of the
streets kept us clear of all surface water : thus, the water in the well came from the pump
to the tea kettle, thence to the closet, the drain, and back again to the pump, until we
drank one day the excrements or sewerage of the preceding.

The Exhibition Approaches.—One of the openings towards the Inter-
nstiuual Exhibition, recently insisted on as an absolute necessity by Sir Richar d
ilayne, has been siMjured by the Chelsea Vestry. The passage from Eaton-square
to .Sloane-square will be widened, so as to be re ndered availablefor the increase of
public traHic by that line of road.

The Artizan.

THE January and February numbers of this work are before us, the latter

giving, in a large folding sheet, and in a tabulated form, an account of the

performances of six vessels under various circumstances. " Practical Papers for

Practical Men" treats of bridge platforms, "Notes and Formulsefor Engineers"
gives a large amount of information, and there are some interesting papers on the

Strength of Materials. The proceedings of the engineering societies are fully

reported.

Mr. Tite's address on " Current Topics," delivered before the Institute last

year, is concluded in the part for Januar}'.

Description of Edward lunch's Proposed Improvements in the Metropolis.
Wilson : Royal Exchange.

ACCORDING to these plans, which were submitted to Lord John Martnersand
to the Board of Works, in 1858, and placed before the Thames Embank-

ment Commission in 1861, the author proposes two improvements—one relating

to the changes and improvements in the river Thames, the other to the disposal

of the whole of the sewage of the city of London and its suburbs.

On looking at a map of London and its environs, it will be seen that the river

Thames at Greenwich, at about Deptford-creek, makes a bend forming nearly a
right angle ; that it keeps on for nearly two miles till it gets to Limehouse, there

it forms anotlier sharp bend, then it goes on In an irregularly-shaped line for

about 4 four miles until it gets to a point between Waterloo and Hungerford

bridges ; there another riglit-angled bend is formed ; the river then goes on for

about a mile and three-quarters until it reaches Nine-elms, there it forms
another bend and goes on to Chelsea. These four bends cause the portion of the

river extending from Greenwich up to Vauxhall- bridge to form three sides of an

irregularly-shaped long square.

1 1 is proposed to cut off this portion of the river, commencing at about Dept-
ford-creek and terminating at about Nine-elms, and form it into an extensive

lake or dock seven miles and three-quarters long. By putting gates across the

river at a point a little above Greenwich, adapted for the largest-sized ships to

pass through, and at the upper or Vauxhall end of this great lake to place smaller

gates, adapted for barges, river steamers, and small vessels to go through. These

gates or locks would be connected by masonry to the shores of the river on each
side, and wi u'd retain the water in the lake always at one uniform level or there-

abouts.

It is further proposed to cut an entirely new bed for the river, commencing a
little above the upper gates of the new lake at about Nine-elms, and to carry it

in a line as nearly as possible straight to Greenwich, and there to let it join the

present river bed immediately below the lower gates of the new lake, at a point

about Deptford-creek. This new river bed will probably cross the Kennington-
oval, take the direction of the Surrey canal for some distance, and then go on to

the point described ; the entire distance will be a little under five miles.

With regard to the second portion of the plan, which consists of the collection,

treatment, and disposal of the sewage, it is proposed to make, on the north side

of the river, an intercepting main drain, that shall take pretty nearly the direc-

tion the river at present takes, and that shall catch all the main drains that now
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empty themselves into the river. " It would he well to have it made of iron. It

should be of pood size, so that there may be amjile room and to spare. At the

point where this drain commences or takes its rise there should be a pipe laid

from it to th« great lake, which pipe should rise up in the lake to the surface

;

it should he fixed in a secure and convenient place, and should have a valve upon
it, so fonned that by turning a handle any amount of water may be allowed to

flow from the lake down this pipe into the main intcrceptingdrain. At the point

wliere this drain terminates a pumping enffine would be erected, and sluice

valves made to open and shut, and from there a drain would go direct to the

nearest point of the river Tliamos below the lower, or Deptford gates of the lake,

to which it could be conveniently taken."
The end aimed at hy fins portion of the arrangement is to admit a stream of water into

the main drain ; to u?o this aa the medium for carrying along with it expeditiously, and
before it has time to ferment and decompose, all the sewage matter that is brought into it,

and to carry this at a fpecd that will prevent any deposit of the solid matter held in
suspense, and thereby, to a great extent, prevent noxious gases from being formed ; and,
further, not to let this diluted sewage rest, but, as soon a£ it arrives at the tem\Ination of
this main drain, to lift it up to a higher level by means of the stcam-engino, and then again
deal with it as will hereafter be described.
Other parts of London would be drained somewhat similarly, the sewage being

conveyed to and spread over a tract of land laid with porous drain-pipes, to carry
off the li(iuid portion, leaving solid matter remaining. What is to be done with
the latter is not said.

A Sketch of the Life ofJohn Milton, Compiled with Reference to the Pro-
posed RentoratioH of the Church of St. Giles, Cripplegate. Woodley,
Fore-street, Cripplegate.

THE author, who does not allow his name to appear, urges the perfeit restoration
of Cripplegate Church as a memotial to the memory of John Millcn, who was

buried therein. We understand tliat the lughest dignitaries ofthe Church approve
the suggestion.
Some particulars ofthe church are given. Dedicated to Saint Giles, born at

Athens, a great patron of the poor and diseased, it was built, according to Stow, in
the year 1099.* " In the reign of William the Conqueror,t houses having been built
cast and west across the said gate (Cripplegate), a parish church was erected
rather west from tlie gate, and is now on the bank of the town ditch." Stow
further tells us, " That the church was at first small, but enlarged at divers times
as the parish increased, when it was at length rebuilt." It underwent a fiery
ordeal in 1545, but was speedilv restored, and wholly escaped the conflagration
of London in 1066. It measures 114 feet in length, 63 feet in breadth, and,
originally to the roof, 32 feet; it is built of stone and brick. The pillars and
arches are Modern Gothic.
The tower, now in ruins, is considered to be part of the original structure,

and it may be infened that by far the greater number of columns and pointed
arches were also port ions of the eariy foundation. In the west front of the tower
was a large pointed window, now bricked up, and in the side walls are the
jambs and heads of two similar, but smaller windows, also obliterated on the
outside.

T
The Practical Mechanics' Journal.

HE current part of this journal continues the description of Mallet's method
ot mounting cannon, and a paper on the "Annealing Temperatures of Metals

and Crystallisation Produced by Vibration." An article on sea-wall engineering
treats of the Dymclrarch wall of Romney-marsh. Again, we meet with the
history ofthe sewing machine in its thirty-fifth part, bringing the suliject down
to 1860. There are several detailed notices of recent patents and reports of
actions on patents. " The Mechanics' Journal " is conducted with spirit.

IMPROVEMENTS IN BUILDING, &c.
In the Constructiox ok Buildings akd Ships with a View to the Extinguish-
ment OF Accidental Fire therein, and also the Ventilation thebeok.—
Dated July 22, I8fil.—J. Beattie. South Ivambeth.
This invention is carried into effect in the following manner :—The patentee places in or

between or connects with, the brickwork or other material of which the main building is
imposed, one or more main pipe or pipes of suitable metal, and of sufBcicnt strength and

11,
""' basement or ground floor to the root or other part or parts of such building

;

and he has branch pipes of suitable metal, bore, and strength from such main pipe or pipes
into each floor, and, if required, into each room, and he carries such branch pijies round the
ceiling or other part or parts of such rooms, and other parts of the building ; and he has
perforations in such branch pipes, and mofithsor roses, made ornamentally or otherwise.
He has also suitable joints and cocks, or other apparatus, so thivt, when a Are has taken
place in any or more of such room or rooms, the water can be forced by steam or other
power from below through the main pipe and branch or branches into such room or rooms
as requiretl for the extinguishment of the fire therein. He also, in some cases, constructs
Hues 111 different parts of the building for the passage otwaterfor cooling the walls and pipes,
with requisite iulets and outlets. He also, at other times, forces or partially exhausts air,
Dy means of a fan or other suitable apparatus, worked by steam or other power, through
tne main and branch pipes, for the purpose of ventilating the rooms of such buildings.

^^^y-^Tiyia the Extension op Fire in Buildings.- Dated July 23, 1861.—C. Batty.
This consists in so arranging the ceilings that they may be scparate<I from the floor imme-

mately above, by a space tiirough wUch a current of air passes with a great velocity when
tne celling becomes hot by a fire beneath, thus, it is said, keeping the inside or top surface of
ine ceiling cool, or comparatively so, and preventing the floor above bccomhig heated.

Drying Bricks. &c.—Dated July 24, 1861.—A. J. D. Seitz.
tortile purposes of this invention a closed drying-room is constructed

, provided with a
ceiling having oiieiiings therein, closed by shutters, and having skylights. This room is
nttcd with benches constructed of flags, quarts, slates, or other porous materials, to receive
tne bncks or other articles to be dried, spaces being left between for the passage of barrows
and workmen. In this drying-room is arranged a system of pipes, heated, by preference,
by means of the waste steam from the steam engine, as being more economical, but a
separate toiler may be employed if necessary.

SUriiiNE FOR Cutting Wood.—Dated July 23, 1161.-R. Thompson.
This consists in an arrangement of machinery wheaeby revolving cutting tools for

cnasing, groo%'lng, moulding, &c., can be moved (while in the operation of cutting or
otnerwisc) m any direction required by the workman, giving him complete command over

.JL^'^^'^'
''ejTnour, and Kewton give the year in which St. Giles' Church was built as

1O30, while Kntick anct Tliomton say 1090.
+ It is somewhat curious that Stow should have given 1099 as the date of St. Giles'

Wurch, while ho here names the reign of William the Conqueror, who died in the year

the tool to follow any line of cut traced out, without in any way intorfering with the re-
volving action of the cutter or otticr driving power. The principle consitt* In mouutlng
the cutting tools in a carrier or traverse block, such block being froo to tmvol along a
beam, revolving motion being communicated to tiie cutter bv a gut or l»md, actuated by a
double-grooved pulley revolving freely upon a shaft.

MAriiiNERV TOR DnE.ssi.N-n Slates.—Dated Jaly 27, IMl.-C. E. Amoi awlJ. Fnnd/
1'

This invention relates to a novel arrangement of machinery wherobj- rooflnK elatce ro»y
bo cut, trimmed

, or dressed to the different sizoa nsed for building purposee. The maohine
consists of a rectangular frame, which may, if neoeflsary, be mounted on wheels for the
convenience of trans[X)rtiiig or removing the machine from one locality to unotlier. Tliis
frame is provided with a fixed knife, and also suitable bearings for a lover or " swonl arm,"
which carries a movable knife. Tlio "sword arm" or lover le Mupondwl by a spring or
springs, so that, when in a normal position, the movable catting edge is raised above the
lower knife edge, and the two edges resemble a pair of open " shears/' and act in the seme
manner. A treadle frame is attacked by means of a link to a lever which is upon the
same spindle as the " sword arm," and tlie knife edges am brought together by the prcwmro
of tho foot of the workman, or, if desired, the machine may lie worked by mechanical
liower, by applying power to the treadle lever ; or the treadle lever may he dispensed \vith
and the power may be applied direct to tho "sword arm." The spindle of tho "sword
arm " is made adjustable to compensate for wear in the cutting edge and other working

,

parts, and a gauge plate with suitable marks or points, corresponding to the different

'

rccog:nised sizes of roofing slates, is placed on tho framework so that tho rough slates may
be laid in thcirproper places and adjusted with facility.

IN the CON.STRUCTION OK BUILDINGS, AND IN MATERIALS AND MACIIINERV TO BE
Employed therein.—Dated July 30, l»6l.—JI. Allen.

In carrying out this invention the inventor proposes to construct staircases hi such »
manner as to economise the space they usually occupy, and to render tho same fire-proof by
insulating them from every internal portion of tho building. Tills ho proposes to,

accomplish by arranging the stairs in a semi-circular or other recess in the outer wall of tv

building, extending from its foundation to the roof, and having no openings whatever on
its inner side ; this recess is made with openings as doorways on its outer face, throngh
which the stairs may be approached on one floor, and terminate on the floors by doorways
or openings leading to balconies running along that part of the building in which the stall 8
are placed, and by means of which access is obtained to the several floors or flats. As
regards the improved materials, they consist of burnt clay, cinders, slags, coke, culm, or
clinkers, and other calcined substsmces of similar character thereto, and possessing an Ir-

reguljir woven porous surface, mixed with Portland or other cement or lime. As regards
the raachiner>-, it consists of a machine made in the following way for the better mixing
and ilicoriiorating together the aforesaid materials or any other materials used in build-
ing :—Tho inventor takes a box or vessel, the under side of which is movable, in whicli ho
arranges horizontally a revolving shaft, having a number of knives, pegs, or rakes, inserted
or fixed therein ; the materials to be mixed are thrown into the said box or ves^'l. and tho
shaft driven round until the whole of the materials have become thoroughly mLxeil together ;
the lower part of the box or vessel is then opened, and its contents allowed to flow out
ready for use.

C^omsgoiul^ncu.

SiPETY HAVENS FOR MINERS.
Sir,—Colliery proprietors are, doubtlessly, now impressed with the necessity of aiiiver-

sally having two shafts to each pit, and also a communication or staple between the upper
and lower seams of coal, the want of which caused tho fatality diirinK the iate tragedy.
Yet there is another safety-valve which would protect the lives of miners, if the brattice
should be destroyed by fire, explosion, or otherwise, and as it has not been noticed by
others, permit me to describe my idea. Division of a shaft generally occasions sufficient
ventilation in the whole of a pit to enable miners to work in any part. When a brattice is

disarranged, the upward current of gas and downward passage of air cease, and probably
at the same time the mode for the men leaving the pit is ungeared. Inexpressible relief
would be conferred on the imprisoned miners by tho facility at such a time to escape fco a
selected and particular part in any of the seams, where they could congregate in safety and
wait for lelief. This object could be secured by embedding under the brick or wooden
casing of the shaft a diaphri^matic pipe or a double concentric pipe laid from the outer air
to the spots chosen as "havens of safety" in each ofthe seams, which would bo thus
ventilated pertectly distinct from, and independent of, the mode adopted for tho remainder
of the pit. This is merely an extension of the brattice principle, and a plan often nsed for
ventilating particular rooms in buildings. It may be desirable to have the power at each
of the selected spots to close the ventilating pipes in any of the other seams where the us©
of it may not be required.

Geouge Walcott, C.B.
24, Abchurch-lane, London, E.G., February 15th, 1862.

TENDERS.
CORS EXCHAXGE, LEIGHTON BUZZARD.

For erecting a com exchange and public-rooms, at I.,eighton Buzzard, Messrs. Bellamy
and Hardy, architects, Lincoln. Quantities supplied by Mr. James Bamett, Loudon.
J. Ferr>', Jun., Hackney £7,105
Hardman and Co., London 6,750
J. Nutt, London 6,41.'i

Geo. Cooper, Aylesbury 6,320
Geo. John Carter, London 6,065
Geo. Dawson, Leighton 6,0.ift 10
E, Condor, London 6,057

J. \V. Sawyer, London jC'5,<)50

S. Holdstock, Leighton 5,756
William Mead, Leighton 5,6Sfi

Kash and Co. , Leighton A,COA
AV. R. Uowe, London 5,577
J, Boddington, Wellington 5,120
Osborne Brothers, Leicester* .... 4,988

Accepted.

ClIAPEL, SnOREHAM.
For erecting a chapel at Shoreham, Sussex. Mr. Horatio N. Goulty, architect, Brighton.

Lockycr £.1H2 I J. and W. Goddard (accepted) £30*
R. Patching and Son otiT

|

Church, East Ham.
For erecting a new church at East Ham. Mr. A. W. Blomfield,M.A., architect. Quantitiea

supplied by Mr. J. A. Bunker.
Bird £3,430

|
Child, Son, and Martin £3.0J»«

J. and W. Sanders ;:{,.'JhS G. Carter 2,900
Mansfield and Son 3,272 Browne and Robinson 2,959
Myers and Sons 3,2;w | Tumor and Sons 2,93i)

Gas Meter Testixg-housk. Pouthwark.
The tender of Mr. NLxon has been accepted by the Metropolitan Board of Works for tho

erection of a temporarj- gas-meter testing-house in Castle-street, Southwark, at £1,598.
Estimate of Mr. Vulliamy, superintending architect, £1,450.

New Sculptures for the British Museuac.—A group of Buropa
and the Bull, of the size of life, found in the ancient Koinan araphithentre at

Gortigna, in Crete, lias lately been exhumed, and has been broug'ht to England
by her [Majesty's sliip Scourge ; witliin the last few days it has been deposited
within the British Museum, near the Carian and Cyrenatc sculptures.
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COAIPETinONS OPEN.
BRIDGKS.

DCBUS.—The conuuictee appointed Co carry oui the uew Carlisle bridge (Dublin) scheme,
require plans anil specification!) for the erection of the structure on the present site, the
fall breadth erf Sackvillo^roet. £i>(M)\vlIl be paiil for the best ami most approved plan,
XlOO for the aeooud, and £5*1 for the thinl. The plans, Jcc. to be the property of the
committee, to whom applications are to be made at the Imperial Hotel, SackviUe-strect,
DaUin.

HAKBOR WORKS.
LT3IE Rkois.—The Boiongfa Council require a plan, specification,and estimate for carrying

out certain works at the Cobb or harbor there ; to be sent in to G. Hingerton, town clerk,
by March 1st, when the sncoessful competitor will roeeive 15 guineas. Full particulars
can be had at the offices of the Cobb clerk or towu clerk, Lyme Regis.

LAYING OUT.
Traxuere.—^Tbo directors of the Tranmere Freehold Land Society desire plans, before the

?5th March, tar la>-ing out and allotting the estate belonging to the Society, in Higher
Tranmere ; consistiug of about 40 statute acres. Premiums \nll be given for the best
and aecoodrbest plaiis. Each plan to be accompanied with an estimate of the cost of the
formation and construction of the roads and sewers, and also of the laying out of the
laiiii. I^irticnlars from Mr. John Quinn, Chairman of the Society, 22, Lord-street,
LiTerjxjol ; or from M>. H. P. Priest, Secretary, Market-cross-chambers, jy. Market-street,

CONTRACTS OPEN.
MANSION, &c.

BorTHAMPTON.—For the erection of a mansion, &c Particulars from Guillaume, Par-
menter, and GulUanme, architects, &c., Southampton.

PAVILION.
WoiU'KSTEIl.—For the erection of a pavilion, to be constructed of wood and glass, for the
Worcester Pleasure Grounds Company, Limited. Flans, »Si«., at the offices of Mr. A. P.
Watkins, 60, Foregate-street, Worcester, and bills of quantities obtained of the architect,
Mr. Cranstcm, No. 1 , Temple-iow-west, Birmingham. Tenders to be sent to tlie secretary,
endorsed " Tender for Pavilion," on or before the Sth March.

PIKH.
Blackpool.—For the erection of an iron lamiing and promenade pier, for the Blackpool
Pier Company, (Limited.) Plans, &c, on Monday the 3rd March next, at the ofllce of
Kessrs. Birch, the engineers to the company, 4;J, Parliament-street, Loudon, S.W,, or at
the Company s office, Blackpool ; and bills of quantities will be furnished on payment of
ten ahiUings. Sealed tenders by the 10th March next, addressed to the chairman of the
Blackpool Pier Company, Blackpool.

PRISONS.
Kkxt.—For certain works to be done at the county prisons, Maidstone, to form store-
room, ,&c. Plans. &c, witli Martin Bulmer, county surveyor, Maidstone. Scaled
tenders, endorsed " Tender for Works at the County Prisons, Maidstone," are to be de-
livered to Mr, Bulmer, by four p.m., on the 27th inst., and persons tendering are to be
in attendance at the Courts of Justice, Maidstone, at h^-past twelve on the 28th
February.

CHURCHES.
BIDEPORD.—For rebuilding Bideford Church. Flans, &c, on application to the rector, till

the 3rd March. Scaled tenders addressed to the secretary, on or before March 10th.
WakeKIELI>.—For the erection of a new parish church, at Ossett, near Wakefield. Plana,

tie, with W. Henry Crossland, architect, Harrison-road, Halifax, to the 2yth inst. Sealed
tenders, endormxl " Tender for the New Parish Church, Ossett," to be delivered to Mr.
Crossland, on or before ;ird March.

BIDDULPH.—For the erection of a new church on Biddulph Moor. Plans, &c., with the
Eev. Frauds Gordon, the Parsonage, Biddulph Moor, near Conglctou. Tenders to be
addressed, sealed, to Mr. Gordon, and none received after the last day of February.

lB3Ki*Ain).—For the internal fitting up and repairs of the churches of Camecastle, co.

Antrim ; Seagoe, co. Armagh ; and for the enclosure of the chiu-ch of Upper Falls, co.
Antrim. Plans and specifications with the resident ministers of the parishes. Tenders to be
forwarded, sealed, prepaid, and addressed thus :—" Proposal for , the Church of

**The Ecclesiastical Commissioners for Ireland, Dublin." by March 1.

CHAPELS.
Bristol.—For the erection of the Clifton Wesleyan Chapel. Drawings, &c., with Fosters
and Wood, architects, 6, Park-street, Bristol, till the 28th inst., on or before which t^e
tenders are to be sent to the architects, sealed and endorsed "Tenders for Clifton
Wesleywi Chapel.**

BRADFORD.—For the erection of the new Baptist Chapel, Manningham-lane, Bradford.
Drawings, &c., at the school-room of Sion Chapel, Bradford. Yorkshire, Tenders for the
whole or parts of the works will be received up to 10 o'clock on March Sth.

Woolwich.—For a chapel to be erected near Woolwich, Kent. Drawings, &c., on applica-
tion to Giles and Brookhouse, architects, Victoria-chambers, Derby, or at the residence of
the Rev. B. 'Sergeant, 1 1 , Brewer-street, Woolwich. Tenders to bo delivered to the Rev.
E. Sergeant not later than 12 noon^on tlie 27th inst., endorsed ''Tenders for new
Chapd."

CROTLAXD.—For the erection of a new school-room and additions to the Wesleyan Chapel,
Croyland. 1*18115 and specifications at Mr, Sanderson's, chemist, Croyland, wlicrc tenders
to be addresised to and delivered on or before the 1st March.

liASCASiiiRE.—For the erection of a dwelling-house, together with spacious business
premises, proposed to be built in Lytham, Lancashire. Plans, &c., with Mr. S. Warten-
berg, the Bazaar, Ljtham. Tenders not later than 26th February.

PARSONAGE.
Perth (N.B.)—For the erection of a new manse and office, at Dunning, Perth, N.B.

Drawings, &c., with the architects, William G. Habershon and Pite, 38, Bloorasbury-
square, London ; and on application to the clerk of works (Mr. Jones), at Duncrub-park,
Dunning.

FARM BLTLDINGS.
jREl^Asn.—FoT the erection of a set of farm offlc€s on Mrs. Hackett's farm, at Cowanstown,

near Maynootb, the estate of the Duke of Leinster. Plans, &c., at 13, Lower Dominick-
Btreet, Dnblin, up to the 28th inst. Tenders by the above date to Franda Trench, Esq.

,

Newlands, Tatlaght.

RAILWAY WORKS.
I REtiAND.—For the coristruction of the works upon the Midland Counties and Shannon

Junction Railway, between Clara and Bauagher, and commencing at a point a mile and
a half from the Junction of the Midland Great Western and Great Southern and Western
Railway Companies, on to Banagher, a distance of about 175 miles. Plans, specifications,
quantities, &c., are to be seen with the engineers of the Company, John Hill, Esq.,
TuUaraore, and Henry Brett, Esq., 8,5Harrington-street, Dublin. Tenders to bo sent in
not later than the Sth March, at 12 o'clock noon, endorsed " Tender for Works," and
addressed to J. Fowler Nicoll, secretary, offices of the Company, 53, Lower Dominick-
txeet, Dublin.

Staffordhiiire.—For the construction and extension of the line of the Staffordshire
Potttrries Street Railway Comi>any from Hanley to Longton, in two sections :—Section
and Contract No. 1, from Hanley to Stoke. Section and Contract No. 2, from Stoke to
Ixington. Drawings, &c., at the engineer's offices. Form of tenders, to be obtained from
the secretary, to be delivered at the Company's offices, 6, Trinity-street, Hanley, on or
before the 2«th of February.

WATERWORKS.
Wewhpool.—For laying and jointing about 0,500 yards of cast-iron pipes, and for pro-
Tiding and fixing sluice cocks, hydrants, and other works, for the Welchpool Water-
works. Spedflcations, &c., may be obtained of Messrs. Robert Dymond and Sons,
surreyors, Exeter, at IDs. 6d. each. Tenders by March 10.

MILITARY WORKS,
SOOTLAXD.—For contracting from Ist April, 1862, to 3l8t March, 1805, inclusive, for the

performance of such artificers' work as may be required at the under-mentioned stations,

viz. :—Ldinhurgh Castle ; Piershill Barracks ; Leith Fort, ilartello Tower, and Llnnknoss
Casile ; Greenlaw Stilitary Prison and Barracks ; Perth Barracks ; Dundee Barraei.^ :n;d
Droughty Castle ; Dunhar Barracks ; Benvick and Holy Island ; Glasgow Barracks ; I '\:m-
barton Castle; Paisley BaiTacks ; Hamilton l^arracks ; .-VyrBarracks; Fort Matilda; stiiiin-
Castlo ; Al>ordeen Barracks, Beacli and ToiTy Point Batteries ; Forts George, Augustii ,

and William. In all cases, the seven tr;ides are to l)e in one tender for each station, an
the contracts to be determinable at any period after the fii-st year, on either party giviiiL:

to the other three months' notice in writing. Any person may tender for one or more oi
the above stations. Parties applying for forms of tender must give sufficient guarantee
to the entire satisfaction of the commanding royalengineerof their being fully competent
to undertake and execute any uew works or repairs that may from time to time bo
ordered on the contract schedules. Everj- information on application to the Royal Kngi-
nccr or IJaiTack offices, at the several stations herein named, together with printed
schedules of the prices, with the terms of contract and letter of tender for the several
descriptions of artificers' work, to the 27th February, upon making a drpoeit of five
shillings for the same. The letter of tender to be sealed, and transmitU'd under cover to
the Director of Contracts, War Department, Pall-mall, Loudon, S.AV., so that it may be
received on or before the 10th March, 18i;2, and to be marked on the left-hand comer of
the envelope, " Tender for Works at ."

RESERVOIR.
Ryde.—For constructing a reservoir at Knighton, for the Ryde Commissioners. Plan

&c., with William Henry Pullcn, clerk, Town-hall, Ryde ; or at Messrs. Easton, Amo.

,

and Sons, Grove, Southwark. Sealed tenders to be sent to mo on or before Monday

,

the 24th day of February instant. No pledge is given to accept the lowest or aiiy

tender.

DWELLING HOUSES.
Herts.—For the erection of a dwelling-house at Lottsford, Standon, near Ware, Hert^.

Plans, &c., with Mr. Chapman. Lottsford, and at the office of the architect, Chark<
Chapman, St. Mildred's-court, Poultry, E.C. The quantities will bo supplied, and n^i

tenders will be accepted unless based ou the same. Tenders will be delivered on the 27tli

instant, at the office of the architect.

ROADMAKING, &C.
Irelaxd.—For the following works, in the barony of Gorey, in the ^coun^ of Wexford :—
1.— For making anew line of road from the comer of the Post-office in Gorey, to Edward
Foley's cottage in Ballyraheen, containing about 415 perches ; not to exceed £500. 2.

—

Kor making a new line of road from Goroy to Tinahely, containing about 300 perches, in
the towTiland of Ballingarry. Plans, forms of tender, &c., obtained, at the office of Henry
E. Wynne, secretary to the Grand Jury, County Court House, Wexford.

MANClTKSTElt.—For sewering, levelling, paving, flagging, and channelling so much of
Sloan-street, and the footiiaths at the sides thereof, as lies between Moss-lane and Raby-
Btreet, in Moss Side. Plans, &;c., at the office of Mr, John Wolstenoroft, surveyor to the
Boanl, Moss-lane east, Moss Side.

SEWERAGE.
Oxford.—For constructing an open sewer along a jxirtion of the Trill Mill Stream in the

city of Oxford. The drawings, &.C., at the Commissioners' office. Town Hall, Oxford ; or
particulars obtained from Mr. John Galpin, surveyor. Tenders, on printed form-^, which
may be obtained either of the clerk or the surveyor to the Commi^^sioners. must be
delivered, sealed, to Frederick J. Morrell, clerk to the Comuiissionew, No. 4, St. Giles's-

street, Oxford, on or before twelve noon, on 10th March, endorsed " Tender for Opea
Sewer."

DRAINAGE.
Hants.—For laying pipes, erecting filter tanks, and executing other works for the drainage

of the town of Alton. Copies of the quantities, with forms of tender (price 28. 6d. each)
may be obtained, and the specilications and drawingsinspectcd, on application to William
Trimmer, clerk to the Board, Alton ; or to Mr. T. W. Peufold, 2, Charlotte-row, Mansioo-
house, London. Tenders to be sent in on or before 4th March.

ROTHKRHITIIE.—For tho execution of such drains as the Vestry may direct to be performed
in the parish of Rotherhithe. Printed forms of tender and schedule of works, with con-
ditions, may be obtained at the clerk's offices, fil, Paradise-street, Rotherhithe ; or of Mr,
Gcoi^ Legg, the surveyor, 61 , King William-street, London-bridge. Tenders, accom-
panied with the name of one responsible ^rson as surety, to be sent to the clerk's offices

on or before 12 o'clock on the 4th of March.
SUPPLY, &C.

SWAKSEA.—For the following contracts for the Swansea Local Board of Health, Contract
No. 2.—For supplying cast-iron water-pipes, and other castings. Contract No. 3.—For
supplying sluice valves, hydrants, and other steel fittings. Contract No. 4.~For laying
and jointing cast-iron water-pipes, fixing sluice valves and hydrants, and for other works.
Duplicate specifications, &c., on payment of £1 for each contract, on application at the
office of the town-clerk, Guildhall, Swansea ; or at the office of Robert Rawlinson, Esq.,

Civil Engineer, 34, Parliament-street, Westminster. Sealed tenders, endorsed," Tender
for Contract No. 2, 3, or 4," must be forwarded to the offlceof C. B. Mansfield, tov\Ti clerk,

Cuildhall, Swansea, on or before the 2"»tli Feb.
Rotherhithe.—For supplying, for the use of the Vestry of the parish of Rotherhithe,
Guernsey granite spalls, York paving, half-sovereigns lor carriage paving, curb, ic. for

one year, to be delivered alongside wharf at Rotherhithe. Forms of tender and schedule
of articles to be supplied may be obtained at the clerk's office, fil, Paradise-street, Rother-
hithe. Tenders to be sent to the clerk's office by 12 noon of the 4th March.

BRIDGE.
Bolton.-—For the erection of a timber bridge across the river Irwell, at Agecroft-bridge.
Plans and particulars at M^. A. Filling's, Contractor's office, Davenport-street.
Bolton.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We cannot undertake to return rcjectetl communications.
Works in PaocRESs.—Wc shall feel obliged to any of our readers who will favour us with

notes of works contemplated or in progress in the provinces ; in most cases a simple
mention that a work is about to be, or has already been commenced, will be sufficient.

V. R. D. Cllirmingham.)—Next week.
A SUBSCRIBER.— Will be completed very shoi'tlj'; notice will be given.
W. C. K.— 1. Ivists will be j,'iven as soon as space allows. 2. We cannot say ; tliey arc
specially prepared for us at some cost.

J. L.—Photographs of plans received ; shall be looked Into ; scud particulare.
An Akcuitect's Pupil (Bristol).—We cannot give prominence to statement unless writer's
name ami address is furnishctl for our private information.

T.—Should be satisfied thi8"weck.
Jack Plane.—Next week.
C. T.—Send sketches.
J. M. F.—Yes ; view shall be engraved.
W.—1. The total amount subscribed to tho Albert Memorial Fund is nearly £30,000. 2. It is

impossible to say.
W. H.-Thank8.
H (Glasgow).-Ditto.
P. N. W.-Shall hear from us.
M. W Letter has been mislaid ; reply shall be sent.
F. V.—Beyond our province.
X. R. X.—1. Received. 2. Before long.
R. B.—Much obliged.

NOTICE.
The Seventh Volume of the Builbino News is now ready, bound in cloth, price 21s.

Subscribers can have their coiiies Iwund, either ^^•ith or without the advertisement pi^es,

for 48. Cd., on sending them to the office. Cases ready for binding the volume may be had
price 2s. each.

*«* All wmmunications to be addressed, The Editor of the BUILDINT, NEWS, 20, Oid

Jioswell-court,.'itrand, W.C., except letters referring to advertisements or oV\er business meters,

tDhich should be addressed to tlie Publisher, IS to 31, (fid Bosuell-court.

Advet'lisements are received up to six o'clock on Thursdaj/s^
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THE ALBERT MEMORIAL.
I Y LORD,—I have had the honour of

I . receiving, and of submitting to the Queen,

_!^fc, . your lordship's letter of the 18th inst.,—"^^ y communicating the proceedings which

have taken place with the view to tlie

erection of a national memorial monu-
ment to the much lamented Prince

Consort.

The Queen feels grateful from the

bottom of her heart for the universal

sympathy that has been expressed for her

in her deep affliction. But it is still more

soothing to her feelings to know that the

noble character, the truly princely nature

of him whose loss has bowed her to the

earth with a sense of desolation and misery

that every day, alas ! serves only to increase,

T ' Xj is appreciated by the country ; that the

•S^^ benefits he has been instrumental in conferring

on the nation, the good he has brought since

he first came amongst us, to effect which he

may be truly said alone to have lived—are

understood and acknowledged.

The Queen is also much touched by the

feeling which has led the promoters of the

movement for erecting a national monument to the Prince to leave the

nature of that monument to her decision. It is a subject on which

there must be necessarily some difference of opinion. Many, influenced

doubtless by the belief that there was nothing which the Prince himself

Lad so deeply and constantly at heart as the promotion ofwliateyermight

tend to the advantage of the community at large, or any portion of it,

have thought that the most appropriate monument to his memory

would be to commemorate his name with some great work that should

have that end in view ; and the Queen cannot but be gratified by this

proof of a j ust appreciation of his character.

But it would probably be difficult to procure anything like agree-

ment as to the nature of the institution which should thus bear his

honoured name, and it would be inexpressibly painful to the Queen

were any controversy to arise on such a subject.

It would be also more in accordance with her own feelings, and she

believes with those of the country in general, that the monument should

be more directly personal to its object—should be, in fact, more than

what is commonly indicated by the word. Even so, it is probable that

opinions may differ as to the character that would be most appropriate

for such a monument.
But the Queen is confident that the same good feeling which has led

to the reference of the subject for her decision will lead to a cordial

acquiescence in it, to the cheerful abandonment of individual views, and

to a unanimous working together to effect the object all have at

heart.

After giving the subject her best consideration, her Majesty has come
to the conclusion that nothing would be more appropriate, provided

it is on a scale of sufficient grandeur, than an obelisk to be erected in

Hyde-park, on the site of the Great Exhibition of 1851, or on some spot

immediately contiguous to it ; nor would any proposal that could be

made be more gratifying to the Queen personally, for she can never

forget that the Prince himself had highly approved of the idea of a

memorial of this character being raised on the same spot in remembrance
of the Great Exhibition.

There would also be this advantage in a monument of this nature,

that several of the highest artists of the day might take part in its

execution, for there would be room enough at its base for various groups
of statuary, each of which might be entrusted to a different artist.

In the selection of the artists to be employed in the choice of a

design, and in the considerations of the details of execution, the Queen
would wish to obtain the best advice, and she would therefore desire to

call to lier assistance a small committee, consisting of persons in whom
she could feel satisfied that the country would repose entire confidence.

I have written, by her Majesty's commands, to those whose assist-

ance she thus desires to obtain, and will lose no time, as soon as I have
received their answers, in communicating their names to your lordship.

I have the honour to be, &c.,

C. GaEY.

Mt Lord,—The Queen wishes me to add a few words to the answer
to your letter, which you will receive with this, expressive in a more
especial manner of her Majesty's personal wishes.

She is aware that she could not with any propriety contribute, as a
wife, to a monument to her husband; but she is also the Sovereign of

this great empire, and, as such, she cannot but think she may be
allowed to join with the nation in the expression of a nation's gratitude

to one to whom it owes so much.
AVho has a dearer interest than the Queen in the well-being and tha

happiness of the people ? And if it has pleased God to make her reign

o far happy and prosperous, to whom, under Divine Providence, is this

so much owing, as to her beloved husband—in all matters of doubt or
difficulty her wise counsel, her unfailing guide and support ?

No one can know, as the Queen knows, how his every thought was
devoted to the country—how his only aim was to improve the condition

of the people, and to promote their best interests. Indeed, his untiring

exertions m furtherance of these objects tended, in all probability, to

shorten his precious life.

Surely, then, it will not be out of place that, following the movement
of her people, the Queen should be allowed to consider how she may
best take part with them in doing honour to her beloved Prince, as that

the proposed monument may be recorded to future ages as reared by
the Queen and people of a grateful country to the memory of its

benefactor.

I have the honour to be, &c.,

C. Gbey.
Osborne, Feb. 19, 1862.

The Right Hon. the Lord Mayor, &c.

Thus does the Queen of England speak to her people.

It was for a considerable time a matter for regret with a larwe

number of men that the Committee entrusted with the fund for

rearing a suitable monument to the late Prince Consort neglected,

at the first mention of the proposal, to state distinctly the form which
the memorial was to take. Scheme after scheme has, in consequence

of this neglect, been paraded before the public, backed by zealous

advocates, and gathering together many partisans—all of whom were

likely to take umbrage if their energies in favour of charitable gratitude

were thrown away. The uncertainty long continued, in which the

subscribers were kept, fostered all kinds of wild suggestions, and
made them painfully prominent ; at length, as might have been

anticipated, suggestions were launched for dividing the collected

sum, in order to satisfy the many claimants for means to commemorate
the illustrious patron of the several bodies. It is true that the

"monumental character " of the memorial was, at the first meeting,

Bpoken of, but it was the uttered opinion of an individual only, and it

was not given by authority of the immediate and responsible promoters.

Nothing, perhaps, shows more fully the esteem in which the Prince

Consort was held, and the deep sympathy which all classes of English

men feel for our widowed Queen, than the fact that so large a sumhas
been raised without other than a general object of preservmg to future

ages some record of the blameless Prince. But if the sUence of the

Committee occasioned regret, that regret was deepened when it became

known that the members composing it were about to shift their responsi-

bility on to the shoulders of the Queen, and to interpose her Majesty

between the Committee and any dissatisfaction which the decision might

occasion. Every one has read of the amiable and loving regard with

which the Queen cherishes every institution which her husband toiled

for. The pardonable bias with which she might lean to aught which

he loved and patronised was remembered with anxiety. The guardians

of these countless institutions had not been slow to make known their

wants and wishes. If affection had warped the judgment of the

Queen, and prompted her to scatterthis Memorial Fund broadcast over

many charitable institutions, we could scarcely have been surprised.

The temptation was great, perhaps, for the wife to relieve, in memory
of her husband, the sorrows which he ministered to ; but the Queen of

England has soared above the embarrassing and wrong position in

which she was thoughtlessly placed by the Committee, and in the most

touching letters which were ever addressed by a sovereign to its sub-

jects, makes her decision known, and directs our onward course. In-

stinctively 'she appears to have seen the difiiculty of agreement in

any so-called utilitarian scheme, whilst acknowledging the just appre-

ciation of his character which have prompted suggestions in that

direction. After giving the subject her best consideration, her Majesty

has declared in favour of an obelisk, with groups of statuary at the

base, each of which might be entrusted to a different artist. To choose

a design, and in the consideration of the details of execution, the

Queen will call to her assistance a small committee. The form of the

monument being now definitely settled, we hope we shall have no more

discussion on that point, but that the artists will be allowed to make

the monument, by its display of art as well as by its grandeur, worthy

of the Prince's noble character, and also of " the Queen and people of

a grateful country," who thereby honour its benefactor.

An obelisk is, perhaps, the oldest as well as the most enduring form

of monument which could have been chosen. We have not, it is true,

been particularly happy in our culture of the idea in England. The

obelisks in the Fleet valley aud in the Blackfriars-road allow ample
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aoopc for iiupiovement ; but it must be admitted that our otber public

monuments are equally unsatisfactory. We believe the miserable re-

sults have been more owing to official interference and to bad subjects

than to artistic incapacity. Our English sculptors are equal to any
which other nations now can show, even if we reckon Baron Maro-
chetti a foreigner. Foley's statue of Lord Hardinge alone is enough
to point to for evidence of our skill in equestrian statues ; Gibson's

bas-reliefs will hold their own against the chiselled marble of any
modern nation ; and numerous other Englishmen may, by merit only,

take a foremost place when occasion demands Art's tribute to a great

and glorious Prince.

As every one knows, ancient Egypt has supplied nearly all the

obelisks which have been reared in our modern cities, and more than
one-half of those transported from the valley of the Nile are to be
seen in Rome ; but they have all, more or less, this defect, that they

speak of the death of the nation which so far disregarded her anti-

quities as to banish or bai-ter them away. Their mystic characters

preach no lesson to the people. The modem inscriptions occasionally

found cut upon them tell us that they have been dragged to their pre-

sent sites to gratify a conqueror's vanity. That in the space in front

of St. Peter's is put ignobly to serve as a gnomon to a monster dial.

None of them quicken the " patriotic tide," as does Kauch's group in

honour of the Great Frederick, or the Napoleon Column in the Place
Vendome. They are weak and spiritless, not because they are

obelisks, but because they were designed for one purpose, and devoted
ignorantly to another.

In the Albert memorial we have an opporiunity, then, of making the

obelisk a monument expressive of English feeling, and of the state

which art has arrived at in this nineteenth century. For the first time
since the days of the Pharaohs, with one or two insignificant excep-
tions, a stupendous obelisk will be designed and carved instead of
being simply erected, and it will record the sorrow which was endured
by a Queen and her people for a great loss in place of the gratified

vanity which conquest had begotten.

It is well for us to consider beforehand how we are prepared to

execute this worL As regards material, we may dispense with a

special stone committee, and thus avoid all necessity for patented
preservative silicates. Upon granite and bronze we can hand down
our Prince's memory. There are quarries near Liskeard and Pen-
zance where monoliths may be procured at least 100 feet in length and
10 or 12 feet square. Aberdeen can supply us with a variety of granite
if we desire coloured ornamental accessories. Although an obelisk is

decided upon, it will not, we presume, be a simple monolith on a square
pedestal, with sculptured bas-reliefs. Groups of sculpture will sur-

round the base, and with these we must try to make conspicuous the
various attributes of him in whose honour the monument is built. We
know with what riches the pyramid or Mausolus was encircled. We
would have the Albert memorial equally famous and equally deserving
of such fame. But the great difficulties will be more in the prepara-
tion of the general design than of the sculptured portions of it. Our
sculptors are, we believe, fully equal to the latter undertaking, but we
doubt their ability to execute the former satisfactorily. The architecture

o{ sculptors' monuments is almost invariably bad, for the simple reason
that sculptors have not now-a-days the time, even if they have the
inclination, to study the sister art. They regard architecture as a
musician looks upon the libretto of his opera—as a simple material
for the display of his abilities, to which it must, of course, be subser-
vient.

We trust that the Committee which her Majesty will call to aid her
in selecting a design, will not fall into an error of this description ; that

they will recollect that in all the greatest works of antiquity, architects

were associated with sculptors. Phidias could deck the Temple of
llinerva with priceless sculpture, but it was out of his power to design
that majestic framework for it, which even now, despoiled by time and
man, stands in melancholy grandeur, the glorious crown upon the Hill
ofMars. There have been sculptors, we admit, who were likewise great
architects and distinguished painters, but Michel Angelos are not to be
had by asking for them, and assuredly we shall find no men of equal
calibsein modem London. We shall be content if the work be well
done by several hands, and if different minds can be brought to labour
at one design. Moreover, a wish is expressed in her Majesty's letter

that more than one sculptor shall be employed upon the memorial. We
foresee considerable confusion and much unpleasantness if one of these
gentlemen should be exalted above his fellows by being entrusted
with the conception of the main design for the monument. The
difficulty of selecting a sculptor to do that portion of the work
would be great.

The preparation of the design lies undoubtedly within an architect's

province, and he certainly ought to be best able, on account of his

training, to do it. We would not forbid a sculptor trying his hand at

it, but at the same time we would suggest that a preliminary competi-
tion, limited or unlimited, as the Committee may decide, should take
place amongst architects for the general arrangement of the memorial

;

it should be distinctly understood that the position of the sculptured
groups, &c., was aloue to be shown, that it was not a competition for
the sculptured work at all, but simply and solely for the shell of the
monument, without reference to the detail of the sculpture which was
afterwards to adorn it. The bestowal of commissions upon the diflTerent

sculptors would follow, as a natural consequence, the selection of the
architectural design, and all would work harmoniously together to

show the world that the right men are not wanting in England when
a great event demands their services, and that the Prince who in life

watched for every opportunity to benefit the people, and to infuse into

them the sweet influence of art, would in death not only awaken in the
people's breasts appreciation of his noble character, but stimulate our
artists to rear in England one good monument to the one Prince who
has been worthy of it ; a monument which would deserve to be
inscribed with the closing words of the Queen's letter, and tell to future

ages that it was " reared by the Queen and people of a grateful country
to the memory of its benefactor."

Her Majesty has named the Earls of Derby and Clarendon, Sir

Charles Eastlake, and the Right Hon. William Cubitt, to fonn the
Committee referred to.

" THOUGHTS ON DESIGNING A PICTURE GALLERY."
ADIPEICULT thing to design ie, consequently, generally a good thing

to design. The very difficulty begets extra thoughts and extra work,
and that extra thought and work brings out additional skill. Moreover,
if the circumstances are such that the usual decorations should be dis-

pensed with, so much the better, at least for once, for the way is then left

open for the use of decorations of an unusual kind ; and if the difficulty in

designing comes from the difficulties of planning or arrangement—if the

best mode of arrangement is still a matter of differing opinion among
authorities on the subject, still more interesting is the task ; and more
interesting still does it become if the object of the building is one in which
our education and favourite studies cause us to take a deep interest.

These thoughts have arisen while thinking on the subject of picture

galleries—of the difficulties, both in design and arrangement, that they
present—and yet on the many great and unusual facilities they afford for

original treatment, and unusual materials, modes, and degrees of

decoration.

We will first enter briefly into the best mode of lighting, which so inti-

mately concerns the external architectural treatment, and the best mode
of dividing and arranging the pictures, which so much affects tlic mode of

lighting. The great authorities differ much, but the majority seem to

agree upon one important principle, namely, that the window or light by
which a picture is seen, and the picture itself, ought not to come within

the range of vision at the same time ; and yet, although the fullest develop-

ment of this principle was practically carried out many years ago in a

building erected expressly for the temporary exhibition of a collection of

the pictures of Sir Benjamin West, and has since been carried out in one

or two private galleries, yet out of all the large public galleries of Europe,

there is but one room that is erected for the purpose of giving the pictures

therein exhibited the most favourable light possible in accordance with this

principle.

The galleries of Berlin and Vienna are lighted with side lights. The
Louvre is partly lighted in one manner and partly in the other. Our
National Gallery and Royal Academy rooms, and those at South
Kensington, are lighted from above. The older Pinacothcca, at Munich, is

a well lighted and well arranged picture gallery, and, for ordinary

purposes, seems a very good model to keep in mind. This combines each

mode—often a wise course when authorities differ. In the same building

we find the large saloons lighted from above, and the small cabinets lighted

from the side. At the new gallery at Dresden the same system has

been carried out ; the larger pictures are lighted from above, and the

smaller cabinet pictures from the side.

But, as mentioned above, there is one particular room of one gallery in

Europe where the i)rinciple so successful in the advantageous display of

Sir Benjamin West's pictures, and which, in a different form, was

used some time ago for a temporary exhibition at Rome, has been per-

manently and successfully carried out. This is in the artistic city ol-

Munich. The ex-King Ludwig knows well what is good both in and fo»

pictures, and is sure to have whatever will show them to the greatest

advantage.
The gallery where it has been adopted is the new Pinacotheca, a build-

ing erected and expressly set apart for modem pictures, whereas th(

older Pinacotheca contains the older masters only. The room referred t<

is that occupied by the pictures of the landscape painter Rathman, paintec

in Greece by the command of King Ludwig ; and the mode of lightinf

employed seems much the same as that described by Messrs. Papworth ii

their valuable little work on the subject.*

The principle of not seeing the pictures and the source from which thi

light is obtained; at the same time is effected by means of a screen or wall

supported by columns. These, then, are the three variations in the way ii

which picture galleries arc lighted ; whether this last mode is so great ai

improvement as to make up for the inconvenience of the columns, may b
doubtful, they are not, however, necessary; a suspended roof, asBuggeste<'

" MnBerans, Llbrariee, and PicturelGnUeries, &c." John W. Papworth and Wjr»t

Tapwortli.
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by Messrs. Tapworth, or a suspended screen, as used at the Exhibition at

Kome, would answer the purpose equally well.

The division and arrangement of the pictures have also much to

do with the arrangement of the gallery, and consequently with the exterior

decoration. In the older Pinacotheca at Munich, the paintings are grouped
according to schools, and in this gallery is a most useful arrangement
which might well be adopted in other galleries. A corridor runs the whole
length of the building, 420 feet, so that whatever particular school you may
wish to study you can go to at once, without going all through the rooms.

Another admirable plan is adopted in this gallery, that of setting apart a
room close to the entrance devoted to the exhibition of new acquisitions,

BO that the crowding to see the last new arrival does not annoy those who
are enjoying the older pictures.

Tliis building contains grand staircase, entrance saloon, room for new
acquisitions, curator's room, and copying room. The ground floor is set

apart for engravings, terra cotta vases and mosaics, and porcelain enamels
;

these are mostly very beautiful copies by Munich artists of the pictures in

the gallery.

The picture galleries upstairs are appropriated to the different schools of
the old masters, in the following manner :— Italian, three large rooms, one
of them 93 feet long, three cabinets opening out of them, lighted,

by side windows; ancient German school, one large room and
three cabinets ; old Flemish school, one large room and three cabinets;
more recent riemish school, three large rooms, and showing how well the
mode most suited to a particular size and school is applied; ten cabinets are
devoted to the small and minutely finished pictures of this school. The
French and Spanish share together one large room and three small
cabinets.

Such are some of the leading features in the arrangements of some
principal galleries in Europe, that stand for our models and as tests
of the success of any particular principle that their promoters may have
thought best to attain tlie end they had in view. The different architec-
tural treatment depends much on which of these modes, both of lighting and
arrangement of pictures is selected. If the mode of lighting selected
be that used at BerUn and Vienna—that of lateral lighting—the
windows become the principal objects in the composition, as is usually
the case in our modern buildings, to whatever purpose they may be
devoted ; and a picture gallery then does not necessarily differ in
extern.al appearance from any other ordinary public building. If the mode
iselected be that of our National Gallery, that is, of lighting from above,
the building has naturally to be treated in a way different from all ordinary
Ibuildings in northern countries, but gains this advantage if properly
treated, that it can scarcely fail of telling everybody its special purpose.

But if the mode to be seen at Munich and Dresden of lighting, and of
dividing the pictures into large and small, and placing them in rooms lighted
respuctively from above and from the side, be adopted, then the modes of
treatment which the architect has at his disposal depends, at least, upon
three circumstances :

—

1

.

The number of the small pictures.
2. The point of the compass which is thought best or the lateral lights

or windows to face.

3. The nature of the site, and the choice of the architect as to whether
lie will have in his principal front the usual ornamentation of windows, or
the peculiar effect in our country associated with picture galleries of some
kind of wall decoration.

For, in the first case, suppose that the smaller pictures are so numerous
;hat cabinets lighted by lateral liglits are necessary on both sides of the
juilding, then the external treatment becomes the same as if the lateral
lystem of light was alone adopted. But if the number of small pictures
8 only such as to need the small laterally lighted cabinets on one side,
:hen the architect has two sides that must be treated differently, but
ffhich side he would select for decoration by the fenestration, or which for
iome kind of wall decoration, would depend on circumstances. In the
)lder Pinacotheca this is determined by a northern light being chosen for
;he windows of the cabinets. This has been chosen for the principal front,
vhich is, therefore, an ordinary looking building, which might be, from its
ippearance, almost anything else as well as a picture gallery.

But the third, that of the circumstance of site, will necessarily much
iffect the decoration of these double lighted galleries. If in a position like
;hat of our National Gallery and many buildings in London and other
arge cities, one side of the building is so closed in by houses that all hope
pf a good lateral light is impossible ; the principal and only fayade looking
nto an open space must, in such a case, be the one lighted by windows, and
ts decoration, as usual, influenced by them, so that really we get out of the
hree modes of lighting— 1. That of lighting from above alone. 2. That of
ighting from the side alone. And 3. That ot combining in the same build-
ng the two principles for ditterent kinds of pictures, but two modes of
reatment for the exterior of these buildings, one peculiar to these buildings
lone, and the other not. The third, that of a building having two prin-
ipal facades, telling on one side that behind its wall are large pictures
rhich it is considered by its architect are best seen by a top light, and the
ther that the samebuildingcontainssmaller pictures displayed by a lateral
ight, is an exceptional case not often met with. And existing examples
trove this

; for of two of the buildings which combine these two modes of
Ighting, the two Pinaeothecas, at Munich; in one—the older Pinacotheca
hecabinet or window side of the building is the principal facade ; and
I the other—the new Pinacotheca—the large room or blank wall side has
een selected as the grand front, and is appropriately adorned by a series
f frescoes by Kaulbach. Certainly the new Pinacotheca is by far the

most striking building of the two, and bears on its walls much more
clearly the purpose wliicli the interior fulfils.

With regard to the external architectural treatment, after the mode
of lighting and arrangement has been well considered and decided upon.
Let us take the case of a picture gallery in which the system of lighting
from above has been selected, as it gives by far more scope for treating
the building in a way different in manner to most ordinary buildings; and,
of course, whatever applies to this case applies equally to the case where
the blank side of a twofold lighted gallery is chosen for the principal front.

The first thought of an architect, is, what a splendid opportunity is

here offered for an unusual display of both sculpture and painting!
But, alas, our climate ! and the fading nature of the most enduring
frescoes! He remembers this, and asks, why in old times the Early
Christians could afford to have their basilicas covered with pictures in
mosaics; why St. Mark's at Venice is covered within and without with
this beautiful, artistic, and everlasting ornament; while we have not a
single specimen of such appropriate out-door ornament in all our costly

buildings. If the ancient kind of mosaic is so costly, is there no invention
that the manufacturers of pottery, enterprising and ingenious as they are,

can think of, possessing the durability of the old mosaics, with, at least,

some of their delicacy and beauty? Such a mode of out-door adornment
for tympanums of arches and other wall spaces seems to be a desideratum.
The subjects chosen and the principle adopted in the new gallery

at Dresden will show what scope there is in the associations naturally

suggested by its contents for the artistic ornamentation of a picture
gallery with first-rate sculpture; we find among the series of statues and
bas-reliefs are Hercules, Perseus, Jason and Theseus, Prometheus and
Pygmalion, Orpheus and Ampliion, Homer and Ilesiod, Apelles and
Phidias, Lysippus and Alexander. On another front the Patriarchs and
Prophets of the old covenant, and the Apostles and Evangelists of the new,
with the artists who have so nobly depicted them, Michel Angelo and
Raffaelle ; Avhile on another part of the same front are the statues of

Holbein, Giotto, Dante, Goethe, &c., &c. This is truly a good example,
and the country that produces such a building will, besides the building,

long reap the benefit of it, for a work containing such a mass of figure

sculpture, is one of the best schools of art that a country can have, and is

not, in this way, the purpose and design of the building written most
forcibly on its walls ?

The exterior of Sir Robert Peel's picture gallery at Drayton Manor,
designed by Mr. Sidney Smirke, is a good example of the artistic treat-

ment of the exterior of a picture gallery lighted from above, its exterior

is embellished with colossal statues of Rubens, Vandyke, Sir Joshua
Reynolds, and Sir Thomas Lawrence.
A picture gallery without windows at the sides can be made unusually

beautiful, but this can only be the case when a totally different mode of

treatment is adopted from what would be the case if it was lighted by
windows ; a great variety of modes is open to the designer,— coloured
materials, j)ainting, mosaics, sculptured bas-reliefs, niches expressly

formed for and filled by statues, chosen appropriately for the occasion ;

any means of ornamenting, in fact, that the architect likes, except " blank

windows," R. D.

THE BUILDERS' BALL.

AS briefly intimated in our last, the annual ball in aid of the fiinds of

the Builders' Benevolent Institution, took place at Willis's Rooms
on Thursday, the 20th inst., under the patronage of the Right Hon. the

Lord Mayor, who was present, attended by Mr. Sheriff Cockerell and Mr.
Sheriff Twentyman. Many influential contractors were present, and the

Rooms were crowded for the greater part of the evening. We believe that

an addition of something like £120 to the funds of the Institution is one of

the results of these annual gatherings.

MANCHESTER ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCLA.TION.

AN ordhiary meeting of this Association was held on the evening of Wednes-
day, February 19th, at the Rooms, George-street, the Vice-President in the

chair.

After going through the minutes of the previous meeting the Chairman called

upon Mr. Alfred Darbyshire to read a paper on the subject of Irish Antiquities,

being the result of a recent tour through that country.

In speaking of the present state of the Irish metropolis, the writer called atten-

tion to the violations of testhetic principles displayed in many of the public

buildings and monuments, but at the same time referred to the number and
extent of the public squares, and to the breadth of the streets as points worthy of
emulation in otlier cities.

After describing the various antiquities of Killamey and county Wicklow, Mr.
Darbyshire concluded by giving a detailed accotmt of the famous round tower

and seven churches of Glendalough.

The paper was illustrated with diagrams and sketches. A discussion followed

upon that qu(Etio vexata of antiquarians, the round towers and their

original use.

THE COLSTON HALL COMPETITION.

WE have received several communications, couched in no measured terms,

with reference to this conii)etition. There seems to be a very genersl

opinion that the whole of the drawings submitted should be publicly exhibited

;

the Committee would do well to accede to this desire, if only ui their own justi-

fication.
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THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE EXHIBITION APPROACHES.

ON Tuesday Mr. Cowper moved for leave to bring in a Bill to authorise

theformation ofa road between Kensington-gore and Bajswater,;iiulto

apply the proceeds of the Metropolis Improvement Fund Account towards

defraying the cost of the construction of such road. He siiid that it was
with considerable reluctance he moved the House to entertain this Bill,

not merely because it was always unpleasant to deal with questions of

taste in Parliament, nor because the question was mixed up with parochial

and metropolitan jealousies, but chiefly because the office he had the

honour to hold had for one of its special objects the guardianship of the

beauty and amenity of the parks, and it was his desire to protect the

parks as much as possible from any such intrusions as would diminish

the recreation and enjoyment which they afl'orded to her Majesty's

subjects. A very strong case, however, had been made out against the

existing state of things. For the last two years deputations had waited

upon him to represent the urgent necessity of a new road between

Kensington-gore and Bayswater, not merely with regard to the special

requirements of this year, arising from the Great Exhibition, but with

reference to the permanent wants of the west of London. The situation

of the South Kensington Museum, the Horticultural Gardens, and the

Great Exhibition, part of which building would be permanent, under the

cart of the Society of Arts, made it very important that a good road should

be formed between the points he had named. On the other hand, it was
very necessary that the parks should be jircserved for the enjoyment of

the public, and that no detriment should be caused to their appearance.

In reply to a statement made that the road would not be ready for the

Exhibition, he must say that he had consulted engineers of eminence, and
that they assured him a permanent road could be constructed before the

first of June, at which time the general resort to the Exhibition might be

expected to commence. A contractor had proposed to construct it within

three months on the penalty of receiving no pay should he fail in his

engagement. Had the Bill been received with favour, and allowed to pass

rapidly through the House, he would have had it ready at the 1st of June,

but he found that a strong desire existed to retard it. In consequence of

this feeling he had taken care to insert in the Bill powers to make a

temporary road, but he wished, as the matter had gone so far, to ascertain

the opinion of the House as to whether there sliould or not be a permanent
road. Subsequently, Mr. Cowper said, with regard to observations that

had fallen from the member for Marylebone, that he (Mr. Cowper) felt

himself in the position of the camel whose back was broken by the last

feather, for he at least expected that he should have received the support

of Marylebone. Then, with regard to what had fallen from the noble lord

opposite (Lord J. Manners), he begged to remind him that he was within

his province in proposing a measure relating to the Koyal property, and
the Metropolitan Board of Works had no jurisdiction in the matter.

—

(Hear, hear.) He had received a vote of thanks from that body for

liaving introduced this Bill. Seeing that the Metropolitan Board
of Works and the members representing the metropolis differed

in their views, and that the Bill seemed to be generally distasteful

to the House—(cheers)—he felt he could not do better than
withdraw the Bill.—(Cheers.) He should follow out the other branch of

the subject, namely, the arrangement to be made for the temporary
passage of vehicles, by proposing an estimate for the sum that would be

necessary for that purpose.—(Hear, hear.)

The Bill was then withdrawn.

We have been requested to publish the following Report of the

Thoroughfares' Improvement Committee :
—

To Ute Vestry of Kensington.
Your Committee, in again reporting on the important subject of the improvement of the

public thoroughfares connected with this parish, especially in relation to the requirements
of the forthcoming Exhibition of 186:f, deem it advisable to refer to the whole of their

proceedings.
With respect to the Brompton-road improvement, a plan was submitted purporting to

come from the Committee of Council on Education, showing an improvement to this

thoroughfare by taking down certain houses and buildings, from Nos. to U, both in-

clusive, in the Brompton-road, interfering \vith the parochial schools, and taking down the
houses in Queen's-buildings, between Queen's-gardens and New-street, taking down the
chemist's and stationer's shops at the comer of Cheval-place.'.taking down Brunswick-place,
and the lodge to the Oratory, besides interfering with the pleasure gardens of Brompton-
eqnaro and Brompton churchyard : this comprehensive plan would have cost at least

XSO.OOO.
Xour Committee being desirous of ascertaining the intentions of the Council on Education

,

as to raising funds for this object, and with a view to putting the proposed plan to a
practicable test, directed your clerk to open a correspondence with the Committee of Council
on the subject. A letter, dated the 24th October, 1861, was accordingly addressed to the
Committee, and to it a reply was received simply stating that the matter would be sub-

mitted to their Lordships. After some time had elajised, a second letter was addressed to

the Committee by your clerk, to which a reply was returned to the eilect that their Lord-
ships had not up to that time arrived at any decision.

Your Committee, failing to ascertain how the Committee of Council on Education pro-

pooe to carry out the scheme set forth in the plan proposed in their office, or whether they
would make any contribution in aid of tho proposed improvement, considered it advis.ible

to address a letter to the Royal Commissioiieis for the International Exhibition of 18(i2,

which they accordingly did ; the letter was dated tho 3rd December, 18(il , and forwarded,
with a copy of the corresijondence with the Council on Education, but to the letter no reply
of any kind has been received.
Your Committee having entirely fniled to obtain the co-operation of the two public bodies

most interested in Improving the thoroughfares of Brompton, and upon a plan being pre-

pared by Mr. James Broadbridge, your surveyor, showing a comparativelyiinexpensive way
ot improving the width of the road bv taking off a part of tho land in Queen's-liuiUlinKs,
not built upon, and 20 or 2.5 feet in width of the apparent waste l.ind in front of Bromptoii-
row, also the open space in the front of Miehacl's-place, now only enclosed by railings,

directed that officer to place himself in communication with tlie owners and leasees of the
property in iiaeKtion to ascertain how far they would be willing to meet the public require-
ments ; that officer reixjrted that he had seen the owners, solicitors, surveyors, and others
concerned for the property, and, after considerable trouble, he found that the amount of
compensation rei|ulred in taking it as a whole is far beyond the limited fund at tho disposal
of bbo v«Btry ; he wa», therefore, unable to negotiate for the land in question, or advise the
vestry aa to what courBe they should adopt without obtaining a special Act of Parliament

for that purpose, and for the reason before set forth, it could hardly be expected that the
vestry wouM consider it within their iirovince to ailopt sucli a course.

Your Committee would here remark that this road, tho improvement of which is so
important to the public safety and convenience during the forthcoming Exlubition, is a
tunipike-road entirely under tho control of the Metropolis Roads Commis-sioners, the vestry
only having the core of the footpaths on cither side. It api)earing that the said Turnpike
Itoods Commissioners have ixiwers under their Act to widen and improve the ro.ads xmder
their jurisdiction, it was to bo hoped that they would come forward and invite the :isiistance

of the other public bodies to aid in carrying out so important an improvement.
Your Committee consider the parish of Kensington has shown itst^lf quite [disposed to

assist in a practicable and reasonable way in the improvement of the Brompton-road, but
has also felt itself quite uncalled upon to carry out, single-hande^l especially, as the parish
of Kensington is by no means the only or the most largely interested body in the matter; the
Metropolitan Board of Works, the Turnpike Roads Commissioners, the Committee of

Council on Kducntion, the Exhibition Commissioners, and the Royal Horticultural f>ociety

are all directly concerned, and whenever so large and expensive an improvement is carried
out it must be by a general and fair ai'rangement among all the parties that will eventually
benefit from it—turnpike roads.

A deputation of your Committee waited upon the Metropolis Roads Commissioners on
31st January, and by way of trial ventured to suggest that probably the vestry would be
willing to contribute an annual sum of £3,000 in consideration of the Commissioners re-

moving the tunipike gates and side bars throughout the parish of Kensington, and although
this sum is admitted not to be sufficient for the repairs of the whole of the turnpike roads
within the parish, it is to be rccollected the Commissioners are now collecting more money
at the gates in Kensington parish than is absolutely required for keeping the roads in repair

in these trusts, that a very large and expensive road running through the rich parish of

Paddington, and also the Great Western road running through the parishes of St. Margaret,
Westminster, and St. George, Hanover-square, are now kept in repair without any charges
to those parishes by the sums collected at the gates in Kensington parish, and those
beyond.
Upon the proposition being submitted to the Commissioners by the Chairman of your

Committee, the deputation was invited to submit the heads of a Bill to Parliament for the
consideration of the Commissioners, embodying the said proposition. In accordance witli

the request of the Commissioners your Committee have directed your clerk to preimre
draft beads of said Bill and append the same to this report.

Your Committee's attention having been called to Palace-gardens, which is a private
road leading from the Uxbridge-road to the Great Western-read, and not allowed to be used
in common for cabs and other public conveyances, consider that the opening of this road
during the time the International Exhibition of 1802 shall continue, will assist in aU'ording
considerable accommodation to the public generally, and with this view your clerk, under
tour directions, has communicated with the office of her Majesty's Woods and Forests on
the subject to see if any and what arrangement can be arrived at for tliat purpose.

HOUSE or COMMONS.
THE NATIONAL GALLERY.

LORD ELCHO asked the Chief Commissioner of Works whether there was any
truth in the report that plans for a new National Gallery, to be erected on

the Burlington-house site, had been prepared, and that a vote tor its erection was
to be proposed to Parliament in the present session ; whether, in the event of

such being the intentions of Government, the plans and elevation of the proposed

building would be exhibited before any vote was proposed to Parliament ; and
whether any decision had been come to as to the purpose to whicli the present

National Galleiy was to be devoted.

Mr. CowPEK said that the enlargement of the National Gallery in Trafalgar-

square had enabled the trustees to receive within the existing building the

Turner Gallery, in strict fulfilment of the bequest of the late Mr. Turner. The
buildings in Trafalgar-square were now so full that some arrangement must
shortly be made to give increased accommodation to the national pictures. The
subject had, of course, been very much under theattentionof his department, and
all possible means of accommodating those paintings had been considered, but at

present the Government were unable to come to any decision whatever in the

matter. In reply to Lord Elciio, who asked whether, in the event of any deci-

sion being come to, the plans would be laid on the table of the House before any
steps were taken towards carrying them into execution, Mr. Cowper said,

that forms part of the subject on which the Government have not yet come to a

decision.

LEICESTEK-SQUARE.
In answer to a question by Sir W. Joliffe as to whether there was any

prospect of an improvement being effected in Leicester-square,

Mr. Cowi'BR admitted that that locality was the stigma and opprobrium of

London ; but he was not able to give a satisfactory account of the origin of the

present state of things. It appeared that there was some doubt as to the legal

estate in the soil of Leicester-square ; and all parties concerned in the ownership

of the square agreed that they would allow what they were told would he a tem-
porary and ornamental build'ing to be erected in the centre of it. That building

had certainly not justified their expectation with regard to its being an ornament,

and it was likely also to deceive them on the point of its permanency. He cer-

tainly should be glad if there wei'e any power which could be exercised on behalf

of the Crown to put an end to that state of things, but he was not advised that

it was so. At the present moment he was unable to hold out any prospect of the

termination of the very unsatisfactory and disgraceful state of the square. He
could only say that if he saw any way to make Leicester-square as ornamental as

the other squares of the metropolis he should be glad to adopt it. He should

think that the last thing any one could wish to see would be the squares of London
built upon. He should rather think that the owners of squares would follow the

example of the heDchers of the Temple, and throw open the grounds, giving the

public every facility to enjoy themselves in them.

Versailles.—M. de Saint-Marsault, Prefect of the Seine et Oise, has just
liad posted up in Paris notice ofa competition for the construction ofan hotel d<

ville and a gendarmery barrack at Versailles. Pour prizes of 3,.'JU0fr., 2,000 fr.

l,500fr., and 1,0001'r., accompanied by a gold medal, will be awarded to the fou.

best plans; the fifth will receive a gold medal only.

Royal Commission to Inquire as to the Health and Safet:
OP Miners.—Tile Queen has been pleased to appoint the Right Hon. Low
Kinnaird, K.T., the Hon. Fulke Egerton, Nicholas Kendall, Esq., Henry Austi
Bruce, Esq., John St. Aubyn, Esq., John Davie Ferguson Davie, Esq., Edwar
Head!am|Greenhow, M.D.,"and Philip Henry Holland, Esq., to beflerMajes^
Commissioners to inquire into the condition of all mines in Great Britain towhiC'

the provisions ot the Act 'Zi and 24 Viet., c. lol, do notajjply with reference!

the health and safety of persons employed in such mines.
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THE REMOVAL OF THE MUSEUM COLLECTIONS TO
SOUTH KENSINGTON.*

THE principle of exhibition, adverted to in our last, is by typieal
arrangement. In tlio Zoological Department tliis implies a selection

of such specimens as may be sufficient to illustrate the main points of
interest found in connection with particular groups of animals. Tliere

would be an outline of the classitication of the animal kingdom, giving
such a display of tlie more prominent divisions of form and colour as would
be calculated to strike the casual spectator.

This limited exhibition is the only one tliat can be of real service to the
mass of the people, who can take a holiday only by the sacrifice of a day's
earnings. We should be glad, indeed, to hail any prospect, however
distant, of tlie number of public holidays being increased. I'liilanthropy
would find an ample field for its labours in this direction ; and tlie man
who should be fortunate enough to originate any plan for adding to the
opportunities of harmless recreation within reach of the working classes,

would be worthily regarded as an eminent public benefactor. If we are
•incerely anxious to benefit the people, we should endeavour to place before
them, as compactly as possible, what we have to show, and, moreover,
bring the exhibition within the compass of a not too fatiguing day's work.

If the Trustees would authorise the Keeper of Zoology to arrange the
Bird Gallery on the typical plan by way of experiment, the public would
then be able to judge of tlie effect. The better to exemplify what is

meant by " typical " arrangement, we may take the family of CorviJa;.
Thus, as types of species within this group, we should have a crow, a
rook, a.jackdaw, and a raven, without attempting to represent by mounted
specimens all the crows, all the rooks, all the jackdaws, and all the ravens
in the world. These, and analogous varieties of other birds, would, never-
theless, be carefully preserved, unmounted and stowed away in drawers,
to be forthcoming (under proper restrictions) at the demand of the
scientific .student. Naturalists prefer to have an unmounted specimen to
handle and examine, and themselves keep their own collections in drawers
glazed at tlu3 top. Constant exposure to light is found to be most
injurious to the bright colouring of birds' plumage, and peculiarly ruinous
to the delicate tints of shells and insects. In fact, all objects are afleeted
more or less, save only the birds above alluded to, which remain black for
ever. Our present system ruins objects by exposure, and calls for perpetual
expense to supply the place of worn-out and defective specimen.
Out of 2,000 genera of birds, in many of which the differences are so

trifling as to be detected by the eye of the naturalist alone. Professor
Haxley considers that a large allowance would be made if he selected
1,500 species as types. Not only would these 1,500 species give the
ordinary visitor a very full idea of the varied forms of birds, but they
would enable any one who had made himself acquainted with tliem to
say at once, on seeing any bird, where its allies might be found, and to
what family it belonged. The arrangement would be as follows :—The
wall cases would be allowed to stand, but the other objects which cover
the floor would be cleared out, and in their place would be two lines of
glass cases, leaving 10 feet clear for each of the three passage-ways.
Above the wall cases would run a gallery fitted up with store cases
and drawers, and at intervals there would be doors communicating with
rooms used as studies.

It is well known that, at present, the Museum is really accessible to
scientific persons only on alternate days; but, by separating the great
mass of the specimens as a scientific collection, which the public would not
care to see, and need know nothing of, that collection would be always
available to students, while the general or typical collection could be
always open to the public. Some idea may be formed of the vast space
afforded by the present wall cases in the bird gallery, when it is stated
that it is equal to the area allowed for the exhibition of the whole of the
British fossils in Jermyn-street.

Within the walls of this gallery all the known birds could be so arranged
as to form a most fascinating exhibition to the general public, and this
room would, by the adoption of the typical plan, be amply sufficient to
hold all additions for the next hundred years.
We have dwelt at some length on the Natural History Department,

because collections within this section of the Museum are under sentence
of transportation, and because visitors are known to take a greater interest
in these than in others, for a proper appreciation of which some special
knowledge and education are required. We have gone into detail because
we deem it most important to decide whether we shall goon spreading out
collections to an indefinite extent, or whether we shall be content with
giving a general idea of natural forms, reserving in store for the use of
studious and curious persons more minute and extended representations.
If the resolution of the Trustees be carried into effect, a very small space
will be set free, not amounting, in fact, to 13,000 feet. This proposition of
sending away mineralogy and geology is a mere makeshift. It will do
nothing towards relieving the pressure of the accumulations on the space
VFithin the Museum. For this reason we can but regard the transfer as a
simple do-nothing, or (what we have already hinted) as another item in the
scheme for the aggrandisement of South Kensington.
The ruling idea which has long guided the heads of departments has

been that of obtaining and exhibiting everything. It is to this compre-
hensive notion that the deadlock to which we have now come is mainly
due. In the Department of Antiquities, no less than in the Natural History
Collections, we should advocate—at least for the future—limited exhibition.
Let any observant person enter the galleries devoted to antiquities, and
watch the effect produced on the majority of visitors, and we are much

Concluded from page 102,

mistaken if he will not find it to be listlessness and weariness. After all,

is this to be wondered at ? An untaught man is unable to see anything
worth looking at in a torso, or other ruined sculpture ; and even those of
us who happen to take more intcreit in these things, from education or
natural bent, cannot affect to deny that the antiquities in the Museum are,
for the most part, not objects of high art, although they possets great value
as expressions of human civilisation and religious feeling from the most
remote ages and in various countries.

There, perhaps, was never a period in which fewer independent opinions
were formed than at the present day. The luxuriance of the press saves
men from the trouble of thinking, if our systems of education have
attempted, in the slightest degree, to teach them that their first care should
be to cultivate the faculty of thought. We must be content to take
human nature as we find it, and one of its most conspicuous qualities is

readiness to cast about for a faith, a policy, a leader. It devolves on us,
then, to show the mass what they ought to admire by placing it before
them; and thus our collection of antiquities may be made ancillary to the
education of the people, by imbuing them with a taste for beauty of form.
Indiscriminative touring through rooms filled with unintelligible sculpture
will teach a man as much, or as little, as a book written in an unknown
character. Archseological remains, however interesting and however
widely displayed, bear no comparison at all to a well-chosen exhibition of
the highest art in a few rooms. It is concentration of merit at which we
should aim. While fully recognising the desirability of arranging the
antiquities in chronological sequence, we should, in the interests of the
public, ask for one room or hall devoted to great masterpieces of art. Let
us have in London a match for the Tribune of the Ufflzi Gallery, if all
chance of getting a Braccio Nuovo is hopeless.

Although, as we have said, we should be glad to see a chronological
arrangement of works of art, we do not lay so much stress on its necessity
as some. Tlie anomalies which exist in the present disposition of the
saloons are of little practical importance in the eye of the scholar, and
tend but slightly to confuse his judgment. If the nation were called
upon to erect a building that should contain the present collections,

no other arrangement than one in order of time should be adopted

;

but, as a vast assortment of sculpture—much of it of gigantic size

—

is in situ, some regard must be had to economy. The few facts elicited

in one instance of contemplated removal are not encouraging. The
head of Thothmes III. was proposed to be moved a few feet from its

present position, and the estimated cost was set down at i:70. The
Trustees did not feel justified in sanctioning this outlay, and the head
still stands in the gangway at the end of the great gallery. The circum-
stances of this case are described as altogether special, for the monument
is a block of granite weighing six or seven tons ; but it is obvious that the
removal of many of the largest objects in the Museum, which would \>e

necessary to obtain a strigt chronological sequence, could be accomplished
only at great cost and probable risk of injury.

We cannot now do more than touch briefly on some of the more pro-
minent points connected with the plethoric state of the British Museum.
We shall gladly «-itness the clearing away of the glass sheds tliat now
mangle the tine portico, but their presence reminds us of a cardinal rule of
conduct that should guide the Trustees for the future. Rejoiced as we are
at knowing that this country possesses the sculptures of the famed
Mausoleum, we are fully certain that great discretion should be observed
in the display of these marbles. Many—unhappily, too many— are in
mutilated fragments, and we can only repeat to Mr. Newton what we
have already said in dealing with Professor Owen's section, that the
Museum cannot find space for that liberal exhibition which he evidently
contemplates. Many broken pieces were sent home from Halicarnassus
and Cnidus to see whether they could be made to fit one another, and,
consequently, there is not the least necessity for their being exhibited. If

these fragments are preserved in some part of the building, they need not
be in the public portion, as they will be interesting only to the antiquarian.

Let them be in the basement, where they will be accessible to those who
wish to see them. That the finest and best preserved of these marbles
may most worthily find a place among our collections we unaffectedly
believe. All we ask is that sound judgment be exercised before we stand
committed to an extensive range of rooms whose contents will present few
points of attraction to general visitors. It is manifest that a compara-
tively limited space is required to store sculptures for purposes of artistic

reference, and we dare challenge contradiction to the statement that the
public will be in no way benefited by the construction of huge and lofty

galleries with ample thoroughfares projected for the admission and circu-
lation of holiday crowds. Far before the merits of this or that plan of
enlargement or arrangement stands, as we conceive, the principle on
which we shall proceed in adding to the Museum.

Considerable diversity of opinion would, probably, be found as to the
point at which excavations of ruined cities should cease. If no limit is

placed on arclixologiAl researches ; if the nation is prepared to pay for
the disinterment of sculptured fragments, illustrative of every chapter of
ancient history, every fresh extension of the Museum will still prove in-

sufficient. It is clear that, postpone it as we will, the day will come when
the State will be constrained to cry " enough." For ourselves, we are
strongly disposed to think that the time has even now arrived when a
stop should be put to these explorations, at least so far as they compel the
necessity of finding exhibition space for their results. The success which
has attended the mission of Mr. Newton very naturiilly induces him to
look forward to accessions from Asia Minor and the Archipelago, and
from Cyrenaica ; but will that gentleman, or any one, point out the corre-

spondent advantage to be gained in return for a great outlay which wiU
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«iit«U still further and further enlargement of the Museum ? In some
quarters we shall bethought guilty of downright heresy when we assert

that the multiplication of fr.igmentary sculpture—belonging not to the

best periods of art—is of no real use even as a study. Is it not the fact

that these works are brought together from the four winds of heaven with

no view as to their actual artistic value, but rather to justify the use of high-

sounding terms, such as " the history of the art-emanations of the human
mind throughout all time ?" The history of the human mind ! wliat cruel

gaps occur ! How much is left to conjectare ! Rich as we are in Egyptian
remains, how faint it the idea we can gather from them alone of the

character of Egyptian art. Colossal and perdurable are its features, we
see ; but to realise its stature and to trace its descent is granted to those

only who can gaze on its embodiment in the land of its birth and in the

complete grandeur of its types at Memphis and at Thebes, in the Pyramids
and in the mighty temple of El Karnak.

If our Government could take a more direct interest in art, or had power
to CDCoarage, by grants of money, the publication of works illustrative of

ancient remains, every purpose would be served, and the nation would not

be called upon to provide buildings for vast collections, and to pay an
additional staff of attendants to dust and keep them in order. Of course,

•we ought to lose no opportunity of obtaining fine sculptures. All we say

is, that when sculptures are much broken and defaced, and do not belong

to a good era of art, we should be satisfied with carefully drawn represen-

"tations of them, and indifferent to the possession of ipsissima corpora.

yrith such facilities as we can command by the aid of pliotography we
luight, at a small proportionate cost, amass a most faithful and valuable

series of illustrations, while we reserved ourselves for the purchase and
conveyance of works produced in the best periods.

The Museum has so completely outgrown all previously conceived ideas

of its originators, that the very purpose of its foundation is now matter of

dispute. Naturalists assume that it was fomided as a Natural History Col-

lection, but Mr. Panizzi contends that the very name given to the chief

officer—namely. Principal Librarian—shows that the Act of Parliament
vhich called the Museum into being considered books, and not natural

history, as the main feature of the institution. The account of its origin

is this. Sir Hans Sloane left his collections to be offered to the nation for

jE20,000, with contingent provisions in case of refusal. Parliament, in

17.53, voted that sum, and by the same Act bought also the Harleian manu-
scripts. By uniting these purchases with the Cotton collection of manu-
scripts, which had long been the property of the nation, the British

Museum was established. Whatever might have been the original desti-

nation of the Museum, its triple union of literature, science, and art makes
-all classes join in the wish to retain it intact in its present position.

Indeed, it would be difficult to over-estimate the value of that connection,

-or the convenience afforded to persons devoted to science and art of meet-
ing round a common centre—our magnificent national library.

Among the objections to the removal of the Natural History Collections

not the least is the formation of a special library, which, the Committee
state in their report, would cost £30,000 at the present time, while the

daily increase in the literature of natural history will necessitate further

expenditure, from time to time, on works which frequently contain costly

illustrations. Is the country prepared to incur the burden of supporting
two immense establishments, with all the concomitant cost of attendants

and buildings ? We have yet confidence in the independent members of

the House of Commons that they will not allow this monstrous job to be
Iierpetrated. The scheme of removing the National Gallery to the same
favoured locality met with a signal defeat. We observe that Lord Elcho

—

to whom we are chiefly indebted for the retention of the pictures in the

centre of London—intends to move that one of the Ministers of the Crown
shall be held responsible for the estimates voted for all public institutions,

trimt something must be done is clear. Indeed, nothing but this coquet-

ting with South Kensington has prevented the question from being settled

in the only rational and sensible manner. As the land which surrounds

•the Britisli Museum happens to belong to one proprietor, there can be no
difficulty in coming to terms with him. The wisest plan would be to pur-
chase the whole at once, and make use of it as occasion requires, not (as

we have endeavoured to show) in a wild, prodigal style, which will reopen
for our descendants the question which ought now to be set at rest for ever;

but with forecast and judgment, proceeding with the fixed determination
to perfect one of the grandest schemes which it has ever fallen to the lot

of any nation to apply, and to complete a building, the contents of which
shall be the wonder and delight of the people, and the cynosure of all who
are devoted to art, science, and letters.

' CoMMiTTEB ON FiRES.—A select Committee to report upon the subject of
'fires in the metropolis has been nominated. It includes Mr. Hankey, Mr.
Cowper, Mr. Locke, Mr. Cave, Mr. H.B.Sheridan, Mr. Cubitt, Mr. Lewis,
Mr. Peacocke, Sir J. Paxton, Mr. Benyon, Mr. Alderman Salomons, Mr. Tite,

-Mr. W. Miller, Mr. Vance, and Mr. G. Clive, with power to send for persons,
papers, and records.
The London Co-operative Oil and Colour Company.—Mr.

Thompson, the appointed manager of the works of this proposed society writes,
ivith reference to a notice of the Company which appeared in our Number of the
Hth instant, that the company really deserves " the support of architects, who,
as a class, are noted for share transactions." However that may be, it is very
rarely that we can take it upon ourselves to " recommend " our readers to take
shares in any company. The dividend promised is, we observe 100 per cent., and
the address of the manager, 8, Colet-plnee, Commercial-road.
Gasworks AT Ciikrtsey.—The Chertscy Gas Consumers Company offer

£10 for the test plan ands and specification submitted to them for works to make
^nd 2,000,000 bobic feet of gas per annum.—jBn^neer.

PROFESSOR SMIRKE'S LECTURES ON ARCHITECTURE AT
THE ROYAL ACADEMY.—Lectltie V.

LAST week I addressed to you some remarks on the .subject of form as It affects design
in exterior arcliitccture. I propose uow to submit to you the result of my experience

and reflections on design in interior arcliitecture. These two subjects, as I then stated,

readily admit of separate consideration, and, indeed, almost demand it ; for the aims, as well
as the means, of -the designer in eacli case are widely diU'crent.

In determining the external features of a building we liave to consider, besides the

char.acter of the building itself, various collateral circumstances—such as the nature of

the site, the character of the surrounding scenery, or of the adjacent architecture. It l^far

otherwise with internal architecture ; therj .we may disreg.ird all these ooUatfiral circtun-

stances, and limit our attention to the individual character of our subject.

In designing the interior of a building, however, there arises a new and peculiar source
of difficulty. Considerations of convenience come in to embarrass our ]x;ncil and to con-
plicate our tasii ; architectural effect and fitness of arrangement will often militate most
inopportunely against eadi other. We must needs have a door, perliaps, where we would
fain have had .solid masonry ; and light, perhaps, can only be obtained from the east,

whilst a?sthetic considerations may point to the west as preferable. In fact, to reconcile

these two important, yet.'often incongruous objects, forms one of the severest trials of an
architect's sliill and patience. The art of conveniently arranging the various parts of a
plan, so as to fully adapt them to their special purpose, is truly one of primary importance.
It is, indeed, obvious that all our labour and art.may be^wastefully expended if our plan be
not such as to afTord a convenient collocation of its several parts. To lay down a good
plan, therefore, becomes the first duty of an architect, and demands his first and most
earnest attention. The subject of a convenient aiTaugement of a plan cannot be entered
upon with propriety here. I will, therefore, on this point confine myself to the general
observation that simplicity and directness are cardinal virtues in all architectural arrange-

ments. Avenues should be as straight, as short, and as obvious in tlieir course as possible.

The rules for the moral conduct of a man seem verj' applicable to this branch of our art

;

his ways should be clear and obvious, they should be free from ambiguity and imcertainty,

without tortuous or darlc places. The right way is always the straightforward way ; but,

when a turn is necessary, let it be one that cannot be mistaken.
Tile first impression on entering a building should be such as is becoming it£ special

puriK>se, and, if possible, suggestive of it. The temenos of a Greek temple was well

calculated to give an impressive air of sanctity to the temple itself, by excluding from view
all incongmous objects, A similar feeling, perhaps, letl the architects of early Christendom
to form that peculiar fore-court or atrium in front of the naos, of which a few
examples still remain. The Ibasilicas (of San Ambrogio at Milan, and of S. Clemente at

Rome, are interesting examples. There can be little doubt that the builders of that devote

age were influenced by subjective considerations of this kind, although the ritual appro-

priation of this portion of the building was to receive the catechumens of the church, and
to afford a suitable place where the candidates for baptism might present themselves. At
all events, a very powerful effect must have been produced uijon the eye and mind by thus
shutting off from \-iew the outer world, and concentrating attention oii the sacred structure

about to be entered.

It was, perhaps, a similar motive, a legitimate artifice for the purpose' of strongly

impressing the mind of the worshipper, that led our old church builders usually to

form their doorways of very moderate dimensions. Great emphjisis was ordinarily given

to the western, and often to the lateral doorways, by exterior decoration, but the actual

opening of the doorway is usually comparatively somewhat low. The natural effect of this

is to produce a surprise at entering, and so atfecting the mind with awe.
Turning now to domestic architecture, we shall not fail to recognise the efforts made by

the early Italian artists in designing the entrance halls of their noble palazzi, to secure a
favourable first impression. Their halls are of large dimensions, trc^ated in a broad and
grandiose manner, without much ornament, but usually embellished with ancestral statues

and warlike trophies.

This first entrance-hall is, however, sometimes mafic subordinate to a capacious inner

central hall, giving means of communication with all the principal apartments ; a happy
idea, alike productive of social convenience and architectural effect. Palladio's celebrated

Villa Capri is a specimen of eminent skill that hag been productive of a host of similar

examples, not only in the land of its birth but even in our coimtry, as at Cobham-hall,

and other of our princely country mansions.
These inner central halls may, perhaps, be regarded as lineally descrended from the interior

peristyle of the Romans, which, as we see at Pompeii, formed the ordinary place of family

resort, giving access to all the adjacent apartments.

The cloisters of conventual buildings were, apparently, an amplification of the same idea,

and derived from the same source. Whatever the phase of art, whatever the mode of treat-

ment, whether arcaded or columnar, or both, these columns afforded occasions for most
picturesque and pleasing designs. At those interesting remains of Roman magnificence

called the Villa Mecffinas, at Tivoll, we have a remarkable instance of the union of the

arcade and colonnade, forming a cloistered ambulatory, an arrangement by which we haVQ
the greatest possible variety of outline and chiaroscuro,

' I proceed now to an important feature of almost every structure destined for man*8
habitation—I mean the staircase. In designing this often very picturesque feature, it must
be admitted that we owe little to ancient examples. I am unable to cite any instance of an
internal staircase of very striking effect in any classical remains. Magnificent exterior

flights no doubt occur, and in Belli's description of the Greek Theatres of Crete we see evi-

dences of the existence of tiouble returning flights, similar to those so common in modem
architecture, having each flight enclosed within solid walls. The newel stair was certainly

of purely Greek origin. A perfect example exists in good preservation among the mined
temples at Selinuntum ; its dimensions, however, are extremely small, the diameter being

only G feet 4 inches. The domestic architecture of Rome seems to have required little aid

from interior stairs, and even in so sumptuous a building as the Coliseum, where 40,000

persons had to be proWded with ready access to very high levels—built, too, when Roman
power and art were in Jtheir zenith, expressly to gratify the extravagant love of display of

the Roman people—we still find no very pom])Ous staircase, although, it is true, the stain-

are numerous, and, as I mentioned .to you two weeks ago, executed with great masonjo

skill.

Among the baildings that remain of earlier Mediseval art. It Is stiirdifflcult to point tc

any very fine staircase.

Highly effective flights of stairs no doubt occur. There arc notable examples at A.s3iss!,

and at Lucca, where there is a flight 7 or 8 feet wide, with a marble arcaded balustrade,

sutflcient to show that the builders were to some extent aware of the fine effects attainalrte'

by the artistic treatment of this portion of their plan. Still the examples are rare;

know of none in this country of greater importance than tliat in the cathedral close

Canterbury.
The newel stair was certainly the^nost usual form of stairs in buildings, even' of

important character, during the middle ages. The example at Dover Castle, known to

of us, is of large dimensions ; that at Tamworth Church is, perhaps, unique in

country, as presentmg adouble spiral stair round one newel. So'characteristicis the r

stair of Mediseval architecture, that the partially detached turrets which usually contwr

them are among the most marked features of the style throughout Europe. Perhapsnt'

city contains more remarkable examples than Nuremberg. AVherever this turreted stilrf

case occurs, it always constitutes a pleasing object, imparting an agreeable variety of OBfr

line to the composition.
.

As peaceful arts advanced (and men ceased to look for security in embattled buildlnga

the artistic builder soon perceiveil the opportunities afforded by Sights of stairs forplewta*

and pictorial effects. Nor could he be insensible to the extreme inconvenience ol »'
Gothic spiral form of staircase, where, wliatever the length of the steps, there neccsaaolj

can be but one place offering a convenient proportion of the tread to the riser.

In the quiet times of the later Tndors staircases in this country began to assume 1^^
proper character, and there is no part of our old Elizabethan man.sions on *hich buUown

seem to have dwelt with more pleasure, or on which they were more wont to exercise t

playful fancy, tlxan the staircase.

But while those fantastic works were in conwe of erection which we see at Crewe 1^^_
Hatfield, and elsewhere, especially in Germany , the more polished artists o£ Italy were ereonn*
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ises of miiKiiinccnt proportions iiml boW character, yet of a totally rtlfTciront character,

Ilia is a phunomciion well wortliv ot observation. At the very time when those riule

• illicr crntesouo works were being executc<l Iiere, therocxisted in that land of art, Italy,

ises ilcsignoil by the in-ent mnsters. which were jconsnmmatc models of grace and rc-

H-nt, like that at S.Ciorgio.jRt Venice, by ralladio. _ ,, , , . ,

ircinns of each people is well typified in this diversity. Bold, irregular, aiul unrcflned,

suen wore Uic Elizabethan and Jncobian schools; whilst the works coutemijorancoosly

Biecutcil by the Italian schi.ol were pvave, symmetrical, and simple.

I am well aware that the study of this contrast may lead different minds to very different

conclnsions. The pictiires<iue and quaint exnbcranco of our own old manner of designing

the balustrading, for example, seems calculated to win the admiration of the painter, while

ft different feeling may prevail in the colder temperament, which is forced, as it were, on

the architect by the very nature of his profession, working, as he does, not on canvas, but

in solid masonry. As time advanced the; sobriety ot manner which distinguished 1 talian

staircases (and, indeed, architecture generally) in the fifteenth and early part of the six-

tcenth centnry, gave way, and staircases began to bo designed in a capricious, fantastic

manner. Excess of freedom , and a womlerfnl power of construction, led ultimately to the

eiwjiion' of staircases lit rather for the scene-painter than the architect.

Greatness ot dimensions, however, was a merit to which all were alive, and wo, therefore,

llnd in Italy staircases ot a size almost extravagant. The staircase in the Albergo del

Poveri at Ccnoa. is 11 •> feet long by C3 feet wide, and that in the Iloysl Palace at Naples

,„„.,s„res no less than IBi) feet by 8.". feet The Ilenaissnncc school, to which I am moro

iilarlv refen-ing, emploved two very diflerent types of. staircases, each, perhaps,

Iv susceptible of bcauty--one wherein both ends of tlie steps are supported by solid

the other where one end onlv was let into a wall. As notable and familiar ex-

iiiii'l.s of the first, I might refer to tiie palaces at Versailles. Fontainbleau, and the Louvre,

m.l our own Reform Club. Their form of stairs is capable of groat dignity as well as

l.Liiuly; but it has some inherent inconveniences. The raking Eotlite of each flight le a

uirce of dinicnlty in design, and gives rise to some unpleasing effects. They are wanting,

}.; in lightness and freedom, whilst persons ascending and descending do not see each

oilii r until they abruptly meet. The staircases of the second typo ai-e, on the other hand,

It- more free and oiieu, and the eye expatiates over the whole area at once. It is almost

.11 ' 1ICS.S to give examples of this latter familiar form. The elegant work of Palladio, to

« hich I have already adverted, at Venice, and the stupendous examide at Naples, will

illustrate the type. I might add a third variety, viz., where there is no turn, and the stairs

extend in a continnons straight line. The Royal Library at Munich has a staircase on this

plan. Tlio Scala Regia, in the Papal Palace at itomo. is another example, presenting an ex-

tremely striking architectural scene. The proiiortions are colossal, and tlie flight is Hanked

by a stately colonnade. „.,. ^ , .

The efVect of this staircase is artfully heightened by a peculiar expedient. 1 ho Haniting

walls are n<it parallel, but gradually approach cacli other, the width at the bottom being

10 feet wider than at top. The object no doubt was, by an optical illusion, to increase the

apparent length of this avenue of cnlumns- an architectural fraud, in fact, ingenious,

but hardly to be recommended for imitation.

It is. 1 think, to the second typo that I would point as most doser^ing approval.

Sohinkel's great work, the Museum at Derlin, is a favourable instance ot it ; and a"still more

colossal staircase at the same building has recently been ersctcd liy Stiller. Its dimensions

«re about 140 feet by 70 feet, the walls affording a magniflcent field for the frescoes of

Kanlbach.
. , . .

The principal error to avoid in tliese great open staircaaes is an appearance ol tedious-

ness in mounting. It should never be overlooked that the great— indeed, the only legitimate

object ot a staircase— is to facilitate our way, up or down ; and no diaplny of architecture

will reconcile us to any unreasonable amount ot indirectness in our course. Those large,

straggling, tedious stairs up which we are occasionally compelled to work our way, and

which, by following, in their turnings, along all the four sides of the sfciiroasc, seem to lead

us in any direction rather than that which we desire to take, are at once unsightly and in-

commodious. Before I finally quit this subject, I desire to commend to your observation

that a simple Hight of even a few steps will be found, in the handsof the artist, capable of

an agreeable effect. It would be easy to multiply illustrations, but I will confine myself to

two or three simple instances derivctl from that land of art, Italy. At the entrance to the

Incurable Hospital at Genoa, some local circumstances comijelled the adoption of an

indirect line, the public street not being at right angles with the direct line of access to the

interior. Ho far from ignobly submitting to this as an inevitable awkwardness, the archi-

tect struggled, succts-sfully, to give an apparent, as he could not give a real, symmetry to

his plan, by tlie picturesque contrivance indicatetl on the drawing.

To descend to a still humbler illustration, I would adduce an instance occurring at a

small, unpretending house at Boulogne. In a straight passage ot moderate width it was

necessary to rise 4 or 5 feet. The obvious and prosaic course to adopt was to place so many
parallel steps across the passage ; but such an inartificial mode of proceeding would ill

accord with the a sthetic views of an Italian artist ot the sL\teenth or seventeenth centuries.

He accordingly broke his flight' of ten steps into two flights of five steps, with an inter-

mediate landing, at which landing ho introduced two short jiortions of oniamental

balustriide, thus giving these few steps a positively ornamental appearance, and really

assistiiu! the person passing by affording an intermediate means of support.

A third example I noted at a convent in Rome. Here Bernini, whose principal aim at

all times scorned to lie to avoid insipidity at any cost, entailed, it is true, by the arrange-

•'tu. shown on 'my sketch, a constant source of inconvenience upon all succeeding

\ as long as the stairs m.ay last; but he achieved his great object of avoiding the

.jTcd simplicity of a straight flight, and produced a pictorial effect with very small

.....ills and ill >mall compass.
These few tiitling examples are suggestive ; they tend to show that a really inventive

talent may find occasion to display itself, even in matters of a very insignificant and un-

obtrusive nature.
I hasten now to enter the apartments towanls which we are proceeding. But first

let us parley for a few minutes on the corridor that we have to traverse before we enter

them.
Goocl tiiste, and, indeed, common sense, seems to suggest that the architectural aspect of

a passage should be somewliat confonnable in style and treatment with the more important

object to which it leads, be it church or chamber. The eye and the mind would thus be,

as it were, prepared for, and attuned to, the subject upon which it is about to be exercised;

care, however, always being taken to keep this passage suboitlinate and subdued, so that

there mav be no risk of disaiipointment. Many modes present themselves of giving archi-

tectural effect to this passage ; variety of light and shadow is an important means ot doing

so ; we all feel the beautiful effect of this variety in natural scenery, those glimpses of sun-

Bliine, those alternations of gloom and cheerful daylight, so chai-ming in a forest scene ;
and

analogous effects arc obtainable in our own art. A long pa.ssage may bo much relieved of

its length by a judicious breaking up of the vista with alternations of chiaroscuro.

"With the same object in view of diverting the attention and relieving the monotony ot a

long corridor, we may with advantage place some object ot interest for the eye to dweU on,

such as a picture or a piece ot sculpture, at its tennination, or at a turn in its course, I

The most beautiful passage in the world is probably that which Raffaelle executed at tlio

Vatican. Independently of its frescoes, the proportions of its piers and arches give it un-

speakable grace ;
yet, beautiful as it is, the subordination to which I have just adverted

has been so well observed, that the stanzo, to which the loggia? give admission, lose none of

their inten st by the contrast. Whilst on the walls and vaulting of the loggia? are depicted

those graceful arabeapies and playful ornaments, the walls of the stanze, to wliichit leads,

bear some of the grandest mastei-pieces of the genius of painting.

In the vaulted corridors ot the great Flavian amiihithcatre we have another remarkable

instance of correct judgment. These corridors are strictly consistent in charactcrwiththe
enormous building of which they form a suboitlinate part ; they, in fact, appear to have
become not only the tyije and model on which all other works of a like nature were subse-

quently erected, but the fertile parent, also, of those beautiful arcades which so frequently

court our admiration, both in ancient and modem Italy. These arc, it is true, pre-eminent

examples which I have cited, and it may bo thought that noble works ot the highest grade

of art otter no available materials for our imitation or study, in fulfilling the humbler tasks

that fall to the lot ot most of us. It is not so, however : a right i>riiiciple is api)licable alike

to great things and small ; andl consider that the rule which I have ventured to enunciate—

that in all works of archKectnrc, every puMago or snte-room should to contcimablc In.

style, yet subordinate in treatment, to the apartment to which it leads— is of uidviTiU

application. Let us now iirocced to those apartments towards which we have bc<n so Icng^

advancing.
, . ,^ ,

There arc few objects connected with our art that hnn been more frequently (lwe.t en by

those who have undertaken to lie our guides and monitors than the right proportions to-

be given to a room. Vitmvius lid tlie way, iind suliniULiit tl.toilKrs have laid down

—

sometimes very dogmatically— their views of just proportions.

I find, however, In the actual practice of the oblcst men such extreme dlTMnlty, and I

obsi'rve pleasing cflTects producible by the adoption of such widely different proportions,

that I confess myself to he somewhat incredulous of all these theories.

Certainly, if heautv could thns be rednce<l to a formnla, and the proper relatiou Indis-

putably established bitween the length, brnidth,and lieightof a room, a loyalroad would,

indeed, be cleared for us, most convenient both to those who teach and those who learn-

But I cannot hope to turnlsli you with such a desirable hel|i In your slndies. I find rooms

of universally admitted b( auty. yet of almost every gitmetricot figure. I have heard the

room called the Tribune, in the JIuseum at Florence, spoken of In terms of rapturous ap-

proval for its beautiful form and proportion : thisls an efiullaterol octagon on I'lan. I have

known square rooms gnatly aiimired- for example, the cmtiul hall at Cobliam Is spoken

ot as ihB chef-dautre ot Inigo Jones ; this, if I remember rightly. Is a cube of 10 feet. Who
is there that is not charmed with the proportions of the Pantheon, at nome ; this, you

know, is circular; whilst the .Slstlne Chapel, upon which all the best art of Italy in it*

best days was ex|)ended. Is a triple cube—viz., 1*1 feet by 44 feet. The truth. 1 believe t»

be, that so bounteouslv have we been mdowitl, and so liberally have the laws of boanty and

proportion been framed, that there exists, in fact, an endless variety of beautiful forms and

proportions. , „ , ., -,.

It is, I think, as little consistent with truth to lay down any one definite proportion asQM
best, as it is to extol any one particular curve as the line of beauty. Hacmuny in form w
as infinitely various as the Imrmonics of colour and of sound.

The puiTJOse of a room must always be an important gaide In dctcrmlDlng the form an«

proportions of It. The octagon form, for Instance, so much affected by cur ancestor*

in planning their chapteriifiu-scs, owes its origin, probobly, far more to the propriety or

that form for a chamber destined for the assemblage of the members of the Chaiiter, sitting

in council, than to any intrinsic architectural beauty.

This fitness to its pnrt;ose should ob\ iously te among our very first objects of constdcra-

tion. But it is the diversity of those objects to be kept In view which complicate the task

of an architect, and renders it often very difllcult.

In a public hall, for example, he has to consider not only its agreeable proportions, bnt

it* acoustic properties, its aptness for seeing, its capacities for lighting and ventilation, the

most serviceable distribution of its means of ingiess and egress, and many other consider-

ations, among all of which he has to attach to er.ch its relative importance, and to dettmiine

to what extent one object may give way to another, and v.here a sacrifice can le^t bO

made.
. , . ^ - ,.,

Unfortunntcly for the architmet, whilst these conflicting considerationB are taxing bis

judgment the critic stands by, regardless of all these embnrrosBment*, and tests the beauty

of cur work by the inflexible rules of the dogmatist on whom he may have happened to.

pin his faith.* •
CHATHAM.

IN addition to tlie extension of tliis dockyard by tlie formation of .idditicual

docks, basins, &c., the sanction for wLich was obtained from Parliament

during last session, tlie Lords of the -Admiralty have decided on still farther

improving the dockyard, so as to afford increased facilities for the construction

of the iron and other vesjels now building at this establishment. This will in-

volve au additional outlay of nfarly £50,000, which sum will be applied for

during the present year. Of this amount about £20,000 will be expended in

improving the dockyard by means of convict labour, the remainder being

required for the construction of additional workshops, the erection of new
mncliinevy connected with armour-|iIating the ships building, the enlargement

of the second dock, and in other works of improvement. It is also intended to

construct five new docks of a capacity larger than any at either of the other

royal dockyards, together with three large basins, the largest of which will be

upwards of thirty acres in extent. A considerable sum is also to be devoted to

deepening the river from Sheemess to Cliatham Dockyard, !n order to provide a
channel-way (iOO feet in width, with a depth of 31 feet. Tlie works in connec-

tion with the building of the two large batteries at Bisliop's Marsh and Folly

Point, are steadily progressing. The moat formidable dirticulties have been en-

countered at Folly Point, owing to the soft, spongy nature of the soil on wbicli

the battery will be placed, and much lime has been lost in sinking the founda-

tions, from thefrfquent slipping and sinking of the substructure, causing Ihe

most harassing delays in the prosecution of this portion of Ihewoiks. The
largest of the batteries for the protection of Chatham nockyard

will be that erected on Bishop's Marsh for the security of the passage

of the headland of Darnet-ness. Here, again the ^eattst difficulties

have had to be contended against in consequence of the shifting nature of the

soil on which the central foundations of this important line of fortifications are

to rest. The diameter of the area required for the battery is ahont 400 yards,

and the necessary excavations had been nearly completed for the reception of

the concrete, when the heavy pressure of a spring tide, bearing on the sandy

slope of the river face, burst through the wall and inundated the whole excava-

tion. This accident has caused considerable delay in the progrcs of the work,

but the greatest energy has been displ.iycd by the contractors In surmounting the

difiiculty and repairing the inischief. The intention to erect a fort inside the

Garrison-point, on the south side of the dockyard, has, it is understood, been

abandoned, as that part of the Channel will be amply defended when the con-

templated line of fortifications is completed. It is, however, intended to place a

powerful casemated battery on Cheyney Rock, situate about three-quarters of a

mile to the eastward of Sheemess dockyard. This fort will be connected with the

present defences by a deep fosse capable of being filled whenever required. At

each end of the ditch will be erected batteries heavily armed, so as to command
the land approaches, as well as to assist in the sea defences. On the opposite

shore of the estuary of the Medway the powerful batteries now being erected on

the Isle of Grain are progressing. The martello tower, built a few years since on

the Spit of Grain at a cost of several thousand pounds, will not be removed, as

was originally contemplated when the plan of the projiosed new fortifications was

decided upon, its position being allowed to determine the relative situation of the

other works. ^^____^_

Benson's Watches and Clocks. —" Perfection of mechanism."—J/'orm'njr PosK

Gold watches 5 to 100 guineas ; silver watches, 2 to .50 guineas. Benson's new Illustrated

Pamphlet, tree tor two stamps, descriptive of every construction of watch, enables persons

in any part ot the world to select with the greatest certainty the watch best adapted tt>

their use. Watches sent free and safe by post on receipt of a remittance.

.1. W. Benso.n, ii and »4, loidgatc-hiU, 16 and 47, Comhill, London, E.C. Establishea

1749.

• To be continued.
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THE ROYAL ENGINEERS*
BUT little need is there, unfortunately, for " an OflScer" to ask if the

numerous commissions and committees, that within the hist few
years hare been appointed to inquire into matters with which our Military

Engineers are concerned, have been necessary or not ? If the circulars,

issued at various times by the Secretary of State for Wa, directing

attention to incompetency, extravagance \^ith public money, &c., have
been called for or not ? If all the pamphlets that have been printed

teeming with charges of incompetency against engineer officers, are true or

false ? If all the letters, leading
articles, &c., that have appeared in

Professional and military papers
and periodicals, theBuiLDixo News
among others, says the author, on
the same subject, proceed from
those who write merely for the
sake of writing ? or, if they, in

common with commissions, com-
mittees, and pamphlets, tell us that

there is something wrong in the

organisation of the Corps of Royal
Engineers, and that this cry will

continue to be heard till a proper
remedy is applied, and will not be
quieted by mere temporary pallia-

tives ?

The Royal Engineers do not,

they must themselves confess, oc-

cupy a very enviable position, sub-
jected, as they have lately been,

to attacks from all sides on their

weakest point. There was the com-
mission appointed to inquire into

the state of our national defences,

another on the sanitary condition

of the army and the hospitals and
barracks, another on the education
of the officers of the corps ; then
Lord Herbert appointed a com-
mittee to examine into the method
of conducting the works and build-

ings under the department. In no
one of these inquiries, it must be
said, have the results been in any
way creditable to the Royal En-
gineers as a body, or the system
under which they are appointed.

In architecture and in engineer-
ing, it ii usually considered that

from five to ten years of study
must be passed through before the
student is competent to practise,

and Yitruvius has bequeathed to

us a somewhat extended series of

acquirements which few would
succeed in making themselves
masters of in that time ; yet, ac-
cording to the system under which
the Engineers are appointed, they
before they are twenty years of

age undergo a course of training

in permanent and field fortifica-

tions, including designing and build-

ing, the construction of gabions,
fascines, &c., pontoon, barrel pier
and other military bridges, mining,
military sketching, road making,
use of weapons of warfare, in-

cluding the power and effects of
artillery, as also the strength and
manufacture of combustibles, pho-
tography, chemistry, electric tele-

graph, machinery, astronomy,
foreign languages, architecture,

civil engineering, land surveying

!

It also appears, though it has not
bean so stated in evidence, " that
some of the officers of military en-
gineers have devoted considerable
portions of their time to the study
of international and commercial
law, as well as to the management and control of military and civil
prisons, gaols, &c., for we occasionally hear of their being very suddenly
promoted from some military post to a consulship, and of the same
officer being as suddenly removed from that to a civil professional duty.
Then, again, we hear of military engineers being appointed governors of
colonies, superintendents of prisons, inspectors-general of military prisons,

• The CotTM of Royal Engtoeers : Could it not be Se-orgauUed ; so as to prodace an
E Bcient Body of Hllltary Bnglnocrs. By au Officer. STAKFOED, Olmring-cross.

DESIGN KOK A ClllMNEY-PIECK.

cliairmen of board for management and control of convicts, and all

tills, with their pay and promotion in the corps simultaneously going
on, although they themselves are away from it."

As the writer says, " this is a formidable list of acquirements to be

possessed by a young man before he is twenty years of age ; nevertheless,

we have it stated by high authorities in the corps, that all engineer officers

undergo a training in the several branches here enumerated, which must be

before .they leave Chatham, because, as is well known, the most pernicious of

all systems of promotion is in force in the corps of Royal Engineers. When
once an officer obtains his com-

, mission, and leaves Chatliam, his

promotion follows by seniority, as

a matter of course, regardless of

merit or ability—there is no sub-

sequent examination. The greatest

dolt, who has been crammed at

college, and crammed again at

Chatham, so soon as he can sign

himself Lieutenant Royal En-
gineers, is promoted at the same
rate as one who may be, both bj

the force of natural genius, as

well as by education, an able and
accomplished man. That there are

clever officers in the corps, and
many of them, cannot, nor is it

intended here to be denied, but
they are supposed to know some-
thing of so many things, extra-

neous to their real profession, that

they have not even a complete
knowledge of that."

With such a system, the result

is inevitable. The officers them-
selves are not to blame; wlieu

impossible tasks are set, failure

necessarily follows. It is madness
to expect a single individual to be

capable of becoming proficient in a
dozen professions, any one of which
is sufficient for the full employ-
ment of an ordinary brain. Conse-
quently, " no engineer officer ever

attempts anything without the

assistance of others," and we find

a numerous body of surveyors,

draftsmen, &c, emplojed pre-

paring drawings and specifications

for the forts now being constructed,

as well as those under considera-

tion for the defence of the country.

Tlien with regard to the actual

execution of the works, " AU bar-

racks, &c., are built by private

contract, and when erected are

kept in repair by private workmen,
and for the best of all reasons,

because it is proved to be cheaper

and better than by any other sys-

tem. Diligent inquiries have been
made to ascertain the correctuess

of this, and in every case it is found
to be so, no single instance to the

contrary being forthcoming. And,
even abroad, where it might rea-

sonably be supposed that the Sap-
pers and Miners, though they did

not build, would at least keep in

repair, those who undertake such
works are invariably assisted by
native civilians—the word " as-

sisted," as applied in this sense,

being capable of a very different

interpretation to that usually as-

signed to it."

As regards the value of their

labour compared with civil labour,

it is remarked that many are

under the erroneous impression

that a soldier, who gets one shilling

per diem working pay, works at

one-fourth the cost of a civilian at four shillings per diem ; and they

also imagine that all Sappers' labour is the same as that of surveyors,

draftsmen, or mechanics, being unaware that nine-tentlis of the corps

are only fit to be called labourers, and that their labour should be

valued only as such, whilst, as regards the remaining tenth, their labour

is not worth that of ordinary mechanics, as a rule, the exceptions also

being very rare.

With the view to improve the existing state of things, the writer suggests

that one of three things is absolutely necessary, either to relieve the
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military engineer ofBcers from tlie civil professional appointments they now
hold, for which they are not qualified, and which they never undertake

without the assistance of civil professional officers, and to confine them to

their military profession, educating them so as to qualify them for the

special duties which they will have to perform ; or to create a new corps

or body altogether, offering appointments in it to both officers and men of

the present one ; those who are unwilling to receive such to be placed on

half pay if officers, and the men, if entitled to it, to be pensioned. To create

a body of officers to bo called staff engineers, who will have to instruct the

troops in military engineering, so that they may be qualified to act when
called on in the field. Tlie admissions as staff engineers to be by com-
petition, open to the whole army ; the examinations to be conducted, where
possible, by general officers, who have retired from the Royal Engineers ;

or, to hand over to the Royal Artillery, whose education is almost identical

with that of the Engineers, all the military part of tlie profession, and to

set about educating the Engineer officers, so as to qualify them for the

civil professional appointments which they now hold on sufferance, at

the mercy of the civil officers under them. To increase the Royal Artillery

to a very trifling e-ttent, to meet the extra demand that will be made on

them, and remove from the combative list of the army the existing corps

of Royal Engineers, instituting instead a branch or body of military archi-

tects for professional duties, such as are now termed civil professional

duties; the admission into this new branch to be by competitive exami-

nation before the Civil Service Commissioners, and open to the whole

country. By this means the cost of educating tlie officers of the corps of

Eoyal Engineers would be saved to the country (except so much of it as

would be required to educate about one-fourth of the number for the Royal
Artillery); and the existing civil professional officers could be granted

retiring allowances, or have compensation given them. The rank and
file of tlie present corps to be disposed of, as in the previous scheme, as

soon as possible.

ANCIENT AND MODERN SUPPLIES OF WATER IN ROME.*

THE unit or gauge of water supply in ancient Rome was fths of a digit

in diameter, or 0'91 inch, tlie digit beiug 073 inch; the depth of

the centre of the orifice below the surface of the water was fixed at

15 digits (or y^th of a Roman foot), equal to 10-96 inches ; it furnished,

therefore, 0-1.508 gallons per second, or 13,029 gdllons per day. Rondelet

computes the ancient gauge to be 591951 cubic metres daily, and the

modern one now in use at Rome 40-4552 cubic metres; but in the following

calculations they have been taken at 40 cubic metres for the new Roman
gauge, and 60 metres for the ancient or quinary as termed by Frontinus,

and by wliich the discharge of the aqueducts was measured-f

From direct raesjsurements made by Frontinus we have the following

quantities of water discharged by each :

—

Gallous.

Appian and Augustan 24,100,9;>0

Ancient Anio.. S8,079,988

Marcian 61,936,140
Topillan 5,»76,67l)

Julian l."i,92ti,436

Virgin 33,067,824
Alsietinan and Angustan 5,176,752

Clandian 60,840,042

New Anio 62,570,028

Total 327,574,830 Or 24,80.5 quinaries

' By the ancient registers we find that, out of the total supply of 24,805

quinaries, only 14,018 quinaries were distributed; but Frontinus has
proved that there existed numerous frauds on the part of those in charge of

the distribution, who turned the water for the benefit of house proprietors

who had no right to its use, and on the part of many neighbouring farmers,

who pierced the canals, and by these frauds defrauded the state of more
than 10,000 quinaries.

In a notice upon the distribution, value, and legislation of the waters of

ancient Rome.J M. Dureau de la Malle mentions that the nine aqueducts
only supplied in all 6,333 quinaries, and deduces this result from the

inferiority -of the diameter of the quinary, and " la supposition (note 4, page

3) que le centre de I'oriQce du quinaire etait a la ineme profondeur au-
dessous de I'eau que le centre de I'orifice du pouce de fontainier§ (soit a

7 lignes.)"

This is an error. Rondelet has found that the ancient Roman gauge
was a calyx or cylinder of given diameter and length, and placed hori-

zontally in the side walls of the water towers in such a manner that the

centre of tlie orifice of the calyx was at a distance below the surface of the
water equal to the length of the calyx.

The modules of the different concessions to individuals had iill their

centres on the same line of level. This arrangement yet exists at the
present day.

The actual gauge of Rome at the present day is one inch, or one-half of a
palm, 0-7355 English inches in diameter, and the centre of its orifice is

placed at 15 inches, 11-04 English inches below the level of the water.
The inch is equivalent to a digit, and the actual gauge differs only
from the ancient in that its diameter is one digit instead of five-fourths of a
digit ; but the depth of the centre of the orifice has never changed.

In comparing the above quantities of water supplied with the population

* See page 129, anie,

t 1 cubic metre = 220-1 Imperial gallons, U., the ancient quinary = 13,206 gallons, and
the modem = 8,804 gallons.

t Comptes rendu9 des sdances de TAcademie des Sciences, seance du 13 Fevrier, 1843.

^ Tlie iwuce de fontainicr of 1'ranee correj*ponds to a Piiris iucli gauge (0 -02707 me tres).
With this diameter, and a charge of 7 lines (O'OIJS metres) on the centre of the orifice, the
flow per second ia 0-000,222,166 cubic metres.

of ancient Rome, wo have no perfect data, except that wo may Imagine
ourselves to be somewhat near the trath in taking the maximum at one
million inhabitants at the end of the first century of our era, under
Trajan. Letarouilly fixed the population under the Emperor Aurelian,
270 of our era, at 820,000, and he deduces this number, first, from the sur-
face occupied within the boundaries of the town ; second, the number of
the habitations ; third, the consumption of wheat. Admitting, then, a
maximum of one million at the end of the Augustan age, the water supply
would have given 330 gallons per inhabitant.

The registers of distribution show that 14,018 quinaries were thus dis-
tributed :—53,655,978 gallons distributed outside the town ; 22,542,642
gallons in the name of Cajsar (imperial gardens, theatres and palaces) ;

50,803,482 gallons were distributed to private persons, giving a revenue
yearly of £2,700 ; 58,119,606 gallons for public service—viz., 3,684,474
gallons for nineteen camps, 31,707,606 gallons for public establishments,
5,097,516 gallons for theatres, 17,630,010 gallons for 510 pieces of orna-
mental water.

As to the mode of distribution, there were 247 water towers in the time
of Frontinus, from which all the pipes derived water, their centres being
all on the same horizontal line. A decree of the Senate forbad any con-
cessionist or subscriber to take water from any points in the conduits but
these towers, in order that the public fountains, which flowed day and
night without intermission, might not suffer any damage.
We are told that the most glorious work of Trajan was not only that of

furnishing a great abundance of water to Rome, thereby rendering the air

more salubrious, but of having rendered this supply as pure and agreeable
as possible, and diminishing the prevalence of intemperance. After slight

showers of rain the Roman waters were turbid and muddy ; but this was
not a natural defect of all the aqueducts or supplies, for the Marcian and
Claudian, and some others, derived immediately from springs, were of a
perfect limpidity. When the spring waters and the Anio streams came to

be mingled, they were polluted by the impurities of the latter.

The Emperor Trajan classified, therefore, the supplies of water according
to their respective origins. The Marcian, of the purest quality, held
the first rank, and was reserved exclusively for drinking purposes, and the
others were appointed to various uses, each according to its quality. The
Anio canals were destined for the irrigation of gardens and the cleansing
operations (sordidiora) of the town.
Among the rules and prescriptions handed down to us by Frontinus, we

may notice a decree which forbids "in the neighbourhood of springs,

vaults, walls, canals, and subterranean conduits, any enclosed garden, trees,

vines, hedges, bushes, boundary walls, willow plantations, or reeds, at a
less distance from the watercourse, on either side, than 15 Roman feet

(14J English)."
It was also enjoined that the masons should carry on the works of

repair from the month of April to November, but to suspend them during
the greatest heat of summer, inasmuch as it was as dangerous for the
masonry as severe frost. Tlie care of the aqueducts belonged anciently to

the censors and aediles. Afterwards officers were appointed called curatores

aquarum, with 720 men, whereof 260 (Publica), and 460 (Familia Caesaris)

were two separate bodies.

THE CITY SURVEYOR'S ANNUAL REPORT.
FROM Mr. Haywood's report of works executed by the Hon. the Commission

of Sewers of the city of London during the past year, we learn that 1,.5!)6

feet of new sewers were constructed, 1,403 feet beiug on the lines of old sewers.
The total number of premises drained was 144, thus increasing the number of
houses drained to 13,184.
No conclusion as to the cause of the deaths offour men who were found dead in

Fleet-lane sewer has been arrived at, a circumstance considered to be renaarkable,
inasmuch as there was an apparent absence of all those conditions which are
usually found in connection with such accidents.

Improvements have been effected by widening King Edward-street at its

southern end, the houses on the north side of Newgate-street, between King
EdwarJ-street and Bath-street have been set back to the improved line, other
streets have been widenened and negotiations are pending for effecting farther im-
provements.
The experiments made in June and July last with reference to carburetting

the gas supplied to the public lamps as suggested by the United Kingdom Car-
bui-etting Gas Company, were deemed so satisfactory that it was determined so

to frame the specification of the new contracts tor the public lighting that the

Commission might, if they thought fit, adopt the carburetting process.

The business transacted by the Commission under the Metropolitan Buildings
Act may be gathered from the following summary ot cases :—Number of struc-

tures reported upon by the surveyors appointed by the Corainissiou, 9"2; number
of cases heard before the magistrate, 12 ; number of buildings shored up during
the year, 8 ; number of cases certified by the surveyoi-s as being completed, 82.

This is a great reduction in number as compared with the year 1860.

The number of drinking fountains now within the City are as follows;—One at

the corner of St. Mary-le-Bow Church, presented by Messrs. Copestake and
Company ; one at the comer of St. Sepulchre's Churchyard, at the comer of

GiUspur-street, S. Gurney, Esq., M.P. ; one at Fleet-street, in front of the

Church of St. Dunstan's-in-the-West, Sir James Duke, Bart., M.P., Alderman,
&e. ; one at Adelaide-place, London-bridge, the United Kingdom Temperance
and General Provident Institution ; one in Bisliopsaate-street-without, in front

of the Church of St. Botolph, Bishopsgate, C. Gilpin, Esq., M.P. ; one in Moor-
lane, opposite the Police Station, Mrs. Smee ; one in front of the Royal Exchange
S. Gurney, Esq., M.P.
From a return on house inspection and removal of nuisances, it appears that,

during the year, 9,111 inspections of houses were made by the district inspectors

under the direction of the Medical Officer of Health, and, consequent upon their

reports, the following notices were issued :—For works of draina^fe, 13 ; for pre-
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Tentiiig the issue of waste vrater upon the surface of pavements, 54 ; for lime-
vhitiog luid cleansinp tlie interior of premises, 1,0.12, total 1,110.

The number of $Iaugbter-bou$es exislinfr in the City is now GO, being the same
at at the end o< l^oi). The regulations for these are again under revision. The
number of conr-hooses is 18, being two less than at the end of 1859.

CHAPEL OF XOTRE DAME, BOULOGNE.

THE chapel, of which we give a view in our present number, has recently

been erected on the outskirts of Boulogne, on the Paris road. It is

intended to be similar in design to a cliapel erected in the tliirteenth

century, which had become famous, not only throughout France, but also

throughout Cliristendoni, as a place of pilgrimage.

The last remnant of the original structure was swept away duriiig the

Revolution, and a mean, unsightly building was erected soon after, in the

worst possible taste ; this has now been entirely demolished, and the

present building erected on the original foundations.

The new building, has been designed by an English architect (Mr.

Charles F. Hansom, of Clifton), and, together with two other churches in

the same town, has been e::ecuted under his superintendence.

The Chapel of Notre Dame is executed entirely in the beautiful white

stone from St. Leu. It is very small, being only 27 feet long by 15 feet

wide internally. Each bay is marked by a projecting wall shaft, with
carred capitals, from which springs a groined roof of stone, enriched with

moulded ribs and sculptured bosses. The altar and rercdos are executed

in Caen stone, and occupy the centre and two side bays of the apse. The
floor is laid with Minton's encaustic tiles, of rich patterns, and all the

windows are filled with stained glass.

Externally, the history of the original chapel is pourtrayed in a series of

sculptured panels in the lower compartments of the window, and in the

tympanum of the entrance doorway.
' The carvings and sculptured decorations have been executed by Mr. W.
Farmer, of London. -
THE SCREEN AND RECTOR'S STALL, EXETER COLLEGE

CHAPEL, OXFORD.

A view of the interior of the new chapel at Exeter CoUegS, Oxford, was
given in the Bcildikg News some time since, and showed the general

aspect of the design as viewed from the west end. Our illustration—page
127 a«<e—presented a portion of the detail work to a large scale, exhibit-

ing the western screen, the upper part of the rector's stall, and the entrance

gates. The crocketed gable and door seen behind belong to the principal

entrance to the building, and the stone corbelling springing from the

columns at the back supports the organ gallery , which is ranged against the

end wall. The screen in question separates the chapel proper from the

ante-cliapel, and is a highly elaborated piece of workmanship, the cost of

which was defrayed, we understand, by the undergraduates of the college.

There are in all eight arches, carried by coupled columns of marble, and
in the centre is a bold doorway, singly cusped, and diapered on the soffit.

The entrance gates below are of brass, the cresting along the top of the

screen, is of the same material. The rector's stall is the first to the riglit

on entering the chapel, and it is distinguished from the range of ordinary

stalls by the canopy, which, with its supporting shafts, is of oak. Great
variety of design is manifested in this screen, as well as elsewhere
throughout the building, the foliage being founded chiefly on natural types.

This portion of the work has been executed by Mr. J. B. Philip, of Lon-
don, who also prepared the whole of the screen, excepting the metal gates
and cresting, which were supplied by Messrs. Skidmore, of Coventry. The
stalls and woodwork were supplied by Mr. J. R. Symra, of Oxford, who
was the contractor for the works generally. Mr. G. G. Scott is the
architect.

THE AKCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION.
N the occasion of i^uing the balance Bbeet for the year 1861, and before

speaking of tbe business of the past year, it becomes the painful duty of the

Committee to mention, with the deepest regret, the recent loss which the Society

has suffered, and which stands recorded in their minute-book in the following

terms :
—" That the Committee of the Subscribers of the Architectural Exhibition

deeire to record, with sentiments of the deepest respect, their sense of the g:reat

loss which this Society has sustained by the lamented decease of his Koyal High-
ness the Prince Consort, who for many years, as Patron of this Society, has
given the direct and public sanction and support of his name to its objects, and
this .Society has thus a special and peculiar reason to deplore the loss mourned in

common by all who are engaged in the advancement of art."

Tbe Committee felt it to be their duty, and one which would meet with the
approval of every supporter of the Exhibition, to make a donation of £10 10s.

out of the funds of tne Society towards tbe proposed memorial to his late Royal
Hurfaness.

By tbettatement of accounts, it appears that the Society still prospers, and
that tbere is an increase of the balance in hand. Some additional expense has
been incurred, in consequence of the Committee taking upon themselves to pay
the cost of carriage of all drawings from the country, and back again ; and
they will continue to do this, and to give free tickets of admission to Exhibitors
danag tbe day, reserving only the evening meetings and lectures for subscribers
and WMon ticket holders exclu-sively.

Ititnid that the thanks of the subscribers are due to A. J. B. Beresford-
Hope, Robert Kerr, E. A. Freeman, R. P. Pullan, and G. E. Street, Esquires,
antf the Rev. J. L, Petit, who lectured on the Tuesday evenings, and to G. G.
Scott, Arthur Ashpitel, W. Burges, E. B. Lamb, and J. W. Hugall, Esquires,
who prefcide*! on these occasi tns.

The next Exhibition will open at the Conversazione, on Tuesday, the 25th of
March, and on the following day to the public.

The Committee trust that on this oecnsion* nil those who have any suitable
works to exemplify will exhibit, and that tlie Architectural Exhihitiou of 186*i

will fur exceed all that have preceded. They are glad to announce that thQ
Exhibition will contain an entire coUeciiou of the original sketches and drawings
of the late A. Welby Pugin, and which possess tlie highest interest for all lovers
of architecture.

AH drawings and models, we may remind our readers, must bo delivered at the
Gallerie?, Maddox-street entrance, on Monday, the ^rd of March,

DECISIONS IN THE COURTS.

INJURY TO MINES BY RAILWAY.
Bagnall and Another v. The London and North WesteiTi Railvcay Company,—Court of

Excheguer.~A railway company, under tbe authority of an Act of rarliament, took for
their line ground lying over mines, then not worked, belonging to the former owner of the
surface. In order to gain the level of their line the company took away a stratmn of clay,
and left a surface of porous rock ; they carried on the line, at a slight ascent, to a brook at
some distance, over which they carried the line by a flat bridge, not constructed so as to
contain the waters in times of flood. Between this brook and the surface of the mine there
was originally a rising ground, through which the company made a cutting for the level

of their line. Afterwards the owner of the mines began to work them, and the line began
to sink ; the company kept up the level of the line by heaping ashes and such substances
thereon, and on the drains by the side of the line, which had also sunk. The company
were bound to keep up these drains, but, after they had sunk, did not. A flood came, and
the waters of the brook, where it is crossed by the bridge, overflowing the girders, were
carried down along the hollow of the line and of the drains to the spot overlying the mines,
and, sinking through the porous rock, deluged the mines and stopped the works :—Held,
that the owner of the mines had a right of action against the company for the injuries

arising from both the overflow from the brook, and the fall of rain-water on the spot, and
the overflowings of the springs laid open in the cutting, and that his remedy did not lie in
compensation under the A.ct of Parliament.
In giving judgment Baron Bramwell said, the material facts in this case are as follows :

—

The plaintiffs are owners and occupiers of coal mines. The surface soil, as well as the coal
below, formerly belonged to the same owner; but a railway company, to whose rights and
obligations the defendants have succeeded, took the surface, under the powers of a private
Act of Parliament, for their railway, and constructed it thereon. The railway company

—

by which may be understood indifferently the original company or the defendants—cue and
removed upwards of 20 feet in thickness of the surface soil over where the plaintiffs' mines
now are, to get the level at which they laid their rails. This surface soil was clay, im-
pervious to water ; they removing it, a porous rock wns reached. The soil was in like

manner cut away by the railway company along the length of the line to a lower district

of country, through which a brook flowed. There the railway was made on or above the
natural level of the ground. It was carried over the brook by a flat bridge. The line of
railway sloped downwards from the bridge to the part over the plaintiffs' mines. The,
bridge was sufilcient to let the ordinary water of the brook pass, and even more, but was
an impediment to the passage of water in large floods. The railway company was bound
to make and maintain drains, the obligation being substantially the same as in the Lands
Clauses Consolidation Act. A flood happened in 1860, and the result of the combined acts
of the company was, that water, part of which would have escajwd but for the bridge,
flowed down the railway, and, the high ground between the brook and the
surface over the mines being removed, it reached that spot, and the high ground
and protection of clay then being gone, and the drains being imperfect, as after

mentioned, it permeated into the mines. So also did the water falling on the spot
itself, and the springs arising in the cutting. But it here Iwcomea necessary to mention,
that when the railway was making, the mines were not worked under nor within forty
yards of the railway. The railway was made with drains at the side sufilcient to carry off

the water which came or fell there, without doing any mischief, as matters then stood.

"When the plaintiffs' workings came to forty yards from the railway, they gave the defen-
dants notice under the local act, which may be treated as substantially the same in Its pro-
visions as the Railway Clauses Consolidation Act. The defendants, however, did not pur-
chase the mines. The plaintiffs accordingly worked on, and when their workings came
under the railway, from no fault or negligence of theirs, but as a natural consequence of
fair and lawful working, the railway sunk, and continued to do so from time to time. The
defendants repaired this by throwing materials of a porous nature on the sunk parte ; they
did not, however, repair and puddle the drains, which, from the sinking of the soil, be-
came insufllcient ; and even had they been sufficient, the^' would not have carried off the
flood-water of August, 18G0. For the damage sustained from the water thus getting into
the mines this action was brought. It seems to us impossible to state these facts without
showing that the plaintiffs had a claim on the defendants of some kind. Without any fault
of theirs, the natural condition of things had been altered. The water of a brook, which
flowed at a discance of one-third of a mile from their mine, inaccessibly to it, by being
separated from it by a ground '2o feet high, has been diverted over it, its natural covering
and upper soil being removed from it. From the last-mentioned circumstance, and the
want of sufficient drains, the rain which fell on it, and the springs which arise in the cut-
ting, have got into it. These are the acts of the railway company alone. It is said
that the plaintiffs have brought about the mischief by working their mines ; but they had
a right to work them as they did ; they lose no right by doing so. It could not be contended
that had the defendants thought fit to agree to purchase they could have done so at a
nominal price, on the plea that if the plaintiffs worked them tliey would Ix; worthless, as
they would be drowned; We do not say that the defendants were bound to restore the
surfaces they might have diverted their line, and left hollows over the spot jn question, but
they were bound by their Act to make and maintain effectual drains. This reasoning
applies to water other than that from the flood. As to that, the plaintiffs' case is still

clearer. Suppose, instead of the defendants' railway passing through the cutting, and ovei*

the brook, it had been a through railway, belonging to a private proprietor, joining the
defendant^' railway just before reaching the plaintiffs' mines, would not such private pro-
prietor have been clearly liable to this action? And, if so, why are not the defendants?
As to the flood-water, they are not sued merely as the railway Company who have taken the
surface of the plaintiffs' laud, but as persons who, by their acts on lands at a distance, have
done this injury ; and it seems to us they would be liable for damage by flood-water if the
plaintiffs had continued owners of the surface, and, for some reason, had thought fit to
remove it to the depth the railwfiy company has, for they would still be the acts of the
defendants which sent the water there. But it was suggested that if the plaintiffs had a
claim, it was to be enforced under the compensation clauses. We think not. Th(^>]aintiffs

are not injuriously affected by the works of the railway company. Supposing the company
had possessed no statutorj- powers, they could not have been restrained by injunction from
executing any of those works, nor could any action have been maintained against them
simply for their construction. The railway company would have been entitled to say,
'* these are not injurious, and never will be. By means of puddling the surface, and
drainage, no water will ever reach you ;" nor need it, as appears. It is not, therefore, the
works intrinsically which injuriously affect the plaintiffs, but the defendants' wrongful
conduct in relation to them in not making and maintaining outlets for the flood-water, or
damming it off the plaintiffs' land, or covering the surface thereof with clay, and in not
maintaining those drains which were sufficient to carry off the rain which fell, and the
spring water which arose there. Our judgment is for the plaintiffs in respect of both these

claims.

The Mabtbrpieces of Church Architecture.— Dr. Carl von
LUtzow is preparing a work on Ecclesiastical Architecture (Die Meisterwerke
der Kirchenbawkunst). Taking the chief building}*, tbe author gives the histoiy

of their erection so far as it may be known, and then describes their present state.

The work is to be illustrated ; the first part has appeared.
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RELICS OF EASTERN ARCHITECTURE.*
INSTEAD of follo'.vinjr the usual route pursued by Eastern travellers

—

crossing the desert from Egypt to Palestine, and proceeding thence to

Syria— Miss Beaufort and lier sister sailed furtively from Alexandria to

escape from the procrastination and injustice of an Egyptian court of law.

After visiting Smyrna—where Mr. Hyde Clarke and the Ottoman Rail-

way Company are teaching Arabs the advantages of railways, and are

rapidly inoculating them witli a taste for swift, easy locomotion—the
authoress toolc land at Beyrout. Tiiey, however, previously visited Mity-
lene, and, while the steamer called at the ports, Rhoiles, Latakia, and
Tripoli. Coasting along they caught sight of Rudrun, wliere their fatlier,

the late Sir Francis Beaufort, may be said to have commenced his life-long

labours in the service of science. The feminine modesty of Miss Beaufort
has prevented her from doing more than make a passing allusion to the
explorations of the late hydrographer to the navy ; but we, who have
BO such motives for silence, ask the indulgence of the reader for a brief

digression, which tlie publication of Mr. Newton's researches at Budrun
will invest just now with interest.

Karamania comprised tlie ancient provinces of Lycia, Pamphylia, and
the two Cilicias, witli parts of Caria and I'hrygia. Mount Taurus, whicli

cut the inhabitants olT from communication by land witli the central

government, and the remoteness of the shore from the ordinary sailing

track, combined to render tliis portion of the Mediterranean seaboard almost
unknown, though it had been the site of Greek colonies famous tlirough
all time, the scene of the lieroic deeds of Cyrus and Alexander, and tlie

birthplace of the Apostle to tlie Gentiles. " This serious chasm in

geography determined the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty to

employ a frigate on the survey of the coast, and H.M.S. Frederikssteen, of
32 yuns, being then stationed in the Archipelago, was selected for that
purpose." Nearly fifty-one years ago Captain Beaufort sailed from
Smyrna on his voyage of rediscovery. We pass over the places he
visited and the remains he brought to light, to Budrun—a corruption of
S. Pietro probably, as the Arabs pronounce p as A, and confound d
with I—to encourage, by the example of Mr. Newton's success, after
Captain Beaufort's failure, the spirit of research. A curious incident
arising out of the war induced the Captain of the Frederikssteen
to visit the locality at first. News had reached Malta of unusual
facilities having been afforded to a French privateer in the dis-
posal of her prizes, so the Frederikssteen was ordered to look in
at the port, and her captain to make a note of what h?. saw. All
that he could discover of Halicarnassus is described in a paragraph:—
" The walls of the ancient city may be here and there discerned,
and several fragments of columns, mutilated sculpture, and broken in-
scriptions are scattered in different parts of the bazaar and streets. Above
the town are the remains of a theatre, which measures about 280 feet in
diameter, and which seems to have had about thirty-six rows of seats."
With our knowledge of Mr. Newton's discoveries, how strangely do the
disappointments and speculations of Captain Beaufort read ! — " We
searched with eagerness, during our short stay, for some traces of the
celebrated Mausoleum; but our toil was entirely fruitless. Yet, if it stood
on the higher ground behind the present town, or even if its site be now
covered with modern houses, still it is scarcely credible that the remains
of a building of such pecidiar shape and of such sumptuous execution
should have been so completely removed or destroyed as to leave no ves-
tiges by which even its position may be recognised." From these pre-
mises Captain Beaufort was inclined to imagine that the present fortress
occupies the site of the Mausoleum—" A bold, elevated rock, conspicuous
from the sea, the shores of the bay, and from all parts of the city, would
seem to have been a spot eminently suited to the ostentatious grief of
Artemisia." What added weight to this hypothesis were the observations
made of numerous pieces inserted in the walls of the castle, representing
processions and combats between draped and nude figures, and the report
of a Greek, who declared to have seen in the interior a long frieze, with
iighly wrought figures, besides many other pieces of sculpture and in-
scriptions. So Captain Beaufort concluded that when the Knights of
Ehodes hastily built (1402) the castle upon the ruins of a fortress they
had just surprised, they paid little attention to the "preservation of pagan
relics," and, in fact, quarried the stones for their structure from the
remains of the Mausoleum. Mr. Newton has, within the last few years,
set the matter at rest.

At Rhodes the authoress found the church of the knightly order in ruins,
from the explosion (1856) by lightning of powder which had been concealed
and forgotten in the vaults beneath. At the siege by the Turks, upwards
of three centuries ago, the fortress was compelled to surrender for lack of
this very powder. Of the eight fine auberges which belonged to the lan-
guages of the Order but five remain distinguishable—that of England,
exhibiting the date 1483, and the shield and arms of Peter d'Aubusson,
Grand Master, who won for the fortress the proud title of "Buckler of
Christianity," at the first siege; that of Italy, bearing the date 1519, and
the arras of Fabrice de Carretto, last Grand Master before the second
siege; that of Spain and Portugal, showing the scutcheons of the two
nations united, of the Order of Aniboise, and of the two Commanders;
that of Toulouse, with the arms of France, the of Order, of Cavetto, and of
Com. Flota, with the sub-inscription, " P. S. Dns. F. Franciscus Flota Prior
Tholose construxit anno 1518;" and that of France, the best preserved of
aJl, for it has been cared for in modern times, and the doorway, with its
elegant mouldings of the usual twisted cable, after the Saracenic type,

T
* " "^WP''"" Sepulchres and Syrian Shrines," By Emily A. BeauI'ORT. LoiiKmani.London.—Coutinued from pago 123.

small columns, and similar mouldings between the floors, is one of the chief
architectural features. Over the doorway are the inscription, " De France
le gut prior F. Emery de Amboise, 1492," the cross ol the Order, and the
pales of Amboise; and two scutcheons leaning on lions rampant, with the
canting arms, three nails, of I'ierre Clouet, the architect, on each.
(Where is the mark of the architect of the English aubcrge?) Then como
two tablets exhibiting the arms of the Order and Amboise, with the motto,
" De Amboise em gnt prior;" tablets with the arms of Villiers de I'lsle

Adam, and scutcheon with the royal arms of France and the motto,
" Voluntas Dei," and the date 1495, St. Louis at the side, and " Dieu (ayde)
le Pclerin " above; a second scutcheon of Amboise, and the cardinal's hat
presented to P. d'Aubusson, his shield, and that of the Order. A little

beyond is the Chapelle de France. Seeing the care with which France
preserves the memory of her past achievements, as in Rhodes and in Tunis—where she has restored the chapel of St. Louis—it is not surprising that
her influence should be so great over Eastern minds. It must be a source
of regret that neither the English Government nor the present repre-
sentatives of English families that derive their illustration from the valour
and piety of the Knights should have cared to preserve the aiiberge of
England from decay and profanation as a monument to the chivalry of
our race. A trifling subscription would buy the structure and freehold and
install a guardian or a school. We do not despair of this being done, if Mr.
Scott can succeed in awakening public interest and consideration for archi-
tectural monuments, especially since Rhodes is likely to grow into impor-
tance from the British Museum having commissioned M. Salzmann to un-
cover and collect antiquities from a Phoenician-Greek necropolis discovered
near the village of Kalvarados, and believed to be that of Carniros. He
has already recovered sarcophagi, vases of all sizes, from three feet dia-
meter down to a few inches, of every conceivable form, and ornamented
with innumerable designs; figures to surmount long bottles of alabaster
and stone; small porcelain idols, scarabei, buttons, and pieces of lead, ex-
hibiting Phoenician characters

;
gold band and bracelet, an olive crown,

with the leaves gilt bronze, and the fruit in porcelain (query, enamel ?);
lamps, rings, and beads, and gold oblong plates, so repeatedly found in the
tombs, that M. Salzmann supposes them to have been hieratic ornaments.
The plates are each two inches long, always exhibiting the figure of
Astarte. They are, perhaps, now in the cellars of the British Museum,
and may be revealed to the gaze of the curious in the course of the next
century, provided the increase of accommodation in Great Russell-strcet
keeps the same rate of progress as it has done hitherto.

From Latakia there was little to report architecturally. There are
ruined columns, friezes, and a triumphal arch, overgrown with weeds. AVe
may add, en parenthese, that in the neighbourhood there is capital snipe
shooting, and that the tobacco so prized in Europe is cured with the smoke
from thorn fires, and is on that account—from its impregnation with
pyroligneous acid—detestable to Oriental travellers who have enjoyed the
Macedonian weed, or even the commoner tobacco of Southern Syria, such
as is used throughout the Lebanon and in Damascus.

Tripoli is dismissed in a paragraph, for the short time allowed by the
stoppage of the steamer would not allow of critical explorations, and yet it
is, perhaps, the loveliest spot in Syria;— to the admirer of nature the most
beautiful, and at the same time, perhaps, the most unhealthy to a Euro-
pean. The sources of natural beauty round about Tripoli are the causes of
ague and low fever. Our talented Vice-Consul there, Mr. Mercier—who,
by-tlie-by, is unpaid, even to the postage of his dispatches, has never
been free from ague during the whole period of his residence.
Tripoli was ever a favourite with the Crusaders, and they did their
utmost to embellish it. Here Raymond of Toulouse built a castle on the
banks of the Kadisha, which is fed by a thousand streams from Lebanon
to protect pilgrims, for it is the nearest port to the Cedars. From the
Lebanon, which here attains its greatest altitude, two spurs shoot down
to the coast, maintaining nearly parallel directions, and sink into the soil
just above the town—one affording the site for the castle. The spurs
are clothed with stately olive trees, interspersed here and there with fruit
and flowering shrubs. The valley, down the centre of which flows the
river, is a series of gardens planted with orange, lemon, fig, and apricot
trees, pomegranates, clematis, sugar-cane, and creepers of many-coloured
flowers. At the end of a long summer the whole of the valley is green,
picked out here and there with the more vivid colours of ripe fruits.
Right across the valley, and bestriding the river, is an aqueduct, built by
the Crusaders, which conveys a pure cold stream from Lebanon to the
innumerable fountains of the city. The Crusaders' Bridge, as it is still

called, is so overgrown with perfume-giving plants that its construction
cannot be easily discerned. The streets of Tripoli will bear favourable
comparison with those of any Eastern city. They are narrow, it is true,
but they are not so encumbered with filth as those of Beyrout. The houses
have a European aspect, especially in the dressing of the stones. Nearly
every one has an ever-flowing fountain, and almost all the streets are
similarly provided. Here and there you are met in out-of-the-way corners
with a stone cistern curiously carved. You hear the pleasant sound of
falling water, and will see a little crystal stream, escaping from some fault,
and running silently into a nook, where it disappears from sight. In this
respect Tripolitans are better ofl' than Londoners. They have a constant
supply of pure water ; we an intermittent supply of foul water conta-
minated by sewage.
To Beyrout the journey is not long. There are three routes: by sea,

by ibllowing the coast, and by going through the Kcsrawan. The first no
architectural traveller would take. If he follow the coast lie will visit
Bsherrth, which strikes the eye by its combination of rich culture,
fantastic rocks, and flowery dells. The Kadisha foams and sparkles, and
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peed) »war to the coast between rocks that rise vertically to upwards of

I^OOO feet" At Jebcil—the Gebal of the Bible—he will see the walls of a
fendal citadel, with quaint machicolations seated on Thoenician masonry,

and the surrounding country literally strewn with granite coltmins ; he

may, perhaps, gather information respecting Phoenician art from the recent

jMtairhci of M. Rcnan. After fording the Dog river, he will climb the

face of a rock, where above him arc the sculptured tablets of Assyrian
conquerors—at all events, of the nine that have been recovered six arc

imputed to the Auyrians and three to the Egyptians. The carvings on
the last are scarcely discernible, and then only under certain conditions of

light, while most of the figures on the Assyrian tablets are distinctly

visible. Lepsius says the Egyptian tablets all exhibit the cartouches of

Barneses II.—that Sesostris, who, according to Herodotus, left stelee and
flgBKs as aionuments of his conquests in Palestine and Syria thirteen

oataries before Christ, and which the historian reported having
aew. Mr. Layard considers the Assyrian tablets to be the work of

Sowacherib, the founder of the palace of Kouyuiijik, and whose army
was destroyed in Philistia, when the Angel of the Lord " smote in

the camp of the Assyrians an hmidred four score and five thousand;"
but Dr. Robinson believes the tablets are the records of the five Assyrian
monarchs who successively invaded Syria, or passed through it on the way
to £gypt. It is one of these tablets—one of the links in the remotest

hiatory of man—which the French army defaced. If the tourist takes the

other route he will come upon the fountain of Adonis, and upon the ruins

of the temple of Venus, where was practised tliat strange and impure
worship which led to Ck)nstantine's destroying the structure as a nest of

wickedness.'but which, nevertheless, survives on the banks of the Ganges,
and could be traced 1 50 years ago in the names and traditional ceremonies
of the inhabitants of Provence.
The extent to which our notice has extended compels us to defer to a

more favourable opportunity accompanying the authoress to the towns and
cities of Lebanon, Syria, and the Holy Land, and to an investigation of her
statements with respect to Jerusalem. Meanwliilewe tender her our hearty
thanks for iier interesting^account, thus far, of Egyptian sepulchres and
Syrian shrinei.

NORTH LONDON SCHOOL OF ART.

A PUBLIC MEETING was held in the Memorial Hall, Church-street,
Islington, on Wednesday evening, to inaugurate a proposal to erect a build-

ing for the North London Gallery, Museum and School of Art. Earl Granville
presided.

The school was established in May, 1853, with a view to supply a want which
was then generally felt in the locality for an elementary school ofdrawing. After
some prcliniiuaries, the original committee sought an alliance with the Govern-
ment project, then coming into operation, and consequently the school became a
district schcol in connection with the Department of Science and Art. By this

means the school secured the co-operation of the department, and obtained for

the classes a supply of models and examples, together with the services of trained

masters. It appears that notwithstanding tlie obscure locality of the present
school-house in William-stieet, Clerkenwell, its difficulty of access, and want of
proper arrangement and convenience, the students have steadily increased in

number, from year to year, till at length they have fairly outgrown the present
bnilding. The evening classes now comprise 105 male and female students. It

has therefore become very desirable that the school should have a home of its own
in a more suitable locality.

Earl Granville in addressing the meeting, said, I have felt strongly that some
reproach, not without foundation, attaches to us on account of the comparatively
little encouragement which we in this metropolis have afforded to the progress of
art. Whether it be owing to the peculiar character ofour municipal institutions,
or to the fact that a large portion of the richer inhabitants oi^our metropolis
reside in it only during some months in the year, and consider their homes to be
more in the country than in I^ndon, or that those persons who are constantly
resident are more like the population of a nation than of a single city, certain it

is there is not to be seen here that amount of active civic patriotism which is to
be found developed in our large provincial towns. It is, therefore, highly satis-
netory to me to see such an assembly as this met for so noble an object, and to be
aitarer io that which, so lar as this district is concerned, may be regarded as a
neat metropolitan work. There is another feeling, which I cannot doubt is

shared by many present, which makes me very anxious to contributemy mite to
any work which is to promote the progre.ss of art among the masses of this coun-
try. I allude to that sad calamity which overwlielmed the nation at the close of
the last year, when we lost one whoby his character, his great ability, and high rank
was placed in a position where his influence was exerted with advantage to the
promotion of good taste in the productive industry of the country. I need only
mention to you the name of the late illustrious Prince Consort to evoke from you
a leady assent to the assertion that he devoted the eminent qualities with which
he was endowed to the benefit of the country. It is not for me, on tlils occasion,
to pass any culogium upon his late Boyal Highness, or to allude to those
prominent virtues or those statesmanlike qualities which made him a help and a
support to till; Sovereign, so as to make the institutions ofthenationstrike deeper
into the heart of the country. I will not now say what he did for science, but
this is, I consider, a fitting occasion to speak of what he did for the promotion of
art and the diffusion of good taste among all classes of her Majesty's subjects.
Tnat illustrious and widowed lady has associated with her her subiects in affliction,
t^has declared that it is her desire to promote to the utmost of her power those
ob)ecU which ber husband had so much at heart when alive. There is, therefore,
no one person in this room, or in the nation, who does not feel that in his own
qpho-e, and within the limits of his own capacity, it is his duty to co-operate witli
his SoTercigii in this national and roost patriotic work. I have another feeling of
satw&ction in attending this meeting, which is this, that the department with
which I am othcially connected, will probably, if you carry out your scheme,
oeoone associated with you in this good work. I am not going to give
a Ustery of what it has already done, but I cannot help speaking
with tome satisfaction of the great progress which has been made

by the permanent establishment of schools of design under the en-
couragement of Goveninient in the diffusion of art and art education,
I was this afternoon looking over some reports connected with those institutions,

and I was much struck at tlie contrast which some of the figures and statements
connected with them ten years ago make as compared with those of the j)resent

day. In 1851 the expense was not so very great, but then all Parliamentary
grants were abolished, except in the case of "those institutions which were shown
to be directly profitable; but then the amount of voluntary subscriptions in-
creased, and now we no longer look to them as the ground of action, except to
assist in the building of schools. The noble earl having shown how the number
of schools had increased from twenty to eighty-six, and the numl)er ot pupils
from 2,600 to from 17,000 to 18,000, while the cost of education per head had
fallen from £3 2s. to 8s. 4d. per head, proceeded to say : If you ask me what has
been the practical result of all this, 1 will not myself answer the question, but
will refer you to those cities and large towns where art and a knowledge of
beauty and of design enters into the production of the local manufactures, sure
that there is not one of them that will not state that the people have derived
great advantages from the establishment of such schools among them. This is

the realisation of the Prince Consort's idea in promoting the Great Exhibition of
1851 . I recollect that at the preliminary meeting some of the most eminent states-

men of the day, in speaking of what might be the probable results of that move-
ment, said that in those works which required excellence, and the actual appli-
cation of science to machinery, and in the production of tlie useful, we would be
sure to excel the foreigner, but where imagination was brought into play, where
artistic taste and design were applied to the beautiful and ornamental, we should
be prepared to find ourselves excelled by the Continental manufacturers. I would
be sorry to make a prophecy now, but hoping and believing as I do, that the
coming Exhibition will be a great success and prove the complement of the work
originated in 1851, I expect to see not the contrary results but results of a slightly

different character. It will I think be found that while we maintain our pre-
eminence in the production of practical and useful objects, we will feel some sur-
prise at the strides which foreign nations have made in the same objects, and
foreigners on the other hand will be surprised at the gigantic strides that we, when
put upon our metal, have made in the application of artistic science and taste to
not only the more costly, but also to the more universally used articles. For this
some credit is due to the Schools of Art. One of the great peculiarities con-
nected with art is, that whether we look to ancient or to modern times, to this

country or to the other nations of Europe, at the most a choice few obtained em-
ployment in producing works of art for the enjoyment of a select circle of persons

j

whereas there is now a great change taking place, and many are employed in pro-
viding artistic enjoyment for the great masses of the people. The advantages of
such a change cannot fail to be appreciated liy such a meeting as the present;
but if you are to produce the greatest possible effect by art instruction, then you
must educate not only the artizan, the producer, the designer, and the work-
man, but also the great masses of the people who are to enjoy their works must
have that amount of training and education which will enable them to derive
that enjoyment from the contemplation of such works. Nothing has such an
effect on character as a knowledge of excellence. Nothing so much contributes
to ambition of the right sort, and to the modesty of the individual, as when he
knows what can be done by others better informed and better qualified than
himself. These are the objects here in view, and 1 cannot overstate the advan-
tages to be derived from them in regard to the staple manufacture and trades of
the district of Finsbury, especially watch and clock making, and jewellery and
cabinet making. The noble earl concluded by wishing success to the efforts now
being made by the committee for the establishment of the North London Gallery,
Museum and School of Art, and expressing the gratification it would give him
to find them in a position to apply to Government for its support.

Several gentlemen addressed the meeting, and the following resolutions were
unanimously carried :

—

That the knowledge of drawing and the arts of design are of essential importance to the
arts and manufactures of this country, and to enable them to hold their proper position
in comijetition with those of other nations.
That it is desirable that a building (free of rent, in the borough of Finflbury) be erected,

for the purpose of establishing on a permanent basis the North London Gallery, Museum,
and School of Art.
And that a subscription be opened for the purpose of raising the necessary funds for the

building, and enabling the committee to obtain the benefit of the usual Parliamentary
vote for building schools of art.

AWARD OF PRIZES BY THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF
BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

AT the Special General Meeting of members only of this body, held on Monday
last, ProfessorT. L.Donaldson, V.P., in the chair, the printed notice con-

vening the meeting, which was assembled to consider a report from the Council
as to the award of prizes, was read from the chair.

Tfie Royul Gold MecUil.—In conformity with the recommendation of the
Council, taken into consideration by the meeting, it was unanimously resolved :

—

That it be humbly submitted for her Majesty's gracious consideration, that the
Royal Gold Medal for the year 18G1 be awiu-ded to the Rev. R. Willis, M.A.,
F.R.S., honorary member.
The report of the Council relative to the essay and drawings received in com-

petition for the medals and prizes of the Institute, and the designs for the Soane
Medallion, having been read, the adjudication of the prizes was confirmed, as
follows :

—

To the author of tlie Illustrations and Description of the Church of St. Peter
and St. Paul, Brenckburn Priory, Northumberland, the silver medal of the
Institute, with the sum of five guineas.
To the author of the design marked M, for a Museum of Sculpture and Paint-

ing, a prize in books of the value of five guineas.
To the author of the design with the motto "Hope on, Hope Ever," for a

small Market-house and room above, the President (Mr. Cockerell's) prize.

To the author of the design with the motto " Mente et Manu," for a Villa, an
Institute prize in books.
" Quid Nunc," Chapel, and " Humber," Villa, both commended.
To the author of the designs with the motto "Con Amore," Mr. Tite's

prize.

To the author of the design with the motto " tXirit,' for a Dispensary, the
Student's prize in books.
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"Z." and ' M. R." coinmonded for tlieii' designslfor a Dispensary.

To Mr. S. Fry, student, lor the best series of Jlontbly Sketclies, a prize in

books.

We are at present unable to pve tlie names of the successful competitors who
sent in desig-ris under moltoos, beciuse, owing to some mistake, the envelopes

contaiuiMjf tliem were not opened at the meeting on Monday evening. We under-

stood, however, tliat there is no doubt the recommendation of the Council as to

the great prize—the Royal Gold Medal—will be confirmed by the Queen.

SOCIETY FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF THE FINE ARTS.
FIMiE first coitBcrmzione for the season of the Society for the Encouragement

J. of the I'ine Arts took place at the rooms of the Winter Exhibition, 120,

Pall-mall, on Wednesday evening, and was attended by a very nunierouB

assemblage of ladies and gentlemen. On this occasion the prize medals

awarded last session were presented. In the course of the evening the chair was
taken by Mr. Dutton, who said he appeared before the meeting under dis-

advantageous circumstances, inasmuch as Mr. Tite was to liavc taken the chair,

but Parliamentary and other avocations prevented him Ironi doing so. As to the

position in which"they were at present placed, he miglit say that it had been the

main object of the Society to take care of the rising genius of the day, and,

tlierefore, in passing by all those artists who in their respective branches had so

very mucli distinguished themselves, they must not consider it in any sort of way
a demerit that the Society liad not deemed it right to award them medals, as it

was considered more within its province to look to rising genius than to artists

who liad already risen and established themselves, and who of course were so

well known that they could not in any degree find fault witli the present pro-

ceedings. It was always agreeable to offer the meed of praise to rising merit.

Mr. Henry Ottley, hon. secretary, then read a short report from the

Council of the Society, which stated that the prizes, silver medals, had been

awarded as follows :

—

Historical Painting.—Sir. Marcus Stone, "Claudlo and Hero," in the Eoyal
.\cndomy.
Landscape.—Sir. McCallum, " Spring—Bumham \Vood," Royal Academy.
Gknre.— Mr. Calderon, " La Demande en Manage." Royal Academy.
Wateh CoLotms (Two Prizes).—Mr. S. Read, " Interior ol St. AuRustin's, at Antwerp."

Old Water Colour Society.—Mr. E. H. Warren, " Best in the Cool and Shady Wood."—New
Water Colour Society.
SruLPTVBE.—Mr. G. Halsc, "The Tarpcian Rock." Sculpture in bronze. Royal

Academy.
ARCHrrEtTURE.— Mr. A. W. Blomfield, M.A., (President of the Architectural Associa-

tion.) Desifpi for "Mission House," erected in Bedfordbury, Westminster, in the Archi-
tectural Exhibition.

There had been no award made for poetry or engraving, and the award for

music was postponed, but the Council hoped in the course of the present session

to make an award in that department of the fine arts.

Medals liad been awarded for valuable services rendered to the Society to Miss
Parepa, Herr Formes, Signer Gardoni, M. Ole Bull, and Mr. Santley. A medal
was also awarded to Mr. S. Rosenthal for making a design for the Society's

medal and other valuable services rendered to the Society.

The prizemen present were then called up and received tlie medals from the
Chairman amidst the applause of the meeting.
The musical arrangeiiieuts of the evening were exceedingly effective, and

embraced the following programme :

—

Part 1.—Duett, " The Sailor Sighs " (Balfe), Miss Emma Boden and Mr. Edward South-
well ; Aria, " Stride la Vampa" (Verdi), Miss Bellingham ; Old English Song, Mr.Lawler

;

Cavatina, "Emaniinvolami" (Verdi), M.ad.ame Fiirst ; Solo (Pianoforte), "Les Ajpeges"
(Hullah). Madame do Vaucheran ; Song, "Thou art so near " (Reichardt), Herr Reichardt

;

Germtin Lied, " The Maid of the Ganges" (Mendelssohn), Mr. E. Southwell ; Aria, "In
questa tomba oscura " (Beethoven), Miss Emma Boden.
Part II.—Solo (Violin) (Ole Bull), M. Ole BuU ; Song, " The Green Trees" (Balfe), Miss

Bellingham; Song (Herr Reich..irdt), Reichardt ; Solo (Pianoforte) (Ganz), Herr Wilhelm
Ganz ; Balla<l, " Cease yom* Funning," Madame Fiirst ; Sacred Song, Mr. Lawler ; Song
(Wallace). Jliss Emma Boden : Duett, " So ni'ami ancor " (Verdi), Madame and Mr.
Edward Southwell.— Conductor, Mr. Alfred Gilbert.

Refreshments were supplied in the upper gallery of the Exhibition, and the
proceedings of the evening were conducted with maiked success.

SOCIETY OF ARTS.

AT the meeting of this Society on Wednesday night, the Duke of Wellington,
K.G., in the chair, the paper read was " On the Art of Constructing

Turkish Baths, and their economy as a means of cleanliness," by Mr. David
Urquhart. The author began by drawing attention to the great antiquity of
baths of this cliaracter. Their use appears to have prevailed in these islands 2,000
years ago, and he therefore urged that he was merely advocating the restoration
of a habit which in ancient times and in other countries had been found so bene-
ficial. He avowed, however, that whilean attempt was being made to introduce
it in the west, it was exposed to extinction in the east, for the younger Turks,
many of them, neglected its use. He explained that most of the so-ealled
Turkish baths at present established here hardly deserved the name, and he then
proceeded to describe, in very considerable detail, the various processes to which
the batliers in Turkey and elsewhere were subjected, explaining also the bath as
used liy the ancient Romans, so far as this could be ascertained by the allusions
to it in classical writings, and by the various architectural and other remains that
have come down to|us. He urged that it was a mistake to suppose that this was an
expensive luxury, and pointed out that, according to a proper calculation of the
cost of fuel and other necessaries, these baths might be supplied to the poor as
well as the rich at a very small cost. He appeared to be of opinion that the
difi'crencc between the bath as used by the ancient Romans and tlie modem
Turks was very slight—the latter, however, having introduced some details
tending to greater decency and propriety. Speaking of the advantages of perfect
cleanlinejs among all classes, the author pointed out that our intercourse with
the lower orders was broken off by there being no settled occasions on which we
are in contact with them, and by the want of cleanliness in their persons. In
the bath, both classes were constantly brought into the presence of each other.
Contempt and distaste were removed on one side, degradation and irritation on
the other. He combated the impression that the bath is weakening, pointing out
that those who are in the habit of taking it are strong and live to a great age.
He related its marvellous effects upon himselfwhen worn out by excessive fatigue

;

and concluded by pointing out its value as a remedial agent in the cure of many
of the diseases to which the human frame is liable.

CHESTER ARCHITECTURAL AND ARCH..«0L0G1CAL
SOCIETY.

AT the fifth monthly meeting of this society the Rev. Canon Bloupibld
delivered a lecture]" On tlie Laws and Customs of England in the Sixteenth

Century, as they aflected Trade, Commerce, and the Social Life of the Times,"
taking as his basis the revelations of an old black letter statute book of the reigu

of Elizabeth.

Some relics of Samian and other pottery found at the rear of God's Providence
House, in Watergate-street, were exhibited by the architect, Mr. Harrison.

CHURCH, CHAPEL, AND SCHOOL BUILDING.
CHURCHEi5.

Leicester.—St. Andrew'! Church.—This new church was opened on the
20th ult. It is »?rected from designs by Mr. G. G. Scott, and has been
built by Messrs. Osborn Brothers, of Leicester. The ground plan of the
building is cruciform, and consists of nave, transepts, and chancel with
semicircular apse. It is built in the Early English style, almost entirely of

brick, slightly relieved with Bath stone, which is introduced in the arches, the

window sills, the weatherings of buttresses, the arcade round the exterior of the

apse, and in various other parts of the bunding. The exterior is principally of

red brick, ornamented with blue. The gables are coped with brick, with

stone springers. Tlie roofs are covered with Swithland slates, in diminish-

ing courses. The two principal entrances are through a door at the west

end and a porch on the south side; and there is also an entrance for

children in the north transept. The view presented on ent«ring the church at

the west door is goml, the rich soft colour of^ the bricks with which the walls are

faced, and the lofty arches which divide the nave from the chancel and transepts,

together with the complicated timbers of the roof, adding much to the general

effect. Owing to the absence of pillars, the altar and pulpit can be seen from
every part of the building. The nave is covered with an open-timbered roof of

one span, the ridge of which is about 60 feet above the level of the floor. The
principals, which are seven in number, form double arches across the nave, each
arch with two parallel circular braces bolted together, the spaces being filled in

with light cross braces to form a diamond pattern. These principals spring from
shafts at the height of abou 1 12 feet from the floor line. The roots over the tran-

septs arc cross-braced. Wrought boarding covers the whole, and the timbers

throughout have been stained and varnished. The nave is seated with open stalls

of stained and varnished deal. The transepts are seated with movable benches.

The stalls in the chancel are of more elaborate design. The church affords

accommodation for about 960 persons. Provision is made for an organ in a
chamber over the vestry. The pulpit, on the north side of the chancel arch,

has a stone base, formed of a cluster of small octagonal shafts encircling the centre

pillar. The upper part is of deal, carved with a simple ornament. The font is

plain, and harmonises with the general character of the church. The floor is

laid with red and black Staffordshire tiles in various patterns. The windows
are glazed with cathedral glass, the circles in the upper portion of the nave
windows being filled witli ornamental designs. The chancel is lighted by a
corona, by Skidmore, of Coventry, who has also supplied the standards in the

nave, and the small corona which lights each transept. The entire cost of the

building is, we believe, about £5,000.
Rutland.—Ketton Church.—The work of reparation is progressing. Mr.

G. G. Scott is the architect. The pulpit is being carved by Mr. Irving, of

Leicester. 'The tower is now reached by a turret staircase, erected on the site of

a former one. In the early part of the present restoration a portion of a fresco

was found on the north wall : it exhibited the figure of a bishop, and a church in

the back ground ; it has been entirely obliterated. One of the chamfered arches

that support the tower is enriched with graceful foliage, the date of which
may be ascribed as early as towards the close of the twelfth century; it

is a very interesting example of artistic paintinfj of the period. The Rev. F. H.
Sutton has filled the lancet at the west end of the north aisle with stained glass;

it exhibits four pictures, representing the Evangelists. The new central western
window is in the Decorated style.

Worcester.—St. Mary's Church—A stone reredos has just been erected

in this church; the stone-work of a new east window is also completed,

from the designs of Mr. W. J. Hopkins, architect to the Church Diocesan
Society. The reredos is of Bath stone, in the usual arcaded form, there

being three central compartments, with two others on each side. The
central ones have trefoiled heads, with a quatrefoil over, and a croeketed

canopy ; but the side compartments are without canopies, a diapered ground and
quatrefoils occupying the space between them and the cornice, the mouldings of

the latter showing a row of ball-flowers. In the central compartment is the

sacred monogram " I.H.S.," with the words " Do this in remembrance of me,"
and in those on either side respectively the dove and the triangle. The side

arcades will contain the Commandments, the Creed^ and the Lord's Prayer. In
the quatrefoils, spandrils, and capitals of shafts, is some carved work. The
new window is in the Decorated style, with three lights and flowing tracery. It

is filled, by Messrs. Clayton and Bell, with the subject of the Ascension, the centre

light being carried up higher than the side ones to admit theascending fi^ire of

our Lord. Beneath are eleven Apostles and the Blessed Virgin. In the

upper part of tlie tracery the three Angels, bearing the words " Pater,"
" I'ilius," and " Spiritus," and below arc the evangelistic symbols.

Cambridge.—Burnell Church.—This building has been opened after under-
going considerable restoration. In the summer of 1860, the new roof of the

church was re-leaded, many portions of the old timber removed, and the interior

of the open roof, which ranks amongst the finest specimen of roofs of the

fifteenth century, thoroughly restored. In tlie spring of 1861 the roof of the

north aisle underwent the same complete restoration. In the same year the west

arch was thrown open, and the tower thrown into the church. The columns and
arches have also been restored and the paint and whitewash removed from every

portion of the church. These, as well as other substantial works, have been

carried out. The roofs have been re-leaded. The whole area of the nave and side

aisles has undergone an entire restoration. The passages in the nave and side aisles

have been laid with black and red Staffordshire tiles, and the other portions of

the church have been filled up with oak seats of a uniform pattern, in harmony
with the date of the buildmg. The new pulpit and reading-desk, carved after

the pattern of some portions of the old screen, which still remains, have been

placed at the north and south side of the chancel arch.
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Chfster. St. Mary's Church.—The loiiR-desired improvement to tliis

dmrch the raising of us tower—is now finish*^, 8s far as tne masonrj- work is

eODcemcl. As rontrasted with its former diminutive and insigiiiflcaiit beig:ht,

and bidden, as it was, by the Castle walls, the new tower presents a striking

apjxatance. The total expenditure for all the improvements and restorations

whicli have been effected at St. Mary's will exceed £1,600.
Wilts.—St. Peter's Church, Marlborough.—A meeting w-as held on

Tliursday se'nni);ht to take into consideration the propriety of employing an

architect to inspect the f»bric of the church with a view to ascertain its present

eonditioD, and a resolution was unanimously carried:—"That Mr. Wyatt, the

diocesan architect, be requested to inspect the fabric of the church, and report

thereon."
E.itfx.—Coggefhatl Church.—On the 11th inst. a meeting of the Committee

for the restoration of this edifice was held to meet the architect, Mr. Christian,

and to consider the question of rcpewing the building. Upon the recommendation

of Mr. Christian it was decided tliat the organ should be removed to the north

rhaiicel aisle. It was also decided to repew the church with oak sittings. The
expense is estimated at about £1,000.

CHAPELS.
Liverpool.—Nortcood Independent Chapel.—The foundation stone of this

chapel, now in course of erection, was laid on Tuesday sen'niglit. The following

sketch of the plan of the building is taken from the " Congregational Year

Book " :—The style adopted is the Decorated Gothic, and the material of con-

struction will be red sandstone, with Stourton stone dressing. The main

entrance will be through two doorways, coupled under one arch, immediately

beneath a four-light window, which from its design and size will form the prin-

cipal architectur.il feature of the elevation. On either side of the entrance porch

is a lofty turret, and the front is flanked on each side by semi-octagonal pro-

jections to contain the gallery staircases. In plan the building will consist of the

entrance (K)rcli, opening into a spacious corridor, which will be diyided from the

chaml hv a glazed screen of appropriate design. Doorways at either end will

lead to the ^lery staircases. The chapel itself is a parallelogram in form, with

tlie pulpit or platform in advance of an apse, with groined ceUing. lu the rear

of the chapel, on the ground floor, will be large vestries, a ladies' room, and
other apartments ; and above these a lecture-room and library. The chapel ceil-

ing is plastered, and in a vaulted form, with considerable space between it and
tlie roofing. It is divided into bays by groined ribs springing from stone columns
attached to the walls. In tlie construction of the fittings every attention will be

paid to the comfort of the congregation, and the best means of securing perfect

ventilation, heating, and lighting will be adopted. The chapel, when the galleries

are completed, will contain sittings for from 850 to 900 persons. The cost of

erecting the chapel, with vestries and lecture-room (but exclusive of the schools,

which it is not proposed to erect at present), will be about £4,600. Messrs.

Ponlton and Woodman, of Reading, are the architects.

SCHOOLS.
Sirmingham.—LozeU's Chapel Day Schools.—On Monday evening last this

building was formally opened ; it is built of brick with stone and coloured brick

dressings. The principal room of the school is 60 feet by 25 feet, and connected
with it is an infants' room, about 20 feet square. The school-room is surrounded
by a spacious play-ground, which is fitted up with gymnastic appliances suited

to children. Mr. T. D. Johnson, of Bennett's-hill, is the architect, and Mr. W.
Bennett the builder.

Potters-bar, Middlesex.—An infant school has just been erected here at the

sole cost of the Rev. H. G. Watkins, the incumbent, the site having also been
presented by him. The school-room is 22 feet long by 15 feet wide, the height

to the ridge being 22 feet. The roof is constructed of open timber, plastered

between the rafters, which, with all the other internal woodwork, is stained and
varnished. The porch is paved with Minton's tiles. A commodious residence

for the mistress is attached. The external walls are constructed of picked stock

brickwork with Bath stone dressings ; a few red malms and white Suffolk bricks

have been used. Bangor and Westmoreland slates in broad bands have
been used for the roof, with ornamental ridge tiles. There is a bell turret,

covered with zinc, and sotmountej by a wrought-iron vane. Mr. E. H. Lingen
Barker, of 30, Upper Berkeley-street, was the architect, and Mr. J. F- Williams,
of Potters-bar, the contractor for the works, the total cost of which has been
about £500.

••

THE EXCLUSION OF FOUL AIR FROM DWELLINGS.
Sir,—Allow me to call your attention to tliat part of the discussion on *' Healthy

DweUings" at the " Institute" last Monday week, -when Mr. Rawtinson, of the Board of
Health, expressed himself nnable to compliment the architectural profef^ion on the usual
structural provisions of a sanitary tendency. While Mr. Rawlinson was making this

tetatement, the letter I now beg to enclose was lying unacknowledged on the shelves of the
Board.

If the Board of Health restrict it«elf to external^drainage, and the letter did not, there-
fore, come within the scope of^itfi fonctions, would it not have acted consifitently in keeping
ita officers oat of Windsor Castle ?

Onnmvnicatum to the Board of Health, December^ 1 860, on Vie Ventilation of Drains, and the

Excivskm of Foul Airfrom Dwellings.
The great and valnablc attention directed to sanitary objects in recent times, not

only in their general and leading bearings, but also in points of detail, encourages me to
offer a raggcstion for the perfect ventilation of house drains, and of preventing the escape
of noxious gases into dwellings.
Very great advantage has unquestionably resulted from the modem practice of venti-

lating public sewers, and of scouring out the whole of their contents by flushing them vrith

large qnantiticB of back water ; but it is, neverthelcs-s, a fact of daily experience, and quit*
b^ond the oecenity of demonstration, that vapours and gases of the foulest and most
hurtful kind are ever ready to penetrate Into the interior of every dwelling, and in a larger
degree, perhaps, into thotc of the saperior classes, which are more amply supplied with
trnks and internal watcrctosct^.
From the public sewer a branch-drain Is carried. It may be observed, into every house, to

th" different part« of which It rainifieti, for receiving rain-water, and the waste from sinks
and watcrcloeetx. It is customary to place an eflluvia-trap at the mouth of each branch-
drain within the chief wwer, while at every inlet from the Hwrfoce and from the sinks
precaution is tuken to prevent the etllnx of foul air by the application of some form of stench
trap. Still, from imijcrffrtion in these provlpions, carelesfene?'.'* or inadvertence in their use,

% considerable qnantlty of foul air finds its way into most bouees.

Another and a still more important source of such inconvenience is generally found^n the
waterclosets.
The great variety of apparatus of this kind shows its importance in a commercial point

of view, and indicates the vast extent to which conveniences of this description are now
applied, and (as it would alsti seem reasonable to supiwse), the perfection to which the
maimfacture has beeu brought ; but the s-mell proceeding from waterclosets continues
most perceptible, and the gases from wliich that smeil arises most injurious to health.

If it be borne in mind that a soil pipe, usually of lead, conveys the contents of the closets

into the drains, it will be seen that except the effluvia trap above referred to, which from
its construction is hardly susceptible of very exact or perfect action, there is no obstficle to
the passage of the foul air from tlie sewers until we come to the trap or syphon of the closet

;

and the soil pipe may thus be considered as a large reservoir of impure air, ready to escajre

upwards at every opportunity, and such opportunities appear to be afforded on every
occasion when the closets are brought into action.

In recently carrj'ing into effect a design for a dwelling house, convenience and economy
induced me to have the soil-pipe extended upwards from the uppermost waterclosct to the
gutter, 60 as to receive the water from the roof, and act as a substitute for the ordinary
stack-pi i»es.

I found here, that a most valuable and simple means had been accidentally acquired for

affording the most perfect ventilation to all the drains of the house, there being an
unchecked escape for light aqueous vapour and foul air into the open atmosphere above the
bouse.
In cases where the rain water could not be conveniently conveyed to the soil-injie, a

smaller tube for ventilation carried above the roof or otherwise into the external atmosphere
might ha sufficient ; or the object would be effected by terminating the soil-pipe in a Hue
similar to those for smoke, and rising to the same height.

Although it is a common rule with architects that no watercloset ought to be without a
window opening to the exterior, an acquaintance with the arrangement of London houses
shows the exceptions to so wholesome a regulation to bo very numerous indeed ; and, in

such cases, the improved method of ventilation here pointed out, would, I presume to think,
be of the utmost value.

There being neither proprietary or other exclusive interest or impediment connected with
this plan, which has also the further advantage of being at once simple and economical, I

feel that the supporting sanction of qualified judges can. alone be necessary to secure its

appreciation, and general adoption by the public.

Thomas Morris.
Carlton Chambers, 12, Regent-street, S.W.

THE ROYAL ENGINEERS.
Sir,—The present £imc seems to me to be tliat for again drawing the attention of your

readers to a public department which requires the searching eye of scrutiny in all its

transactions, agitations of every legitimate kind, and tlie assistance of all who wish things to

be done in a proper manner, to prevent its gradually settling down into (if nothing worse)

what has been so justly termed its "present auomalous position." I allude to the Royal
Engineer Department.
About and before tliis time last year, scarcely a week passed without a letter appearing

in the Building News referring to this subject. I myself was favoured by you, and, there-

fore, again take the liberty of asking for space for the insertion of this letter.

The advocates of a change in or re-modelling of the Royal Engineer Department have
received the most valuable assistance from a source whence least expected—from an officer

of Royal Engineers (in spite of himself he is betrayed), who, in the January number of

Colbu7'n*s United Service Magazine, exposes more than could have been possibly expected from
any criminal, however repentant and conscientious.

We there see. in all its hideousness, an admission of incompetency the most complete, of

waste of public money the most enormous, of injustice to civil officers tlie most
glaring, ani, at the same time, assurance the most unblushing. We find that the

corps of Royal Engineers have been drawing, in pay and allowances from the National
Exchequer, thousands of pounds which they have never earned ; tliat they have licen in

positions of authority and iwwer, and vested with the exi«nditure of public money on
works and buildings, without ha\ing the exi>erieucc necessarj' to qualify therefore ; that

they have hitherto effectually persuaded the authorities that they were the elij:ir viite of the
department, instead of the millstone hanging alx>ut its neck ; and yet after doing this, and
much more, have the hardihood and assurance to ask for another lease of sinecures, another

trial in a deception still more deceptive, to break down in a more deplorable manner than
has the present system, because on a more extensive scale ; and as if their position before

the country was not sufficiently pitiable after such confessions, they make it still worse by
throwing calumny and scandal on those without whom they would not have maintained
their positions up to this time, and endeavour by so doing to hoist themselves into what I

just now termed another trial in deception. Let us hope that no one will fall into the

snare ; or when it comes to " paying the piper," it will be found that the tune has been a
dear one.

The writer in Colbum's Magazine evidently wrote for the information of the military, not
caring tu appear in any other garb, with his " architects,'' " surveyors, and civil engineers,"

creatures of a year, asa contrast to those of " less than a month," and in either case equally

ridiculous—with his insult to the professions by any such terms being applied to what such
jxiriods could afford; and not even satisfied with this, butendeavouring to insinuate that the

professions of architect, surveyor, and civil engineer, are not only to be acquired by any
one who may be fortunate enough to obtain admission at Chatham as a Royal Engineer
Officer in twelve months (hitherto one month) but also that soldiers are to be manufac-
tured from the rough stone into a polished |gcm by a curriculum which he is pleased to

designate a course in practical architecture, &c.

Truly these professions are coming to something, other than desirable if this is tfie case

;

I need not, however, add, that the ignorance of the engineer officer in everything per-

taining to them must be marvellous, or he would never have ventured on so palpable an
absurdity, which forcibly reminds me of the caution my father once gave me, '• Don't play

\rith edged tools till you know how to use them, for in unskilful hands they frequently

injure those who attempt to use them."
The whole article is a compound of despair, ignorance and malevolence ; despair at the

state to which tlie con^s has arrived —that some change or other must be made, and that

this change will most likely affect them very seriously in two most important points,

pocket and position, and consequently imploring n prolongation, if not a permanent settle-

ment of what they have so long held, at whatever sacrifice of that right principle which
should jwssess every man—that he gives money's worth for the money he receives; and
although accompanied by such a confession as that wailed forth, it requires no great

stretch of imagination to picture to one's self the s^ate of things which would cause even an
officer of engineers to break forth into such lamentations, specious pleading, and betrayal

of despair.

Ignorance (partially assumed) of the best thing to be done under the circumstances. I

say assumed , because any man who has made such a confession of past inefficiency cannot
possibly lack the discrimination to perceive that a remedy is to be found in removing the

inefficient and making room for the efficient. Ignorance, also, of other men in imagining
that they would take to any scheme proposed by a culprit, simply because he has made a
partial admission of guilt and given a promise to behave better in future. Ignorance, also,

of what he would wish to api^ear very conversant with, i.e., the necessary education and
practice, in addition to inclination, to qualify for even a very trifling insight into cinl

professional knowledge anfl duties.

Malevolence, inasmuch as no other motive could have instigated any man to publi^h such

a calumny as tliat which is implied against the civil officers of the department. Why did not

the writer specially allude to cases, instead of , by implication, calumniate a body of men
U]X)n whom, and whose honesty and integrity, he has so frequently been dependent, and

whose characters will bear as nmch inquiring into as will those of the officers of the cori>s

of which he himself may be a member. If such black rsheep ^exist, and he knows them, he

has been guilty of a gross dereliction of duty in not bringing the matter to the notice of

the authorities, because such men should not be allowed to remain in any department so

honorable, although so ignored, as the Royal Engineer Department. It is not so. It is

that if, even by calumny and slander, under the shelter of the cabiilistic trf , he con gain, or
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even advance, his point, he will try thoso'means. I do not envy him hLi reflection, neither

the chance ho has of, aftt-r having '* sown the wind," his " reaping the whirlwind."
With your permission I will on a future occasion advert to this subject, and endeavour to

afford some little information on the details of the scheme, as also on tlie most important
principle in connexion tlierewith, viz., the expense attendant on the introduction of what,
without the slightest evidence of its being bo, is termed " a self-supporting scheme."

Petabd.
February 25th, 1862.

TENDERS.
Offices, D.\RLiNnTON.

For the erection ot ofBces in connection with the New Engine Works at Da rlingtOD, for

the Stockton and Darlington Railway Companj'. William Peachey, architect.

For the Whole.
Appleby and JCartcr £2,839 15 I Hurworth (accepted) £2,163 17 1

Bell 2,«70 WindallandSon 2,127
Bulmer 2,403 14 | Hodgson 2,125 4
Cockbum and Bridges 2,329 11 7 ; Abdale and Kemp 2,109 12
Robson 2,238 17 3 | Elwin 2,103 8

Hodgson £990 11
Marrin 951 6
Gradon 939 11

Wharton £1.54 12
Trcstoa l.M
Watson 147 10

Bricklayo', Mason, and Plasterer,

I

Watson £926 17

W. Robson and Son 8005

6
I

Slater.

9
I

Atkinson and Son £147 10
Oradon 147 10

OlPattison 139
Carpenter and Joiner.

Oradon £827 I Robinson £6.58 Oil
Snaith 716 14 9 Armitage 678 7 6
Watson 070 9 4

I

Plumber, Gasjitter, and Glazier,
" " Russell and Sons £323 16 11Laidler £393 '

Gradon 391 10
HindandSon .3.i9

Watson 345
Bellhanger

Marshall 320 11
Woods 320

Harrison.

Watson £72 17 4
Walker 62 12
J.Wilson 60 15 3
Garthwaite 58

Painter.

.£5

Dryden £68
J. R. Wilson ,58

BIyth and Mossom 55
Galenby 54

PASSESGBU Station, Yorkshire.
For the erection of passenger stationat Saltburn-by-the-Sea, Yorkshire,;for the Stockton

and Darlington Railway Company. Mr. William Peachey, architect.

The Whole.
Gradon £4,493 3 1 |

Elwin 4,206 15
T. Robson 4,411 2 3

I
W. Robson and Son 4,177 1 '

Plasterer^s Work,
Pearson (accepted) £1,796
Abdale and Kemp, 1,631 10

France 4,342 13 6 1 Marren 3,862 16
Cockburn and Bridges 4,225 7

I

Bricklayer^ ilason
Kellett and Sons £2,971
Panshon 2,335 3 10
France 1,847 13 6

Slating.

Butterwick £293 19 10 l Wharton £276 13
Preston 284 14 Ord and Sanderson (accepted).. 276 10
Pattison 280 1

Carpenter and Joiner,

4 11

Robinson £920 11

Kellett and Sons 909
Armitage 105 15 6

Plumber, GaffiUer, and Glazier,
Laidler £.537 2 I Russell and Sons;(accepted) .... 442 S
Butterwick 499 3 1 Woods 399 10
Hudson 468 9 7

|

SiniUi and Iron/ounder.
Head,Ashby,andCo £939 8 11

|
Close, Aj-r«, and Nicholson (ac-

Darliugton Forge Co 834 | cepted £726 2
Painter,

Butterwick £795 18 11
Chapman (accepted) 770
Wilkinson 698

Watson £149 16 6
Butterwick 120 6 4
Elyth and Mossom 115 10
Walker 114 2 7

Wilson £100
Gatenby (accepted) 96 6
Guy 72 12

Dwelling-houses, &c., Saltbtthx.
For the erection of two dwelling-houses and shop at Saltbum-by-the-Sea, Yorkshire for

Mr. Robert Moore. Mr. William Peachey, architect.
*

For tlie Whole.

W. Robson and Son £1,370 13
Bricklayer, Mason, and Plasterer's Work,

Tliompson (including slating) . . £787 3
I'iitton and Son 772 10
Hodgson (includmg slating). . . . 675
Pearson 627

Robinson and Marshall £622
4 Massey (including slating) 612 2 8

o * Belt 691 n 8
8 6 Marren (accepted) 562 12 8

Slating.

3 3 : Pattison £43 ]5
Wharton (accepted) 42

Butterwick £45
Preston 44 5 6
Ord and Sanderson 48 15

Bellhanger.
Close, Ayre, and Nicholson £23 | Harrison (accepted) £18 16

Carpenter and Joiner's Work.
Massey £472 13
Herbert and Coul 472 13
Kitching (accepted) 460 19
Butterwick 454 9

Windall .and Son £677
Wilkinson 576
Brown .

'. 520
Watsoii 4S0 14 10
Chapman 474

Painter.
Butterwick £55 7 7 I Guy £41 1
Walker 48 18 Watson .'

' 3910
""ov/u 45

I Tomkins (accepted) 30 6
Plumber and Glazier's Work,

Butterwick £165 10 3 1 Laidler £152
Russell and Sons 155 4

|
Woods (accepted) 132

Smith and Iron/ounder,
( lose, Ayre, and Nicholson £90 6 6 | W. Wrav and Co. (accepted) .... £70 17 2

Church, Pejirroke^hire.
T'or the repair and restoration of the parish church ot Nevcm, Pembrokeshire Mr.

Withers, architect.
.lenkins, ThomaaJ and Davies £1 ,.585
Stone and James 1,1S2 11

C.J. Davies £1,123 16

Cottages, Maivice.
For the erection of a pair of cottages at Marske, Yorkshire, for tho Stockton and Dar-

lington Railway Company. Mr. William Peachey, architect.
The Wliole.

Thompson £.590 9 I Pearwn (aeoepted) £439 11 (
France 446 1 Kobaon and Son 432 10
Elwin 442 18

I
MaMey 430 IS

Bricklayer, Mason and Plasterer's Work,
Fatten £203 7 9 I Belt £207 1«
Pearson (accepted) 211 fi 11

|

Baler.
Butterwick £42 I Wharton £39 1«
Preston 41 10 Ord and Sanderwn 38
Pattison 40

I
Pearson (accepted) 34 10

Carpenter and Joiner.

Braithwaite and Son £160
j
Wilson (accepted) ;,j. £126 10

Butterwick 142 Pallistcr and Evana Jji...... 128
Wilkinson 136 | Brown ,,, 120

Plumber and Glazier,

Braithwaite and Son £35 15
Butterwick 30 15
Hudson 26 13 8

Smith and
Braithwaite and Son £30 7
W. WrayandSon 28 18 7

Painter,
Braithwaite and Son £20 6
Walker 15 18 10
Tomkins 15 2
Watson 14 19 6

Tomkins £25 14
Woods (aocepliod) 21 10

'ronfounder.

Pearson (accepted) £17 10

Gatenby £13 10
J. and J. R. Wilson (accepted) 12
Brown 7 6

Warehouse.s, Leeds.
I |For the erection of three woollen warehouses in Leeds, for the King-street Warehouse
Company. Quantities taken out by J. Wright, Hull. Cuthbert Brodrick, architect.
Neil, Bnidford £8,700
Longley, Leeds 8,646
Thornton , Bradford 8,200
Nichols, Leeds 7,700
And 39 separate tenders, the lowest of each ainountlng in the aggregate to £7,170 18a.

Thorp, Leeds £7,485 18
Addy 7,450
Boothman „ (accepted) 7,13S

For erecting a new market, Chester.
Quantities taken out by Mr. Sherlock.
Meakin £8,714 1

Thomas 8,464
Barker 8,049 19
Lovatt 7,843 10
Hitchlu 7,690
Mabon 7,615

Market, Chester.
Messrs. W. and J. Hay, architects, Liverpool.

Neill £7,820
Lockwood and Farrimand .... 7,274
Hughes 7,145
Stap 6,995
Roberts(aocepted) 6,440

Rkduildisg, London.
For rebuilding 57 and 58, Rathbone-place, for Messrs. Parkins and Gotto. Mr. S. C.

Capes, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. B. A. C. Herring.
Carter £2,886 I Bit>wne and Robinson £2,450
Sanders 2,558 | Batterbury £2,379

Pbintino Office, Chancery-lane.
For erecting a new printing office. Church-passage, Chancery-lane, for Mr. Frederick

ChifEeriel. Mr. Alfred Smith, architect.
Poster £1,095
C lis 1,037
Fowler 987
Woodward 964
S nds 958 18 11
Conder 946

Cannon £945
James and Afhton 933
Brass 9.30

Abbot and Ilopwood 902
Macey 883
Sewell and Son (accepted) 867

Lodge, Essex.
For the ereotionjof Witham-lodge, Essex, for Mrs. W. W. Luard,

architect, 25, Old Broad-street, London.
Cushing £2,270
Winfield 2,264 16 6
Todd 2,094
Brown 2,010
J.W.Sawyer 1,994

Mr. Fred. Cihancdlor,

Gardner £1,975
Palmer 1,963
Wood 1,885
Stephenson 1,826
Glasscock 1,800

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
BRIDGES.

Dublin.—The committee appointed to carry out the new Carlisle bridge (Dublin) scheme,
require plans and specifications for the erection of the -structure on the present site, the
full breadth of Sackville-street, £200 will be paid for the best and most approved plan,
£100 for the second, and £50 for the third. The plans, &c., to be the property of the
committee, to whom applications are to be made at the Imperial Hotel, Sackville-street,
Dublin.

HARBOR WORKS.
Lyme Regis.—The Boi*ough Council require a plan, spccification,and estimate for carrying
out certain works at the Cobb or harbor there ; to be sent in to G. Hingerton, town clerk,
by March 1st, when the successful competitor will receive 15 guineas. Full particolars
can be had at the offices of the Cobb clerk or town clerk, Lyme Regis.

LAYING OUT.
Tranmere.—The directors of the Tranmero Freehold Land Society desire )}lan9, before the-

26th March, for laying out and allotting the estate belonging to the Society, in Higher
Tranmere ; consisting of about 40 statute acres. Premiums will be given for the best
and second-best plans. Each plan to be accompanied with an estimate of the cost of the
formation and construction of the roads and sewers, and also of the laying oat of the
land. Particulars from Mr. John Quinn, Chairman of the Society, 22, Lord-street,
Liverpool ; or from Mr. H. P. Priest, Secretary, Market-cross-chambers, 19, Market-stt«et,.
Birkenhead.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
PAMLION.

Worcester.—For the erection of a pavilion, to be constructed of wood and glass, for the
Worcester Pleasure Grounds Company, Limited. Plans, ^«., at the offices of Jlr. A. P,
Watkins, 60, Foregate-street, Worcester, and bills of quantities obtained of the architect,
Mr. Cranston, No. 1, Temple-row-west, Birmingham. Tenders to be sent to the secretary,
endorsed " Tender for Pavilion," on or before the 8th March.—

. PIER.
Blackpool.—For the erection of an iron landing and promenade pier, for the Blackpool
Pier Company, (Limitetl.) Plans, &c., on Monday tho 3nl March nest, at the office of
Messrs. Birch, the engineers to the company, 43, Parliament-street, London, S.W.,orat
the Company's office, Blackpool ; and bills of quantities will be furnished on payment of
ten shillings. Sealed tenders by the 10th March next, addressed to the chalnnan of tho

. Blackpool Pier Company, Blackpool.
CHLTICHES.

BiDEFORD.—For rebuilding Bideford Church. Plans, &c., on application to the rector, tiU
the 3rd March. Sealed tenders addressed to the secretary', on or before March 10th.
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VAXErisui.—I'or the emcUoa of * new jMiish chnrch, nt Ossott, near Wakefield, ruuis.

4e^ with W. Hnur CkMdaDd, ucbitoct, Harriaxi-road, Halifax, to tlie '.'Cth iiut. Sealed
^endonecl ''Tsixlerfor the Kew Pariah Chundi, Ossott," to be detivercd to Mr.

I or befbn 3rcl March.
U—Jtat the eiecttou of the whole or any portion of & new chordi, to be built at
L Plans, kc, at the Upper School-room, Wellfield-road, l*restou, aud also at the

• of the arrhitcct, iii. E. G. Paley, Lancaster, to IStta March . inclusive. Tunaers to

be eent in under cover to the Bev. Thomas Oaric, Weet CliiT-terracc, rreston, eudorsod
- Tender tat St. Mark's C3iurch," on or before Vaioh S2.

CBAPHLS.
Bmstol.—For the erection of the Clifton Wesleyan Chapel. Drawings. &c., with Foaters
id Wood, aichitacts. ti. Park-street, Bristol, till the -iSth inst., on or before whioh the
tanders are to be seat to the ait^tects, sealed and endorsed "Tenders for Clifton
Vesteyan Cha4)d."

BliADFt>RD.—For the erection of the new B^itiat (Thapel. Manningham-lane, Bradford.
Drmwinga, &c., at the scfaool-toom of Slon Chapel, Bradford. Yorkshire, Tenders for the
whole or parts of the wogte will be reoeiTed up to 10 o'clock on Marcli Mh.

CBOTLAiStD.—For the enotion of a new sdiool-toom and additions to the Wesleyan Chapel,
Croylaod. Plans uaA medficationa afMr. Sanderwn's, chcniist, Croyland, where tenders
tabead^eaaaj to aud oeUrered oo or before the 1st March.

OUKKXSTBRSaiBE.—For the erection of two chapels aud entrance lodge and gates for

Paioswick Oemetery, Gloncostershire, and for laying out the proundsand fencing. Plans,
Ac, CO IwUcation to the Rer. A. J. Biddell, vicar of the parish. Scaled tenders

(Hiarate) to be addressed to the Bev. A. J. Biddell, and sent in before 11 o'clock on the
_»th March.
Pbtbrboboigh.—For the erection of a new Primitive Methodist Chapel and School-

noina. Tenders to the Rev. .T. Ashworth, Hampden-street, Boonfleld, Peterborough, by
Manb 11 . Plans, &c. , with Mr. Bobert Lee, MUlfleld, near Peterborough.

VICAHAGE.
MoxilolTIIsniRE.—For the erection of Caerleon 'Vicarage-housc, three milee from
Newport, Monmouthshire. Plans, &c., at the King's Head Hotel, Newport ; and tenders
may be fscnt to Prichard aud Seddon, diocesan architect, 6, Whitehall, London, on or
before the lith of March.

PARSONAGE.
Firth (N.B.)—For the erection of a new manse and oSloe, at Dunning, Perth, N.B.
Onwinga, &c., with the architects, William G. Habershon aud Pile, 38, Bloorasbury-
atnare, London ; aud on application to the cleric of works (Mr. Jones), at Uuncrub-park,
dnuiinjf.

COTTAGES, kc.
SOrTH Dk^'OX Railway.— For the erection of twenty five cottages and a block of flats, at

the Newton station, on this line. Drawings, &c., witli Mr. Bowcll, architect, Station-
road, Newton Abbot ; and Tenders are to be sent to P. J. Margary, engineer's office,

Dawlish, on or before the 8th March. Printed copies of the specifications aud conditions
of contract will be supplied to the contractors at a charge of lOs.

ALTERATIONS.
IIAIDSTONE.—For certain alterations and repairs to a house in the West Borough, Maid-

•tooe adjoining the railway station. Plans, Sic., with Mr. Bulmcr, architect, Maidstone,
•ny day except Sunday, between 10 and 5, where bills of qiumtities may be obtained on
pument of is. Sealed tenders, endorsed " Tender for Alterations to House," aie to be

' duiTered at Mr. Bulmer*s office on or before the dth March.
RAILWAY WOBKB.

iBXLASp.—For the constmctlon of the works apoa the Midland Counties and Shannon
Junction Railway, between Clara and Bana|^ier, and commencing at a point a mile and
a half from the Junction of the Midland Great Western and Great Southern and Western
Bailway Companies, oa to Banagher, a distance of about 17| miles. Plans, specifications,
mantities, 4:c.,are to be seen with the engineers of the Company, Jolm Hill, Esq.,
Tollamore, and Henry BieM, Esq., 8,'HBnrington-street, Dublin. Tenders to be sent in
not later than the 8th March, at IJ o'clock noon, endorsed " Tender for Works," and
•ddiessed to J. Fowler Nicoll, secretary, offices of the Company, 53, Lower Dominick-
tteet, Zhiblin.

_ BBIDGHS.
BOLTON.—For the eiecUon of a timber bridge across the river Irwell, at Agecroft-bridge.
Flans and particulars at Mr. A. Filling's, Contractor's office, Davenport-street.
Boltoo.

I^iCsaTKB.—Tor the cast-iron girders and parapet, and the wronght-iron work required
lor a bridge of 40 feet span to be erected over the river Soar, at Leicester. Drawings, &c.

,

ytth B. L. Stephens, Borough Surveyor, Local Board of Health offices. Silver-street,
l«ce8ter, and the tenders for the same, including delivery and fixing, are to be sent in
not later than the 12th March, endorsed " Tender for Ironwork," addressed to the Chair-
man of the Highway Cotumittec.

WATERWORKS.
WEI^POOL.—For laying and jointing about B,500 yards of cast-iron pipes, and for pro-
Tiding and filing sluice cocks, hydrants, and other worka„ for the Welchpool Water-
works. Specifications, kc., may be obtained of Messrs. Ilobert Dymond aud Sons,
surveyors, Exeter, at lOs. (Id. each. Tenders by March 10.

LBirniN.B.).—For executing repairs on the water-house of Lochend Loch, catting pipe
teacta, kc. ; also for furnishing and laying about 380 lineal yards of cast-iron pipes,
9 inches diameter, and furnishing and fitting-up sluice and scouring-cocks, air-cocks,
oc. Plans, Ik., with Mr. Paterson, C.E., 20, St. Andrew-sriuare, Edinburgh. Offers
cndoiaed " Tender for Waterworks," to be lodged with Mr. Anderson, Town Clerk, Leith,
on or before 13th March.

MILITARY WORKS.
BOOTLAin).—For contracting from Ist April, 1862, to 31st March, 1865, inclusive, for the

performance of such artificers' work as may be required at the under-mentioned stations,
Jlz. :—Edinburgh Castle ; Piershill Barracks ; Leith Fort, MartcUo Tower, and Blackness
Castle ; Greenlaw Military Prison and Barracks ; Perth Barracks ; Dundee Barracks and
Rougbty Castle ; Dunbar Barracks ; Berwick and Holy Island ; Glasgow Barracks ; Dum-
Djrton Castle; Paisley Barracks; Hamilton Barracks ; Ayr Barracks; Fort Matilda;Stirling
Castle ; Aberdeen Barracks, Beach and Torry Point Batteries ; Forts George, Augustus,
smd William. In all cases, the seven trades arc to be in one tender for each station, and
ue contracts to be determinable at any period after the first year, on cither party giving
to the other three months' notice in writing. Any person may tender for one or more of

^6 above stations. Parties applying for forms of tender must give sufficient guarantee
to the entire satisfaction of the commanding royal engijieer of their being fully competent
to undertake and execute any new works or repairs that may from time to time bo
OMeied on the contract schedules. Every information on application to the Royal Engi-
neer or Barrack offices, at the several stations herein named, together with printed
chedoles of the prices, with the terms of contract and letter of tender for the several
oeacriptions of artifloers' work, to the 27th February, upon making a deposit of five

S^JS*" '" **** same. The letter of tender to be scaled, and transmitted under cover to
™eWiw!tor of Contracts, War Department, Pall-mall, London, S.W., so that it may bo
received on or before the lOth March, 1862, and to be marked on the left-hand corner of
the envelope, " Tender for Works at ."

??''!T"^"~^°'" executing the work, kc., that may be required in the following trades,«Kwe period from the 1st April, 1862. to the Slst March, 1862, viz. : bricklayers,
Miioiis, pavjors, caraenters, plast^ers, slaters, plumbers, smiths and ironfounders,
pWiten, glaziers, and piqierhangers, and gasfittcrs. Parties desiring to tender to leave
ueu names at the Royal Engmeer Ofllce, Woolwich, on or before 8th March, and pay
It^ 6d. lor schedules and forms of tender.

tyomja.—Vor the performance of such artificers' work as may be required at the nnder-
g™*'™'

j

yfc>'". from the Mth April, 1862, to 31st March, 1864, inclusive, viz. :—
imoun Olstrict, as per schedule B, Athlonc, with 5 per cent, in addition for rifle range ;

n inngr,wufc S per oeot. in addition for rifle range. The contracts to bo determinable
CMI7 period after the first year, on either party then giving to the other three months'

??^.^ „™?' '"'""nation to be had at the District Royal Engineers' Office, Dublin,

!. _v?J?, ""«*""»»' Office, Athlone, or to the Barrack Master at MuUingar ; and
~> of prices, with terms of contract and letter of Tender, may be bad on

depositing 10s. Tenders sealed to be transmittal under cover to " The Director of Con-
triicts. War OSRcc, I'all-raall, London, tj.W.," marked on the outside " Tender for Work
at Athlone orMulliugar" (as tlie case may be), before March 15th.

ROADMAICING, &0.
IBSL.Ui 1).—For the following works, in the barony of Goroy, In the 'county of Wexford :

—

1.— For making a new line of road from the corner of the Post-office in Gorey, to Edward
Foley's cottage in Eallyraheen, containing about 41.'i perches ; not to exceed X50(). 2.

—

For making a new line of road from Oorey to Tinahelv, containing about 300 perches, in
the townland of Ballingarry. Plans, forms of tender, kc. , obtained, at the office of Henry
E. Wynne, secretary to the Grand Jury, County Court House, We.xford.

PAVING, &c.
NewisgtON.—For the supply and doing of such paving and curbing to the extent, as to
paving, of about 00,000 feet super ; and. as to curbing, to the extent of about U.OOOfeet
lineal ; and also for the supply of such broken granite (Guernsey, Bombay, and Port
Pliillip), flints, Kentish rag, gravel, and smith's work, as the vestry of St. Mary,
Newington, Surrey, may require of the contractor, from the 2.'ith March next until the
25th March, 1SI!3. Particulars, &c., with H. aud F. Chester, joint clerks to the Vestry,
1, Church-row, Newington-butts, to whom tenders must be sent before 6 p.m. on the
loth March, and the several persons willing to contract must attend the Committee at 7
o'clock on the same evening.

BHIDGB.
BuiSBANE River.—The Municipality of Brisbane are prepared to receive designs and

tenders for the coustruction of a bridge over the Brisbane river, at Brisbane, the capital
of Queensland. The author of the best design, at the lowest cost, will receive a reward
of £150, or bo employed to carry the work out, providing he furnishes sufficient proof of
his competency and experience in similar undert.akings. A premium of £80 will be
awarded to the next best design, and £40 for the next best. The plans, specifications,
and estimates of the first and second designs will be retained by the Corporation as their
property. The remainder will be returned to the competitors ; but the corporation will
incur no responsibility as to their ,safe delivery. Each set of drawings, and the docu-
ments accompanying them, are to be distinguished by a motto only, and accompanied by
a letter in a sealed envelope, marked with the same motto, and containing the authors
name and address, and such testimonials as he may think proi)er to furnish. Professional
judges, being non-competitors, will be appointetl by the Corporation to determine the
merits of the respective designs. Eligible tenders for the work, acpomiianying the do-
sign, will be entertained. All drawings and tenders to be deliveifcN Mt Gresham House,
on or before the I5th of March next. Copies of the instructions to competitors, and the
plan of the city, can be obtained of F. Mangles and Co., the Colonial agents, and agents
to the Municipality of Qnoenslond, 86 to 88, Oreshom House, Old Broad-street.
London, E.C.

SEWERAGE, kc.
OXFOKD.—For constructing an open sewer along a portion of the Trill Mill Stream in the

city of Oxford. The drawings, kc, at the Commissioners' office. Town Hall. Oxford ; or
particulars obtained from Mr. John Galpiu, surveyor. Tenders, on printed form^, which
may be obtained either of the clerk or the surveyor to the Commii-sioners. must bo
delivered, sealed, to Frederick J. Morrell, clerk to the Commissioners, No. 4, St. Giles's-

street, O.xfoi-d, on or before twelve noon, on lOth March, endorsed " Tender for Open
Sewer."

Hakts.—For laying pipes, erecting filter tanks, and executing other works for the drainage
of the town of Alton. Copies of the quantities, with forma of tender (price 2s. 6d. eaob)
may be obtained, and the specifications and drawingsinspected, on application to Williaa
Trimmer, clerk to the Board, Alton ; or to Mr. T. W. Penfold, 2, Charlotte-row, Mansion-
house, London. Tenders to be sent in on or before 4th Marvh.

ROTHEIiniTHE.-For the execution of such tlrains as the Vestry may direct to be performed
in the parish of Rotherhithe. Printed forms of tender and schedule of works, with oMl-
ditions, may be obtained at the clerk's offices, 61, Paradise-street, Rotherhithe ; or of Mfr-

George Legg, the surveyor, 61 , King William-street, London-bridge. Tenders, accom-
panied with the name of one responsible person as surety, to be sent to the clerk's ofBoes
on or before 12 o'clock on the 4th of March.

EOTHERHITHE.—For supplying, tor the use of the Vestry of the parish of Rotherhiite,
Guernsey granite spalls, York paving, half-sovereigi;s for carriage paving, curb, &c. for

one year, to be delivered alongside wharf at Rotherhithe. Forms of tender and schedule
of articles to be supplied may be obtained at the clerk's office, 01, Paradise-street, Rother-
hithe. Tenders to be sent to the clerk's office by 12 noon of the 4th March.

IBLINGTON.—For the day and jobbing works in connection with the construction and
repairs of sewers and gullies, in the parish of St. Mary's, Islington. The form of tender
and contract, which alone %vill be received, may be had at the Vestry offices, Upper-street

'

Islington, on paymeut of 2s. 6d. Sealed tenders must be sent in on or before 10 o'clock
on March 12th.

Dumfries.—For constructing and completing a main sewer and its appurtenances, in the
White Sands, Dumfries. The sewer will be about 500 yards iu length, and to be built of
bricks with fire clay invert blocks. The section, &c., with James Barlwur, C.B., Buc-
cleuch-street, Dumfries; and tenders to be lodged with William Martin, town clerk, on or
before 20th March.

DRAINAGE, &o.
Surrey.—For the execution of road making and road drainage on the Conservative Land

Society's estate, at Koehampton, Putney, Surrey. The following rough quantities are
stated in order to indicate approximately the extent of the pro^wsed works, but parties
tendering will have to take out quantities for themselves :—New roads 40 wide, including
footpaths, 2,3.')0 feet run ; 0-inch drain pipe, 1 ,820 feet run ; (j-inch drain pipe for gullies,

220 feet run ; No. 20 gully cesspools with gratings. Plan, kc, at the office of the Society's

surveyor, Mr. James Wylson, 33, Norfolk-street, Strand, W.C. ; to whom tenders,

endorsed " Tender for works at Rochampton," before March 8th.

SUPPLY, &c.
London.—For the supply of materials and the execution of the day jobbing and mea-

sured works of the Metropolitan Bo.ard of Works, in respect to the main sewers and
incidental works within the limits indicated upon maps deposited at the office of the
Board, Spring-gardens, S.W. Tenders must be made separately for each of the areas
shown upon such maps—viz :—Area coloured pink and marked A, area coloured yellow
and marked B, area coloured yellow and marked C. Tenders to be upon the bases of
schedules of prices, and to he made for alternative periods of one, two, or three years.

Parties desiring to tender may, upon payment of .'58., obtain printed forms, with general
conditions, on application to Mr. J. W. Bazalgette, Engineer of the Board, at the office

of the Board. Each tender to Include neither more nor less than one of the coloiured

divisions upon the maps, and is to be endorsed " Tender for works in the " (the
description of the area to which the tender is to apply being inserted). Sealed tenders
must be delivered at the office of the Board on or before the (Ith March, at 4 p.m. The
parties tendering must be in attendance at the Board at 12 o'clock on the 7th March.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We cannot undertake to return rejected communications.
Works in I'aoGKEss We shall feel obliged to any of our readers who will favour tis with

notes of works contemplated or in progress in the provinces ; In most cases a simple
mention that a work is about to be, or has already been commenced, will be sufficient.

J. T.,S. E. D., ()., W. H. C, A. T. E.E., B.,T. VV., W. J. O.F., G. E., H. li.. It., E. E. J.C.,
U. K., 1). I., L. F. K. Z„ E. B. R., W. G., S. T., F. Y. P., D. W. (Southport), A. G.
(Oswestry), Subscriber, C. K. A. i\, Z. A.,C., G. E., T., TheodoUte.—Next week.

NOTICE.
The Seventh Volume of the BUILDIKO News is now ready, bound in cloth, price 21s.

Subscribers can have their copies bound, either with or without the advertisement pages,
for 48. 6d., on sending them to the office. Cases ready for binding the volume may be had
price 2s. each.

*,• All communkations to he aMressed, The Editor of the BUILDING NEWS, 20, Ott
Soswell-courl, Strand, W.C, except letters referring to advertisements or otlttr business matttrit
vMch should be addressed to the I'lihlisher, 18 (o 21, Old Boswell-court.

Advertisements are received up to six o'clock on Thursdays,
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STRAND IMPROVEMENTS.
ONDON'S great artery of traffic—tlio link between

u the commerce of the City and the fashionable
lifeofthe West-end—is on the eve of undergoinj?
considerable change by the realisation of two
projects which, it is said, will be shortly com-
menced. We allude to the proposed Temple-
bridge, and to the new hotel that is to be
erected on the site of Lyon's-inn, and to the
new Courts of Justice. Any fresh appropriation
of the localities would bo an improvement

—

architectural quite as much as social and moral.
But, before endeavouring to forecast the results

of the new works, and their influence in widen-
ing channels for trafBc, let us take a glance
backwards, witli Mr. Peter Cunningham and
Mr. John Saunders for our sure, erudite, and
pleasant guides, at the old features of the
Strand and so much of Fleet-street as will be
alTected by the contemplated alterations.

Temple-bridge is to start from the foot of
Essex-street, and cross the river to Princes-
street, Upper Stamford-street—one of tlie sites

reported on by the Select Committee of 1854 as
requii-ing bridge accommodation. The structure is to be similar to the
one being erected at Lambeth, and is to be by the same architect or
engineer, and contractors. The spans are to be 300 feet ; and the total
cost .£45,000—not a twentieth part of the cost of its neighbour,
Waterloo-bridge. Essex-street, which is to be the approach to tlie site
of the new bridge, is part of a site that has been illustrated by some of
the most startling and romantic incidents of English history. It formed
part of an outer temple wherein was one of the residences of knights.
From their hands it passed into the possession of the Bishop's of
Exeter, and the old structure became their episcopal residence in
London, whence the title of Exeter House. No less than nine
bishops had their inns in the Strand, from the motive given
by Selden, that their persons were held sacred, and they conse-
quently Iiad no cause to fear for their safety, while others were
compelled, for the sake of security, to live within the City. One
of the episcopal inhabitants—Miles Stapleton—who improved the
edifice, was beheaded in Cheapside by the mob, because he was
a friend of Edward II.; the corpse was buried beneath a heap
of rubbish in front of the palace door. Prom the Bishops' possession
E.xeter House passed into the hands of Lord Paget at the Reformation;
next to the Duke of Norfolk—to that duke who purchased and in part
rebuilt the Charter House, who meditated marriage with Mary Queou
of Scots, and who was beheaded on Tower-green for treason ; then to
Queen Elizabeth's first favourite—Leicester—and from his nephew,
Sir Robert Dudley, to the most unfortunate of all the "Virgin Queen's
favourites, Robert Devercux, Earl of Essex, who gave it its last title,

Essex House. When it was known as Leicester House, it had sheltered
Spenser, and Sir Nicholas Throgmorton died there, poisoned, it was
rumoured, by the Earl. When Essex returned from Ireland, which he
called the " cursedest of all islands," and whither the Queen, after
boxing his ears, bad him " Go and be hanged," his [.house was thrown
open to the disaffected and enterprising, and a strong party of his old
officers took up their lodgings about Essex House, forming themselves
into a guard and council. The popularity of the Earl with Londoners
overshadowed and gave umbrage to the Crown, and encouraged him to
attempt to forcibly remove from Court his enemies, including Sir
Walter Raleigh and Sir Robert Cecil—Sheridan's Burleigh, "that
*' shook his head, but there was nothing in it." On tlie second Sunday
in February, 1600-1, followed by Southampton, Rutland, Sandys,
Monteagle, and some 300 gentlemen rushed to St. Paul's Cross,
expecting to find the congregation assembled, and to use it as a means
for raising tlie City. But his foes had been beforehand ; there was no
preaching. Baffled and defeated, he made his way back by water to
Essex House, which he hastily fortified with a view to defend it to the
death. The Queen's troops brought artillery to bear, and planted a
cannon on the tower of St. Clement's Church—not the present one,
but the old structure that was pulled down 1682—which compelled the
Earl to surrender. We need not follow him to his trial and execution.
But how many who pass to and fro between St. Clement Danes and
Essex-street pause to conjure up the bloody scene that was enacted
two centuries and a half ago where they tread ; the noise and smoke of
battle; gallant Salisbury courting death at an open window, and
crying out, when hit on the head, "Oh! that thou hadst been so much
my friend as to have shot but a little lower ;" the boom and flash
coming ever and anon from the top of the old church tower ; the shrill,
hoarse cries of command interspersed with cries from tha wounded, and

the veil of fog that fell over all like a pall (lotted here and there by
cressets ?

A few years later and Essex House was the home of another Robert
Devereux, but instead of being the victim, like his father, he was the
vanquisher bf the Crown. True, the roystering cavaliers who could
not defeat the Parliamentary General nicknamed Essex House
Cuckold's Hall, from the scandalous misconduct of his wife, the
daughter of another of Elizabeth's victims—the Duke of Norfolk

—

which did not prevent the House of Commons, headed by their Speaker,
the Lord Mayor and Aldermen, paying the Earl of Essex a con-
gratulatory visit on the occasion of the battle of Newbury, when the
untrained militia of London triumphantly withstood the tempest charge
of Rupert's Cavaliers.

Coming down more than a century later, Essex-street affords another
illustration of a very different character to the preceding one. The
home of the knights, of bishops, and of Elizabeth's nobles was swept
away, and on a portion of its site was and is still the Essex Head,
where Dr. Johnson established an evening club.

The singular success which has attended the establishment of large
hotels liere on the American system, the promptitude as well as the extent
with which visitors have patronised them, have led to the publication of
proposals for building a new hotel on the site of Lyon's-inn. The
ground has been leased for a long term of years, with the option of
purchasing the freehold. It is premature to speak of the architec-

tural character of the design, further than that the ground floor is to be
appropriated for shops. When the New Concentrated Law Courts
come to be constructed upon the site already pointed out, the hotel
will be of great public convenience, and there can be no doubt of its

proving highly remunerative to the shareholders, for good hotels are
as profitable and sure investments as any. The selection of Lyon's-inn
is singularly felicitous for the erection of an hotel. There it will not
interfere with anything worth preserving, while it will promptly lead
to the abolition of Holywell-street and to the widening of the Strand
at that part. Lyon's-inn is an inn of Chancery belonging to the Inner
Temple. It was originaHy a guest inn, purchased by law professors
and students in the reign of Henry VIII., who converted it into a
Chancery. It has not, so far as we are aware, a single historical asso-

ciation, though of great antiquity, to plead for its preservation ; for

the fact that during a few years, and until the establishment of the
Architectural Union Company, Conduit-street, it sheltered the Archi-
tectural Association, cannot weigh with any one. It stands in New-
castle-street, named after John Holies, Duke of Newcastle, who died
1711. Holies-street, adjoining, is another souvenir, and is even more
devoid of architectural merit than of antiquarian interest.

The site for the New Courts of Justice lies partly within and partly
without the City. It is enclosed between Carey-street, Clement's-lane,
the Strand, Fleet-street, and Bell-yard. Mr. Hayward in his report,

which was read on Tuesday to the City Commissioners of Sewers, says,

that on the area to be taken, only four or five houses are within the
City, that Temple-bar is scheduled, and Shire-lane is to be destroyed
as a thoroughfare. Here we are approaching ground which has the
reputation of being connected with historical associations. Ben
Jonson's haunts are to the east and south of Bell-yard, and will,

therefore, not be touched. The only illustration that Mr. Cunningham
mentions of Bell-yard is, that Pope wrote letters to a friend who lived
there, which the poet spoke of as "that filthy old place." Shire-lane
has some associations, but none sufficiently important to induce the
toleration of the infamous purposes to which it is now devoted. In
the upper part lived Bickerstafi| the Tatler; Elias Ashmole, the antiquary,
resided there also. Theodore Hook and Dr. Maginn were both locked
up at the same time in a spunging-house in the lane, which, even so far

back as James I.'s time, had an alias, Rogue-lane. In the shop of a
pastrycook, Christopher Katt, who was famous for his mutton pies,

was established, in 1700, the Kit-Kat Club, composed of 39 noblemen and
gentlemen, zealous partizans ot the House of Hanover, among whom
were Somerset, Richmond, Grafton, Devonshire, Marlborough, New-
castle, Dorset, Sunderland, Manchester, Wharton, Kingston, Somers,
Halifax, Sir Robert Walpole, Vanburgh, Congreve, Granville, Garth,
Addison, Maynwaring, Stepney and Walsh. But who now, great as

might be his devotion to Whiggery, would have stomach for mutton
pies made in Shire-lane ? The club has long ceased to be ; but the

name is preserved in portraits of a certain size, from Kneller having
painted the members of the club all on one scale, then quite new.

Temple-bar is scheduled, but we have reason to believe that it will

not be removed. No architect will regret its removal, though it is the
work of Wren, any more than will the historical student, for it is a
comparatively modern innovation upon the ancient posts, rails, and
chains which used to separate the City from AVestminster ; and the only

thing to be remembered in connection with it is, that it served to hang
up the heads and quarters of the gentlemen who suffered death for their

loyalty to their king. From Temple-bar, on the north side, up to

A\ yoh-street, the houses are all modem. The straits of St. Clement's,
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Butcher's-row, where Snlly once slept, and where Nat Lee got drunk

on the night he fell and was stifled in the snow, on his way throagh

Clare-market to his lodgings in Duke-street, and which was a con-

tinuation of Holjwell-street eastward, was swept away to make room

for Alderman Pickett's improvements in 1813. Clement's-inn, " where

they will talk of mad Shallow yet," will not bo touched. In St.

Clement's-lane, part of which will be pulled down, lived Sir John

Trevor, cousin to Lord Chancellor JeflVies, and twice Speaker of the

House of Commons. He was found guilty of corrupt nracticcs, and,

as Speaker, had to put tlie question whether or not he ought to be

expelled the House. Worst of all, he had to declare the question

carried in the affirmative.

Neither Carey-street nor Boswell-courts, Old and New, call for

notice. Lord St. Leonard's can scarcely be serious when he pleads on

their behalf against the concentration of the Law Courts in the law

neighbourhood.

OBELISKS.

TUE decision of the Queen in the matter of the Albert Monument has

naturally set men thinking upon the forms and decorations of obelisks.

A simple obelisk may, of course, be easily designed—if the mere copy of

an ancient work can be called design ; but we believe that something more

is needed than a mere repetition of one or other of the monoliths which

once stood before the propylon of an Egyptian temple, and that the

subscribers to the fund, as well as the public, will not quietly suffer the

large sum collected to be frittered away upon an enlarged edition of the

Waithnian monument, or a huge replica of the hideous terminals to many
Kenaissance balustrades. The combination of sculptured groups at the

base, with the thin tapering form of the obelisk, will test the resources of

architects far more than would the design of a monument unlinked with

any previously determined principal feature.

The grandeur seen in many of the old obelisks springs chiefly from the

sense of durability which they convey to the 6i)ectator, being cliiefly hewed
and squared out of the " time-defying material," granite, and consisting of

monoliths of unusual size. The mere form of a small obelisk has but little

beauty to recommend it. It was, nevertheless, a happy stroke of art

which forbore to carrying the tapering lines to a point, and splayed the

sides of the summit pyramidally. The dignity of the obelisk is thus

preserved, and its difference from a pyramid sufficiently marked. All

obelisks have a greater or lesser family likeness, and all either were or

were not intended to be what Strabo calls them—Books of History

—

covered on their four sides with inscriptions.

We purpose giving a brief description of the principal obelisks which
still remain scattered amongst the ruins of Egypt, or which have been

transported thence to European capitals. It is unnecessary that we should

touch upon the question of thf ir antiquity. We may take it for granted
that they are " Messalet Pharaum," but whether Thothmes lived 1,000 or

3,000 years before Christ does not much affect our present purpose. Neither

is it worth present inquiry, if Pliny's account be true, that Mitres, King
ofEgypt, was the originator of these monuments, and that they were first

reared at Heliopolis, in honour of the Sun, which gave its name to the city.

One phrase is, however, worth noting for its drollery. He speaks of

Bameses " pitching on end an obelisk," which " carried in" length one
hundred foot wanting one "—as though the feat were as easily performed
as setting up a five- foot rod.

Nearly all the Egyptian obelisks were set up in front of temples, one on
tither side of the doorway. The path leading thereto was, in many cases,

an avenne of sphinxes, such as we see faithfully represented in the Egyptian
Court, at Sydenham. This accounts for the obelisks being in pairs. There
are two, for instance, at Alexandria—the famous Cleopatra's needles,

although what that queen had to do with them we cannot tell, nor can any
one, it appears, inform us. They stood originally at Heliopolis, and were
brought thence by the Ptolemies. Like the majority of the Egyptian
obelisks, these are of the red Syene granite, and are somewhat less than 10

diameters in height. One is still standing, the other lies prostrate by the

side of it. It is this latter which was presented by Mohammed Ali to the

English Government, but which has not been deemed worth the cost of

transport. The standing column is 70 feet high, the fallen one, 66 feet.

The pedestal on which the former stands increases its height by nine feet.

It has suffered considerably, especially on the south side, from the effects

of the atmosphere. The inscriptions upon its prostrate companion are

almost obliterated. The desolation which surrounds them has earthed up
the base of the one, and hidden all except the upper side of the other.

Amongst the ruins of old Alexandria, by the " still-vex'd shore " of the
Mediterranean, the monoliths of a dynasty long passed away rest

more appropriately than they could if removed from the country, as well
as from the city, to the glory of which they formerly contributed.
The celebrated Heliopolis seems to liave been remarkably rich in

obelisks. Besides supplying stone, which we have just alluded to, several

of the European specimens have been brought thence, and at the present
day its one obelisk, rising upwards of 60 feet, first greets the traveller's eye
as he approaches the city from Cairo and Matarei'h. The pedestal projects
from the obelisk 2 feet on either side, without moulding of any kind.
Abd'allatif speaks of " les deux aiguilles de Pharaon," of " la tute recouverte
d'nn espece de chapeau en cuivre, en forme d'entonnoir qui descend
jnsqa'it trois coudees environ du sommet."
The broken obelisk near Biggig is peculiar, in so much as the apex is

rounded instead of pointed, and, like that at Heliopolis, appears to have

been originally covered with bronze or other metal. A slight recess from
the sides of the obelisk has given rise to this belief. The obelisk is in two
fragments, but, complete, would have been about 40 feet in height and 4
feet in diameter.

The easternmost of the twin obeUsks at Luxor alone remains there. Its

companion is that which now forms the centre of the Place de la Concorde,

at Paris. Tliey are both splendid specimens, covered with a profusion of

deeply cut inscriptions and liieroglyphics, in many instances exceeding

two inches in depth.

In the adjoining ruins of Karnac there are two obelisks of large di-

mensions ; one still stands, the otlier has fallen by its side. They are

92 feet in height and 8 feet square. They are surrounded by a peristyle

of Osiride figures.

Higher up the Nile, just above the first cataract, on the island of Philas,

Belzoni procured the largest obelisk which we possess in England.

The obelisk in the At-Meidan, at Constantinople, is of granite,' and partly

covered with hieroglyphics. It is about 50 feet high, and is called after

Tlieodosius, but it is believed that that Emperor removed it from another

site, where it had been set up by Constantino. Nicitas, in the life of St.

Ignatius, Patriarch of Constantinople, says that it had at its top a brazen

pine-apple, which was thrown down by an eartliquake. The pyramid of

Constantino Porphyrogennetus, standing near, is sometimes called an

obelisk, but it is really what we liave designated it. It was covered with

metal, as were, possibly, the ajiices of the obelisks at Heliopolis and in the

Fyoom. The holes are visible into wliich the wooden pegs fitted which
secured the metal easing.

The obelisks of Home are eleven or twelve in number. Tliey

have all more or less been surmounted by Christian emblems, and fixed

on ordinary Italian pedestals instead of the unraoulded plinth, standing

on two or three steps, which the Egyptians deemed more appropriate to

them. With the Egyptians the hieroglyphics were the principal feature

of them; with the Popes they were the least considered. These latter

regarded them as huge blocks, to be converted by minor ornaments into

Christian monuments. They are, of course, the oldest monuments which

the Eternal City contains, and nothing testifies so strongly to the enduring

quality of these monuments as the fact of their still existing after repeated

overthrowal and neglect. With the exception of one—that in front of St.

Peter's— all of them have been, since the period of their transport from

Egypt, thrown down and, have lain uncared for amidst ruins, or been

buried and forgotten until chance unveiled them to a more appreciating

age. The old Roman conquerors had a passion for obelisks, and must have

employed immense sums of money in bringing to Rome these trophies of

their Egyptian conquests. This passion, after slumbering for ages, was
rekindled in the middle of the sixteenth century by Sixtus V., who, imme-
diately after his election to the Pontificate, determined to transform them
into Christian moauments. He invited suggestions from all parts of the

world for the best means of removing the huge monolith from the Circus

Nero to its present position in the great square before St. Peter's. Five

hundred different schemes were submitted, and eventually Fontana, the

architect, who designed the church of St. John Lateran, was employed

upon the work. Fifty-two times, it is said, his efforts were unsuccessful,

but after repeated benedictions and the employment of 600 men and 160

horses for upwards of twelve months, he liad the gratification of com-

pleting his task. If we are to credit a very improbable story, this was,

however, only performed by the extra-official counsel of an English sailor,

or, as others more probably have it, of a man named Bresca, who, spite

of the injunction to silence, bade them " wet the ropes," which, conse-

quently contracting, landed the obelisk in its place. The labour will be

understood when we say that the single stone weighs nearly 400 tons, that

it is 82 feet 6 inches in height, and in diameter 8 feet 10 inches. It was
brought from Egypt in a ship built expressly for it by Caligula, who, in

the following inscription, stiU legible, dedicated it to Augustus and

Tiberias:-DIVO. CAES. DIVI. IVLIL F. AVGVSTO—. TL CAESARI
DIVI. AVG. F.—AVGVSTO SACRVM.
The obelisk is of red granite, and bears no hieroglyphics. The apex i

ornamented with a metal finial, surmounted by a cross, which wa
removed 120 years ago, when some relics of our Saviour were inserted ii

it. The obelisk stands upon a double pedestal ; the upper one bears soma
bronze ornament, but the die of the pedestal being no wider than the base

of the obelisk, has little more effect than to raise the whole to a height oi

132 feet from the ground.

The largest and finest obelisk at Rome, then lying in three fragment*

in the Circus Maximus, next attracted the attention of Sixtus V.

Fontana's skill and energy was again called into action. To fit the

fragments together it was necessary to cut off a portion of the base, but

notwithstanding this diminution, it remains the tallest obelisk in tlie

world, and is surpassed, even in story, only by that which Semerimus ii

said to have cut out of the Armenian quarries, 135 feet high by 5 feet in

diameter. The Lateran obelisk is still upwards of 100 feet high. It

surmounted by a cross, and stands upon a moulded pedestal. The who
height from the ground is 140 feet. There is a difference of 8J iiohesi^
the dimensions of tlie sides, two being 9 feet, and the other two 9 few

8i inches. This peculiarity is frequently met with in Egyptian obelisks T
It did not interfere with tlieir appearance as they were originally placed—

before the temples—but detracts from their beauty when fixed in thi

centre of a square or court. The discrepancy was doubtless intentional

to afibrd a broader field for the inscriptions.

The Circus Maximus likewise yielded to Sixtus V. the splendid obelisl

which first greets the traveller on his entrance to Rome by the Porta di

Popolo. It is covered with hieroglyphics, which different interpreters hav
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variously translated. It appears, however, to have been brought from
Ueliopolis by Augustus, who, on two of its four sides, renewed its dedica-
tion to the Sun. Sixteen liundred years later it was again reared by
i'ontana in the same city, and not far from its former site, but this time a
cross was placed as tlie crowning feature of the work. Tlio obelisk itself

is 78i feet high, but witli the base and ornaments rises to UG feet.*

LABOUEERS' DWELLINGS.
ONE of the most satisfactory features of the present day is the dis-

position which is showing itself among those wlio have wealth and
influence to employ the advantages they thus possess for the benefit of

tlie classes whose work has been an indispensable element in the process
by which that wealth has been procured. More persons now-a-days re-

cognise that it is the duty of an employer to care for the welfare of his

workpeople than formerly; and what is perhaps of more importance, the
employing class are beginning to feel that, as a class, they are bound to

do what they can for the good of the labouring class, collectively as well as
individually.

It has, therefore, become a matter of some importance that the best
construction and arrangement for labourers' dwellings should be under-
stood and adopted, and that those improvements which science and skill

have placed within the reacli of the middle and wealthy classes should be
extended to the working man, both in town and country.
Much, very much, remains to be done before the dwellings of the upper

and middle classes are placed in a condition of even tolerable safety and
healthiness j much may be gathered from some recent observations of
our own on the subject,^ and from the discussion which lately took place
at the Institute upon Mr. Henry Roberts's paper " On the Essentials of a
Healthy Dwelling." Still it is clear that in any building of the better
class, where the smallest attention was paid to sanitary considerations, or
where any professional superintendence is employed, there need be no
difficulty, and, generally speaking, will be none in obtaining all the security
for health and comfort that well-arranged drains, dry construction, good
water, and free admission of air and light will afTord.

Far otherwise has it been with the dwellings of the labouring poor; till

recently any advantages of this sort were almost invariably beyond their
reach, and it is not too much to say that in a majority of instances, and
up to a very recent date, you would find far more regard to sanitary
appliances and to convenient arrangement in the stables of the farm-
buildings of any proprietor, than in the dwellings of his workpeople,
either in town or country.
Some of our nobility—such as, for example, the Duke of Bedford—were

among the earliest to commence a system of cottage building on their
estates, and many of their cottages are both picturesque and convenient.
The example, like steam cultivation, land drainage, and other modern
improvements, has begun to spread, and we propose in the first instance to
say a few words on the requisites of a good cottage for agricultural
labourers, and then to refer briefly to the improvement of the dwellings of
operatives in towns. In doing this we shall endeavour, as far as possible,

to avoid repeating what has already appeared on the subject in these pages,
aud shall, therefore, pass over some points really of great importance, but
which have already received full consideration.
One of the cardinal points of good building is that every structure

should be thoroughly well adapted to the requirements of its site and
circumstances. This requirement when observed will raise the simplest
building to the rank of an architectural work, and is as necessary to good
cottage building as to anything else. The habits of the labourers in the
locality must be considered, the local materials and modes of construction
must be employed, and the advantages and difficulties of the site viewed
in relation to drainage, aspect, water supply, levels, access and the like
should be carefully considered and made the best of ; and, lastly, the rate of
wages and amount of rent obtainable must be taken into account in
determining the extent to which desirable improvements may be carried.

For a labouring man, married and with a family, it is proper to provide
four rooms—a living-room and three sleeping-rooms—one for the parents,
one for boys, aud one for girls. It is also extremely desirable to have a
small well ventilated room or space in which the sink and the copper shall
be fixed, so as to keep them out of the living-room, and a closet for pro-
visions. The outbuildings will comprise at least a convenience and a fuel
store. The habits of the district will decide whether a pigstye outside the
house, and a baking oven, are or are not requisite ; and whether—as is the
case in Yorkshire—the kitchen-range commonly preferred will not super-
sede both oven and boiler; whether the floor of the Uving-room shall be of
brick or boarded, and an immense number of minor points.
In such a cottage as this, one sleeping-room must be on the groimd

floor in order to economise space, and convenience as well as economy will
be consulted by building pairs or groups of three or four.
One of the great difficulties to be contended against in arranging

cottages is the necessity of allowing and providing for the taking of single
men, employed in the neighbourhood, as lodgers; although, at the same
time, the most objectionable occurrences are constantly arising in conse-
quence of this custom. In a cottage such as we have described, occupied
by a family with only young children, the ground floor bedroom can be
conveniently and suitably allotted to this purpose. When the family is
older, this, of course, ought not to be allowed, and provision might be
made for adding an additional bedroom on the ground floor, at the back
of the house, for a lodger. We have seen in some excellent labourers'

• To bo coutinuea. t Page 17, OR*.

cottages arranged for factory workpeople a small back kitchen appended
to the house, with a bedroom over, accessible cither out of the parents'
bed-room, through a door which can be closed at night, or by a ladder in
the back kitchen itself. This arrangement renders it possible to ac-
commodate a lodger, and yet shut him out completely from the family at
unseasonable hours ; so that should he not return at the hour of going
to bed, he can reach his room without entering tlie house at all.

It is idle to say, prohibit lodgers, although this is actually said by the
less considerate among those who promote cottage improvement. Such a
prohibition cannot be enforced and had better, therefore, not be attempted.
It will be more prudent to provide for the lodger, and to regulate strictly
the number of tlieni allowed on the estate.

Three-roomed and even two-roomed cottages are useful for labouren
with no families or small ones, and should be occasionally built. The size
of the rooms it is difficult to regulate ; the best rule to give is, build them
as large as you can aflTord, for the evil of not having a separate room for
children of each sex is so great that it would be better to form two closets
no larger than ships' cabins rather than put them together in one room
of better size.

This brings us to the very vital consideration of cost. Even the
wealthiest man will feel reluctant to continue investing money ia cottage
improvement if he finds a very bad return from it; and the majority of
landowners and farmers will be entirely deterred from the attempt, should
such a result seem even probable. With care and judgment, cottages can
he built so as to yield a moderate return, and no landowner, building for
the good of his own tenantry, and as an example to his neighbours, shotdd
allow himself to exceed such an outlay as the rent he can get will pay
interest upon. If he does, he may, indeed, benefit his own people, but he
will fail to do much good to those around.

It is not because of the fashion having set in that way that farmers have
taken up with drainage and subsoil ploughs, but because of the heavy
harvests got ofl'the lands so treated; and it will require the greatest care
on the part of those promoting improved cottage building to place it on
anything like the same footing.

There are many districts where eighteenpenee a week is as much as can
possibly be paid by a labourer for a cottage. This amounts to within two
shiUings of four pounds a year, and it is not too much to say that any
good cottages fetching this rent, built for £80 or less each, will be sure to
be copied or imitated extensively ; if they cost a hundred ijounds each they
will be but little followed, aud if they cost a hundred and twenty pounds
each or more, they will probably remain solitary examples.
There are certain things which ought not to be postponed for any

consideralio:?, such as the separation of the sexes, drainage, water supply,
dryness, warmth, ventilation, and such general solidity as will reduce the
cost of maintenance to a minimum.

These being secured, the question of cost becomes one of paramount
importance, especially in rural districts, and probably nothing but actual
experiment will suffice in many cases to show what is the lowest amount
for which it is possible to build. Great simplicity of plan and of details,

a dexterous use of the materials nearest to hiind, and, where possible, a
repetition of the same parts, or the same sizes, will tell very markedly
upon the total cost, more especially where a number of cottages are to be
built, and need not, with care, exclude picturesque effect and an air of
finish and completeness.
Perhaps the most advantageous circumstances under which cottage

dwellings can be built, occur when they can be placed in the vicinity of
large towns. The artisans and even ordinary labourers get better pay in
towns than in rural districts, and consequently can afford higher rent;
while, at the same time, land and building are not so costly in the out-
lying districts adjoining those towns as to counterbalance this advantage,
so that, when carried on with prudence, cottage building in such neigh-
bourhoods will be found very remunerative.
The case of the dwellings of the labouring population in London, or in

the heart of any great city, presents difficulties as formidable, if not more
so, than those which beset the improvement of cottages in rural districts;

for, although the wages of skilled artisans are high and the better sort of
labourers get good pay, yet there is an immense mass of the population
sunk in the greatest poverty; and, at the^samcj time, the cost of building
materials and labour, but, above all, the value of land is so high, that a
very much higher rent must be required of tenants in order to make such
an undertaking as the building of decent tenements for labouring people
at all remunerative.
There is little doubt, however, that by the plan of building agglomerated

dwellings, the cost of sites, and, to some extent, the cost of such parts of
the building as foundations, roof, drains, water supply, and gas piping,
may be distributed over so large a number of tenements as very much to
counterbalance the disadvantage referred to.

Eew poor people in London dwell in an entire house; an immense number
are lodgers in large houses, now mean and squalid, but once the dwellings
of a richer class, who have forsaken the neighbourhood ; and such occupy
a single room, or two rooms, miserable and wretched beyond description.

It has, therefore, been found practicable to provide large buildings, cut up
into small tenements, to the occupation of which the poor have not the
smallest repugnance, and which usually enjoy the advantage of the very
best possible arrangement, so far as drainage, water supply, dryness,

warmth, and ventilation go.

The returns of profit from these buildings vary, but it is clear that some
of them really merit the reputation of highly remunerative undertakings,
and as in some of them a certain amount of quiet lavishness or retiring

ostentation, if one may so apeak, can be traced, it seems pretty clear that,
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with good manaj^ment and economical constniction, the building of

lofty blocks of workmen's domiciles may be counted upon as sure to pay.

A rery large part of London, however, is covered by small two or three

storied tenements, which seem to let readily enough. A visitor finds them

generally parcelled out among lodgers, who enjoy none of the advantages

of a building originally designed in order to be let out to separate oceupunts,

while, on the other hand, the owners of the house can have little or none of

the comfort of people who live tmdisturbed in a quiet separate home of

their own.
The great number of these small and comparatively low houses, each

with its own little space behind it,isoneof the causes of that extraordinary

extent which is far from being the least of the difBeulties with which those

who have the control of London streets or sewage, or gas or water, h.ave

to contend. Were it but practicable to introduce the habit of building

loftier buildings, arranged for the purpose of division into floors or tene-

ments, as is. for example, customary in Edinburgh and in Paris, a

great deal more might be made of the area of London than is now
possible.

To those who contemplate the erection of buildings of this nature, the

statement of Mr. Roberts at the late discussion at the Institute will be

important. He then observed that tenements built in blocks on the " open

gallery" system are held to be separate tenements, and are exempted from

rating, whereas those wliich form one block with internal corridors and

•taircises are liable to be considered as one building and rated accordingly.

This will make a very considerable difference in the receipts, and con-

sequently in the profits of such undertakings.*

We would conclude by repeating emphatically the truth whicli has been

already implied in what was said about rural cottages—namely, that it is

most essential to go low enough. We thought, with our national schools

and our rajgel schools, that we were educating the children of tlie poor,

when suddenly the establishment of ragged schools and reformatories

brought to light a vast mass of ignorant, untaught children, below the

reach of all previous existing means of culture. It has been very much so

with labourers' dwellings.

There are many families in London who can only afford, and will only

choose to live in a single room. If we build tenements, and declare that

in no case shall fewer than three rooms be let together, we insure decent

accommodation, but we leave the very poor entirely nnhelped.

So it is with many other features of the labourers' dwelling movement;

and while earnestly desiring that the number of single-room tenements

for families shall be reduced as low as possible, we yet must plead for the

improvement of these as well as of large and better dwellings.

The model dwellings have done much good ; the recent proposals for

bailding labourers' cottages on the railway lines out of London appear

likely to be also beneficial ; but we look round to know what is being done

for the very, very poor ; and beyond some little amount of legislative in-

terference as regards lodging-houses, and some sort of sanitary inter-

ference about drainage, we find as yet little or nothing accomplished, but

an immense amotmt of work to be done.

HANDEL FESTIVAL AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

THE directors have issued a programme of arrangements for the forthcoming

Triennial Handel Festival at the Crystal Palace. Considerable additions are

now in progress in the centre transept, having for their object increased accom-
modation and improved acoustical arrangements. It will be remembered that

the larger portion of the present orchestra was built in 1837. In 1859 it was
enlarged, and was also enclosed at the sides and back with screens.

Disinclination, however, at that time to undertake so large a work as entirely

roofing the orchestra with similar material to that of the sides and back, led to

the employment of a vast oiled and hardened awning of canvas, after the manner
of the Velaria. This, although effective to a considerable extent, did not, it is

candidly admitted, effect all that had been anticipated. Neither in form nor

structure could all be attained that was intended. And thus the force and clear-

ness of the choruses—improved as they were—did not reach the point anticipated

from the additions made to the numbers of the orchestra, while it was no less

evident that still more required to be done to aid the solo singers. It is now
determined that the entire orchestra and the space beyond it as far as the inter-

section of the great transept with the nave, shall be solidly roofed in.

The width of the orchestra will be 216 feet, the sides are about sixty feet high,

or nearly the same as the Birmingham Town-hall. Wooden girders being carried

across, in the form of an arch, rising about 40 feet in a clear span of 216 feet, the

imderside will be filled in with bracings, lined with well-seasoned match-boarding
bound closely together by ingenious appliances, until the whole surface becomes
as bard and as resonant as a drum-head.
A sketch of the roofs of various music halls, cathedrals, and other places used

for great musical performances, all drawn to the same scale, is appended to the

programme. In this comparative view the large extent of the roof over the

Handel Orchestra is very apparent.
The performances will take place on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, June

the 23rd, 20th and 27th.

THE PROPOSED RAILWAY BRIDGE AT BLACKFRIARS.

AT a special meeting of the Common Council, held at Guildhall on Saturday,

the Loi-d Mayor presiding, Mr. Vallance, Chairman of the Bridge-house

Estates Committee, presented a report from them, calling the attention of the

Court to a Bill now being promoted in Parliament by the London, Chatham, and
Dover Railway Company, which contemplates the removal of the flight of stairs

leading to the Thames on the east side of the south end of Blaokfriars-hridpe,

and the appropriation of the space in front of Albion-place abutting upon the

bridge. 'The report stated that the Committee had had an interview with a
deputation from the railway company on the subject, and particularly with

respect to the mad and footway in front of Albion-place, which the company are

seeking power to appropriate for the purpose of a railway station. At that inter-

view the Committee urged that it would be for the public interest that the space

in question sliuidd be kept open, as at present, as affording a convenient and
ornamental approach to the bridge from the south, and a proper me ms of access

to the river by the stairs. To that proposal the deputation deelined to accede,

and hence the Committee now recommended the Cour^ to petition Parliament

against the Bill. Mr. Vallance, in moving the adoption of the re|)ort, urged that

it vias the obvious duty of the Corporation to resist the proposed interference

with a part of their property which it was so desirable to preserve intact, having
regard to its value as an approach to the new bridge at Blackfriars now in con-

templation. He added, as another ground for opposition, that the company

f)roposed to cross Holland-street, Blackfriars, with iour lines of railroad on the

evel, which, he submitted, was an arrangement fraught with danger
to the public. He took occasion to con-ect a rumour for some time

current, to the effect that the Thames Conservancy Commi.ssioner3 and
the Board of Admiralty had approved the design of the bridge which
the London, Chatham, and Dover Railway Company were empowered to con-

struct across the river at Blackfriars. It would appear, he said, that at one

time, when the conipanycontemplatcd the erection of a nine-arched bridge there,

the Conservancy Commissioners approved the plan ; but afterwards, when the

company changed their minds and proposed to construct one of five arches

instead, no such approval had been given either by the Board of Admiralty or

the Conservancy Commissioners to the latter proposal, and that he stated on the

authority of Mr. Holroyd, the secretary to the company. Mr. Vallance added,

it was much to be lamented that the Corporation had to"take a part antagonistic

to any great enterprise, but no public body could allow such an unjustifiable

intrusion on their public and private rights as the Bill in question s<mglit to

effect. Mr. Barnes commended the report of the Committee, and stated that the

inhabitants near the south end of Blaekfriars-bridge were also petitioning Par-

liament against the encroachment. Mr. Hartridgc said at the recent half-yearly

meeting of the London, Ciiatham, and Dover Company very bitter conjplaints

were made by Sir Morton Peto and others of the impediments whicli had been

tlirown in the way of the company's bridging the Thames by the Corporation,

and of the consequent loss and inconvenience to which they had been put. Mr.
Vallance said the delay was owing, not to any act of the Corporation, but to the

company themselves having changed the plan of their bridge from nine arches

to five, and to their not having received either the sanction of the .\di«iralty or

of the Conservancy Commissioners to a bridge of five arches. He added that

the solicitor of the company had just addressed a letter to the Remembrancer
stating that they were prepared to construct a bridge of three arches. The
Court passed a resolution agreeing with the report of the Committee.

BEISOS's Watches akd Cr/)CKS.—" Perfection of meofianism."—Jformny Post.

Gold watches, .'> to I r)0 guineas; silver watches, 2 to &0 guineas. Benson's new Illustrated

Famplilei, free for two Htamps, descriptive of every construction of watch, enable persons
in any pirt of the world to select with the greatest certainty the watch best adapted to

thdr use. Watches sent free and safe by \yw\. on receipt of a remittance.
J. W. Bessos, 3S and 34, Ludgate-hill, 40 and 47, Cornhill, London, B.C. Established

K4».
—

e

.

RUGBY WATER SUPPLY.

THE Rugby Board of Health is seriously embarrassed by the discovery that a

plan whieh it has pursued for four years, and upon which it has spent £4,000,

for supplying the town with water, has irremediably failed. Tlie increasing

population of the town has for a long time made the seanty supply of water at

present obtainable a growing inconvenience, and Mr. Hawkesley was called in to

advise the board. That gentleman gave his decided opinion that the river Avon
was the only source from which an adequate supply could be obtained. But the

opposition of the neighbouring owners of water-mills and other <lifliculties, on
the one hand, and the narrowness of the powers at their command on the other,

determined the board to look elsewhere for the desired supply. Mr. Hawkesley
was induced to suggest that relief from their difficulties might be found by boring-

down to the water-bearing strata of the uew red sandstone. The boring has

reached the water-bearing store of this formation, but it has also reached a

deposit of rock-salt, the existence of which was wholly unsuspected, and the salt

dissolving in the water brought up by the bore-hole, communicates to it a degree

of brackish salinity which renders it totally unfit for tood, as well as for all ordi-

nary domestic purjioses. From an analysis of samples which have been succes-

sively taken, it appears that the salinity has steadily increased, uutil in the last

specimen there were found 1,256 grains of saline matter in the gallon of water.

Further boring into the salt bed would probably increase the saltness of the water

to the degree which would make it available as a brine spring for salt works ; or

if the boring were continued to the next formation—the perinian—it is not im-

probable that abundance of good water would be found, but tliis stratum lies

many hundred feet below the bottom of the bore-hole, and could only be reached

by the adoption of a costly apparatus, and the expenditure of a considerable

amount of time and money. For the water which they so much need the Rug-
bians must now look elsewhere, probably to the Avon, to which they must have a

better right than the millownersl

* Bee Bapott <A the Disciudon In the BVUJIIXG News, for Feb. 31, page 133.

The Cdratorship op the Soane Museum.—The trustees of the Soane

Museum have come to a very singular conclusion. Having refused to adopt

Mr. Bonomi, the curator appointed for them by the Royal .\cadeiny, they have

appointed as their temporary curator, in his stead, the verj- same Mr. Bonomi.

Plain persons will be puzzled to understand such a course, which has been ren-

dered necessary, we believe, by the perversity of the very trustees who represent

in Lincoln's-imi-fields the academical body. We can hardly think the Royal

Academy will let the matter rest where it now stands. Their right to elect a

curator is, in fact, set aside, and that not by the general body of trustees, but by

the particular members whom they have themselves sent to the Board. The
hberal and non -academical members thought the Academy's choice a good one,

1 and sought to ratify it.

—

AtheiuBum. __
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ECCLESIASTICAL DILAPIDATIONS.
riUHS subject, always of some importance, claims the especial attention both of

X (liR-nitaries and of every holder of a benefice (to wliich a buildinj; of any

sort Ijclonps) iit a moment when the manajrement of ecclesiastical dihipidations

is under legislative attention, ami chauffts are foreshadowed in the conditions

upon wliicli Church temporalities are enjoyed.

Incumbents have hitherto stood in the position of tenants for life, being only

prospectively amenable as trustees for the due conservancy of their estates, but,

by the Ecclesiastical Dilapidations Bill, brought before the House of Lords last

session, and to be prosecuted in the present, the system of self-management is to

be replaced by constant otficial control.

Among the things it is desirable to set at rest with regard to ecclesiastical

dilapidations is, their proper extent, a point upon which surveyors have shown
great difference in practice, and judges have held equally varied lejjal views; but

no attempt is made to close this question by any definite provision m the Act.

If the term dilapidation were taken in the widest sense of deterioration, a

sinking fund would lie necessary to meet the ultimate state of decay into which

every buildine must eventually and inevitably fall ; but the clergyman's responsi-

bilities are practically limited to such restorations and repairs as would be

exacted from a lessee subject to repair only and not to rebuild, for when that

duty devolves upon an incumbent recourse is generally had to Queen Anne's
Bounty, and the living mortgaged for many future years.

Tlie moderate sum obtainable from the bounty shows, however, that it is to be

regarded as merely meeting the extra expense of rebuilding, with the improve-
ments of the period, an edifice reduced to the last stage of dilapidation, which the

incumbent is personally bound to render substantial and complete. It is a con-

dition, indeed, that the sum advanced by the governors shall be deemed supple-

mental, and be laid out after tlie value of the dilapidations has been expended.

By this arrangement the work of repair and renewal falls with equal pressure

upon every holder, and though the general renovation occurs only at distant

periods, the duty of reinstatement, as particular portions ofbuildings fall to decay,

is never relaxed.

It has been sometimes considered that internal painting, paper-hanging, and
distempering are to be regarded as of the nature of cleansings, and therefore not

properly subjects of assessment ; but it appears more reasonable that things

without which no house would be finished, and which must, therefore, be included

in anew building, should be tliencefortb maintained.

In more than a hundred cases of episcopal and other residences erected within

the range of my observation, the specifications always provided, in addition to

internal painting, paperinjj, &c., chimney-pieces, grates, bells, and such fixtures

as are of permanent necessity, and not dependent on the taste of any particular

occupier. This seems a safe criterion in new edifices,and also where a continuing

charge is instituted for repairs ; but it should not be strained beyond the proper

limit, or to tlie prejudice of the rule, that incumbents are not called upon to

originate but only to maintain, repair, and reinstate whatever has once existed.

Thus, a chancel "in the diocese of Winchester was surveyed with, the twofold

object of assessing the dilapidations and of putting the edifice into a state of com-
pleteness. 'There was a considerable difference between the two estimates,

because the first had reference to maintenance only, while the other embraced
improved constructions and new, though necessary and appropriate, features.

Next to the nature and extent of dilapidations may be considered the times

appropriate to their investigation, and any change in the old rule, which marked
avoidances as tlie proper occasions, would trench upon the privileges ofincumbents,
while, if properly and systematically observed, the settlement of accounts at each
change of stewardship would secure most of the expected benefits without affecting

the independence of those concerned.

It does not seem an improper requirement, however, that every incumbent,
upon taking possession of a benefice, should cause the dilapidations to be assessed,

and deposit for application to its special object the money obtained from his pre-

decessor in respect thereof.

The pereon best suited to make the valuation would be a surveyor nominated
by the entering incumbent, and if also confided in by the previous holder of the

living there would be a simplicity of operation and a saving of expense ; but
in cases of dispute the appointment of an umpire might be properly left to the

bishop.

This would be, in some respects, preferable to the appointment of diocesan sur-

veyors—would relieve the bisliop of needless responsibility, and leave the body of

experienced surveyors undisturbed in their vocation. But even should the

appointment of such officers be determined upon,itmay still Ije a question whether
the Act should come into effect in any benefice until after the occurrence of one
avoidance.

A subject upon which the united action of the clergy seems capable of being
exerted with beneficial results is a modification of the custom ofinsurance against
fire, which the provisions of the Bill render compulsory. In a case where I

became trustee, some premises had been insured for seven years, and the premium
paid down ; but at the end of the term I was agreeably surprised at receiving back
the whole amount by way of bonus, as the losses and chai'ges of every kind had
been met by the mere usMt'ruct of the money. This circumstance has led me to

conceive that a restoration fund might be usefully instituted in each diocese, pre-
sided over by the bishop and governed by the dignitaries. The ordinary
insurance charges would possibly produce a fund equal to all purposes of
restoration.

In the event of buildings being destroyed by fire the advances should be
free, while in otiier cases loans might be made at a moderate rate of interest.

Practical information calculated to impart a sound tendency and lasting basis
to the Bill is no doubt at command, and with that object, rather tlian from
attaching much value to these remarks, I submit them to perusal.

Thomas Morris.

South Kexsingtox Museum.—During the week ending 1st March, 1862,
the visitors have been as follows :—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday, free
days, open from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m., 1'2,441 ; on Wednesday, Thursday, and
Friday, students' days (admission to the public 6d.), open from 10 a.m. till

6 p.m., 1,2.32. Total, 13,093. From the opening of the Museum, 2,522,718.

T

ART IN CONNECTION WITH MANUFACTURES.
HE Rev. Charles Boutell, M.A., lately delivered a lecture at Sheffield on
"Arts, Education, and the value of the Arts in Practical Connection with

Manufactures." A considerable portion of the address was devoted to a con-
side ration of the progress that lias been made in the ajiplication of art to
man ufactures since the first Great Exhibition, and the probable position of
Sheffield in the approaching Exhibition. During the eleven years which have
elapsed since the great meeting of producers Iroin ell parts of the world in
Hyde -park, a vast change had been made in the relative condition of art and
manufactures. The two primary questions of economy and utility have now
associated with them a third—the question of adornment. It is recognised as a
great axiom that we must have beauty in our works, in order that they may be
perfect. Not only must a part of anything be beautiful, but the whole. lis
beauty must grow with its growth, as the beauty of a leaf grows with the growth
of the leaf; and, arguing from this proposition, he contended that in order to
realise true excellence in our manulactures, we must not be content to allow one
man to make an article and another to decorate it, but must so train up our
workmen tliat he who produces the work, though not himself actually prmlucing
its decorative qualities, may be capable of producing and appreciating them.
Our workmen must be artist workmen. The deficiency in that important
requirement, which was discovered in 1851, had led to the establishment of the
South Kensington Museum, and of Schools of Art in connection with it all

over the country. He did not enter into the general question of what these
schools have been doing for the country, because the results of their

operations will be proved to demonstration in a short time, when
the Exhibition opens,; but he discussed at some length the point
whether Sheffield had properly appreciated the importance of art in connection
with manufactures. He thought that in no town in the empire was that point
of more importance than in Sheffield, since it is threatened with a very severe

and resolute competition by continental manufacturers. During the last eleven

years, the hardware productions of England, especially cutlery, have been looked
iipon with very jealous and envious eyes by the skilled craftsmen of the conti-

nent ; and there has been a cherished desire and intention to beat England on
her own vantage ground in the manufactures in the metals. Of course we, as a
nation, are not prepared to allow ourselves to be beaten ; but, in order to main-
tain in 1802 the supremacy of 1851, we must show that we have made vast im-
provements upon the excellence of past days. Starting from the point we reached
m I85I, we must adduce proof's at substantial progress, or we should find that
the advance of other nations has left us very much in the rear. The great ques-
tion, therefore, is, have we been working on such a system as will enable us to

look forward with confidence to satisfactory results ? and in order to answer this

question, we must inquire into the agencies which have been at work amongst us.

Mr. Henry Cole, the head of the Department of Science and Art, at a recent

visit to Sheffield, extolled very highly the progress which was visible from the

operations of the Sheffield School of Art ; and his expression of satisfaction,

taken by itself, was certainly sufficient to dispel all anxiety as to the future. But
the question arose, were Mr. Cole's opinions the result of such a sound con-
sideration and judgment of the case as to be conclusive? Unfor-
tunately for those who maintained that because Mr. Cole said so there

need be no fear as to the future, that gentleman had given an opinion

upon another branch of art—namely, architecture. At a recent meeting of the

Society of Arts, Mr. Cole said, in the most explicit manner, that the body of

architects were a set of ignoramuses, that there was but one great architect, and
he a captain of military engineers, and that the building which he has designed

to contain the Exhibition is one of the finest, if not the finest, building that ever

was produced in the world. He (Mr. Boutell) held, on the contrary, that that

building is an outrage to architecture and a disgrace to England. "There is not

a railway shed that ever was built that is not as fine a work. It is

simply like a carpenter's shop magnified to a large extent, with no
design or ornament or good point about it whatever. This fact brought
home to his mind the serious consideration whether Mr. Cole might not

be equally mistaken when he said that the Sheffield School of Art was doing

all that could be desired.' He urged upon his hearers the necessity of careful

study of the principles of art, so that they might become not mere copyists, but
original thinkers, able in the highest walks of art to maintain the supremacy ot

their country. He had seen much in Sheffield to convince him that the progress

which had been made was not so great as he had hoped it would be. Our
manufacturers and designers had expended great skill and patience and emula-
tion in merely copying works that have been designed and thought by other men.
They must become original thinkers, capable of carrying out their own designs,

if they wished to keep ahead of their competitors.

ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS FOR THE INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION.

THE honorary secretaries of the Institute of British Architects have

received an intimation that drawings and models in Class 37 will be

received at the Exhibition Building from the 20th to the 30th instant,,

instead of from the 1st to the 8th as originally intended.

The Boyne Viaduct.—According to the report of the Dublin and Belfast
Junction Railway directors, the extensive works which Mr. Hawkshaw recom-
mended for the Boyne Viaduct, to insure the permanent stability of that struc-
ture, have been completed in a substantial and durable manner.

Paraffin Oil.—A series of interesting and important experiments have
been recently made on mineral oils. From tliese it appears that no danger can
arise from the use of paraffin or coal oil if it be properly refined. To ascertain
whether this necessary process has been effectively performed, it is only necessary
to place the oil in an open dish in a water-bath, and heat it to a temperature of
130 degrees. If, when elevated to this heat, it does not ignite by the application
of a match, it is safe ; but any oil igniting at a temperature below 130 degrefs is

dangerous, and should not be used for domestic purposes. As an example of the
extremely dangerous nature of some American rock oils, sold as paraffin, it is

stated that samples purchased in shops have exploded at the temperature- of
46 degrees.
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SURFACE DECORATION*
rl mxv to call your attention to the Uiousand-ond-one different ways of ornamenting a

surface, I rtionld faroTerstep the limlte of a paper, and, periiaps, your patience. The
sal)|]*«^ is u estensiTe that I fear much will not have tho attention *it^ importance cie-

mands; ]ikde«d, I tmre been sorely punled to dctlne its liQiits, and feel mv^eU so unequal
to tfae ta& of disoribing its raried application, that 2 must aek .\-our indulgence for short-

oomlnfis aad emissions in the ^ort and consoiiuently iucomplctA) form of the subjects
Ilgclfa to. HoweYcr, I have endeavoured t3 brini; before you, with as much interest as I

eoold llntker, the several produ-.^tiona of the artist and manufacturer, and that which I
tmat wul not prove the least interesting is the ditlerent means employed in prodncing the
Xttmtts we so frequently admire without being acquainted with tho dimculties of their
ftUiclcatioa. Firstly, I will briefly allnde to tho ruling principle of form aud colour, and
tte applicatioa to the different materials nwd for external work,—such as bricks, terra
eotta, the several kinds of tiles, &c., &c. The more costly marbles and their imitations,

graftto work, and the different decorations as applied to stucco, also to Interior work in
genial, irtae^ier local or applied. Ho^Aic will al»o And a passing notico.

W« mttstaU agreoto the imlrenol feeling in every clime and age to imitate and beautify—
wlietlMi' we imtaaee the gaody stripes of tattoo of the wild Indian, or the more refined
tondieB on tk« duriea of a modem belle ; indeed, it seems a passion so inseparable from man,
and to necewiqr ilor tbe devdopmeut of his faculties, that it would appear to t>c tho earliest

tf not the But ttttempts at order and civilisation : these being established, something more
than men nstfnbMS is required to satisfy the mind's necessities ; soon the feelings of a
r^ned age grow wearj of a crude utility, and man is urged to a higher and nobler senti-

ineKt-^tD derdop the beautiful, to provide a necessary as essential as food for the l)ody.

The prroer ^q;)lication of ornament has of late received more of that attention and care
neoeisuy for the development of true art principles : it U too often left to the whims and
fanelesof an imtutored workman, partly from indifference on the part of the architect to
minor details, and not unfrequently hi^ inability to guide ; hence we frequently meet with
ornaments in the moat unfortunate positions, and as inconsistently plact^ as they are con-
temptible tn execntion. A just appreciation of design and ornament will be sure to lead to
its appropriate use, for without some acknowledged canon of perfection to enable us to select

tl» bomtlfnl and true from the meretricious and false, we can never hope for much pro-
gresB in rendoring the adaptation of art consistent with the requirements of the age. It is

highly necessary that the difference Iwtweon design and ornament should be thoroughly
nndentood : dttign has reference to the construction of any work both for use and kteauty,

end Aerelbre Indodes its ornamentation also. ** Ornament" is merely the decoration of a
thlngconstmcted—(RodgTaveonl>e«ign) ; it cannot, therefore, bo otherwise than secondary,
and mnst not usurp the place of n principal, or the object is degraded into a mere ornament,
and is a sure sign of declining art and social life with it.

Omanentis generally divided into two classes—the symbolic and the resthetic. The
former includes the representation of all objects which appeal directly to our understand-
iugi and hare a fig-urativc sense peculiar to the object symbolised, the meaning of which
is supposed to bj understood. It is n^ulated by prescribed rules. Such is the early
Eg^-ptlan, where every veetige of feeling for the beautiful was cruslied by a priestly
symbolism, which precluded the natural representation of living things, and visited the
poor slave of an artist, should he deviate from their acknowledged canons of decoration,
^vith a mereile^ puni^ment. I think there is much in tho symbolic representation of
ornament that is well worthy of our study, and the fact of its being an essential feature lu
every epoch of art, particularly the early Christian, should give itajTOSitive claim in our
education. Whenever symbolic ornament is used it must be subject to the ruling principles
cf design as omamoutal art, or however ingenious the combination of forms used, unless
strictly conventional, it certainly cannot meet the requirements of good taste. Esthetic
ornament is quite another character : in the former it was the work of the artist to convey
an acknowledged meaning ; in the latter the object is to produce a pleasing effect on the
mind. Hence it is unlimited in its resources, and depends entirely on the artist's capabili-
ties, his appreciation and emlx)dimcnt of what is pure and beautiful. The beautiful ar-
nngements of form and colour which nature has profusely scattered over the earth are at
hisdisposal, but he is not to take from this vast treasury of art her valuables, and indiscrimi-
nately appropriate them according to his un^juided fancy, or art will always be in its infancy;
or to treat with indifference the labours of those noble men of art of all ages, whether Cioths
or'Greeks, is a sin not to be tolerated at the present day. If wo analyse the manner in
which the distinguished men have selected and treatc<i tlieir selections from nature, we
muFt at once come to the conclusion that all natural objects represented in decorative
art to meet the requirements of good taste must be conventional ; that is, the geometrical
forms of the plant or object represented are so arranged and freciucntly connected with
other geometrical forms that the natural order of its development is lost, yet the general
feeling and characteristics of the object conventionalised should be preserved. Withnatural
imitations it is the contrary : the detail, mode of growth, and every peculiarity that marks
it^ development Is rei>re3ented ; this s^>ecies of ornament, so fascinating aud dangerous to
true principles, can never rank higher than mere imitative art, and cannot be valued for the
amaant of mind Ix^towed upon its production, but solely for the dexterous manipulation it

•exhibits. Considering this naturalistic treatment in relation to our subject, a few examples
Trill be sufficient t«o demonstrate its absurdity. We will begin with the paper-hanger's most
marketable effects. The most distant lands appear to have been ransacked for the largest
specimens of botany to be found ; here we have passion-nowers in torture, twisting and
clinging to endles stalks that lead Heaven knows where ; bunches and festoons of flowers
of every conc-civable shape and colour, all tending to destroy the idea of flatness a wall or
similar surface should convey. Ay, and as Owen Jones observes (in his excellent little

book on the Application of Colour), " we have ladies* dresses, ribbons, prints, furniture, and
-carpets, which are more and more admired from the more perfect knowledge of botany
thcj dinilay, violating the senao of propriety. At every step we walk on flowers
Ana tropical plant:^ crushing beneath our feet ; we have chintzes covered with roses in
violent contortions over the sinuosities of our furniture, or broken iu^twain by the folds of
coztatns ; ladies robed in rose, shamrock, and thistle (n high achievement) ; the fast man
%ith race-horses and ballet girls printed on his shirt, and pointers woven on his necker-
chitt. So runs the fashion of the present day ; would that its sun were set that we might
awake to a more healthy dawn."

It Is with great unwillingness I dismiss the highly interesting Mid important subject of
form with ao brief a description ; my space, however, compels me to pass on with a some-
what similar sketch on colour. The same rule applies to coloiu: as in form. All objects,
whether selected from nature, geometry, or the creation of tho artist's fancy, when used as
a surface decoration of any kind, should be treated in the flat, that is, without giving it

the representation of light and shade, otherwise it is no longer a legitimate ornament, but
a counterfeit, and however beautiful it may be as a picture it cannot be tolerated as an
arcbitectoral decoration ; it then (if positively demanded) must be treated as a picture,
and separated by a panel or otherwise from the essential features of a constructional or
.rational deooration. I cannot feel that the science of colour as at present advocated is

sufficient to demonstrate the harmonies and pleasing contrasts that abound in the works of
nature ; an attentive observer will find many contradictions not easily explained ; and
certainly Oriental artists, wlio have produced designs which in delightful combinations of
colour surpa-s all others, knew nothing whatever of tho modern theory of colour. However,
''Mtisnotfor nstodeeteoy the scaffold until we have finished the building" (of our educa-
tion). These rnlcs, crude and dogmatical as they ap|>ear, have certainly much In them to
he Talned, if they do bnt lead os to search for the more subtle l)eautie3 that colour every-
irtiere reveals. Do not understand me to infer that they are insufficient to explain much
that without them would be a mystery ; what I mean is, they cannot prevent the talented
and educated artist, with a good eye and Instinct for colour, protlucing harmony without
'them, and not unfrequently in opposition to them. We are not all gifted with the same
phjacal endowments that enable us to appreciate the charms of colour, (uid need some
|mlde to direct our wanderingd, to lead us to a better result than trusting a faulty nature.
we find a great partiality among tlu: uneducated in art for colours easily recognised, as we
tmd in form the pref«rence :generally given to direct imitations from nature ; however
ab«trd the application, they will be sure to attract the ignorant, while a good and modest
4Xflltgn, kept subservient to the object decorated, is treated with indifference ; so the child

• F^;>er teod before the Aichitectnral Aseoclation by Mr. E. 0. Hianw.

or barbarian is more token with tluit his capacity will allow him to nndorstand than
with the matured reasonings of an accompli sheil mind. To proceed witli the
more immediate subject of colour, we find that the countless hues of nature are raluced
to three primitive colours,—yellow, red, and blue ; these are supposed to neutralise each other,
or produce black, in tho proportion of three of yellow, five of red, and eight of blue. It is

considered that V»ccause they neutralise each other in those proiw>rtions they will also har-
monise by arranging them in superficial quantity and intensity at the same ratio, which is

well known to bo the case (probably as much by accident as anything else). If we mix two
of these primaries in the proportion of their figures, the secondary colours,—orange, green,
and purple, are produced; and by adding the figures of the two primitive colours mixed we
have tho proportion of surface required to hanuonise with the remaining primary, ^\hich
is, therefore, called its complementarj'; thus, three of yellow with eight of blue gives eleven
for green, its complementary being red, five, forming a well known hannony in those pro-
portions, and so on with the other secondaries, orange harmonising with blue, and yellow
with purple. To produce the tertiary colours, citrine, olive, aud russet, we mix the second-
ary colours in like manner ; thus, the two secondaries, orange and green, produce citrine,
which harmonises with its^complementnry

,
purple ; the some with olive, formed of puri'lo and

green, harmonises with its complementar>'i orange; or russet, of orange and pun)le. with
green. Hues of colour arelformetl by mixing tho primaries or their nearest representation

;

these when mixed with black are called shades, or, with white, tones or tints. Much might
be written ou the nature of contrast and harmony of colours entirely independent of what is

considered good to-ste and fine feeling for colour. Education and practice has taught many
1 of us to place colours in juxtaposition, or side by side, so as to form grateful and pleasing'

impressions on the mind, while science has unfolded many of tho laws which influenct.
them; and to no man of modem times is more commendation due than to the distin-
guished Frenchman Chevreul for his high scientific attainments and thoroughly practical
reasonings and conclusions ; they are to be the more valued from his position enabling him
to practise ou an extensive scale the precepts he has given, with what results all Kurope
can testify. The proi>erties of coutrast,'takcn generally, may be divided into three distinct
effects—firstly, light with dark colours, (^yellow, the liglitest of all colours, with purple, the
darkest ; they are also complementary to each other, therefore contrast aud harmonise

—

secondly, contrast of hue, as red and green, which are non-eoutrasting as to light and dark,
but powerfully striking in their hue, Iwing complementary also to each other they har-
monise ; and lastly, the contrast of warm and cold colours] as blue, the coldest aud most
retiring, with orange, the warmest and most advancing, these are complementary and con-
sequently in harmony.
There are singular and extremely interesting modifications of these contrasts which

deserve the most attentive study. A keen observer will discern something more in the
juxtaposition of these colours than simple contrasts. The discoveries of Chevreul on this
subject, which he has named " the law of simultaneous contrasts of colours," explains the
following phenomena:—Firstly, if two tints of the same colour be juxtajmscd, an appa-
rent difference of colour is observable at the parts in proximity, the light tint will appear
lighter and the dark tint darker; this is called the contrast of depth. Secondly, if two
hues be similarly placed, they receive a double modification—firstly, the lightcolour appears
lighter and the dark colour darker ; secondly, as to their hue, each colour becoming tinged
with the complementary colour of t*'-e other ; this is called the contrast of hue, and is ex-
plained by the colours reflecting with their own proper hue a iK>rtion of the complementary
rays, and of white or undecomposed light. Thus we contrast the complementary colours,
purple and orange—thepurple reflects with Its purplerays yellow ray3{its complementary),
which arc scattered over the yellow at their junction, which gives it a deeper yellow ; and
the yellow, in like manner emitting puri'le rays, darkens and enriches the purple. In oppo-
sition to this, now. if blue be placed on a purple ground (not its comitlementary), the blue
will be sullied by its neighbour, aud api>ear greenisli, while the purple is dirtied in the
direction of russet bj' the orange complementary rays from the^blue ; both colours are thus
injitred in brilliancy, and do not harmonise ; "hence we may infer that complementary
colours in juxtaposition mutually enrich each other.

The infinite appliances of colour to the different forms and surfaces of a building afford
the architect such a fruitful source of variety in design, without interfering with the
general forms, that its study and application cannot be too forcibly impressed. An agree-
able colour imparted to a beautiful form cannot fail to add more" beauty to it as a whole,
without detracting from the original. If we, instead, clothe it in a disagreeable, unsightly
colour, it will not only be unpleasant to view, but its form vrill suffer much from its un-
becoming associate : we may conclude, therefore, that appropriate colours assist a beau-
tiful form ; it not only does this, but enables us to distinguish the variety nature every-
where presents us, which otherwise would be mangled in the utmost confusion. The use of
primitive colours is generally considered a vulgarism, and doubtleai ao when used in
large masses. Again, what does nature teach us ? Here seo'with what a sparing hand the
little dots and spots of positive red, yellow, and blue are distributed to heighten the more
sober hues, and prevent insipidity and sombreness, without destroying the harmony with
a mass of glormg colour. I cannot feel that the introduction of applied colour on the ex-
terior of our buildings can over meet the requirements of the present day, and I hope, for
ope, it never will. It would be painful, indeed, to see the tawdry yellows on every advan-
cing series of mouldings, because it is an advancing colour, and the hollows painted blue,
because it is a retiring colour, while red must be in shadow to check its positive nature.
This is the mere accommodation of art to theory, which in practice would be intolerable.
There is much difference of opinion on this subject, and frequently much valuable time is

wasted on fruitless arguments as to how much or how little of this or that ancient build-
ing was embellished with surface ornament. We have positive evidence it was as general for
them to apply colours to their exteriors as well aa their interiors ; that it also met the ap-
proval of their most critical and accomplished artists we have abundant e^-idence ; and,
lastly, that their sensibilities, climate, mid tradition in every way assisted the natural
instinct for colour and surface ornament peculiar to all Eastern nations ; and I need only
refer to the Exhibition of 1851, and the scientific reports emanating therefrom, to con-
vince yon how vastly sujierior they are in the treatment of ornament and arrangement of
colour (barbarous as we may consider them in other resi>ects), not only to ns, but to all

Europe. Their designs exhibit the most Ijeautiful and elaborate conventionalism in the
adai^tation of natural objects, and the harmony of their colours can satisfy the most
fastidious critic. Here, then, may we study from a fruitful source, and find those good
elements of decorative art and taste that appear inseparable from the Eastern mind ; may it

not t« the remnants of fthat high asthetic feeling handed do\m to them from age to age,
which their indolent and non-progressive character has preserved for admiration and, I
trust, our benefit.

Our subject, taken in a general manner, resolves itself into two sections : one in which the
natural colour is inseparable from the material used ; the other where colour is applied to
impart that pleasure so congenial to our senses, independent of its protective utility. In
the first instance, the employment of brick to the exterior of our buildings, by its general
use and adaptability for London elevations, claims our special attention, now'that stone, it

would appear, does not withstand our atmosphere ten years in a i>erfect state. It Is a cheap
and durable means of decorating the surfaces, and when judgment and taste is used in the
arrangement of the different colours, very good effects can.be produced. IThereis an instance
not far from here, one of the most successful arrangements of bricks I have 'seen—the
tower of the church in Margaret-street : the different coloured bricks are arranged on a red
ground In bands ; they are not so abundant, though, as'.to cut up the surface into unmeaning
strips, but are well studied, and evidently the work of an artist. I mention this in oppo-
sition to the more discordant arrangements to be met with so frequently in London, such as
the common buff grey stocks divided with black bricks in courses a little more than afoot
high, cutting up the surface in a very unsightly manner ; the use also of the light red
bricks and these stocks as a ground are also objectional, for the tones of the two colours are
so alike that there is not suffidcnt contrast, hence an insipid, dull, and foggy appearance is

the result ; whereas, a little study in the arrangement of colours would readily assign each
to its most telling position. We shall find, I think, that black will be too crude to separate
these colours, and white would be too near the tone of^thoground. Now, if we take a brick
somewhat of a grey or indigo cast, wo cannot fail to observe that these colours not onlycon-
trast, but assist each other (bricks, I believe, are made of this colour now), and I fancy the
effect would l>e more in keeping with the surface. The subject of brickwork affords so many
points of interest, and is so closely connected with my subject, that I must ask your patience
a short time longer, to consider a few suggestions for the use of it to more than
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ordinary buildings. The present dimeui^ions, however useful they may he as wall
bricks, and the many present applications that ftx their size, would in

many instances (to me) have a preferable effect exteriorly, j)articularly when applied to
large buildings ; if they were larger, the numeroas mortar joints gave anything but the
ettect of strength and durability, and, moreover, are not at all interesting in apijoarance.
\Vc will imagine, then, the facing bricks only to be 9 by 4J, and one, two, and three bricks
high, these will reaxlily work in with the other bricks, and Ijeing made with all the modern
improvements of colour, will alford, by their varied size a, field of unlimited resource to the
architect ; the larger ones may also bo made one brick and a half long, three bricks high,
and one brick wide ; these also I would have V 3ointe<l horizontally, and, if possible,

vertically, and may be very applicable for a large monochrome surface. I think much
more may be done than has yet been attempted in the production of moulded brickwork,
or even carving. I wish more particularly to call your attention to a Iclnd of surface
ornament that brickwork is capable of to a very emment degree. Admitted that wo have
bricks with an extenial surface of 9 by 134, or 9 by 9 ; this will afford us good space for a
neat and appropriate ornament slightly sunk (stamped) below the ground, sup]x>8ing of a
red brick, it may then l)e filled up with another colouretl cl.iy after the manner of early
encaustic tiles, and burnt, or, r/c* versd, the ground Ibeing sunk instead of the ornament,
leaving an ornament in relief in one colour. There Is another way in which these bricks
may be ornamented very simply and economically, that is, to sink on the surface a simple
geometrical panel, which shall be the type of a series to bo continued as fancy may suggest
in strings, pilasters, jambs, and even arches ; this certainly would not have the effect of a
mere decoration stuck ou the wall, as the indiscriminate employment of tiles frequently

There is another material capable of a very extensive use, which for hardness and
durability can defy the mthering influence of even our destmctive atmosphere ; that is,

terra cotta. It luis been used in different parts of Italy as early as the thirteenth century,
and adapted to tiie buildings of many distinguished architects subsequently. Its use in
England until lately has been very limitetl, partly from a prejudice against the use of it,

caused by inferior nianipulatiou and inartistic modelling and production. In the use of
this material an architect's knowledge of motlelling and ornament will be fonnd of tho
greatest value to him, for he will not only be able to embody his ideas at once in the clay,
as easily as in the ordinary modelling clay, which may be hereafter fired when it is ready
for fixing. Certainly the numeroas sirecimens exhibite<l at tho Kensington Museum by
Mr. Blnnchard, of the Blackfrial's-road, arc sufheient to sliow its capabilities ; tlierc are
margins on some of the works that have a sharpness and acuteuess of angle that would bo
impracticable in freestone work, and I may add that the artistic finish and colour of the
several works exhibited show a perfection that must in time find a just appreciation. The
predominant colours are red and a Bath stone colour or pale buff.

I may hero mention that the columns, caps, and other decorations of tho arcades in tlie

Horticultunal Gardens at Kensington are of this material ; the shafts of the columns and
caps are exceedingly elaborate in design. Specimens of these may be seen at the Museum.
A sketch of tile manipulation of this article from a pamphlet by Mr. Blashfield on the sub-
ject says :

—" It is chiefly composed of clay, flint, glass, and fossils, containing phosphate of
lime ; these substances are crushed and ground to a powder, and passed through sieves,
and when combinetl with as much water as necessary to form a paste fit for modelling ormould-
ing, the compost is ground in a mill and afterwards beaten until .all the air bubbles are ex-
pelled, which completes the first operation. When required for use it is bedded in sheets on a
bench, and beaten to the consistency of putty and pressetl by hand into the moulds ; it is

then left to dry a little, the mould is then removed, and the cast having suflBciently dried,
is placed in the kiln and fired with a gradual heat until the object is partially vitrified, tho
kiln is allowed gradually to cool, aud the articles withdrawn are^fiuished, unless required to
be painted or glazed."
The employment of granite, marble or freestone with brick, is a subject upon which so

much has Ijeon ^\Titten, aud so ably, by a gentleman who has made it his particular study,
that I cannot do better than refer you to Mr. Street's book for further particulars on this
beautiful but costly style of embellishment.

I thiuk if there is one style more than another in which material colour decoration of
the exterior is in best keeping, the secular Gothic of many parts of Italy claims our
special attention. I mention Gothic, because variety of surface seems so much more akin
to it than the severer forms of Classic art. For my own part, I cannot see the impropriety
that some antiquarians see, of engrafting an advantage of one style on another ; 1 think
it tho only way of forming a complete style ; however, this may raise the vexed question of
style, which I must not enter upon here.

Encaustic tiles aud their uses will be tho next subject to consider. It has become very
fashionable of late to introduce tiles of various descriptions on the exterior of buildings

;

many h.ive certainly a very good effect, while others are anything but pleasant to look at,
mostly by conveying the idea of security by having the positive apjjearance of being stuck
ou the wall, and not unfrequently with a diagonal joint, which i.s very objectionable con-
struction, for a tile, even if it is a sham, should convey the idea that it is a portion of the
wall, and if diagonal lines .are necessary, they are certainly very simply affected on the
tiles. I think they should not impress you that they depend solely upon adhesion for fi.xing,
but should be encased where irossible by a margin of some kind, so as to form, as it were, a
sunk panel. It occui-s to me that a grooved, moulded or splayed string of terra cotta, one
or two bricks high, would form a very appropriate and economical fixing for horizontal
arrangements. Their position will, of course, suggest their pattern and colours ; the border
tiles of a floor will frequently admit of the pattern being used in a vertical or horizontal
position Tdth very good effect. Thevariedprodnctionsof the several tile manufacturersclaim
our attention, from the ingenuity and perseverance bestowed on reproducing imitations of
works that in ancient times wore wronght to such perfection, snch as the different kinds
of mosaic pavement, of which more hereafter ; we have all that fancy can desire, from the
common red and black Staffordshire tiles to the beautiful imitations of the opiia tesselalum,
from tlie ancient encaustic to the painted and glazed porcelain tile, with all its varieties for
mural decoration. I will here give yon a short account of the different manipulation, in
producing tiles.

Tho common red, black, and buff material known as Staffordshire paving tiles are so
nearly allied to bricks, aud suitable only for very common purposes, that it is unnecessary
to chiss them with the superior kinds use<l for decorative pur]ioses. The simplest and most
apin-oved plain tiles of different colours used for ornamental paving, 4:0., are those made
from compressed porcelain material (a mixture of flint and fine clay}—" The substances are
reilucetl to a fine dry powder, and in that state subjected to strong pressure between steel
dies; the powder is compressed into about one-fourth its bulk, and is converted into a com-
pact solid substance of extraordinary hardnessand density much less porous and much harder
than the common porcelain uncompressed and fired."— (Essay on "Mosaic Pavement," by
P. 0. Ward.) The invention is due to Mr. Prosser, and carried out by Messrs. Minton. Tlie
powders may be compressed in their original state, fonning white tUes,'or by admixture
with material imparting the necessary colour, and may be cut of any shape to suit the
pattern required ; they are frequently made to represent the different kinds of mosaic
work.
There are many imitative of a kind of mosaic work known as the opvs tesselalum, or, as it

is generally calle<l, tesselated pavement ; it is made by most of the tile manufacturers after
tlieir particular improvement, and generally consists of a rough earthenware gi-onnd, upon
which IS affixed the coloured porcelain material, arranged according to tho design ; they
are then subject to a great heat, which renders them semi-vitreous, aud exceedingly liard,
while It brings out the colours to the tint required.
The next class of tile consist of those known as encaustic or inlaid tiles ; In tho manufacturo

of these none have apprcached the excellence of Messrs. Minton, in design, workmanship, or
material. These are, perhaps, the first ornamental tiles produced in Kngland, of which
there are some beautiful specimens of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. They aremade by pressing clay of the colour required .for the ground into a mould, having tho
intended pattern raised ; the tile being withdrawn, tho ornament \viU to in cacelto, tho in-
dented pattern on the tUe is then filled in with a coloured liquid clay ; the surface having
been scraped level, it is flred, and the colours are brought out to their proper tint. The
better kinds of work are rubbed on tho surface, which gives them a beautifuUv level and
opaque surface.
The last my limited space will allow me to notice is the very extensive class of painted

porcelain tiles, used mostly for mural decoration ; in the Museum at Kensington ore some

magnificent specimens of the applicability of these decorations to architectural purposes.
The earthenware paste or plastic clay having been formed for tho ro<iuired size, it is laid
aside to dry, and then fired for sixty hours It \i allowed Kradually to cool for two days,
when it is withdrawn in the state technically termed biscuit, and is then ready for glazing;
in this state the well-known colonrs of chiua are produced In the material, viz., white,
drab, brown, blue, black, &c., &c. ; the glaze is now appUed, when no further deooiatlon Is
needed. There are two ways of applying the coloured ornamentation on tbe Borfaoe—one
by painting tho snrfaco before It is glazed with certain pigmente, principally the oxides of
the metals, producing certain colours ; the article is then glazed and the whole effect pro-
duced iu one firing : the other by using enamel coluura, and is cloeely allied to glass
painting—it may bo termed enamel painting—by which works of greater delicacy aud
beauty are produced. The process is simply thi*—the article is gai^ieed to be Hred an^
glazed ; this forms a ground upon which another coloured glaze is added, In parts requiring
to be coloiire<i. Tho colours are prepared from metallic oxides (as In the former case), ana
mixed with fluxes or fusible glasses. The colours are ground (with the fluxes) In essential
oils or turpentine, and applied on tho snrfaco of the glaze ; the article is then placed In the
enamel kiln, when the colours melt and combine with tho glaze ; tho flux is generally
made of borax, flint, and oxido of lead. It may be interesting to know what colours the
different oxides produce—oxide of gold produces tho moat beautiful tints of rod ; antimony,.

tin, and lead—yellow, cobalt, blue, iron orange, copper green, Sic*

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
TOWN SEWAGE.

In moving for a select committee to inquire into the best means of utilfsinjf

the sewage of the cities and towns in England, Mr. Brady said lie wislied in the
first place to determine whetlier the scwaae of our cities and towns was in itself

a valuable commodity—that is, a commodity fitted for agricultural purposes. The
next point to be considered was the best and cheapest means by wbicli that com-
modity could be placed upon the land ; and, thirdly, he desired to ascertain tlie

value of this sewage. He wished also to bring before the committee the
engineering difiiculties whieli he was given to understand existerl in the matter.
The subject was one of great importance. It was a melanclioly tiling to see
sewage constantly wasted which might be profitably employed in agriculture.
The matter was worthy of consideration both on social and sanitary grounds.
Mr. Wheatstone had laid it down that it was an engineering impossibility and a
commercial impossibility to utilise sewage in a fluid state, and went on to say
that tlie only way it could be utilised was by solidification. Professor Liebig had
expressed an opinion that, if England intended to continue a great agricultural
country she should apply herself to the problem of utilising the night-soil of
Iier large towns. He held in his hand a series of calculations which had been
made by several eminent men of science, doctors and chemists, all testifying to
the great pecuniary value of the sewage of the country. One valued it at
£15,000,000, another at £52,000,000, a third at £64,000,000, and Dr. Parkins,
guided by the calculations of Professor Playfair, estimated its value at
£93,283,000 a year. The figures might appear fabulous, but they were not his
own. The hon. member next referred to the decrease in the yield of corn, and
said large tracts of land had been abandoned because of the inability to restore
its productiveness. It was supposed that the supply of guano would not last
more than twenty years, and the time was come for providing a substitute,
Mr. CowPER said the utilisation of sewage, and the removal of it firom the

towns for the purpose of agriculture, had long been a subject of interest ta
boards of health. The late Board of Health had made a very valuable report
upon it, but little progress had been made ; for although the sewage of small
towns could be advantageously applied to agriculture, as was seen by the
examples of Rugby and Watford and Edinbur^, yet, as regarded large towns,
engineering skill had failed in finding a satisfactory system. He was not
sanguine that an inquiry would lead to any great advance in this branch of
engineering and sanitary knowledge, but he should not object to tlie appoint-
ment of the committee. He hop«i the examination of persons interested in the
subject might throw some fresh light upon it, and the labours of the committee
might not prove fruitless.

"The motion was then agreed to.

WBST.MINSTBR BRIDGE.
In reply to a question as to when Westminster^bridge would !»e completely"

open for public use, and when the houses on the south-side of Bridge-street
would be removed; and whether there was any objection to a carriage entrance
from the foot of Westminster-bridge to the House of Commons : Mr,
CowPER said, judging from the present state of the works at Westminster-
bridge, I think there is every reason to hope that it will be open for public use
early in the month of May. The houses on the south side of Bridge-street are
pulled down as they come into the possession of the Oflice of Works. I am not
able to state any precise date at which the whole of that number of houses will be
in our possession. With reference to the proposal that carriages sliall be allowed
to enter New Palace-yard from the bridge, I can only state that when the ground
has been levelled which was previously occupied by the houses near the Clock
Tower there will be no difficulty, as regards the ground, in admitting carriages.
Whether it would be convenient to do so, as regards the approaclies to the
Houses of Parliament, is a matter on which I should be anxious to consult you^
Mr. Speaker, before giving any answer.

COPYRIGHT IN WORKS OP ART.
The Solicitor-General has moved for leave to bring in a Bill on this subject.

Having shown what was the present state of the law of copyright, he said the
object of the present measure was to give copyright in paintings, drawings, and
photographs. The copyright would last for life and seven years afterwards.
With regard to the question between the author of a work and the purchaser, it
was provided that the purchaser should have the copyright as a matter of course,,
unless it were expressly reserved in writing at the time of the sale. Another
object of the Bill was this : It was found that considerable traffic was carried on
in spurious pictures, which were palmed oil' upon the public under tho names of
artists of eminence, whose reputation suffered at the same time that the jmblie
were imposed upon. It was proposed to make that a positive misderociinour, and
to prohibit it under penalties. There were some questionable penal clauses in the
former Bill which would not be found in the present, but in other respects it

would be the same. He would only add that it was of considerable importance,
if the principle of the Bill were approved of, tliat it should pass without delay,
for otherwise foreign artists, who would have a copyright in their works in their

* lo be oontinaed.
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PATENT STEAM REGENEKATOK.

own countries, would, in the forthcoming Exhibition, be placed in this position,

that they should either withhold their works or be exposed to the danger of

having their copyright invaded ; and, therefore, it seemed to him a good oppor-

tunity for introducing a supplement to the existing Act. As to plastic art the

learned gentleman said, casts and models were already protected in this country
for a period of -28 years from the time of tlieir first production, and, by virtue of the

treaties relating to international copyright, foreign artists would have their works
of sculpture protected by that Act of Parliament.

Leave was then given to bring in the Bill, which was subsequently read a first

time.

STATUE TO JOSEPH LOCKE.
In replT to a question put by Sir J. Shelley whether any application had

been made for permission to erect a statue of the late Joseph Locke in the
srardens near St. Margaret's Church, Westminster, in which the statue of George
Canning was placed ; and, if so, whether he had granted or refused his consent
thereto, Mr. Cowper said that some of the friends of the late Joseph Locke
desired to erect a statue to his memory, and offered to place it on a vacant space
near the end of Great George-street, provided such a site could be appropriated
tor that purpose. It was his duty to state to those gentlemen that he was unable
to offer tnem the site to which they alluded.

PATENT STEAM REGENERATOR.*

IN the drawing annexed, a is the cylinder of a horizontal high pressure-engine

;

b, a pipe for conveying the steam, which ordinarily escapes, after acting on
the piston, through the pipe e into the receiver or surface condenser, d ; that
portion of the pipe (c) contained within the chamber or vessel (d) is perforated
with numerous apertures or openings to admit of the steam separating and pass-
ing there through, coming in contact with the tubes or spaces contained therein,

whereby it is condensed (forming almost a perfect vacuum, and increasing the
effective force of the steam on the piston), and falls into the lower part of the
receiver. This vessel or receiver is kept at a low temperature by means of cold
water fed fh>m the pipe e passing there through, and circulating up the tubes
into the upper receptacle, where it flows into the exterior casing, from thence
through the exit pipe e.

By means of the pump g, the condensed steam is alternately drawn and forced
from the vessel d through the pipes /, h, and i, into the regenerator h, placed
in the flue, where it is subjected to the heat arising from the products of combus-
tion, and thence by a second pipe^i into the boiler m, which it reaches completely
regenerated, and ready to act again on the piston with all its original force ; a
cock, n, is provided for the purpose of shutting the feed off from the lower por-
tion of the boiler when necessary, and may be used as a sluice cock.

built in the time of Constantine, or between the years 300 and 400 of the

Christian era. It was evidently a sepulchral edifice, and tlie elevated dome is

erected over a remarkable rock, in the centre of the building, \v\nz\\ rises above

the level of the floor, and contains a small cave, and that, he had no doubt, was
the real Holy Sepulchre. He had come to that conclusion when at Jerusalem

about sixteen years ago; he had seen drawings of various parts of

the interior taken by two English artists, who had obtained a special

firman to enable them to do so; and that opinion was confirmed by the

evidence he had since obtained, which proved that the building was of the age of

Constantine, that it was intended for a sepulchral building, and tliat it occupies

the position assigned by ancient writers to Golgotha. Mr. Fergusson referred to

the works of Eusebius, Joseplius, and of Clarke, in confirmation of his views,

and he contended that the building known as the Church of tlie Holy Sepulchre

exliibits none of the characteristics that should distinguish the real site. The rock

inside is a mass of granite, which must have been carried there from some
distance, for the rock on wliich Jerusalem is built is limestone. Neither does the

antiquity of the recognised site add much to strengthen its authenticity, for it

could not have been fixed upon earlier than the time of the Crusaders. Mr.
Fergusson tlien proceeded to combat the objections that had .been raised to the

opinion that the Mosque of Omar is the real site of the Holy Sepulchre, the

principle of which was that it is built within the present walls of Jerusalem. In

answer to that objection he referred to Josephus and to other authorities to show
that the ancient walls of the city did not include the site of the Mosque of Omar,
an additional wall Iiaving been built which encloses within the boundaries

of the city several of the holy places that formerly were outside the walls of

Jerusalem.
Tlie lecture was illustrated hy drawings and photographs, representing the

Golden Gate, the interior and exterior of the Mosque of Omar, and of the Cliurch

of the Holy Sepulclire, and elevations, showing the distinguisliing styles of

arcliitecture whicli marked the dates of their erection.

THE SITE OF THE HO^^Y SEPULCHRE.

MR. JAMES FERGUSSON lately delivered a lecture at the Royal Institu-

tion "On the Site of the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem," his object

being to prove that the Church of the Holy Sepulchre is not erected on the
]>roper site, and tliat the Mosque of Omar is built over tlie spot where our
Saviour was buried. He arrived at that conclusion by inductive reasoning from
a great variety of facts. In the first place, he contended that the building called

the " Mosque of Omar " could not have been intended for a mosque, which term
signifies any erection pointing towards Mecca. Even a wall placed in that direc-

tionlis a mosque, the enclosure and roof and decorations being merely accessories

;

but the Moaque of Omar, as originally construct(;d, did not possess the essential

requisites of a moaqne, and what was intended for the principal entrance is on
the south side, so that a person entering would have had to turn his back on
Mecca, which wonld be considered an outrage in a Mahometan place of
worship.

Mr. Fergossnn then considered the architectural features of the " Mos<jue of
Omar," and pointed out characteristics which be considered indicated that it was

• See page 114, ante.

THE ALBERT MEMORIAL.

ON Saturday the Committee recently nominated by the Queen to advise her

Majesty in the choice and execution of a design for the proposed national

memorial of the late Prince Consort held a preliminary meeting at the town
residence of the Earl of Derby.
Her Majesty having, by the letter of General Grey, addressed to the Lord

Mayor, intimated that "nothing would be more appropriate, provided it is on a

scale of sutticient grandeur, than an obelisk to be erected in Hyde-park, on the

site of the Great Exliibition of 1851, or on some immediately contiguous spot,"

the Committee at their meeting on Saturday addressed tliemselves to the con-

sideration of how the wish of the Queen could be best carried to a practical and

satisfactory result. Deferring for the moment, as a matter for ulterior conside-

ration, the various questions relating to the artistic groups with wliicli it is in

contemplation to surround the monument, and on which it is proposed eventually

to employ tlie most eminent artists of the day, the Committee confined their

attention to the possibility of procuring a monolith, or single stone of granite,

of the most imposing height and dimensions in other respects for the intended

obelisk. They were informed that among tlie most noted granite quarries in

the kingdom are those of Aberdeen and Peterhead; Cheesewring, in Cornwall

;

Haytor, in Devonshire: and that of the Duke of Argyll in tlie Island of Mull j

those of Peterhead and Mull yielding red granite, and the rest grey. The
opinion of tlie Committee appeared to be in favour of red granite rather than

grey, the indestructibility of the material being equal. The prime object, how-
ever, being to obtain tlie grandest single block of stone which the country is

capable of producing, having regard to the fund wliicli may be ultimately placed

at the disposal of tlie Committee by the liberality of tlie nation, the preference

for red granite would probably be waived if it were shown that any of tlie grey

quarries could yield a larger monolith than the red ones. Tlie subject underwent

much consideration, and eventually it was decided that measures should be taken

forthwith to obtain, from tliose best able, from their knowledge and experience, to

afford it. information as to the quarter from which a lilock of granite may be

quarried calculated to answer the condition on which licr Majesty appears to

have decided in favour of an obelisk—namely, that it be on a scale of sufficient

grandeur. The total amount received in aid of tlie fund is now over £38,000.
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CAPITALS FROM THE OXFORD MUSEUSI.
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PROFESSOR SMIRKE'S LECTURES ON ARCUITECTUBE AT
THE ROYAL ACADEMY.—LECTcaE V.*

IN planning an npartmenfc, aa in planning a honse, we must consult the genius of tho

place. Tliore aro occasions when a simple, gooraotrical plan would be most suitable ; and
there are also occasions when too great symmetry is to be avoitied. la rooms intomled for

social uses, convenience, aa well aa beauty, alike auggoat variety in boundary lines o( tho

room. The deeply cmbowed recesses that occur 80 often in our old domestic architecture

circ a source of great beauty and interest, varying tho lights and shadow*}, and breaking tho

monotony of parallel linos. The oriel window of our old halls, whatever may have been its

purpose, is always a pleasing feature, and tho deep bays in the galleries of those pictureequo

buildings happily componsate for their usual narrowooss, *' These bo pretty places for

conference.-?," says Lord Bacon, and hi3 remark, in a lively and agreeable way, truly indi-

cates the comraodiouauoss of those cheerful recesses. The Italian masters, struck by tho
dryness of a plain rectangular form of room,, adopted not unfrequently a very happy mode
of concealing or obviating that effect, by converting tho upper part of the square room into

an octagon supporting the angle walls by arch&? or pendontives, and so leaving tho

rectangular area unencroached upon. This contrivance is, in truth, of early date. At tho

Castel del' Novo, in Naples, is, or was, a very fine hall wherein this expedient is most eflEec-

tively carried out.

This mode of growing- an octagon out of a square led to a variety of contrivances for tho

due decoration of lht> couch, or spandrel space, formal by the overhanging of tho four
diagonal walls, among which, ijorhaps. the most ingenious and elaborate were the pon-

dentives devised by the Saracenic artists ; a multitude of miniature groined "arches, rising

in successive tiers, and corbelling over so a^ to form those singular stalactitic ceilings so

characteristic of Moorish arcliitecture.

The remains at I*ompeii, and, indeed, of Roman art over oil Europe, show tliat the eemi-
cylindrical vault was tho most usual mode of constructing ceilings in the Classic era

;

varied, often, however, by groining.
This diagonal vaulting was very dexterously executed by forming the intersecting lines

of the groin in a careful, solid manner, filling in the spandrel spaces less carefully and with
lighter materials, such as tufa and volcanic scoria. It was this mode of construction, n8
doubt, which led to the Mediaeval mode of vaultigg, tlio intersecting diauonal lines being
more emphatically pronounced by \vrought and moulded ribs. As at the Coliseum, Pan-
theon, and other Classic vaidting, we find the ai>andrel spaces executed on this principle, so

in Mediaeval buildings, clmlk and even calcareous tufii (as at Ulastonbury Abbey) were
similarly used.

It is not, however, to be forgotten that flat timber ceilings were occasionally executed,
not only during the whole Medireval period, but oven from earliest Classic times, also,

Iniilders so ^vronght. The Homeric writings abound with allusions to timber ceilings,

wth beams painted in bright colours, and even encased in plates of metal work ; but wo
can now only trace indications of the existence of these timl^crs iu the apertures left in the
masonry for their reception.

In later Classic times representations of flat timber ceilings occur not unfrequently in
frescoes. In tho 15th century (by fur the niost actively inventive period of modern art)
Italian architects contrivifd an entirely novel form of ceiling, for which no preceding
school of art had furnished tho slightest precedent. They reconciled the convenience of a
flat ceiling to the more elegant form of the vault, by adopting tho cove, or half-vault.
This was first executed in wood, the earliest examples of which, so far as I know, are at the
Palace of the Academy, at Venice.

Afterwards, these coves became worked in plaster—a mode of construction which hardly
bears date earlier than the beginning of the sixteenth century. Attempts are made to ob-
tain a similar effect, in a more truthful mode of construction, by turning in masonry ex-
tremely flat elliptical vaults. But Sansoviuo, who ventured on this expedient *at the
Libraria, in Venice, was thrown into prison, and fined I,00a scudi for its failure—a fate
which must have iwwerfully operated on the minds of his brother artiste in overcoming their
scruples about plaster coves.
Another mode of forming ceilings which was much practised by early Italian artists was

to frame them in deep coffers or panels, wholly of wood, often richly carved, painted, and
gilt.

Iknowfowpalatialanartraentsequalingrandeurofeffectto the great halls of the palace
builtjby G.fRomano, at Mantua. They are for the most part of this trabeated construction,
and the gigantic force of tlxeir coffers, relieved by the extreme richness of the carving, pro-
claims the master hand of tho great master who designed them. In the nearly contem-
porary flat, panelletl ceilings, executed in England by Holljeiu, as iu the Chapel Royal,
St. James's, we have but weak and faint imitations

; yet, even these are almost bold when
compared with the tame and poor panelling of later times. The atuccatori of the last cen-
tury introduced with some success a more free and artistic treatment of their material,
but their art ultimately succumbed and gave way to plaster casting of the feeblest kind.
Having briefly touched on the subject of the forms and proportions of rooms, wo will

now pass on to the equally important subject of giving light to them.
So much of the architectural effect of a building for whatever purixse it may bo destined,

and so much of its aptness and convenience, depends on tlie mode that may be adopted of
giving light to it. that it is certainly a matter demanding your special attention and study.
The more so, Ijecause no general rules can be laid down for the proportioning of windows to
the area they have to light.
Much, obviously, must always depend on the purpose of the room to be lighted ; much

also on the nature of the medium through which the light passes ; miich on tiie position of
the windows ; and, above all, perhaps, upon the degree of intensity of the light obtainable
from withont. The practice of Italy, for example, would be a very unsafe guide for us in
our uncertain climate and sombre atmosphere. Here the most ample panes and the
clearest glass will often hardly sufflce, whilst, in Italy, such is the penetrating fervour of
the sun's rays, that sometimes men are content, as at S. Miniato, near Florence, with tho
light that can make its way through slabs of alabaster in lieu of glass. We know, indeed,
that lapis siwcularis was much used for this purpose in Classic times. Then, again, the
light which is obtainable in an'open country and in a crowded city obviously must require
totally different proportions, whilst a window filled with stained glass will need, in order to
afford a given volume of light, an extent of perforated surface that would be altogether
disproportionate where clear glass Is used.
In the absence, then, of any definite rule, It becomes especially necessary, by habitual

observation and comparison, to learn our wants and oiu: resources.
I last week adverted to the importance of the study of the effects of light and shadow in

the design of Exterior architectpre ; at least equal importance is to be attached to this
consideration in interior design.

_
In the iiroduction of all great effects, chiaroscuro plays an important part, whether it be

in a budding or a picture. The quality of grandeur depends not merely on largeness of
dimensions, but on general treatment, and especially on the treatment of this cliiaroscuro.
When the form of an apartment is simple-rectangular for example—the impression of
grandeur can i»eriiai)s only bo effectually produced by real size ; but when the form is com-
plex, a new element of grandeur arises in the diversity and breadth of its light and dark
parts. It IS to this, far more than to any other cause, that we are to attribute the iMwerful
impression made on the mind by the interior of a Gothic cathedral ; the burst of light
from the transept breaking the monotonous effect of the nave; the light on
the screen brought out into prominence as seen in contrast with the dim haze
Of the choir beyond

; the splendour of the clerestory, as opposed to the comparative gloom
below

;
these are all effects wholly due to chiaroscuro, and constitute tho chief charm of thosenne architectural comjwsitions. It has always appeared to me a subject of regret that the

undue interference of incompetent judges preventetl Sir Christopher Wren from carrying
ont his first and i>erfectly original idea for St. Paul's Cathedral, where the effects produced
by the double vaultetl aisle, surrounding the octagonal nave, would have been truly
surpnsmg

;
my conviction is that had that design been carried out an interior architectural

scene would have been the result, whoUy unparalleled in any building in Christendom.
ihe present is, of course, not a proper occasion for discussing the utilitarian requirements

ot a room, ^o doubt an apartment destined for pictures must have its light admitted far
oincrently from a room where sculpture is to be exhibited, and both widely differ from

* Continned from page 143.

tho requiremenU of an ordinary llvlug-room. But these are questions, althoagh of high.
importance to every student, which most not here engage ua.

» —

o

There are, however, purely (esthetic conaideratlons connected with this subject of ttu
admisaiou of light, which are, It appears to mc, perfectly fit to be enterUincd within these
walls. Very forcible effects ore produced by mere contrast in tho degree of Uittit
admitted.

^*

When an apartment is desired to bo spoclally marked by a gay and featlre character, tho
eye should bo proparetl by subjecting It to a comparatively dim light. If, on the other
hand, a solemn effect Is to bo aimed at, that object la promoted by preTiooaly «abjectlna
tho eye to a strong light. I have been frequently stmck by the far greater efcwTof
solemnity produootl on the mind by entering a cathedral direct from the clear, external air,
than when entered from tho cloisters or chapter-house, where tho eye haa already got
somewhat accustomed to a subdued light.

Indeed, for every great architectural soeno it ia well that the eye should bo duly pre-
liared. I think it may be broadly stated that a high light ia, for almost every purpose.
more pleasing than a low liglit. This is more especially the ca^e when a grand or broad
effect is aimed at. By lifting the windows above the ordinary range of vision, the Intensity
of the light is sulidued, and a quiet effect Is produced. The sombre light so striking in
theearly basilicas of Italy Is due to this arrangement. No doubt much of tho charm of
those remarkable buildings ia attributable to the unaffected simplicity of form whloh dis-
tinguishes them from the theatrical straining at effect, tho multiplicity and complexity of
parts, the arcliitectural flutter, which aro apt to characterise later Mediaeval works. Still
this pleasing sobriety of form is greatly enhanced by tho mode of admitting the light. I
will refer you to another illustration, and that of a comparatively modern date, to show
you that the principle which I urge on your attention is irrespective of stylo. At Hllaa,
the ante-chapel of a church, probably of the sixteenth century, is appropriated aa a man*
soleum for tho family of the great Condottlere Trivulzi. At a considerable height from
tho pavement are deep recesses, which receive the sarcophagi, and overall is the clerestory.
Tho only light, therefore, that this lofty ante-chapel receives ia from above, and the effect
ia extremely impressive. A brief inscription on the walls, alluding to the active life of the
great commander, is.in excellent keeping with tho reposo of thesceae—

" Qui nunquam quievit, quieacit—tace !"

(Be silent 1 for ho who never rested, rests.)

rhave now sufficiently brought before you the importance of the study of jiroportlon and
position of the lights ; but yet another essentially necessary consideration remains ; I mean
the colour and texture of the walls to be lighted. Whether these vertical surfaces are
themselves light or dark in tone ; whether of a nature to al}aorb or to reflect light, are cir-
cumstances never to be overlooked.
We all know practically, when a room has to be lighted up artiflclally, how much the

requisite number of lights depends on these accidental circumstances.
Observe the strong light produced by a single taper in a room with white walla and

compare it with the dim glimmer obtained from the same taper in a room papered with a
dark red paper.
Of course the same must hold good in the case of daylight. H, therefore, we have dark

walls and furniture it behoves us to have large windows.
You perceive, then, how futile and empirical would be any rule for determining the

proportion of solid to void in the external wall of a room. It is, in truth, experience
derived from habitual, unremitting observation that can alone safely guide ua.
"There are rooms," says the great observer, Bacon, "where you cannot tell where to

become to be out of the sun or cold ;" and tho excess he condemns is, doubtless, a serious
fault : but I believe, generally, that an excess of light is a less serious fault than a deficiency,
for, in the one case a variety of means present themselves of remedying the defect, whilst
the other j^ not so readily curable.

I have now touched upon some of the more material subjocts of inquiry in the Interior
disposition of a building.
The subject is too large to admit of being treated on in detail in this place, and it would

lead us out of the sphere of esthetics to which I am limited. Nor shall I now enter upon
the wide field of interior decoration. I will confine myself to the laying before you a few
remarks on the general treatment of interior architecture.

I am afraid I venture an opinion at variance with general practice when I express my
conviction that the introduction of a complete order into ^e interior of a building la a
solecism and an indefensible inconslstoncy,
An entablature, as usually comiwsed, seems essentially a piece of external architecture.

The triglyphs of a Doric frieze, for example, are but the ends of the timbers of a floor or
roof, and a cornice is but tho overhanging extremities of a roof. To introduce these
features, therefore, within, seems almost irrational. I know of no evidence of this practice
having prevailed among the masters of Qieok art, until that art liad lost its youthful
purity and the original intention of the several component parte of an order had been
lost sight of. At all events, I Jthink that these features of exterior construction should
l>e avoided within ordinary apartments. I am aware that this dogma, carried out to its full
limit, would extend to the condemnation of labels, or dripstones, and battlements and other
details exclusively derived from external architecture. Nor do I see that such can be
defended when introduced in the interior, except on the ground that these solecisms pre-
vailetl at the best periods of art, and are productive of great riehneas of effect.

At all events, I would counsel you to be on your guard againat a too ready acquiescence
in the ordinary practice of appljdng to the interior of buildings the forms and features of
exterior architecture.
Nor need tho exclusion of these rigid forms In any way embarrass us. Before " paint

and paper '' had usurped their undivided dominion over the decorators of our apartments,
our ancestors resorted to many means of internal mural ornamentation—means, possibly,
more costly, but certainly more worthy of the dignity of art.
Tyre supplied its rich drapery to embellish the walls of Roman buildings, and following

in tho steps of Egypt, Assyria and Greece, the artists of Rome loved to depict their fairest
forms and most brilliant conceptions on the walls of their rooms. Inspired by the example
of Eastern art, the founders of ecclesiastical architecture encrusted their walls with
mosaics. The looms of the East, also, furnished them with ricii hanging^;, rivalled afterwards
by the weavers of France, of Flanders, and of England. But the too general demand for
economical decoration in latter times has ci-eated wh(^e branches of mechanical manu-
facture to supply the place and mock the semblance of more durable, solid, and real enrich-
ment costly hangings are represented by fabrics manufactured by the mile, and the most
precious woods and marbles are reproduced by the simple apparatus of the paintbrush and
the varnish pot.

It is now necessary that I should draw these desultory observations to a close ; and in
thus concluding my addresses to you, at all events for this year. I cannot do bo more
satisfactorily than by giving you a few words of hope and encouragement. I have, in the
course of the season, brought to your notice many noble works and many distinguished
men ; let these examples excite your emulation and quicken your zeal ; and especially do I
hope that my faultering though earnest words may animate those among you, students of
the Royal Academy, whoso fortune it may l>e to encounter early difficulties. Let those
difficulties be regarded as a call upon your patient exertions, and let them be the earnest of
your ultimate success.

It was remarked to mc by an eminent writer and acute observer of nature, in Canada,
that those trees ever produced the best timber which, lying on the imsheltcred outskirts of

a forest, were consequently most exposed to the vicissitudes of climate and most agitatod
by storms and tempests. So it is, iwrhaps, that by similar trials the young mind is hardened
and nurtured into a firm and vigorous maturity. I might detain you long by a view of the
early struggles of great minds, from G-iotto, who first imbibed the principles of that art by
which he achieved an immortal name, whilst he " tended the homely, slighted, shepherd's
trade," down to our own Turner, whose earliest aspirations of genius were breathed
amidst tho uncongenial obstacles and objects of his humble origin.

The annals of genius are, indeed, full of such examples. Nor let these esrperiences be
lost, even on the youth who may be conscious of less elevated natural powers. We well

femow that all cannot be first in the race. Yet the history of art records many an instance

of men of very moderate claims to the character of genius, whose useful labors have placed

them In a highly honourable position. To such men, a steady, well-directed, and judicions
application of their natural t^ente, united with an open, frank, and honourable conduct
have secured for them that reward to which higher genius has often failed to attain.
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0\ THE PLAN AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE AVESTMINSTKR
PALACE HOTEL.*

IT bkving been intin>»ted that a briet aecouut of the Westminster Palaeo Hot«l might

poMibly •Son] wme matter of interest to the members of this Institute, my brother,

Mr WUUmu Mceeley, with ploaswre hiia drawn up tiie following particulars.

The douuid for improved ho:cl amommodatiou in the mctroiwlis having been met by a

^j^.^rto^ on the part of the pubUc to vest capital in such uudettttkings, several

lUttutiitMot this kind have arisen, and the movement bids fair to make such buildings,

with i^«id to extffljt and importance, second to none of those in the other capitals of the

The Westminster Palace Hotel Company secured in 183" the plot of ground forming the

•Mie beti»«en the east end of \"ictoria-street and Tothill-strect, containing an available

taUdiiig enrfaec of 3,.W0 square yards, for a term of 8S years, and at an animal tent of

£»», or is. -W. |ier square yard, or about £i vor foot frontage in Victoria-street.

An Act of I'ai liament was deemed requisite to afford the \\ estmmster Improvement

Commiaaioncrs such powers as would enable them to grant a valid title, but the delay

oooMioned in obt.iining that Act prevented the commencement of the excavation for the

botldinff until Jime. ISV*. , . . . . , ^ ^ j
The nn^tecU had, however, progressed with the plans, and by obtaining a separate tender

for the excavation, that work was proceeding while the drawings were being completed,

and the aooeptance of the tender for the work ulUmately took place in the following

October
The oriffinal contents of the eurface of the site was as before stated-3,500 square yards,

this was increaaed during the progress of the etnicture, and additional land has since been

obtained. The total area covered which eitciids on the basement, is 3,:J3G square yards, and

in the ground floor 2,7y5 square yanls.
i , .

The excavation for the foundation exposed the maiden surface of the soil, reached at a

depth of li' feet below the level of the present road, consisting of an even bed of peat

eanh about feet in thickness, overlaying a thin stratum of clay, which latter rested upon

a stratum of fine saud full of water. ^ .,^t. i.

At might be expected, the original surface (the bog earth) was not without some traces

of natural pit)ductions or of the early occupants of the locality. Roots of great willow

trees, the bod of a rivulet, with planked margin, a hard causeway in a dii-ection paraUel

with Tothill-etr«et, leading to the western gateway of the " Close of Westminster Abbey ;"

a pilgrim's hat of goat's hair, pieces of leather garments, -with some few other

ndea of the pilgrims passing to the Holy Shrine from the Tabert Hostelry in Tothill-street,

indicated the ancient usee of this part of Thorney Iseland. But the most interesting cir-

C'lmstance connected with the site is the fact that the house of John Caxton stood near

the wet-tend of the present Tothill-street front of the building, and where it is intended at

K>me future time to place a statue to his memory.
Thus the enduring memorials of bygone time are made to give way before the progress

of modem improvements, which by many will be thought by no means an amiable feature

in the pursuits of modem architects.

Over the whole surface of the sand, when the peat had been removed, a slab of concrete,

four feet iu thickness, was thrown, and the building was thus permanently secured from

all risk of subsidence from any defects in the nature of the subsoil.

The rise of the tidal waters up the Victoria-street sewer became a matter of grave oon-

?idemtion. " Equallv so did the desirableness of giving the least amount of elevation to the

ground floor above the linn of the adjoining streets employ the attention of the architects.

They ultimately fixed the ground floor level at seven feet above the paving at the entrance

as the height wiiich would secure the dryness of the basement floor and afford a sufficient

elevation for the great kitchen ( lt> feet high), and this level gave an opportunity for ob-

taining mezzanine*"rooms over the other parts of the basement where the smaller divisions

occurred, and which was taken " advantage of " for securing the necessary auxiliary rooms

and offices immediately;adjoining and above those in which the greater culinary operations

were to be carried on.

The nccea^ry height of 17 feet 6 inches given to the other large apartments, such as the

coffee-room, great banqueting-room. and eastern-room, being an unneces.sary elevation for

the smaller rooms on the western side of the entrance, it was determined at once to " dare

Criticism," and to design the ground floor fa9ade of the edifice with different ranges of

string-coorjes and window openings on cither fide the principal entrance; and they have

had no reason to complain of the criticism which has arisen, for it has proved that the
" general eye " is more foi^ving for wants of uniformity in parts, when neces.sity and
fitness concur in demanding such a deviation from the established rule, than they could

have given it credit for.

By the arrangement above named they were enabled to obtain three floors of rooms on
the west side of the centre, when they had but two floors on the eastern side ; the middle

floor, on a level with Victoria-street (also reached by descending a few steps from the

centre hall), and the upper floor raisetl G feet above the level of the hall, and reached by
ascending three steps from the half f^pace of the principal staircase, from which extends a

central corridor to the west end of the building.

The whole of the western lialf of the building is let to the India Board at a rental of

£&fiOO per annum, and the arrangement of this portion in the way it was planned, although

accidental, has been such as to enable the Hotel Company to acquire the most valuable

connection and rental, and which leaves a complete hotel in the other part of the structure.

Four rooms in depth, from front to rear, are obtained by planning three small internal

courts OJO feet in length and 20 feet in width), and thus the accommodation of this wing
of the building Is swelled to upwards of 100 sitting and bed rooms.
The «pace of 4 feet 6 inches, which has been left between the top of the concrete and the

level of the baEement-paving (for raising It out of the way of the tidal-water), is made
available for affording the means of cleaning out the drains, smoke flues from all the

cooking stoves, water and gas pipes ; and to make the system of drainage more available,

iron moveable covers are put on all the drain pipes (which it should be stated are of cast-

iron), and a gangway is left through all the sleeper walls ; thus, by the removal of the

York-hire stone " ways " (provided in the floor) a man may pass all over the foundation
without any further interruption of the surface.

Thij space U also u^ed as a reservoir for cool air, for the supply of the kitchen, to which
it is admitted by large gratings under the cooks' tables.

As may be supposed, the surface under the floor exhibits a perfect network of pipes, flues,

and drains.
Independently of waterclosete and bath-rooms, larders, &c., &c., there are 28G rooms to

let in the hotel 7o water-closets and 14 bath-rooms, thelarders, and store-roomsof various
kinds occupy the vaults under Victoria-street, and are rendered Immediately available by
the area between them and the kitchen and offices Ixjing covered with gla^s.

The original contract for the building was ,£68,960, but the cubical contents

was extcndcl by the increased surface subseciuently obtained. The fitting up a portion

for the India Bo^, the fittings of all kinds, and other circumstances, over which
the ardiltecta had no control, produced eventually an increased expenditure, making the
totaloost about £97,000.
Of the general features of the facade it is unnecessary to speak ; whatever defects it may

liave, are now for ever determined ; and whether the opinion be favourable or unfavourable
will very much result from the previous predilections and particular tastes of the critics.

The architects, however, claim for themselves the credit of having shown some desire to

construct such a building as. while it was suited to the peculiarities of the site, would
pOMMS at least some indication of " high art," untrammelled by conventionalities, and they
may, perhaps, refer to the mansard roofing as proof, at least, of the latter statement.

It has not been without some anxiety that they have waited the " growing up " of the
bnslneBa of the hotel, to be informed, from actual experience. If the outlay which has
arisen from It« strictly artistic and ornamental features, beyond what was actually neces-
Mryfor prorldlng the simple required amount of accommodation, would or would not be
anctAoned by the actaal " money return " arising from the particular action of this part
of the eonstmctlon ; the result has relieved them from any such anxiety, and they believe
that the ftmount of such work has had its sjM^al revenue-producing effect.

• Read before the Institute of L.l^ish Architects, on the 3rd instant, by ANDREW
MOSELET, Fellow.

The convenient nrrantrcnicnt of the parts of the hotel received careful study, and the

more oVivlous necessities of adapting the larger and smaller divisions of the building to their

resi^ective i)unwSie^~plf'-"""iS *^^'6 greater ]»art of tlio bed and sitting rooms comninnic^tiiijr

directly with one another with double doors, and at the same t inic having separate entrances

from the passiigcs ;
arranging for the rooms to he let apart for eoniniittees, arbitralions'and

other business purposes, with external approach ; providing sufiiciont waiters' rooms on the
several floors ; baths and waterclosots ; and witlial, taking care that these were sufl3cient,but

not **in excess" of size, or that there was not any unnecessary i-oom lost in the passages, and
that all the stories which it was jxtssible to obtain, but at the same time that sufllcient

height was given to each, and that thus the greatest revenue would Ix) proiluced. They had
then to plan the groat coffee-room, banqueting-hall, ladies' coffee-room, &c., convenient in

situation, and ready of access, and having at the same time taken care that the kitchens

(and all their auxiliarj- apartments) were conveniently placed, so as to be easily overlooked

by the manager. The plans exhibited to the meeting will show what these arrangements
are— a matter not easily understood in the building itself, since it has l)ecn partially rc-

arrangeil for the India Board.
Having had their attention turned to matters of ventilation in regard to public

buildings during a long course of years, in their first consideration of the design for the
present structure" a general system of artificial ventilation received anxious consideration ;

but, looking at the matter in all its bearings, with reference to the daily changing circum-
stances of an hotel, they determined to limit all artificial means of removing heated or
vitiated air to the coffee-room, great banqueting-rooni, some of the water-closets and the
kitchen, and this they have been enabled to achieve by generating a great up-draught in the
usual way with the furnace heat, and thus to make it self-acting, avoiding the " danger "

of subsequent ineglcct or disarrangement too common) in all such ventilating undertakings
when solely for ventilating jiurposes.

This has been done as follows:— An ''awkward" spandrel piece," formed by the
irregularity in the shape of the *'6ite," is cut off from the plan and formed into a
great smoke and ventilating shaft ; it has a horizontal area of 48 feet, and although
a i>as8age intervenes between this and the great kitchen range, all the smoke
^nd heat are carried over the passage into a funnel 1 foot :J inches in
diameter, reaching from the basement to the top of the brick shaft above the roo
of the hotel ; and running up the centre of the before named brick shaft are carried

two other funnels, into which are collected the heat and smoke from all the charcoal and
coke stoves, ovens, hot plates, steam and hot-water boilers, and by this means so much
heat is radiated from the iron surface of the funnels in the space round them in the brick
shaft as to create a continual strong "up-draught," and into which, at various places,

horizontal fines communicating with the various rooms and places before named have their

termination, and so the continual " sucking up" of the heated and vitiated air is going on
night and day, and " cool" air is admitted to the kitchen from the spaces before named
under the floor, and to the other apartments by means of Moore's ventilators, or the opening
of the doors or windows.
We may add, as a practical remark, with regard to this matter, that we believe that the

peculiarities of an hotel make any other mode of artificial ventilation unsuitable ; other
architects may carry our present Ideas out more fully and better, but we recommend them
to avoid any peculiar general system of ventilation, although applicable to other public
buildings.
The fioors throughout the building (with the exception of two or three rooms in tlic

basement mezzanine), are entirely of fireproof materials, (vide full sized section.)

The construction of the floors, it will be seen by reference to the section, is as follows:
Wrought-iron rolled joists, 7 inches in depth, with flanges on each side for carrying the
laths to support the concrete, with bearings varying up to 17 feet 6 inches in length, car-
ried either by plate box girders or by cross walls, were placed two feet apart, and fir laths,

IJ inch square, were dropped on the flanges; upon these was laid five inches of concrete,

composed of one part of ground blue lias lime, five parts roughly screened Thames gravel
and fir fillets 4 by 4 having been first fixed round the margins of each room for securing
the carpets, a flooring was made by floating, firstly, a thickness of three-quarters of an inch

of Portland cement and sand in equal parts ; and, secondly, when the same was quite

dry, finishing with three-quarters of an inch of pure Portland cement, and to the walls was
added a skirting of Keen's cement.

Besides the fireproof character which this mode of construction gives the building, a
freedom from the harbouring of insects was also .anticipated, as well as the absence of

noise, and we believe that in all these respects it has been found to act admirably.
The inconvenient transmission of sound from floor to floor (the great evil found to exist

when brick arches, or concrete alone, however thick arc used), determined them to provide
an entirely (and in every sense of the word) indejKJndent ceiling throughout every floor of

the building, and although this (being formed in the usual way, by binders and ceiling

joists, lathed and plastered) was in itselJf an inflammable construction, yet with the cement
floor and skirting over it, and cased as a ceiling is, by lime and hair plasterings, out of

the reach of any accidental common cause of fire, it Is not thought by the architects to take

much from the fireproof quality of the structure.

The great fireproof quality (next to the floor) arises from what would bo quarter parti-

tions in other buildings. Throughout this building (with very small exception) the partitions

are composed of Beart's perforated bricks set in Roman cement ; and such was the strength

of the iron joists and plate girders on each floor, that they commenced carrying up these

walls in the upper floors first, and so to the one-pair, even over the large voids of the great

dining-room and coffee-rooms, as by this means was avoided any evil from the deflection of

the wrought-iron work when loaded.

These half brick walls, when rendered with lime and hair on each side, are better non-
conductors of sound from room to room than the architects hiul expected, and are iu all

respects a most successful mode of treating thin internal partition walls.

The other great fireproof principle is that of carrying up all the main cross walla through
the i-oofs, and treating them in every resiiect as party walls, except with regard to

nocessary doorways and dressings, and these being away from any other inflammable
materials (the fioors and skirtings being of cement), no great danger of the spread of fire

can arise.

The strength of the floors has had a verj* unexpected and severe test, in consequence of

the occupation by the Indian Board ; for they found upon a previous calculation that they
required to place a no less weight than '227 tons of books in the upi>er floor, and which,
when distributed, gave no less than 12 tons ujwn the floor of each room, with joists having
upwards of 16 feet bearing ; this the architects were able to assent to, for, upon calculation,

they found them capable of carrying for a continuance Hi tons.

It was part of their original design that an ascending carriage should be supplied the

hotel, for reaching the upper floors ; that it should be capable of cairying up pei-sons day
and night, at any moment ; that this should be done witli the greatest dispatch, free from
danger, and that, as much as i>ossible, noises in the working should bo avoided ; also that, it

should not occupy much room, or by means of furnaces or flues, occasion any unnecessary
heat in the building. Taking all these circumstances into account, they determineil upon
one of Sir William Armstrong's hydraulic machines as the contrivance most suitable for

the purjHjse.

The Chelsea Waterworks giving a water supply of sufficient elevation for working the
ram, they obtained an estimate from Messrs. Carricks, who had executed the various
smaller lifts for the hotel; but having under the general contract only provided the shaft,

the reservoir to contain 6,000 gallons of water on the top of the building, and another
above the basement floor, so that the water after use would not run to waste, but bo
re-used in the culinary part of the establishment, this method of transit was determined
niwn, but the contract for completing the hoist still remains In abeyance.

The perfect safety of an apparattis of this kind became necessarily a matter of earnest

consideration to the architects, as besides the constant superintendence of the conductor,

who was to ride up and do^vn with the passengers, and by pulling the roiw (acting on the
valve) would stop thecal at the floor intended to be reached, a further arrangement ty

avoid personal risk fromUhe breaking of the chain was necessary, and Mr. Carrick (if

pcmiitted) will explain tbfe arrangement of his safety check to prevent any danger arising

therefrom.
The means of commui- icating readilv, and, to ft certain extent, noiselessly with the

various waiters, was considered of great importance, and, thanks to the inventive faculties

of this Inventive period, th; architects found various new modes of doing this ; but in the
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uouinatic system of boUhansing, one at once adaptable to their purpose, as by an arrange-

) nt of that apparatus to tablets containing the number of the rooma, they have boon able

. produce in the building a nearly noisulcsfl, durable, and most effective system of cora-

iiinication. This is carried on by means of a piston, which, exhausting the air in a

Mill! tulK-s releases a catch lioldiiig up a t:il)let on wliich the number of the room la placed,

|] niil, attlic same time (at the btatioa of the tablets near the various waiters' stations)

striking' a small bell.

After a consideration of the electric bell apparatus, and the old wire crank and tablet

sy-tcni. they have reason, now the actual experience of its operation has been tested, to

congratulate themselves on tlie success of the apparatus, and they have requested

Mr. Tlioru, tlie paLuntee, to attend the meeting to illustrate what they have brietly said on
this fubjcct.

4.11 extended application of speaking- tubes has been made, which, besides lieing attached

to the lifts, are carried from the manager's, housekeeper's, clerk's, cellarman's, clerk of

the kitchen, hall porter, coffee room, kv., &c., and to all the various parts of the structure

to anil from which messages are likely lo become necessary, and the ease, quiet, and
dispatch which tliese afford " in the working " of tlie hotel cannot be over-estimated.

LONDON BRIDGE RAILWAYS TERMINUS HOTEL.*

IN accordance with a request from your active secretary, I have the pleasure to submit a
few particulars with reference to the London-bridge Ilailway Terminus Hotel, now

being erected under my direction.

I should not have ventured to offer any description of this building, 3xcept as a supple-

ment to the i)aper of Mr. Moseley, m I am not aware of any novelty of arrangement orcon-
struction worthy of the attention of t!ie Institute.

It appears that London, which has hitherto been badly supplied with hotel accommoda-
tion, is at last making a move in the right direction, and constructing buildings more con-
sistent with the requirements of the numerous travellers who are constantly arriving at,

and departing from, its great metropoUtaTi termini.

It ha-^ been said, with reference to the hotel in question, tliat the extension of the railway
to Charing-cross and the City would leave London-bridge without customers, but I do not
think that the siiaroholders need apprehend any depret^iation of their property from this

cause. The extension will bring from the South Western Railway and elsewhere as many
as it takes away, and the Brighton Company, at the pi-esent moment, are giving notices for

the extension of their London-bridge Istation. It appears to me that London-bridge must
always continue one of the great railway tonnini of the world.
The building stands at the south-west [corner of the Brighton station, with frontages to

Juiner-street and St. Thorn Eis's-street.

Level of the streets is about 'J-j feet below the railway level, and in designing the
building it was necessary to keep the principal floor on the level of the platform or there-

almuts.t
The principal entrance on the lower level is from St. Thomas's-street, and with the

exception of the entrance-hall, principal, staircase, and manager's offices, the whole of the
ground floor is appropriated to the domer^tic offices of the hotel; the basement being
devoted almost entirely to cellarage.

The following is a summary of the accommodation provided :^
Basement.—Wine, beer, coal, and ice collars, and a large room for servants ; dining-room,

furnace for bath^, and warming apparatus.
Qround atory.—Entrance-hall and staircase. Secondary staircase from Joiner-street, and

club entrance, hereafter referred to. Manager's offices and bar. The remainder is appro-
priated to the offices consisting of kitchen, sculleries, larders, still-room, pantries, servants'
liall, &c., &c. ; the two portions which are bisected by tlie entrance-hall being connected
together by a passage-way under principal staircase. The north-west angle is appropriated
to the tap, being immediately at foot of the steps leading from, the railway to Joiner-
street, and will, no doubt, have plenty of customers from the porters employed on the
railway.

Orw-jiair Storf/.—The princijml part of this floor is proposed to be devoted to the use of a
Bouthwark club (which is much wanted by the professional and commercial classes in the
Borough), and will yield a large rentiil to the Hotel Company. The club coffee-room will
be supplied from the hotel kitchen, and will be another considerable source of profit. The
rooms for the club consist of coffee-room, dining-room, moming-room, smoking-room, and
billiard-roora, with private rooms, &;c., &:c. The remainder of this floor is devoted to the
living rooms of the tap, and to the linen department of the hotel.

Tico-J'air Siorv/.—Being the railway level comprises the principal cofTee-room, 70 feet by
2!) feet ; laflies' coffee-room, 31) feet by 30 feet ; and library and reading-room, 29 feet by
25 feet, with the usual serving rooms and pantries, and sundry private rooms. The prin-
cipal staircase from the lower level terminates on this floor, and a staircase in both wings
is continued upwards. An entresol floor is obtained in the wings, making up the height of
the large rooms. The remainder of the stories are divided in the usual way with bath-
rooms, waiting-rooms, &ic. Tlie total number of rooms of all sorts, exclusive of cellarage,
is 2()'.>. The frontage to St. Thomas's-street is 130 feet, and that to Joiner-street is 97 feet,
and the total height from pavement of street to ridge of roof is 112 feet, and to summit of
terminals over ventilating shafts, 150 feet.

The Company are ixssessed of additional land in St. Thomas's-street, on which it is pro-
posed to erect a large public room, with additional bed-rooms ov3r.

I shall not attempt to describe the style of the building. It forms a considerable feature
in the architecture of Southwark, and, being freely treated, I leave it to the ingenuity of
the Institute to find a name.
The building is constructed with white bricks and Portland stone, and the roof is covered

with green slates.

I fear that this dry description of a bnikling will not sufficiently interest the members of
the Institute, and as no great difficulties have arisen in the construction, no great interest
will be attached to the description thereof.
On excavating for the foundation, we found, at about 12 feet from the surface, a layer of

Boft running sand, about 4 feet thick, very full of water. The whole of this was taken out,
and a solid bed of hard gravel reached. Tlie water was kept within bounds by hand-
pumps, and the trenches filled with concrete made with blue lias, which was carried up
above the ordinary level of the water, which was somewhat affected by the tides. Nothing
of any interest was found in the excavations, except a few pieces of broken pottery, sent
herewith. The footings of main wall are G feet thick, reduced to 3 feet in thickness, and a
layer of asphalte i-inch thick laid over the whole surface and on the vertical faces of the
basement walls. The walls are 4 bricks thick up to ground line ; 3^ bricks thick up to
two-pair level ; -1 bricks tluck up to four-pair level ; 2j bricks up to cornice.

It has not been attempted to make the building fireproof. The staircases are of stone
throughout, and the corridors and passages are constructed with tile arches and wrought-
iron girders, paved with 3-inch Portland. The basement is entirely covered with tile
arches and wrought-iron springers, and the ceiling of kitchen is also formed with tile
arches. The arches are all in three thicknesses, set in Roman cement.
The only point requiring specdal consideration in construction was in relation to the

girders over the large room.-^, which were of considerable span, and had of necessity to
cany the division walls and chimney-breasts ofjsix stories, with the floors, tile, arching and
paving of corridors.

It appeared, therefore, to be very desirable to introduce girders at every floor, to reduce
the weight on each girder as much as possible, and so that, in the event of any accident
arising from fire or other causes, every floor should be independent and self-supporting.
The wrought-iron girders are placed immediately under each of the i)-inch division walls,
the flanges of which are afterwards built up and plastered over.
A parallel girderof smaller dimensions acts as a trimming girder ; a 4-inch landing from

top of main girrler to trimming girder, perforated exactly for the flues, carries the projection
of the chimney-breasts, and the hearths are afterwards formed on top of landings with tiles.

•Read before the Royal Institute of British Architects, by Mr. Uenby CL^^KEY, on
Monday, March Srd.

t Plan and view wlU be found in Vol. YU., pp. 348, 249.

Tlie whole of the girders were introduced and fltted together before the Hubdivhdon
walls, chimney-breasts, 5:c., were built. This wu found a convenient arrangement for
handling and placing the long girders in position. The glrderB had a bearing nt one end on
main wail, and at the other on cost-irou stancheons, whicn were attto built into thethlcknc^^s
of the 0-inch division walls. As these girders passed through the ventilating chambers,
apertures were left in the webb at the proper points. The greatest estimated weight on one
of these girders was HZ tons In the centre, and it wiU. therSore, be dear thataooiufdcTabie
sectional area was necessary, the bearing being 2S feet, llie heaviest girder wei^ied 4 tons.

Tlio ventilation is provided for as follows ;—The kitchen department, smoking-room,
and rooms on one pair are connected with the shaft shown on plan, the centre of which Is

occupied hy a galvanised iron tube conveying the smoke frrjm all the furnaces and flres in
kitciien department. The remainder of the building is ventilated by means of cfaamfcwrt
formed between the floors and ceilings of corridor. These are connected with vertical shafts
in each wing. A (xiwerful bot-watcr coil is Introduced in these shafts, heated from the
fiirmice which supplies the baths and hot-water service, so that it will be continnolly in
oix^ration winter and summer. These shafts arc continued up, and form the terminations
of the pyramidal roofs of pavilions. The ventilating chambers are formed between the
tile arches and the paving of corridors. A warming apparatus in the basement will snflloo

to keep the staircases at a moderate temperature. An ample supply of external air fa

admitted to every fireplace. Cistern room to the extent of 2''J,000 gallons is provided,
distributed over the building, ami, as the high service will not reach the upper stories, a
steam pump is providetl in scullery in connection with the general steam apparatus, which
pumps the water from the low-service main.
Mr. Billing's patent iron throat valves and terra-cotta terminals have boon fixed to the

chimneys, for the prevention of smoke.
The excavations were commenced in December, 1860, but the old buildings on the site

were not cleared away until Jauuarj-, J StJl. The works have been progressing steadily, and
notwithstanding the "interference from the strike, the building has made rapid progress,
thanks to the well-known energy and intelligence of the contractors, Messrs. Lucas, whose
zeal and ability need no further remark from me. The total quantity of bricks nsed in
the construction is three millions ; the quantity of wrought iron, 200 tons ; the quantity of
cast iron, SO tons ; and 15,000 cube feet of timber. The whole of the bricks and mortar
have l^een raised by a hoist constructed in the well-hole of the eastern staircase and
l>arrowed on each floor to the position required. This hoist was worked by a horse, who
had the run of a back street, and the length of which jusl admitted of the materials
reaching the room. The stone was raised by a small steam-engine, and the whole of the
ironwork was lifted inside the building and placed In position witliont the slightest

accident.

The whole has been carried on without a clerk of the works, under the immediate super-
intendence of my active and intelligent assistant, Mr. Harris.

I have great pleasure in bearing testimony to the skill and intelligence and ready atten-
tion of Messrs. Lucas's principal foreman, Mr. Steel, and to the energy and obliging and
hearty assistance of the foremen of the soversd branches of work.
The work is l)emg executed at a schedule of prices. The total cost will be £*>0,000, equal

to about Is. a cube foot, including stoves, bath and bell work, gas wanning, and ventilating
arrangement, and everything complete except furniture. The kitchen fittings, bath, bell,

and gas work, warming apparatus, &c., are being ably executed by Messrs. Jeakes and Co.,

and thecarving has been effectively executed by Mr. Tolmie. The building was commenced
in Januaiy, 1801, and will be completed and ready for opening concurrently with the Great
International Exhibition, in May, 1862, being a period of sixteen months.

I trust the Institute will not consider I have occupied their time unnecessarily with this

uninteresting description. I only hope it may be useful as a means of comparing the details

and arrangement of this with other kindred buildings.

THAMES EMBANKMENT COMMISSION.—SURREY SIDE.

ON Thursday, the 27th ult., the Commissioners re-asserabled at the offices of

the Commission in Victoria-street, Westminster; Captain Douglas Galton,

of the Royal Engineers, in the chair ; and took into consideration five plans for

embanking the Surrey side of the Thames. The first plan submitted was by Mr.
W. A. Brooks, C.E. He propo-sed four quays for the line of embankment. The
first from Fore-street, Lambeth, to Westminster-bridge; the second between

Westminster-bridge and Bankside, Southwark; the third off St. Saviour's Dock,
Bermondsey ; .and the fourth from the Thames Tunnel to Kin^ and Queen Stairs,

Rotlierhithe. The estimated cost of the embankment from Lambeth Palace to

Bankside will be £162,492. Mr. Austin proposed a 30-feet embankment wall,

with conduits into which the sewers would discharge, combined with docks

between the embankment walls. Mr. T. E. Weller's plan consisted of a solid

embankment from Westminster-bridge to Blackfriars, following the present line

of the river frontage. Mr. J. Ligbtfoot's embankment would run from Vauxhall

to Lambeth, with a roadway in front of all the premises to Rotherliithe, with

docks between the roadway" and the premises to London-bridge. Also, a new
bridge opposite the Horse Guard.s, and a new street to unite York-street and

College-street. Mr. Giles suggested an embankment from Vauxhall to Lambeth-
bridge, and a roadway GO feet wide to Bankside, and a new road from Nine-elms

to Lambeth.

THE LATE FALL OF HOUSES AT HACKNEY.

AT the last meeting of the Metropolitan Board of Works Mr. G. Legg,

district surveyor, made a report respecting the recent fall of two houses at

Hackney. He stated that the two houses were respectively five stories in

height, and erecting at the very base of the embankment of the North Loudon

Railway, a few yards from the Hackney station ; that the erection was pressed

on with expedition, and that the front of the west house and part of tliat of the

east house fell into the buildings. The causes of the accident be considered

were the proximity of the buildings to the railway, the vibration arising from

the breaks acting upon the trains at the spot, the greenness of tlie work, the in-

completeness of the work, and the large number of men stated to have been at

work on the front that first gave way. Also, the buildings proceeding at this

time of the year, and necessarily affected by the frost and rapid changes of the

weather and temperature, together with the omission of due supervision by the

foreman on behalf of the builder, and the collars to the roof not being in. It

was given in evidence that six men were engaged running tiie cornice of the

front and on the two-pair story, and three fixing a triple-light sash frame on
the one-pair story; these operations proceeding at the same period, the front

buckled, and this caused the accident. Remarks had been made on some of the

materials, which were of the usual mixed character employed by speculating

builders, and of the same description as the other ei^ht hous^cs erecte<l by Mr.

Amos in continuation; the party-wall was standing five stories hiiih without the

slightest support but the two houses, thereby showing that tlie remarks were

unnecessai'v. The building was erected up to the one-pair story during the

period Jlr. Lego's predecessor held ofiice, and stood for a short time prior to the

builder proceeding with the works.
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ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ^VRCHITECTS.

AN ordinary peneral meeting of tbis body was held on Monday evening at tbe
ruou», 9, Conduit-street, Kegent-atrcet j Mr. M. Digby Wyatt, V.P.,

in tbe dioir.

Mr. T. Hatter Lewis, hon. secretan-, read the minutes of proceedinsrs at
tbe last meeting, » liich were approved of and confirmed.
AVw Fellow.—Mr. George Aitchison, of Muscovy-court, Trinity-square, having

been balloted for, was duly elected a R-Uow of the Institute.

Donmtions.—Mr. J. Bell, hon. sccretarv', aimounced several donations, in-
elndini! a part of the " Dictionary of Architecture."
The Chairman called attention to the value of this work, the conductors of

which incited the co-operation and assistance of the members of the profession in
bringing it out.

Proicoor Kebr could state from experience tbe Dictionary contained the
most valuable information on tbe subject of architecture.
A vote of thanks was passed to the donors.
The Competitimi for the Fiifade of the Florence Cathedral, and the

Frince Consort UhelM.—The Cuairman said that before proceeding to the
immediate bnsiness of the evening there were two subjects to which he wished to
direct the attention of the meeting. One was the fact that the Council of the
Institute had been in correspondence with the Italian Minister in London, and
tbe result was that n series of tracings sent from the Government of Italy,
showing the modes of operation adopted at the Cathedral of Florence, would be
exhibited at the rooms of tlie Institute, so that they might be e.\amiued by all

who might wish to compete for the facade of the Cathedral more conveniently
than at the rooms of the embissy. The second subject to which he wished to
draw their attention was a very interesting one. He held in bis hand a letter
from one of the most respected members of the Committee appointed by her
Majesty to make suggestions as to the best mode of carrying out the proposed
erection of an obeUsk to commemorate the late Prince Consort. The object of
the letter was to invite the aid of the Council, and through the Council tlie
Institute generally, in making suggestions as to the supply of the best kind of
stones, with reference to quality and colour, whether of granite or other stone,
and the cost of conveyance by land or sea ft'om places where it was to.he had to
London. Now, it was just possible some of the members of the Institute might
have practical experience on the subject, and if any gentleman possessed of in -

formation on the subject would communicate with the Council they would be
glad to phjce such information at the disposal of the Coimnittee appointed by her
Majesty, and the labours of that Committee would, ho was sure, be looked for-
ward to with the greatest interest by all.

Mr. BouLxois wished to know if there was any objection to the letter being
read.

The Chairmax said it was a privileged letter to some extent, but he had laid
the substance of it twfore the meeting.
Mr. BoiLXois thought it would be well to appoint a committee to consider

the subject of the letter, to make full investigation, and lay the result with the
greatest possible authoritv before the Council.

Tlie Chairman said tfie letter had been discussed in the Council, and it was
thought the best plan would be to ask the members generally of the Institute to
give information, which could then be collected and presented in a permanent
manner.
Mr. BocLNOis thought this was a matter upon'which the Institute ought to

Kpeak out with force and authority.
The subject then dropped.
The Institute Prizes.—Ht. T. Hayter Lewis, hon. sec., said at the

private meetuig of the Institute, held on the previous Monday, the envelopes
containing the names of the gentlemen to whom prizes had been awarded were,
by mistake, not opened. That was partly his fault, but what had taken place was
as well, perhaps, because some of the letters unopened referred to designs which
were commended, but to which prizes were not awarded. Since Monday the
gentlemen whose designs were commended had been asked for permission to
publish their names, and, with one exception, such permission had been received.
The exception he referred to was tlie author of the design signed " Humber,"
but if that gentleman was in the room, and wished his name to transpire, it
would be weU. (To this no response was given at the time.)
The Chairman then opened the sealed letters bearing mottoes corresponding

to those on the prize designs, and announced the names of the successful
candidates, which were as follow :

—

I- The silver medal of the Institute, with five guineas, to Mr. Frederick R.
Wilson, Associate, of Alnwick, for his drawings and description of Brenckbum
priory, Northumberland. 2. Neither of the designs tor the Soane medallion
baying been considered of sutficient merit to entitle the author to the prize
offered, the prize in books, of the value of five guineas, for the best design sub-
mitted, was found to have been awarded to Mr. Charles H. M. Mileham, of 18,
.John-street, Bedford-row. 3. The ex-President, Professor Cockerell's prize of
ten guineas to Mr. A. W. Davis, of 15, Park-side, Knightsbridge, for his design for
a market house; the Institute book prize to the second in merit to Mr. R. Phen'

prize of ten guineas offered by Mr. Tite, M.P., F.R.S., President of the
Institute, to Mr. Henry S. Legg, Associate, of 0, South-square, Gray's-inn, for
his designs for a railway station and a town-hall. 5. The students' prize in
books to Mr. R. H. Carpenter, student, for his design for a dispensary for a
manufacturing town. The designs for the same subject, by Mr. Samuel Frymd Mr. J. T. Perry, students, were commended. The prize in books for the
test senes of monthly sketches to Mr. Samuel Fry, student ; the series by Mr.
Ueorge Baxter, Jun., were commended.
TAc WertminWer Pa^flce/foM.—Mr. Andrew MosEi,EY(Fellow) then read

apaper entitled " Some Particulars regarding the Plan and Construction of the
Westminster Palace Hotel." The paper is giveu elsewhere.
1 lie London-bridge Railway Terminus Hotel.—Mr. James Beli., hon.

^.u I
"

'i'^'"'
" P^^" ^y *'' Henry Currey (Fellow), entitled "Some Account

oi tiie Ixindon-bndge HaUway Terminus Hotel:" which will be found in another
page.
Tbe Chairman having invited discussion, called upon Mr. Carrick to give

•ome account of his hydraulic hoist, which was referred to in Mr. Moseley's
aper. •'

Mr. James Carrjck (engineer) said, the principle or motive power of the

hoist was an application of a patent of Sir \yilliain Armstrong—viz., the pLicing
of a hydraulic ram between sheave blocks. The car, being attached to one end of
a chain reeved over these blocks, travels through a space equal to tlie stroke of
the ram multiplied by the number of pulleys over which the chain is passed.
Supply and exit water tanks for working the ram are provided and placed, the
one at the top of the building and the other at a lower level, in n hich the dis-
charged water is utilised for the kitchen service. The available head of water is
at present 7o feet, which may, however, he easily increased; the supply pipe is
5 inches diameter, and the diameter of the ram 26 inches. The tanks are of the
cubic capacity of 4,000 gallons, and are filled three times per dav from the water
company's main, providing a supply for 120 ascents per dav. Tlie lift is designed
to carry two persons and their luggage and the attendant, and is started and
stopped at the respective floors by the attendant pulling a small chain, which
opens and shute the valve of the apparatus. A hundred gallons of water are
required for each ascent of the car; but no water is required for its descent, the
ram being so arranged as to descend by the counterbalance of the car's weight.
A safety apparatus is provided and attached to the car, which consists of two
teethed or ratchet-faced eccentrics placed on the end of the shaft or cross bar by
which the cai- is suspended. The eccentrics are kept out of action by two
powerful volute springs, but in the event of the main chain breaking they are
immediately freed, and their force directed against the eccentrics which bite the
guide bars, and so suspend the car.
In answer to a question, Mr. Carrick said the car would ascend in half a

minute.
Mr. Thorn explained a model on the table representing his system of bells

(referred to in Mr. Moseley's paper.) In large mansions the bell wires were
always getting out of order, and that led to his invention, by which all such
disorder was prevented. He first tried his invention at the Westminster Palace
Hotel, and it had been found highly successful. There were now seven miles of
liipe laid by him in that hotel for 400 bells. The bells would cost from 25s. to
;)5s. each. He believed he was about to be engaged to supply the house of Lord
Overstone with these bells.

Mr. F. H. I'OWLER thought some of the arrangements at the M'estminster
Palace Hotel had acted well, and admirably answered the purposes intended to be
secured in hotels on the continent. The principal thing was to have every floor
perfect of itself, so as not to have the waiters going up and down. The waiters'
rooms in these hotels should be placed as lar as possible in the same position, and
the bells placed in that locality where the waiters were, as had been carried out
very successfully at the Great Western Hotel. Also accommodation should be
made for the housemaid and for the taking up of coals by hoist without inter-
fering with the principal staircase, and further accommodation of a similar
character should be made, especial attention being paid to the coffee-room. Those
were some of the preat principles upon which these hotels should be constructed,
and he believed that the points involved were very well carried out in the West-
minster Palace Hotel, and in the London-bridge Railway Terminus Hotel, and
be congratulated Mr. Moseley in having completed so great a structure as the
former.

In answer to a question, Mr. Moseley said that in some cases kitchens had
been placed in thereof, hut there were objections to such an arrangement.
Mr. C. F. Hayward supposed the hoist was not meant to supersede the

common staircase?

Mr. Moseley : Certainly not, hut it was meant for the use of persons who
preferred going up in that way to going up the ordinary staircase.
The Chairman supposed the perforating shafts for heating chambers would

lead to a great consumption of fuel.

Mr. Moseley said it was not so.

The Chairman remarked that the general ai-gument was that where there
was an enormous quantity of heat going up a flue the stove was imperfectly con-
structed, and that there was, consequently, an imperfect combustion.
Mr. C. F. Hayward observed that the Marine Barracks at Woolwich, which

was an excellent building, when erected, were laid with plaster floors, hut those
floors were being gradually taken up because of the cold. He should like to
know if plaster floors were inconvenient, as such floora were very common.
The Chairman said one of his offices at the Indian establishment bad these

floors, which he covered with a thick felt, and the old Indians, though very
sensitive gentlemen, had not found fault with the arrangement.
Mr. C. H. Smith did not think a plaster flooring was objectionable, for a

plaster floor was to a certain extent a better conductor ofheat than a wooden one,
although cold might be caused by a difference of temperature.
Mr. Hayward thought plaster floors were uncomfortable ; be knew a case in

Eoint in Nottinghamshire, and the case at Woolwich to which he had referred
ad been thoroughly investigated, and the plaster floor was taken up and

replaced by other materials.

Mr. BouLNOis said the great difficulty with plaster floors was to prevent oil

and dirt getting into them, which rendered it necessary to replace them. It was
necessary, particularly in hotels, to clean the floors sometimes, but when that
had bten done'several times cement would change its character, and eventually
the floors would have to be taken up and replaced by some other materials. He
knew a case of a plaster floor which had lasted ten or twelve years, but he
thought it would have to be taken up some time or other.
Mr. Fowler said metallic lava was a very useful material in the construction

of floors.

Professor Kerr moved a vote of thanks to Mr. Moseley and Mr. Currey for
the papers read that evening. He was sure he spoke the opinion of every one
present when he said that if anything was of more use to them as architects than
another, it was bringing before them matters of detail, which were of great
interest to them. And he thought Mr. Moseley might lay them under more obliga-
tions if he would give them some further information with respect to the plan of
the Westminster Palace Hotel, particularly with regard to the basement,
if he would point out to them where the kitchen was, how it was reached,
where the larders were—a most important point in a London hotel—how ibe
general arrangements with regard to oflices were managed, and how the com-
munication between the kitchen offices and the dining-rooms was carried ont.
It was of great importance in an hotel that facility of communication should exiat '

between diSerent parts of the building, and he should like to know how all this <

was effected in the new hotel at Westminster.

Mr. Moseley then referred to plans on the walls, and explained the

.

arrangement of the rooms in the hotel, pointing out particularly the positions
of the rooms for the manager, housekeeper, domestics, the visitors, servants i
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of the visitors, (lininK-rooins, bedrooms, &c., &c. The aecoiumodatiou in-

cluded five or six hoists for raising luggage, provisions, coal, letters, &c., besides

the great liyilraulic hoist lor taking up visitors. lie also stated that it was pro-

posed to erect an hotel at Liverpool, to accommodate BOt) persons ; at present the

scheme was in nubibtm, but it was hoped the proposed hotel would he erected

some day.
Mr. Jennixos seconded the vote of thanks for the valuable papers which

had been read that eveniuf;. The material to be used for floors was a matter

that all architects should attend to, and he thought the material to be used for

the formation of floors would be a matter for the consideration of future builders

of hotels.

Professor Kerr said Mr. Currey, in his paper, stated that he had made no

attempt to make his hotel—that at the London-bridge railway terminus—fire-

proof—(A Voice : He said so). That seemed a most extraordinary thing. The
essence of fireproof construction was not the making a building fireiiroof by the

use of incombustible materials, but to make the fabric in such a way as that a
fire should not be drawn through a hollow space and communicated to other

portions of the building, thus leading to its destruction.

Mr. MosELEY said that in the case of his hotel there was no chance of

draught.
The CiiAIRMAN, as representing the tenants of nearly one-half of the West-

minster Palace Hotel, could bear his testimony to the soundness and substantial

character of the building, which was tested by the gi-eat weight placed upon it

by the Council for India. In this hotel the soil drains were made in flanged iron

pipes, which was a great advantage, and kept away smells. Another point of

importance was the very satisfactory way in which the whole had been floated on
tlie surface, as it were, of a very bad bottom. He had not seen any sign of

sinking in tlie walls, and, considering their thickness, he thought it was satis-

factory the building had stood as it did. The priiicipal entrance and staircase

formed a very pretty part of the building.

A vote of thanks having been passed by acclamation, the meeting separated.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATIOK.

AN ordinary general meeting of this body was held at the Rooms, 0, Conduit-
street, Regent-street, on Friday evening; Mr. Blashill in the chair.

The Chairman stated that the Association were now possessed of a book-case,

and would be glad to receive donations of books from tlie members and their friends.

He said be had received a letter from Mr. li. A. C. Herring, stating that he was
prevented from attending the last meeting to read a paper in consequence of

illness, and expressing his willingness to read the paper on any vacant evening
during the session.

Surface Decoration.—Mr. R. 0. Harris then read a paper on " Surface
Decoration," which will be found in another portion of this Number.
The Chairman said they had not much time left for the discussion of Mr.

Harris's very talented paper, which contained a large mass of most interesting

matter as to the modes of operation for the purpose of producing various kinds of
surface decoration. Such a paper would be well followed up by one on design
in decoration. •

Mr. Georgi gave some particulars respecting a table-top he exhibited, and
which was relisrred to by the lecturer. The table is a scagliola mosaic, in imita-
tion of Florentine marbles, and is, we understand, to be shown at the Great
Exhibition.

Mr. Paraire suggested the adjournment of the discussion tipon Mr. Harris's

paper; and it was agreed that the discussion should be adjourned, and take
place on the first evening an opportunity presented itself.

A vote of thanks having been passed to Mr. Harris, the meeting separated.

CAPITALS FROM THE OXFORD MUSEUM.
WE have ilhistrated, on another page, four capitals, selected from those

executed in the new museum at Oxford. The building and its

decorative features have been fully described in former volumes.

IRISH MEMORIAL TO THE LATE PRINCE CONSORT.
THE Lord Mayor of Dublin has addressed a letter to the Hon. Charles Grey

expressing the desire of the Corporation and citizens that a memorial should

be erected in Dublin to commemorate the exalted private virtues and eminent
public services of the late Prince Consort. His lordship stated that in all

parts of Ireland an equally unanimous wish prevailed that a suitable record of

this universal feeling should be preserved. He, therefore, wished the subject of

the proposed memorial to be submitted to her Majesty, with a view to receive

her gracious sanction. To this communication General Grey has replied in the

following terms:—I have the honour of receiving your lordship's letter of the

28th February, and, having taken the Queen's pleasure upon it, I am com-
manded to say that her Majesty cannot but he deeply touched by the assurance
it contains of loyal attachment to herself and of sympatliy with her in her
sorrow, as well by the gratifying desire expressed to have a separate national

monument erected to the Prince's memory in Dublin. It is no slight comfort to

the Queen in her afiliction to receive this proof of the afiection and respect enter-

tained for the Prince by her Irish people, and of their appreciation ol his excel-

lence; and though she does not know that any special sanction from her is

necessary to enable them to give effect to their wish, she must assure them of her

heartfelt concurrence in it, and of her best wishes lor its successful accomplish-
ment.

Sir Christopher Wren.—At a meeting of the Photographic Society,

held on Tuesday evening, Mr. Glaisher, F.R.S., in the chair, considerable interest

was excited by the exhibition on the table of a series of photographs illustrative

of the works of the renowned architect of St. Paul's.

The Emperor of Russia has just decreed the gratuitous concession of two hun-
dred square yards of land, situated at Great Norskaia, Saint Petersburg, for the

construction of a church of the German reformed religion.

The Year Booh of Facts in Science and Art. My John Tikbs, F.S.A.
Lockwood and Co.

MR. TIMBS' annual volume is, as usual, full of interesting facts concemin^;
topics which have been discussed during the past year. There is also in

the volume for 1802 a biogi'aphical notice of Mr. W. I'airliairn, with a portrait.

Mr. Timlis has so long exhiljited an unparalleled industry, cmuliined with good
taste, as a collector, that we need do little more tlian recommend his book to the

notice ol our readers.

Beport on the Vital, Social, and Economic Statittici of Glatgowfor 1861.

By John Strang, LL.D.
^PlilS aiinuiil report by the Chamhtjrlain of Glasgow contains very nearly all

J. the information obtuiuahle ou^the vital, social, and economic statistics of the

city.

At the commencement of the present century Glasgow contained only 83,7Ga
inhabitants; sixtv years ago the customs collected at Glasgow amounted to

£427 only ; but at the last census the population of Glasgow was returned at

440,030 ; while the customs collected now amount to £924,505. Glasgow is a
rising city.

Dr. Strang's report is most comprehensive; he treats on, and gives us facts

relating to, the population, births, diseases, mortality, burial, house building,

water supply, and many other matters. He tells us tliat the number of dwelling-

houses within the parliamentary boundaries of Glasgow in the year 1861-02,

under £5, amounted to 34,.j03, at £5 and under £10, to 33,120, and at £10 and
upwards to 19,950, or to a total of 87,579. And when we compare the gross

number of houses of 1859-00 with those of 1861-02, we find an increase in favour

of the latter of 4,350. Considering the number of residences altered to places of

business, and the vast increase of dwelling-houses erected beyond the limits of

the parliamentary boundaries for the accommodation of many ol the persons who
are employed within the city, the increase seems greater than might have been

expected. Under deduction of the persons residing in public institutions, which
reduces the population to 389,110, the number to each occupied and unoccupied

house is as 1 to 4-4 of the population. These houses are chiefly supplied with

water from Loch Katrine. During the year 1800 the water from this highland

loch, distributed on the north side of the river, amounted to no less than

18,000,000 of gallons.' This prodigious consumption having attracted the notice

of the Commissioners, an inq\iiry was made into the matter, when it was
calculated that about 7,500,000 had been daily running to waste tlirough ohl and

leakv taps alone. The measures taken for reducing this waste succeeded so far

as to' reduce the daily consumption at the midsummer of 1801 to 15,000,000

gallons ; but from the period when the Loch Katrine water was sent across tlie

river into the west part of Gorbals the consumption increased to 17,000,000

gallons, and which, when added to the supply from the Gorbals works, made the

total daily quantity supplied to tlie city and suburbs 21,000,000 gallons, or about

40 gallons per headi of the population supplied. That this is a very large supply

is shown from tlie following table, which was prepared in 1859 :—

Population Daily Daily

within Dally Supply Cost of Un- Supply Proportion

Towns. bounds of Supply, for each dertaking. for every Supply in

Supply. Inhabi-
tant.

Pound
expended.

Addition.

Gallons, £
London 2,6BC,917 81,02.5,842 30-3 7,102,823 11-1

1,100,000 26,350,000 24- 800,000 33- 20,000,000

Hamburg 160,000 .5,000,000 31-25 170,000 29-50

New York .... 713,000 28,000,000 38-27 1,800,000 15-5

500,000 11,000,000 22- 1,300,000 8-5 14,000,000

Liverpool .500,000 11,000,000 22- 1,640,000 7-

Leeds l.-i3,00O 1,850,000 12- 283,871 7-

Edinburgh..., 216,000 4,800,000 22-3 4.56,000 10-5 2,000,000

Dundee 06,000 1,750,000 18-2 139,000 12-5

Aberdeen .... 65,000 1,200,000 18-4 60,000 24-

Greenock .... 40,000 2,112,500 52-8 90,000 23--1

Paisley 4S,4.50 1,021,462 21- 00,000 17-

It appears from this table that the daily supply furnished to Glasgow, is, with

the exception of Greenock, the greatest among the cities enumerated. In fact,

the supply is too great to be properly applied, and has educed among the

inhabitants a feeling of carelessness and of waste that will be henceforward

difficult to eradicate.

There are three model lodging-houses now opened in Glasgow. One is in

Greendyke-street, with accommodation for 134 inmates. The accommodation fa

a sleeping berth for each person, opportunities for cooking on a hot plate, the

necessary cooking utensils being supplietl, lavatories with a plentiful snpply of
water, also soap and towels. There is a large sitting hall, which is supplied with

newspapers and periodicals, also a library and reading-room ; the hall is well

lighted with gas, and comfortable fires are maintained in winter or in bad

weather. The charge for this is 3d, per night, or Is. Gd.per week of seven

nights. There are more expensive berths at 4d. per night, or 28. for seven nights

;

and at Od., or 3s. per week. The number accommodated during the last year

was 45,749. ^^
The second establishment is in Macal pine-street, and can accommodate 298

males. The home consists of four flats, and has gooil accommodation for cook-

ing ; there is a large sitting-room on the ground floor where the inmates have

the use of a small library, newspapers and periodicals—a siuoking-room is also

attached. Lavatories and water-closets are placed in connection with each ward.

The charges are 4d. and Od. per night, or Is. Gd., 2s., and 3s. per week of seven

nights. The numbers accommodated during the last year were 58,071.

The third establishment is in Carrick-street, which lodges 200 females. The

general accommodation in this house is much the same as the males' home in

jMacalpine-street, the charges are 3d. per night, or Is. per week of seven nights;

a better class of accommodation is provided for 12, at 4d. and 6d. per night.

The numbers lodged during last year were 25,231,

With respect to the sewerage of the city, the total length of the main sewers

within the municipal boundary is 60 miles, and within the built portion of the
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city iiearly all the stirets aro proviJcd with sewers. In the suburban districts of

Camlacliie, Wostinuir, Parkhead, Sprinjfburn, and WoodsiJe, there are no
common sewers, the open water courses forminff tlie only drainasc- The sewer-

age of the districts of Bridgeton and Mile-end witliin tlie built portions of the

city is limited, arisinsr from the ditiiculty of obtaining an outfall without increasing

tie nuisance in the Clyde above the weir. A sur\'ey, however, is in course of

being made to provide a remedy for the imperfect drainage of these districts.

Croydon Socage v. London Scicage.
(CONTAINS some remarks on the proposition to discharge a portion of the

J sewage of tlic parish of Croydon into a sewer under the jurisdiction of the

Metropolitan Board of Works, at Bell-green, in the parish of Lewisbam.

CHURCH AND SCHOOL BUILDING.
Wiiicliester Cathedral.—Workmen are engaged in excavating the ground in

front of the west end of the church, so that the descent to it sliall be by steps at

the distance of 10 feet from the building, instead of immediately into the three
porches,

Biceiter Church.—^The subscriptions in aid of the proposed restoration of this

edifice amonnt to upwards of £1,220,
Livrr/wol.—St.Paurg Cliuich, Tranmere.—There is now every prospect of

this church being completed by tlie addition of a tower and spire, designed by
Messrs. W. and J, Hay, Mr, Thomas, of Oxton, who has erected the new church
and parsonage at i'rankby, now on the eve of completion, under the same
architects, is the contractor employed, and has undertaken to complete the wor k
by the 1st of July next.

Deron.—Nexi Church.—It is stated that a new church is to be built for the
parish of Withycombc, near the town of Exmouth. One gentleman has offered
£1,000, and two othere £500 each.

ycicuiarket.— All Saints' Church.— It having been deemed expedient
to add to the sitting accomumdation, the old pews have been replaced by open
Mats Not a vestige of the old interior woodwork is now to be seen in
the church, and the whole edifice has undergone a thorough change in its

appe.irance. The pulpit and reading-desk are erected near the communion rails,

one on each side of the church. The side entrance has been bricked up, and a
new one opened under tlie tower ; a small sacristy has been erected at the east
entrance of the chancel ; the pillars of the nave have been cleaned, and a window,
with new stonework, bus been put in the chancel.

Coll'oiybourne Kingston.—The parish church, which has been closed for
repairs, was recently re-opened. A sum (including the value of old material,
estimated at £200) considerably exceeding £1,500 has been expended on the
restoration. The architect has been especially careful, in carrying out the re-

auired improvements, to preserve the original "character of the fabric. Tlie fine
orman arcade, dating back as far as the eleventh century, has been restored.

The chancel arch has Purbeck marble shafts, supporting foliated capitals. An
unsightly gallery has been removed, and, through the munificence of the
Harqnis of Aileslmry, the belfry floor has been converted into a baptistry. It
has a new font, a carved screen, and floor of encaustic tiles. The chancel, which
is in the hands of appropriators, has not participated in the restoration, and its

appearance contrasts painfully with the other parts of the building.
Lincolnshire.—The church of All Saints, near Epworth, consists of nave,

north and soutli aisles, chancel, and chancel aisle, south porch, and tower at the
west end. The diancel has recently been "renovated," but it appears the work
done is not faultless, as the plaster in some places is already falling from the
walls. The improvement in the chancel having been effected, the incumbent
consulted with several parishioners with the view of extending the work to the
nave and aisles, the pillsrs, arches, and walls of which were enveloped in numerous
coats of colour-wash that had completely obliterated the work of the Mediaeval
architect. In removing the whitewash the stonework was found to be covered
with various colours—red, bine, and black. On the west wall a fresco was
discovered : the subject of the Judgment was commonly represented on this wall,
or over the chancel arch. In removing the soil in the chancel for the erection of
the stove a stone coffin was found . In the south wall, near the place ofsepulture

i'ust referred to, aresediliec. And near the east end of the same wall is a piscina.
n the west wall is an aperture, but it can only be seen in the tower : from it a

view of the high altar was obtained, and a bell rung therefrom to call attention
to the more solemn parts of the service. There are two altar brackets—one in
the soutli and the other in the north aisle. That in the south aisle is enriched
with foliag^. The circular font, which has been removed from its original and
proper position, is of the same date. The tower is late Perpendicular; and the
«>uth jiorch contains some rich work of the same date. All the easternmost
windows have been filled with stained glass by Mr. Wailes, of Newcastle.

Northamptonshire.-' Disgraceful State of Bingstead Church.—Says a
local authority :—" This once pretty and neat-looking church is in a most deplo-
rable state, and is rapidly going to ruin. Two years since it could have been put
in complete repair for about £200, but in two years hence it will require not
less than £900 or £1,000 to effect an efficient reparation. It has been
closed for gome time. The gates of the churchyard have had all the rails
taken from them ; the churchyard wall is falling into the street, and the
yard itself is the resort of all the idle and mischievous urchins of the place,
who commit every possible act of violence and ill-usage on the sacred edifice.
The graveyard is in a most disgraceful state of neglect. There is scarcely
n whole pane of glass in the entire edifice, whilst in many places the window-
frames !iave been taken out and flung into the interior of the church, so that the
mischievously disposed have not the least trouble in procuring admission into the
body of the church and committing acts of sacrilege. The interior of the church
presents a most deplorable spectacle. The pavement is strewn with broken glass,
remnants of window-frames, stones, brickbats, dust, &c. The stove remains
intact, but all the iron piping is gone. The dust-covered pulpit wears an air of
utter desolation, and all araund is exposed to the effects of wind and rain. The
spire exhibits signs of decay, and the walk require repairs in many places.
tjurcly something might be done to remedy this sad state of things, K a clinrch
rate cannot be procured, the voluntary system might be found efficacious in
removing the scandal. The church contains some interesting portions : the
tower and spire, piers, arches, and some portions of the walls are Early English

;

other portions are Decorated, with fine tracery in some of the windows : and there
are three stalls, a holy water drain, and aumbry in the chancel. The font is

plain, but has good moulded shafts. What a reflection is the present state of the

church upon its custodians."

Liverpool.—New Free Church.—The foundation-stone of a new Free

Ciiurch, to be erected in Gore-street North, was laid last week. This church,

when completed, will consist of chancel and nave 90 feet long by 30 feet wide,

organ chamber 20 feet by 20 feet, and south aisle 70 feet by 20 feet, with wooden
bellcot over the arch which divides the two latter. As the ground falls towards

tlie west end, a class-room, 28 feet by 20 feet, is obtained under that part of the

aisle. It is only proposed to erect the south aisle at present as a mission chapel;

the organ chamber will, therefore, in the meanwhile serve as a chancel. The
aisle is divided into five bays by buttresses and two-light windows on the south

side, and the chancel into two bays, the north side being left blank for future

enlargement in that direction. The height of the interior to the ridge is about
40 feet, and to the top of the wall 21 feet. The building is to be erected of brick,

with stone dressings, and all the timber work to be of fir, stained and varnished,

Middle-Pointed Gothic is the style adopted. On the south side, and one bay
from the west end, is the entrance door. There are to be no benches or fixed

pews, but the whole space is to be free and unincumbered, floored with red and
blue tiles, and provided with chairs which can be set or removed at pleasure.

The table, with the communion-railing, the pulpit, the reading-desk, and font,

are not included in the contract, they will form gifts to the church from those

who are charitably disposed. The present portion of the building is to cost

jElj-WO. Mr. Tomkiiison is the builder, and Messrs. W. and J. Hay are the

architects.

SCUOOLS.
Stourhridge.—The grammar school premises have been rebuilt, with afrontage

to High-street, of 101 feet. The style adopted i'or the buildings is the Perpen-

dicular, from a design by Mr. T. Smith, of Stourbridge, architect. The main
entrance is under a tower CO feet high, which is apjiroached from the street

by a broad flight of stone steps. The icsidenees are approached from the street

by a terrace, which has an ornamental pierced wall and iron gates. The end of the

school towards the street is semi-octagonal, buttressed at the angles. The three

faces have windows with tracery in the heads. The roof is of high pitch, and
covered with black and red tiles in bands. The school is a parallelogram of 52
feet by 22 feet 6 inclits. It is 30 feet in height. Internally the roof is supported

by hammer-beam principals resting on stone corbels. The ceiling is ribbed and
carved at the intersections. Light is obtained from the three windows at the

street end before mentioned, which term internally one large bay, and at the

opposite end by a lofty four-light traceried window, recessed into a deep square

bay. A lecture hall, 39 feet by 17 feet, is entered by an archway and lobby at this

end of the school. The tower is surmounted by a cupola, forming a chamber for

a clock and three bells, -in angle turret is projected at the school floor level in

the master's lobby, upon carved corbels, and by a spiral stair access to the roof,

gutters, and clock chamber, is obtained. Tlie" entrances have arched doorways,

and all the windows have cusped and labelled heads. The parapets are crenellated

and broken by gables of high pitch. Owing to the want of funds much of the

carving has been left in block, except the arms of the royal founder. The
crocketed finials, the rose, portcullis, fleur-de-lis, crown and badges, and the

corbels and drip-stones, and tower, have been executed. The playground is

entered from the school lobby, and is fitted witli a gymnasium. Tlie cost of

the work as carried out, including purchase of additional frontage, is about

£3,050. The builder is Mr. Nelson, of Dudley,

NOTES FEOM THE PROVINCES.
Clifton Suspension Bridge.—Messrs. Hawkshaw and Barlow, the engineers

for this work, have reported that a contract has been entered into with Messrs,

Cochrane and Co. for taking down the chains of the Hungerford-bridge and re-

erecting tliem at Clifton, and for the supply and erection of the whole of the

additional ironwork, and other work necessary for the construction of the Clifton-

bridge, and the suspended portion of theroadway. The time at which the chains

will come into possession of the Clifton Bridge Company depends upon the

rapidity with which the construction of the new bridge at Hungeribrd advances.

Judging from the progress already made in that work, they recommend that the

preliminary operation of preparing the anchorage and i)iers at Clifton for the

reception of the chains should be commenced at Midsummer of the pi'esent year.

The examination and re-arrangement of the links of the chains, and the con-
struction of the new links and other ironwork, will proceed simultaneously with
the preliminary operations at Clifton.

Colchester Camj>.—The formation of the artesian well in connection with the

new camp at Colchester is now being pushed forward, the borings having

reached a depth of nearly 200 feet. The contractors for the new cavalry

barracks have not yet commenced the works, and it is said an extension of one

month lias been given them in consequence of the still heavy works to be completed

upon the building for the Great International Exhibition.

Ross.—A new building has been erected in this town for a corn, cheese, butter,

and poultry market. The cost has been £2,500, which was raised in shares. In
addition to the accommodation for agriculturists, there are also rooms for the

library of the Mechanics' Institute, reading-rooms, &c.

Bcsidence of the Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol.—Efforts are being made
to complete the Episcopal Palace for the Bishop by the Triennial Eestival. which
will be held in Gloucester in August or September next. Several old houses have

and are being pulled down to improve the aspect and increase the gardeu. The
new building occupies;the site of the oldjPalace. The only portion spared being jiart

of the gi-eat hall in the centre of the building. The cellarage under it being

substantial and spacious, it was determined not to remove it; and it was in-

tended that the walls and the roof should be retained, until it was ascertained

that thev were much dilapidated, and they have therefore Iwen taken down and
rebuilt. ' The building is 180 feet long by 60 feet wide, and forms two wings, one

eastward and the other westward of the Abbot's-hall, communication being: made
through the great hall with the two wings. The east wing is intended for tlie

Bishop's residence, and the west wing tor the episcopal business. The latter

contains the library and waiting-room, and over them several bed-rooms, &c,

Leighton Buzzard,—At a meeting of the directors it was resolved that the

contract for building the iiew Corn Exchange should be given to Messrs,

Osborne Brothers, of Leicester, and that they be requested to commence the

same without further delay. Those present were of opinion that a stone front

would be far more substantial and preferable to one covered with cement; they
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therefore came to tlie resolution to have a stone one, as provided in tlie oritcjnal

specification ; and to meet the additional expense two of the directors subscribed

£50 each.
Buillfifjh Salterton, near Exeter.—A public assembly-room has been opened

at this place. The i]rincipal room is M feet long by 28 feet wide, and 18 feet

high. There are conimittce-rooms attached, togetlier with a residence for a

person to look after the premises. The building is in the Italian style, with

cement dressings. The ceiling is panelled, with ornamental ironwork, acting as

Tentilators. It will accommodate about 500 persons. The architect is Mr.
W. T. Cross, of Exeter. R. Burch, of Budleigh Salterton, was the contractor.

Melrose,—It is proposed to erect a eom-exchange here, which will be suitable

for lectures, concerts, sales, &c., for which there has hitherto been no proper

accommodation. A site in the market-place is thought most suitable. The total

cost is estimated at £2,000.
Bath.—A report, to be submitted to the Town Council at its next, meeting,

has been published, embracing the suggestions of the Market and Borough
Property Committee, for improving the Bath Market and the approaches thereto,

according to the plans prepared by Messrs. Hicks and Isaacs, architects. The
summary of the whole expenditure involved in the erection of the works is esti-

mated as follows :—The market improvement, £6,120 ; new entrance from
Bridge-street, Sec., £1,000; new slaughter-houses, £1,400; the purchase of

Bruce's premises, £180; total, £9,300. The committee, in conclusion, state

that, assuming the total as not exceeding £10,000, they would suggest that

£1,000 ot that amount should be charged as an extraordinary expense against
the borough fund for the year begiiming September 1st, 1862. For the remain-
ing £9,000, su])posing it to be raised by mortgage or bond, they have good reason
for believing tliat the annual surplus hereafter accruing from the water rents will

reach a sum of £800 per annum, which would be more than adequate to provide
for the interest of the money borrowed, and repayment of the capital by annual
instalments, without any addition to existing rates on the burgesses.

peal.—The Admiralty have given their assent to the construction of a pier at
this place on iron piles, stretching 920 feet out to sea, with a general width of
20 feet, and, at the head, of 40 feet ; height of platform above high-water mark,
13 feet, and an average depth at the head of the pier at low-water spring tides
of 10 feet, so as to insure landing and embarking at all times of tide.

Wilson Monument, Paisley.—A monument is about to be erected at Paisley
to the memory of Alexander Wilson, " Paisley poet and American ornithologist."
The design has been selected in competition, and is by Mr. J. Mossman, of
Glasgow. A figure of the Ornithologist stands beside the trunk of a tree, his
rifle beside him, and his sketch-book on the ground. He has just shot a bird,
and holding the specimen in his hand, he regards it with observant and contem-
plative look. The figure is to be of bronze. 7 feet 6 inches in height, standing
on a massive pedestal of Aberdeen granite, 9 feet 6 inches high— the united height
of pedestal and stafu'c being thus 17 feet. The subscriptions on hand amount to
nearly £.500, and about £100 more will be required to complete the work.
Morgan Unspital.—7his new hospital, says the Dundee Courier, which is

to be placed on a triangular- shaped park at the junction of the Pitkerro and
Forfar Roads, is in the Scotch Baronial style of the sixteenth century, and with
various French featuirs introduced, consists of four fa(;ades, enclosing an oblong
court, 125 feet by 00 feet. The principal entrance front is 183 feet long. In
the centre of this front is a lofty square tower, slightly projecting beyond the
line of the rest of the front, and containing the chief entrance to the building.
The tower is 20 feet broad at the base, and terminates at a height of 90 feet, in a
steep slated roof, finished with an ornamental iron ridge. At each of the four
comers of the tower, and 40 feet from the ground, is a boldly corbelled out cir-
cular turret, carried up some feet above the tower, and capped by a steep slated
roof, terminating in a pinnacle, at nearly the same height as the roof of the
tower. The tower is flanked on each side by a large bay-window, on corbels at
the level of the first floor, and rising up into a gable, with crow steps. At each
end of this elevation is a crow-stepped gable, projecting 11 feet beyond the main
line of front. These gables have on their angles ornamental shafts, with carved
bases and capital. In the centre of each gable is a corbel, from which springs a
shaft with base and carved capital, supporting a chimney stack on the apex of
the gable, and on each side of this corbel shaft there is, in the first-floor, a large
window, in the head of which is carved tracery. Between these gables and the
tower on each side is a large mullioned and transomed window. This
and the two flank elevations are two stories in height, with a steep
roof, with ornamental ridge. The flank elevations, which are 120
feet long, correspond in style with that already described, but are varied
in design. The portion of the east elevation, devoted to the chapel
is of ecclesiastical character. Entering the building by the principal door in the
tower there is an entrance hall 20 by 10 feet, at the further end of which is a large
oriel window looking into the inner court. On each side of this oriel runs the
main corridor of communication, 8 feet wide, and lighted by windows looking
into the court. At the end of the corridor, on the stairs to the upper floor, on
the right-hand side of the entrance hall, are three class-rooms, 30 by 22 feet

;

boys' dining hall, 45 by 24 feet ; master's and matron's dining-room ; master's
private-room ; lavatory, &c. And on the left side of the entrance hall are the
trustees'-rooin, 25by 21 feet; clerk's-room and safe ; library for the boys; two
rooms for the matrons ; and two stores for keeping boys' clothes. Communicating
with this end of the corridor, but also provided with a separate entrance from
the grounds, is the master's house, of seven rooms, besides kitchen and servants'
accommodation. The kitchen offices of the hospital occupy the fourth side of
the square, and are connected with the main part of the building bv a covered
passage running round three sides of the court. The acconmiodation provided in
them on the ground floor consists of a kitchen, 25 by 21 feet, scullery, pantries,
laundry store, washing-house, and drying closet; and in a sunk cellar a depot for
coals. In a second story, above the back entrance, are a laundry and two large
bed-rooms for servants. The upper floor of the principal building is occupied by
large dormitories, with windows on both sides ; and there are also two dormi-
tories on tlie east side of the building. Tha total superficial area of the dormitories
is 4,260 feet. Above the dining hall is the chapel, and at the south-west corner
of the building, and shut off from the rest of the hospital, is an infirmary of two
rooms, with bath, &e., scullery, and nurses'-room ; lavatories and baths are also
provided on this floor.

Cavalry Depot, Maidstone.—" We are soiTy to hear," says the Maidstone
Journal, •' that ordersliave been received postponing the icbuilding and enlarge-
ment of this garrison for the present. This step has doubtless been tnken from
the pressure upon the finances of the country."

TENDERS.
FAnM-IIOUSK, CllA.VTBY.

For a small farm-houne at Chantry, on the Stagshaw estate, belonging to Itobcrt
Hawthorn, Esq. J. K. Watson, architect, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Quantities not tmp-
plie(].

Dodd ami Hcrdman £352
Thompson 246
Knowball 241! II

Green iU lu

Forster and Hognrth £242
Snrtcesand Falrlees 2M 6

C. and G. Dixon for portions of
work 104 15

Lunatic asylum, Kent.
For lunatic asylum at Stone, Kent, for the Corporation of the City of London.

February 2»th, 18(i2.

In Porthind Stone. In Ancaster Stone.
Webster £4.5,.'.00 .... £4:1,400
Holland and Hanncn 44,G00 43,000
Hyder .... 44,200 .... 42,800
Higgs 43,445 .... 42,000
.Sewell and Son 43,lWi .... 40,108
Trollopo 42,K00 41,920
Brown and Iloblnson 42,670 .... 40,820

Condor 42,600 .... 40,400
Lucas Brothers 42,.30fl 41,560

HillandCo 41,000 .... 39,038
Myers 40,817 .... 40,150

A.\fordandCo 40,140 .... •'!9,660

Ashby and Homer 39,070 .... 39,50O

Perry 38,575 37,575
Wilson 39,425 .... 38,!)3S

Piper and Wheeler 38,464 .... 37,784
Cubitt and Co., declined — —
MoJisfield and Sons, declined — —

Church, Scotland.
For the erection of the free chnrch of Kirkraiehael.

}yrigltt.t or Jointrr^s Worl;
Robert Harris £285 I David Richardson £218
James Johnston 2.59 Jardine Brothels 210
TodandPagan 238 10 8 | JosephThompson&Co.Caccepttd 209

Mason's Work.
Joseph Robson £190 I Joseph Davidson £137
John Lawder 177 | Samuel Gracie (accepted) 126

rtasferer's Wori:
William Dickson £32 10 j E. and L. Laidlaw (accepted) £24 10

Slater's Wort.
JohnBridges £4:1 10 I Thomas Bridges (accepted) £34 10
Archibald Hutchieson 35

Mansion, Ireland.
For additions and alterations to Leskanore House, near Omagh. Messrs, Boyd and

Batt, architects, Belfast and Londonderry. Quantities token out by Mr. Fetherston
Londonderr>-.
Mullin. Omagll £3,660
Ferguson, Londonderry 2,332
Steward, Belfast 2,181

McGaughey, Omagh £2,100
McClelland (accepted) 2,074 10 5

Public-house, Houghton.
For erecting a public-house, at Houghton. Mr. Robert Hutchinson, Huntingdon,

architect.

C.E.Maile £279
W. CanncU 269
W. Balnier 268
J.Saiat 263

P. Brown £255
G.Richardson 244
C. Mason (accepted) 242 17

Schools, Banwell.
For erecting Banwell National Schools. Mr. Hans F. Price, architect, Weston-super-

Mare.
JesseThorney £325 John Palmer £255 O
Wm. Brock 820 R. H. Trickcy 25:J IS
SamuelLaney 280 | Wm. Howlett (ocoepted) 237 7

Warehouses, Whitechapel.
For the erection of No. 4 warehouses, Commercial-street, Whitechapel, for M. Levy, Esq.

Mr. H. H. Collins, architect. Quantities supplied.
I'Anson £6,940
Lawrence and Son,. 6,880
Ashby and Son 6,690
Newman and Mann 6,668
Ashby and Horner 6,575

Piper and Wheeler £6,476
Myers and Son 6,436
Macey 6,339
D. King (accepted) ,. 6,336

Cattle Market, Colchester.
For draining the ground, constructing oak pens for sheep and pigs, and stands for oxen

,

paving the pens with hard bricks, and the roadways with Kentish rag, and gravelling the
remainder of the surface. Plans by Mr. J. Cooke, C.E.
J.Sawyer £1,953
C.Parker 1,800
Rayncr and Runnacles 1 ,521 10
S. Start 1,513
R. Hawkins 1,444

Lee and Baker £1,406 10
G. Dobson 1,357 16
B.Orrin 1,:m8 10
H. Strikson 1,150
J. Ham (accepted) 1,140

The Surveyor's estimate was slightly over £1,200.

ALTERATIONS, CORNHILL.
For Alterations at No. 75, Cornhill, for the Metropolitan and Provincial Bank. Francis

H. Fowler, Esq., architect, 32, Fieet-street. Quantities by Mr. Harris.
A.xfordandCo £1 ,797 I George and Son (accepted) £1,630
Rider 1,780

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
BRIDGES.

Brisbane River.—The Municipality of Brisbane are prepared to receive designs and
tenders for the construction of a bridge over the Brisbane river, at Brisbane, the capital

of Quoen-sland. The author of the best design, at tlie lowest Cost, will receive a reward
of £150, or be employed to carry the work out, providing he furnishes sufficient proof of
his competency and experience in similar undertakings. A premium of £.sO will bo
awarded to the next best design, and £ 10 for the ne.Kt best. The plans, specifications,

and estimates of the first and second designs will be retained by the Corporation tua their

property. The remainder will be returned to the competitors ; but the corporation will

incur no resiionsibility as to their safe delivery. Each set of drawings, and the docu-
ments accompanying them, are to be distinguished by a motto only, and accompanied by
a letter in a sealed envelope, marked with the some motto, and containing the author's

name and address, and such testimonials as he may thin It proper tofumisli. Professional

judges, being non-competitors, will bo appointed by the CoriM>ratiou to determine the

merits of the respective designs. EUgiblo tenders for the work, accompanying the do-

sign, will be entertained. All drawings and tenders to Ik: deliveifcSi nt Gresham House,
on or before the 15th of March next. Copies of the instructions to comi>etitors, and the
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plan of tbe d^.caa be obtained of F. Maugles and Co., the Colonial agcuts. oiid iigtMits

to the HmuciiMUitr of Qaoenslaiid, Sti to 88, Qrasham Uouse. Old Bioad-sti-cet.

Loodon. B.C.
DCBLCV.—Tbe committer appointed to earn- ont the now Curliflo bridfre (Dublin) scheme,

xoqaire pUiu and speciflcaUoos for the erection of the structure on the prcaent site, the
taU breadth of ^K^riUe-straet, XVOO will be paid for the best and most approved plan,
dElOO for the seoond, and £50 for the third. The plans, &c.. to be the property of the
commiuee, to whom applications axe to be mode at the Imperial Hotel, SacKTiUc-street,
Dublin.

INFTEMARY.
LONDOX.—The managers of the Central London District School dc&irc'to have designs for a
decayed inrtmiarj- forthoir bovs* and girls' schools at Cuckoo Farm, Hanwell. llie

boilding must be of a simple and inexpen^ve character, in harmony with the existing
buOdiiigs, and ccnnprise accommodation as required by the Poor Law Board for 1 SO boys
and 180 girls, each sex to be separate distributed in six rooms. There must also bo a
kitdien. Buigcsy, waiting*room, and other necessary offices undcnicath. I^articulars on
application to nte sopfointca^ent at the schools. The plans must be drawn to an uniform
ao^ of 8 feeC to an inch, each to be accompanied by a Bpecitleation of the works and an
wtimatw of their cost. No premium will bo given, but the architect whose plan is

dkoaen will be paid by commission for supenrision.^&c., of erection of the building in the
Qsnal my. Saoh set of plans must be snbseribed nith a motto, and forwarded with a
aealed l^ter, containing the motto and the author's name, to Samuel Heath, Jun. clerk
to the Board, No. 10, Baknghall-street, E.C. on or before April 2.

LAYING OUT.
T&AjntERE.—The directors of the Tranmero Freehold Land Society desire plans, before the

lAth Man^, t<x laying out and allotting the estate belonging to the Society, in Higher
^banmsre ; consisting of about 40 statute acres. Premiums vnll be given for the best

and second-best plans. Each plan to be accompanied with an estimate of the cost of the
fmnation and construction of the roads and si-wers, nud also of the laying out of the
land. Particnlars from Mr. John Quinn, Chairman of the Society, 2i, Lord-street,

XiTerpool; or from Mr.H.P. Priest, Secretary, Market-cross-chambers, 19, Market-street,

CONTRAGTS OPEN.
MBCHANIC'S INSTITUTE.

DUDLET.—For the erection of a new mechanic's institute and public hall, at "Wolvep-
hampton-9treet, Dudley, in the countj-of Worcester. Plans, &c., at the office of Mr.
William Bourne, architect, Tower-street, Dudley, to the ITtli March. Sealed tenders,
endorsed, "Tenders for Mechanic's Institute at Dudley," are to be forwarded to Joseph
Stokes, solicitor, Wolverhampton-street, Dudley, Honorary Secretary, on or before the
March 20.

MANSION.
SOUTUAMITON.—For the erection of a mansion, &c. Particulars with Guillaume, Par-

menter, and Guillaume, architects, &c., Soutlmmpton.
INFIRMARY.

Lymington.—For the erection of a fever wanl upon part of the workhouse premises in
Lymingtou. A plan of the work, with^specifications, at the office of Messrs. .Colbome
and Son. [smreyors, Lymington. Sealed tenders to the Olei^ to the Guardians at his
office in Lymington on or before March 22.

PIER.
BliACEFOOL.—For the erocfeion of an iron landing and promenade pier, for the Bltokpool
PIk Company, (Limited.) Plans, &c., on Monday the 9rd March next, at the office of

t IfOHi'i. Birch, the engineers to the company, 43, Parliament-street, London, S.W.,orat
the Oompeny's office, Blackpool ; and bills of quantities will be furnished on payment of
ten ahiUuigs. Sealed tendera by the 10th March next, addressed to the chairman of the
WarfcpOQ] Pier Company, Blackpool.

CHURCHES.
BlDEPORi>.—For rebuilding Bideford Church, nans, &c., on application to the rector, till

the 8rd March. Sealed tenders addressed to the secretary, on or before March 10th.
Pbeston.—For the erection of the whole or any portion of a new church, to be built at

Freston. Plans, &c., at the Upper School-room, Wellfield-road, Preston, and also at the
office of the architect, Mr. E. G. Paley, Lancaster, to 18th March, inclusive. Tenders to
be sent in under cover to the Rev. Thomas Clark, West Cltfl-terrace, Preston, endorsed
** Tender for St. Mark's Church," on or before March 22.

CHAPEL,
BBISTOU—For the erection of the Clifton Wesleyan Chapel. Drawings, &c., with Fosters
and Wood, aztdutects, 6, Park-street, Bristol, till the 28th inst,, on or before which the
tenders are to be sent to the architects, sealed and endorsed "Tenders for Clifton
Wesleyan Chapel."

VICARAGE.
Mosmocthshiub.—For the erection of Caerleon "Vlcaragc-house, three miles from
Newport. Monmouthshire. Plans, Sic, at the King's Head Hotel, Newport ; and tenders
may be sent to Prichard and Seddon, diocesan architect, G, Whitehall, London, on or
befOTC the lf>th of March.

SCHOOLS.
BbBEX.—For the erection of new school buildings at Great Holland, Essex. Plans, &c., at

the office of Mr. H. W. Hayward, Bank-buildings, Colchester, the architect. Tenders to
be sent to the Rev. R. Joynes, Great Holland Rectory, near Colchester, ou or before the
11th March.

DWELLING HOUSES.
flOUTHAKPTON.—For the rebuilding of the house and premises, Ko. 9, IHddle East-street,
Southampton. Plans, 5:a, at the office of Mr. E. T. Howell, surveyor, Hanover-buildings,
Southampton.

POLICE-STATION.
DKVOK.—For the erection of police station, &c., at Northtawton. Devon. Plans, 5:c., with
Henry Ford, Clerk of the Peace, Castle of Exeter, and at the office of Robert Fulford, Esq.,
clerk to the Justices, Northtawton. Sealed tenders endorsed, "Tender for Northtawton
Police Station," to be sent to Mr. Ford on or before the Ist ApriL

MILITARY WORKS.
fiOOTLAWD.—For contracting from 1st April, 1862, to 31st March, lfiC,r>, inclusive, for the

performance of such artiflOTTs' work as may be refjuired at the under-mentioned stations,
viz. :—ICdinburgh Castle ; Piertiliill Barracks ; Leith Fort, Martello Tower, and Blackness
Castle ; Greenlaw Military Prison and Barracks ; I'erth Barracks ; Dundee Barracks and
Broughty Castle ; Dunl>ar Barracks ; Berwick and Holy Island ; Glasgow Barracks ; Dum-
barton Castle ; Paisley Barracks ; Hamilton Barracks ; Ayr Barracks; Fort Matilda ; Stirling
Castle ; Aberdeen Barracks, Beach and Torry Point Batteries^ ; Forts George, Augustus,
and William. In all cases, the seven trades are to be in one tender for each station, and
the contracts to be determinable at any period after the first year, on either party giving
to the other three months' notice in writing. Any person may tender for one or more of
the abore stations. Parties applying for forms of tender must give sufficient guarantee
to the entire satisfaction of the commanding royal engineer of their being fully competent
to undertake and exoCTite any new works or repairs that may from time to time bo
fi^omitd on the contract schednlefl. Every information on application to the Royal Engi-
aairoT Barrack offices, at the sercral stations herein named, together with printed
mmlca of the prloea. with the terms of contract and letter of tender for the several
descriptions of artlflcers' work, to the 27th February, upon making a deposit of five
wflUngs for the same. The letter of tender to be sealed, and transmitted under cover to
theplracCor of Contracts, War Department, Pall-mall, London, S.W., so that it may l)o

noelred on or Ijefore the !Oth March, 1862, and to be marked on the left-hand comer of
ne enretope, " Tender for Worics at ."

0*^E»"«KJ; Aw.—For the usual triennial contracts for works and repairs to War Depart-
mentBmldings in ttie Islands of Guernsey and Alderney. Schedules of prices and forms of
tender (for which 6s. Sd. for eac^ set will have to be deposited ), and all other Information
maybe had on application to the surveyor, at the office of the Inspector-General of
VorUflcations, War-offloe, Pall-mall, London, S.W. ; and at the Royal Engineer-offices in

Guernsey and Aldorney. Tenders will bo received by the " Director of Contracts," War-
orttcc. Pall-mall. Loudon, S.W, on or before the 20th JIarcU.

DUfU.lN.—For the performance of such artificers' work as may be required at the imder-
mentioned i^tations, from the 14tli April, 18ti2, to ;ilst Marcli, 18(j4. inclusive, viz,:

—

Dublin District, as jjor schedule B, Athlone. with 5 per cent, in addition for rifle range ;

MulUngar, with s per cent, in aildition for rifle range. The contracts to be determinable
at any poritxl after the first year, on either party then giving to the other three mouths*
notice in writinjr. Information to be had at the District Royal Engineers' Office, Dublin,
and at the Royal Engineers' Office, Athlone, or to the Barrack Master at MulUngar ; and
printeii schedules of prices, \vith terms of contract and letter of Tender, may be had on
depositing lt»s. Tenders sealed to bo transmitted under cover to " The Director of Con-
tracts, War Office, Pall-mall, London, S.W.," marked on the oiitsido '• Tender for Work
at Athlone orMullingar" (as the case may be), before March l.Uh.

ROADMAKING, &C.
IRBI-.VKD.—For the following works, in the barony of Gorey, in the county of Wexford :—
1.—For making anew lino of road from the corner of thePost-office in Gorey, to Edward
Foley's cottage in Ballyraheen, containing about 415 perches ; not to exceed £^W. 2,

—

For making a new line of road from Goroy to Tinaholy, containing about aoo perches, in
thetownland of Ballingarry. Plans, forms of tender, &c., obtained, at the office of Henry
K. Wynne, secretary' to the Grand Jury, CQunty Court House, Wexford.

PA^^NG, &c,
Newinotox.—For the supply and doing of such paving and curbing to the extent, as to
paving, of about 00,000 feet super ; and, as to curbing, to the extent of about 14,000 feet

lineal ; and also for the supply of such broken granite (Guernsey, Bombay, and Port
Phillip), Hints, Kentish rag, gravel, and smith's work, as the vestry of St. Mary,
Newington, Surrey, may require of the contractor, from the 25th March next until the
25th March, 1S63. Particulars, &.C., with H. and F. Chester, joint clerks to the Vestry,

1, Church-row, Newington-butts, to whom tenders must be sent before tl p.m. on the
10th March, and the several persons willing to contract must attend the Committee at 7
o'clock on the same evening.

SEWERAGE, &o.
Dumfries.—For constructing and completing a main sewer and its appurtenances, in the
White Sands, Dumfries. The sewer will be about 500 yards in length, and to be built of

bricks with fire clay invert blocks. The section, &c., with James Barbour, C.E., Bnc-
cleuch-street, Dumfries; and tenders to be lodged -svith William Martln,townclerk,onor
before 20th March.

SUPPLY.
HACKN'ET.—For the supply and execution of the undermentioned works and materials for

the Board of Works for the Hackney District. Cartage for the ixirifxl of three years,

from the 2''th of March next, for the parishes of Hackney and Stoke Newington, for the
cartage of materials, slop, rubbish, and road grit, &c. Materials, &c., for the period of

one year, from the 2Jth day of March next, for the parishes of Hackney and Stoke
Newington. For the supply of glazed stoneware sewer and drain pipes. For the supply
and delivery of ballast, shingle and hoggin ; for the supply and laying down of York
paving, and granite curbing ; also for repairs to the existing footways; for the supply
and fixing of lanterns, lamp-heads, stand-pipes, and service-pipes ; removing, altering, and
fixing lamp-posts ; for the supply of cast-iron covering plates, flushing-boxes, and gully-
grates, Sic, for sowers work ; for watering Newington ward ; De Beauvoir Town ward ;

Dalston ward (part of) ; South Hackney ward (part of) ; Shacklewell (part of.) Forms of
tender and further particulars at the office of Mr. James I/)vegrove, C.E., surveyor to the
Board ; Town-hall, Hackney .'between nine and eleven o'clock, a.m. Tenders to be sealed,

endorsed, and addressed to Richard Ellis, clerk, and delivered at the Town-ball, Hackney,
on or before the 12th of March. The parties tendering, or their representatives, must
attend at the Board on the 13th, at eleven o'clock precisely.

Chelsea Thoroughfares.— A great improvement in our public

thoroughfares has just been completed in King's-road, Chelsea. The dead wall

which hid the Duke of York's Asylum for boys, has been pulled down and set

iarther back, thus providing a pathway which has been long required. The new
pavement is six hundred leet long by seven feet six, and was entrusted bv the

vestry of Chelsea to Mr. William Byram, stone merchant, of Druce's Wharf,
Chelsea. Mr. Byram, desirous of setting a good example to employers and em-
ployed, has invited the masons and men to a good old Englisli repast, to com-
memorate the completion of an improvement so long demanded. By the way,
Chelsea is, perhaps, the only metropolitan parish that is taking active measures to

improve the public thoroughiares for the traffic which may be expected this

year.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We cannot undertake to return rejecteil communications.
WoEKS IN PaoGBEss.—We shall feel obliged to any of our readers who \viU favour ns with

notes of works contemplated or in progress in the provinces ; in most cases a simple
mention that a work is about to be, or has already been commenceil, will be sufficient.

A (iuAiNER (Oswestry).—Write to the Secretaries, 9, Little Trinity-lane, City.

TuBODOLiTE.—Will doubtless find the information required given elsewhere.
II. J.—Keccived.
J). W.— If cottages are meant, Vincent's work is agoodone.
G. S. (Leicester).—Opinions differ

;
perhaps a worm neutral is the best colour.

A. A. li. (Dabruscan).—Thanks for tracing.
T. S. (Sheffleld).—Much obliged.

O. E.T.— We cannot recommend societies.

Subscriber,—Shall be attended to.

.J. T Too late.

Z. A.—Ditto.
S. E. D.—DrawluK shall be engraved.
J. (!.—Deferred for want of space.
11. B. C—Ilelow our mark.*
liRisTOLiAN.—We do not Iflto to interfere on ex parte statements.
J. o. F—Shall appear.

, « , , v. * .

1'. W. (Ipswich.)—A very wide question; and, unless we know more deflnitely what is

wanted, only to be answered by giviiiK a list of all the works iu our possession.

T. X.—C. It. A. F.—Send name aud address.
L. F. E. Z.—Shall hear from us.
JouRNETHAN M AsoN.— Hint shall be kept in mind.
K. IJ. U We cannot And address.
Thames Embankment.—Perhaps.
D. W. B.-Declined with thanks.
G. E Send plan ; view shall be engraved.
A. T. E. It. Next week.
K itefer a statement of facts to the head of the department.
KovAx Enoineek,—We cannot help it; can R.E. pointout whcrewe are wrongf
D.l Who writes under several signatures, must nut hope so to impose on our credulity. Ii

the matter had deserved attention it would have received it.

B. F.—Let us see rough sketch.
F.E.Z.—Ditto.

KOTICE.
The Seventh Volume of the BuiLDiKO News is now ready, Iwnnd In cloth, price 2Is.

Subscribers can have their copies bound, either with or without the advertisement page«»

for 4s. 6d., on sending them to the office. Cases ready for binding the volume may be had
price 2s. each.

•«• AU communications to be addressed, Tlie EdUor of the BUILDING NEWS, 20, Old

JBosuell-coiirt, Strand f W.C.,exce}>t letters referring to advertisements or other OusineMnuUUrs,

which should be addressed to the J'ullisher, 18 to 21 , Old Boswell-court.

Advertisements are received up to six o'clock •» thursdays.
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THE DESTRUCTION OF CITY CHURCHES.
MID the bloodiest and dark-

est days of the first French Revo-
lution there was formed a band
—la baiule noire—of speculative

individuals, who assumed the

utilitarian mission of converting

into money, or to some purpose of

practical utility, the ai'chitectural

monuments which the piety or

refined taste of their ancestors

had raised to the great embellish-

ment of France. The Convention

wanted money to equip armies as

apostles to the rest of Europe of

the Religion of Reason, and as

J pioneers of French civilisation
;

and the Black Band, in their

patriotic anxiety to further these

ends, offered their money in exchange for

structures raised by a haughty aristocracy and
fiinatical priesthood—structures which could

be nothing more than obstructions to the new
light whichtheiJ^re Supreme shed over France.

So, under their black nag, inscribed guerre aux
chateaux^ paix aux fiameanx, they went forth in

bands, armed with sledge-liammers, crowbars,

and pickaxes, and levelled to the ground
cathedrals, churches, monastic structures,

palaces, and mansions, where there were no
other means of making money than from the

sale of old building materials. In districts where individuals offered to

purchase from la bande noire confiscated edifices for conversion to

useful purposes, care was taken to destroy statues, carved armorial

bearings, and artistic ornaments, in order to efface traces of the in-

equality and superstition which previously existed. From the northern

provinces, dotted with Flemish and the best French interpretations of

Gothic art ; through Normandy, with its stately feudal castles and
masculine styles, uniting force andgrace into forms of beauty ; through

the valley of the Loire, where the pleasing works of the Renaissance

stand on noble terraces sweeping down to the river; onto Limoges,

•where two styles of art may be said to have met ; on their way northward,

from the Lombard and Venetian cities of Italy, and from the Moorish
towns of Spain, the'destroyers passed, leaving a broad tract of sense-

less, purposeless, and irreparable desolation behind them.

The Convention—ignorantly indifferent as the members were to the

opinions ofposterity, and careless of everything that did not gratify their

political passions—did not venture directly on works of destruction,

although clearly responsible for the vandalism of la hande noire. In
justice we should, perhaps, make a distinction between the Convention
^nd the government of the Convention. If the Executive sold archi-

tectural works to ruthless destruction, the Convention, or some of its

members, strove to preserve the artistic inheritance bequeathed by the

past. An ex-bishop of Blois, a Conventionist, indignant at the degra-

dations and destructions—for which he invented the term vandalism

—

perpetrated in the provinces, made several reports, and at last obtained

decrees rendering the constituted authorities responsible for the pre-

.servation of national monuments and libraries. Of the buildings the

Convention decreed national property and took possession of in the

name of the nation, it did not openly proceed to destroy any, but
converted them to some quasi useful purpose. In Paris the Archi-
«piscopal Palace was united to the well-known hospital. Hotel Dieu,

and the conventual structures were most of them transformed into

hospitals. Such was the destination of the Abbey St. Antoine, of the

Benedictine Convent Rue de Sevres, of the Monastery Faubourg St.

Jacques, of the Convent at Chaillot, the College Montaigu, the

Convent of Val de Grace, and others. A Jacobin convent was trans-

formed into an artillery museum. The Abbey of St. Martin was made the

Conservatory of Arts and Trades, and the church is now a library. We
scarcely remember an instance ofthe Convention pulling down a church,
thougli it may have desecrated many. And it is, therefore, all the more
surprising that what the Convention dared not do when its political and
irreligious madness was at its height should be proposed to be done in

London, under the patronage of the Bishop, and when we are at the full

flood of a religious revival.

A statement has been going the round of the press'that the Post-office

authorities have offered a sum, varying from £40,000 to £80,000, for

the site of the church of St. Mary AVoolnoth, to construct the Lombard-
street branch thereon. This structure will, therefore, if the parishioners

consent tliereto, be forthwith demolished, and will be the first church

taken down under the Bishop of London's new Act, the 22nd artisle

of which provides that the proceeds of the " first sale of property or

materials " shall be appropriated for the payment of expenses incurred,

retrospectively or prospectively, in carrymg out the provisions of the

Act ; " And the same fund shall from time to time be augm^ted by

the Ecclesiastical Commissioner from the produce of similar sales of

property as there may be occasion." The written consent of the Vestry

IS necessary before the scheme can be carried into effect.

Sentiment is, doubtless, excessively foolish ; but there are few

Englishmen—excepting, of course. Bishops and Ecclesiastical Commis-

sioners—who can contemplate with indifference the destruction of an

edifice consecrated to the worship of God, and wherein our fathers

were baptised, married, and solemnly dismissed to the grave through

generations of men. The desecration of the graveyard—God's acre, as

our fathers simply and reverently called it—is still more revolting to the

laity. No consideration should be allowed to disturb the ashes of the

dead.

Although this may be a matter of sentiment with Englishmen, and

they may feel that they would suffer almost any personal incon-

venience rather than pull down a church or disturb graves, it may be

admitted that there are cases in which such proceedings may be

tolerated—we cannot say justified. But every case must be judged by

itself and note?i bloc. Is there an excuse or necessity for the destruction

of St. Mary Woolnoth ? The excuse for the Bishop of London's Bill

is, that in the city there are many churches without congregations,

while, without the city, there are many congregations without churches.

The city churches have rich endowments, and their sites are valuable

;

appropriate the endowments and prices of the sites of such churches as

are unattended to the erection and endowment of new churches in the

suburbs, says Dr. Tait. Certainly, the scheme looks very utilitarian—

quite philosophical at first glance—but subsequent examination will

show it to be the reverse. The first proposition ofthe advocates of the

measure is that London contains nearly three million inhabitants and less

than 500 churches, so 100 churches should be built. In this we may
concur ; by all means let us have the additional century of churches

;

but not old churches pulled down to build up new ones, for that would

not alter the relative proportions of population and churches. Then,

we are not sure that the figures represent the actual accommodation,

for religious worship. Turning to the last edition of the Post Office

Directory, we find there enumerated 334 Established churches and 77

chapels of ease, 104 Wesleyan chapels, 100 Independent chapels, 89

Baptist chapels, 84 chapels of other Protestant Dissenters, making the

total of Protestant places ofworship 782. To these must be added 31

Catholic chapels, 10 synagogues, 8 Quaker meeting-houses, 7 Unitarian

chapels, and 2 Greek chapels, giving the grand total of places of

worship at 840 for a population of 2,803,534, as ascertained by the last

Census, instead of the figures stated by the advocates of church destruc-

tion and extension. The figures as given corrected may not show that

ample accommodation for public worship is provided in the metropolis,

but they do prove that it is not so deficient as has been represented,

for they show one place of worship for every group of population equal

to 3,300 souls, instead of one for 6,000.

The history of church extension in the metropolis is well worth

glancing at on the present occasion. When FitzStephen wrote, there

were in London and the suburbs 13 conventual churches, and 126 lesser

parish churches. Centuries later, when Stow compiled his " Survaie,"

the number he gave for total was the same, 139; of these 89 were

destroyed by the Fire, and of them 35 were not rebuilt. This would

leave 104, independently of the two cathedrals, at the close of Wren's

labours. From 1680 to 1850 there were built, independently of those

erected by the present Commissioners, 56 churches for new parishes

and districts ; and the present Commissioners erected, wholly or partially,

90 new churches up to 1850. Since then greater progress has been

made, so that there is no room for charging the present generation

with having neglected its duty in this matter.

Granted that the population has departed from the City churches,

and that new churches are required in recently-formed districts, it

does not follow that we should destroy what may now be unused.

Before doing so—before resorting to so extreme a measure, we are

bound to exhaust every other resource. The fabric of a church is not

the property of a generation. We have only a life interest in it, and

hold it in trust for those who may come after us. In common justice

we cannot alienate it, unless it be in the interest of our successors.^ Wero
the number of churches within the City to be reduced to suffice the

present resident population, there is no certainty the diminished amount

of church accommodation will be adequate to supply the wants of the

future resident population. There is just now a tendency to live out

of the City ; but, so far as the poor are concerned, that is because they

are expelled. It is quite possible that a change may take place in

the style of building, and that, as London grows larger, architects will

give a vertical direction to the growth of London; that is to say,

erect lofty houses of six or more stories. Should this occur

—

and there are not wanting premonitory symptoms of this change—
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nothing L* more likely than that the resident population will aug-

ment. There will then be no church accommodation for them,

and it will be in\possible to provide it, except at very disproportionate

cost. Under tlicse circumstances, tlie destruction of City churches now
•will Be an act of cruel injustice, of culpable indifference, having regard

to the contingent requirements ofthe future. It is the duty of centres of

population, wherechurch acconimodation is required, to provide it out of

theirowo resources. Dissenters do so, andmaintain their pastors without

State assistance or legacies from the past. Classing them all as Pro-

testant Dissenters, the figures quoted above show that they have built

and kept up 377 places of worship, while the Establishment possesses

no more than 405. Yet Churchmen, as a body, are wealthier than Dis-

senters. Are we, then, to sui)pose that their faith is cooler, and that

among them the lamp of sacrilico bums feebler or is extinguished ?

"We are fully prepared to admit the weight of the rejoinder about the

difference in cost of constructing a chapel and a church ; but when we
have done so, that does not disprove the existence of energy and devo-

tion among Dissenters, and of lukewarmness among Churchmen. If

the learning and eloquence of a brilliant episcopacy and priesthood

cannot quldcen the zeal of Churchmen for their faith to the length of

making their sacrifices for church extension keep pace with the increase

of theu- wealth, still we contend that church extension is not to be
obtained by churcli destruction. With the recent examples of the

munificent exertions of laymen in this direction—of Miss Burdett
Coutts, the Misses Monk, Mr. Hubbard, and Mr. Beresford-IIope—the

laity cannot be so torpid as it is made to appear. Its zeal would be
quickened if the Church herself set the example. A belief is current

that the revenues of the Church are ample to satisfy all existing wants,

if properly administered. Laymen read of sees the holders of which
receive princely incomes, and apply them to the enrichment of their

fiunilies ; of Church lands leased for inadequate rentals, that present

inciunbents may pocket large fines ; and of other sources of revenue
which are diverted from the service of the Church. A case in point

has been just published, which, Avithout assuming a personal character,

•will admirably illustrate our proposition with respect to the perversion

or diversion of Church income. Finsbury prebendary is in the hands
of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners, and yields an income of £7,000
a year. In seven years the income will rise to £66,000 annually.

The greatest exertions are now made to prevent this sum being
applied to the erection of episcopal palaces, and to enhancing the rank
and dignity of deans, while Londoners are without sufficient church
accommodation, and are asked to demolish the monumental works of
their fathers to supply the wants of new localities. The income of the
prebendary it is sought from the Ecclesiastical Commissioners to have
appUed to provide endowments for fifty existing churches now without
them, and for one hundred new churches to be built. This would leave

a balance of £26,000—or interest, at 3 per cent., on a capital of
upwards of £860,000—for the erection of the fabrics. Surely here are

means to provide the requisite church extension, without imitating the
Vandals of the French Revolution. Let the Commissioners announce
such an appropriation, and the laity will not be backward in aiding

the good work to the utmost of their ability.

We have hitherto treated the question on general grounds, but ifwe
narrow it to the case of St. Mary Woolnoth—and every case should be
treated on its own grounds—the contemplated act of vandalism will

appear particularly odious in an architectural point of view. St. Mary
Woolnoth happens to be the chef-d'ceuvre of Nicholas Hawksmoor, the
favourite pupil of Wren ; it was built in 1719. The exterior is original

and bold, remarkable for the soUdity of its appearance, heightened by
deep rusticated work. If it does exhibit some trace of heaviness, it also

ahows an air of magnificence, combined with harmonious simplicity of
decoration. The interior is effective and well proportioned, " sump-
tuously beautiful," and ornamented with bold and rich decoration, and
the plan remarkable, withal, for classical simplicity and harmony. And
this is the structure which all critics agree in praising, and is one of the
few architectural monuments in the City, that is to be destroyed, under
the sanction of the highest dignitaries of the Church.

A'

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.
T a meeting of this Institution, held on the 4th instant, John Hawxshaw,
. Esq., President, in the chair, papers were read by Mr. E. L. J. Blyth,

member, " Description oftlie Loch Ken Viaduct, Portpatrick Railway," and by
Mr. R. P. Bkkreton, member, " Description of the Centre Pier of the Bridge
•cross the Tainar, at Saltash, on the Cornwall Railway, and of the means em-
ployed in its Construction."
At the monthly ballot the following candidates were ballotted for and duly

elect«d :—Sir John B«-nson, Messrs. J. 1'. Blair, D. Hutton, E. Johnston, I.

Kcnhaw, T. E. M. Marsh, R. Milligan, R. Smallraan, and W. G. Smart, as
members; Messrs. II. H. liigg, J. Gordon, J. M. Harkness, R. Hodson, J.
OHver, and I. Pickering, as Associates.
On Tuesday, tlie llih in»t., Mr. C. A. Hartley read a paper, entitled "A

Description of the Delta of the Danube, and of the Works recently executed at the
SuUna Mouth." The discus»ioii was adjourned to the 18th inst., when, if tunc
permit*, Mr. James Abernctliy will read " A Description of Works at the Ports
ofSwansea, Silloth, and BIythe."

THE ROAD ACROSS THE PARK.

AFTER repeated attempts to do something very absurd, our crotchety
and headstrong First Commissioner of Public Works has at length

been forced into a sensible line of action ; but, even with his head put
straight to it, and with every detail clearly defined, he still wishes—as

we shall presently show— to swerve crookedly in pursuing it. The deep
trench and the close sower are both abandoned. The necessity of a new
bridge over the Serpentine, or of a tunnel beneath it, are given up. The
common folk, in hired vehicles, are to cross the park in the broad light of

day, and in full view of the tenderly-cared-for equestrians. A portion of

their exercising ground is, moreover, to be approj>riated to a more extended
public use. For tliis inch of sacrifice an ell of compensation will, doubt-

less, be sought hereafter in Kensington- gardens ; but we must not look a
gift horse too scrutinisingly in tlie moutli. We think ourselves only too

lucky in that one, even if Sir R. JIayne's excellent suggestions are con-

ceded to us. The plan now—finally, we hope— settled, is to enter Hyde-
park from the Bayswater-road at the Victoria -gate, and to make use of

the present roadway as far as the bridge. This, as our readers are aware,

makes a sweep round the powder magazine. Sow we should like to know
why this out-of-the-way curl in the road could not be dispensed with,

and the much shorter route behind the magazine be adopted? The road as

it is, by its twistings and turnings, extends to nearly double the length of a

direct road ; the necessity for increasing it is not certainly perceptible to us.

The present railing, which divides the roads on the bridge, is to be
removed some 8 feet, so as to increase the width for the expected traffic.

This is judicious; but the granite piers at either end will be great ob-

structions, and will seriously impede the traffic. The contractions of the

road whicli they occasion are, perhaps, unavoidable on the bridge, but they

seem in Mr. Cowper's mind to establish precedents which he feels bound
to follow.

On quitting the bridge the road again turns to the left. This road it is

also proposed to widen some eiglit feet, but rather than fell one solitary

tree, or go in a direct line, a contraction is marked out in the very centre

of the road, reducing its width at tliis point to under 30 feet. A road of

irregular width, with a large traffic, is, as every one knows, the most diffi-

cult to keep clear, and yet, with two unavoidable contractions on the

bridge, Mr. Cowper must needs inflict a third upon us withm fifty yards of

it, and this witliout the slightest necessity. Tliere is no .need to bend at

all to the left on quitting the bridge ; by slicing a few yards from a useless

angle of Kensington-gardens, and filling up the ditch which now runs from
the bridge to the corner of Rotten-row, and which separates it from Hyde-
park, with the superabundant gravel ready to hand upon the ground, a
broad footpath might be obtained and the present one added to the road-

way. Two birds might thus have been killed with one stone ; but Mr.
Cowper will always use two stones to one bird. We may be told that a
railing would then be required on the dwarf wall which bounds the

property. We grant that, but in doing so we must add that the enclosure

would then be effectual, which the present miserable contrivance is not, and
that money would readily be granted for a manifest improvement. The
road, after joining Rotten-row, does not cross it direct to the Exhibition,

but continues in a westernly direction, so as to enter the Kensington-road

opposite Prince Albert's-road, at the far end of the Exhibition building.

This, at first sight, appears an unnecessary elongation of the road; but it

should be remembered that the eastern entrance of the huge building will

be of necessity the most crowded, and that any risk of a "block" at the

junction with the Kensington -road is above all things to be avoided. An
extended road of some 350 yards is more than compensated for by greater

facility in reaching the building, and by decreasing the pressure in the

most threatened portion.

The debate in the House of Commons, when Mr. Cowper asked for a
vote of £2,000 to make this temporary road, proved clearly that in a
multitude of counsels there is not always wisdom. " Every one," as Lord
H. Lennox remarked—and he himself was no exception to the rule

—

"consulted his own convenience when some self-denial and forbearance

might have been expected." Cavalry was pitted against infantry. Car-

riages, in Mr. B. Cochrane's opinion, ought not to encroach upon
the equestrian's domain, either on the bridge, or, still greater sacrilege, in

Rotten-row. He would batter at the children's peace by sending the

vehicles through Kensington-gardens.

Perhaps, like Malcolm, "he has no children," and, therefore, "can
dispute it like a man," but his opposition would almost lead one to beUeve
that he had a large pecuniary interest in hired saddle-horses. Fortunately,

although he " would still be talking, nobody marked him." Sir Morton
Peto suggested a timber footway outside the present bridge, but his

mention of Captain Fowke, and of his " signal success at the Exhibition,"

raised a laugh which puffed out the worthy Baronet's kindling idea; and
Lord Elcho subsequently put an extinguisher upon it, amidst the cheers of

the House. This little incident was worth the whole debate. Mr.
Cowper's adopted plan—it is really a slight modification of Sir Morton
Peto's—was, however, too simple and too easy of accomplishment for a
sustained opposition, and the £2,000 were granted, but only after as great

a discussion as that which was given to a vote of £14,000,000 a few
nights previously.

We are not so sanguine as to imagine that the two practical amendments
to the plan which we offer will be carried out, although no person who
examines the site can fail to perceive their value; but, with them or

without them, the new road will be a great boon, not only to the adjoining

parishes, nor even to Mr. Cowper's expected Australian, but to the pubUc
at large, who, without it, would have been jostled and crowded in narrow
Streets by people who had no topographical reason for being near them.
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PRE-RAFFAELLITE PICTURES.

MESSRS. Chrietie and Manson have within these few days, sold the

largest collection of modem pre-Raffacllite pictures which has yet

come to the " hammer." They were the property of the late Mr. Flint, a

stockhroker, at Leeds, and cost him about .£2.'j,0()0. The varied style of art

purchased by him—for although he possessed more prc-Raffacllitc pictures

than perhaps any other collector, among his water-colour drawing and oil

pictures were found works of great merit by living artists—leads to the con-

clusion that he had been persuaded to lay out large sums in that peculiar

method of painting, in the hope that it would become in the course of time a

valuable property. The sale, however, to which we are now directing atten-

tion, has to a certain extent dispelled that illusion. An experience, if no bene-

fit to him inhis grave, may, wo hope, prove beneficial to others who entertain

the same belief in pre-RafJaelliteart. The value of that hope will be found

in the three following instances :
" The Carpenter's Shop," by Millais,

which, we believe, cost him upwards of £1,000, was sold to a dealer for

500 guineas ;
" Christ Washing Peter's Feet," by Madox Brown, which also

cost him a large sum of money, was knocked down for 90 guineas.; and the

last picture in the sale by the Belgian pre-Raffaellite, Henri Leys, for which
he paid £15,000, brought no more than 800 guineas. That very profane

picture, called as profanely the " Carpenter's Shop," being the boyhood of

Christ, has already gone back to nearly its first price, viz., £500. As more
than £8,500 has been lost on the sale of this collection, it may be assumed
although most of the other pictures by the Millais -Hurst-Brown
school brought monstrous prices, that the loss upon them was propor-

tionately large, especially as the pictures painted by legitimate artists

obtained excellent amounts.

Thedownward tendency ofpre-Raffaelle art, ofwhichwe have so constantly

warned our readers, has set in earlier and more decidedly than was to be ex-

pected. Indeed, it is scarcely possible to calculate how far it has already

gone, because the result of Mr. Flint's sale, marked as it is, gave but a very
feeble and uncertain idea as to the real state of the market for such com-
modities. At the commencement of the pictiu'c season it is usual with the

trade, if no good genuine collection is to be sold by auction, to get up a

sale of their own, at which the t>urchases are of the most friendly kind, the
object being merely to establish prices for the rest of the London season.

If this proceeding is necessary with regard to the ordinary productions of

art, how essential it must be with works of so doubtful a permanency, and
for which there are comparatively so few buyers, as the paintings by pre-

RafTaellites. Thus, had not the dealers in them bid liberally at the sale,

the whole concern would have "caved in," and not only would have im-
mediate selling been stopped, but future operations would have become
hopeless. Under these circumstances it may, we think, be fairly argued
the £8,500 lost upon this sale does not represent with accuracy the real dete-

rioration in pre-Raffaellite pictures. Besides the causes given above for

the delusion being kept alive as long as possible, it has another source of
vitality through having become a party question, but unlike Swift's saying
that " party is the madness of many for the gain of a few," it is the mad-
ness of a few for the gain only of a few, for there are dealers who won't
" keep the article," and if we may judge from the audible remarks and
laughable jokes passed in the room during the sale, a very few of the
lunatics could have been present—we except, of course, those who have
" method in their madness"—the sellers and the makers of the peculiar
merchandise.

But out of this madness let us endeavour to extract something useful
and remarkable. With respect to the latter we wish to direct attention to

the want of consistency or style in the works of the leading pre-Raffaellite

painters. Take the drawings by Millais to the " Framley Parsonage,"
" The Carpenter's Shop," and the " Black Brunswicker "—all three as
different in treatment as it is possible to conceive. Take " Christ Washing
Peter's Feet," " Our Lady of Good Children," and the " Last of England,"
by Madox Brown. Again, take " The Return from Marston Moor," " Gon-
domar witnessing the Execution of Raleigh," and "Elaine," by Henry
Wallis. Each of these painters has produced results among these pictures
belonging to epochs of art from the Media;val period to the present day,
and we are asked to believe that they are eminently sincere, earnest, and
honest painters. Madox Brown painted his most Mediajval pictures last

year, and the other the year before ; but his picture most modern in

style was painted in 1852, a period of ten years before the others. The
most Mediaeval picture, the " Return from Marstou Moor," by Wallis, was
exhibited two years ago. As to Millais, it must, however, .be admitted
that the most affected of his pictures in the tale was painted in 1852,
hut the tone and finish he displayed at that time are both lost in his more
recent work, the " Black Brunswicker." There is another remarkable fact

worthy of notice, which is that pre-Raffaellite pictures do not improve in

tone with age. The yellowish red satin of the lady's skirt in the " Pro-
scribed Royalist" is as much like copper as it ever was, and the white
satin dress of the lady in " The Black Brunswicker " is, if possible, more
like tin than when it was first exhibited. In conclusion, we think the fol-

lowing hint may prove useful to young painters. It was decidedly proved
at the sale, that whether a picture was painted by a pre-Raffaellite or not,
brilliant effects of light and vivid colouring, subjects of human sympathy
and strongly-marked expression, obtained the most attention and brought
the largest sums of money, particularly if distinguished by a quaint and
catching title. The fact being so, there is not the slightest excuse for
attempting old-fashioned quaintness or absurd antics in art. A good
subject, well and legitimately painted, will certainly meet with a liberal
reward.

A LATE COMBATANT.

IF it were possible for any one to slumber uninterruptedly for a twelre-

raonth, we should think that such acaUimity had befallen a gentleman
who in the current number of the Art Journal signs himself " an Archi-

tect." He seems suddenly to have awaked to a sense of the utter nglines*

of the new Exhibition, and, like a boa, he attacks his prey with a

voracious appetite, even before he has had time to inijuire whether it he

worth a display of his energies, and whether it has not already been done
to death. We do not notice " an Architect" with a view of defending the

Exhibition; but he takes upon himself to censure the lions of the profession

for omitting previously to demolish so outrageous a defiance of their taste.

He complains that the architects—by which we suppose he means the

heads of the professional societies—said nothing, and that the Builder and
Building News also said nothing, although the most inexperienced in art

regarded the building with suspicious misgivings. We would here re-

commend "an Architect" to turn over tlie last volume of our Journal; he

will there find that not only did Mr. Tite, in the name of the Institute,

deem it his duty to " protest against the official exclusion of architects

from the councils of those who assume to represent the taste of the nation

in the various branches of art," but he anticipated (see page 871) the

cheers with which " vulgar unreasoning abuse of our profession " was re-

ceived at the Society of Arts, and which seems, from " an Architect's "

letter, to be the spur which has occasioned his spasmodic action.

Mr. Blomfield, also, in his inaugural address at the Architectural

Association, spoke of the " monster which is now developing its vast

anatomy at Brompton," and wliich '• was hatched without the decency of

even a nominal architectural incubation." Moreover, we have ourselves

in special reports never failed to point out the defects of the building—the

long line of dulness in the Cromwell-road, the mistake ofbelieving bigness

and grandeur to be synonymous terms, the want of harmony between the

forms of the nave and the courts' roofs, all of which " an Architect" fancies

he has newly discovered. We have praised the lighting of the picture

gallery whilst condemning its decoration, and have protested against

filling the senseless blank arcades with mosaics, or spending a penny in

the vain attempt to render the building passable. We have done even
more than this—more even than " an Architeci" does now even in two pages

of piled-np censure—we have shown that Mr. Meeson has been entrusted

with the task of preparing all the detailed working drawings, so that even
the merit of construction is not even due to the military engineer, and that

Mr. Sykes and his pupils have designed what few decorative features are

seen in the building. We have certainly applauded the untiring exertion

of the contractors, and have not even refused simply because Captain

Fowke was not " a regularly educated architect," to give him praise wher«
we believed he fairly earned it. Nearly every newspaper has lamented
the want of taste flauntingly displayed at Brompton. Mr. Cole, in his

handbook, is its only avowed champion ; he loves it with the affection of

a maiden aunt, and the Times—for reasons which could be easily explained

— is but a windy expansion of Mr. Cole.

We are at a loss to see the object of " an Architect's" letter. In one

part he fears that " foreign visitors will look upon the building as the best

thing that we could accomplish, when we set the full architectural power
of the nation at work," whilst at the end'of his comiuunicatiou he says,

that the building by its ugUness "acquits the profession, that foreigners

well know we have amongst us arcliitects of the very highest ability." It

is certainly too late to prevent the building answering the purpose for

which it was built ; when there was a chance of the "job" being frustrated,

we did our best to defeat it ; now that the building is an accomplished

fact, it is idle to be for ever harping upon the same string. If we have an

ugly house and are obliged to live in it, let us smother our ill temper and
show our own taste by furnishing it artistically and creditably, .and be

determined to withhold even a shilling towards covering with mosaics that

deformity which ought never to have afflicted the eyes of friendly neigh-

bours ; one might as well set diamonds in the trunk of a tree as put Lucca
della Robbia work on the Cromwell-road front. It is of no use wailing over

that which cannot be remedied ; let us rather look ahead and guard against

any similar surprises. We have yet to learn the real object of the picture

gallery having been made a permanent building ; to prevent South Ken-
sington from being for ever a hot-bed of amateurs who believe they know
everything because they have learnt nothing, and to make it what it was
intended to be, a School of Art and Science.

The fault which " an Architect " finds with the building are most of

thera true enough, but we think if he had devoted the time given to his

long article to a careful perusal of the Biildino News, he would not only

have seen the utter inutility of publishing it, but, at the same time, had

reason to get rid of his complaint against the architects and ourselves.

But if our surprise is great that " an Architect " should have supposed us

guilty of indifference in the matter, it is still more so that our contem-

porary the Critic, should endorse that portion especially of his com-

munication. It ought to know that the press, with one exception only,

has repudiated the Exhibition building as an exponent of English

architecture, as well as it knows that that repudiation is deserved. It is

rather too bad after doing a soldier's duty to be told by the latest re-

inforcement that one has been all day carousing in t!:e enemy's camp.

When another fight has to be fought, although it be a losing one, we hope

to find " an Architect " and the Critic by our side at the commence-

ment of the fray.
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ST. STEPHEN'S CHURCH, SPITALFIELDS.

THIS church is a plain, but substantial structure, designed to fit a site

of very peculiar shape. It is consequently somewhat unusual in its

external form, but so arranged as to occupy and make available for

accommodation every foot of ground upon which it stands. Its most
striking peculiarity is the western apse, which, though not unprecedented,

bcinj; by no means an uncommon feature in German churches, has not

hitherto been much used in this country. It is in this case the natural

termination of a nave, the centre line of which strikes upon the angie

formed by two streets, and it is by the adoption of this form that every
part of the site has been rendered so entirely available.

The church was originally designed with two towers, terminating in

spires, but the most stringent economy having to be practised in every
' jiirt, they were necessarily omitted.

Exclusive of tlie apse and chancel and its aisles, the form of the church

-within is an exact square, of 61 feet 6 inches, divided into nave and aisles

by arcades, supported by four pillars only, two on either side.

The nave is 28 feet wide j the north aisle, 15 feet 8 inches ; the south,

12 feet 4 inches. The chancel is 28 feet by 19 feet, and tlie depth of the

apse, 31 feet. On either side of the chanc-el are aisles conterminous there-

with, exclusively occupied by childrens' seats. The height of the nave to

the square is 27' feet, and to the ridge 49 feet, being 15 feet less than was
originally intended.

Tlie aisles are divided externally into three bays, each surmounted by a

gable, for the purpose of admitting large three-light windows, on which

the illumination of the interior chiefly depends. The apse has two stories

of windows—one below the gallery, stepped up in gradation to its rise, and

the other of narrow openings above the backs of the seats. The eastern

end of the site being to be blocked by houses, a window in the gable only

was practicable, and the chancel is lighted by side windows over the roofs

of the childrens' aisles.

The walls of the church are built and faced with plain stock bricks,

intermixed externally with red and black bricks; and the arches and piers

internally are faced with red and white bricks.

The church is fitted with stained deal internally.

Every part of the building is finished very plainly, the capitals of the

<|>iUars, corbels, &c. l>eing the only parts in which carving is introduced.

The cost of the building has been as follows, the amount having been

. considerably increased by the great rise in the price of bricks, which

.occurred before the contract was taken:

—

Builders' contract and additional works, including carvinu,

and £i5S for extra foundations £6,013

Heating apparntua and flues, by Haden, of Trowbridge 189

Gasfittings by Skidmore 126

Bell and fittings 26

Fittings and furniture 29

Total £6,383

The architect was Mr. Christian ; the contractors, Messrs. Browne and
- Kobinson; clerk of works, Mr. J. O. Abbott. The foundation-stone was

laid in October, 1860, and the church was consecrated on December 6th,

1861. The church answers admirably acoustically, seats in the extreme

end of the apse being equally good for hearing as those in the body of the

• nave, and, owing to the width of the nave, and large span of the arches,

there is not a seat in the church which does not come within view of the

preacher.

PROFES.SOR BARLOW, F.R.S.

WE have to record the death of Professor Barlow, the author of the " Strength

of Materials " and many other works. He was bom in Norwich in 1776.

In 1806 he was appointed one of the mathematical professors at the Royal

Militarv Academy at Woolwich, which office he held until 1847. His discovery

of the means of correcting tlie local attraction on tlie compasses of ships brought

him into great notoriety, and he received the Copley medal, and was elected on

the Council of the Royal Society. The Board of Longitude conferred upon him
the reward provided for useful uautical discoveries. The Emperor of Russia

acknowiedj^ed the value of the invention, and presented him with the diploma

of tlie Imperial Academy of Sciences at St. Petersburg, and he was elected a

corresponding member of the Institute of France and the Royal Society of

Brussels, besides other rewards and honours. He was associated with Mr.
Telford in experiments (or the Menai-bridge. He was then consulted in reference

to the removal of Old London-bridge. In 1836 he was appointed one of the Irish

Railway Commissioners, with General Sir Jolm Burgoyne and the late Mr.
Drummond, and subsequently appointed on three other royal commissions re-

lating to railwavs in England. In 1847 he retired from the Royal Military

Academy, and the Government awarded him his full income for the remainder of

his life, in consideration of his eminent services. His simple and upright

character, and his kind and cheerful disposition, endeared him to a large circle

of friends. He died on the 1st of March.

The New Copyright Bill.—The proposed Bill for amending the law
relating to copyright in works of the fine arts, and for repressing the commission
of fraud in the production and sale of such works, provides that the author of

everj- painting, drawing and photograph which shall be made, or iorthe first time
(old or disposed of, either in the British dominions or elsewhere, after the cora-

THE ALBERT MEMORIAL.
ON Friday last the Committee of Advice nominated by the Queen to assist her

Majesty in the choice and mode of execution of a design for the proposed

national memorial, held a meeting in the Council-room of the Fine Arts Com-
mission at the Palace of Westminster.

"The brief notice of their preliminary meeting, which appeared in the BniLD-
ING News, has resulted in a number of communications being addressed to the

Committee by the owners and lessees of granite quarries in various parts of the

country, relative to their respective capacities to yield a monolith of adequate

grandeur for the proposed memorial. A perusal of these tends to dispel the

notion, which had been previously entertained in some quarters, that the search

for a single stone of the requisite dimensions in this country would be attended

with incalculable difficulty. The Ross of Mull Granite Company state that they

can supply a monolith of red granite larger than any known column in existence.

The obelisk in front of the M'infer Palace at St. Petersburg, they say, is the

largest one in Europe, measuring 93 feet. They state that they can e.xeeed that

by at least 7 feet in length, and with a corresponding excess in diameter. This

stone, said to have been hitherto unnoticed, is reported by their manager, Mr.
Marshall, to have been discovered in the Tormore locality, and, what is still more
remarkable, to be already quarried on three sides. It is deseriljed, moreover, as

lying jnst at the surface"of tlie ground, witli a fine open field in front on which
it could be rolled out and "scabbled." It has an even surface, is quite detached

at top and bottom, is perfectly sound, and of a g-ood red colour. It is upwards of

100 feet in length, and will average about 12 feet in diameter. Besides this letter,

there is also one to the effect that in the granitic formation betwtwn Penryn and
Helston monoliths can be shown at this mouient of several thousand cubic feet,

perfectly sound, and without a single defect. These are but two examplesamong
many others of the information which has been elicited on the subject.

The Committee was chiefly occupied on Friday in the consideration of the

enormous difficulties with which the operations, first of quarrjing a monolith of

the desired dimensions, then of transporting it to its ultimate destination, and
finally of rearing it, would be attended. Assuming, for which there is reason,

such a stone at a rough calculation to weigh some (jOO tons, a ton being a horse

load, a faint idea may he formed of the prodigious labour and risk of conveying

it to the metropolis by sea, and still greater by land. Again, suppo.se it to have
been brought up the Thames as far as Chelsea, the question of moving it through,

in some cases, narrow and tortuous streets would require a practical solution.

These, of course, are considerations for the exercise of engineering skill, and are

only now alluded to as confronting the proposed undertaking from the com-
mencement.
Among others, Sir Roderick Murchison is rendering the Committee valuable

assistance as to the various quarters where a monolith of tlie requisite proportions

might possibly be found. The Duke of Argyll, who has granite quarries on his

estates unleased, is understood to have made a generous proposal in the event of

their capacity being proved to yield a stone suitable for the proposed national

monument, ^
THE THAMES EMBANKMENT.

A NUMEROUSLY signed memorial and protest of owners and occupiers of

wharves and other property on the Surrey side of the Thames has been pre-

sented to the Commissioners, setting forth that, between Lambeth Palace and

Southwark-bridge, there are eighty wharves, in separate occupations, carrying

oil a variety of extensive trades, besides factories, mills, granaries, and buildings

rising directly from the waterside, with drawing docks and free landing-places,

and for all of which the free use of the river shore is essential. While e.\pressing

their unwillingness to offer any opposition to public improvements and relieving

the evils arising from the floodings of the river, the memorialists consider that

their entire trades would be seriously damaged if any material inpediment should

be created in the river traffic by the interruption of the landing and loading of

goods. Tliey consider that any of the plans for an embanked roadway that have

been laid before the public would materially impede such traffic, and that the

present flooding of the river periodically may be prevented by causing the banks

of the river to be raised and the wharf walls to be altered.

life of such author, and s^jven yrars after his death : provided, that when any
painting or drawing shall be for the first time sold or disposed of after the passing

of this Act, the person so selling or disposing of the same shall not retain the

copyright thereof utilens it be expressly reserved to him by agreement in

tenting, signed at or before the time of such sale or disposition, by the vendee or

mdg^nee of sncb painting or drawing.

CHURCH BUILDING.
Oxford.—Dunster Church.—This parish church has been restored, the

whole expense—£2,000—having been borne by Sir H. W. Dashwood. The
church is in the early English style, and nearly the whole of the body and

chancel have been rebuilt. The arcade has been restored, retaining the old pillars ;

a portion of the old screen, separating the chancel from the chantry, has also been

retained. The roof and seats are new. The singing gallery, formerly under the

west entrance, has been pulled down, and a space of about five feet additional

width has been obtained at the north side of the church. The pulpit, altar rails,

&c., are new. An old piscina at the east end, formerly imbedded in the wall, has

been brought to light. Two of the windows are entirely new, and others have

been restored, Messrs. Clayton and Bell supplying the stained glass. At the

entrance to the chancel on either side are busts of her Majesty and the Bishop.

Manchester.—Nev) Church at Patricroft.—On last Saturday the founda-

tion-stone of an iron church was laid in the centre of Patricroft. The intended

building will he 95 feet long, 50 feet wide, and 38 feet high. Its estimated cost

amounts to £1,600, and 800 adults and 200 children will be provided with

accommodation. The building is being carried out by Messrs. H. C. Hemming
and Co., iron church manufacturers, the clerk of the works being Mr. Bryant,

of that firm. The style is to be Gothic, and the building will comprise two aisles,

nave, chancel, organ chamber, and gallery for children. The walls and roof are

to he of corrugated and galvanised iron. The inside of the building will be

cased with wood, canvassed and papered. The space between will be left unfilled,

for the purposes of ventilation, &c. The benches are to be of fir, stained and

varnished. There will be an octagon pulpit of the same material, and a reading-

desk to correspond. The entrances will he at the west end. A bell-turret will

surmount the western gable.

Benson's Watches and Clocks.—"Perfoction of mechanism."—J/ommy Posl.

Gold watches, 5 to 100 gnineaa ; silver watches, 2 to 60 guineas. BeiLsoii's now Dlustrated

Pamphlet, free for two stamps, descriptive of every construction of watch, enable perrons

in any part of the world to select with the gi-catest certainty the waU-h boat adapted to

their use. Watches sent free and safe by post on receipt of a remittance.

.J. W. Bkhson, 33and 34, Ludgate-hill, 45 and 47, Oonihill, London, E.C. EstablisUca

174!).
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OBELISKS.*

WE continue our account of the principal obelisks in the world Two

obelisks of red granite, without inscriptions, 47 and 48 feet high

resnectively, formerly stood at the entrance of the mausoleum of Augustus.

They were brought to Rome by Claudius in the fiftieth year of the Chris-

tian err Sixtus V., with the aid of Fontana, placed the larger one before

the Church of Santa Maria Maggiore. The other, two hundred years

later WIS erected by Pius VI. in front of the Papal palace on the Quirmal

Thebrseof this latter is more ornamented than any of tlie others, and

n,ay give our artists an idea of the effect of large blocks of sculpture at

the foot of an obelisk. The famous colossal equestrian groups style, Castor

and Pollux, which give the name of Monte CavaUo to the square m whicli

they stand are on either side of the base of the obelisk; but we areS that the spectator thinks little of the obelisk ''» ¥ /°°^^"P°" »^''

brilliant action which the Greek sculptors have infused into their groups.

Tl ere is a want of harmony in the different features of the whole group,

and it could scarcely well be otherwise when we remember that one portion

was fashioned and rounded by the most artistic nation of ancient and

modern times, that the other was simply 81"'»«<i.
.'>"";?'f'',? °^y!f"

before, upon another continent, and that there was nothing but the Roman

art of the last century to bind them together.

The obelisk in the centre of the Piazza Navona, is, perhaps, the most

picturesquely treated in aU Rome. Little is known with certainty of this

obelisk ; it is even doubted whether it be an Egyptian work. It is of red

granite, and was found, broken into four or five pieces, in the Circus of

Romulus, near the Appian Way. Its height is 54 feet 3 inches, but, with

its base, it is within a foot of 100 feet. It was erected 200 years ago by

Innocent X. It—or rather the pedestal which bears it—stands upon a

huge mass of rockwork, 31 feet high, in the centre of a fountain. Ihe

rock has an opening through it, and statues by Bernini are perched upon

it The water which supplies the fountain issues from the rock, ine

pedestal is somewhat wider than the obelisk, and has a small cornice on

the top ; a broad belt of masonry projects 2 or 3 inches from the die of the

pepestaL The obelisk itself is capped by metal-work. The pyramidal

substructure of this obelisk, notwithstanding the coarse treatment of the

sculpture, gives the whole group a gorgeous effect. The squared obelisk

and the smoothed sculpture are liiikcd together by the rough rockwork,

and the contrast of light upon the uneven surface of the stone upon the

sparkling water, and the rounded marblelfigures, make us almost forget

that Bernini had anything to do with the work.

A pair of obelisks, 17 feet high, were, in 1665, found in the gardens of

the Dominican Convent, behind the Church of St. Maria sopra Minerva.

These are supposed to have formerly stood at the entrance of the temple

of Isis and Serapis, in the Campus Martius. Bernini, with his usual want

of taste, placed one of them on tlie back of a marble elephant sculptured

by Ercole Ferrata. It stands now, a sad spectacle, in the centre of the

piazza before the church above mentioned.

Clement XI., forty-five years later, placed the companion obelisk as a

central feature in the middle of the fountain, which stands before the

Pantheon. , „ „ ,

The obelisk which formerly stood in the Circus of Sallust now crowns

the lofty summit of the Pincian Hill, in front of the Church of the Sta.

Trinita del Monti. Including its base and ornaments it is 99 feet 11 inches

high, but it may almost be said to have the whole flight of steps which

lead from the Piazza di Spagna for its substructure.

A small obeUsk, 30 feet high, was, by Pius VII., reared also on the

Pincian Hill. It is covered with hieroglyphics, and was found near the

Church of Sta. Croce, in Gerusalemme.

The obelisk of red granite erected by Antiuori on Monte Citono was

the one which so charmed Winkelfried by the beauty of its hieroglyphics.

It was brought from Egypt by Augustus, and stood formerly to serve as

a meridian in the Campus Martius. Its height is 71 feet 6 inches. It is

surmounted by a bronze globe. Its base was formed of fragments of the

Aurelian column, which were discovered near it.

There is another small obelisk in the gardens of the Villa Mattei, on

the Celian Hill, but it is an insignificant specimen in a city so rich in

obelisks as Rome.
There are one or two obelisks, we believe, in the Egyptian Museum at

Florence, but they are of small proportions.

The magnificent obelisk which, at a cost of £80,000, Louis Philippe

transported from the Temple at Luxor is well known to all visitors to

Paris. It stands in the centre of the Place de la Concorde. It was

brought to France by M. Lebas, the engineer, and by him fixed in its pre-

sent position. A detailed account of every circumstance connected with

its removal has been published, under the title of " Notice Historiquc,

Descriptive et Archasologique sur I'Obelisque de Luxor." From it we
learn that, on its being taken down, a fissure was discovered, extending up

it, which, from the fact of its being secured by wooden dovetailed cramps,

was evidently an original flaw in the Syene granite. Tlie name of

Barneses II., better known as the Great Sesostris, was also found beneath

it. The two monoliths were both given by Mohammed All to the French

Government, but it was, seemingly, content with the expense and luxury

of one of them. Its height is 72 feet 3 inches, and its greatest width

7 feet G inclies, thus being rather less tlian the general proportion of ten

diameters. A pedestal was made for it, of a single block of grey granite,

from the quarries of Labor, in Brittany, which weighed 240,000 pounds,

nearly half the weight of the obelisk. The obelisk is covered with splen-

didly cut hieroglyphics. Tlie eastern side bears a Latin inscription, re-

* Continnetl from page 1.S7.

cording its removal; the western side, one in French, of the same purport;

on the northern side are engraved gilt sections of the machinery used in

Egypt for the removal of the obelisk; on the southern those employed in

Paris. A model of the machinery was deposited in the Conservatoire des

Arts et Metiers.

There is another obelisk in France, at Aries, erected in 1676, in the

square next the town hall. It was found prostrate in the mud of the

Rhone. It is a simple shaft of grey granite, and was for a long time con-

sidered to be Egyptian, but it is now believed to have been taken from a

quarry in the Estrelle Mountains, near FrOjus. When discovered it was

broken at the top, but the missing fragment was found, and is now re-

attached to it. It is 55 feet high and 7 feet 6 inches square, and it tapers

considerably more tlian any found in Egypt. It rests on four lions

couchants, which are at the angles on the cornice of the pedestal. A
broad landing bears the whole mass. The sides ofthe pedestal are inscribed

with panegyrics on Louis XIV., in whose reign it was re-erected. The
top is decorated in a hideous fashion, with a globe and fleurs-de-lis sur-

mounted by a gilt sun, which has eyes, nose, and mouth marked

upon it.

In England we have four genuine Egyptian obelisks. The largest, 22

feet high, is that to which we have already alluded, which stands at the

seat of Mr. Bankes, in Dorsetshire. It was procured by Belzoni from the

island of Philse, and bears some very interesting inscriptions. Another is

at Alnwick. The two remaining ones stand on either side of the Egyptian

gallery in the British Museum. They are of basalt, and covered witli the

most equisite hieroglyphics. The faces and figures are chiselled with

rare delicacy. Tlie outlines only are sunk at right angles about half an

inch, the sculpture itself is rounded slightly, so that the most projecting

portion is on the same surface as the main surface of the obelisk. These

obelisks are about 9 feet high, and 1 foot 6 inches in diameter. They were

captured by the British Army in 1801, and presented by the King to the

National collection.

In an adjoining gallery we can see two obelisks from Assyria. The black

one is the most important. It contains five panels of sculpture on each

side, and the bands which divide, and the space below them, are covered

with 1,500 lines of Cuneiform inscriptions, detailing a history for thirty-

one years of the empire. Grotefend fixes the date of this monument at

twelve or thirteen centuries before Christ. Hincks reads upon it the name

of Jehu, son of Khumri, who is Identified with Jehu, King of Israel. This

would make it one hundred years earlier ; but there can be little question,

from the style of the bas-relief upon it, that it is coeval with the earliest

records of the Assyrian empire. It is between 6 and 7 feet in height. A
larger one near it has its sculpture more defaced, and its inscriptions are

illegible. It is cut from the ordinary limestone of the country. The pecu-

liarity of both these monuments is not only in their sculpture, but in the

termination of their apices. Whilst, in Egyptian examples, the tops are

finished off in the form of a pyramid, these Assyrian ones are terminated

by three steps or gradines, and are flat at the top.

Another peculiar obelisk—a polygonal one—said to be Egyptian, stands

before the cathedral at Catania in Sicily. It is fixed on the back of a.

carved elephant.

In tlie Monumenta Danioa we see an engraving of an obelisk, with a

cross carved upon it, end we learn that similar ones have been found iu

several parts of Scandinavia. Of course they have nothing to do, except

in their similarity of form, with the obelisks of Egypt.

We cannot conclude this notice without mentioning that Mr. Bell, the

sculptor, who has devoted much study to the subject, has adapted an

entasis both to the horizontal and vertical surface of the obelisk. As a

practical illustration of his theory he has designed a memorial obelisk of

the 1851 Exhibition, which will be amongst the great works which are to

gladden our eyes at this year's gathering. We have not yet see» Mr.

Bell's work, so can say nothing of the result of his improvement, or

whether even it be an improvement. He laid his ideas very fully before

a meeting of the Society of Arts two and a halfJyears ago, and his lecture

has stimulated the curiosity of many people to see the work which his re-

flections have given birth to. The interest taken in the subject is shown

by the fact that tlie report of the lecture in the Society's Transactions is

out of print. The resolution formed by her Majesty to have an obeli.ok

reared to the memory of the Prince Consort will increase this interest,

which we can but hope will culminate in English talent hewing from

British granite a nobler obelisk than any which Syene yielded to bear the

records of ancient magnificence, and then to become either melancholy

wrecks upon the Egyptian soil, or to be dragged thence in triumphal pro-

cession behind the victorious Caesars.

Insuring the Exhibition Building.—The information which first

obtained circulation as to the terms on which the building for the International

Exhibition has been insured with the Norwich Union Fire Office was not c^uite

correct in all its details ; but the following particulars, which are derived irom

an official source, may be relied on. Soon after the contractors, Messrs. Lucas

Brothers and Mr. Kelk, commenced operations, they took out a policy in the

Norwich Union for £40,000, the provisional insurance being increased every

month until the total stood at £175,000. On the stnicture being handed over to

the Royal Commissioners, they opened negotiations with the Norwich Union,

and tlie result was that it was agreed to insure the building for a year for

£450,000, at 10s. Gd. per cent, premium, subject to the conditions of average.

This rate of premium involved the payment of £2,362 10s., to which must be

added the duty (3s. per cent.), £675, making the total sum paid to the othce

£3,037 10s. Tlie Norwich Union lias since transferred a portion of itis weighty

responsihilitics to the Phoenix, Guardian, Atlas, Imperial, and Qlolie otlic<j»v

— Civil Service Gazette.
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SURFACE DECORATION.*
TITE nniueTon^ objeoto that Inflnence tho distribution of colour In the different apart-

ment of • building are not alvtiys tinder the control of the arcliitect, particularly' the

MOvabto fittings and furniture, whtdi are generally disposed by the lady superintendent and

har upholsterer, and do not always improve the ef^ts that have c.iu^d die architect much
tair and anxiety to produce, but, on the contrary, frequently destroy nil conconl with

i^ irorM pMBible taste. Furniture and furnishing ehonld bo ns much under tho control uf

ttM anddteeft as tte otiber daooration.^ of the apartment or buiUling, and whcu au architect

<tf taste U onployedt I am sure the result cauuot fail to produce more harmony tliau is

feoerallv met with in our Interiors. The decoration of a wall, floor, or other suborditiate

put of a bnildlnj?. if designed on good principles, should bear the same relation to the

fciiTIng objects of the room that a background does to a painting, yet not rendering it so

aBeandeuppraaed asiiot toattfcaot any attention, but help to enrich the general effect with-

:*)«t depriTing the principal objects of their Intimate attention. By a duo adaptation of

(SOlonr and form many dMoQlUte in design may be considerably lessened, and faults in

nragement hare not nnfrequently beeii converted by judicious treatment of surface

leooratitm into poeitiTe beauties. Light, above all things, should be well considered. It

.mtaly happens tnat an apartment is too light, but if such ever should happen to be tho

«M, a nmedy la n>adily found In the application of colour. This will proscribe at once the

xse of dark ooloara, because they absorb the light ; red and violet surface en masse are not

It all faTooiable to the complexion ; light blue is less favourable than green. The colour of

Maerhangings teoommendod by Chevrcul as producing good and appropriate results

ore tho« which present designs of a light tone, either normal or coloured grey ;.upon a

white ground, or tho reverse, and In which the pattern is at least equal iu extent of surface

to the ground, for a small pattern has a very poor effect in large rooms. Patterns of two

ormore t.mes of the same colour, or those that pnxluce little contrast, are preferable to

afctiactive and glaring designs, which destroy the repose a wall should exhibit. Hangings

ate made to have very chaste and excellent effects with appropriate borders. "We should

lint consider which harmony we wish to produce—the harmony of analogy or the harmony

(tf contra&t The harmony or contrast is very suitable to surfaces of a uniform pure tint ; for

instaucc, a pale j-ellow ground %vith a monochrome ornament may bo well relieved by

purple and white in small quantities, with a little blue, for white surfaces with pale grey

onuunent, or vice wrsd, are contrasted well ^vith gold ; orange, or yellow, may also be in

toiwe with a very pure effect. The most forcible example of the harmony of analogy I

can introduce would be yellow surfaces, with a border of orange, gold, or brass ornaments.

Tho waiuiootiug or skirting plays an imjwrtant part iu apartments, where it is macle high

to resist the blows of chairs, iic., &c., and should be of a dark rather than of alight

chnrncter, and harmonising with thecarpet, which produces the best effects in dark colours.

Oeilings, as a general rule, should bo white, or of the palest tones of colour ; and the cornice

divided from it by a darker tone, particularly avoiding white parts, which would be con-

founded with the ceiling. The ceiling should be always separated from the walls by a

darker or contrasting tint, and may be further picked out with darker tones, or relieved

with gold. Tho doors, windows, and other finishings of an apartment are invariably

painted or stained, as the case may be, of one colour. I think these may be varied ivith

advantage : for instance, the door performs a different office from the skirting, and should

be dirtingulshed from it by a difference of colour, while the other part?i may be separated

by variety in the tones. The general colour of doors may be grey, tinged with the colour of

the walls': the door frame or architrave should be darker than the door. In the foregoing

I have oonsiderci tho uses of colour as applied to the surface, and completely concealing the

nuterial^. With some, particularly of late, the feeling is for an inconsiderate demolition of

what are erroneously called shams. My space will not allow me to offer you but a limited

defence for appli&l snrf*u:e decoration ; doubtless throe our four coat? in oil and afew yards

of paper will cover a multituile of sins th.at would be unbearable exposed to view. I

cannot bring myself to think (much as 1 have tried, and with due regard for the exposure

of the true material) that the appearance of a stained deal door, in some positions, is

preferable to a painted one, any more than I could admit that a grained deal door iu imita-

tion of oak is superior to a solid oak one. "When the funds will only admit of deal as a
fiul.-'hiug. which is mostly tho case, the co'our miy b ? otherwise consistently applied without
imitatutg any superior materia', by plain tinting alone, which ap]>ears to me far more
pleasing to the eye than many of the dirty stains and treacley surfaces invariably left by
tt»e stalner and vamisher. Moreover, it is not so easily renovated and cleansed, for when it

is darkened by time, or dirtied and unsightly by wear, I do not see how it <*&n be made to

take its place again with the other decorations of an apartment. With regard to walls, I

think stucco as aijpHc-d to the Interior of secular buildings, can never be abolished ; neither

djOJ it appear to me a sham uidess n sujwrior material is represented on it ; there is nothing
that offers sach a ready means of giving a fiat surface to receive the charming effects of

colour. The question resolves itself into this, if we discontinue its use, what can we replace

it with that shall be as economical and answer the purpose so well ?

The advocates for " truthful builrling "' have condemned, unmercifully, Tthink, tho use of

stuccoes and cement*. There, doubtless, are many excellent arguments against their use, and
for exterior purposes few will feel inclined to add to the mass of shattered incongruities

that deface our principal thoroughfares ; but with interiors it will be found more difficult to

practise the precepts urged. One or two noble exceptions of late, however, have done much
to slww the practicability of the reasoning. Neither of these though, it occurs to me, have
gn^>pled with the real difficulty. What substitute can we produce for the plastered interiors

of our dwelling-houses and other assembly-rooms, which are certainly as much of a sham
as the plai*tered walls of a church ? How can we give the neatness, economy, and harmony
with the surrounding walls, offered by a common plaster partition ? A truthful wood
panelling would certainly be a very discordant suljstitute, unless it were continued all round
the walls, which would be exceedingly expensive, and it is very doubtful if the result would
he as satisfactory. Again, there are many buildings where a positively showy and grand
appearance is as esaential to their success as the funds for their existence ; and, lastly, its use

is sanctioned in a degree by the best works of the best masters of all ages, and by them
converted into a medium whereon the noblest conceptions have been pictured and rendered
for agra imperishable. Let us not abandon, then, what others have turned to such good
lesnlts, but rather endeavour to appropriate with consistency what universal custom
sanctions, and at which gocl taste will find nothing offensive.

The ingenioas imitation of valuable materials is sometimes so complete, that it is almost

impossible to escape being deceived. I have been assured that the best judges have been
mistaken in detecting the scagtiola imitations of the dark green marble pillars from the

real marble in the old church of S. tflniato, at Florence. I mention this as an instance to

what perfection this art has arrived ; of course much depends on the skill of the artist. It

will be hardly necessary to observe that the greatest discrction is required in applying

imitations of any kind ; It Is so easy to make free use of them , their cost being comparatively

little is a great Inducement to frequent and indiscriminate application that may lead to un-

favourable results, and bring into disrepute that which, used consuitently, may be worked iu

with great advantage.
To Italr we must turn again for the origin of nearly all our plastic embellishments. Tho

fiNtoo ana geaw painting, the imitations of marble |or scagllola, graffltto work, and many
ottier simple and elegant decorations, that must be valued for the mind they exhibit only,

tor the material is frequently next to valueless. Fresco and other plastic painting is

learcely within the province of the modem architect's education, but, from the great

Interest now so apparent for Itarovival, and tho prominent effect it must have in a building,

Indnccs roe to say afew words on themanipnlation,which I feel will not be without interest.

A planting or other ornamental work, executed in water colours upon a freshly plastered wall

while the plaster is wet, is said to be in fresco, and known as buon fresco, or good fi*esco, in

distinction to another process, known omfresco secco, or dry fresco. For buonfresco, a plaster

tormcd of old and very carefully slaked lime and sand is roughly applied to the wall or other

•nrfaoe as a first coat, upon this another of a finer quality is laid ; this prepares the surface

tat the inionaco, or fresco ground, which is of the purest old lime and sand. The application

of this last coat Is a<« follows :—The surface prepared for the intonaco is wetted with water
ttrtfl It will absorb no more, a thin layer of tho intonaco is then applied to as much of the
Thdl m required for the day's work, and when Bufflclently dry the outline is traced from the

* Paper read before the Archltectoral Afsoclation by air. B. 0. Hahris. Continued
from page 161.

full size cartoon, and the "painting proceeded with In watery washes ; the surface must
always be moist, or the proper combination with the plaster will not be effected ; the colours

are mixe*.! with distilleii water, and are chiettyithe earthyj)igmeuts, as vegetable and mineral

colours are affected by the lime. Mr, Wilsou, in his report to the Commissioners of the

Fine Aits, gives the following mode of working tho fresco sccco, as practised at Munich :—
" The plastering of the wall having been complete as for buon fresco, the whole is allowed to

dry thoroughly. Before painting, the surface of the i/j/u/mco must bo rubbed with pumice
stone, and on the evening of the day before the painting is to be commenced it must be

thoroughly washetl with water mLxed with a little lime, it must be wettetl again the next

morning, and it Is then ready for tracing tho outline and painting ; the surface must be
constantly moistened by means of a syringe. Fresco secco is a gowi method of decorative

painting, for which It is now much employed.
The application of scagliola work is a comparatively modem introduction in England.

I believe the Pantheon in Oxford-street is one of the first buildings in which it was used.

Lanzi mentions it as invented by Guido Fasi, of Carpi, in the sixteenth century. The
Florentines have carrieil this art to the greatest perfection, and had a public school in the

Royal Academy of Florence, for teaching how to inlay and paint it, which is in reality (/esso

painting, or plater painted with colours in water ; it absorbs the colour to a sufticient

depth to allow of the surface being polished without destroying its brilliancy, and some of

the effects are charmingly brilliant and enduring. This beautiful embellishment is nob

confined to the imitations of marbles only ; the readiness with which it is adapted to any
form,'and tho enduring polish it takes, renders It susceptible of many useful and elegant

appliances ; to none is more commendation duo than to the inlaid scagliola work, of which
there are numerous valuable specimens in imitation of landscapes, figures, flowers, in the

Florentine galleries and churches, and of which here is a verj- beautiful work intended for

the International Exhibition by Mr. Georgi, who has devoted considerable time and
attention to all kinds of plastic imitation which are peculiarly Florentine, and I hojie he
will meet with the success his talents and perseverance entitle him to ; the artistic skill in

mixing the plaster to the different natural tints, and the knowledge and jwwer of drawing
required to produce a successful result, without any application of paint, can be readily

conceived. The base of this material is the purest sulphate of lime, prepared with great

care. Keeue's cement is largely used for this purjiose, and mixed with the different

colouring materials of the hue required ; the art of mixing these so as to imitate the marble
required is kept by tho artists as secret as possible ; the iwlishing is effected by fi-iction with
grit stones to a level surface, then with felt dipped in tripoli and oil, and lastly with oil

alone ; a lustre is obtained as durable as the most highly polished marble. Not only may
the costliest and rarest stones be successfully Imitated, but any combination of colours

may be produced ; for instance, purple with emerald green, siena veined with purple, or

any other splendid caprice that faney may dictate.

There is another kind of wall or surface decoration practiced in Home, Florence, &c.,

since the isixteenth century, and fcno^-n as omfflffo work. It is very simple and effective :

two layers of plaster or cement about the elghtli of an inch thick, of different colours, are

applied to the surface to be decorated, the lower one serving as a ground, which we will

supiTOse to be bl.'vck, while the upper one is white and softer than the under one, which
enables the artist with his graver to remove that portion of the upper surface his fancy may
suggest, leaving the black ground exposed. Very beautiful scroll work In outline has been

introduced in the panels of pilasters, spandrels of archways, and other details, It may be

said to be to an extent imperishable, and equally applicable for exteriors as for interiors.

Hero are some specimens from which you may judge of the effect—some are in black and

white, others show the application of two colours. It la not at all expensive ; it may bo

executed for about one shilling a foot. Somewhat allied to this class of decoration is tlie

very interesting process of engraving on'white marble ; its effect is particularly chaste and
beautiful ; its success, though, entirely depends upon the skill of the artist, as great care and
experience is required to bring out the more delicateetchings and lines. The manipulation

is this : the surface of the marblo is covered with a composition not acted upon by tlio

strong acids, tho lines are then traced with a fine graver on this ground, leaving the surfaw
bare ; an acid is then floated over the surface which corroics the marble exposofl by tho

graver, the lines arc then filled iu with a black composition, the whole is cleaned off. and

the delicate etchings of the graver exhibit on the marble a beautiful outline with all tho

fineness of a pen drawing. Here is a specimen. The compactness of a marble texture lot

pro lucing fine lines, is of course superior to such as'Caen or Bath stone ; to show the appli-

cability of this mode of decoration to common atone, I may instance tho interior of tho

Church of St. James the Less, at Vauxhalh Here tho principle is much the same, the only

difference being the incisions at the church are made with a chisel instead of the acid, and,

being in freestone, are necessarily much coarser. I have been informed that tho white

marble pavement of the room lately built in the Museum of Natural History, at Florence,

to the memory of Galileo, is engraved after this manner, and represents a full length figure

of him, and all his different inventions and discoveries, with very satisfactory results.

There Is one more kind of plastic imitation of marbles extensively applied In Venice to

floors, and known as Venetian pavement ; it has also been used very much by the ancletft

Bomans, and known by them as opus iiicertum. It allows of being treated with much fancy

and ingenuity, and when good cement is used it is very durable. It is mode of small pieces

of marble (or Imitation thereof), of different kinds and colours, as fancy may suggest, mLxed

like concrete with the cement, forming the imitation required ; this is floateil over a well-

prepared concrete surface, and when dry it is ground and polished, forming a very beautiful

and inexpensive flooring, of which here arc some specimens. By giving variety to the

colours endless design may be introduced, which may bo carried further by applying any

kind of geometric pattern ; it is one of the cheapest kind of pavings known.
Mosaic is a description of inlaid work, by which a design is produced on a surface by

joining together small pieces of different coloured substances. This very ancient mode of

ornamentation appears to have been practised, and probably had its origin, In the land of

Israel ; it is not unfrequently mentioned in the Old Testament as the many coloured pave-

ment iu porphyry, alabaster, marble, and then only to call attention, as it were, to a work

of surpassing magnificence. In Greece, where art in its purest form was nurtured, this

thoroughly legitimate style of ornamentation flourished to a marvellous extent. It must

not be overlooked that the unscrupulouslKoman conquerors carried this art, and artists too,

from Greece to Home, where the taste for display and magnificence, consequent on w
accumulation of wealth, afforded ample opportunities for the artist " to surpass himself.

Hence the most elaborate and best work is known as Greco-Uoman work. It eventually be-

came so congenial to the feelings of the Romans, that wherever they settled we find traces

of this art ; there arc numerous specimens in the different mnsonms of England. The

simple geometric pattern that seemed so natural to the orderly mind of the Grecian artuit<

were limits too narrow for his inventive genius ; the beautiful labj-rinth or fret, the te-

genious imitations of the ever-varie<I anthemion or honeysnckle, the more complicawn
gnllloche, and fiomng lines of scroll work, in turn yielded to the more fascinating i^^S
sentationsof real life, and pictures were produced rivalling in brilliancy of colours MB
variety of tint the finest productions of their best artists, with even the reflected lipite

so perfectly rendered that the very critical were forced to admire these wondrous worksof

patience and perseverance of the unrivalled Grecian artist. The finest specimen of tbw
most elaborate work is known as " Pliny's Doves," or the " Doves of the Capitol." It u

aupiwsed to be a copy of the celebrated work of Sosos, of Pergamos, described by ^"^
hence its name, and is in the museum of the Capitol at Rome. It is engraved and fffll;

described in Cardinal Fnriettl's treatise on Mosaic; he countal no less than 160 c^^f^J?
marble iu one square Inch. This valuable relic was found at Hadrian Villa, at Tivoh, 1787

Digby Wyatt describes it as follows :—'* It represents a metal basin, on the edge of whJCC

four doves are sitting, one of them Is stooping to drink ; the shadow cast by it, and eW
tho reflection of part of the head in the water is beautifully given ; tho execution of IW

plumage, the heads and eyes is most minute." This, like other arts during the declme g
the empire, was neglected and abusei^i, but never entirely lost; the asylum offered to GM»
artists by the removal of the Government of Rome to Byzantium, for a while revived W'

dying embers of this beautiful embellishment and gave it a more exalted application, W
its genuine purity was gone. The Eastern glitter and fictitious show was too much »
their disordered minds, so the last faint sparks of Classic art died out, and left but a r""
substitute. Not only were they separate from all that could give grace and feeling to t

works bv leaving the land of their birth, but a more iKnverful and relentless i^J™"-
blasted every effort of art to rise, not only condemning but destroying tho noblest won«<
their forefathers, because they exercised a religion they were taught to reverence, becwu^
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rtov were Pncnns. Well do they merit, Indeed, the oppcUntion of the dark ivgea. Thus

wTtTuToU own resourc^ a somewhat new rtylo w.v3 the result, partaking of the gorRcou.

uxuriaiu'O of the East, and known as the ByMntinc type of cninstinn Mosaic. About the

fnurtoS crntury fresco painting produced a powerful rival to this popular stj'lc of

BurfaS l«-ora iunf the gold grounds and swarthy visaged saints, with all the conventional

WxnreSon and primitivencES peculiar to early Christian art, gradually yielded to tho

mu?e7m'lo"in^and readily applied fresco; but the Mosaic art was too wulely spread and

to CO Sal t^o Mian sofl cier to be entirely forsaken. The dawn of a brighter age now

mduany lighted up that barbarous one of destruction and darkness cocva^ with the Ultro-

Eon of Ciiristiai ity. The light of learning and a free unprejudiced mind soon cnablei

fhe artist to valie the niins he had scorned, and surely they have loft us most fati'ytag

results At Home a successful attempt was made to restore the opm ."?''"""'<>'>'* '""»

common to Rome and Byzantium, and known as Modem Koman, with which the dome of

Si liter's is dccoratC'd, and numerous other buildings in Italy. There is a manufactory

for teaching and learning this, supported by the Papal Government, at Borne ;
simiiltancous

to this was also started at Florence the restoration of the (i;>k» leclik with equal snccees,

now known as the Modem Florenti.
. . .„ ,. , * „, „,.„„ . u —in

I I trust this brief historical digression from my subject will not be out of place , it will

assist very much in rendering more comprehensive tho further observations 1 havo to

make on the peculiarity of each kind of work, and it is very essential it should b« rightly

You will thus perceive there arc three easily remembered divisions of our subjcct-the

ancient, the mediajval, and the modem. Tills is a general division of the subject by those

who have devoted much time to its classification. Tho most prominent of tliem are

Cianpini and Furietta, whose elaborate works on the subject may be consulted with ad-

vantage by those wishing to thoroughly study the subject. To Mr. Uigby Wyatta

treatise on Mosaic I am also much indebted tor much information.

Cianpini gives the following classilication of the subject. The Homan morale he divides

into four styles :— 1. The opus lesselatvm. the most common kind, formed of cnbCT of

different coloured stones or earthenware. Thoy are seldom more than three-quarters of an

Inch square, or of a lozenge form and other shapes, ground or worked to the forms required.

The Greek fret and its variety is a favourite border pattern to which these tessene aro

easily applied. There arc several imitations of this in the modem form of paving tiles.

S The opus m-tilo is a class where ornamental fomis, figures, &c., were cut out of slabs of

marble and carefully fitted together ; this is al.so called the oi)u« ^WfxanAmoi, for having

been introduced by Alexandrina .Scveras. The pieces aro sometimes of considerable

«l/e and of the most valuable material. The Pantheon, at Eome, is a fine specimen of this

kind of work. .'!. The opusjiiilirium, or fictile work, where tho pieces are made of a kind of

coloured gl.iss, consequently, much less costly than the foregoing. Moreover, it is capable

of giving an nncliangeablc gold ground, and admits of very extensive application, being

readily cut to any required shape, and obtained in all variety of colours ;
it was first

uscil in tho Bath of Agrippa, 24 years B.C. (Pliny). 4. The opiis vermiculalum, the most

elaborate and costly description of mosaic work—the trao picture tie m usko ; It embraces the

true imitations of all figures, ornaments, and pictures in their proper colours, lights, and

Bliades, by extremely small cubes of marble and glass, not uufreqnently aided by tho

Brest gems. The before-mentioned " Pliny's Doves" is an example of the capabihties of

this work.
Tho great difficulty of this kind of representation can be easily imagined, when every

tint and variety of it must be given as in reality, and frequently by coloured pieceg of

material not the twentieth of an inch in diameter. There is yet another kind aUied to this

last, on which ancient artists apjiear to have spent much labour, in representing articles

that appear on the floor as if fallen there. The masterpiece of Sosos, of Pergamos (the

author of Pliny's Doves), was the Unswcpt Hall, and represented tho fragments that wonld

be found on the floor alter a banquet. Mosaic work has also been applied to objects in the

round ; it is generally of a rude kind of work, and appears to have been beneath the notice

of the best artists. There are some very eccentric specimens of this work applied to the

hollows of twisted columns in the Museum, at Kensington, which, I think, cannot be cited

as a very happy style of apiilication. The next division is the Mediaival, or that known as

the early Christian, extending from the time of Constantine to about the thirteenth centurj-,

and is more particularly known as Bj-zantino Glass Mosaic, and is but a further development

of the oi)!i.!^(i7e of the ancients; its application was mostly for mural decorations and
church furniture of almost every description ; it was a coarse kind of work, very far

removed indeed from the perfection of the old Roman work. The pictures are frequently

oi" a very large size, and.the tessera; very irregular ; the workmanship is also exceedingly

coarse, yet thoir cifect is statetl to be very impressive ; tho brilliancy of tho different

coloured glasses, and the gold ground common to this class of work, is certjiinly capable of

producing a splendour of effect not easily forgotten. Another application of this glMs, or

smiillo, as tho Italians temi it, is to pavements, and known as glass tesselation ; slabs of

marble inlaid with different pieces of this material, composing the most elaborate geometric

and other flowing patterns in colours and gold, and not unfreqnently associated with tho

most valuable stones. A groove about half an inch deep is cut in the marble, and the

different coloured sraalto cemented in. The last kind of mosaic I will mention, from its

purity of material and simplicity of arrangement, could not die. Keglected as it was, it

struggled on, and burst forth again and again with new vigour ; its Byzantine form may
be considered a revival of the opus sectile of the ancients ;

grooves were cut in tho

slaba of the marble as in the preceding kind, but Instead of coloured fictile

material, small cubes of tessera? of the most costly marble were introduced

in an endless variety of fomi and colours. A further development of this

took place in tho thirteenth century ; advantage was taken of tho natural colour

offered by the material for natural and other pictorial representations. Limited at first to

simple geometric forms, it gradually gave place to the more complicated arrangements
known as Modem Florentine work, which brings us to the last division of our subject. The
pieces of marble or other precious material, as agate, jasper, S:c., &c., in tho form of

Teneers on slate, were so shaped that the projection of one fitted into the recessesof

another, their varied tints expressing the colours, lights and sh.ades, of the representation

Intended. This beautiful work attained great perfection in tho fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries, when large historical comix)sitions have been elal)orately rendered in lights,

half tints, and shadows, by means of the contrast of three marbles only (D. Wyatt).

The Roman is the more commonly used of the two modem revivals, the expense and
difficult manipulation of the former very much restricts its use ; while the universal
nppllcability and comparatively ineipensiveness of the latter (or Roman) has, gained for it

tnat encouragement and patronage every civilised nation has yielded it but England.
Sorely the enormous wealth of this land far exceeds the limited revenues of the small, nn-
adfish states of Italy, who sacrificed so much for their innate love of art and encouragement
of all that is beautiful, and assisted tho genius of their country.

New Barkacks at Hampstead.—The new barracks which are being
bnilt at Well-walk, Hampstead, for the Ist Royal East Middlesex Militia, are
now nearly completed. The foundation-stone was laid in tlie summer of last
year. Tlie barracks consist of two wings, with guard-Iiouse attached. Tlic
entrance is gained by a flight of steps, wliicli also leads to tlie parade-ground.

A Weightt Steam Hammeii.—Herr Friedrich Krupp, of Eissen, Rhenish
Prussia, whose steel works are, probably, the most extensive in the world, not long
since added to his tools a steam hammer of unprecedented dimensions. The head
"l"iie weighs 45 tons, and the whole weiglit, including frame, anvil-block, &c., is

« ards of 500 tons. This hainnior has been lately employed for forging masses
last steel upwards of 2 feet (J iuclies square, and intended for mortars ; but
" the enormous impact of 45 tons has been found to be "too liglit," and it is

I'Tstood to be the intention of llerr Krnpp to erect anotlier hammer with a
I >1 weighing upwards of 100 tons, the whole "implement" weighing consi-

derably upwards of 1,000 tons.

HOUSE OS COMMONS.
TEMPORAUy noAD AfROSS HYDE PARK.

ON bringing forward an estimate of £2,000 for a temporary rood across Hyde-
park, Mr. COWPEK said he did this in conformity with wliat he under-

stood to be tlie wish of tlic House as expressed on a former occasion, when lie

had proposed to make a permanent road. Tliis plan was not favourably received
by the House, and he now proposed to take the means of providing a temporary
road, which would serve for the additional traffic during I fie time tlie Exhiliition

was opened. He did not propose to make any great change— to construct a new
road or to make a new bridge. His plan sin'iply was, that carriages should he
allowed to make use of portions of the park that were now reserved for riders on
horseback. The line oi road he proposed would enter Hyde-park from Bays-
water at Victoria-gate. It woulcl make use of the existing carriage drive until

it approached the bridge over the Serpentine. The carriages would then go over
that portion of the bridge now exclusively confined to riders. The road would
then proceed to the south of the bridge until it reached Uotten-row. Here it

would take rather less than half the present road, and then, passing to the left, it

would leave the park by Queen's-gate. Carriages would then proceed to the

Exhibition by Prince Albert-road. The road would be 35 feet wide, except over

the bridge, wliere 30 feet would be sufficient. The bridge was 52 feet wide,

and the space left for foot passengers would not expose them to any serious in-

convenience. The sum of £2,000 might appear rather large, but the cost ofmakiug
a road was from 3s. to 3s. 3d. a square yard, so that £2,000 was only a modei-ate

estimate. The whole distance at present used by horses, and which would be

traversed by carriages, was more than half a mile, namely, 1,100 yards

at the width of 35 feet. A payment of 33. Gd. a square yard would
make the sum of £2,000. Less than this could not be allowed for labour,

metalling, and certain railings and fences necessary in order to sepa-

rate the carriages from horse and foot passengers. When the road ceased to

be employed the material might be taken up and a portion of its value repaid,

either by sale or other use oi the material. He proposed that this road should

be open to all carriages conveying passengers to the Exhibition. Hackney cabs

and omnibuses would be allowed the free use of the road, but it would not be

open to carts and waggons conveying goods. Any conveyances carrying human
beings to the Exhibition would have the right to use the road. He might have

taken a shorter course for the new road, but it wonld have cut up the park more.

Or if they were to follow the way straight across the grass, to the south of the

Serpentine bridge, the omnibuses, cabs, and carriages which would use that road

would come into direct contact with those which might be proceeding from the

eastward. But by the road he proposed all the carriages coming from the north

would be taken out of the way of those coming from the east. He did not propose

to interfere with any of the existing roads, to alter any boundaries, or to encroach

on the grass, but only to alter aportion of Rotten-row, so as to enable carriages

to go where riders now went. The riders would have 30 or 35 feet to themselves,

and would also have the pleasure of going in the same direction as the

carriages.

Mr. B. Cochrane said there was a road going right through Kensington-

gardens which had been used by riders at the late Exhibition without any incon-

venience. They had only to stop Rotten-row where the gates at the end of this

road opened upon it, and allow carriages to pass, and they would have a readjust

fit for the purpose at an expense of some £200 or £300.
Lord Febmoy supported the plan of the First Commissioner of Works, hut

suggested as an improvement that the whole of the bridge over the Serpentine

should be thrown open to the carriages, and that a temporary pontoon bridge

should be erected for the convenience of foot passengers.

Sir M. Peto said the road now proposed was, in nis opinion, the verj' Iiest that

could be devised. Instead of a pontoon bridge, he would suggest that Captain

Fowke, who had so signally succeeded in the Exhibition building—(a laugh)

—

should be asked to construct a footway of timber, some 13 or 14 feet wide, outside

the present bridge.

Mr. Locke saw no necessity for the making of a temporary road to the

Exhibition. No such course was adopted in the case of the Exliibition of 1851,

and yet the inhabitants of London to the north of Hyde-park contrived to get

to it. There were roads .all round the park, and he did not see why, during the

Exhibition, public carriages might not be permitted to pass along tliem. On the

continent, cabs were not looked upon with the horror with which they seemed to

be reg.nrded in this country. Until some reason was shown why in tl;c case of

this Exhibition means of access were required which were not found necessary in

1851, he should vote against the proposition.

Lord Elciio said that as population increased there must sooner or later be a

road across Hyde-park. Tlie Committee should look .it the question as one of a
permanent, and not of a temporary character. He could not approve the sugges-

tion that Captain Fowke, who had already produced some very singular pieces of

architecture, should be allowed to lay hands on the .Serpentine-bridge. He
thought the proposed road across Kensington-gardens the most desirable.

The vote was ultimately agreed to.

Works and Public Buildino.s.—The following facts are obtained from

a Parliamentary abstract. For the royal palaces the receipts in 18G0-1 were

£88,099, the balance on March 31 being £30,722; for public buildings the

receipts in 1860-1 were £193,418, the balance on March 31 bcuig £90,067 ; for

furniture the receipts in 1860-1 were £52,143, the balance on March 31 being

£17,504; for royal parks, pleasure garden, &c., the receipts in 1860-1 were

£160,000, the balance on March 31 being £68,751 ; for the New Houses of

Parliament the receipts in 1860-1 were £122,321, the bal.ince for March 81

being £47,838 ; for Probate Court, London and District Registries, the receipts

in 1860-1 were £28,653; the balance on March 31 being £20,910; for Industrial

Museum, Edinburgh, the receipts in 1860-1 were £1,500, the balance on JIarch

31 being £15,000 ; for National Gallery (additional accommodation) the receipts

in 1860-1 were £15,000, the balance on March 31 being £4,152; for temporary
Foreign Office the receipts in 1800-1 were £10,000, the balance on March 31

being £6,213; for new bridge at Westminster the receipts in 1800-1
were £71,778, the balance on March 31 being £19,830 ; for Westminster-bridge

approaches the receipts in 1860-1 were £83,493, the balance on March 31 being

£81,602; for New Foreign Office the receipts in 1860-1 were £26,900, the

balance on March 31 being £26,900: for the Nelson Column the receipts in

1860-1 were £6,000, the balance on March 31 being £6,000 ; for Chelsea bridge

the receipts in 1860-1 were £3,511, the balance on March 31 being £959.

I
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THE MODERN SUPPLY OF WATER IN ROME.*

THREE aqueducts convey water in Rome, viz. : those of the Aqua
Vergine, Aqua Felice, and Aqua Paola ; tlie two first are exclusively

•lerived from springs ; the Aqua Paola is partly from springs and partly
from the Lago Bracciano.
The unit of measurement of the Aqua Vergine is gauged by means of a

liorizontal tube called Jistola, of 7'33 English inches diameter, and 10-99

English inches in length, adapted to the vertical side of a reservoir, in

wliich water is maintained constantly at the height of 1099 English feet

above the centre of the delivering orifice.

Tlie discharge through this orifice under these conditions is called an
oricia or "inch," and is equivalent to a supply of 0'103 gallons per second,
or 8,899 gallons per 24 hours.
For the Felice and Paola supplies the orifice is reduced to one-half, so

that an "inch" of these latter corresponds with a discharge of 0-0515

gallons per second—4,449 gallons per 24 hours.

The Aqua Vergine is the same
as the ancient supply under that

name conducted into Rome by
Agrippa, in 732. Tradition tells

at the present time, as of old, that

the name was derived from a pea-

sant girl, who pointed out the

source to some weary soldiers.

The present position of the source
corresponds exactly with that de-

scribed by the ancient writers.

But, on comparing the length,

rate of inclination, and volume
discharged of the ancient system
with those of the present day,
there are ample reasons for sup-
posing that the ancient aqueduct
having been destroyed, the mo-
dern one was not sufficiently

studied as to its rate of inclina-

tion, &C., so as to obtain an
abundant supply.
The canal of the Vergine is about

52,496 feet in length, and it ar-

rives in Rome at a height 73-49

feet above the sea ; the rate of
inclination is only about 1 in

2,000. The section of the aque-
duct is 3-94 feet wide, and
the quantity of water furnished
14,526,600 gallons per day. The
Verg'r.e water nrrivos at Rome,
passing under the Villa Medicis,
occupied by the Academy of
France, and is discharged into
the " Spanish Square," where it

supplies a fountain. From the
kitter a special conduit leads
water for the Trevi fountain. De-
ducting the latter as waste water,
the useful supply is 1,145 inches,
.r 10,212,200 gallons per day.
The Aqua Felice supply dates

^585 to 1590. Its length is about
108,273 feet, its height on arrival
at Borne about 180 feet ; inclina-

tion, I in 4,000 ; width of culvert,
2*75 feet. It comes into the city
on the ancient arcades of the
Harcian Aqueduct, and is distri-

buted by means of water-towers
called " Moses's Fountains." The principal branch main is laid on to the
Pontifical residence. It furnishes 1,169 inches, or 5,201,623 gallons.

Pope Paul V. (1605 to 1621) caused water to be brought into Rome
from new sources, but he mingled therewith the waters of the Lago
Bracciano. The Paola canal is about 170,612 English feet in length; its

height above the sea on arrival in Rome, 249 feet ; rate of inclination,
abont 1 in 610 ; width of culvert, 3-12 feet, delivering 19,809,000 gallons
per diem. This supply enters Rome on two points—one near the Vatican,
for the service of that palace, the other at the summit of the Transtevcre,
where one portion supplies tlie Paulina fountain, the rest working a set of
flour mills occupying one side of tlie principal street of Transtevere. The
volume of water supplied by the Paola is 1,816 ounces, or 8,080,751
gallons. These three aqueducts furnish at present 39,618,000 gallons for
a, population of 170,000 inhabitants, but the actual quantity of water de-
livered for public and private uses is only 23,494,574 gallons—about the
same amount as the town of Paris takes from the Canal d'Ourcq.
As to the quality of the waters, the Vergine is excellent. The Felice is

impregnated with carbonate of lime, and forms deposits, causing ob-
structions in the smaller pipes. The Paola does not contain salts in
solution, but, like all water derived from lakes, is subject to solar in-
fluence, and rendered impure by mud and weeds.

• See page 147, ante.

M. Oudry has given a tabular analysis of the different waters ; it Is

the only one he could find in the archives, and they date back some thirty
years.

The distribution is thus arranged :—The Vergine supplies the lower
portions of Rome, the Felice serves the elevated portions of tlie left bank of
the Tiber, and the Paola is carried to the higher grounds of the right bank
(Transtevere).

The public supply of the Vergine feeds thirteen fountains of a monu-
mental character, and thirty-seven small fountains. The Felice supplies
twenty-seven large fountains, and the Paola feeds ten. The flow of water
is continuous, both in the smaller and in the more important fountains;
among the latter we may notice the Trevi, Sixtine, and Paulina
fountains.

For private use pipes are laid on, as anciently, from water towers. The
diameter of the tubes is regulated according to the value of the concession;
the surcharge on the centre of the orifice is constant. Concessions are

made by means of a tube 10-99

inches long, fitted horizontally to
a vertical tube, in which tlie water
is maintained at a uniform height
of 10-99 inches above the centre
of the orifice. To facilitate the
placing of these tubes, at certain
distances slabs of white marble
are inserted into the fa9ade of the
houses indicating the name of
tlie water supply, and the height
to wliich it will rise. These con-
cessions of water are made for

perpetuity at a rate of about £150
per inch, furnishing a continual
supply to a fountain in the court-
yard. At present the municipal
council only disposes of a single

inch to each subscriber or con-
cessionist. The different inha-
bitants of lodging-houses draw
water from the central fountain
by means of a wire guide-rope,
which conducts a bucket from
the higher stories to the fountain
and back again by means of a
rope and pulley fixed to the upper
part of the window. In some
buildings water is raised by a
wheel worked by the sewers.

Some of the well water in Rome
is of excellent quality.

D.

CONSOLE AT -VERONA,

S^

CONSOLE AT VERONA.
AN MICHELE has left many

fine buildings in his native
city of Verona, but none which
better attests his genius than the
beautiful Palazzo Bevilacqua.
Like nearly all his works, it has
an arched rusticated basement,
upon which a Corintliian order
rises, pierced with his favourite

arched windows, the whole being
crowned by an entablature having
a richly carved frieze. The front

is divided into seven intercolum-
niations, three large and four

smaller ones, but on the ground floor all are pierced by similar sized

openings. The larger intercolumniations have, liowever, an additional

enclosing arch which rests on imposts. Each of the windows has a bold

fretted sill borne by two of the consoles, shown in our engraving. They
are splendidly carved. Equally bold and fine are the trusses on the

frieze, which support the widely-projecting cornice with a continuous

balustrade upon it. The larger intercolumniations in the upper order

are each filled by a single arch resting on imposts, and having a carved

keystone and figures in the spandrels. The smaller intercolumniatioM

are filled by a smaller arch with a segmental pediment over it, but as thil

does not reach to the underside of the entablature, an oblong window is

introduced over it, similar to that seen in the same architect's Palazzo

Canossa.

DBsroNs POR Mandpactures in thb International ExHiniTioN.
—The Committee upon Art Designs for Manufactures have determined to take

immediate steps to secure the proper representation of the works of deceased

designers. Tliey would be glad if proprietors of designs by Gibbs, Kent, Tnlman,
Chippendale, Chambers, f. Wyatt, Adams, Bacon, Soane, Gandy, Jeffeiy,

Wyatt, Flaxman, Stothard, Holland, Bridgens, Pitt (sculptor), Tatham, B.
Wyatt, Pugin, Barry, &c., would ofier the loan of them for exhibition during the

time the International Exhibition is open.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE CENTRE PIER OF THE BRIDGE ACROSS
THE RIVER TAMAR, AT SALTASH, ON THE COBNWALL
RAILWAY.*

"

THIS communication embraced, in a narrative form, a detailed account of the

preliminaries connected with the Albert-bridge, which crossed the river

Tamar where it was only 1,100 leet wide, with precipitous banks and a depth of

water to the surface of the mud of 70 feet. A dyke of green stone trap inter-

sected the clay slate formation at this point, and cropped out to the surface above

the water on tlie western bank of the river. It was ascertained, by borings made

In the bed of the river, that rock extended from the eastern side to beyond the

middle of the stream, covered with mud or silt to a depth of from 3 leet to

16 feet. Subsequently, a thorough examination of the bed of the river where a

centre pier would probably be baut, by means of one hundred and seventy-five

borings made within a cylinder at thlrty-flve different places, over an area of

50 feet square, enabled an exact model of the surface of the rock to be prepared,

showing the irregularities and fissures that might be expected. Eventually it

was decided, from the information thus obtained, to erect one pier only in the

deep watei', instead of three, as would have been necessary for the spans required

by the Admiralty ; and when it was determined to proceed with the construction

of tlie bridge, in 1852, it was decided that there should be two spans of 465 feet,

two of i)3 feet, two of 83 feet 6 inches, two of 78 feet, two of 72 feet 6 inches, and

nine of 01) feet 6 inclies ; the total length, including the adjoming land openings,

being 2,200 feet. , .

The centre, or deep water pier, intended to carry the weight of onc-lialf of

each of the two main spans, consisted of a column, or circular pillar, of solid

masonry, 35 feet diameter and 90 feet high, carried up from the rock foundation

to above liigh-water mark. Upon this were placed four octagonal columns of

cast iron, 10 feet diameter, carried up to the level of the roadwiiy, which was

100 feet above high -water mark. Upon the tops of the columns, cast-iron

standards were fixed to receive the ends of the tubes and chains which consti-

tuted the trusses of the bridge. The weight at the bottom of the masonry
foundation was about OJ tons per square foot, increased, when the bridge was
loaded by passing trains, to about 10 tons per square foot.

In the construction of the masonry pier, a wrought-iron cylinder, of boiler

plates, 37 feet diameter and 90 feet in lengtli, and open at the top and the

bottom, was sunk through the mud of the bed of the river to the rock. The
water was tlien pumped out, and the mud excavated ; the masonry being built

up inside, and tlie cylinder above the ground afterwards removed. It was
expected that, by forming a bank round the cylinder after being sunk to the

rock, sufficient watertightness would be insured for getting in the masonry.
To provide, however, for the contingency of excessive leakage, the cylinder was
80 constructed as to admit of the application of air-pressure. As the surface of

the rock, although very iiTogular and r.ng^ed, had a general dip to tlie south-

west, the bottom of tlie cylinder was formeil with a corresponding bevel, one side

being 6 feet longer than the other. A dome, or lower deck, was constructed

inside, at the level of the mud, and an internal cylinder, 10 feet in diameter,

open at the top and the bottom, connected the lower with the upper deck of the

cylinder. The G feet cylinder, previously used for tlie borings, was fixed

eccentricilly inside the other, and an air-jacket or gallery, making an inner
skin round the bottom edge below the dome, was formed, about 4 feet in width,

divided into eleven compartments, and connected with the bottom of the 6 feet

cylinder by an air passage below the dome.
Details were then given of the construction of the larger cylinder, and of the

mode of launching and floating it to its position. When accurately adjusted over
the intended site, water was gradually let in, until the cylinder penetrated
through the mud about 13 feet, and rested on some irregularities upon the rock,
which caused it to heel over towards the east about 7 feet 6 inches. By letting

water in upon the dome or lower deck, and loading the higher side with iron
ballast, the cylinder forced its way through the obstructions at the bottom edge,
and took a nearly vertical position. The air and water pumps were then set to

work, and the greater part of the mud and oyster shells, which filled the com-
partments of the air-jacket at the bottom, was cleared out, and the irregular
surface of the rock excavated ; the bottom of the cylinder being now 82 feet

below high-water. Subsequently, a leak having broken out through a fissure in
the rock on the north-east, or higher edge, considerable difficulty was ex-
perienced in maintaining sufficient pressure with the air-pumps to keep the
water down and the bottom dry. The leak was at length reduced, by driving
close sheet piling into the fissure. When at its full depth, the cylinder was
87 feet inches below high-water at the lowest place, and then a hemp gasket
was worked under the edge of the cylinder, all round the outside, to assist its

watertightness. A ring of granite ashlar, 4 feet in width and about 7 feet in
height, was then built in the air-jacket ; and a bank of clay and sand was
deposited round the outside of the cylinder to compress the mud. When the
water was pumped out of the body of the water below the dome, and
the excavation of the mud was being proceeded with, a leak broke
out, and the water overpowered the pumps. Additional engines and
pumps were provided, and efforts were made to diminish the leakage with
varying success; but as it required four pumps to keep the water down to
54 feet, recourse to air pressure in the body of the cylinder below the dome
became imminent, and preparations for its application were made. To provide
against the buoyancy, or upward pressure against the dome and cover, the 37
feet cylinder was loaded with 750 tons of ballast, in addition to its own weight of
290 tons. The pumps were then got into good order, and, by continual pumping,
succeeded in keeping the water down. The mud was excavated, the cylinder
below the dome securely shored across, and the rock levelled, when the masonry,
in thin courses of granite ashlar In cement, in the body of the cylinder was com-
menced. As soon as the masonry reached the level of the air-jacket ring it was
thoroughly bonded, the plates of the air-jacket beinir cut out as it proceeded.
Upon the top of the bonding course, two courses of hard brickwork in cement
were laid, making a perfectly watertight floor over the wliole diameter of the
column. Meanwhile the masonry of the air-jacket, where the leak occurred, was
taken down, and the leak was diminished by additional sheet piling. The leak
was discovered to have broken out at the same fissure as before, and had torn
away the rock underneath the masonry of the air-jacket and bottom edge of the
cylinder, but the masonry itself was undisturbed.

The next operation was to draw off the water above the dome and remove the

ballast, to allow the masonry to be proceeded with, Triilch it eventually did at the

rate of^from 5 feet to 7 feet in height per week. \Vhen it was 40 feet in height

the influx of water was entirely stopped. After the masonry had been com -

pleted to the level of the plinth the upper part of the cylinder wa» unbolted at

the separate joints and floated to the snore.

DECISIONS IN THE COURTS.

C.E,

* Read before the Institute o£ Civil Sngineers by Mr. R. P. Brbbetok, U. Inst;

NEW LIGHTS IN EEBtnLT HOUSES.
Hutchinson i: Copalaie.—Exchequer Chambers.—Thia was error by the pUlntUlB to Tererce

a judgmont of the Court of Common Fleas In tavonr of the defondAnts. At the trial a
verdict was found (or the defendants, subject to a special caao, on wliiob, on argument, the

Court below .gave judgment (or the defendants. Tne doclaratlou allegod the platntUn to

be possessed o£ a certain shop and warehouse, in which there were of right, &c., divers

windows through wliich light and air ought to pass, and tliat the detendanta had built and
continued a wall near to the said windows, whereby the light and air were hindered, &o.
At the trial a verdict was taken (or the defendants, subjoot to a special case, from which it

appeared that the premises of the plaintifts and the defendants rcspoctlTeljr wore ritoate on
opposite sides o( Bread-street, London, and (acing one another, and that the plaintiff
premises hwl been burnt down and rebuilt, and that the windows In them previous to the

lire had been used for more than twenty years. It appcaiod, also, that the windows in the

newly-erected building of the plaintiffs wore placed ia diHeront positions and were of

different sizes, and, upon the whole, occupied more space in the wall than the windows o(

their premises as they stood betore tho ftro. Parts o£ some of the new windows were
identical with parts of tlie old ones, but to a considerable extent the old and new windows
did not coincide in dimensions. Tho case stated that the dotendants could not have ob-

structed the pj^sage of light to such portions of the windows of the plaintiffs' present

warehouse as are new without at the same tlnio obstructing tho passage o( light to such

portions o( the plaintiffs' windows as are m the sites of the old wuidows, to tho extent

stated in the declaration. The plaintiffs liad besides broken some entirely now ;window«
in tho attics ot their new premises. The obstruction complained of by tho plalntUft was
that the defendants had raised thcu- promises 37 feet higher than before, which darkened
their windows, &c.
Tho judgments of tho Court were as follows : —
Judge Crompton : On the argument before us tlie defendants contended that the new

windows were not substantially the same 08 the old ones, and that as It was found the case

that tho new portions of the windows could not be obstructed without ob^^tructing the por-

tions in the sites of the old windows, the case fell within the authority of Rcnsliaw v Bean.
The plaintifEs, on tho contrary, contended that tho new lights were substantially tho same
as the old ones ; that the same amount of light and air ought to have come to their biUld-

ing, by whatsoever apertures they chose to rocelvo it ; that no more burthen was cast on
tho servient tenement by tho one set of windows than by the other ; and that even if the

windows wore substantially different, or Increased in size, still the defendants had no right

to obstruct tho iwrtions of the old lights that formed parts of the now windows ; and they

impugned tho authority of Renshaw v. Bean. On comparing the tracings of the old and
new buildings, and looking at tho statements in the case, the old and new windows of tho

plaintiffs do not seem to us to be substantially the same ; and I think that where, as in the

present case, \vindows, to which a right has been acquired, are so far altered in their posi-

tion and size, and confused with portions of new windows, that tho owner of tho servient

tenement cannot prevent a right being gained to the new windows without obstructing

such portions of tho old windows as have been mixed np with tho new lights, no right of

action arises from such necessary obstruction of the remaining portions of the old windows.
When tho origin of tho right to windows Is considered, it seems to be clear, according to

the judgment of Judge Patteson, In Blanchard t>. Bridges, In which I entirely ooncur,

that lights. In respect of which the right of action is sought to bo enforced,

must bo substantially tho same as the lights which have been gained by
user or gr.ant, and that no new light can bo substituted without the consent o£

the owner of the servient tenement. Tlie right to prevent the owner of tho servient tene-

ment from using his own land as he chooses must arise from the consent of such owner or
his predecessors, and that consent must, as oljserved by Judge Patteson, have reference to

tho state of things at the time when It was supposed to have taken place, and cannot fairly

be extended beyond the access of light and air through the same aperture, or one of the

same dimensions, and in the same position. Since the Prescription Act, '2 and 3 Will. IV,

c. 71 , the right to light depends upon positive enactments, in cases falling within the pro-

visions of that statute. By tho 3nl section of the .\ct, " when tho accesis and use ot light

to and for any dwelling-house, &c.. shall have been actually enjoyed therewith for the full

period of twenty years without interruption, the right thereto shall be deemed absolute

and indefeasible." The extent of the right must bo oonflnod to that which has been actually

enioyed, and which tho o^vnor of tho adjoining land did not interrupt, so that precisely the
same reasons apply as did at common law. The doctrine so well explained by the above
learned judge does not seem to me at all at variance, as was suggested by Mr. Smith in his

argument, with tho observations of Lord Chief Justice^ Campbell, in Renshaw v. Bean,
where ho says, " We by no means say that where tho owner of a house alters the dimensions
of an ancient window In It, he may in no case maintain an action for that which is au ob-

struction to It in its former state. This observation would 1)0 applicable, exempli gratia,

to a case where au ancient window of 3 foot had an addition in height or breadth of 3_foet,

which could be obstructed by a bo<ird or scaffolding, and where the old light beingdistln-

guishable, need not be interfered with In blocking up the new ; and I perfectly agree in Lord
Campbell's observations as applicable to such a case. In the present case the matter in

resi)eGt of which the action is brought Is not the thing granted, or to which a righthas
been acquired by user. It is not the thing in respect of which the owners of the servient

tenement have become subject to a restriction that they should not obstruct, by doing any
act on their own land which their pleasure or caprice may lead them to choose to do. Wo
were pressed with the argument, that there was no greater amonnt of inconvenience to

the servient tenement ; and a case was cited where the Master of the Rolls was supposed to

have held, that a party, having several windows in a house, could put out an intermediate

new window between two old ones, where no apparent detriment to tho owner of the
servient tenement appeared to arise therefrom. I wholly dissent from this doctrine. I

think that the right to restrict tho owner of tho adjoining land from building on ills own
land, gained by user or grant, must be confined to the subject-matter of such user or grant,
and that the restriction on tho owner of the servient tenement must be substantially the
same, according to tho rule as laid down in Blanchard r. Bridges. I do not think that the
owner of tho old lights can say, " that this now window I now put out will occasion you
no harm, as you could not build so as to affect any of my new lights before, and this new one
will not abridge your power of building." The new light Is not one of tho windows to which
the original assent was given, and it may bo that tho owner of the servient tenement would
not have chosen to acquiesce If the window had been In the situation of the new window.
Suppose that a party has a back wall of his house with no windows, or very few windows,
opposite to tho front of his neighbour's house, tho neighbour may very likely not object
to a single window, which may not annoy him by being opposite to particular

parts of his own house ; he may be good-natured enough not to object to two such win-
dows, and may allow a right to be gainetl to them ; whereas an intermediate \vindow might
have made all tho difference, and might have prevented him from at all acquiescing in any
lights. Outhe other doctrine, an acquloscencc In one unimportant light, which gave no
annoyance, might be made to operate so as to give a right to lights which might be a great
annoyance and interference with tho privacy of tho servient tenement, and in which tho
owner of the ser\'ient tenement never would have acquiesced. Can It bo the law that a
man who has one window in the back of his house can say to his neighbour, " My window
is so situate, that any increase In your house would interfere with some rays of light, and
therefore I have a right to fill tho back of my house with windows, which you must not In-

terfere with?" I think that the true doctrine is, to confine tho right to what this uso

• This ease ia fully reported bi the /uritt lot January 23th.
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coints om. We Ac not. however, say th»t a rieht to have »ny qnantity of lights thnt a

omon cciilil put in his hoose might not exist as against his neighbour. Such a nglit migtit

te cnatcd bv itTMit. and might probably be presnmetl from yen- iicculinr eireiimftances. as

if the ownerof the dominant tenement for a long eouree of years had cominned to change

bi* VAta from time to time, and such changes Imd been acqnieeecd in from time to time

(or loof periods ; bat in general the right must, I think, correspond with the user of the

nrtiralulight or lights, Wc arc much pressed with the supposed hardship of tlie cr.se
;
but

lUilnk where a party has to rebuild his bonse, he should tr.ke care that he places the win-

dows In their old situations, andmakes them the same size, and Ix'fore he substitutes or adds

ticbts nbetantimlly different in size or position, he should makea bargain with his neighlwur;

and we think tbe hardship would be gieaurtlie othcrway. if the servient tenement could be

made sabject to a different set of lights than those to which the owner had as.senteil, nad

which new lights might be such as he would have disst ntcd from if originally propo«Kl, and

which might .affect the privacy of different parts of his tenement. It was also asked, what

would be the ca«e if there were two adjoining buildings, and the owner of one of them

^onM TObetantially alter the Ughts, so that the owner of the servient tenement opposite to

both of them couM not block np the new lights without blocking up the old lights of the

djoininK neigbbonrf To this we answer that, in the first place, the o d lights, in respect

ofthe obetrortion of which an acUon would or might be brought, would be the same iden-

tical unchanged lighU; and. in the second place, that the owner, complaining of the

blocking up S hirinclent lights, would not, by his own act, h«ve put the owner of the

servtot tenement into the situation of not being nble to block up the new lights without

blocking up the old; so that the very reason on which the ^f^.-O'^'T't*"^;;,^';" ;';'?^

decided would not b^ applicable. As 1 think that the new and old lights m the present case

are not rabetantially the same, and that the old lights are, by the act of the plaintiffs

80 ooofneed and mixed up with the new lighU that the latter cannot be blocked up without

obstrucUng the former, and, therefore, that according to the principle I have referred to,

this action cannot be supported, I am of opinion that the judgment of the Court below

^
Judge BhiAbnrn : My Brother Hill concurs in the above judgment of my Brother

Crom^n. My Brother ChanneU and I concur in the judgment of my Brotier Crompton,

but aredesirous of adding for ourselves, that in the present case, m our opimon, no ques-

tion arise* as to the right of the owner of adjacent land to use it, so as to block up an

ancient unaltered window, on the ground that the person who has a right to that window

has alao opened a new one in such a position that the owner of the adjacent land must

either block up the ancient window, or submit to the enjoyment, without interruption, of

the new window, » as, after twenty years, to make the right to the new window inde-

feasible. We consider that a very different question, on which, if it were raised by the

facta, wo sbonld be bound to deliver an opinion ; as it is, without doing so, we rest our

concnnence in afflrming the judgment on the ground that, on companng the tracings

which are part of the case, we find that no one of the plaintiffs present windows sub-

stantially corresponds with an ancient window ; and we draw the inference of fact, that

no one of the present lights claimed is a continuation of one of the ancient lighte. We
peifecay concur in the reasoning of my Brother Crompton, by which he shows that the

new and the old windows may occupy, in fact, the same space, without the right to light

claimed through the new window being the same light as that enjoyed for twenty yetirs,

without interruption, through the old one. . ^-^ ^ . i.

Baron Bramwell : T concur in this judgment solely on the ground that no one of the

existing windows occupies the same position as any one of the ancient windows did, and

consequently that by no one of them have light and air been enjoyed for twenty years, and

so no right has been acquired in respect of any of them against the defendants.—Judgment

alBrmed.

THE AKCHITECTUKAL MUSEUM.-
PRIZES.

-DISTRIBUTION OF

PROGRESS OF THE METROPOLITAN MAIN DRAINAGE
WORKS.

AT the last meeting of the Metropolitan Board of Works, held at the Offices,

Spring-gardens, on Friday, Mr. Bazalgette, Engineer-in-Chief of the

Board, reported that Mr. Famess had made considerable progress with the

Northern Outfall Sewer contract during the past month. The iron superstructures

for the aqueducts over the river Lee and tlie Bow and Barking railway are in

course of erection, and the ironwork for these and three other bridges was delivered

on the ground. The tunnelling underthe Eastern Counties railway embankment

progresses slowlv, but with safety to the traffic on the line, and the brick piers for

permanently supporting the railway are now being built. The Stratford-road

works had made fair progress since the last monthly report. A large addition

has been made to the concrete embankments, and the brickwork of the sewers

between the river Lee and East Ham church. From thence to tlie outlet at

Barking Creek 120 of the arches forming the foundation of the permanent works

across the marshes are completed, and the total value of the work executed up

to tbe present time is about £210,000. On the Middle-level Sewer Messrs.

Brajsey and Co. have completed about 23,000 feet of brick sewer, varying from

4 feet bv 6 feet to 12 feet by 9 feet, at an outlay of about £101,500. The rivers,

overflows, and connections at the junction of tiie Ranelagh Storm Overflow with

tbe Middle-level Sewer in the Uxbridge-road progress slowly, owing to the

character of the work and from the confined space within which it lias to be

executed, .\ctive measures have been taken for the removal of the surplus

materials from Kensington-gardens, and for reinstating the snrflice, and these

works have been nearly brought to a close. Tlie total value of the work done is

about £28,000. On the Southern High-level Sewer works Messrs. Lee and

Bowles have completed about 7J miles of sewer, at an estimated cost of about

£149,000, and the extension of tliis sewer, under Mr. Pearson's contract, has

commenced, and the work executed is valued at about £034. Mr. Webster has

constructed about 6} miles of the Southern Outfall Sewer with some heavy and
difficult works thereon, at an estimated cost of about £270,000, and he will shortly

complete this contract. At Deptford Pumping Station Messrs. Aird and Son

have completed the brickwork of both engine-houses up to the level of Trinity

High-water. The chimney-shaft foundations are in, and tliose of the boiler-

house are in progress. 550 feet of double line of the Low-level Sewer are com-
pleteil, and 3,650 feet of the iron pipes forming a connection with the High-level

hewer have been laid under Deptford Creek. 208 feet of sewer, U feet inches

in diameter, have been constructed to form a connection between the Pumping
Station and the Outfall Sewer. The coal-sheds and dwelling-houses are nearly

finished, and 170 feet of the wharf wall constructed. The Low-level Sewer is

carried half way under Deptford Creek, and the cofferdam for the second

half has been commenced. The value of the work done under this contract is

£63,000.

The Institute Prizes.—We are asked to say that the design for a villa

marked " Humber," the letter accompanying which was not opened at the

meeting of the 3rd inst. in consequence of a mistake which the author has

explained, is by Mr. Robert Clamp, of Windsor-street, Hull.
the Fixe Arts in Scotland.—^The Royal Association for Promotion of

the Fine Arts in .Scotland last year received subscriptions amounting to the sum
of£5,18.5. Of this snm upwards of £2,000 have been expended in the purchase of

fifty-five works of art. A large sum has also been expended in the preparation

of the plates wh'ch are periodically distributed amongst the members.

THE opening meeting of the session of the Architectural Museum and distribu-

tion of prizes took place in the theatre of the South Kensington Museum
on Tuesday evening, when there was a numerous attendance of the friends of the

institution. The chair was occupied by the President, .A. J. B. Berespord-
HoPE, Esq., and amongst the gentlemen present were Mr. G. Gilbert Scott,

Mr. Joseph Clarke, Mr. S. C. Hall, Mr. JI. J. Lomax, Professor Partridge,

Mr. A. W. Blomfield, Mr. C. F. Hayward, Mr. W. C. Cocks, Mr. C. W. Cooke,

Mr. S. Ferrey, Mr. Hakewill, Mr. Trevor Crispin, Mr. Pearson, Mr. Slater,

Rev. Temple Frere, Mr. Knight Watson, the Rev. William Scott, &c. Letters

of apology for non-attendance were received from, amongst other gentlemen, tlie

Duke of Buccleuch, Earl of Powis, Earl de Grey, Bishop of Oxford, Sir Walter
James, Bart., Sir Gardner Wilkinson, Mr. Cole, and Professor Donaldson.

The Chairman said they were assembled that evening as often heretofore for

the purpose of carrying out what was the main and principal intention of that

their Museum—distributing the annual prizes to those who had gone into and
been successful in tlieir competition. Though that was the main object of their

institution, it was not the only one, as he should hope, in the few words which,

with their kindness, he proposed to address to them, to prove. But before going

into any details of the administration of the last year, there was one topic which

he was sure must rise spontaneous to the mind of every one who loved and cared

for the fine arts in this realm—must rise with a more particular significance with

those of the Architectural Museum, and which must be accompanied with

feelings of reirret at the sudden and irreparable loss that fell on this land in last

December. They all of them knew how devoted the Prince Consort was t»

everything that was calculated to conduce to the happiness of that country which

he made and which made him his own. They knew the Prince was great be-

cause he never aped greatness; they knew he was popular because he

never thought of popularity all his life ; and the people knew not how
they cared for him until he was lost. As a patron of art, in more than

any other aspect, the Prince came before the public with credit and renown. They
now knew, bowever, that not only by his patronage did he promote the fine arts,

but that he did it also by the exercise of that influence which could be legitimately

carried out, and which, though still without ostentation, was never wanting in

the matter of the promotion of art, or in the matter of furthering all good art

objects. And so the late Prince a few years ago most kindly and most generously

accepted the office of patron of that their Architectural Museum. So that by his

demise they were officially deprived of their head, their chief officer, as well as

being sharers in the great national grief. So, he said, they could not that night

enter upon the business of the evening without first paying that tribute of regret

which all Englishmen and all Englishwomen must pay to the tomb of the Prince

and the throne of the Queen—(Applause.) Officially they had done so already;

officially their address of condolence had been drawn up ; and though they knew
no single address of condolence could materially affect the august occupant of the

throne, yet the accumulation of that great tide of grief from every class, from

every rank, from all denominations, from every sphere of life—it was that great

tide of grief, flowing up silently and quietly, which must testify what was the

loyalty of the land, and must be, in her darkest hour ofsorrow and grief, a source

of solace to our Queen—(Hear, hear.) Having discharged what seemed to him a

becoming duty, he would proceed to the more immediate business of the meeting.

The Architectural Museum had for the last two years lieen in a transitionaiy

state. Those who took an interest in the Museum would remember that the

work for which they weredireetly established shaped itself into three classes—first,

the accumulation of articles forming an architectural museum as perfect as

possible, chiefly Mediceval, but not so exclusively ; secondly, the delivering of

architectural lectures ; and then, thirdly, the teaching and encouraging of art-

workmen by offering prizes. Those three distinct, but at the same time congruous

and harmonious objects, were what the Architectural Museum existed for. With

regard to the first of those objects, the collection of a museum of architecture,

they knew full well thev were first in the field ; they knew full well that when every

one doubted, shrunk, did not or would not understand the matter, the promoters

of the Museum came forward and established it. They made a collection, of

course at first not very systematic ; they were beholden to friends, and ofcourse it

was not for them to be particular at first. So they collected, and, as time went

on and they got more articles, they became more fastidious, and their friends

became more carelul in what they gave to the Museum. And ultimately they

should have thought of refusing, and their friends would have hesitated before

giving them, anything that did not stand high in the order of merit. This

Museum, however, had limits, but a man's ambition had no limits. Accordingly

the question space came on, and with it tlie question of disputed juristliction, but

no one had a right to be ashamed of anything that took place. The question

arose between the directors of tlie Museum and the custodiers of the building in

which they were assembled, and thus had arisen difficulties. Matters came to

that state when negotiation and arrangement became necessary. Those negotia-

tions and arrangements were still being prosecuted, and not vet consummated. 1

1

was one propoal in their negotiations that that portion of their collection down

there should be handed over alone to the authorities of the South Kensington

Museum, but the ownership of the Architectural Museum was to be asserted,

and it was also provided that their collection should form a portion of a future

collection of arcliitecture. And it was also provided, in terms i^uite sufficient to

be perfectly stringent on geiitleinen acting together for the attainment of a com-

mon object, that the opinion of the directors of the Architectural Mnseura should

not be rejected—he did not say it was in writing—but it was understood that the

opinion of the directors of the Museum should have weight with the authorities

of the South Kensington Museum in the purchase of future portions for collec-

tion. In agreeing to these terms, of course the directors of the Architectural

Museum sacrificed something of personal feeling. He would not have them

believe, as little would he have the authorities of the South Kensington Museum
believe, indeed, no one supposed, and no one could suppose, it would not have

been more pleasant and more agreeable to them to have had, as heretofore, the

collection and arrangement of a national museum of architecture— ( Hear, hear.)

But there were certain reasons, a few courtesies, certain etiquettes and ai-range-

ments, incident to a large department, which rendered it impossible for the

.Architectural Museum to be an Imperium in Imperio—to be a separiite

establishment in the South Kensington Museum; and still they had not the

means of setting up their own Museum in another and distinct department, in

short, the whole thing was, in the broad sense of the term, a negotiation and a

compromise. They entered into it clieeriully, and he hoped and trusted tne
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manner in whicli tliey entered into it would, witli tlie otlier side, keep tilings

poins in a projier manner. Still, at tlie sime time, tliey could not but re-

j.'iret fiivirig up tliat independent position they licid wliilc tenants of tlie premises

in Cannon-row—(Hear, near.) But if hereafter a preat architectural museum
KJiould ri-i^c lip, and if it did go on to form s school of architects, and artists, and
artist workmen, then lie said that all those who wished the rise and projn'ess of

this museum of theirs would be bchohien to say that the Architectural -Museum,
l.Tto of Cannon-row, held the sume position towards the South Kensington
Museum as the collection of Sir Hans Sloane held in the liritish Museum, for

without it, jirobably, there would have been no British Museum, and but for the

exertions of Mr. Scott, of Mr. Clarke, Mr. Clutton, and other gentlemen, some
years ago, this great collection of architectural casts would not have been
in existence.—(Hear, hear). So much for the state of the .Architectural Museum.
Tlie negotiations with the Government were still under considi!ration, they were
.still huug up ; in fact, nothing had been done—(hear, hear)—and so they stood,

as before, at the present. The Government was rebuilding the building

jn wliioh they were met, and everything was in a mess, in short

—

(A liiugh). He hoped they would be able to find room for the

Indian collection, sent to the Architectural Museum by a kind and excellent

friend in Bombay, Sir Bartle Frcre, and which was still in packing-cases.
The second branch of the subject was the delivery of lectures at the Museum.
He might nnnark, however, in passing, that if the Government undertook
to buy the future architectural collections, and if the thing worked well,

as they hoped and trusted it would, it would free more money for other
operations that existed, as lectures and prizes for art -workmen. As to

lectures, it had been doubted whether the lectures helped on the accumula-
tion of their easts, whether art-people were the people that came to them, and
whether it was not people in easy circumstances who, to a great extent, attended
the lectures, and not art-workmen. It might be admitted that, to a large extent,
such had been the case, but he would go on and say, what then ? When they
had a society like this, using various measures of utility for good, was it neces-
sary that all should hang on each other ? Could not a railway company start

two lines for two places without having a loop ; could it not have a line north and
one south as well .' He thought it could. Their collection was one thing, the
lectures were another, and the prizes offered to art-workmen were a third.

While the directors appealed to their special friends—the art-workmen—to come
to the lectures and listen to them, they did not intend to prepare those lectures
exclusively for that class. Architecture was an art which opened fields ofobservation
for many, who made it a very useful and profitable study, and who derived much
instruction and amusement in listening to the interesting details of the studies
of other people. There was no course of popular lectures on architecture
given in London. The lectures given at the Royal Academy were intended for

the benefit of students, and the Architectural Museum had set up their lectures
simply as a course of architectural lectures. Since then the Architectural Exhibi-
tion, at the galleries in Conduit-street, had started architectural lectures. What
was the result ? Their lecture-room was filled, and the Exhibition galleries filled

on the lecture nights. Both sets of lectures at the present time took, and
attracted full audiences. Now, just look at the list of lectures the Architectural
Museum had for the present session. Tliere was first a lecture, by Mr. E. A.
Freeman, " On the dilference between Minster and Parish Churches," and that
gentleman was better quaUfied than most men to handle such a subject. Lord
Alwyne Compton was to deliver a lecture " On Encaustic Tiles and Tile Pave-
ments," and that nobleman knew more about encaustic tiles, perhaps, than any
other man they knew. The above were two square men standing on square sub-
jects for lectures. Then there was to be a lecture " On Jerusalem," by Dr.
Pierotti, who had studied at the Holy City, and would be able to give much
useful information gathered on the spot, fte would be accompanied by an in-
terpreter, Mr. George Williams, as the Doctor could not speak a word of
English. The next lecture would be by Mr. William Burges, " On Colour," and
they all knew how able that gentleman was on the subject of colour, and from
him might be expected a very able and learned discourse. Then followed Mr.
George Williams, in a lecture " On Georgia and Armenia," countries which had
not been much visited by architects. The next lecturer of the session would be
Mr. G. Gilbert Scott, " On the formation of a National Museum of Architecture,
as viewed especially in its connection with the Mediaeval styles." Mr. Scott was
the founder of the Architectural Museum, one who had thought more soundly on
this subject than any other man, and his lecture might be expected to be a
ministerio pronuticiamenfo—(App\auie.) Then the lecture of Mr. Thomas
James was to follow, " On Labourers' Cottages," and much might be expected
of it. Well, then became to the third branch of the work of the Institution,
namely, prizes. Their Museum was instituted for the study of minute details of
architecture. Though an advocate for large cathedrals instead of small churches;
though an advocate for bigness pure and unadulterated, bigness and nothing but
bigness—(a laugh)—while he stood up for bigness he was not blind to the fact
that there was something else that might not be despised, and that was grace,
proportion and beauty in detail—(hear, hear)—for anything like proportion in
art surely embraced both bigness and details of architecture. This Museum,
instead of insisting on bigness, followed out the study of details, even the smallest
matter on which man's handywork was apparent. And here he should point out
what it was important to know—that they did not exist to make architects or
artists. They did not expect, and did not want, to make a single artist ; artists
were made at the Royal Academy. What they wanted to make at their Museum^
or through its instrumentality, was art-workmen, or rather to make workmen
work in an artistic and proper manner. This year, particularly, thev were bound
io unfurl that standard, and to proclaim, loud and long and deep, tfiat that was
their object—(Hear.) This year the great Exhibition was to be opened, and
whatever objections might be entertainpd to the building itself, that should give
rise to no prejudice as to the contents of that building. As to those who should
look at the working of that Exhibition, the great matter that would strike an
observer would be the manner in which the whole of the Exhibition displayed
itself; how completely the whole arrangements of that Museum showed the utter
impos-sibility of distinguishing where art ended and manufactures began, or
where manufactures ended and art began. The extraordinary interpenetration
in every hole and corner of the Exhibition would be astonishing. That was
true and philosophical. Every handywork of man, such as a steam-engine,
« carriage, a patent mangle, or a WTinging machine, every handy-
work of man was, so far as form was concerned, a work of art. On the
other hand, the Venuses, the-4pollos, and Madonnas, the works of RafFaelle and
other gi-eat painters, produced by tlie hands of maji, were still works of art.

.Arts and manufactures ran so close together that it was difBcuIt to draw a dl»-
tinction between them. There were some things in which manufacture was close
to art, such as the steam-engine and wringing machine, but still it was not to be
called art, while as to great pictures, so full of the ideal, no one could call them
anything but works of art. But between them lay the great border states, which
might belong neither to art nor to manufacture. Tliat was the ground they
wished to make their own, and on which their Mu.scum wished to distinguish
itself. By standing up there as an advocate of manufacture, he felt he had a
right to do so, not personal but hereditary. He could not but remember that it

was his father—in spite of the jok(» of Sydney Smith—that his fatlier was the
man who, fifty years ago, first stood up to say that all objects of commerce might
be said to have rules of beauty as well as works of art. And long before the
Architectural Museum was founded, the good seed sown by 'rhomas Hope
brought up an abundant harvest. But, till this Museum was "founded, nothing
had been done except to found designers, or create designs by a superior being.
The Architectural Museum did not go in to educate designers from above, or to
create a school of designers. They went in to rule the quality of those men who
had to carry the designs out—they went in to teach the workmen, with their
hands trained and their minds disciplined, to understand what they were doing,
and 10 carry out their work with love and freedom. The system of creating
designs was good and right ; if it had not come in tHeir work would
have been impossible. But the functions of the Architectural Museum
were not those of a school of design ; they competed with no school of design,
but they were a college where the workman might understand the craft, the
secret, the arcana, and work out a design in the -spirit of the designer. Then,
they were told that they were only the Architectural Museum. What was the
meaning of architecture ? He should like anyone in that room to stand up and
say where the limit between architecture and any other art was passed. The
distinction between architecture and art was one of those things which it was
utterly impossible to grapple with. Was not metal-work architectural in every-
thing except fire-arms and knives and forks? Take again wood-work, such as
a table, a chair, a sofa, or a bureau. They might be driven to say all art was
architectural except pictures, but when pictures were painted for a particular

building it would be found they were made for a particular locality, and thus
became architectural. It was gratifying to find the way in which this -Archi-

tectural Museum of theirs had gone ahead in taking up minute details without
much association or much exertion, and that they were working as an art
museum instead of an architectural museum. He had no doubt that different

gentlemen in that room—friends of the -Architectural Museum—would exhibit

specimens in different classes at the forthcoming Exhibition. No power of philo-
sophical reasoning could show why the men showing specimens at the Exhibition
appeared in different classes ; any power of classification was a mere matter of
private book arrangement. For example, as far as those who had been able to

judge of what the coming Exhibition would be, there would be more than one
court and more than one department in which there would be a peculiar
exhibition of the connection between art and architecture amongst gentlemen who
carried out the views they had all broadly enunciated in that room. There
were two courts in two difierent classes that were both exemplifications of the

broad principle on which the Architectural Museum was first started, and in

one of which there would be space reserved for this Museum, in which the more
meritorious prize-works exhibited that evening were to be displayed. This rather
roundabout journey brought him to the specific and proper object of tlieir gather-
ing that evening, which was—first, to give prizes to those who had earned them,
and, in the second place, to listen to those remarks which might be made,
prompted by the occasion, short, and to the purpose, by friends of the Institution

present, who never allowed such occasions to go past without giving expression

to the results of their mature, candid, and friendly experience. Last year the
Institution started with the giving of a larger amount of prizes than they had
done before. Now, from not purchasing specimens they had more money to

sport on prizes, and the directors thought tliey should act wisely in doing so,

both for the advancement of the prizemen and for the credit of the Institution,

seeing that the Exhibition was to take place this year, on a gigantic scale, for

the very objects they had in view. And the directors acted upon this principle—of

not giving prizes when a certain scale of merit was not obtained, but still without
looking for an extraordinary amount of merit—(Hear, hear). The prizes were
for young aspirants, not for those who had long held the spurs and occupied the

most honourable seats. What they wanted was art of comparative moderate
excellence for prizes. This year, when they had more competitors than usual,

the question of the line to draw was to the judges a matter of anxiety. When
he was a boy at school and wrote for prizes, he used to think it was an easy

matter for the judges to decide upon the essays, and that it was a difficult thing

for the boys to write for the prizes. But now he thought the judges of contri-

butions had as much difficulty and anxiety, or more so, than the competitors

themselves. They started last year with more money in their pockets than pre-

viously, and other friends came forward to assist them, amongst whom were Mr.
S. C. Ilall, with his magnificent donation of books, and Sir Francis Scott, who
gave a prize of a very large amount ; but that prize was offered in a class in

which the merit of the works sent in was not such as to justify them in awarding
a prize. The Ecclesiological Society also gave prizes. The ironwork in the

first class did not receive any prize, nor was the prize awarded for painted glass

;

and in the miscellaneous class of prizes the regular prize was not given, though
to two competitors prizes had been awarded. There had this year been sent, in

competition for prizes, a much better lot of specimens than on any previous year,

especially in wood carving. The Chairman then proceeded to deliver the prizes

to the successful competitors, making, as he proceeded, comments upon the

productions of each. The following is a list of the successful competitors :

—

Prizes for Stoxk Carving.
The Council of the Architectural Museum oflfored two prizes of £10 10s. and £5 6b. as

first and second premiums to the competitors who should most successfully design and
e.xocutc in high relief a carved stone panel, 2 feet by 2 feet (outside measurement), repre-

-senting Queen Eleanor watching over Edward I. when woimded. Seven sijecimeus

received.
Prizes Awarded.

Prize 1.—f10 lOs., and a certificate, lo Mr. Samuel Euddock, of 22, Bloomfield-terrace,

Pimlico.
Prize 2.—£.'; 68., and a certificate, to Mr, E. W. Thomhill. at Messrs. Hardman's. Dnblin.

Extra Prize.—il Is,, Mr. John Gould, 1 , Union-terrace, High-street, Camden-town.

Secoxd Stose Caisvino Competitiok.
The Council also offer two prizes of £'• 5s. and £3 3s. as first and second premiums to

the competitoi's who should most snccessfuUy design and execute a carved and moalaed

stone capital, snitablo tor a coluoui » toches in diameter, sliowiug the best arrangement or
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hMrthora and uh foliage, which may be conTCntumally rendered. Bleren apecimeus
noeiTcd(oiie not within conditions of oomiietition but to vliich an extra prize was awarded
onder the liead ot tuBOtj apecimeus).

Fltee I.—£J S<„ and a ontllleate, to Mr. James Allan, 109, LUlinKton-stTeet, Fimlioo.
Fllae t.—£S Is., and a oartiAoate, to Mr. John Daly, '><>, ^Vilson-street, Westminater.

Prizes for Hodei.mng is CL-iv.
Tin Ooancll of the Arrhitactiml Maaeom offered two prizes of .£3 3g. nnd £2 Is. ne first

aad aeooad pmnloma to the competiton who should moat succeasfuUy execute in tlic

Anhitectaral Unaeom a model from a oaat representing one of tiie " augclic clioir " from
the north tianaept of Westminster Abbey. No specimens received.

FnizEs rou Wood Cahvisq.
The Oouncil of the Architectural Museum offered two prizes of £10 10s. and £S 5b. as

first and second premiums to the competitors who should most successfully design and
execute in lime or other soft wooii a door panel, with pierced tracery and foliage, of not
less than :f feet by 1 foot 4 inches in extent. Thirteen specimens received (one specimen
not within conditioiis of comjietition, but an extra prize awarded to it under the head of
Bimdxy specimens).

Prufs Awarded.
Pti« 1.—£10 106., audacertlficate.toMr.Henry Reynolds, 22A, Storey-street.Caledonion-

road.
Prized.—£5 fis., and a ocrtificatc, to Mr. C. J. Herley, 2, Camden-place, South-street,

Taimt<m.
Eitia Prize.—£1 Is., and a book, to Ur. H. J. Wicks, 76) Coleshill-etreet, Eaton-

square.
Extza Prize.—A book, to >lr. John Seymour, of Tower-lane, Taunton. (An extra prize

for wood carving was awarded to this competitor last year.)

Extra Prize.-A book, to Mr. Alfred Angus, 12, Belv'oir-tcrrace, Vnuxhall-bridge-road.

PRIZE.S FOR MET-II. WORK.
The Oouncil of the Ardiltectraal Museum offered two prizesof £1 1 Os. nnd £G es. as first

and second jweminms for thecora]ietitors who;should most successfully execute in hammered
iron a copy of a portion of the scroll-work (about 2 feet U inches high by 2 feet broad) in
St. Paul's Cathedral. No specimens rt?ceivcd for this comiwtition.

Second Ironwork Competition.
The Council of the Arcliitectural Museum also otferc<i a prize of £10 lOs., and Sir Francis

Scott, Bart., a prize of £0 5s., as first and second premiums, for the competitors who should
most suooessfnlly design and execute a wrought-iron door-handle, either Gotliic or Eenais-
sance in style, and not less than G inches over. The ornamental workmanship of any
specimefi must not interfere with its convenient use. Three sijecimens received, but
no prizes awarded, the specimens not being thought worthy.

Prize vor Painted Glass.
The Council of the Architectural Museum offered a prize of £5 r>s. for the competitorwho

should most successfully design and execute a glass roundel or disc 9 inches in diameter,
painted with any floriated design which the artist-workman might prefer. Five specimens
received, also a design, but no prizes awarded.

Prizes foe Codocred Decoiiation.
The Committee of the Ecclesiological Society offered, through the Council ot the Archi-

tectural Mnsenm, a prize of £5 5s. for the comjwtitor who should most successfully colour,
aorotding to his own judgment, a cast of oneof the " angelic choir" in the north traiiseptof
Weetminster Abbey. Twenty-two specimens received.

Pruts Aicartletl.

Prize 1 .—£« 5s., and a certificate, to Mr, Joseph Peploe Wood, 25, Brown-street, Bryan-
eton-square.

Prize 2.—Increased from £3 3s. to £4 4s., and a certificate, to Mr. A. O. P. Harrison,
337. Euston-road. (A prizeman on two or three occasions.)
IMze 3.—Added by the Ecclesiological Society, £2 2s., and a book and a certificate, by

the Architectural Museum Council, to Mr. C. J. Lea, High-street, Lutterworth.

Prizes for Portions or the Whole op Works.
. The Council of the Architectural Museum offered prizes of £1 Is. and upwards, with
certificates in cases specially deserving, for the whole or a iiortion of any actual work,
whether finished or not, in stone, wood, metal, plass, or colonr, or for specimens of tracery,
flat surface work, ormasonrj- for mouldings, without ornament of any kind, which might
be tendered to them, and apiwar deserving of the reward. Six specimens received under
this bead. Two s|)ecimens, before referred to, sent in other competitions, but not coming
within their conditions, were transferred to this competition, and prizes awarded as
follows :

—

Extra Prize.—A book, to Charles Grasshy, Elm-house, Ealing, for stone carving.
Extra Prize.-A book, to E. Dujardin, 7, Richmond-terrace, Bast-street, Walworth, for

wood carving.

Scpplejientabt Prizes.
Mr. Mac Colla offered, through the Council of the Architectural Mnsenm, two prizes of

£6 .',3. each for the two beet designs for tile pavements ; the one suited to a Gothic
building, the other for a mansion in the Classic style of architectiuro.
Eight specimens received for the Gothic pavement. That adjudged to possess the most

merit is by Mr. Edmund Scdding. of Penzance, nnd the £6 5s. offered has been given for
this specimen in accordance with Mr. MacColla's wish.
Nineteen specimen.' were received for the Clas.sic pavement. That adjudged to have

mart merit is by Miss Mary K. Bcecham, of Cirencester ; and the prize of £5 6s. has been
given as in the case of the Gothic pavement competition.

Mr. S. C. Hall, having been called upon by the Chairman, said he had had the
great happiness of attending meetings of this Society from its very first formation.
He had the pleasure to be present when the Society was originally ibrmed, in the
very humble locality entitled the Cockloft, in Cannon-row, Westminster. And
he had the pleasure of attending there that night, to witness the very large
advance, both in the prosperity ofthe Institution, and in the progress of the art-
workmen who had been comi)etitors for the prizes. He had watched the Insti-
tution with the most exceeding gratification, from its beginning to the present
moment. He was present at its l)irth, and he earnestly hoped it might notbe his
destiny to be present at its death; lor he should exceedingly regret any absorption
of this great Society by that great Babel in the midst ofwhich tliey were then
standing. For from the day that took place, they might be sure it would be the
downfall ofthe Society, and be the arresting ofthe progress of doing good to the
art-workman, of conferring txjnefit upon the architect, and promoting the welfare
ofmanufactures throughout the country—(Hear, hear.) lie had little to say
about architecture, but he had much to say ofthe art-workman. The result of
the long, sound, and good experience which he had had went to show that the only
reason we did not compete with the foreign designer was the lack of knowledge
ofthe art-workman ;' and this Society was highly calculated tol promote the
•welfare of the art-workman, and thus promote the benefit of the art-manufacturer.
He should deplore any incident, any event, that could lessen that great means of
nsefulnwa which, up to the present day, this Society had forwarded so largely. He
iTjT J *!. •

^^'^ addressing a large number of art-workmen, and some of them
had bad their names heralded to the world as successful competitors forprizes for
works of art. And he might state, for their information, that, in the Art Journal
ratalogne of the Great Kxhibilion he was preparing, he had always made
it a study to ask the manufacturers to tell him the names of the
artut-arti.<ans, and those names he should publish in every instance where he
engreved the work— (Applause). He thought It right to insist on having the
names of the artist-artisans who modelled and executed the works produced by

art-manufacturers—(Applause). He should deeply regret any step of the
directors that would absorb their Society in the much larger one held in the
building in which they were assembled, lie did not think any good could come
of It, but he tliought much evil would—(Hear, hear). Though for saying so the
building might tumble over his head, he believed a worse-managed concern did
not exist in England than the Department of Science and Art in which they were
assembled—(Hear, heiir). Let them take, for example, the atrocious block
which the great metropolitan city of London hail received for the Great Exhi-
bition—the atrocious cumbrauce of the earth, called a building of architecture,

which surrounded them there, and which emanated wholly and solely from the :

Department of Science and Art, which had ])roduced art for the art-manufae- '

turcs of this country for several years past, not to its service, but to its detri-

ment. As to. the building for the Great Exhibition, he thought it the ugliest

and the worst we had ever had, and when foreigners came over who would
grin when they passed Trafalgar-square, and laugh at the mistaken frescoes in

the Houses of Parliament, they would more than giin and laugh when they saw
the building for the Great Exhibition, erected by EnRlish arcliitects—(voices,
" No, nut architects.") Yes, but foreigners would not know what we knew, that

no architect was blameable for that abortion—(Cheers.) The foreigner, on coming
amongst us, would find this nation the wealthiest people in the world, people of
vast judgment and knowledge, at the head of the taste, knowledge, and judg-
ment of any people in the world ; he would know that we had ample
means for the erection of a proper building for the Exhibition ; lie would know
that guarantees were obtained from the people, to the amount of nearly half-a-

million, to secure the payment of the cost ofthe Exhibition, and he would exclaim
what wretched use we bad made of all the advantages given us. The foreigner

would not know the scandalous job which subjected us to the E.xhibition build-
ing. When he (Mr. Hall) knew that the superintendent of this Department of

Science and Art ; the man who had the direction of it ail ; the man who was
nominally the secretary, but in reality the manager of the whole of this concern

—

The Ch.\irman thought it would be rather better not to talk of the managers
of this Department.
Mr. Hall.—He did say that "Truth is mighty and it shall prevail," and he

did not know why he should not say what was a published fact, that the
Directors of the Department of Science and .\rt cried this building up at the
Society of Arts, and said it was a work of Heaven-born art ; tliat the works of

Michel Angelo and others were of the same stamp, and that it would be one of

tlie finest and greatest buildings ever erected in this couutry. That reminded
him ofthe story ofthe American who fed his horse with deal shavings by putting
a pair of green spectacles on his eyes—(Laughter). And the director of the

Department said there was no necessity for ccnsulting an architect in reference

to tlie Exhibition building, as they had a gentleman at South Kensington who
was better than the whole architects put together—(Hear, hear). If they should
be guilty of the mistake of putting the Society of the Architectural Mnsenm
under the Department of Science and Art, he (Mr. Hall), who was present at

the birth of the Society, should certainly tie present at its death. He thought it

the more necessary to say what he had said as the conductor of an art journal,

though it was not an arcliitectural journal; and in his opinion he was bound to

speak and write on the subject, because the conductors of the architectural journals
would not do anything of the kind, and would not tell the world, broadly and
plainly; that the building was a most atrocious abortion, and that it was not the

arcliitects of England who were responsible for it. He knew the task was not

an agreeable one, but he who shrank from doing his duty because it was
dangerous or disagreeable was worse than a fool, was worse than a rogue,

and was a physical and mental coward—CMuch cheerinEi.

The Rev. William Scott, referring to the object of the meeting—the dis-

tribution of prizes—said he should speak of what had not been done instead of

what had been done. He would remark, however, that the competition in the

wood-carving department was exceedingly good, some portions being equal to tli

school of Grinling Gibbons. He regretted that, in the matter of manipulated
ironwork, there were no competitors worthy of the prize offered. It was a matter
of surprise that in this country, where metal was a staple manufacture, no can-
didate, judging from the specimens sent in, even attempted to win the prize.

There was no one but must regret the state at which metal-work had arrived

when he remembered that tlie gates at Hampton Court were made in this

country. But he knew a common blacksmith at Maidenhead who had executed
metal-work of great skill ; though, perhaps, not equal to Quintiu Matsys, he
had produced some works of extraordinary skill and workmanship. He did not
intend to follow Mr. Hall in Iiis eloquent denunciation of the Exhibition building,

but the existence of such a building showeil the necessity of educating art-work-
men. He would defy any human being to point out to him one single inch in

that building, either in construction, decoration, or idea, or efi'ect, that exhibited

the mind or called out the energies of art-workmen—there was no exidbition of

intelligence, mind, or skill. He would not deny it was a large work, and reflected

some engineering skill on those who designed it ; but he would say, that with
such a buildng rising in their Immediate neighbourhood, the greater necessity

existed for such an institution as the Architectural Museum, the object ofwhich
was to educate men's minds, and to call out their higher intelligence.

Mr. G. Gilbert Scott, R.A., said he rose to propose what he was quite

sure everybody present would most earnestly, and from the bottom of their

hearts, respond to. His most agreeable duty was to beg of them to return their

hearty thanks to the President for the most "able and zealous manner in which he
had conducted the proceedings of the evening—(Cheers). He could not help
personally thanking the President for the able, studious, and laborious manner in

which he had gone through the duties of that evening. The President had had a
great excess of subjects on that occasion above ordinary occasions, and it was iin-

possiWe for them to appreciate too highly the admiralJe manner in which he had
laid those subjects before them. As to the position of the Museum, the Chairman
had giv(!n lengthened particulars, and Mr. Hall had warned tl)em of some
dangers to be apprehended. There were some dangers to be appreliended, but he
did not see why those dangers should be realised. The Department of Science
and Art had for their special dnty the promotion of art in connection with our
manufactures, and a more important office could not devolve on any department
or society. Their own (tlie Architectural Museum) department was for the pro-
motion of art in connection with architecture, which was so closely allied with
the promotion of art for manufactures ; and what was dangerous to one must
show that there was something wrong in the mode of management. He believed

the Department of Science and.Art was doing a gieat deal tor the cause they had
in view ; and if both institutions were in earnest in their objects he mnst !
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say it would be discri^ditable to one or other uf tlieni if their union

was dangerous to eitlier, anil he must »ay he placed more faith

in both parties than to apprehend the realization of danger from

the union, and In: did most earnestly hope, and almost inclined

to expect that, instead of having- much to fear, they might have every-

thing to congratulate themselves upon. Hut to effect tiiat they must come to

a thorough understanding—the heads of their Society with the DejKirtment

of Science and Art, and all special favouritism thrown aside, botli working hand
in hand in carrying out tlie gi-eat object in view. If the Department of Science

and Art so thoroughly tied their hands that they could not add a single specimen
to the Architectural Museum, or do a single thing without their interfermg with

the rules and red-tape of their Department, of course their worst fears would be
realised ; and he did not lielieve, in that case, that the Department of Science

and Art would do the duties which, in such a case, they would have prevented
the Architectural Museum from doing. But if each worked harmoniously with
the other, as lie hoped would be the ease, the result would not lie so.

A vote of thanks to the Chairman was then cai'riiKl by acclamation.

The Chairman, in returning thanks, remarked that, whatever arrange-
ments the directors of the Architectural Museum might make with the Depart-
ment of Science and Art, they would endeavour to keep their own—(Hear, hear).

The meeting then broke up.

ARCHITECTS' BENEVOLENT SOCIETY.

ON Tuesday afternoon the annual general meeting ofthe.\rcbitects' Benevolent
Society," was held at the rooms of tlie Royal Institute of British Architects,

Conduit-street, Kegent-street ; the President, Sydney Smirkk, Esq., H.A.,
in the chair. Amongst the gentlemen present we noticed the following :—Messrs.
Charles Mayhew, Richard "Suter, J. H. Good, C. C. Nelson, Horace Jones,
Sancton Wood, Henry Garling, David Mocatta, Edwin Nash, Benjamin Ferrey,
Robert Kerr, Wyatt Papwortli, J. W. Billings, Boulnois, George Mair, &c.
Mr. J. Turner, lion. sec. of the Institution, read the advertisement convening

the meeting, and also the minutes of proceedings at the last meeting, which were
found correct, and confirmed.
Mr. Turner, hon. sec, then read the following report from the Council, as

to the proceedings of the Society during the past year:—
On entering the twelfth year of the existence of this Society, the Council have much

satisfaction iii being able to* repeat their congratulations on its continued and steady pro-
gress and on its still increasing stability. The balance-sheet showed that the gi'oss receipts
for the year, since our last anniversary meeting, have amounted to JE454 3s. 8d. The
number of cases considered and relieved during the past year, and up to the present time,
has been M. The amount distributed in relief up to the cud of the financial year has been
£i'21 (is., and a further sum of £C>'> up to the present time, making a total of £18fi 6s. The
cases which have been found worthy of relief bear ample testimony to the soundness of the
viewswhich led to the foundation of the Society. They are palpable proofs of the sad amount
of distress to which our profession is litible, and some, at least, of the cases are such ae
could never have hoped to have participated in the funds of the other benevolent societies of
like nature which exist. All the cases relieved have been tnily deserving, but two are of a
nature to specially justify more particular notice. One gentleman who has been obliged
to appeal to us for aid affords in bis sufferings a remarkable instance of the instability and
caprice of fortune. After a life of unremitting industry and of unblemished integrity,
after, indeed, a most successful career in the lower branches of our profession—a career
which enabled him to briug up a very numerous and expensive family, and to live in the
enjoyment of many social comforts—he is now, at a very advanced period of his life,

utterly dependent on the kindly feelings of those who knew him well under far different
and happier circumstances. A lady has been compelled to revcabto us her distressed cir-

cumstances, who is the widow of one of the most promising mediieval architects of the
day ; he died, unhappily, before he had had time to reap the harvest, which, had he lived,
would have been the natural and legitimate result of so laborious a professional life. In
appealing to the profession generally to join us and to assist us in the good work, we feel
that we are appealing to the very best sympathies of our nature ; and we trust that we
shall not call in vain upon our brethren throughout the country to increase the funds of
the Society, and so, in the most effective manner, to extend the Society's means of doing
good.

Mr. Mocatta moved the adoption of the report. The Institution had been
established about twelve years, and it was satisfactory to find that it was still

flourishing.

Mr. Gahling seconded the motion, which was agreed to.

Mr. Turner then read the financial statement, which was as follows :

—

tS**!. Receipts.
Balance atB.inkers, Deo. £

SI, ISUO, of Society's
funds ISO

Donations to be invested 1

s. d. £ s. d.

Arrears of subscription,
1S5'J 2 2

,. „ 1860 2-5 4
Subscriptions for the
ycarlsel 137 lo

„ „ 18C2 2 2

Donations made in the
year 18G1

Dividend on £1,00.5 liis.

. 3d. to April 5, 1861 .

.

Income-tax returned by
special Commissioners

18G1. Expenditure.
£ s.

Advertisements 10 18
Stationary and printing 11 7
Petty cash, postage, Sie. 9 1

Writing, &e 5 19
Tran.sfer of stock to new

Trustees 2 2
Messenger at Institute,

18li0 and 1861 2 2
Bankers' stamps for
cheques S

Collectors* commissions.
Cash paid gifts to appli-
cants

Cash invested in the
funds

Cash on deposit at
bankers

Balance at bankers :

—

Of Society's funds . , ;

Donations to bo in-

vested

£ B. d.

41 18
11 14

^454 3 8 £454 3 8
We, the undersigned have, this 20th day of January, 1862, audited the above account,

and find it to be correct.

JOHN NORTON, } , ...

WYATT PAPWORTH, 1
Auditors.

The amount in the bankers' hands being £199 13s. lid.—J. N., W. P.

Mr. Billings moved the adoption /)f the statement of accounts.
Professor Kerr seconded the motion.—Agj'eed to.

Tile Chairman announced that the following gentlemen retired from the
•Council by rotation, viz. :—Messrs. Benjamin I'errey, Horace Jones, George
Hair, Charles Mayhew, and Sancton Wood.

It was then moved, seconded, and agreed to, that the Prendent, the Vice-
President, and the remaining members of the Council, together with the other
officers of the Society, be elected for the ensuing year.
Mr. Garlino moved that Messrs. E. C. Hakewill, T. Hayter Lewis, C. C.

Nelson, Richard Treas, and R. Pan'is be elected members of the Cooocii for the
ensuing year, in room of those who retired.

Mr. Sancton Wood seconded the motion.—Carried.
Mr. Fekhey moved tlic appointment of the following gentlemen as auditors

for the ensuing year—Messrs. G. B. Williams and James Wadmore.
The motion was seconded, and agreed to.

Mr. Wyatt Pavwortii moved—" That the liest thanks of the Society be
given to the President and Council for their attention to its interests during; the
past year.

Mr. Garlinu seconded the motion, whioli was carried by acclamation.
The Chairman returned thanks.

Votes of thanks for their services during the past year were then passed to
Mr. William Tite, M.P., the Treasurer : to Messrs. John Norton and Wyatt
Papwortli, the Auditors; and to Mr. John Turner, Hon. Secretary.

Mr. Turner announced the following donations:—Mr. J. II. Hakewill,
£5 Os. ; Mr. Richard Tress, ,£5 os.; Mr. R. Pnrris, £.5 rj%. ; Mr. E. C. Hake-
will, £0 53. ; Mr. George Mair, £'> ."ja. ; and Jlr. Digby Wyatt, £3 3i.

After a vote of thanlcs to the Chairman, the meeting separated.

NOTES FROM THE PROVINCES.
Chatham.—Soldiers' Institute.—The Soldiers' Institute at Chatham is now

finished. The principal entrance laces the dockyard. In the entrance-lobby is

a tablet, bearing the following inscription :—" Soldiers' Institute, erected a.d.
18C1, the •nth year of the reign of Her Slost Gracious Majesty Queen
Victoria. By public subscription and Government aid, under the auspices of
His Royal Highness the Duke of Cambridge, Commander-in-Chief, the Right
Honourable Sidney Lord Herbert, Secretary of State for War, this structure has
been erected for the benefit of the British soldier." On the gronnil floor are
two smoking-rooms, which will be furnished, and supplied with the daily and
weekly newspapers, periodicals, as well as with such amusements as draughts
and cliess. Between the.se rooms is a bar, where the men are to be supplied

with refreshments at cost price. The upper story is reached by stone staircases,

one at the front and another at the rear of the building. This floor consists of a
lecture-room and library. The tables with which the lecture-room is furnished

are constructed so as to be capable of being joined together to form a stage, if

required, for concerts or other performances. The library is separated from the
lecture-room by folditig-doors, so that if it should at any time lie required for balls

or other purposes, the whole of the upper story of the building can be made into

one room, 80 feet long and 50 feet wide. The library at the present time consists

of upwards of 4,000 volumes, and additions are constantly being made by the
purchase of new works and the binding of magazines and other periodicals.

There is also a room provided for the non-commissioned ofiicers. The ground at

the rear of the building lias been enclosed, so as to exclude ail but subscribers to

the Institute, and upon the ground thus enclosed it is said that the Government
intend building a gymnasium for the use of the memliers. There will also be
provided for the amusement of the men four skittle-alleys, an American bowling
alley, a fives court, and a racket court. The estimate for carrying out the whole
undertaking is £5,000, and towards this sum Government granted £2,000, about
£2,000 more has now been raised by private subscriptions, and about £1,000 is

still required. This is working in the right direction.

Hastings.—A new pier is to be constructed at Ilastin^^s, opposite the present

fish market and beaching ground. It will be formed ot iron screw piles, with
stone filling-in up to high-water mark, commencing from the site of the Old Fort
on the west, and running 1,050 feet in a southerly direction, then curving eastward

1,230 feet. 'There will also be a similar pier or breakwater 1,200 feet east of the

other from the " Rock-a-Nore," 1,650 feet in a line nearly parallel to the western
pier. These works will enclose a harbour area in time of high -water of 57 acres,

and secure a depth of 10 feet at low, and from 20 to 30 feet at high water, with
an entrance at the south-east corner of 300 feet wide.

LIVEKPOOL ARCHITECTUKAL AND ARCHiEOLOGICAE
SOCIETY.

THE members of tliis Society held the eleventh meeting of the session at the

Royal Institution, Mr. Goodall presiding.

Several donations of books, Sec, were announced by the Secretary.

Mr. E. A. Heffer exhibited two drawings—one of Salisbury Cathedral, and
the other a pencil sketch of Cliildwall Hall.

Mr. Isaac showed an antique work on German Heraldry of the date of 1651 j

it contained numerous illustrative engravings of an interesting cliaracter.

The paper for the evening, " Hints on Design in Arcliitecture," was read by
Mr. E. A. Hefper. We may return to it hereafter.

Protection prom Noxious Gas.—Some experiments were made last

Thursday evening at works belonging to Messrs. Brown, Lennox, and Co.,

Millwall, Poplar, for the purpose of testing Mr. Bradbrook's smoke and noxious

vapour apparatus. In an iron fireproof room a large charcoal fire was made,

which was fed for some time with piraffin oil, turpentine, assafoetida, gas tar,

and wet straw, when a dense and suilbcating smoke was produced. Six or seven

persons, with the respirator on their mouths, entered the oven. They remained

in it for a period of 13^ minutes. In addition to the above ingredients, a large

quantity of sublimate of copper was also put upon the furnaces, and yet the

whole of tlie persous in the oven were enabled to breathe without the least difli-

culty, stating that the only inconvenience they experienced arose from the

excessive heat. The Royal Society for the Protection of Life from Fire were so

satisfied with the experiinents that they have ordered a number of the respirators

for the use of the conductors. The apiiaratns is exceedingly light, and it is said

that any one wearing it can speak freely without the least danger of inhaling

either heated smoke or noxious vapour. Evidently, if the apparatus bears out

the good opinion expressed by the experimenters, there is a wide field for its

application if workmen can only be prevailed on to use it.
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LIVERPOOL DOCK WORKS.
HAVING been appointed engineer to the Mersey Dock Estate, Mr. George

Forley Lyster lias reported to tlie Works Committee on tlie present con-
dition and probable time required for tlie completion ot tiie works.

It appears that the new works on the Liverpool side and adjoining; tlie Canada
Dock are nearly completed, the masonry ol the two inland carrier docks and tide

dock is up and coped, with the e.\ception in the latter of a small jiortion of the
three entrances into the Canada Basin, which, being tide work, mcessarily causes
a slijrht but unavoidable delay in their completion. The foundations lor tlie shed
about to be erected over the eastern extremity of the South Carrier Dock for the
use of the Bridgewater Trustees is in a forward state, being witliin 15 feet of tlie

coping. The dock eates to 'he several entrances may be considered finished, and
the bridges across the passage to the Carrier Docks are in hand, but nothing 1ms
as yet been done towards the construction of the ironwork of the bridge over the
SO-feet entrance into the Canada Dock, at wliicli point a considerable amount of
work will also have to be done before a " through " communication can be
effected. The levelling and paving of the quays generally are rapidly proceeding
towards completion, and the docks may be said to be now ready for opening (but
incomplete as regards the 80-feet bridge. ) A length of 2G5 feet of foundation wall
has been laid in at the south-eastern end of the timber float, but this work has
been sus|iended pending instructions as to the general laying out of the adjoining
land. The large sheds on either side of the Huskisson Branch Dock are in a
forward state—that on the south being ready all but the slating and doors at the
west end ; that on the north, however, is much more unfinished, not
more than one-half of the brickwork and about one-quarter of the roofing being
4lone.

At Birkenhead the masonry in connection with the Woodside landing stage is

in a backward state, not more than 25 lineal yards having been executed, which
Jeaves, according to the present plan, 103 yards yet to be done. The completion
of this being dependent on tide work will necessarily be a slow process. One-
half of tlie masonry on which the pontoons of the floating slipway are intended to
rest is built, and the remainder will doubtless be ready in time to receive that
construction, the contract for which was only let to the Canada Works on the
J2th D«cember last, to be delivered in place on the 1st May next. The masonry
of the Woodside enclosure may be said to be finished, but a considerable portion
of the filling and all the surface forming yet remain to be done.
The works of the Morpeth Dock come next under consideration. Nearly two-

thirds, or 420,165 cubic yards, of tlie excavations arc complete, leaving 226,835
yards yet to be done. The greater portion of the masonry of the northern wall
is finished, 50 lineal yards being coped, and 2o0 lineal yards being ready to
receive the coping. The quantities of masonry in this dock are as follows :

—

Executed to this date 16,570 cubic yards
Remaining to be done 42,580 „

Total 69,1-30 cubic yards

Tlie outer sill of the 85 feet dock, which will connect the Morpeth Basin with
the river, is completed, and 120 feet of the nortli wall carried up to the level of
tlie old dock sill, leaving a gap between it and the river wall of about 40 lineal
yards. The quantities of masonry here are as follows :

—

Executed to this date 5,370 cubic yards
Kemoining to be done, including alteration to
present entrances C5,466 „

Total 70,8.36 cubic yards

Of the River Wall, South Reserve work, 333 lineal yards are ready for coping,
and 73 lineal yards are carried up to the level of the old dock sill.

Masonry executed 28,686 cubic yards
Probable quantity yet to be done y,.j60 „

Total 38,146 cubic yards

Tlie next, and, perhaps, the most important, point considered in the report is

-that of the low-water basin, as not only involving the important novelty of the
scheme, but also including constructive difficulties of no ordinary kind. The
foundations around its site are of the most treaclierous character, being clay
overlaying a wet and flowing sand, which, when bored into, " spouts up " in a
perfectly fluid state, the rock being at such a depth as to preclude the possibility
of reaching it with solid foundations ; and, were it possible to have done so, the
danger of tapping the quicksand would appear to be so formidable as to have
rendered such a course highly dangerous. The foundations, therefore, must
have been a source of grave anxiety, and every precaution necessary to secure
the safety of the work seems to have been adopted. The 50-l'eet entrances, the
sluices, and large feeding tunnels which lead from the great float, are built upon
a forest of piles, and a similar course has been adopted wherever an indication of
•weakness has appeared in the substratum

; yet, with all these costly but necessary
precautions, slight settlements have here and tliere occurred in the walls, due to

to provide against the possibility of any disarrangements in the wall, a solid
" toe " of masonry, in conjunction with piling of a most substantial character,
has Ijcen laid. The masonry of the lock, main tunnels, and sluices may be
considered in general terms as finished. The sluice gates and the inner gates of
the lock are fixed in position, and the side walls are ready for coping.

The north wall, for its entire length of 1,461 feet, with the exception of a gap
of 129 feet, which still severs it trom the river wall, is complete and ready for
coping. The masonry in the gap is being proceeded with, but it will be some
time before this is finished, as there is a very large mass of stuff to be first
removed. The masonry on tlie south side of the basin is for the most part com-
plete, there being a length of ."MS lineal yards, which includes the recess for the
floating bridge, brought up to its full height and ready for coping. A further
length ot 25 lineal yards of foundations is laid in to the height of eight feet below
the old dock sill, but between the point where this terminates and the river wall
were is a formidable gap of heavy work 132 yards in length yet remaining to be
done. The foundations between these points are of the worst possible character,
and frequent interruj)tion8 arc occasioned by the breaking out of fresh-water
springs from the substratum of quicksand (before described; which seems to over-
lie the entire surface of the rock. To deal with these springs, as well as the
enormous amount of leakage involved bythe wetness of the bottom generally
along the site, it has been Ibund necessary to sink another well for pumping pur-

poses ; this is now in a forward state, and wlien the engine is fairly at work it is

considered that it will eii'ectually keep down tlie water. Another impediment
to the work in this position is the large bank of stuff which lies right in the fair-

way of the wall, and which must necessarily be removed before the foundations
can be got at. The outer or eastern portion of this wall, round the curve which
connects it with the river wall, and consequently outside the protecting dam, is

of necessity done by tide work, and the level to which the excavation has to be
carried being 26 feet inches below tlie old dock sill, it is only at fortnightly
intervals, and then only for an hour or two, that the work can be proceeded with.
These inipediincnts, combined with the nace.«sity of the foundations being all

piled and carried uji in a most careful manner, will doubtless make this otherwise
short length a tedious and lengthy operation.

The completion of the coffer dam for excluding the tide, for the purpose of
ennbUng tlie contractor to complete his excavations, is mainly dependent on the
masonry adjoining the river wall against whicli it will abut, so that until this is

done a large jiortion of the excavations must remain untouclied.
The quantities in this portion ofthe works are as follows :

—

Masonry executed 163,173 onbio yards
Do., probable amount yet to be done 15,000 „

Total 178,173 „

Excavations done 81.5,729 „
Do., probable amount yet to be done 171,000 „

Total 984,728 „

Between Low-water Basin and Northern Entrances of the river wall, north
reserve, 66 lineal yards are ready for coping, and 23 lineal yards are carried up
above the old dock sill.

Masonry executed 8,-552 cubic yards
Do., probable amount yet to be done 6,958 „

Total 15,i510 „

The surplus excavations for the two westernmost graving docks have been
taken out. There remains about 90,000 cubic yards yet to excavate, a quantity
which will be required to make up the ground behind the masonry. In the
50-f'eet graving dock the sills are complete, and the gates ready for putting
together, the side walls for a length of 15 yards inside ; the hollow quoins are
ready for coping, 15 lineal yards of the dock bottom are built, and a further
length of 39 lineal yards concreted, and the masonry over the same progressing.
In the 85-feet graving dock the caisson sill is complete, the side walls up to the
hollow quoins ready for coping, and a further length of 15 yards concreted, and
the masonry progressing over the same. Railways are laid for supplying stone,

&c., and a mortar mill is in course of construction, having been commenced on
the lOtli of December last.

A summary of the foregoing report will show that in round numbers there are
600,000 cubic yards masonry, 1,212,630 cubic yards excavation, and 282,674
superficial yards paving, remaining to be done ; 24 pairs of gates, and two
caissons to be built.

Q^crrcspiulcncc.
^

PAROCHIAL ASSESSMENTS.
Sir,—The Bill to amend the law reUiting to Parochial Assessments in England, prepared

and brought into the House of Commons in this present Session by Mr. CUve, Sir George
Grey, and Mr. Villiers, proposes by the 3rd Clause :

—
" That every rate to be hereafter made for the relief of the poor shall be made upon the

full rateable value of the hereditaments liable to be rated, such rateable value being ascer-
tained by an estimate of the yearly rent which a tenant would pay for the same on a lease

for a term of seven years, the lessee bearing all the usual tenant's rates and taxes and tithe

commutation rent-charge, if any, and the lessor undertaking to provide the probable annual
cost of the repairs, insurance, and such other expenses aa may be necessary to maintain the
hereditaments in their actual state.'*

Allow me to endeavour to point out the unfairness of this standard of rateable yalue :

—

B holds land of A at an annual rental of £'iO ; C holds a house of him at £40 ; D holds
a house of him at £40 ; each tenant pays rates, taxes, and tithes, but does not repair or
insure ; the landlord A has to do what is necessary to maintain the property in its actual
state ; B's land costs A nothing ; therefore the annual value is still ^40. C's house, being
comparatively new, requires an average annual outlay of only 10 per cent. ; the net annual
income is, therefore, £SG. D's being a very old house costs on an average of seven years 25
percent., leaving only a net annual income of £-30. By the proposed Bill the annual
rateable value of each property will be £40. Surely the fair thing would bo to assess the
properties at £40, £36, and £30 respectively.

"

EDWD. RYDE.
Surveyor's OflBces, South Eastern Railway, S.E.,

27th February, 1862.

THE ROYAL ENGINEERS.
Sir,—" There is nothing so like the thing as the thing itself ;" no counsel needs to rack

his brain seeking to prove a prisoner guilty, when a plea to that effect is put in by the
culprit himself; by the same rule, no charge of incompetency made against the corps of

Royal Engineers will have so much weight as a confession by one of themselves; that they
are not only guilty of what has been urged against them, but to a much greater extent, so
much so as to be beyond redemption. Tlie power impelling such an expose as the article iu
the United Service Magazine for January last, must be some other than penitence. I cannot
conceive that any other terms will give so clear a clue to it as those I mentioned in my
previous letter—" despair, ignorance, and malevolence."
The writer of the article was, no doubt, perplexed for a time as to how heshould reconcile

hia brother officers to sueh admissions and accusations as he felt it imiwssible to avoid, In
asking for a now lease of sinecnres ; he must also have felt very much relieved from that
perplexity when the idea of vilifying the civil otficers occurred to him , than which nothing
is more palatable to the majority of the officers of the corps, it btjing a commodity in which
they have at all times dealt rather freely, but more liberally still since the agitation for

putting them in their proper jMsitions has attained such proportions as to make it un-
pleasant for those whose interests are jeopardised.

UjX)n the i)resent anomalous positions of botli civil anil military ofiBcers I need say little,

as I can only repeat what hius been ho fully urged in your columns and elsewhere, by none
more fully than the writer of the article 1 am alluding to ; but when I come to the syatem
he proposes, and look at it in a practical and professional manner, with some little regard
to the cost of introducing and working it, I am struck with amazement; I can hardly beUoYB
that 1 am not dreaming, because I cannot realise to myself the state of mind of a person who
would have the effrontery to venture on arf absurdity so monstrous and s<j opposed to
common sense as to propose to carry out the works and buildings I'cquired under the War
Department, by eiigi/wer officei's and mppers, bij dwjwork. ,

1 will i)remi.*e that no amount of training or drilling will ev.^r cause militiry offlcorS

except in the rarest cases, to give that attention to the studies and practico nocesaary to
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qualify them for holding the civil appointments, and i>erforming the civil tiutic-s of the Rojal
Engineer Depiirtraent, They regard at all times too much ihait militiiry poeitiou : they

are too much infatuated with the "offlccr and gentleman" notion, an<i in conaequcnce treat

with contemi)t their "civilian suijeriora," and invariabl^v act as if they believed it would

bo a lowering of their liignity to acquaint themselves witli a>iy of the details of a profession,

with which they would not be troubled even in name, were it not that thereby they draw
from the Kxchoquer not only the cost of a great part of their education and of their main-
tenance whilst being ctlucatod, bat also the value of their commissionB, and the^ pay aud
allowances which follow. This is one view, I will take another.

Is it reasonable to expect that all military otticers of the corps of Engineers are capable

0/ aaiuirimj the in/ofiiiaiiun iwcvssary for the ciril appointments^ supposing/ them to be willing to

learn f Have they nut, as military studies, whiit it is next to imposHible for them to know,
and what very few of them master ? On this iK)int I would refer your readers to a blue

book published in 18.17. " A Rei>ort of the Commissioners appointetl to consider the best

mode of Re-organising the system for training Officers for the Scientltic Corps," where they

will And that I do not in the least exaggeruto when I say, if oflicorB were to become quali-

fied as military engineers, tUoy would have no time to wparo from their military

studies, their minds would be almost bewildered with their military profession

;

unfortunately, however, for the country, they have prostituted the good name and
duties of the corps until it is become almost a reproach, and they aro now neither

military engineers, nor capable of jwrforming civil duties, but an inaibus, from which
it would be an act of charity to relievo the tax-payers, who, in addition to legitimate

and necessary taxation, are also taxed for wliat is in reality, as far as " giving money's
worth for the money they receive," but little better than a corps of " National Paupers."

All engineer officers dread, as do " burnt children the fire," hny allusion to what they
as officers cost, as also to the possibility of private enterprise and means producing more
satisfactory results than do Crovernment establishments ; they in a specious and plausible,

and, to the uninitiated, in a very satisfactory manner, make up a case for engineer officers

receiving their education at the public exi)en»e. I can see no reason why the country
should pay, as it now does, about £;'iO0 for a youtli of from ** eighteen to twenty years of

age," who is then launched out *' with little learnt, and that soon forgot," when the whole
of the universities, colleges, and other large educational establishments would, if necessary,

make military engineering, under competent professors, one of the branches taught, and
from whence, free of expense, by public competition, could be procured all the necessary
numljcr of officers, and, without a doubt, much more qualified. What stimulus is there to

exertion for the youths who, when once they join Chatham, know that they are safe ? that,

happen what will, sliort of a military crime, their nest is feathered; this feeling, engen-
dered too at the most critical period of life, when characters are yet undeveloped, aud
when, sliould the inclinations and tendencies be for an inactive and leave-to-others-to-tlo-

the-worfc sort of life, no after repinings will rectify or prevent. " The youth « the /ore-
shadotci/ifi of the man."

Great stress has at all times been laid by engineer officers upon the necessity of employing
them upon " all Government works of every nature, both at home and abroad, such as
docks, breakwaters, drainage, surveying, ic. ;" and a " Lieut.-Colonel Simmons, C.B., R.E.,"
in the blue book I previously mcntioneS.Vhasthe coolness to say, after urging the foregoing
plea—" The objection ordinarily made to this practice by the civil profession, that it would
bo taking the bread in many cases out of their mouths, ought not to be listened to, for
surely tlie country, after going to the enonnoiis expense of educating and maiiitaining a
number of professional men, have an undoubted right to the employment of their profes-
sional services." He also considers ** that much benefit would accrue to the public
service if officers were assiste<I in travelling to visit public works, both civil

and military, at honi'! and abroad" (the article in Colburn's has a similar idea,
almost wonl for word^ Without a doubt Lieut.-Colonel Simmons, when at Constantinople,
felt that travelling would probably afford him an opportunity of acquiring what would
enable him to hold a civil professional appointment in tlie Royal Engineer Department, and
perform the duties thereof as well as do his brother officers ; for, if I mistake not, he has
for the last fifteen yeai-s or more been engaged on duties with which that department is not
at all concerned. He was for many years an inspector of railways at the Board of Trade,
where, perhaps, .he had occasion to peruse the opinion of Sir Charles Pasley " that the
Britannia-bridge would fall of it^ own weight." He was also employed on a military
duty in North America, also in Turkey, and for some years was Consul-General at AVarsaw,
from whence a few months since he was removed to the Camp at Aldershot. The only
result, however, the country would obtain from engineer officers being sent to inspect civil
works and buildings would be that iu addition to paying the enormous e.rpenf:e of educating
and maintaining tlitm, it would be called upon to pay for their enjoyment and amusement

;

for what benefit could possibly arise from sending a person to inspect something of which
lie knew but little aud cared less. It would be almost as reasonable to expect to make
artists of house painters, simply because they had been paid for gazing on some splendid oil
painting, in happy ignorance of either its beauties or merits. The Government exercises a
wi.^e discretion in refusing to adopt such clap-trap ; they, as the guardians aud distributors
of the revenue of the nation, as well as the public who contribute towards it, are awakening
to a conviction that although up to this time engineer officers have had a " pretty deep dip
into the bag," it is now quite time that the question be asked, what evidence of efficiency-

can l>o produced as a return for " the enormous expenditure in educating and maintaining
them" that has been incurred, and as a reason for continuing them in their present position
and to their present numbers ?

A revolution in the corps, a fresh batch of officers from top to bottom, would be necessary
to impart fresh confidence in their abilities to perform the duties of the appointments now
held by them, any former confidence being shaken to its very foundations by the dis-
closures, accusations, and admissions, so frequent of late ; and some stronger proof of
ability and acquirements than has ever yet been displayed before the nation would allow of
such an enormous job being perpetrated, as to hand over all the works and buildings under
the War Department, building, or to be built, to the corps of Royal Engineers. If it were
not for the ruinous outlay that would be caused by the introduction of such a system, the
strongest oppopers of it could wish for nothing better. Every practical or professional
man, knowing the working of the corps, and the abilities for civil duties of either officers
or men

, could foretel that any such system would as surely bo followed by overwhelming
and irretrievable failure as that night follows day.

Before leaving the officers I should like to estimate as near as I can what the officer part
of the Colburns scheme would cost to put it in working order. Without very tedious and
elaborate calculations it would be impossible to show what it would cost for working when
ready.
The cost of an engineer to the country up to the time of joining Chatham for education

and maintenance, quarters, salaries of professors, &c., &c., is not less than £300; for two
years at Chatham, including pay, quarters, profes,^ors, &c., at £i'00 per annum, £400.
For providing extra accommodation for extra number, including establishment at Chatham,
and at the academy, museums, model rooms, lecture hails, churches, schools, exercising
grounds, materials for practice, new professors, &c., &c., &c., £;iOO each, or, iu even figures,
£1,000 as a total, which for the 114 officers amounts to £114,000.
There aro now in the corps (see article) 382 officers. Taking 32 as the number who are

too old to be taught, there would remain 350 who would have to go to Chatham for one
year to quahly thf-m for the new system. Their pay and allowances would be considerably
more than that of young lieutenants. I will take it at £3.'i0, as an average, or, for the
<{&0, £117,000. 'Wiis, with the cost of the new officers, makes a total of £231,.J00; and
wiicn this amount is expended, it will be comparatively thrown away, because, as far as
architects, civil engmeers, and surveyors are concerned, it will only be *' creatures of a
year as compared with those of a month, and in either case ridiculous;" whereas they
couVlhG^xocwraa free of expense to the conntnj, and withal competent and qualified. Any
improvement in military engineering knowledge is not to be expected, as the extra period
at Chatham is not for extra military education. And even if it were, as a writer in theArmy and Aavy Gazdte last week says-" Civil engineers, after some military training, need
never be afraid of meeting an equal number of Royal Engineer officers." I see also, in last
month 8/,'o/6«/7i',soneor two notices of military engineering failures. Iseethat atSpitheada
Civil cnginecrisengaged to put inthefoundationsof a fort; and, therefore, takingabroad view
Of the matter, it is aquestion, seeing, in addition to the foregoing, that the acquirements now
brought into the army at large by officers are perhaps equal, if not superior, to those of
Officers of the Royal Engineers—there ia any necessity for a separate corps for military

(ngincering, whether it would not l>e politic to do away with the present oorm, and
institute in its stead some means whereby the necei*ary engineering knowledge can be dlfftued
throughout the whole army ; the civil duties being entrusted to those who are competent,
whether the present civil officers, or architect*, Burveyora and civil cnglnocrB from ont«ide,
for who8«? education the country will not be taxed, and in whose works will bo visible some-
thing more in accordance with " the age in which we live" than now meets our eyes mm
productions of the Royal Engineers. l-'orU would t>c built without awiBtance from outclde,
and if monumental arches are re(|uired. they would \nt forthcoming, without M)plylng to
others to design and erect ; and if another Exhibition building should be requiml, when
foreigners came to visit it they would go hack to tlieirown country without bemg uncertain
whether they liatl seen two magnified dragoons* helmets, or, as the editor of the Citit Servie*
Gaieite calletl them, ** Metal Dish-covers, misnamed Domes."

I have drifted into a much longer letter than I int^'iided on the officer part of the scheme ;

the remainder will be disposed of in less space on another occasion, if you will be kind
enough to Insert this in the Bt'iLDiNU N£WH, which I am almotft ashamed to
ask you to do, aud would not if the subject did not require all the ventilation possible.

Petard*

TENDERS FOR THE LUNATIC ASYLUM, KENT.
Sir,—The tenders for the lunatic asylum, at Stone, Kent, for the Corporation of the

City of London, recorded in your last number, afford an illustration of the different

estimates assnmed by builders for the respective values of Anca'-tcr and Portland stone.

Thegreatest difference is 7*7 and the lowest \"i per cent., the average of sixteen tenders
being 3-6.

I am inclined to think that there is a mistake in one of the tenders, and that the extra
value of Portland over Ancaster may be assumed to have raised the total value ol the work
at an average of 3 per cent. T. W. O.

14, King William-street, Strand, W.C.

TESTIMONIAL TO MR. HAYWOOD, CITY SURVEYOR.
AT the first meeting of the Commissioners of Sewers, in their new court, it

was unanimously resolved that a purse containing one hundred guineas be
presented to the engineer and surveyor, Mr. William Haywood. Mr. Haywood,
in thanking the court, expi*essed bis gratitude for their kind mark of approba-
tion, and said the manner in which it had been given was extreroelv flattering,

and, as long as be was in tbeir service, he would do his best to deserve their

approbation.

TENDERS.
Bank. Oundle.

For building a bank at Onndle, for the Stamford, Spalding, and .Boston Bankiug Com-
pany. Mr. "W. Eve. architect. Quantities not supplied." ". «- Meath (accepted) .£l,;t90

Storer and Wright 1,328 U
Thompson and Huddle £1,08^
Cosford 1 ,580

Boddington 1 .-WS

DwELLiKQ House, Streatham.
For a new house at Streatham. Mr. R. "W. Brew, M.A., arclutect.

by Mr. James Alfred Bunker.
Quantities supplied

Gammon ^62,340

Downs 'i,:t22

Bartlett 2,085

DEVON'PORT, Stoneiiouse,
For the erection of this hospital, on a site

of New Pillage-hill. Quantities supplied to

Bond, surveyors, of Bedford-row, London.
J.W.Sawyer £9,953
Willcpcks 9,487

Lcthbridgc , 9,4lt7

Simons and Hoskin 9,220
Clark 8,990

Hubbard Brothers 8,700
Elliott - 8,691

These tenders do not include the cost of ga
grates.

Turner and Sons £1,859
Deacon 1,840
Trollope and Sons (accepted) 1 ,834

. AND Cornwall Hospital.
granted by the War Department, at the head
Messrs. Jenkin and Co. by Messrrf. Arding and

Adams and Son £8,689
Matchara 8,548
W. Harvey 8,000
Perkins and Co 7,980

Call and PeUrick 7,594
Finch 7,566
Jenkin and Co. (accepted) 6,900

and water supply, or for stoves, boilers, and

General Works, for Metropolitax Board op Works.
Western Division of the Metropolis.—The tender of Mr. B. Thirst, of John-street, Chelsea,

for three years, has been accepted, at 12j per cent, under the prices enxunerated in the
schedules.

Eastern Division.—The tender of Mr. W. Dethick, of Great Cambridge-street, Hackney-
road, for three years, at 12J per cent, under schedule prices, has been accepted.

Southern Distriets.— The tender of Messrs. Hill, Keddell, and Robinson, of White-
chapel-road, for three years, at 12^ per cent, under schedule prices, has been accepted.

Warehouse, London.
For partially rebuilding a warehouse, No. 23, Aldermanbury, for Francis Broughton,

Esq. Mr. F. G, Widdows, architect. Quantities supplied.
Green and Son £-2,WJ
Child, Son, and Martin 2,039
Axford 1 ,998

Ashby and Sons 1 ,979

Brass £l ,940

Ennor 1 ,931

Browne and llobinson 1 ,86t»

Ashby and Homer 1,8G4

Stabling, Essex.
For the erection of coach-house and stables, at Buckhurst-hill, Essex. Mr. J. H. Rowley,

architect, 17, St. Helen's-place, City.
Dyer £275 I Outhwaite (accepted) £219
Rivett 223

Villa, Uxbuidge.
For the erection of a villa residence, at Uxbridge, for E. Hedgcock, Esq. Mr. Robert W*

Edis, architect, 53, Lincoln's-inn-fleld?.

Simpson £1,800 t Morten £1,633
Spurgeon 1,712 10 Hardiman and Sandon 1,557

Shoppee and Son 2,710 | Fitssuidge and Son 1,515

Alterations, &c., London.
For alterations and repairs, at No. 177, Ratcl iff-highway. Mr. F. G. Widdows, architect.

Whoen £154
|
Williams £117

Smith 147 Ennor 114

The Old Almshouses op the Drapers* Company.—Messrs. Pulleu
and Co. have sold by auction several houses, situated in Crutelitd Friars, and
which were built in the reign of Henry VIII. They were erected in the year
153o, by Sir John Milbourne, Knt. (a wealthy member of the company), for about
twenty old and infirm inmates, wiio were liberally supported by funds bequeathed
for that purpose. The houses are still in a very solid state, and have been visited

by many antiquaries. They will be forthwith pulled down, and the site appro-
priated to tin? erection of chambers. New almshouses have been erected by the
company at Tottenham for their decayed members.
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COMPETITIONS OPEK.

LOSl>OX.—The managers of the Central LouJon District School dosire to have designs fora

datadked inflrmaiy for their boys' and girls' schools at Cuckoo Farm, Hnnwcll. The
banding most be of a simple and inexpou^vc character, in harmony with the existinfir

boUdlngs, and comprise accoramo-iatiou as requii-oil by the Poor Law Board for 180 boys

and ISO girls, each sex to bo soptirately distributed ia six rooms. There must also be a
ftiti^ien. aargery. waiting-room, and other neossary offices underneath. Particulars on
an^icadou to the superintendent at the schools. Theplausranstl)0 drawn to a uniform
aoale of S feet to an inch, each to be accompanied by a specification of the works and an
esdmato of their cost. No premium will be given, but the architect whose plan is

m will be paid by commission for supervision,'&c., of erection of the building in the

I way. Each set of plans must be subscribed with a mottOj and forwarded with a
d letter, containing the motto and the author's name, to Samuel Heath, Jun. clerk

to the Board, No, 10, Basinghall-street, E.C., on or before April 2.

LAYIJfG OUT.
TRAKMERE.—The directors of the Tranmere Freehold Land Society desire plana, beforethe

25th March, for laying out and allotting the estate belonging to the Society, in Higher
Tranmere ; consisting of about 40 statute acres. Premiums will be given for the best

and seoood-best plans. Bach plan to be accompanied mth an estimate of the cost of the

forma^n and conBtmction of the roads and sowers, and also of the laying out of the

land. Pazticalars from Mr. John Quinn, Chairman of the Society, '23, Ijord-street,

Liverpool ; or from Mr. H. P. Iciest, Secretary, Marfcet-cross-chamberB, 19, Market-street,

Birk^head.

COMPETITIONS ATWARDED.
The committee for the'erectiou of the proposed new Congregational chapel and sohoola,

at Plymouth, have selected the design marked "Utile Dulci," submitted by Messrs. Paul
and Avliffe, of Buni'ey under whose superintendence the works are to be carrieil out

forthwith. The second pr^nium has been awarded to Mr. Tarring,Iof London. Thirty-six

designs were sent in.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
mecha:^ics' institute.

DtTDUrr.—For the erection of a new mechanics' institute and public hall, at Wolver-
hampton-street, Dudley, in the county of Worcester. Plan^, itc, at the office of Mr.
William Bourne, architect, Tower-street, Dudley, to the 17th March. Sealed tenders,

endorsed, •' Tenders for Mechanics" Institute at Dudley," arc to be forwarded to Joseph
Stokes, solicitor, Wolvcrhampton-street, Dudley, Hoiiorary Secretary, on or before the
M&rch 20.

BANK.
IBELAKD.—For erecting a branch bank and manager's residence at Kenagh, co. Tipperary,

for the Provincial Bank of Ireland. Plana, 5:c., at the office of the architect, W. G.
Uorray, <;8, Lower Gardiner-street. Dublin, up to the 31st inst. on which day estimates
are to be forwarded addressed to Thomas Howat, Esq., Provincial Bank of Ireland, 42,
OW Broad-street, London, E.C.

INFTRMAEY.
XlBfiKGTON.—For the erection of a fever ward upon part of the workhouse premises in

I^ymington. A plan of the work, with'specifications, at the office of Messrs. Colbome
and Son, surveyors, Lymington, Sealed tenders to the Clerk to the Guardians at his

C^Oco, in Lymington, on or before March 22.

PRBSTOX.—For the erection of the whole or any portion of anew church, to be built at
Tigton. Plans, &c., at the Upper School-room, Wellfield-road, Preston, and also at the
odfle of the architect, Mr. E. G. Paley, Lancaster, to 18th March, inclusive. Tenders to
be sent in under cover to the Rev. Thomas Clark, West Cliff-terrace, Preston , endorsed
" Tender for St. Mark's Church," on or before March 22.

CHAPELS.
BBISTOL.—For the erection of the Clifton Wesleyan Chapel. Drawings, &c., with Fosters

± and Wood, architects, 6, Park-street, Bristol, till the 28th inst., on or before which the
tenders are to be sent to the architects, sealed and endorsed " Tenders for Clifton

" Wesleyan Chapel . '

'

Oldham.—For the erection of a Wesleyan Chapel, at Shaw, near Oldham. Plans, &c., at
tbt vestry of the Wesleyan Chapel, at Shaw, until March 22.

SCHOOL.
BTRBEV.—For the infant school and house proposed to be built at Farncombe, near Godal-
ming, Surrey. Plans, &c., at the Farncombe National Schools. Tenders to be sent to C.
H. Howell, architect, 6, Crescent, New Bridge-street, Loudon, before the 24th March.

PARSONAGE.
DBVOK.—For the erection of a parsonage house in the parish of Shnte. Plans, &c., at the

Beagles Inn, Shute. Tenders to the Rev. J. Binford Sellwood, the Ridge, Honiton.

VILLAS.
BOBCUBSTER.—For the erection of a villa and offices, at Dorchester. Quantities, with
forms of tender (price 21s. returnable) from Mr. Eales, architect, 9, Welbeck-street-west,
London, to whom tenders before March 22.

C^MBBinOE.—For the erection of a dwelling-house or villa, to be built in March, in Cam-
bridgeshire.—Plans, &c., at Mr. Edgar Foster's, at March. Tenders to Mr. Foster, on
or before the Slst March.

DWELLING HOUSES.
TWICKEyilAM.—For building eight small houses at Twickenham. Drawings, &c., at the

OiBce of the architect, Henry McCalla, C.E., 25, Westboume-place, Eaton-square, to
whom tenders by 12 noon March 24.

DUMPBIES.—For building a dwelling-house and offices, at Heads, in Lochrutton, Plan,
&c., at Heads. Tenders to W. Beattie, Esq., Newton, on or before March 26.

PbterbOROCGH.—For building a house, opposite the Corn Exchange, in Peterborough.
Flans, Sic., at the Phoenix Brewery. Tenders to be sent in on or before the 18th inst.

HAirrg.—For the alterations and works required to be done to the dwelling-house and
offices on the Shcrwoods Estate, West Green, in the parish of Hartley Wintney, Hants.
Plans, &c., with Messrs. Haslam and Buckland, surveyors, &c., 23, Friar-street, Heading ;

or at the dwelling house, West Green. Tenders to be delivered at 23, Friar-street, before
the 22nd inst.

Hants.—For the erection of a dwelling-house and offices, at Little Amwood, in the parish
of Hordle, Hant*. Plans, &c., with Messrs. Haslam and Buckland, surveyors, 23, Friar-
flfcreet, Reading, Berks ; or at the Farm-house. Tenders to be delivered at 23, Friar-street,
Beading, on or before llarch 27.

BRIDGE.
Leicester.—For the formation and construction of the abutments and retaining wing and
parapet walls, piers, &c., for the intended new Bow-bridge. Drawings, &c., %vlth E. L.
figyhena, borough surveyor, Local Board of Health Office, Silver-street, Leicester.
^Benders are to be delivered to him by the lyth inst, endorsed " Tenders for Abutments,
•c. Bow-bridge," and addressed to the " Chairman of the Highway and Sewerage
Committee."

_, WORKHOUSE.
OBEEKWiCH,—For the erection of apartments for twelve aged married couples, at the
Union Workhouse, Woolwich-road, Greenwich. Plans, &c., at the Union Workhouiw.
Tetiders sealed and addressed to the Guardians of the Greenwich Union, marked
" Tender for Buildings," to be deUvered before two p.m., on 20th March.

,^^^ POUCE-STATION.
P^OK.-For the erection of police station, &c., at Korthtawton, Devon. Plans, &c., with
Henry Ford, Cltrrk of the Peace, Castle of Exeter, andat the office of Robert Fulford, Esq.,
«eit to the Justice.-., Northtawton. Sealed tenders endorsed, " Tender for Northtawton
FoUoe Station," to be sent to Mr. Ford on or beforo the 1st April.

MILITARY WORKS.
SCOTIiAJTO.—For contracting from 1st April. 18IJ2, to 31st March, 18G-5, inolusive, for the
performance of such artificers' work as may be required at the under-mentioned stations,
viz. :—Edinburgh Castle ; Piershill Barracks ; Leith Fort. Martello Tower, and Blixcknesa
Ciistlo ; Grvcnlaw Military Prison and Barracks ; Perth Barracks ; Dundee Barracks and
Broughty Castle ; Dunbar Barracks ; Ber\vick and Holy Island ; Glasgow Barracks ; Dum-
bartonCiistle; Pixislcy Barracks; Hamilton Barracks ; Ayr Barracks; FortMatilda; Stirling
Castle ; Alverdeeii Barracks. Bench and Tony Point Batteries ; Forts George, Augustus,
and William. In all cases, the seven trades are to be in one tender for each station, and
the contracts to bo dctern\iuable at any period after the first year, on either party giving
to the otlier three months' notice in writing. Any person may tender for one or more of
the above stations. Parties applying for forms of tender must give snfflciont guarantee
to the ent ire satisfaction of the commanding royal engineer of their being fully competent
to undertake and execute any new works or repairs that may from time to time bo
ordered on the contract schedules. Every information on application to the Royal Engi-
ueer or Barrack offices, at the several stations herein named, together with ]irintcd
schedules of the prices, with the terms of contract and letter of tender for the several
descriptions of artificers' work, to the 27th February, upon making a deposit of five

shillings for the same. The letter of tender to be sealed, and transmitted under cover to
the Director of Contracts, War Department, Pall-mall, London, S.W., so that it may Ijq

received on or before the 10th March, 18ti2, and to be marked on the left-hand corner of
the envelope, " Tender for Works at ."

GtTKUNSEY, 5:c.—For the usual triennial contracts for works and repairs to War Depart^
ment Buildings in the Islands of Guernsey and Aldernoy . Schedules of prices and forms of
tender (for which (is. 3d, ^or each set will have to he deiK>sited), and all other information
may be had on application to the surveyor, at the office of the Inspector-General of

Fortifications, War-office, Pall-mall, London, S.W. ; and at the Royal Engineer Offices in
Guernsey and Aldemey. Tenders will be received by the " Director of Contracts," War-
office, Pall-mall, London, S.W, on or before the 20th March.

NOHTHEiiM DiSTUiCT.—For the performance of such of the under-mentioned descriptions
of work as may be required at Whitehaven and Maryport, in the construction of giii>

platforms, parapet walls, magazine and artillery store, inclosure fence, &c. (in tli

batteries for drill and practice about to be formed there) ; in the partial levelling an •

draining of the sites for the batteries ; and in the formation of roads. Schedules of prices
and printed forms of tender until the lilth of March, at the Royal Engineer Office, New-
castle-on-Tyne, where i)lans and specifications of the works may at the same time be seen.
Each contractor will be required to tender for all of the trades:—Masons', paviors', brick-
layers', :uid plasterers' work ; carpenters' work, slaters' work, smiths' and ironfounders'
work, plumbers' work, painters' and glaziers' work. Each tender to be properly filled up
and signed, and transmitted under cover to the Director of Contracts, War Office, Pall-
mall, London, S.W., on or before the 25th March, and marked on the outside, " Tender
for Works at , in the Northern Royal Engineer District."

Portsmouth District.—For the several works and repairs to the fortifications, barracks,
and other buildings required by the War Department at the places undermentioned,
upon a contract for three years, from the 1st of April. Intending contractors may be
furnished, by payment of 7s^ Od. with the printed schedules of prices and the conditions of
the contract, with every necessary information respecting the same, oti application at
the Royal Engineer Office, Portsmouth, until the 18th of March. Stations for which
separate tenders \vill be received :—Portsmouth.—Including Portsea Island and South
sea Castle, with 5 per cent, allowed for Lumps and Eastney Batteries, Fort Cumberland,
Hilsea, and Tipner, and 1 per cent, for works on Portsdown Hill. Gosport,—Including
Forton, Priddy's Hard, Haslar, Forts Monckton and Blockhouse, with .'> per cent, allowed
for Forts Brockhurst, Rowner, Bison, Gomer, and Grange, Stokes Bay Lines, Browndown,
and Gilkicker batteries; and 10 percent, for Forts Wallington and Farcham. Isle of

Wight.—Albany barracks and East Cowcs, with 10 per cent, nllowed for each of the other
stations on the island. Southampton.—(Pensioner's Establishment) with 5 per cent,

allowed for Marchwood, and 10 per cent, each for Hurst and Calshot Castles. Win*
Chester, Chichester, Christchurch, Trowbridge, Littlehampton. One contractor only will

be accepted for the whole of the trades for each of the abovc-nametl stations, but the

rates of per-centage at which the parties tender may be different for each trade, at their

option, but such rates must be shown in the proper place on each of the schedules. The
tenders will be required to be delivered before twelve noon, on 22nd March, at the War
Office, Pall-mali, London, addressed to " The Director of Contracts," and endorsd " Ten-
der for Artificers',Work, Portsmouth District," in the left-hand comer of the enveloije.

SEWERAGE, &c.
Dumfries.—For constructing and completing a main sewer and its appurtenances, in the

White Sands, Dumfries. The sewer will be about 500 yards in length, and to be built of

bricks with fire-clay invert blocks. The section, &c,, with James Barbour, C.E., Buo*
cleuch-street, Dumfries ; and tenders to he lodged with William Martin, town clerk, on or

before 20th March.
WAHiiiNGTON.—Forthe laying of sewers with their appurtenances in the following streets,

in Warrington, viz., Bold-street, Egypt-street, Suez-street, Palmyra-squaro, Crown-street,

Newton-street, Orford-street, Naylor-street, James-street, and the streets adjacent

thereto. Drawings, kti., with Mr. B. P. Coxon, C.E., borough surveyor. Tenders en-

dorsed "Sewerage Contract No. 17," addressed to the Chairman of the Paving and
Sewerage Committee, are to be left at the Town-hall not later than six p.m. on the 17th

inst.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We cannot undertake to return rejected communications.
Works in PaocRiiss.—We shall feel obliged to any of our readers who will favour us with

notes of works contemplated or iu progress in the provinces ; in most cases a simple

mention that a work is about to be, or has already been commenced, will be sufficient.

H. M. T. F.—As soon as the remainder can be completed ; now very shortly.

11. Si. R. P L—Thanks ; oblige us with the architects name.
E. T. B. (Biggleswade).— Looking to the tone of your letter, wo are only disposed to say that

the course notified will be carried out. Politeness costs nothing.

C. W. (Ireland).—Try to obtain an Introduction to the architects concerned in such matters.

There is no other chance of succeeding.
J. B. (Alnwick Castle).—Send order to our publisher, who will supply back numbers. .

E. A. 11. (Liverpool).—Thanks ; shall appear.
B. B. (Ipswich).—Will be ready shortly.

, , ,

G. C. H.—Three and thrce-iiuarters per [cent, on the amount of contract is the usual chargi

for such services ; but on small works, such as yours, a higher rate might be fairly

charged.
J. vS. M.—Should entrust the work to an architect.

W. H. R. H.—Thanks for sketch ; shall be engraved.
C. K. M.—We cannot say.
S. E. (York.)—Below our mark.
A. F.—Yes; if suitable. We cannot promise.
J. U. L.—Refer to our fourth and last volumes.
T. L. C. K.—Declined with thanks.
O. E.—Proof shall be sent if wished.
y. ij—,E.—Wc cannot decide wagers. •

E. K. P.—Shall hear from us.

D. I.—Communication has not been received.
W. J. (Yarmouth.)—Yes.
G. S Send name and address for our private information.
11. 11. H.- Letter has been forwarded.
a. W.-Too late.

F. L. F. (CarUsle.)—Next week.
A. W.— very shortly wc hope.

*** All communicaliom to he addreased. The EdiU»' of ths BtriLDINa NEWS, 20,

Boiwell'coitr/,,Strand, W.C., except leUava referring to advertisements or ot/ter t/usiness tm
'

which stwuld be addressed to the Publisher, 18 to 21 , Old Boswell-court.

A^eriisemmts we recewed up to six o'clock on Thursday**
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CONCENTRATION OF THE LAW COURTS.

Ujii

MPRUDENT as it may be
to predicate wliat erratic course

will be taken in the House of

Peers under the obstructive in-

liuence of ex-Lord Chancellors

—great lawyers en disponibiliti—

we venture to anticipate a com-
plete and proximate triumph for

the measures which thu Hon.
Mr. Cowper introduced to the

House of Commons la«t Friday

night. For the wisdom and ur-

gency ofeoncentratinj; the Courts

of Law and their offices in one
locality become more patent day
by day, and the question has in

consequence been narrowed to

two issues, which admit of

easy debate and early settlement.

They are, the application of money at

the disposal of the Court of Chancery,
which none can claim, and the choice be-

tween the centre of Lincoln's-inn-fields

and the area between Carey-street,

Strand, Bell-yard, and Clement's-lane,

for the site of the concentrated courts.

It may be that in the House of Lords
the personal convenience of the Master
of the Rolls will be used as an argu-

ment against concentration and in favour of
dispersion. In that ease the convenience
of thousands of counsel and attorneys, the

economy of time and money of suitors for

justice, will be held as nothing in comparison
to the convenience of Sir John Itomilly
and of some half-dozen of his officers. The
Master of the Rolls is also the Keeper of
the Records. He combines with the ad-
ministration ofjustice the custody of public

documents. Let us endeavour to explain his

position to the better understanding of the
motives for his advocacy of dispersion, and,

so far as his court is concerned, of its seclu-

sion and separation from other courts.

Independently of his judicial business, the Master of the Rolls has had,

within the last few years, a large addition to his record business. To
his care are committed, besides the Rolls—properly so called—the
records of the State Paper Office, and of various departments ofGovern-
ment, such as the Admiralty, the Audit Commissioners, the War Office,

&c. Moreover, Sir John Romilly has undertaken the care and
superintendence of the publication of chronicles and calendars—

a

work of the highest historical and national importance, which has given
-him well-founded claims upon the gratitude of the public—more parti-

cularly of that section which is interested in historical and literary studies.

The duties of Sir John Romilly, as Keeper of the Records, are not very
onerous, though they may be felt as burdensome when added to his

judicial duties. He says they take an hour a day, or six hours a week

;

that a great portion of it is done by two or three words of direction
;

a letter has to be opened and answered in conformity with two or three
words of direction ; in various other cases his signature is all that is

.xequired : and that a great deal is merely formal, with a little addition
of direction. At present the Record Office and Rolls Court are in the
«ame building. By going down to his court a quarter of an hour or
twenty minutes before it meets, by taking ten minutes from his

luncheon time, remaining half an hour after the court is up, and
employing the odd half-hours when he has to wait for counsel, the
Master of the Rolls gets through a great amount of record business,
assisted chiefly by the facility he has of sending for his subordinates,
who are in different parts of the building. Were his court to be
concentrated witli other courts in a Palace of .Justice, as proposed,
he could not transact his record business in these odd bits of time,
but would l)e obliged to devote to it a considerable portion of his
vacation. This would be a very sad thing to do ; and, however great
might be the saving of time and money to the profession and to thou-
sands of suitors by including the Rolls Court in the concentration
scheme, no one desires it should be done at the expense of the vacation
amusements of Sir John Romilly. Rather perish the project, let
justice be delayed and rendered unnecessarily costly to generations of
suitors, before the Master of the Rolls should be compelled to curtail

his vacation rambles a day. Are not individual enjoyments to be pre-
ferred to the satisfaction of an empire's requirements ?

But may not the problem be solved, to the delight of all parties, by
separating the office of Master of the Rolls from that of Keeper of the
Records ? From Sir John Romilly's candid confession it would appear
that the separation of the two offices may be easily elTected. The Master
of the Rolls is a judge, not always, as in the present case, possessed of
literary aeijuirements and taste. What knowledge he has of the sub-
ject " he has usually acquired after he is made Master of the Rolls

;

no doubt the person he principally relies upon is the Deputy Keeper"

—

very much as if Nelson had commenced to study seamanship after he
had hoisted his pennant, or as if the Duke of NV'ellington had com-
menced to learn battalion drill after he had received his marshal's
biiton. The Deputy Keeper of the Rolls declared it to be absolutely
necessary for the Master of the Rolls to possess a great knowledn'e of
the history of this country and of the history of Europe generally, and
that there is no special reason why the two offices should be combined.
We have seen that the business of the Keeper of the Records is mere
formality and routine, with, perhaps, the occasional exercise of discre-
tion. But the keepership of the national records, every one must feel,

would have been an office which Lord Maeaulay would have filled, and
Earl Stanhope would fill, with peculiar fitness and eminent advantage
to the public. It is true that the present office is filled without cost to
the public, but it may be questioned if that is wise economy.

We do not desire to hold up France as an example to copy in this
respect, but there can be no harm in learning how she preserves her
national records. The budget for the present year provides X7,260 for
the custody of the Archives Imperiales, including a Director-General, at
^600 a year, with twenty-seven subordinate employes and servants, and
^600 for works, fac-similes of Carlovingian documents, casts of seals,

purchase of portfolios, binding, and publication of calendars. Sup-
posing the separation were effected, there need be no additional cost to
the nation, except the salary—perhaps £1,000 a year—of the Lord
Keeper of the National Records. At all events, if it were done, there
would be an end to the opposition of Sir John Romilly to the concen-
tration of the law courts—which it would be cheap to buy off at larger
prices—and he would have no cause to fear encroachments oa his
vacation amusements.
There remains but two grounds to be examined—the propriety of

appropriating two funds, amounting to £1,400,000, at the disposal of
the Court of Chancery, and the merits of the two sites proposed.

With respect to the fund, as that was made the cheval tie hataille

of the obstructionists last session, we may be permitted to recapitulate
the facts of the case, in order that they may be distinct and prominent
to the reader's mind. There are at present two funds vested in the
Chancery Accountant-General—thesurplusInterestFundof Xl,290,000,
and the surplus Suitors' Fee Fund of £200,000—which have accrued
from investments, made by order of the Court, of moneys paid into it

which were the subjects of suits. It would be a repetition of what has
appeared in previous numbers to explain how the fund has accumu-
lated. All that is necessary for present purposes is to know that it is

the surplus of unappropriated fees in days gone by ; that "former suitors

were not entitled to it ; and that it does not belong to suitors at the
present moment." Were the fund applied as proposed, the maximum
charge that could be thrown on public taxes would be £35,000 ; but it

by no means follows that this sum will ever have to be borne by the
Exchequer, seeing that last year the Exchequer received £34,000
surplus Court fees. On the other hand, the saving that would result

from the concentration scheme being carried out by capitalising the
rents saved and the value of sites would be £300,000 ; so that the
useful application of " nobody's money," instead of allowing it to be
idle, like the talents of the slothful servant, will quicken and cheapen
the administration of justice, relieve the national exchequer from no
inconsiderable burden, and effect a great moral, social, sanitary-, and
architectural improvement in the metropolis.

Of the two sites proposed for the Concentrated Courts of Law,
it has been sought by the Times to obtain a decision in favour

of the centre of Lincoln's-inn-fields over Carey - street, on the

ground that it will cost nothing, whereas the Carey-street site will

cost some £600,000. There never was a greater misapprehension,
and if we can show that Lincoln's-inn-fields, as compared with Carey-
street, will cost as much, and, perhaps, more, in the long run, we
are justified in claiming the verdict in favour of the latter. On this

point tliere is no better authority than Mr. Harvey Gem, the deputed
representative of the freeholders of Lincoln's-inn-fields to oll'er the

gardens as a site on certain conditions. Now these conditions, upon
the fulfilment of which the site would bo given inside the gardens, will

entail an enormous outlay. For they required the construction of a
thoroughfare direct from Holborn to the Strand, a continuation of

Serle-street into the Strand, the formation of a great central thorough-

fare running into Carey-street, and additional new streets into the

Fields from Holborn and from the west. There was to be provided also a
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fiTstem of sewerage. Mr. Harvey Gem estimated before the

Select Committee of last year that the Holborn and Strand thorough-
fure, the continuation of Serle-street, the opening of Gate-street, and
the widening of Liitle Queen-street, would cost £408,000, and with
•ccessories rise to between £500,000 and £600,000. As for the cost

of fulfilling.' the other conditions—the central thoroughfare and sewerage—^that would be quite independent. It is, therefore, the same thing as

if Mr. Harvey Gem and the freeholders asked upwards of half a
million for 3J acres in the midst of Lincoln's-inn-fields ; and they
officialljr declared that they would not consent to Parliament
occupying the site unless this compensation were made. But this

is not all; the area that would be conceded in the centre of tho
enclosure in return for this outlay would do no more than accommodate
the Courts. The law offices would have to be left scattered about as
they now are, or be built on a site purchased.

Sir. Harrey Gem—and in referring to him we do so for the sake of
convenience, he being the organ of the advocates of the site—proposed
to the Select Committee that the Courts should be put in the centre
of the gardens— "then you may take the sides for your future
legal structures, and make it the grand centre and square of the
law." The ground for the depositoi-y of wills—one acre and a
balf—he said, should be on one side of the square, and another
whole side of the square should be occupied with legal offices,

while some court accommodation should be provided in Lincoln's-
inn. For this purpose it would be necessary to purchase the houses
on the north, west, and south sides—in fact, to purchase the pro-
perty of those gentlemen who pretend to present the nation with a site

for the Courts of Justice. Thus we have, first of all, a positive outlay
ot £600,000—there can be no error in taking the larger sum named—to
make approaches ; and the prices of the three sides of the square, which
may amount, for aught the public has in the shape of security to the
contrary, to any unknown quantity—to another half million, while the
principle of concentration, for which all this outlay is to be incurred,
will be violated by having the courts within the enclosure, the offices

on the sides and in the inn—a makeshift which will involve an outlay for
the purchase of sites to which no one can fix a limit.

On the other hand the Strand site, as it is distinctively called,

and in favour of which the late Commission reported, will cost
£678,044 from first to last, and that will be in some measure
reduced by the reletting of frontages, and the proceeds of sales
from old building materials. There can, consequently, be no ques-
tion which is the cheapest, and, considering the requirements which
both sites will have to satisfy, we are quite within the mark in saying
that the acceptance of the site in Lincoln's-inn-fields as a present from
the freeholders will entail an outlay upon the nation of twice the cost of
the Strand site. Despite the adage about not looking a gift horse in the
mouth, it is very needful to do so in the present case. Indeed, Mr.
Harvey Gem frankly admitted the extra cost of the presented site over
the purchased site, and sought to excuse it because "we should not look
merely to cheapness ; we should ascertain which is the best plan for the
Courts, the public, and honour of the law, and the honour and con-
venience of the metropolis, and then see if it cannot be carried out. I
do not think the public would grudge money well laid out for those
purposes." It may be that a few lawyers entertain the delusion that
ezpensiveness conduces to the honour of the law ; but the public will
most certainly grudge the unnecessary expenditure of half a million of
money merely to procure honour for the law.
When we come to consider the accommodation of the respective

areas, it is difficult to understand how any one can for a moment enter-
tain the proposition of employing Lincoln's-inn-fields. The utmost
that will be given is 3J acres—as we have seen, quite inadequate
to the requirements of the occasion. The Strand site contains

7j acres, or more than double that area, and will not absolutely require
the construction of new approaches ; it is desirable they should be
made when so admirable an opportunity occurs, not so much to afford
access to the Courts as to supjjly new channels for traffic, especially
one going north and south, and the widening of the Strand by removing
Holywelf-street. Mr. Abrahams, who was examined before the Select
Committee that sat last year, and whose experience as an architect in
the purchase of property and erection of buildings in London extends
over a period of forty years, stated that he knew of no property equal
mextent which can be so cheaply purchased. It is singularly econo-
mical from the fact that it is not only quadrangular in form, but it is

also nearly equilateral and of great depth taken from north to south,
80 that there will be only one line of goodwill with a large mass of
mexpensive property to be taken. In no part of London can an area
of such extent be bought without some serious impediment from existing
factories or public buildings.
The advantages that would result to society, public health, and

morality, and to the architectural appearance of the metropolis, came
out strongly in evidence. The sanitary character of the site is very
bad, though less than it would be were it not mitigated by currents
of fresh air brought up by the tides. Yet "it is almost impossible to re-

main for any length of time in some parts, the stench is so dreadful.

Tlie condition of the people is terrible ; the vice and wretchedness in the

young, the decrepitude iu those of middle age, and the dreadful cou-

dition of those in premature old age, are appalling." Few of the

inhabitants are workpeople, in the general acceptation of the term

;

they are costerinongers, washerwomen, and sweeps—" in fact, the most
extraordinary combination of the most unfortunate characters in the

metropolis." During his survey Mr. Abrahams was attacked, and had
a very narrow escape of being robbed near Plough-court. Sliire-lane is

the most infamous locality in London, and contains some of the worst

houses ; almost every one is more or less badly occupied. The courts

and alleys which cover the site arc built in contradiction of all modern
legislation on the subject of buildings, since they have no through

drafts. They are culs-de-sac of the worst possible description, and

have no system of drainage. If these characters are expelled fi-oni

the locality, they will go somewhere else ; but, as Mr. Abrahams i

.

marked witli great truth and force, they would not be able to congr.

"ate as they do now in this neighbourhood ; they would be dilTuscii

through society, aud would not have the same bad effect when separated

as they have when iu combination. Vice reacts from one individual

to another, and intensifies ; the moral corruption increases propor-

tionately to the density of the population.

With these facts before the public it is to be hoped that the delusioi:

which led to a preference being given to the centre of Lincoln's-inu-

fields for the site of the law courts will be dispelled, and that the una-

nimous recommendation of the Commission, as well as of tho Select

Committee, will be accepted.

"THE END OF A FRAY FITS A DULL FIGHTER."

MR. HALL, the conductor of the Art Journal, has recently snatched an

opportunity, and relieved his overburdened mind of its congested

discontents. At the ordinary meeting to distribute the prizes of the

Architectural lluseum, reported in our last issue, Mr. Hall found an

audience assembled, and, being primed by the letter of " an Architect,"

published in the current number of the Journal, must needs deliver a

volley, " in King Cambyses' vein," in the very stronghold of the enemy.

The Department of Science and Art, its officers, and all appertaining to it

or tliem, were peppered with his anger. But the full force of his

denunciation was reserved for their Gargantuesque creation, which is

now being fed with all the best things of the world. His reason for being

so pot-valiant was, that the " architectural journals had been silent " on

the subject; so, with afresh wound in the dead Hotspur's thigh, he "looks

to be either earl or duke I can assure you." We should have thought

that tlie very fact of the Architectural Museum holding its meetings, by
courtesy, at South Kensington, would have spared them such an attack

within their own walls, and the meeting from such an unexpected and un-

becoming exhibition. There was plenty of scope for a " fluent orator " in

the business for which the audience was especially assembled. The chair-

man attempted to call Mr. Hall back from his wandering flight, but to no
purpose. He again broke

—

" Into the woman's mood.
Tying his car to no tongue but his own."

He rolled his heavy sentences, and would fain have had his hearers believe

that Zeus spake. The " boilers," however, did not collapse ; Mr. Cole was
not carbonised ; and Captain Fowke subsequently took his customary
gallop without dread of any consequent mishap to the gigantic shed. " A
plague on all cowards; is there no virtue extant ?" said Sir John Falstaff;

and Mr. Hall paraphrased the well-known exclamation in bis outspoken i

peroration. If the use of pointed weapons constitutes a warrior, Mr. Halt

'

should kneel, to rise again Sir Samuel. He bristled with them like the

fretful porcupine. It is true his opponents were not in sight to awe him
into propriety, and that he had not so disposed of them as to account for

their absence. This, perhaps, made his courage conspicuous, even as the
red coat of the soldier stands prominently out amidst a crowd of soberly-

clad gentlemen. In their presence he, perchance, might have " roared a» '

gently as a sucking dove."

We have no inclination to defend the objects of Mr. Hall's attack ; thsj f

are perhaps indefensible ; but we maintain that the meeting was neither
the time nor place to make it, and we are indisposed to accept Mr. Hall'* i

self-appointed championship of architecture. Some good reason liad to be
furnished why he, above all others, should so singularly parade himself.

He gave " the silence of the architectural journals." Even if we had been
silent—which we deny—his display would have been as uslcss as it wa^
under the circumstances, unwarranted. Whilst the Exhibition was being
hatched, Mr. Hall might have perceived who sat brooding on the

nest. It is vain to bestir himself now, when the monster is beyond
his reach. The Architectural Museum was not thrust fortli

to make space for the ungainly creation. It has gained strength,

size, and vigour at South Kensington, and common gratitudr

miglit reasonably have been expected from a promoter and guardian of it,

in a meeting which testified to its vitality. Mr. Beresford Hope, we havi

no doubt, admires the building as little as Mr. Hall or we do, but he had

the good taste to be silent on the subject when speaking at SoutliKensin;,'
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ton to the meeting over which he presiderl. Periodically, hke all other

journals, we have noticed the Exliibition building ; wo have found fault

with it wlicrc we deemed it defective ; we have not hesitated to praise

any portion wliich wo considered fairly deserved approval. Wo battled

against the appointment of a military engineer upon a building w''>cli

foreigners might consider a mark of architectural progress. We published

the opirions of the presidents of tlio Architectural Societies, but, spite of

our and their opinions, the building was erected. We certainly did not

think it necessary to drag personalities into the contest, or to impregnate

every article we wrote with our dislike to the Exhibition building. Our

contemporary, the Builder, has acted in a somewhat similar spirit. We
may be guilty of " moral and mental cowardice," because we cannot " take

it npon our death that we gave him that wound in the thigh." AVe must,

however, have other proof of our tame submission than Mr. Hall's recent

irascible eruptions, which, to say the most of them, appear so late in the

day that even his opponents can afford to smile silently at his own men-

tion of his prowess. .„, , ,^,
We will not flatter Mr. Hall so much as to say that if he had taken part

with lis at the beginning of the fray our defeat would have been more

glorious, but ho might, in such case, have learnt to qualify his present

language. It would have caused him to refrain from firing in to his

friends in consequence of the insensibility of his enemies to his onslaught.

He would, moreover, have known that a continuous carping at a building

which was a settled fact would have laid us open to the charge of profes-

sional je.'ilousy and disappointment, and that brave words were wasted

when the contract was signed, and Messrs. Kelk and Lucas' staff were in

possession of the ground. The professional journals would certainly not

be enriched by Mr. Hall's sanction of their proceedings, and they are

consequently but little affected by his censure. We are only sorry that

he considers it becoming to leave his editorial chair and proclaim his in-

dividuality, and that he, in so doing, tends to bring discredit upon a

profession which neitlier requires nor accepts his ill-timed advocacy.

Mr. Hall, in his journal, has done good service to the arts as well as to

the publishers. We have recognised it with pleasure, but we tliink he

showed neither wisdom nor prudence when ho left his sphere of hidden

usefulness to seek a little popularity. The Art Journal has ever been one

of the main stimulants to International Exhibitions, and to the promo-

tion of art-manufactures. The scheme which it ably and persistently

supported may, perchance, have been carried by other hands far beyond

him. They have met rewards; Felix Summerly has become a Companion

of tlie Bath; Mr. Wentworth Dilke will leave a title to his posterity; other

fellow workers of former days have been more or less dignified, but Mr.

Hall h:;s only been honoured with permission to engrave the Queen's pic-

tures. It i>< not unlikely, therefore, that a little mortified vanity and

nipped ambition may be at the root of his opposition to the present officers

of the Department of Science and Art. We do not affirm such to be the

case, but his actions engender the suspicim. It cannot be in sheer

wantonness that the gentle zephyr of Spring has become now a rude angry

Boreas.
The Art Journal recently announced its intention to devote more con-

sideration than it had heretofore shown to architecture. There was

certainly a gap to be filled up in a journal which professed to represent

the arts. It begins in no amiable fasliion, plunging[] pell-mell into friends

and foes alike. If this be a sample of its consideration we could well be

rid of it, and think it might, with greater satisfaction to its readers,

pursue its journeys " up the Hudson," and leave English architecture and

architects to be defended by tliose who can do so with becoming knowledge,

dignity, and prudence.

THE ALBERT MEMORIAL.
LAST Friday the Design Committee held another conference in the Council-

chamber of the Fine Arts Commission at the Palace of Westminster. Mr.
Marshall, the chairman of the Ross of Mull Granite Company, attended and
gave additional information respecting the block of red granite, about 106 feet in

length, and some 12 feet square on an average, which had been discovered in an
unlcased quarry there belonging to the Duke of Argyll, and to which the atten-

tion of the committee had besn previously directed as suitable for the intended

memorial. He produced a diagram of the stone and plans prepared by Captain
Moorsom, the company's engineer, showing its position and outline, and that it

is about 500 yards distant from the sea. He explained that it had been uncovered
to the extent of about 106 feet, and that as both its ends are still embedded, it

may be found to be of even a greater available length than that mentioned.

"The committee have also received communications from the owners and lessees

of other granite quarries in the kingdom, especially one from Lord Falmouth,
who has made an offer in the event of his quarries of serpentine being found to

contain a single stone of sufficient dimensions. It is understood that the Duke of

Argyll has intimated to the committee his desire to present them with the stone to

which reference has been made on his property in the Island of Mull. The
Granite Company, who lease some of the adjacent quarries to that in which it

lies, have given in two estimates—one of .-ESu.OOO as the probable cost of

qnarrying the stone, shaping and polishing it on the spot, and removing it to the

water's edge ; the other of £10,000 for those operations, less the polishing, which
in that case would be done in London. Mr. Marshal! calculated that the inter-

val required for the operations covered by the first estimate would extend from
the present time to the summer of 1863.

SltKVEY OP Scotland. — A Parliamentary return gives the following
SGConnt of money voted and expended on the survey ot Scotland during the three
jwars mentioned:—1808-9, voted, £3-.>,000, expended £;!2,770 l.Ss. <Jd.; 1859-00,
voted £32,000, expended £31,839 Is. lid.; 1800-01, voted £30,500, expended
£35,069 Us. 2d. ; 1861-2, voted £22,000, expended £22,000.

THE DICTIONARY OF ARCHITECTURE.

IT is very much to be regretted that architects do not, one and all, step

forward, and by an annual subscription of one guinea each to the

funds of the Architectural Publication Society, secure the speedy com-
pletion of the Society's " Dictionary of Architecture," than which,

perhaps, no one can point out a more valuable acquisition to arcliitectural

literature. Apart from the work now in course of publication, it must be re-

membered that we really have no modern comprehensive dictionary of

architecture in the English language, and there certainly cannot be an
architect in practice who does not feel the want of a reliable authority

to which he may turn at need. Such a work, when completed, will be

the " Dictionary of Architecture." Not compiled and published, it must
be remembered, with any idea of pecuniary gain. The whole of tlic funds

collected are absorbed by, and simply present themselves in another form

in, its pages, while the Committee work hard and con amore to maintain

that character of authority and completeness which, doubtless, it was at

first felt that the work should possess. And yet, not overlooking, how-
ever, the indefatigable pe^^everance and labours of the honorary secretary,

Mr. Wyatt Papworth, there can be no doubt that the profession liaa

behaved very coldly with regard to the Dictionary. Wo have now before

us, as just issued. Part No. 1 for the year 1860. As we understand it, this

is from no fault of the Committee. It arises simply from the fact that the

amount of matter issued depends on the amount received by way of sub-

scriptions. No doubt when the work was commenced many held back,

waiting to see it and to judge for tliemselves if they would subscribe or

not. Time soon passes onward, and now those who, seeing the high value

of the book, may wish to subscribe and take up tho early parts, find that

it involves an expenditure of some ten or eleven guineas, there is a little

more hesitation and " thinking about it," and another year's publication is

soon added to the list. Really, this difficulty is worth the careful con-

sideration of the Committee—indeed of the Society—for at tlie present rate

of progress those who wrote under letter A can hardly hope to con-

tribute under Z. Bearing in mind how desirable it is that sucli a work
should be completed as speedily as may be consistent with its present

accuracy and comprehensiveness. Would it not be expedient to offer some

facilities to new subscribers for tho completion of tlie sets ? A reduced

price for early parts seems the most obvious course, and we cannot think

that the old subscribers would object to allow this advantage to new
comers if they hoped by it to secure double the number of subscribers, and

the consequent completion of tho work in less than half the time it will

otherwise take. Wo are quite certain, and so, no d<iubt, are the Com-
mittee, that if the difficulty as to the back parts conid be surmounted, a

large accession of subscribers would follow. The work is now well known;
we ourselves have taken occasion more than once to urge its claims to the

support of the profession, and never did so more earnestly than we now.do,

after an attentive examination of the part before us.

As examples of the manner in which the subjects are treated, we
transfer to our pages portions of the articles "Fixture" and "Founda-
tion." The part comprises, in the letter F, " Felin " to " Fynol."

Fixture.
This term is frequently used to signify articles of a personal nature which have

been affixed to land, whether removable or not ; and sometimes expressly to

denote articles which are not by law removable when once attached to the free-

hold : but the term, in its correct legal sense, signifies such things of a personal

nature as have been annexed to the realty, and which mny be afterwards severed

or removed by the party who annexed them, or his personal representatives,

against the will of the owner of the freehold. When the article is not so removable,

it is, to all intents and purposes, part of the freehold, and subject to the rulesand

incidents of real property. An ' ordynaunce of the Cite (of London, 1365-6) for

Tenauntry ofHouses what thingis they shall not remove att theyr departinge," is

given in Arnold's "Chronicle," 4to., London, 1811, p. 137.

The principle involved in the question as to what is prhiiii facie a landlord's

and what is a tenant's fixture, may be briefly stated thus, viz., what is necessary

for tenantable occupation belongs to the laudlord, what is desirable for simply

personal and individual convenience belongs to the tenant ; with the increase, there-

fore, of luxury and comfort, the range of what are considered landlord's fixtures

is constantly increased, and that of the tenant's decreased ; thus, originally frlass

windows were priinSfacie tenant's fixtures, now stoves and ])e\lssiTe primafacie
landlord's fixtures.

Fixtures are of two kinds.—1. Trade fixtures, those articles which a tenant

fixes for the purposes of his trade or business. 2. Domestic fixtures, those which

he fi.xes for domestic comfort or convenience, or for purposes of ornament. As
regards the first branch, the law seems to hold that fixtures can only be removed

when they are part of the trade rather than of the land, .and may be carried away

as more appropriate to the former than to the latter. Thus a nursery-man may
remove his greenhouses, hothouses, &c., and a snap-boiler his vats and coppers

;

and thus a steam-engine to work a colliery, a mill to make cider, sheds to manu-
facture bricks and tiles, are all held to be removable, though clearly affixed to the

freehold. The law seems to regard them as the tools or implements necessary to

a man to carry on his trade, and as things which he could remove to and use in

another spot. But such things as are put up by a tenant as a means of improving

the use of land rather than that of purposes of trade, are not removable. Tlius,

though a tenant may take away a cider mill (3 Atk., 13), he cannot remove a

beast-house, tool-house, waggon-house, &c. (Elwes and Mawe, 3 East., 38.)

Gardeners, &c., may remove shrubs, &c., planted fo7 the purposes of sale, but not

to pull up plants which will entail malicious injury to the reversioner, with little

or no good to themselves. Gibbons (p. 31) has summed up the matter with a

well-known legal maxim : " It is only permitted to remove such things

because necessary for their trade, and ccssant rntione cctisnt ipsa ler."

With regard to the second class, domestic fixtures, the incidents appear to be

these :— 1. They must be fixed to be freeliold, not slightly, like carpels nailed to

a floor, or mirrors fastened up by screws, but so fixed to the house ii» to be part

thereof. 2. Ihat they have been so fix»d by the tenant. 3. That they be useftil

in the occupation of the house, or ornamental thereto. And 4. That they are
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capable of lioini; reinoveJ without any substantial injury to the liou*e. As these

are questions effect, scaix^ely two cases may hv said to be alilce, and the rights of

the parties intist he left to be decided more as regards the contract of agreement
between landlord and tenant (either expressed or implied), and the e<)uity of the

tiWKaction, than on dry l^al maxims.

FOUKDATION.
For the purposes of classification, the various descriptions of strata available

for the foundations of a wall may he described as follows :—Ist. solid rock ; ind.

incompressible but movaljle strata, such as sand or gravel, when free from water;

3rd. the same strata when charged with water ; 4th. clays or loams in their

various states ; 5th. compressible strata, such as alluvial muds, peaty lands, or

running sand?!, chalk footings.

Ist. Solid rock should be made, as nearly as possible, level throughout. Ifthere

should be auv great irregularities in the natural surface, compensation may be

made for them by the use of concrete, of solid rough masonry, or of brickwork
;

it being always borne in mind that all these materials are, for a time, liable to

compression under an in.sistant load. A rock may lie considered to have suffi-

cient power of resistance when it bears a weight of 100 lbs. per foot superficial,

without exhibiting any signs of compression. The upper and more weather-

worn beds of the limestones, sandstones, shales, schists, and sometimes even of

the granite rocks, are too much fissured to allow of their being trusted as foun-

dations, without the introduction of some mode of distributing the weight over a

large area ; and they, therefore, require to be treated in the same manner as the

strata next to be noticed. But the solid beds of any of those formations may,

without hesitation, be used as foundations without any intermediate works.

2nd. Strata, such as gravel or sand, free from water, and sensibly horizontal

to s considerable distance from the extreme edge of the building proposed to be

erected u|X)n them, are, for all practical purposes, as incompressible as rock

itself; but as the small particles of which they are composed are free to move
under unevenly distributed weights, it is almost always desirable to introduce be-

tween the footings and the gravel a bed of concrete, or some analogous means of

effecting the desired object of distributing the weight over a large area. If the

gravel and sand, however, should be prevented from spreading laterally, there

can be no objection to founding an ordinary building at once upon them ; biit in

such cases it is essential to inquire beforehand whether there be any probability

of a change at any future period in the condition of the strata.

—

Concrete.
3rd. When the gravel and sand are charged with water, it is absolutely neces-

sarv to resort to some artittcial method of forming the foundations. With gravels

there is less danger from displacement of the materials themselves than with

sands of a fine and even character; because the latter act the same as dense

fluids, and yield to the pressure of any body of a greater specific gravity than

themselves, if there should be any means provided for their escape laterally.

When a building has to be founded upon fine sands charged with water, the

first operation to insure the stability of the work is to surround the intended site by

an enclosure, composed either of whole or of sheet piles, or of iron sheet piles, in

«uch a manner as to isolate that portion of the stratum from the surrounding

sands. This enclosure must be carried down to the solid substratum under the

waterv sands, so as to prevent the latter from slipping away under the outer

edges'; and great precautious must be taken to prevent the enclosure from

bursting under the action of the load. If these objects can be effected (and

there would he no difficulty in so doing, unless the sands were of considerable

thickness), the 'whole of the enclosed surface may be rendered tit to receive the

building bv being covered with a uniform bed of concrete when the weight of the

building is' not very great, or the portions of the surface immediately under the

seats of the walls to be erected may be adapted to receive the latter by the

use of piles supporting a wooden or a stone platform, upon which the lower

courses of the masonry are laid.

In the cases of lock' gates, foundations for the piers of bridges, or analogous

works, it is customary to drive piles all over the surface (an operation which, if

carefully performed by driving them, beginning from the exterior and working

towards the centre, tends to consolidate the foundations by compressing the ground

itself) ; and at times it may even be desirable to act in the same manner with

other buildings, as dock warehouses, &e. ; for ordinary civil constructions, how-
ever, it will suffice to pile simply under the walls.

—

Pile and Piling.
4th. Clays and loams in their native state are, for all practical purposes,

incompressible, and a building may te erected upon them without the interposition

of concrete or of any artificial foundation, so long as the clays and loams are

prevented from spreading or moving laterally, and provided their natural surfaces

have been attained. The danger to be apprehended from clay subsoils is in the

fact that beds of sand are often intercalated between the principal beds of clay,

and if, under such circumstances, the edges of the sands should be laid bare at a

lower level, and water sliould get into them, they would be likely to slip under

the action of a heavy weight. Beds of clay near the surface sometimes become

dry in unusual seasons of drought, and in buildings constructed without reference

to their condition serious settlements invariably follow. Upon a hill side it becomes

necessary to carry the foundations upon a clay or loam to such a depth as to

prevent any lateral displacement of the upper beds. At present it often happens

that unnecessary expense is incurred in the execution of concrete foundations on

sands, loams, and clays, in flat horizontal plans, where, in fact, all tliat is

absolutely necessary is to carry the walling through any vegetable soil or made

earth to the undisturbed ground, and to prevent water from penetrating between

the bottom of the walling and the seat upon which it rests. Even the Oxford and

London blue clays, if occurring in a plain, would be found incompressible under

a load of .W lbs. to the foot superficial, but they have occasionally been known to

slip when their surfaces have formed an angle of 1 in 10 to the horizontal line, so

that it would be advisable in the erection of a building of any importance to con-

sider the line of stability of these strata to be at least 1 in 12, and to carry down
the foundations accordingly, even when they are di'y.

If the clays and loams should, however, be covered with water flowing over their

surfaces, the source of that water should at once be intercepted by any of the

procft-ises adopted for dealing with subterranean watercourses. It is desirable in

all cases of building on wet clay to surround the footings by close piling, and to

intercept tlie passage of water beneath their surface, and, at any rate, to insure

the uniform and equal compression of the subsoil immediately under the footings

by isolating it from that surrounding it. If, by reason of any local circumstances,

there should flow overthe top of a bed of clay or loam a spring so powerful as not

to be susceptible of being diverted, the foundations must be supported upon jiiles,

or cylinders must be employed.
.Oth. Compressible strata, such as peat, alluvial lands, sands intercalated with

peaty beds, and running sands, are the most difficult to be reiulered fit to

serve as foundations. If it slioulil he possible to form round the position intended

to be occupied a water-tight enclosure or a coffer-dam, it wonld certainly be

advisable to throw out the whole of tlie materials so enclosed, and to carry the

foundation down to the solid substratum. But it frequently happens that the

thickness of the class of strata thus described is so great that the expense of

making a cofl"er-<Iam aould not be incurred ; in this case piles or cylinders must
he used, according to the inipoitanee of the building, especially if tlie com-
pressible strata inider consideration should be liable to move laterally. Instances

exist in which the soft alluvial muds are so thick that it is impossible to

reach their supporting strata by any of the ordinary processes ; thus, in

the case of one of tlie new railway bridges upon the Loire, it was found

impossible to reach a solid bottom even by the use of piles scarped

together so as to form a length of about 120 feet. At L'Orient, again,

the semi-fluid mud is of such an indefinite depth that no piles can reach the

bottom. The method adopted in both these cases has been to suiTound the in-

tended position by a close piled sheeting, and then to stud the enclosed space by
numerous piles, in such a manner as to compress the mud itself as far as possible.

The descent of the piles is, under these circumstances, simply resisted by the

friction upon their sides ; and at L'Orient, another element of resistance was
obtained by driving the piles with the butt end downwards. All such foun-

dations must, however skilfully executed, becousidered to be unsatisfactory, and

they must constantly be liable to subsidence and to lateral displacement. The
most important precautions to be taken with them are, 1st. to insure a perma-

nently tight enclosure; 2nd. to insure a firm even platform all over the enclosed

surface, by use of timber and of concrete ; and 3rd. to insure the distribution of

the superincumbent weight over the whole surface of the platform, by the use of

wide footings and of inverts. Sir R. Smirke executed successfully some foun-

dations on the soft alluvial mud of the Thames, by the use of an exceedingly

thick bed of concrete ; bnt in these instances the mud was so confined by some
ancient river walls, as not to bi; able to spread laterally.

On peaty subsoils, the principal danger arises from the unequal compression

to which they may be, or become, exposed ; for if a building were erected upon a
platform resting upon peat, and the weight of the building were evenly dis-

tributed over its surface, it would, in all probability, subside evenly until it had

attained the degree of compression required to resist the load. But if a greater

load than tliat of the building were subsequently to be laid on the peat by the

side of the original load, the peat would be compressed under the new effort,

possibly to such an extent as to overthrow the first building. In fact, if some

means "of carrying the wall of a building down to the solid substratum beneath a

peat bed be not resorted to, or the space between the footings and the solid sub-

stratum be not filled up with concrete, it is indispensably necessary that the

whole of the seating of the building should be isolated from the surrounding

ground by means of close sheet piling, so as to prevent any lateral movement.

In the case of foundations upon running sands, there is no choice left to the

architect beyond that of piles or of cylinders, to be subsequently filled in with

concrete. In both eases great precautions must be taken to insure the connec-

tion between the artificial foundations and the resisting substrata, and to protect

them from any tendencv to lateral displacement by cross-bracing, if possible, or

by upper platibrms. The load of a building must, in fact, never be brought upon

a" running sand, however it may be temporarily enclosed; and the artificial

foundations used must not be exposed to turn upon their edges under the action

of any movement in the sands themselves.

—

Compression; Cylinder;
FiLLING-IN.
The introduction of Mitchell's screw piles has greatly facilitated the execution

of foundations in certain uniformly resisting strata.

SOCIETY OF ANTIQUARIES.
ATameetingof the Society of Antiquaries, held on the Oth inst.. Earl Stanhope,

President, in the chair, Mr. Cornelius Nicholson and Mr. G. S. Butlerwere

elected Fellows of the Society.

Mr. W. H. Hart exhibited and presented four ancient documents : a deed

concerning the Manor of Stapleford, Essex, temp. Edward IV. ; two rental rolls

of Kettleberston and Tittenhanger Manors, respectively ; a parchment volume of

the nature of those referred to in printed collections as " Ancient Statutes," te?iip.

Edward I. - j
Mr. Beriah Botpield, M.P., presented a photograph of some pottery found

at Wroxeter, and a " Plan of the Roman Defences of Uriconium."

In connection with this plan some remarks by Dr. Johnson, together with some

other illustrations, were communicated to the Society through Mr. J. H.
PARK P R
Mr. Franks, Director, exhibited some specimens of Media;val jugs, and made

some remarks on the slab of Maude de Gournay,

Mr. Cornelius Nicholson communicated an account ot Brougham

Castle.

METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.

AT the nsual weekly meeting of this body, held on Friday lost, .1. TfnvAITE.S, Esq., the

Chairman, presiding, the Works and Improvements Committee recommended that tte

Board do contribute onc-thirii of the cost o£ effecting a public improvement m Throg-

morton-8tri»t, to lie carried out by the Commissioners of Sewers of the City of London, by

setting hnc-k the house, Ko. 3!), in that street, as shown u])on the plan produced to the

Committee, estimated at iBIIKi, exclusive of profes-sional charges ; such contribution not

to exceed i:30.5 6s. 8d,, and that such amount be paid to the Commisslonors of Sewers^

tlie City of London, on a certificate from the architect ot this Board of the completion ol

the work.—Agreed to. That the Board do contribute one-half of the cost of cffcc^;mg a

public improvement in High-street, Kensington, to be carried out by the Vestry of Ken-

sington, by widening the same as shown on the plan produced to the Committee, estimataa

at £'im, such contribution not to exceed £2.5u ; and that such amount he paid to the

Vestry of Kensington on a certiflcate from the architect of tUia Board of the coinpleUon 01

the work,—Agreed to.

The Royal Scottish Academy.—The first comtai'Mzjone of the season

was given by the president ami members of the Royal Scottish Academy on the

12fh inst., ill the National (Jallery at Edinburarh. The [mceedinss were attendeO

with marked success. In the coui-se of the evening Professor Blackie dehverea

a lecture on " The Acropolis of Athens, the Erectheium, and the Parthenon,
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THE ALBERT OBELISK,

WHEN it was sought by well-meaning pliilanthropists to divert tlio

large ami still-flowing tribute of a nation's gratitude to its Prince
into innumerable petty cliannels, where, by wide spreading, it would have
dissolved to naught, the Queen deprived even disappointment of its

customary pang by the tender expression of her wish, and strengthened by
her wise decision the position of those who desired to avoid making the
Prince Consort's monument a socially remunerative memorial. In deciding,
however, in favour of an erection of a purely monumental character, and
in mentioning an obelisk as the form most likely to meet with public
approval. Her Majesty made an express provision that it " should be on
a scale of sufficient grandeur." The Committee since then appointed by
the Queen to determine the several details, have necessarily first directed
their attention to the materials for the central feature of their work.
That the British Islands possessed granite quarries from which monoliths
might be cut equal in size to any which were ever reared was never
doubted, although the absence of any standing block had somewhat ob-
scured the fact. The Committee's investigations have now again made it

manifest; whether we desire red granite or grey we can have it, but the
gigantic cost which a successful rivalry of ancient Egypt and modern
Rome must of necessity entail, looms up in gigantic proportions com-
mensurate with the work, and threatens to defeat our object. The owners
of the several quarries meet the Committee with characteristic liberality,
but their generous offers as regards the mere material lessens but in a
trifling degree the total cost. There' is no doubt that in the nineteenth
century, with scientific appliances and engineering skill, we can do with
marvellous facility what our painted ancestors were able to do without
such assistance on Salisbury Plain, but the question arises whether it be
wise to waste our powers only to excite the lowest feeling which can be
excited in the minds of spectators. In the absence of capacity for making
better impressions, the men of old barbarous times excited the simple
wonder of the people. By an extravagant expenditure of muscle they
made up for their deficiency of mind ; it should, however, be remembered
that a head painted by Raffaelle, or carved by Donatello, is worth, in point
of art, fifty Stonehenges ; that one sculptured metope from Minerva's
Temple, weighed in an intellectual scale, makes even the Sphinx kick the
beam. We should like the Albert Memorial to be an intellectual rather
than a muscular monument—to kindle somethhig beyond the vulgar senti-
ment of wonder.

In directing attention to this especial feature, >e emphatically re-
pudiate any thought of questioning the wisdom of the Queen's decision.
The stipulation with which it was accompanied, and the invitation for
remarks on the subject from the Select Committee, justify our course and
clear it from anything approaching an objective colour.
Immediately that her Majesty settled upon, an obelisk people ran away

with the idea that it must necessarily be monolitliic. This necessity we
take the liberty of questioning. It would, of course, in that case possess a
certain value on account of its rarity, as all things do, from a stufi"ed gorilla
to the Koh-i-noor, but for its intended purpose it would have no additional
value at all commensurate with the cost. The expense of transporting
the huge block would alone absorb more than the total amount of the
subscription now raised. To guide us in this estimate we have but one
example to refer to—that of the obelisk of Luxor, now in the Place de la
Concorde, at Paris. Pontana's account of the expenditure connected with
that in the Piazza di San Pietro, in consequence of the difference in the
value of money and the improved mechanical means at our disposal, will
not help us to an approximately accurate solution of the problem. The
cost, then, of the French obelisk was no less than £80,000, instead of
£25,000 or £30,000, as was recently stated in a newspaper. This, of
course, included its transport from the banks of tlie Nile, instead of
from the Western Islands ; but it should be remembered that no land
carriage had to be provided for it. Once shipped, it was brought to the
very spot where it was erected. In the present case we should certainly
save a considerable portion of the sea journey, but at the most moderate
calculation we could only land the block within two or three miles of its
ultimate destination. Some portion of the difficulty in removing it from
the Thames to Hyde-park may be calculated by simply conveying a pole
of 100 feet in length along the intended route. Could all the corners be
turned without demolishing houses and adding to the expense ? Again,
the French obelisk is 72 feet high, and weighed a little over 200 tons.
The Albert obelisk, at the most moderate computation, if, as is proposed,
100 feet high and of proportionate diameter, would not weigh a pound less
than 500 tons. If the reader will but consider the effect of such a
ponderous mass upon our roadways, and, moreover, upon our three or four
brick rims of arched sewers, he may be led to an adequate idea of the
fearfully expensive nature, if not of the absolute folly of the proposed
undertaking.
That our architects and engineers could accomplish the task we have no

manner of doubt ; but for what purpose would the great sacrifice be made ?
Assuredly not to honour the lamented Prince, but to emulate the absurd
vanity of the Crosars, the Popes, and the French nation.
To return for a moment to the Paris obelisk. The pedestal is a single

block of granite, and weighs itself upwards of 100 tons. If the Albert
obelisk is to be a monolith, a corresponding monolith will be needed for its
pedestal, for if that can be built up in blocks of moderate size, the folly of
insisting on the monolithic character of the superstructure is only more
conspicuously apparent. The sense of durability assumed as belonging to
the monolithic obelisk would be impaired by its standing upon a pedestal
without that manifest attribute. If the relative proportions ofthe obelisks
are doubled, those of their substructures must equally be so j and as we know

the exact cost of the one, wo cannot go blindly to our work of raising the
other.

We admit that a monolithic is theoretically more durable than a built
obelisk, but as both would, in all probability—their foundations being
good—stand for thousands of years, they may almost be considered of
equal value. Who that looks upon the Saint John Lattran obelisk notices
that it is in three pieces ? Or who stays a minute longer in admiration
before that in front of St. Peter's on account of its being a perfect unbroken
block ? By being quarried in one block, the Albert Monument might
become the most gigantic of laborious curiosities, and take highest
rank in that class which embraces the Chinese balls carved ina single piece
of ivory, one within the other ; but if its height were treble that con-
templated, it would still have a low character—one unworthy of the Prince
who worked incessantly to elevate the people, and to instil into them better
taste than such a monument would denote.
The Times compares a monolithic obelisk to a " church spire carved

out of one stone, and raised in the mass." We accept willingly the com-
parison, but we could scarcely approve of an architect's practice, who,
with sufficient knowledge of mechanics to construct a spire in that
manner, possessed also the folly to do it. The leading journal makea
this comparison in order to induce the committees for local memorials to
abandon their projects and devote their funds to the London monument.
We believe that no single one will respond to the appeal made to tliem.
We might as well ask that no ordinarily constructed spires should be
attached to country churches, in order that we in London might build one
in an unnecessarily extraordinary fashion.

England may not be the country for memorials, but that is no reason
why, when a good opportunity presents itself, we should not endeavour to
wipe out this reproach. A sneer at a local " statue faithfully copied from
some well-known engraving " is particularly ungracious. Our sculptors,
whether employed by Bath, Birmingham, or I,*ndon, have all likefacihties
for reproducing the well-known and well-remembered head. The inscriptions
in the country are not more likely to become more " smoky " or "dingy "
than that in London. In fact, we should think just the contrary. It is not
simply an " occasional visitor " who will look upon the provincial
memorials, but the inhabitants—present and to come—who will have it
associated for ever with their town, marking how they did their duty to
the Prince who did his duty unto them. It is better that the memorials
should be thus girdled by the feeling which caused their erection, than
that they should be absorbed in the wasted expense of a gigantic monolith
in or near Hyde-park.
We maintain that we should proceed in this matter irrespective of what •

strangers may think of us ; find out the right track and pursue it stead-
fastly ; but, even on the low consideration of a visitor's opinion, he
would be more forcibly impressed with the loss felt by the nation in the
Prince Consort's death, if, wherever he went throughout the length and
breadth of England, in every town and hamlet, some record, even
although it might be a " dingy, smoky inscription," a " statue copied from
an engraving," or a " drinking fountain with inscription instead of text,"
met his eye, which told him that not only in London, but wherever the
English tongue was spoken and English hearts beat, there was a common
sense of grief for the Prince's death and of sympathy for our widowed
Queen.
The reason given for asking our provincial committees to sacrifice their

objects is that they may transfer the collected money to the London fund.
We shall need, it is said, half as much as the cost of an iron-plated frigate
to carry out the monolithic idea. The Times even estimates the weight of
the monster at 1,000 tons. With its increased dimensions of 150 feet high
and of proportionate width, it is not far wrong; but, with double the weight
which we had calculated upon, the folly of such an undertaking is quin-
tupled. If any real advance in art were gained by it—if it expressed,
however slightly more, our gratitude to the deceased Prince, we should
offer no objection to it. Even if it should be a " wonder of the world,"
what then ? Would it compensate our provincial towns for the loss of
those local memorials, which would " at least redeem them by a single
object that carried tliem back to the past and reminded them of its great-
ness and its glory ?" Would it be judicious to sink the money on the
unseen and soon forgotten labour of transport, instead of investing it in.
sculptured works ?

We decidedly think not. A much larger sum ought to be received for
the London monument, and no doubt will eventually be obtained. The
Times mentions three sources whence this additional sum may be ex-
pected— 1. By subscriptions from the many substantial people and firms,
that have been biding their time. 2. By a Parliamentary grant; and
3. By the provincial towns throwing their subscriptions into the general
fund. The second source is, of course, if possible, to be avoided; the third
will, we think, be a vain expectation; and we are afraid even the first,
although hoped for, may be long hoped for, if the monolithic obelisk of
1,000 tons' weight is pertinaciously adhered to. Much as we object to a
utilitarian memorial, we would rather see the money thus expended than
upon a transport ship and transport waggon.
But there is really no occasion for an appeal either to Government or

the provincial committees, before we can think of something more than
one of the starved columns, or forlorn statues, or prosaic institutions, in
which the British nation has heretofore doled out its thanks to departed
heroes and statesmen. We have only to dispense with the monolithic
idea. We shall then save not only our streets, our sewers, and thousands
of pounds, but great perplexity of brain. Let the monument be an
obelisk, according to the Queen's and the nation's wish: but build it sen-
sibly, instead of transporting it foolishly. Spend the money upon living
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art, iD(teai) of upon dead labour. Rear a monument wliich shall tell an

eloquent story to remotest ages, and not a senseless block, which will only

kinille a kindred ftellns in our posterity to that with which we now look

opon the works of our painted ancestors.

A COMPAKISON OF SOME OF THE DETAILS OF BUILDING
;ADOPTED IN ENGLAND, AND IN OTIIEK COUNTRIES.*

llflTHIX the lust three weeks my business avocations have called me Into France,

W Belgium, and Holland ; sad although on previous occasions I had passed long periods

of time in thoee countries. I was. on this one, more than usually impressed with the neces-

sity which all ^iglishmen must feel, of studying the habits of men working under the

tidiiMnee of modaBot action dlttcrent from those in which we ourselves have been educated,

it w« dMind to ntaki oor high position amongst the nations of the world. Very jMssibly the

tnia of tbonsht snperindncod by the reflections connected with my lecture tor this evening

m»T have turned mv attention with more than nsual force to this subject
;
but there is so

deep a morel lesson'to be rea 1 by those who look a little below the surface in the histories
.

•f Uw throe ooontriea I have mentioned, that it behoves you, " toromen' amongst the

votkers, to derire all the beneSt from it tiat you can. U you only learn this, that some

good is to be found even amongst those whom Englishmen are too apt to regard as beneath

^enualves in intellectual rank, and that some of your own cherished habits and prejudices

mn-belbanded in error, you would do wisely to study the reasons which may have induced

gtiaefa to believe, and to act, otherwise than you are wont to do. For my own part, I believe

that. ev«n in matters of practical detail, we should do wisely to abandon some of our habits,

and I, therefore, beg your impartial attention whilst I lay before you a short statement of

the more obvtom daferenocs in the trades connected with house building aa practised in

Kngland and on the Oontiaent, from which wo may Icaru a lesson—" one which may profit

in the after time." , ^ .,

Sow, in France, it happens that the bulk of the house construction is effected by the use

of stone, instead of brick, for all external walling ; and it is one of the artistic advantages

of that country that the building stones there obtainable allow of the use of large ashlar

blocks at a comparatively low cost. It is an old and very true saying, that " the class of

materials generally nsed for buildings has a marked influence upon the character of the

architectnre adopted ;" and certainly in those parts of France where freestones, yielding

blocks of large dimensions are to be found, the architecture is of a bolder and of a more
momimental character than it is in England, or even in the Flemish provinces, in Belgium

or in Holland, where brickwork is almost exclusively used. This, perhaps, is more distinctly

an architectural question, and so somewhat out of your province ; but you may observe that

the peculiar nature of the French stone has led to the use of a very different mode of handling

it from the one prevalent here. Before describing this mode, I would observe that French
masons arc classed acconling to the description of work they are usually employed upon,

either as *^ maqons" or " /i7HOM.tin«"—as we should say, as masons or wallets, for the word
" timoutin" is derived from the province of the same name, whence the best rubble wallers

emigrate. The masons are subdivided into—first, the appaieitleur, or the man who sets

out the lines and makes the models, sets out the stone for the sawyers, and gives the general

instructions—he is, in fact, the foreman ; second, the mason, who roughs out the blocks;

third, the powur, or setter, who fixes them in the rough state—for it is to be observed that

the mason only dresses the beds and joints, leaving tlie face rough ; fourth, the ramleur, or

auUow <i< pierrt, who works oft the face, and carves the various mouldings. Sometimes the

mason also executes the rubble walls equally with the limomin ; and if the rubble, instead

of being random, be coursed and dressed, the mason only would be employed. He also

executes what are kno^vn in France as the Iff/ers ouvrages, or the thin partition walls, the

foundations of fioors and ceiUngs, and the plasterer's work ; indeed, in the centre of France

there is no special trade of plasterer, and the mason combines the two trades we separate.

Now. the difference above alluded to in the mode of handling the building stones of

France and of England consists in the fact that ,the French masons do not work their

mouldings or decorations on the ground ae we do, but they work them in place. This is

easily done with the softer tertiary limestones of the Paris basin, and with the oolites

of the north-west ; but it is not quite so easily done with the upper oolites (of the Portland

series), found near Boulogne and Dunkirk, or with the jiurassio limestones of the valleys of

the So.ine and Home. Yet even in the latter districts the habit of finishing the work in

place prevails, and I have also observed it to prevail in the north-west of Spain, where
granite alone is used, and in Belgium, where the aslilar decorations are mostly executed in

blue crystalline mountain limestone. I speak on this matter as an old mason, and I do not,

therefore, hesitate to say that our neighbours" practice seems to me to be superior to our own,
both economically and artistically, and I urge such of j'ou as are masons to examine theraiitter

seriously. Our system is objectionable, firstly, because it is almost impossible to find two
men who can work precisely alike from the same mould—one will set under, the other

over; so that when a cornice, for instance, has to be placed, it is usually found that the

"setter" is obliged to work off the edges of the stones, and thus the lines of the cornices

are almost always irregular in an English building, and the sep.ar.ate mouldings do not

meet truly. But in an artistic point of view the English system of finishing the

detail of mason's work " on the banker" is objectionable, because the men who are so

employed rarely have the opportunity of studying the optical effect of their own work, and
thus tiiey not only often waste labour by over-finishing, but also they neglect many little

modes of securing effect which they would learn if they practised their handicraft under
such conditions as allowed of their studying the influence of perspective and of reflected

light. I myself firmly believe that much of the tamcness and of the want of picturesque

character in our modem English masonry is owing to our habit " of working under hand,"
and I suspect that its introduction here has only date<l from the period when the Portland

stone came generally into use in the metropolis, for many of the iledireval representations

of building operations represent the masons of that period aa working ^vith the same de-

scription of tools which the French masons still use.

In bonding their work the French masons are by no means so careful as are our own,
and they have a very sad trick of working off their beds and joints, so as, in fact, to leave

the stones in the form of truncated pyramids- But they compensate for this, to a great

extent, by the extremely careful way in which they make np their mortar, and in which
they bed their work with it. There are, indeed, few things more surprising to a man who
has etodied the philosophy of limes than the way in which English builders misuse that

important material, and this remark must be applied to our bricklayers, plasterers, and
other tradesmen, quite as much as to our masons ; and it is to be feared that the general

employment of the quick setting Roman and Portland cements is leading us more and more
to neglect the limes, which I believe will ultimately be found to be preferable to them, on
the score of durability at least, when they are properly employed. This is a very wide
subjeot, to which I may have again to return, if yon would favour me by a hearing upon it;

but I now confine myself to observing that all foreign mortar-nsors attach extreme import-
ance to the perfection of the primary slacking of the lime— that they ridicule the notion of

using the lime " hot "—that they are careful to Insure an equal intermixture of the lime
and the sand, preferring to effect that operation by hand Libonr, on the scoreof its securing

a greater immunity from core —that they avoid excess of water, cither in slacking the lime,

or in satnequently making it up into mortar ; they gauge stiff in fact—and that they take

great care to counteract the absorption of the stones or bricks they use by watering them
copioosly. It Is true that the cost of stonework in our country drives us to its use almost
exClnsiTely in the manner of a thin crust, hacked up by brickwork ; and that, therefore, in

order to counteract the unequal compression of the two classes of materials, we are obliged

to resort to the nse of the rapidly setting and almost incompressible cements ; but this is

no excuse for the very slovenly way in which our workmen handle the limes they require

for ordinary buildings, nor for many of the radically false practices they atlopt. We havo
till much to learn from our French neighbours in the methods of working the natural
hydraulic limes, and from the Dutch In the methods of employing mixtures of rich limes
and pozzuolanoe ; bnt the great secret of the superiority of foreigners in these matters lies,

after all, in the greater amount of time and care they bestow upon them towhat we do, and

* Read before the Society of Builders' Foremen and Clerks of Works, Lyon'a-inn Hall, on
Ifedneedaj, 12tb Uarch, by Mr, GEOnoB R. BtmKELL, civil engineer and architect.

in their removing them from the attributions of the " foreman of the pugmill" to those of

the tnie " foreman," that is to say, of the man who knows something of the philosophical

principles of the materials he works with.

It must not, however, be supiwscd that the Parisian mason is exempt from temptations to

use cementitious materials, whoso rapid sotting and early hardness may hide a multitude

of sins in the way of bad bonding and bad working of the beds of the stone ho employs.

In fact, the sulphates of lime, so abundantly found near Paris, yield the coarse plaster

universally employed in that part of France for setting the rubble masonry of the side and

back walLi of the majority of houses faced with monumental ashlar ; and this plaster con-

struction requires some pecuUar precautions, to wliich it may be desirable to call your

attention, in case any of you should, as I earnestly recommend you to, visit our neighs

hours. The real plaster of Paris, then, swells with irresistible force during the process of

solidification, principally in a lateral direction ; and care is, therefore, taken that the

party, side, or partition walls, e-xccuted in rubble and plaster, should not be immediately

connected with the front ashlar walls. I have known some of the latter even thrown down
by the expansion of the walls perpendicular to them, and very great injury done to the

ceilings by the resistance opixised by the walls to the molecular arrangement of the plaster

during its setting. For walling purposes, however, plaster is commonly need In speculative

buildings, and the only really useful lesson we can learn from this part o£ our neighbours'

practice is, to provide, as carefully as they do, for the unequal shrinkage or compression of

the materials we use. In ordinal^ Ijondon house building we are driven forcedly to employ

materials which act very differently under insistent loads and under the effects of

seasoning, and I foar tliat we do not sufficiently guard against the disagreeable and un-

pleasant effects thus produced. 1 would add, before quitting this part of our inquiry, that

the result of the French system of not recognising the disthiction between masons and

plasterers, and of executing all plasterer's work with the rapidly setting plaster of Pans,

has been far from favourable to the execution of the internal decorations of their houses.

The workmen do not acquire the special skill which usually attends the subdivision of

labour ; and, from the very nature of the material they work with, they are compelled to

hurry through their operations to such an extent, that It Is almost impossible to find in

ordinary Parisian houses straight vertical mitres, true right angles, or perfectly ovoo

surfaces. The imiato taste of Frenchmen enables the plasterers of that country to execute

strictly ornamental details with more feeling than is usually to be found, alas
!
amongst

our own workmen ; but in matters connected with sober steadiness and truth, I certainly

claim the precedence for our English plasterers over the French masons employed on

interior decorations. As to the Bclgiaa and Dutch plasterers, tliey seem to occupy a sort

of intermediate ixjsition between those of England and France, as far as regards the or-

ganisation of the trade, and we have little to loam from them, except, perhaps, m the small

matter of the iirovision made in most Belgian houses tor the reception of the scaffolding

required for the customary cleansing and painting of the stuccoed fronts of the brickwork.

This provision might easily and well be adopted here ; so I describe it, as consisting simply

in leaving square putlog holes through the cornice and attic walls, which holes lead into

the roof. Through these putlogs arc inserted when the houses are to be painted, projecting

beyond the face of the walls, and lashed down to the roof timbers in the interior, whilst

the scaffold required for the workmen is suspended from the putlogs in such a manneras
to alhiw the work to be completed without any interference with the street surface. The

putlog holes, when not ui nse, arc closed with a species of plug, bearing a patera, or some

simitar decoration.

I would call the attention of such of you as may be able to avail yourselves of thcmoaem
facilities tor travelling, to the m«le in which the French building trades have availed them-

selves of the constructive capabilities of hollow bricks. For building smoke or ventilating

flues they have long employed terra cotta tubes of various sizes, from 9 inches square to 14

inches by 4 inches, so as to allow of their being lodged in an ordinary partition wall—' en

teger ouvrage." Hollow bricks for floors, for partitions, for ceilings, domes, greenhouses,

&c., are commonly used, and even a casual inspection of M. Eck's beautiful work " On the

Application of Pottery and Iron to Building," must convince any candid inquirer that we
are immcasurobly behind our neighbours in this respect. Perhaps the Increasing demand
for fireproof construction may induce our architects and builders to inquire more than they

havo hitherto done Into the capabilities of terra cotta ware; but hitherto our spirit of

routiua has seriously impeded our artoptiou of many very evident improvements which

might ensue from its use, esiicclally since those mischievously absurd excise duties upon

bricks havo boon abolished. In the meantime. It seems aUnost superfluous for me to dwell

upon the advantages offered by a material of this nature on the score of its lightness^ its

resistance to the transmission of heat or of sound, and to the facilities it is able to afford

to the establishment of any system of ventilation. The French builders practically avaU

themselves of these advantages, why should not we do likewise ?

Before leaving the siXMlal consideration of the mason's art as practised in England and

abroad, I would bog to call attention to the attention paid by French builders, architects,

and engineers to the use of materials possessing certain definite physical properties in tho

positions they are the most fitted to occupy. Thus, In damp places, none but the more

crystalline and tho more non-abaorbent stones would be used ; in positions exposed to violent

dynamical efforts of cross strain or of compression, the most resisting materials only are

employed, and we look ui vain throughout France for tho fashionable absurdity of execut-

ing the body of a building with a resisting stone, and of coating the exposed angles with a

softer one; as, for instance, when the plain faces of our church walls arc execute<l of Kentish

rag, and the quoins are executed in Bath or in Caen stone. It is very much to be regretted,

we may here add, that the better class of tertiary limestones raised in the neighbourhoodof

Paris are not brought into our London m.irket ; but perhaps the improvements in tho

navigation of the Seine, and in the railway transit of the northern part of France, inay re-

move the economical dlfflcnlties which have liitherto opposed this branch of trade mtt

excluded us from a source of supply of such unbounded capabilities as the district referred

to. Almost every description of stone is to be obtained in fact, near the Seine, or on the

margin of the Northern Railway of France, from the hard Hais and riKlia, to the softer

pierres/ranches and vergelets ; and their colour is unexceptionable.
_

As to French carpenters' and joiners' work, the mystery is to explain how their men
succeed in doing what they do with the very strange tools they employ. All the hand-saws

they nsed in the days when I resided In France (and I do not think that free trade has yet

effected much change in this respect), were simplybow-saws ; mallet and chisel were almcst

unknown to the carpenters, and, instead of them, they used a strange looking tool about '2ft.

6iu. long, and bearinga chisel, somewhat like our tenon chisel, at one end, and llkea fermoir

chisel at the other. These chisels are fixed to the bar, which has a handle about the centre,

so that by the mere weight and leverage of the tool. It is enabled to work with singtuar

effect, and even to serve, as occasion may require, as a plane, as an adze, or as a chisel of

the respective kinds nimied. It Is called a baaigue, and I am sorry to add that at times,

it becomes a formidable weapon in the hands of the excitable Frenchmen in their drunken

rows or in their faction fights. Strange looking as these bisairpies are, the French work-

men manage to'execute, at a very cheap rate, the most complicated descriptions of carpMl-

try ; and I need only refer to Colonel Emy's or to Colonel Ardant's smgularly beautiful

and elaborately ^illustrated works on that subject, to prove that they are, at tho least, aa

competent as we are to carry out any description of wooden framing. Rondolet's roofs,

Emy's bent timber roofs, Kraft and WIebieking's bridges, and the singular wooden

bridges erected In Switzerland, Indeed, show that the capabilities of the wood at hand were

well understood, and snocessfully applied by the carpenters of the whole contmcnt, at a

time when we were content with applying timber on a very small scale ; and I suspect that

it is only since the days of Peter Nicholson and of Tredgold that English carpenters have

displayed the scientific skill and perfection of mechanical execution which justly entitle

them now to the foremost rank in their pursuit.

It seems to me probable that tho peculiar form of instrument used by the French

carpenters, and tho somewhat illogical manner in which they frame their heading joints ot

king and queen posts, stmts, and rafters, arc to be explained by the fact that thoir praouoal

habits have been formed upon the use of oak timber ; whereas tho habits of our modj™
school ot carpentry have been formed upon the use of the more easily worked fir. In the

more recently constructed French buIIJings the differences between the practice of the two

nations has ceased to be discemiljle ; and. Indeed, the higher mathematical training of the

bettor class of French workmen has led them even to improve many ot tho modes of framing

they have learnt from ua and from the Americans.* .

• To be conttnned.
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HINTS ON DESIGN IN ARCHITECTURE.
rnnE excoUence of any arcMtectural design is in ratio with the amount of thougbt and

1 study brought to bear upon it. This may also be said of other studies of a high

i I I'tollectual order. It behoves us, then, to spare no pains in the producWon of our designs,

,1 that they may be at ouco excellent and bear impress of deep and earnest thought. It

hiu* oft*Mi been observed that " rtrst ideas are best.'^ Now, granted that they are, it would

not be wisi' to make such ideas public in all their crudity and incompletenesa, as. m nil

probability they would not meet with that favour and recognition that they would other-

wise have obtained had they been subjected to that scrutiny and afterthought so necessary

Lo sUmp them as originating in a lofty and cultivated mind.

How many architectural works do wo see around that bear ua out In this reflection, tnc

designs of which are in many respects good, «id, it may happen, very original, but, either

from haste, inattention, or other canaea, arc not allowai to uudor^ro the relining process by

the mind uf the architect necessary to rank them as works of tiie liighest order of art. The

tudont. therefore, should not spare any trouble in the preparation of his design, neither

iiould he be satisfied with it until he has thoroughly studied and matured the whole, first

n.llcctively, then individually.

To carry out an architectural design suocesefully and complete In all Its parts is no easy

matter, but it may be done if the designer Is determined, and ho cannot make too great a

sacrifice towards obtaining that reputation which is open to all, and should be coveted by

(hose that are engaged in the profession. We cannot over-estimate the value of care and

..Ltontion necessary to be bestowed upon any design that tends to raise it above mediocrity.

Architecture is peculiarly a public property, being brought before the eyes of thousands

.

I lid wo should endeavour in every possible way to add to the beauty of our towns and

.iilages by erecting buildings appropriate to their several uses, and agreeable and har-

iionious with their surrounding companions.
Seeing the necessity for being careful in the preparation of our designs, I must now say

that, in the development of them, the first ideas should not be lost sight of. It is necessary

occasionally to make some departure from an original thought. Bear in mind, however,

not to deviate too much, for then it maybe stripped of all its freshness and originality.

To an imaginativo mind it is hard to curb the reins of fancy. This, however, must bo

The facade of a building might be rendered admirable by the slightest alteration in the

curvature of a window-head, by making the cornice deeper, or by the omission of certain

features ; but for the want of proper revision it is rendered objectionable to the eyes of

skilful ar<.-hitects, and of dissatisfaction to others who are not competent to explain the

cause of their disapproval.

It is convincing, then, that certain principles mast bo adopted to insure a successful

rosult, and rules and principles, if made use of at all, must be capable of practical appli-

tiition ; and I will to-night endeavour to give a few hints on the subject of architectural

composition for the guidance of the student members of this Society, hoping they will be

received as the result of some experience and great love for this branch of the arts. I do
) with great diffidence, feeling that I am but a tyro myself ; but if my paper should be

; le means of creating second thoughts, 1 shall feel repaid for any trouble I have taken in

[MO preparation of it.

It matters little whether a building is to be designed after the Greek, Roman, Gothic, or

Renaissance manner. Whether Venetian or Lombardic, Norman or Klizabethan, we
shall, on examination, find ruling principles in all of them ; and 1 am of opinion that the

merits or demerits of any particular building rests not so much on the fact of its having

been erected in this style*, so much admirctl by one, or that style, deprecated by the other

critic, but upon the presence or absence of principles that are indispensable to the perfec-

tion of every architectural structure.

Any design will be misatisfactory and altogether a fault>- one, no matter how pure a

style you adopt, if you should violate the rules of composition ; and a 'style not to bo

admired in itself—as the Chinese, for instance—might be turned to profltablo account and

made capable of many valuable suggestions, if infused with spirit and invention that is

wanting in the other.

A gi-eat deal of valuable and instructive information has been written on the subject or

architectural esthetics, and Mr. Garbetfs book, published by Weale, i^ one of the best of

which you can iwsseas yourself. The subject of dedgn is fully and carefully treated. In

it you will find much to instruct, and there is a freshnees and force in the treatment of the

whole subject that rivets the attention and delight of the reader. I would recommend it

to all. I have read it myself several times, and found much benefit arise therefrom. My
paper is but a few hints in a practical way, just jotted down for refereoce. I do not pre-

tend to sot before yoH such a dish as the one I have just alluded to.

Every habitable building requires to be provided ^vith an entrance, windows for the

admission of light, and a roof for protection against the inclemencies of the weather; as

warmth is also necessary, we must make provision for securing this end by building fire-

places, the chimneys of which, if carried above thereof, affoid the designer an excellent

opportunity of exercising his taste and skill. So far as necessity is concerned, these are

all the parts to be attended to in designing dwellings ; but if means are not altogether

wanting to render the elevation an object of pleasure and satisfaction to the eye, it is to

adorn and enrich those features that the genius of the architect must be brought to bear
;

and the first thing to tie considered in obtaining tliis end is " breadth"—not by lineal measure,
but by the just proportions of solid or plain surface with void and sliadow. This is,

generally speaking, very difficult to be done, as the overcast and gloomy nature of our
atmosphere requires the windows to be of considerable dimensions ; this disadvantage
tending to destroy that breadth or repose so very necessary to a proper architectural

effect.

As a rule, then, if your design requires a large amount of window space, more than is

proper for the maintenance of this qualify, you must leave the walls free from as little

decoration as possible, only enriching the windows with small mouldings or a narrow
architrave ; and the cornice with a sn^ string course and base moulding would be found
quite suftlcient to satisfy the eye.

It is not good taste to introduce—I may say, squeeze in—a buttress or pilaster between
windows or other openings closely set, thereby coveiing the wall space, that would have
been much better left jwrfectly free from any decorative feature. Yet how often do we see

this done ? The defect I have just alluded to is particularly glaring if the window-heads be
straight and are closely set up to the cornice or facia aljove, for then the elevation presents
altogether a disturbed and uneasy appearance, the solid portions of it, as it were, being in

the form of across, or chequered, and becomes nothing more than pilaster, cornice, and
window. It would, indeeci, be better to use curved or semicircular headed windows

;

although they would not admit so large an amount of light, yet they would allow of a small
portion of the wall to be seen, as the spandrels above them would be gained by this means,
besides making a variety in the lines of the composition.

Coupled windows, if the plan admits of it, enables you somewhat to get over this crux,
as you gain additional wall space ; and not only that, you then reduce the voids to one-half
their former numlwr, as each coupled window becomes as one, thereby simplifying the
entire elevation, permitting you to treat them more elaborately with wider architraves
than you could otherwise have done had they remained single.

Before I proceed any further, bear in mind that, if the proportions and positions of the
general outlines in an arclutectural composition be not satisfactory and pleasing—if there
arc any radical errors and want of principle involved in it, then you had bettor not
attempt to decorate or enrich it until you have carefully revised and corrected it, as any
amount of subsequent adornment cannot rectify or make up for the want of this quality.
Tu insure breadth you can, as a rule, make the wall space between the windows equal in

width to the windows themselves, but not less. Tins is, indeed, a good proportion where
no buttress or column intervenes ; but, on the contrary, if one of these features is intro-
duced, you must increase the space between the window and buttress sufficiently to
prevent a shadow from the latter entirely covering the wall space and reaching to the
windows.
Having spoken on the importance of preserving "breadth" in your composition, I will

now touch upon the several parts of an architectural elevation.
The doorway—no matter whether the building be a church, or exchange, or dwelling—

* By Mr. E. H. Heffbr, as mentioned in our last.

should be the most consjiicuous and prominent feature in the facade, and It »hoal<l always
bo deidgned and treated in a dignified and {vigorooa nuumer. m being the principal ijoint

of attraction. I am sure you will agree witti mo wh«ii 1 say tbore is nothing finer in

architecture than the noble portals of some of our cathsdrala aju fhoM on the oontinent.

A doorway cannot scarcely be made too largo ; that this is perfectly understood by the
architects of the present time is ovidenccd by looking at the public and private bulldingH

erected in this rapidly improving town within the last few years— a satisfactory contrast

to the miserable and meagre entrances thai were perpetrated during the two or three

reigns previous to this one.

One important thing in designing a doorway (particularly if it be in the Italian style) is

to give it a totally distinct character from the windows. We froqoently aee the head ol a
door treated in exactly the same manner and of the «ame dtape m the window openings of

the building, thus giving a long and <11sproportioned appearance, the extra height shore
the door (sometimes very considerable) being fiUud in with glass or ironwork. No light

over a door should exceed half its width in height, unlewi it bo a narrow one. The Jamba
should be built of a hard material, so as to resist any Injury that they are ooeaiinnally (at

in public buildings) very much eocpoaed to.

The lower portion should bedeiigned in a plain way, with fewer no projecting members,
or if delicate and enriched ones be adopted, take care they arc protected by bold or plain

parts.

As cornices do not aeem to have been developed in Uedifleval architecture, nor to have
taken bo prominent a position as to form an integral feature as tbo cornice of the anti-

Gothic styles, perhaps, in speaking about this Important part of the elevation, I had better

take my example from on Italian design.

Give your cornice sufficient projection, but do not, as a rule, let it project more than its

depth, unless it be cons-tructcd of wood, in which case it may greatly exceed tiiis, particularly

if it is supported by boldly designed brackets ; In this coac, however, it must be treated as

a wooden construction, and not to imitate the forms of one only suited for a heavier

material, as stone.

As your elevation may, perhaps, deiicnd a great deal upon the cornice for producing

shadow, see that you make it do its duty ; but, above all, attend to the corona—this member
Is the principal one, and should be proportioned with great care, as it is the " echo " of

the wall below, in the same way (as observed by Mr. Garbett) that the tenia, or astragal,

is the echo of the cornice. As an uninterrupted cornice of some length would present a
monotonous and tiresome apiwarance if the lower edge of the shadow cast from it upon the

wall underneath was not to be broken by the modillions or blocks, these necessary

members must be introduced to produce a satisfactory result ; and it scarcely matters how
they are shaped where they are always in shadow, provided their feces catch the light,and
by this means break the line of shadow below.

Cornices diould always be accompanied by friezes, as they tend to grace and dignity

;

their use seems to beto blend and harmonise the cornice with the wall, and are, in my
mind, quite iudiq^wwable to a good effect.

If no architrave and few members are introduced below the frieze, it can be made mucli
deeper than if accompanied by those features, and if slightly advanced from the general
wall line of the boilding an improvement will follow.

The cornice, or upper member, in the architecture of the Medlffival period, although very
different in its application, seems to possess the same guiding principles as in other styles.

As it is, with rare exception, stopped by the buttress rising up at the division of everj* t>ay,

it is not so requisite to introduce blocks or patera; to take away a monotony, but, at the
same time, is much improved by those decorative features, as the shadow cast from them
into the hollow at the bock produces a fine contrasting line, and enables us to judge of

its contour.
The Gothic cornice Is frequently designed with a smaller member running below and

parallel with it, wiiich is as indispensable as the tenia in the other styles, unless the
cornice includes a large cavetto, turning out at the lower edge and prwiucing the echo.
We thus see that whatever style we adopt to decorate our buildings the same principles

must be carried out In every case. We must have, in the cornice, the deep contra^ing
shadow cast upon the wall beneath ; we mxist have the corona, with the cymatium above

;

and,for the perfect satisfaction of the eye, some small projecting member to break the
outline of the corona's shadow. The importance, then, of bestowing great care in the
proportions of this essential feature of architecture is, I think, felt by all painstaking
architects, and a " paper " exclusively devoted to it might be written at some length, and
listened to without weariness.
The basement is, perhaps, not thought to require so much attention as the other parts of

a building, for we see many erections that arc faulty in this part j but if we give a little

thought to the subject, wo shall see that it is a very important one. Small feet may be
considered a beauty by the Chinese, but a meagre, weak-looking basement is in no way to
be accounted beautiful.
Now it is almost impossible to give too great importance to this essential featore in

architectural design, mid therefore study to preserve to it due boldness and freedom of
treatment, but taking care to avoid coarseness. Restrictions are imposed by building acts

that interfere somewhat with the carrying out of all that could be wished in designing a
good basement. In the crowded thoroughfares of our towns it is sometimes almost im-
possible to give due importance to this feature, but, by ingenuity, a great deal may be
effected.

In church architecture (as a considerable space is usually left free around the edifice) you
are not so trammelled, and j-ou have scope to produce a prominent basement ; but in all

cases it is right to design the several parts so that they may not be liable to receive any
injury by getting knocked off or disfigured by passers-by.
To judge of the value of the basement, we have only to compare the building of the

Oxford University Museum, designed by Messrs. Dean and Woodward, with the Liverpool
Collegiate Institution, by Elmes ; or the New I'alace of Westminster, where the Victoria
Tower may be seen -one of the noblest designs conceivable—not intruding upon the eye
of the spectator, but worthy to bear above Its glorious burthen.

I may add that the introduction of window openings is to be avoided, as it materially
weakens that stability of effect that true architecture should always possess.

On the subject of shadow, much I feel might be written, as it affords a very large field

for thought and study. I am aware that a great deal has been said regarding this subject
already, but it seems as if the attention that could be brought to b^r upon it were xm-
limited, and I am, therefore, sorry that want of time will prevent me from doing anything
but touch upon this part in the study of architectural composition.

In the first place, to bring good shadows, you must design good members and projections,

both in the plan, or general outlines of your building, also in the chief feature.^, and, lastly,

the mouldings ; and bear in mind, that an over-proportion of shadow will destroy " breadth,"
as well as create confusion, by a multiplicity of lines and decoration. You must,
therefore, spare no pains in drawing out the details of your building, taking care to judge
aright the quantity of shadow each projecting member will cast below, and above aU, see

that the profiles of them are gracefully and chastely drawn. It is a veiy.common error to
hurry over this part of the draughtsman's work, the general arrangement and disposition of

the plan and the construction taking the most prominent place and attention ; and
frequently details are drawn out at a few minutes' notice, whilst a workman is %vulting,

which, when it is reproduced in stone, timber, or whatever the moteriol may be, appears
faulty, and a source of great annoyance.
The value of cast sliadow (or that which is produced by one object that falls upon

another), seems to be much appreciated at the present time, and is often carried to great
length, square-faced and sharp angles being very often Introduced, and even the ornamental
portions arc designed to give a crisp effect;; but the extreme is to be avoided, as a harsh and
unpleasing appearance is produced, robbing the horizontal lines and severe parts of your
design of their proper value, yet adding no grace. The production of forms, other thui
simple geometrical ones, do not give a satisfactory result in flat-faoed ornamentation.
As a right idea cannot be always formed of the effect certain portions of architectural

detail may produce when executed and placed In position, if they are ;drawn out in the
office, it ia much better to do this at the building, as a far more satisfactory idea can then
be had ; and, if possible, small pieces should be worked, or run In plaster, and fixed at the
proper height.
No full-sized detail should be drawn oat from the small plana nntil a drawing to a

medium scale be first produced, say 1 inch or li to the foot (the latter is the best, as the
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puts «n eacQf mwsand off with a common rule), as it will generally bo found necessary
to moJifjr or «ner some of the members, for it often happens that the design has a coarser
•ppeuwioe irlWD enlarged ; therefore, this ^ves you the opportunity of refining it,

and will oltimatel; bo a saTing of time and trouble in the preparation of the full-sized
details.

MORTUARY CHAPEL, KENSAL GREEN CEMETERY.

WE give a sketch of the mortuary chapel over the family grave of the
late William Pitt Byrne, M.A., and now in course of completion, in

Kensal - green Cemetery, by Mr. Carey, of Great Portland-street. It

is intended to answer the purpose of securing to the mourner visiting

the last resting-place of departed relatives, a welcome privacy. It is built

of Portland stone, and the door, as well as a cruciform window at the back,
is glazed with ruby glass. Within, is a white marble altar slab, and above,
a fine black marble tablet, bearing the epitaph in gold letters.

The late William Pitt Byrne was so intimately and honourably con-
nected with the press that, while passing over his moral worth and the
winning attributes of his pri-
vate character, we are justi-

fied in paying a slight tribute

to the distinguished abilities

and extensive literary and
classical attainments which he
employed in the public ser-

vice. His father, sole pro-
prietor and sole manager of

the Morning Post, having been
stabbed one night in the office

by a political assassin, Mr. Pitt
Byrne, then a Fellow-Commoner
at Trinity College, Cambridge,
succeeded him in the proprietor-
ship and management of the
paper, and not only maintained
its political cliaracter, but suc-
cessfully extended its scope.
Following the course pursued
by his father, he vindicated the
cause of independent journalism,
and rigidly adhered to his prac-
tice of stedfastly refusing all

offered testimonials.

Shortly a''ter his marriage Mr.
Pitt Byrne retired from his

onerous duties, but he did not
relinquish his literary pursuits,

and continually contributed to
the periodicals of the d.iy. Pro-
ficient in ancient languages, he
was at the time of his prema-
ture decease engaged on a work
of deep research and universal
interest, and proposed publish-
ing a correct and accurate
translation, with notes, of all

the obscure or unintelligible

passages in the Old Testament,
especially the Psalms. From the curious errors he had already discovered,
it is to be regretted he did not survive to complete the work.

Our object is not to go into the (juestion—as far, at least, as we can avoid it

—

as to the origin of flres, but, assuming that fires do occur, to inquire what is the
best form of organisation in any large town for the general protection of the in-
habitants against sueli calamities, and by what means the expenses attendant
thereon can most equably be defrayed.

Before we go, however, into the question of future organisation, it is necessary
to obtain all tlie facts we can as to existing laws, and as to tlie existing rights,

which have, to a certain extent, supplanted the existing laws. We have evidence
laid before us from the Home Office that it is not tlie intention of the fire

insurance companies to keep up the present Fire Brigade. It is for us to take
the best evidence we can as to whetlier London can safely be left without such a
fire brigade ; if not, whereunder whom it ought to be placed, and by what
means the expense should' be defrayed.

DOORWAY, CHURCH OF SAN PEDRO DE OLITE, SPAIN.

THE church of San Pedro is one of two very remarkable churches in the
town of Olite, in the kingdom of Navarre, pleasantly situated on the

river Cidacos, once one of the jewels of the Navarrese Crown, but now
fallen into neglect and decay, and only half populated.
We illustrate this week the very fine doorway of this church, and part

of the fa9ade, the whole of which is grand and massive, as well as
elaborately sculptured. The tower rises to a considerable elevation,
capped by a gallery with perforated quatrefoils, and from this springs a
lofty spire. The proportions of the doorway are very good, and the orna-
ment which decorates the mouldings of the arches and capitals of the
columns is remarkable, both for the delicacy and freedom of its execution
and variety of design. It was evidently constructed during the eleventh
and twelftli centuries. The rose window over the doorway, it will b3
remarked, does not quite centre with it. The broad band running beneath
the window is most elaborately and quaintly carved. The church was
built by one Azzeyzzo Pinel, a notary of Ollte, as is set forth in an in-
scription on the front. ^ ,

LONDON FIRES.
THOMSON HANKEY, Esq., M.P., has sent a list of queries to the Lord

Mayor, with the following note :—
My dear Lord Mayor,—I enclose a list of queries which I should probably put

to any witnesses who would kindly attend on our Fire Committee on behalf of
the City of I/)ndon, and should be quite ready to put any others which the
witnesses might desire, in order to give us such information as might be in their
power as to the existing state of the laws, the efficiency, sufficiency, defect, or
otherwise, for the general protection of London agaiust losses by fire.

STATUE OF THE LATE MR. JOSEPH LOCKE, C.E.

A MEETING of gentlemen who had agreed to form a general committee for
origiuating a memorial to the late Mr. Joseph Locke, civil engineer and

M.P., was held in the theatre of the Institution of Civil Engineers, on the 12th
inst., for the purpose of considering
the form of the proposed memorial.

The Chairman, Lord Alfred
Paget, in introducing the sub-
ject, referred to his personal ac-
quaintance with Mr. Locke, his

social qualities, the general regret

at his loss, and the desire to per-
petuate his memory by the erection

of a statue to be placed in juxta-
position with tliose of Stephenson
and Brunei, with whom he had
been associated in life in the con-
struction of the gigantic railway
undertakings of this and other
countries, as an incentive to the
younger members of a profession

to which Great Britain owes so
much of her present grandeur and
prospei'ity.j Lord Alfred mentioned
the communications which htid

taken place between himself and
the Chief Commissioner of Woods
and Forests as to the site of tlie

proposed statue, and stated Ids

belief tliat, notwithstanding the
reply, he had little doubt but that
if the application was supported
by tlie influential gentlemen pre-
sent, and assisted by the repre-
sentatives of the Stephenson and
Brunei memorials, it would be
successful, and he promised to use
every means in his power with this

object.

Mr. J. J. Hope Johnstone,
M.P., said that for many years
he had the pleasure of the intimate
friendship of Mr. Locke, and con-
cluded a most touching address by
moving a resolution in favour of the
erection of a public statue to his

memory. The resolution was se-

conded shortly by Mr. Hawk SHaw, and carried unanimously.
Mr. MoFFATT, M.P., alluded to Mr. Locke's remarkable zeal, talent, and

energy, and the great engineering works in which he had been engaged, and
moved that subscription lists be opened (limited to ten guineas) for the purpose
of providing the necessary funds. This resolution was seconded by Mr. Cobden,
M.P., and carried unanimously.
Mr. G. P. Bidder referred to Mr. Locke as associated with Stephenson and

Brunei in the early history of railways, and the natural desire, therefore, that a
statue to bis memory should be placed in juxtaposition to theirs. After alluding

to his personal and cordial friendship with Mr. Locke, he moved the appointment
of a committee for giving effect to the foregoing resolutions, and that Charles
Manby, Esq., be requested to act as honorary secretary. The resolution was carried.

LINCOLN DIOCESAN ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

AT the last committee meeting held at Lincoln, it was determined that the
annual public meeting for the present year should be held at Market

Rasen, on Thursday and Friday, the 5tli and 6th days of June. The subject of

the Cathedral pulpit was next discussed with some anxiety, as the cost con-
siderably exceeds the sum tliat has as yet been subscribed for its execution. We
have already described Mr. George Gilbert Scott's design. It consists of the
pulpit and a canopy above it, interspersed with statuettes of propliets, &c., in

carved oak, the cost of which last alone would, it is said, be £140, The treasurer,

it was stated, had received a sufficient amount of subscriptions to enable the
Committee to order the pulpit proper, but as the Chapter has expressed a very
strong desire to possess the pulpit in its entirety, the Committee is anxious to

fulfil that wish, and determined to send out circnlars to the members and friends

of the society in tlie hope that the requisite sum will be shortly raised. The
whole cost of the pulpit will, we understand, be £450.

Benson's Watches and Clocks.—" Perfection of mechanism."—Mominn Post.

Gold watches, .> to 100 guineas ; silver watches, 2 to 5(J guineas. Benson's new Illustrated

Pamphlet, free for two stamps, descriptive of every construction of watch, enable persona
in any part of the world to select with the greatest certainty the watch best adapted to

their use. Watches sent free and safe by post on receipt of a remittance.
J. W. BSMSON, 33 & 31, Ludgate-hlU, 46 ii 47, OomMl, London, £.C. Established 1749.
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THE LOCII KEN VIADUCT, PORTPATRICK RAILWAY.*
THIS viaduct was situated on a curve of lialf a mile radius, and carried a sincle

line of railway over the loch at an oblique angle, so that the width of the
waterway was increased from 265 feet to 300 feet, the depth of the water at the
point of crossing being 29 feet in summer. It consisted of seven openings, three
of 1!)0 feet each in tlio centre, spanned by wrouglit-iron girders of the DOw and
string form; two semicircular arches ot masonry, of 20 feet span, in the abut-
inenta; and two openings of 20 feet each at the ends, provided with flat cast-iron
girders. Owing to there being scarcely any current, it was not deemed necessary
to set the piers in the line of the loch, but they were placed at right
angles to the viaduct, and each pair of girders was at a slight angle to the adjacent
ones.
The foiuidations consisted of strong gravel, except in the case of the cast abut-

ment of the main openings, where a running sand was met with, and in this
instance the lower couises of the masonry were laid on a bed of hydraulic lime
concrete 2 feet in thickness. The two deep-water piers were each formed of two
towers, 8 feet in diameter, placed 8 fset apart, and connected above the water
level by semicircular arches of masonry. For each tower of the piers a cast-iron
tube 8 feet in diameter, in six pieces, was sunk, tlie tubes being 30 feet and 42 feet
in length for the east and west piers respectively. When the masonry was
brought up to the surface, the upper castings of the tubes were removed. Around
the piers 4,000 cubic yards of loose rubble stones were deposited, so as to produce
an artificially deeper foundation. The tubes, when placed in position, sank from
1 foot to 2 feet, by their own weight, until they reached the gravel and sand,
where they remained quite firm. This formed a good test of the sufficiency of the
foundation, as the weight of the tubes on their narrow edges was equal to from 8
to 95 tons per square foot, while the total weight on the foundations of
the finished structure, including the moving load, was only about 6J tons per
«qaare foot.

The method adopted in sinking the tubes was that of ordinary well sinking.
Two plate-iron screw pans, of an inverted cone shape, were employed; one 2 feet
in diameter at the top and 1 foot deep, and the other, which was only used for the
harder portions of the excavations, 1 foot in diameter at the top and 1 foot deep.
There were openings in the sides, covered with leather flaps, to prevent the
material from escaping when the pans were filled. Three arms of round iron
projected tlirough the sides of the pans, and being connected to a long rod with a
cross handle at the upper end, the screw pans were worked by four men, and
when full were raised by tackle. The larger pan raised about 1 cubic foot of
material each time, and the smaller one about one-fourth of that quantity. By
these means the tubes were sunk in some instances as much as 18 inches in one
day, the minimum being 2 inches per day in the case of the north tube ofthe west
pier, where large boulder stones were encountered, rendering necessary the use of
a screw pick. When the tubes had been lowered the desired depth, concrete was
deposited within them, varying from 12 feet to 18 feet in depth in each tube. On
this concrete ashlar masonry was laid, the cordon course being of granite, in
large blocks, for receiving the ends of the girders, which rested on wrought-
iron plates, laid on thick sheets of vulcanised India rubber, to lessen the effect of
vibration.

The bow-and-string girders were each 136 feet 8 inches in length, and were
segmental in form, the rise being 17 feet inches, so that the segment was almost
identical with a catenary curve, or the true curve of equal pressure. The sections
of the upper and the under booms were identical? They consisted of a main
plate, 24 inches broad and | of an inch thick, and of two channel irons, each
8 inches by 4 inches in section and I an inch thick, placed at a distance of 8 inches
apart, between and to which the struts and ties, ot the same section of channel
iron, were riveted. The transverse girders for carrying the roadway were
C inches in depth at the ends, where they rested on the channel irons of the
under booms, and 1.5 inches deep in the centre. The middle web of these girders
was i of au inch in thickness, and there were angle irons, 3 inches by 3 inches
by i an inch in section, at the top and the bottom of the web on each side. Every
alternate girder projected 2 feet, from which T iron struts were carried up to
the crossings of the diagonal bracing. The weight of the girders and roadway
between the points of support was 88 tons, and of the ballast (2 inches in depth)
14 tons, making a total dead load of 102 tons ; and taking the roUmg load at one
ton per lineal foot, the total load on one span would be 232 tons. The area of
the upper boom was 33 inches, and of the under boom, exclusive of rivets,
27-4 inches. The distance between the centres of gravity of the upper and the
under booms was 17-04 inches. The tensile strain on the under boom amounted
to 4-04 tons per inch, and the comprehensive strain on the upper boom to 3-35 tons
per inch. When the whole of the load was upon the girders, there was no com-
pressive strain on any of the diagonals, but there were tensile strains varying
from 3-4 tons to 7'.5 tons, or equal respectively to 9 cwt. and 1 ton per square
inch of section.

The Autlior considered that the bow-and-string girder possessed advantages
over the Warren or other lattice girders, with parallel top and bottom members

;

as in the latter class it was not possible to make the top and bottom members
theoretically coiTeet, without great labour and waste of material, and as, owing
to the great variation in the strains on the diagonals, it was necessary that they
should be of varying dimensions, involving in some cases even different sections
of iron.

The girders were built in position on staging, and the greatest amount of
deflection of any one girder from its own weight was f of an inch. Subse-
quently, when a locomotive-engine, weighing 34 tons, was placed in the centre
ot each span, and afterwards was run over, first at ten mUes an hour, and then
at twenty-five miles an hour, the deflection amounted to from ^ to J of an
inch in eacli girder, there being no perceptible difierence in either case. Finally,
when four engines were coupled together, so as to give a load equal to 1 ton per
Imeal foot, the deflection only amounted to from J to §th3 of an inch.
The total cost of the viaduct amounted to about £13,000.

Mr. Tite has explained that the motto placed on the pedestal of the
centre figure in the pediment of the Exchange was not suggested by the late
Prince Albert, as generally supposed, but by Uean iMilman ; but Prince Albert
suggested that this awkward surfiice, which puzzled the sculptor and architect,
might be very appropriately filled with a motto.

M.*S^Ce"*
^^ ^'^""'ion o£ Civil Engineers, oa the 4th instant, by Mi. E. L. J. Bltth ,

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
A N ordinary general meeting of thU body was held at tlie rooms, Conduit-XL street, Regent-street, on Friday ; A. W. Blomi-ield, Em., M.A., Pre-

sident, m the chair. ' ^ ' "> '^"^

Mr. J. C. Adams, Hon. Sec, read the minutes of proceedinm of the last
meeting, which were approved and confirmed.

No^^nination.—The following gentleman was nominated for membership :—
Mr. lYancis bills (proposed by Mr. Taylor; seconded by Mr. Waller.)
The Modelling Class.—Mr. Ulasuii.l drew attention to the importance ofmembers of the .Association joining the modelling class, attendance upon which

he himself and many other members had founf to be of great advantage. A
little practice of working in the round was very beneficial, and gave genllemen
the capacity of drawing with much more facility and effect. Tie understood
there was a chance of their getting some casts from the Architectural Museum
11 the numbers attending the modelling class was increased, and he hoped that
such would be the case.

'

The Chairman agreed with Mr. BlashUl. For the last two or three weeks
unavoidable causes had kept him away from the modelling class, but he intendedm future to attend regularly. Having had casts offered to them, and the whole
subject having occupied the attention of the senior members of the profession, be
thought tliey ought to have a good modelling class, and hoped to see an improve-
ment in it before long.
Mr. R. O. Harbis thought there was onetldng that influenced the modelltag

class very much, and that was the time of meeting (six o'clock), which, on the
class ol design evenmgs, rendered the sitting very long. Six o'clock was a very
inconvement hour for many gentlemen to come to the claw, and probably was
the cause of the number attending the class not being greater; and he thought
it would be desirable to make arrangements for meeting on two evenings of the
week instead ot Fridays only.

The Chairman.—There might be some diflSculty in arranging that with Mr.
Boss (teacher of the modelling class).
Mr. Blashill.—At present we have the rooms only for on« night in the

The Chairman.—Certainly, to have two nights a week would be a better
arrangement.
Mr. Harris thought it would be impossible to have a full modelling class on

the class of design evenings or the ordinary general meeting evenings.
Mr. Blashill.—At present the class of design night was a long night
The Chairman remarked that they had better consult with Mr. Ross on the

subject, which they could not discuss at that time.
The subject then dropped.

Jomery.—Mr. J. A. Bunker then delivered some observations on the subject
of joinery, his remarks being illustrated by models of doors, floors, sashes, case-
ments, skirtings, &c. Mr. Bunker said a good authority had defined joinery to
be that part of tlie science of architecture which consisted in framing or joining
together wood for the external and internal finishings of houses, such as the
linings of walls and rough timbers, the putting together of doors, windows,
stairs, and the like. It required, therefore, more accurate and nicer workman-
ship than carpentry, being of a decorative nature and near the eye. It was not
his intention to describe all the materials in general use in joinery, nor the tools
employed, but he would hand round the room a number of models which he had
brought with him. He then showed a piece of white deal ; they knew it was
while deal by the knots, but the grain of it was very much like yellow deal; and
also a piece of yellow deal, the chief difference being the dark-coloured knots:
but the knots were now very often coloured, so that they were hardly able to
tell the difference between white and yellow. He next showed specimens of pitch
pine, which had a very large amount of tui-pentine ; teak, which was pretty in
colour and grain, and was also very heavy ; and a piece of wainscot. Those were
some of the materials, but there were many others used by the joiners. As for
the tools, they ought to look round a joiner's bench and ask the joiner what the
various tools found there were used for. Perhaps the simplest work a joiner had
to do was to prepai-e floor boards. The best kind of floor was that which showed
no nail holes. He then proceeded to describe the several descriptions of floors
and skirtings. He reminded his audience that in making drawings for
joiners' work they should ever remember that wood would shrink. Having
had the floors laid and the skirting fixed, they should then think of doors.
In order to that the foreman of the joiners got liis rod and set out a section,
longitudinal and transverse, of the doors the joiner had to frame. The
rod was sent to the chalk-line foreman, whose duty it was to cut every-
thing for doors with the least amount of waste. The lecturer then exhibited
a model of a four-panel square door, and described the mode of making it with
much minuteness, including planing, taking out of winding, thicknessing, mor-
tising, tenoning, ploughing, glueing up, cleaning off,cScc. He next proceeded to
explain the mode of fixing and lianging doors, referring to various kinds of doors,
both ancient and modern. He next spoke of sashes, which were various in their
description, and generally got their name from the section of the bar. The
simplest kind of sash was one fixed into the linings, which might be double or
single, as might be wished. Mr. Bunker next proceeded to explain the mode
of hanging sashes, the operation of the pulleys, and the preparation of sash
hnings. He then described the construction of stairs, plain and secret dove-
tailmg, door frames, and other matters connected with the subject of his lectnre,
and resumed his seat amidst applause.

The Chairman said he was sure they were all very much indebted to
Mr. Bunker for his remarks, and he hoped they would draw forth some discus-
sion. He certainly thought it was too often the case to describe things in speci-
fications they did not understand, and it would be much better very often if they
put more into their drawings and less into their specifications. There was a
great deal of conventionalism in modern joiners' work, and by putting more in
their drawings they should be able to hit upon new forms ofjoinery which would
be of advantage.

Mr. Thomas M. Hickman thought they must all join with Mr. Parau-e in
thanking Mr. Bunker for his lecture, and for bringing before them specimens
which were of much more importance than any quantity of reading or drawing.
He proceeded to say that the question of veneer stood much in the same way as
the question of gilding. The value of a log of mahogany fit for being cut up
into veneers had reached £1,000 and more. Mr. Bunker had not alluded to the
great use of machinery at the present day in working the elaborate portions of
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ioinerv, nor to various metliotis of flooring in uso, such as laying two thicknesses

of floors laving felt on floors, and so on. The lecturer spoke wannest of floors

witli dowels^ but he (Mr. Rickman) thoURht such floors had objections, though

doweUiog had this great advantage, that it prevented winding ot the boards, and

the gTMitdiflScultv of treating oak, especiallv English oak, was that it did wind

most dreadfullv.
"
.Vs to the matter of showing the end of the grain, according

to the Gothic principle the beauty of a wood consisted in sliowing tJie end of the

grain ; but at the same time the Classic principle was that there was n greater

beaut; in the side way of the grain than in the end way. The two ai-guments

did not meet, he apprelieuded, iu any way, and they must, therefore, take their

stand either on one or the other. Of course they might follow Mr. Bunker in

the Tarious matters he bad brought before them, staircases especially, and other

portions of joinery. He should like the lecturer to explain to them tlic formation

of a circular well-hole at an outer cut string. X great deal of the most interest-

ing part of a staircase was hidden by the plaster behind, as the lecturer had re-

marked ; and it was desirable the construction should be visible. In some Gothic

works he had seen the whole construction of the staircase was seen very

well indeed. It would be very useful for all those who wrote specifications to

write what was proper, a word which thev were in the habit of meeting in price-

books. He should like to know what was the meaning of the word nro/jgr in refer-

ence to specifications. It would be of great advantage tothem that theyshould

understand the meaning of and be able to use freely all the technical terms which

Mr. Banker had elucidated, and to know how many they should use in describ-

ing a thing, and to keep up the same pitch in describing their specifications. He
thought an architect in describing his work ought to take one pitch in his specifi-

cation, and to make it intelligible for the class of contractors he expected to

work under him.

Mr. C. H. F. Lewis said there was one objection to showing the side of the

grain, and that was the durability of the wood, especially for outside work.

In reply to a Member,

The Chairuan said the only apparent aim of modem joiners' work was as

ftp as possible to conceal the construction, as in secret dovetailing.

Mr. John Brown, architect, Norwich,"explained, by means of models, his

patent cloth padded strips for window sashes, French and other casements, doors,

show cases, &c., to exclude draughts, dust, wet, and other annoyances arising from

the imperfect fitting of the above. The patent had been successfully applied in

a great many cases.

A vote of thanks having been passed to Mr. Bunker, on the motion of Mr.
New, the meeting broke up.

BITUMINISED PIPES.

A BRADFORD subscriber asks for information—first, as to whether the

patent biturainised pipes are a durable and strong pipe ; second, as to

whether it is possible to make a perfect plumber's join where the main
and service pipes joins j third, whether the water running through is

likely to taste of the bitumen.

Injubiocs Action op Lead Pipes on Water.—The Sub-Committee
appointed by the Manchester and Salfoid Sanitary Association to investigate the

action of the water supplied by the Manchester Corporation upon lead, have
made their report upon this subject, and the Association, in issuing it, especially

urge upon all persons using water which passes through lead pipes the importance
of attending to the closing advice of the report—never to use water for dietary

purposes which has remained even for a few hours in the pipes. The Committee
state that they are greatly indebted to Dr. Crace-Calvert for the valuable
assistance rendered by him in carrying out the experiments at the laboratory of

the Royal Institution. New ordinary lead piping, through which the water
would pass rapidly without becoming deteriorated, was found to impregnate it

with from '02 to '04 grain per gallon after being allowed to stand in it a single

night ; similar results being obtained from daily experiments extending over a
month. When the water was allowed to stand in the pipes for twenty-four houra
it became impregnated with from '05 to "aS grain per gallon. The experiments
ere made upon four varieties of lead piping—extra-tinned, ordinary, best or

virgin, and common. The water from the virgin was found to be more impure
than that from either the extra-tinned or the common pipe, the ordinary lead
containing far less impurity than either upon the first experiment, whilst the
second experiment gave a diflerent order of results—the water in the extra-tinned
piping the purest, that in the virgin next, then the ordinary, and lastly the
common. From the experiments which have been carried on during a period o
two years, in which more than 300 samples of water have been tested, ithas been
concluded that the Manchester water does act on lead pipes to a very serious

extent; that that action continues for a much longer period than is generally
supposed ; that when the water remains stagnant in the pipes it not only becomes
highly charged with the dangerous poison, but a coating is formed on the inner
simace of the pipes, which coating is subsequently detached by the water
passing through, and which it impregnates with lead; that even after pipes have
been used a considerable period, the quantity of lead contained in the water
which has remained twenty-four hours in the pipe is quite as great as in cases
where serious effects have been known to ensue to parties using the water; and
that the practice of lining lead pipes with tin affords little, and only temporary,
protection, and is of no practical value. Bearing in mind that lead is a
cumulative poison, and that water containing it may be used for a considerable
time, and the foundation be laid for great suffering and physical injury before
the symptoms became so marked as to justify a medical man in pronouncing the
case to lie one of lead poisoning, the discovery and adoption of pipes for domestic
supply which could not be productive of this evil is of the greatest moment,
especially to our densely populated labour districts. The first step towards
lemedying the evil is a thorough conviction of its existence, and of the serious
resnits which may follow from disregarding its importance. Let the community
at large be convinced on these points, and it is more than probable an efficient
remedy would lie discovered, more especially if the Corporation would offer to
parties engaged in the necessary pursuits some inducement to produce a pipe
economical in cost, easy of application, and on which the water would not act
prejudicially.

KOYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

AN ordinary general meeting ot this body was held at the rooms, 9, Conduit-
street, Regent-street, on Monday evening ; the President, William

TiTE, Esq~, M.l'., F.R.S., in the chair.

Mr. T. IlAYTER Lewis, lion, sec, read the minutes of proceedings at the last

meeting, which were approved of and confirmed.

Death.— ilv. James Bell, hon. sec, announced the death of Mr. W. C.
Lochner, fellow. If any member would communicate some account of his career

to the honorary secretaries the council would be obliged.

Letterfrom the Queen.—Mr. T. Hayter Lewis stated that the President

had received a letter of which the following is a copy :

—

Lieutcnttut-Genoral Grey presents his compliments to Mr. Tite. He has had the honour
to Ijiy Mr. Tite's letter of the 27th ult., with its enclosure, before her Majesty the Queen,
aud he is commanded to express her Majesty's approval of the resolution of the Institute ot
British Architects, granting the royal gold medal to the Rev. R. Willis.

The reading of the letter was received with cries of " Hear, hear." Mr. Lewis
further announced that Professor Donaldson had received a letter from Professor

Willis, expressive of his high appreciation of the honour conferred upon him by
the royal gold medal having been awarded to him by the Council.

The NexB Laws of the Moyal Academy.—Mr. Haytbr Lewis stated that

he had received a letter from Mr. Sydney Smirke relating to some changes made
in the rules of the Royal Academy, accompanied with a copy of the new regula-

tions passed by the Royal Academy, relating to the admission of students in

architecture, which came into operation at the commencement of the present

year, and which gave greater encouragement than hitherto to architectural

students. Professor Smirke, in his letter, said,

—

I think it is right that the attention of the Council of the Institute should be called to
the fact that some important changes have taken place in the laws of the Royal Academy
relating to the admission of students in architecture, which changes came into operation afc

the commencement of the present year. I send herewith a copy of the laws as they have
been amended. The Council wiU perceive, with satisfaction I ara sure, that greatly
increased encouragement is held out to architectural students by the institution of bicimial

scholarships, and of an annual travelling studentship, besides tho'gold medal travelling

studentship, as heretofore.

But the chief object of my present communication is to suggest that the Council of the
Institute should consider and determine the nature of the certificate, which, as you will

perceive, is now substituted for the preliminary probationary drawings which liave hitherto

been required to be expressly made by all wlio desired to be admitted as students in the
Royal Academy. Any drawing the applicant may have by him adequately showing his pro-

ficiency will now suftice. The Council should, I submit, decide at once on the form of their

certificate, and on the nature of the ordeal to which the Council may deem it expedient to
subject those who may desire to he certified by the Institute asfit persons tobecome students
in the Royal Academy. Any regulations in this respect that the Institute may think
proper to lay down, I sliall feel much gratified in communicating to the Council of the
Academy.

Tlie reading ofthe letter was received with ajiplause.

The Chairman said it must be very gratifying to them all to find what was
the encouragement held out to architectural students now, which was not the
case when he and other gentlemen present were students at the Royal Academy.
He was very glad to find that greater attention was being paid to architecture

by the Royal Academy, and they must take it as evidence of the desire of the
Royal Academy to promote architecture by all the means in their power.

Professor Donaldson showed from the new rules of the Royal Academy
that architectural travelling students would derive great advantages under their

operation.

Mr. G. Gilbert Scott remarked that there were also some facilities for

students in architecture becoming also students in figure drawing; they had
not to go through the same ordeal as other applicants for admission to such a
class, rather less requirements being now made for an architectural student.

After a few remarks by Mr. C. H. Smith the subject dropped.
The Art-Copyright Bill.—Mr. G. Godwin inquired whether the attention of

the Council had been directed to the Art-Copyright Bill now before Parliament.

In the present Bill architecture was altogether left out, and the general opinion

that prevailed in respect of it was shown very forcibly a short time ago, when the

Lord Chief Baron, in summing up a case (in which an action had been brought
by a photographer to protect certain photographs, and which he succeeded in

maintaining), pointed out what could be protected and what not. For instance,

if a pei"son paid an architect a hundred guineas for a design, any one, when it

was executed, could produce it ; but the Lord Chief Baron showed that if any
one got a negative from a photographer, and thereby produced positives of archi-

tects' buildings, he was liaole to an action. A greater proof could not be given

to show the necessity of protecting the architects.

The Chairman said the matter had already been noticed by the Council, and
would not be neglected by them.

New Members.—The following gentlemen were duly elected, after having been
balloted for :—Mr. Thomas Chatfleld Clarke, Associate, of 137, Leadenhall-

street; Mr. Charles Fowler, Jun., Associate, of 12, Furnival's-inn, as Fellows.

Pictorial Mosaic as an Architectural Embellishment.—Mr. M. DiGBY
Wyatt, V.P., then read a paper entitled "On Pictorial Mosaic as an Architec-

tural Embellishment," which will be found in another portion of this issue. The
paper was illustrated by a great number of drawings, rubbings, mosaic-work,
engravings, prints, designs for mosaics, materials for the formation of mosaics,

&c., &c.
The Chairman said he was quite sure they all felt great obligations to Mr.

Wyatt for his paper—that was a common form of expression, but he used it

with the greatest sincerity, because it was a subject whicli Mr. Wyatt thoroughly
understood, and that evening he had developed it with much ability. The sub-

ject of the lecture was one of great importance at the present time, when efforts

were being made in the way of causing our cathedrals to grow up with new
beauty. The difficulties iu this country attending the execution of the extra-

ordinary work of mosaics appeared to have been overcome, for a specimen before

them showed that English workmen could pro'iuce work equal to the very best

work of ancient times. He then invited Mr. Penrose to give some information

as to the probability of introducing mosaics into the great metropolitan
cathedral of^ St. Paul's, and the probable expenditure of doing so.

Mr. Penrose.—Mr. Wyatt in his paper that evening had referred to certain

information which he (Mr. Penrose) obtained in Italy respecting the cost of

mosaics. With respect to the estimate of an extraordinarily high figure from

Rome, he had no doubt it was a veritable estimate, given in figures which he

could not mistake, and he had no doubt that if they went so far those who made
the estimate would be verj glad to execute the work for the money named in
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tlie estimate. Hut ns he knew the style of work at Home was of a more ex-

pensive cliaractcr tlian was wanted here, he did not tliink it riglit to prosecute

tlie matter Hirllior, or to attempt to cheapen tlie work. From inquiries a.s to

prices made at Murano and otlier places in Italy, he believed that work at a dis-

tance mipht be done in mosaics for 20s. a foot—that was including all work. On
the principle of the prices in Italy lie liad imagined—and he liclievc^I the fact of

iuiaginin;r it brought one nearer to the execution tlian if one did not believe in it

and hope for it—he imagined that they might cover the whole dome of St. Paul's,

as Sir Christopher Wren intended it should be, with mosaics—and the dome com-
prised about 15,000 feet—for or under £20,000 ; and cover the spandrels of the

dome, each about 270 feet, at rather a large figure per foot, nut still at an

exjjcnse of about £M0 each, and so on with other portions of the cathedral.

lie supposed that if they had the means of raising £.50,000 for mosaics, Sir

Christopher Wren's idea of carrying colour through the whole of his great

building could be carried out. He must own he felt a great bias in favour of

vitreous material ratlier than another, because he thought there was a gi-eater

depth of colour obtainable bv that means— ( Hear, hear). He never thought

otherwise than of employing English workmen, becanse bethought the employer

and the employed would understand each other better, and that, by the work-
men's skill, be'tter work would he obtained than by the employment of Italians.

But, in the first instance, he thought of obtaining the material from places

where it was best made, and then of encouraging our own manufacturers to

equaJ or surpass it. About three years ago the committee of St. Paul's had

£5,000 01' £0,000 in hand, and he thought that with that sum they might do a

small specimen of mosaic work, but they found more important matters to spend

their money upon, and since that time be had not had any immediate hope of

their executing any mosaics, but he diil not resign his expectation and hope to

have on a future occasion the pleasure and privilege of explaining to the Institute

what had been done at St. Paul's in this respect instead of sjieaking of what it

was hoped would be done—(Applause).

The Chairman invited Mr. Fergusson to make Bome observations on East

Indian mosaics.
Mr. Fehgusson said there really was very little or nothing known about East

Indian mosaics. It was quite certain there was no Italian drawing in design

amongst them ; they were purely local. Some of the patterns cut in stone,

inlaid in jaspers, agates, and bloodstones, were extremely beautiful and greatly

elaborate. 'The effect was as highly pleasing as that of any ornament he knew of.

If the Italians did suggest this inode of decoration to "the Indians, the latter

carried them out in their own way, and improved upon them. But there was
extremely little known respecting them, or who did the work. In answer to a
suggestion thrown out by Mr. Penrose, Mr. Fergusson referred to the mosaics

found in the basilicas and round churches of Salonica. The round churches there

were covered witli mosaics of about the third or beginning of the fourth century,

extremely beautiful, and still perfect, while others were more modern, being,

perhaps, of the twelfth century. They were a most interesting series of

mosaics.

Professor Donaldson moved a vote of thanks to their friend Mr. Digby
Wyatt; he was sure the attention of all had been riveted by the very able,

amusing, and instructive lecture which he had given them that evening. His
lecture was of the greatest value to every one present, and he had hardly left any
ohservations to be made by those who followed him. There were, however, a
few suggestions which he should like to throw out. He was inclined to think

that the subject of tessene mounted higher than Mr. Wyatt admitted ; he
thought the art mounted to a very high origin indeed, and the traditions handed
down to us [seemed to show that. The mosaics of ancient times pervaded every
structure, monumental edifices, and every building adapted for any use at all. In
Cairo you could not go into any church that had not its mosaic pavement
throughout, and even in the commonest buildings the visitors found the most
beautiful geometric pavements of all colours, and having in them very valuable

stones. And at Venice the floors were a copy of the very same style of art pur-
sued in mosaics by the ancients. Mr. Wyatt had alluded to the mosaics in the

church of Novara, and he (Professor Donaldson) was some few years ago much
struck with the pavement there ; the mosaics were extremely interesting, and
any of their friends who travelled in the north of Italy he should advise to visit

Novara, and study the mosaics there, for tliey were very curious. With
Te8])ect to the Cirencester pavements, they were very fine and re-

sembled the Greek. In the tesserae there was great variety of deli-

cate tones, which had very great effect. There was a polish, vigour,

and intensity about the mosaics which drawings of them did not

represent. "Then, beautiful mosaics had been brought from Carthage, and were
in the lower room of the British Museum. Many of them were very fine

compositions, while others \^re coarse. Mr. Wyatt seemed to think that the

art of Rome sprung up full-grown, but he did not think any art could do that,

it must grow for years. No doubt the Roman artists had the benefit of Greece,
but they must have studied for years in the carrying out and perfecting of their

own style. He thought the art of Rome must have gone through many years,

perhaps centuries, before it attained that perfection in which it was found. The
Persians of the present day exhibited a taste for mosaics. With respect to the

Indian mosaics they had always appeared to him to be very much of the Italian

sentiment, and some of them" reminded him of the Florentine mosaics, having
about them a great deal of the same character. But, perhaps, the Indian mosaics

were better executed than those sent from Florence. There seemed, however,
in identity between the productions of the one country and those of the other.

There was a great deal of^ European influence upon some of the Indian mosaics.

The learned Professor then referred to the beautiful mosaics at Lyons, which
were the very highest specimens of art. They were in design and execution

Inferior to none that had been exhibited at Rome. He hoped the Trustees of

the British Museum would not leave the mosaics in their possession in the cellars

of the institution, but bring them up, so that they might be better inspected.

Mr. G. Godwin referred to the jioint of durability. At Cirencester and other
places the pavements were in a wonderful state of preservation, and when they
recalled the condition of some of tbe pavements which had been laid only four or
five years, and were worn away already, one saw that they should apply thera-
selvis to the question of duralulity. He pointed to the very elaborate pavement
in front of the altar at the church of Wilton, a portion of which was very much
worn and the colour very niueli decayed. Instead of giving up wholly vitrified

pavements they ought to consider wiill before they did so. He seconded the vote
of thanks to Mr. WyaHi who had thrown himself wholly into this subject and
exhausted it.

The ('HAIR.MAN said there was one caution which his own experience would
teach him with regard to tes.serated pavements. He intended introducing a
pavement of that kind into the Royal Exchange, had it designed hy an eminent
artist, and carried out by Mr. Singer. But the Portland cement in which the
tessera were 8i;t decomposed, and it Iwcameassoftas if they had been set in putty.
The result was it had to he taken up, and the whole of the pavement was
abandoned. The setting of pavements that were to be walked upon was of tJio

greatest possible importance, and it was a matter tliat required a great deal of
caution. Regarding that point they had some experiments to make and greater
ex!)erience to gain.

I'he vote of thanks to Mr. Wyatt was carried by acclamation.
Air. WvATT, in acknowledging the compliment, remarkeil that as to ancient

mosaics found in this country, they were found of the most mixed materials.

Professor Donaldson said there was a curious mosaic behind the high altar

at Westminster Abbey ; he did not know whether their friend Mr. Scott had
made any particular observations respecting it.

Mr. G. G. Sc3TT thought if Mr. Donaldson examined it he would find It was
made of marble.

Professor Donaldson.—No; he had examined it.

Mr. Haytek Lewis.—When at Venice a short time back he saw them re-

pairing a beautiful mosaic, and the old gold was found to be of the richest

character.

Mr. Wyatt.—The old gold was entirely different from the gold used at the

present day, and that led to a difference in the effect.

Mr. Ferrey said Mr. Wyatt made no reference to external mosaics, of which
there was a fine specimen in the Cathedral at Prague. All the mosaics of which
Mr. Wyatt had spoken were under cover, under shelter. But it was proposed
to have mosaic wall pictures on the outside of the permanent picture galleries for

the International Exhibition, in Cromwell-road, South Kensington.

Mr. Wyatt avoided referring to external mosaics, the object of the paper
being to bring before the meeting mosaics suitable to this country'. He thought
it was almost impossible to make external mosaics without the joints being some-
what open, thus the moisture got in, and frost followed, which, of course, injured

the mosaics.

The meeting then broke up.

ARCHiEOLOGICAL INSTITUTE.

A MEETING of the members of the Archseological Institute was held on tlie

;th inst., 0. Morgan, Esq., M.P., V.P., in the chair.

The first paper read was by Dr. Macgowan, illustrative of a rubbing from a
remarkable incised slab, of an inscription of very remote antiquity, now preserved

in China.
Mr. Shurlock read an account of excavations carried on recently by him on

the site of the great Abbey of Chertsey, and of the discoveries he had made,
enabling him to trace out the entire ground-plan of the conventual church and
other subsidiary buildings.

A series of drawings, by Mr. Angell, were exhibited, representing a great

variety of pavement tiles with designs from romances, the signs of the zodiac,

and others simply geometrical. Many of the original tiles were also exhibited,

as well as some portions of gilded and painted mouldings, models of several stone

coflins, and other objects of interest brought to light in the course of the excava-

tions. Mr. Angell, the proprietor of the site of the Abbey, expressed his readiness

to oblige any member of the Institute who might desire to examine these very

interesting remains.
Dr. WlLKiNS describedthediscovery of Roman remains recently, near Newport,

during the operations of some railway works. A large number of cinerary urns

were found, indicating probably the site of an extensive cemetery. They were
of the usual brown ware. Quantities of oyster shells were also turned up, and
fragments of Samian ware and other objects, signs of an extensive occupation by
the Romans.
Mr. Arthur Trollope communicated an account of a singular shaft lately

found in the garden of a house in Lincoln.

Mr. S. P. Freeman exhibited three gold medallions, lately obtained from
Athens. The subjects represented are Bacchanalian, and of Greek workmanship,

in basso relievo, highly finished.

Professor Donaldson exhibited two funeral urns, lately found in catacombs

near Alexandria, and also two drawings of the chambers, &c., which had been

forwarded to him by Mr. H. J. Rouse, the engineer engaged at the railway works

which have brought these Columbaria to light. One of the urns exhibited was
still unopened ; the other was of black ware, with wreaths and other ornaments

painted in white.

Some Spanish, German, and Italian weapons were exhibited, and some
examples of the work of the Milanese armourers—a part of a steel war-saddle,

engraved with the royal arms of Portugal, together with powder measures,

spanners, plug bayonets, daggers, &c., by Mr. Bernhard Smith and Mr. R. T.

Pritchard; also some weapons found in the Thames, brought by Mr. W.
Burges.
Mr. W. W. Wynne, M.P., exhibited some early documents relating to Wales

;

also a beautiful ivory diptych, with sacred subjects, from Valle Crucis Abbey ;

a set of counters, engraved with royal portraits, probably by Crispin de Pass.

Mr. H. BoHN showed an oval silver medallion with a portrait of Mary Queen

of Scots, with the date 1580. The costume, kc, resemble those in a portrait of

Queen Mary in the possession of the Duke of Devonshire, at the date of this

medallion.

The Rev. E. L. Barnwell sent a stone hammer-head, of white stone, bemg
hard and bearing a liigh polish, the surface worked in grooves in a reticulated

pattern.

Two silver matrices were sent 'by Mr. Watertow, and a lock and key of

Nuremberg work.

South Kensington Museum.—During the week ending 1.5th March,

1862, the visitors have been as follows :—On Monday, Tuesday, and Saturday,

free days, open from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m., 13,085 ; on Wednesday. Thursday, and

Fridav, students' days (admission to the public 6d.), open from 10 a.m. till 5 p.m.,

1,130." Total, I4,ar5. From the opening of the Museum, 2,.501,502.
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UN PICTORIAL MOSAIC AS AN ARCUiTECTURiVL
EXIBEIXISHMENT.*

IT is now flfteoi yean siuoe I had the honour of bringiug under the notice of this

Institote a branra of the art, upon another tiepartment ot which I purpoee making a
flaw obHCTBlknis thi>i evening. I was induced for boom tine prior to that dat« 60 pay

k to tlM subject of ^tomutritai mosaic for two rwMOnB--tlie one general, Uie other
The general, because I looked upon any possible addition to the technical

jyoBia <if 1 may so cxpreat it) of Uie architect as conducive to the introduction of

i legitimate novella in his art ; and the special, because I recognised in the oon-

teroporary efforts making by enterprising manufacturers, and in a rapidly growing demand
on the part of the cultivated public, every probability that an important brunch of industry

wifc: incubating by the one, and likejy to be hailed with welcome by the otlier.

A parallel conjimcturc cd demand and supply one cannot fail to perceive to bo approxi-
mating at the pre^nt date in rvlalion to pktorial mosaic ; and in the hope tliat my humble
exertions may eoutribut* in eomc degree to the de\-elopmont amongst us of that branch
of tbe art, as to a certain extent they may have dono in past years with respect to geo-

metrical mosaic, 1 Tenture to adtlreea to the meeting tins e% eniug a few remarks mainly
limited to the practical interest of the subject.

It would, however, be an act of dereliction to the real grandeur of my themo if I failed

to notice what inii>ortant subjects of inquiry for the art-student, any such limitation

necessarilv precludes our taking oognisanoe of this evening.

Thus, fintly, there is the invaluable illustration which the series of still existing pictorial

KBOEaics, dating from tbe earliest to the most recent Christian epochs, might be made to

alfontof the changeful spirit in which, at various periods, fervid faith has. as it were,
•asmilated to itaelf—now one. and now another, cycle of religious ix^rsonifications of a more
or leas ^mple or complicated Christian mythology, sometimes veiling its aspirations in

symbolism, and at others setting forth dramati(^ly the leading events upon which its

hopes and feus were based.

Xext, pCTfaape, to this, which may be designated the liturgical interest of tbe art.

is that which is more strictly speaking iconographical, including the much vexed question

of the degree in wMch many of those generally rude but nearly imperishable pictures

which survive, while almost everi- contemporary graphic record has ijerished, reflect the
usual aspect, the costume, and true physical characteristics of the clergy and laity, the
rulers and the ruled, in the early ages of Christianity.
Von Kiimohr. in the " Italienische Forschiingen," thus ably hints at the suggestive

value of ?uch primitive records—" There is, indeed, much in the representations of the early
Christian mosaics which carries us back into extreme antiquity, perhaps into the very first

century of tbe reign of Christianity. In these our Saviour, the Apostles, and Prophets in-

%'ariably appear in complete classical costume,— in long tunics, with the palliunis superposed,
and with naked feet, ]irotected only by the sandals commonly worn in imperial times."
When recent Faints are introduced, the habits of antiquity are exchanged for rich and
more barbaric dresses, and the feet are usually completely covered. The value of these
ancient types we find acknowledged by subse<iuent artists as celebrated and modem as
Raffaelle himself ; for, as the same writer justly remarks, in the cartoons and in some of the
most remarkable of the Vatican frescoes, we cannot fail to recognise an approach to the
primitive forms of early Christianity, in the guise of a return to classical models, subordi-
nated to the convention? handed down from the Church of the early fathers by tradition
from artist to artn^t and from priest to priest.

Thus, thirdly, is there a purely arclmKilogical interest attaching to pictorial mosaics,
connecting thJose decorations with the individual by whom or for whom, they were exe-
cuted, with the specific jKriods at which they were wrought, and witli the structural
peculiarities of the monuments they adoni. On this branch of the subject Ciampini,
Pnrietti, and Spreti have left but littie vir^n soil for nineteenth century literary labourers
to dig into.

Thus, fourthly and lastly, is there also an interest which affects us, as architects, more
nearly, probably, than either the liturgical, iconographic, or archseological. I allude to
the^ illustration afforded to the general history of graphic art by the numerous relics of pic-
torial mosaic which supply, for nearly every century from the Christian era downwards, an
nnbroken series of documentary evidence of those fluctuations of progress in design which,
bridging over a me<li.T?val chasm, connect ancient classical art with its revival under the
great masters of the fifteenth century in Italy, and their disciples, to the present day.
Httving, in two addresses delivered before this Institiit*,', one in 1847, and the other in
165^, dwelt at some length, although incidentally, on the position of pictorial mosaic in
art history', I may trust to your indulgence for treating in general terms only, this
really most interesting aspect of our evening's theme.
Having thus noted what I desire to eliminate, let me briefly define the point ofview from

which I would fain engage you to look with me at the whole matter this evening. That
point of view is simply the one from which we may best realise what architects have to
learn and to do in order to effect a practical revival of the art in the present day. In de-
scribing, in one of the addresses already alluded to, Bome of the mechanical operations of the
ancient mosaic worker, I repeated in the year 1865 what I had first advanced in lg47—viz.,
that I saw no rea«in whatever why we should not carry out in the various processes of
mosaic*'exactly what the Greeks and Latins practised of old." If I was justified in that
remark then I nm more than justified now, for, as I shall hope to presently convince you,
many practical difficulties formerly existing have been removed, and convictions as to the
eUgibiiity of the revival entertained by a few then are now heartily 8ymi>athiaed with by
mAny, able, not to dream and desire oiUy, but to work and to do. So strongly, indeed, is
the current now settinj? in that I feel convinced it will be ere long incumbent on every
Mchitect practising in the higher walks of the profession to make himself acquainted with
tae best mode of dealing with what, when once adopted, will, I do not doubt, become the
raoBt popular means of adding the graces of colour to the refinements of form and propor-
tion, lloral pointing must in our climate ever have to contend with elements certain to
Bhorten its ephemeral beauty. If attempted in real fresco, damp, fog, and frost speedily
fasten upon its verj- vitals, tending to set the lime against the oxides and other pigments
whkh in time are eaten away, as even in Italy we frequently see them, into nothingness.
Ftctco secco is ?till less permanent. Tempera, or distemper. I need not wa.ste a word upon.
on or encaustic painting involves the use of vehicles darkening, turning yellow, shrinking
iwegnlarly. and ultimately often detaching themselves from the ground to which they are
•ppUed. What, then, is left to us, if we would have our decorations live after we have
ceased to live, but th0f< processes, over the most delicate and the boldest pictures produced
by which, experience has proved that a thousand years may pass "and steal no grace

I purpose now. in the first place, putting before you, in a summary form, the nature of
flnch experience derived from the past, and, in the second, glancing at the various scopes,
*nd difficulties, of the art In its production and application.
The main ^historical phases of pictorial mosaic were the following seven :— let. Classical.

2nd. Ijitin. 3rd. Byzantine, 4th. Greco-Italian, fith. Italian Alonumental. Gih. Italian
*^«tahlo. 7th. Mosaic in pUtre dure.
The fii^, or Classical, is, no doubt, well known to all present in its general aspect, but,

as the foundation of all the»othcr styles, it demands a Fomewhat closer view ; the more
^ecially, 1 think, because this closer view may enable the architect to realise some dis-
mictove features in ancient de( oration , revealed to us tlirongh no branch of art more dis-
QBCtly tAan through mosaic. Tliesc features 1 essayed to deduce from ancient illuminated
manuscripts in a paper read in this room in June, IKCO ; but they may be better recognised

£, j-li
" remains of aaaical mosaic. In the Roman ilecoration of imperial times

twodwtlnct schools may be traced, the one most ancient founded on Egyptian, Dorian,
ana ttruacan models, chiefly affecting monochrome combinaticns of black and red or

?h r^l "*"S®**'>' coloured subjects and ornaments on uniformly fiat grounds; and
wic other rejoicing m the glowing tints and golden and spangled grounds of the
^a«. popularised after the siwlls of Ionian, Corinthian, Phanician. and Sj-rian
ZDAgniacence had given that taste for gorgeous costume wluch led to the eubstitu-non Of the Babylonian emfcroidrr^' and figured tltsues in costnme, and wall hangings, for
rae ampler stuffs indulged in during the republican ages. Whether the art of fabricating

ont^^^ii^h^^^^^ Wtatt. V.P.. at the Royal Institute of British Architects,

gold ground mosaic was of Oriental discovery, or whether, as is more likely, it was derived
from the north of Africa—the nursery of the glass and enamel trade—are as yet unsettled
points ; hut that it was freely adopted in imperial times is proved by the various specimens
still e.xisting at Tompeii and Naples It is certainly curious to remark how devoted the
ancients were to tosselation as a system, whether in their finest or coarsest examples. Largo
surfaces of unifonu colour are invariably made up of small cubes, little varying in size in
any portion of tlie work, ^'o special labour is bestowed on fine joints, and no effort is
made to disguise their effect by using colourctl cement stoppings. The jointing was
evidently accepted as an artistic convention, and with good taste and judgment it waskept
regular, so as to prevent distracting the eye from the pictured forms ; its lines were in-
variably ma<le to subserve by contrast the effect of the flowing contours wrought upon it,

and no effort was made by tho use of large slabs, combined with tessera?, to save the
labour or expense consequent on reducing the whole to one uniform gauge of size or
rectangularity. This reduction of all to a common modulus is one of the sources of that
appearance of flatness and repose which peculiarly marks all well designed
pictorial mosaic. Such regularity is infinitely more important than fineness of
works. The best specimens of tho value of this adherence to gauge over
largo plain surfaces with which I am acquainted, are those noble black and white pave-
ments, and wall and vault linings, which abounded in the Baths of Caracalla, at Home. To
those of my hearers familiar with such mosaics as those of the Battle of Ipsus, at Pompeii,
of Pliny's Doves, in the Museum of the Capitol at Rome, of the fine pavement found amidst
the ruins of Hadrian's Villa, at Tivoli, now in the Hall of the Masks in the Vatican ; of the
splendid anibesqnes and head of Minerva, brought from the site of Cicero's Villa, at Tus-
culum. and now in the Hall of tho Greek Cross; it is needless to state that in till that
constitutes perfection in graphic imitation, the fine opus vermiculatnm of the ancients
left notliing to bo desired. Not only was form represented by light and shade, and local
colour expressed by positive colour, but the utmost refinement of graduation in shadow
tints and reflected lights was accurately copied fi'oni nature.
Even in that curious mosaic removed from the Temple of Fortune to the Barberinl

Palace, at the ancient Pneneste, now Palestrina, in which the learned have recognised the
identical primitive 'specimen referred to by Plhiy, in the words " litbostrata ca^ptavere sub
iytjUa a'jrkit i//i<xi in Forttiiue delubro J'rce/i4fste/etU," a great variety of colouring, and much
minute exct^-ution in the animals, figures, and landscape are to be observed. For the pro-
duction of such vivid and varied tints, natural self-coloured materials, such as marbles,
stones, &c.. could not suffice ; and the skill of the glass-workers was, therefore, pressed into
the service to enrich the mosaic worker's palate. For him not oiily were vitreous pastes
prepared, glowing with every colour of the rainbow, but chemical processes for staining
and tinting natural materials were brought into use; and finally, the vitreous pastes
were overlaid with gold, covered in its turn by a thin film of pure white glass, which
effectually eccured the metal surface from contact with noxious gases or damp vapours.
Not content with applying his incrustation to plane surfaces, the mosaic worker learnt
also to adapt it to the varied forms of liasso relievo. In this country, among the Pem-
broke marbles, at Wilton, we possess one of the few specimens known of this curious mosaic,
which was at once sculpture and painting. Nor is it in such exceptional productions only
that we are rich, since, in the more ordinary kinds of pictorial mosaic in which figure
subjects are combined with flowing and conventional ornament, the soil of this
country has teemed with valuable relics of the Roman occupation of our island.
Of these, from my own portfolios, and through the kindness of many friends (Mr.
George Maw being the one to whom I am most indebted), I am enabled to present for
your notice this evening a very fair assemblage of representations. Among them let mo
direct your special attention to the following :—The magnificent head of Ceres, from
Corinium (Cirencester) ; the subject of Orjiheus, from Winterton, near Lincoln ; the Bacchus,
at Thruxton, Hants; the scenes of the circus from Horkstow on Ilumber, Lin-
colnshire ; the head, full size, showing the tesselation, from Bignor, Sussex

;

the fine Bacchus from Stonesfield, near Wanvick ; the grand pavement from
Littlecolt, Wilts; and tho Bacchus found on the sito of the East India House.
Leadenhall -street, now in the Indian Museum. The most remarkable Fi:)ecimens
of Roman work brought to this country from other lands are, a few small pieces
in the Temple collection, and the noble fragments of an extensive pavement, found at
Carthage, by Mr. Davis, and now in the British Museum. In mldition to the Italian
examples, most of which have been engraved, many specimens exist in other countries.
Among the best of these I would note the great pavement at Constantino, in Algeria

;

those found near Lyons, published by M. Artaud, and the Sijanish varieties at Italica and
Rielves. I have dwelt on Classical mosaic at a greater length than I purpose doing upon
any other species, because the careful student will find, I think, tlmt evidence exists that
every kind of technical process or artistic convention, applied at any subsequent period to
the art, was known to and practised by tlie ancients.

The second variety of pictorial mosaic may bo designated as Latin, since it long retained
the marked peculiarities of style which distinguisli Latin from Byzantine art. Thus, not
in the choice of subjects only, but in the retention of the ruddy Ha^h tints, the deep brown
shallows, and the stumpy figures and simple costumes of the decline of Roman painting, do
such mosaics as those of the fifth century, at Santa Sabina, Hantti Maria .Maggiore. and
San Faolo/uore. delle mura, at Rome, differ from later specimens executed in the samo city ;
if not by Greeks alone, at least by a i)reponderance of Greeks over the direct descendants of
the original Classical mosaicists. M. Barbet de Jouy, of the Louvre, who has profoundly
studied the subject, remarks that " the mosaics executed from the time of Constantino to
the pontificate of Nicholas I., (a. i>. 858) do not possess the Byzantine character." This,
though partially correct, is far too sweeping an assertion ; it suffices, however, to show that
the separation in claa^ification of Latin from Byzantine style in mosaics is essential to
preserve a correct idea of real, not fanciful tUstinctions. The earliest Christian Latin
mosaic known is that which lines the vaulting of the little baptistery of Santa Costanza, ad-
joining the Basilica of St. Agnese ; and dates from the age of Constantino. It
wouUl be extremely difficult to say which was the latest.

The more closely the matter is studied, the more client it becomes that a distinct
Latin influence in the history of art is to he traced, running beside, mingling with,
but never altogether losing its identity in, the great tide of pi-ogrese which swept
from a thousand springs and sources over the whole continent of Mediaeval Europe,
Thus, amongst existing remains of the middle ages we may point to three in particular,
in which many of the Latin peculiarities of mosaic working have been faithfully pre-
serve<l to a comparatively late dato~ono in the north of Italy, and the other two in that
district over which we may fre(|uently recognise traces of the influence exerci^d by the
long flourishing Latin schools of Aix-la-Chnpelle and Cologne. In tho pavement of the
Cathedral at Novara, a work executed at intervals probably between the beginning of the
twelfth and the middle of the thirteenth centuries, we meet with a verj- fair repro-
duction of a black and white Classical i)avement. In various medallions are birds and
allegorical figures, of one of which I produce a fac-siniile traced by Mr. George Maw from
the original. From this may be readily observed the coincidence which occurs Iietween the
tesselation of the Novara pavement and that of the ancient pavements of Pompeii, such M
I have sought to reproduce in tho Crystal Palace, at Sydenham. It is probable that a some-
what similar [mosaic pavement, with figures representing Rhetoric, Logic, Prudence, &o.,
and a Zodiac, was formerly in the church of St. Irene, at Lyons ; a city in the neighbourhood
of which many fine Classical mosaics exisi-ed, which might have well served as models for
this media;val sjwcimen of tesselation.
In the year 1S31 extensive excavations, fully described In the work of "M. "Wallet

were commenced to uncover the crypt and choir of one of the ancient churches of
St. Bertin, at St. Omcr. These laid hare one of the most Intei'eBting moninnontsof
axt ever exhnmed in France. A reference to the engravings taken from M. Wallet's
learned work will show at once tlie naturcof the pavement, which represented, bya i-egular
classioftl tesselation of black, red, yellow, and bluish grey, executc'd in terra-cotta, stono,
granite, and marble, tho Zodiac surrounding n square, divided diagonally by convontioniu
ornament, and containing three medallions and a monumental slab in the several triangles
so spaced out. Of tliese the most interesting is the monumental slab, which is covered by
a figure of William, son of Robert Count of Flanders. Time does not permit of my dwel-
ling in detail upon the workmanship of the medallions, which show a curious transition
from the mosaic to the purely incised slab pavements ; but I may bo ix-nnitted to con-
gratulate France and its archa?ologi8t8 upon the fact that the date of lios, wrought round
the supine figure of Prince William, leaves no doubt as to the retention at that jjeriod of
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workmeu jjerfectly capable of imitating in mosaic the important fra^iieiits of (;la.s>ioal mosaic

which served, so far as processes of raamifacture, and ornaineuL, are concernevl, as models for

the e.vocution of this precious work. The third rare specimen of iMC<li!fvaI Latin mosaic is

the monumental slab of Frumualdus. Bishop of ArrafJ. found in tlie Cathedral of St. Waast,

at Arras, in IS'4'>, and now preserved in tlic nui-seum of that city. Frumualdus, who died

in lis:t, is represented standing and in full episcopal coi^tumc. The detjuls are worked out,

as yon may obs(?rve by an inspcotion of the elaborate coloured jilatc given in (lailhaViaud'H

" Architecture et los Arts (pii en deixudent," in teiwcr.t'. among wliich are many oliviounly

gilt. One peculiarly classical feature, the retention of which would go far to prove a J-^atin

rather than a Byzantine tradition for this work, is to be noticed in the strong black out-

lining of the figure. I am not aware of tho existcuce of any later Latin tesaelation than is

shown in these three examples.
We come now to our thiixl species—/^^ra/f/inc mo-wir—which includes all that was done

in Greece and Asia Minor, asd much that was done in Italy, from the transferof the beatof

empire in tlie year ;}!'!> until the Italians began to learn from the (Jreeks to practise tho art for

themselves. History tells us that Constantine took artificers to Constantinople with him
skilled in all tho arts of Rome, and hence we naturally find that thcearliest Byzantinemonu-
mentscan scarcely be distinguislied from the Classical ; but the new twil andtheold soil soon

causc<l the same pai*cntstock to bear very different fruit'^"- Byzantium rose as Rome sank.

No doubt a freer intercourse with tho nations of the East, and more especially with Persia,

goon led the Greeks to engraft enhanced brilliancy on their fading recollections of

classical art ; and gorgeoHsuess in costume, in textile fiibrics. in illuminated uuiuuscripts,

and in pictorial mosaic, soon usurped the foremost place, once assigned to severer sources

of beautiful effect. To the pages of Mope, Lord LindJ^ay, (iully Knight, Von Quast,

Salzenbcrg, and Ciampini, I must refer my hearers for detailed information upon tho

productions of the Byzantine mosaic workers, contenting my?elf with noting that

it is in their earliest labours at Santa Sofia, at Constmitinople. and in the chon^hes of San
Nazareo e Celso (the tomb of Galla Placidia), San Vitale, and the two churches of San
ApoIUnare di Fuori, and di Uentro, at Itavcnna, that tho finest models for our imitation

are to l>e met with. Byzantine pictorial mosaic Ls exclusively upon gold ground, and there

is ample evidence that from tho date of the commencement of the icouodastig troubles in

742, when multitudes of Greek artists and monks were driven out by persecution to seek a
precarious living in foreign countries, the staple of such work Wiis invariably executed, and
the ntoeasary materials probably manufacturi^d by these itinerant mosaiclsts. What are to

be peculiarly admired in the Byzantine interiors arc the breadth of decorative efTect in-

variably aimed at ; the good proportioning of the scale of the pictures and ornaments to

the distauL-e from which they require to be viewed ; the judicious use of Vjands, margins,
and string courses, to kcej) their compositions distinct and make them subservient to an
architei'tonic disposition ; and the judgment with which they invariably accentuate or

emphasise leading architectural features. I'or instance, nothing can be happier than the

mode in which they almost always treated the soflits and faces of arches, and the arrfites

or salient angles of vaults, llany of these may be seen in the sketches now submitted, tho
whole of which were executed by me from the original models. No arrangements for

decorative form can be hapjuer than such as exist in some of the cupolas of St. Mark's, at

Venice, of which I olTer to your notice, after the conclusion of my paper, some careful

sections taken from ICrutz's elaborate work.
Next to Constantinople and Ravenna, Rome certainly offers the noblest specimens of

Greek work, done probably to a great extent through the ** Scuola Greca" established by
Pope Adrian I., A.D. TS-J, and attacheci to the church of Santa Maria in Cosmedino. As if

to reward the patronage of the Pontiff, the great mosaic of Santa Pudenziana, done in his

days, is by far the best in which the Greeks appear to have played the leading part. The
mosaics executed at Rome for the next three centuries, although nnmerous and on a grand
scale, exhibit^with the exception, perhaps, of those of Santa Prassede—a marked falling

off. In those of the apse of San Clemente, carried out early in the thirteenth century, a
decided revival is manifested, but destined to bum brightly for a short time only, being, as

it were, almost the last burning up of the already waning flame, which had for so many
centuries shed a brilliant light from the capital of the Eastern empire far and wide over
the Continent of Europe.
We now come to the fourth or Greco-Italian series, which are important on two accounts
—firstly, because they illustrate a gradual emancipation from tradition in the limitation of
subjects and action ; and, secondly, becaase they constitute the transition, which ended in
the transfer of the art, from one nationality peculiarly fitted to maintain technical
efficiency, to another not less qualified to graft pictorial excellence on mechanical precision
and perfection. The first mosaics executed in Sicily—those of the church of the Admiral,
and of the Capella Palatina—bear Greek inscriptions, and were ^vrought by Greeks in tho
first exclusively, and in the second, probably, under the guidance, as to design, of Saracenic
artists.

For the later and far more extensive works at Monreale and Cefaln, the mixed races,
protected nnder the Norman dominion, each contributed their quota of skill. The Duca
di Serrailifalco and Cicognara agree in recognising the influence exerted on Pisa by the
advance made in Sicily ; and thrtnigh Pisa, Sienna, and Florence, were ultimately nn-
questionably stimulated to rapid advance in art. The cathedral at Monreala, a beautiful
drawing of the interior of which, by the late Herr Zanth, was bequeathed by him to this
Institute, offers, I Ijelieve, next to Santa Sofia, at Constantinople, and St. Mark's, at Venice,
the noblest and grandest instance of a church decorated tlu^ughout with mosaic. Having
worked hard in it for many a day from da^vn to sunset, I can bear a hximble testimony to
its invariable beauty under every changing condition of light and shmle. Whether bathed
in sunshine and all alive with glowing colour, or almost dark, at closing day, retaining to
the last some lingering gleam upon its gilded wall-faces, its aspect is one not of gaudinoss
nor gloom, but of serene and dignified magnificence. As in Sicily, so in Venice, the art was
at first kept entirely in the hands of Greeks, who not only worked at St. Mark's, but at
Torcello and Murano as well. In the latter island they no doubt laid the foundation of the
glass trade, previously a Constantinopolitan monopoly, so far a^ tBe more difficult branches
of the manufacture were concerned. From the Jlurano glass-houses, from the Scnola
Greca, at Rome, and from a manufactory established at Palermo, as well as by direct im-
jwrtation from Greece, the materials were supplied with which the Greco-Italian mosaics
were executed. The profits made by the itinerant Greeks in Italy, coupled with an in-
creased demand for works of decoration, consequent on the wealth accumulated by the
Northern Republics through trade gains, soon caused an attempt to be made by the
Italians to break up the Byzantine monopoly.
nie success of this attempt led to the development of the fifth species of pictorial mosaic,

which I liave designated Italian Mminnentah It was in Florence, early in the thirteenth
centurj', that the transfer of the monopoly was consummated. Andrea Tafi, a Florentine,
having insinuated himself into the confidence of certain Greeks working on St. Mark's, at
Venice, prevailed at last, as Vasari says, '* con preghi conodanari, e con promesse''' on a certain
Appolloniu:5 to go to Florence and work with him upon the mosaics which still line the
vault of the Baptistry in that city. A rival of Andrea's was the even more celebrated Mino
da Turrita, who, having gained an earlier, although probably less accurate knowledge of
the Greek processes, preceded Andrea in working on the Baptistry. Subsequently, Gaxldo
Gaddi was employed as an a&sistant on these works : and by these artists, and by their
pnpils, and pupils' pupils, almost all the pictorial mosaics subse<iuently executed in Italy
were carried out. Among such may be specially noticed, as combinhig fine execution and
decorative colour with really good art, the splendid apse lining of San Giovanni Laterano,
and Santa Maria Maggiore, at Rome, executed by Mino da Turrita and Gaddo Gaddi, by
the latter of whom Giotto's celebrated " Navicella," at St. Peter's, was also wrought.
So highly did the Italians esteem the products of Andrea's combined talent and cunning

that after liis death they honoured him with the following epitaph. :

—

" Qui giace Andrea, ch'opre leggiailre e l)elle

Fece in tutta Toscana. cd ora e ito
A far vago lo regno delle stelle.'*

Pietro Cavallini and the Cosmati subsequently obtained reputation by their mosaic,
principally at Rome ; the latter working in the Gothic manner altogether. I have every
reason to believe that tho Greeks continued to labour at Vcniw long after their services
were dispen.-ed with in other cities of Italy ; although after MOO, I think tho work at St.
Mark's to have been altogether Italian. With the uprising of the great school of fresco
jwinting, the employment of mosaic, a far more costly decoration, was. to a great extent,
dispensed with ; although at Pisa, Or\-ieto, Sienna, and Rome, both styles of mural em-

bellishment art; constantly to be wwn together. Their union ia not, however, to beadmirod,
owing to their unequal durability, the permanence of the colour of the one fKqacntljr
making needlessly conspicuous tho fading or BtainiuL' ..i tin; other. The l)eat earlj
lienaiaeance monumental mosaics with which I am su---: ttioao from tho dealgnc
of Koffaelle in the Capella Chiginna, In Banta Maxifl!!d< i -trated In colour by Mr.
G-mner), and tho vault of a snbterranean chapel In Bant _ , : ''ienualemme, at Borne,
the design of which is attributed to UaldatKare FernzzL TUu bwt UUo TliiiiiilWMiiiin moMloc,
on a grand scale, are unquestionably the magnificent doeorationi of tte TMt onrwlnaiid
peiidentives of St. Pet<*r's, models which one would fain aeeriTallod. notalavlj^ly imitated,
in our great metropolitan cathedral. For the irt-odui^tlou of the Papal moMUc«, a,A<^Hai
or Government establishment was founded, which has not failwi up to the present
time in providing materials and labourers equal to the repair of old, and the initiation of
new work equal in all respects to, and surpsfslngin some, the iieculiaritice of each ityle
we have hitherto noticed.*

THE EMBANKMENT OF THE THAMES.

ON Wednesday, in the House of Commons, Mr. Cowpeb, in moving for leave
to brinp; in a " Bill fur einbaiikintc the noi'tli side of tlie Thames from Wett-

min9ter-brid<5c, and for luaking new streets in and near tlicreto, and from Black-
friars-briilge to the Mansion House," referring to past proceedin,;^, said that one
of the most pressinf; wants of the metropolis was a (i^ood thorou;;hfarc between
the City and the West-end. Ludfjate-hill, Fleet-street, and Temple-bar did not
now serve tlie purpose for whioh they were intended ; and, in toiiseouence of the
value of property in tliose thoroughfares, to widen them would uiniuet be im-
practicable. The embankment that he proposed would also provide for the laying
down of a low-level sewer, without the necessity of breaking up the pavement of
the Stratid and Fleet-street, to the danger of the houses and pulilic building.
A third object mi<!lit be combined with these two, namely, the improvement of
the navigation of the Thames; and a fourth, the embellishment of the river, and
the establishment of a healthy place of recreation for the people rejicling; on the
north hank of the river. One of the noblest features of London, and the source
of its wealth, was its river, and it might be supposed that Londoners would be
proud of it, and have done all in their power to improve and adorn it. The
Liftey, which could not be compared to the Thames in size, had been adorned
with beautiful quays. Paris, St. Petersburg, Stockholm, I'lorence, and other
Continental cities had done the same for the rivers on which they were sitaated

;

but in London little had been done, though he believed the discussion had lasted
for nearly two hundred years, Sir Christopher Wren, in IGGG, having proposed
that a quay should be constructed from London-bridge to the Temple, and similar
projects having been repeatedly revived. In 18C0 the subject was again re-
newed in that House, and a Committee was appointed to inquire into the
subject. They recommended an embankment between Blackfriain and West-
minster, and suggested the coal duties as the source from which the expenses
should be defrayed ; but they did not recommend a plan. Last year a Royal
Commission sat, which not only recommended an embankment generally, but the
specific plan to which the Bill lie desired to introduce was intended to give effect,

and which he had no doubt was the best plan tliat could be devised. Its main
advantage was, that it did not attempt to retain the whai-ves, as had been in-
tended in all earlier plans ; but it was proposed to buy up all the wharves, and
make a solid embankment with an ordinary roadway. Another feature would
be the extension of the roadway Ironi Blackfriars-bridge to the Maiision-house,
as a mere embankment to Blackfriars-bridge would not divert the traffic which
impeded the thoroughfares he had mentioned. It was at first proposed that the
embankment itself should proceed further than Blackfriars, but the river was
so narrow between Blackfriars-bridge and Southwark that such an embankment
would be injurious to the navigation, and the property between ."^outhwark-

bridge and the Mansion-house was so valuable that the expense would not be
compensated by the advantage. The funds from which the work was to be
executed were those provided by the London Coal and Wine Duties' Continuance
Act, passed last session. He proposed that the execution of the Act should be
entrusted to the Metropolitan Board of Works. He knew that objections had
been urged against tliis; but it seemed to him that the Board bad been
created by the Legislature expressly for this soit of work, and that
there was no other body in existence to whom it could be more
properly committed. It had been objected that the Board were too
much occupied. The Bill, however, provided that tlie executive work
should not devolve upon the wliole Board, but upon a committee ot nine to be
appointed by themselves. It had been suggested that the embankment should
extend as far as Battersca or Vauxhall. After the execution of the present
bill, there would only remain the small portion of the river between Westminster-
bridge and Millbanlc-street, which would be without an embankment. They
might, therefore, reasonably hope that this small portion would, in a few years,

be embanked, and there would be a ch^ir field extending from Blaekfriars-brldge
for a distance ot four miles. He thought this would be as sjjlendid and mag-
nificent a range as was to be found anywhere. It was not proposed at present to

do anything with regard to the south side of the river. A commission was sitting

on the subiect. They had been hearing a great deal of evidence, but had not yet

agreed to their report. It would therefore be premature to form an opinion as

to what ought to be done. Among the advantages which would be gained by
the embanknjent would be the throwing open to the public of considerable open
spaces of grass and trees by the side of the river. When the sewage was com-
pletely removed from the river these places would become spots where enjoyment
and healthy recreation eoiUd be obtained. Altogether the improvement to the

metropolis would be very great. It was proposed not to fetter the Metropolitan

Board of Works with any control or interference beyond that which arose from
the fact that the funds derived from the coal duties was at present in the hands
of the Treasury. The Bill would enable the Treasury to pay the money over to

the Board of Works.
Mr. Williams was sorry to hear that the right hon. gentleman did not pro-

pose by his Bill to embank the south side of the Thames, and hoped that a
provision to effect that object would be introduced into the Bill; and Mr. Locke
urged the propriety of due consideration being given to the cfiect which the

embankment of the north side of the Thames must have on tlie south side of the

river.

Mr. Cox called attention to the injury which would be inflicted upon persons

occupying premises and engaged in trade along the river side by the proposed

embankment. Those persons must remove to a distance, and have carts and

waggons running from their yards to the side of the river. Tho new road which

• To be coutinucd.
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it was proposed to make in continuation of the embankment nould be of no use,

and would cost a srreat d«il of money. He was exceedingly anxious to see jrreat

improTements carried out in the metropolis, but he thought that the proguised

one, instead of beinjT an improvement would become n nuisance. That was his

opinion of it as regarded the southern side of the Thames; Mr. Coxinoham
could not cvncciw a greater metropolitan improvement than the one now pro-

posed, and he should irivc the right hon. gentleman his support in carrying this

measure.
Mr. KiNX.\iRD also believHl that the proposed embankment would be most

useful and beneficial, and thanked the First Commissioner of Works for the

attentiou he had given to the subject.

I^eave was then given.

THE MANAGEMENT OF OUR SCIENCE AND ART
INSTITUTIONS.

IN the House of Commons, on Wednesday, Lord H. Lennox moved tliat the
House is of opinion that, for the preparation of any estimates, and for the

expenditure of any moneys voted in aid of the British Museum, the National
Gallery, and all other inslitulion* liaving for their object the promotion of educa-
tion, science, and art, one Minisdr of the Crown should be responsible to the

House, pointing out, in n long and interesting speech, the anomalous position in

which each of these institutions was placed as regarded their government and
their representation in the House. The motion was seconded by Mr. Gregory,
who dwelt on the irregularity, the want of system, and the absence of responsi-

bility in reference to the conduct of our public works, and expressed his belief

that the present motion would be the foundation of an improvement in the
nuuiagemeiit and administration of those institutions, for the consideration of
which he pointed out that the present session afforded a favourable opportunity.

He especially dwelt on the mismanagement of the British Museum, and urged
alteratirn in its administration.

Tlie Cliancellor of the Exchequer said that a new arrangement was made in
ISCO with regard to the National Gallery, which it was open to the House to

have questioned at the time. As n^garded what he might call the indictment
which had been laid against the British Museum, he denied that the charge of
general mismanagement was sustained by evidence. He contended that the
mere fact of that institution being represented in Parliament by a private
member of the House did not detract from the responsibility of the preparation
and production of the estimates relating to it, while the Government was also

responsible for them. He stated that shortly a proposition would be laid before

the House relating to the British Museum, which would bring that institution

under discus.sion and enable the House to decide upon that which was proposed.
Mr. Coningham a'sserted that on all occasions the House had had the control

of the expenditure of these public institutions, and had by its acceptance of the

estimates confirmed the authority of their administrators ; and Mr. Blake com-
plained of the attempt which had been made to make schools of art or design
self-supporting, contrary to the usual practice with regard to other branches of
public education.

Mr. Disraeli said that while approving of the resolution, which was calculated
to do good, he thought it would be desirable not to press the motion to a division.

As it had been met by the previous question on the part of the Government, that
was equivalent to an admission of the truth of the principle contained in it, and
with that he thought his noble friend might be satisfied, as he had practically

established bis proposition that the management of these institutions generally
was not satisfactory. While admitting that such institutions as the National
Portrait Gallery and the National Gallery might well be placed under the
control of a responsible minister, he thought that scant justice had been done
to their present administrators. As regarded the British Museum, although its

administration was somewhat anomalous, yet he did not consider it so faulty in

action as had been asserted, and the unsatisfactory state of the Museum was
inseparable from its origin and multifarious character.

Eventually the motion was withdrawn.

Thb Suez Canal.—A letter from Cairo says:—" M. de Lesseps, President

-

Director of the Suez Canal Company, gave a grand banquet on the 2nd ult. to
all the officials and workmen, native and others, in commemoration of the
opening of the canal by which the waters of the Nile had been brought into the
centre of the Isthmus. Three days before, M. Lesseps left Cairo, descended the
Nile as far as Bennah, and after passing through the Canal of Ouadee, entered
the new canal, and landed on the plateau close to the town of Tymsah. The
journey from Cairo was performed in forty hours, and by means of this new
canal navigation is now open from the Nile to the centre of the Isthmus. The
number of persons assembled at the banquet was about '200, the place chosen
being the banks of the Lake of Tymsah, where large tents were erected for the
occasion. At the dessert, M. de Lesseps addressed the company, pointing out
the advantages which would result from the completion of this canal, and the
greater benefits which would hereafter be produced by that across the Isthmus."
The reports current respecting the operations of the Suez Canal Company
become more and more unfavourable. The small channel, or rigotK de
terviee, dug through Lake Menzaleh, is already almost entirely obliterated.
Whatever embankments had been raised on either side have been washed away,
and the small boats that occasionally attempt the passage find themselves every
now and then stuck fast in the open but shallow lake. The approaches to Port
Said arc in as unpromising a state as ever, and the cutting through the sand
heights of El Gisr, it is found, must be attempted, in spite of its acknowledged
ditficulties and disadvantages; and it is now altogether vain for the projectors of
the scheme to talk of English jealousy and animotiity.—Engineer.
Cast-Iron Sleepers for Railways.—A modification has just been intro-

duceii into the system of French railways, whicli there is some probability will
shortly be adopted by the principal companies of this country. It has long been
proposed to substitute cast-iron sleepers for the wooden ones now almost
universally adopted, but this substitution has been hitherto regarded as im-
practicable, on account of the rupture occasioned by shocks, &c., hut a felt pack-
ing has lieen applied which ett'ectually prevents all risk of fracture. Kxperiments
and trials on the Paris and Lyons Railway have proved that after eight months'
continued traffic, the system was pirfectly successful. The economy resulting
from the emidoyment ol iron, would be, it i« said, from oO to UO per cent.

Olorrcsjioiulencc.

A NEW FtmNACE FOR BOILERS, &c,
Sm,—I desire to record a remarkable circumstance attending the supplying of furnaces

^vith heatcit air which has been hitherto niuiotical, or at least not made public ; it differs

from the liot blast for smelting punwses. The heated air is obtained by keeping the ash-
pit eutu-ely dased, except when opened for removing ashes ; and an arrangement for pass-
ing one or more streams of air from the back of a boiler bed through separate passages in
the solid brickwork beneath the entire length of the lowest Are tiues, from thence into the
ash-pit, and through the bai-s into the furnace. The result derived from this description of
furnaces, when applied to heating gas retort beds, may surprise your readers, who would
probably sujipose that It would occasion increased trouble with clinkers, the great object
now being to check their formation by using evaporating pan* in the ash-i)lt, which mode
causes clinkers to become very hard, their removal often breaktngthe brickwork ; whereas,
by their totally reversing the usual mode, and drawing out the heat absorbed In the solid

brickwork, and that radiated from the floor of the furnace, and repassing it through the
bars, clinkers are formed of so soft a nature as to be clearable from the bars with a rake.
In fact, with one exception, firemen attending on these furnaces have told me they would
sooner have charge of two altered furnaces to one of the common kind. 1 believe when
this becomes known and tried it will be generally appreciated.

Geokce Walcott, O.B.

—*—
Proceedings of the Liverpool Architectural and Archceological Society.

THE Liverpool Architectural Siiciety h;ivi' published the proceedings of the
thirteenth session—1800-1801. Tlic volume contains full reports of the

papers read, whieli are of an unusually important character, together with a
report of the annual meeting. There is also an index and title-page of the
prbecedings of the last three sessions, which have been printed in the new and
reduced size, and which together now form sutficient matter for a volume of
moderate size.

The Council augur favourably with regard to the future well-being of the
Society, and feel justified in recommending the question of issuing illustra-

tions with future "proceedings" to careful consideration.

DECISIONS IN THE COURTS.

DISTRICT SURVEYORS' FEES.
Badger v. Jiowley BvoUtej's.— Greenwich Police Court.—In this case, heard on tile 11th

inst., the summons was granted under Sec. 51 of the Metropolitan Building Act, 18 and 19
Vic, cap r2'2, for recovery of two fees of £4 lis. 3d. each, claimed by complainant as
district surveyor, in respect of alterations and works done by defendants at the Longton
Hotel, Sydenham, in April and ilay, 18(il, under the superintendence of Mr. J. W. Dennlson,
architect.

Mr. Venn, solicitor, of New-Inn, Strand, appeared for defendants, who denied 'their
liability to pay the second fee in complainant's account, wliich was claimed " for altera-
tions to roof of building by permission- of Board of Works."
Complainant stated that on the 'Ith of April he found defendants engaged on the worlcs

(which had been commenced without any notice to him), and that at this date the roof
above some stabling had been covered with an external covering of asphalte, to which he
objected, as being combustible : that the architect applied to the Metropolitan Board of
Works, who eventually gave their consent to the roof being temporarily left in that state

;

that defendants, on the 17th of April, gave him a notice applying to the chief portions of
the entire work, which was in progress, and offered to pay his fee—but complainant claimed
an additional fee for the alteration to the roof discovered on April the 4th, upon the ground
that It was a separate matter, and was under his supervision as district surveyor.
Mr. Venn, for defendants, contended that, as asphalte was used in the former covering

of the roof , the covering placed by defendants was not in itself an ''alteration" within
the meaning of Sec. 9 of the Statute, but was " a necessary repair not ailocting the con-
struction," and for this a notice would not be required, and that, even if held to be an
alteration, it merely formed part of one set of works in progress at the same time, without
any suspension, and that therefore only one fee Wiis payable ; further, that If defendants
had acted Illegally by placing the covering on the roof before giving their notice, the
district surveyor should have taken steps to enforce the penalty imiwsed by |the Statute,
but could not recover double fees.

Evidence being given by defendants that the covering to the roof was a part of the
entire work entereil upon, and which had been continuously performed without any sus-
pension, the magistrate, upon this ground, decided that only one fee was payable, but
declined to express any opinion as to whether the covering to the roof was or was not in
itself an " alteration" within the meaning of the Statute.

Preserving Timber.—M. de Lapparent has addressed a report to the

Minister of Marine on the preservation of timber employed in the construction of

ships, and proposes a remedy, which consists in the carbonisation of the timber
used in shipbuilding. The manner in which he proceeds to carbonise the timbers
and the secret whicli he retains, is by employing "an inflammable gas," which is

applied to the timber in a certain manner. It is said that tiie experiment made at
Cherbourg in presence of M. Soehet, director of nav.il constructions, was com-
pletely successful. One essential advantage of the plan is tlie absence of all

danger, which is a chief point in an arsenal. It is estimated that the expense will

not exceed 10c. the square yard—gas and labour included. It has been further

ascertained that one workman can easily carbonise 40 square yards during a day's

work of 10 hours. Finally, the carlionisation is uniform, and it does not exceed a
quarter of a millimeter in thickness.

Brompion-koad Imi'kove.ment.—A circular letter has been addressed to

the inhabitants of Brompton and South Kensington, stating that the Turnpike-
road Commissioners propose, at their own expense, to widen the Broinpton-road,
from Knightsbridge-green (close to Sloane-street) to the Bell and Horns (near
the South Kensington Museum). The Kensington Vestry undertake to widen
the footpaths abutting on the improved road. The Turnpike Commissioners
attach to their proposal the condition that the land required lor the widening of
the road should be delivered to them free of cost. Tlie greater part of the land
renuired consists of small plots of waste ground, abutting on tliu roail ; but the

value of tins, it is conceived, will be mire than compensated l)y the great

additional value to be given to all the adjoining property by tlie improviiinent of

the foot and carriage way. To complete the work, however, some l)nildiTigs must
be removed, and to the owners of those buildings compensation must be made.
The Committee, therefore, appeal for a subscription liy the inhaliitants of
Brompton and South Kensingion to nuke up the sum reqirired to pat the

Couifuissioaiefs in a position to carry out the iuy>rovemeuts.
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IMPROVEMENTS IN BUILDING, &c.

BmHOCTRHreo OP Fibks in Warkiiouses asd OTirEii Buii.DiNQS.—rated Anirolit 3,

1861.—E. TomUnson and G. W. C. Wilson, Liverpool.

To apply this Invention to, say a warehouse, the inventors connect to an undergroulid

hlgh-pre*isure water miiin, or to an elevated rcser\'oir, a supply pipe which is carried to the

side of the Warehouse, nnd, say about :( fwX or 4 feet above the level of the parapet, whore
it opens into a recess fo.rmed in the side of the warehouse, and which raay be fitted with a

lock-up door. A suitable length of pipe is placed horizontidly ujwn the hood of the vertical

pipe (fortnilig a T-shaped head), and to which distinct branch pijtfs leading to each room
or floor are connectetl. These branch pipes are fitted within the lock-up box with suitable

stop cocks and handles, immbered correspondingly with the rooms above, and which, upon
the discovery of fire in any of the rooms, may be turned on by, say the jwliceman on duty,

who is supplied with a key to the lock-up box. The pipes may be placetl in any convenient

]H)sition within the rooms, say along the ceiling in rows, or connected together by trans-

verse pipes ; these pipes ore perforated with a large number of holes in any conveident

manner. By these arrangements a large quantity of water may be immediately supplied

to any of the rooms either separately or collectively, as required, and these perforated pipes

may also be applied to the inside of the roof of the buildings.

Window P.vsres.—Dated August 7, 18G1.—D. Miles, Newport.
The patentee claims the combination of parts tied or kept together by metallic tongues,

forming, when complete, a rigid and secure window sasli, and permitting, on the with-
drawal of tlie said metallic tongues, both the ujjper and lower sashes partially to [revolve,

in order that either side of the glass may be cleaned from the interior of the room or
chamber at pleasure. Also the combination of parts in using which he disiwnses partly

with the metallic tongues for the lower sash, or for both upper and lower sashes, and uses

a spring catch, or two spring catches, in lieu thereof. Also the combination of parts by
which he causes both upper and lower sashes to present singly or together either face of

the glass to the interior of the chamber, substituting the use of spring catches in lieu of

metallic tongues.

Covering for Houses, ic.—Dated 7, 18GI.—N. A. Lessucnr, Paris.

This invention consists, principally, in giving to bricks, tiles, iic, by means of grooves,
notches, or mortices cut In dovetail, the faculty of being set and fixed rapidly, solidly, and
economically.

The Construction op Doons, Gates, axd Shutters, ' pkincipally ArPLicADLE
to Fireproof Buildings.—Dated August 8, 1861.—\V. S. Hogg, Rothcrhithe.

This invention consists in fonning the above-mentioned articles of parallel iron or other
metal bars, rebated or grooved to receive bricks or other moulded forms of earthen mate-
rials. ,In many cases ordinary bricks will answer the purpose perfectly well, and may be
variously disposed according to the structure required. The parallel iron bars are combined
with an external iron framing of the form and size desired.

Protecting and Arranging Water Pipes, and Mechanicai. Contrivances for
Withdrawing the Water from the same and Preventing their being
INJUitED liv Frost.—Dated August .3, 1801.—G. F. Jones and J. Jones.
This invention relates, first to supply pipes. It being usually inconvenient or imprac-

ticable to place these sufficiently deep in the earth to be beyond the influence of frost, the
patentees protect the same by cociting them with, or embedding them in, some one or other
of the substances which are the slowest conductors of heat (such as felt, straw, or hay
bands, india-rubber, liiK- dry sand, or sawdust, clay, salt, or alum), and when required,
enclosing those in cartKtiiwarc or wooden piiMjs or casing. Just where the protection due
todepth ceases, the supplypipe is to terminate in a cylinderplaced horizontally or obliquely,
having a piston which, when pushed towards and left at the outward limit of its stroke,
ahall permit the free pa.-sage of the water from the supply pipe to the house main, and
When drawn to its inward limit, and held so by a weight, shall stop and prevent the .supply,

at the same time permitting the water contained in the house mains and brajiches to
return to the cylinder, and thence to run off by a waste pipe with a drain, which waste,
during the admission of the supply, is closed by the periphery of a second piston open lon-
gitudinally, travelling simultaneously and commeusuratcly with that first mentioned.

FiRF.-PROOF Buildings.—Dated July 25, 1861. -J. Simmons.
In carrying out tliis invention the inventor proposes to make the cast-iron girders and

columns used in supporting the various floors hollow, and to counect them together in such
a manner as to form a clear watercourse throughout the whole series. The tubular columns
he carries up from the basement to the roof, where he connects tliem with a water-tank
that may cover any given surface of the roof, and these lines of columns he also connects
with a series of hollow girders, which serve to carry the several fire-proof floors. He brings
down water from the tank to the basement of the building by suitable pipes running either
outside the building or enclosed in brickwork, so as to be protected from the action of fire

in the building, and at the basement he connects this supply with the vertical columns
which carry the hollow girders. By this arrangement, should a fire occur in any part of
the building, the adjacent hollow metal supports will become heated, and the water con-
tained therein will be caused to circulate, a heated stream floating upward, and cold water
taking its place, and absorbing the heat imparted by the fire to the metal. Thus the
temperature of the metal will be effectually, kept under, and a discharge of water on to the
exterior of the metal will in no way affect its stability.

MACIIiNERr FOR CUTTING WOOD.—Dated July 23, 1861.—E. Thompson.
This invention consists in an arrangement of machinery whereby revolving cutting tools

for chasing, grooving, moulding, and other similar work, can be moved (while in the
operation of cutting or otherwise) in any direction required by the workman, giving him
complete command over the tool to follow any line of cut traced out, without in any way
interfering with the revolving action of the cutter or the driving power. Tlie principle
consists in mounting the cutting tools in a carrier or traverse block, such block being free
to travel along a beam, revolving motion being communicated to the cutter by a gut or
band in the following manner :— Motion is oommunicotecl from the driving power to a
double-grooved pulley revolving freely upon a shaft, upon which shaft one end of a beam
is pivoted. A second gut or band passes round the other groove of the double pulley,
thence entirely round, so as to grip a pulley attached to the cutter holder, thence round a
third pulley ui)on the opposite end of the beam, and back, past, and clear of the cutter-
holder pulley to the first pulley. The travei*se block or earner can thus travel along
the beam, carrying with it the cutter, without interfering with the revolution of its pulley.

FOR Pbeventing the Wind Draughts at the Foot op Doors, and allowing
THE.M to open OVER CARPETS OR OTHER SUBSTANCES WITHOUT THE USE OP
RISING Hinges.-C. A. Wheeler.
This invention consists of two pieces of moulding the width of the door, made in any

kind of wooil or metal, the lower or bottom piece being much stouter and heavier than the
upper piece, and they are attached to each other by cords or chains, leaving a space between
the two pieces of moulding to allow the lower moulding to rise and pass over the carpet, or
any other substance the door may have to travel over. The upper piece of moulding is
made fast to the face of the door by screws, or nails, or brads, suspending the lower piece of
moulding one-ciglith of an inch or more from the floor ; and in front of these nwuldings,
between them and the door, is a piece of an air-tight cloth, or india-rubber, orother flexible
material the width of the door, which flexible material is attached to the upper piece of
moulding, or to the face of the door, and which rests upon the floor. The lower piece of
moulding, bt ing suspended in the manner already described, rises and falls with the opening
and shutting of the door, and presses against the flexible material, preventing any wind or
draught from entering the room.

Watekcloset and Urisal Apparatus.-K. Common.
Here the inventor uses an air-tight vessel in which water snflScieut for one discharge is

collected as the water accunudates. air contained in the vessel is compressed, so that when
the discharge takes place the water will rush out with a force due to the degree of comores-«on of the confined air.

TENDERS.
DWELI.INO-HOUSK, ANERLET.

For erecting a dwelling-house in the Oakficld-rood, Anorloy,
architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. B. A. C. Herring.

Mr. George SUdngton,

Luscombe iei,476 10
Downs 1,370
Barrett 1,297
Coleman 1,279

Kent £1,277
Conder 1,285
Thompson (accepted) 1,230

Mansion, Omagh (Ireland).
For additions and alterations to Seskanore House, near Omagh. UcMn. Boyd and Batt,

architects, Belfast and Londonderry.
Mullin £2,500 I M'Gauchey £4,100
I'crgusson 2,332 M'Clelland (accepted) 2,074 10 S
Stewart 2,181

Alterations, Dublin.
For alterations to a house in Grafton-street. Dublin. Mr. Hoane, architect.

Clarke £350
{
Grant and Lennon (accepted) £3SS

Dr}'sdale .343 | Smith tn

Police Station, Coventry.
For a new police station at Longford, near Coventry. Mr. William Kendall, oonntj i

veyor.
Duttou , £1,330
Robinson 1,297
Marriott 1,240
Matthews 1,175

Fox £l,lAi
Hallam and Price 1,125
Potter 1,020
Storer, Jua 'jut

Bridge, Leicester.
For the ironwork and fixing for a cast-iron girder bridge of 42 feet span, average wtdtH

between parapets, 27 feet 6 inches, for crossing the river Soar, at Leicester. Mr. E. L.
Stephens, borough surveyor, engineer. Quantities supplied.
Dunn £828
Cochrane 765
Swingler 705
Stapp 649
Handyside 630
Galloway GOO
Head, Ashby, andCo 600

Haywood £555 0-

Sharman 445
S.Pegg 420
J. PeggandCo 400
Grimsons • 898 10
J. andB. Clift 392 10
LawandSons 360 0-

Repairs, tic, Piccadilly.
Repairs and alterations, 3, Little St. James-street, Piccadilly, for J. Dobson, Esq. C. J.

Adams, architect.

Clements £158 8
|
Williams (accepted) £131

Architect's estimate £140

Dwelling-house, Stratford.
For house at Maryland Point, Stratford, for Mr. J. Wood, o£ Bethnal-green. Mr. S. W.

Iron, surveyor. Quantities supplied by Mr. Brett.

Larko £360
Reed 366
Markhall 320

Rivctt £319
P. and F. J. Wood 297
•Jav.

Letter afterwards received from Mr. Jay, stating his tender should have been £325.

Lunatic Asylum, Kent.
For lunatic asylum at Stone, Kent, for the Corporation of the City of London.

Mr, Bunning, architect.

Portland. Ancaster.
Webster £45,600 .... £43,400
Holland and Hannen 44,600 .... 43,000
Ryder 44,200 .... 42,800
Higgs 43,445 .... 42,000
SewellandSott 43,196 .... 40,106
TroUope 42,800 41,920
Brown and Robinson 42,670 .... 40,820
Conder 42,600 .... 40,400
Lucas Brothers 42,300 .... 41,550
Hill and Co 41,000 .... 39,038
Myers 40,817 .... 40,1.W
A.\fordandCo 40,140 .... 39,060
Ashby and Homer 39,970 89,500
Perry 39,575 .... 37,675
Wilson 39,425 .... 38,925
Piper and Wheeler 38,404 37,784

Dwelling-house, Bedford.
For the erection of dwelling-house and coffee-rooms in Catddwell-street, Bedford,

Usher, architect.

Reynolds and Son £484
John Young 452 12 2

Mr.

Francis and Son £378 15
Thomas Preston 371

John Cunvin 422 Samuel Joy 339 9 6
James Houghton 405 15 |

Cattle M.\.rket, Colchester.
For the erection of the Colchester new cattle market. Mr. J. S. Cooke, C.E,

by Messrs. R. L. Curtis and Son
Sawyer £1 ,9.53

(Jnantities •

Leeand Baker £1,406 10
Dobson 1,357 16

Orrin and Elsden 1,348 10
Strickson 1,150

Hunt (accepted) 1,140

Parker 1,800

Rayner and Co 1,.')21

Start 1,513

Hawkins 1,444

Workhouse, Lancashire.
For works required at the workhouse now in course of construction at Blackburn . Lan>

cashire. Quantities supplied by the architect, .lohn Edward Gates, York and Halifax.

Masoniji to Entrance-lodge, and tocomplete Retaining Walt.

Field and Broughton £941 17 8
Carpenter's and Joiner's Workfor Lodge, and Fittings in Workhouse,

K.Bell £534 12 9 W. Baron (accepted) £250 9
G. W. Baron 26(1

Steam Sailers, Coating Apparatus, Hot Water Apparatus, and General Jronirort

Fryer £1,728 0"
Brooke 1,472

ChirkandCo 1,400
Gas Tubing.

Cowbum £253 10 I Peter Walsh £190
J.Metcalfe 236 T. C. Wolstenholme (accepted) 189

JohnBell 195 0|
Masonry and Slating^ Jtc,

A. Neill (accepted) £996

Wood and Co £1,291 13

Baldwin (accepted) 1,290

Houses, New Wandsworth.
For a pair of houses to be bidlt at New Wandsworth, for Thomas Cole, Esq. G. H.P.ige

architect.

Piper and Wheeler £2,362 I Westacott £2,100

Kotley 2,110
I
Bass -V»
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-VlJISIKll'SKS. LONDON".
For Uuiteen additional almshouses, and oclier w-orks, at the Licensed Yictuallets* Asylnm.

Haine XS.liK)

Alldnd 3,214 | JaiijOiaad Anhton
J. anJC. W.Todd S,1SI7

Adamfou and tions 3,151
Biackbuni 3,120
Habb..
Haitin

Wills £2,S'J1

Emior 2,872

Greenwood 2,800

Mottec 2,743

3,0»<>
j Searle 2,47.'!

2,947 . Hanmp and Son (accepted) 2,100

CHUBCH OAIXRBIIS, &C., TCTiBRIDGK WELLS.
Ittrtao nawgaDaiies, palpit and mding-deek. tic, in Christ Gharch, Tunbridge Wells,

Mr. W. Bond, architect. Quantities by Charles M. Strange.
Winnifrith £533 Perigoe £482
M««n.Pink 495 I B. J. Strange 420
Edwards andWalkUng 490

CHilPEL, BlRMTSOHAH.

>ZS ™'' ""•Bragst'onal diapel, Laiells, Birmingham. Poulton and Woodman, anshiteots,

Bamsley ^63,378

WcbbandSons 3,360

Mathews 3,238

Bennett (accepted) 2,9«7

Jj«» • £3,550
™*™«e 3,4*0
Hamwick , 3,428 ::

wiboii saoo

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
IXFIRMAllY.

IiOXDO.v. —The managers of the Central Loudon District School desire to have designs fora
detached infirmai^- for their boys' and girls' schools at Cuckoo i'arni, Hanwell. The
building must be of a simple and ine.tpensivc character, in harmony with the e.^istlng
boildings, and comprise acoommodatiou as required by the Poor Law Board for 180 boys
and 180 girls, each sex to be S3p.aratcly JUtributed i'a six rooms. There must also be a
kiteben. surgery, waiting-room, and other necessary offices underneath. Particulars on
application to the superintendent at the schools. The plans must bo drawn to a uniform
scale of s feet to an inch, each to be accominnied by a spociScation of the works and an
«iC>mate of their cost. No premium will be given, but the architect whose plan is
cboaen w-ill be paid by commission for supervision. Ssc, of erection of the building in the
OBnalway. Each set of plans must be subscribed with a motto, and forwarded with a
sealed letter, containing the motto and the nutlior's name, to Samuel Heath, Jun. clerk
to the Board, Xo. 10, Basinghall-atreet, E.C.. on or before April 2.

LAYIxa OUT.
TRiNMEiVE.—The directors of the Tranmere Freehold Land Society desire plans, before the

2Sth March, for laying out oad allotting the estate belonging to the Society, in Higher
^Tranmere ; consisting of about 40 statute acres. Premiums will be given for the best
and second-best plans. Each plan to be accompanied with an estimate of the cost of the
formation and construction of the roads and sewers, and also of the laying out of the
land. Particulars from Mr. John Quinn, Chairman of the Society, 22, Lord-street,
Liverpool

; or from Mr. H. P. Priest, Secretary, Market-cross-chambers, 19, Market-street;,

CONTRACTS OPEN:
B.42STCS.

lavKKPOOU—For the erection of new premises for the Adclphi Banking C!ompany, in
South John-street, Liverpool. Quiintities may be had, and the plans, &c., seen at the
of C. O. Ellison, architect, 20, CTayton-sqiiare, Liverpool. Tenders to the architectn^ later than twelve o'clock on the 28th inst. marked " Tender for Adelphi Bank."

"DDES.—For the erection of new bank premises, at Aylesbury, Bucks, for the directors of
the London and County Bank. Tenders to be delivered to Frederick Chancellor, CSielms-

^^fati, Esicx, on or before the 2!)th inst.

Eblanu.—For erecting a branch bank and manager's residence at Nenagh, co. Tipperary,
for the Provincial Bank of Ireland. Plans, &.C., at the office of the architect, W. G.
Honay, 68, Lower Gardiner-street, Dublin, up to the 31st inst. on which day estimates
ate to be forwarded addressed to Thomas Hewat, Esq., Provincial Bank of Ireland^ 42.
Old Broad-Btreet, London, EC.

TOWN HALL.
TnrERTOS.—For the erection of the New Town-hall, &c., for the Borongh of Tiverton.

Plans, &c., at the town clerk's office, Peter-street, Tiverton. Sealed tenders endorsed
" Tiverton Sew Town Hall" to be delivered at the town clerk's office, on or before the
2nd of April. Bills of quantities will be supplied by the arcliitect, Mr. H. Lloyd, Park-
street, BristoL

.^^ BATH.
BYBE.—For a floating bath, 110 feet long by S6 feet wide, with thirty dressing boxes,

waiting room, &c.. to be constructed of timber, and moored near the pier at Ryde. Plans,
«c., at the office of the Ctompany's engineer, Mr. F. Newman, 16, (Seorge-street, Eyde, where
waled tenders arc to be delivered before noon 011 the 3lst inst.

CHUnCHE.S.
BOTFOLK.—For the works to be done in additions and alterations to Oueden Church, Suffolk.

Drawingis, ic, with Mr. J. F. Clark, architect, Newmarket. Tenders to the Bev. W. S,
McDonall, Rectory, Ousden, on or before the 24th March.

CAMBRIDOE.—For the works to be done in restoring the north wall and roof to nave of
Kirtling Church, Cambs. Drawings, &c., at the office of Mr. J. F. Clark, architect, New-
market. Tenders, sealed and endorsed, " Tender tor Church Restoration," to bo sent to the
Bev. W. Chava.sec, Kirtling Vicarage, before the 24th inst.

IBELASD.—For the several works to be done m erecting the Intended new Roman Catholic
Church at Broadford, co. Kildare, for the Rev. Felix Tracey, P.P. Phins, &o., with

TJohn S. Bntlcr, Fjq., architect, No. 16, Hume-street, Unblin,to the 31st inst.
BCFFOLK—For taking down the tower of Foxearth Church, near Sudbury, Suffolk, and

bnilding a new tower and spire, together with other works. Plans, &c., at the school-
loom, on the 24th of March, ond five following days. Sealed tenders, directed to Rev.
John Forstcr, Foxearth Rectory, on or before the 6th April.

CHAPELS.
Bbistol—For the erection of the Clifton Wesleyau Chapel. Drawings, Stc, with Fosters
and Wood, architects, 6, Park-street, Bristol, till the 28th inst., on or Ijofore which the
tenders are to be sent to the architects, scaled and endorsed "Tenders for Clifton
Wesleyan ChapeL'*

BXETER.—For the erection of a chapel adjoining the Training College. Plans, &o., at the
office of the architect, Mr. Hayward, to whom tenders, soal^ and endorsed, " Tender for
Training College Chapel," before ten o'clock a.m. March 7.

SCHOOL.
SUKBEY.—For the Infant school and house proposed to be built at Famcombe, near Godal-
mlng, Surrey. PUms, &c., at the Famcombe National Schools. Tenders to be sent to 0.
H. Howell, architect, 6, Crescent, New Bridge-street, London, before the 24th March.

DWELLING HOUSES.
SrrXrrOKD.—VoT additions to premises in the Gaol-square, Stafford, (belonging to Mr. Wm.
Wynne.) Plans, &c., with Mr. Henry Ward, architect. Bank-passage, Stafford.

SrAFPOnDSiiinE. - for the erection of six dwelling-houses at Heron Cross, Fenton, for Mr.
Barlow. Drawings, «ic., at the office of Charles Lynam, architect, Stoke-upon-Trcnt.
tmtS the 26th Inst., on which day tenders are to be delivered to the architect, sealed and
endorsed.

Scssfx.—Forthe erection of a dwelling-house, with offlcw, entrance-lodge. Sic, at Staple-
flel

. Cuckfleld. Plans, ic, on application to Mr. F. W. Ilolloway, survciyor, Hayword's
Haa.h, till the ibtL inst. on which day, at noon, the tenders will be opened.

CAMimiiKiE.—For theei'eotion of a dwelling-house or Ailla, to be built in March, in Cam-
brid^.'eshiri'. — Plans. &c., at Mr. Eds.^^ Foster's, at March. Tenders to Mr. Foster, ou
or bcfoie the 31st March.

TwiCKF.NH.VM.—For building eight small houses at Twickenham. Drawings, &c., at the
office of the architect, Henry McCalla, C.E., 25, Westboumo-place, Eaton-square, to
whom tendei-s by 12 noon March 21.

Dumfries.— For bnilding a dwfUing-house and offices, at Heads, in Lochrntton. Plan,
&c. at Heads. Tenders to W. ISeattie, Esq., Newton, on or before Jtarch 26.

KiVNTS.—For the ei-ection of a dweUing-honse and offices, at Little Amwood, in the parish
of Hordle, Hants. Plans, SiC, with Messrs. Haslani and Buckland, surveyors, 23, Friar-
street. Reaiiing, Berks ; or at the l''arm-house. Tenders to be delivered at 23, Friar-street,

Reading, on or before March 27.

EBITU.—For the erection of a villa residence at Erith. in Kent, for Mr. Strickland. Plans,
&C. , on the 26th inst., with Mr. (^ates, 3, Eton-grove, Lee, Kent.

POLICE-STATION.
Devon.—For tlie erection of police station. Sic, at Northtawton, Devon. Plans. &c., with
•Henry Ford, Clerk of the Peace, Castle of Exeter, and at the office of Rol)ert Fulford, E«i.,
clerk to the Justices, Northtawton. Sealed tenders endorsed, "Tender for Northtawton
Police Station," to be sent to Mr. Ford on or before the 1st ApriL

BRIDGE.
MONTGOMEBYSiiinE.—For tlio erection of a plate girder bridge, for Broninrth, Mcifod,
Montgomeryshire, of 100 feet clear waterway, and 18 feet over all. Plans, and specifi-

cations can be seen at the office of the county surveyor, Kerry, Montgomeryshire.
Broniarth is about 10 miles from the Llanymynech Station, on the Oswestry and New-
town Railway. Tenders by April 7.

RAILWAYS.
Inverness and PERTn Junxtion.—The directors are prepared to receive tenders for the

construction of two additional sections of the lino, viz. :— 1. the Dalnacardoch contract,

extending from Calvine to the march between the counties of Perth and Inverness,

measuring 12 miles 1,383 yards or thereby, and comprising abont 40 bridges and culverts

for roads and streams, the span of the largest bridge being 00 feet. The excavations
consist of about 250,000 cubic yards, including some rock. 2. The Aviemoro contract,

extending from the river Dulnain to a point nearKinrara, measuring about twelve miles

1,140 yards. The excavations ou this section arc almost wholly gravel, and comprise
about 300,000 cubic yards, and the bridges are about 14 in number, the largest being a
girder bridge over tlio river Dulnain, of 811 feet span. The rails, chairs, sleepers, spikes,

flsh-platcs, and bolts will be supplied by the Railway Company. Dr.awings, &c., at the

offices of Joseph Mitchell, Esq., C.B.. Inverness, from whom, or from the assistant engi-

neer on the line, duplicate schedules may be obtained at £2 "is. each. The co-t of the

detailed measurements will fall to be paid by the successful contractors. The line is

staked out a distance of every 100 feet, according to the working sections. Tlie deepest

cuttings arc also pitted to ascertain the nature of the materials in the excavatious. An
assistant engiiieer willjbe at Blair Hotel, Blair-Atholc, on 1st April at 10 o'clock a.m., to

accompany contractors over the Dalnacai-doch (Contract ; and at Lynvuilg, Kinrara, on
3rd of April, at twelve o'clock noon, to accompany contractors over the Aviemore Con-
tract, and point out the works and the sites of the bridges. Draft-contracts proposed to

be entered into will be seen with tlie a.s.sistant-engineer, or at Mr. Mitchell's office, on
and after tlie 20th. Sealed tenders, addressed to the secretary, and marked "Tenders for

Inverness and Perth Junction Railway Worlcs, " Dalnacardoch" or ** Aviemore Contract,

as the case may be, must be lodged at his office on or before the 9th April, at twelve,

noon.
MILITAIIT WORKS.

Whitehaven.—For the performance of such of the undermentioned descriptions of work
as may be required at Whitehaven and Maryport, in the construction of gun platforms,

parapet walls, magazine and artillery store, inclosure-fence. &c.,(in the batteries for drill

and practice about to be formed there) ; in the partial levelling and draining of the sites

for the batteries ; and m the fomiation of roads. Schedules of prices and printed forms

of tender, on or after the 12th March, until the 19th, where plans and speciOeations of

the works may at the same time be seen. Each contractor will be required to ten-

der for all of the trades :—masons', paviors', bricklayers', and plasterers', work ;
carpen-

ters' work, slaters' work, smiths' and ironfounders' work, plumbers' work, painters and
glaziers' work. Each tender is to be projierly filled up and signed, and to be trans-

mitted, under cover, to the Director of Contracts, War Office, Pall-mall, London, 8.W., so

as to be received thei-e on or before the 2.'ith March next, and to te marked on the out-

side, " Tender for Works at , in the Northern Royal Engineer District."^
_

Northern District.—For the performance of such of the under-mentioned descriptions

of work as may be required at Whitehaven and Maryport, in the constmction of gun-

platforms, parapet walls, magazine and artillery store, inclosnre fence, &c. (in the

batteries for drill and practice about to bo formed there) ; in the partial levelling and
draining of the sites for the batteries ; and in the formation of roiids. Schedules of prices

and printed forms of tender until the IWth of March, at the Royal Engineer Office, Nevr-

castle-on-Tyne, where plans and specifications of the works may at the same time be seen.

Each contractor will be required to tender for all of the trades :—Masons', paviors', brick-

layers', and plasterers' work ; carpenters' work, slaters' work, smiths' and ironfounders

work, plumbers' work, painters' and glaziers' work. Each tender to be properly filled up

and signed, and transmitted under cover to the Director of Contracts, War Office, Pidl-

mall, London, S.W., on or before the 25th March, and marked on the outside, " Tender

for Works at , in the Northern Royal Engineer District."

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We cannot undertake to return rejected communications.
Works in Peogeess We shall feel obliged to any of our readers who will favour us with

notes of works contemplated or in progress in the provinces; In most cases a simple

mention that a work is about to be, or has already been commenced, will be sufficient.

W. R. (Portsmouth.)—Received; thanks.
B. F. B.-K.-Shall be attended to. .... .„ ^
c. J. R. W—A Si'BscBiBZE.-O. N. H.—T. S. (Brighton) Not yet completed, out wiU be
very shortly.

G. O We cannot enter into such matters.
S. G. A. (Leeds)—Thanks.
A Constant Subscbibke II. R— Statement was not true ; much obliged. .

11. O. A. E Yes, if suitable ; let us see drawings.
Y. N. (Liverpool)—Shall hear from us.

A. L. F l'orha])S ; but we cannot promise.
H. (Dublin.)—Send further iiarllculiirs.

C A. J.—Shall be engraved.
K. K. J. C— Parcel has not yet been received.
S. O.—Below our mark.
A SuBficaiBKR (Carlisle) Yes, of our publisher.
K. E. F. U.—We caunot interlere ; you have an obvious remedy.
N.O.-AU in good time.
Q. (Salisbury)—Answered at length on another page.
M. J. L.— lieview has been some time deferred for want of space ; perhaps next week.
E. R. (Cork) Send papers.
N. J. C. E—Would be wiser to consult an architect.
M. A. C—Not at present.
It. O. D. I.—Not suitable.
I.—Next week.
E. S. (Maidstone) Stands over for consideration.
J O. and 11. K.—No harm has been done at present.
O. E. R. -We have no fear, judging from what has appeared.
A. I>. G.—Thanks; too late. Account has already appeared.

*,* Alt communiaUinns to te actdrtwed, The Editor qf Die BDIIJ>INO NEWS, 20, f)U

BosUKtl-anirl,i'^tranit, M'.C.,i'xc«pt letters re/errui\] to adcertiMmentt or other business matters,

vihich .ihontd 6e addressed to the I^ublisher, 18 to 21, tMd Bosicetl-courl.

Advertisements are reutxed up to six o'clock on Thursdays,
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ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION.
THE CONVERSAZIONE.

HE Conversazione inaugurating tlie twelftli

season of the Arcliitectural Exhibition, took
place, as many of our readers are aware, on
Tuesday evening last, when, notwithstunding
very unfavourable weather, and a little mis-
management in selecting an evening long
appropriated by the Architectural Museum,
the rooms were for several liours crowded
with visitors, among whom the large number
of ladies, who by their presence greatly
contributed to the success of a most suc-
cessful gathering, was very notable and
gratifying.

Among tliose present— the number of
visitors throughout the evening was mentioned as

amounting to nearly 800— were the Marquis
d'Azeglio, Budroodeen Tyalgee Sahib, Dr. Samuel
Kinns, the Kev. K. Burgess, B.D., I). Brandon,
Professor Robert Kerr, Messrs. Mayhew, John
Billing, James Wylson, W. Burges, T. M. Rickman,
Edward Blatchley, J. W. Penfold, G. Godwin, C. F.

Hayward, J. W. Papworth, Randall Druce, E. B.
Lamb, T. Roger Smith, K. O. Harris, R. 1'. Spiers, Thomas Blashill,

G.B. New, T. D. Wyatt, DoUman, Edmeston, Truefitt,&o.

In the course of the evening, Mr. Edmeston, in the absence of Mr.
Ashpitel from indisposition, said the Committee were glad again to

jneet the members and friends of the Institution at another Exliibition,

and referred with satisfaction to the fact that the receipts during
the last year liad been sufficient to meet the necessary expenses of the
Exhibition, though they were somewhat augmented in consequence of new
regulations being made, one of which was that the Committee determined
to pay the carriage of all drawings from country exliibitors, amounting to

a good deal of money in the course of the year, and also because exhibitors
had (roe tickets given to them. However, the money received had
been sufficient to meet the expenditure, and that was all tliey wanted.
With regard to the present Exhibition, he was able to allude with
very great i>leasure and satisfaction to the large and interesting collec-

tion of drawings and sketches by Mr. Pugin, in the West Gallery.
The Committee of the society had always from the first persevered
and succeeded in keeping the season tickets at the very low price of
half-a-crown, their object being not to make money, but to give facilities

to the public to visit tlieir annual e.xliibitions, and thereby conduce, as far
as possible, to the elevation of public taste and the spread of art instruc-

tion. The Committee having heard that Mr. Pugin was collecting in all

•quarters, and from all sources, the drawings and sketches of his late father
Mr. Welby Pugin (who was so well known in connection with architec-
ture), for the purpose of exhibiting them in a collected form, it occurred to
them that it would not be advisable to have two architectural exhibitions
simultaneously, but that it was desirable to have the two collections
in one exliibition. Mr. Pugin had already incurred some ex-
j)ense in preparing the collection of his father's designs, and the
room for exhibition had been taken; negotiations took place, and
dt was arranged that the two collections should be exhibited together
under the same roof; that the subscribers and season ticket holders of the
Architectural Exhibition should have free access to the Pugin Collection,
and that non-subscribers and those who did not possess season tickets
should pay one shilling for admission to the Pugin Collection, as well as a
shilling for admission to the collection of the Architectural Exhibition.
•He thought that all would see the propriety and advantage of possessing
themselves of half-crown season tickets instead of having for a single
admission to pay a shilling at one door and a shilling at another. The
Society had sent no drawings away to make room for the Pugin Collection.
This w.as the twelfth Architectural Exliibition according to the cata-
logue ; but it was, in reality, the tenth since the present Committee
was formed; for ten years the same secretaries, Mr. James Fergusson
and liiuiself, had acted in the interest of the institution, and it was
with much satisfaction, considering they sprung from so small a be-
ginning, the Committee met the members and friends under such auspicious
circumstances. They had established the Exhibition, they had got it a
home of its own, and they could all look back with satisfaction at the
result, as well as with gratitude to the support of the public. But they
ought to see many more .names in their catalogue among the leading
members of the architectural profession. An architect was not like a
painter, wlio might produce, perhaps, only two pictures in a year; but an
architect bad many drawings going through his office every year, the
exhibition of which would tend to the elevation of public taste, and the
teaching of young men who might come to the galleries to study. There
waaroom for reform in this respect. The Committee had hoped that
there would have been rather more of that feeling or enthusiasm for art,
•thig year, at a time when London was expected to be full of people from
all parts of the world. They had hoped that there would have been more of
mat feeling than had turned out to be the case. They had reason to see,
from various causes, that public taste and knowledge had not reached the
pitch it ought to reach, and we lately had an example of the skill and taste
mong a certain body who had the management of a very important

undertaking. Therefore they ought to do all they could to improve the
public taste.

The Rev. R. Burgess, Chairman (who stated that he had been un-
expectedly called upon to preside), said, exhibitions seemed to be the
order of the day, and this one offered peculiar advantages to the
public. Whereas a person would have now to pay two shillings
for a single admission to the whole of this Exhibition, he could
have a season ticket for half-a-crown ; and if the Great Exhi-
bition authorities had afforded similar advantages, they would have
sold a great many more season tickets than they had done. These
exhibitions tended very much to the promotion of art and science
in this country, and had really become schools of instruction for
those who were not professionally engaged, but who still wished to
correct their tastes and improve their information on such subjects.
Looked at from that point of view, they were exceedingly important.
This Exhibition was a peculiar one ; it was a combination of architects,
who contributed architectural drawings. They were a class of themselves,
and they had much need to study architecture in this great metropolis
when they compared its architecture with that of other capitals. It
seemed that, with Parliamentary supplies and votes of money, it was
impossible for us to produce what was produced by other countries. He
wished more liberality was exhibited in voting money for public buildings,
so that they might be an honour to the country. The more they studied
civil architecture the more tliey would insist on the improvement of our
metropolis. He was sure they would all feel and sympathise with the
fact that one of the patrons of that Institutionl, as he was the psitron
of every other that promoted art—his late Royal Highness the Prince
Consort—they had lost since they had met together at the last Exhibition.
They had lost that great promoter of art and of everything that tended to
elevate the tastes of the people of this country. It was a great loss, and
it would be difficult to replace that loss. It was, he thought, a want of
consideration and almost of respect to the Institution, that so many of
our architects whose names were before the world should withhold con-
tributions to the Exhibition.

Professor Kerr said, as to the observations which fell from Mr.
Edmeston and the Chairman as to the non-exhibition of drawings by some
eminent architects, he hoped no one thought they were speaking in dis-
paragement of the drawings exhibited. All they wanted was to see
brought together there from year to year a good average collection
of the works of the year, go that they might keep well before the public ;

they did not wish to impose on the public by any false display, or to give
the public an erroneous notion by an inferior display.

Passing through the rooms the display visible upon the walls would
occasion some anxiety, if we were not fully aware of the circumstance
which has caused it. We were, in fact, agreeably disappointed to find the
Exhibition even so good as it is, in the face of the infinitely greater temp-
tation afforded in the galleries of the International building. The Com-
mittee of the Conduit-street Exhibition were not so fortunate as the Royal
Academy in commanding sufficient Interest to obtain a disqualification at
Brompton for all drawings not previously exhibited, thus preserving the
works of the current year for their own galleries. The consequence is,

that although architects have been months busy preparing drawings of
their best works, our foreign visitors will seek in vain for them at the Ex-
hibition which is opened expressly and exclusively for them. We cannot
complain of this result ; it would have been foolish to expect otherwise ;

but we had every hope that the members of the Committee would at least

have individually e.xerted themselves to supply the deficiency which they
could not but anticipate. Instead of which these gentlemen are foremost
amongst the absentees. Half of them have not been able to afford even
a solitary contribution ; three out of the nine who do contribute send but
one drawing or photograph, and one of the remaining si.x shows us what
at first sight appears but smoked glass, but what the catalogue kindly in-

forms us are photographic views of Halifax Chapel. Mr. Edmeston, the
Honorary Secretary, shows his accustomed zeal on behalf of the Society,

which is so mucli indebted to him for his exertions. The designs are no
great attraction to the walls, but they at least answer a good purpose this

year in hiding vacant space. Mr. Truefitt, for once, is seen on so small a
scale as to be with difficulty recognised. The only member of the Com-
mittee who comes out in his old form is Mr. Lamb ; he contributes no less

than nine frames, containing altogether between thirty and forty subjects.

They are not all new ; they belong to the past, present, and future. One,
a sketch for a " Public Library," is, if we mistake not, that which was
submitted in competition for the Liverpool Library some seven or eight

years ago. They all bear more or less the stamp of Mr. Lamb's original

and fertile mind ; whether it be a simple cottage, warehouses for the

Consignment and Store Company, or a large public building, he contrives

to impose some characteristic feature into his work.

The architectural Royal Academicians, as usual, \vithhold their august
patronage from the Architectual Exhibition, but as they so frequently

—

we may almost say constantly—show the same modesty in Trafalgar-

square, we have not much to complain of. As it has, however, all along

been more than likely that the best men of former years would this season

be absent, we thought it not improbable that the honoured members of the

profession would have seized the opportunity of displaying that ability for

which they have been so justly rewarded. The International Exhibition

would not confer a higher dignity than that which they possess. They
would certainly have created interest in Conduit-street. Where, again,

are the living English professors of the Queen's gold medal for architec-

ture ? Not certainly where they ought to be, supporting an architectural

institution which needs the support of the best men in the profession in
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order to make it worthy of it- ^Vc do not say that the lights which have

so long been kept umier a bushel have gone out, but we must be pardoned

for uyin); lluit tlieir brightness, so closely hidden, is of very little use.

We walk through London ; we look through the weekly list of tenders in

our journal, and «e ti«d that architects have not been idle ; we know they

vould bo grieved if tlie Architectural E.xhibition were to expire of atrophy,

and yet they cannot seemingly give it that support which is essential to

its existence, and which it deserves to possess. An architect who erects

» large or a public building can afford to make a drawing of it for ex-

hibition ; an architect who subiuits a drawing in competition incurs no

extra charge in lending it for a season ; architects, again, who have made
the profession a stepping-stone to a great reputation have, we believe,

duties intimately associated with their honours—duties which should induce

them to set before their professional brethren examples of the excellence

which has secured to them so dijinifled and envied a position, thus to guide

us in the path which we should tread.

The result, then, of the modesty of our great men, of the thoughtless-

ness or iadifiVrence of those of whom we more regret the temporary loss,

and of the greater attraction at the International Exhibition, is that the

walls at Conduit-street are very liberally sprinked with drawings, wliich,

but that they hide wliat would otlierwise have had to be left blank, ought

not to have been hung at all; and tliat, even witli this unwelcome aid, the

Great Gallery alone is filled. There is no use in suppressing this un-

pleasant fact, the very knowledge of it may bo a stimulant to exertion

next year.

Fortunately, on the present occasion, a grand collection of Pugin's

sketches have been systematically arranged in the West Gallery, the

walls of which, as well as two large screens, are completely covered with

them. We shall speak of them more fully presently, but may now simply
remark, that 900 unpublished drawings of the great pioneer of the Gothic
revival, are sufficient to atone for even the absence of any work of that

great architect, who, without mental exertion, has blown by steam a couple

of huge bubbles at South Kensington, and enshrined himself conspicuously

therein, like a fly in amber, leading all the world to wonder how he
got there.

We can, on the present occasion, only notice the more prominent works
hung upon the walls, and we must defer a detailed account even of them
until we have an opportunity of bestowing sufficient attention to them.

We cannot help remarking upon the largely increased number of

photographs which are this season exhibited, and that they are, moreover,

in many cases taken from drawings instead of from the existing building.

We may gather thence, perhaps, that the original drawings are gone to

South Kensington. If every architect had given even such second con-

sideration as this implies to the Architectural Exhibition, we should have
bad little ground for complaint at the paucity of the works.

Several of the old contributors are still seen to advantage, and they de-

serve the greater amount of thanks, because their works would have shone
prominently forth from amidst any collections of architectural drawings.

Messrs. Green and De Ville send no less than a dozen frames, mostly
competition drawings. The Italian designs have generally been honoured
with a premium of some kind, and they undoubtedly deserve it; but we
cannot understand why these architects, who are so proficient in one style,

will go out of their way to prepare such a coarse piece of Gothic work as

the Unitarian chapel at Hampstead (29). Their several designs for town-
halls, tuid for the Palais de Justice, at Brussels, are better than anything
we have ever before seen from them. The interior of the concert room at

the Hartley Institute is a lovely piece of decoration.

Mr. C. Foster Hayward is likewise this year a most valuable contributor,

and shows a marked advance upon anything which he has previously

exhibited. His shops at Halstcad, Essex (9), are exquisitely designed, and
his little Swiss chalet erected at Lexden-park, Colchester, is worthy of the
three views given of it.

Mr. E. Phene Spiers, who, we believe, has only on one previous occasion
exhibited here, sends the drawings for a villa, which procured him a pre-
mium from the Institute. They show a vast amount of study, and the
careful training of the school in which he has evidently been educated.
Every form is chaste and elegant ; the ornament is tenderly applied, and
blends happily with the moulded stone, giving it richness without coarse-

ness, and varying the treatment without in the slightest degree disturbing
the unity of the composition. The interior is treated in the same
artistic manner. The same gentleman exhibits three sketches in one
frame ; that of" The Chateau.of Chenonceaux" in the centre does not please

OS much, but the two spires of Chartres Cathedral are brilliantly repre-
sented.

We have several examples of the fine foreign Gothic work of Mr. E. W.
Godwin—that shown in the Town-hall at Northampton, of which we, some
two months ago, gave a view, is especially good. That for the Swansea
Public Hall and Market is injured by the piers, which seem to compress
the upper windows. Another architect, Mr. K. W. Edis, has with equal
success taken up with this foreign Gothic. His design for the New Town
Hall at Hull is a favourable specimen of his manner of dealing with it. The
same architect has designed a chimneypiece [for the Poet Laureate, and
another for Mr. T. Woolner (64). Mr. J. P. Jones is as prolific as usual,
and Mr. C. U. Smith has an amusing design for an octagon vestibule (85).
Mr. Pope gives us a photograph of Archbishop Holgate's Hospital, York-
shire, of which we had the original etching here two years ago.
The architect of the successful design for "The Godolphin School,

Hammersmith," has at length exhibited it. We have already seen the
unsuccessful designs. They had external architectural attractions of a
high order. This, we presume, has obtained its success by some excellent

internal decoration, which the common- place brick walls unfortunately
hide. The merit of such qualities must have been very great to carry
the elevation through even a competition committee. The fact of its

doing so is evidence of the excellence, which no one has an opi)ortuuity

of pirating, because it is only implied, and is not unfolded to us. We must
congratulate the architect on his good taste in sacrificing in execution the
ugly, although origiual, tower, which, in the drawing, surmounts the
building.

One of the best drawings in the room is the interior view of Mr. W. Wil-
kinson's "Design for the Agricultural Hall at Islington," and the largest

is a cartoon by Mr. Gibbs. They both have attractions, but of a very
diflferent kind. The very elaboratcsketches which Mr. Vaughan has here-
tofore produced are this year gleaned from Germany, Italy, and Sicily ;

but we infinitely prefer the less laboured and more spirited sketches of

Mr. Beazley (81).

The collection of building materials shows evidence of the same
antagonistic influence as does that of the drawings. Messrs. Hart and
Son do not exhibit at all, and Messrs. Minton are also absent. The post

of honour in the Cross Gallery is occupied by a large model of Scdley's
Patent Iron Bridge, which combines the uses and advantages of the
Tubular, Girder, and Suspension principles. Messrs. Cox and Son have
furnished their recess in their customary manner with excellent examples
of wood carving, but we must defer to another opportunity descriptions

of it, us well as of other works, which we are this week unable even to

mention.

THE " DICTIONARY OF ARCHITECTURE."

MR. ARTHUR GATES, the hon. secretary to the Architectural
Publication Society, writes, with reference to the notice of the

Society's Dictionary in our last Number :

—

" This Society is much indebted to you for the manner in which you
last week placed before the profession its objects and position, and with
reference to one portion of your remarks I would beg leave to state that

the best manner of increasing the niunber of subscribers, and, at the

same time, of reducing to new comers the weight of the subscriptions

accrued for past years, has long been an object of solicitude to the Com-
mittee ; and the course adopted— to permit each new subscriber, who may
so desire, to spread the payment of the back years' subscriptions over any
reasonable period he may wish—has received general approval, and is

working very satisfactorily ; a considerable number of new subscribers

having been recently enrolled under these conditions.
" The success of a Society of this nature must, in a great degree, depend

on the active co-operation of its members in making its existence and
1 works well known within their own circles; and, from the results which
have recently followed the exertions of one or two of our members, I am

[ confident that very much advantage would result if all could be induced

to follow in such a course—not limiting their suggestions to their profes-

sional friends, but bringing " the Dictionary" under the notice of that

very numerous and influential class, in whose libraries such a work would
be of the greatest value; and I shall always be happy to consider any
suggestion on the subject, and to communicate to all inquirers every in-

formation respecting the Society.
" One leading object of the Committee has been so to conduct the

publications as to secure the maintenance of the market value of the work,
and to guard against any such depreciation in price as now too often

occurs to the prejudice of original subscribers. In this I have every

reason to believe that they have entirely succeeded; and as they now stand

pledged not to sell any portion of the work at less than the subscription

price, and as the stock of past years' works is limited, it appears to me
very desirable that the profession should clearly understand that there is

not the least probability that by waiting they may be able to purchase the

work at any reduction on the original price. And, further, that all who
desire to possess it should not longer delay placing their names on the list

of members in order that they may secure a copy."

DARTMOUTH IMPROVEMENT COMPETITION.

WE learn that the Dartmouth Town Council have, in relation to the plans for

the improvement of their town, awarded the first premium to Mr. John
Bell, s engineer of the Dartmouth and Torhay Railway; and the second to

Messrs. Hickes and Isaac, architects, of Northgate-strtet, Bath.

PAINSWICK, GLOUCESTERSHIRE, CEMETERY COMPETITION.

WE understand that, designsJiaving been submitted in competition for the

proposed new cemetery, those by Messrs. Elmslie, Franey, and Haddon,
architects, of Malvern, London, and Hereford, were selected as being the most
suitable.

The chapels, with porch and robing-room to each, are in the Decorated style,

and are to be built ot local stone ; the roofs are to be covered with Staffordshire

tiles. Between the chapels is a tower and spire.

The lodge, entrance gates, boundary walls, and palisading are to be of appro-

priate character.

The grounds are about 4 acres in extent, 2^ acres of which arc allotted to tie

consecrated portion, and IJ to the unconsecrated portion.

Tenders for the whole of the works have been received, and tliat submitted by
Mr. Henry Birchall, of Birmingham, is accepted. The works are to be com-
menced immediately.
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EXHIBITION OF THE SOCIETY OF BRITISH ARTISTS.

THE present exhibition differs little from some of the more recent of its

38 annual predecessors, still existing in our memory. The landscapes

ire as numerous, and few of them better than formerly. The figure subjects

tie, generally speaking, less ambitious than we have seen on some late

iKcasions, and the cattle painters liave not thrown into shade the merits
.if tlieir more early labours. Tlie largest picture in the e.xhibition is by
Mr. Salter, and represents " King Charles II. Tresenting to his Queen,
atherine of Braganza, a List of the Ladies he proposes to Wait on Her

ilajestj'." Such a picture is entirely above the powers of this artist, and
xu confess to being deficient in both patience and forbearance to criticise

ich pretensions with decorum, and sliall, therefore, remain silent.

Tlie Relief of Lucknow hy Generals llavelock and Outram," by Mr.
..Foggo, is a picture of some interest, wliich we have seen somewhere
cfore; but we think now, as we thought tlien, that art is too osten-

atiously displayed in the construction of the central group, and deprives
iie incidents of that probability and naturalness which would give
iiom reality and interest. We do not object to see the rules of art em-
loyed, but how much of them may be made apparent to the casual

observer must depend entirely on the nature of tlie subject. The defence

of Lucknow was, beyond all doubt, heroic in the extreme, but the meeting
after that noble defence was naturally a manifestation of strong but
ordinary human feeling; any show of affectation in any of the actors at

that moment would liave been most offensive, and art-affectation in

representing the event is equally out of place. It is such displays of
rules that enables pre-Raffaellites to employ the word " composition " in

derision of the sound principles of art.

The gems of the present exhibition are few. In the figure department,
"Tlie Return of the Lost Sailor " will become the picture of the
year in these rooms. It is remarkable for the extremely energetic

attitude of the wife, which is both skilfully and legitimately accounted
for by a widow's cap tlirown on the ground. The only objection to

it is, that it implies a little more presence of mind on her part than
is consistent with her astonishment and frantic joy. The artist

would probably have acted more wisely had he placed the cap nearer
to her, as if it had fallen from her head, when she, mstead of rushing
into her husband's arms, threw herself down on her knees, clasped her
hands, looking up to heaven, her eyes filled with tears, returning tlianks

for his being alive more than for pleasure at his return. At present this

piece of millinery forms too obtrusive a feature by being placed so pro-
minently in the foreground. The spectator should have had to find it

more than having it tlius forced upon liis attention. That kind of hidden
information is always advisable, because the discoverer becomes so far

identified with the artist, and takes, consequently, more interest in the
picture. The husband's manner is, very properly, mild, soothing, and
affectionate, because he is not influenced so powerfully as his wife, for, as
she believed him dead, his arrival is greatly more surprising to her than
she being where he expected tofind her is to him. We are not quite certain
tain that the presence of the child increases the pathos of the scene. If this

subject were not so forcibly represented as it is, the elaborate style of execu-
tion would spoil it. All the accessories are so highly finished as to attract

attention on their own account, and we regret to see that an artist capable of
depicting human passion so powerfully, should, perhaps in obedience to
the fashion of the day, render himself liable to the charge of " namby-pam-
byism." His sailor is far from beii^g the travel-worn and picturesque
figure described by the lines quoted in the catalogue. The painter of this

otherwise excellent subject is Mr. T. Roberts, whom we are, unfortunately,
obliged to censure as well as praise, but the latter relates to his success in
thehighest branch of art, and the former refers to the secondary considera-
tion in a picture.

The landscape, which, according to our present impression, deserves
especial notice, is a view at '• Stanlake Bridge," by Mr. W. W. Gosling. It

has the rare merit of illustrating the quotation that follows its title in the
catalogue, for it is a peaceful vale seen beneath the summer's sun, whose
beams are playing fitfully between the stems and the branches of the trees
overhanging the gurghng brook in the middle distance, and the debris in the
foreground shows that the stream becomes a roaring flood in the winter,
carrying all before it. The whole of the middle and extreme distance is

treated with complete unity of effect. There is a pleasing light and leafy cha-
racter in the management of the trees. The water is agreeably placid and
transparent. The lights, without appearing artificial, are so arranged as to
carry the eye easily through the subject. There is no doubt that the
spottiness on the foreground tends greatly to the pleasing sense of repose
pervading the rest of the picture, but we think it, by excess, shows the
painter to have been over anxious on the point, and we would suggest
monotone is better suited to large masses, and should be neutral in tint ;

but the numerous small pieces of stone in the foreground are too positive,
both in colour and form, to do all the good the artist intended when he
introduced them. However, we think, taking this picture as a whole, it

has the advantage over its neighbour, by Mr. Vicat Cole, of a similar
lubject, being entitled "The Brook," This latter is certainly a very
pleasing distance of well lit landscape seen between the opening of the
trees, but his foreground is still more censurable, being more hard, bald,
and uninteresting than that in Mr. Gosling's picture. We regret that Mr.
Vicat Cole should have quitted his open corn-land scenery, in which he
wa» so successful.

On the contrary, we have to congratulate Mr. G. Syer on the change we
find in his treatment of a coast scene " near Conway." Not because it dis-
plays more knowledge of art or greater ability as regards execution than
formerly, but because it is altogether a more generally pleasing effect

of light and atmosphere than this artist usually exhibits, and is, therefore,
more likely to obtain for his talents that admiration from the public which
they have always deserved. We have selected this picture as one of the
gems of the exhibition, not only for what we have just stated, but becauso,
when compared with the rest, it presents, besides its pleasing tone and
charming atmosphere, a sense of unity and completeness more than
usually satisfactory.

The " Way-side Gossip—Scene in Surrey," by Mr. F. W. Uulme, i«
another picture we select, on account of the painter having entirely
succeeded in accomplishing his intention, and think equally so in com-
municating it to others. The subject is a simple one, but a brilliant effect
of mid-day sun was the charm which, no doubt, induced the painting of
the scene, and the result is perfect success. There is a kind of hard
metallic effect produced by the strongly enforced objects in the foreground of
this picture, which is rather repulsive at first sight, and we think more
than enough so, to produce a contrast to the delicacy of the distance;
but it belongs to the realistic school of art, and there seems to bo few-
artists who appear to have the moral courage to neglect it in some part
of a picture.

We must place also among the gems of the exhibition a picture by Mr.
J. T. I'eel, entitled " The I'icture," because elaborate making out ofparts,
strong colouring, and obtrusive lights are so much in fashion, that it is

quite delightful to meet .with a painting modestly subdued in all those
respects, and in which the faces are not painted " flesh colour" to the very
roots of the air, like masks, and with the features as immovable. The
faces of the two young girls in question have all the ease of nature, and
their features have apparently all the flexibility required. They are, there-
fore, playfully smiling without fixed grimace—a happy effect obtained by
the absence of all unnecessary drawing in hard linos of the separate forms.
There is great breadth of middle tint relieved by lights, both soft and
partial; the colouring is so subdued as not to catch the eye, and the entire
attention of the spectator is consequently allowed to rest on the most
interesting part of the subject—namely, the smiling countenances of the
two young girls looking at a print which evidently affords them much
amusement.
From among Mr. A. Woolmer's numerous contributions, we select " The

Maiden's Dream " as a very poetical effect of moonlight playing on the
elegant form of a sleeping female. How the quotation from Shakespear
applies—" Oh, then, I see Queen M.ab hath been with you "—we failed to
discover. The inserting of quotations in catalogues seems to be very gene-
rally adopted by artists for the sake of giving space and importance to their

own names. However, the picture may be admired for its well-managed
tone and complete effect. We think " The Fortune Teller," by Mr. Cobbett,
in the same room, will also be admired for the indolent attitude of the girl

telling her own fortune, and the doubtful expression in her face. " Beat
my Neighbour " is more appropriately high in finish than, as f;\r as we
recollect, any other picture in the exhibition. The subject is unimportant
and the picture is small, and, therefore, as it must be looked at closely,

admits of a smooth style of manipulation, the prevalence of subdued and
cool monotone, relieved by variety of tint, without disturbing the breadth
of the general effect, is equally appropriate and skilfully managed. Better
than all, while the finish enhances the value of the picture by the taste

and care with which it is executed, it does not in the slightest degree
interfere with the expression in the faces or the fun of the subject. The
boy has evidently the winning card, and laughs at the puzzled look of his
elder companion as to which of his last two cards he will play, and the
subject becomes still more laughable from the fact that his thoughts and
anxiety are clearly useless.

Without pretending that " Cinderella flying from the Ball, changing
as she runs," is a successful effort, and deserving especial notice on that
account, we think there is too much merit in attempting a subject so

difficult, and industry displayed in its execution, to be passed over in
silence. She has stayed until the last moment allowed by the fairy,

aud her rich jewels are falling off, and her fine costume is changing
to her ordinary dress, as she quits the ball-room. As it is, the pic-

ture looks, as far as the principal figure is concerned, unfinished. To
make the subject intelligible as far as possible, the fairy, her coach,
and sprites, or something illustrative, supposed to be invisible to
all but Cinderella herself, should be introduced. This is the only
means the artist has, under such circumstances, of showing what is

passing in the mind and influencing the action of an important person in

his composition. If an authority be required for such a mode of treatment,
we will quote a highly classical one—Poussin—who, when he represented

Coriolanus in the Volscian camp, with his family and a whole train of
Roman matrons kneeling in supplication, in order to show the ideas pass-
ing in the mind of the hero, introduced a female warrior, as the tutelary

genius of Rome, and her attendant Fortune, to terrify him into compliance,
warning him to yield to the destiny of his country. Unless the painter
has the genius to invent such an illustration of bis subject, and the moral
courage to provoke adverse criticism—a bold innovation in these eminently
practical and coldly matter-of-fact days— such a subject as " Cinderella

flying from the Ball," changing as she quits it, should not be painted.

A young aspirant for fame, in the person of Miss Edwards, sends a
pretty little picture of " Rosalind and Cecilia"—" As You Like it." The
moment chosen we suppose to be when Rosalind exclaims " Oh ! how
weary my spirits are," or to that effect. There are pleasing character

and very delicate painting in this small work, but we think it scarcely

possible to make it clear for whom the figures are intended without
" Touchstone," as the time is past when an artist could have got over the

difiSculty by writing on one of the trees "this is the forestof Arden."
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'• Gsming and its Eesults," by Mr. H. J. Pidding, is anotlicr picture

Uesenring of notice, for tlic labour and talent which liave been bestowed

upon it, although the subject is far from new ami the result not eminently

successful. We observe tliat the artist has decorated the salon of gamblers

with casts from the well-known antique figures; ami as he has indicated an

acquaintance with classic art, and shuws that his early practice has been

in that excellent school, we may entertain a hope that the evident want
of happy facility in drawing figures in modern dress arises merely from

limited experience in that respect, anil, tliereforc, relying upon the

admirable foundation, he has, we presume, laid in his early studies, that

nothing but perseverance is required to render him a valuable contributor

to our annual exhibitions. We fear, however, on reflection, that this artist's

name has unfortunately been before the public too many years to justify the

hope we have just expressed. The principal incidents are not new, as well as

the general subject, but the artist has bestowed much thought on the ne-

cessary Tariety of character in the persons assembled.

" The Dog in the Manger," by Mr. G. Cole, shows how much in almost

every respect an artist is deficient when he attempts an animal of the size

of real life. The cow's he.ad in this picture wants the exact reality of

textur?, anatomy, and drawing in their highest degree of truth and refine-

ment to make such a picture desirable. The dog is, however, spirited and
clever, llr. Pyne exhibits his usual number of landscapes or sea pieces,

which possess,With one exception, his well-known conventional tone of

atmosphere, delicacy of treatment, and elegant execution. Bit the one to

which we decidedly object is tliat we believe entitled " Naples from tlie

Bay," in which he lias represented the foam on the waves like so many
strips of white tape, with what intention it is impossible to guess, unless

he was pandering to the taste of some possible art-union prize-holder in-

fected with pre-llaffaellite inclination.

The comic subjects are few. Tlie most laughable is, probably, " The
Duet, Music hath Cliarms," a laughing boy scraping a violin till he breaks
the strings, making a dog howl most piteously. It is very well painted by
Mr. G. A. Holmes. The features of the boy's face, however, are made out
in the hard manner to which we have already objected. That face, looked
at abstractedly, could never change from what it is. There is some humour
in " The Five Senses," illustrated by boys, girls, and children, in the most
homely manner. The same artist, Mr. Bromly, has the interior

of a boys' scliool very amusingly treated. It is entitled " Oughts
and Crosses." The principal players at that game appear likely to

verify the old saying of lovers, that " Two are company, but three
are none," for the school-master, cane in hand, is cautiously approach-
ing to take his part in tlie proceedings, on which the players are
represented as being very intently occupied. This is a well coloured
picture, the heads have character, and are also equally well varied in

position. There is "A Welsh School," by Mr. Cobbett, which, without
being intended for a comic scene, is well painted, and the etfeet of
clear dayliglit extremely well rendered. A " Stitch in Time," by Mr. J.

Hayiler, is one of those pictures of which the origin is diflicult to guess.
In this instance, one is puzzled to decide whetlier the artist was desirous of
showing how he could paint a naked boy. and make the old and excellent
saying an excuse for doing so -. but if the saying itself suggested the
picture, the illustration is most absurd, because there is something
incongruous in a boy quite naked sitting on a table while his clothes are
being mended, fur surely the neglect of a stitch in time can hardly apply
to his under garment, even if we admit that it may hiive had a serious
effect on his jacket and trousers. However, there is a great deal of
slovenly character about the father, and certainly the evident difficulty he
has to thread the needle may be some excuse for having delayed
the operation so long. The style of painting is remarkably broad and
effective. Tlie sculpture is better than usual.

The visitor to this exhibition must not fancy because there is no
" lion" that there is no picture worth looking at, for, on the contrary,
the more the collection is examined the more there will be found worthy of
notice.

UTILISATION OF THE SEWAGE OF TOWNS.

THE Select Committee of (he House of Commons appointed to inquire into the
best means of utilising the sewage of cities and towns of England, with a

view to the reduction of local taxation and the benefit of agriculture, have met
for the first time.

The Earl of Essex was examined, and he stated that he had 200 acres of land
at Watford that he irrigated by sewage. He had applied it experimentally to
wheat, roots, and common grass, but more especially to rye grass, which gave
him an increase in value of £2 per acre clear profit. He "irrigated two acres of
wheat with from 60,000 to 80,000 gallons of sewage. Eighty thousand tons
a year cost Id. to 1 Jd. a ton, but it might in many cases he effected for Jd. He
had found it most efficacious in destroying weedy substances, and it had increased
the production of com to a most incredible degree. He had extensiively applied the
sewage to land, and in five minutes afterwards there was not the slightest smell there-
from. He had employed the same men to apply tliesewage for years, and neverknew
them to suffer in health in the slightest degree. He was Chairman of the B oyal
Commission of IS-W, appointed to inquire into the disposal of the sewage of towns,
and that commLssion drew up a report in which regret was expressed that so
little progress had lieen made in the disposal of the sewage of towns. Sixty
thousand tons of sewage per year would be sufficient for fifty acres of land, and
that could be obtained from a town consisting of 4,000 inhabitants. Sewage was
a permanent benefit to the land. He used the sewage on land within lOU yards
from his own bouse and found no annoyance from it, and, indeed, in five minutes
after the irrigation there was no smell from it.

After another witness had been examined, the Committee adjourned.

PIEU WORKS ON THE JiANUBE.

IN giving a description of the Delta of the Danube, and of the works recently

executed at the Sulina mouth, before the Institution of Civil Engineers, the
author, Mr. C. A. Hartley, said that the European Commission of the Danube
having resolved to improve the bar channel of the Sulina, by guiding piers of a
temporaiy character, in order to give the speediest relief to the navigation in the

cheapest manner, he, as Chief Engineer, received instructions to provide works
which, for the CNpenditnre of a sura limited to £80,000, sliould have the

efiect of giving an increased depth of at least 2 feet, over a period of from six to

eight yeai'S.

The designs for the provisional works were then matured ; and as it was found,

in practice, that the cost of strong timber cril)s, to be loaded witli stone, and sunk
at intervals of 20 feet along the line of the works, would exceed the original

estimate, choice was finally made of a structure composed of timber piling and
pierre perdue, surniouiited by a timber platform 14 feet wide, strengthened

occasionally by solidly constructed cribs of the same width. The works were
commenced oil the 21st -\pril, 1858, a temporary staging, fixed on piles, being

always run out from 200 to 300 feet in advance of tlie permanent piling. This
staging supported nine erab engines, by whieli three rows of three piles, each 13
inches square, and 7 feet apart, were frequently driven, in one day, to a depth of

16 feet into the hard fine sand of which tlie bottom was composed. The piles were
then immediately secured liy double longitudinal waliiigs and double cross-ties,

the whole being surmounted by two tliick tranipieces and planking, at 4 feet above
the level of the sea. From this permanent platform the close piling on the side

next to the sea was driven. The daily rate of progress, during fine weather, was
20 lineal feet ; and as soon as this length of sheet piles was completed, stones were
thrown down to protect the footing in the sand, which was liable to be washed
away by the action of the sea. This scouring action of tlie sea was so serious,

when tile skirt of the bar was reached, that it threatened at one time to demand,
for the completion of the works, double tlie quantity ofstone originally estimated.

Several plans were tried to reduce its pernicious eft'ects. That eventually adopted,

and whicli was perfectly successful, was to advance the open pile work with all

possible expedition, and then to pave the proposed seat of the pier with stones,

delivered from barges. Tliis pavement witlistood the attacks of the sea, and
ofiered uo great obstruction to tlie penetration of tlie sheet piles, which, without
being shod, had frequently been driven 10 feet into tlie ground, after having been
forced through 8 feel of rubble stone. The section of the Rnislied stoiiewoA was
a solid mass of closely pacl<ed third-class rubble, resting on a broad base, and
narrowing upwards at slopes varying from 2 to 1, near the pier heads, to 1 to 1

and IS to 1 near the shore, until slightly below the level of the water, it became a
mere ridge against the close piling. Tlie time occupied in the actual construction

of the piers was thirty-one months, exclusive of three winter months each year,

during which the Danube was frozen over, and all work was suspended, but
inclusive of two hundred and seven days when it was impossible to work on
account of stormy weather. The length of the north pier was 4,t)31 feet, that of

the south ])ier was 3,000 feet, and the deptli of water in which they were built

varied from to 20 feet. In their construction 200,000 tons ofstone and 12,.50O

piles had been employed, and tlie cost had not exceeded ten guineas per lineal foot.

The stone was brought from a distance of 00 miles, and its price, delivered in jdace,

varied from 4s. to 5s. per ton ; the oak used for the longitudinal and transverse

timbers and for the planking and fender piles cost 2s. 3d. per cubic foot, while

the fir timber piles wei'e delivered ready lor driving for 4d. per cubic foot. The
workmen, of whom there were generally 300, were composed of men belonging
to more than ten different nations. Labourers were paid 2s. 6d., and carpenters

4s. 6d. per day.

THE ALBERT MEMORIAL.
<pHE Committee held a meeting last Friday, and it appears that as yet no stone
J- has appeared to them more suitable for the purpose in all respects than that
which lies in a granite quarry of the Duke of .Vrgyll, in the Island of Mull, to
which reference has been made, though they have aiTived at no decision on the
subject. They were informed that since their last meeting workmen have been
busily engaged in uncovering more of the stone at Mull than had been previously
revealed ; that tliey have now dug round one of the extremities, and that though
the other one is still uncovered, tliis block of granite is now cleared to the length
of 115 feet, or eight or ten feet longer than it was supposed to be. The committee
were further iufbrmed that all practical men on the spot concurred in the belief

that the stone is sound and perfect, but that no absolute opinion could be pro-
nounced until it shall have been wholly detached and carefully sounded all round
and throughout its entire length, whicii will be a work of time. A rough specimen
broken from the block itself has been received in London, and is about to be
polished.

A letter has been received from the proprietor of a granite quarry at Balmoral,
stating that it contains a single stone about 100 feet in length and nearly 50 feet

'

broad. 'I'he letter was accompanied by a polished specimen, but the colour is not
so satisfactory as that of the Mull granite, while the cost of conveying it to the
coast would be greater than that of removing the block at Mull, which is distant

'

about 500 yards from the sea.

The Mausoleu.m for Prince Albert.—On Saturday week her Majesty the
Queen laid the first stone of a mausoleum in Frogmore gardens, in whicii are to

be deposited the remains of the Prince Consort, and, ultimately, her own. Upon
the stone is the following inscription :

—" The foundation-stone of this building,
erected by Queen Victoria in pious remembrance of her great and good Husband,
was laid by her the 15tli day of March, A.D. 1862. ' Blessed are they that
sleep in the Lord.'" The building is to be erected under the superintendence of
A. J. Humbert, Esq., architect. The reclining statue of the Prince will be
executed by Baron Marochetti.
Gigantic Kngineehing Project.—Under the above head3 the

MechunicH' Miigiizine remarks at some length on a scheme of M. Alphonee
Oudry, Ingineur du Corps Imperial ties Pouts et Chaussies a Paris, who has
proposed to unite Calabria with the island of Sicily, Jiy means of a suspension
bridge over the Strait of Messina. The distance across the Strait is about two
miles and eight- tenths, requiring tor each line of the suspension-chains one thou-
sand six hundred feet in length, widle the intervals proposed between each of the

points of suspension are three thousand two hundred and eighty-one feet each|_
the width of road-bed is to be sixty-six feet.
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THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION BUILDING.

THE building for the International Exhibition, nominally finished a

month ago, still occupies a vast army of busy workmen. The Com-
missioners, we are told, even despair of having it actually finislicd in duo

time. One of the main causes for the delay was the time wasted in deter-

mining the nature of the internal decoration, for, until that was decided,

no step could be taken for removing the scaffolding which stood iu the

nave and filled the transepts. The flooring had all to be prepared, as well

as laid, after such clearance had been effected. No blame can be attached

to the contractors for tliis delay. They did all that men could do to

prevent it. They spared neither expense nor energy in the performance

of their work; but the experiments in colour were deemed essential, and,

indeed, were so, to the amateurs who had suflScient influence to exhibit

their individual weakness, and only at the last moment was a man in any
way competent entrusted with the thankless task. We say thankless

advisedly, because Mr. Grace really has not had a fair opportunity to

show his powers. The structure he had to work upon was unworthy of

the material he had to work with. He was expected to hide with ornament
the want of art. It is no disparagement to Mr. Grace to say that he has
failed. Here and there we have glimpses of right principles, but they
are not consistently carried out. The framework of the nave and transept

ribs seems all awry by its alternate colours. They come far more forward
when looked at from a distance than their more soberly tinted corre-

sponding pillars. The chequers on the soffits of these ribs give a false

appearance to them, and, moreover, a weak one. Looked at from below,

the dark portions seem apertures, which Is irreconcilable with the decora-

tion of their face. Sufficient attention has not been paid throughout the
building to a clear and unmistakable definition of the forms of the
timbers. The face and soffits are often coloured the same tint to the
obliteration of the arris-line. Red and blue are used indiscriminately to

relieve ornament. We look obliquely through the large courts ; the slight

and subdued tints gradually die into a pleasant pearly neutral, but the
blotches of red colour in the ugly capitals of the square columns thrust

themselves obtrusively forward as though demanding " What think ye of

us ?" We think them simply offensive ; they mar the retiring character
which this portion of the building possesses, and wliich, but for them,
would be the least conspicuous, and, therefore, for an Exhibition building,

the most satisfactory part of Mr, Grace's work. We must not, how-
ever, do injustice to the picture gallery, which, taken by itself, is most
successfully painted. Presuming that Captain Fowke's principal rafters

are to be hidden by a horizontal light, we may even say that the decorator
has modified a considerable amount of its repulsiveness. There is no
particular novelty in the colouring, and no great quantity of ornament,
but what is done is done with taste and judgment. The walls are of a
warm green tint, the soffits of the moulded strings and cornices are of a
dead red colour, and the same tint—a kind of maroon—defines the panels
in the cove. A broad band of the same colour, with festoons and
medallions at the sides, frames the doorways. We can conceive no better

arrangement, considering the time for preparation and execution, than
that here carried out.

The backing of the tasteless open iron gallery-railing is seemingly to

consist of dull red cloth. The last time we saw this railing a portion of
it was experimentally painted a bright blue. We were glad to see that
abortion strangled at its birth; but the sap green tint, with the little

patches of gilding and chocolate ground which replaced it, really deserved
no better fate.

We notice with regret that the Erencb, to acquire more wall space, are
enclosing the whole of their large court at the south-west corner of the
building ; if this plan be repeated in the other courts, the only general and
extended views of the interior will be those of the nave and transepts, and
no visitor will be able to embrace at a glance a tithe of the building's

extent. We would, however, direct attention to the happy way in which
our neighbours from across channel are planning their court. By using
freely diagonal passages a much larger surface of show-space is most in-

geniously obtained.
The domes, which were to have " dwarfed Diana's marvel to a cell," are

still very troublesome. Uneasy is the head that wears a crown, and still

more so must the building be which has two, and two such over-balancing
incumbrances as those at South Kensington. The scaffolding is not
yet out of them, and yet after the brisk gales which lately swept over
London, they looked as though they had been peppered with grape
shot. How repairs to them will hereafter, when the scaffolding is

removed, be effected, is a marvel to us. The domes are certainly useless,

and it is equally certain that they are not ornamental. Would it not be
•well at once to put an inner roof to them at their springings, with all

necessary rain-water down pipes, and thus, spite of the broken glass,
prcTent them becoming a continuous nuisance ?

Cement Drains for Land.—A very simple but ingenious mole-plough,
ibr cutting drains for agricultural purposes, and covering over the tunnel thus
formed with cement, has been made by Mr. Watson, of Ohio, U.S. The great
obstacle to draining land on an extensive scale is the expense of digging with the
spade by hand labour, and the cost of the tile tubing used for the watercourses.
In this ingenious invention the ploughshare, connected to the beam by a thin
sword-standard, protrudes below the carriage to the required depth of the drain
in the subsoil, and in its forward passage scoops out the drain-hole. A spiral
conical trowel follows, spreading all round the hole thus made the hydraulic
cement, whicii runs down from a hopper above between the ploughshare and the
trowel, and thus, completely plastering it with cement, forms a continuous tubing
for the drainage water.

—

London Rewew,

A COMPAIUSON OF SOME OF THE DETAILS OF BUILDING
ADOPTED IN ENGLAND, AND IN OTHER COUNTRIES.*

THE liberality with which the leading men in France communicate their works to
the technical niul nclentlfic journals for pabUcatlon, and the nnmeronH Govern-

mental establishments for teaching arta and acienoes where tiioee publicatlonj are
nccof^ible to any one who likes to apply, tend to popularlso adcnce, and to keep the
imniiring members of the higher trades " well np " to the progrcw of the age. In these
matters we do not manage quite po well as they do in France ; and we do not poflMCt
such extensively organised means of public Instruction of a high order ; bat perhaps
our working classes are, on that very account, the better fitted to take care of tht-m-
selvoH, and learn that greatest and best habit of self-reliance, bo strikingly deficient among
foreign workmen. Be this as it may, the modem cari)ontry works of France are an neatly
lini.shed and as well put together as anything we see here ; their scantlings are, perhara,
even more logically chosen, and indeed the objection that they display rat^ an affoctatloa
of mathematical correctness ;may often be urged against them. I would quote, as an
illustration of some of the best pieces of recently executed Frrnch carpentry, the highly
dc-corated spire of la Rainte Chapelle, the marvellously solid scaffolding of the Lou%Te ; the
suspended service bridge of the Pont Neuf ; the centres of the Mont Louis bridge over the
Loire, and the ingenious method of easing those centres; and the lock gates of the old
Bassiu de la Florido, at Havre. As to the Belgian and the Dutch carpenters, they are fltUl

about half a century behind our French neighbours, the Americans, and oaraelvea. The
Germans and the SwI&h, so far as I have been able to form an opinion, are rapidly treading
on our heels ; whilst the Spaniards, Portuguese, and Italians, are even behind the Dutchmen
in tlie practice of the noble art of carpentry.

It is worthy of remark that in Holland, in some parteof Germany, In the centre of Franco,
in Spain, in Northern Italy, and, in fact, wherever gypsum Is not easily obtained, there U
a tendency to dispense with the use of ceilings, and to leave the joists apparent, whether
planed or unplaned. In all those districts, too, the joists are made out of square baulks,
and the house carpenters do not seem to bo aware of the law which renders the depth of a
girder so important a function In its resii^tancc. They use floor-boards also of great width
and considerable thickness ; but as they do not employ dogs, or other mechanical means for
bringing the boanls together, the shrinkage Is necessarily very great, and the^ floors are
disagreeably permeable to sound ; in Spain and in Italy I will add permeable also to scents
and visitors from the cattle stowed, not stalled, beneath. Carpentry, in fact, like all

other arts, gains by the friction of the Intellect of the nation applying it with the Intellect
of other nations ; and it advances just in proportion as the habltof foreign intercourse may
prevail. Ijocal habits sometimes, however, have an independent Influence upon the peculiar
character of these arts, and It Is curious to observe how the traditions of ship carpentry
affect the habits of the Dutch house builders, and how the necessity for providing against
the treacherous nature of the soil they build upon compelsthem to adopt scantlings different
from those we could safely employ. Their joists as often have to resist tlio inward as the
outward movements of the external walls, and must, therefore, present great lateral stiffness
in order to allow of their acting as struts. If thus we inquire deeply into the things we
may at first be disposed to sneer at amongst foreigners, so we shall generally find that there
Is some practical foundation for everything like iiational habits.

The reference I made just now to the influence which the art of shipbuilding has had
upon the style of carpentry of Holland, brings me to a curious part of our subject, upon
which, perhaps, we have something to learn. In Holland the shipbuilders' traditions have
been so strong, that, threughout the length and breadth of the land, the staircases are
built precisely upon the model of the companion ladders of ships. The pitch of the stairs
is remarkably steep, the treads are let into strong wall-strings at each end, and the spaces
between the treads are left open ; there arc no risers in fact. Generally speaking, in the
houses of the middle and of the poorer classes, these ladder staircases are made between
closed partitions, with ropes against the sides Instead of hand-rails ; open well-holes are
unknown, and there is a sad deficiency of light and of ventilation. These defects prevail,
in a minor degree, It is true, in Belgium and In French Flanders ; but in France proper the
art of staircase building, whether in wood or In stone, is carried on In a manner im-
measurably superior to the one we adopt. Such an abomination as a " dog's leg " staircase
would never be admitted in that country ; and in no case would a French builder dream of
executing winders terminating in a point. We here seem to think that if we present a
sufficient width of tread in the middle of our flyers we have done all that we need do, and
we leave the nanrow ends of the treads to take care of themselves ; a French staircase hand
alms, however, at erecting a staircase in which It should be ;osslble to bold by the band-
rail in passing the turns, and so to arrange the edges of the treads, that the body of the
person ascending or descending should. If I may use the phrase, retain the same swing from
the ,top to the bottom of the stairs. Wherever they can do so the French builders
arrange their staircases so as to have a long landing in a perfectly straight line, the
inner edge of which forms the diameter of an elliptical curve, and the width of
the treads is set out equally on the line drawn through the centre of their
lengtli, care being taken to make the minor axis in such proportion to the
major axis, that in no pEirt of the outer string should the width of the tread bo
insufficient to afford foothold. In a continuous flight, returning upon itself at right
angles, with windere at the turn (where we, in fact, should put up a dog's-leg staircase), the
French builder either sets out his steps upon a half ellipse divided upon the minor a.Tis, or
he applies such a half ellipse to the end of two parallel lines passing through the middle of
the treads in such wise as to avoid the treads ending in a point. Of course, if he can secure
an open well-hole, his winders are more convenient than when that advantage does not
exist ; but even in the latter case the French do not hesitate to sacrifice a little in the
length of the treads in order to avoid their ending in a point. Uniformity and regularity
of motion are with them the great desiderata of staircases ; with us cheapness of construc-
tion is more sought after. I can speak practically, however, on this subject, for I worked
for some years in an office in Paris, where I had four times a day to go up and down f*0

steps, and for a similar period in an ofllce in London, where I had to ascend 72 steps. The
French steps were all winders,! the English ones straight flyers, yet the fatigue In mounting
the former was less than that felt upon the latter. It may be added that the French stair-

cases are also generally easier than our own, on account of the better proportions observed
between the rise and the tread of the steps ; and as I do not find that any rule upon this

subject is received amongst our workmen, I beg to mention the one which la adopted in
France, namely, that inasmuch as on the average human beings move horizontally two
feet in a stride, and as the labour of rising vertically is twice that of moving horizontally,
the width of the tread added to twice the height of the rise should bo equal to

two feet.

I do not dwell upon the modes of setting out handrails, of working outer strings or sofflta,

because these details follow upon the principles adopted in setting out the stairs on the
centre line of the treads. It would, however, well repay you to study the best examples of

these works in Paris ; and if you desired to study the modes of dealing with more monu-
mental staircases, you would do well to refer to tho-^e of Central Italy. The manner in

which the French have applied lioUow pots to the formation of fireproof staircases Is well
described in Eck's work, and it would well repay your attention.

French joiners do not seem to me to be equal in skill to our own countrymen following

tliat craft, and the joiners of the other countries I have visited arc still more Inferior. It

would, indeed, be difficult for men working with the frightful looking saws, planes, and
chisels the Frenchmen use to do good work ; and the only wonder is, that they do what they
actually do. We might, however, take good lessons from them In the preparation of open-

ing sashes (French casements) and of sun blinds ; their counter work, dadoing, slidlng-

doors, and wall linings, are often framed with great skill ; and their floors and parqucteric

are very beautiful. But they have a vile way of pegging the tenon joints of their framing,

.

instead of glueing and wedging it up, which is very much to be avoided ; and they are not
particularly attentive to insuring the mathematical trueness of the faces of their panelling.

.

In the cheaper style of house building the French joiners arc fond of executing the doors

in clamped and framed flush work, the frame and clamps being of oak, and the filling-in

boards of poplar or of deal, and upon the faces large panels are formed by simply nailing

* Read before the Society of Builders' Foremen and Clerks of Works, Lyon's-inn Hall, en

Wednesday, 12th March, I y Mr. George R. Burnell, civil engineer and architect, Coa-

tinned from page 196.
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<m moaidiacs. Thew doors almost oi neoeaslty warp or split in oonaequence of the un-
oqtul ooatzaofeloas of the dittexent woods ; aod they are by no meaos to be compared to our
own foar-panel doors, eithor (or strength or for U^tnoss. In th« exeontiou of door litiiu^s

oar n«l^:iboaca tolenle a degree of oareleaBneas of execution which our architects would
noa allow ; and. indeed, I smpect thaS thoe i? aomething in the excitable impatieat iiatui-e

<3t the Freoch w<^maa whkii rendnra him inoapable of Hie coutiuned, sustained attention
reqaiaite to inanze the perliaotioa of thia most difficult trade of joinery. It may be that the
introdaction of a better description of tooU may enable oar neighbours to turn out their

worifc with greater perfeotion than they do now ; bat certainly I do not at present think
that we have much to learn from the continental joiners ; nay, rather on the contrary, that
ithftr ooold learn much from us in ordinary works at least. Of course I do not, in so saying,
JnMMita wood carving in any of iia braaches ; for in this walk of art we have very much
'to loKn tnm. both the French and the Beigians. The latter nation, indee^l, retains much
of IbA faoUity for hnndUng wood which ohazacterised ita artists of the sorenteenth and of

tiM eighteenth ceatories : Uie.Oermans and Swiss are also very skilful in this kind of work,
txftUmv <u» bad joiners. Aa for tiie Italians and Spaniards, the word has no meaning
wImk applied to their workers of wood—their work hardly ever joins at all.

K is worthy of remark that, in most countries, the state of the blacksmith's and of the
ir«Bmoiiger'sart may bo taken as the criterion of its progress ia material civilisation,

iMoaaae those details of bnilding are usually considered beneath the architect's attention ;

and they are abandmed entirely to routine, unless in very exceptional casce. The extra-
ordinary dmiani for iron roofs for railway sheds, and the great revolution produced in the
whole of the arts of construction by the introduction of the railway system, have, however,
caaaed ^igineers and architects to turn their attention of late years with more earnestness
to the methods of employing both cast and wrought iron than was formerly the case ; and
In England, France. Belgium, and CJermany, we, therefore, flud that the methods of era-
ploying thoje materials have been greatly improved. At the present day I am far from
bung convinced that we retain any superiority over our neighbours in this respect ; and
were it not: for such works as the Britannia and the Saltash bridges, the railway station

roofo of Liverpool nnd Birmingham, I should be disposed to seek models for imitation in
the smith's art in such works as the Cologne, Strasboui^. Theiss, &c., bridges, or in the
Toob of the "Western and of the Strasbourg Itailway stations of Taris. In the use of cast
iron, the French engineers have also been very succe;wful of late, and the bridge of Tarraa-
coo and of Solferino, in Paris, may be referred to as proving their perfect mastery of the
theory and practice of the application of that material to large structures. In more orna-
mental works. Knglishmen are, I am ashamed to say, immeasurably behiud the French,
and even the Belgians, in the use of cast iron ; and I would simply mention as proofs of this
lamentable fact^he lamp-jxMts of London and of Paris, or the miserable objects dignified by
ourwlres as" fonntains" or "statues," whether of cast iron or of bronze. No doubt these
thing? enter within the domain of Art-education ; but it is n source of humiliation to any
rightly thinking Englishman to be compelled to acknowledge the utter incapacity of his
conntrj-mcn now to contend in them with the nations we have been so long accustomed to
lead. In machine-making, too, the French and Belgians are applying with wonderful
skiU and energj' the lessons they learnt originally from us, whilst the patient untiring
labour of the Germans is very rapidly placing them in the foremost rnnks of the workers of
metal, whether for useful or for ornamental purposes. If my voice could be heard by the
misguided trades-unionists of Sheffield, I would indeed raise it long and loud, to warn them
that the steel knife, tool, and file makers of Germany are now gaining on them so fast in
the continental markets, that the prosperity of their (the Sheffield maker's) trade is ali-ea/Jy

seriously threatened ; and that a persistence in the attempt to regulate trade operations
according to their own ideas will only result in establishing the fortunes of their conti-
nental rivals. We have no longer a monopoly of skill in engineering, in founding, in
smith's work, or in cutlery making, and it is high time that oar manufacturing classes
should awaken to the fact that they have intelligent, steady, and earnest rivals in the lield,

men endowed with faculties forpractical operations nearly, if notquite, equal to their own
;

and with irathctical faculties infinitely superior. Nothing but a strong effort to improve
our taste, and tn perfect our technical processes can, indeed, enable us to retain our wonted
place amogst the metal workers of the world—perhaps even our rank of metal producers
may be threatened by the progress going on around us, for even Spain and Italy are enter-
ing upon the wide field of metallurgical enterprise, and the Rhenish provinces of Prussia
are being boldly opened up for this purpose, hitherto, I know by personal oxpsrience, suc-
cessfnUy.
The ironmongery of the continent is still, ho'wever, very far indeed from being equal in

its constmction. or in its style of finish, to that which we obtain in England, as a general
rule. The locks made abroad are detestable, the Imlts clumsy, the hinges flimsy; the
espagnolette fastenings of French casements arc, it is tnie, often elegant, and the gasfittings
are often mo<leis of taste ; but, on the whole, it does not seem that the English manufac-
turers have much to leani in these matters. I am not quite sure that in nail making we
arc quite right in the system we adopt ; and, from some experiments I have witnessed, I
am disposed to believe that the French nails (made out of drawn wire, ix)inted and headed
by hand), hold more firmly than our nails (punched from flat plates) do. For ordinary
purposes, however, oar nails are quite good enough ; and the manner of making them cer-
tainly reduces their price to a very low one—to a price which is, in fact, lower than that of
the French imils, size for size. Screws are naturally made in the same manner all the world
over ; and as to spades, pickaxes, wrenches, screw-jacks, cliains, crabs, pulleys, and the
countless other articles of an ironmonger's shop, there is little for us to learn in other
lands, excepting, perhaps, in America, where labour-saving tools are articles of such vital
importance.
As to the plumber's, zinc worker's, coppersmith's, brazier's, slater's, tiler's, &iC., arts, no

especial remark need be made, for they are conducted almost everj'where in the same
manner, with more or less of skill, and more or less of care. In the painter's art, the
principal remark to be made on the foreign methods of carrying it into effect are, that there
-the oxide of zinc is more commonly; and more successfully used, instead of the oxide of lead,

than has been the casr? here. I cannot quit this part of the subject, however, without calling
your serious attention to the remarkable skill of the Dutch painters in producing what they
call Qie porcelain painting, which consists of many coats of flat even tints, carefully rubbed
down, and varnished. I have nowhere seen any painting to be compared, indeed, to the
best descriptions of Dutch work.
Now, I beg distinctly to say that in these remarks I have been careful only to allude to

the more obvious distinctions between the methods of building adopted in England and in
the conntries I have mentioned by name, and that, as I have practised my present pro-
fessions of architect and civil engineer in all of those countries, I have been in the position
to know the merits and demerits of the various schools. I have not hcsitatetl, with your
kind favotir, to say boldly where I have thought that we are deficient, and as to the old
saying " that to know our faults is half their cure," I believe that I am rendering the
English workmen a real service by telling them of some of the defects of their present
habits, and of the deacription of competition to which they may possibly be exjwsed. There
Is nothii^ BO dangerons for a nation as to fancy that it is at the top of civill^tion , and then
draping Itself in its mantle of self-sufflciency, going as it were to sleep in the enjoyment of
its sapposed advantages. We Englishmen, at the present day, arc about to do this, and
becaoae we really are more skilful artisans and better organisers of the division of labour
than other nations arc. we arc apt ^o forget that they are striving might and main to wrest
the palm from us. In former times the Dutchoccapicdamongstindustrial nations very much
the same position, comparatively, that we do now, and they went to sleep in the imaginary
aeciuity of thtdr position. They wake now to find themselves, not in the van of progress,
bot In its rear, and have earned for themselves the unenviable title of the " Chinese of
Zaropc,^ notwithstanding their industry, their skill, their learning, and their intellectual
^{""^ty. May the lesson not be lost upon us ; and may we, casting a^ide all fal^ pride,
reoeire gladly the lessons to be derived from whatsoever source, pondering over them
tboogfatfolly and with the earnest desire for improvement. It is only on this condition
tatt ws can remain " a wise and understanding people," for candour to perceive and
vnsdom to adopt the good example set by others, are the first elements of the practical
phnoBophy required In dealing with the affairs of dally life, even if they be not the first
elements of nation^ greatness.
In aaBda^tm, I woold observe that the French and Belgian Governments arc about to

•end, at the national expense, picked men from the various trades of their countries to
study the works about to be exposed in the Great Exhibition. If I might be allowed to

make some suggestions to you on this matter, they would be, firstly, to urge you to take
some steps to welcome and to assist your fellow-workers during their visit ; and, secondly,
to organise some means of studying the Exhibition methwlically for your own benefit.
Could I sei-ve you in either the one case or the other, I hope that you would command me,
without scruple or hesitation. It is but little I can do to testify* t<i your body the sense of
good feeling and of obligation I feel towards you, for the way in which I have beeii always
supported by those who have worked with, or, I may now say without boasting, under me ;

but that little shall bo at all times given frankly, and, from the bottom of my heart I say
it, gloflly. As to our neighbours, I can say the same. I was always well and kindly treated
by them, even in times wiion popular imssions against foreigners were most rife ; and you
may trust me when I assure you that any hospitality you may show to our anticipated
guests " will have its reward."
The organisation of benefit societies and of trade protection societies on the Continent,

toother with their " craft rules," must form the subject of a special commuuication, to
wliich I hope to bo able hereafter to invite your attention.

ON PICTORIAL MOSAIC AS AN ARCHITECTURAL
EMBELLISHMENT.*

A FEW words will suffice to dismiss tlie sixtli species of mosaic, which I have
called ** Italian portnhie.*' By this term, I would convey that the basis of

the variety is not so mucli making' portable mosaics, as, from the great weight of

the materials, they can never be made easily portable, but ratlier making repro-
ductions in mosaic of pictures in oil or other media, which may be really ami
readily transferable from place to place. This species is, in fact, little else than a

revival of the fine optis vermicidatum of the ancients. It would be incorrect t<*

say that the Greeks did not ever manufacture miniature mosaic pictures, hecausi

two noted specimens exist to my knowledge—one at Florence, and the other, o!

extraordinary perfection and curiosity, in the Kensington Museum ; but it ma_\

be safely averred, from the great rarity of such relics, that tlie practice was
altogether exceptional. This, indeed, is not to be wondered at, since, with the
quick drying cement ordinarily used for mosaic work, it must have been ex-
tremely difficult to execute these almost microscopic pictures, which bring within

the compass of a few square inches subjects usually worked out In as many
squnre feet.

This leads us to tlie conclusion that the ancients for their finest mosaic pic-

tures must have used some retarding agent, such as honey or heer would prove,

to keep their cement plastic longer than it would remain if mixed with water
only. When, however, Giovanni Baptista Callaudra applied, early in the seven-
teenth century, a mastic in lieu of an ordinary hydrate of lime, to unite the

tesserse, it became comparatively easy to copy the most elaborate pictures in

mosaic. By this artist was executed the beautiful reproduction of Ouido's St.

Michael, which, with RaffaellH's"Transfignration and Domenichino's St. Jerome,
is about the best of nil the celel)rated mosaic pictures in St. Peter's.

In tlie marble incrustation wliicli forms our seventh species, and which is best
known as Florentine mosaic^ the tints and shades are given by the natural

colours of the jasper, agates and other precious materials of which the work is

composed. The hardest minerals only are used, and as each small piece must ht
cut and ground to a pattern, and each thin veneer backed by a thicker one of

slate or some such material in order to give it strength, so much labour and
time are involved in its production that its hi{^h price has necessarily limited its

use. Zobi, the principal writer on the art ofpietra dura mosaic, tells us that lie

knows of "no existing example in Italy of marble pictorial mosaic executed

during the firdt periods of the revival of the arts, excepting the specimen to l>e

seen in the central nave of Siena Cathedral, said to be the work of Duccio di

Buoninsegna, wlio lived in the fourteenth century." There can be no doubt,

however, that the art was founded on the *' opus sectile" of the ancients, and
tliat it descended by regular tradition from classical times. I need scarcely recall

to your recollection the extraordinary advance made in the pavement of the same
cathedral upon the work of JJuoninstigua, by that great master of the sixteenth

century, Beccafumi. Tlicart was greatly patronised by the Medici. The celebrated
" Fabrica Ducale" of Florence was founded by Ferdinand I., Grand Duke of

Tuscany, in 1588, and its reputation during the seventeenth century was kept up
by the exertions of those artists to whom Florence owes the finest specimens of

mosaic which enrich her palaces and galleries, and whose names are tor the most

part given to us by Baldinucci.

Before taking leave of this suhject, we must not omit to notice the exquisite

specimens produced in India of pictorial mosaics, representing the iinest Arab-

esque and conventional ornament in pictra dura. That tlie Indians were early

in possession of all the technical aijility necessary for such work is proved by the

antiquity of some of their gem-cuttings, inlaying, polishing, and carvings in hard

stones
J
but it is probable that their sovereigns owed much to Italy forassistance

in that beautiful marquetry whicli ornaments the great monuments at Delhi and

Agra, for in 1688 a passport was obtained from the King of Spain, by the Grand
Duke of Tuscany, for four workmen, skilled in mosaic working in precious stones,

whom he was about to despatch to the Great Mogul.
This art is retained at the present day both in India and to even greater per-

fection in Italy, for the specimens contributed to the recent Exhibition at

Florence, some of which may be even now on their way to this country, were

quite equal to anything produced in the palmy days of the Medici.
It would take too long now to describe the practical processes adopted in this

and other modes of mosaic working, and, having already given them in a work
I published in 1848 on the subject, and in a report to the Board of Trade made'
in 1855, it is better to refer you to those sources of information than to further

detain you from entering upon what is, indeed, the most practically interesting

section of our inquiry this evening. Before commencing, however, upon tlie

second part of our subject, the theoretical basis upon whicli we should, as archi-

tects, aid in the revival of pictorial mosaic, it behoves us to take stock of the

present state of the material conditions likely to attect any such revival. In

Italy, as I have already said, the art has lingered on, mahualued in its monu-
mental form by the necessities of repairing old works, ratlier than by the desire

to create new ; and in its i)ortable form by the incessant demands of ibreignera

to caiTy olF with them, as pilgrims* marks in the nineteenth century, slabs of

what is generally known as "Roman mosaic." In France, under the first

Republic, an cfiort was made to introduce this manufactui'e into Paris, and a
*' fabrica" was ojwned by the authorities, under the charge of a Signer Belloui,

in the old College of Navarre, in the Hue de la Montaigne, Ste. Genevieve. At
the "Exposition" of the year X, some products were contributed from this estab-

lishment, but as it altogether disappears from the catalogue of subsequent ex-

* By Mr. DIGBY "WYATT. Concluded from page 205.
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positions, tliere is every reason to believe ttiat tlie experiment was abandoned.

Witli this exception I am aware of no attempt made by France hitherto to

revive pictorial mosaic. I liave not heard of any otlier eflOTts, making or made,
in any of the other countries of Europe, excepting our own.

Before noting what we are doing in tliis direction, it may be well to record the

process making in Italy. There are now tliree establislimentsin " ItiiUa " (sup-

posing it to be " nnittt)," at all of which I believe the srnalti, or coloured vitreous

pastes requisite for mosaic working are made, and from which they may be pro-

cured. These are each attached to great structures, the mosaics of which require

occasional repairs, viz., St. Peter's, at Rome, St. Mark's, at Venice, and the

Benedictine establishment at Monreale, near Palermo. Of the products of these

establishments, the Roman and Venetian are the best, and the Sicilian the

cheapest. Through the kindness of Mr. Penrose, of whose exertions in connection
with the revival of mosaic I shall presently have occasion to speak, I am enabled
to bring to your notice the following particulars of the relative cost of the pro-
ducts of these establishments. At the Roman Fabrica he was furnished with an
estimate for the execution of mosaic (of course, in very fine work) for " operc di
decorazione," at the following rates, reduced to English feet and English money

:

— For figure subjects or landscapes, at from £23 to £38 per foot superficial ; for

flowers or animals, at from £23 to £31 per foot ; for Grecian, Roman, or cinque
cento ornaments, at from £19 to £27 per foot, and for Byzantine ornaments, at
from £3 17s. to £11 10s. I cannot help thinking that there must have been
some misunderstanding with respect to the above estimate, for such prices might
justify the very minute work requisite for copying highly-finished pictures, but
are altogether unrea-sonably high for ordinary decorative work. I am led to this

conclusion because Ciampini tells us that when Clement VIII., in the beginning
of the seventeenth century, commenced the embellishment with mosaic of the
dome of St.Teter's, the price offered for the labour was about"£l 10s. per English
foot. This was so profitable to the workmen as to attract the labourers from all

parts of Italy "fama tarn, hnmodici pretii." The consequence was that very
speedily the price fell to about 7s. 3d. per English foot. This would be, of course,
exclusive of the value of the material employed, which latter would be worth
then probably about 15s. an English foot. Allowing for a great in-
crease of value since Clement VIII. 's time, it is hard to suppose that
similar work could be worth more than about £3 sterling per foot at the present
time. This would agree pretty well with what the director of the mosaic estab-
lishment at St. Mark's, Signer Moro, told Mr. Penrose, viz., that the cost of
finished work, similar to the ordinary Byzantine, would be about £3 2s. per
English foot. With respect to the cost of the Venetian material, I have myself
obtained from the Count Comaro the prices at which Signer Salviati, the prac-
tical manufacturer who makes for St. Mark's, will supply the smalti, \\z., for
gold and silver, 12s. per pound, cut into tesscrse ; 6s. for the same quantity
uncut. For varied colours, 3s. per pound uncut. Count Comaro states that it

will take about 33 English pounds' weight of gold and silver, or 50 lbs. ofcoloured
smalto to do a French metre superficial of mosaic ; the French square metre
being rather more than an English superficial yard. Mr. Penrose remarks that
at Palermo the price is much the same as at Murano for the smalto, but that the
price for cutting it into small pieces is very much lower in the former than the
latter place ; thus the prices for cutting only, at Murano, are, for coloured
smaiti, Os. 8d., and for gold no less than 15s. Gd. per English foot; while at
Palermo, for 4s. 7d. per foot, the manufacturers will cut up into tesserse golden
and coloured smaiti indiscriminately. Mr. Penrose's object in making these
inquiries was to ascertain how far it was practicable to enlist foreign assistance
in carrying out some of his proposed decorations in St. Paul's in mosaic, of a
more pictorial nature than we had at the date of his last visit to Italy succeeded
in producing.
The notes he made become now, happily, of less importance than they

then were, owing to the fact that with the exception of the gold ground mosaic
which our manufacturers Imve not yet, so far as I am at present informed,
been very successful with, all the other foreign pastes may be with advantage
replaced by home produce, and the work done by English workmen. The actual
purchases made by Mr. Penrose for the purpose of experimenting upon, were as
follows:—1,200 cakes of gilt snralto, sufficient, when cut up and wrought, to
cover about 80 feet, English, £63 ; 332 lbs. avoirdupois of coloured smalto,
sufficient to do about 128 feet, £35.

In the recent Italian Exhibition the Florentine and Venetian mosaic workers
alone were well represented. Salviati, the manufacturer, and Vincenzo Redi,
the mosaicist, botli of Venice, combined in contributing a fine figure of St.
Nicholas, taken from Sta. Sofia, at Constantinople ; and an equally good one of
our Saviour, copied from an original in St. Mark's. Both of these left nothing
to be desired in the way of material or workmanship. Antonio Gazetta, also of
Venice, exhibited a very good head. 1 saw nothing, however, at Florence in
these works, which, with the exception, perhaps, of the good quality of the gold
ground smalto, we could not, I believe, now rival in this country. It remains
for ns to see by what steps this newly acquired faculty has been obtained.
The revival of mosaic in this country as an architectural adjunct may be

considered to have begun in 1839-40. About which time Mr. Blashfield
endeavoured to produce decorative pavements by means of inlaid asphalte,
coloured cement, and Venetian pise works, assisted, by the clever inventions of
Mr. Singer, of Vauxhall, by his ingenious assistant, Mr. Pether, and also by
Mr. Prosser's mode of producing a tile of great density and closeness of texture,
by subjecting powdered China clay to strong mechanical pressure in iron moulds,
and in this way obviating the shrinking caused by evaporation, which is un-
avoidable when the clay is used in a moist state. Mr. Prosser's invention was
first applied to the manufacture of buttons, in which for some time a large trade
was carried on. Recently the Messrs. Maw have invented a process by which
they obtain tessenc with the close texture and consequent hard surface, only to
lie attained Ijy aqueous shrinkage, and hitherto only approached bv subjecting
the matei'ials to extraordinary pressure.
Mr. Minton, I believe, at the suggestion of Mr. Blashfield, turned his attention

to the application of Mr. Prosser's patent to the production of tessene suitable
fcr the formation of pavements similar to those of the ancients. Many beautiful
geometrical combinations for this purpose were suggested by Mr. Owen Jones,
Jjad the result of Jlr. Minton's spirited efforts was the speedy introduction to
the market of excellent tessei-as in all colours.

In 1844, when I went abroad to study my ])Tofession, Mr. Blashfield gave me
a commission to obtain for him anything which I considered likely to render these
tesserte (the manufacture of which Mi. Minton bad then just entered on), of
more general utility. In Italy and Sicily I found much material, of which I

believed little notice had at that time been taken ; and this hidaced me to make a
scries ofdrawings, which I afkenvanU published in tlie " Geometrical Monies of
the Middle Ages." These drawings were shown to Mr. Minton by Mr. Klashfield,
and on my return to England in 1847 .Mr. .Minton applie<l to me to assist him in
his views with respect to encaustic tiles, and their combination with teagelated
work in general. For some time I rendered.him what aid I could, and batfor other
and more pressing professional engagements I should probably have contlilDed
to do so. On Mr. Minton's retirement from active business, Alessiv. Maw and
Co., determining to add the execution of mosaic to their encaustic tile manubc-
ture, sought my co-operation, which has been given at such intervals as have suited
our mutual convenience up to the present time. Feeling their strength qnite
equal to the production of pictorial as well as geometrical mosaic, Messrs. Maw
requested me, on the announcement of the intended Exhibition of 1862, to design
a i)avement of that character for them. Some of the working drawings for that
commission 1 exhibit this evening, and do not doubt that on seeing tlie work
done from them in the Exhibition, you will admit that Messrs. Maw and Co.
have fully proved their capability to rival any antique mosaic yet exhumed in
this country. To have attempted successfully such an experiment, involving
the production of an indefinite number of tesserse of about one hundred
different tints—many never previously got up in England—and the
application of skilled labour as it had never before, I believe, been em-
ployed in this country since the last Roman quitted it, is, I do not hesitate

to say, highly honourable to them as manufacturers; and it is a source
of gratification to me to have been associated with them in this the first

practical endeavour to revive pictorial mosaic amongst us. That we shall soon
nave many rivals is not to be doubted, since already, through the energetic and
most laudable prompting of Mr. Cole, a scheme lias been set on foot to which no
one amongst us can, I think, fail to give hearty sympatliy and support. Some
prospectuses, one or two of which I have laid upon the table, give the detail ofa
scheme which, if carried out successfully, as I have every reason to think and
believe- it may, will give a rare impetus to the development of pictorial mosaic.
Those details I do not dwell on, for the double reason that time will not now
permit of my doing so, and that they will, I believe, form the subject of a paper
hereafter at the Society of Arts. I may, however, point to two most hopeful
features of progress certainly made, viz., 1st. That already |the. practical co-
operation of many of the most celebrated artists in this country has been secured

;

and, 2nd, both Messrs. Minton and Messrs. Simpson (Messrs. Jlaw and Co.'a
London agents) have proved, that if artists will only make good desigas, they
fossess all the requisite power to realise their designs successfully. To prove this,

need only point to the specimen [iroduced by Messrs. Simpson, which has beea
kindly lent me by Mr. Cole for exhibition this evening.

Such being the actual conditions of the manufacture at the present moment, I
think it will be admitted that it is really incumient on the studious architect tO'

endeavour to grasp the theory of the right application of pictorial mosaic ; and it

is in the endeavour to either aid him by my advice, or to aid myself by elicitinga
rectification of my views, that I put before you as the second and concluding part
of this paper a few convictions on the suliject, with respect to which I see my way
at present pretty clearly.

'The combined action of the moisture and severe frost of our climate is such
as must always, I fear, render but little durable any extensive application of
mosaic in small tesscrse as external decorations ; to a great extent, therefore,

architects will have to look upon it as an internal embellishment. It is, ofcourse,
a coloured incrustation applicable to any structural surfaces which it may be
desirable to enrich, and its appropriate design must be strictly determined by
very nearly the same laws which shoukl govern the distribution of polychro-
matic decoration, executed through any other medium upon similar surfaces.

The rationale of these laws has been by no one better illustrated than by Sir
Charles Eastlake, in his invaluable reports to the Fine Arts Commission;
and it is better that I should refer you to what he has so well written
in those documents than attempt to give you now any paraphrase of my own.
The chief exceptional conditions are, firstly, its expense, which entrails simplicity ;
secondly, tlie extremely vivid way in which it reflects light, and exhibits local

colour partially, demanding judgment to adapt the design to the mode of light-

ing; and, thirdly, its limitations, under ordinary circumstances, as a means of
artistic expression, which lead to the prudent avoidance of many of those pic-
torial elements, such as perspective, foreshortening, lively action, or complicated
chiaroscuro, whicli are proper and agreeable sources of effect in mural paintings,

executed with more tractable vehicles. That which the designer will probably
at first feel to be his greatest difficulty, the arrangement of the cement joints-

which attach the tesserse to one another, will, when once he has mastered the
principles upon which they should be disposed, prove a ready and most essential
means of heightening his eS'ects. The jointing is, to a mosaic designer, exactly
what the lines and reticulations of an engraving or etching are to an engraver;
and the rules of taste which apply to the one apply equally to the otlier. Foe
instance, as the engraver's lines by convexity or concavity express the undula-
tions of drapery, and the modelling of surfaces advancing to or retreating from
the spectator's eye, so precisely should the directions ot the jointing of a piece
of pictorial mosaic. Again, as the regular raling or cross hatching ofan engraved
half tint is made to give value to the broken lights and shades of the leading
figures, to which, by their vivid contrasts, attention has to be attracted, so pre-
cisely should the uniibrmity of the jointing with even-sized tesserse diminish the
brilliancy of a mosaic background, breaking up the light which would otherwise
be so strongly reflected from, say a white or golden background, as to quite kill

the effect of the figures or ornaments to be relieved upon it. Another point
which should be carefully attended to in arranging the jointing is to allow a row
of tesserse of the same colour as the ground to always follow every
leading contour profiled upon the background. The use of this rule, which was
invariably followed by all good niosaicists, is to prevent the directions of the
generally horizontal and vertical jointing lines of the background from cutting
awkwardly against the profiles, wliicli tne eye should be allowed to follow with
out being led off into other channels, or distracted by the occurrence of irregularly
shaped tcsseroa next to leading forms. This reduplication, as it were, of mosaic
outline, has almost the effect of the lead line in stained glass, and is not much le,«s

essential to good effect. It is highly gratifying to observe the degree ofjudgment
with which tlie mosaicist has emphasized the designer's intention, by a judicious

treatment of the jointing in Messi-s. Simpson's specimen head now exhibited. It

is always to be remembered that at the distance from the eye at which mosaics-

are usually likely to be placed, mechanical defects disappear, but that

artistic mistakes betray themselves, despite the most perfect mechanical
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execution. Heuce it is far better to spend time, thought, and money, in getting

really first rate cartoons, than in endeavouring to bring the tesserse to fine joints,

or microscopic minuteness. In mounting to the summit of tlie great^dome of St.

Peter's, glimpses are caught from time to time.of the nature of the mosaic work,

and the observer who, from below, may have fancied the whole to have been

wrousrht >vith great exactness, will find that tlie worlc is of the coarsest descrip-

tion, with joints in which often a good sited pencil might be laid. From its

judicious design, however, the efiect of the whole is eminently satisfaetorj- when
viewed from the floor of the cathedral.

It may be well to remember also that although mosaic is, as it were, painting,

it is sometliing more in its relation to the structure it decorates ; it has become
" boae of its none," and in virtue of its intimate and permanent union is

especially bound to live in peace and harmour. As a good wife should make
conspicuous tlie virtues of the husband she adorns, should hide his faults and
screen his defects, so should a well-devised system of mosaic give, by predominant

vertical lines, height to a structure in wliich height is wanting, and, by predominant

horizontal lines, length where length is needed. Brilliancy may be wroughtout of

darkness by allowing gold grounds and luminous colours to pi-evail, while the eye,

i n anotlier building, ' faint with excess of light," may be refreshed by a preponder-

ance of cool and quiet tones. Stringcourses and borders, arcliivolt and impost bands

and friezes, should be treated as permanent frames to permanent pictures, essen-

tial, by their rectangularity or other simple geometrical cliai'acter, to aflbrd the

eve a ready means of testing all adjoining and more complex forms by contrast.

Jieed I say that where the skeleton of the picture's composition is tossed about

In lively action, a stronger boundary of more vivid and contrasted hues must
eacloK it as a corrective, than when the motive of the picture is of a quieter and

simpler structure. That is the reason why the great Venetian pictures demand
such massive framing, while the more serene compositions of the early Florentine

and Siennese schools look best when separated one from another by little else

than narrow bands of flat and softly tinted ornament. In the same way in

mosaic, the rigid saints of the early Byzantine school, with their evenly balanced

limte and perpendicular draperies, need little else than vertical palm trees or

inscriptions, or even upright staves placed between them, to keep them archi-

tectonic; while the later corresponding figures of the Italian school, with their

swaying lines, require often actual insertion into niches to keep them even
reasonably quiet.

Such are a few of the most important theoretical pomts which have occurred
to me ; but, had time permitted, I would willingly have entered this evening
upon—what I have, indeed, partly prepared—an analytical sketch of the different

artistic conventions, which form graduated stages between the crudest mode of,

as it v%ere, symbolising nature, and the most highly perfected form of Imitative

art. While an intimate acquaintance with the specific conditions of each of

these stages—which are to the designer what keys are to the musical composer-
will be a great assistance to the mosaicist, an ignorance of, or an indifference to,

them will lead him into great trouble and confusion.
In bringing this paper to a close, I may be permitted to say a few words with

respect to specific style as affecting pictorial mosaic. We have seen that, as

a decorative art applicable to monumental structures, it has survived every
fluctuation and vicissitude which have affected architecture from the Christian
epoch to our own time—as certainly will it outlive the little differences which split

us up into Uoths and Greeks—" big and little endians " of the professional golden
eggs. We are now probably on the eve of introducing a new element into our
national art, and happily one which may with precedent, and therefore with a
good conscience, by those who lean heavily on precedent, be used alike in buildings

of whatever historic style we may any of us peculiarly affect. Let me then
express a hope that it may not be considered necessary to retain the defects and
mannerism either of too much or too little academic knowledge, peculiar to ancient,
medieeval, or modern times ; but that we may rather concur In doing the very
best we any of us can with this art, without pedantry or a slavish delerence to the

past. The whole history of monumental and industrial art has shown us, that
never is perfection attained in any product in which the material conditions, and
the processes by which those conditions may be best enhanced and developed, have
not formed the basis of the theory of construction, manufacture, or application, of
any such product. This has held good of glass, stone, wood, marble, and of all

the metals, and assured am I that, if we are to make this art of pictorial mosaic a
credit to the nineteentli century, a similarly " objective " spirit must also direct
and determine the specific mode in which, under every varying condition of style

and historical association of ideas, we would endeavour to rival the great masters
o f old in their use of this time-honoured embellishment.

The Estimates for Public Works and Buildings.—The estimates
for the public works and buildings for 1862-3 are—Royal Palaces, £33,583 ;

Public Buildings, £89,.5I0; Furniture of Public Offices, £14,611 ; Royal Parks
and Pleasure Gardens, £84,664 ; New Houses of Parliament, £3-2,647 ; British
Embassy Houses Abroad, £-5,104; British Consulate, Constantinople, £450;
Westminster Bridge Approaches, £2,.500; New Westminster Bridge, £1,231;
New Foreign Office, £15,000; Temporary Foreign Office, £1,250; Industrial
Museum, Edinburgh, £10,000; Aberdeen University, £903; Probate Court
and Registries, £10,000 ; National Gallery, £1,705; National Gallery, Dublin,
£2,500; Harbours of Refuge, £150,000; Holyhead and Portpatrick Harbours;
£101,221; Public Buildings, Ireland (including Kingstown Harbour), £96,342;
New Record Buildings, Dublin, £5,000; Lighthouses Abroad, £11,994;
H^hland Roads, kc., Commissioners, £5,000 ; Rates for Government Property,
£20,000. The entire estimate in this class is £695,21.5, showing an increase in
some departments of £107,741, and a decrease in others of £247,192 ; the net
decrease as compared with 1861-2 being £139,451.
Guano as a Polishing Powder.—The London Heview says a com-

pound of guano (100 parts), fine tripoli (25), common sea-salt (10), and wheat
flour (12), is now being used for polishing metals and glass. Diluted alcohol is

the vehicle for applying the powder.
A Substitute for Turpentine.—A new product, which bids fair to

compete with, if not to supersede, turpentine, has recently been obtained. It is

distilled from petroleum and asphaltum. The Asphaltum Company have
sncceedol in producing this spirit, which can be used in the place of turpentine,
without danger or fear. And as it can be obtained at one-third of the price
cheaper than turpentine, it Is likely to be extensively consumed.— ilfee/ianic*'
Magazine.

WORKS AT WORCESTER CATHEDRAL.
WORCESTER Cathedral has for some time past been undergoing renovation

by tlie Ecclesiastical Commissioners, under the direction and superinten-

dence of Mr. Perkins, of Worcester, architect. " In a few months the wliole of

the cathedral, from the great transept to the east end, including the choir, the

Lady and other chapels, will have undergone a restoration of the corapletest cha-

racter, and the public will have an opportunity of viewing this portion of the

building pretty nearly as it stood before its Early English features were dis-

figured by the introduction of details belonging to later styles, or the barbarisms

appropriate to the dark period between the Reformation and the recent revival

of taste for Gothic architecture." The south side, east of the great transept, is

now nearly completed ; the work to the south aisle of the choir has been com-
pleted, and the chapel connected with it, recently used as a vestry. Tlie windows

of this chapel were in a very bad condition. The outer wall has been refaced

where necessary. The corbel table and parapet have been restored, and Early

English windows inserted. Some fears nave been entertained that the groined

roof of the aisle and chapel would require extensive repairs, but on removing the

thick coats of whitewash and plaster that hid the masonry, it was found that a
comparatively small expense would place the roof and the ribs of the groining in

a sound condition. The groining will be pointed and grouted, and the materials

left In their natural colour. The improvements on this side of the choir being

nearly completed, the works are now being pushed forward on the north, and

here a serious undertaking had to be encountered, arising from the condition of

the smaller transept. From the ground to the apex of the gable of this transept

the distance is at least 120 feet, and the masonry of the walls, piers, and

buttresses is proportionately massive. The transept is in such a state that one

of the piers-that near the stone pulpit in the choir—will have to be taken out

and rebuilt ; the windows on three sides will ialso require taking out and the

walls above them rebuilding.

The floor of the choir and the steps leading up to the altar have been taken up,

in order to allow of the erection of a framework of timber to support the roof of

the transept and the groining connected with It, whilst the defective pleris taken

down and rebuilt. This framework rises nearly to the springing of the arches,

and holds up large horizontal timbers that take the weight which naturally rested

on the faulty pier. At higher points the groining is supported in such a manner
as to keep It firmly in its place during the rebuilding of the pier and such portions

of the walls as require it. The wall which shuts up this transept from the choir

is also partly pulled down, with a view, we believe, to Its entire removal. In

addition to the faulty pier above referred to, it will be necessary to rebuild nearly

the whole of the arch of the first ba^ from it, going westward. Considerable

progress has been made outside the building on this side, between the two tran-

septs. The walls have been refaced wherever It was necessary ; the corbel table

and parapet have been restored, and the Perpendicular windows have given place

to Early English. In the clerestory, the new windows are lancets in triplets;

in the aisle, they are alternately two and three lancet lights under one common
arch. We are told tliat vestiges of the original work remained to guide the

architect in removing that of later periods, and putting In the new. The smaller

transept still retains what are believed to be the original lancet windows, but

these have been filled with tracery. The roof of the aisle will he renewed, and

restored from nearly a flat to its original pitch. It has not been deemed advisable

to remove the flying buttress which aids in supporting the wall and the clerestory,

but it has been refaced and restored. These works will nearly complete the

restoration of the Early English portion of the cathedral. The workmen are

now busy with the great transept on the north side, which is Perpendicular.

Mullions run from the top to the bottom of the principal window of this transept,

and render It one of the ugliest that could disgrace a cathedral. A new window

is to take its place, and as the opening is large, and the window is a principal

feature of the edifice on the only side on which a full length view of the building

can be obtained, we have no doiibt that the architect will take advantage of the

opportunity to put in a window that will be worthy of the situation. The frag-

ment of the old conventual buildings lying between the Chapter House and tlie

transept will probably be used for vestries and like purposes.

We have extracted the foregoing from an article in the Wercester Journal.

The AthencBum speaks of the restorations as follows :

—

" Every admirer of old carving will hear with regret that the beautiful works

filling up the spandrels over the wall-arcade that runs round the east end, and its

transepts, of Worcester Cathedral have been retouched with so ruthless a chisel

that all their former beauty of execution has been destroyed. These carvings

were amongst the most admirable in the country, being remarkable for fine and

graceful treatment of drapery, which throughout had that peculiar flow and

elegance which distinguish the best ages of Gothic sculpture and mark the intense

love of his work which the carver had. They displayed finish without toilsome-

ness, conventionality without stiffness, natural ease and mastery of beautiful

form. Now their place is taken by the poor and forced feeling for form In which

some mechanical carver has recut them. No one but an artist executed these,

works ; few artists, none without a reverent spirit, should have touched them,
'

How often are the custodians of our ancient works of art to be told that restora-

tion by common hands is ruin ? It would have been better to have taken these

things away altogether out of the wall, for preservation elsewhere, and to have

replaced them with copies, which would have been no worse in character than

are the originals. As now mutilated, it is lamentable to see them,—every sweet

and thoughtful curve and delicate line of loving study has been scraped down to

the poor form of a Birmingham metal casting. All richness of surface has, of

course, vanished. Extensive 'restorations' are yet going on in the Cathedral,

of the general merit of which we do not desire to speak until tliey have passed

over the edifice. To the east end of the building these are at present confined, la

the great east window was of yore a good deal oi old glass, composed of fragments

from many minor lights, it is true, but skilfully enough arranged. All this has

gone, and its place given to a weak, poorly-tinted and commonplace example of

stained glass. The old glass has been removed, as far as we can learn, entirely

from the building ; wliich is a sad mistake, seeing that there was enough, skilfully

managed, to have filled half-a-dozen of the smaller windows in the clerestory. It

is to be hoped tliat some heed will be given to these matters of glass and carving

before further works are undertaken in this cathedral. Triple-lancet lights are

being placed in the parts that are being ' restored ' in place of the old, but cer-

tainly not original windows. All lovers of ceramic art will rememljer the tUea,

with their armorials and many patterns, which rendered the old singing-school of

this cathedral so famous. We learned, in the building Itself, that most of these

are destroyed, and saw that the result of some excavations beneath one of the
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apartments had been to bring down the floor. We must not oiait to add, that

while the old giiiss from tlie great east window hasbeen removed, without thought

it wouia appear, a foolish seventeentli-century transparency in glass, standing in

the eastern light of the north (chancel) aisle, has been religiously preserved. The

Guester Hall, about which there was much discussion some time since, stands as

Then we have a letter from a correspondent, who says that the foregoing

account of the injury done to the sculpture, and the observations upon the works

generally now going on at the cathedral, are "quite incorrect, being one tissue of

falsehoods from beginning to end."

Wc may give our own account of the restoration before long.

ON BUILDING STONES.

THE following is the substance of a paper read before the Civil and Mechanical

Engineers' Society, on the 13th inst., by Mr. J. H. Walton, V.P. :—
Arenaceous or siliceous rocks are generally composed of grains of sand, wliich

are rounded as if by the action of running water, and bound together by some

calcareous or siliceous cement. These rocks, which are termed sandstones, are

sometimes found with the grains of sand extremely coarse, and, again, delicately

fine. This coarseness or fineness is, however, of trifling importance in com-

S
arisen with the nature of the materials by which the particles are cemented,

lany sandstones have tlieir parts so loosely united as to be totally unfit for

building purposes, this being the nature of the rock which underlies the town

and castle of^ottingham. Purely siliceous sandstones are admirably adapted to

withstand the influences of wind and weather; but where there is an admixture

ofsilex with other materials, great skill is required to select a durable building stone.

Argillaceous rocks scarcely admit of a general description, but most of them

emit a peculiar earthy odour when breathed upon, and consist of silica and

alumina, with small proportions of lime and magnesia.

Cretaceous rocks, or limestones, are composed of lime and carbonic acid.

Many of these stones consist of fragments of shells and corals, which are united

by means of a calcareous cement. Those belonging to the oolitic group are

found to consist of small egg-like grains, each of which has a particle of sand for

a nucleus, around wliich are formed concentric layers of calcareous matter.

» Limestones and sandstones of the same specific gravity are found to exhibit

the following relations :—As regards the resistance to a compressive force, the

sandstone has a superiority over the limestone nearly in the proportion of three

to two : the absorbing power of the sandstone is less than that of the limestone,

as tlie torraer absorbs -097 of its bulk, while the latter absorbs -114. The sand-

stone will be composed of silica with a small percentage of carbonate of lime, and

the limestone will consist chiefly of carbonate of lime with small quantities of

silica and magnesia.
The author then reviewed the building materials of the Pliocene, Eocene, and

Wealden deposits, describing more particularly the Kentish rag of the lower

greensand series, and the Sussex and Purbeek marbles of the Wealden formation.

The latter were stated to have been much employed in the embellishment of our

ecclesiastical edifices in the middle ages.

Thejooliticrocks were next described, and full particulars were given of the

Portland, Ancaster, Bath, and Ketton limestones. It was remarked as a sin-

gular fact, that with reference to the oolitic rocks, tlie top beds are invariably

the hardest, while the lower are extremely liable to decay. Portland stone was
stated to be far superior to the Bath and other stones of this formation, and also

to be decidedly the best material to withstand the trying influences of the London
atmosphere. The average weight of Portland stone is 135J lbs. to a cubic foot,

its specific gravity 2-145, and its absorbing power 0'206. The analysis of this

stone as given by the Commissioners in their report of 1838 is as follows :

—

Silica 1-20

Car)X)natc of lime .. ••• 95*16

Carbonate of magnesia ..............-••>• 1*20

Iron and alumina •••.........••.•••..>•*••..— *
'^0

Water and loss 1*94

100*00

The analysis of the Ancaster, Bath, and Ketton stones, accordmg to the same
authorities, is as follows :

—

Ancaster. Bath. Ketton.
Carbonate of limol .... 93*59 .... 94-S2 .... 92*17

Carbonate ot magnesia. 2*90 2*60 4*10

Iron and alumina .... -80 .... 1*20 .... '90

Water and 'loss 2*71 .... 1*78 .... 2*83

100*0lOO-OO 100*00

The oolitic stones of Oxford and Northampton were next referred to, particular

notice being directed to the yellowish and rusty appearance of the buildings in

these vicinities, and to the lamentable symptoms of decay wliich many of them
exhibit.

The Permian or raagnesian limestone series was then next described, and par-
ticulars were given with reference to the selection from these deposits of the ma-
terial for the construction of the New Houses of Parliament. The Commis-
sioners first recommended the Bolsover quarries, from having observed that the

Norman porch of Southwell Minster, which was supposed to have been executed

in this stone, was as free from decay as when it was erected eight hundred years
back. These quarries were, however, abandoned in consequence of the^stone being
small in bed and difficult to remove from the earth. The Anston beds, in York-
shire, belonging to the Duke of Leeds, situated about five or six miles from Bol-
sover, were then examined and found to fulfil the requirements of the Commis-
sioners, so this stone was adopted, and delivered in London at the rate of

200,000 cubic feet per annum for several years.
Numbers of buildings have been executed in this material, both in London and

the country, and instances were given in which the stonework is already suffering
much from decay.
The analysis of the Anston stone is as follows :

—

Carbonate of lime £4-8$

Carbonate of magnesia « 42*07

Protoxide of iron 0*49

Peroxide of iron O-fS
Silica 0*51

Water. 024

. The magnesian limestones of this district were stated to be very numerous, and

to vary hut slightly in their chemical constituents ; that quarried at Mansfield
Woodhouse, in Nottinghamsliire, was described as being more durable than the
Anston stone, but so expensive to work that it is hut seldom employed. It was
used by Mr. Gilbert Scott in the construction of the Martyrs' Memorial at Ox-
ford, in 1840, and is found to stand remarkably well.

The Cragleith and Bramley Fall sandstones of the carboniferous system were
described at some length, and were stated to be admirably adapted to resist a
great compressive force, and to withstand the varied influences of weather, wind,
and water. The average weight of a cubic foot of Cragleith is 146, and of
Bramley Fiill, 142J lbs. The latter is capable of witlistunding a pressure of
109,000 lbs. to a cubic foot, which is nearly the amount safely sustained by Port-
land. The piers of the railway bridge at Pimlico and Fulliam arc constructed
with this material.

The Silurian, Cambrian, and Devonian systems all famish excellent materials
for building, and were described at some length by the author.

A review was then given of the igneous or unstratified rocks, particular men-
tion being made of granite, syenite, and greenstone. The decay of granite was
briefly noticed, and accounts were given of the strength of several varieties of
this material, including the Aberdeen, Peterhead, and Cornish granites. "1116

Aberdeen granite is considerably Ughter than that quarried in Cornwall, but
possesses nearly double the resisting power to a compressive strain.

Particulars were given with reference to the expansion of stones, and an
account of some experiments recorded in the " Transactions of the Royal Society
of Edinburgh" was related, from which it appeared that the building stones In

common use expanded nearly in the same proportion as cast iron.

The author concluded his paper with some observations on the decay of stone,

and made especial reference to the decomposition of the materials employed in

the construction of the Houses of Parliament. An analysis of the evidence "taken

before the committee appointed to inquire into the decay was given, it appeared,

from the evidence of Mr. C. H. Smith, one of the commissioners of 1338, that the

stone was all taken indiscriminately from the quarry, and that the selection was
left to persons who had little knowledge oi the subject. The decay was stated to

be most apparent in all damp and sheltered situations, tlie stone being in good
preservation in many places where it was exposed to the full action of wind and
weather.

PAET OF WEST FRONT, ST. GUDULE, BRUSSELS.

WE gave, at page 91 of our present volume, a view of the south entrance

to this interesting church, and are now able to present our readers

with an engraving of a portion of the western facade, showing the prin-

cipal entrance on that side. To the notes accompanying our former

illustration we may add that tlie west window dates 1528, that the church

was restored to some extent in 1843, while more extensive restorations

were commenced In 1859. In the interior the carved pulpit, by Ver-

bruggen, representing Adam and Eve driven out of Paradise, is well

known; It is said to have been executed for the Jesuits at Loavain, and to

have been presented to St. Gudule by Marie Therese.

AncieiJt Indian Tombs.—On the 18th inst. Mr. W. Bollaert read a paper

before the Ethnological Society "On the Ancient Indian Tombs of Chiriqui in

Veragua, Isthmus of Darien. Columbus, in Iiis last voyage, discovered tlie east

coast of a region on the mainland of America, called Veragua. The burial-

places of the aborigines of this district were by accident, in 18o9, tound to be

treasuries of golden ornaments. They contain also antique baked pottery of rude

but chaste and not inelegant forms. Everywhere throughout tlie country their

tombs are found, and monuments and columns covered with figures are met with.

The Chiriqui tombs were opened in great numbers in the year referred to (1859),

when, at one time, no less than 1,500 persons were engaged in digging and ran-

sacking the graves at Bugabita—a plam of a mile square, surrounded by high

mountains. Two hundred and fifty pounds' weight of gold was obtained in less

than three months, of the estimated value of £12,500. In the centre of the plain

is a mound of stones four or five yards high, and all round it are the " huacas

de depositos," or graves, containing gold. Outside of these are other graves,

the. "huacas de sepulture," which are of a poorer sort, and contain none of

the precious ornaments. The " huacas de depositos" are formed with stones

laid on the surface in fives, in the form of circles, crosses, parallel rows, semi-

circles, rings with four equi-distant large blocks, and in other definite forms.

Many other rich tombs have since been elsewhere discovered, and the whole of

this portion of the isthmus appears to be a vast cemetery. Amongst the gold

objects are bats, frogs, aligators, tapirs—all of new world types—the guacama\*o,

or " sacred parrot," and figures of hideous, obscene, or grotesque forms. The
tombs and their contents the autlior considers to be about seven or eight hundred

years old, and to have been the work of the Dnrachos—a race he conjectures to

have been derived from the Chorotecan nation of Nicaragua. Such monuments

as the " Piedra Pintal "—a great stone 50 feet long and 15 feet high, near Cal-

dera, covered with representations of the sun, human heads, scorpions, and other

figures, he believed to be of much older date, and carved by an older people than

the Durachos.

Tub Excavations at CYRENE.—Mr. Vaux read a paper before the Royal

Society of Literature on the 12th inst., on the Excavations of Cyrene, in which

he gave an account of the researches which have been recently instituted at that

place by Lieut. Smith, R.E., an officer who was associated with Mr. Newton,

when he was engaged in the excavations at Halicarnassus. Lieut. Smith spent

several months during the winter and sjiringof 1861 at Cyrene, and was fortunate

enough to make a series of discoveries which have greatly euriclied the national

collection. Among these is a statue of Apollo Citharoedus, which is considered to

be a genuine Greek work of the Macedonian or post Alexandrian age ; or a copy

of a first-class work of that period, made during the Augustan times. Besides

this, nearly 200 other objects of greater or loss interest were found, among which

are statues of Diana, Bacchus, Esculapius, Venus, &c. ; some busts of Roman
Emperors, such as Antouinus Pius, Aurelius, Faustina, Jun., and a large

number of statuettes, some very small and perfectly preserved, and some curious

bas-reliefs.
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ON THE SEWERING OF TOWNS AND DRAINING OF
HOUSES.*

rWIT anranige on a grand scale U certainly co^existent with the Dornaa Empire, and
earthenware pipee are, probably, as old as the art of pottery. It has beeji ascertained

that pipes of earthenware. " hand-throwu" on a potters' wheel, aud not unlike, in form and
^jm^rwrtnc, to hand-made pipes of the present day, were uscil thi-oughout the East in the

xcittOtest periods we are acquainted \\ith, to conduct springs of water for human uses.

Evttienware pipes hare been found beneath the preat mounds of As^-rian ruins, which
pipes «T« SDppoeed to hare been drains ; and the Rtalls in the Colosseum of Rome were
dnined with earthenware pipes. Earthenware pipes were also used by the Romans for

11m doaote of Borne, including the Cloaca Maxima, according to Livy, are as old as the
reign of Tarquinos Snperbus. Some authors declare that the construction of these public
sewers most belong to an Etruscan nation, which preceded .the birth of Romalns and
Senilis.

Th^w old sewers, the mins of whldi are to be seen in Boms to this day, were also " sub-

ways" and sewen, oaTing raised patiis along the sides, and *' side-eutrauces" for tributaries

from palaces and foontauu. There were large doacss in the several cities throughout the

empire, •»—see Pliny's letters to the Emperor Tr»Jan. I have met, in the works of the

travellers, with descriptions of other ancient sewers and drains found beneath ruins in the

East, the data of the formation of snch sewers being lost in the darkness of antiquity. It

is, no doubt, impossible to trace out the origin of sewers and drains ; their "invention,"

Gonstnction, and use, probably took place and commenced with civilisation. Wc cannot,

hoinT«r, settle this point now. We have another purpose, namely, to discuss the uses and

the abases of eewecs and drains at this day.

nM mintn doacee were, probably, in many instances, of the character of the great

sewers in this metropolis—the Fleet, the Banelagh, and others—watercourses enclosed

and arched to serve as sewers.

The remains of sewers and drains found amidst mins show us that their application was
limited, and their uses only imperfectly understood. If sewers and drains had been

generally in use amidst the poptUous cities and towns of antiquity we should now find their

remains abundantly. We know the extent of the Roman Empire more fully and better by
the buried remains' of Roman pottery than by history, or than by any ruins or traces of

mins remaining on the surface. Bnck sewers and earthenware pipe drains, if they had
erer existed, wotild have been as enduring in their materials as frail pottery, or as the

stone and btick doacse of andent Rome and the drains of the Colosseum. We do not find

each remains in abundance, and therefore conclude that a limited construction only took

plane for special porpoees,
Ibe Boman doacse were originally under the superintendence of the censors ; sub-

aeqnoitly nsder that of the eediles. The Emperors Agrippa and Trajan constracted many
docKte dnring thdr reigns. We, in these modem times, divest our Imperial Government
of all such useful power.
Earthenware pipes, of three and four inches diameter, were made in England more than

half-a-centiny since, in Lunbeth and in other places. Mr. Doulton, Seu., can recollect

their being made during this space of time, and 1 have received other evidence as to the
make of earthenware pipes forty or fifty years ago in England. The first modem use of

them, for sewer porposes, was suggested by Edwin Chadwick, Esq., C.B., soon after the

year 1840. Mr. John Roe states in his Report to the Harrow Local Board of Health
(1854) :—" The introduction of stoneware pipes for general drainage arose from a sugges-

tion made by Mr. Chadwick to me, in his desire to obtain smooth interior surface ;
and the

first sewer pipes made for that purpose in the metropolis were for the Holbom and Finsbury
office, in consequence." Mr. Roe further states, " Immense benefit to sanitary measures
has been afforded by the use of earthenware pipes, where judiciously applied and properly

laid. They save fully two-thirds the cost of brick sewers ; that is. where brick sewers for

a town would cost £ao,000, the same town may be sewered by earthenware pipes for a cost

of iEl 0,000, and the cheaper pipes will effect the work far safer to health and life than the

costly bri« constructions. Combined back drainage is of the utmost importance, in point

of economy, and also in efficiency of working, where the drain pipes are properly laid.

There are many thonsan<!8 of instances of successfully combined back drainage, in scores

of towns, and complaints of failure or of annoyance are very rare. I do not think they
amotrnt to 1 per cent, upon the work executed." Mr. John Roe, in 1864, states that,
" Thir^-six years previously (1818), 200 houses on one estate, in the Holbom and Finsbury
districts, had combined back drainage, and no complaint of their working or otherwise
ever came in that period of time to the office." Mr. Roe furthsr states, " In niany country
towns and places, back drainage may be usefully adopted." This is the doctrine of the

first Boarf of Health anticipated and confirmed. In some places back drainage will be
impracticable, and, of course, should not then be adopted.
It is a great advantage to have a regular fiow of water through any sewer. Drains are

choked more from want of water than by having too much passed through them. Combine
drains as much as practicable, lay them well, joint them evenly, properly, and smoothly,
and there will be TCry few if any chokings.
Fully to understand the worst effects of want of sanitary arrangements in towns, we

must go back to the days of the plague, sweating-sickness, and other similar diseases, and
read up the literature of 1600 and 1700, by Nathan Hodges, M.D., on the Plagueof London,
lew ; a Discourse on the Plague, by Dr. Mead : an Essay on the Diflferent Causes of
PestUent Diseases, by John Quincy, M.D., and others ; until we come to James Lind, M.D.,
and Sir John Pringle, the one on diseases in the navy, and the other on diseases in the army.
We may then visit the cities and towns !in the East, where plague rages to this day, and
see the canses in existence which prevailed in England two centuries since—some of which
causes prevail even now. Filth, squalor, darkness, neglect, vice, crime, and premature
death ; and annual mortality of 40, 50, and GO in the 1,000 regularly, with an increase upto
100, 200, and even, in some places, ."jOO, or a moiety of the entire population in one year, of
plague and general sickness ; " the living too few to bury the dead." The annual mortality
ofEn^and at present ranges from 30 to as low as !•'>, and even 11 in each 1,000. It is

thought 15 ought not to be exceeded even in onr towns.
The Sanitary Commission of 185.5 in the Crimea showed what could be done for an army

in the field, were the mortality fell below that of the same troops in barracks at home, the
French Army knowing no such abatement. When fever had been all but banished from
the British army and hospitals, the French at the end of the war were said to be losing by
sickness in hoqiitals at a rate of S,000 per month ; that is 15,000 men died in hospitals
during the last three months of the war acconiing to French return.
There are, no doubt, many causes for disease in excess, but overcrowding, defective

ventilation, and surrounding filth, seem to be the woret.
Proper sewers and drains will improve a town, but will not do all that is required.
The causes of fever in Liverpool, previous to the year 1 840, were overcrowded cellar

dwellings, Tlie causes in Glasgow and in Edinburgh were overcrowded upper rooms and
attics. The narrow streets, crowded houses, and small rooms of many continental towns
may be improved by sewerage, drainage, surface pavemcnta, and regular cleansing. But
many of the causes of disease in excess might remain.
There are laws relating to sewers from Magna Charta to recent times. Callis, on the law

of sewcri. Is the great anthority. These laws, however, relate to sea defences, weirs, rivers,
estnariee, and land-floods, rather than to town sewers.
Sewers were first constracted in London under an Act (C Henry, VI. c. 5), 1428, amended

by Parliament in the reign of Henry VIII., and since this period to the present time there
hare been many amendments and alterations of laws for regulating sewers, into which I do
notpropose tolnqulre. The streets of London were begun to be paved in I.I.IS.

The drat sewers in London would no doubt be in the several vallevs on the line of existing
watercourses, the Fleet Ditch, the Ranelagb Level, ic. These watercourses were arched
over, and the drainage of the adjoining streets and houses passed into them.
Btowe states that, " Astiently, until the time of the Conqueror, and two hundred years

later, this City of London was watered (besides the famous river of Thames on the south
grJO^wlth the river of the Wells, as it was then called, on the west ; with a water called
Walbrook, mnning, through the midst of the city, into the river of Thames, sewering the

u* ^^y^J*^ •* "" 8<>e'«*y 0' Arte, by Mr. BOBERT BAWUHSOH, C.B., F.O.S., Sic,
March Ivth,

heart thereof
;
and with a fourth water, or bonni, whidi ran within thocity through Lang-bourn \V ard watering that part in the east. In the west suburbs was ahi another greSt

water, called Oldbom, which had its fall into tlio river of Wells "

The Fleet Ditch (») was no doubt originally (in onlinarv w'cather) a stream of briKht
sparkling, swcjt and wholesome spring water-a river of " wells." But ns cariy as 1230
the monks of \\ hitc Fnars complained to the king that the putrid exhalations arising from
the river of W elisor Fleet were so powerful as to overcome all the frankincense burned at
their altars during ihvine service, aud even occasioning the deaths of many of tho
hrt-thren. Tho Fleet coutmued to receive additionia impurities, until it bec-ime in the time
of 1 ope

—

" The king of dykes, than whom no sluice of mud
With deeper sable blots the silver flood."

Barges are said to have sailed up tho Cloaca Maxima and tho Fleet sewer alike •
irt

both instances natural watercourses having been arched over and made the receptacles of
sewage.
Although the first formation of public sewers in the British metroiiolis dates so far back

OS 142«, by far the greater portion of the 1,.W0 miles of the main sewers in London have
been constracted since the year 1824, Mr. John Roe having had the perseverance honour
and credit of effecting more improvements in the main sewers of his districts, Holbom and'
Finsbury, up to the end of his period of scnice, than any other man. The improve-
ment of adopting the egg-shape, in place of vertical sides, for sewers, the introduction of
side entrances, and means of flushing, and the experiments carried out by Mr Roe and
tables based on these experiments, arc invaluable for the metropolis. Mr. Roe found the
construction of sewers a matter of guess ; he left it a matter of scientific certainty. If all
the sewers of this great metropolis had been laid out and constracted on the plan proposed
and adopted by Mr. Roe in his divisions, vast additional sums ofmoney would have been saved
and (humanly speaking) many lives prolonged ; the flat-bottomed sewers which now exist
would have had semicircular channels, and the deposit which now accumulates and
corrupts would have been regularly washed out, or periodically " flushed " out at short
intervals. Mr. Haywood has more recently done for the City what Mr. Roe did forHolbom
and Finsbury.
The ventilation of sewers by vertical shafts and open grates in the centres of the streets

was, no doubt, an improvement, though a very clumsy and disagreeable plan. Previous to
the formation of these open ventilators, typhus and typhoid fevers prevailed iu many
houses connected by drains with the sewers and near to the untrappcd gully-holcs.
Mr. Fuller, a medical gentleman, in his evidence, 1834, states that eight-tenths of all the

cases of typhus fever he witnessed he could trace to foul drains or foul gullies. The late
Dr. Southwood Smith gave evidence to the same effect.
At present there is much injury effected by sewer gases passing through drains and into

houses. In 1859, on the use of a disinfectant in the public sewers having a powerful odour,
all the houses directly drained by these sewers were tainted, showing that there was a flow
of air from the sewers to the houses. This should not be, and can only be avoided by ex-
ternal ventilation of each house-drain.
The question of sewerage and drainage concerns the poor more than the wealthy.

Firstly, on account of numbers
; and, secondly, because of close crowding. The poor must

live, or linger rather, in squalor, sickness, and misery, and die prematurely, in such habi-
tations as are provided for them. The fatal room tenement* in English towns, the mud
cabins of Ireland, and the boothies of Scotland, all t<-nd to fill our gaols, lunatic asylums
and workhouses. When shall we leam and fully comprehend the fact that it will bo morem accordance with the requirements of civilisation, and even more economical, to prevent
vice, and to make virtue possible, rather than to expend all our energies on reformatories,
to make home comfortable rather than to build and endow public libraries, lecture-
rooms, and reading-rooms ? Do not neglect these, but first make the poor man's homo
wholesome.
The preponderance of numbers is shown in the case of Manchester and Salford. Prom a

return hy the Poor Law Board of the numbers and occupiers of dwellings in parliamentary
boroughs, it is shown that in Manchester, in 1869, there were 64,42C separate dwellings, of
which number 24,467, or 38 per cent., were of jEIO annual rental or upwards; 22,538, or
35 per cent., below jEIO and above £6 rental ; and 17,431, or 27 per cent., not exceeding £6 -

or, in the whole, about C2 per cent, at and below £10 rental.
In Salford there were 20,156 dwellings ; 6,205, or 26 per cent., of £10 rental and above

:

8,131, or 40 per cent., of £6, and below £10 rental ; 6,820, or 84per cent., not e.xccedine
£6 rental.

'

Taking Manchester and Salford in one district, there were 84,682 dwellings, of which
29,662, or 35 per cent., were £10 rental and upwards; 30,669, or 36 per cent., of £6, and
not exceeding £10 rental ; and 24,261, or 29 per cent., at and under £6 annual rental.
Many of the houses below £8 per annum rental are of faulty construction. They are

generally in rows, back to back, having no back doors nor windows, no yard nor privy, no
ainkstone, nor internal water supply. Many sleeping-rooms have no flue, nor adequate
means of ventilation. Privies have to be used in common, and, of course, are not what the
name implies ; they are frequently ruinous, and sickeningly dirty. Experience has shown
that numbers of families should not be compelled to use privies common to several houses,
unless regular cleansing is enforced. Every dwelling-house should have its own con-
venience. It is a libel on the poor to say they will not care for their own comfort. There
are thousands of instances to the contrary. In Manchester, for tho poor, waterclosets are
the exception. The local municipal regulations discountenance them.
The annual death-rate in Manchester is 3n-66 per thousand, or double the death-rate in

some districts. The death-rate throughout the manufacturing towns of Lancashire and
Yorkshire generally is high, and will continue to be so until better sanitary regulations are
adopted and enforced.
The excuse offered by the Manchester Corporation is, " supplying the poor with water-

closets would waste water and foul the rivers." Proper apparatus will prevent the flrst,
and intercepting sewers the latter.

London shows a diminished death-rate in proportion to the abolition of cesspools, al-
though the sewerage is most defective, and the River Thames is fouled. Many thousands
of cesspools have been abolished in the metropolis, probably not less than 100,000, within
the last twenty years, .but many thousands remain. Mr. John Roe, and some of the other
district engineers, improved many miles in length of the metropolitan sewers and drains,
but there are many miles in length minoiis and foul. London is, however, much more
healthy than the manufacturing towns of Lancashire and Yorkshire.
Those who wish to experience the horrible character of the cess-pits, and middenstends of

Manchester, Liverpool, and other northern ;towns, should study the statistics as they are
weekly recorded, of 1,200 and 1,400 such places emptied, and then make a few night inspec-
tions of the localities in the hands of the ' nightmcn ;" the stench is abominable, many
times worse than the Thames at its worst. The rivers flowing through Manchester can
scarcely be worse than at present. The Irw-ell, the Medlock, and the Irk, arc a disgrace to
our civilisation. They are fonled from their sources to their cstuarv ; and if the erection
of waterclosets conid be absolutely prohibited the constraction of intercepting sewers
should be made imperative. The solids of sewage can be precipitated, but agricultural
land is the proper place and use for sewage.
In many cities and towns where sewerage and drainage are carried ont. waterclosets are

in general use. This is the case in the metropolis. For several years past some 1 ,000 soil-
pans have been made and sold per week, or some 60,0)0 per annum, and they arc, of course,
used. In the ^cities and towns of Berwick-upon-Tweed, Alnwick, Moi-peth, Carlisle, Lan-
caster, Halifax, Worthing, and many other places in England, the poor use this convenience
and do not abuse it.

In Manchester 100,000 loads of night-soil are annually removed at a loss of some £6,000
per annum. In London tho removal of dry ashes produces an income to the parishes.
There is no general rule for the dimensions of town sewers for populations below 100,000

in proportion to surface area, and any engineer who adopts the dimensions given in certain
published tables will most probably make an exiwnsive mistake for the district in which
he is operating. The tables which are based on experiments ma<lo in the metropolitan
sewers are, no doubt, correct and absolute for the districts from which they were con-
structed, and will be applicable to any other similar district, if all the peculiarities aud

* " Fleet." This name it derived from the rapid flow of water from the districts drained.
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coiitlnirencies nro similar ; but thoy nro not applicable to towns generally. I have never

us«d these rules, ami should have caused great waste of money if I had done bo. The
science of engineeiing cannot bo tabulated, and this truth ought to bo inculcated on every

student. As well say that all sorts of diseases can be cured with one set or sort of pills, as

that tables of strengths of materials and dimensions of sewers can be relied upon without

the experience of practice. The published tables I allude to have worked injury, not only

in Great Britain, but all ever the Continent, whore many sewerage works have been

atU'mpte<i, The civilised world looks to this country for ])ractical information on this subject.

The reconled experiments of the best hydraulic engineers on the flow of water in open
channels and in pipes may be relied upon. There is little to leani in this branch of

hydraulics. Pipes have capacity in proportion to the squares of their diameters, and wat«r

oiitains downward velocity in strict accordance with the laws of gravity, modified by fric-

tiou in its thou.^iinds of forms. The invert gradient of a aewer is one elenient in the law
of tiow. The hc;ui of wiitor and delivery are other elements, giving velocity and scouring

power. I only object to tables of soction.il dimensions for general use. The town of Aln-

wick, in Northumberland, with its -.'.(lOO acres of drainage area, its 7,000 population, and
some I.flOi) waterclosets, ia sewered by an earthenware pipe l.s inches diameter, and having
a gradient of 1 in 400. Carlisle, with its 1,000 acres of drainage area and 35,000 popula-

tion, has an outlet sewer of 3 feet inches by 2 feet B inches, with a fall of I in 700.

At "Worksop the outlet sewer is an earthenware pipe, 15 inches diameter, laid at an in-

clination of 1 in 000. The population is upwards of 7,000, and the drainage area very large.

At Lancaster the outlet sewer is of brick, 5 feet 3 inches by 3 feet (i inches, and laid at

an inclination of I in 1,000. Tlie population is about 15,000, and the drainage area consider-

able, having a r.ipid fall in .some parts.

At West Ham, with an area of 4.7:10 acres, principally of flat water-logged marsh land,

the outlet sew cr is of brick, 5 feet 3 inches by 3 feet t> inches, having a cast-iron invert laid

level, and at low-water line of spring tides.

In all these coses the dimensions of the outlet sewers do not accord with the tables

alluded to, and yet the sewers perform the work required to be done. Surface water and
heavy falls of rain pass, as previously, over the surface, but there is not a duplicate system,

nor do I advocate such.

At Carlisle; tho outlet is frequently blocked by land floods. At Lancaster, daily, by tides

;

and at "West Ham pumping is resorted to.*

SUBJECTS FOR MEDALS AND PRIZES OF THE ROYAL
INSTITUTE OF BlUTISH ARCHITECTS FOR 1863.

AT a Special General Meeting of the Institute, the following? recommendation
of the Council, with reference to the Royal Jledal for the year 1802, was

read and agreed to :
—" Her Majesty having been pleased to grant her gracious

permission tliat the Royal Medal be conferred on such distinguished architect or

man of science, of any country, as may have designed or executed any building

of In'gli merit, or produced a work tending to promote or facilitate the knowledge
of architecture, or the various branches of scienae connected therewith, that the

C.iuncil do proceed, in Januai'y, 18B3, to take into consideration the appropria-

tion of the Royal Medal."
The following recommendations of the Council were also read and agreed to :

—

Institute Medal.—That the Silver Medal of the Institute be awarded to the

author of the best essay on either of the following subjects:—1st. The applica-

tion of coloured bricks and terra-cotta to modern architecture, -ind. The appli-

cation of timber work in England, constructively and artistically, from the year

1400 to the present time. 3rd. On the stained glass of the twelfth and thirteenth,

centuries. 4th. On the use of concrete for vaults and roofing purposes. That
the Silver Medal of the Institute, with Five Guineas, be also awarded for the

best illustrations, geometrically drawn from actual measurement (with dimen-
sions figured, both on the drawings showing the general arrangements, and on
the details), together with descriptive particulars, of an abbey gateway, a bridge,

or other Mediaeval building in the United Kingdom, hitherto unpublished in that

manner. The Council suggest the following as being subjects worthy of illus-

tration, but others may equally well be taken, if more convenient to the com-
petitor :—Cambridgeshire—Gateway at Ely; one of the bridges of the county.

Huntingdonshire—One of the bridges of the county. Herefordshire—The Abbey
d'Or in the Golden Valley. Hertfordshire—St. Alban's Eastern Chapels, in-

cluding Lady and Ante Chapels. Middlesex—Ely-place Chapel, London. Not-
tingliamshire—The Chapter House, Southwell ; west front of Newstead Abbey.
Somersetshire—St. Joseph's Ciiapel, Glastonbury ; King Ina's Palace. Shrop-
shirc—Lilleshall Abbey. Staffordshire—Croxden Abbey. Sussex—Battle Abbey
Gateway. Yorksiiire—Kirkhain Abbey Gjteway and Cloisters. Wales—Chep-
stow Castle. Scotland—Dryburgh, Kelso, or Melrose Abbey; Monastery at

lona, Elgin Cathedral. Ireland—Cashel Cathedral; Jerpoint Abbey. The
<lrawings to consist of at least one plan, an elevation, and a section, drawn to the

scale of J of an inch to the foot, with details to a larger scale. The elevations to

be in line only, and the plans and sections to be tinted in sepia only. Perspec-
tive drawings may be also sent, and may be either hatched in, or tinted in sepia,

or in Indian ink. The jointing of the masonry to be particularly marked, together

with the mode of construction and materisd used. It is strongly recommended
that the rough drawings be plotted on the spot, and sent up to the Institute with
the fair drawings. These medals are open to all members of the profession, with-
out limitation as to age.
Soanc Medallion.—That the Soane Medallion be awarded for the best design,

well illustrated by a sufficient number of drawings, for a Parochial Church, to

contain 1 ,500 persons, and arranged for the Protestant worship, without any
detached columns or piers, and so as to leave the sight and view clear and un-
obstructed throughout. The style may be either Italian or Medieval. The
drawings to consist of plans, sections, and elevations, drawn to the scale of i of

an incli to the foot, together with a bird's-eye view of the whole arrangement
and a block plan. Each of the two latter drawings to be to such a scale as a
sheet of double elephant paper will admit. The plans and sections to be tinted

in sepia only, and the elevations to be in line only. Perspective drawings may
also be sent, and they may be tinted or hatched. The successful competitor, if

he go abroad witliin three years after receiving the medallion, will be entitled to

the sum of £50 at tlie end of one year's absence, on sending satisfactory evidence

of his progress and his studies, 'fho competition for the Soane Medallion is open
to all members of the profession under the age of thirty years.

Prize offered by the Pre-tulent, Mr. Tite, M.P., F.R.S.—Tliat a Prize of
Ten Guineas be awarded to the author of the best set of architectural drawings,
executed in the best manner, and in the Italian style of architecture, for public

buildings adapted to modern wants, e.g., churches, town halls, railway stations,

public offices, &c., in England. The drawings to be in colour and shaded, and
they may be drawn either in perspective, or geometrically. If in perspective,

they are to be of the size wiiich a sheet of imperial paper will admit. If drawn
geometrically, they must be to the scale of J of an inch to the foot. A plan,

* To be continued.

tinted in sepia, of the principal floor of the building, drawn to a icale of ^ of an
inch to the foot, is to accompany each set of sketches. The cumpetition is open
to all Associates and Students of the Institute. Each set is to consist of not les«
than two, and not more than three, drawings.
Sir Francis E. Scott's Prize.—That a Prize of Ten Guineas, offered

annually by Sir Francis E. Scott, Bart., for the term of five years, be awarded
to the author of the best set of drawings for a building of moderate dimensions,
devoted to civic or domestic purposes, in accordance, throughout, with modern
requirements, and designed In harmony with the style of architecture of the
tliirteenth or of the fourteenth century. The drawings may be either outlined,
coloured, or tinted, and drawn either geometrically or in iicrspective. If in
perspective, they are to be of the size of a sheet of imperial paper. If geo-
metrically, to be to the scale of \ of an inch to the foot. In all ca«es to be
accompanied with a plan, tinted in sepia, of the principal floor of the building,
and details of some part of the furniture, fittings, stone-work, metal-work, &c.,
arc to be sent in arawn ta scale and finished in any manner choxen by the
candidate. The competition is open to all students in architecture under the
age of twenty-five years.

Students' Prize.—(For students of the Institute only.)—Tliat the subject of
the design for the Students' Prize in Books for the year 1862 be " a Drinking
Fountain." The drawings to be executed to the scale of J of an inch to the
foot ; the plans and sections to be tinted in sepia, and the elevation to be in out-
line, etched or tinted in sepia. Perspi'Ctive drawings are not neces-sarily required,
but may be sent, and be in outline etched, or tinted in sepia.

Students' Monthly Prizes.—(By students of tlie Institute only.)—The
following subjects have Ijeen selected for the sketches for 18G2, to be taken as
nearly as possible in the order given, attention being requested to their being
forwarded to the lion, secretaries at, or soon after, the end of each month. List

of subjects:—A spandrel filled with foliage; ditto with open tracery; a niche with
pedestal; ceiling; stone diaper; corbel; cross; mouldings (with sections) ; scroll-

work in stone or plaster ; scroll-work in iron or wood ; capital, moulded, seen
from below ; ditto, foliated. The sketches to be made from actual buildings, or
from casts, or other examples in relief. Any student may send a study or studies

from the human figure in place of either or any of the above subjects, provid^
only that the said studies do not exceed in number one-half of his architectural

sketches. All the sketches to be at least as large as a half-sheet of imperial will

admit. They may be in outline only, or etched in, coloured, or tinted.

Directions for Competitors.—Each essay and set of drawings is to \ye dis-

tinguished only by a motto, without the name of the author attached ; but it is

to be accompanied by a letter, sealed with a blank seal, and having on the outside

the same motto as that attached to the essay or drawings, and enclosing his

name, with an address to wliich a communication may be sent. The pacltet

directed, " To the Honorary Secretaries of the Royal Institute of British
Architects," and marked Essayfor Medal (or) Drawingsfor Mednl(Motto),
is to be delivered at the rooms of the Institute on or before the.'Jlst of December,
18G2. Only the envelopes containing the names of the successful competitors

will be opened. Should none of the essays, drawings, subjects, or buildings

respectively, be deemed by the Institute of sufficient merit and importance to

deserve the distinction of the premium offei'ed in each case, they reserve to them-
selves the right of awarding such other premium in lieu thereof as they may
deem fit, or of witliholding it altogether ; and if the best essay or drawings should

be by a candidate who has been successful on a former occasion, they reserve the

power of adjudging such other reward as they may think fit, and of awarding
the medals to the second in merit. The essays, and the illustrations, to which
tlie Institute medals are awarded, become the property of the Institute, to be
published by them if thought fit. In case the essays are not published within

six months after the award of the medals, the authift's will he at liberty to publish

tliem. The drawings for the Soane Medallion will be returned to all the
candidates, on application; to the unsuccessful after the adjudication, and to the

successful after the presentation of the medal.-

PROPOSED REMOVAL OF THE SOANE MUSEUM TO SOUTH
KENSINGTON.

ON a motion, in the House of Lords, by the Duke of Buckingham, that Sir

John Soane's Museum Bill be read a second time. Lord Overstone observed

that the Bill was one which required the attention of the House. Its object was
to enable the trustees of the museum to send a portion of its contents to the

International Exhibition, and for a time to denude itself of those treasures. A
like request was made to the trustees of the National Gallerj', but was refused

by them. He, therefore, could not see why it should be limited to one museum
in particular if the principle were at all one of which they could approve. At
present the Soane Museum could be seen without payment, but he need not tell

their lordships that that would not be the case when removed to the Exhibition.

He should not offer any opposition to the Bill, but it required serious consider-

ation.

Earl Granville said he could well understand why the National Gallery had
refused to lend its pictures ; but the same principle did not apply in both cases.

Last year only 2,000 persons visited the Soane Museum ; but the number who
would this year visit the picture gallery at South Kensington might be expected

to amount to a couple of millions. He trusted that their lordships would assent

to the Bill.

The Bill was then read a second time.

Really, it is to be hoped that the threatened removal will not be carried into

effect ; there can be no reason whatever, as we have previously shown, why all

that we have of moveable art in London should be destined, sooner or later, to

find its way to South Kensington. We wonder if the larijer number of persons

who, undoubtedly, will visit the collection if it really is taken to the Exhibition

building, will hereafter be given as a potent reason for the final removal of the

Museum ?

Bexsok's watches asd Clocks.—" Perfection ot mechanism."—ifoming Pot.

Gold watches, 't to 100 guineas ; silver watches, 2 to 60 guineas. Ben.son'8 new Illustrated

l*amphlet, free for two stamps, descriptive of every construction of watch, enable persons

in any part of the world to select with the greatest certainty tho watch best adapted to

their use. Watches sent free and safe by post on receipt of a remittance.

J. W. BEI'SO.V, 33 & 34, Ludgatc-Uill, 16 ii 47, ComhiU, London, B.C. Established 1749.
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CHURCH, CHAPEL, AND SCHOOL BUILDING.
Btiche*frr.—St. Xicholas' Chttrch.—The alterations and enlargement of the

interior of this fhoreh, which have been in hand nearly twelve montlis, are now
almost completed, and according to present arrangements the church will be
opened on the 10th April. Tlie interior of the edifice lias undergone a complete
ebange, the whole of the pews |liaving been cleared away, and a gallery
errcted round the church. In order to open on to the western "window, the organ
hss been remoTed to one of the side galleries.

Siiffoll;.—Alterations and additions are to he carried out in Ousden church,
and tenders have been called for. Mr. Clark, of Newmarket, is the architect. The
tower of Foxearth Church, near Sudburj-, is to be taken down, and a new
tower arid spire, with several other works, are to be immediately proceeded with.

Catnhndge.—The north wall and roof to the nave of Kirtling Church arc
about to be restored, also under the superintendence of Mr. J. ¥. Clark.
Kildure {Inland.)—A new Roman Catholic church is about to be erected at

Broadford, in the county Kildaie. Mr. Butler, of Dublin, is, we understand, to
be the architect.

Taunton.—The Totcer of St. Mary't Church.—The Tatintcn Courier
says: It is with no small sense of pride and gratification that we note the rapid
approach to completion of our beautiful tower. The great beauty of the work, as
a whole, comes out more and more as every stone adcltd brings it nearer to per-
fection; and firom the astonishing effect produced by the one pinnacle which is

already erected upon the entire design, we begin to see how great will be the
difference when the other three are in their places. We are given to understand
that there is a pretty certain prospect that by the month of August next we may
seethe tower ol Taunton Saint Mary Magdalen complete in restored beauty. We
may be pardcned for feeling a little exultation at the refutation of all the despon-
dent prophecies which were uttered when first the sad work of demolition of the
former tower was commenced :

" Ah," said our discouraging friends, " You will

never get the morey to put up those pinnacles again, and if you do, where are
you to get the man who is competent to restore them ?" But now the thing is

done ; we have the money, and it is but paying to Mr. Davis his due meed of
praise and congratulation, when we say that" the exquisite piece of work which
crowns the new tower is a standing assertion that in him has been found the
right man to put the pinnacles in their right place. With regard to the funds, we
are bsppy to be able to state, upon reliable authority, that if the last instalments
of these premised subscriptions are promptly paid" up, the churchwardens will
have suflicient funds to meet all claims upon them, including the re-hanging of
the bells and replacing of the clock and chimes. The Courier then calls atten-
tion to a proposal which has been made by the vicar, that the inhabitants of the
county should be invited to join in placing in the new tower a memorial window
to the late I'rinre Consort. We, says the writer, also find that a subscription
has bet n set en foot for placing in the niches in the first story of the tower a set
of statues, of the eleven Apostles. There can be no doubt that when the tower
was originally built, there were statues in these niches, and Mr. G. G. Scott, the
architect, who has throughout superintended the work of restoration, has given
his decided opinion that the tower would be perfectly finished if this suggestion
were carried out but as the statues were gone at the time of the proposed re-
storation, and the cost of reproducing them was not included in the estimate for
the work, there are no funds available for the purpose.

Startfcrth Church.—A faculty has been obtained for the demolition of the
church of the Holy Trinity, at Startforth. There was little in the old building
worthy of preservation, and of that little all was in too dilapidated and perish-
able a cormtion to bear removal. It consisted of chancel, 30 feet by 12 feet,
nave, 36 feet by 18 feet, with double fcell-cot at the west end and south porch.
The south entrance was the,oldest portion, being of Norman character, having
plain circular arch and cushioned caps, all thickly coated with whitewash. The
west end was lighted with two single lights, and divided by a buttress in the
centre, a mode of treatment of rare occurrence. The interior was rich in the
possession of some of the most uncomfortable seats in existence, with bad
accommodation for sixty or seventy persons. The pulpit nearly reached the
height of the ceiling, with reading desk and clerk's desk to match. A font, of
local marble, will be preserved, and elevated on a step in the new building.
The new church is to be of much larger dimensions than the old one, and
extend northwards and westwards over the present site. The chanc( 1 is to be
25 feet by 20 feet, nave S4 feet by 24 feet, and south porch 8 feet by 8 feet. The
tower is 14 feet square and SO feet high, with massive angle buttresses, and angle
stair-turret to west gallery and bellry. Buttresses divide the nave into three
bays, lighted by double lancets. Two lancets light the chancel on the south side,
and a traceried window, of three lights fills up the east gable. The roofs are high
pitched, covered with green Westmoreland slates, and open in the interior to the
ridge, having the nain principals constructed (f laminated arches, and the inter-
nnediate ones with cross-braces. The chancel roof is to be boarded on moulded
ribs, and all the woodwork exposed to view will be stained and varnished. The
exterior is to be built of snecked and squared rubble, from the Spital quarries,
and the dresangs to be of dresed stone. Messrs. R. and T. Borrowdale have
contracted to do the work for the sum of £1,275, and to have the church ready
for service by the 1st of December.
Durham.— St. Paul's Ttmporary Church, at Darlington.—The foxiiids.ticn

stoneof this structure was laid a few days since. The building will be 61 feet
long by 83 feet wide, with a small chancel and vestry at the south end.
Acw^.—The tower of Hayes Church has recently been restored, from the plans

of Mr. Scott, under whose direction the nave and chancel were restored, and a
new north aisle added four years ago. The original dressings of fire-stone having
decayed, the windows had been filled up, the stringcourses cut back to the wall,
and the tower, inside and out, covered, with a coat of plaster, complctelv conceal-
ing Its original features. This has all been stripped off, the windows, nine
in number, have been re-opened, the decayed fire-stone dressings, quoins, and
alTirgcourses being replaced with Bath stone, and the flint work well pointed.
The old spire oak shingled about 15 feet high, built of the timber of the original
spire, »hich was blown down in 1703, has been replaced by a new one, 30 ieet
hi^, the clock faces being placed in dormers in its base.
Mxeter.—']he txeter Diocesan Board of Education have intimated their

jntenticn to erect a chapel iiitjoining their training college, under the superinten-
dence of Mr. Hayward. OB) y

Oxfordfhire.—Kiw WefUyan Chapel at Pillerton Priom.-A few days
ago this chapel was opened for service. The edifice is stated to be -'chaste in
style— ID tact, quite a model, both as to internal fittings and external
apptarance."

Clifton.—New Wedeymi Chapel.—A cha is about to be erected in this
suburb of Bristol, at a cost of over £6,000.
Zozelh A'etc Corgrrgational Chapel.—The foundation-stone of the Nevr

Congregational Chapel at the Leizells was laid a few days, since. The building
will be in the Italian style, the dimensions being 80 feet long and 53 feet wide,
and each end being circular. Entrance will be obtained by a portico in the main
front, on either side of which will be the gallery stairs. There will be two gal-
leries, one 10 feet and the other 22 feet above the chapel floor, both of which will

be carried about three-fourths round the building. The fronts to the galleries

will consist for about half their lioight of moulded boarding, the upper half being
of open cast-iron work. The upper gallery will lie supported by iron brackets.
The ceiling is to be divided into panels, the centre ones of glass. In addition te>

the roof lights there will be a tier of windows over the upper gallery, and another
tier below the lower gallery; and over the pulpit will be nine stained glass

windows. The chapel is to accommodate 1,100 per-ons, and the cost of the
building is estimated at about £3,000. The architects are Messrs. Poulton and
Woodman, Reading; the local and superintending architect is Mr. F. D. John-
son, Beiinett's-hill ; and the builder, Mr. William Bennett, Luzells.

Abingdon.—The foundation-stone of a new Independent chapel was laid here
a few days since. The total cost of the building will be about £2,000. The
architect is Mr. J. S. Dodd, and the builders are Messrs. Wiuterborne and
Bowles.

CAMBRIDGE ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.
THE third meeting of the Society for this term was held in the Philosophical

Society's rooms, on Thursday evening last. The Rev. the Prusidbnt in

the chair. The Society had invited any persons interested in the subject to hear
Dr. Pierotti, architect to the Pasha of Jerusalem, on '• The History of tlie Temple
Enclosure."
The President having introduced him to the meeting, he spoke for a short

time in French, and said that he had obtained the assistance of the Rev. G.
Williams, of King's College, who had kindly undertaken to read a translation of
his paper.

Mr. Williams then read the paper, which was illustrated by a plan of

Jerusalem, some sections, and several photographs. The p.iper entered into all

the discoveries of Dr. Pierotti about the enclosure, and explained the position of
the ancient cisterns, drains, &c., connected with the Temple.
At the conclusion of the paper, Mr. Williams made a few remarks, showing

how the schemes for the plan of ancient Jerusalem were affected by Dr. Pierotti's

discoveries.

Iccips.

What is Good IroiXy and how is it to be got 7 Murray, Alberaarle-street, 1862.

UNDER tlie title of "What is Good Iron, aud how is it to be got?" the
anonymous writer of the pamphlet before us addresses himself to the con-

sideration of a very important question. There can be no doubt as to tJie worth-
less character of a very large proportion of tlie iron used in ent^ireering and
mechanical works. The fact is too well known to be denied even by those inte-

rested in the production of a treacherous material on which daily depend the
lives of thousands of human beings in every quarter of the globe. Ctieapness
is, no doubt; the root of the evil, and we can scarcely hope but that a cheajt and
bad article will for a long time compete successfully with a more costly but trust-

worthy material ; and to such an extent has this obtained that, as the writer
remarks

—

The newspapers tell ua of works retarded at the dockyards because the Admiralty can-
not get the iron they require, and of angle bars rejected and returned on the hands of
res.pcctable firms, who cannot have wanted the will to satisfy their critical cuEtomers,
Great railway companies have begun to make their own rails, because they despair of
obtaining in any other waj' the rcquisit^quality. And all this at a time when, for four
years, the price of iron, good as well as bad, has been falling—or, in other words, the sup-
ply has constantly exceeded the demand I How comes it that the prodigious development
of the iron trade has led to a ptate of coiifusion in which, as it would seem, good iron can
neither be bought nor Eold ? It is the object of these pages to offer an explanation of this

paradox.
From the very first the progress of the iron manufacture has shown itself only in the

increased facility and diminished cost of production. In the quality of the produce there
has been no improvement since, in days anterior to history, a small quantity of iron was
extracted from the beet ores, which alone were thcA available, by the rudest and most
laborious procets.

The great discovery of smelting iron by means of pit-coal effected a change in the manu-
facture which has assured to England the command of the markets of the world, but has
lowered the quality of the iron. There are purposes which iron thus smelted will not serve,

and accordingly a email quantity of iron Emeltcd, as of old, with charcoal, is still made in
this conntrj', and fuither supplies are imported frcm Sweden.
In our own days the introduction of the " hot blast '' has brought about a second revo-

lution in the manufacture hardly Itss important than the firt^t in its results, but unfortu-
nately qualified with a larger alloy of evil. Between thirty and forty years ago, it was
discovered that, by heating to a verj- high tempt rature the •* blast " which maintains the
combustion of the emelting furnace, a great saving in the quantity of the fuel might he
effected. This led to the further discovery tliat not only miglit the coal be need in its raw
state, by which the expense and the loss of coking were saved, but that coal which had
hitherto been rejected lor its noxious qualities might now be sent to the furnace; and
KubscquLUtly, by the same meiins, even the intractable anthracite was jiresscd into the
ironmaster's BciTicc. Hitherto only the superior argillnctous ores of the midland districts

could be profitably converted into ircn ; but by the application of the hot blast the metal
was extracted from CTcry f-ubstanco that contained it. The '* black band,"' which had re-

sisted all attempts to mtdte it productive, became a mine of wealth to its possessors ; and
as the minerals of the Cleveland, Northaroptcnthire, and other districts were successively
discovered, they were converted into cheap and serviceable, although inferior, iron. Itwas
also found (and of all the benefits of the hot blast this is the mos-t questionable) that the
cinder or refuse of the puddling forge, hitherto of no value, would, when added to the
materials of the hot-blnst furnace, yield a large percentage of iron, though of verj' inferior

quality, and thus increase the bulk, though it damaged the character of the produce. The
pig -iron thus made is always designated in the traele as " cinder-iron."

On the quality of pig iron, as the raw material of all the subsequeot opera-
rations of tlie maiiuiacture, the quality of all that is made irora it depends:

—

The annually ijicreasing quantity of cheap pip-iron thus throwai into the market oom-
pcUcd the ironmafctcrs who poesesEcd the best minerals and the best fuel to reduce by every
expedient their own cost [.of production; and gradually the pressure of comi>etition
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Induced them to employ the hot-bltist to a considerablo extent. In many instnnces the
ejchnnstion of the best materluls has made this necefsary. Where they have done this
without unduly lowering tlic quality of the materialK, the " hot-blast iron " so produced
bears a very hi^'h eharacter ; but, unfortunately, many of them have availed theuiselves of
the hot-bla^t to bring into use any materials which wouM enable them tti compete in price
with tlie milkers of the dieapest iron, and thus the name of the district haa ceaaed to bo of
itself a sufticient fc'uarantee for the quality of its produce.
The applieation of this new agency to no many new materials had the effect of sending

into tlie market, not only an increased (juantity of iron, but a variety of quality such as
hitherto had been unknown. At the hca<l of the list stands the grey cold-blast u-on. By
untoward iu:eident, or by want of care or skill, tlie produce of the cold-bla<t furnaoe may
turji out mottled or white, and is then of inferior value, lint the grey cold-blast iron by
its name gives a guar.-uitee for the quality of its materials, and is therefore divided by a
stro?iB line of demarcation from .ill "hot-blast" whatever; nevertheless, the ditference
between the eoId-bla.st and the best " liot-bla^t" made from the clay ironstones without
any admixture of cinder is small in couiparison with tluit which sep.irates the best hot-
blast from the worst. It might till a volume to describe the various properties and uses
of the various kinds of iron. It is sufficient to note that only two kinds, the cold-blnst
and the best hot-blast, will bear repeated " working " without losing their librom texture.

The author then points out how the first introduction of chiap iron for
common purposes has resulted in its use in ciises wjiere superior luelal only
slioulJ be employed, and that in many cases the use of inferior metal is not
attended with e<-onomical results ;

—

When rails were first manufactured for the newly-projeeted lines, they were made of a
quality which might in .some degree be expected to bear the friction and the momentum of
the prodigious masses which were to be whirled over them. But the co.^t of such rails was
considerable ; their merit was not discernible by the eye. Directors were ignorant,
engineers inexperienced. The present was all-important, and competition was hot.
Interior iron, and, worst of all, cinder-iron (the nature of which has been already
explained) was employed almost of necessity, and all but universally. The consequence is,
that the greater part of the lines need relaying years before such an expcndittire ought to
be rciiuired. Nor does the mischief stop here. What is to become of the prodigious mass
of old rails? U the railn-ay boards work them up again (and the temptation to do so is all
but irresistible), they only r«peattho error; or If a portion of theserailsis sold as " scrap-
irou," who is sanguine enough to hope that it will be purchased only for those purposes to
which inferior iron can fitly bo applied S There is no escaping from the Consequences of
the first fault, and these cinder-rails will long be bandied about to burden the market and
infect the manufacture of the country.
When iron merchant vessels first came into use their plates were made of the tough

fibrous iron used tor onilnary boiler-plates, and tlie result corresponded with the prudence
of the design. The Orral Britain stranded in Dundrum Bay, mthstood for months the
beating of a surf such as no floating work of man's hands had ever stootl before, or ever
w-ill stand again, till shipbuilders change their present shortsighted policy. The success of
the first iron bottts was complete. Their cost was amply repaid by their durability and the
cheapness of their repairs. " But could they not be made for less ?" asked the Spirit of
(Jain. " No doubt they could," answered Competition. Other plat«s of inferior construc-
tion, to which the distinguishing name of " boat-plate " was given, were forthmth manu-
factured. A " boat-plate " may be had for from '.'lis. to :!iis. per ton less than a " boiler-
plate. The saving thus effected in .so large an expenditure is trifling ; the difference in
security and durability is very great. Six Baltic steamers belonging to the port of Hull
have been lost in .scarcely more than a twelvemonth. How many more of these cheap
iron vessels have left our shores and have never since been heard of ? The increased rate of
insurance on cheaply-built iron boats will give some measure of the additional risk occa-
sioned by this ill-judged parsimony, and may, perhaps, weigh with those, if any such there
be, to whom higher motives ajipeal in vain.
Through all these fluctuations, as might be anticipated, there is to be traced a steady

aecline in price.

^

In IHDC, according to tables lately published at Liverpool, " merchant bars" (flnished
iron) made from cold-blast pig-iron (for none other was then known) were quoted at £17 lOs.
per ton. lu ISi;i the best make of Staffordshire had sunk to £7 lOs., and Welsh bars might
have been bought for even less than £fi los. It is true the present is a time of unusual
depresMon, but if we take the average price which flnished iron must maintain, it it is to
remaiii a staple mannfacture of the country (about £8 per ton), even thus the reduction is
prodigious

; and if cheapness were the only measure of progress, the advance would be great
indeed.

With regard to the manufacture, printed returns give us the following

In the year 1S40 the total make of Great Britain is stated at what was then thought the
marvel ous amount of 1,396,000 tons. In 1860 it had risen to 4,158,000 tons, and to such an
extent has the productive power of the country increased that to this prodigious total
another million might on any sudden demand be added without any additional expenditure
on bui ilmgs and ni.achinery, or " plant," as such previous preparations are technically
termed. It must also be noted that great skill has been acquireti in the art of correcting
the defects of the inferior kinds of iron by judicious mixtures, and thus giving them tlie
highest quality of which they are susceptible. But these brilliant results are qualified by a
fearful drawback. In the year 1840, the cold-blast iron amounted to 771,000 tons, or con-
siderably more than half of the whole make. In 1860, it is a significant fact that tho
distinction between hot and cold blast is no longer noted in the returns ; but of the aggregatemake of 4, 1.111,000 tous it is not possible to estimate the portion of cold-blast at more than
the odd l.)fi,noo tons. Those best acquainted with the trade agree that in the year 1860
there could scarcely have been more than thirty furnac-es blown witli cold-blast, and that
the annual production of each of these cannot be rated at so high an average as .5,000 tons,
fcrfcct accuracy connot be attained, as periietual changes are taking place in the iron-
masters arrangements, and little is known of the production of those pig-iron manufao-
turere who consume at their own forges the produce of their furnaces. But thiscaloulation
la sufflclently near the truth to justify the assertion that, while in twenty years the totalmake of the country has been trebled, the cold-blast has dwindled down to one-fifth of its
lormer amount

;
and whereas in 1840 it constituted considerably more than one-half of the

aggreg.ate pro<liice of the iron manufacture, in 1860it has sunkdown to about one twenty-
ninth I As-iiretlly, If there was not a great redundancy of cold-blast pig-iron in the year 1840
there must have been a great deficiency of it in the year 1860 I

As to the use of scrap-iron, the author says

—

If scrap-iron is employed to any extent, it is hanl to say what precautions would suffice
to prevent the use! of the improper kinds. The supply of best scrap-iron is altogether in-
mfficient to meet a large demand. Old rails-whioh are almost universally mode of cinder-iron-m,ay bo liad at -iOs. less than the best scrap-iron, and 40s. or 4.-,s. less than puddled

?T'.., i"- "'.""'V-™
clement of weakness wherever it is introduced. It is not turned

into good iron by being broken small, and it is only made worse by further working.
The ([ucstions what is good iron, and how is it to be got, are of some moment

at the present time, and the writer of the pages from which, looking to the
Importance ;of the subjtct, we have largely drawn, if he has not solved them,
has, at least, gone a good way towards divesting the question of some of the
obscurity through which it has hitherto been viewed by the public.

WE have also received Mitchel's Screw Piles and Moorings; Chambers'
Social Science Tract on Building Societies. Of Beeton's publications—

tiome Pets; the Boy's Own Magazine; the JSnglislncoman's Domestic
Magazine; the Boifs Oicn Library; the Illustrated Family Bible; the
wccellent and complete Book of Garden Management ; and the JJiclionary of
Hcience, A rt, and Literature, which deserves inore than a passuig notice at our

hands. The Comma Struggle among Commercial Trarellers Relative to
V sages and Club Houses. A good idea forcibly iiisisled on bv Mr. Kibbler
V\ ebb On Iron Breakwaters and Piers. The Electricmn ; a well-conducted
.lounial, devoted to the interests of a still prop-essjiip science. The Dublin
Budikr; PracticalMechanks' Journal ; BtamMi'H Life of Sir I. K. Brunei;
and the Life of Sir S. Bentham, by Mrs. Bentiiam. 'I'o wine of the<« wc
must return.

(|orrcsj)oii(Ienrc.—

—

THE liOYAL r.NClNKERS.
Sir,—Having disposed of that part of the "t'olbnms" scheme which relates to

officers, I will now endeavour to say something about the non-commlseioned offlcen and
men.

I have often wondered whether contempt or pity has been more generally felt by tJw
profession for those who, in their struggles for fictitious fame and notoriety, have been com-
pelled to hold up to ridicule the rank and file of their own cori)«. by saving of them what
cannot Ije snbstaiiLiated, and that hears on its face the impress of fanfaronade and subtlety.
The Times and IJail;/ Teleijraiili Cfjx'cially are well jirinied with puffs and statemcnu, as
worthy of cretlenee as the loquacious hyperljole and verbot-e scllingspeiichesof aCbcapJack
at a country fair, and that arc given out with the same end in view, viz., to mislead tbe
ignorant and careless. I will only mention two such pufl's; " This coriis is composed
exclusively of architects, surveyors, and mechanics," and •* A. few ardiitccts and siirvej'ors
will be taken."

1 happen to know something about the corps, and I say that there is notasingle architect
in it—whether officer, or in the rank and file : a few land surveyors there are in the survey
companies, who have served their puiiilage, sncli as it is, on the ordnance survey, at the
public expense ; and as to mectianics or trad<vmon, I would aak what projwrtion they bear
to tho miners or tradesmen in name only, or of no trodo at all ? Everj- civil ofllcer in the
department that I have been enabled to consult— and they arc not a few, and are the persons
who can give an opinion, ifor "Engineer officers knovf nothing of work or workmen,
how shoidd they V"—has stated that the projiortion of tradesmen of the building
trades does not average 10 per cent., and that even these are generally very inferior
tradesmen. This is but natural ; why should good workmen enlist for soldiers?
Patriotism is all very well in its way. but it will not t;mpt good tradesmen to baiter away
freedom from restraint in exchange for a soldier's jacket ; this is tlie rule, to which there
are exceptions as a matter of course ; but, as a nile, tho tradesmen in the corpe of Boyal
Engineers are such in name only—runaway apprentices, idlers, SiC. ; tho exceptions being
in the ease of those who have felt it best for their interests to lie rum ett for a time till some-
thing or other has blown over, or those who enlist through drink, and remain soldiers on
the same account. It would be very strange, indeetl, if out of upwards of 4,000 men we
did not find a tradesman or two. There are some very smart sergeants and corporals in
the corps, but to find a good tradesman of a building trade (and it is with that class or
description of trade th.atwc h<ive to do), either one orthe other, is an exceptional occttrrence.
I remarked this to many engineer ofHoers, and have invariably re'Ceived as a reply—" That
good tradesmen make the worst soldiers, and rarely t>ecome non-commissioned officers, Irat
generally defaulters."

If tho article hi ColburjCs means anything, it means that all men in the corps are boild-
ing tradesmen—that there are no tailors, shoemakers, labourers, collar makers, &c., &c-
I suppose the writer of it, with his small stock of information on anything connected with
work or workmen, considered that a sapper should be understood, in the common
vernacular, to be a man who can build a bouse ; that the tradesmen (8appers);took turn and
turn about in attending on each other, carrying bricks or mortar, or excavating founda-
tions on one day, and making doors, shiting a roof, or painting or paper-hanging the next.
Oh, blissful ignorance I " Kx nihilo niliiljit."

Our friend goes into many items, and proves that a sapper costs j£76 10s. 5^. per annum,
or 4s. 10|d. daily ; he has, however, forgotten (?) to include any honse rent, or a proportion
of thecost of making him a soldier ; his allowance for tools is also about one-fourth of
what it should be. It also strikes me as rather str.ange, that whilst all soldiers are supposed
to undergo a fixed period of rifle drill annually (I behove a month is the time), the Royal
Engineers have none, except what they can loam in half a day per week, or twenty-six
days per year ; this, probably accounts for tho omission in tho cost of a sapper of an item
for rifle instruction.

I have not the time, nor have I the inclination, to check in detail what Is given us ; I will
therefore take as correct each of the various items, to which must be added 5 per cent, on
150, which would be about the average at home and abroad, for providing a sapper with
quarters and all the necessary adjuncts, such as canteens, churches, hospitals, wash-houses,
lavatories, ball-courts, &c., &c.—to say nothing about keeping them in repair when built

—

or £1 10s. per annum for honse rent. Then, omitting altogether the interest on the
amount, there is £10U always considered as the expense of making a man a soldier, which,
considering that most soldiers enUst for ten years only, is £10 ixir annum. Then 30s.
must be added to the item for tools, wliich is little enough.Jconsidering the waste and de-
struction of them. These; amounts, added to £76 lOs. SJd., give, in round numbers, £95
per anntmi as the average cost of a sapper, tradesman or labourer, good or bad, and ex-
clusive of cost of officers, and of their accommodation, or a daily rate of 6s. (tjd.

I believe that Weale's Price Book is arranged to give a builder 20 per cent, profit on day
labour, on account of the losses incidental to day-work, and that the prices there quoted for
labour are one-fifth above London prices as paid to workmen. There are very few sappers
cmploj-ed in London, except those that were sent to the Exhibition " to impack goods,'' the
impropriety of which is very glaring, liecause 3s. per day will procure the sort of men re-
quired

; additional employment would also be afforded to some labourers, and also tea!) w
extra policemen.

lu making a comparison of civil labour, we must first consider the stations where sappers
are kept, and what are the rates there for civil labour ; also take an equal number of civil
traelesmen to compare with those in the corps.

I find that the average rate paid to mechanics is Is. Cd., and labourers 2s. 6d. ; excluding
London and some of the principal towns, where sapiiers are seldom seen, and, for argu-
ment's sake, 1 will assume that 20 per cent, of tho corps are tradesmen of building trades,
and good tradesmen, and only 80 per cent, who are tradesmen in name ,only, or who call
themselves labourers :

—

10(1 sappers, whetlier tradesmen or labourers, at £85 per annum £9,500
20 civilian trades^ien, at £70 18 6 per annum £1,408 10
SO labourers , 39 26 „ 3,130

4,6»8

Saving by employing civilians £4,962
But, " to soar in the regions of fancy," I will assume every sapper to be a good

tradesman

—

100 \vill cost £9,600
100 civil tradesmen 7,042 10

Even by this assumption the civil labour is cheapest by . . £2,457 10
I have said nothing about waste of materials, which is not au inconsiderable item in li-

tary labour.
Tho article in Colbum's proposes to add 5,849 rank and file to the corps of Royal

Engineers, which gives us the rule-of-three sum—If 100 cause a loss of £4,962, what will
be tho loss on 5,849 ? Answer, £290,227 7s. 7d. ; having obtained which amount, I am led
to ask, what has been the annual loss on the present numbers, and what it would be if tho
scheme were carried out. I therefore fall bjM?kontheruleof three—As 100 : 4,962 :; 4,161

:

£205,072 128. 4d., as the present annual loss; and if the projiosed addition were made to the
present strength, the total annual loss would be £496,200.
To put against this I may be told that sappers are soldiers, and that this amount is not

altogether lost. Admitted. But what does an infantry soldier cost '1' Not so much as a
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sapper bv " cost of enjriuocr citabU^hment at Chatham." Thf amount of '' working pay,"

the cost for " tools," ft proportion of "regimental pay," ami many other items, or gene-

nlly as abont two to Uuee. Then, if sappers become ofQcleut soliUors in twenty-six days

pCT annum (lc« than the perioti required for rifle instruction, &o.. in the Hue), is there aujr

neoeaaitr for a standing army? If tweuty'sixdaysperanuum. at "half aday per week,'

irfll mike a aoldior, or, rather, keep him as sudi, about a fortnight of continuous drill would

-nuke any number of them ; but, if we take sappers to bo no more efficient than line

soldi«i«,wbv ar« we to keep 10,000 sappers when we might for their cost keep 15,000 line

aoUkiB, awlBtiU be money in piocket V The case, therefore, stands thus : sappers cost more

than cirilians as workmen, without a tithe of their efficiency ; and they cost more than

other «oldicr8, with the same dmwback, so t»mt, whether us workmen or soldiers, they are

dear bargains. (I may here mention that 1 have made no allowauco for what it would

ooct to educate the sappers as proposed, the cost of workshops, kc, &c., or the extra pay

that vrould have to be given, supposing the class of meu were obtained,)

If I nm told that sappers arc invaluable in the field on account of their knowledge of

sapping, mining, throwing up entrenched earthworks, and so on, 1 ask how do they acquire

this knowledge? Is it learnt iu the " half day per week V if so, line soldiers can all be

made c-iuallv competent, without distressing themselves or neglecting any portion of the

other laililary duties, and the corps of s:ippers can be dispensed with.

With j:uch proofs, I can safelv ask if the whole system is not a deception from top to

bottom, kept up for purposes other than the interests of the country ? I am firmly con-

vinced and fortified in that conviction by the opinions of many eminent military officers,

that as the ccmpeU'ncv of the majority of line officers in military engineering is equal, if

not Riperior. to that possesseii by engineer officers—if there were a few serjeant instructors

attached to each regiment, say one i>or company, for instructing the troops in sapping,

mining, ic. on the same principle as musketry instructors, more satisfactory results would

be obtained than is derived from the present expensive, deceptive, and antiquated

system.
I hiive lately seen frequent mention made of a model of the Preston Barracks, which is

being prepared at Chatham by sappers, for the Exhibition, under the direction of

Lieutenant-Colonel CoUlnson, R.E. (it is excusable that so many noticesof this model should

bepablishe>.l. considering that it is made for notoriety, as jto»ie/Aj/jy that the corps has done).

I wonder how many companies have been picked to find men fit for the work ; why the

Secretary of State sanctions such expenditure as will have been incurred in its preparation ?

lybat the real expense will bo ? Not a maie-up account, but a real bill of costs, everything

included. I should also like to icnow if justice will be done to tlie Clerk of Works, who
designed these barracks and who superintended their erection, by having hisname mentioned

in connection with the model ? Let ushave no deception in this affair or it will be exposed.

But to return from this digression, I trust that I have made out a clear case why the

-scheuie as proposed by an " officer of high rank in the corps" in Colburn's United Service

Magazine of January last should not be introduced. I have proved that engineer officers

would cost about £l,ttoo each to bring.them to the proposed standard, and that then they

would be but little better than they now are, whereas competent men could be obtained with-

out " edttcating and maintaining tfiem at wienornwus ex-peiise to tlie public" I have also proved

that sappers cost more than double what civilian workmen in equal numbers would cost,

and without their efficiencj-. I have also proved that sappers are more expensive than lino

soldiers ir. the proportion of three to two, and 1 leave your readers to draw their own con-

clusions therefrom.
I might, if so disposed, go through ti-.at article from beginning to end, and hold itandits

writer up to public riiiicnle, and fight him with his own weapons, one of which woald be

his moin-spnng day-irork, which by every practical man is admitted to be the most un-

profitable of all systems, and never to be resorted to if it can be a\'oided. But I refrain, and
leave him to his own reflections, merely giving him a little parting advice, n-? sutor ultra

trtpidam, so that whenever he again ventures on proposing any scheme to the public, he
should select a subject with which he may have some acquaintance, and display it, and not
occupy 60 much space w*ith a proposition so ridiculous and absurd as that of executing the

-works and liuildings required by the War Department by engineer officers and sappers,

without clerks of works or other civil professional gentlemen—by a system of day work, or

9L
*' gel/sitpj^rttTif/scfieine" whichproposition.litorally interpreted, means, asking the country

for a further trial in deception still more deceptive, to break down more completely than
has the present system, because on a more gigantic scale, and without the counterbalancing
tofluence of the life of the department—the civil professional officers.

In conclusion, I have only to express my acknowledgments of your kindness in publishing
my views on a mad scheme, which I hope have imparted some little information to yourself

iuid the numerous readers of the Building News.
Petard .

17th ilarch, 1862.

THE ALBERT OBELISK.

Sir,—Tlie Building News has generally shown itself willing to admit a defence of

opinions contrary to those which it itself has advocated. I beg, therefore, for permission to

advance, aa briefly as lean, one or two reasons why it seems to me that, notwithstand-

ing what is ni^:efl in your Number for the 21st March, the Albert monument, if an obelisk,

must bo monolithic.
* To possess true monumental character any object must show two characteristics ; firit,

it must be as enduring as possible ; secondly, it must show a desire to honour, in the best

possible way, the memory of the person commemorated, or, in other words, must show marks
of racrifico.

I need not waste words by attempting to prove the first part of my proposition.
" Honnmcntal" is more frequently used to express the enduring and unmovable nature of a
stmctore than to express that it is commemorative. Nor i^ it necessary, I think, to

occupy your space by an attempt to prove that an obelisk built of masonry will really be
somewhat less durable than a monolith, and will apparently be infinitely less so.

I think the second characteristic will be granted after a little thought as to be also one
properly belonging to a monument. I believe in direct proportion to the evidence of

sacrifice on the part of those raising the monument is the monumental character obtained.
I say sacrifice, and not ostentation ; and this distinction it is which makes the use of the
most precious or most noble material and structure obtainable with the means in hand not
only upprc'priatc but indispensable for a monument.
Now, unquestionably, the most noble characteristic of an obelisk is its monolithic

character, and this nobility can no more be approached by a built obelisk than the value of
a priccle&i gem can be conferred upon a paste copy. The difference between the two is the
aame in if-s nature as that Ijetween a plastic cast and a marble statue, between Portland
tone and Tortland cement, between broad cloth and shoddy

;
you have^e same form, but

not the same value.
Now, if it really turns out upon counting the cost that we cannot raise enough to pay

for quarrying and transporting a monolith of one hundred feet, let us have one of fifty, of
toventy, or of as many feet as we can pay for. Let us not, however, prefer ostentation to
fiacrifice, and instead of erecting the largest ])crfcct obelisk which our means permit, con-
Btroct a full size model of the obelisk we should have liked to put up, but couldn't, and then
call that honouring the memory of the Prince.

T. RoGEB Smith.

IMPROVEMENTS IN BUILDING, &c.

SMOKE-Coxsl'MlSG Appak.vtus.—Dated August 9, 18GI.—L. Vassiviere.

Tlie position of this apparatus ia on the furnace under the boiler (where furnace and
boilers are used) and forward of the funiace bars. The smoke should be made to pass this

apparatus at its lower part, it then ascends into smalt round holes made quite through the

thickness of ihc inferior plate ; from thence the smoke pa.-^ses through a nipple, round wldch

circulates heated air, which, meeting at the summit of the iiipple, the smoke mixes therewith,

and furnishes the latter with the oxygen required to establish combustion. This mixture

traverses an npi>er plate (which is placeil on the hollow nipple to receive its tube) ; this is

also provided with a round hole ; between this upjicr plate and the nipple a .=.pacc of about

the eighth of an inch is left to let the heated air pass to supply the required oxygen and

establish combustion of the smoke, which operation takes pla*'e immediately above the space

mentioned and in the hole of the upper plate, which is sutliciently heated to insure the

indammation of the mixture.

IMPHOVEMENTS IN ST0\'ES.—J. Billing,

The patentee claims,— 1, the construction of stoves wherein the smoke from the fire-box

is caused to pass horizontally through an opening in the back of the stove into a central

back flue, in which it descends, and then passes into two side flues, whence it ascends into

the chimney as described, ii. The constniction of stoves having ascending and descending

back flues, or simply one ascending back flue and a sliding valve to regulate the opening

into the same, in combination with a throat valve, or throat valves, and wherein the

opening and closing of the tliroat valve, or valves, and of the sliding valve regulating the

opening into the back flue, or flues, is cffecteti by means of one and the same screw spindle

and levers, as described. 3. The application of aVising and fidling blower to stoves actuated

by nn escutcheon, or a rose, in conjunction witli the knob that regulates the oi>ening and

closing of the valve, or valves, as described. 4. The construction of stoves wherein a t^econd

moveable grating is placed beneath, and is fitted in between the bars of the ordinary

grating, for regulating the draught and ck-aring the bottom of the fire as described. 0. The
construction of stoves provided with a back draught wherein a fire-brick or metal back is

employed, having a number of vertical, or nearly vertical channels, through wluch air is

made to pass, as described.

Ventilating AppAHATrs,—W. Wilds.

This apparatus consists of a box, or case, the bottom of which is formed of ^\•0Ten wire,

or perforated metal, and at top are fitteil flaps, or lids, by which it ia opened and closed,

and which are connected by cords, chains, or like agents, passing over pulleys to a

suspended balance weight. The patentee prefers, when he uses two flaps, or lids, to hinge,

or joint them to a rail, bar, or stile fixed across the box. and to support the pulleys over

which pass the chain, or cords which are fastened to the flaps iu standards flxed upon the

rail, bar, or stile, and to connect tho.se chains or corJs to a chain or cord, by which the

balance weight is suspended. The apparatus is fixe^l at the ceiling, or the roof of the

room, or place to be ventilated, in such manner that nir may pass through it when open to,

or from, such room, or place, communication being provided between it and the atmosphere,

which may be conveniently done, when the ventilator opens under another floor, by pro-

viding a grating, air-brick, or opening at one or both ends of the air trunk formed between

the joists. By the balance weights the flaps or lids may be completely closed, or may be

opened more or less to admit and regulate the passage of air through the bottom of the

box to or from the room or place to bo ventilated.

CONSTnUCTION OF BUILDINGS SO AS TO UTILISE THE WASTE HEAT PASSING UP THE
Chimneys.—W. Clark.

This Invention relates to an improved arrangement of the flues of the several fireplaces

of a house or other building which are all made to unite in a chamber placed under the

roof, and furnished with an oi>ening for the escape of the smoke. This chamljer is made
incombustible, that is, the materials of which it is composed consist of bricks or stones for

the sides, and iron for the bottom ; a door is placed for affording access to this chamber,

which is also of iron ; the at)erture for the escape of the smoke may be varied in size, ac-

cording to the number of flues opening into the chamber. This aiierture may also be

furnislied with a smoke distributor. Water cisterns may be placed in this chamber with a

float open to the exterior serving for various domestic purposes, snch as baths, water-

heating apparatus, or other uses. Air reservoirs may also be employed \vith this smoke
chamber, the air of which, being heated therein, is conducted thence for the purpose of

heating apartments.

Macuinery for Cutting, Sawing, and Slicing, or Planing Wood and other
Substances.—P, Walters.

Here, on a strong framework of wood or iron, fixed or mounted on standards, 'a bed-plate

is arranged, on which a slide, having suitable grooves to correspond with the bed-plate, is

caused to move with a reciprocating motion by a connecting rod attached to the crank of a

driving axle. The wood or other material to be operated ujwn is attached to the upper

surface of the slide, above which a suitable plane, saw, or other cutting or slicing appa-

ratus is secured by standartls, bolted to the framework. By these arrangements, at each

revolution of the crank a slice of wood or other substance is taken oft of the desired thick-

ness, and the cutter may be so regulated as to sheave or slice the wood of such thickness

that it will curl or roll up, and form spills, or a thicker slice may be obtained for many
purposes.

Conservatories, Orchard Houses, and other Horticultural Erections.—
J. Cranston.
This invention applies to horticultural buildings to be constructed of wood and glass,

and also to erections for any other purposes in which the same principle of construction is

carried out, but with .the use of iron, zinc, copper, tin, lead, or other suitable material in

the place of glass, all tlie buildings being pinned and screwed together, and made to rest

upon blocks of wood or butts of trees sunk in the ground, so that they can be erected with

great ease, and are portable. For horticultural buildings the space to be covered ia to be

divided crossways by principals formed to the shape requircl, and of any ordinary kind.

Upon the backs or outer surt'aces of the principals pieces of cimber are fixed edgeways
to run horizontally from end to end of the buildings, and at any distances apart that may
suit the lengths of the glass to be used iri the roof. These timbers have been called " radi-

cal pieces," and to them grooved rafters arc secured, the top end of each rafter to the

bottom edge of the " radical piece" and the other end of each rafter to the top edge of the

radical piece, and so on throughout the roof, dividing it into planes, the one plane rising

above the other as much as the rai-lical pieces are deep. vSlieets of glasi are fitted into tho

raftei-s, sliding into the grooves, where they are held by turn buttons screwed to the ends of

the rafters, the turn buttons being long enough, when in horizontal jxisitions, to catch and
bear up the glass on each side of the rafters, and wiicn turned to vortical jwsitions they are

sufficiently narrow in width to allow of the panes of glass being pulled out. The radical

pieces have circles, trefoils, qnatrefoils, or small openings of any shape pierced through
them at equal or une<iual distance.'^, either all along or partly along their lengths, for the

ventilation of the buildings, the insides of the radical pieces so pierned having valvular

slides with friction rollers at the edges made to run iu grooves, so that the ingress and
egress of air is always under control, insuring perfect ventilation by numberless small

openings in horizontal rows throughout the whole roof surface. The outlines of buildinga

so constructed can bo varied to any extent by making the principals upon which the

radical pieces re^t either straight, canted, arched, or curved.

A New Public Playground for Literpool.—A new play^ound for

tlie public, given by the Earl oi'S(^fton, and fitted with a jryranasiura. has been
opened at Liverpool. The inaugural proceedings in connection with the ground
excited a (<ood deal of interest; the Mayor, Mr. R. Hutchison, presided; and
most of the leading and influential gentlemen of the district attended. Mr, Meily,
in the course of an address, said, "Ail playground.^ arc only experiments for the
time being, and on the experiment now lleing made in Liverpool depends the
success of the playgrounds all over England."

Appakatus for Drilling and Tapping Gas and Water Mains and Pipes, and
IN Preventing Leakage tiierei-'rom. -J. Somorville.

Acconling to this invention the patentee propos^-s to employ a jjecnliar apparatus, con-

sisting of a Ijow or breech pipe or bracket, secured to the main or pipe to be drilled by clips

or straps, and having fitted to it at its centre, or in any other convenient position, a set

screw, for the purj)ose of applying pressure to a combined drill and tap of a peculiar con-
struction, which is actuated'by an onlinary ratchet or otlier suitable contrivance. Im-
mediately alx>ve, and attachetl to, or forming part of, the drill or boring bit, there is a
cylindrical piece of metal, of the same diameter as the hole made by the drill, Its object
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"being to keep the drill stoady after it has entered the main, and prevent 'it from breaking

through too Boon, or until the whole is reatiy to receive the tap ; it also serves to plug the

bole whilst the drill is brooking through, and so prevents the escape of gas or water at that

time. The tup is formed on the upper part of tlie stoin of the drill, immediately above the

cylindrical part hereinbefore referred to, and has two or more annular grooves or recesses

made round it at proiR-r intervals, into each of which is fitto«.l a circular washer or collar of

indiarubbfT, leather, or other suitable material. These washers or collars should be made
of sliphtly larger diameter than the hole to be tapix-d, so that, as the tap iwnetratcs into

the main, and the wiishera or collars successively enter the hole, they will cftoctually plug

the same, and prevent any escape of gas or water through the longitudinal grooves or slots

made in the tap. The intervals or spaces between the washers or collars should not bo less

than the thickness of the metal tieing tapped, so that there may be always at least one of

such washers or collars in the hole. When the screw thread is sufficiently cut the tap is

removed, and the service pipe is inserted in the usual manner.

DECISIONS IN THE COURTS.
IMPLIED COVENANT IN AGREEMENT FOll LEASE AS TO GOOD TENANTABLE

REPAlll.
Tildesley v. aariso/i.—Jiolls Coitrt.—Tins case was a bill filed for the specific performance

of an agreement to take a house in CI ifton-gardens, Maida-hill. The agreement was dated

in July, IHtiO.and shortly after taking possesaion, the defendant (the lessee) discovered that

the house was not in such a state of repair as he was of opinion it should be. The plaintiff

declining to do the repairs insisted on, the defendant refused to execute the lease, and in

February, 1801, quitted possession of the house.

TheMa-sterof the Rolls, in giving judgment, said, the question before the Court was
whether the house wa-s handed over by the plaintiff to the defendant in such a state of repair

as a house of this particular class ought to be. There was no fraud or wilful mi.'^representa-

tion on either side, the plaintiff evidently believing that the house was in a proper state of

repair, and the defendant being convinced it was not. With respect to such an agreement
as the one in question, there was no doubt an implied covenant that the house to be let

should be in good tenantable repair, and if the lessor did not deliver it in such repair over

to the lespoe, the latter would not have the retention of it forced upon him. In the present

case, if the evidence rested alone upon the aflidavits, the Court would have the greatest

difficulty in deciding between the parties. But the plaintiff had thought proper to have
the defendant and bLs wife examined vivd voce in open;court, and the result of their evidence,

taken in conjunction with that of two most respectable architects and a surveyor, led the

Court to hesitate before forcing such a bouse upon the defendant. As the afl!ldavits, how-
ever, were so conflicting, and the impression on the mindsof both the plaintiff and defendant

80 manifestly sincere, the court had detennined to see the housa and judge for itself. Ac-
cordingly he (the Master of tlie Rolls) had secured the attendance of Mr. Graham (a fore-

man at Cubitt's) to assist him in farming an opinion on the matter, he having reason to

put every confidence in the practical experience of that gentleman. In company with Mr.
Graham, he had gone over the house in CI ifton-gardens, and from his own observation,

supported and in many respects materially assisted by the practical experience of that

gentleman, he lind come to the conclusion that the house was not in such a state of repair

as a house of that clftas ought to be under such a lease as the one granted. There was
nothing to be taid against the house generally as a good and solid structure ; but the repairs

which the defendant would have to make in order to put and sustain it in such a state as

it ought to have been when possession was given to him under the lease, would amount to

BO large a sum that it would be most unjust to hold that it was in such a proper state of

repair aa would entit e ilie plaintiff to insist on specific performance of the lease he had
granted, and which the 'efendant repudiated. The result was that the Court would not
consent to force the house on the defendant, and the plaintiff's bill most stand
dismissed.

LIABIUTT OF CONTRACTORS UNDER THE METROPOLITAN BOARD OF
WORKS.

Clothier v. Webster.—Thi^ was an action, at Maidstone, by a baker, at Woolwich, against
a contractor, jmder the Sletropolitan Board of Works, for injury caused to the plaintiff's

oven, through the negligence of the defendant in executing certain works for the
Board.
The defendant had, in making the sewer, made an excavation under the oven, which

had afterwards sunk, so as to require it to be rebuilt, by reason of which the plaintiff was
put to expense, and for some weeks disturbed his business, for which he claimed between
^0 and £40.

"

The case for the plaintiff wm, that this was caused by the mode of making the excavation,
which was denied on the part of the defendant. The evidence on that point was contra-
dictorj*, and witnesses were called on the part of the defendant to show that every proper
precaution had l)een taken.
Mr. M. Chambers, on behalf of the defendant, submitted that the works had been done in

execution of the powers of the Act, and that, therefore, the only remedy of the plaintiff was
by a proceeding for compensation under the Act.
The Lord Chief Justice said : That is i^o, no doubt, except so far as concerned any negligence

in the manner of doing the work, for which the contractor would be responsible.

The excavation was made beneath the oven to effect a communication with the main
sewer at some distance below. The contract pro\ided for concrete when required by the
engineer of the Board, and (in the usual way) specified that all works should be well done,
Slc, and concrete had been put in so far as required by him, and, as he said, so far as was
necessary. There was concrete, however, only as far as the crown of the sewer below, and
the space alxjve it, up to the oven, was filled up with chalk and clay, the oven being sup-
Iforted upon it by wooden struts or beams.
Mr. Chambers, in summing up for the defendant, contended that as the contract required

concrete only under the orders of the clerk of the works or engineer—who were employed
by the Boanl, and as they were satisfied with what the defendant had done, the maxim of
law rexjioniliai superior applied, and that the Board alone were liable.

The Lord Cliief Justice said, he should nde otherwise, reserving the point.

Mr. Chambers then contended, on the evidence for the defendant, that, even assuming
that he might in law be liable, he was not liable in fact, for that every possible care had
Ix'cn taken, and the chalk was rammed as closely as it could be.
Mr. Hawkins, in reply on the part of the plaintiff, contended that the ramming down

Iind been badly done, and that for this the contractor was responsible. The oven had gone
down, and that was the best proof that tlie work had not been sufficient. Of course, the
people who had done the work would say they had done it well ; but the result was the best
test, and as the ground gave way, it could not have been well filled in.

The Lord Chief Justice, in summing up the case to the jury, told them that if the con-
tractor had been wauting;in due care and skill, he, and not the Board, would be responsible.
The great question was whether the excavation had been well filled in. And the point was
very pertinent, how, if it was so, the ground came to give way ? It was for the jury to say
whether, upon the whole of the evidence, there had been a want of reasonable care or skiU
in the filling up of the excavation ? If so, the plaintiff was entitled to a verdict ; if other-
wise, he was not.
The jury consulted for a few minutes and returned a verdict for the plaintiff,—Damages,

£35.

Old York Hou.se.—A few weeks ago inquiry was made as to the existence
of any drawing of Old York House—the most famous of all the old London
mansions on tlie river. We .'ire glad to ^ay that hints for a representation of that
house in whicii Cliarles Brandon and the ** Pearl of Enjrland" lived, in which
Lord Hacon was born, in which Ellosmere died, have been discovered in the
drawinprs of Wyn Graede at the Bodleian. By help of Mr. Cox, the librarian,
Mr. E. M. Ward, Il.A., has succeeded in making- from Wyn Graede's hints a
sh'ffht but pretty and spirited sketch of that historical pile which Buckingham
pulled down in order to clear the site for Inigo Jones.—Ath3n<Bum.

TENDERS.
Chapkl, Pkkstox.

For the erection of Moor Park Wcsleyan Chapel, rrerton. Pottlton and Woodman,
architecta, Reading.
Tomlinfion £3,809 f Todd (accepted) £S,2C0
Bamber S,297

|

Cottage.
For buildinp labourer's cottage and other works, for C. Cannon, E«q. Mr. Henry

McCalla, architect.

Mr. Porter (Bunhill-row) Xrtft.l

Schools, Ashton-unt>ku-Ltnk.
For the erection of St, Michael's Parish Schools, Ashton-under-Lyne.

architects, Manchester. Quantities supplied.
Thomas Clay ^:!,187

J. and J. Longson '2,'.i9'.i

Thackrah and Pearco 2,880
W. H. Brovm 2,760

Hayley and 8on»

Stores jC2,T7i
Terrae 'i,mi

J. Hobinson, Jon 2,42'^

H. and S. Warburton (accepted) , , . . 2,345

Alterations, Ciiampiox-hill.
For alterations to^house, Champion-hill, for K. G. Cooper, Esq. Mr. W. Lee, architect.

Colls and Co £2,;J40 I Newman and Mann £1,81*7

Fish 1,987
I
Becton I,7«l

Tavern, Shoreditoh.
Forrebuilding the Griffin Tavern, Leonard-street, Shoreditch, for Mr. George Hoaver-

man. Mr. William Lee, architect. The tender of Mr. Green has been accepted.

Shops, 5tc., Hacknky.
For house, shop, show-rooms, &c.. Church-street, Hackney, for T. Wilkinson, Esq. Mr.

William Lee, architect. Mr. Beeton's tender has been accepted.

RoADWORK, Hereford.
For the formation and metalling of a portion of the proposed new roads on the Hampton

Park Estate, Hereford. Messrs. Elmslie, Franey. and Haddon, architects.

W. Birchley £642 17 8 I C. WalfoM £433 11 6
J. Trumper 473 11 | W. Scandrett (accepted) 381 18

Dwelling House, Essex.
For a house at Witham, Essex, for Charles Page, Esq. Mr. Fred. CHianoellor, architect,

13, Pinner's Hall, Old Broad-street, London, and Chelmafori, Essex.
Gardener £667 I Glasscock £6C0
Brown 665 ( Sanders (accepted) GOO

Server, Dumfries (N.B.)
For a main sewer to be constructed in the White Sands. Dumfries.

Murphy and Son £695 I Allan and Man £4(10 17 ft

Tough 601 6 11 McCalley 434 17 <
Aitchison 498 | Maxwell (accepted) 409 10

Villa, &c., Leicester.
For [the erection of a villa and outbuildings at Great Wigston, near Leicester, for

Thomas Ingram, Esq, Quantities supplied by the architect, William Mlllicau, Hotel-street,
Leicester.

Tender Ho,!.—Brick and Stone Walling.
•Messrs. Osborne £1,839 I Thompson £1,217
•Neale 1,989 Hickman \,V>0
Porter 1,258 |

Dawkins l.UO
Duxbury 1 ,236 I Hutchinson 1.110
Wykes 1,220 | Cox 1,093

Tender jVo. 2.

—

Carpenter and Joiner.
Smith £711
Clifton GS9
Porter 678 18

Wykes £798
Jarrom 757
Coltman 749 14

Sharpe 749 1

Tender iVo. S.Stone Mason.
Johnson £87 I Fern £G'>

Yates 85
I

Tender Ko. 4.—Plumber and Glazier.

Adlard £155 I Norman £144
Whitmore 147 |

Fozzard , 139
Tender No. 5.

—

Ironicork.

Pegg £45 1 Sharman £38
Law 44 1

Tender No. B.—Painter.
King £42

• Including No. 2.

Arboretum, Wohckster.
For the erection of a pavilion in the pleasure grounds, Worcester. Mr. Cranston, archi

tect, Birmingham.
W. Wythes £899 I W. A. Showell £740 (

J. Hardwicke and Son 855 G.Arden 725 10 )

T. Edmonds 753 19 | W. Eassie and Go. (accepted).... 694 10 (

Architects competing for the above were limited to an expenditure of £300.

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
INFIRMARY.

LONUOX.—The managers of the Central Loudou District School desire to have designs fora

detached infirmary for their boys' and girls* schools at Cuckoo Farm. Hanwelt. Tho
building must be of a simple and inexpensive character, in harmony with the existing

buildings, and comprise accommotlatiou as required by the Poor Law Boanl for 180 boya

and ISO girls, each sex to bo separately distributed in six rooms. There must also bo a
kitchen, surgery, waiting-room, and other uecessary offices underneath. Particulars on

application to the superintendent at the schools. The plans must be drawn to a uniforn*

scale of 8 feet to an inch, each to be accompanied by a specification of tho works and an
estimate of their cost. No premium will be given, but the architect whose plan ijl

choseu will be paid by commisjsion for supervision, &c.. of erection of the building in tho

usual way. Each set of plans must bo subscribed with a motto, and forwarded with a

sealed letter, containing the motto and tho author's name, to Samuel Heath, Jun. clerk

to the Board, No. 1 0, Basinghall-street, E.G. . ou or before April 2.

CONTRACTS OPENi
BANKS,

Bucks.— For the erection of new bank premise?, at Aylesbury, Bucks, for the directors of

tbe London and County Bank. Plana and specifications at tho Ix)ndon and County Bank,

Aylesbury, and with Frederick Chancellor, architect, 10, Pinner's-hall, Old Broad-street.

London, and Chelmsford, Essex. Quantities will be supplied. Tenders to bo delivered ou

the :Jni April.

Ireland.— For erecting a branch bank and manager'sresidence atNenagh, co. Tipptr ry,

or tho Provincial Bank of Ireland. Plans, &c, at the office of the architect, W. tf.
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Ifomr, K8, Lower 0»rdiiier-street. DaMin, up to the 31st inst. on whicli day estimator

are to be forwarxied addressed to Thonuu Hewat, £sq., Proviacial Bauk of Irelimcl, 42,

Old Broad-sCrctit, London, KC.
tow:? hall.

TlVKKTOX.—For the erection of the New Town-hall, '&c., for the Borough of Tiverton.

FUq5, A;c. , at the town clerk's ofHcc. Peter-street, Tiverton. SoaleU tenders endorsed
•• Tiverton New Town Hall" to be delivered at the town clork's office, on or before the

Snd of April. Bills of quantities will be supplied by the architect, ilr. H, Lloyd, Park-
stnet, BriscoL

TODJIOBDES>-For arching over the river, and other works in connection with thefomida-
tkm of the proposed town-hall. Plans, &c., at the office ot Mr. Allen, Oddfellows' -ball.

Todmorden. Sealed tenders, endor»)d " Tenders for Town-hall, Todmorden," to be for-

wanled to Mr. J. Orecn, arcliitect, i*ortsmouth-hoase, near Todmorden, before '2nd April.

BATH.
ETDK.—For a floating bath, 110 feet long by 5ti feet wide, with thirty dressing boxes,

waiting room, &C., to be oonstractod of timber, and moored near the pier at Hyde. Plans,

ftc, at the <rfBoe of the Company's engineer, Mr. F. Newman, 1 8, Gcorgo-strcet, Bydc, whereH^ tilers are to be delivered before noon on the 31st inst.

MARKET.
IBELASD.—For the execution of all the works to be done in connection with the National

Cattle Show, at the Limerick New Markets. Plans, &c.. on Thursdays and Saturdays, at

the secretary's office. 44, Upper Cecil-street, Limerick. Tendei^ for completing the whole
voric, inclnding all materials. Tenders for executing all the work, timber to be supplied

l^ 0(Hnmittc«. Tenders may state, al!=w, what sum would Ix; allowed for materials after

the show. Tenders for gas fittings aud plumbers' work to be separate. Sealed tenders,

addr^sed to the chairman of the Local Committee, to be sent into the secretary's office,

on or before twelve o'clodc, on the 6th April.
GATEWAY,

IBEIAXD.—For the erection of a new entrance to Knockdrin Castle, Mullingar, for Sir

Eichan.! Levinge, Bart.. M.P. Plans, &,c., at the office of Mr. J. M'Curdy, architect,

1, Han'ourt-place, Lower Merrion-streot. Dublin. Sealed tenders to be delivered at the
above address, ou or before the Ath April.

BRIDGES.
TOXGE.—For the erection of an iron-girder bridge over the river Irk, in the township of
Tonge. Plans, &c., with the surveyor, at his office. Commissioners* Rooms, Middleton,
to whom sealed tenders are to be sent, endorsed " Tender for Bridge," not later than
SI St March.

MONTGOMKKYsliiRE.—For the erection of a plate girder bridge, for Broniarth, Meifod
Montgomeryshire, of 100 feet clear waterway, and IS feet over all. Plans, and specifi-

cations can be seen at the office of the county survej'or, Kerry, Montgomeryshire.
Broniarth is about 10 miles from the Llanym>Tiech Station, on the Oswestry and New-
town Railway. Tenders by April 7.

BEADING ROOM.
Dorset.—For the works to be done in the erection of a reading-room at Swanage, Dorset.

Plans, &c., at the office of the architect, Mr. G. B. Crickmay, 77, St. Thomas-street,
WejTnoath. TenderB to bo sent in on or before the Slst inst,

ROOF WORK.
BLACKBfRX.— For three wrought-iron roofs for the Blackburn Gas-light Company, to be

erected upon their No. 1 station. Jubilee-street. Plans, &c., at the Company's offices,

Darwem-fitrcet. Tenders to C. Parkinson, Esq., chairman of the Company, or or before
the 31st March.

CHURCHES.
IRELAJTD.—For works to be done at the churches of Kiltanalea, co. Clare ; Ballisakcery,

CO. Mayo ; Kilfree, co. Sligo. Specifications in the hands of the resident ministers of the
parisbee. Tenders to be forwarded scaled, prepaid, and addressed thus—" l*roposal for

Church of , The Ecclesiastic^ Commissioners for Ireland, Dublin,"
before the 4th of April.

Ireland.—For ^e several works to be done in erecting the intended new Roman Catholic
Chnrch at Broadford, co. Kildare, for the Rev. Felix Tracey, P.P. Plans, Ac, with
John S. Butler, Esq., architect, No. 16, Hume-street, Dublin, to the 31st inst.

BUTFOLK.—For taking down the tower of Foxearth Chnrch, near Sudbury, Suffolk, and
building a new tower and spire, together with other works. Plans, tStc, at the school-
room, on the 24th of March, and five following days. Sealed tenders, directed to Rev.
John Forstcr, Foxearth Rectory, on or before the (>th April.

CHAPELS.
Chipping Norton.—For the erection of a Baptist chapel, and the conversion of the pre-

sent chapel into schools, at Chipping Norton. Plans, &c., at the offices of Messrs. Gibbs,
Thompson, and Colbonme, Stratford-npon-Avon, to the 8th of April, where the quanti-
ties, &c., may be had on payment of 10s. Tenders to Mr. G. B.'Smith, Chipping Norton,
on the Uth April.

yOBKsniRB. For the masons', bricklayers', and plasterers' work, carpenters' and joiners'

work, plumbing, slating, painting, glazing, &c., "for a new Primitive Methodist chapel,
to be erected at Gowthrope, Selby. Plans, &c., with Mr. G. Brown. Tenders,to the Rev.
J. R. Parkinson, Gowthorpe-street, before April 5,

Market Rasex. —For the whole or for any separate portion of the works required to be
done in taking down the present, and erecting a new Wesloyan chapel to accommodate
about 70U persons, with schoolroom and vestries adjoining, at Market Raaen. Plans, &c.,
at the vestry of the present chapel at that place, or duplicates thereof, with William
Botterill, architect, 23, Parliament-street, Hull, till the 8th April. Tenders, endorsed
"Tender for Wesleyan Chapel, &c," to be addressed to the Rev. Jos. Oflicer, Market
Baien, and must Ije received by him not later than the yth April.

CBBSHIRR.—For the whole or anj* part of the works required in the erection of the New
Wesleyan Chapel, Chorley, Alderley Edge, Cheshire. Drawings, &:c., with Hayley and
Son, architects, -IS, Cross-street, Manchester, to whom scaled tenders are to be delivered
before the 31st inst.

PARSONAGE.
Bury.—For the several works required in the erection of the proposed parsonage house In

connection with All Saint's Church, Bury. Particulars at the office of the architect, W,
W. Whitaker, 32, St. Ann-street, Manchester, and the estimates to be forwarded to the
ar^tect on or before the 1st April.

DWELLING HOUSES.
OOSPORT.—For the alteration and reconstruction [of two houses, known as Stoke House,

Alverstoke, Gosiwrt. Plans, kc, on the premises, and at the architect's offices, to whom
the tenders "are to be delivered, on the 3lBt inst. Quantities will be furnished on appli-
f^ation to Ctiarles Sewell, architect, Chandos-chambers, Buckingham-street, Adolphi,
London, W.C.

Bow.— For the erection of a small house at Bow, Middlesex. Drawings, &c., at the offices

of Mr. Giblctt, surveyor, 36, Southampton-buildings, Chancery-lane. Tenders to be de-
livered not later than the Slst fust.

Cambridge.—For the works to be done in restoring the north wall and roof to nave of
Kirtling Church, Camba. Drawings, Aic, at the office of Mr, J. F. Clark, architect, New-
market. Tenders, sealed and endorsed, " Tender for Church Restoration," to lie sent to the
Eer. W. Chavasse, Kirtling Vicarage, before the '24th inst,

POLICE-STATION.
DKVOK.—For the erection of police station, &c., at Northtawton, Devon. Flans, &c., with
Henry Ford, Clerk of the Peace, Caatle of Exeter, and at the office of Robert Fnlford, Esq.,
clerk to the Justices, Northtawton. S^led tenders endorsed, "Tender for Northtawton
Police Station," to be sent to Mr. Ford on or before the 1st April.

RAILWAYS.
IWEBVESS AN-R PERTH JcxxTiON.—The directors arepreparodto recdve tenders for the
oonrtmction of two additional sections of the line, viz. :— 1. the Dalnacardoch contract,
amending from Calvine to the march between the counties of Perth and Inverness,
mCMoring 12 miles l^ZiHi yards or thereby, and comprising about 40 bridges and culverts
tar roads and streams, the span of the largest bridge being fiO feet. The excavations
om^ft of about 2.10,000 cubic yards, including some rock. '2. The Aviemore contract,
extending from the river Dulnaln to a point neorKinrara, measuring about twelve miles

1,140 yards. The excavations on this section are almost wholly gravel, and comprist
abont 300,000 cubic j-ards, aud the bridges are about 14 in number, the largest being a
girdiT bridge over the river Dulnain. of Ho feet span. The rails, chairs, sleeixsrs, spikes,
Ilsh-plates. and bolts will lie supplied by the Railway Company. Drawing.^. &,c., at the
oftli'es of Joseph Mitchell, Esq., C.E., Invornoas. from whom, or from the assistant engi-
neer on the line, duplicate schedules may be obt;iined at £'2 2s. each. The cost of the
detailed measnreintnts will fall to be paid by the isuccossful contractors. The line is

staked out a distance of every 100 feet, according to the working sections. The deepest
cuttings are also pitted to ascertain the nature of the matcrittls in the eicavations. An
assistant engineer willjbo at Blair Hotel, Blair-Athole, on 1st April at 10 o'clock a.m., to

i

accompany contractors over the Dalnacardoch Contract ; and at Lynvuilg, Kinrara, on
3rd of April, at twelve o'clock noon, to accompany contractors over the Aviemore Con-
tract, and ]>oint out the works and the sites of the bridges. Draft-contract? proposed to
be entered int<j will bo seen with the assistant-engineer, or at Mr. Mitchell's office, on
aud after the Sfith. Sealo^l tenders, addressed to the secretary, and marked "Tenders for

Inverness aud Perth .Junction RailwayWorks. ** Daluacardoch" or" Aviemore Contract,"
as the case may be, must be lodged at liis office on or before the 9th April, at twelve,
noon.

MASON WORK. &.C.

CliEVEDOX.—For the execution of various masonry aud other works in the Clevedon dis-

trict. Plans, &c., with Mr. G. Turner, surveyor. Sealed tenders for the whole, or any
l)art or parts of the work, as shown in the plana, to be delivered to Mr. Turner, on or
before 8th April.

COASTGUARD STATION.
Devon.—For the erection of a coastguard station, at Clovelly, near Biileford, in the county

of Devon. Drawings, &c., at the Custom-house, Bideford, or at the Admiralty Coast-

guard office, 12, Spring-gardens, London, S.W. Tenders to the Admiralty office not later

than noon on the 7th April, under seal, and directed to the Commodore Controller General
for Coastguard, and endorsed " Tender for Clovelly Station."

GASWORKS.
Blackburn.—Tlie Blackburn Gaslight Company ask for tenders for the erection of a
purifying-house and double retort-house, upon their No. 1 station, Jubilee-street. Plans,
&c., at the Company's offices, Darwen-street. Tenders to be addressed to C. Parkiiison,
Esq., chairman to the Blackburn Gaslight Company, on or before the 31st March.

Brentwood.—For the erection of a now ga'^holdor, 40 feetiin diameter, by 18 feet deep,

with cast-iron columns, girders, ic. at the works of the Brentwood Gaslight and Coke
Company, situated at Brentwood. I'lans, &c., with the secretary, to whom sealed tenders

are to be sent on or before the 4th April next.
FARM BUILDINGS, &c.

Wilts.—For the erection of farm-houses, extensive farm steadings, and numerous labourers*

cottages u])on the Earl of Pembroke's estate. Tenders to Mr. Clarke, architect, Corn
Market-house, Salisburj', on or before the 7th April.

Poi'NiNGS.—The Commissioner of Woods and Forests a.sk for tenders for the erection of

two pairs of labourers' cottages, additions to farm buildings and other work>^, at Poynings,
near Hiir.-tpicrpoint, in the county of Sussex. The plans, &,c., lay with Mr. J. Holling-
dale, WouJreve, Poynings. Tenders to t>e addressed to the Hon. Charles Gore, office of

Woods (Whitehall-place, Westminster, S.W.) , endorsed, " Tenders for works at Poynings,"
to be sent iu on or before 12 o'clock, on the 31st inst.

LiNCOLKSUiRE.—For the several works required iu the erection of a new farmstead, at
Fotherby, for Everett Allenby, Esq. Plans, &c., with Jafi. Fowler, architect, Louth.

COURT HOUSE.
BlackBtJRK.—For the erection of a building, at Blackburn, for the sittings andbuslnessof

the county court. Plans, &c., at the County Court <^Bce, Blackburn, until the 8th of

April, ou which day the tenders are to be sent (naming one sum for the whole of the WOTk)
to Robert Bendle, Esq., treasurer of countv courts, Carlisle.

SEWERAGE.
Hampstead.—The vestry of the parish of St. John, Hampstead, Jliddlescx, ask fortenders

for the laying down, constructing, aud completely finishing certain inteu'led brick and
pipe sewers, 5,390 feet in length, or thereabouts, with other works in connection there-

with, in Church-row, Frognal, and other places in and near the town of Hampstead : and

:, for the maintenance of such works in complete repair for twelve calendar months. Plans,

&c., and form of tender, may be insijected, and copies of tender and specification may be

had ou payment of 2s. per copy ; and other particulars obtained at the surveyor's office,

New-end, Hampstead. Sealed tenders, in the printed form only, addressed to the vestry

clerk, must be delivered at the vestry offices on or before the 4th of April.

Manchester Architectural Association,—At the meeting of this

Association, lield on Wednesday last, Mr. R. W. Aitkenreadapapcron *' Botany
in relation to Arcliitectural Design," in which lie proceeded to review the cha-

racteristics of tlie various leading styles in connection with their relative

possession of the attributes of *' fitness, simplicity, beauty, and expression ;" and

in referring to the primal sources of all decoration, viz., utility and beauty,

remarked that, ** The development of utility as first in order was natural, inas-

much as it is especially connected with man's physical being ; beauty, with his

intellectual j utility was necessary to his life as a creature, beauty to his existence

as a human being. Having secured his physical comtbrt by the erection of a
shelter from the external elements, and thereby developing utility in construction,

he would not rest contented till construction siiould elaborate itself into

decoration, and his intellect receive thereby something to satiate its wants."

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
TVe cannot undertake to return rejected conmiunications.
AVoEKS IN Pbogeess.—We shall feel obliged to any of our readers who will favour us witk

notes of works contemplated or In progress iu tiie i)rovinces ; in most cases a simple
mention that a work is about to be, or lias already been commenced, will be sufficient.

C. P. H.—Not within our province to advise on such matters.
Goth. -Keceived.
T. F. (OverDarwen.)—Probably next week.
Indian Ink.—i. It would seem that a charge should be made of Ji per cent, on the amount
of contract, less the usual cJiarge of superintending tlie purtion or the work not executed.
2. The client must pay the surveyor's charges for taking out quantities. 3. CertaiulynoU
no Huch charge la justifiable.

M. W.W.—Thanks.
Cosmopolitan.—Next week.
1*. \V. Z.~We can make no promise until wo have seen the drawings.
K.~Send name and address.
A CousTnTlluiLDEB.— Iloweverdeslrous wnmay be to oblige our readers, we cannot gooW
half London to seek information, which they will find in our advertisement columns.

I'EoviNciAL SuBscEiBEE.—We arc at all times happy to hear from our provindil
subscribers.

X.—Totally without foundation ; this fact must be obvious.
Anontmous.—We do not care to discuss the point.
W. W. T.. CM.-Declined with thanks.
S.— .Shall hear from us.
W. E. N.—Thanks ; shall have attention.
K. B.—Send papers referred to.

J. H. K.—Drawing shall be returned,
r.—Deferred for want of space.

»** All communications to be addressed, 77ie Editor of the BUILDING NEWS, 30, OW
Bostcell-court, Strand, }y.C'., ercept letters rfijivring to adi'cjiisements or ot/ier business ino^'-
tehich should be addressed to the Publisher, 18 to 21, Old Bostcell-court,

Advertisements are received up to six o'clock on Thursdays.
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THE PUGIN COLLECTION AT THE ARCHI-
TECTURAL EXHIBITION.

i> we mentioned incidentally last

week, nearly the whole ot the
West Gallery at the Archi-
tectural Exhibition is occupied
by a collection of the unpublished
sketches of the late Augustus
Welby Pugin. The trifling ex-
ceptions refer only to a few
drawings of buildings designed by
his son, which, we venture to

think, would have been more
fittingly hung in the adjoining

galleries amongst the works of

other living architects. They
have no merit in common with
the handiwork of the architect to

whom the gallery is dedicated

than have the works of others of

his followers; and, valuable as

they are as architectural designs,

their position, tacked to the great objects of

attraction, smacks too much of intrusiveness.

Mr. Edward W. Pugin's designs really need no
borrowed light; [they should not, therefore, be
so placed as to kindle a suspicion that they
required it. Their place should have been
amidst rivals ; in the bustle and the crowd of

living men—to carry forward by their own
merit the colours, honoured by the life-devotion

of an illustrious sire, not ostentatiously at-

tached to the silent trophies of his long, but

now ended, struggle. Moreover, if the object
were to render them conspicuous, no position could be more ill-chosen for

them. After examining, as they deserve to be examined, nearly a thousand
drawings by the elder Pugin, we are in no mood to dwell attentively upon
the designs of the younger. The reflections which this gorgeous illustra-

tion of Pugin's industrious and useful life occasion, and the interest which
the faithful representations of world-famous architectural piles kindle in

us, is continued so long as the same dexterous hand which sketched them
introduces us with the same firm but tender touch to its own created
forms ; but it cannot be sustained to another's work. Having fed for
hours upon Cliartres and Amiens, Kouen and Florence, Evreux, Coutances,
•and Bayeux, all drawn lovingly by the man who, in his day, perhaps, alone
fully appreciated them, we cannot be blamed if we pass by untouched the
Beauchamp Almshouses, in the County of Worcester. We have no fault
to find with the design or drawing of these latter, but, like every one who
enters that nobly-lined gallery, we come to ponder over the memorials of
the father, and do not expect to find them interleaved with extraneous
matter by the son. As in Mr. Ferrey's book, the " memorials" are
Dot altogether what they might have been, either in quantity or arrange-
ment, and the " appendix" is quite superfluous.

Immense as is the labour visible in this gallery, we cannot but recall the
fact that it contains but a fraction of Pugin's work. There are no
•drawings here which have been already published ; no record of his many
designs, decorative as well as architectural ; even of St. George's, South-
wark, we recognised but one drawing—of the chancel screen. A bird's-
-eye view, with smaller views in the illuminated border, is the only illustra-
tion of St. Augustine's, Ramsgate ; and a single frame, similarly filled, gives
us an equally inadequate notion of the many hours of toil which Pugin
devoted to Bilton Grange. Of the assistance which Pugin rendered to Sir
Charles Barry in the decorations of the Houses of Parliament, this exhibi-
tion tells us nothing, and it is as silent also upon many other similarly
important works of the hard-working man whose services it seeks to
commemorate. We cannot even say that it contains an epitome of his
labours. We may, indeed, trace the growth of his mind from almost its
earliest shoot though brilliant study unto its autumn ripeness, but there
are evident gaps which a more careful collector might easily, we fancy,
have supplied. We require to know all about Pugin before we enter this
gallery, and, in order to appreciate what we see here, to recollect what he
lias done, of which there is here no indication. When we remember, for
instance, with what masterly skill he designed metal work, the sketches
made in the Ancient Treasury of St. Stephen's, at Vienna, have a peculiar
interest, which, as mere barren studies, they would not possess. Again,
Ms power of illumination, long before it became Jashionahle, was, as we
here see, strengthened in the Public Library, at Rouen. From the picture
galleries of Florence, from stained-glass windows, and from old half-ruined
statues, he gleaned his knowledge of costume. His memoranda are here
seen to have been rapidly made, with written notes of the colour or of
other peculiarities which he saw in them. The embroidered vestments of
the Italian priests, or rather the ornaments upon them, were noted down
J>y him. Nothing—from the picturesque gables andspires which, in some
ancient town, were grouped, as they had been for centuries, around the
Tenerable cathedral, to the petals of a flower which unfolded its simple
beauties beneath his feet, or the warm glow of a common candle's flame-
escaped his searching eye, or w»8 left unrecorded by his obedient hand;

and yet how often, spite of his untiring energy and his wondrous sketching
facility, he must have wished fur as many hands as he had hairs, that he
might have made them as subservient to the great object of his life as
were his every thought and action. We cannot think of Pugin and forget,
although his staff be broken, that it was he who "made gape the pine,"
and let the delicate Ariel out; that to his fierce enthusiasm, to his single-
ness of purpose, to his spirit, unbending, as the knotted oak, to falsehood
or dissimulation, but ever ready to sacrifice to the cause he served, we
owe our advanced position, not only in Gothic, but in truthful art. We
might, perhaps, have gained our present position without him, but it
would have been years hence. His desiyns might, perhaps, occasionally
suffer by comparison with those of many of his followers, but their
labours could no more compete with his than a mole-hill with
Olympus. lie worked, without even a clerk, by the feeble light
which he himself struck and kept burning amidst darkness and
distrust. We now work illumined by the full brilliancy of his
shining examples. We have skilled assistants to help us. We are
encouraged by the approving shouts of believers in true principles
instead of being, as he was, distracted by the roar and the hiss of opposition,
English Churchmen, as well as Romanists, Baptists, and Presbyters, now all

bend before and beneath the revived Gothic art. Pugin found very little

sympathy even in the church which he beautified and enriched. Like the
old builders, who, with trowel in hand and sword byjtheir side, erected the
second temple, he was obliged to keep his pointed pen ever ready to defend
the pointed art which his pencil delineated against the attacks of his
enemies. Those enemies have melted away like mist before the sun, and
it is to their honour, no less than to his, tliat they were more ready, even
than those of the creed which Pugin signally and unselfishly served, to do
honour to his memory. But we are approaching tender ground when we
seek only to signal to one and all by whom the old art is acknowledged, the
gems which are ofiered to their gaze from the treasury of their noblest pre-
decessor.

We have mentioned the absence of all Pugin's drawings for his
published works. This deficiency may, without difficulty, be partially
supplied by depositing on the table in the gallery a collection of the books
which he periodically issued. They would be more welcome than the glass
case now in the gallery, which holds specimens, unconnected with Pugin,
of the photographer's skill who is about to publish these exhibited sketches.
We should like to see the gallery as complete as possible with Pugin
memorials, and to see the sketches better arranged. We have now some
sketches belonging to one series inserted amongst those of another; others
have no names attached to them, and a stranger to the subject is provoked
by seeing something good, and at being at the same time left in ignorance
of its whereabouts. Even where the name is vouchsafed to us, it is only
in Pugin's illegible writing. The little scrap of description in the catalogue
under the head of West Gallery, besides being meagre, contains an
important error. In it the north side is filled with two different sets of
drawings, whilst, apparently, the south side is left blank. North is, ofcourse,
written for south in one case, but such an error ought not to have escaped
the proof-reader.

On the north we have, in fact, 117 designs and plans for the restoration
of Balliol College, Oxford, together with a large collection of sketches from
Avignon, Florence, Milan, &c. On the opposite or south wall we have
eleven drawings, constituting the Scarisbrick Hall designs, with seventy
sketches from Chartres, Lisieux, Evreux, Caen, Coutances, and Bayeux. On
the west wall a series of sketches, chiefly English, large drawings ofBilton
Grange, and St. Augustine's, Ramsgate, and the grand portrait of
Pugin, by J. R. Herbert, R.A. On screen No. 1 we have a series of 160
original designs, and on the other five screens 370 foreign sketches.

Now, what we complain of is that there is no system in this arrange-
ment, and that there ought to have been. Either they ought to have been
classed in countries—as, for instance, the "French," "Italian," and
"English " sketches—or in the order of their execution ; or else according
to subject, putting metal work together, ornament by itself, and costume,
colour, composition, and detail, each under its own distinctive heading.
Either of these different arrangements would have been simple enough,
instead of which they are sorted with that eye to art, and with that spirit

of order, which is seen only in a child's kaleidoscope. Nestled amidst
finished and later works, we light by chance upon, perhaps, Pugin's
earliest exhibited work, a " View from the back of the Hotel Bourbon,
Rue Jacob." It is dated September, 1827. It has not his customary quaint
signature, and was drawn evidently before he had adopted it. It is elabo-
rately shaded, but does not show the masterly touch seen in the sketch of
the" Well at Amiens " by the side of it. This latter sketch is the beau
ideal of what an architect's sketch should be—a small perspective view,
with enlarged geometrical sketches of every portion.

We have already hinted at Pugin's restless energy. When on board
ship his pencil was still at work. One little sketch amongst the Italian

and French sketches on the north wall, of the deck of a vessel, is exqui-
sitely touched in. His sketches of Carcassone Cathedral show that he
never wasted time in making good-looking drawings. All that was likely

to be useful to him in a building he drew, but no more. When he had
nothing useful to draw he exercised his hand by sketching anything he
could see. Hence we have the deck of a vessel, several views of St.

Marie's Grange, a candle lighting up a curtain, &c. The palace of the
Popes at Avignon was sketched, perhaps, from the interest he took in,

and the reverence which he felt for, the head of his Church. Ills Venice
sketches are rather poor. He seems to have appreciated Venetian art

about as much as the historian of the " Stones of Venice " appreciated him.
Giotto's chapel at Florence is shown us in a few lines. To one who
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bas not seen the original it is a bald representation, but to those who
hsTB teea it, Pugin'» sketch perfectly recalls it. So it is, in a great

iDeasure, with the majority of Fugin's sketches. They were intended

a* aids to his memory, not as finished representations. One screen

the one in the north - west end of the gallery— contains a series

of finished drawings for a contemplated work. As far as we can

gather without that guide which we had a right to expect in the catalogue,

it is a design for a chateau and for St. Mary's College. Both drawing and

design enlist our warmest admiration; every detail is carried out with the

same scrupulous care which characterises the elevations and plans.

Kothing is left to be designed by assistants, by decorators, by stone or wood
carvers, or by metal-workers. Pugin was above that kind of practice;

from laying the first stone to carving the last finial he was the only archi-

tect of his work. Locks and keys, linen-chests, bells, crockets, wall deco-

rations, inscriptions, stained glass, washing-stands, bookshelves, bedsteads,

curtains—he designed them all upon the true principles which were

the foundation of his too short life. Such a thorough, manly character is

not often met with, but, when encountered, should be " grappled to our

soul with hooks of steel." He had failings, like the rest of us, but they

lie beneath the stone which bears his illustrious name. The result of his

short but laborious life is seen wherever the pointed arch rises emanci-

pated from deadly depreciation—wherever the newly carved crocket climbs

or the finial bursts in beauty—wherever the solemn clang issues from

Gothic spires or the groined vault echoes the sacred chant—wherever

richly coloured light shines through the traceried window or the deeply

recessed orieh In cottage and in cathedral, and in the long list of build-

ings which fill the gap l)etween them, we may trace, in a greater or lesser

degree, the victory which he initiated, and in the struggle for which lie

was ever foremost. The task he set himself was taken from his fallen

hand and completed ; but the honour belongs to him, and none are more
free to acknowledge it than those who now gather their crops peacefully

in the field where he, dauntless, in the midst of darkness and difficulty,

drove the first furrow.
By the way, we have heard numerous complaints of the extra charge of

a shilling made for admission io this collection. The Committee of the
Architectural Exhibition ought certainly to have dispensed with it. The
Pugin Collection is very use^l to it in fUling a gallery wliich would other-

wise have been empty and a revelation of their poverty. The advertise-

ment which the Exhibition gives to the proposed publication ought to

satisfy the publisher of the Pugin Collection, without imposing a tax upon
every visitor. The sooner the two parties come to some arrangement
which will relieve the visitors of their cause of complaint the better it

•will be, we think, for the tenants of both galleries. At all events, as the
contents of all the galleries have been hitherto shown for one shilling,

they might divide that sum, charging sixpence for each collection ; but
the better plan imdoubtedly would be to restore to us the scale of former
years, and to let the Pugin Collection rank as part and parcel of tlie

Architectural Exhibition. This ought to have been so settled at first,

before the Exhibition opened ; but it is not too late now to retrace a wrong
step and to remove the cause of justifiable irritation.

¥
BRITISH MUSEUM.

E are requested to make known the following special regulations respecting
admission to the British Museum :

—

In order to give the public generally the utmost facilities for seeing the British
Museum during the time of the International Exhibition at Kensington, the
Trustees have laid down the foUowing special regulations:

—

1. That the Museum, instead of being closed from the 1st to the of7thMay next,
be closed on Monday, the 28th of April, and re-opened on the foUowing Monday,
the 5th of May.

2. That from the 5th of May to the 30th of August inclusive, tlie reading-room
be kept open for readers, as itsual, daily, Sundays only excepted ; but not later
than 5 o'clock.

3. That the Museum collections, including those parts of the library of printed
books and manuscripts, to which visitors are now admitted on public days, be
kept open daily, Thursdays and Sundays excepted, from 10 o'clock in the momuig
till 8 in the evening, during the months of May, June, July, and to the 16th of
August, inclusive, but till half-past 7 only for the remainder of that month.

4. That during the same months and days the reading-room, and a small
portion of the libraries annexed to it, as well as the whole of tlie north library,
with the exception of its western extremity, be open for the admission of the
public generally, only from 5 o'clock to 8, or half-past 7, as before mentioned

;

and that from 9 to 5 o'clock none but readers, for the purpose of study, be
admitted to the reading-room, or to any of the libraries, except such of the rooms
as are ngoally accessible to visitors throughout the year on public days.

5. That after 5 o'clock the reading-room and the Ubraries generally, be not
used for the purposes of study.

C. That Thursdays be reserved for cleaning the several departments, and that
DO visitors, excepting readers, be admitted into the Museum on that day.

_ A. Panizzi, Principal Librarian.
British Museum, March M, 18G2.

The State Papek Office.—This structure, erected thirty years ago, is

to be taken down ; and the work of demolitiou will be commenced in a week or
two, for the purpose of clearing the space for the new Government offices. All
the documents contained in the State Paper Office will be transferred to the new
buildings on the Rolls fslate, in I'ctter-lane, where readers will in future have
the onp<jrtiinity of consulting them. The accommodation is small at present, but
tbe Master of the Rolls is taking measures to extend it.

CRITICISM.

CRITICISM is a subject upon which an idea which is certainly in-

sufficient, and may he fairly said to be erroneous, is generally

held, for the popular notion about it embraces little beyond fault-

finding, and the minute and hostile examination of individual works,

or even of detached portions of works. The idea that hearty praise, or

a general appreciation of excellencies, great or small, should form part of

it, is one far from universally held ; and the fact that broad views and
general principles lie at the base of all sound criticism, and are the first

and most legitimate objects upon which it should be exercised, is still leas

generally appreciated. And yet both of these things are true, and need

to be emphatically recalled to the recollection of many who attempt to

criticise works of art, and the artists who produce them.

Criticism is a word identical in original meaning with judgment, but by
one of those subtle processes with which the history of language abounda,

we have restricted the use of the one word to mean judging of works of

art or literature, while the other is made to embrace the consideration of all

classes of subjects upon which an opinion has to be formed without dis-

tinction.

If it be understood, then, that the art of criticising ought to be held to

mean the art of judging of certain products of liuman genius and skill, it

will he readily perceived that the mere utterance of oracular dicta upon

individual poems or pictures, books or buildings, will be but a part, and by

no means the noblest part, of this art of judging. Solid grounds upon which

to form opinions must be laid down. Sound principles of reasoning, and a-

suitable temper of mind must be acquired, and the art of correctly applying

to individual cases broad principles already ascertained must be cultivatea

with care.

For the first, patient and accurate observation and a retentive memory
are necessary ; for the second, powers of generalising and of logical

reasoning are essential; while the third requires much familiarity with the

nature of the objects under consideration, as well as with the principles

by the light of which they are to be viewed.

A critic—at any rate a critic of the tine arts—is not to be regarded as a

judge sitting to execute law ; his sphere is, at the present day, and will for

long if not for ever remain a wider one, embracing quite as much the

inquiry into the laws by which works of art ought to be regulated as that

into the degree in which any given works of art have complied with or

transgressed a given rule.

This is not the case in literature to the same extent as in the arts. The
methods of human thought and the rules of literary composition have

been more distinctly laid down, and traditions of criticism more

directly handed down to us, than those of artistic design. It is not because

there is less actually a right and a wrong in art than in literature, that

the principles of the one are less clearly known or held than those of the

other, but because literature has been almost continuously studied from the

times of the greatness of Greece till the present day, while art has been

followed fitfully and at intervals. And further, in our own country, as,

in fact in all Europe, literature, in its rudiments or its refinements, has

been universally taught in schools, colleges, and all places of learning,

while art has been as constantly overlooked, so that those who would

blush to utter a false quantity, or to write had grammar, will un-

hesitatingly call Italian art pure Grecian, or declare in favour of the most

glaringly inharmonious colouring or defective drawing, unaware that

the one fault is of precisely the same character as the other; both alike

betray ignorance of the rudiments of what ought to be the ordinary kuow-

ledge of a person of good education.

The same thing is true of thought and judgment, as well as of mere

matters of information. You will find men of ordinary accomplishments,

capable of weighing the relative merits of prose or verse writers, able to

point out the defects in style of authors, their points of similarity or of

contrast, and the reasons of their higher or lower position assigned to

them ; but there are, comparatively speaking, very few familiar with the

works, the merits, the defects, the resemblances, and the differences between

various schools of art, and between individual architects, sculptors, painters,

or musicians. Still fewer are there at all capable of pointing out the

.

grounds upon which such judgments ought to be formed, even if they

themselves have arrived at decided_opinions as to certain artists or certain

schools.

The majority of great artists have never accustomed themselves to that

accurate investigation of their own ideas, or that precise use of language

which would enable them to embody in words the principles upon which

they have worked—principles constantly underlying all their work, and

yet, in many cases, never shaped to their mind in the form of rules; just

as we may enjoy the perfect use of our mother tongue, and may speak it

correctly, witliout having ever learned its grammar or its syntax syste-

matically. We have consequently to seek in the works of artists, rather

than from their written or spoken words, traces of the laws they hare

deduced from an observation of nature, or of other artists, for their own
guidance.

The want of general information in the public mind relative to the

arts is a great misfortune, but the want of carefully wrought out criticisni,

of admitted and well-founded maxims to guide the practice of artists and

the opinions of their observers, and of simple, yet logically incontrovertible

principles for those maxims to be based on, is a far greater misfortune,

and one which presses alike upon artists and the general public. To the

establishment of these, then, should the highest efl^orts of criticism be

directed, for it is only in accordance with well established principles that

individual works of art should be critically investigated.

1 Architecture—if free from some of the difficulties which beset paintintf
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and sculpture on the one hand, and music on the other—is, nevertheless, a

subject needing deep investigation, as will best appear if wo come to

examine the opinions held by the most eminent artists in that field of art,

or advanced by those who criticise their works.

Our ideas are in complete confusion—one man declaring in favour of

symmetry, another in favour of picturesque confusion; one maiutaining

file superiority of Pointed Gothic, a second of Romanesque, and a third of

('lassie; while here we have one artist depending entirely on form and

proportion, there a second making everything subservient to colour, and

again, a third willing to see excellence in architecture only in proportion

as it is enriched by sculpture.

This is not, however, the worst, if only these artists would refrain from

depreciating that which they do not themselves pursue; for each of these

minds has got hold of one thread out of the great skein which must be

twined together to form the perfect combination necessary to complete

rchitectural art, and so far as a portion of the truth is seized upon, and

iLid to. and worked by, so far all is well. Symmetry and picturesqucness,

(jothic, Romanesque, Renaissance, proportion and colour, are each ex-

cellent portions of true architecture—nay, more, each one of these eom-

rehensive words means so much that it may be quite enough to form

iie main feature of the architecture of one building, of one man, of one

^'cucration.

It is, however, when we come to find how exclusively each believer holds

his faith; how the Gothic artist cannot believe that the Classicist may be

right also; and the colourist cannot see beauty in fine form when in mono-

chrome;—it is when we meet with bigotry, intolerance, and narrow-

mindedness, that wo begin to understand how much of ignorance we are

all steeped in; how far Pugin's or any other authorities' "true principles"

lag behind the external truths of nature, and how much we yet have to

learn.

The last two centuries, unfavourable as they have proved to the arts,

have witnessed an extraordinary and magnificent advance in the study of

physical science, and the mutual relations of all the sciences to one

another have been just as markedly brought into prominence as the facts

and laws of the sciences themselves. Without doubt all true art is as

much a whole as is all nature, and the obstinacy with which we persist

in not only splitting the art into fragments but also in neglecting every

fragment but one, and then condemning those who have fixed upon any
fragment except the particular one we ourselves are enamoured of, shows
how far we are still removed from a true critical understanding of what
we are about.

The moral of all this is, that it behoves us to study the art of archi-

tecture with the direct aim of establishing its first principles, and only to

criticise so far as we feel sure of having solid ground to go upon. The
method of studying architecture most usually adopted has hitherto been
the liistorical; and while no method could be better adapted for interesting

the student, and for enabling him to remember with accuracy the facts

with which his mind ought to be stored, historical study can be—often

has been—pursued far without the necessity of investigating or under-

standing the principles of architecture as an art.

The value of the study of architecture as an embodiment of the great

principles which belong to all the arts, coloured by and adapted to its

peculiar requirements as constructive rather than purely ideal, has been
till now too little recognised ; it presents the noblest possible field for

investigation, and, perhaps, no literature is of so much value to the

architect as the attempte, more or less fragmentary as they have always
hitherto been, which have been made to occupy tills field.

The palm of honour here undoubtedly belongs to our eloquent but
erratic art-critic, John Ruskin. Admitting fully the imperfections of his

works—imperfections which have been remorselessly held up to light by
many who have failed to mark much else—we cannot but remember with
gratitude the efforts he has made to analyse the nature of architecture,

viewed in relation at once to the necessities of construction and the

fundamental principles of art.

Parts of the " Seven Lamps," and the first volume of the " Stones of

Venice," will recur to the minds of those familiar with the works of Mr.
Euskin, and these alone would form a magnificent contribution to our
stores of art literature. We are disposed also to think that his introduction

of references to other arts while architecture is under special consideration,

and to this art, in publications devoted to the more especial investigation of
natural scenery, or of painting, are most valuable, as tending to rouse a
feeling of the mutual dependence and relationship of all the fine arts, and
to induce a comprehensive grasp of great principles.

We owe it to Ruskin if the English public is beginning to think and
judge intelligently of architecture, and perhaps we owe it also to him if

some of our architects are themselves beginning to think of what they are
about. We have, however, barely made a commencement. With space
diminished by our travelling facilities, distance annihilated by the photo-
graphic art, and the accumulations of all time placed at our disposal in a
manner hitherto impossible, is it too much to hope that this generation
shall witness a general spread among artists and people of compre-
hensive knowledge ? We think not: and we confidently believe that an
increasing appreciation of the excellence of all art, and an intelligent

application of cultivated taste and well trained reasoning powers to the
study of the art of architecture will, at no distant day, enable us to super-
sede many of our present, imperfect, partial, and prejudicial views by
enlightened, truthful, and comprehensive critical judgment, founded upon
the Immutable truths of nature.

THE MANAGEMENT OF OUB ART INSTITUTIONS.

FOR several years every one who has taken even a faint interest in the
management of our art-collections has been convinced of the utter

inadequacy of the existing system to fulfil the duties whidi fall upon it.

It has no public defenders. Its only armour is that which has in the
course of years sluggishly grown upon it, but at the sound of approaching
opposition instinct rather than activity causes it to enfold itself in this

impenetrable and mysterious veil ; calm and, apparently, indifferent, it

evinces no sign of animation, however heavy or stinging may be the attacks

upon it. Vulnerable points are periodically discovered, and fharp weapons
are sheathed therein to their very hilts, but no quiver betokens internal

disturbance or discomfort. There is no ebb of the vital tide, no relaxation

of its tenacious grasp. There is neither life nor usefulness apparent in it

until the spring-time comes, when it opens its voracious mouth, swallows

the yearly-increasing Parliamentary grant, and then sinks again into a
state of abnormous lethargy. In all other public matters wo have somo
minister responsible for the expenditure upon them. The funds devoted

to our art-galleries escape such inconvenient interference. The money
may be improperly expended ;

pictures may be bought as works of art

and sold as rubbish; but an elegantly turned sentence from the Chancellor

of the Exchequer repudiating all responsibility is all the satisfaction which
Government can atford to any complainant. The keeper of the National

Portrait Gallery may enjoy his "dignified repose" at the public expense

in Great George-street, but the only answer to inquiry is that it "is still

an infant institution ;" we must, therefore, make no clamorous noise

around its cot, but submit meekly to the thraldom of its expensive monthly
nurse, thankful that even the smallest of brass plates indicates the

whereabouts of the bantling, and that we are even occasionally allowed to

look, and expected, of course, to smile approvingly, upon its undeveloped

beauty. The British Museum may be covered with unhealthy spots, its

treatment may be condemned by its own officers, but no public control

must, on any account, interfere with it. " The Trustees " are professedly

responsible, but for any real responsibility which we can touch and
handle as tangibly as they touch tlie public money, we might as profitably

have a Board of Afghans or New Zealanders. Ministers who never other-

wise go near the British Museum will, when they are wante:!, go there to

pass a cut-and- dried resolution, but they go as ex officio Trustees and not

as Ministers who have to answer to the House of Commons for their

actions.

The rotten system is defended by no Government, and yet each successive

Chancellor of the Exchequer, whilst acknowledging the evil, puts forth

some kind of palliation for, and asks us to submit a little longer to it.

Whenever the subject is brought before Parliament it offers an opportunity

for a very ingenious speech. No one could fence more skilfully with the

question than did Mr. Gladstone lately but througliout the whole of

his speech he never for an instant grappled it fairly and manfully. The
real point demanded was that for the preparation of any estimate, and for

the expenditure of any money, voted in aid of the British Museum, the

National Gallery, and other art-institutions, one minister of the Crown
should be responsible to the House of Commons. The resolution was
clearly understood by every member, and by no one more so than by Mr.

Gladstone; yet, how did he answer it ? By admitting that the motion con-

tained " little that is open to dispute ;" that the speech of Lord H. Lennox
was one " tending in the right direction towards unity, responsibility, and
efficiency in the management of institutions of great public importancfe;"

and then, without venturing to offer a negative to the motion, he cleverly

led the members off on a wrong scent, by showing that the mover and

seconder of the address differed in the details of their respective remedies.

Because Lord H. Lennox and Mr. Gregory did not agree in a minor matter,

he " passed by" that portion of the subject ; because the National Portrait

Gallery is an infant institution, he finds tlierein a reason for passing by

also the criticism applied to it. It is to no purpose that Lord Lennox
showed that the National Portrait Gallery costs the country something

like 18s. for every visitor to it. The charge is avoided—not met. But he

proposed to make a stand on behalf of the British Museum. Committee

after committee, we are told, has sat upon the British Museum, which

shows that the mind of the country and of Parhamcnt was beginning, for

the first time in our history, to be turned to the subjects of art and science

and education, as matters of political concern. The very fact of those

committees sitting one after the other proves, we should have thought,

that the government of those institutions was imperfect—that there

existed obstacles to their full development, and barriers to their improve-

ment; and when we call to mind that the deliberate opinions of those com-

mittees have been disregarded, and that the constitution of the Museum
remains unchanged in spite of them, we cannot be far wrong in concluding

that the time is come when a resolution founded mainly upou their reports

should he adopted by the House of Commons.

Throughout the whole of his dexterous address Mr. Gladstone proceeded

on one plan. In one sentence he admitted the statements of the proposer

of the resolution, and then, in the next, threw a veil over the concession.

Whilst we say that the administration of those institutions is practically

defective, the Cliancellor of the Exchequer says they are " theoretically

and speculatively imperfect." Whilst we think that the sooner the batch

of administrative irresponsible Trustees are replaced by one responsible

minister of the Crown the better will it be for the growth of art, Sir.

Gladstone thinks that the constitution of the administrative body may
fairly, " at somefuture lime," be submitted to reconsideration and revision.

Having admitted so much, he trotted out the subject of a removal of the

Natural History Collection in order to distract the attention of the House

from the main question, which was, that whatever public money is to be
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•' Expended, tind whatever arrHngements are made in consequence of that
expenditure, ouglit to be placed under the direction of a responsible minister
of the Crown.

Within the last fourteen years upwards of .£2,200,000 has been voted
without the faintest personal or individual responsibility. We know tliat

we have diflerent Boards of Trustees composed of the most heterogeneous
members, and of the most cumbrous character j that the greater half
of them are as ignorant of, as they are imlifferent to, what the lesser
half does; that some hold tlieur offices on account of theological, and others
on account of political, eminence; that some have a seat at tha Board
because their great ancestors took an interest in some special department
of antiqiiities, and either gave or sold them to the nation; but that few
take their seats at the Boards in consequence of their knowledge of art, or
of their ability to give their time to promoting its growth. Moreover, we
know that the opinions of the working few can at any meeting be over-
ruled by the majority, who know nothing about the subject, and who
consequently think it wise to allow things to remain as they are ratlier

than necessitate even a small amount of thought upon the consequence
of any proposed change; that whatever jobbery oozes out, we might as
wcl! grasp at a ball of quicksilver as attempt to get hold of a responsible
person.

We are asked to reserve our strictures until the proper time for
considering the matter, and, after waiting, are then told that the proper
time has gone by. Kvery kind of evasion is resorted to in order to silence
opponents, ami every subterfuge adopted to stifle inquiry. A plea of
guilty is put in to avoid exposure, and then a point of law is raised why
sentence should be deferred, thus making the discussion refer but slightly
to the indictment.

It is high time that these tactics should be abandoned, and that the
question should be decided upon its merits. Lord II. Lennox may see a vista
of promise in the speech of the Chancellor of the E-vchequer. We can
discern there only a desert mirage, and on reaching it we shall expect
another attempt to flatter us into silence by a repetition of the illusive
promise.
What is required for the interest of art is, a minister with a seat in the

Cabinet, who shall be entrusted with authority over our art-institutions,
and over our public monuments, and who shall be responsible to the House
of Commons, and through it to the country, for the expended money and
for the works it is spent upon. When we have that concession made
to us we shall have plenty of improvements to make in the management
of our art-institutions, but until we possess a responsible director of this
department, all reports of committees on the subject and all suggestions as
to their adoption are, it is to be feared, but as seed scattered in stony places.

WORKS AT THE PORT OF SWANSEA.*
TH E Port of Swansea was situated in the centre of an extensive bay, at the

embouchure of the River Tawe, up which the tide flowed for a distance of
three miles; but, as the ordinary flow of the river was trifling, the lu.iintenance
of the channel was chiefly dependent upon the ebb and flow of a large body of
tidal water between the piers. Previous to the year 1791 there were only a few
insignificant wharves near the mouth of the river, and there was a bar at the
entrance, over which the depth of water did not exceed from 16 to 17 feet at
spring tides. The efiect of the construction of the piers, which still remained as
they were completed in the year 1800, from the designs of Captain Huddart,
F.R..S., had been to lower the bar and to drive it further out to sea; so that in
1831 the depth of water had been increased to 20 feet. The eastern pier was
1,340 feet, and the western was 680 feet, in length. The author then alluded to
the report submitted to the Harbour Trustees by Mr. Telford on the 5th of
February, 1827, in which he recommended that the old and a proposed new
channel of the river should be converted into floats, as well as to the opinions of
several other engineers, including Mr. Jesse Hartley, who, in 1831, suggested
that a new cut should be made for the river, which was to be " canalised " by
the construction of a weir across the mouth, and that the town reach should be
appropriated to a dock and half-tide basin. In the following year Mr. Hartley,
in a further report, adhered generally to his former plan, but advised, in addi-
tion, the deepening of the harbour by dredging. Fortunately, in the author's
opinion, the works for the " canalisation ' of the river were not carried out. A
new channel was, however, commenced in 1840, and completed in 1844, at an
expense of £23,000. Its effect had been to lessen the risk to shipping, and, by
giving a better direction and greater force to the outgoing current, to improve
the navigation. In 184-5 Mr. Rendel was consulted as to floating dock accom-
modation

; and, under his direction, the construction of an entrance, with a
double sill, was proceeded with as a preliminary step to the conversion either of
the river, or of the town reach, into a float; but of this work the masonry alone
was executed.

In hig first report to the trustees in February, 1849, the author proposed the
formation of a dock on tlie site of the town reach, or old bed of the river. It
was suljsequently determined to construct a dock and half-tide basin, of the
mpwtive areas of 11 acres and 2f acres, with a lock entrance to the dock,
160 feet long and 56 feet wide, and an entrance to the half-tide basin 60 feet in
width, havmg a depth of water over the sills, of 22 feet 6 inches, and 25 feet
6 inches at high water of ordinary spring tides. A small lock connected the
bwansea canal with the float, and another, at the head of the float, communi-
cated with the various works on the banks of the river above. A small dock
leadiiig lioin the float, with an extensive range of warehouses round its margin,
was also con.structed at the same time for the Duke of Beaufort. The works for
the lock and float were commenced in November, 1849, and completed in

A nijP'-i""^'^ ° " P*'*' ™^ '^°" **" Institution of Civil Engineers, by Mr. James
ZiT^.Ti!!'''
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preKnt m»tory of tliene ports, so far as it possessed engineering interest, and to describe
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n.'cember, 1851 ; those for the half-tide basin were begun in 1856, and were
finished early in 1861. The total cost of these works, exclusive of the quay walls,
had amounted to £95,688. In addition, the lower portion of the river to the pier-
heads was straightened, and both it and the new cut were deepened by dredging.
By these means the depth of the entrance channel had been increased 4 feet since
1850. There was nothing peculiar in the coustruction of the works, but their
execution was attended with some difliculty, as a large portion had to be per-
formed by tide work, with as little interruption as possible to the trade of the
port. The foundations varied from hard concreted gravel to soft sandy clay,
extending to a considerable depth.

The most important work connected with the port of Swan.eea was the range
of floating dock accommodation called the Soutn Dock, which was formed on
the foreshore of the sea beyond higli-water mark. An .\ct was obtained, in 1847,
for the construction of this dock, according to a design furnished by Mr. T. Page,
M. Inst.C.E. In 1850 the author was requested to midte the necessary plans
for a trumpet-mouth entrance basin, having an area of 3 acres; for a half-tide,

or outer dock, entrance, 70 feet in widtli, with a single pair of gates, having a
depth of water over the sill of 24 feet; for a half-tide basin, or outer dock, con-
taining an area of 4 acres, with a depth over the sill of 25 feet inches ; for an
entrance lock, 300 feet long and 60 feet wide, divided by intermediate gates so
as to form a greater or a smaller lock, with an average depth over the inner sill

of 22 feet inches ; and for a dock having an area of 13 acres, with a depth of
24 feet. Considerable progress had been made with these works, when they
were suspended, in 1855, for want of funds. They were resumed in 1857, and
wtre completed in 1859, at a total cost of £109,073. One of the first operations
was the formation of,an embankment to exclude the sea. Careful observations
showed, that the main action of the sea and the set of the tides were to the east-

ward, towards the Mumbles headland. It was, therefore, decided to construct a
series of timber groynes, at intervals of 1,500 feet, extending from the shore to

the line of the jiroposeil embankment. Rough boulder gravel, found immediately
under the sand and the made ground,' was tipped between the seaward-ends of
the groynes, until a shingle beach, of great depth, was gradually formed, which
served as a face to the embankment, and proved an efiective barrier to the en-
croachments of the sea. The centre of the embankment was composed of the
clay and peat found in the excavations, so that something like a puddle dyke
was formed, and very ordinary means were sufficient to keep down tlie accu-
mulation of water within the works. When the sea embankment had advanced
some distance, the masonry of the dock walls was proceeded with. These walls
consisted of rubble, with coursed rubbled facework to a height of 2 feet below
the general level of the surface of the water in the dock. They were faced in the
upper part with ashlar, projecting 3 inches beyond the rubble facewoik. They
were backed with the lightest and driest material that could be procured, in

layers forming an angle from the wall, and rubble drains, with pipes for carrying
off any spring, or upland waters, were placed at intervals in the walls. In no
instance had any failure taken place, although the walls were subjected to a
severe test ; inasmuch as they were nearly completed when the works were sus-
pended, and, on their resumption, the dock and outer basin were found to have
become filled with water. Details were then given of the lock and entrance,
from which it appeared that they were constructed, generally, with elliptical

inverted arches of rubble, the quoins and floors, or platforms, being of sandstone
ashlar, obtained from the coal measures in the neighbourhood. The pointed sill

stones and the hollow quoins were of greenstone and syenite, from the Carling
Nose and Bamton Mount Quarries, near Edinburgh. The sill stones were care-
fully toothed and bonded into the floor stones, so as to avoid a long straight
joint. The recess and side walls were of rubble, with ashlar facework in the
upper portion, similar to the dock walls, but the wing walls were faced through-
out vvitli ashlar. The filling and discharging culverts were of brickwork. The
sluice frames and paddles were of cast-iron, faced with brass. In the lock and
entrance gates, the heel mitre posts and the lower rib were of the best teak and
English oak, and the ribs and planking were of pitch pine. Across the lock
there was a swivel bridge, in one leaf, consisting of two wrought-iron tubular
girders, with a superstructure fitted for railway or road traffic. There being no
backwater, the waste from lockage was supplied by a steam centrifugal
pumping-engine of 24 horse-power.
The successful application of hydraulic power for working the usual hand gear

at the fioat lock, and at the lock at Newport dock, with much heavier gates,
determined the author to adopt the same plan at the new dock entrance, as, in
case of any accident happening to the hydraulic machinery, the usual means
were then always available. As it was of the utmost importance, in the ship-
ping of Welsh coal, that as little breakage as po.ssible should take place, the
hydraulic drops, or hoists, were so constructed as to deliver the coal into the hold
of any class of vessel immediately at the hatchway ; allowance beuig also made
for the difference in size of the broad-gauge coal-waggons, the weight of which
varied from 14 to 19 tons. The various machines employed for opening and
shutting the gates, bridges, and sluices, for working the capstans, for dis-
charging ballast, and for loading coal, as well as for the shipping and discharging
of general cargoes, were upon Sir William Armstrong's hydraulic system, having
accumulators equivalent to an eS'ective pressure of 750 lbs. per square inch.
With respect to the work performed by the hydraulic machinery, and its cost,

it seemed that, during the year ending October, 1860, the actual expenditure for

engine power had been £22 16s. Id. per week, or at the rate of 026 of a penny
per cubic feet of water used for pressure. The cost of working was—by the
cranes, 0-lOths ; by the combined drop, 5-lOths ; and by the waggon drops,
4-10th3 of a penny per ton. But, inasmuch as the engine power was never fully

employed, tiiis statement must not be received as conclusive, as regarded the
capabilities of the machinery. With the 80 horse-power steam-engine, it was
believed that 100,000 cubic feet of water could be pumped per week, at a cost of

£30, or at the rate of 0072 of a penny per cubic foot of water ; and that of this

quantity 80,000 cubic feet would be available for working the cranes and the
coal-drops, at a cost, for the hydraulic power alone, of about 1 farthing and
1 -7th of a penny per ton respectively.

The commercial effect of the construction of the dock works and of the general
improvement of the harbour was shown by the great increase in the tonnage of

vessels frequenting the port. In 1851, on the completion ot the first, or north
dock, this amounted to 269,454 tons only. In 1800 it was 582,3.55 tons, and
during the year 1861 the foreign tonnage had increased 10 per cent., and the

trade was likely to extend, owing to improved communications with the

steam-coal and the irou-producing districts, as well as with the heart of the

kingdom.
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MASTER'S COURT, TRINITY COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGB.*

THE MEDIiEVAL COURT AT THE GREAT EXHIBITION.f

OUR readers are aware that the Ecclesiological Society applied for a
space in Class 30 of the Great Exhibition, to serve, in legal language,

as a " conduct-pipe " for works of architects and artists friendly to the
Society, and willing to join us in a united representation of our phase of
art. This application was favourably entertained. At the same time,
several other exhibitors, distinguished in various branches of mediaeval
art, religious and secular, had asked for and had obtained space in the
same Class. The time drew nigh to map out the area among the different

applicants, the immediate labour being divided between Mr. Waring, the
superintendent of the Class, and a committee of exhibitors presided over
by Mr. Grace. Observing, as they did, that we came forward in the cha-
racter, so to speak, of super-exhibitors, within our own space, and tliat

the works of the other mediajval e-xhibitors in the Class were homogeneous
with our own, they proposed to us that we should take the control of the
whole medioeval department within that Class, receiving and arranging a
Metliajval Court ; under the obligation, of course, to provide for the list of

exhibitors who had already received their allotments. We did not hesitate
at once to close with an offer made in so friendly and complimentary a
manner, and so desirable for the objects which we had in view ; while the
exhibitors who were thus placed in correspondence with us most cheerfully

acquiesced.
Accordingly, we are in possession of a court of .OO feet square, ad-

Tantageously placed in the open space on the north side of the nave, and
close to the eastern dome. Mr. Barges and Mr. Slater liave agreed jointly
to carry out the arrangement of it, and in their hands we are sure that it

will be well done. We have no wish to forestall anticipation by a detailed
catalogue of the Mediajval Court; but we may, in passing, mention that
nearly all branches of ecclesiological art will be most satisfactorily repre-
sented. Sculpture will partly appear in completed works and partly in
casts. We may note a reredos by Mr. Street, executed by Mr. Earp ; and
a portion of that for Waltham Abbey, designed by Mr. Burges, and
executed by Mr. Nichol, with the cartoon of the rest. There is likewise a
reredos, by Mr. Teulon, carved by Mr. Earp ; and another by Mr. White,
and a cast of the sculptures in the Bedminster reredos, sculptured by Mr.
i'armer, under Mr. Norton's directions. Mr. Redfern contributes casts of
his sculptures of the Ascension, for the Digby mortuary chapel at Slier-

• For View and Description see pages 328 and 329, Vol. VII.
t From the EcdeaioloyUt for April.

borne, and for Mr. Slater's Westropp monument in Limerick Cathedral

;

the latter being arranged in connection with a portion of the actual carved
work of the monument. Mr. White and Mr. Norton contribute fonts ; and
there will be a cast of the Renaissance font at Witley, which Mr. Forsyth
carved for Mr. Dawkes.
Mr. Philip will contribute a cast of Dr. Mill's monument (designed by

Mr. Scott) and efBgy at Ely. Mr. Nichol will send another efflgy, executed
under Mr. Burges' eyes, and arranged on a high tomb in connection with
some subjects in relief. Mr. Forsyth sends the late Lord Cawdor's high
tomb, of which Mr. Nesfleld was architect. Statuary by Mr. Farmer and
Mr. Forsyth will also appear. Messrs. Clayton and Bell give one of the

circular panels, with an incised subject, for the Lichfield pavement. In
woodwork there will be the stalls of Chichester, carved by Mr. Forsyth
from Mr. Slater's design ; Mr. Burges' piquant painted furniture j Mr.
Norman Shaw's rich bureau, executed by Mr. Forsyth, which was shown a
year or two since at the Architectural Exhibition ; and a decprated organ
by Messrs. Prichard and Seddon.

Metal-work will be largely represented in contributions by Mr. Skid-
more ; and Mr. Street will send the iron font cover for St. James', Garden-
street, by Mr. Leavers. The Ecclesiological Society will have the satis-

faction of e.xhibiting the frontal which it presents to St. Paul's cathedral,

designed, according to the " Cologne " method, by Mr. Bodley, and executed

by Mr. Bell. The Dean of Peterborough has also most kindly lent the new
frontal for his cathedral, executed by the Ladies' Ecclesiastical Embroidery
Society ; and the same Society sends a frontal for Clehonger church,

designed by Mr. Preedy. The court will also contain hangings by
Messrs. Jones and Willis, executed aiter Mr. Street's designs. The
progress of Mediaeval art-manufacture in general will also be illustrated

from the firms of Messrs. Morris and Marshall, Ilarland and Fisher, and
Hayward.
We might name other contributors, but we have enumerated enough to

show that the schools of art, which in the Exhibition of 1851 were all

but exclusively represented in Pugin's court, will now be taken up by
independent hands, with the advantage of the schooling of eleven laborious

and eventful years. But mediasval art is not confined to our own court.

The National Committee for Architecture has also the control of a court

for the exhibition of architectural art-manufactures, of all styles, situated

on the east side of the south limb of the transepts, which project from the

east dome, in which we are glad to say that Gothjc art will not occupy aa
unconspicuous position. It will contain the marble pulpit for the nave of
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Westminster Abbey, designed by Jlr. Seott, and executed by Mr. Field,
wbich is to be offered as a tribute to Dean Trench's exertions in establish-
ing tlie special services, and another marble pulpit by Mr. Street, executed
by Mr. Karp. It will also comprise nietnl-work by Mr. Leavers, and a
portion of the wall-space will be occupied by the prize subjects for this
year of the Architectural Museum, out of which we may select the wood
carvings and our own colour-prize panels for special praise. Across this
eoath-east transept, and as if connecting that court with our own, will
stretch the lofty metal choir screen, which Mr. Skidmore has executed for
Hereford Cathedral, unJer Mr. Scott's directions. Mr. Hardman will also,
ire believe, be fully represented in the same portion of the building. In
the giJIeries of the special Architectural Exhibition, comprising drawings
«nd models, which abut on the north-east angle of the cast dome, we have
reason to tliink that the Gothic school will throw down the friendly
gauntlet with spirit. » » » » * •

With regard to the controversy which they (foreigners) and we have
equally for years been conducting with the classical schools, we are
little in fear. Within the British side of the Exhibition building, by the
free and ungrudging consent of all who are engaged in the work, this con-
troversy has been one of perfect friendliness and mutual co-operation. Each
school has striven to make the general success the greatest by doing
most for its own cause, and cheering the other on to similar exertions.
The verdict will be with the visitors, both public and critical. Of one
thing for our own part we are certain, that Mediaeval art, in all its
varieties, will occupy a position very different from that of, and hardly to
have been expected, in 1851.

M
STEWKLEY CHUKCH, BUCKS.

OS'T of your readers are probably acquainted with this interesting church,
either fi-om actual Inspection or from the engraving of it given in Lysons.

tury that we have remaining in England. But, after escaping the perils of tlie
Reformation in the sixteenth century, the great Rebellion of the Puritans in the
seventeenth, and the ignorance and apathy of the cliurchwardens of the
eighteenth, it is about to fall, in the nineteenth, under the hands of modern
fashion, which has bien more destructive to our old parish churches than all tlie
others put together. The west end is to be pulled dowji, and the nave lengthened
15 feet, or one bay, on the pretext of making more roam, but in reality to get rid
of an ugly western gallery, which holds, in fact, more people than the proposed
newbayof the nave will hold, and is nearer to the desk, the pulpit, andthealtar.
'This gallery is to be got rid of as an eyesore, and in compliance with
the well-known dictum, "that it is impossible to pray in a gallery."
-This dictum 1 believe to be absolutely false; as matter of fact, a person
who is really disposed to pray will not be hindered from doing so by
the accident whether he is placed in a gallery or on the floor. This
dictum, then, is mere cant or affectation, and it has been, in practice, one
of the most mischievous of all the dictations of modern fashion. The large
gallery at Stewkley is an ugly thing which I should, abstractedly, be glad to see
r,'moved ; but it is a mere piece of scaffolding, removable at any time when
funds are forthcoming to build a chapel-of-ease, or school-room chapel, in another
part of the parish, to hold the people now contained in the gallery, and the
venerable structure would still remain intact.
The circular which is issued for the purpose of obtaining money under the

pretest of accommodating a larger number of worshippers, states that the parish
" ? 'alln*

'°"^' ""** *''* population 1,500, while the church accommodation is
only 200. Surely this is a strong case for a chapel-of-ease, and not for a mere
temporary makeshift, which would destroy the original plan and proportions of
the old church for ever, whilst the next incumbent will still cry out for a
chapel-of-ease. This gallery hides nothing but a part of the small west window,
the head of which is seen above it, and a small part of the top of the two side
doorways, which would be avoided altogether by raising the front of the gallery
about a foot. It secm's to me just a case where a mediaeval architect would have
shown his skill by making this useful gallery an ornamental feature. This was
the great glorv of the media;val architects. They never shirked a difficulty, but
made useful things ornamental also. The modern fashion of abusing all galleries
appears to me to be carried to an absurd length. Galleries of several kinds were
freely used m the Middle Ages, and were no dissight to tlie building. The
trifoniim gallery of Westminster Abbey is not an ugly feature, nor the Norman
galleries across the ends of the transepts of Winchester Cathedral, which would
be equally applicable for a western gallery. The Cathedral of Frankfort-on-the-Mame has galleries round three sides, part of the original design of the church,
bu.It of stone m the best period of Gothic art, alwavs intended for worshippers,
and stdl m use. The numerous roof-lofts in our parish churches in Somerset and
Uevon are not ugly features, and yet they are galleries to all intents and pur-
poses : loft IS only another name for gallery.
But I had almost forgotten another grave and serious objection to the western

gallery at Stewkley. When people first come iato the church they will not be
ableto see the new roof which is to be put: on the nave, and in which the
original high pitch is to be restored, in compliance with another modern pre-
judice. That the outer roofat Stewkley was high-pitched is plain enough from
the weather-moulding remaining on the tower, but it by no means follows that
the high root was open to the rafters within. It is far more probable that
the nave was originally covered by a flat ceiling, painted, in the style of the
one we have remaining at Peterborough, and whicl Mr. Burges has had the spirit
«nd good taste to adopt as his guide at Waltham, with remarkably good effect,
as IS generally acknowledged. That this was the usual covering of our Norman
choreheg I have not the slightest doubt; it is the natural covering, and more
eonfUtent with that style than a liigh-pitehed roof. In Italy, where the Roman
f?r '•?* "ffi"" been discontinued, flat ceilings are almost universal: and
altUough Peterborough is the only one that has escaped in this country, there Is

every reason to believe it was the usual custom here also when the church was
not vaulted.

There is an eastern gallery of the twelfth century remaining at Compton in
Surrey, the front of which is engraved in the " Glossary of Architecture," and there
are traces of similar galleries at the east end of several other Norman churches,
as at Dnrent in Kent. This makes it evident that if the architects of those
days had wanted a western gallery they would have built it. and have made it
an ornamental feature. Tl.is is actually the ease in many churches of the twelfth
century in some partsof France, especi.iUv in Perigord, where the western .-^tone
gallerj' is the rule, rather than the exception, in small parish churches.

Another part of the plan proposed for Stewkley is to remove the "donkey-
boxes," and restore the open seats, to which every man of any pretension to good
taste or good feelin" would wish God speed. The mischief that has been done to
the Church of England by the introduction of this Puritanical innovation is in-
calculable. These high enclosed pews may be traced to the Presbyterians of
Scotland, and to the time of the Great Relielliim. This hideous and most mis-
chievous and un-Christian fashion followed chiefly the direct line from north to
south, and reached across the Channel into iVormandy and Picardv ; the eastern
and western counties of England generally escaped the invasion of this plague,
and for the most part still retain the fine old open seats which are jieculiar to
England, and are generally of about the time of the Reformation—some previous
to it, others shortly aftei—and are the most fitting and the most ornamental
furniture of God's house that has ever been invented. Those who have seen our
genuine old English carved bench-ends in Somerset and Devon, Norfolk and Suf-
folk, will allow that it is impossible to praise them too warmly. But there is a
modem prejudice against these also ; nothing will go down now but moveable
chairs, after the French fashion — the most uglv and inconvenient furni-
ture for a church that ever was contrived. Those who have only a little
knowledge of the Continent may admire the fine open space in the nave,
when tlie chairs are all carefully stacked up to hide the windows of the
aisles; but those who know the Continent well, and have had practical
experience of the use of chairs, will be loud in condemning them. I should
have thought that the English church in Paris was enoui^h to satisfy any one of
this. The miserable chairs standing at all sorts of angles, and with a second
chair for each fine lady to kneel upon, which may be seen daily in most foreign
churches, were found to take up so much room, that it became necessary to ar-
range them in rows, with deal boards nailed or tied to the back of them" to keep
them straight—as ugly and clumsy a contrivance as could well be imagined.
Yet to comply with this new preju<lice, modern architects commonly propose
either at once to introduce chairs over the whole or part of the nave of a church,
or, in order to lead the way to it, make their open benches as u^lv and incon-
venient as they can contrive, and put kneeling-hoards to them, on which it is im-
possible to kneel for many minutes without serious pain. To my mind this inter-
feres with prayer far more than galleries do.

Galleries were introduced into our churches in many instances by good and
pious people as a makeshifr,—an endeavour to remedy as well as they could the
evils which had resulted from the system of enclosing the greater part of the floor
of God's house with large square hideous boxes lor the accommodation of the few
rich at the expense of the many poor. By this svstem the poor were compelled
either to remain ignorant heathens, or to become" schismatics or heretics. To
remedy this as Car as possible, galleries were in many instances built for the poor,
and we should hesitate before we remove them until we have supplied sometliinsfJ
better. Unfortunately, the time at which these galleries were generalljT
erected was one of extremely bad taste and great ignorance of art, and con»
sequently they are often as ugly as stupidity could maliC them ; and sometime»>
they are quite useless. In all such cases let them be destroyed, whenever it iaj

practicable, without causing a more permanent and serious injury to the fabric.
But a gallery is a piece of furniture removable at any time, and in such casss asj
Stewkley it is better to endure it a httle longer than do irreparable injury
to an historical monument of importance.

'

If the fabric must be altered, the plan proposed may be the best that _
practicable. It is intended that each stone of the west front shall be carefullji
marked, and replaced in the same position ; and tliat the side windows shall ba
so scrupulously copied from the old ones, Jthat in a few years' time no on^
can tell that the plan of the church has been altered at all. But this seems vtr
like falsifying history. If a n»w west bay must be added, it would be mon
consistent with the ))rofessed object, and more truthful, to let it be designed and
built at once of two stories, in the same manner as the domestic chapels and
the almshouse chapels of the middle ages usually were, or as the transepts ofj
large churches frequently were, and the west ends of churches in some districti
(as already mentioned), and as they would have been in other places if thi

westerri gallery had been wanted. There is no occasion to go abroad for i

model for this, it may be made thoroughly English. The manner in which soin<<
modern architects seize every opportunity to stick a bit of French, German,
Italian Gothic into our old Englisli churches, makes it dangerous to refer _,
any foreign examples from which ideas might fairly be taken, if they would
only be at the trouble of translating them into English, and making then'
assimilate with English art. One is continually reminded of that well^^nowi.
vulgar bore in society, the man who has been abroad and knows a little of soin«j
foreign language, and who must be always displaying his little knowledge
interlarding his conversation with scraps of French, German, or Italian.
The incumbent of Stewkley is actuated by the best motives and intentions, and

is very unwilling to disturb the fiibric of his very remarkable old church, but the
influence of modern fashion has been too strong for him,'and, after some hesiiationj
he has yiehled to its power. I hope it is not yet too late to make him see the bar-"
barity of damaging an interesting page of the history of art in England, and feel
that it is better to endure the eyesore of an ugly piece of scaftblduig for a few
years longer than to disturb the venerable fabric committed to his charge. The
clergy are our natural conservators, and it is only since the spirit of change
and innovation has reached tliem that so much irreparable mischief has been
done.

John Hbnrt Parker, F.S.A.

Benson's WATcnES and Clocks.—" rerfoction of mecha.niem."—ifotfmg Pust.
Gold watches, fi to 100 guineas ; silver watches, 2 to 60 fruineas. Benson's new lUustrstfid
Pamphlet, free for two (stamps, deacriptivo of every construction of watch, enable persona
in any part of the world to select with the greatest certainty the watch best adapted to
their use. Watches sent free and safe by post on receipt of a remittance.

J. W. BENSON, 33 li 34, Ludgate-hill, 48 it 47, Cornhill, London, B.C. Establishod 1749.
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NORTIIKRN ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.

THE annunl meeting of tlic meiiilicrs of tliis Association was lielrf in the Old

Ca»"le, Newea»tle-on-Tjnp, on Tuesdny, tho 2.5111 ult. The President of

the Society, Mr. DoBSON, took the chair.
. u u-

A number of pencil dniwnss of architectural subjects and ornaments by hignor

Bulletti the Italian artist employed liy the Duke of Northumberland in making

the restorations at Alnwick Cnstle, were laid upon the table tor inspectioti.

On the motion of Mr. Dunn it was a',Teed that tlu^ .Secretary tender the

thanks of the Society to the editor of the Building News for the presentation

of copies of that Journal.
. , _ .- j

Letters were read relating to the scale of professional charges sanctioned

bv the Association from the Birmingham Architectural Society and the London

Architectural Association, to whom copies of the scale had been sent, in onlcr

that they miffht express their opinion upon them. The HirminKliain Society

•nmrpsteil several alterations, while tlie London Association declined to otter any

course which did not appear to meet with the
opinion upon the matter,

approval of those present. ., . t.i i.

On the motion of Mr. T. Moore, seconded by Mr. Wii.sos, a vote of thanks

was accorded to the Birminjiham Society for their courtesy m the matter.

Mr. Austin (who oHiciated as Secretary in the absence of Mr. UUver) read

the annual report, of which the following is a summary :—

In presenting the third annual report your ammittec congratulate the Association on

thehlcreaseof its mombcrs and the extension of its tafl"™«;-,Du""B"'0 post year the

Kccssion to the A&ociation has boon two members, viz., Mr. WilUam Hill, of Leeds, ardU-

tcct, and Mr. Thomns Bryson, town rarvoyor, of Newcastle-on-Tyne ;
and four Asaoomte

Members, viz.. Mr. Hudson Roab, of Sunderland, and Messrs. .1. Bryson, H. .1. AnsUn, am
T. Mitchell, of Newcastle-on-Tync. In the death of Mr. Richard OrainRer your Committee

have to rcgi-et the loss of on honorary member, whose energies and abilities m giving toUlo

town of Newcastle a truly architectural character, procured for bimaelf " "'""-""'"^P"-

tation. The annual excursion meeting was hold on Oie 28th of August, isr.l at Lshaw

College, where, under the gnidanci! of Vice-rrincipal Oillow the members had an opjwr-

tunity of examining thevarions interesting works of art and of science for which the college

Is so Celebrated. After partaking of the hospitality of the college the members proceedwl

to Durham, and examinwl the restorations of the central tower of the cathedral and other

antiquities. In reviewing the proceedings of the Association during the past year, the

Committee refer with satisfaction to the opportunity which tlic formation of this .Associa-

tion has afforded to its members of taking 6ucccs.sfnl action .n the fonnation of a loca^

scale of professional charges, and in furthering the establishment of an orchitectnral

alliance ; of aiding the proper representation of the profession in the International Lxhibi-

tion of 1S(!2 ; and of expressing their opinions upon the subject of professional examination

as inaugurated by the Boyal Insiitote of Britisli Architects. Ihe finances ol the Asso-

ciation continue in a satisfactory condition.

Mr. T. Moore (Vice-President) then briefly addressed the meeting, giving

a review of building progress during the past year, in the course of which he

referred to the edifices recently completed or in course of erection in the town.

Mr. WiL.soN then read a paper on sanitary matters, in winch he said, Ihere

has been important evidence of the general recognition of sanitary science as a

vital branch of the architectural profession in the fact ol the Royal institute ol

British Architects having, this session, set apart an evening for the reading ot a

paper " On the Essentials of a Healthy Home," by Mr. Roberts; and a second

evenin'^ for a discussion upon the same subject. As both paper and discussion

were printed in the Buildhig Neics and Builder, I will not refer to them more

tlian to say in tUe course of his remarks Mr. Godwin gave to sanitary work a new

distich

—

" To drain and pave
Means raise and save."

The subject has been more painfully brought before the public iu the fear tliat has

been expressed that the loss the nation has sustained in the death ot the Frinee

Consort was attributable to defective sanitary arrangements at VVmdsor. Mr.

Rawlinson has expressed an opinion that Windsor Castle was the soundest and

most complete house, in its sanitary arrangements, in this country, from

Windsor, Mr. Rawlinson was to proceed to an examination ol Buckingbam

Palace, prior to an inspection of the other royal residences. Her Majesty nas

thus set her seal to the momentousness of the sanitary question. Another

important fact has still more recently trans,.ired. Dr. Brady has obtained from

the legislature a special committee to inquire into the applicability ot the sewage

of towns for agricultural purposes. This is a proceeding that wiU lead to many

experiments, and elicit much new information. I would say a few more words

on tlie primary importance of a salubrious site. In the case ot cottag^, particu-

larly, we too often see the back-yard, or back garden, with the midden, privy,

over-flowing water-butt, and pin-stye in it, higher than tlie basement ot the

house. No art can prevent such places from being constantly damp :
nor the

persons who inhabit them from inhaling an imperceptible, but pernicious vapour,

drawn from the damp without by the heat within. The cottages of hinds are

often built on slopes below or a-ainst the cattle-sheds, and close to stagnant ponds,

&e. I lately inspected a row of cottages occupying this unenviable site. 1 lie back

walls of the cottages formed the back walls of the cattle-sheds ; close before the

doors of the cottages stood the double pig-styes of the hinds ;
and at the end o

the row was the green still pond. In this arrangement the cattle had the best ot

it, l)eing on the ridge of the slope—the percolations from the sheds making their

way to the lowest lying point, the pond, beneath the flagging ot the hinds

cots. Within the latter, the rafters were unceiled, but hidden with calico;

and the imperfect thatching permitted the rain to trickle Ireelv down the walls,

and to drip heavily in large tears, in different places upon the floors. It, by any

unfortunate chance, there is no choice of a better site than one m similar imme-

diate contiguity to cattle sheds, the soil should be covered with concrete beiore

cottages are built upon it. In model villages, too, I have seen great mistakes in

the choice of sites. Landed proprietors, anxious to improve their cottage pro-

perty, have obtained excellent designs from first-class men ; but these have been

placed in the hands of the surveyor to the estate for execution, and sanitary

requirements in the matter of sites have been .iltogetlier overlooked. I expect

that our esteemed member, Mr. Watson, who has turned his attention parti-

cularly to farm buddings, will agree with me that it is better to build on a ndge,

bleak though it be, than to obtain a partial shelter from the wind by building at

the foot of a slope on a site subject, bv the laws of gravitation, to percolation from

ioil, sheds, byres, styes, or middens. Lastly, I would refer, with congratulation,

to the fact that Newcastle, within the last few weeks, has also consented to

consider sanitary progress momentous ; for I learn, with satisfaction, that a

proposal has been made to expend £50,000 to improve the condition of the

ttiwn."

Some discussion was ciiciled by the l^per, in the course of which

Mr. Thompson said it was a most extraordinary thing that Newcastle, which

stood in such an excellent natural position, sliuulu not have a better sygteiu itf

drainage than it possessed.

The Chairman pointed out that tliere were a great many of what were called

" pot holes " in the town, in which the water collected and stood. Though .Vew-

castle appeared to be an exceedingly easy town to drain, from the cause be had

mentioned it was most diHicult to dram it properly. The Cliairman drew a

section of some of the localities in the town, in which the peculiar configuration

of surface he had alluded to was presented.

The votes for the election of ofticers for the ensuing year were then taken, with

the following results:—President, Mr. Dobson ; vice-president, Mr. Walker;

hon. treasurer, Mr. Dunn; lion, secretary, Mr. Oliver; committee, He«n.
Austin, Howisou, Kyle, Moore, and Pritchett.

Mr. Pritchett, in reference to the proposed alliance of architectural asM-

ciations, said that according to the outline scheme there should he a mcetin;;

next June, and the other associations were waiting for him to fix the day. He
suggested the third Tuesday ill June as the most eligible, and thought this

meeting should appoint two delegates to represent it at the associated meeting to

be held in London.

Mr. Pritchett and Mr. Austin were appointed delegate!.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCniTECTS.

AN ordinary general meeting of this body was held on Monday; William
TiTE, feq,, M.P., the President of the Institnte, in the chair.

Mr. T, IlAYTER Lewis, hon. sec, read the minutes of proceedings at the

last meeting, which were approved of and confirmed. ,. ,

Mr. James Bell, hon. sec, announced several donations, and a vote of thanks

to the donors was passed.
, , . i

Tlie Chairman said there were before the meeting a number of curious draw-

ings, of which two were on the easel right and left of the chair, and two were on

the table. Those drawings were made by a very distinguished antiqunry, to whom
he was intro<Iuced in very early life—he wns,infact,almostaboy at the time. His

name was John Carter, certainly the father of all the architectural remmist-ciices

and restorations which had led to such important results at the present time. H.;

was Bar excellence the reviver, lover, and restorer ofGotliicarchite('turc—( Hear,

hear ) He published two very curious books, one applying to the Gothic arclu-

tecture of England, and the other on the sculpture of England. He was a very

remarkable man, and a man of singular habits and tastes. W hen a youth lie(thn

(Chairman) was taken by a friend to see John Carter, who was employed by the-

Society of Antiquaries, and completed some series of their works. One wnes of

drawings of York Minster was very large and complete, and he thought tie y were

published bv the Society of Antiquaries in their book called Monumenta Ltrwicn.

One of the' drawings showed Gothic architecture in its pristine excellence and

beauty, and another showed Gothic architecture as struck down by the Reforma-

tion. Carter was an enthusiastic Roman Catholic. He was a very remarkable

man, and the drawings exhibited that evening were very remarkable and beautilul

drawings. He (the Chairman) thought it was forty years ago since he saw those

same drawin'^s in Carter's pariour. Carter was a most enthusiastic musician, and

a most charmingcorapanion ;;he had no liking for publishers, and brouglit out one

of his books without the intervention of any bookseller or publisher. One of h.s

drawings was meant to represent the death of Richard II. At Brighton, the other

day, he saw the four drawings referred to in the possession of Mr. Anibrassoiii, ot

that town, and knowing them, asked that gentleman (whom lie hoped was

present) to be kind enough to send them there that night, so that those who wive

Enthusiastic in Gothic architecture now might see what had been done in tormer

days by John Carter-(Heai-, hear.) He thought the four drawings wero

curious ones in the history of architecture, and was ot opinion they would be found

well worthy of their examination and of their approbation.

Mr M biGBY Wyatt said he saw the drawings a few years ago in Hond-

street, and he thonght that if their funds were in a more flourishing condilioa

it would he desirable to secure them so that they might be hung up on the wall*

of the Institute.
. , , , . „ . u . ._»»:„i

Mr G E Street suggested whether it would not he well to have a special

subscription' for the purpose of securing for the Institute possession of the . raw-

ings. It was a question whether they were not more indebted to t nrter than to

pS<nn in reference to the revival of Gothic arcliitecture. He thought it would ba

a very desirable thing for ihe Institute to secure possesion of the drawings.

The Chairman said the money asked for the drawings by Mr. Ambrassoni

was not verv enormous or unreasonable. If it were the feeling of the meeting to

leave it to the Council to purchase the drawings, he should lie glad to lead a sui.-

scription for that purpose, as he thought the drawings were very elalKirate iiiid

curious ones, and he should like to see them on the walls of the iBslitote. bi.t

whether they bought them or not, he was sure they were all very much oblige 1 to

Mr. Ambrassoni for sending them there that evening.—(.Hear, hear.)

A Member asked if the Council had received any communication respecting

the proposal to lend the Soane Museum to the Great '^'^ "h'tion. He had acopy

of the l5ill on the subject now before Parliament, from which hf-^'her thong t a

question might arise, whether the lending of the collection to the Great Exb i-

tion would not be virtually giving it to the South Kensington Musemm The 1 .11

was encouraged and promoted by those who wished for the entire removal of the

Soane Museum to South Kensington.

The Chairman said the matter was very easily explaineil, as he had tho

honour of being a trustee of the Soane Museum. A wisf, had been express, d ,.

lave all the works of Hogarth assembled together in the .National M us. i...

Before he became a trusted, the trustees of the Soane Mufeum were '»k.- .>

grant a loan of the Hogarth pictures there, and they »"«» '' "" Zmft .1, ,1

nowerto part with those i.icturcs, or, under any circumstances, to permit i;. .i

fo be removed The Bill'referred to was brought in for the nonce and the o'.i et

of that Bill, of which the trustees had no notice at all, was to transfer the pic .i.e.

to the Naonal Museum. He was quite sure the feeling of the trustees wbs y-.t

let the Soane Museum he shifted 6y any side wind, or In =">• "tf. ^y- ^ ;;

dared say the Bill would be read a first time in the morning, and if he we. c m
thrHouse he should take occasion to say that the trustees only meant to i >sist

a gi^at national object, a great national purpose,
,«'»'

t^"""?"^"' "' "

comnlete collection of Hogarth's pictures. He should not torget the subjeci.

7hrL^,^Tcity-Vatkan.-Ty.<^ Rev. R. BUROESS, B.D., hoiiornry
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member, then read a paper entitled " On tlie Leonine City, Vatican,", which

was illustrated by a larjfe map!and some drawings.

The CHAIR.MAS invited the remarks of ifentlemen present on the very

interesting }>apor which had been read. It was not possible to add anything to

the inrorniaiion which the lecturer had given, but tliey might certainly desire to

have his wish carried out in the fixinaf of a defined city for the Popes which he

bad pointed out, so that thus a questio vexata might be settled for the benefit

of this generation and posterity. As to the masonry which had been referred to

by the lecturer, he was alwavs struck with the singular mechanical accuracy of

the Roman buildings. In their masonry was uniformlv found what architects

called breaking joint accurately, and that was particularly the case with their

brickwork. He never saw Roman brickwork in London, in Enjjland, or in I'aris,

in which that marked accuracy was not observed ; that was the strict breaking

of joint. Another peculiarity was the enormous thickness of the mortar-joint in

brickwork, which was nearly as thick as the brick itself. There was connected

with this matter a peculiarity of interest to architects and builders. If the bricks

were good and the mortar good, notliing was so bad as the heedless way in which

they were sometimes put together. It had always struck him that care should

be taken in the workmanship, in placing bricks and jointing, to have them

properly placed. As to the attacks upon Rome referred to by the lecturer, it

was singular that both the great assaults, that made by Constable Bourbon and

the late one of 1848, occurred pretty nearly at the same point. Tlie attack made
by the Constable Bourbon was well described by Guicardini, and the account

.showed the barbarity with which Rome was attacked and sacked at that time.

The assault on the city was made from the same side in both instances.

Mr. M. DlGBY Wyatt referred to the connection between the Saxons and

the city of Rome, and remarked that he thought anything which at all tended to

illustrate the connection between Saxon pilgrims and the early Popes sliowed the

natural process of the extension of the arts of ancient Rome by bringing a know-
ledge of them to the people of Northern Europe. He next referred to the great

fresco at the old front of the basilica of St. Peter's, in which all architects must
feel a profound interest. Of course they must remember the Laleran Palace was
originally the great house of the Popes, after which the great work of the Vatican

was commenced. Through the taste of the Medici and the Etruscan princes the

foundation of the museum at the Vatican was laid. And they must all know
that the Vatican library contained treasures of art, beauty, illustrations of

history and art, which was a great source from which fresh light might come to

us of the history of men, of manners, of literature, and other tilings. He hoped
that those treasures of art would be more freely unlocked. He was sure they

were all much indebted to Mr. Burgess for his paper, and he proposed a vote of

thanks to him.
The Rev. R. BusaESS, in acknowledging the compliment, suggested that Mr.

Digby Wyatt should, on a future occasion, favour the Institute with a paper on
the treasures of the Vatican.

The meeting then separated.

CAMBRIDGE ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

THE fourth meeting of the session of the Cambridge Architectural Society was
held ou Thursday last, in the Philosophical Society rooms. C. C. Cooper,

Esq., in the chair, when the Rev. G. Williams read Dr. Pierotti's paper on "The
Tombs of Paleslhie."

The paper com.iiencod with an explanation of Rachel's Tomb, of which a
ground plan and other drawings were given. He entered fully into the question

of its age and other particulars. He then spoke of the Mosque of Hebron, which
is built over the Cave of Macphelah, and contains the tombs of Abraham and
Sarah, of Isaac and Rebecca, and Jacob and Leah, and also a sarcophagus of

Joseph, though Joseph was not buried there. He gave an account of his investi-

gations concerning the subterranean caves, and explained how far he had been
able to carry them on and the causes of difficulty connected with it. He then
proceeded to speak of the torab of Joseph, now held in great veneration both by
the Jews and Moslems. After discussing the position, &c., of the tomb of Samuel,
he spoke of the tomb of David on Mount Zion, and refuted the theory of David's
sepulchre being the " Tomb of the Kings to the north of the city." He then
gave an account 6f the Sepulchre of Our Lord, and traced the walls of the
ancient city, showing how this was without the walls. He explained it with
plans and sections of its present state, and its supposed original condition. He
also entered into the question at issue between Mr. Fergusson and other anti-

quarians who have studied the topography of Jerusalem, explaining carefully the
points of diflerence. After speaking of the tombs of Abraham, Jelioshaphat,

Zachariah, Sec., he concluded the paper witli some general remarks on the subject,

and said he was influenced in all his remarks by a desire to discover truth, and
not to support one party or another who had written on the question.

After a pause, Mr. Williams rose to give an explanation of his views on the
subject, and said tliat he hoped, eventually, he and Dr. Pierotti would agree
more nearly, but he at present did not want to enter much into the contro versy
with him as he is going to publish his views, and he thought it better not to

discuss the subject until he had done so.

MISSION CHURCH, WESTLEIGH MILL, LANCASHIRE.
THIS church, just erected under the auspices of the Vicar of Leigh, near

Eolton-le-Moors, Lancashire, is intended to be used as a seliool

during week days and as a mission church on Sundays. It comprises a
nave, about 20 feet wide, of which only a portion is at present completed

;

transepts about 20 feet square, with boys' and girls' porches attached, and
a chancel 30 feet by 20 feet. On the north side of the building are a small
eacristy and a class-room or library.
The walls, both externally and internally, are of the red brick of the

locality, relieved with bands, cornices, and alternated voussoirs of straw-
coloured firebrick and blue headers, sparingly introduced. The roofs,
which arc open to the ridges internally, are covered with blue Bangor
slates of the smallest size, into which are worked diaper and other patterns
of green and purple Velinheli slate, the ridges being of blue Staffordshire
tile. All the works have been separately executed by local tradesmen,
from the deiigns and under the direction of Messrs. Hayley and Son,
architects, of Manchester.

INSTITUTION OF NAVAL ARCHITECTS.

AT the meeting of this Institution on the 27th ult.. Captain Ford read a paper
on the Manufacture of Iron Armour Plates, a portion of which (we have

not space for the entire paper) may be usefully recorded in our pa^es.

The subject of the best method of manufacturing the armour plates was first

brousht under the consideration of the writer when the Thames Ironworks
Company received theorder for building the W^arrior, and it became a question with
the firm whether they should erect steam hammers for the purpose of forging, or

increase the power ot their mills for rolling the plates.

At that period, after careful consideration, the conclusion was adopted that

the plan of liammeiiug would produce the best results, and subsequent experience

has, in the opinion of the writer, fully borne out that view.

Two qualities in the iron appear to be of prime necessity—toughness and
solidity. If the iron is hard and .brittle, it is easily cracked and broken by the

shot; if unsound, either from blisters or lamination arising from imperfect

welding, the power of resistance is proportionately diminished. It has been con-

clusively proved that any given thickness of iron, if composed of layers of thin

plates, has very little resisting power in comparison with the same thickness of
solid plate, and a plate apparently solid, but imperfectly welded, exhibits the same
weakness.
The process of rolling plates 4J inches thick has been described by the head of

the eminent firm of Slessrs. Brown and Co., of Sheffield, in a paper read by
him at the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Birmingham, as follows :

—

" Bars .12 Indies broad, '.I inch thick, are first rolled ; five of these are then

piled and rolled into a rough slab; two of these slabs are rolled into a'plate IJ inch

thick ; four of these plates are then piled and rolled into a plate 2 J inches thick
;

and, finally, four of these 2J-inch plates are piled and rolled into the fimshed

plate."

The hammered plates manufactured at the Thames Ironworks are made in

the following manner :—Scrap iron of the best description is carefully selected

and cleaned, piled, harainered into a bloom, and then rolled into bars G inclies

broad, 1 inch thick ; these bars are cut up, piled, and again hammered into a
slab ; several of these slabs are put together, heated, and hammered to the form
required, and this process being repeated, the plate goes on gradually increasing

to the length required.

In the manufacture of the best hammered plates there is no mystery; it

depends simply on the selection of the best material, and the employment of the

most skilled and careful workmanship.
The writer confidently believes that scrap iron, rolled and hammered as

before described, is decidedly the best material, and superior to any description

of the puddled iron from which all the rolled plates are understood to be made.
That tne toughness of iron is dependent greatly upon the amount of working it

undergoes cannot be doubted. This working has already been given to a great

extent to scrap iron, and the process of rolling it into the 6-inch bars, which are

the i-aw material of the future plate, gives it a degree of toughness and fibre

which it appears to retain through all the subsequent heating and hammering.
The tendency of hammering to harden does not take away this toughness,

and the process of annealing restores much of what is lost. Numerous experi-

ments on single plates which have been fiired at, and close observation in the

drilling, planing, and bending of the large quantities of plates which have been
hammered in this manner, have shown that the brittleness which has been

attributed to hammered iron is entirely avoided, and that the toughness of the

iron is superior to that of the best rolled plates wliicli have hitherto been

produced. Solidity and freedom from blisters or lamination is unquestionably

more certain in the hammering process; and when it is considered that to

produce a rolled plate sixty thicknesses of iron must be perfectly welded at every

point throughout the finished plate, under penalty of there being lamination,

the frequent occurrence of this evil would seem to be inevitable ; the presence of

dirt between any two layers, or the failure to reach a welding heat in any part

of the centre of the large masses which have to be dealt with, being certain to

produce this fatal result.

It must also be remembered that as the hammered plate is gradually built

up of the slabs before described, a comparatively small portion of the mass
requires to be placed in the furnace and heated at one time, while in the rolled

plate the final pile, 10 inches in thickness, and weighing six or seven tons,

must be brought to a welding heat at once, and the operation of welding com-
pleted before this heat is lost. To obtain this heat throughout the mass without

burning the edges most exposed to the fire can hardly be counted upon as a

uniform result, and when this has been accomplished, any delay in dragging it

from the furnace, getting it to the rolls, forcing it between them, and completing

the lolling process, will spoil it, and the loss, even of a few moments, may be

fatal to the success of the operation.

These difficulties, of course, increase with the thickness and weight of the

plates ; the foregoing observations are made with reference to plates 4^ inches

thick ; but when the thickness of the plates is increased to 5| inches, it may well

be doubted if these difficulties can be successfully overcome in the rolling process.

The attempt has recently been made to effect a combination of the two pro-

cesses of hammering and rolling; the slab, 10 inches, or thereabouts, in thick-

ness, being forged under the hammer, then heated en masse, and rolled in the

same manner as the pile, forming the final process described for the rolled plate.

To this the writer objects that this plan involves the serious difficulties already

adverted to as consequent on the heating and rolling of so large a mass. Thus
far experiment confirms this opinion, as the plates manufactured in this manner
have proved under trial greatly inferior both to the rolled plates and those ham-
mered at the Thames Ironworks.

In the minor qualities of smoothness of surface and uniformity of thickness,

it may be observed that the hammered plates are quite equal to the rolled, anil,

with respect to cost of production up to the thickness ot 4^ inches, the market

price of hammered and rolled plates is the same ; but, if the thickness and

weight be increased, the cost of rolling will, without doubt, be seriously enhanced,

while that of liammerlng will remain but little, if at all, altered.

North of Ireland Ahchiteothral Association.—According to the

Dublin Builder it is proposed to establish an institute, under the title of " The

Ulster Architectural Association."

The Engineer notes that those taking an interest in the " smoke nuisance
''

question may now, almost any day, see the principal chimney of the Houses oi

Parliament belching forth dense volumes of smoke.
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ON THE SEWERING OF TOWNS AND DRAINING OF
HOUSES.*

THE first nnesHons an enffineer should ask himself with respect to any district or area to

be sewered should Ikj these—" How have surface waters passed off up to this time with-

out the aid of sowers or drains? Have any surface impedimenta Ijcen formed; if go, what are

the effects, and can such impe^llments be removed?" "Have houses been erected and

cellars excavated in improper places, and where iniurious Hooding cannot bo prevented

excepting at a ruinous cost to the rated property of the district generally ?" " Can water-

courses in the valley lines be deepened at a moderate cost?" and, '*Can erabankiufe' and

Dumping t>e resorted to economically?" "Arc there any mills and mill-dams wWch
impetlo drainage and cause injurious subsoil flooding regularly, and injurious Hooding at

intervals?" All these quostions have a most important bearing on the tUmensious of

sewers. _ . i.. j.

It may look very egotistical, but I can better give an account of ray own practice than

that of any other person, and detail my own experience more confidently than stereotype it

in tablos, wliich must, in such form, iw misleading and injurious.

Natural streams down valley lines should never be converted Into sewers. The maxi-

mum flow of water in such Btroams is to the minimum as three hundred or four hundred

to one. « « . ^

Any sewer formed in such valley line of sufficient capacity to carry on. flood waters,

would 1)0 much larger than refpiisite for the ordinary flow, and would become a catise of

nuisance in dry weather. Ail valley lines should be improvetl, and the beds of natural

streams sliould be preserved free and open for the escape of surface and flood waters.

Sewers and drains should bo of sulllcient capacity to remove roof, yard, street, soil, subsoil,

and slop-water from the area drained during ordinary weather, and should bo graduated to

the amount of work to be done. Flood-water outlets or overflows into valley lines, or

natural streams, to relieve the sewers during heavy rains, should be provided. There may
be large gratings to remove surface storm waters at the outlet points of .valley lines, but

care must be taken not to make such places large stagnant cesspits.

All sowers and drains should bo properly ventilated. Tliis may be effected by connectmg

down-spouts with house-drains in proper situations ; by connecting sewers with tall

chimneys ; or by providing, in the sewers and drains,' ventilating shafts with charcoal

filters for oxidising sewer gases. All sewers should have means of Inspectiyn, flushing, and

cleansing provided.
Sewurd should be laid out in straiglit lines, and with regular gradients. At each

alternate change in direction, or alteration of gradient, a manhole or entrance to the sewer

should be constructed.
Agricultural drain tiles are jlaid in straight lines. Ploughing, on the most approved

plan, is also in straight linos. In both cases truth and efficiency of workmanship are at-

tained, and straight sowers and drains insure good workniauship. One defective link breaks

the chain ; one defective pipe-joint or yard of sewer is injurious.

Brick sowers should be formed of radiated bricks, set in hydraulic mortar. Pipes should

be jointed with clay*puddle, or with cement or mortar, or asphalte, according to the nature

of the ground in which the pipes are laid. Great care should betaken in laying pipes in

rock, in gravel, and also in clay. Many lines of sower pipes are injured by injudicious

filling of a trench, or by a fall of clay or earth crushing the pipes.

The inlets of all drains should be properly protected, and the openings should be reduced

so that any substance entering the drain may pass freely into the main sewer.

Where a sewer or drain has once choked, and the ground is opened out for repairs, do not

close it in again, but construct a manhole or lampholc, that any future obstruction may be

removed at once.
Sewers and drains act as subsoil drains to the full depth at which they are laid. In wet

subsoils provisions should be made for allowing subsoil water to enter the sewers. A con-

tinuous flow of subsoil water along sewer or draiu .is generally an advantage, as the solids

of sewage are more readily removed.
Neither sewers nor drains should be laid under new inhabited dwellings. If it be

absolutely necessary to carry a drain under a house, the drain should bo carefully laid, and
the joints made perfectly tight, so as to prevent the escape of sewer gases into the adjoining

subsoil.

Many lines of eartiienware pipe sewers and drains ai'C ruined when laid in porous sub-

soiLs with leaking joints. The fluid sewage leaks away, and leaves the solids to accumulate

and ultimately to choke the sewer or draiu, as the case may be. Puddle should be used in

such cases.

All junctions with main sewers should be made ata iwint above the ordinary water-level

in such sewers, and at the junction of branch or main sewers the top of the sewers should

be on the same level. Additional fall should be given at junctions or bends, to overcome
increased friction. Junction entrances, provided for branch sewers and house drainage,

shoulil be protected by earthenware plates, or " disc-plugs."

Street gullies should bo small, compact, and double-trapped. There should be a sedi-

ment-box. easily removed and easily replaced. Means of flushing should be provided in

the gully, that choking of the pipe connection with the sewer may be impoasiblo. Large
cesspit gullies are a nuisance. Small gullies of cast iion are generally found the cheapest

and best ; increase the number of small gullies rather than construct large cesspit gullies.

Fresh sewage, when properly diluted, filtered, or disinfected, may be passed into rivers,

or into the sea, without causing nuisance or injury to fish. In arranging outlet sewers

provision should be made for applying the sewage to land in the immediate neighbourhood
for agricultural uses by gravitation if practicable. Pumping by steam or other power is

available.

A town standing on ground having quick gradients requires special arrangements to

break the rush of water down and of gases up. This can be done by breaking the line

with a vertical fall, placing a flap over the mouth of the sewer, and ventUatuig at this

point.
Tlie outlet ends of all sewers should be protected with a covering flap, to prevent the

wind blowing in and driving back sewage gases. A cast-iron pipe of comparatively small
dimensions on any river outlet sewer will pass the dry weather flow of sewage to and below
summer level of the river, so as not to be a nuisance.
The cost of town sewerage works is an important matter; and as continental govern-

ments look to England, and especially to the British metropolis, it is only right that they
should have some sort of rule to judge by. In my experience I find that towns of and below
80,000 of population may have complete sewerago at or below one pound sterling per head.
"Where a jwpulation is compacted into a small area, and means of outlet are not distant, aa
in the cities on the Khine, the estimate of one pound sterling may be relied on. But large
brick sewers, for men to walk and work in, must not be constructed. The sewers must be
of small sectional area, and so arranged that they may be cleansed absolutely ani perfectly
without sending men in and through them.

All rivers and streams are natural outlets for drainage, and since men have dwelt on the
banks of rivers, surface refuse has been allowed to pass into and mingle with the waters.
There is at present a great outciy against the pollution of rivers by sewers, and the killing

of fish. The questions may be asked, " Whether is it better to pollute rivers, or towns and
houses ; to kill fish, or to kill men ?" I do not advocate the pollution of rivers, but the
i^jplication of sewage to land for agricultural uses. If it will not pay, in some cases, as a
commercial speculation, make it compulsory, and pay the cost by rate. By far the most
expensive proces.? in any community is filth in cesspools beneath houses, or on the surface
tound human dwellings.
Proper sewers and drains deliver '.sewage at tho outfall fresh, and in this state fish are

not killed, but are fed. The putrid sewage flushed from the foul sewers of the metropolis
during hot weather Ijy a thunderstorm taints the river and poisons fish ; but even in the
hot summer of 1859 the mortality in London was low, although the Thames was foul. Aa
cesspools have been abolished, the public health has improved ; and if all the sewers were of
sectional dimensions, forms, and gradients (as they may be) to transmit fresh sewage, and
not retain it until putrefaction sets in, the public health would be further improved. It is

practicable to so improve and manage the public sewers of this metropolis, that sewage one
day old shall not remain, but shall be in motion towards some outlet ; and in motion there
13 safety, but danger in stagnation.

• By Mr. Kobbrt Eawlinson, Cfi., F.G.S. See page 221, anie.

The full and proper ventilation of sowers and drains ia of the utmost importance ; drains
should be so laid and arranged as to render contamination of tho air within houaua (by
sewage gases) Impossible.
At present, the sewers of the metropolis, with cxcfiptions in the City, aa recorded by Dr.

Lethcby and Mr. Haywood, ventilate, for tho moat part, direct to the open air, by means of
the vertical shaft from the crown of the sower. The gaaa of deoomposition rise direct out,
and road dirt, stones, and grit fall in. The gases foul the air In the stnet, and the dirt,
ground by traffic through the open grates btooka the invert of the aewen. The proper
way to ventilate is to form a 8idc-charal>er, or side-shaft, and to place charcoal In the pas-
sago of communication from the vertical shaft by the side-chamber, so that all the gas
escaping may be oxidised. The side-chamber retwives the dirt faUing through the ventilat-
ing-gratc

; It cannot enter tho sowers. Xlouse-droius may al^ be ventilated in a ^mihu*
manner.

Dr. Stenhouso pointed out the true uses of charcoal in lfi53. I commenced the use of
charcoal for sower ventilation about the year ly-'iS ; and Dr. Lctheby and Mr. Haywood
commenced their elaborate and valuable exi>eriment8 also in 1«58.» I think I may claim
to have been one of the flrst, if not absolutely the first, to apply tho use of charcoal for dis-
infecting tho sewage gases of an entire town, upon a general i>Ian, as part of a sewerage
system. I may instance Worksop, Buxton, and West ilam.

Cesspools may bo ventilated through charcoal with advantage, where they cannot be
abolished entirely, which is the only safe remedy. At the County Hospital, Winchester, a
large cesspool, about S feet in diameter, Is ventilated through a covering of charcoal. The
arch covering of tho cesspool was removed ; a wire-work basket, supported on iron frame-
work, covers the entire area of tho cesspool, and this is tilled with charcoal, broken fine
(like peas), to a depth of twelve inches. There is a roof over the charcoal to prevent its
being wetted by. rain, and the whole is walled In so as to leave ^a clear passage round. It
is reported to answer fully—there Is certainly no nuisance from cesspool gases at Uiis point.
The following are details of sewerage works executed :—

CAnusiiE.
The " drainage area " of .the district sewered is 1 ,930 statute acres. The main outlet

sewer for the entire area is 8 feet 9 inches by 2 feet 6 inches. Tho sewer Is laid with a
gradient of I in 700. The outlet is extended to tho centre of the river Edcu, so as to
deliver the .sewage into the water of the river in the driest weather.
The main sewer, and the low-lying portions of the city, may be relieved by flood onUete,

of the drainage of 1 ,030 statute acres.

Tho surface was most carefully considered, and all available means were used to prevent
damage or inconvenience from local storms and flood-waters.
The main sewers and secondary branches are built of bricks, moulded to the sectional

form required for each sewer, and set in engine-ground hydraulic mortar. Cast-Iron
pipes were used in crossing under rivers and watercourses, and for tho main low-water
outlet.

Flushing-valves or sluices are provided, and from a flusliing-chamber in English-street
(tho highest port of the city), tho sowers in twenty-eight strocte in every direction may be
flushed.

The sewers are designed to remove all sewage refuse without pumping. This will be
accomplished completely at all ordinary times. An extraordinary flood may block tho
outlet, and a long-continued rain may then, for a short time, fill the lower sewers, simply
becauMj tho surface waters impede aU action ; at such time the largest sewers would bo
filled, and, for a time, their delivery would be impeded. There have been as heavj' floods

in the district since the completion of the works as any previously recorded, causing no
injury to the sewers. There has been local flooding, but no one blames the sewers as tho
cause. The total cost was ^£23,310 6s. 7d.

Rateable value £60,:i78 7 9^ Annual rate in the pound required to re-

[ pay principal and interest in thirty

Number of houses about 6,s3s3 years, Gd.

Tho cost of;,draiuing " self-contained houses, including
one watorcloset, was about £6 2 1

The same, without a watorcloset, about fi G 4
The cost of draining " tenement houses " with ono water-

closet for each house, taken on an average of seventy-
one tenements, was, per tenemont 1 G 7

The cost of draining " tenement houses " without water-
closets, taken on an average of sixty-six tenements,
was, per tenement 110

Where a watercloset has not been used, a cesspit has been drained, and the drain is laid

at a greater depth, involving larger cost. \Vhere a watercloset has been used, the cess-

pit has been filled up.
Worksop.

The outlet-works consist of six trenches, about 200 feet long, three feet deep, and
eighteen inches wide at the bottom, with slide slopes of one to one. These trenches are pro-
vided with sluice arrangements at cacli end, to allow of. the sewage being diverted as may
be required, either for cleansing tho trenches or for other purposes.
At the termination of the outlet-sewer provision lias been made for passing limewater,

or other disinfecting fluid, into tho sewage, and moveable screens, for intercepting solid

matter, have been placed in the trenches. Two outlets for flltered sewage-water are pro-
vided into the river Ryton.
The area sewered is about 400 statute acres.

The sewer from Bridge-street to opposite Beaver-place is of brick, egg-shaped, 2 ft. 3 in.

by 1 ft. 6 in. At the termination of the brick sewer an overflow into the river Ryton Is

provided, and from this jxtiut to the outlet works the sewer is formed of )5-inch eaithen-
waro pipes, cast-ii-on pipes of the same diameter being laid across the river and mill stream.
The outlet sewer has a fall of 1 in 600. This outlet serves for the entire district.

The sewers are formed principally of stoneware pipes of 16, 12, and 9 inches diameter,
and tho ventilating shafts are fitted with charcoal filter^.

The site on which Worksop is built presents several natural and artificial difficulties to

cheap sewerage works. The valley is flat and liable to rain-floods ; the river had to be

crossed several times, as also the canal on one side, and the canal feeder on the other. The
outlet works are simple in plan and economical in cost. Expensive tanks have been avoided,

and the cheapest, but most effectual, means for intercepting and removing any solid,

flocculent, or discolouring matter have been adopted. The experience of two summers has
shown that these works are efficient.

The proper place for liquid sewage, however, is the land, and tho best filter is vegetable

soil under full cultivation ; but when the sewage is so used at Worksop, the existing out-

let works will be necessary, as it is advisable to intercept any floating solids and to irrigate

with the fluid above.
The entire of the sewage of Worksop may be carried on and over the land below the out-

let works very cheaply, by contour contluits, and be distributed by surface irrigation. A
small outlay on such works, and Jntolligeut management in irrigating and growing appro-
priate grasses, will prove beneficial to the farmer.
The entire system ;of sewers in Worksop is fully ventilated by special arrangements for

this purpose at 51 places, and these include all upper ends of sewers. Tlie estimated cost of

the works was £0,000 ; the actual cost, including all contingencies, was £ii,871.

BUSTON.
Two outlets for sewage have been formed into the river Wye ; one near Wye-bridge, and

the other opposite DiUce's-drive. The outlet sewers are so arranged with regard to levels as

to allow of the whole of the sewage being applied, by gravitation, in irrigating the land in

the valley of tho Wye.
The district for sewerago purposes has been divided into two " drainage areas,*' the main

sewer for each sub-district being formed of 15-iuch stoneware pipes.

In many portions of the towji the sewer excavations were made, wholly or partially, in

limestone rock. In such cases tlie trenches were excavated six inches below the proposed

level of tho sewer, and a properly prepared bed was formed for the pipes by filhng in the

trench with clay, gravel, or sifted earth. Manholes and lampholcs liave been provided at

all the changes of direction or alteration in gradient of the sewers. Flushing chambers

* 3e& page 130, tmte,l
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bav* been eonatncted at tho npper ends of the sewers, and prorision has also been made for
WMhiwy from the Imths and from the river.

The aewMS from "High Buxton" have >rradtents of about 1 in 10. Overflows into tho

yitn Wye, for relievinj: the sewers during heavy rains, have b«?n formed at river crossings

Kui other suitable points Ample means have been provided for ventilating the sewers by
tooat thirty shafts furnished with charcoal fllterB.

' its estimate for the public aewcrage works of the district was £3,203. The actual cost of

tin works as carried out waa £3,107 «•. lOd.

Alnwick.
The coet of boose drainage works nev^essarily depends, in a great measure, npon the posi-

tion of the premisea drained with regard to the main sewer ; the length of drains required,
the depth at wfaicH they are laid, and tho character of the subsoil.

The following particulars are givcu as the average cost of bouse drainage works in the
towns luuned :—

Honaesof £(0 rental, with one wat«rcl03:t, cost about Xl'i 3 3

Houses of £15 rental, with one watorclosot, cost about 7 11 1

Houses of £7 rental, with one watercloset, cost about 5 4 4

The length of drain to each house in Alnwnck, t.ilten on an average of 610 houses, is

»,4 yards.

WIOAX.
Mr. John Law Hnnter, borough surveyor, has given me the following information as to

drainage in Wigan :—

The average cost of'draining cottages of about £3 or £4
rental, has been at an average of £1 1

Ditto ditto £7or£8rental I II

Ditto ditto £14 or £1S rental 1 13 (>

4,228 houses have been drained at a total cost of £8,796 19s. lOd., or an average cost per

house of £2 la 4d.

In draining 4.228 houses. 30,960 lineal yards of earthenware pipes have been used, being

an average of («| yards per house. The earthenware pipes used are from 9 inches to 4 inches

internal diameter.
JtMXxj of the drains have been in use several years, and there have not been any com-

plaiots of (Poking or stoppages.
Waterdoseta are not in general use in Wigan, but cesspits, yards, stables, aud house sinks

are dnUned. A general use of earthenware pipe drains prevents rats living in the sewers
and drains. They have neither food nor means of shelter.

The author then gave a description of the sewerage works at "West Ham, already noticed
in the BuiLDisr. News.*
The following list of loans, sanctioned under the Public Health Act (1848) and the Local

Government Act (1S58), will show to some extent the progress that has been made in carry-
ing out sanitary works in England dnring tho last twelve years :—

18.50 lith Jime to 3 1 St Deccmb i £ 41,065
1861 1st January to SlstDecembe 103,706
18*9 „ „ 246,470
1868 „ „ 600,740
ISM „ „ .'>99,893

1865 „ „ 424,126 6 3
1858 „ „ 622,703 16 S
1857 „ „ 312,612 11
1858 „ 1st September 204,261 13

£2,966,178 6 8
Amount of loans sanctioned under the Local Government Act ;—

1858, 1st Peptember to 12th August, 18.'>9 £260.905 13
1869, 12th August to 2l8t August, 1860 280,269 7 4
1660, 21st August to 1st August, 1861 356,192

1861, 1ft August to 1st March, 1862 129,998

£1,027,355 4

£2,926,178 6 S
£1,027,355 4

£3,983,633 7

This amonnt has been borrowed by 178 towns or districts.

Improvement in social and in sanitary matters has made rapid progress of late. Within
the last half century land drainage and town sewerage have ripened into sciences. From
rude beginnings, insigniflcant in extent, and often injurious in their effects, they have
become of the first importance. The introduction of machinery to make land drain pipes

and town sewerage pipes, gave a forward movement to civilisation. Land, by judicious

draining and improved cultivation, is frequently doubled in value, and town sewerage, with
other social regulations, frwiuently prolong human life from 5 to 60 per cent, as compared
with previous rates in the same districts, and, within my own knowledge, house property
throughout a whole town is reputed to have been increased 25 per cent, in value by such
works. Agues and typhoid fevers are reduced or entirely banished. John Howard, by his

labours, has shown to the world what conld be done for gaols and for criminals

;

Edwin Chadwick for town sewerage, and Florence Nightingale for camps, barracks, and
hoepitals.

With respect to the beneficial effects of sanitary measures, we may read the remarks by
Sir G. C. Lewis, in moving the Army Estimates. He said, " There have been a large number
of improvements introduced for the purpose of bettering the moral and sanitary condition

of the private soldier. In the iirst place there has been a great improvement in barracks

;

and I am happy to say that these improvements in barracks have not been unattended with
important results. I will read for the Committee some statistical returns, wliich I believe

to be authentic, and will show a marked improvement as regards the rate of mortality in

the army. The returns are taken for two periods for an average of six year3-^18:J0-36, and
1854-60, giving the number per thousand. The annual mortality of the household cavalry
from 1830 to 1836 was at the rate of 14 per 1,000 ; in the latter period it was only 6 per
1,000. In other cavalry it was at the first period 16 !per 1,000 ; in the latter only 6 per
1,000. Royal Artillery, 15 per 1,000 in the first period; in the latter only 7 per 1,000.

Foot guards, 21 per 1 ,000 in the former period ; and only 9 in the latter. The infantry of

the line, 17 per 1,000 in the former period ; and only 8 per 1,000 in the latter. The returns
for the Colonies, of all forces, for the same period.^, showed tl:;it for the former— namely,
from 1830 to 1836—the mortality at Gibraltar was 22 per 1,000 ; but in the latter period
only 9. Malta showed a diminution from 18 to Hpcr 1,000 ; Ionian Islands, from 27 to 9

per 1,000: Bermuda, 35 to 11 per 1,000; Canada, 20 to 10 per 1,000 ; Jamaica, from 128 to 17;
Ceylon, from 74 to 27. These are great results, and they are owing to the changes made in
the sanitary condition of the army."

Since the year 1840 great and beneficial sanitary improvements have been effected in
English towns. An annual mortality of 44 in the 1,000 has been reduced to 27, and 30 to
20, and even as low as 16. Human life has more value in England tlian in any other
country in the world, entirely due to better sanitary arrangements.

It has been said, '* as are the people so will be the government," but my experience leads
roe to the conclu.«ion that bad government necessarily makes a bad people. Temptation is

the parent of vice, and opportunity the broad road leading to destruction. A little leaven
of e^-il leavens the whole mass. Lord Shaftesbury, through the entire of his most valuable
life, has appreciated the facts stated, and has devoted himself to teaching, by example and
by precept, to preventing as well as to reforming. His " Common Lodging Houses Act "

hM probttblv done more good than any other law of modern times, by removing tempta-
tion, and, therefore, preventing evil. Before the passing of this act there was no check to
Ticeln ite roost disgusting forms. I only indicate that which 1 have seen, and cannot,
oonilBtently with the decencies of society, openly describe. I can only say that our civilisa-
tion xeeembled those volcanic regions where the internal fires of destruction made the earth

• See page ISO, present volume.

tremble beneath the feet of the dwellers on the treacherous surface—a sudden outbreak
might at any time take place, and overwhelm all in ruin.

Social improvement must begin in the upper circles of society, that it may descend in
precept and be enforced by example. Our own good Queen Victoria understands this.
The great and wise Prince we have recently lost, and whom we so deeply mourn, fully
understooil this. The deep-thinking, far-seeing ruler, who sits on the Imperial throne of
France, appreciates the fact. In the International Exhibition of IS.'il the model cottages
of Prince Albert probably worked more human good, by encouraging home improvements,
than all the glitter of precious stones, the wealth of jewellery, and the subtle refinements of
art. The poor are utterly powerless to help themselves in matters of sanitary improvement.
They cannot build their own houses, but must inhabit such as are provided by others.
They cannot make the lows, neither can they administer such laws as are mode. If the
laws are wise they receive the benefits ; if otherwise, they suffer. Social science, as it is
termed, must be administered by the State, and this Lord Brougham fully understands. It
will be an evil day for society -when Government divests itself of all executive power in
social and sanitary matters. Freedom is a glorious thing, but license to imitate and work
evil against the general l)ody of society for private gain, is neither a safe nor a desirable
state of freedom. A state which can tolerate cesspools, beerhouses, gin palaces, and can
license dancing saloons, must bear with vice, crime, lunacy, and pauperism in excess.
Wise Imperial laws are required, and honest and intellectual administration nationally

and locally to secure sanitary progress, and the greatest amount of political contentment,
commercial prosperity, health and social comfort to a nation.
Some tables were given, containing details of cost and other particulars of several executed

sewerage works ; to these we must return at a future time.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
niH E usual fortnightly meeting of this body was held at the Rooms, 9, Conduif-
-l street, Regent-street, on Friday evening; Mr. A. W. Blomfield, M.A.,
the President, in the chair.

Mr. AitTiiuK Smith, hon. secretary, read the minutes of proceedings at the
last meeting, which were found correct and signed.
New Member.—Mr. Francis Sills was elected a member of the Association.
Metal iro>A.—Mr. F. A. SkidmorB, of Coventry, read a paper on Metal

Work, which was illustrated by a great number of drawings and sketches. We
shall, in a future number, give a full report of the lecture, with engravings of
the illustrations, without which it would lose much of its value. Only tlie first

portion of the paper was read on Friday evening, the rein.iinder being reserved
for a meeting to take place in May next, when the discussion upon the whole
will take place. The lecturer, we may at present briefly state, dwelt on the
antiquity of metal work in architectural productions, and, in proof thereof, made
3uotations from the Sacred Scriptures, referring particularly to the temple of
erusalem. M'hen architecture had a living name of its own, gold and silver

Were used in it to an infinite extent. And there never was a period in the world's
history in which metallic forms developed themselves as at the present day, as
in the construction of bridges, vessels, &e. The lecturer proceeded to show how
metal work might be made l)eautiful, and developed truthfully and usefully ; and
referred to the natural treatment of metal, drawing attention to the way in which
this had been managed in various ages. He next spoke of casting and other
modes of treating metal, and alluded to the extraordinary development of iron-
work at the present day. In ancient times gold and silver were used in great
abundance in the decoration of edifices, in which the most skilled artisans were
employed, and many architectural forms were of metallic origin. There was
nothing so capable of an endless variety of form as metal work. Then we ought
to use the greatest thing given to this age—its metallic development. The eras
referred to by the lecturer were chiefly the Assyrian and Greek, and he announced
that the concluding portion of his lecture woulci refer to the Celtic, Byzantine,
and Mediseval periods.

The Chairman announced that the second part of the lecture would be de-
livered on a future evening, of which due notice would be given in the professional
papers.

A vote of thanks to Mr. Skidmore for his instructive and interesting paper
closed the proceedings.

Insecbre Scafvolding.^—F. M. D., in a letter to a contemporary s.iys—
" I beg leave to draw your attention to the very dangerous mode taken now-a-
days in the erection and securing of seaifolding used for building and other pur-
pases. The accidents which have occurred by the fall of these erections have been
very many. To enumerate even those I at present remember would trespass on
your valuable space. Suffice it to say, that scarcely a week passes but we have
some melancholy instance brought under our notice of the shameful manner in

which these erections are constructed—dangerous, not only to the workmen em-
ployed on them, but also to any person who may chance to be near them. It is

but a few weeks ago that a frightful accident occurred from the fall of a scaffold

in St. Martin's Hall, when several workmen were killed and others hurt ; and,
again, more recently, a young lady, a visitor to her Majesty, nearly lost her life

whilst passin" along Piccadilly, through the same cause. I have no practical

knowledge of such erections myself, and cannot, therefore, suggest a better mode
of construction; but surely lives are not to be sacrificed every day in Ibis way.
Why should there not be a surveyor, whose duty it would be to sec that the

scaffolding is secure as well as the house? Really this is a subject some attention
ought to be paid to; and, Sir, I know that when I ask you to take the matter up
I leave it in good hands—hands which are ever ready to expo.se recklessness and
point out error."

Painting in the Houses of Parliament.—One of the votes to be

taken when the House of Commons proceeds with the Civil Service Estimates is

for the new Houses of Parliament, and includes a sum of £1,7.50, half the amount
lo be paid to Mr. D. Maelise, for a second wall-painting to he executed in the

Royal Gallery. Of llie two large compartments, one is now occupied by Mr.
Maclise's " Meeting of Wellington and Blucher," already completed ; and the

other is to have the painting now to be begun, the subject of whicli is to be the
" Death of Nelson." These paintings exceed 12 feet in height and 4o feet iu

width.
The Winter Garden at Kew.—Progress is being made in the construc-

tion of the new house, and next autumn is to see the completion of the grand
centre, 212 feet in length by 137 feet in bre.idth. Votes are now to be taken in

the House of Commons, £3,000 for heating apparatus and .£1,200 for walls for

the arrangement of earth beds. When the two wings are built the total length

(including the vestibules) will be 583 feet, and the superficies about an acre and

three-quarters. This temperate-house makes the vote for Kew-gardens and

grounds again large this year.
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ON MOVABLE BRIDGES.*

THE subject of movable bridpfes is brouprht before thU Institution, not because
anything very new or original is to be introduced or explained ; but it is

presumed that it will not be uninterestinji; to glance at some of the prominent
features of such bridgas, at some of the improvements which have lately been
made upon their construction, and at the merits ofeach kind of movable bridge in
certain situations.

Under movable bridges may be classed draw or lift bridges, swing bridges,
floating or pontoon bridges, and telescope bridges ; but at present tlie subject
shall be conbncd to draw and swing bridges, which are the only movable bridges
adopted to any great extent in this country for permanent use.
At first, in crossing the ditches round fortresses, draw bridges consisted of a

Hmple wooden platiorm, which was fastened at one end to a beam laid
horizontally, and parallel to the sides of the opening to l)e crossed, or to
the top of a stone wall or abutment by means of strong hinges. The plat-
form was acted upon at its other extremity by level's, or by chains, worked
either by wheels or by hand, . and thus raised to the vertical position when
necessary.

Wlien ship canals were introduced into this country about a century ago, it

was requisite to have movable bridges for jU roads which crossed over the
navigations. Draw bridges of a simple construction were often used for this
purpose. The platform was generally divided into two equal parts, each
revolving on a horizontal axis, and raised by means of chains passing over
pulleys, which were wound up by wheel gearing. Afterwards the back-balance
was added, and wiiicli is now one of tlie principal features of a draw bridge.
The equilibrium being perfect, friction is the only thing to be overcome in
raising or lowering the platforms, and this is generally effected by means of
a pinion working into a circular rack, which is fixed to the sides of tlie bridge.
Draw bridges are also used for crossing locks and dock entrances at many ofour

harbours, and some of them are of considerable dimensions.
The abutments of these bridges are generally of masonry. The chambers or

wells for the counter-balances are sometimes formed by inserting into the stone-
work of the abutments cast-iron boxes ; but these wells can be made perfectly
water-tight by ashlar masonry set in hydraulic mortar. The platforms were at
first nearly always constructed of wood, and afterwards many were made of cast
iron ; hut during the Last ten or twelve years several large lift bridges have been
constructed with wrought-iron girders and cross braces.
.The draw bridges over the Forth and Clyde Canal, in number about forty, are
from 20 to 22 feet in span between the faces of the abutments, and from 10 to U
feet wide, the platform of each being in two leaves. The axles are ot cast. iron,
with sockets m front, into which the timber joists are fitted, and with arms
behind, to which the back-balance is fixed. The axles revolve on cast-iron bear-
ings, and each halt of the bridge is raised by means of the gearing shown in the
drawing. The timber joists are covered by two layers of planking, and the sides
are protected by wooden fences. These bridges are very easily worked by two
men, one on each side of the canal.
The draw bridge at the London Commercial Docks is 48 feet span in the clear,

and was erected from a design by Messrs. Walker and Burgess, in 1853.
The platform is also in two parts, each having four wrought-iron girders 43}
feet long, firmly bound together by cross wrought-iron braces and ties. A
aast-u-on axle 12 inches square is firmly fixed to them, and revolves in plumraer
blocks provided with brass bushes. Kentledge boxes are fixed to the landward
ends of the girders, and between them, for the counter-balance, which is 10 tons
in weight, for each half of the bridge. The girders are covered with two layers
of planking in the usual way, and the bridge is raised by the gearing at each side
ol each leaf, four men being required for opening the bridge.
Swing bridges are now extensively used at harbours, and for crossing inland

navigations, both for roads and railways. The abutments are generally of
masonry, but in many cases they are constructed of timber. The platforms of
swing bridges, until lately, were usually of timber framing or of cast-iron girders,
tied together and covered with planking. To the under side of the platform was
fixed acast-iron ring or roller path, and a similar ring was fixed to the abutment,
the surfaces being inclined for the rollers. Between these rings were placed from
ten to twenty conical rollers set in a cast-iron frame or live ringat equal distances.
These rollers were generally from 6 to 18 inches in diameter, and from 6 to 12
mches broad. The concentricity of all the rings was preserved by means of a
centre pin. Tlie rollers were usually of chilled iron, but sometimes of brass, and
on them the whole weight of the bridge was placed. The friction was thus con-
siderable, and powerful gearing, worked by at least two men to each leaf, was
required to open and shut all bridges, but those of the smallest and lightest
description.

There are many fine examples of these bridges at our principal harbours, of
Jarce dimensions, and which reflect credit on their designers and constructors.
Swing bridges for roads were nearly always formed in two movable leaves ; but

when railways began to intersect the country, it was necessary to modify or
improve such bridges, so that a rigid platform for the passing train could be ob-
toined in crossing the numerous navigations, for which it was essential to
have head-room for masted vessels. To get this rigidity, swing bridges of
one leaf have been generally adopted, and these have been made either of
rast or wrought iron. The bridge over the river Rother, on a branch of the
South-hastem Railway, is a good example of a cast-iron swing bridge, the

gi'l^p of w'»cli are 112 feet long, each weighing 24 tons, and made up in four

The bridge near Falkirk, designed by Mr. A. J. Adie, for carrving the
: Forth and Clyde Canal, is an

In the former, the whole
. Y n ..., .u the latter, the greater part

ot the weight i.s on a steel ball, supported by a centre pivot ; and the remainder
of tlie weight is on conical rollers, with upper and under rings or roller paths.
Ihis bridge is easily worked by two men, and the platform is made rigid by
means of four strong screws, which are turned by geared shafting. There is
also a centre screw, by which the whole weight can be placed on the steel ball,

^1 nnn
P'*""'''" a^ljusted. The ironwork and platform of this bridge cost about

• vc P""'"*^ turn-tables, improvements have been introduced, which have
•implified and clieapened the constructicm of swing bridges, and have rendered the
working of them easy and expeditious. The recent improvements are—1st,

• Bead before the Institution ot Engineers ia Scotland, by Mr, D. H'CALL.

making the framework of wrought iron instead of cast iron, and thus reducing the
weight of the platform, and correspondingly the back-balance. 2nd, putting the
whole weight, or nearly the whole, on a centre pivot, capp<:d with a steel ball,
workini' into a steel socket. 3rd, having only four or six narrow rimmed wheels,
with axles working in journals, and which are u.sed merely to keep the platform
horizontal, instead of a large number of conical rollers. By these and other
minor improvements not only is the friction reduced to a minimum, but the con-
struction is much simplified and cheapened, for the live roller frame and upper
roller path are done away with altogether, and bridges of moderate size can easily
lie worked by one man.
A swing bridge into which these improvements have been introduced, has

lately been erected from drawings made out by, and under the superintendence
of, the author, for carrying the Twecher and Neilston Railway, belonging to
Messrs. William Baird and Co., over the Forth and Clyde Canal, near Kilsyth.
The clear span of this bridge is 25 feet, and the width of platforms 11 feet. The
abutments are constructed of timber piles, tied and braced together and covered
with planking. On the south abutment are fixed the centre pivot, and the cast-
ring or wheel-path, which is 11 feet in diameter. The moving platform consists
of two wrought-iron girders, each 45 feet long by 2 feet in depth at the pivot,
and 14 inches at the outer extremities. These girders are constructed of plates
ofangle irons riveted together in the usual manner. Over the pivot the girders
are joined together by a strong cast-iron cross girder, made hollow at the centre
to encompass the pivot. To the top of this cross girder, at the centre, is fitted a
strong cap, into which a steel socket is fitted. This socket works on the steel
ball, which is a semisphere, 7 inches in diameter at the base ; and the cap is fixed
to the girder by six If-inch screw bolts, by means of which the bridge can be
raised or lowered a little for adjustment, and by which the whole weight of the
platform can be put on the pivot. The longitudinal girders are farther tied
together by two cast-iron and three wrought-iron cross girders. To the ends of
the cast-iron cross ^irdei-s, along with the web of the longitudinal girders, the
wheel hearings are fixed by screw bolts. The four wheels are of cast iron, 18
inches in diameter, with rounded tires 2 inches broad. The axles are of malleable
iron 2^ inches in diameter, and revolve in journals placed close to the main
girders. The bridge is covered with planking 4 inches thick, and the rails are
laid upon the longitudinal timber beams, which rest on the planking right over
the girders. The bridge is opened and closed by simple gearing : the lower pinion
Working into a circular rack, which is cast upon a part of the ring or wheel
track. The ends of the girders swing over the abutment plates and about 1 inch
clear of them ; but to bring the platform to a solid bearing upon the plates, a
wrought-iron wedge, 9 inches broad, which slides in a grooved frame, fixed to
the bottom flange at the end of each girder, is driven tightly in between the
girder and abutment plate by means of handles, levers, and connecting-rods ; and
by the insertion of the four wedges the platform is made perfectly rigid. The
bridge has a self-acting catch or lock to (5x it when either closed or opened. The
back-balance weighs 13 tons, and consists of square blocks of cast iron, placed
on the plates between the girders behind the pivot. A considerable mineral
traffic has passed over this bridge during the last eighteen months, and it has
been found to answer the purpose satisfactorily. It is easily opened or closed by
one man in GO or 70 seconds. The movable platform, including all the ironwork,
cost about £300, and the abutments about £470.

It remains now to allude briefly to the advantages and disadvantages of draw
and swing bridges in certain positions.

Draw bridges are very suitable for crossing the entrances and locks at harbours,
where ground is limited and valuable, for all their parts are confined within the
roadway, whereas in swing bridges when open, the platform covers ground or
waterway of its own dimensions, which may not in many cases be easily given up
for this purpose, as at the crowded docks of London. Draw bridges are, there-
fore, still being adopted there, for besides the large one erected at the Com-
mercial Docks in 1853, already referred to, and which has since worked per-
fectly satisfactorily, another wrought-iron draw bridge, 34 feet span, has been
opened for traffic two weeks ago by the same engineers at the same docks. A
similar bridge was also erected over the harbour of Great Yarmouth, 50 feet span,
in 1854.

Several cast-iron lift bridges were erected over the entrances to the Hull docks
forty-five years ago, and are still in good working order. At many other places
they have been adopted with advantage. Their adaptability to dock purposes is

worthy of consideration by engineers, where a large portion of the traffic, as in
London, consists of barges passing out and in, in which case it is only
necessary to raise the bridge a little to allow the barge to pass ; whereas in a
swing bridge, the leaf would require to be turned nearly full round, occupying
much time.

However, in many cases, draw bridges are now being superseded by swing
bridges. The principal advantages of the latter are the simplicity of their con-
struction, the working parts being all above the abutments, and readily got at,
and consequently more easily kept in repair ; and their suitableness for railway
purposes, for draw bridges being nearly always in two leaves, it is difficult

to make them rigid enough for a passing train; and for roads over canals
or other inland navigations they are not so convenient or so economically
worked.
At present on inland navigations where draw bridges are in use, as on

the Forth and Clyde canal, one permanent bridge keeper is sufficient for

each bridge, the leaf on the towing-path side being raised by the horse driver

;

but when steam-power on canals becomes universal, as is likely to be the
case, two bridge keepers will be needed to work each of the draw bridges,

otherwise a man from the steamboat must leap ashore at every bridge for the
purpose of raising one half of it ; a practice which will both cause delay and be
dangerous.
The equilibrium of a draw bridge is often interfered with by surface water

running into the counterbalance wells, and by the wooden platforms becoming
soaked with rain or dried by the sun's rays. In a swing bridge the exact
equilibrium is not of so much consequence, for any small over-weight on one end
is easily borne by the wheels.

It may, therefore, be expected that the day is not far distant when swing
bridges will take the place of draw bridges on all inland navigations on
which movable bridges are required ; and even for harbours they are gene-
rally found to be better suited for crossing locks and entrances to docks and
basins.

This subject has been brought forwani so that the merits and demerits of swing
and draw bridges may be considered and discussedj and not without the hope
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that th« engineering kiioi»l«i%e«B< skill of many of the members of tliis Insti-

tution amy sup:Kest to them imprOTemeuts which may gtill further simplify and
economise their construction.

In the course of the discussion which followed,

J>r. Raskixk said there was another class of bridges, on the telescope prin-

ciple, of which he had seen no account published in detail. In 1847 he had
otkmined one on the South Coast Railway, near Arundel, which worked satis-

£Ktniiv. It was dcsijjued by the late Mr. Kastrick. The clear span of the bridge

across tlie river Arun is 00 feet. The main platform, carrying a single track of rails,

is 140 feet long and 16 feet broad, and is supported by suspension from a jrair of

timber trussed girders of the design shown in the figure. The whole of the timber

framework is in scantlings of 1 foot by 1 foot, except the smaller uprights, which
an' !< inches by I* inches. Each of the four sloping tiebeams, bj- which the end of

the platform arc hung from the central standards, has a pair of flat wrought-iron

bars running along its sides. These bars measure 3 inches by f inch, and are

the true ties, the timber beam serving only to stiffen tliem. In like manner,
each of tlie smaller uprights. A, has alongside it a pair of iron strops, measuring

2 inches by § inch, and these are the true suspcnding-pieces by wliich the plat-

form is hung from the trusses, the timber uprights serving only to stiffen tlieni.

(»n the other side of the longitudinal timber sole-beams are a pair of inverted

rails, which rest upon seven pair of wheels 5 feet in diameter. Those wheels are

supported by fixed timber framework, not shown in the sketch. Under the

ctDtre line of the platfonn is a fixed longitudinal rack, teeth upwards, supported

by a timber frame. Into thatlrack there'gears a pinion on a transverse shaft, car-

ried by a platfonn. That shaft is driveu through two trains of wheelwork by
two winches, one at each side of the middle of the platform. The side platform,

for filling up the space between the main platform and the fixed track when the

bridge IS shut, is carried by ten wheels 3 ti^t G inches in diameter, which run
upon fixed transverse rails. To the best of his remembrance it took two men
about twenty minutes to open and shut the bridge. The framework appeared to

hioi to haveexcess of strength, and consequently of weight, above what was
necessary for safety.

EIPON DIOCESAN CHXIRCH BUILDING SOCIETY.

THE annual meeting of tliis Society was held on Thursday week, in the Town
Hall, Richmond.

The Earl op Zetland, who took the chair, said he was perfectly certain

that the Church Building Society had already eflected great good in the diocese

of Ripon, and he trusted, from the accounts he had heard, that the Society was
progressing, although it still required additional support to fulfil its legitimate

purposes, and produce all the benefits which should be derived from it. As an
instance of the benefit conferred by the Society his lordship mentioned that ninety-

six grants had been made towards new churches, containing free sittings for

43,842 persons. The estimated cost of these new churches was 190,000, of which
amount the Society had paid £31,738, and there was £2,215 yet to be paid. The
Society had also effected an increase in the number of free sittings to the extent

of 6,742, independent of those set apart in new clnurches which have been

opened. He did not know the exact number of parsonage-houses which had
been provided by the Society, hut not less than £22,6o8 had been paid on that

account.
The Rev. Canon CusT then read the report. The income during 1801 had

been £2,219, or £78 below the average for the last twenty-one years. During
the past year the legacy, left by Mr. Uppleby, of £1,000, was received, and also

one of f.MO ; but, notwithstanding these considerable sums, it appears from the

cash account that the charge on the income of the current year is no less than

£4,6U1 9s. lOd.

Smce the eetablishnient of this Society in 1838 it has granted
in donations for building new churches £^,Z5i

For restoring, improving, and enlarging old ones 6,260
For purchasing buildings for worship •'>00

For adding to poor endowments 13,660

For building parsonage houses 24,748

Total £80,627

But tlie whole snm expended in carrying out these objects has been £403,130, so

that no less than £322,603 has been raised chiefly by private charity. The
result of this outlay appears in the form of ninety-nine new churches built,

thirty-six enlarged "or improved, upwards of 50,000 free sittings, besides

children's seats, obtained, sixty-five poor benefices aided, and 127 parsonage
houses erected.

MASTER'S COURT, TRINITY COLLEGE, CAMBRIDGE.

THE ground-plan, given on another page, will complete our illustrations

of this building ; a view appeared in our last volume. Mr. Salvin,

as there mentioned, is the architect.

The X.ATE Fall op Houses at Hackney.—The Metropolitan Board of

Works have instituted an inquiry into the causes which led to the late fall of

hou.ses in Hackney, by which it will be remembered several lives were lost. Mr.
VuJIiamy, the superintending architect, has presented to that Board a report, in

which he states :—" I have made inquiries into the circumstances of the case, and
a personal survey of the buildings themselves. After givinjj careful attention to

the several points for consideration, in order to determine, it possible, the cause of
the failure in the stability of the buildings in question, I considered the effect to

have been produced by several causes, viz., inattentive supervision on the part of

the builder's foremen, and undue haste in executing works in such a critical

situation. From the m-ijority of the bricks used being of a very inferior descrip-
"'" - "... .... .

^j^^

of

_. ^
the

front and back walls at the level of the' several floors and in the roof^—the above-
stated causes, combined with the vibration of the trains passing so constantly day
and night, and acting upon hardly executed works, the brickwork being no doubt
affected by the sudden changes of the temperature, and the scaftolds and roof
being over-weighted with men and materials—all created a movement, and caused
the mmt wall to bulge and fall."

Biiuaiion. from tne m-ijority ot the bncks used being ot a very interior descrip-
tion, and quite unfit for the purposes to whicli they w'ere applied, the mortar also

being of a verj- inferior sand and injperfectly mixed, from the incomplete state of
the roofs at the time of the accident, and the want of a proj)er tit between the

THE CIVIL SERVICE ESTIMATES.

IN the House of Commons, on Monday, on the first vote of £33,508, for the
maintenance of the royal palaces for one year—Mr. Ewart suggested the

removal of the pictures at Hampton Court to London, for greater safety and
accessibility ; and, in reply to a question, Mr. Cowper said that it was not the

practice of the Government to insure any of its property, but special care was
taken to prevent and extinguish fires. He also explained that the paintings were
to be cleaned and varnished under the care of Mr. Redgrave, superintendent of

.the royal pictures ; and the rest of the cartoons were to he enclosed with glass, as

some of them bad been. He agreed in what had been said respecting the bringing

the cartoons to London ; but this coidd not be done till there should be a building

provided to put them in.—Mr. Coningliam said that if the Royal Academy were
removed from the National Gallery there would be plenty of room for national

pictures. He was sorry to hear that more of the pictures were about to be put
into the hands of the cleaners, seeing that they had so greatly injured those of

the National Gallery on which they had been permitted to operate. He was
convinced that art would be greatly advantaged by the abolition of picture

cleaners.—The vote was agreed to.

On the vote of £89,510 for public'buildings. Sir M. Peto drew attention to the

enormous amount paid annually by way of rent for public buildings.—Mr.
Cowper said the advantage of hiring buildings for public purposes was, that they

were speedily available ior use, and need not be occupied longer than was
necessary.—Sir S. Northcote then inquiied what steps would be taken to improve
the fountains in Trafalgar-square ?—Mr. Cowper, in answer, said he quite agreed
that the fountains were such as Englishmen might well be ashamed of. At the

same time, he ventured to say that by the month of May they would be such as

every Englishman would be proud of. As the House had been good enough last

year to vote a sum of money for increasing the supply of water, works were now
in progress that would make them very ornamental and much to be admired. At
present the water used in them, and vvliich it was complained was charged with
vapour immediately it came into contact with the air, was the hot water from
the engines which was passed through the fountains for cooling purposes ; but
that arrangement was only temporary.—Mr. Hunt inquired why rent was being

paid for the old Stationery Office when there was a new one now built '.—Sir H.
Willoughhy complained that the New State Paper Office, whicli had been built

at a cost of £40,000 or £50,000, was about to be pulled down.—Mr. Cowper said

that he exceedingly deplored the necessity for pulling down the New State Paper
Office. It unfortunately, however, stood upon a portion of the site which had
been obtained at great expense for the New Foreign Office and India Office, and
if it was allowed to remain would seriously injure the eflect of the architectural

elevations. Although it was true that it originally cost £40,000, it was not

worth nearly that sum, as a very considerable expense was incurred in conse-

quence of the foundations having been sunk in a troublesome quicksand, "rhe

new India Office was to be placed on the spot on which the State Paper Office

had stood. The old Stationery Offices would be given up when their leases

lapsed.— Sir H. Vemey complained of the unsafe stateof the houses in Chanceir-
lane in which the records were placed. One of them bad fallen down a few weeks
ago.—Sir M. Peto repeated his inquiry with respect to the desirability of erecting

a building, modest in its elevation, wliich would accommodate the various offices

which were now scattered throughout the west end of the metropolis, at an
annual cost of £27,000 ; and Mr. S. Booth wished to know the intentions of the

Government with respect to the houses in New-street, upon the owners of which
they had served notices that their site would be required for the erection of the

new Admiralty Offices?—Mr. Cowper said that the question of providing offices

tor the various commissions should have his best attention. He thought that

probably a portion of the site in Dowuing-street might be appropriated to that

purpose ; and tliat the plan for the enlargement of the Admiralty Offices had not

been abandoned, but had been postponed till next year. The plan had not been

fully matured. With regard to the National Gallery, it was able to contain the

pictures that were required to be put into it now ; but he did not think the

present building would suffice for long. When it was found that it was not

spacious enough, some proposition would have to be made, but at present no
proposition had been made.—The vote was then agreed to.

It was proposed that £80,664 should be voted for the Royal parks and pleasure

grounds.—Mr. Ewart rem arked that a certain portion of Hyde-park had been

enclosed for the deputy ranger's cows, and wlien an opportunity occurred he

trusted it would be thrown open to the public—Mr. P. O'Brien reminded the

house that they were asked to vote £7,000 for Battersea-park, which they were
told was to pay itself He wanted to know whether the charge was to be perma-
nent?—Sir J. Shelley believed that the reason Battersea-park was not self-sup-

porting was that the toll upon the bridge prevented people from building on the

sites in the bands of the public. With regard to Uyde-park, be had endeavoured

to persuade the Government to purity the Serpentine by pouring water from St.

James's-park ; but they thought right to dig a well instead. The well, he

believed, was now dug, the fountains were erected, but no water was forth-

coming.—Mr. Ayrton believed that the metropoliswould have no objection to take

over those parks, not royal parks, from the Goveniinent, and keep them up. If

the Government handed them over to the municipality, they would be taken care

of without any charge upon the national revenue.—Mr. Cowper thought the hon.

gentleman was far from representing the feelings of the people of the metropolis.

He (Mr. Cowper) should like to know what the hon. gentleman meant when he

spoke of municipality? Did be mean the vestries ? The question of a munici-

pality was a sort of dream of the hon. gentleman. He fancied he was conjuring

lip something grand and noble in the name of a municipality, and he perhaps

imagined that he was going to be the head of that municipality. Seriously,

to invite the Ooveniment to give over these parks to the ratepayers,

with a charge on the ratepayers, was, he ventured to think, a pro-

position that would not be ratified by the metropolis. There could be no
doubt that these parks must be maintained, and he considered it was as

well-spent money as any that they were accustomed to vote. They not only

attbrded enjoyment to numbers of pei-sons coming from all parts of Lnndo^
but he believed that the mortality of London would be greatly increased ll

they had not the parks. With regard to Battersea, he thought that, as sooa 88

the great sewer, which was in progress, was completed, the land there woiua

be taken for building on. It was not desirable that houses should be built unffl

there was a proper main drain to carry ott' the refuse of any houses tlmt might

be built there.—The vote was agreed to.
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ON LAND AND BUILDING SOCIETIES.

MR. \V. CHAMBEHS lately delivered an acldres.s before the Architectural
Institute of Scotland, on " Land and Building Societies as conducted in

England." The dernands on our space from every ([uarter doc9 not allow us to

give tlio a<ldre9s in full ; the material points, are, however, subjoined.

Mr. Chamiikrs said building societies !)egan forty years agoin .Scotland, and,
spreading to England, became the i^ubject of a statute, (i and 7 William IV.,
cap. 32 ; but they were of little avail until freehold land societies were com-
menced about IG years ago. The primary objects of these land societies was to
buy freeliold lands and retail them out in lots sufficient to confer a forty-shilling
franchise; but this has, to all appearances, sunk into secondary importance. Tlie
land societies are registered under the same Act as the building societies, and are
conducted on the principle of raising money by sliares payable by instalments.
Devoting their funds to the purchase of real or leasehold estate, they dispose of
allotments to members at only a fair profit above cost price, receiving i)ayments
on certain convenient terms. As the two kinds of societies—land and building-
act in unison, their operations for facilitating the purchase of houses by workmen
have at length attained to the character of a stupendous system. In Birmiugliam
the success of these societies is most marvellous. It appears there are now from
8,000 to 9,000 liouses with gardens so allotted, and either already pai(l for, or in
the course of being so. Fully 00 per cent, of the members of the llirmiiigham
societies are mechanics, whose wages average from 24s. to 303. weekly, out ofwhich
the annual average investment of each person is about £18. One group ofsocieties
with 0,000 members, receive in the .aggregate £100,000 per annum ; and another
group, with from 3,500 to 4,000 members, receive in the aggregate not less than
£50,000—total, £150,000—a surprisingly large sum to be collected in a few
shillings a week from a body of workmen, and indicating the fervour with which
they are ';ener;illy animated. The houses are of brick, but neat and attractive,
and arejirovided with gardens and all proper conveniences. The greater number
of these dwellings are situated in the envu-ons on land bought for the purpose.
The question lie (Mr. Chambers) had constantly before him was—what sort of a
house can a workman with from 20s. to 30s. a week contrive to purchase ? The
result of Ills iiiquiry was to place beyond a doubt that many with wages of that
amount have been able to become proprietors of very neat and comfortable
dwellings. In none did lie see any squalor or disorder, or what would be likely

> injure health. On the contrary, the wish and the capacity to be cleanly ami
en tasteful were everywhere conspicuous.
On the subject of land and its prices, Mr. Chambers gave some facts.
The land, mostly freehold, is bought by land societies, and divided into allot-

ments for members. The latest purchase was that of the Aston Park Estate,
niea-suring 20 acres, which cost £23,000. It has a frontage of two miles, and is

divided into 333 allotments, wliich have been taken np in a spirited manner. The
strange thing is the comparatively high price of allotments. Prices vary, but it

is not unusual to charge £40 to ^50 for a piece of ground for a house and small
garden. For example, it is seen by a list of prices that a lot consisting of 114
square yards cost £44, being at the rate of 79. S^d. per square yard, or £1,805
per acre. .Some lots are as high as at the rate of £.5,898 per acre. Compared
with land fucd near Filinburgh at £20 to £30 per acre, these prices are perfectly
astounding, and conclusively demonstrate that it is not cheapness of land that
produces the universal desire to be purchasers. The allotments are awarded
to those who otfer the highest premium, the amount of which, however, is

restored if the mortgage is paid off within ten years. On procuring their
title, ineudiers make their will, bequeathing their property to their families.
For this purpose they fill In blank forms of will, kept at the office of
tlie society ; and simply eftected, the thing costs them nothing. Ordinarily, the
price of land and house, amounting from £120 to £180, but sometimes more, is

paid up in from ten to fourteen years; the amount of the whole instalments being
sometimes not more than would have had to be paid for rent to a landlord during
that period. Th6 whole cost of a title to a property is £1 13s. Gd. ; and in the case
of heirs, it requires no renewal. Many are able to pay up more promptly than
others, not only from having better wages, but by having begun to deposit years
before they required a house. Commencing to pay in from 2s. to 33. a fortnight
just when out of their apprenticeship, they in time accumulate a considerable
sum ; and when the period arrives for tliem to be married and begin housekeep-
ing, they can almost liquidate one-half the price ofa property. A comparatively
small sum being thus to be borrowed from the society, the instalments to redeem
ttie mortgage are speedily got rid of, and before middle life, when the burden ofa
rainil

j|
presses most severely, a man flnds himself in the enviable position ofbeing

rent-free, besides havuig a property which he can bequeath to his wife and
children. Inspired by the hope of realising a property, and so far securing inde-
pendence, the workman scarcely needs any incentive to shrink from all kinds of
expenditure not absolutely necessary. Old'indulgencesare relinquished, economic
habits are formed, and devoting every spare sixpence to the liquidation of the debt
on his property, he looks with absolute derision on the weakness of consuming
even so much as a quart of beer in the public-house. Never was th'^re such an
auxiliary to the cause of temperance as these land and building societies. It can
Ci^ily be supposed that with the prevalence of these sentiments, a very con-
siderable improvement has taken place in the social aspects of Birmingham. For
that town the land and building societies have done very much what the co-
operative societies have effected for Rochdale. They have infused a higher tone
among the general body of operatives. I liave stated that this is essentially a
movement of the working classes, who receive but very slight assistance from
those who usually take a lead in public matters. The higher orders, however,
who now understand and appreciate the nature of the societies, give them every
sort of encouragement. Members of Parliament, magistrates, clergymen, mer-
chants, and others—and I should not omit the esteemed Recorder ol Birmingham
—all give their approval, and frequently attend the soirees and public meetings of
the societies. In Wolverhampton, the busy seat of the iron trade, the working
dasses have been quite as eager in joining building societies as they are in Bir-
mingham. I learned this morning that the land and building societies of Wolver-
hampton now number 4,794 members, have purchased 150 acres of land, made
lj343 allotments for houses, nearly 900 of which are built, and that
raeir gross receipts up till this time amount to £173,989. In
Coventry, with a population of ribbon-weavers, there was less expectation of
Biccess in these undertakings; but in that town also I saw many rows of
Owellings which had been acquired by operatives. The progress of the societies
tad, however, been brought to a complete stop by the unforeseen and unfortunate
onjliess in the ribbon trade. Many of the operatives had sold their dwellings,
WM with the jiroceeds bad gone off to a new field of exertion. In Manchester,

although the land is mostly leasehold, and held In perpetuity on paying chief
rent, the Uuid and building societies have been equally successful, and are, I
believe, between forty ami fifty in number. In Liverpool thwe are now more
than 180 societies, but they are generally smaller than those in Birmingham and
Manchester. In London, as is well known, there arc numerous societies. Lat-
terly these institutions have been introduced into South Wales, between which
and the borders of Scotland IhiTe are now few towns without them. Throughout
England and Wales there are said to be 2,000 land and building societies, compre-
hending more than 200,000 members. The money paid into the societies now
amounts to above eleven millions, of which upwards of eight niillioDs have been
invested in properly, part of the overplus having been repaid with interest. It
will be understood that many calls have been made oh account of want of
employment, sickness, and death, removal, emigration, and other unforeKen
events.

Having given a brief account of the land and building societies of England,
and their generally beneficial influence, ray occupation (continued Sir. Chainb<;r8)
in.iy be said to be at au end. I am not here for the purpose of arguing whether,
in all circumstances, it would be prelerable for workmen to rent, instead of buying
houses, or whether in particular cases it might not be proper for associations of
benevolently-disposed capitalists to get up houses for the working classes. My only
object has been to make you ac(|iiaintedwitli the remarkable fact that throughout
a large part of England there has lately sprang up a practiceamong the operative
body of providing houses ibr themselves. It will he observed that at liirmingham
and elsewhere the question is not one of mere house accommodation. Something
more is realised. The obligation, or it may be the fancy, to purchase a small and
enduring property, obviously cultivates habits of prudent forethought and
frugality, along with that sentiment of independence and self-respect which we
can scarcely expect to see evoked under any plan of fostering benevolence. My
wish, of course, would be to see the working classes of Scotland emulate their
brethren in the south ; nor do I know of anything that should seriously obstruct
them. No doubt there exist some peculiar diliiculties in the costliness and
cumbersoineness of feu charters, which we may hope in time to see cheapened and
simplified. We are not, however, to forget that the substitution of an annual
feu-duty of at most a few shillings for a payment outright of £40 to £60, is in
itself an advantage to the less opulent classes. Our feu-duty, in fact, is only
another name for chief or ground rent, such as is paid liy large numbers in
England who have built houses on leasehold property. Benefit building societies,

which began in Scotland, now exist very generally in this country. Differing, it

may be, in a few minor details from (he English societies, they are registered under
the same Act ofParliament, and enjoy the same immunities. Sometimes known
as investment societies, all pursue the plan of advancing money on house
property, and of taking payment by instalments to suit members. I
am sorry that there are within my knowledge two instances of Scottidi
building societies having been broken up with loss on account of mis-
management; but, generally speaking, the institutions are conducted on a sound
footing. In this city there are several societies of this kind, in which I believe

every confidence may be placed. So far, then, there is already an effective

mechanism for facilitating the purchase of houses; but, unfortunately, the mem-
bers of our building societies are restricted in their operations by the want of land
societies. Therein consists the weakness of the Scottish system. The advances
of the building or investment societies are to a considerable extent on houses
built it may be fifty or eighty years ago ; prices are accordingly run up, property
rises to a factitious value, and the dearth of house accommodation is constantly
increased. These societies must begin to see that, unless they widen their basis,

so as in some measure to comprehend the qualities of a land society, they may
easily become a public injury instead of a benefit. It would be foreign to the
purport of this address to refer at any length to what we are all fully aware of

—

the lamentably defective house accommodation in the Old Town of Edinburgh, the
condition of which, when compared with what I have described at Birmingham,
might well stimulate the most lethargic. But, indeed, the state of this ancient
city, with its foul and unwholesome dens,

" Wliere misery pours his hopeless groan.
And lonely want retires to die,"

is to us all something of a misfortune and disgrace ; and surely the time cannot
be distant when, on public grounds, an effort will be made to render it fit for

human residence. I should be glad if this were done in a manner to offering

building ground at a reasonable price for workmen's houses ; for the draining
away of the more respectable operative body to the suburbs would only tend to

the still further degradation of the city. That, however, is not a private but a
public question, and as such it must be treated. Failing any speedy measure to

clear the gi'ound, the working classes, if earnestly disposed to follow the examples
I have narrated, will look towards the environs, and, as in the case of the Co-
operative Building Society, trust to themselves. Far be it from me to speak
disrespectfully of the efforts of associated capitalists to meet the emergency, but
independently of such endeavours being necessarily inadequate, I repeat that this

is not alone a question of better house accommodation, but points to better

habits and tastes, the self-respect and sense of responsibility incidental to the

possession of property, and, in short, social and moral elevation. More I need
not say. If the imperfect explanations I have offered chance to incite the work-
ing men of Edinburgh to follow in the footsteps of their English brethren, it will

be to me, whatever it be to others, a matter of unspeakable satisfaction.

SIR JOHN SOANE'S MUSEUM BILL.

THIS bill has been read a second time without opposition.—Mr. Tite, in the

House of Commons, consented, on the part of the trustees of the Museum,
very unwillingly to the passing of this bill. Their only object in consenting was
to lend to the National Exhibition the series of Hogarth's pictures in their pos-

session, known as the " Rake's Progress," without which it was believed the

collection of works by that admirable artist would be incomplete.

Re-opening op the Soane Museum.—On Wednesilay the Soane
Museum, at 13, Lincoln's-inn-fields, was opened to the public, and will continue

open from ten to four o'clock every Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, for such

period as the Trustees may hereafter determine. In addition to the Museum
being now open three days a week instead of two, as formerly, tickets of admis-

sion may be obtained with less formality, by all persons who may apply and

enter their names in tlie book kept in the hall for that purpose.
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CHURCH, CHAPEL, AND SCHOOL BUILDING.
KettoH.—A local journal says—The village chureli of St. Marv, at Ketton,

near Stamfurd, was re-op«Ded on Tuesday se'nnight. Tiic cost of the work just
completed is about £i,;iOO. Owing to the want of more funds, the n'storation
has t)een conflued to the nave, aisles, and transepts ; but it is hoped that, at no
distant day, the chancel will receive the attention it is so much in need of. Those
familiar with the former neglected state of the church, and who had not seen the
improvemtnt etieeted until the opening day, must liave been pleased witli tlie

metamorphose the interior has undergone. In the nave and aisles were square
box pews, and there was an unsightly gallerv- at the west end. The last has been
jemoved altogether, and inexpensive low seats, with open backs, have been intro-
duced. All llie floors have been taken up, and the surface lowered ; and under
the whole of the seating is a l)ed of concrete nine inches tliick, with a hollow
space of nearly a foot Iwtween this and the floors. The wainscot pulpit js octa-
n>nal in form, and exhibits a good specimen of carving, by Irving, of Leicester.
Each fiice of the pulpit is divided into two compartments, and in each division is

a cross carved within a circle of nail-heads. The base of the pulpit consists of a
central and eight smaller octag«nal shafts, of Ketton stone, each cajiital having a
band ofnail-heads ; the steps are of Mansfield red stone. The reading-desks and
open seats in the choir were also carved at Leicester. The roofs have been en-
tirely restored, of oak. The clerestory windows, arcade arches, basements, and
the stonework generally, have been renovated. The basements of the pillars
were much mutilated, the stone having been cut away to fit in the old high pews.
In taking down the old fittings at the east end of the" south aisle a portion of the
old rood-screen was discovered, but none of the loft was left. Sir. Scott has
directed the medioDval fragment to be restored and replaced where it was found.
On i«moving the soil on the outside, the foundations and basement of the turret
staircase that led to the rood-loft were found, and on the site another turret
staircase, of Clipshara stone, has been erected to the belfry. A portion of the
south wall has been rebuilt, and the parapet repaired : the window in the south
transept has had eusping inserted ; the window east of the porch has been re-
stored, and tliat west of the porch has had new tracery inserted. The greater
portion of the nortli wall has been rebuilt, retaining the old buttresses, north
door, jambs, &c. Two new windows have been inserted here, the same size as
the former ones. The north parapet has been entirely renewed, excepting the
lower course, which is the original corbel table restored. The earth has been
removed from the foundation walls two feet below the floor line, and the footings
underpinned. It was intended to extend the transepts north and south, and
plans were prepared by Mr. Scott for this purpose, but sulficient funds could not
De obtained to carrj- them to their original depth. The whole of the work has
been carried out by Halliday, of Greetham, and Cave, of Oakham. The north
and south aisles are lighted at the west end by lancets, filled with stained glass,
each containing four pictures. One contains the figures of the four prophets,
Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and Daniel; the other window contains the figures of
the four evangelists. Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John. The designs for both
windows were supplied by Mr. Sutton, as lately mentioned by us. As before
stated, Mr. Scot*, is the architect.

Wkkliam, //«»/«.—The parish church (St. N icholas) of this village, which
has long been in a state of decay and dilapidation, has just undergone repairs and
restoration at a cost of nearly £1,500. The works were commenced in June
last, and consisted of the rebuilding of the north transept, which was in an in-
secure condition, the substitution of new open timber roofs to nave and chancel,
instead of the lath and plaster ceiling, the introduction of new stone windows in
correspondence with the old throughout, and new seating of uniform design in
place of the irregular pewing which formerly existed. Care has been taken to
preserve intact every feature of interest, and in no way to seek to modernise the
church. The walls throughout have been faced with " hupped" flints set in lias
cement, with Bath stone dressings. New internal archesof Bath stone have been
inserted to the north and south transepts, in lieu of plain semicircular plaster
arches before existing, and a new chancel arch has been added, with shafts, bases,
and carved capitals, representing the passion-flower, grapes, and wheat. There
IS a new pulpit of Bath stone, with serpentine marble shafts and glazed encaustic
ttlea. The chancel has been fitted up with plain stalls, and the vestry (formerly
a chapel) has been separated from the chancel by an open parclose or screen. No
decoration has been attempted in the chancel, the funds not allowing this to be
done. It was not originally contemplated to interfere with a belfry at the west
end, which was a modem structure. The weight, however, of the peal and the
Tibration attending the ringing had so seriously damaged this part of the work,
t°*tjt was at length determined to take it down, and a small tower has been
added at the west end, terminating in a wooden belfry stage and broach spire
covered with siiingles. Several memorial windows by Gibbs have been inserted,
in the church, and another is about to be placed in the east window. The works
have been executed by Messrs. Chinnock, builders, of Highfield, Southampton,
under the superintendence of Messrs. Francis, architects. The church was re-
opened for divine worship on Tuesday the 25th ult.
Frome.~.\t a recent public vestry the vicar laid before the meeting the plans

for the proposed restoration of the church, and entered at some length into the
details. He said the object was to endeavour to restore the building as nearly as
possible to its original state; and to effect this it was estimated that £4,000
would be required. Having nearly £2,400 in hand, it was proposed to proceed
with the work at once, Ijy commencing with the north side, the roof of which
was not in a safe state. The organ would be removed to St. Andrew's Chapel,
the west galleries removed, and the west window thrown open. The Lady Chapel

being intended to make allthe windows illustrative of the saint's life. Six of tl,>,

windows had already been promised. A resolution was adopted approving of the

Sittinghourne.—For some time past it has been in contemplation to restore
Mid improve the parish church, and a committee has now been formed forcarrying
out the work. A survey of the building was made some time since by Mr. Slater,
architect, and it is proposed that the church be repewed, additional sittings
made, new windows substituted for the present ones (some of which are in a very
dUapidated state), and the building eeuerally restored. The estimated cost of
these improvements is upwards of £L000.

Bollini/ton, near Macclesfield.—It has been decided to erect a congregational
chapel and schools in this place, designs for which have been prepared by Mr.
W illiamson, architect, ol Bollingtoti, The plan shows a chapel 57 feet inches

by 3(i feet, to accommodate, with gallery at one end, 480 persons. The school
building is 52 feet 6 inches by 24 feet, in two stories, and is intended to be Imilt so
that whenever it may become desirable to extend the chai)el, it will only be neces-
sary to remove the partition wall to ibrm commodious transepts thereto. The
building hiis a tower and spire 80 feet high, the style adopted is earlv English.
The estimated total cost is £1,800, all the stone being obtainable close to the
intended site. — — •

THE EXHIBITION BAZAAR.

A CONTEMPORARY says that the scheme of the Supplementary Exhibition
has finally collapsed; but a more likely, though a less pretending enterprise

has appeared in its room. Mr. Freake, the owner of property abutting on the
Exhibition-road, who conceived the idea of building a bazaar on the vacant
ground, lost no time in carrying out his purpose ; and a timber edifice

lighted from the roof, as well as by side windows, is now nearly completed
SI . Eugene Delessert, of Paris, decorator to the Emperor and Empress of the
French, is the architect. The building is 400 feet long, 110 feet in width, and
aboutOO feet high. Persons who have been unable to obtain space in the
larger building 0|)posite, or who, having space allotted, may be desirous of
selling articles of a similar description, can have space upon payment of a rental.

A refreshment-room will be formed beneath the ground-floor.

w
TIIK WORKS AT WOllCESTER CATHEDRAL.

E have been asked to publish tlie following letters :

—

Sir,—Our attention having been called to a tissue'of unfair and untruthful remarks copied
from the Athen(wam, we respectfully request that j'ou will find room for our reply. \Ve are
the contractors for the stonework in question, and we shall confine our remarks to those
portions of the paragraph which refer to ourselves, leaving the rest to be answered by
others, who also are unsparingly censured by this unscrupulous and anonymous writer.
Having been extensively engaged in business for nearly thirty years, during which period,

in addition to numerous private residences, we have been engaged under architects of
acknowledged eminence In the erection and restoration of churches, colleges, and public
schools, Bomeof which are amongst the noblest in the midland counties, we might afford to
bear with silent contempt the futile efforts of a scribbler, who, with a few dashes of his pen,
seeks to rob us of our well-eanied and highly-valued reputation ; but these attacks from the
London papers upon country workmen are now much too frequent to be allowed to pass by
without a reply. To fair and candid criticism we hold ourselves at all times amenaljlc, but
we will not suffer any one, much less a writer who withholds his name, to traduce the
character of our work, without our challenging him to make good his statements ; and we
now tell the writer of the paragrajih that his remarks about the beautiful works filling

up the spandrels having been i-etouched with a " ruthless chisel " is a gratuitous falsehood,

inasmuch as these parts have only had the whitewash carefully taken off by competent
persons. Some of the gildings and colourings are still visible. The new arcade under the
cast window has been executed in strict conformity with the style and cluiracter of the
work. The carver and sculptor, Mr. 11. Boulton—not Forsyth and Boulton—is a person of

acknowledged ability, of which ample testimonials could be produced, if necessary ; but
on this head, ]ierhaps, it will be sufficient to observe that, in addition to his works at Here-
ford and Lichfield Cathedrals, his sculpture has more than once been favourably spoken of

by the Art Journal and liuihUng Newx. We, too, have acherished and reverential love for

the beautiful forms which distinguish the best ages of Gothic architecture ; and, feeling

honoured by the task assigned us, which we have ever regarded as a labour of love, wo
respectfully submit to competent judges whether the work we have executed at Worce-ster

Cathedral will not bear fair comparison with the ancient work. Had the writer's know-
ledge been equal to his ill-nature, he would have known that time alone can give to the
oolite limestone that beautiful tint which is observable in the older carvings.

Bii-mingham. JAS. BENNETT AND SON.

Sir,—I trust you will allow me space for a few words on the subject of a paragraph which
appeared in your paper last week. It is there stated, in speaking of the carvings of the

spandrels in the arcade of the east end of Worcester Cathedral, that " they have |been re-

touched with so ruthless a chisel, that all their former beauty of execution has been
destroyed ;" '' as now mutilated, it is lamentable to see them ; every sweet and thoughtful

curve and delicate line of loving study has been scraped down to the jxwr form of a Bir-

mingham metal casting. All richness of surface has, of course, vanished." As the sculptor

and carver employed in the restoration alluded to, I beg to state that not one single portion

of the old carving has been recut, or chiselled, or mutilated, in any way whatever, either

by me or any person in my employment.
The accumulated whitewash only has been carefully removed. Tt is well known that

oolite limestones, after having been quarried some months, and worked to a surface, be-

come encrusted with a kind of hard skin on the surface—of a brownish colour. These old

carvings are executed in Painswick oolite, and this brown skin or crust is still visible to

any one who wishes truthfully to investigate the matter ; even the old gilding and colouring

in many places are to be seen. All the new work which I have executed there has been
done in strict conformity with the style and character of the old, and has only been
placed where the old had entirely disappeared, and under the strictest investigation of the

architect.

I wish to say that I have executed sculpture for Hereford and Lichfield Cathedrals as well

as Worcester, and also have works in hand for the same.
Worcester. RiciiARD BOULTON, Sculptor and Carver.

Preservation of Pictures.—A contemporary says, some very simple

but valuable practical hints for tlie preservation of pictures have recently beea

promulguted by the Belgian Minister of the Interior, and we commend them to

the notice of the Commissioners of the International Exhibition, and others who
may have the custody of valuable paintings. In the first place, the greatest

enemy to pictures—damp—is referred to. In order to ward oti" its attacks it is

recommended that " air should always be allowed to circulate behind the

entire picture." In order to accomplish this a light framework of wood is to be

placed at its back. The action of the sun upon paintings is rapid and fatal. This

may be guarded against " by affixing blinds to those windows which are exposed

to the sun's influence, or by covering tlie glass with a dead whitish colour." As
far as possible, the placing of candles near pictures should be avoided, "the

greasy smoke of the candles mingling with the dust and damp on the picture

forms a glutinous matter whicli mars the beauty of tlie eolouriug." Otber evils

and accidents, too, arise from the proximity of lighted candles. " Dust and
traces oi damj) should frequently be removed, and with extreme delicacy of

toucli." For this purpose it is best to employ an old linen rag or silk handker-

chief. " Above all, the use of oil for giving a'temporary brightness to the picture

must be avoided." When this pernicious practice is ibllowed the oil is absorbed

by tlie colouring and the canvas or pane!, and the picture will inevitably become

blacker day by day. "In fact, nothing can be more disastrous iu its eifecte

than the use of oil in such cases,
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d^orwspiulcnce*

JOINERS IN LONDON AND LANCASHIRE.
Sin,—A few months bitck a largo buildin^f fimi in Luticashiro a*lvcrtised for a managing

foreman, and I was seU-ctt'd to fill the situation, but aftfr I hiwl held it a few weeks 1 found

the system, &c., so very inferior that 1 presented the following reiwrt, and wsis immediately

requested to resign.

As it is a comparison between the London and Lancashire systems, and will explain the

cause of a complaint made by Mr. Mellcy, the gi-eat promoter of drinking fountains and
gymnasiums, a short time back on the occiu^ionof the opening of a gymnasium at Liverpool

by Lord Stanley, to the effect that the joiners of the present day are not progressing with

the age, I think you will find that the statements and remarks possess an interest worthy
of your influential columns.

COSUOPOLITJlN.
Liverpool, March, 18G8.

•«* Omitting some few passages of a private natarc, we give the communicAtion referred

to as sent to us,—Ed.

• * * Tt is absolutely necessary that those who wish to trade successfully

should have a thorough knowledge of the article they have to deal with. They should bo

•well acquainted with its ingredients, more especially if It is labour, which is an article of

the most dangerous description. Man constitutes the article labour, therefore those who
deal in labour should thoroughly understand him. Ho may be said to be the best piece of

mechanism from the hands of nature. The poet says, " An honest man's the nobIe:>t work
of God." The part that makes him dangerous to deal in is his mind, as every other part is

governed by it ; hence employers of labour sliould always keep this importtmt fact in view,
and their object must be to employ the minds as well as the bodies of their men, for if the

two are not employed simultaneously, neither will be employed profitably as far as labour
is concerned. This being the case, a system which employs both must be superior to ono
that employs each separately. It is an undeniable fact that every man has a mind capable
of expansion, and it is also an undeniable fact that education tends to expand it ; therefore,

as there are more facilities for education now than there were twenty or thirty years ago,

it follows that the people are better educated and have larger minds, which consequently
require more employment. It must, then, be admitted that a system which would answer
twenty years since will not answer so well now ; in fact, so great has been the change
during these last thirty years, that a system which would be recognised then would not be
tolerated in London now ; but while the men have been almost metamorphosed, the systems
in Liveri>ool have remained stationary. They are almost the same now as they were a
quarter of a century back, as far as joiners are concerned. I might almost say that they
are in direct opposition to the changes in other respects ; for twenty years ago, when men b

minds were less, they were better employed than they are now with larger'minds. That is

to say, the existence of minds in the men was more recognised then than it is now. When
the mind of a man is employed about his work he does more, becauf^e he feels an interest in
it, and the motions of his body are in keeping with the action of his mind— the former arc
urged on by the latter, the action of which is quick. Such a thing as loitering or skulking
is unlniown to it, and such a word as idleness cannot bo found in its vocabulary.
On the other hand, if the body is employed without it, or if the nature of the
work ignores its existence nothing in the world will prevent the body from
doing as little as it possibly can. The powers of the body are exhausted in
half the time that thoy would be if the mind were employed upon the same
object. If you give a man such work as will employ his mental and his physical machinery
conjointly, you may have him from "early mom till dewy eve" without the slightest
alarm ; but if the latter only is occupied upon the work you must not leave him an hour.
Except during sleep, the former is never idle, and it follows that the latter must be tho
flame when the same objoct occupies both at the same time ; but where such is not the case
the man is only kept to bis work by the idea or the advice of the mind, which appears to
say to the body, *' If you do not keep on with your work you will suffer some pain—you will
get discharged, and suffer hunger, kc." In the case of the slave labour of the United States
of America it would end by saying, " You will get the overseer's whip." The presence of
some such fear as this is always necessary to keep him at work, for rest assured that when
this fear ceases to exist his boily ceases to labour.
The Lancashire systems appear to me to ignore the existence of mental faculties, in at

least three-fourths of the men, whilst the metropolitan systems recognise in every man
that noblest gift of nature to man. It is everywhere admitted that in that city may be
found the greatest amount of talent and the first of systems. Properly sjieaking, there all

joiners are considered equal, and one is never put over another, " gangers" are unknown,
and the employer's aim is to create an interest in the mind of every man for his work, by
giving him the alpha and omega of his job, for which he is responsible ; that is to say, re-
sponsible for its being to the drawing with which he is provided by an efficient draughtsman.
It is needless for me to say that they succeed, for they soon make a " muff" a good work-
man. Many have I seen come into a shop who were unmistakeably bad workmen, and go
out first-class tradesmen, and intelligent men.
Now I come to a very grave part of my subject, which is, 'the influence the occupation

has upon the mind. It is everywhere admitted that it has a very great influence upon it—
so great that it is second only to the schooling period of life. The tnide which a youth has
to learn, and tho period of life in which he learns it, ought to be well considered by his
parents, as well as by those who undertake to teach him that trade, for they also undertake
to develop his mind. They ought not only to consider what sort of a workman they are
going to turn out, but what sort of a man as well. To a very great extent it depends upon
thern what sort of a member of society he will be, and how he will act his part in the place
of life. It is my painful duty to say ,that I can conceive no system more calculated to
render an apprentice unprofiublo to his master, imperfect in his trade, idle in his habits,
and gorilla like in his mind, than that which appears to be recognised in Lancashire.
Tho writer proceeds to say, that with the view of introducing a system in the shops to

enable his employers to secure and retain a better class of men than hitherto, and to ascer-
tain the cost of producing work in detail, which would give a great advantage over con-
temporary builders :

—

I should have made myself acquainted with what would be required first, and I will
suppose that it was the first-pair floor windows for Mr. Brown's building, and that in the
three fronts there were ten different widths. I should have made ten proper drawings,
each of which would be a separate job, known by a fixed signal, viz., signal 1 would be six
window fittings, 2 feet G inches wide ; signal 2 would be four window fittings, ;s feet
3 mches wide, and so forth. The drawings for the ten jobs would then pass into tho hands
of the chalkhne foreman, who would cut off every piece of wood required to complete thewmdow fittings, including the frames, sashes, casings, and architraves. Every piece
would Iw marked with its proper signal, so that mistakes were impossible. All the wood
would then be placed in the stove, and after it had been there a week I should then set on
ten pairs of men. To one pair and one boy 1 should give job 1, to another pair and a boy
lob 2, and so on. Everything possible I should have done in tho shop, such as hanging the
casements, fanlights. 4ic., and I should take care that every pare and piece was marked
with its proi>er signal.

Now, the work all lieing allotted out according to size in this manner, each man and boy
would feel interested in his job, as there would not be that treadmill kind of monotony of
planmg-up stuff from 7 a.m. on Monday to 4 p.m. on Saturday, which kills man's spirits,
destroys his intellect, and renders his life burdensome. Moreover, the foreman would have
so many facilities for detecting idleness, inefficiency, and " scamping." Another important
fact IS that there would not he half tho present waste of material. The cost per foot also
could be speedily obtained, the mo:^t profitable and best men discovered, and the cost of any
building, as far as labour is concernctl, easily ascertained, and any loss could be instantly
detected and rectified. A good basis, which might be depended upon, would likewise be
established, and a great advantage obtained. A knowledge of drawing is now considered
one of the principal branches of education, but twenty years ago it was considered a
superfluity.

An argument will be that the jobbing will frustrate the working of my system • but I
can assure you that it does not, for I have seen it carried out in shops where quite as much

jobbing is done as you do here, and it la preferable on that account, as It in much better for
a jobbing-hand to have a job of his own to fly to tlian to poke his aasistance into another
man*!* job— in which he feels no interest -and thereby losaon the Interest tho other man
feels in it, to say nothing of the excuse it fumishefl. for an nndae length of tfmc spent
over it.

You will then urge that it is better, where there is a largo quantity of the same descrip-
tion of work, that the whole should Ik: doiio an ono job, than to divide them into sereral
jobs—that they will thus bo execat<?d at less per foot ; but I give it as my doclded oplaton
that, by the former system, tho work will cost more i>ct foot than by tlie latter system.
I am acquainted with a man who ma/le a four-panelled door in

-.'J
hours ; but he could not

make ninety-six like it in a month, twenty-four in a week, nor four in a day. I also know
another that can make four pairs of sashes in a day ; but ho cannot maJce nlnety-siz pain
in a month, nor twenty-four pairs in a week. If that same man had a job ooxuixiiagot
four window fittings—that is to say, four sash-frames, four pairs of sashes, four sets of
boxing shutters, and four sets of architraves, the four pairs of sashes would be made In a
day ; but if he had twenty-four pairs of sashes instead, with three or four men to assist

him, thoso sashes would not be made in less than a fortnight ; or, if ho had twenty-four
pairs to himself, they would not be made in less than nine or ten days, because of the
monotony of the work. We will suppose that he was going to make four pairs in a day,
and tliat it took him four hours to plane up the wood ; is it at all likely that ho will phme
up the wood for ninety-six pairs in ninety-six hours, or for twenty-four pairs in twenty-
four hours ? No, it would bo as reasonable to expect a prisoner to make the treadmut
revolve as many times in a week as it docs In a fortnight. To argue that five pairs of
sashes will cost 3d. iier foot, ten pairs i^d., twenty pairs 2d., and forty pairs l^d., is almost
ridiculous, because, if you keep on at the same ratio, you can have 160 pairs made for^
per foot, and :i'2H made for nothing ; and of course the men would give ^d. per foot to be
allowed to make (i-io pairs.

Perhaps the next argument will be that it is better to pass a great number through a
machine when It is set than a few. To this I can only say that the saving effected in this

way is so trifling that it is scarcely wortli taking into consideration. The tools require
sharpening every two doors and every four pairs of sashes, and the most modem and
improved machinery is made so that it can be set with the greatest facility. The strongest
argument, however, will be that the division of labour Is universally recognised, which is

true as regards a proper division. The only ono recognised amongst joiners In London Is

preparers and fixers. The extensive division practised in Lancashire is a popular error
which is rapidly dying out, and nothing has tended more towards the encouragement of
the number of strikes which have taken place in this part of the country during these last

few years. It has been the principal agent in destroying the good fcding which forty yeara
ago existed between masters and workmen. At that period they felt that their interests

were identical, and that they were bound to each other by other ties than £ s. d. I am
happy to say that I believe that those good times are approaching again. The London
builders are doing everything to restore that essential good feeling by founding Institu-

tions, establishing schools upon their premises for instructing the sons of tho men in that
which they consider the most important branch of their education, drawing, and by giving
suppers, holidays, cricket matches, and donations to clubs.

One of the principal reasons why I consider the Lancashire divisions of labour an error
is because it makes life, which loves variety, monotonous—converts human beings Into
machines. In our trade some would be sa^hmakinff machines, some doormateng machines,
some shutter ditto, some casing ditto, and a great many poor fellows would be mere planing
machines ; but few, very few would ever have to put that sublime piece of machinery witU
which man is endowed by nature—the brain—into operation. The result is, that man
abhors that which does not employ the mind as well as the body ; he is reduced by It to
the level of a lower animal, and, like the hounds in the hunt, they require the presence of a
huntsman, whose duty it is to lash any lazy hound that lags behind. Men thus employed
may be likened to a flock of sheep proceeding along a road, and the foreman to tho dog that
drives the sheep, for the moment the dog leaves off barking the sheep make a dead stop, and
will not budge one inch till they hear his bark again. To get tcork <lone expedUiduslj/ you
must create an interest in the man's mind/or the toork, or tJie job, ami the London systems are in
every tcay calculated to do that. Experience has taught us that men who are kept at mono-
tonous labour never display any powers of invention, but men whose labour is various, ever
changing, and thereby giving exercise to their mental faculties, which consequently become
expanded, are the men who invent. If a man commences making sashes on the 1st of
January, and keeps on till the 31st of December, it is questionable whether he would not be
a woree sash maker when he left off than when he began, but it is quite certain that he
would be no better, if he were bo good, as a man who had at intervals during the year been
making them twenty or thirty days. A boy at school who is kept at one particular branch
of education will not master It so well as one who is kept at four or five branches.
We will, however, suppose that the occupation of the mind is not to be taken into con-

sideration, and that ajoiner, with his tools, is a planing, &c., machine. Can he not plane
up wood as well for a sash as for a door ? Can he not put his wood afterwards to the
drawing and mark upon it the places where a mortice or a tenon, tc, Is shown as well for
a sash as for a door, for a skylight as for a shutter ? My experience and careful obserra-
tions answer yes.

The metropolitan definition of a joiner is a man who can produce in wood anything
properly represented in a drawing. He can cut, shape, and form every detail to the shape,
size, and proportions shown upon the drawings, and having done that he can put the whole
in the relative positions shown upon the drawing, and having put his mental faculties Into
operation, and worked strictly to the drawing, the whole goes together as if it were a
puzzle, and is a complete job, an harmonious whole. The man is delighted with the result

of his labour, is a better workman afterwards, and his value to his employer is increased.
From the moment he b<^an that job to the instant he finished it, his whole soul and
mind, as well as body, was intently engaged upon it, and the silence of death is pre-
served in a shop where all are similarly employed. So intent Is each one that the calls of
nature are often unheeded, and *' are you going to dinner mate ?'' *' Is it so late as that ?
I didn't notice the bell," is often hearxl. Such a workman's life is one continual roimd of
excitement. He does not count the minutes and think every one as long as an hour, nor
does he, when he leaves, dread the resumption of his labour, and regard the workshop as a
species of prison. He does not seek excitement, and muddle his brain with brutalising
liquid at pothouses. No, his whole soul is centred in his occupation, and he may be heard
speaking of his achievements to his wife or his brothers. He will take her to the building
on Sunday where the work is to be fixed, or when it is fixed he will point out his own pro-
ductions with a feeling of exultation. At eve. when he reaches his family he is not like an
enraged tiger, and ill at ease with everything, and ready to curse his Maker ; nor is he
utterly worn out \vith the monotony of his labour. If he hears of other work and better
pay he heeds it not, for it does not tempt him, for ho feels wetlded to his firm.

Now. I will trouble you with a few remarks upon the economy of space, and I have done
You will not deny that it is a subject worthy of consideration, in the centreof a town where
every inch of space or ground ought to produce so much per annum. Such an important
subject is this .'considered i;i London, that if a man wore to keep his bench idle

two and a half hours in tho morning ho would run serious risks of being dismissed. The
Lancashire systems demand more space, and yet each man and each bench produces at least

one-third less in the same amount of time than it does in London.

In conclusion, allow me to say that I cannot conceive a system more calculated to en-
courage stiikes and advance tho theories of the leaders of the unionists, than the one I
complain of. They themselves could not iwssibly design better ; but, on the other hand, the
one I advocate is in every resiiect calculated to discourage these disastrous occurrences, and
to frustrate many of the absurd theories of tho unionists. The former enables them to do
the least amount of work for the greatest amount of money. It places tho masters wholly
at their mercy, for if the " gangers " strike what use are the others ? If the engine-driver
ceases to work, what use is the engine ? Mark the difference in the results of the London
and the Lancashire strikes against the hour system. In the former it is finnly established,

hut in the latter, all hope of its establishment is banished. The difference in the systems
alone account for this.

I have now stated the i)rincipal reasons why I consider that reform in labour, as far as

regards joiners'-work, is necessary in Lancashire.
In the course of these arguments I have spoken of ordinary men and boys, neither of

which I have supposed to be above nor below the average in intellect. I have also used

l\
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th« 'wofd 8j-stem w regards l^ancnshire, more for tho gake of brevity than anything clue,

iNCMise, ^ricUy speu^ng, it is not a Efystem at aU. I might ilefine it as an nnsystematlc

B iliit iii l ii

'
.
or a comtttnatk>n of beCerogftnootu iterations in whichthcrei^no rule, no check,

mr anything posiUre or certain, bat appears to be a rockier, hazardous, endless somethiiiK

leading to no reliable re-^nlts. It may be doscribod as a something whicli grasi>3 at the
pfcitnir and loMS tbe substance, and it re^mble^ an arm>' wlthont discipline, a nation

wItiMmt lavs, and a ship during a mutiny. Never was organisation more essentially

THE ALBERT OBELISK.
Pin.—It is not rety easy to understand the reasoning of Mr. T. Roger Smith when he

asserts the difference botwcon a constructive and monolithic obeli* to be " the same in its

natnreaa^ that between a plastic cast and a marble statue; between Portland stone and
Portland cement."

Sorely, if the material employed in a oonstmctivc and monolithic obelisk be the same,
the one cannot be made, by any reasoning, a fnlt size model of the other. It is not to be
aaBOmed that the designer of a constructive column will so use his material that any
person viewing it will be deceived into believing it other than constructive. Tliinking
people, like Mr. Smich, would be horrified at such an exhibition of want of taste. But, on
the other hand, the contemplation of a monolith, pM- sf, can only be prratifying to the
minds of ihe leest educated portion of the public. Wonder would be excited, no doubt,
but then it would be only that proverbially known as of nine days* duration, because the
public prints will fully explain the means adapted for quarrying, carrj-ing, and raising the
monster, and with such means of estimating the value of the monument, the correlative
trill be, how in this age such a sacrifice, at the expense of judgment and tasto, could have
been made?
Of '* sacrifice," I admit there would be more than enough, l>ecause the means, however

large, must be limited ; and if a lar^ proportion be expended upon brute, or mechanical,
tOfce, there must be the le-w to impend upon educated tasto.

The idea of a monolithic obelisk is essentially Ejjyptian, and it should not be forgotten
that tlie Egyptian obelisks were always erected in |>«irs ; and though it may be granted one
of them formal an appropriate trophy when brought from its original site" and erected by
the oonqaerors of the land from whence it was removed, it,wixs incomplete; and is an3-thing
but a fit model for our use.

Her Moat Gracious Majesty may or may not have fixed notions thereon ; and though to
her expressed opinions we, as loyal subjects, should, doubtless, submit, I am convinced
modem artists may he found who can produce a work that shall far transcend the
3jgyptf«n form, and that even without the sacrificial quality a monolith is assumed to
€S)JVCSB.

F. I. B. A.

TENDERS.
DWET-LTNO-HOT^iES, kC, TWTrKEXHAM.

For building eight small houses and doing sundry repairs to a house In Church-street,
Twickenham, for Mr. George ScoreU. Mr. Henrv McC'alla. C.E., architect.
Todd je2,8(H)

Wright .....w... 1,984
Oydmann „ 1,925
Greenwood , 1,760
London Building Oompany, 1,500

James and Ashton •....iftl,493
Pugh and Wallis 1^28
Wingfield 1,260
HiU 1,162
Hill (without repairs) ..-,.,. 1,082

Chttrch, SraETPORD.
Pot erecting the chunA o* SirHumphery de Trafford, ai S'lr^bforl, n^ir Mia

B. Welby Pugin, architect.
Baton ..,.,..,£5,650 1 Glaieter «..*...«. ,..,.,.• 364,770
Patterson * ,.», 5,413 Simpson .,..*.. 4,502
Southend ...,.,,. 5,040

\ Watts ....^ 4,850
Pre^ytery.

Baton ,......^,563 6
j
Glaister £1,445

Patterson „ ,, 1,696 Simpaon 1,448
Sonthend 1,572 | Watts 1,320

CJONTEXT, HEREPOHn.
!Pbr the first portion of a new convent to be built at Hagley, near Hereford, for B. Bid-

dolph Phillippes, Esq. Mr. E. Welby Pugin, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. M. 3.
Sharpies.

Simpson ,..£7,180
Perkins 6.890
Glaister ,,. g,G70

Smith £6,435
Houghton 6,275

Schools, Essex.
For new school-room for the Trustees of the Felstead Grammar School, at Felstead, Essex.

Hr. Frederick Chancellor, architect, Pinner's Hall, Old Broad-street, London, and Chelms-
Jwd, BBBex. Quantities supplied by Mr. Bartleet.

Jf*«y £3,650
I
Ennor £3 220

Todd , 3,357 Wood 3,073
Barren w 3,312 I Palmer 2 763
Cuflhing 3,300
Conder 3,265

Rider 2,680
Brown 2,450

.
New Bow-bridge, Leicester.

For the ironwork in the construction of the new bridge for the Highway and Sewerage
Commissioners. Quantities supplied by the architect.
"Windsor Bridge Company £828
Cochrayne , 7tir,

Swingler , ,,.••>.. 705
^PP 649
Handyside , 630
Head and Company 600

Haywood £555
Pegg 420
PeggandCo 400
Gimson and Son 398
Cliffe 392
Law and Spns (accepted) 360

Ba>'k Alterations, Strattord.
The tender of Mr. Perry, builder, the Grove, Stratford, has been accepted for altering the

pTCTiiues on Stratford Broadway, for the branch bank of the London and County Banking
^**"'*5??L

'^*** ^"*"'' ^^ *^® informed, will be of white Suffolk malms, with Portland
Kone dteningB, and the bank will be opined for business on the 1st of May.

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
CHAPEL.

Leicester.—A premium of ten guineas is offered for the beat design for a Wesleyan
chapel, to be built in Leicester, capable of holding 900 persons. Architects mshing to
0(»apete may, upon application to Mr. H. Wale, .'Hi, New-walk, Leicester, receive a plan
Of the site, and instructions and any other information required. The plans to l>e for-
irwded, carriage free, addressed to Mr. H. Wale, on or before the 1st May, accompanied
vith a sealed envelope, containing the architect's name, and bearing a motto corre-
i^Kmding with one to be placed on his design.

CONTRACTS OPEN;
BANK.

lBELAXD.~7or the erection of a bank house at Trim, for the Ulster Banking Company.
Plan?, &c., at Mr. W. G. Murray's office, 68, Lower Gardincr-street, Dublin. Tenders to
be forwarded to the secretary of the Ulster Bank, Belfast, not later than 14th April.

CLUB HOUSE.
DUBUK.—For intended alterations and additions to the Stephen'e-grwn Qab House,

according to plans and spaoitlcations prepared by John S. Butler, Esq., architect. To be
inspected at hia omce. No. 16. Hume-Street, Dublin, up tc the 23rd of April, on which
dav })roposals are to be furnished.

AtiSEMIlLY IlOOitS.
STAFKOiinsillHK.— I-'or the erection of the Wilvenlale Assembly-rooms. Drawings, &c., at

the Silvcnlale oiliccs, Newcastle-under-Lyno, size of room 00 feet by 3s feet. Tender*
post-paid, to the secretary, on or before the 21fit April, 18tJ-J, sealed and endorsed " Tender
for Assembly-room."

ALMSHOUSES, &c.
Kkst.—For the erection of thirty almshouses and a chapel for 240 persons, for the trustees

of the FavcTshara Charities. Plan-;, &c., at the office of B. A. C. En-ing, 'Es<\., 1, Banes
Inn, Strand, Ixjndon ; as also at the office of thi' architects, Mest.r5. Jlooker and Wheeler,
Brenchley, Kent, from whom further information may Ikj obtained. Sealeil tenders to
the office of i'rancis F. Giraud, clerk to the Trustees. South House, l-'aversham, on ot
before 10th April.

WORKHOUSE.
BlUKKN'HEAi).- For the erection and completion of the New Union [Workhouse to be built

at Higher Tranmere. Chesliire. Separate and dtstinct: tenders will be required to be
deliveretl for the building of the Receiving and Vagrant Wartls, and also for the comple-
tion oE the cellarage under the main building. Drawing, &c., at the office of Mr.
Thomas Jjayland, ai'chitect, liO, Ciistie- street, Liverix)ol, Sealed tenders to be delivered
to Peter Gregory, clerk to the Guardians of the Birkenhead Union, 60, Lord-street,
Birkenhead, endorsed *• Tender for Worklionse," on or before the 12th April.

OFFICES.
Stafkordshihh.—For the erection of offices in Queen-street, Newcastle-under-Lyme,

for Mr. W. IL Button. Plans, &c., at the office of tbe said W. H. Button. Teudei-s to
be delivered there on or before the Uth April.

BRIDGES.
Sttrrkv.—For the erection of Flanchford bridge, over the river Mole, on the road from
Reigate to Leigh. Plan, &.c,, at the office of Mr. Grantham, 7, Great Scotland-yard,
London, S.W. ; and at Mr. Jolm Lee's, Reigate, Surrey ; and the tendere, forms of which
can be had, must be sent to Mr. Lee's office on or before April 11.

CHURCHES.
Reading.—For the carpenter's and tiler's work to the roof of the Grey-friar's Church,
Reading, and for the plumber's work, gutters, water-pipes, and for the drainage. Draw-
ings, kc.y with Poulton and WooJman, architects, 1, Grey-friars-road, Reading. Toudera
to be delivered to the architects on April Uth, at 12 o'clock.

PARSONAGE.
Surrey.—For the erection of a parsonage, at Thurrfley, Surrey. Plans, kc, on application

to the Rev. H. Brancker, TImrsley, near Godnliuing, SuiTey,or to Mr. J. W. Penfold,
architect, 2, Charlotte-row, Mansion-house, E.C., of whom the quantities may be
obtained, price 15s. each. Tenders (on a printetl form), to be sent on or before 12th April,

to the Rev. Henry Brancker.
SCHOOLS, kc.

Northtawtox.—For the erection of a school-house and residence, at Nortlitawton. Plans,

&c., at the office of the secretary, Mr. Fulford Vicary, at the Factory, Northtawton.
Staled tenders, endorsed " Tender for Northtawton School," to be sent to the secretary,

on or before the Kith April.

DWELLING HOUSES. &c.
Kent.—For the performance of certain alterations and additions, including the erection of

a new shop front, Bank-street, Maidstone. Plans, &c., with Mr. Henry Blandford, archi-

tect, Maidstone. Tenders sealed and endorsed " Tenders for Works," to Mr. Corke, on or
before April 14th.

IBBLAND.—For the erection of a dwelling-house, near the town of Bawnboy, co. of Cavan,
according to plans and specification at the office Tof Mr. William Doolin, building sur-

veyor, 27, Talbot-street, Dublin (where detailed bills of quantities may be obtained) up
to the 14th April, when the proposals are to be forwarded, sealed and prepaid, to Mr.
William Hague, Jun., architect, Cavan.

FARM BUILDINGS.
Cdpar Fife (N.B.).—For the several works required in erecting and finishing a farm

steading at Todhall, near Cupar Fife, the proi>erty;of G. C. Cheape, Est]., of Strathtyrum.
Plans, &c., with Mr. J. Hall, Oit, South-street, St. Andrew's; and tenders must be lodged
with Stuart Grace, Esq., writer, St. Andrew's, on or before the I'ith April. Contractors

may offer for the whole works (which are extensive), or for any portion thereof. If the
former, the sums for the different departments must be stated separately.

Salop.—Fortheerectionof a fann-bonse, farm buildings, and tliree cottages, at Walton,
near Much Wenlock, in the county of Salop, fur the Right Hon. Lord Forester. Plans,

&c., with Mr. Robert Griffiths, architect, Bridgnorth, until the 19th April, on which day
tenders must be delivered to the architect by 12 o'clock. Persons intending to tender to

send their names either to the architect, or to his lordship's a^^^cnt, William Thursfield,

Esq., Barrow, near Broaeley, Salop, so that a time may be api>ointed for viewing the site

and plans.
RAILWAY WORKS.

LE^'T:^' a^'I> East ok Fife Railway.—For the construction of the extension of the East
of Fife Railway, from the Kilconquhar Station to the town of Anstruther, either as a
whole or in the following sections :— 1. The Elie Contract, extending from the commence-
ment of the extension near Kilconquhar Station to a point near Ardross Farm-house, and
to about 4,325 yards in length. 2. The St. Monan's Contract, extending from the terminal
tion of Contract No. 1 to a point near the west boundary of the parish of I'ittenweem,

and to about 3,109 yards in length. 3. The Pittenwecm Contract, extending fn^m the
point where Contract No. 2 terminates, to a point near the milestone at the west end of

Anstruther-Wester, and to about 3,750 yards in length. The rails, chairs, sleepers, keys,

and spikes will be furnished by the Company. Plans, &c., with the Secretary of the
Company, at Levon, and the line is duly marked and staked out for inspection. Sealod

tenders, either for the whole work or for one or more of the separate sectioiLs, dis-

tinguished by a marking on the envelope, must be lodged with the Secretary of tlto Com-
pany on or before IGth April.

Morayshire Railway.—l"or the following contracts in connection with the Craigellachie

•Junction :— 1st. Embankment Contract, commencing from Peg o, at the Craigellachie

Pas-aenger Platform, and extending to Peg 3:i, being a length of 72([ yards, or thereby,

and comprising earthwork, fencing, permanent waj'-lnying, ballasting, &c, 2nd. Spey
Viaduct Contract, consisting of cast-iron cylindrical foundations, masonry, piers, and
abutments, for one span of 200 feet, and three spans of 57 feet. The rails, sleepers,

fangspikes, fishes, and bolts, will be supplied by the Railway Company. Drawings, &c.,

at the secretary's office, Elgin, from whom duplicate schedules and S]>ecificaLions may be

obtained at lOs. each. The line is staked out at distances of every *)0 feet. Sealed tenders

addressed to the secretary, and marked " Tender for Embankment Contract,*' or " Tender
for Spey Contract," as the case may be, must be lodged at his office on or before the 11th

April, at noon.
Calkuonlam Railway.—For the construction of the Stonehouse Branch, ai)0ut4mila8

38 chains in length. Plans, &c., at the office, in Glasgow, of Mr. George Graham, the

Company's engineer, where duplicate schedules and blank forms of tender may be had,

price one guinea. An assistant engineer will attend at Stonehouse, on Friday, the Uth,
at 12 o'clock, to accompany intending offers over the line. Sealed tenders, oddrosaed to

tlie secretary, at Glasgow, must be lodged with liim on or before 28th April.

CAISSON.
Falmouth.—For the construction and deUverj- of a wrought-iron Caisson, for No. 2,

Graving dock, Falmouth. Drawings, Jbc, at the offices of the Docks Company, at Fal-

mouth, or of James Aberaethy, Esq., M.I.C.E., 3, Parliament- street, Westminster. A
printed form of tender will be supplied, wliich must be filled in and delivered at the

offices of the Company, on or before the 18th April.

CHAMBERS' WORK ON CIVIL ARCHITECTURE.
SCnscRlRF.ns to the Et'lLDTNfi NEWS are rcqnestal to apply, by letter only, to oar

publisher, who will forward to them, free of charge, the remainder of the ** ChambeiB
Supplement/* with index and title-page.
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rilE ESTATE OF THE ROYAL COMMIS-
SIONERS FOR THE EXHIBITION OF 1851.

Hill disproportion between

_ projected plans and what is

^'TtS^ K//-^?^y"''^^j]^^^%%i_ actually acconiplislied is every-
^^~^ay^'^ u '7/ , '^^/Mlr /iC^^S^ where written on the pages of

history. Nations and rulers

from time to time essay great
things. Seldom is it that they
are not forced in the end to

content themselves with a
mere fraction of what they
desired, and ruefully to count
the cost at which that modicum
even has been obtained. Tliere
are few men of middle age but

will confess that the realisation of
their pet schemes has fallen lament-
ably below the height to which their

sanguine hopes once ardently soared.

Not only is this the experience of
individuals in the narrow details of
private life, but, more strikingly so,

of those who would fain have ele-

vate I the people, but have found
that their words have been wasted on
cold and inattentive hearers. Non-
success, while probable enough in

questions concerning social and poli-

tical matters, is the almost certain
result of all efforts which demand
cultivation of the mind. If the mul-
titude would slide into the groove so
temptingly laid before their very
feet, if they had eyes for what we,
who wish to be regarded as their

teachers, insist upon, is their true interest, society would undergo a trans-
forni.ition hard even to imagine. Whether it be that this assumption of
superiority on our part repels instead of attracting, or that the majority
find an unconquerable dryness in all that relates to science and art, and
are, consequently, slow to appreciate the advantages held out to them, or
that tlie daily struggle for daily bread leaves little time and less relish for

mental provision; certain it is that schemes which aim at the intellectual

improvement of the mass, are too frequently miserable failures. Their
birth-throes are separated by a brief interval from the moment of dissolu-

tion. Sometimes, if longer-lived, and fairly launched with favouring wind
and tide, they founder in sight of shore, and sink to a depth far beyond all

soundings.

Who, that hears the name of South Kensington, and looks on what was,
within half-a-dozen years, fields and lanes, can fail to be reminded of the
swelling project that emanated from the councils of the Royal Commis-
sioners for the E.xhibition of 1831? Who, that sees those bran-new stucco
palaces, can help comparing this picture with that—the evidences of a
brilliant commercial speculation with the proposal for concentrating all

public institutions in one grand focus?

Not that tlie Royal Commissioners have, even now, altogether abandoned
their first love ; but, by little and little, their heart-hold has grown
fainter and fainter, till, at last, they retain only fifteen acres applicable to

a scheme that once appeared so vast and important as to demand ten
times this extent of land. They may, perhaps, persuade themselves into
t!i3 belief (as would seem to be the case) that, in one ivay or other, they
really have done something towards carrying into effect the magniloquent
design, wliich was conceived by them in the heated flush kindled by the
success of the Exhibition in Hyde-park. They may point to the South
Kensington Museum, and connect its existence and the creation of the
Department of Science and Art with the animated aspirations that found
a voice in their second report. Unhappily, the facts are against this
view. The various art-schools and industrial institutions had a being,
quite independent of the South Kensington Museum, which was added to
them—not they to it—the whole being fused into a Governmental Depart-
ment.

What are main features of management at Brompton ? The purchase
of objects of ornamental art, and a system of circulation. Both these
methods of imparting public mstruction were suggested by a Committee
of the House of Commons in 1836. As far back as 1840 a considerable
sum in one grant (£10,000) was voted to purchase examples of art for the
Schools of Design. Improvements have, it is true, been grafted on the
tree of knowledge that grows at Brompton. Wliat wonder if its branches
shoot out with vigour, wlien its roots are watered with £100,000 a-year !

However, let us do no less than justice to the Royal Commissioners,
and hasten to admit that this illustrious body, in conjunction with the
Society of Arts, formed an " Animal Produce iiluseum " on which large
sums were spent; that they erected, at their own cost, the refreshment
and retiring rooms, of which, when completed, they made a free gift to the
Departuient; and that they also provided fittings for various sections of

the Museum.* But, in making this concession, little beyond providing a
building site seems to have been added to the opportunities before enjoyed
by the public—little, that is to say, as proceeding directly from the
Commissioners.
To be told tliat the general taste has improved within the last ten

years is to be told that England has not been standing still, but has
miirched on with the rest of Europe. What has this decennial period not
done for architecture ? Both schools, Classic and Gothic, will agree on
this point at all events—that there has been progress of a decidedly
hopeful character. Still, it would be difficult as well as invidious to point
out any one in the profession who could be said to be the leader in the
onward movement. Happy he who is content to share with others his
renown, and thus attain the summit of dignity within reach of the true
artist—humility

!

It boots little to recur to what was once thought of and has now well
nigh vanished, except that the threatened removal of the liritish Museum
Collections has brought the Kensington Gore Estate prominently forward,
and may, even at the eleventh hour, give a body to the will-o'-the-wisp
that has eternally danced away from the feet of those who followed in its

track. For this reason, then, we believe that it will be not uninstructive
to pass in review the history of the Royal Commissioners' proceedings, and
to learn the terms on which the nation may obtain a part of their estate
for public purposes.

The year following that of the Great Exhibition, the green sward grew
again over tlie area which the building had covered, and of its existence no
trace was left but a pump and two blighted elms. The Commissioners
found themselves embarrassed with a considerable surplus fund. Then it

was that ambitious promptings stirred their minds, and they put forth a
notable proposition, which was lacking in one most important requirement
— that medium, by the aid of which alone is there any hope of erecting
structures of a description more substantial than castles-in-tlie-air. They
conceived a most comprehensive plan, which was nothing less than found-
ing an institution that should extend over the British Empire the
influence of science and art upon productive industry. This institution
was to be established in the metropolis, and to be rendered, by various
means, capable of afiiliating local establishments in this country, in India,
and throughout our colonies, for tlie purpose of spreading, as widely as
possible, the benefits of its labours, and keeping up a constant interchange
of information between the parent institution and the various bodies
with which it was associated. Not only our own people and dependencies
were to share in the advantages conferred, but, with true cosmopolitan
spirit, it was laid down that the citizens of foreign countries should enjoy
equal facilities.

In the midst of their sounding periods, misgivings appear to have shaken
the minds of the Commissioners, and they expressed themselves sensible of
the fact, that the sum at their disposal was altogether inadequate to the
execution of such a plan as they were contemplating. The aid of the State,
and of the public at large was absolutely necessary for its development and
completion.
The first want was, necessarily, land on which to build, and this was

found without much difficulty. It happened that a Commission,!
appointed " to consider the question of a site for a neiv National Gallery,"
had reported in favour of the neighbourhood of Hyde-park and Kensington,
and the Government had made some overtures for a piece of ground,
situated at Kensington Gore. The negotiation was broken off, and the
Commissioners (through the instrumentality of Mr. Kelk) obtained
possession of the land for which the Government had been treating. This
was known as the " Gore House Estate," and consisted of 2IJ acres, with a
frontage to Kensington-road of between 500 and 600 feet. The sum paid
for it was £60,000.
Availing themselves of the ample powers conferred by the Crown in a

supplemental charter, dated 2nd December, 1851, which allowed them to
invest the surplus fund " in such manner as they might think fit," and to
" hold lands and hereditaments in any part of her Majesty's dominions, and
to apply or dispose of them" at their own pleasure, the Commissioners
passeda resolution authorizing the outlay of a sum not exceeding £130,000
in the purchase of land (including their first purchase), on condition that
the Government would engage to recommend to Parliament the contri-
bution of a similar amount, for a separate, or joint account, or for division,

as might afterwards be determined.
Having obtained an assurance of support from the Government, the

Commissioners next turned their attention to the land adjoining the Gore
House Estate, and bought 48 acres of the Baron de Villars for £153,500,
paying down a deposit of £15,000.

In fulfilment of the promise given by the Government, the Chancellor of
the Exchequer (Mr. Disraeli), brought the subject before the House of
Commons (6th December, 1852), andjParliament granted £150,000. Even-
tually the Commissioners obtained a private Act to enable them to stop
certain roads and make new ones on tlieir property ; and they resolved to

advance a further sum of £15,000, retaining in their hands a balance of
£21,000}: for current expenses and contingencies. Application was made
to Parliament for a contribution, supplemental to the original vote, and a
grant was made of £25,000, which was subsequently increased to £27,500.
Tims a total fund of £342,500 was raised, of which £177,500 was voted by
Parliament, and £165,000 supplied by the Commissioners.

,

* Museum Bull ding and Collection of Animal Produce presented to the Government,
£7,47*j 1-23.—Append!.^ N, Fourtli Keport.

t Lord Seymour, Lord Colbomo, Sir Charles EastUke, Mr. Ewart, and Sir Riohard-
Westniacott.

t Tlie Exhibition surplus was £186,436 18s. 6d.—Third Ecport.
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The extent of land secured was 86 acres.

A -_. Cost Avcrege per acre
(indnding interest) (in lonnd numbers.)

Gore Honse Estate.... 21 .... £B0,8:i4 7 8 f3,9O0
Villars do 48 .... 15o,"ll3 11 .... 8^60
Harrington Estate and

booses in Gor&-
lane .... 17 .... —

Total 8«

Inconvenience having arisen from the joint tenancy as well as from in-
action, the partnership between the Government and the Commissioners
(in whom the legal title had been vested), was dissolved with mutual con-
«ent by means of a Bill, brought in by the Chancellor of the Exchequer and
Mr. Spooner, and which received the Royal Assent, 12th July, 1858. Under
this Act the lands of the Commissioners were released upon repayment by
them of the monies granted in aid of their funds.

The monies set forth in the Act as due consisted of the Parliamentary
grants before mentioned, together with a moiety of the net rents received
up to 31st March, 1858, amounting to .£3,879 4s. 2d., and made altogether
the sum of £181,379 4s. 2d. Under clause 2 of the said Act the Govern-
ment retained the piece of land, containing 12 acres, in the occupation of
the Department of Science and Art, together with the buildings tliereon,

known as the South Kensington lluseum. The value set on these twelve
•cres was £60.000, and the Royal Commissioners repaid the difference, or
jE121,379 4s. 2d., with a loan from the Commissioners of Greenwich
Hospital of £120,000 at 4 per cent., on mortgage of their estate. In order
to defray the yearly interest, the outlying portions of the property, four
in number, and containing about 12 acres, iu lots of, respectively, 3J*,
21, 5|, and 1 J acres, were let on building leases.

The estate is thus distributed :

—

Kctained by the Government for the Department of
Science and Art abont 12

Leased to Horticultural Society 22
Lent to the Society of Arts for the International

Exhibition of 1862 „ lef
Outlying pieces let for building purposes „ 12
Devoted to roads ,»• „ 9
tlnappropriated „ 15

Total 86
The space which remains at the disposal of the Commissioners lies

partly along Prince Albert's-road on the west, Kensington-road on the
north, and Exhibition -road on the east of the main square. At the corner
ofKensington and Exhibition-roads a small property of two acres, belong-
ing to Lord Auckland, called Eden Lodge, intervenes.
The acreage of the unappropriated land is as follows :

—

Prontage. Acres.
Prince Albert's-road W (abont) 8J
Kenangton-road N. „ 4
Exhibition-road B. „ SJ
Over the entrance to the Horticultural

gardens, which would have to be
archedover T. „ i

Total 15

In a Parliamentary paper, ordered bj' the House of Commons to be
printed February 15, 1860, is a report from a Special Committee of the
Trustees of the British Museum. It is there assumed that a site can be
had at South Kensington for £5,000 an acre. The joint ownership was
cancelltd in January, 1859, and from that time the Commissioners have
had an absolute right to dispose of this land on any terms they please.
When their attention was drawn to the above-given statement,^ they
considered what sum they would be prepared to take for these (or any
portion of these) 15 acres, if application were made to them, and they de-
rided to ask £10,000§ an acre, and £5,000 per acre for that part—a quarter
of an acre—where the necessity of arching over the ground under the
agreement with the Horticultural Society would leave no ground floor

space available. The marketable value of the land would, it is believed,
hi understated at £20,000 an acre ; for a piece of about 2J acres, on the
west side of Prince Albert's-road and south of Gore-road, is let on lease
for 99 years at a ground rent equivalent to £20,000. Here the frontage
was valued at £3 per foot by a depth of about 200 feet, and that on the
east side of Prince Albert's-road is considered to be also worth £3,
whereas the frontage to Kensington-road cannot be put at less than £4 a
foot by 200 feet deep; so that, adopting the same proportion, the value per
acre would actually be £26,000 or £27,000 ; and this for land which was
bought ten years ago at £3,000.
The main square of the estate, bounded by the four great roads, con-

tains about 55 or 56 acres, of which 53 belong to the Commissioners.
The remainder, about 2 acres, is (as already stated) the property of Lord
Auckland, and situate at the north-east corner, fronting to Kensington-
road.

The property is laid out upon the principle of erecting buildings round
the border only of the square, leaving the centre unbuilt upon. The
latter, to the amount of 22i acres, is let to the Horticultural Society on a
lease of 31 years from the 1st of June, 1861, at a contingent rental if they
earn profits. The lease is renewable for a further period of 31 years,
<Hi application being made two years previous to the expiry of the

( - .—

—

,

• A portion of thU land (on whicii the honsea called Quecn's-gatc-terrace are built), is
OBOiaoged for land bolonging to Mr. Aldridge, in Kcnsington-roart, eastward of Gore-lane.

t Four more acres were aftcr%vardR allowed to bo temiKirarily taken for the annexe.
t Founded CT-idently on the price allowed by the Lords of the Treasury for the space in

the occnpation of the Science and Art Department.
5 Probably thin decision applies only to five acres, or thereabouts, which are talked of as

zequiied for the British Museum.

first term. In case the Commissioners decline to renew the lease they are
to pay to the Society, by way of compensation, a sum of not less than
£15,000, and which, in certain contingencies, may be greater. The Com-
missioners, having undertaken to erect arcades and execute earthworks at
a cost of £50,000, raised this amouiit by a second mortgage loan from
Greenwich Hospital, at the rate of 4i per cent, interest.

The 16 acres lent to the Society of Arts for the International Exhibition,
are granted, rent free, up to the 31st of December, 1862, and will be re-
served for another Exhibition in 1872, on payment of £10,000. A plot,

on which stand the picture galleries facing Cromwell-road, is let on lease
for 99 years to the Society, on condition that the permanent buildings
shall be used solely for holding exhibitions, that they do not cover more
than an acre of ground, and that they have a sum expended on them at
first of not less than £20,000, to be increased, if required, by the Commis-
sioners, to £50,000, at the close of tlie Exhibition, in order to give the
facade a suitable architectural character, and to avoid any disfigurement
of the estate. The Trustees of the Exhibition subsequently obtained four
more acres between the Horticultural Gardens and Prince Albert's-road,
with the stipulation that they should build permanent walls to two
arcades and a roof to the south arcades in place of the temporary struc-
tures which the Commissioners had agreed to erect. In consideration of
the saving effected, the latter have agreed to credit the Trustees with a
sum of £1,300, if the Exhibition of 1862 should yield no profit.

' Mr. Bowring, in his evidence before the Committee on the British
Museum, speaks of the cost of the estate as £5,000 an acre. It will be
seen, from the items already given relating to the Gore House and Villars
estates, that 69 acres were bought at rather more than an average rate of

£3,000 an acre. With the plan before one, it is impossible to be blind to
the fact that it is precisely the two just mentioned properties with which
the public will have to deal, if at all. The nation could have had—indeed,
did own—the Gore estate at £3,000 an acre. Granting that from first to
last the cost has exceeded £5,000 on the average over the whole property

;

still, here is an advance of price to double the amount. We are to pay
£10,000, and this (as we have seen) is half, or less than half, the marketable
value.

The Commissioners say that they " offer the land at a lower price than
the market value, because they consider the British Museum to be an
important national institution. If Parliament wish to remove any part
of the collections to Kensington, the Commissioners are anxious to afford
every facility in their power, and feel that they should not deal with the
question as a purely mercantile transaction." Yet the sum asked has
something exceedingly like a "mercantile" look of 100 per cent, profit.

The Government can most certainly be alleged to be perfectly free from
any commercial taint, for they have evidently, somehow or other, made
rather a dubious bargain in the public interest.

It should be borne in mind that the money spent on the Commissioners'
estate has been applied in the most extraordinarily profitable manner.
The outlying land is let on building leases for ground-rents which pay the
interest of the loan from Greenwich Hospital. It is calculated that the
fee simple of them would, if sold, produce £120,000. The main square is

valued at £500,000. Here, then, we have the enormous amount of

£620,000, exclusive of the 12 acres retained by the Government, and
which are now supposed to be worth £100,000. The utmost penny that

the estate has cost has been £382,051 13s. 9d.*

* "We have been at some trouble to prepare the following :

—

Account of the Receipts and Expenditure of lier Majesty^s Commissioners f(yr the

Exhibition of imi, from 29» February, 1852, to 31s( December, 1860.

iVide third and fourth Reports.]

Receipts.
1852. £ s.

February 2!). Balance from general account being surplus ftmd carried to
estate account 186,436 18

1869.
January 12. "7alue iixed by the Lords of the Treasury for the land

retained by the Department of Science and Art 60,000
Loan from Commissioners of Greenwich Hospital 120,000

18G0.
April 27. Loan from Commissioners of Greenwich Hospital 50,000

DecemberSl, Rents, &c., received to this day £11,944 3
1859.

January 12. Deduct moieiy of rents paid to Government
up to 31st March, 1868. (Act 21 and 22,

Vict. c. 36.) 3,879 4 2
8,064 16

£424,801 14
Payments.

1860. £ s.

DecemberSl. Tor purchase of land, leases, &c £313,904 16 8
For making roads and improving estate .... 16,184 7 2
For surveyors' charges. Parliamentary and
law expenses 7,796 6 4

336,885 10
For interest on mortgage loan 6,213 2
J'or loss on sale of Exchequer Bills 757 15 5

6,970 15
For museum building and collection of animal produce
presented to the Government 7,476 12

For printing, ofiftce expenses, salaries, wages, &c 4,677 3
For repairs to houses £ 323 10 8
For taxes on houses 1,417 16 3

1,741 12

For outlay on arcadeson acconnt of contracts 24,300

382,0.51 13

By balance, cash, and eeoQritles 42,41^0

£424,501 14

a.
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Our opinion as to the removal of any portion of tlie British Museum
Collections to South Kinsiiigton has been fo recently jjivcn that «e need

not here repeat our ohjections. It is very possible that we have been

looking at the silver-side of the shield—(roni the point of the shilling

publicr Truly, to pass over to the golden-siJe— shall we say witli the

guinea folk ?— is to be sensible of a decided change in the etfect produced

on the mind. Whiit can be more agreeable and delightful than to drive

from the Park to tlie Horticultural Gardens, and stroll through the

grounds in genial siimnier weatlier, of which, in the budding leaves, we
begin to recognise tlie promise ? When satiated with tlie gardens to

lounge and eat ices in the arcades, and thence to pass to the picture

galleries in Cromwell-road ; or, if the Natural History Collections shall

be transferred to Kensington-gore, to gratify yet another taste : how very

pleasant is all this ! Let us not omit the South Kensington Museum, with

its multifarious olyccts. Then, if the National Gallery can be moved to

the same spot, and present towards the Park its (undesigned) grandiose

front, we know of no aristocracy that would be so well providtd as our

own with all that appeals to the finer and more cultivated feelings of a

humanity, which (we could almost doubt that) they share with the toilers

and workers of London.
Be it so. But let us make no pretence about consulting public con-

venience. Why not boldly confess that we held a Great Exliibhion ; that

a large surplus fund was built up of the contributions of the people ;
that

we talked and pottered, pottered and talked, till, at last, we contrived the

most charming places of recreation for the idle and the wealthy within

the closest neighbourhood of their usual gay haunts ; that we went to

Parliament and charmed to sleep the senators, who, though they arrogate

to themselves the title of the people's champions, yet raise their bold

voices in any and every pLice but the right one ; that we moved our

national collections of pictures and natural history ; and, more than all,

that we actually succeeded in making everybody believe that we could do

and did all these things for their benefit, pot in the interest of a section,

but in that of the whole public ?

Our columns may yet have to record the successful, though gradual,

prosecution of these schemes which appear to be ripening. When we
remember the weighty names and high influence that can and will

infallibly be brought to bear, the issue seems no longer doubtful. Well,

we shall have had the satisfaction of having uttered one protest, and

shall enjoy the consolation of knowing that, to the last, we deuied and

denounced the invention of the centre of Ijondon.

NOTES FROM THE PROVINCES.
Hereford.—The Corn Exchange of this City has just received the addition of a

clock turret, fitted up with illuminated dials. The upper portion of the turret

contains the bell, and is surmounted by a figure of " Ceres." The total cost of

the works is about £250. Messrs. Elmslie, Fratiey, and Haddon, architects)

designed and superintended the works, which were executed by Mr. Beavan.

2'Ae Mersey Voclml—On the recommendation of a special committee the

Mersey Dock Board on Thursday agreed to construet.new warehouse for the com
trade, and new graving docks on the Herculaneum estate, at a total cost of

£201,000.
Notiinglwm.—The directors of the Ancient Order of Odd Fellows, some time

since, determined on erecting an Imperial Hall for the purposes of their Order in

Nottingham ; the building to be also available for musical concerts and public

assemblages. The site selected is at the juntion of Sheep-lane and Upper Parlia-

ment-street. The frontage to Parliament-street will be upwards of 140 feet, and

to Sheep-lane 160 feet. A by no means inconsiderable advantage which tlie build-

ing of the hall holds out, is the opportunity of improving the approach to the

Market place. The building is to be Italian in character, having pavilion-roofed

turrets at the corners, enclosing the staircases—of which there will be four. The
principal front will have on the ground story an arcaded entrance of three open-

ings, leading to a vestibule, given access to the two principal staircases. In the

east iront, there will be eleven shops, divided by rasticated piers, irom which

spring semicircular arches. The division between the ground and upper story,

is marked by a Doric cornice, with carved consoles, and triglyphs. There is a

series of eight Corinthian pilasters and columns on the upper story of the Parlia-

ment-street front. The towers rise somewhat higher than the adjoining

balustrading. The roof will be a conspicuous feature. The ridging of the main
roof having open iron work, partly gilt. The whole exterior will be faced with

the best pressed bricks and Holliugton stone, the latter predominating. This

stone has been decided upon as being not affected by the acids of the atmosphere
of towns, and as being very durable. As to the interior: on the ground floor,

occupying the space not devoted to the sliops, will be a room capable of accom-
modating four hundred persons, and not less than seventeen feet high. The rest

of the space not occupied by staircases will be divided into rooms available for the

fiurposes of the order. The accommodation in the upder story will consist of a

arge room, capable of seating 2,.500 persons, and about 140 feet long by 60 feet

wide. At the south side there will be a recess for the organ ; but she orchestra

will not be recessed. On each side of the hall there will be a gallery which, at

the Parliament-street, or north end, will extend over the entrances from the stair-

cases. The front of the gallery will be curved. The orchestra, instead of being
entered from below, will have the approach from the gallery staircase, at the

south end. The ceiling will be slightly coved at the sides and ends, and deep
panels and projecting mouldings will be avoided, " so that nothing will impede
the transmission of sound in smooth unbroken volume to the furthest parts of the
hall.' Mr. Bakewell is the architect.

The Albebt Statue at Liverpool.—We uentioned some time ago
that the Corporation of Liverpool had voted a sum for an equestrian statue to the
late Prince Consort. The commission to execute this work has been given to

Mr. Thornjcroft.

MEDIEVALISM AND BEAUTY.
BEAUTIFUL, undoubtedly, are the Mediaeval work*. There is beauty

in their plans and general forms; there is bcanty in the most cha-

racteristic and prominent features, such as the pointed form of their

arches and the intersection of the ribs of their vaulted roof». Springing

from the stem-like vaulting shalts, and gracefully bending, like the leal-

laden boughs of a tree, to meet each other half-way, beautiful are the

leafy bosses which adorn the union of these meeting members ; beautiful

are the tiles that lie beneath our feet as we solemnly enter the church ;

beautiful is the glass, saint enriched, that fills the windows above the

stalls; beautiful, on the whole, is the carved foliage that adorns tho

capitals and other parts of these wonderful buildings ; beautiful is the

expression and religious sentiment of tho sculptured figures. That all

these things are beautiful, no one can feel more than 1 do; but yet in this

present age it is useful to point out that, in taking old work or old

principles as examples, we may have Mediasvalism without beauty, and
that in designing a Gothic building wo have a choice to make. And what
is that choice ?

A few years ago we necessarily were bound not to design any building

so as to use any ornaments in the details for which we could not find a
precedent, for we were then learning the true spirit and feeling of the

style. We now, having accomplished a great degree of perfection ia

copying or reproduction, have arrived at taking rather the principles than

the actual ornaments. We design, i.e., really originate, new forms of

buildings with new forms of ornaments in the Gothic manner; this is our

present position. What is, then, the choice which each of us, in designing

such buildings, has to make ? It is in the property or qualiflcation that

the buihling shall possess when it is finished. Will our end be full^

accomplislied when our building is finished, when the last scaffold is

removed from above the spire, if that building is in every respect, as

regards its spirit, its kind of ornament, its general effect, its proportions,

a Gothic building ? Or shall we be not satisfied unless every form, every

detail, every sculptured figure, every carved leaf, pleases us as artists }

every colour not according to some ancient rule, but in accordance witU

the very latest investigation of tlie harmonies of colour, and the laws

which cause beauties of colour in nature ? Or, in other words, our choice

lies between Media-valism and Beauty.

Are we such strict antiquaries that tho style of ornament that pleased

the architects of the thirteenth century necessarily pleases us? or are we
so keenly alive to the beautiful tliat we quickly see that in designing a
similar building to those that have been built before, beautiful as they are,

that there is yet room for improvement? And so, wherever tlie two things-

correct Medievalism and artistic beauty— seem to clash, we should

instinctively throw over the MediKvalism to obtain the beauty.

In visitiiig some of our best nineteenth-century Gothic buildings, I

think few unprejudiced observers can come to any other conclusion than

that in many beauty is certainly sacrificed to Medisevalism.'and that even

in the most beautiful and the most original of such works that great

improvement would have been seen if many of the ornaments had

been submitted by the designer to the test of his own unbiassed taste

and artistic genius as to whether they were really beautiful, and not at

once admitted into his building without e.xamination because strictly ia

accordance with Mediajval principles. To explain, perhaps, more clearly

what I mean, let us take a few of those architectural features that are

more particularly open to the loss of the beauty they might possess, oa

account of either the habit, or the deliberate choice of Medieval example

in their forms, in negligence, or in defiance of the pursuit of beauty.

Take the capital of a column or pier, even in so important a position as

supporting the chancel arch. Artistic feeling would say, choose the most

beautiful, the most pure, the most holy forms in earth or heaven for such

a position, and, indeed, in many great examples Mediaevalism says and

does so too; but in other instances Mediaivalism says, put two ugly

monsters entwined together, singularly ugly and inappropriate for orna-

ments to capitals at all, especially in the place that I have mentioned, yet

in some modern cases beauty and feeling have been rejected and the

quaintest Mediaevalism chosen.

Is it window tracery—an architectural feature unusually capable of

beautiful treatment, and affording wonderful opportunity for original and

artistic design? How often do we see buildings, otherwise beautiful, dis-

figured by forms of window tracery having no artistic beauty at all, and

no merit at all, except being similar in actual form, or else in principle, to

those in some inferior Mediajval building, for we cannot shut our eyes to the

fact that Mediffival builaings were liable to be good and bad in some degree,

even if by the traditions or means of handing down the art the varieties

of work were not so great as they are at present.

In plate tracery especially the artistic feeling for beauty of outline is

more particularly called into play ; the forms of the bright flowrets, or

stars, filled with many-coloured glass, are very important when seen from

within the church ; and the form of the dark stars or flowers, as seen froin

the exterior, require all the careful and experienced skill of the artist. I

do not say that you will not fiud some of the very best and most beautiful

forms for these purposes in Medieval work, but I do say that if you .are in

the habit of taking any form from old examples, without sufficiently con-

sidering whether they are beautiful, or have suflBciently determined to

make beauty your object in the selection, you are very likely, owing to

your antiquarian prejudices, to produce a result which will be qtute tho

reverse.
. , ,

Then, with figure sculpture, no doubt that Jfediisval expression as louna

in the sculpture of those times is good ; no doubt but that it is, in its deep

religious feeling and purpose, a thousand times better than that of tof
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later Benaissance ; vrlien it became the fashion in all works of art, as llus-

kin truly says, to deny Christianity. No doubt but that sculpture, like

that of oM, with all its crudeness and faultiness of proportion, was a

thousand times better than the most refined works of sculpture of a few
years ago, when pagan subjects were still the fashion, and the denial of
Christianity in all matters of art was equdly apparent.
No doubt we ouiiht to welcome with joy, not only the revival of Gothic

architecture, but thereriral ofthegomi old habit of offering our best gifts

of art and of skill to the service of religion. We now once more have begun
to give to that service our roost precious materials, our deepest thoueht,
our most careful study of old works, and our greatest genius in the designing

ofnew buildings in the olden manner. Can we not, then, brinit our very
highest powers into this service, our imagination, our highest appre-
ciation of natural and artistic beauty.
During the time that Gothic, or purely Cliristian, architecture slumbered,

there is no doubt, that in spite of the true end and purpose of art having

been lost, that great perfection was attained in painting and sculpture by
the diligent study of the antique. Can we, now that our minds are again set

in the old path), gain nothing of beauty and perfection of figure design

from those intervening ages ? When the Romans became Christians, they

cast their eyes around the imperial architecture of Rome to see whether

anything could be consecrated to the service of their new faith. They
rejected the temples that had been used for heathen worship, but

they chose the beautiful basilicas and converted them to tlieir

own use. So, then, in Gothic sculpture, let us firmly retain the religious

expression—let us, in painting and sculpture, more than wu ever liave

before, consecrate our talents to sacred subjects. But why our apostles

and saints should not be as correctly and naturally proportioned, why they

(honld not be as beautiful in form or countenance as Apollo and Venus;

why they should not engross the time, attention, and talents of our

greatest sculptors and painters, I know not. Let us reject the pagan sub-

jects, but not the pagan knowledge of form; let us leave the Greek poets,

but not the Greek love for poetry and poitic feeling; let otlier subjects

but the Goddess of Beauty engage our chisels and our pencils; but let us

not lose the ancient love for beauty. Grasp firmly Christian feeling,

Christian expression ; let us hold firmly the love of truth; but surely it

docs not show our love of nature, or of the great Author of it, to imi)ly

—

as much of our art at the present time seems to do—that, to be true to

nature, we must reject the beautiful. Singular is it, in the sister art of

painting, that a rejection of the highest forms of beauty and imagination

should have come in simultaneously with the greater love and closer study

of nature. It seems to me that it is because the painters of the reforming

school base their principles too much, even to a blind imitation, on the old

manner of the masters before Ratfaelle, instead of merely introducing as a

reform a more genuine and careful study of nature, without mixing up
the pre-Raffaellite masters in the matter, and so giving scope for the error

of introducing many of their shortcomings along with the increased study

from nature. Certain it is that a great and blind antiquarian love of any

bygone style is always destructive to the artistic and progressive develop-

ment of any art. A love that will not brook any alteration—a love that

is sure to think any design beautiful simply because it belongs to that

style, without any careful analysis of its own individual merits, must
necessarily make us put much into a design that the old designers them-

selves, very probably, were not satisfied with, and which they would not,

probably, repeat, if they had the opportunity of designing it again. It is,

indeed, very well to study and be perfectly acquainted with all tlie styles

that have prevailed before our time; it is better still, in my opinion, to be

still more perfectly acquainted witli one particular style or section of a

style, and to practise in it; but we should take care that our being anti-

quaries does not interfere with our being artists, and that our power of

discriminating at a glance whether this or that detail belongs to this or

that style, or whether it is correct to use it, does not bias our artistic

judgment as to whether or not it really looks well and pleasing in its place

when we have used it—or, in other words, whether, while it is in correct

accordance with the chosen Mediaeval style, it is really beautiful.

For, although granting that Mediaeval work of the best periods is mostly

beautiful, I cannot give in to the dictum that, because it is old, it must be

beautiful. Let us lay hold of the leading principles, because, when used

before, they certainly produced beauty, and therefore will, if artistically

followed, produce it again. But let us use our individual talent and
judgment, so that progress and development may he the result, and that

each building raised may be more beautiful than tlie last. And, as one

source of great beauty that is much neglected, I would ask why, in so many
of our modern buildings—although the Oxford Museum is an honourable
exception—while the style of Mediaeval art in which the window traceries

and many other details are most beautiful, is more followed at the present

time than any other, the Media>val example of that style is not followed of

decorating the carved portion of the building with natural foliage instead

of a quaint conventional form.
In our English buildings of the time alluded to most beautiful examples

of natural foliage may be seen, so that it would seem that, where Mediae-

Talism and undeniable beauty go hand in hand together, then, and then
only, it is departed from. The truth and honesty of purpose in the

material of our best buildings at the present time is highly commendable.
The purest style of Mediaeval art is, for the most part, selected. So far,

again, it is well. We have begun to produce buildings differing greatly

from all that have been built before, and essentially our own. That, again,

is good. We are now introducing much both of painting and sculpture
into our buildings. That is a subject for congratulation ; but still many
^ building is undoubtedly marred by the severe and hard conrentionalisni

in figures, drawing of coloured decoration, painted glass, and carved
foliage, and we still have in many instances to regret that in these parti-

culars much of the beauty of the building is often sacrificed to Media;-
valism. II. D.

RAILWAY EMBANKMENT TO FRANCE.
" "VTEPTITNE," writing to the Whitehaven Hernlil, proposes—"An pin-

J-1 bankment carried across the Channel, formed of rocky and rubble
materials, obtainable in plentiful abundance on the coasts of Enjjland and
France, adjacent to the site for the work, appears to me the soundest scheme

;

and as the surplus labour available in the Western States of Europe aud of all

Great Britain would be fortlieoniing for such an undertaliing, the cost of con-
structing it, though a mighty work, would not be so serious a matter as may at
first appear. The sectional form of the embankment should not be exactly "that

of ordniary railway embankments. It would have a level flat surface for the
various lines of rails of ditterent companies, which would be about 30 feet above
the level of the sea at high water, and having a mound of rock on each side

(tlieir use being obvious) 20 feet high, and 40 to 50 feet at the base, and angular,
or parabolic shaped. The level flat surface for the railways would be a mile
across, from inside of mound to inside. The sides of the embankment would
slope down into the sea at an angle of 45 degrees at level of high water, and,
spreading out as they approach the bottom, would afford ample space for the
raging billows rolling along the Channel during a winter storm to expend their
fury. There would have to be a lofty lighthouse, either in the centre of tlie

embankment, showing a revolving brilliant light, oraHgbthouse on each side, one
showing a red and the other a green light, stationary. The site for the embank-
ment would be chosen as nearly opposite to the boldest ])0int3 of the rocky ac-
clivities of the two coasts as jiracticable, with the object of carrying a cutting
through for the lines of rail, which operation would be the commencement of the
undertaking, as it would afford a large amount of rocky material with which to

,

start the embankment. I am bold to say that if the French and English.!
Governments once granted their approval and consent to the scheme, aud would

,

further profler their assistance of the most skilful engineers and sappers J

and miners, together wi'h a troop of the most reliable and energetic]
portion oftheir unoccupied armies, in conjunction with a small army of labourers

J
collected out of the various states and provinces of Western Europe and Great!
Britain, and further, if the two Governments would engage to provide the re-

j

quisite appliances and an unlimited supply of powder out of the stocks lying ini
their various arsenals, I am prepared to say this important undertaking would ^

be carried out to a successful issue at comparatively a very moderate cost in the i

short space of six or seven years from its commencement. The arrangements, of
course, should be all made under the guidance and management of eminent civil

engineers of this country and France. After carryhig the cuttings through,
say two miles to three miles wide, until they hnd a proper level inland
for joining the various lines of rail on the continent, and within
certain limits, and calculating how far the operation of quarrying
and exploding the rock would be required to obtain a sufficiency of
material to complete the work—the solid contents of the rock required to make
the whole embankment being known—the measurements would then be easily

taken of the adjacent cliffs to find out the extent it would be required to prosecute
the quarry operations to furnish the material. The next operation would be

,

quarrying laterally to the direction of the embankment upon the edge and
j

parallel with the two sea coasts, and until the embankment was flnisheil. It is
j

a very simple calculation to ascertain to what Umit these quarrying operations.!

should be extended, knowing the solid contents of the material required to com-]
plete the undertaking. The iron rails now in use on the lines of this country]
and the continent are not of sufficietit strength and substance to convey the

'

weights that they would be required to bear ; and it would be, therefore, neces-

1

sary to have manufactured rails of, say fifty to seventy-five per cent, larger]
sectional area. The tilt waggons and locomotive engines would have to be of a

j

ponderous description in size, strength and power, to convey the immense
j

weights they would be required to carry over the embankment. Powerfu |

cranes would also be required to lift the immense masses of rock that would have
'

to be conveyed along the line to the sea coast and along the embankment to be
deposited on the bed of the channel.

As far as I have gone, the first thought that will strike the reader is the fact

that the passage of the channel for shipping is completely blocked up. To
obviate the inconvenience thus occasioned to the free navigation of shipping

through Dover Straits, I have next to propose that we make what I shall for my
present purpose designate double harbours of refuge on both sides of the channel,

the sites of which should be at the extremities of the embankment somewhat
inland. The harbours would consist of a basin on each side of the embankment,
for ailmitting the vessels arriving from the Atlantic or the North Sea side of the

channel, until they gain admittance into the floating dock. The latter would he

made inside of the basins, and at each side of the embankment, say about one
mile apart, or in a line with the mounds, and being joined by a lock of sufficient

width to allow shipping to pass of the largest tonnage. The use and object of

these harbours is then explained. To further develop the idea, the writer says, a
Grand Trunk Railway would be the next ojieration, carrying it across Europe,
through Belgium and the southern districts of Germimy, making a bormg
through the Alps range of mountains, and crossing Turkey in Europe, passing

the liosphorus, through Turkey in Asia, across Persia, Cabool, and, going near

the southern base of the Himalaya inountaitis, continued on to China as tiar as

Pekin. The amount of wealth required to work out this vast scheme no doubt

ntay be a great obstacle to its present achievement, but the day is not so very far

distant when it will be a work of sheer necessity from the force of circumstances

now arising.

The Ne^w Street in Southwark.—A return has been issued showing
the date of all purchases made by the Metropolitan Board of Works of property

required for the purposes of the new street from High-slreel, Southwark, to

Stamford-street, and the sum spent, together with many other particulars re-

lating to the purchases. The aggregate amount of purchase money paid is

£372,054. The sums paid for land tax amount to £330. The aggregate amount
of interest paid by the Board OR (PPUey boii'owed for t|ie purposes ot th? net?

street is £31,89jJ,
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MARC ISAMBAKD BRUNEL.*

MARC ISAMBARD BRUNEL was born at Hacqiieville, in Normandy,

on tlie 23tli of April, 1763. Tlie name, says his biograplier, is fonnd

at every period in the ancient records of the province, and tlie privilece of

Muitre'des Posies of the district seems to have been an inheritance of the

family. At eight years of age, and shortly after his mother's death, he

was sent to the College of Gizors, it being intended that he slionld succeed

to a living in the gift of the family, but his evident dislike of this life, and

the predilection he always evinced for mechanics and construction induced

his father, most unwillingly, however, to send him to a friend, JI. F. Car-

pentier, at Rouen, under whose directions he then first studied drawing

and hydrography with the view of qualifying him to enter the navy. We
learn nothing of Brunei's life from 1786 to 1792, e.vcept that he " seems to

have been actively engaged in his profession;" but in 179.3, when the reign

of terror commenced, he with difficulty obtained a passport to America,

and sailed from Havre on the 7th of July, landing at New York on the

6th of September. Finding here the French squadron, he joined the

company of M. Pharoux, an architect and surveyor, and M. Besjardins,

who were then organising, on the part of a French company, the survey of

a tract of land near Lake Ontario, of over 220,000 acres. These three,

supplied with a few axes and fowling-pieces, and accompanied by four

Indians only, set out to explore and map a region previously scarcely

known.
Mr. Beamish has been unable to furnish us with any correspondence or

notes relating to the undertaking, and we next meet with young Brunei

on his return to Albany and New York. During the return journey the

three travellers made the acquaintance of a Mr. Tliurman, an American
loyalist, who engaged them to survey a line for a canal to connect the

river Hudson with lake Champlain. This, says his biographer, became

the turning point of Brunei's life. He had intended to return to his own
country should tranquillity be restored and a constitutional government

be established; but fortuitous connection with Mr. Thurman determined

his destiny—" France and her brilliant naval service was abandoned for

America, and the humble profession of a civil engineer."

The direction of operations devolved on M. Pharoux, but that gentleman

soon resigned in favour of Brunei, who, in his new capacity of director,

turned his attention to the improvement of the navigation of rivers. Here

his natural bent of mind greatly aided him, and "his ingenuity soon

suggested the means of freeing their beds from masses of rock and embedded
trees, and, by lateral cuts, of evading falls and cataracts which rendered

navigation not only dangerous but often impracticable." He may, there-

fore, continues Mr. Beamish, be considered as the pioneer of those great

inland communications which have tended so largely to promote the com-
mercial prosperity of the States.

Having thus, " in less than twelve months, achieved a name and secured

an independence," Brunei prepared drawings in competition for new council

buildings, and his designs were accepted, but, owing to the cost of carrying

them into execution, the scheme was abandoned; soon after plans were

required for a theatre in New York, and, with considerable modifications

of the former design, Brunei's were accepted. The work, however, failed

to procure him any direct pecuniary benefit, and the building was
destroyed by fire in 1821.

Brunei was next appointed Chief Engineer of New York. There exists

no record of his practice in that city, but it is said that he received but

inadequate reward for his services, notwithstanding which he declined to

accede to invitations to return to his own country. Among the subjects

to which he first directed his attention during his stay in America was
the manufacture of ships' blocks by machinery.

On January 20, 1799, Brunei sailed from the American shores bound
for England, landing at Falmouth in March following, here, spon after, he
married Miss Sophia Kingdom.
Brunei took out his first patent in England in May, 1 799, for a " dupli-

cate writing and drawing apparatus "—what is now termed a manifold

writer; in principle it resembled the pantograph. Soon after he invented

a machine for twisting cotton threads and winding it into balls. It was
very generally adopted, but as it was not protected by a patent, the

inventor received but little remuneration. He also, about this time,

devised a little machine for the use of indolent whist players, by which
the cards were, by simply turning a handle, efi'ectually mixed, divided into

four equal parts, and presented to the players. This machine was given

to Lady Spencer.

Mr. Beamish next advances, at some length, Brunei's claim to be the

author of block machinery,—an honour which has been claimed for Sir

Samuel Benthani. To this point the author devotes some forty-five pages in

vindication of his hero's rights. He says "Where fifty men were necessary

to complete the shells of blocks previous to the erection of Brunei's

machinery, four men only are now required ; and that to prepare the

sheaves, six men can now do the work which formerly demanded the

labour of sixty. So that ten men can accomplish with uniformity, celerity,

and ease, that which formerly required the uncertain labour of one hun-
dred and ten."

In 180.5 Brunei suggested an apparatus for bending limber, and took
out a patent for sawing timber in an easy and expeditious manner. The
improvement consisted in the modes of laying and holding the piece of

wood in the carriage or drag ; in the facility of shifting the saw from one
cut to another ; and in the practicability of sawing both ways, either

* Memoir of the Life of Sir Marc Tsambard Brunei, Civil Eng:ineer,yice-President of the
Eoyal Society, corresponding member of the Institute of France, Sic, &c. By RlcnAIlD
Beamish, F.R.S. 8vo, pp. 35!i. Longman and Co.

towards or from the saw. In the following year ho patented a machine
for cutting veneers, and in 1808 a circular saw.

In the same year he received a grant of i;4,.500 for services rendered to

the Royal Arsenal, Woolwich, and removed to Lindsey-row, Chelsea,
having erected at Battersea saw mills, in which he invested all his avail-

able money, with the hope that he had thereby secured a provision for bit

family and his own declining years. This hope, however, was not to be
realised.

Brunei next took out a patent, 1810, for improrementa in obtaining
motive power, and in 1811 submitted a comparative statement to the
Navy Board, which exhibiled the importance of substituting machinery
in the dockyards for the handwork then emiiloyed. We next find him
actively and successfully employed in superintending works at Chatham;
then in the development of a scheme for making shoes for the army, in

which he invested large sums of money, the greater part of which was
lost, owing to a reprehensible want of decision on the part of Government
and the conclusion of peace.

In 1814 he made his first experiment on the Thames, with a double-

acting marine steam-engine. Having accomplished his voyage to Margate
he was desirous of obtaining accommodation for the night, but this wr.s

not so easy. So strong was the prejudice which the new mode of transit

excited in the minds of the inhabitants, particularly those connected with

the sailing packets, that, blind to their future interest, they threatened

personal injuiry to Brunei, and the landlord of the hotel absolutely

refused to provide him with a bed. Twenty-two years later, on visiting

Ramsgate on business connected with the proposed railway, he wrote to

Mr. Beamish :
—" If they knew at this moment that I come to carry oflT the

cargoes of the steamers to Ramsgate, I might probably share the same
fate."

Brunei seems to have been always devising and inventing, and we next

find him engaged in designs for a bridge over tlie Neva, at St. Petersburg,

in which he proposed to construct a framing of carpentry capable of form-

ing an arch 880 feet span. The condition of the Imperial treasury, how-
ever, prevented its being carried into execution. The design is shown by
Mr. Beamish in a plan and elevation.

By this time the sawing establishment at Battersea had fallen into

ine.xtricable confusion as regards financial matters, and in August, 1814, %
fire broke out, which in two hours nearly destroyed works which had been

valued at £24,000. Brunei's resources, liowever, seldom failed to assist

him, and the right wing of the building and the steam-engine having been

saved, he at once sought for means to repair his great loss ; this was not

so readily obtained, for out of a capital of £10,000 in October, in June
following there remained but £865. But " still relying," says Brunei,
" upon the pecuniary aid I could bring in, I pushed the enterprise w-ithout

interruption. Availing myself of the experience I had acquired, I directed

my attention to all tlie improvements that could be introduced consistent

with our scanty means." But many a " sad to-morrow came and went

"

before he received substantial relief, which at last came in a grantof £5,000

from Government.

Restored to his home, says Mr. Beamish, with a heart grateful for the

liberality which had been accorded him, we find him resuming the general

supervision of the works at Chatham, and in designing, under the authority

of Government, saw-mills for the Island of Trinidad. Soon after, 1821-22,

a commission was issued by the French Government to obtain designs for

suspension bridges, to be erected on the Island of Bourbon, and Brunei was
applied to. The span to be crossed was only 122 feet, but the locality was
subject to "hurricanes moving with a velocity of 120 to 150 feet in a

. second, to resist which his ingenuity, in the absence of authority, was
sufficiently taxed. The designs were accepted by the French Government,

and a contract was concluded between Brunei and the French Minister for

£7,000, the work to be executed in four months. But here the same
fatality which had already marred Brunei's commercial prosperity was

found still to cling to him. From various causes the work was delayed,

and Brunei, in December, 1822, entered a formal protest against the breach

of contract, "thereby," he says, "subjecting me to great loss and injury,and to

have the bridge, when completed, rejected." Brunei records in his journal,

15th January, 1823—" The cold so intense that cast iron 15 inches by 10

inches was broken."

Passing over several years, during which Brunei was as actively employed

as ever in devising various contrivances, we come to the " great and

final effort of his ^ingenuity and skill"—the Thames TunneL In 1818 he

took out a patent for a machine of iron, forming auger-like cells for the

miners, and which shouM be forced forward with a rotary motion by

hydraulic presses, displacing only so much ground as the machine would

occupy in its place ; and in 1824 the first general meeting of the promoters

of the tunnel was held in the L<mdo:i Tavern, when 2,128 shares of £50

each were taken up. Brunei was appointed engineer to the company, with

the salary of £1,000 per annum for three years, the period which it was

considered the work would take to complete ; and in addition to his salary

he was to receive £5,000 when the body of the tunnel was carried sixty

feet bevond each side of the river, and a further sum of £5,000 when the

first public toll under the Act of Parliament was received for the use of

the proprietors. Mr. Beamish, who assisted Brunei in the work, gives a

. detailed account of the progress of the work, with all its successes and

failures, from its commencement until it was opened to the public on the

25th March, 1843. Within fifteen weeks from that date " upwards of one

million of visitors had done homage to the directing spirit of the Thames

Tunnel." Brunei had, however, succumbed to the long and uninterrupted

strain on his faculties; paralysis had already exhibited itself; and although

he was able to be present at the opening ceremony, and lived until the 21st
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December, 1S49, liU professioual labours terminated witli the completion of
his greatest work.

Tlu-re are some pages in Mr. Beamish's volimie which we wouW rather
see expunged in a future edition, but he has given us many interesting
details of Brunei as an engineer.

ON KETAINIXG WALLS.

AT a niMtinsl of the Civil and Mechanical Engineers' Society on the 27th
of March, 1S62, Mr. W.vi.ter Rutt read a paper on Retaining Walls, in

thecoursc of which he said a retaining wall may yield bodily in three ways :

—

Ist, It may tun) over, revolving forwanl upon the foremost point of its base.

2nd. it may slip forwanl, while still retaining its erect position.

3rd. The earth may yield to tJie pnssure of the superincumbent weight.
The same llitee things may occur within the substance of the wall itself,

^iz. :

—

Ist. A portion of the wall may break loose from the lower part and fall

forwanl.
2nd. The upper part may slide upon the course below it.

Urd. The material of which the wall is composed may be crushed by the
pressure.

The effect of the earth upon the wall was then treated of, It being considered
that the prism of earili between the wall and the line of rupture had a tendency
to slide down the line of rnptnre ns down an inclined plane, thus exerting a
Sressure upon the waU at one-tliini of its height parallel to the line of rupture.
ly setting off a length in this direction to represent the pressure, and a vertical

length to represent the weight of the wall, the resultant pressure upon the base
isfouuil. If the centre of pressure fall within about three-eighths of the width
ofthe b.ise from its foremost edwp, it may be considered a sale proportion. The
farther back the centre of gravity of the wall lies the farther back will be the
centre of pressure, thus showing the advantage of giving a batter, and especially
a curved batter, to the wall. By considering each i>oint in the height of the
wallas the base of a distinct wall, it will be seen that the wall may taper oft' to a
point at the top, giving a triangular profile.

To prevint the courses sliding upon one another it is best to lay them square
witli the batter, sloping slightly downwards towards the back ; an inclined base
will also prevent the foot Of the wiiU from being pushed firward upon the earth
below it. The yielding of the earth below the foundations is a frequent cause of
Tailure, which should be guarded against by extended footings, or, in bail ground,
by the use of piles. A very good example of this is seen in the quay w,-!!! at
Kouen, which stands on a bank of soft mud, the river deepening rapidly
in front, and is supported upon a system of piles braced together by transverse
timbers.
Thus far walls of uniform section only have been considered ; but, by the use of

counterforts, the centre of gravity may be thrown further back, and an increased
strength be obtained with ihe same materials. Care must be taken to insure a
perfect bond between them and the body of the wall ; or, as in the case of the Old
Humber Dock, Ihe latter may be forced forward, leaving the counterforts some
feet behind. A still greater advantage is gained by plicing the buttre-3«s in front,
or by building deep piers at intervals with vertical arches between them,
which sysfeni has been adopted upon the Hampstead Junction and the Metro-
politan Raihvays.
Another p •irit requiring great attention U drainage. Earth saturated with

water not only being h.!avier, but its natural slope being greatlv flattened, its
action approximates to that of a dense column of fluid. On Ihe Huston incline of
the Xorth-Western Railway the sides of a cutting through the London clay are
supported by retaining walls about 2.5 feet high, having a curved batter ; the wall
upon one side bulged considerably, in consequence of the accumulation of water
behind it; the other one stood firm, the inclination of the strata acting as a
natural drain. The failing wall was operated upon bv boring through it and
inserting dr.iin-pipes, reaching 10 feet into the clay, which had the desired effect
Of letting off the water and preventing any further bulging. To make all sure,*
cast iron struts were thrown acro-!s from one wall to th? other. Iron srruts are
nsed with great advantage on the North London Railway, and also on the Metro-
politan Uailivav. In the latter case the walls are constructed on the principle of
deep piers of brickwork at intervals of 11' feet, having vertical brick arches
turned between them backed with concrete. They are carried up straight to a
height of 1-5 leet above the rails, where the struts are placed ; above this point
the face lias a batter of I in 8, Ihe back being still vertical. Tlie struts are made
in two lengths, bolted togetherin the centre, and stayed with T-irons, which run
longitudinally from one to the other. The feetof the piers are retained in position
by brick inverts, backed with concrete.
The material employed in retaining walls must necessarilv I'epend upon local

TOnaidcration, the necessarv qualifications being weight and resistance to crushing.
Where stone is very abundant dry walls may be uieil, aa is the case in a wall at
,Rowslcy, sustaining an embankment of the Midland Railway extension to
Buxton, about 2-5 ft. high. There being a quarrv in the immediate neighhour-
hood, It was built dry, of sandstone grit, 11 leet thick at the bottom, 5 ft. 6 in.
at the top, and with a batter of 1 in 4. Where mortar or cement is used the
work must not be exposed to great pressnre until it is well set. In the late ex-
tension of the Surrey Docks, owing to the sudden lowering of the water, portions
of one of the walls (although 20 (t. thick in brick and concrete) bulged to such
an extent as to necessitate reconstruction.

Concrete, from its cheapness and monolithic character, is a first rate material
for retaining walls: but, as it disintegrates upon exposure to the weather, it
should be protected with a facing of brick or stoue (good care being taken to in-
sure a perfect bond), as in the extension of the London Uoeks, at Shadwell, or by
Iron pilmif and plates, as in the Brunswick Whart, at Blackwall. Mr. Mallet's
ttucklcd plates are well adapted for this purpose.

^J^^ ^."i^.^" <*^'' C"X'K8--"P<'rf»rtion of mechanism."-«^f.r»m7 Pel.

rampUet. free for two i*Mn(« descriptive o( every con»truction ot w«t<;h, enable persons

iL^LF^^J^ world to select with the greatest certaintv the watch best adapted to

I iS^i-wJ^^^ f"oV"?' ?"'' ""'f ^y "<"" "" '^oipt of a remittance.
J. W. BKMSOH, 83 ti 3t, Ludgate-hiU, 40 & 47, Oornhill, London, K.O. Brtablished 1749.

THE LEONINE CITY, VATICAN.*
EOME may be considered as three distinct cities, each enclosed by ifsown walls

of as many distinct ages ; the largest of these, including the great bulk of
the population, occupies what was in olden time the Campus Martius, and the
Seven Hills; its walls, beginning at the Tiber, near the Flaminian gate, and
ending agam with the river below the Porta Ostiensis, date from the period of
the division of the empire between Arcadius and Honorius, towards the close of
the fourth century. I remember some years ago to have read a paper on the
walls and gates or this seven-hilled city, and I have no intention now to recur
to anything on that side of the Tiber. Let usj call this Urbs Homa, or " the
eitv."

the next portion, the Trastevero, is the Southwark of the metropolis. The
walls of Honorius originally enclosed little more than the space covered by the
Arx Janiculensis. They are now partly demolistied and partly in ruins, being
rendered usi less by the modern enclosure of Urban VIII., a!D. 1030. Those
Barberini walls begin near the Porta S. Spirito, and run up to the long ridge of
the Janieulum, enclosing the extensive villas Lanti and Corsini, culminating at
the Porta .S. Pancrazio, and descendhig again to the Porta Portesc. They very
well i)arried the siege of Rome by the French army in 1848, and are now prepared
for another in case of necessity ; but neither do I intend to speak of the Trans-
tiberine city which is defended by the walls of Pope Urban VIII. But there is

yet a third city which has its own walls and gates, and claims a history of its
own, belongs especially to the Popes, monopolises the Vatican Mount, contains
the great temple of Christendom and the palace of the sovereign pontiff, and,
though not more than three miles in circuit, may yet be destined to become an
empire of ilselt. This is the city to which now all eyes are turned, and on which
the eyes of Victor Emmanuel are fixed. I propose to offer you a history and de-
scription of this papal or Vatican City.

Tlie apjiellation of Janieulum may be applied to the whole range of hills
extending from the Montario to the Monte Mario, inclusive ; but the " Vaticani
Loci" do not properly reach beyond the vineyard of S. Onofrio ; the heights
which rise behind the basilica of St. Peter and above the pontifical palace form
the " Collis Vaticanus." In the days of Imperial Rome, this hill was covered
with vineyards, producing a very bad wine, which they called Vappa. If
etymologists may be trusted, it would seem that the spirit-rappers and table-
turners held their happy mediums here, for both Aulus Gilleus and Sextus
Poinpeius combine to persuade us that the bill derived its name from Vntes or
Vaticinia, which just means the fortune-tellers and necromancers of ancient
days, whose progeny will never die out as long as credulity and ignorance survive
to feed them. The tiill of prophecy, however, was accounted the most unhealthy
district beyond the Tiber, where", as Tacitus tells us, the mortality was the
greatest. The tradition that St. Peter was both crucified and burled in the
Vatican, invested this once sickly region with a sanctity which we need not seek
to disparage. As early as the age of Constantine, a large temple in the form of
a basilica was erected where Auacletus, Bishop of Rome, had constructed his
oratory over the traditional sepulchre of St. Petcir, A.D. 300.

_
But this basilica stood alone, and was not enclosed, nor any part of the Vatican

hill, until the ye.ir 848; and I am now to tell you how tliis most magnificent
suburb of Rome first became a city. After the dominion of the Goths and the
ravages of the Lombards had ceased to keep Rome in terror, a new danger arose
in an unexpected quarter. The Saracens, who had established themselves in
Sicily, infested the coasts of Italy, and, ascending the Tiber, plundered the
basilicas of St. Paul and St. Peter, which lay open and exposed to their depre-
dations. Leo III. began, in his pontifleate, to build walls about St. Peter's, but
it remained lor the magnanimous Leo IV. to effectually fortify Rome against the
incnraions of the infidels. About the year 731, we Hud something like a lepublie
established under the influence of the Bishop of Rome. It was entitled the
Roman Duchy. France, in the persons of Charles Marteland Pepin successively,
saved Rome, and established the Popes Stephen II. and Gregory III. in their
temporal -power ; and from that time the Popes began to act for themselves as
sovereigns, until they were overpowered by the successors of Charlemagne. The
first great and independent work of a secular kind executed by papal power was
the city I am about to describe, and which the Pepin of the present day still

defends, with all it contains, airainst the Lintprands and Garibaldis of the
nineteenth century. In the year 848, then, Leo IV. resolved to restore the walls
of Rome, especially on the right bank of the Tiber. He rebuilt fifteen of the
ruined towers, and that the woik might be done speedily he himself visited the
walls sometimes on horseback, sometimes on foot, and after putting the old walls
in a proper state of defencit, turned his attention to fortifying the Vatican
Basilica. The revenues of 'lie Duchy of Rome were not sufficient. He applied
to the Emperor Lothtirius for help, and his majesty re»|)onded, not by sending
him an army to take care of him, but ordering many pounds of silver to be paid
to the enterprising pontiff. Not knowing how soon the Saracens might renew
their destructive invasions, he pushed on his works ; sent for labourers from
every city, farm, and monastery within the Roman duchy, and in four years the
walls were complete, and this was very properly called the Leonine City, a name
which was preserved until the sixteenth century, and is still used to designate
the city ot* the Pope. I will not stop to describe the ceremonies with which the
walls and bulwarks of this new city were inaugurated. Bishops and priests, and
all orders of the clergy, with bare feet, and their beads sprinkled with ashes,

made the circuit of the walls, singing litanies, psalms and liymns, and canticles,

while the cardinal bishops sprinkled the walls with holy water. Anastasius, who
lived near that time, has preserved a record of the solemnities, and has told ns
of three eates. One was called S. Pcregrino, because it faced the church of that
name ; the other towards the I'ort S. Angelo, was called Posterula, or Little

Gate S. Angelo; the third was also a posterula, called Saxonum. The ceremony
of inaugui-atiun ended in a lilieml distribution to the Romans and strangers who
were present on the great occusion. This passage of .Anastasius is valuable as
furnishing an example of the leremonies which were obscrvetl in the deJieation
ofciiies in the ninth century. Now, of those original walls dedicated in the
year 8.52-3, two sides of the quadrilateral figure reiiiain almost entire, and with
the aid of Bufalino's plan of Home, published in 1.5.51, we can see what the

Leonine City was before it came into the hands of Sangallo, under Pope Pius IV.
The first side, one of the long ones, is almost entire, except where it is broken by the

Pontifical palace ; the portion ol it wliicb runs from the Fort S. Angelo to the

• Read by the Eer. E. Bargcas, D.D., before the Institute of British Arohiteote, O"
the 3lBt ult.
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pnlaec, was traiisfnrined by Alexander VI. (Borgia), into a corridor of conimuni-

cafiori between tlic Vatienn niid tlie Castle. Ifere wc place tlie first angular

points of tlic Leonine City. Resuming tlie line of wall after it.? interruption by

tlie invasion of tlie Vatican staircases and eorridois, it runs up to tlie summit of

tiie bill, and terminates in the round pictnresiiue tower, called tlie Torre dei

Venti, whicli is now enclosed witliin the enlarged circuit of Pius IV., which we
will soon describe. The whole length of this first side is illO geometrical paces.

From the tower the walls turn at a riffbt angle, and continue in a straight line

until they are joined by the modern walls of the Porta Pertusa. where another

round tower, not so conspicuous as the former, rises, and inilicates the third

angle. This western side of the quadrilateral is only 1,0(K) feet in length, equal

to 250 geometrical paces. The third side, nearly parallel with the first, is now,

in a great measure, thrown down, but there remain vestiges of it which may be

traced for about 250 feet from the Porta Pertusa; and again at the Porta

Cavalleggieri, where the walls coincide, and, in fact, form jiart of the present

circuit. The construction called Saracenic is immediately recognised as being

similar to all the rest of these Leonine walls. Tlie Saracens impressed their

hated name upon a kind of masonry wliich really culsted long before these fierce

warriors were heard of. Specimens now exist in Hadrian's Villa, near Tivoli ; it

consists of small parallelojiipedons of stone. In the Leonine walls the stone is

granular, and was no doubt taken from some of the quarries in the neighbour-

Eood. Another specimen of this opussarncenkum is to be found near S. Sabina,

on the Aventine Mount, the work of Pope Onorious III., in the thirteenth

century. This is a considerable improvement upon the opus mixtuin of wliich I

exhibit two specimens; the one is taken from the interior of a sepulchre on the

Via Nomcntana, near the bridge over the Arrio, the other from the Circus on the

Via Appin, to which I liardly venture to give a name lest some disputatious

antiquary may rise up and contend for the traditional name of Caracalla. We
now pursue our wall, rendered invisible by more modem works, until we come
to the Tiller, behind the church of S. Spirito, and at the bridge now destroyed to

its foundations, commonly called the " Pons Triumphalis," but which is marked
in Uufhlino as " Pons Vaticanus ;" and if ever it should be rebuilt for the mutual
convenience of the King of Italy and the Pope to confer together on secular

matters I hope the name " Pons Vaticanus" will jirevail : and no triumph for

eitlier King or Pontiff. The length of this third side measures 4,000 feet, or

1 ,000 geometrical paces, and is, therefore, longer than its parallel by 334. Here,
however, must be found the third angle of the city of 8.52, and the fourth side,

wliicli completes the figure, measures, like its parallel, 1,000 feet. The result of

these measurements will give to the first Papal city a circuit of nearly two miles,

and within this space nearly 105 popes in succession were content to live before

Pius III. began to think of enlarging the tent to make more room for St. Pet«r's

shrine, and for the comfort and splendour of his successors.

Tlie Leonine City had originally, like the City of Romulus, three gates; and if

I should attempt to fix their several positions, and insist upon names, it would
be as weary a chase as it has been after the gates of the original imperial city.

It is remarkable how antiquaries and topographers get puzzled about the en-
trances into old cities. What battles have been fought over the gates of Servius

Tullius! Who can reconcile the walls of Honorius with the walls of Aurelian?
The common-sense solution of the question seems to be this, tliat when the

number of inhabitants increased there wanted more accommodation for going out
and coming in. On the return of the Popes from Avignon the Leonine City
received continual accessions of inhabitants, they settled in the part nearest the
river, and beyond the ditches of the fort ; the three old gates were insufficient,

and one of them, at least, inconvenient. More were added with new names until

the old nomenclature, which seems to have little meaning, was swamped ; it cannot
be of much consequence to investigate this dry subject which no ingenuity can
make moist, but by reference to Bufiilino's plan of Rome, we can with comfort
see all the gates as they then existed, that is before the Papal City assumed the

outlines it has now preserved since tlie days of Pope Pius IV., 15G2, at that

period when Pope Paul III., (Farnese), had done his part, there were six gates

and two jiosteras in use, and all that part of the city which lay between the

Forts Angelo and the Piazza S. Pieiro was thickly inhabited ; but it still re-

mained as a separate city. The Porta S. Spirito, which led out into the Lungara,
wai a full mile distant from the P. Settimiana in the walls of Aurelian, and
all that lav between was unenclosed, whatever alterations or additions were
made by the popes, from Alexander VI. (Borgia), to Clement VII. (Medici), they
were all confined to the old Leonine City, until at length Paul III. commenced
and Pius IV. completed the present walls and bastions, and Sixtus V., 1588,
erected the whole into a 14th Ward or RineofKome, called until this day the
Borgo.
The Leonine City, from the very strength of its bulwarks, seems to have

attracted the besiegers. Only forty-four years after tbeir erection Amolfus,
Emperor of Germany, came against the city, and took it by assault. Pope
Fomiosus was obliged to comply with the Emperor's demand, n liich was that lie

would crown liiin as Charlemagne had been crowned nearly a century before,

and, having obtained that blessing, which other emperors of the present day would
like to have, Amollus returned home after a residence of fifteen days in Home.
A second capture of the city took place in 10C3, efiected by a nocturnal assault of
the Anti-Pope Cadolo. Henry IV. and the ferocious Robert Guiscard, in 1084,
did much damage to the Leonine City. Frederick Barbarossa did not improve it.

In 1157 the Roman Senate found it necessary to make a general reparation, which
lasted until Pope Nicolas V., 1452; but the last and most disastrous attack upon
this ill-fated city was that of the Constable Bourbon, in 1527. The Colonnas,
with the aid of the Viceroy of Naples, got possession of the city on the 22nd of
September, 1626, and sacked the palace and Vatican Basilica, and a considerable
portion ol the Borgo, as fiercely as either Vandal, Goth, or Saracen. This war
was caused by Pope Clement VII. having allied himself with the French against
Charles V. The Duke of Bourbon was the condottilro of the armies of that
emperor. Having- marched against Rome, he assaulted the Leonine City on the
6tli of May, 1527, and, in attempting to scale the wall near the Porta S.
Spirito, he was killed by a ball from an arquebus, on the spot ; the troops
torned towards ti.e main city, passing the Ponte Xysto; they plundered the
noases of the inhabitants, putting to death several thousands of them, and com-
mitting the most unheard-of atrocities. The booty was said to amount to tlie
value of six million pieces of gold. This was the most calamitous event that
ever happened to Rome. Its horrors are dcscrilied by Guicciardini and others,
and the details of the assault upon the Leonine City acquire additional interest
from the quaint but lively description of Benvenuto Cellini. He was an eye-
w.'tness of the siege, and it is even said that the ball which sfrnek the Bourbon

was shot from the hand-gun of lienvenuto Cellini. He ended by belic-vingp the
story. This was the last siege and sack of Rome until 1848, wlien the proceedings
were milder, and the defenders properly killed, according to modem inprovemenls ;
and it is not a little remarkable that those two calamities, separated from each
other by more than 300 years, should both have arisen fr«m the French aanatbifp
the Pope ; but there is yet a Bourbon in Rome to renew the sorrows of 1527.
When Sir Walter Scott was in Rome, a little time before his death, it was

observed tliat he took little interest in the ruins of ancient Rome, but wa»
delighted with his visit to the Bracciano Castle; but that which moat excited his
curiosity was to find out the spot where the Duke of Bourbon was killed la
scaling the walls. I believe they took him altogether to a wrong place, and,
instead of showing him the Porta S. Spirito, led him to the corridor of Alexander
Borgia, near the fort S. Angelo.
\Vc are now prepared to contemplate an extension of the Leonine City, which,

properly speaking, should cease now to be called by that name, because all that
remains of those old Saracenic walls is found within the subsequent works of
Sangallo, and, having lost their original use, axe now become the dusky but
picturesque ornaments of the Papal gardens.

Paul III. was pope from 15.34 to 1549. He resolved to surround the Leonino
City and the Vatican with new walls, and he committed the great work to
Antonio da Sangallo; he commenced the fortifications on tlie side of the Porta
S. Spirito, but a dispute having arisen between the engineer and the architect,
Michel Angelo, the work was interrupted, and was not completed until the reign
of Pius IV. ; indeed, the Porta S. Spirito still remains unfinished, in mcmorUim,
as if it was meant to immortalise the proverb—" Every man to his trade."
Vasari, who was, of course, on the side of his master, Buoiiarotti, in the quarrel,
has narrated all the circumstances in his " Life of Michel Angelo." (Volume
XIV. of his works.)

" Pope Paul," he says, " had made a beginning to fortify Borgo, and he
brought together many signori to meet Antonio da Sangallo, and desired
Michel Angelo also to be present, for he was aware that the fortifications made
about the Mount St. Miniato, at Florence, liad been planned by Michel Angelo.
After much disputation he was asked to give his views, and although he was of
a contrary opinion to Sangallo and several others, he frankly told them all that
he thought. Upon this Sangallo said to him that his business was sculpture and
painting, not fortification. Michel Angelo replied that he knew very little of
the art of sculpture and painting, but as to fortification he had made it a studv
for a long time, and that, added to his practical experience, led him to think
he knew more about it than Sangallo and all his friends put together. At
the same time he pointed out, in presence of the whole meeting, several
mistakes in Sangallo's plans; and the altercation got to such a
lieight that the Pope was obliged to impose silence upon thera both.
And not long after, Michel Angelo brought his designs for the fortifications of the
whole Borgo, and took care of all that was already planned and done after, and
this was the reason why the bastion and great gate of S. Spirito, which was near
the commencement, remained unfinished. As far as we can learn from this, it

would appear that the dispute was as to the merit of tlic invention ; the science of
modem fortification was then in its infancy ; ncne had teen erecttd since the in-
vention of gunpowder ; the upright towers connected by curtain walls were no
longer able to resist the new engines of war; and although the quarrel between
the two great geniuses of the day had suspended the works in tlie Vatican, Pope
Paul III. recompensed Sangallo by employing him to raise the splendid Bastion
which now exists between the Porto Appia and the Ostiensis, to which Sangallo
gave his name. Engineers of course repair to study this first specimen of
modern fortifications, and not the less all that portion of the city walls which
defend the south part of the Aventine Mount, and secure the gate of St. Paul.
The bastion of S. Gallo is worth a sketch. Sangallo died in 1546, leaving

Michel Angelo a dear coast, who lived until 1503. We may infer from subse-
quent events, that these 'two first-rate men were reconciieil before the final

separation ; tliey were both employed about the Farnese Palace. Nevertheless the
fortifications round the Leonine City stood still for near a quarter of a century,
and Sangallo had no more to do with them. Pius IV. took up the suspended
work of his predecessor, impelled thereto by the incursions of the Turks, who had
at that time begun to ravage some parts of Europe, and threatened destructioit

to Rome itself. On the 8lh of May, 1561, the Pope laid the first stone of Ids

new walls, and adopted the plans of Michel Angelo, now near the end of his career.

It may not be uninteresting if we pause here for a few moments to look at the

modern distinctions of kindred professions,—distinctions from which no doubt the
arts and sciences have gained greatly. It is evident that in the revival of the
fine arts of the Cinque Cento, great masters often invaded the provinces of eacb
other. HafFaelle is put down among the architects, so is Peruzzi of Vienna >
several others figure in the lists of botli painters and sculptors. Michel Angelo,
as we have seen, planned the fortifications of the city of Pius IV., and Sangallo

designed the Palazzo Farnese, but neitlier of them carried their own ])lans into

execution. Neither of them was the right man in the right place ; but there can
be little doubt that if the two great rivals in civil engineering (before the
art was well understood both of them equally engaged by Paul III., a&
architects), bad lived at this day, I have no doubt Michel Angelo would have had
the Great Exhibition, and Sangallo vi'ould have got Portsmouth ; but, as I have
said, professional distinctions were not then very much defined, and we must
admit that Michel Angelo was a striking instance of an Engineer and
an Architect in one. But this anomaly in professional services comes down
much later than you imagine. Lord Macaulay tells us that as late as 1085-

most of the ships that were afloat were commanded by men who had not
been bred to the sea. No state, he says, ancient or modem, had before that

time made a complete separation between the naval and military services,

Pompey and Agrippa fought battles by sea as well as by land. At Flodden the

right wing of the victorious army was led by the Admiral of England ; and even

after the Restoration the same system was followed. Great fleets were entrusted

to Rupert, a daring cavalry oflBcer; and when General Monk once wished his

ship to change her course, he moved the mirth of tlie crew by calling out,
" Wheel to the lefV." Tliere were naturally some professional blunders when
men undertook too much. These were days in which neither the art of war nor
the art of navigation made it so necessary to draw a line between two profes-

sions wliicli had hitherto been confounded ; but now one, at once and for all, is-

enough to occupy a single mind. The arts of peace as well as the arts of war
now claim an undivided attention for their respective departments, and the only

way to succeed in these days is to stick to one's text. There may be a compre-
hensive genius who may rear with equal success a Palladian palace or a Russian
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fort; but it liappens to few, and, as a general rule, it is safe to be warned by tlie

venerable axiom, Xe tutor ultra crepidam.
Paul IV. died in 1506—that is, five years after resuming the lefl-ofF walls of

bis predecessors ; but the work was not completed until Pius V. He employed
in the finisbini; a number of Turkish eantives taken at the battle of Lepaiito,

1571, but the circuit never went beyond the gate of the S. Spirito. As it stands
now, firm and unshaken, it is tliree miles round. The gate near the Fort
S. Angelo is closed. The Porta Angelica gives access to the Borgo from the
roots of Monte Mario and the north. The Porta Pertusa—called also the Viri-
daria, because it led into the papal gardens— is now shut up. The Porta
Fabrica, so called because it was convenient for approaching on the southern
side of the Basilica, and the Cavalleggieri, because it was near the
quarters of the Pope's body-guard. Siicli is the present circuit of that
magnificent city, marked out with admirable prescience just three centuries
ago to be the seat of an empire which none can envy, and an abode of splendour
which all must admire. The city I have described is complete in itself; it has
thirteen principal streets, besides lanes and alleys, and open spaces ; it contains
twenty churches or cha|)els, independent of sisterhoods, fraternities, and chari-
table institutions; it lias eleven palaces, ample and sutlicient for foreign
ambassadors. It contains the never-ending compartments of the great museum,
the Pontifical Patece and gardens

—

" The dome, the vast and wondrous dome,
To which Diana's Temple was a cell."

It may still have its Girandola and two fountains, with tlie courts and offices of

the Holy Inquisition, and the magnificent colonnade, in the centre of which
stands tile monolith we want to imitate; and there is a peaceable and devoted
population of more than 3,000 souls loving to dwell under the shadow of the

Loggia Vaticana for an occasional benediction. Who, after having known the
vicissitudes of all the Piuses up to the eighth, would not desire to be the ninth.

Pius the Third, Fourth, and Fifth consumed 'their days in building walls and
fortifications. Braschi Pius VI. was driven, for protection, to Vienna ; Pius
VII. was a captive in the hands of the first iVapoleon; Pius VIII. was in

Paradise in two years; bat the last of the name has had the offer of a city and
vast revenues, and no one to interfere with the canonizations of twenty-fire
Japanese martyrs ; hut these matters do not belon" to us, who do not come
here for building walls against which to run our imnds, but to draw a line

of ancient fortifications which will secure all contending parties within their own
limits.

There stands within this city, of which wehave now given the history and
description, an object which, like others of its kind, has recently acquired addi-
tional interest ; of course, I mean the obelisk in front of St. Peter's. As we are, by
favour of the Institute and its generous President, to have a reprint ofa paper, and
discussion thereupon, with regard to obelisks at Rome, it would be unpardonable
in me if I were now to infiict upon you a dissertation by way of appendix to my
Leonine City. But a few words, perhaps, will be allowed me in collecting all

the information we can as to the mode of erecting those monoliths which are now
standing. Perhaps the Vatican obelisk affords most for our purpose. First, it is

the largest mass of granite at Rome, except one, that of the Lateran ; its weight
was calculated at 331 tons. The length of the shaft is 80 feet 9 inches, tlie width
at the base 8 feet 4 inches, contracting to 5 feet 8 inches at the pyraraidion; if

the basement and ornament at the top be included, the entire height is 127 feet

C Inches, which, I presume, will be about our affair. In the next place, it is no
s genuine Egyptian obelisk; it has no hieroglyphics upon it; and we are not
aware of the existence of any unsculptured obelisk ever erected in Egypt. The
reading of Pliny is not received by critics ; the text is manifestly corrupt, and
there can be little doubt but this monolith was cut by order of Caligula, in the

quarries of Syene, and dedicated to the memory of Augustus, but actually set up
on the Spina of the Circus of Nero. From that destination it was never moved
until Sextus V. had it conveyed to where it now stands; four months were con-
sumed in moving it 300 yards

;
you all know how and by whom the great work

was effected. AVe shall want aFontanaand a vast quantity of ropes, when we have
found the granite mass. We cannot hope to reach the large grained red quarries

of Syene, in upper Egypt. You are aware that Syenite is distinguished from
common granite by having hornblende in the place of mica ; it will be impossible,

perhaps, to obtain the warm red granite which we generally associate with the
idea of an obelisk, but if any of our native quarries can produce a fair specimen of

the obelisk material, and any of our native geniuses set it up in its place as a
memorial to all penerations, we shall be proud of the achievement, and
successive generations will learn in that stone that " the memory of the just is

blessed."

Stose-Ccttino Machine.—The Arbroath Guide describes a machine,
which is to put an end to masons' strikes and nine hours' movements:—There is

now in process of completion in the establishment of the Messrs. Munro, founders
and engineers, Arbroath, a machine which, it is believed, will entirely revolu-
tionise the mason work of the present day. It is to perform with speed, accuracy,
and regularity of finish nearly the whole of the mason work—hewing, dressing,

&c.—now executed by hand. It will dress and polish stones, and do almost
everything appertaining to plain masonry, "giving to ashlar work an ornamen-
tation quite unique." This machine is an amplification and completion of the
Inventor's idea that seven years ago found expression in the ridge-dressing
machine, which was then patented ; but only two of which were made, as Mr.
Hunter saw and has been working out this new and greater scheme.

Stained Glass.—St. Stephen's, Walbrook.—Four of the larger and
fourteen small windows in the church have recently been filled -with stained glass

by Mr. Gibbs. The four large windows consist of two at the west end, on each
side of the organ loft and entrance, and two on each side of the communion-
table. The smaller ones fill up the oval windows. The subjects of the new
windows are illustrative of the chief acts and sayings of the Saviour. The large
windows have the Nativity, the Baptism, the Crucifixion, and the Ascension, and
contain figures the size ol^life. The smaller pictures in the ovals represent, on
the aoutli wall, the Miracles, and on the north the Parables, and include Turning
the Water into Wine at the Marriage-feast, the Raising of Jairus's Daughter,
the Resurrection of Lazarus, the Miracle of the Loaves and Fishes, the Healing
the Sick, Walking on the Water, the Prodigal Son, the Pharisee and the Pub-
liean, and the Good Shepherd.

ROOD-LOFT, ST. DAVID'S CATHEDRAL.

THE Cathedral of St. David's, though not equal in size to many of the
others, and compaiatively little known, is equal to most of them in

interest, though, perhaps, of a melancholy kind.

Few scenes can be more solemnly interesting than this on an autumnal
evening, when the sun is just setting, and the traveller, having passed
through the humble village, dignified with the name of a " city," finds

himself on the brow of a rugged hill, and sees suddenly close below him a
mass of buildings such as lie has never seen around any other cathedral,

and of which his imagination never dreamt, but all of which appear to be
struck by the hand of time, and to be fast mouldering into decay.

In the centre rises the massive tower of the cathedral, but with the
eastern portion of the building unroofed, and its aisles and walls open to

the wind and rain. On the left, and surrounding the whole precincts, is

the wall of the close, with its solid gateway still entire. On the right is

another building, entirely in ruins. 'This is the College of St. Mary ; and
still further is seen what must once have been a magnifioent pile, the
Episcopal Palace, but now, lite all the rest, entirely in ruins. Beyond all

this are the rugged and sterile hills stretching towards St. David's Head,
and over all the ocean itself.

It is melancholy to look on so much ruin, and one naturally feels

inclined to inquire into the history of the rise and fall of edifices reared at

so much cost on so desolate a spot, and standing, as they do, on the very
confines of cultivation.

We have not space here to enter into this history, and we only give an
illustration of a small portion of the building as a specimen of the archi-

tectural interest which attaches to it.

The rood-loft, which, as usual, divides the nave from the choir, is of two
difTerent dates, the principal portion— i.e., the central archway and the

southern wing—being tlie work of Bishop Gower, between 1328 and 1347.

This is very rich and beautiful decorated work. The skeleton tracery

under the central arch is very remarkable. The tomb of the bishop stands

within the southern arches. The northern portion is of much plainer

character, and of earlier date, and is, no doubt, a part of the original screen

as it stood before Bishop Gower's alterations.

The costume of the heads in the cornice under the arcade is of thir-

teenth-century date. The screen is surmounted by a cornice of oak,
which was added in 1847 ; but the panels, which are filled with Perpen-
dicular tracery, are the remains of older work, and the springings for fan

tracery between them show that it must have originally been far different

to wliat it now is. It is, however, suggested that this woodwork may
have been brought from elsewhere.

A very careful and minute descriptisn of the rood-loft will be found in

Messrs. Jones and Freeman's " History of St. David's," one of the most
complete and valuable histories of a single cathedral which has ever been

published.

PROGRESS OF THE METROPOLITAN MAIN DRAINAGE
WORKS.

AT the ordinary meeting of the Metropolitan Board of Works, held at the

offices. Spring-gardens, on Friday last, Mr. Bazalgette, the Engineer-in-

Chief of the Board, reported that the continued and heavy rains which haveoccurred

during the past month have been very unfavourable for the execution of the Main
Drainage Works. The progress made by Mr. Furness upon the Northern

Outfall Contract has, notwithstanding, been considerable, about £22,000 of work
having been executed under this contract since the last monthly report made to

the Board. The iron girders are in course of construction over the river Lea at

Bow and Barking, and the North Woolwich Railways and the plates are being

riveted for some of the other bridges. The cutting through the Eastern

Counties Railway embankment, the difficulty of which work is increased by the

almost continuous passing of the heavy'.traffic over it, progresses slowly but safely,

and the two outside permanent brick piers are now carried up to the requisite

height for the support of the rails, which now rest upon temporary timbers. The
contractor's railway by the side of the permanent work has been extended on from

Plaistow to the Stratford-road, and the concrete embankment has been thereby

pushed forward between those points. The brickwork in the intercepting sewers

and the foundation piers and arches through the marshes and peat subsoil, have

made considerable progress, and the total value of the work now executed is

about £232,000. The general character and management of this work is very

creditable. The Northern High-level Sewer, which has been some time finished

and in operation, continues to perform its duty satisfactorily, and the engineer

has recently settled the accounts for extras and deductions on this work. Messrs.

Brassey and Co. have now completed about 25,300 feet of the Middle-level

Sewer, varying in size from 4 feet by G feet to 12 feet by 9 feet in diameter.

They have also completed about half the sewer under the Regent's Canal, and,

from the precautions adopted and the care taken in the execution of the work,

there is every reason to expect that they will complete this difficult portion

of their contract without any further accident. They have, moreover,

made good progress with the tunnel under Oxford-street, and are now preparing

to remove their shafts and observatories so as to leave the thoroughfare free

from obstruction during the summer months. The total value of the work done

by them is about jEllfl,000. The weirs, overflows, and connections of the

junction of the Ranelagh Storm Overflow with the Middle Level Sewer in the

Uxbridge-road, for the reasons stated in the engineer's last report, progresses

slowly, but the work is of a very substantial character, and amounts to about

£28,300 in value. All obstructions have been removed from Hyde-park anrf

Kensmgton-gardens, and the ground has been levelled and grass sown. On tse

Southern High-level Sewer, Messrs. Lee and Bowles have constructed about o*

miles of sewer, at an estimated cost of £154,000, but this contract has suffered

considerablv from the effects of the heavy rains, both by fioods in the Broadway,

Deptford, and by the falling in of the bricks of the trenches, at Uulwieli, and M
the junction of the south branch with the main liue, but it is probable tte
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eiiperience thus gained will lead to the adoption by tlie contractors of precautions

which may for tlie future prevent the repetition of similar disasters. On the

Southern "High-level Sewer Extension, Mr. Pearson has constructed 1,03-5 feet of

sewer, at an estimated cost of ,£l,53i5. Mr. Webster will sliortly complete the

Southern Outfall Sewer, and as he had finished all the ditiioult portions of the

work, there was little to be reported respecting it beyond the fact that it had

been executed in a manner which has given general satisfaction in the localities

through which it passes, and i-eflects credit upon the contractor. The total

value of the work executed is about £281,000. Messrs. Aird and Son have made

fair progress'with the Deptford Pumping station, and tlie engine-house, and hoists

have been raised from 3 to 4 feet above Trinity high-water mark ; the cross

sewers and penstock chamber are completed, and the penstock gratings fixed.

About 4,000 feet of iron pipe connections under the creek are laid on 560 feet of

double line of the Low-level Sewer, constructed each 7 feet in diameter. These

works, together with the river wall, coal sheds, and other works in connection

therewith, amount to about £S8,.'i00 in value. The progress of the Southwark

new street is now more satisfactory, some of the property which formerly

obstructed the works having been removed, and the paving near to the High-

street is progressing.

IIETROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS.
Improvements.—The Board at its last meeting, held on Friday, r«ceived a

report from the Works and Improvements Committee, recommending that the

Board do contribute one-third of the cost of effecting a public improvement in

the Grange, Bermondsey, to be carried out by the Vestry of Bermoudsey, by the

widening of Cow-alley, lis shown upon the plan produced to the Committee,

estimated at £-20.5 lis. 4d., exclusive of professional charges ; such contribution

not to exceed £88 10s. 5d., and that such amount be paid to the Vestry of

Bermondsey, on a certificate from the architect of this Board of the completion

of the work.—Agreed to.

Also recommending tliat the Board do contribute one-half of the cost of

eifecting a public improvement in Purim-place, Cambridge-road, to be carried

out by the Vestry of Bethnal-green, as shown on the plan produced to the Com-
mittee, estimated at £270, exclusive of professional charges ; such contribution

not to exceed £135, and that such amount be paid to the Vestry of Bethnal-

green, on a certificate from the architect of this Board of the completion of the

urork.—Agreed to.

The Building Act and General Purposes Committee recommended that the

application of Messrs. Morris and Son, for the consent of the Board to the

CTection of an addition to an existing closed porch at No. 0, Manor-terrace, East

f
India-road, Poplar, as shown upon the plan accompanying the application, be

ot granted.—Agreed to.

Fireproof Construction of Stairs.—Amongst the items in the agenda paper
f the superintending architect was the following:—"St. James's Parish.—Her
lajesty's Theatre,—Heferenee by Mr. Lee, architect, and Mr. Kerr, district

Burveyor, as to fireproof construction of stairs and accesses to concert-room."

—

Tiis case came before the Board by way of reference. It appeared that the

Toprietor of Her Majesty's Theatre was desirous of making an additional

Iwooden) staircase to the concert rooms, but the district surveyor required that
lit should be made of fireproof materials. The superintending architect agreed
"With the district surveyor. Mr. Lee said that if fireproof construction of the

'proposed staircase was insisted upon, it would probably not be made at all, owing
to difficulties in the way and the additional expense involved. The Board, how-
ever, adopted the report of the superintending architect, that the staircase, if

made, must be made of fireproof materials.

BENNETT'S SOLUTION FOR CEMENTS.
/"E have received a specimen of Portland cement treated with Bennett's

"indurating and quickening solution for Portland and other cements."
Without some experience of its use it is not possible to form a just idea of its

^alue, but if what is said of it be true, it cannot fail to become largely used.

The inventor says that it produces effects upon cements generally, and Port-
ud cement in particular, most remarkable and invaluable in its results, and

hat the objection that after the lapse of a certain period from the time of manu-
cture cement becomes unfit for use, or " dead," as it is termed, is overcome by
he patented solution, which restores to the cement its virtue and to the owner
'

I value. This solution, moreover, possesses qualities for hardening the cement
irhen set, and bringing out castings with sharper outline than is effected by the
dinary methods. But of all cements to which it may be applied, to Portland

It appears to render the most important aid, for with this cement it entirely does
" vay with (providing the cement be of good quality and colour) the only objec-
Son that can be urged against it, namely, tlie length of timeit takes setting, for

'"by mixing the solution according to the directions given, in varying proportions
witli the water used, the cement can he made to set in any required time at the
option of the user. The patentee reckons tlie saving of time by the use of his
invention to be not overrated at 100 per cent.

For assisting the hydraulic properties of cements this solution is said to be
extremely efficacious, setting cement under water in fifteen minutes if needed.

For plastering purposes 1 quart of the solution is mixed with 40 gallons of
water; for hydraulic works, 1 quart of the solution to 20 gallons of water; and
for castings and artificial stone, 1 quart of the solution to 30 gallons of water is

recommended.

Prevention op Rotting op Wood.—Herapath's Railway Journal
prints the following :—To prevent posts and piles from rotting, the following
coating has been recommended, which is the more suitable since it is economical,
impermeable to water, and nearly as hard as stone. Take 50 parts of resin, 40 of
finely powdered chalk, 300 parts, or less, of fine white sharp sand, 4 parts of
linseed oil, 1 part of native red oxide of copper, and 1 part of sulphuric acid.
First beat the resin, chalk, sand, and oil in an iron boiler ; then add the oxide,
and with care the acid ; stir the composition carefully, and apply the coat while
it is still hut. If it be not liquid enough, add a little more oil. This coating,
when it is cold and dry, forms a varnish which is as hard as stone.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
THAMES EMBANKMENT.

SIR J. SHELLEY having moved for a return of the estimated expenditure for
carrying into effect the provisions of the Thames Emlmnkmeiit Bill, distin-

guishing the cost of the flUing-iu and the masonry of the embankment, the gross
amount of the compensation for wharfage and river frontage, the cost of each
approach to the embankment, and of each of the other streeU and improvements
mentioned in the Bill, includhig compeusalion, and all other expenses ; also tbc
cost of the low-level sower, the length of the embankment and of each street,
together with a plan of the embankments, streets, and improvements, the lion,
baronet contended that the inhabitants of the metropolis ought to have fuller
details than they now possessed with regard to a scheme which was estimated to
cost a million and a half of money.— Mr. Cowper said the Bill would be referred
to a select coniniittee, and the infonnation which the lion, baronet wished for
would be best ascertained from the evidence to be given before that committee.
On the motion that tliis Bill be read a second time on Monday, Sir J. Shelley
said he had hoped the Chief Commissioner of Works would have given the
House some details as to this Bill. It is proposed to tax the people of the metro-
polis to the extent of £1 ,,500,000, and he thought there ought to be a good reason
shown for the carrying out of the proposition. The subject had been under the
consideration of a select committee which made certain recommendations that he
thought worthy of consideration. But after Parliament had been prorogued there
appeared a Royal Commission to inquire into the matter. That Commission
advertised for plans, and fifty-eight were sent in. He (Sir J. Shelley) did not
think the composition of the Commission was such as to entitle its recommenda-
tions to great weight. The plan which was suggested for adoption proposed to
do away with the whole of the wharfage trade of Westminster; but the moment
it approached the precincts of the city an entirely different spirit came over it.

Perhaps that was owing to the influence of the Lord Mayor. But he contended
that it was a most unfair proposal. The efi'ect of the removal of the wharves
would be that his constituents would have to pay 2s. to Ss. per ton more than at
present for their coals. His constituents were to be asked to pay £300,000 or
£400,000 for the filling up of these wharves, and then be mulcted 2s. to .3s. a ton
on the price of their coals for. having done so. With reference to the plan itself,

he contended that it was a very bad one. It was not one of those reported upon
by the Commission, but a plan brought forward by one Royal Commissioner. It
was his belief that although the Commission advertised for plans from civil en-
gineers, yet that all the time the one now proposed was ready cut and dried in
the office of the Commissioners themselves. 'I'liat on the face of it was extremely
suspicions. Seeing that the plan was entirely contrary to every plan which had
been before them hitherto, and all of which went as far down as Queenhithe, and
there communicated with Cannon-street, instead of stopping at Blackfriars, and
leaving the wharfage untouched ; and seeing that tlus plan did away with the
v\^harfage property down to the Temple, treated with great respect the wharveg
of the City as far as Blackfriars, and conveniently turned there, giving the city
of London a most magnificent street to which the Corporation did not contribute
a farthing ; considering further the Lord Mayor of the City was at the head of
the Commission, he (Sir John Shelley) had a right to ask for further explanation,
and to inquire how much of the £1,500,000 was to be wasted in tilling up wharves
and in making a fine lengthy street through the middle of the City, which street
he believed to be entirely unnecessary. His constituents would gladly see the
embankment made, because the main drainage scheme could never be carried out
without it. The returns which he had previously asked for had been placed in
his bands by the First Commissioner but only that day ; and under all the cir-
cumstances he felt Justified in moving, as an amendment, that the House would
not proceed further.with the Bill until the estimated cost of the works authorised
thereby was laid on the table.—Mr. Cowper said that he had no objection to the
printing of such a return. The substance of that return he could, however, state
to the lion, member in a few words. The estimate for the entire work was
£1,500,000—of which £500,000 was for the works of the embankment, the road-
way, and the new streets—£500,000 for compensation to wharfingers and others;
and the remaining £500,000 for losses arising from the construction of the new
street to the Mansion House from Blackfriars-bridge. The length ofthe embank-
ment would be 1 mile 17 chains and 90 links ; of the short streets going into
Whitehall, 11 J chains; of the street running from the embankment to opposite
Somerset House, near Waterloo-bridge, 34 chains ; and ofthe street from Blackfriars
briilge to the Mansion House, 58 chains. With regard, to the details of com-
pensation, it would not be fair to the engineer who had estimated that expense to
make public all his calculations upon the subject. The Bill would be treated in
this respect as a private bill, and the parties interested would have a right to
appear by counsel before the select committee. The House would liave an
opportunity in committee of the house of sitting every detail. With regard to
the composition of the commission, two military engineers. Captain Galton and
Sir Joshua Jebb, and one civil engineer, Mr. M'Clean had been selected because
of their freedom from any bias, or tendency to bias, in favour of any particular
plan; Captain Birstal for his intimate acquaintance with the navigation of the
river, and Mr. Henry Arthur Hutt for his skill and experience in the valuation
of property. It was also thought desirable to have two gentlemen on the com-
mission to represent the metropolis. The Cliairman of the Metropolitan Board
had been elected as the representative of the ratepayers, and the Lord Mayor,
because it was well known he was particularly well qualified to form an opinion
upon the subject. He thought that any decision arrived at by such a commission
was far more likely to be satisfactory than one which he (Mr. Cowper) might
have recommended the Crown and Parliament to adopt. Under these circum-
stances he hoped the House would consent to the second reading of the Bill. It

was of great importance that no unnecessary delay should take place. The
second readingof the.Billdid not pledge the House to any details; it would simply
affirm the general principle that the produce ofthe coal duties was to go for the

fiurpose of making the embankment.—Mr. Ayrton said that the object of the
ion. baronet the member for Westminster wassimply this, that before going into

committee upon the Bill the inhabitants ofthe metropolis should be in possession

ofthe nature ofthe scheme proposed, about which they had liitherto been kept in

perfect ignorance. As now explained by the right hon. gentleman it was not a

new scheme, liaving been proposed two-and-twenty years ago, and rejected by a
very distinguished commission, comprising among others the present Duke ot

Newcastle, Mr. Herries, Sir Robert Inglis, the Lord Mayor, Sir James Knight,

and Sir Charles Barry, who called to their assistance Sir. W. Cubitt, Sir George
Rennie, Sir John M'Neill, and other celebrated engineers. The proposed street
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to the Manskn House was alsn an o!d one, and itwns eondemnwl on the pround of

the expenw Iwing greater tlmn the utility, for it was cstiuinted by Sir. Bunniiig,
the city architect, to cost £1,000,000. He was anxious (or the eiiibankment ofthe
Thames, but wisheil the work to be pone about witli economy, judpnieiit, and
discretion.—Mr. Locke could not understand wliy the City part of the embank-
ment should require viaducts, and the Westminster part not. He supposed that

the scheme had been planned in the interest of the City Gas Companies ; but
hope<l that the committee would so alter the Bill as to make the euibankinent the

tame all the way. As to the proposed street, it ought to be made by the City out
ofthe portion of the coal-tax which it still retained, and which had already
built Cannon-street ; and a street from thence to Blackfriars-bridge had been
begun out of the same fund.—Mr. Cox said if this were a proposition which
simply proposed the embankment of the Thames, he should not offer any op-
position to it ; but the Bill went further, and proposed to make a street from
Blackfriars-bridge to the Mansion-house, which he believed would cost a million

of money. The object was to obtain a good continuous thoroughfare from east to

west, and he Mieved that object might be better attained than in the manner
proposed. Supposing they started from Charing-cross, the first impediment
which was encountered was Temple-bar. But why not pull down Temple-bar,
then continue the route along Fleet-street, widening one portion of Ludgate-
hill, and then they bad a fine opening into Cannon-street ? Or they miijht

take the through "thoroughfare from Oxford-street through Holborn, pulling
down Middle-row, Holborn.—The Bill was then read a second time, and referred

to a select committee.

THE WELLINGTON MONUMEXT.
Lord Lovaine asked the First Commissioner of Works how soon it was 'ex-

pected that the monument of the late Duke of Wellington, in St. Paul's

Cathedral, would be finished, and whether the surplus of the sum voted for the

Duke's fimeral would be sufficient to defray the whole cost of the work.

—

Mr. Cowper said the artist to whom the commission had been given to prepare
the model had received his instructions on the subject in November, 1858. Three
years and a half bad, therefore, elapsed since the order had been given. The
model, however, was not yet completed. He was sorry that so long a delay

should have occurred in the matter, but he presumed the time had not been
wasted, and that the artist was preparing himself by preliminary study for the

better execution of his design. He was not able to inform the House when the
model would be ready, while he had no doubt that the sum voted was sufficient

for the purpose for which it was intended.

WESTMINSTER PALACE.

On Thursday se'nnight, in Committee of Supply, £33,647 was proposed for

the Houses of Parliament.—Sir H. Willoughby asked whether the building

account was closed, and whether they must expect to find a sum of £32,000
charged every year for keeping up the building?—Mr. CowoKr said the vote was
for ordinary expenses, and lie did not see how that sum could be materially re-

duced in future years.—Mr. Kendall said that there were in or about the build-

ing some 5,000 gaslights and about 200 argand lamps. Nevertheless, while the

expense of the former (which was equal to 7,000 argand lamps) was only £2,500,
the 200 oil lamps actually cost £2,000.—Mr. Ayrton said that four statues to

sovereigns of this country had already been erected. The four selected had been
Charles I., George I., George IV., and William IV. This year two new ones

were to be added, and he wished to know to whom the statues were
to be erected ?— Mr. Cowper said the item of £0,108 for gas and
oil was divided between the two. Oil was in use in some of the

offices under a contract of old standing, but by the end of the present session of

Parliament a new contract would be made, which he Hoped would he more
economical and substitute gas for oil. Last year the House voted four statues

out of a chronological series of twelve. The present vote included two of these

statues out of the twelve. He believed the statues to which the present vote

applied were the statues of William III., and of Queen Mary.—Sir M. Peto
suggested that there should be executed by one of the first artists of the day, and
placed in the most prominent position, a statue of the late Prince Consort. He
believed the House would gladly vote a sufficient sum in order to obtain the best

work of art that could be procured. The country would like to see so fitting a
tribute paid to that virtue which has so signally distinguished the present reign.

—

Sir M. Ridley said that the statues ot Pitt, Grattan, and Burke, placed in the
hall, were about as bad specimens of works of art as were ever perpetrated. There
was no mind, no speech, no thought in them, and lie considered that the money
paid for them' had been thrown away.—Sir J. Paxton inquired whether the sum
of £3,000 charged for racks for public records in the Victoria Tower was a con-
cluding vote, or whether it was to be continued.—Mr. Cowper explained that
room was required for the records of the House of Lords, and two rooms out of

sixty-four in the Victoria Tower had been fitted up for that purpose.

THE NELSON MONUMENT.
Admiral Walcott on Friday drew the attention of the Chief Commissioner of

the Board of Works to the incomplete state in which the base of the Nelson
Monument was suffered to remain, and in doing so stated that nearly four years
had elapsed since the monument had been left in its present incomplete state,

though the then Chancellor of the Exchequer obtained a vote of £0,000 for its com-
pletion, which had not been entrusted to a sculptor, but to a highly eminent artist.

There could be no doubt that foreigners visiting London during the forthcoming
International Exhibition would consider the state of the monument to be a
national disgrace. He regretted that a statue which was intended as a matter of
respect and admiration for Lord Nelson, and one which might quicken in his

successor a desire to emulate his glorious career, had not attained even its pre-
sent condition without the aid and munificence of a foreign nation. England
might not have buildings as splendid or galleries as rich as some continental
nations, but she should show that she possessed the power and the desire to

regard with revcience the memory of those who deserved well of their country.
It was roost discreditable to see in the grand square of this capital, in this great
thorouglifare, leading to the wealth of the metropolis and the chambers of the
Legislature, an incomplete memorial of one of their greatest naval heroes and
admirals.—.Mr. Cowper in reply grcatlv deplored that that monument was un-
finished. The order for the execution of the lions was given in 18i'i8 to Sir E.
Landseer, a man of great genius, quite comiietent for the task. But genius, he
supposed, was not always to be commanded, and Sir E. Landseer had not yet
been able to satisfy himself as to the work of art which he was to place upon

that monument, and could not yet name any time when the lions, which were
now in hand, would be completed. All he'could say was that Sir E. Landseer
was now very accurately studying the habits of lions, and was to be seen in the
Zoological Gardens, making himself thoroughly acquainted with their attitudes.
It was to be hoped that all this delay would secure our ultimately having a work
of art of still greater perfection than if it had been executed as rapidly as had
been expected. Sir E. Landseer was (juite aware that a groat monument was in
a very imperfect state while the portion of the work entrusted to him remained
uufiuisheu. ,

CHURCH BUILDIXG.
Kent.— St. Mary Cray Parish Church.—Tbh church, which has been closed

about nine months for the purpose of undergoing a general reparation, was re-
opened on Thursday se'nnight by the Archbishop of Canterbury. The work
includes new pewing entirely, floor raised by a bed of concrete, new tiling, new
roof over nave, gallery removed and tower' thrown open, two chapels restored
(one seated for the congregation), organ repaired, new stonework to six windows,
new vestry and porch, churchyard levelled and old tombs lowered, and a new
buttress. Mr. Edwin Nash is the architect, and the works have been executed
by Mr. Holledge, of Norwood. The cost has been about £1,800.

Yorhshire.—Darlington Parish Church.—.V meeting was held on the 28tli

ult., with a view to obtaining the necessary faculty for carrying out the proposed
restoration ofthe parish church of Darlington. The General Committee reported
that the total subscriptions amounted to £3, 134 ; that they had, with the sanction
of the subscribers, confirmed the appointment of Mr. G. G. Scott as architect;
that the number of sittings in the church as proposed to be altered would be
1,004, whereas there are now only 9GG; that the operations to be immediately
carried out, in r^rd especially to restoration, would be £1,550, to repewiiig,

£1,700—total, £3,250; that operations which will admit of delay would cost

£1,050; and that other objects estimated for by Mr. Scott, but which they did

not at present contemplate proceeding witli, would cost £1,000. A resolution

was submitted to the meeting, sanctioning an application for a faculty, and
carried.

Ireland.—The following items are taken from a recent number of the Duhliti
Builder. The foundation-stone of St. Mary's, Dargle, was laid on St. Patrick's

Day. The structure will consist of a nave and chancel, terminating in a semi-
circular apse ; tower, with low pent-house roof and embattled parapet at west
end of north aisle; north porch and sacristy. The dimensions are 136 feet

6 inches by 05 feet in the clear, and the style is the Early Pointed. Messrs.
Aitken, Crosbie and D. Cotter are the contractors ; and the materials will be
sandstone for rubble and limestone dressings. The works in the erection of
the church of St. Agatha, Glenfesk (the foundation-stone of which was laid a
few months ago), are being rapidly carried on. There is a nave and chancel, with
aisle (with sacristy at eastern end, and a tower and baptistry at the west end),

and a south porch. The upper part of the tower terminates in an octagon. The
east and west windows of chancel and nave are three-lights ; the south windows
of nave and north windows of aisle, two lights. Dimensions in clear, 95 feet

6 inches by 40 feet The style is Decorated Gothic. The foundation-stone
of St. Michael's, Lixna, near Tralee, was laid in September last, and the build-

ing is gradually assuming proportion. It is in the Romanesque style, and com-
prises nave and chancel, with semicircular apse, and aisles with sacristy. The
dimensions interiorly are 88 feet 6 inches by 5>0 feet. The materials used are the

limestone and marbles of the district ; the contractors are the Messrs. Beard-
wood, of Dublin. The interior fittings and decorations of the M'Eniry
Chantry, Tralee, are being carried out by Messrs. Hardman and Co., of Dublin.
They consist of an altar and reredos in Caen stone, alabaster and coloured

marbles richly carved, a high tomb with recumbent effigy of Dean M'Eniry
vested in canonicals, screens separating the chantry from the other

parts of the church, rich encaustic tile pavement of floor, a group in

bas-relief, illustrating one of the most characteristic scenes of the

dean's daily labours, and various coloured decorations. The church
of St. Mary, Newtownfbrbes, county Longford, is being erected on
a site granted by the Earl of Granard, K.'S.P. The fii-st stone was laid on the

1st of May last; it is now nearly ready for roofing. It consists of nave and
chancel, side aisles, and side chapel, and sacristy. The east windows are triplets

of lancets ; the windows of north and south aisles are couplets of lancets.
_
There

is no clerestory. A bell-cot surmounts the west gable. 'The clear dimensions are

97 feet inches by 53 feet. Mr. Gardiner is the contractor. The materials used

are rubble and limestone dressings. The Church of St. Mary's, Kilronan,

Keadue, county Roscommon, is being erected near the ancient church of Kilronan.

The plan comprises the usual arrangement of nave and chancel, aisles, side

chapels, south porch, double bell-cots on west gable of nave. The style is Early
Decorated Gothic. The west window of nave is of three lights, under a receding

arch supporting the bell-cot. The east window of chancel is of three lights ; the

north and south windows of aisles are of two lights. The dimensions in clear

are 100 feet by 53 feet 6 inches; the materials used in the walls are red sandstone,

with white limestone dressings. The contractor is Mr. Barker. Mr. J. J.

M'Carthy, R.H., is the architect to all the foregoing works. Designs have

been prepared by Mr. Bourke, architect, for enlai'ging and improving the Fran-

ciscan Church, Waterford, by adding additional columns to the interior, and
removing the present roof. A continuous entablature will be constructed over

the present columns, from which will spring a lofty cylindrical panelled ceiling,

covering the nave ; the aisles will have lofty segmental ceilings, with circular

groins over the windows ; an attic will be built over front pediment to conceal the

additional height of roof.

Schools.
Ireland.—At the Presentation Convent, George's-hill, Dublin, extensive poor

schools have Wen commenced. The building will contain, besides the basement,

four schools, 40 feet by 25 (iBet each, and 17 feet high, together with entrance

hall, stone stairs, class-rooms, cloak-rooms, &c. The exterior will be plain, faced

with red brick; cost, about £2,000. Similar schools are about being built in

connection with Convent of Mercy, Athy. It is in contemplation to commence
immediately, in Longford, large national schools, together with a convent for

Sisters of Mercy, and extensive convent schools adjoining the intended new
diocesan seminary of St. Mel ; preparations are being made to proceed with the

erection of the latter building. Tlie great campanile of the cathedral of St. Mel

is approaching completion ; same architect.
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'a moderate competency." Where there is an intentional

^^jI^esE
^^"^"^ ^^° Society for ^he Encouragement oJ the Fine Arts, IQth Aprjl, by

THE STREET ARCHITECTUKE OF LONDON.*
'piIE .etreet architecture of London is a subject vvhicli I feel may be treated in
I many ditferent ways, and wliicli admits of a much larger ampliHcation (liaii

I ^t all contemplated when I ventured to put my name down in the list of
' •tiirers, with a promise to say something; upon it.

Thus, the associations atta<-liinir to the different streets and houses; the way in
ini'h this great city h.ns gradually grown since that not very remote period when
I London wall|was its boundary, and;the outworks ofthe Barbican stretched into

'• adjacent fields, till it has reached its present gigantic dimensions ; the origin
;

the names of divisions of the city and of streets, and many other" p(!cu-
lianties—might all afford the subject of interesting disquisitions, but which would
most of them be more antiquarian in their character than would be suitalde to
i!ir special views which this society desires to advocate. I will step aside, liow-
rvi r, to point out one practical result of the " metropolitan improvement" going
.11 in the present day, which is perhaps overlooked, but the serious consequences
nl which will certainly be discovered by future inquirers ; and that is, that the
iiriv system now cairied right and left, according to which the names of streets
wf simplified, while subsidiary names are done awav with altogether, and
<Aif entire numbering altered, so as to expunge all minor distinctions where

i-sible, ranging a long litre under one appellation, will certainly tend to ob-
rate numberless .spots of interest for which the future antiquary or lover of

< reminiscences will search in vain. But it is not, after all, so much that old
ts are marked under new designations, and old streets dubbed with new
lies, as that a very great demolition and rebuilding of entire streets to make
> for new or of old houses in old streets, is taking place ; so that if London is

'ft being transformed as quickly as Paris has been, it is at all events
urHlergoing the process as completely, though more slowly, and at the present
1
ale some fifteen years hence will witness almost as great an alteration ; and this,

hr It remarked, is not done by any means upon that well-ordered system and
under that controlling power which exists in the foreign capital. How far such
a -ystem as that would be beneficial to us is a que.«tion which I shall just touch
ii|Mii in the course of what I have to say.
Mic antiquary may experience a pang at the disappearance of the old land

marks of history, and of spots hallowed by the footsteps of those great in litera-
ture or art; but for the most part the lover of the fine arts can afford to view
these inroads at least wdthout regret : occasionally, indeed, he may find cause to
grieve, but this is rather when some object of beauty becomes lost or obliterated.
Kir example, I observed very recently that the old hall in Bishopsgate, built for
bir John Crosby in 1471, interesting to the anticpiarian as having been the
council chamber where Richard of Gloucester held his secret council, and
whence he ordered Hastings to the block, and worthy of notice from the lover
ot art on account of its architecture, has at last descended to fulfil the very
ordinary purposes of a wine merchant's cellar—a fate which the handsome old
lial hardly deserved, and which we must all regret. That the old houses of the
early part ofthe last century, with their originally careful, but now more or less
dilapidated, brickwork, their window-frames flush with the face of the wall and
fitted with heavy sashes, wooden cornices and doorways (well designed though
those latter often were), should make way for modern structures, no one need
regret; the roofs of these buildings were often picturesque in their out-
lines, but on the whole they had very little art about them externally, and they
did but prepare the way for the Harley and Baker streets of more recent era,
whose day I trust is gone for ever.
London, perhaps, has fewer remains of its former self than might have been

expected from its age and long and ever-growing prosperity—though, in truth,
It IS this very prosperity which has had much to do with the demolition of old
buil( ings. Old London, unlike some of the better preserved Continental cities
was built mostly of wood, plastered over; liable, therefore, to decay, and quite
unfit lor many purposes to which buildings of stronger construction "might have
been applied when altered circumstances came, and which thus might have been
preserved. Buildings of stone walls and oak floors would have made very good
warehouses ; not so the old half-timbered houses, with their gabled fionts over-
hanging story beyond story.
London in many parts may certainly be called picturesque, fall of sites offering

line opportunities for efiect. One part has grown out of another, as occasionmade necessary. No generally dominant idea can be said to prevail ; it has
spread, and that to a most inconvenient extent—unfortunately, not upwards, by
wlncli It might have become a far finer city ; but a great growth of area has
taken place, adding nothing at all to the general effect. The sites I allude to are
not such as Oxford-street or the Strand—broad, straight streets, which might be
flanked on either side by lofty buildings, with a predominance of long, level cor-
nices and lines in their composition, like the new Parisian boulevards—but
Holtiorn-hill, Ludgate-hill, Fleet-street, Cheapside, Whitehall, Piccadilly, &e.—
localities which, all of them, invite that particular treatment which we find exem-
piilied in the new buildings in Bishopsgate-street, opposite Crosby Hall, acoach-
puilc er s premises near the Park, in Piccadilly, and those very striking schools
in Bloomsbury, with others I might name. In the situations above named, how
can the eye be satisfied unless there is a broken and well-defined sky-line, a certainamount ot irregularity, order within disorder, in that which we call picturesuue,

meani'nr''
'"^'^'* ^^"''^ ^'"''' '''"''''^'y '" "'^''«i' '« «'o"'e it with beauty and

There is something so oppressive to the imagination if one pictures sites like
these as being rebuilt in tlie studied, carefully cut-up, divided, and subdivided
styles of Italian architecture, as practised in this day, that one would almost
ratlier they remained as now, with little or nothing to boast of architecturally,
as a whole; and let it be specially borne in mind that you, who are not buildin<r
houses yourselves in these localities, may yet be able to influence others who do
so. hvery building will become an item in the final result, and I know how often

nfti^h!'"^ 'a
P™'^""^*"^ «^'=';pt mere utility-nay, more, that the architect is

otten t^lamed if he is supposed to give much attention to external aopearance.
writers in the public papers commonly speak of the architect as being the

ruling power in a 1 cases. Indeed, he is no such thing, and in the majority of
mstaiices lie is obliged to give up many points which he would far rather have
maintained; and in many more cases he knows beforehand that to attempt what
ins Client would call wild vagaries, or pretentious display, or needless outlay,
woiiKi lose liira Ins business, and soon compel him to retire, without even what the
atlvertisements call *'" m.^iawnf^ ««„— . u n-i— ' .. .

and studied effect visibly apparent, and the result of whicli is bad, of course the
architect should be blamed ; but this is not the reason of failure in the great
majority of instances which excite adverse criticism. If I »ce a design, in one
part of which the architect has set his thought, which he has filled with the
impress of Ins own mind, where he has ventured to indulge in some piece of good
and effective design, and has dared to introduce some Judiciou.? and well-studied
ornament—almost by stealth, as it were— I know I must alwolve him from blame
if the rest of the design be bald and uninten-sting, flat and commonplace, or even
in some aspect of proportion or arrangement ofi'ensive.

In street architecture the surface decoration has, for the most part, a secondary
oflfice to fulfil, the buildings are seen in a sharp perspective, and tlie' projections
reveals, and soflits contribute most to the effect, particularly bay windows or
corbelled turrets, ami an efl'ective treatment of the roof, which latter, I think
shouhl not have too much projection, but should cut well against the sky ami
should obscure as little as possible of the upward view ; in street architMture
especially do the roofs play a most important part, both by the picturesque outline
they may present, and by the more varied effects of light and shade which they
contribute where the light may fall. I cannot well imagine any street ugly where
there is a general harmony of main lines, and a well studied and picturesque
treatment of the sky-line ; while I cannot imagine a jilain row of houses looking
very well, where there may be an elaborate care bestowed in the treatment of the
flat .surface, but which ends only with a plain level parapet, presenting one never
varying effect against the sky, and throwing one dead shadow on the opposite
side.

In truth, the elements of good effect, if not of beauty, in street architecture are
much simpler than most people imagine; if the main outlines and general propor-
tions are good, if the architect's practised hand and trained eye has thrown the
parts together with a regard to fitness and simplicity, the absence of ornament
and costly decoration will hardly lie felt at all—not that the capability to impart
this satisfying and happy result is the easy and eariy attainment ofthe architect;
on the contrary, it is, perhaps, one of the last things he learns, for it is an easier
matter to design an ornamental feature, good in itself, than to know well before-
hand, on the paper, how to give the best efiect to the masses of buildings in exe-
cution, where so many extraneous causes may conspire to make or mar the
success ofthe composition. Grouping of the masses and telling outline against
the sky are certainly the main things to be observed. The building erected
opposite Crosby Hall, and before alluded to, is very ornamental in its details,
but if neariy all that ornament were dispensed with it would still look almost as
well

; this may also be said of the new " Life " oflices, in Bridge-street, Black-
friai^, and of some of the new hotels which have recently been erected ; but for
admirable outline, balance of parts, and grand general effect, what can exceed
St. Paul's, as seen from Ludgate-hill? Is it the sculptured pediments or other
architectural enrichments which attract the eye, and fix the building on the mind
of the beholder ? or is it the towering magnificence ofthe lofty dome, and the play
of light and shade, the solidity and repose, the breadth at once and the lightness
of effect of tlie whole composition? I know of nothing to surpass the view
obtained of the Cathedral from the point above named. As the roof in Gothic
architecture, so the dome and cupola is the great element of picturesque treat-
ment in Classic architecture ; and it is partly, perhaps, because roots are more
common and more useful than domes, and that lowncss of pitch will harmonise
with Classic architecture and not with Gothic, that the latter has gained so much
in public favour. That the want of a fitting accessory of this kind is felt and
acknowledged is sufficiently proved by the fashion lately set in, of making high
and steep sloped roofs with or without a flat top, and in this way Classic archi-
tecture redeems itself almost entirely from reproach in this respect. I may
instance the Tuileries as a striking proof of this; and among ourselves we have
many instances—the most recent, perhaps, is the Duke of Buccleuch's house, at
Whitehall-gardens, though whether the feature here is treated altogether
judiciously may be a question for the critics.

Tiie bright clear sky of Greece, Egypt, and Southern Italy, may, perhaps,
form the very best background for the beautiful temples, with their long straight
cornices and flat pediments cutting clearly against it, and they may be the most
appropriate forms to be relieved by it ; but in our northern climate the sky is
hardly ever clear of clouds, which present forms of every possible variety in every
direction and inclination, and mostly of curved outlines; it is not harmonious to
rule against this background long level lines without break or intermission, but,
on the contrary, the steep, straight, orswellinggable, plain or stepped, the curved
dome or roof, and every other feature giving play of line against the sky, is
harmonious, and in unison with that background in connection with which they
can alone be seen.

Will any one deny that in a long continued fa(;ade of buildings—sav the Rue
de Riyoli— it is most refreshing and agreeable to come to a break where there is
a design of another character, successful in the particulars to which I have
alluded? It is, however, not because the design may be what is called " Gothic "
that it will prove deserving of favour above Cfassic ; there are some new Gothic
houses on both sides of Cheapside, but they both of them fail to give so pleasing
an effect as a smaller and less pretentious building now just finished in Old
Broad-street; because, in the former cases, the old level line of parapet is
adhered to, wiiile in the latter a gabled roof finishes the design. A merely
curved or sloped roof, so long as it can be seen from below, will go far to supply
what is wanted. The French are fully aware of this, and always let their roofs
be seen ; and, among others, I may mention the Universal Marine Offices, in
Cornhill, as an instance ofthe truth of this remark, giving the whole building a
more pleasing form, and one which the eye readily singles gut, in spite of the
ornamental and towering structure occupied by Messrs. Sari, in the neighbour-
hood.

Wliat I have said is, however, perhaps rather as hoping to influence the
future, through those who may agree with me, than as speaking of the present.
Our street architecture is, upon the whole, lamentably deficient in this attribute

;

and when one really feels how wonderful the change "would be if any of our fine
main thoroughfares could be remodelled with careful studv as to the roofs, it

is impossible to help dwelling on the point, and very earnestly entreating all who
can do so to consider and to advocate the suliject as opportunity arises, the
difficulties interposed by the Metropolitan Buildiug Act uotwithstaiuling.

There is, however, another point in connection with our street architecture
not easily to be dealt with, but which it would be most desirable to control if it

could be done, which is, that it constantly happens that new buildings very much
spoil one another, and very needlessly ; every man considering just exactly what
he has before U'ln, and Utterly ignoring what will exist on each side of his Sesign
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when executed. The result is most painful ; moulding and cornice are abruptly

cut off, every feature is utterly at discord in each case with the others ; no pains

even is taken to render the design complete in itself, and the front looks as if it

had been intinded to be one of a row, which, by some change of intention, was
never continued. To enumerate instances would be needless, every main
thoioaghlare exhibits them, and strangers must be struck with this state of
tilings as a peculiarity of municipal management of a most extraordinary

character.

I fear no ordinary means are sufficient to cure this state of things. In the

present state of architectural fcelinjr, wliile the battle of the styles is cither

breaking out in open furj-, or sniouldeiiiig out of sight and ready to break out,

there is an liabitual disregard of other than personal feeling, and rather a delight

in showing contempt for all work of a different character brought into juxta-

position. It becomes, for example, an article of faith to show as much as

possible how the creed professed by the disciple of Gothic architecture differs

from that of the Classic architect, who has been at work on the next plot of

ground, and rice vernd, though, perhaps, the injury sustained is at least equal to

that inflicted. All this is wrong, and is, perhaps, at the present moment the

greatest bane of our street architecture, every integral part destroying its neigh-
bours a£ far as it can, whereas the study should be to make the whole as perfect,

fi« a whole, as pos.«ible. Now, far be it irom me to recommend that public

censors sliould be established in matters of art, or that there should be any
additional legislation in such matters ; still I do think that some general rules

might be laid down applicable to our main thoroughfares, aud which would
injure no one, interfere with no private rights, and which would succeed
in reforming to some extent tlie present state of chaos. For example,
just as a certain line of front is established, let certain main lines of

elevation be fixed, which shall not be departed from ; let the height of

the ground-tioor stories be fixed, the line of the top of the one-pair win-
dows, the line, say, of the coping or finishing gutter, leaving all above that

free. Now, this would only so far control designs as to enable the architect

to show his talent, which would enable him to keep these main lines as bounda-
ries, while he would fill up between them as suited the requirements of the work
in hand. He might in the interval have fewer or more stories than his neigli-

bour, he might divide them differently, and an absence of all sameness would be
secured; but there would be just so much control over the ensevible as would
tend to promote a general harmony of effect. And if, instead of every man
cutting oft his projections ruthlessly just where the centre of his party-wall may
come,Tie was compelled, in a give-and-take way, to return and finish them
properly, while the lines of one composition were made either to lead out of those
already establislied or else to be made properly distinct, I can believe that a

great gain in our architecture would be accomplished, while there would be as

much freedom as there is now. A government or a municipal body has some-
thing to answer for in this respect. What shall be said if the re-arrangement
of the new Government offices at Whitehall is not complete as a whole, every
part helping every other part? How admirably is this carried out in the capital

to wbicn we have before referred. I think it is a disgrace to our " local manage-
ment " that the beauty of our city is not cared for in its several districts as well

as the cleanliness, and I believe it might practically be done.

Many new streets and approaches are now being laid out, some of the most
important relating to the Thames embankment, and now is the time for making
some effort in this direction. The present Chief Commissioner, Mr. Cowper, I

am able to say, is mos^ready to listen to suggestions ; and when a deputation
waited upon him some weeks back to point out the desirability of laying out the
new streets so as to lead off to many points, and to gain the best advantage (or

existing buildings, as well as to open the view to new buildings in the best way,
he requested the Institute of Arcnitects to appoint a small committee to bring
into form and to discuss these very questions, with a view to insuring the best

attention to them. And this state of things— the representative of the Govern-
ment, working with the representatives of the lovers of art in carrying out great
public improvements—is an encouraging guarantee that wisely-directed eifibrts

will not be made in vain.
London is not a " show city"—not a place of European resort for pleasure and

gaiety—but the great banking-house of the wide world, the busy mart of the
universe, too much taken up hitherto with contemplation of its own growing
prosperity, with very little care of external appearances, like a rich merchant,
who, well knowing the filled coffers at his banking-house, cares very little for

the threadbare appearance of his outward garb ; yet there are spots which the
busy citizen daily treads without obsenation, but which may well arrest the
stranger, and must not be passed without remark.

What can be more striking than the views of the great city from some of the
bridges as you approach from the southward, especially London and Blackfriars
bridges ? Walk up Ludgate-hill, stand at almost any point about the Exchange,
or in Holbom, where you can take in the view of the rising hill and some part of
the broad roadway beyond ; stand where the several great thorciughfares meet at
the northern end of London-bridge, or look upward from the lower ground as
yon approach its southern end ; and while from many ofthese positions you will see
examples of architecture of which any country might be proud mixed with
buildings of the commonest character, and in the worst taste; you will, if you
can look with the unaccustomed eye of the stranger, forgetting for the moment
how constantly you tread these spots intent upon anything rather than giving
them the least attention, you will see much to admire, much to be struck with
a« a whole

; you will be conscious of a general impression as powerful as any you
ever experienced when looking for the first time on great cities in other lands,
and the imagination of the artist will find ideas the most suggestive and
Taried.

I might single out many buildings recently erected, and which go very far to
redeem our streets from the architectural barrenness of which I have complained,
but I feel it would be somewhat presumptuous for me to do so, and that the task
is better left in the hands of a non-proftssional critic. You have heard the treat-
ment which I advocate, and doubtless several examples of it will have occurred
to you during my observations. If you should not agree with me, you will at
leastJud^e and compare as you have opportunity, and you will arrive at a de-
tennination, one way or other, in your own minds. If architecture does not
progrew as it should, it is because there is a public apathy and want of interest,
arBine from a lack of knowledge upon the subject not creditable to us as anation,
aocrwhich, of course, begets a lack of taste, or, perhaps, a bad taste founded on no
principles and guided by no rules ; so that we occasionally hear in high places
most extraordinary reasoning upon this subject when some great occasion brhigs

it to notice—or we find an individual absolutely appointed to foster, encourage,
and promulgate art, able to convince himself that architecture is a mere
mechanical effort, not exactly of heaven-bom genius, because any our may
perform it, nor yet of mental training, because, says an authority, there have
been great architects who, it seems, have had little of this; so that carefuHoving
study of the subject, with toilsome experience in it, go for nothing. All very
unworthy, mistaken, and contemptible falacies, which, if they could have any
weight at all, would tend to undo every good thathas been of late years effected,

and would end by extinguishing one of the three fine arts entirely. Such
mistaken statements stand rebuked by the great monuments of past ages as weU
as by a thousand efforts in more modern times, and, I may add, stand exposed in
their absurdity by every effort to act upon, or to give any practical effect to,

them.
I ask the members of the Society to guard with a jealous care any attempt to

lower the standard of art, or to introduce meretricious views with respect to it.

It may be false taste in sculpture, or wrong principles in painting, or a
benumbing influence, a cold shade, a cruel detraction thrown over the noble art
of architecture, which, if it were possible, would destroy all that has been done
this twenty years and upwards to excite higher aspirations and truer feelings,

but which sliall not prevail, but shall be once for all condemned by an sniigbtencu
public opinion, true to itself and to what is due to the national honour in these
respects.

THE DECORATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION
BUILDING.*

THE bniiaing for the International Exhibition, now so shortly to be opened, has l)eea

lucidly explained by Captain rhill];otts, in the paper read before you in December
last ; therefore, it will be unnecessary for me to take up much of your time in a description
of the various parts of it, and I will only briefly recall to your minds the main features and
arrangement of the building, in order that you may more easily understand mo when I
refer to them in my description of the decoration. This arrangement of the building will
be easily understood by refen-iug to the ground-plan. The principal front faces the
Cromwell-road, and has a south aspect ; it extends nearly 1,200 feet. On the tirst floor o?
this front range the series of picture galleries. Parallel with this front is the nave, 800 feet

long, and terminating at each end iu the great domes, each 160 feet in diameter. From
these extend again, north and south, the transepts, having each a length of 200 feet on
either side of the domes. Tlie height to the pitch of roof in nave and transept is 100 feet,

and the width between the columns 85 feet. The great domes have a diameter of 160 feet,

and rise to an interior height of 200 feet. Galleries 50 feet uide extend on both sides of tho
nave and inner sides of transepts. Other galleries, 2.5 feet wide, are carried round the outer
sides of transepts and sides of walls of picture galleries, and one 12 feet wide against walls
of refreshment rooms.

I'arallel with the nave, and on either side of it, are the glass courts ; those on the sontjl

side being 200 feet wide, those on the north 87 feet.

On the north side of this area is a large range of buildings, forming the refreshment
rooms ; through these, under a triple archway, nearly opposite the main entrance from tho
Cromwell-road, is an entrance to the Horticultural Gardens, of which a most pleasing view
is here seen. This completes the description of the main area of the building ; but at both
extremities extend two very important additions, namely, the eastern and western annexes,
the latter nearly 1 ,000 feet long, and the former TT-I feet.

Having refreshed your memory as to the form, size, and arrangement of the btdlding, I
will now speak of the decoration of it.

We will enter by the great archway in the centre of the south front, and passing by tho
staircase which leads to the picture galleries, and to which we will return by-and-bye, wo
proceed to the nave. I confess that when I first saw this interior my heart quailed ; its

general aspect was not encouraging ; the day was damp and bleakly cold ; the rough poly-

gonal arched principals and diagonal boarded ceiling looked heavy and difficult to manage;
the light from the clerestory windows fell in faint streams on the muddy road, that w*'8
then the traffic way in the interior ; masses of dark scaffolding, obstructing the light from
where the domes were then being erected, and the various trials of colouring which had
been already made, one, at least, of them by an able man, showed me that it would rc*quire

very careful consideration indeed before I should decide upon what style of decoration to
adopt. Do not let me be unjust, nor let my own apprehensions as to a successful treatment
of the decorations lead you to suppose that I mean to reflect on the building itself. When
I came quietly to consider all the features of the construction, I foimd that those ap-
parently heavy principals only [required to be properly treated in colour to be sufficiently

light; that they were also of most ingenious construction, that the proportion was pleasing,

and that the light of the clerestory windows was amply sufficient. I fear that many may
have seen the building under the same adverse circumstances that first presente<l it to my
view, and have passed criticisms not so just as the merits of the undoubtedly t.alented con
triver of the building should deserve. Pardon me if 1 have wandered for a moment from
the subject of my paper, more especially as I errnestly hope, that in any discussion that

may follow it will be bome^in mind that it is only the decoration of the building which is

now before us.

Well, wo are in the nave. How to decorate it ? I had not too much time to think ; the
work must be done. It was Januarylthe 2.Srd when I received the authority from the
Royal Commissioners to assume the decoration of the building with the entire responsi-
bility of tho results—the work must be completed by March.

After careful consideration I decided that the general tone of the roof must he light, and
that the best colour would be a warm pale grey ; that the arched principals must be made
to stand out clear from the roof ; that they must look well in a perspective of 800 feet;

and that they must not look heavy or confused as they approached each other in the
distance. No single colour would do, and after a pretty stiff bit of reflection of twenty-
four hours, I confirmed myself in my opinion of what would be the most likely way o£

treating the principals.

I have remarked that the form of these is polygonal, aud is best) explained by the scale-

drawing marked (A). They are in three thicknesses, the centres of the outer planks
covering the joints of the inner ones.

I consider that the form precluded the use of a continuous repeat ornament ; I therefore

decided on following the foim of construction, and adopted panellings of blue aud red
alternately, relieved \>y coloured lines, intersected at the joints by circles of black, on which
ai-e gold stars, and from these spring ornaments in vellum colour with green in the filling,

as shown in the coloured drawing.
Following out this arrangement, I had a pattern painted on paper of the full size of one

of the principals, and it was fixed in its place within a week from the time of ray appoint-
ment

;
part of that identical pattern ',is now in this room ; it has never been altered, and

thus exactly it has been carried out throughout the roofs of the naves and transepts.

Until the principals were coloured, it seemed to me that the thicknesses were lost ; I
wished to make the construction evident, and I therefore coloured the two outer etlges in

chequers of black and vellum colour, and the centre edge full red. As to the bracings

above the polygonal arches I coloured them the wormwood colour, with red or 1>1U0

coloured lines ou the face, and the under thicknesses red.
I have said that I decided on warm grey for the rooi of nave. I did so because it gaTB

space and lightness ; and on its surface I introduced an upright scroll ornament in red, with
gold star-like rosettes sparingly introduced. My object in this ornament was to raise UlO

apparent pitch of the roof, and'to relieve and wann the effect of the grey. The horizontal

pn rlines, on the contrary, I kept purposely light, so as not to depress the rise of the roof,

«

interfere with, or confuse the effect of the principals. The ridye jiiece of the roof, in Itawx

comparatively small, 1 marked as strongly as possible, as the apex in black and veUtun

• Paper read by Mr. J. GBEGOBT CIUCE, before tho Society of Arts, April' 9tli.
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white eii diaruniii: on eac-li sMc I oolourea a miirain of maroon rod, and tt little

bolow'thata bordering of very warm gi-con, sliapea to accord witli the top scrolls of

the red vertical ornament, the grc<n hcing relieved with rosettes of gold colour. At tno

base of the sloije of roof this ptrecii is again introiluci'rt in much the same way, and the band

of maroon also. Below tliis aro the clerestory windowa.

The 1 ext important features in tlie nave are the iron columns, supporting the principals

aswell as the galleries. These I have painted pale bronze colour, relieved with gold

colour vertiail lines. The capitals are gilt ; the grounds being picked in rich red or bine

alternately ; the centre blocks of the columns aro also coloured red, with bands of blue,

or rifei'c/-.<ii, the mouldings being gilt, and the same style of colour is continued to the

bdfes. The top plate above the columns is painted bronze colour, relieved with light gold

colour ornament on the upper part, and a vitnivlan scroll In gold colour, with a maroon

red base on the lower part.
, ^, , ^,

The gallery railings aro light bronze colour, the rose, shamrock, and thistle ornament

lieing partly gilt, and the whole backed with deep red cloth. The plate under the gallery

is painted oak eolonr, relieved with deep brown interlaced ornament.

1 have kept the part below the lino of arches purposely quiet in colour, in order that the

brilliancy and richness of the various articles exhibited may not be interfired with. The

roof on the contrary, is rather vivid in colonr, to carry up, as it were, in some degree, the

gaiety of the scene below ; and this will he still further sustained by a scries of banners of

the various countries whose products are assembled in this International Exhibition.

Mnch variety of opinion has been expressed at my introduction of the vivid colonrs in

the arched principals of the nave ; but I think that many who fancied it would look too

powerful, will confess their surprise at its comparatively quiet effect now that it is com-

pleted. The colours being properly b.alanced have neutralised each other. Most of yon

probably know that blue, red, and yellow, in the proportion of three, two, and one, when
mixed with white, produce a grey, exactly the same as a grey produced by mixing black

and white I will show you. I take ultramarine blue three parts, vermilion two parts,and

chrome yellow one part. I mix them together, add some white—you obscnre it is grey. I

take some black ami white, mix them, and identically the same grey is prodnced. If yon

paint on a disc radiatiil stripes of blue, red, and yellow, in proper proportions, and make
the disc revolve r.apidly, you find grey produced, the same as if they were stripes of black

and white. The effect of the roof of the nave exemplifies the theory.

I have heard it said by some that it would have been better to have employed panellings

of one colour instead of two to each principal, and made the principals alternately blueand

red ; in my opinion they would have been utterly disappointed ; the striped contrasts would

have by no means given the softness, richness, and glow of the present colouring. To con-

vince myself 1, at one stage of the colouring, tried, by fixing blue paper over the red panel-

lings in one principal, and red pivper over the blue panellings of another; the effect was

not nearly as good, and I was couflrmed that the principle I had adopted was the

You will find this principle of counterchanging colours adopted in most of the decora-

tions of the early masters, which abound in Italy ;—those decorations, so beautiful, so

interesting, rich, glowing in colour, full of fancy and taste in the ornament, the masses

well arranged, the most perfect harmony everywhere, and dignified by often acting as the

framework of the highest gems of art. My son, who has been lately studying from these

works in Italy, has made a series of sketches from some of them, which I thought might

illustrate the observations I am addressing to yon, and prove not uninteresting to those

who are fond of decorative art.

You vriW And in tlie roof of the Upper Church of Assisi, in the Chapel of St. Corporalc,

of Orvieto, and in the Palazzo Spinola, examples of counterchanging of colouring, and in

the roof of the Cathedral of Lucca the chevroneze of black and gold. In fact, the works

of the lUlian decorators of the fifteenth century afford most valuable lessons in ornamen-

tation and colouring. But I must not bo led astray from my more immediate subject.

Having described the nave, I will now proceed to the domes which rise at either end of it,

and form a point of intersection with that and the transepts. They are undoubtedly the

main features of the Imilding.

In plan their form is dodeeagonal, or twelve-sided, but are made to assume the appear-

ance of an octagon, because the arches towards the nave and transejjt cross each other,tand

form a kind of angular-arched opening of 85 feet span, the intermediate arches being about

3.5 feet span. From the floor of the nave to the springing of the domes is 114 feet, the total

interior height to the crown of the domes being about -JOO feet. There are tweh-e main
ribs to each dome, meeting in a sort of ring plate, and thence eight of them carry on to the

centre. The crown of each dome has an ornamental zinc covering, as explained in the

drawing ; all below this is glass.

My principal difliculty in carrying out the decoration of the domes was, that I could see

nothing of them. The scaffold formed a series of solid stages or floors, through which it

was iraiHJssible to view anything, and I confess I never could mount the laddera above 100

feet ; but even there the scaffolding was so thick that I could see nothing of the top, and
very little of the cornice, facia, and walls.

At last 5[r. Ashton contrived to get for mo an open square box into which I got, and was
drawn up by means of his beautiful little engine very pleasantly to the top

; yet when I

got there the ceiling almost touched my head, so that I had no opportunity of judging
beforehand of the effect of distance and light upon my colouring, and I know well that they

were very formidable elements for consideration. The knowledge that the scaffold would
be taken down before I possibly could judge of the effect, and that when once down
I could never hope to touch my decoration again, caused me many an anxious thought.

My drawings will best explain to you the colouring I adopted for the top of the domes.

The main ribs are painted bright red, with spaced black and white at the edges, and a fine

gold Hue up the centre spreads at intervals of about four feet into lozenges and circles con-

taining gilt stars on a blue ground ; where the main ribs reach the ring plate I carry round
the red, marking the points of intersection with black and white ; thence the eight main
ribs are painted deep blue, relieved with red, gold, and black, until they meet in the centre

pipe or pendant, which is gilt bordered with red. The shaped covering, or umbrella, as I am
accustomed to call it, is painted light blue

;
gold colour and gilt rays diverging from the

centre and streaming a considerable way down the blue, the shaped outline of which is

IXMrdered with reti and gold ornament.
In decorating the walls of the domes, the solid parts between the arches and the spring-

ing of the roof, it was necess.ary to consider the probable effect of the great mass of light

alxive. On the one hand it was desirable to sustain it with sufficient strength of coloiu:, on
the other it would be dangerous to make it too lieavy.

The moulding of the cornice and facia arc painted vellum colour, very slightly relieved

by gilding ; the trusses aro gold colour, the facia between them is red, with a vellum
patera ; the soffit is green. The broad facia below is painted blue, and on it is inscribed

in gold letters, three feet high, the exordium of David, in the 2!»th chapter of the fii-st Book
of Chronicles, " Thine, Lord, is the greatness, and the glory, and the victory, and the
majesty ; for all that is in the heaven and the earth is thine;" andf'O Lord, both riches and
honour come of thee, and thou reigneet over all ; and in thine hand is power and might, and
la thine hand it is to make great."

The large iron columns, which rise nearly 100 feet high, are painted dark maroon colour,

their capitals being richly gilt. The panelling between the arches and the frieze is painted
infOiadesof red, relieved by coloured linos ; in the four broad compartments are inscribed, on
dark green panels. Europe, Asia, Africa, and America ; below, on a circle, are the initials

of those so beloved by us all, Victoria and Albert. On the eight spandrels to the four main
arches are medallions, eight feet in diameter, by Mr. Burehett, of the Kensington f?chool of

ikxt, emblematic of manufactures, commerce, and the various arts and sciences which lend
their aid. Those were execute<l in an exceedingly short time, and, like all the rest of the
Work, with no opportunity of judging how they would look in their elevateil situation. I

ahoQld a<Ul that round the red panelling is a broad margin of sage green,3on which are

IHtencilled pateno. The moulding of the arches is painted vellum colour, the top fillet bemg
gfit. and the face of them ornamented with vitruvian scroll in dark colour.

The walls at che gable end of the nave and transept are treated so as to recall the-arched
form of the principals. Under these a semicircular panel is formed of warm brown
ooionr, borderetl by a broad blue margin, on which are gold stars. Inside the panels are
written the following sentences ;

—

On the east end of nave

—

- " The wise and their works are in the hand of God."—Eoclesiastes, chap, ix., v. I.

On the east end of transept

—

" Altei-nately the nations learn and teach."—Cowpcr.

On the south-east end of transept;

—

" Ea«h climate needs what other cUmee produce."—Cowper.

On the west end of the building the sentences aro in Latin, being the part oocopled b£
foreign exhibitors. At the end of nave is written—

** Gloria In excelsis Deo et in terra pox."

At the north-west end of tranjept-
" Domini eet terra ct plcuitudo ejus."

At the south-west end of transept—
" Dens in tcrram respexlt et Implevit illnm bonis «nU."

Inside these semicircular panels are a scries of radiating panels, painted mUOOl^ tad
bearing the names of the various sciences and arts which have affinity with the OQJMbi
exhibited. Tlio coloured drawing will more directly explain what 1 have thna endeBVanM

I have mentioned that on either side of the nave extend the series of courts roofed

with glass. These admit of very limited decoration, and the colouring I consider sbonld

be of a subdued and retiring character. The objec^ts exhibiteil arc to bo the show. The
brick walls which form the boundary on one side not being dry, it was necessary to have a

colonr which would not be materially effected by that circumstance. I adopted a quiet

maroon colour made with Venetian ted and purple brown. The columns aro painted pale

bronze, relieved by gold colour.
. , , ^, ,.

The skylight frames arc painted cream white, relieved by lines of red and bine alter-

nately. Under the galleries the ceilings are painted very light grey, the joists cream
white, the bottom edges lined blue, and the girders lined maroon red.

Let me here offer a few words of advice to the exhibitors of manufactured goods In silks,

woollens, and cottons.

Many rich and valuable stuffs were, seriously Injnnxl at the Exhibition of IS.*!!, by
injudicious arrangement of them. Brocaded silks of gay colours, or printed woollens or

cottons, are best exhibited if somewhat shaded from the light; it would bo well, too. If

they were contrasted with deep tones of velvet or other plain material.

In the arrangement of plain fabrics, such as cloths, merinos, or velvets, mnch will depend

on the way the colours are brought together. Avoid blazing contrasts of colour, such as

bright red next bright green ; or bright blue next bright yellow; such contrasts are not

harmonious—let one of the two colours always be subservient to the other. It Is not so

much what colour a material is, but how that colour is made to appear. It is ncceeeary to

bear in mind that all colours have their complementaries, which add to or detract from

the beauty of the adjoining colours, according to what they may be. Thus, the com-
plementaries of red are green ; blue are orange ;

j^ellow are violet. If you cut out pieces

of grey paper in an ornamental form, and stick a piece on each of the three colours I have

named, yon will find, in a shaded light, the grey will be fully tinted by the complcmentartes

of these colours. But you cannot lay down precise rules. An experienced artist can bring

any two colours together by properly modulating them.
Nothing is so charming and so refreshing to the eye as an harmonious ansmgcment of

colours ; they are " like a sweet chord of music to the seusc." The hand of nature never

errs, whether it brings together scarlet and crimson, as in the cactus ; scarlet and purple,

as in the fuschia
;
yellow and orange, as in the caluvluria ; or the colours in the varied

plumage of exotic birds-tVie harmony is always beautiful, ever perfect. The laws of

harmonious colouring are a necessary part of the knowledge of the manufactmrers of

coloured fabrics.

I will suggest a few contrasts. 1. Black and warm brown. 2. Violet and pale green.

,3. Violet and light rose colour. 4. Deep blue and golden brown. 5. Chocolate and bright

blue. 6. Deep red and grey. 7. Maroon and warm green. 8. Deep blue and pink.

9. Chocolate and pea green. 10. Maroon and deep blue. 11. Claret and buff. Vi. Black

and warm green.
Resumiug our immediate subject, we will now return to the principal staircase, which

we passed on our entrance from the Cromwell-road. The walls of the lower part of this

staircase will be painted maroon red, as a background for the statues, bas-reliefs, and other

art works which will be placed here. The upper part of the wall, or rather space above

the wall, will be enclosed by the various specimens of stained-glass. Arrived at the land-

ing, we enter the centre vestibule, from which we first gain the view of the magnificent

range of picture galleries, extending .100 feet on each side. Thi^ vestibule will itself be

filled with sculpture. The walls are coloured subdued i-od up to the string-course, above

that they are sage green.

ITie picture galleries on the east side contain the collection of the British, those on the

west side the foreign schools ; in size and arrangement they are exactly the same. The
width of the galleries is 50 feet ; the wall is 31 feet high, np to the cornice, from which
springs a deep cove supporting the centre light.

Many of the pictures to be exhibited having been painted many years, it was essential to

have a very low tone of colour for the walls ; I adopted a sage green. When the colouring

was partly done, and there remained some of the white wall still uncolourai, it wasthought

by many that the tone would be far too dark, and I mention this to show how difficult it is

to judge of effects of colour till all the parts aro complete. 1 never at present hear any
fears expressed of the too great depth of colour. The cornice is painted vellnm colonr with

maroon in the hollow, the ground of the cove is tinted of the same hue as the walls, bnl

much lighter. I have divided it into two compartments by upright margins in vellum

colour, on which is stencilled ornament on a deep ground ; the compartments of green aro

marginal lines of maroon. The soffit is also vellum colour relieved by stencil ornament in

maroon, and the upper cornice is cream colour.

The end walls of the principal galleries are slightly decorated ; on either side of tho

arched entrance it is intended' to place statues, and therefore it was necessary to have a

maroon-red panel background ; this is carried up to the springing of the arch, and thence

broken into five concentric panels; above these are painted ornaments supporting

medallions, in which arc inscribed tlie names of painters.
^

To show with what energy it was necessary to carry out the works, I will mention that

the whole of the picture galleries on the east side were painted and decorated In five days.

I was asked on Saturday if my designs were ready—I decided the colours on Monday
morning, the work was commenced at mid-day, and completed mid-day the following

Saturday. .

At the end of the principal galleries we^entcr the au-xiliary'gallenes, which have a length

of nearly 250 feet on each side of-the domes ; in these will be arranged the collection of

water-colour drawings, architectural designs, &c. ; hero I have adopted a lighter tone of the

same colouring, as in tho larger galleries.
i.- ,, t

Crossing over to the north side of the building we enter by the triple archway, which I

have before mentioned, the immense range of apartments devoted to refreshments ; un-

fortunately, the state of the walls is such, that it will not be posawo for the present to

decorate them, except, indeed, the three large rooms on the upper floor, where tho ceilings

are of wooden constnictiou ; but I must needs confess that nothing I could do on the walls

would compete with the charming view to bo seen from tho windows which run the entire

length of these rooms. The whole of the New Horticultural Gardens is seen \vith beautiful

effect ; all their ornamental parterres, fountains, and walks, bonnded by the handsomo

colonnades and conservatory, being seen in greater perfection than from any part of tho

Gardens tliemselves.
,

Having thus described to you, very imperfectly. I confess, the decoration we have done,

let me explain to you, briefly, how we did it. It was indispensable, m all the designs for

the decorations, that they should be so arranged as to bo easy of execution ; that the im«

portant iirinciple of " the greatest effect at the least cost," should lie strictly attended to.

Therefore, all oniament had to be done by stencilling, and nU the colouring on woodwork

was to be done In distemper. What tho stencilling is 1 will explain presently. Distemper

is a very ready means of colouring surfaces, because one ooat of it bears out and gives a

result more sohd and more luminous than four coats of oil paint, but it has the di»-

advantage of not being preservative like the last, and it cannot be washed. Perhaps no

one will ever discover the very rough state of the principals of the roof of nave, which Me

I
simply saw-cut, besides being blemished by the process of cartiug and lifting them, ino
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ooftt of distemper conceals &11 that. It is composed of whiiiog aud size, made of any tint
required by aiiliu? the u^uul colours.

Slencillin? is performed by cutting oat the pattern rnoired in stout strong paper, which
it then Tanii^h«l over to strengthen and preserve it ; taking care also to leave proper ties

to keep the pattern together. But as example is better than precept, I liave brought her©
a lew of tlie stencils made use of for the decorations, and will show you how the work Is

done. (The workman here stencils some ornament.) I think that iu the progress of the
woi^ more than 100 men must have been employeil at this stencilliug, out of whom, 1 have
jtmaoa to believe, scarcely half-a-dozen ever did it before, and yet the work has been very
veil executed, and n^Iiect? much credit upon all those engaged upon it. I am happy to
w^QOwledge the intelligence and perseverance of Mr. Huish, the foreman painter of Messrs.
Kelk and Lucas, in directing those men. Also they will join with me, I am sure, in con-
fiesBing how mach they and I are indebted to Uie able a&jistance of my artist, Mr. Haclin

;

nor caui I be silent on the constant aid I have received from my eldest son, whose sketches
OD these walls will stifflcienUy speak for him. The task I undertook was attended with
^ffleolties of what I may call a diplomatic kind. The contractors were at the exiwnse of
carrying oat the work 1 directed, and were naturally not desirous to be wasteful ; the
Boyal Commissioners wished the work to look as well as possible, therefore, it is easy to be
imagined that where one side used the whip the other pulled the reins ; nevertheless, I
feel bound to state that the contractors desired to have the decorations of the building
well carried out, aud that they have been actuated by liberal and unselfish feelings.

I have little more to say, but there is one word of thanks I cannot but give expression
to on this occasion ; it is to acknowledge with gratitude the encouraging support I have
derived from the criticisms on my work which have appeared occasionally in the Times
newspaper.
In a few days the International Exhibition ^vill be ojiened, the collected industry,

"^~T*oe, and art of the whole world, thus brought together, will be opened to your view. I
t that they will iu no way be injured by what I have done.

ARCHITECTURAL vMUSEUM.

ON Tuesday evening a lecture was delivered in the theatre of the South
KcnsiTigton Museum, "On Encaustic Tiles and Tile Pavements," bv the

Rev. Lord Alwyne Compton. We shall probably give a report of the lecture
in our next.

lledeius.

Seiunis Concerning the Ansistant Commissioners of Education and In-
Tspeefed Schools in the Ten Specimen Districts.

IHESE Rfturns, issued by tlie Cemral Committee of Schoolmasters, are
published to show the very remarkable difference which exists between the

statements of Her Majesty's Inspectors and those of the Royal Commissioners
with respect to the results obtained in inspected schools, which has been the
occasion of great perplexity ever since the Report of the Royal Commissioners
was issued. Her Majesty's Inspectors, wlio possess considerable experience,
and have daily practice in the work of inspection and examination, state
that the elementary subjects are tauglit excellently, well, or fairly, in 80 or 90
per cent, of the inspected schools. The Commissioners declare tliat these schools
naTe succeeded in successfully educating only a very small proportion of the
children who pass through them ; and the question is asked, whence arises this
discrepancy ?

In order' to assist in removing this difficulty, the Central Committee of School-
masters determined some t'.me ago to sent out circulars of inquiry to all the in-
spected schools in the specimen districts as far as these could be ascertained.
Nearly three years have elapsed since the majority of the visits of the Assistant
Commissioners to these schools were made, and during that interval numbers of
roasters and mistresses have left the schools where they were then placed, a few
are dead, and some schools have been closed. But, notwithstanding these
circumstances, about 220 returns have been received, and the answers
contained in them will be found in the return. Every return received
up to the moment of going to press has been inserted. Although the list

is unavoidably incomplete, it is believed that sufficient evidence has been obtained
to ^ve a correct idea of the manner in which the Assistant Commissioners ex-
amined the inspected schools in their districts.

from these inquiries it is found that, of the schools from which returns have
come to hand, 87 were not visited at all, 162 were not examined at all, while in
very few schools were the lower classes even noticed,

'The Central Committee are convinced that the following conclusions must
follow from an examination of the returns which they Lave received and
tabulated :

—

1. That the lower classes especially were almost entirely overlooked by the
Assistant Commissioners, even in the schools which they professed to examme.

2. That the examinations made by the Assistant Commissioners will bear no
comparison with those of her Majesty's Inspectors, in respect to their thorough-
ness and reliable character.

3. That no trustworthy judgment as to the real state of the instruction in in-
spected schools could be formed by the Assistant Commissioners from the personal
examination which they instituted.

4. That if the conclusions of the Royal Commissioners are worth anything,
they do not derive their value from the e.\amination of inspected schools by their
Assistant Commissioners.
The returns are dated from the Committee Room, Whittington Club.

A Letter to the Right Hon. the Earl of Derby on the Proposed Memorial
to the Priyice Consort. Uarton and Hodge.

THE writer of this letter, " Omega," contends that ''no imitation should be
admitted " in the design for the Albert Memorial, and that we should

repudiate all heathen symbolism.
The characteristics of English modes of thinking, feeling, and taste, are simplicity, truth,

meanmg, purity. Our life is earnest, dome3tic,.practical ; our habits plain and simple;
onractions devoid of all extravagance. Our most deep or vivid emotions are betrayed hyM gesticulation or histrionic attitudes. We are unaddicted to pomp, pageantry, or finery.
JUgnitnde, apart from ntiUty, excite.? no admiration

;
greatness is never identified with

mere vattneas of sizo
; heiiM! the gigantic statues which occupy our public places move uo

zeeUnff of awe, no sentiincut of admiration (!)
The idml of a monumental memorial of a Prince who achieved no military glory, who

eHecUd nothing great in political affairs, who did nothing which can be prescntc.1 in a
mechanical form, but who has impresiK.-d upon our fond memories that which is immea-
nirabt)' better, 1« that it should be appropriate, unique, and calculated to excite the same
feelings aa would orlie In hit Vatiig pteaenoe.

In conformity with tliese sentiments, the proposed obelisk should be associated with
sculptures .simply and truthfully representing the man whose memory we desire to honour.
These sculptures should speak to the eye and heart of every Englishman iu languaj^e ho
can understand, refer to feelings and sentiments with wliich he can .sympathise, furni^
lessons which will impress themselves on his memory, and e.xcite a ijeneficent influence on
his conduct. They should be framed on principles now vital and active, neither brought
from the past, nor anticipate an imaginary and unknown future.
What, then, should they be ?

First, a mere monolithic obelisk, however vast, would scarcely afford suitable space for

sculpture, except intaglio.

It should be a majestic pile, rising ujwn a basis formed with three gi-adients ; thug
affording twelve panels or surfaces for sculptures aud inscriptions.

Upon the lowest and largest, on a level with the eye of the spectator, we would
represent—

1st. The Prince, with the Queen aud all his family—every figure of the exact size of life

—portraits as accurate as possible, grouped so as to produce at once the most life-like aud
picturesque effect.

^nd. Another panel should represent the Prince with her Majesty and the group
surrounding them—also of the exact size of life, at the opeiung of the Great Exhibition—
the most prominent event in his life. There, the accessories, selected with care and taste,

would t<.'ll unmistakeably the story of the action.

3rd. On another should be represented some scene—an event of his public life—perhaps
by the throne, in the House of Lords, where the Prince was by the side of her Majesty, to
support and sustain, by his presence, a woman, in the performance of those exalted and
onerous duties, which would seem to require fortitude and strength almost superhuman.
This was, in fact, the function he so well i>erformed, to the inestimable advantage of this

great empire.
4th. The above can scarcely be open to differences of opinion, if the principles here

enunciated are admitted. The fourth tablet may be open to discussion. We would again
suggest that the Prince and the Queen should be depicted together. Should it be in their
walks on the slopes of Windsor ? or inspecting togeclier his farms, or gardens, witli their

occupants he so well loved ? We would only avoid such objects as dead game, or iuatru-

ments of death. These may be pleasing to sportsmen, but would be out of place on our
memorial.

The inscriptions should be

A simple, truthful, full narrative of the Prince's life, written with a sparing use of titles

and epithets—such a life as his own refined taste would have approved, prepared with as
much care as the sculptures. It may be brief in extent, though full, aa comprehending
every imiwrtant fact.

This narrative should be engraved on the stone faces, in four languages—for the middle
gradient, EngUsh, German, French, and Hindustani. Why this latter? it may be asked ;

is not this fantastical ? It is the language spoken b.v a numerical majority of the Queen's
subjects—that is my reason for selecting it. If this is thought insufficient, let another be
chosen ; but this, by employing a smaller character, might be iu two forms, Hindi and
Ordoo, in the Persian and Xagree alphabets.
On the four faces of the upper gradient I would repeat the narrative in the four languages

of the great literatures of the past—Hebrew, Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin. The reasons have
been already stated—the memorial is for an incalculable future.

The author then refers to a question which we have already dwelt upon at

some length in a recent number of the Building News. He says :

—

To return to the idea of a vast monolith ; would not the co.it be far greater than com-
mensurate ? That with our wondrous mechanical powers we could excel the Eg3T)tian8 in

the magnitude of public works is obvious enough. Would it not convey an erroneous im-
pression of our tendencies and taste to expend a vast sum on an object not involving any
utility. Would it not, in short, be contrary to our tastes and habits ? Would the wisdom
of its builders be esteemed in the next generation, when the cost is told to the wondering
siiectator ?

A more imposing structure could be erected, either of large masses of stone, or with a core

or foundation of brick, cased with polished granite slabs, not less durable and far more
magnificent than a monolith ; but either is equally adapted to the realisation of our itleas.

Might not the unsculptured shaft be a monolith withan elevated base, forming the gradients

and spaces for the sculptiures ?

How to Double the Value of the Great Exhibition to Exhibitors and the
World. By a Non-Exliibitor. Effingham Wilson, Royal Exchange.

THE writer proposes to achieve this modest undertating by establish-

ing a—
World's International Encyclopaedia Company, limited liability, capital £100,000, in

shares of £1 each, all to be paid up before April 15. Said sum to be placed at the disposal
of a competent board of directors, for the puriwse of carrying out, in six or more different

languages, an Encyclopiedia or Manual of the World's Exhibition. All profits arising

from the same to Ije devoted to the formation of International Societies for the atlvance-

ment of the arts and sciences. All losses that may accnie therefrom to be shared by the
sub.scribers according to the number of shares subscribed for; and the whole or any
balance that may remain at the closing of the said Company, in Novemoer or December,
to be returned, with any interest which may have accrued while in the Bank.

The Encyclopedia is to contain descriptions of every article e.xhibited.

Monument in Derrv Cathedral.—-\ monument has jnst been erected
in the cathedral of Derry to the memory of Captain John M'lVeill Boyd, of the
Ajax^ who was swept oif the pier of Kingstown and drowned while attempting
to rescue the crews of some sliiinvrccke(l vessels during a hurricane on the 9th
February, 1861. The body of the monument is of white marble. Captain Boyd
stands with his right foot on a block of stone, and points with outstretched hand
towards a ship whose bows and rigging appear rushing towards the rocks,

directing five of his crew to fling the coils of rope with which they are engaged
to the distressed vessel.

Little Casterton Freestone.—The Stamford Express says—"That
this stone is applicable to ornamental as well as to useful purposes is satisfactorily

proved by a specimen of workmanship (intended for the Great Exhibition), which
we had the pleasure of inspecting at the residence of O. N. Simpson, Esq. (the

proprietor of this quarry), at Stamford. Instead of exhibiting a sample of the

stone in the rough, Mr. Simpson has prepared a column, resting on a pedestal

and surmounted by a cleverly-sculptured figure of an Angel, with expanded
wings. Inscribed in colours on the column are the words ' Little Casterton

Freestone.' The work has been executed by Mr. William Hilliam, of Stamford."

Messrs. Tliurston and Co. have made a fine billiard-table for the

Great Exhibition which exhibits some good specimens of carving. The design is

Mediaeval, the eight legs of the table being composed respectively of groups of

four columns each, higlily ornamented witli rich carving; the panels all round
contain battle and other scenes connected with the wars of the Hoses. The cha-

racter of the design is in every part capable of receiving adornment. The table

is of fine-grained oak.
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IMPROVEMENTS IN BUILDING, &c.

Orxamkntinc Wool) IN Imitation of Inlaid Work.—T. Bray.

This invention is carrioil out as follows :— Firstly, the inventor takes glue, or any kind

tif glutinous matter, and roduces it to the consistency of jelly ; then, with a soft brush,

such as is u,»^ed by painters, gives the clean wood one even coat. Seiwndly, he takea the

following compound, gum slune, benzoine, and any soft gum which dissolves in spirit,

saponis and spennacetti dissolved in pure spirit of any kind, and with this composition

draws the desired pattern upon the wood with a pencil, or by the aid of patterns cut as

stencil jjlates, or otherwise. Thirdly, ho takes any colour or staining material dissolved in

wat«r, and with a brush or tool, such as is used by painters, he grains or stains the whole

surface in imitation of the wood, marble, or other substances required to be imitated.

Fourthly, he takes pure spirit, and with a brush saturates and washes the whole thoroughly

clean, by which means the stain will be removed from the parts of the surface where the

composition above mentioned has been applied, according to pattern, but the stain on the

other parts of the wood will not be removed therefrom when the spirit has evaporated. He
polishes the surface as may be required.

Handles and Knobs op Locks and i^tches, and the means op Applyinq
THEM.—J. M. Hart and R. Lavender.

Here, when two handles, one on each side of a door, are used, one of them may be mo^le

fast to the spindle, as heretofore, and the spindle is formed square, or of other angular form,
with a thread cut into the angles to a length likely to te re<iuired, and to receive a nut, the

external figure of which corresiwnds with that of a recess in the knob or handle, or so con-

Btructed that the turning of the knob or handle will, whilst it turns the spindle, hold the

nnt from turning thereon. The rosette, or rose, on the inside of the fixed handle is provided

with blailes or projections in a radial direction, ailaptwl to jiass into corrcsijonding saw-cutB

in the door ; or it is provided with other projections to pass into corresiwnding recesses in

the door, to hold the rose or rosette from turning. At the other end of the spindle there is

a supplemental or false rose, or a plate with similar projections to pass into suitable recesses

on that side of the door. On the opposite side of this supplemental rose, or plate, there is

a cylindrical projection with a thread on what may be called the rose projjer, or visible, and
which is held on to the neck of the knob or handle by a screw ring or nut, or other suitable

means. The knob or handle is applied by the screwing-on of the visible rose or rosette on
to the supplemental or false rose, or plate ; or the ro.se proper may be attached to the false

rose by studs, or projections from the one passing into corresponding receptacles in the

other.

Rook and other Lights.—R. Smith, B. Brookes, and J. Smith.
As the frames of roof lights are at present forme<i, when the putty used to secure the

glass to the frame cracks or separates cither from the glass or frame, so as to admit water,

that water may fall at once on to and injure objects beneath them. The object of these

improvements is to remedy this evil, and for this purpose the patentees form the bars and
other parts where they supiwrt the glass with longitudinal recesses or gutters, over which
the edges of the glass are laid, and the glass is then retained by putty in the usual way, or

by other suitable holding means. When from any cause the putty or other holding means
admits water through it, such water, after passing under the edges of the glass, in place of

dropping at once therefrom, will be received into the longitudinal recesses or gutters, and
by them may be conducted to suitable channels or receivers.

Gi.Azrao HORTici;i.TURAL BUILDINGS, &C.—1. G. Messenger.
This invention consists in laying glass in such wise that each edge of the glass (which

glass may be of any requiVv'd shape or size) shall lie on one side of an open gutter, which
said gutter may form a gutter only, or it may form a gutter and rafter, either castor rolled

in one or two parts ; the said gutter is made to carry off all the condensed vapours from
the interior, as well as the rain, &c.

SASH FASTENINGS.—W. FurlaT.
These improvements in sash fastenings consist in forming the ordinary lever catch (which

is fastened on the upper sash) with a projection or stud, by preference of a V or diamond
shape, which (when the lever is moved under the locking plate) comes in front of an arm
carried by a screw-nut on a thumb-screw attached to the lower sash, so that, by turning
the screw a V or other shapetl recess on the arm acts on the V or other shaped stud on the
lever, and thus draws and secures the two parts of the window firmly together, by which all

noise from the shaking of the parts will be prevented, and such fastenings will be more
secure from being unfastened from the outside than heretofore.

BRICKS.—R. 0. White.
This invention is applicable when burning bricks in open clamps or kilns, where fire is

mixed with the brick earth, and is also interposed in between some of the courses. For
these purposes, in order th.at the bricks may be more uniformly burned, and come out of
an open kiln or clamp of uniform quality, the system of setting the bricks in " necks,"
heretofore practised, is got rid of, and the bricks are set in one direction in such manner
that each course of bricks breaks course witli the course above and below.

Treating Stone, Bricks, and other Surp.aces, and the M-AJinFACTCRE op
Filters.—F. L. Ransomeand E. M. Ransome.

In treating stone, bricks, and other surfaces, the patentees employ powdered glass or
other vitrified or hard substance, or powdered flint, stone, or sand, mixed with soluble
silicate, with or without colouring matter, the object being so to apply soluble silicate

that it may for the most part be retained in combination with the pulverised substance on
the surface of the material to which it is applied. The compound of soluble silicate and
pulveristtl matter or matters having been applied to the surface of the stone, bricks, or
other materi.ll, the soluble silicate is then rendered insoluble in like manner to that
practised when impregnating stone or other substances with soluble silicate ; but by this
mode the pidveriaed matters will be combined with the silicate.

South Kensington Mdseum.—During; the week ending otli April, 1862,
the visitors have been as follows:—On Alonday. Tuesday, and Saturday, free

days, open from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m., 14,344. On Wednesday, Thursday, and
Friday, students' dnvs (admission to the public 6d.), open from 10 a.m. till 5 p.m.,
1,16G. Total, lo,S10. From the opening of the Museum, 2,.592,998.

Ordnance Survey.—A return lias been published by order of the House of
Commons, showing the manner in whicli tlie vote of £71,000 in this year's esti-

mates for tlie Ordnance Survey is to be appropriated. Tlie completion of
the survey of England will cost £20,000; of Scotland, £20,000; and the
revision or re-survey of the Northern counties of Ireland, £7,500. For the
engraving and publication of maps £7,100 will be expended ; while "presses for
copperplates" will cost another £1,000. A last notable item is the grant of
£6,000 lor a " military survey round London."

A New Lathe.—A new lathe has been recently patented by Messri. W.
I

Muir and Co., of the Britannia Works, Strangeways. By an ingenious adapta-
• tion of two treadles, witli alternate action, as much power is obtained for turning
I

metals as with a steam-power lathe of the same capacity. We believe that this

I is an entirely new feat in mechanics—to obtain, witliout steam, as great a result,
in cases in which power is required, as is accomplished by steam. Such a lathe

I will be of incalculable service on board vessels, and in those colonies—as India

—

where steam power cannot be easily procured, but where labour is cheap. The
lathe will be shown at the International Exhibition.

—

Manchester Guardian,

TENDERS.
DWELLINO-IIOL-SE.'", BABNET.

For erecting a house at Bamct. Mr. George Tmefltt, architect. Quantities supplied.

Hill, Ke<ldel and Robinson X4,!>87 I Longmlre and Burge £4,509
Browne and Robinson 4,G'J4

| Patrick (accepted) 4,479

Chapel, Lancashire.
For the erection of the New Congregational Chapel and School, at Lytham, Lancailiire.

Messrs. Foulton and Woodman, architects, Reading.
Chapel. BcbooL

Todd £2,834 .... £831
Bamber 2,800 .... 4»7
Clark and Jones 2,C70 .... 407
Tomlison 2,.13G .... 48*
Catterall 2,208 10 .... 881

Cooper and Tullis (accepted) 2,12I> .... 41S

Union-house Works, Whitechapel.
For the erection of a furnace-shaft and framing Hue, &c., in connexion with the boilers,

at the Workhouse, In CJharles-street, Mile-end New-town. Mr. Q. H. Simmonds, architect.

T. Mimdy £310 I S. and E. Jaoobs £278
Pritchard and Son 280

Chapel, Islington.
For erecting new Congregational chapel, Baxter-road, ^Islington. Mr. WlUlam Smith,

architect, 12, Copthall-court, City.

Dove Brothers (accepted) £3,850

DWELLINO-HOtlSES, PLUMSTEAD.
For erecting and completely finishing four houses at Eglinton-road, Flumstead, Kent, for

Mr. John Trodd. Mr. William Gosling, architect.

Richards £1,849
Sutton 1,780

Bemister : 1,878

Lidbetter 1,478

Lonergan £1,330
Smith 1,263
Bailey 1,220

Alterations, &o., Enfield.
For additions and alterations to Ordnance Arms, Enfield Lock, Middlesex, for Mr. W* M.

Creed. Mr. William Gosling, arcliitect.

Cook £337IGoffe *26»
Bentley 316]

All SAiNTSj Cni'RCH, Cambridge.
For the first contract in the erection of this church. .Mr. G. F. Bodley, architect,

London.

I
Rattec and Kett £5,081 10
BuUock and Son 6,600 0-

Thoday and Clayton 8,400

Ruddle £6,200
Smith and Co 6,000
Bell and Son 6,900
Quinsec and Attack 8,700

DWELLINO-HOUSES, LEEDS.
For four dwelling-houses, ^in Virginia-road, Leeds, for B, Nnssey, Esq. Ur. Oeorge

Corson, architect.

Accepted Tenders.
Digger, BriMayer, and J/<Mon.—Thomas Whitelcy £1 ,238

C'ar/jenter and yoiner.— Nicholson and Son 720
S(a<fr.—W. ElUs 97
/•(umder and G/a2KT.—T. Bedford 185
Plasterer,—James Branton 158 10
iSfnti^/i and /?6/Man^er.— Singleton and Tennant 70 8 6
/"ainter.—Wood and Son 45

For dwelling-house. Clarendon-road, Leeds, for Rev. T. Hincks. Mr. George- Gonon:
architect.

F<yr Digger, Bricklayer, Mason, filaler, and Plasterer's Work;
Whitelcy £547

|
Swale and Brown £501

Bedford 527 | WooUoy and Sons (accepted) 46S
For Carpenter and Joiner, Plumber, Glazier, and Painter,

Winn and Pawson £401 10 I Thorp £372
Nicholson and Son 380 | Britton (accepted) 367 1

HOUSE, SURDITON.
For alterations and additions to house, Surbiton, for John Howell, Esq. Henry Jarvis,

architect.

Pugh and Wallis £707
Crawley 700
Marsland and Son €85
Tarrant 666

Mudie £644
Johnson and Gibby 561

Bottom and Co 497

Shops asd Houses, Wimbledon.
For the erection of four shops and houses, at Wimbledon, for J. R. Andrews, Esq. Mr.

Charles R. Gribble, Putney, architect.

Patman £2,783
Crouch 2,765

Myers 2,740

Downs 2,644

Nicholson £2,590
Avisa 2,365
Adamson (accepted) 2,299

Stabling, &c., Wandsworth.
For stabling, greenhouse, and other works, at Southfield, Wandsworth, for G. Russell,

Esq. Mr. Charles R. Gribble, architect, Putney.
Avisa and Sons £513 I Aries £467
Adamson 490

|
Strong (accepted) 463

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
CEMETERY WORKS.

Cheltenham.—Tlie Burial Board for thetarough of Cheltenham require plans, estimates,

h and general specifications, for the laying out, constructing roads and footpaths, erecting

buildings on, fencing in and planting, certain lands purchased by them for a cemetery,

the superficial area of which is eighteen acres. The designs must include a ground-plan,

showing the sites of the different buildings required, the courses of the carriage-roads and
walks, the courses, also, of the drains, the division of the land into the several sectional

burial-places, and the subdivision of such places into plots for burial. The plan, also,

should show the manner proposed for the ornamental planting of the land. Should the

intentions of the designers as to the laying out of the land render it necessary, sections of

the earthwork required, and formation of tlie ground surface as proposed to be made,

should be provided, and such other details and suggestions as the comijetitors may think

necessary to illustrate and make clear their designs. Plans, elevations, and sections must
be provided for two chapels, dead-bouse, lodge, gates, and walls at entrances, kc. Speci-

fications must accompany the plans, describing the manner of construction, the class and
substance of material in the several buildings, and estimates of their several costs. Plans,

specifications, and estimates of the manner of laying out and planting the site,

of forming and making the roads and footpaths, and of the character and

cost of fencing the site, to be also provided. Plans, ic, may bo either

for forming and finishing the roads and footpaths, laying out and planting the

Bite, or for fencing the site, or for the chapels and other buildings before
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mentioDed, and the cutrauoe-walls and gates» or tho whole of the works, may be combined
Sn the plaxis, ^c, of any onnpetitor ; bat the Board raecrvo the right of selection at their

diacretioB finun the plani^ &C., subnutted to them. A premium of forty ^ruiueaa will be

siTen for the best deeigns, qieciflcatioas. and estimates for the whole of the works sent

m : and a premium of twwity guineas for the eocond-beec designs, speciticatious, and
estimates for the whole of the works. Should designs, ic., be selected for part of the

-workd oulv. a fair arrangement as to the premium will bo made by the Board, with the

MJoaaBfuT competitors. The plans. &a, aaleided to become the prottcrty of the Board.

The plan«, 6ic., are to be distinguianed by a mark or motto, and accompanying them a

BBAled euvelope» having the same mark or motto out^de. and within the name and ad-

drBBB of the dMigner, and the U-rms on which he will supcriuUmd and supply his pro-

frnrinnnl senioes in execution of the works. Plans and particulars of the land miay be

had of Mr. Henry Dangerfleld, borwufih surreyor. The plans and other documents to be

sent to a. K WxlUams. clerk to the Board, Public Offices, CheltenhaiUi 0& or before the

39th May.
SCHOOLS, &c.

DrRHAM.—Plans and elevati<ms are wanted for schools and teachers* residences, m con-

formity with the rules of the Ooouaittee of Council on Education, at Stockton-on-Tees,

Dorlxam. The boy's school to accommodate 250 ; the girls' school, 200 ;
and the infants'

adwol, 200. Three teachers" residences. Ten pounds will be given for the most opproved

ait of pluu. Further infonnation and tracing of site may be obtained of William
Skimier, Esq., Stockton-on-Tees, to whom plans, with estimates of costs, must be sent,

not later than the 30th April.
LIBRARY AND READING BOOMS.

BiWUKGHAM.—The Froe Libraries' Committee ofthe Council of the Borough require plans,

tffi?H«»w, q)ecifications, and estimates for the erection of a free reference library and
nftding^rcKHns, lending-library and news-room, and gallery of art, upon the piece of

racant land adjoining the Midland Institute Building, with an elevation uniform with

ibe said building. Intending competitors are requested to send in their plans, specifi-

cations, and estimates, xmder cover to Thomas 'Standbridge, town clerk. Town clerk's

oflloe. Temple-street, endorsed " Plans for Free Reference Lit)rary Buildings," on or

liefore the I6th June. Particulars of the accommodation required, and of the conditions

ut competition, together with_a lithographed plan of the site, may be obtained on appli-

cation.
CHAPEL.

Lkicester,—A premium of ten guineas is offered for the best design for a Wesleyan
chapel, to be built in Leicester, capable of holding 900 persons. Architects wishing to

OEUMiete may, upon application to Sir, H. Walo, -16, New-walk, Leicester, receive a plan

of the site, and instructions and any other information retiuired. The plans to be for-

mded, carriage free, addressed to Mr, H. Wale, on or before the 1st May, accompanied
with a sealed envelope, containing the architect's name, and bearing a motto corre-

qxHiding with one to be placed on bis design.

CONTRACTS OP£N.
CLUB HOUSE.

DCBUN.—For intended iterations and additions to the * Stephen's-green Club House
according to plans and specifications jMKparod by John S. Butler, Esq., architect. To be
inspected at his office, No. I6, Hume-street, Dublin^ up to the 23rd of April, on which
day proposals are to be furnished.

ASSEMBLY ROOMS.
SrAPFGRDftiiiRB.—For the erection of the Silverdale Assembly-rooms. Drawings, &c., at

the Silverdale offices, Newcastle-under-Lyne, size of room 60 feet by 38 feet. Tenders
post-paid, to the secretary, on or before the 2ist April, 1662, sealed and endorsed " Tender
for Assembly-room."

LUNATIC ASYLUM.
PRESTWICB.—For the erection of two blocks of buildings proposed to be added to the

County Lunatic Asylum, Preetwich. Plans, &a, and other particulars obtained by
applying at the offices of Charles Holt, architect, Nelson-squxire, Bolton, to 16th April.

Sraled tenders, addressed " Tender for additions to Prestwicli Asylum," to be delivered

at or before nine a.m., on April the 18th, to Mr. F. C. Hulton, solicitor, Solford.

CHURCHES.
UoKTOOMBRTSHiaE.—For the erection of a new church at Bwlch-y-Cibau, in the parish of

2Ieifod, Montgomeryshire. Plans, &c., on application at the schoolhouse, Bwlch-y-Cibau,
six milee from the Llanynim>nech station, and nine miles from Welshpool. Further parti-

•alan by ^plying to the architect, 6. G. Scott, Esq. , 20, Spring-gardens, London. Ten-
ders to be sent in on or before the 22nd April, addressed to the Rev. R. Wynne Edwards,
Meifod Vicarage. Welsbpcxd, and endorsed *' Building Tender."

BEKKfi.—For restoring and part rebuilding the parish church of Wokingham, Berks (where
there is a junction station of branches of the South Eastern and South-Western Railways).
Phui8,&c., at the office of Mr. W. W. Wheeler, solicitor, Wokingham, till the 13th.

' Bealed tenders directed to Mr. Wheeler, on or before the 2yth inst.

iJOsTASHlRE.—For the several works to be done in the erection of St. Saviour's Chixrch,

Bacup, Lancashire, of which the foundations are just completed. Flans on application

to Mr. Robert Howarth, at Stubbylee, Bacup. Tenders, either for the whole works or
for the several portions, must be delivered to Edward Wyndham Tarn, architect, Hud-
detsfield, at Stubbylee, before one p.m. on the 23rd inst.

CHAPEL.
DKVON.—For the erection of a congregational chapel at Whimplc, Devon. Plans, &c., with

"W. F. Cross, architect, 6, Queen-street, Exeter. Tenders to be delivered on or before the
16th ApriL

SCHOOLS.
Whaixet Range.—For all the works required in the erection of St. Margaret's schools,

Whalley Bange. Particulars at the office of the architect, W. Wilkinson Whitaker, 32,

Bt. Anne-street, Manchester. The estimates to be forwarded to the architect on or before
the 17th April.

KORTHTAWTOX.—For the erection of a school-house and residence, at Northtawton, Plans,
&0., at the oflloe of the secretary, Mr. Fulford Vicary, at the Factory, Northtawton.
Bealed tenders, endorsed "Tenderfor Northtawton School," to bo sent to the sccrctatry,

on or before the 16th April.
PARSONAGE.

BlTBBET.—For the erection of a parsonage, atThuraley, Surrey. Plans, &c., on application

to the Rev. H. Brancker, Thursley, near Godalming, Surrey, or to Mr. J. W. Penfold,
architect, 2, Charlotte-row, Mansion-house, E.G., of whom the quantities may be
obtained, price I'-s. each. Tenders (on a printed form), to be sent on or before 12th April,
to the Bev. Henry Brancker.

DWELLING HOUSES, &c.
BHCLAyp.—For the erection of a dwelling-house, near the town of Bawnboy, co. of Cavan,

according to plans and speciflcationat the office of Mr. William Doolin, building sur-

veyor, 27, Talbot-street, Dublin (wnere detailed bills of quantities may Ije obtained) up
to the Uth April, when the proposals are to bo forwarded, sealed and prepaid, to Mr.
William Hague, Jim., architect, Cavan.

CHIPpino NoitTON.—For alterations and very considerable additions to a residence at

Chipping Norton. Plans, 5:c., at the offices of Messrs. Gibbs. Thompson, and Colboumc,
architects, Stratford-upon-Avon, until the 23rd inst., where the quantities, &c., may Ijc

had on payment of lOs. Tenders to Messrs. Tilsley and Wilkins, Chipping Norton, on the
28rdApril.

FACTOEV.
HOBTil Wales.—For the erection of a factory for Patent Oilworks, at Coed Talon, near
Mold, North Wales. To communicate, by letter, with Messrs. Bevington and Topham,
engineers, Bpa-road, London, S.E.

POUCE STATION.
PSVOK.—For the erection of a police station, S:c., at Holsworthy, Devonshire. Plans, &c.,
with Henry Ford, clerk of the Peace, Castle of Exeter, and at the office of Mr. A. Coham,
Clerk to Justices, Holsworthy. Sealed tenders, eudorcod " Tender for Holsworthy Police
etatiou," to be sent to Mr. Ford, on or before the 29th ApriL

FARM BUILDINGS.
Salop.—For the erection of a farm-house, farm buildings, and tliree cottages, at Walton,
nearMuchWenlock, in the county of Salop, for the Right Hon. Lord Forester. Plaas,
&c.. with Mr. Robert Griffiths, architect, Bridgnorth, until the lifth April, on which day
tender* niu^t be deliverc'd to the architect by 12 o'clock. Persons intending to tender td
send their names either to the arcliitect, or to his lordship's agent, William Thursfield,
Es^., Barrow, near Broseley, Salop, so tha.t a time may be appointed for viewing the Eito

and plans.

RIVER WORKS.
Cajibriiwe.—For the repair of the walls of Baitsbite Sluice (about three miles below
Cambridge), and for supplying the same with new oak dooi-s and floodgates fortheSluioo
Pen ; new bridges over the floodgates and overfall, and other works. Specification witli
Clement 1-Yaacis, Clerk of the Conservatora, Cambridge. Sealed tenders to Mr. Francis,
on or before the 30th inst.

ROADWORK.
CHIPPENIIAM.—For the repair of the Chippenham turnpike roads, about 17 miles, for a
term of years from the Ist day of June nest. Specification at the office of the clerk, and
copies furnished at stationer's charges. Scaled tenders, stating terms, must be delivered
to the clerk, before twelve noon, on the 25th inst.

RESEltVOIR.
Ptlde.—For the construction of a reservoir, upon the Grizedale Brook, about three mUqn
from Garstang, and near Scorton Station, on the Lancaster and Preaton Railway ; and r
reservoir near Weeton-lane Ends, about throe miles from the Kirkliara Station of t"

Preston and Wyre Railway, for the Fylde AVaterworks Company. Plans, ^c, and i

information obtained at the office of Mr. T. B. Foster, C.E., '2<i, John Dalton-street, Ma
Chester, from whom specifications and forms of tender can be obtained on payment ^

10s. for each reservoir. Tenders must be sent in to Mr, T. A. Wilkinson, the secrctu^t
of the Company, at the Fylde Waterworks Office, ICirkham, not later than the 28th ins£{
The reservoirs will be let in separate contracts.

GASHOLDER.
TODMORDEN.—For certain works required in the extension of the works of the TodmordOA
Gas Company (Limited), consisting of a stone gasliolder tank and bur wall. Plans, &o^
on api)lication to the Manager, to whom sealed tenders are to be sent on or before thft

17th April, endorsed " Tender for Gasholder Tank."
RAILWAY WORKS.

Leven AND East op Fife Railway.—For the construction of the extension of the Eftflfc

of Fife Railway, from the Kilconquhar Station to the town of Anstruther, either as %^
whole or in the following sections ;— 1 . The Elie Contract, extending from the oommena
ment of the extension near Kilconquhar Station to a point near Ardross Farm-house,
to about 4,;.i25 yards in length. 2. The St. Monan's Contnict, extending from the term;

tion of Contract No. 1 to a point near the west boundary of the parish of I'ittenwe<

and to about :j,10y yards in length. 3. The Pittenweem Contract, extendiuK from
point wliore Contract No. 2 terminates, to a jwint near the milestone at the west cndc
Anstruther-Wester, and to about 3,751) yards in length. The rails, chairs, sleepers, ke
and spikes will be furnished by the Company. Plans, &c., with the Secretary of i

Company, at Loven, and the line is duly marked and staked out for inspection. Sea
tenders, either for the whole work or for one or more of the separate sections, <

tinguished by a marking on the envelope, must be lodged with the Secretary of the C
pany on or before 16th April.

Caledonian Railway.-For the construction of the Stonehouse Branch, about 4 mU
38 chains in length. Plans, &c., at the office, in Glasgow, of Mr. George Graham, th
Company's engineer, where duplicate schedules and blank forms of tender may be hadfj
price one guiuea. An assistant engineer will attend at Stoueiiouse, on Friday, the lltlj*

at 12 o'clock, to accompany intending offers over the line. Sealed tenders, addressed aI
the secretary, at Glasgow, must be lodged with him on or before 2t!th April.

Darlington.—For the erection of a cast-iron portico at Darlington Station, on the Kort||
Eastern Railway. Plans, &c., and further information, on application to Mr. Proaaer,

architect, Newcastle. Sealed tenders, marked " Tender for Darlington Station," to be
sent in to the Secretary not later than the 23rd last.

Fbrrvhill.—For the erection of sheds over the platforms, fitc, at Ferryhill Station, oa
the North Eastern Railway. Plans, iic, and further infonuatlon, on application to
Mr. Prosser, architect, Newcastle. Sealed tenders, marked "Tender for FerryhlQ
Station," to be sent in to the Secretary, not later than the 23rd inst,

BXKTER.—For the erection of a roof for the new station at Exeter, of the Bristol and
Exeter Railway, having an area of about 500 squares. Drawings, &c., at the Engiueer'a

Office, Bristol Terminus, to the 5th of May. Sealed tenders to be addressed to the

Secretary, A. Moore, Esq., on or before the tith May.
CAISSON.

Falmouth.—For the construction and delivery of a wrought-iron Caisson, for No. 2,

Graving dock, Falmouth. Drawings, &c., at the offices of the Docks Company, at Fal-

mouth, or of James Abemethy, Esq., M.I.C.E., 3, Parliament-street, Westminster. A
printed form of tender will be supplied, which must be filled in and delivered at th9

offices of the Company, on or before the 16th April.

MILITARY WORKS.
York.—For building a provost establishment at York Cavalry Barracks. Parties desiring

to tender must leave their names at the Royal Engineer Office, York, on or before the

l&th April, and pay half-a-guinea for bills of quantities.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We cannot undertake to return rejecte<l communications.
Works in Progress.—We shall feel obliged to any of our readers who will favour us witn

notes of works contemplated or in progress in the provinces; ni most cases a simple

mention that a work is about to be, or has already been commenced, will be sufficient.

W. G.—Publication of letter would do no good^ the question is already decided.

B. L. (Worcester).-Slabs of enamelled slate would probably answer best; glazed tUM
would answer for a time, but in the case named they would probably require occasional

repair.
O. S. (Stamford).—See another page.
An Ahchitect and Subscriber— An exceptional and doubtful case, iu which we cannot

interfere.
C. E.— See notice on another page.
G. AND C. II, (Stratford-upon-Avon).—Ditto.
R. B. (Worcester).—We shall be glad to see anything you may send us.

K.—we muHt always decline such proposals.

O. H. It. T.-Shall appear.
An ExiuBiTOE.— Send name and address. .

Mr. Skidmoee's Lecture on Metal Work.—In answer to several corresponaenta, tne

leoture will be Klven in our columns as soon as the illustrations can be prepared ; this wiU
necessarily take a week or two.

F.K . M.—Thanks : shall be engraved.
II."Next week.
A flUBBCEIBEll FKOM NUMBER ONE All iU gOOd time.
ACoNTRACTOB— Undoubtedly you have your remedy.

. . , „„_
Q. R.—Yes, if .suitable. We cannot name the wjiters ofrartlcles which appear In our

pages.
F. M.—Declined, with thanks.
W. R. O. M.-Shall hear from us.

A. (Bath).—Deferred for want of space.

*»« AH communications to he addressed. The Editor of lite BUILDING NEWS, 20, (W
Boswell-court, Strand, W.C., except letters referring to advertisements or ot/ier businesi TnoUertf

which should be addressed to the Publisher, 18 to 21, Old Boswell-court,

AdverUsements are received up to six o'clock on Thursdays.

THE CHAMBERS' SUPPLEMENT.
Those Subscribers who have not yet received the completion of the above will

them in ew d ys.
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ART EXHIBITIONS.
HK present is an age of many novelties, and among

its many remarkable characteristics we must
certainly include exhibitions. We are familiar

with the display of articles of all descriptions,

natural and arciScial, in markets and shops for

sale. We can also carry back to early times
the custom of collecting in one spot articles of
luxury and beauty, witli the object of adding
lustre to some imperial court or some sacred
shrine. We have, too, for long been accustomed
to the formation of permanent museums and
collections, where natural, scientific, or anti-

quarian curiosities may be preserved as objects

of study and interest ; and we can carry back
to remote days the establishment, for similar

purposes, of public libraries and reading-rooms.
Our modern exhibitions differ, however, from
all these. They present a marked contrast to

all museums, galleries, churches, palaces, and
collections, because they are temporary and
evanescent. They are, at the same time, dis-

similar from markets, or such other collections

of wares and valuables as are temporary (such
as, for instance, the great fairs of the middle
ages), by not being solely—in some cases not

chiefly—established for the sale and purchase of articles exhibited ; and in
this and some other respects they are also markedly distinct from shops,
bazaars, and exchanges.
The exhibition is, then, an institution of the nineteenth century, and as

such interesting, as illustrating some of the characteristic peculiarities of
the age in whicli we live. Let us examine a little into the nature of some
of the sorts of exhibition now familiar to us.

The earliest, and the most important, exhibition to which we shall have
occasion to refer, is the annual exhibition of the Royal Academy, the
forerunner of many other annual exhibitions of painting and sculpture.
This has always been and still is a temporary collection of works of art
assembled together for the purpose of exhibition during a few months
of the year, and then again dispersed. This exhibition has undoubtedly
served very largely as a medium for the sale and purchase of pictures,
but neitlier the artists nor the public have supported it solely, or even
chiefly, on that account.
To the artist the exhibition is valuable as a means of bringing his works

before the public, of gaining reputation, and in some cases—especially in
the instance of men of rare genius and a noble temper—as a precious
opportunity for sliowing or doing something noble or great, and for
touching the liearts of spectators by some painted poem or sculptured
story which, urged by the natural eloquence and earnestness welling up
within him, the ardent entliusiast cannot but proclaim, and for which he
longs to get hearers. Of the spectators, not one in a hundred comes to
buy or does buy ; the intention is to see and to admire, and to be pleased,
or to criticise and play tlie judge of art. And if there are here and
there artists high-souled enough to paint, not so much in order to win
money as because they must pour out the overflowings of their ricli genius
and endless fancy, and cannot forbear, we believe that many of tliose
who most value those annual exhibitions of works of art, among which
the Academy is the earliest founded and the most distinguished, do so
because of the opportunities thus offered of being elevated, charmed, or
touched by the poetry that they can find in the works of the artists with
whom they have special sympathy.
To bring the painter and his audience together is, then, the object of the

modern system of exhibitions ; out of this audience, one here and there
may buy, but the many will only admire; and it is as much on account of
the many, as of the one or two, that the arrangement was made and is
kept up.

The printing-press has been the chief means of bringing the author and
the poet into contact with their audience ; but the dramatist and the
musician have always had to display their works, or cause them to be
displayed, by recitation or performance before their audience; and it is to
provide something of tlus sort for pamting that art exhibitions have been
originated.

It may be asked, however, why is it that in the Middle and Renaissance
Ages, when artists flourished, greater far than ours, and when cities like
Kouie, Florence, and Venice contained crowds great enough to furnish such
exhibitions with guests, no such exhibitions arose? The reply is twofold.
First, the great and intellectual judges of art were probably then confined
to an infinitely narrower range than at present, so that the wealthy, the
educated, and the men of leisure could be seen in their own houses, or
could see works of art in the studio of the artists themselves, and they
having seen them, the artist's critical audience and those from whom his
remuneration flowed were secure. Second, and chiefly, as far as related to
painting for the people, or carving for them, or teaching them with the
brush and the chisel, the artist of those days had an infinitely better
channel of doing it open to him than our modernism, with all its improved
civilisation, can aSbrd. When all the greatest works of art were executed
in the service of religion, and were painted on the very walls of the church,
or graven in its very fabric, what need, or what possibility, was there of
any butter mode of letting the picture tell its tale than painting it where,

from day to day, it was to be regarded with sentiments of awe and wonder
something akin to worship, and was, amid the sacred objects of the
sanctuary, to take its place as one of the appointed means of impression,
instruction, or comfort?
The few artists of our own day and country who have the opportunity

of painting such pictures as the Karly Church pictures were, and of having
such an audience as this, show, by their carelessness about exhibiting else-
where, how much the value of ordinary exhibitions is superseded, in their
eyes, by the special opportunities they elsewhere enjoy. If we miss Cope,
Herbert, Dyce, and some others from the Academy walls, it is because they
paint pictures that will hang in a more congenial situation than any they
could there And.
There is one very large class of pictures, and an essentially modern

class, which would of themselves alone sirffice to maintain our exhibitions,
even if all our historical painters were away. Landscape-painting is emi-
nently the growth of modern Europe, and can never become the appro-
priate decoration either of churches or public buildings. Such poetical
landscape-painters as Turner, Danby, Creswick, David Cox, and others,
have establislied a magnificent school, which will always furnish works
for which their producers will desire, not merely opulent purchasers,
but many spectators, and the great advances landscape-painting has made
has been one of the main causes which have contributed to foster the
growth of our annual exhibitions of pictures.

Within our own day we have witnessed the establishment of the system
of local, provincial, national, and international exhibitions of arts, manu-
factures, and fine arts. To an historian these will be significant marks of
the wealth and intelligence of Europe, of the earnest desire of all classes for
comprehensive information, and of the strong conviction on the part of the
producing classes and of Governments that publicity and good fame is
all important for tlie well-being of manufacturers and manufacturing
states.

At this moment private individuals and foreign Governments are spend-
ing sums which, in the aggregate, will amount to many hundreds of
thousands, and are depositing articles, the value of which will amount to
many millions, in order to promote an International Exhibition of the most
comprehensive nature ; and within the next few months vast sums of
money, and an amount of valuable time which, if aggregated, would seem
incredible, will be devoted by individuals of all classes to the appreciation
of this vast collection. Nothing is more remarkable than the purely
voluntary nature of the whole. Of course, many individuals may here
and there say with truth, that they are exhibitors or spectators not
voluntarily, but because they could not help it ; but the real pressure upoa
them, whatever particular form it may take, is really a pressure of public
opinion ; and were not the whole mass of civilised humanity voluntarily
inclined towards such undertakings, no power could by any possi-
bility, or with any amount of force, accomplish the tenth part of what is
now being cheerfully and eagerly done by volunteers, or could approach
to it.

It is not now our intention here to attempt to consider this very
interesting subject of national exhibitions of arts, manufactures,
and industry in all its bearings, or, in fact, to notice more than one solitary
peculiarity which it presents, and which has to do with our subject.
From the scheme of the International Exhibition of 1851 the J?ne artt

were excluded. This glaring mistake was far less palpable than it might
have been, owing to the happy accidents that very many of the objects of
industrial art exhibited were of a high class of artistic design, and that
many works of fine art, particularly of sculpture, obtained admission by
various side doors. Had this not been the case, and had'not the interest
and novelty of the undertaking been such as they were, we doubt that the
absence of such a department as was supplied at Paris in 1855, and is to
exist at Kensington, would have been felt as a great defect. Felt or not,
it was a defect, and the fact of its being the principal addition to th«
scheme of the previous one is a significant collateral proof of our state-
ment, that exhibitions of fine arts are an essential feature of the present
day, and will probably continue so for long to come.
We may be thought to be passing from one extreme to another if we

pass from the great collection at South Kensington, including as it will a
comprehensive series of architectural designs, to the modest dimensions
and claims of the Gallery in Conduit-street. The Architectural Exlii-
bition has, however, very peculiar claims both upon architects and others,
and we cannot more appropriately bring these observations to a close than
by showing how well it deserves support.

The works of the architect are, it is true, usually such as when com-
pleted are either wholly or partly open to public observation; but the
positions where they stand are quite beyond his own control, and many
really fine works are so placed that unless they are known of and sought
for few of the educated public would even see them. While it is only by
a laborious and careful study of many works that either an architect or
an ordinary spectator can, without an exhibition, form a correct idea of
the general course of the art from year to year. Now, this opportunity
the Architectural Exhibition is established to give, and dues give, and if

now the number of visitors be but moderate, we may safely answer that
it is mily because the number of exhibited works is small also. Let every
executed work of importance or remarkable design find a place there,
and every amateur whose opinion is of any value will come to look at
thein.

The great stumbling-block is the necessity, as it is supposed, of making
up showy, and consequently expensive, perspective drawings of any
architectural object to be exhibited.

Tliis necessity does not exist ; it is quite true that spectators enjoy a
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perspective view in preference to hard and crude geometrical drawings,
«Dd it is equallv true that a faithful perspective shows the solid effect of
a building extremely well ; but where no other object except that of
nmkins an exhibiiion drawing has rendered the setting up a perspective
desirable, we apprehend that a well- finished scries of geometrical drawings,
especially with a little aerial perspective introduced in the tinting, will
answer every purpose; and for this object good working drawings, or
careful tracings from them, would often suffice.

At any rate, we must urge it strongly upon the attention of architects
that as the Exhibition of Architecture has, perhaps fortimately, seemed to
detach itself from the Boyal Academy, and from other exhibitions, it is

their duty, and will be their greatest wisdom, to raise it to the rank of one
of the leading annual collections, both in extent, importance, and popularity.
We do not urge that heavy expense should be incurred in the preparation
of special drawings or photographs, but we urge architects to take care
that the drawings by which they make clear their designs to their clients
and their artificers should be such as will also make them clear to the
general public and to architectural spectators, and then to exhibit them

;

and in sanction of such a course we may remind our readers that the
lecent award of the Society for the Promotion of the Fine Arts, of a medal
for the best exhibited architectural design of the past year, was obtained
by Mr. Blomfield, for a church not drawn in perspective at all, nor even
draurn at all, but merely shown by a frame of careful mounted tracings,
taken from the working drawings.

THE ALBERT MEMORIAL.

THE subscriptions for the memorial to the late Prince Consort are getting
less and less in amount as Time—the great consoler—renews its heal-

ing balm to the sharp wound which the nation so suddenly endured. They
now, together, approach £50,000. Beyond that sum we are hardly justified
in hoping that they will advance. This fact has called forth complaints
from some of the Committee at the lack of public appreciation of the
Prince's services, and suggestions from others for infusing new life into
the movement, and for directing it into a different course. It is said that
appeals have hitherto been made only to the higher and wealthier classes;
that an examination of the subscription list shows many rich men's hun-
dreds but few poor men's pence. We are reminded that the good Prince's
labours and talents were daily devoted to the amelioration of the suflTerings
of the poor, and that little gratitude has burst forth to mark where the seed
wasscattered. Thereis6ometruthinthisstatement,butnotthe whole truth.
We do not care to analyse the subscription list, and to nail up the absentees.
Every man has an equal right to withhold and to give what he believes he
can afford. If we were, however, to hunt through the pamphlet which the
Lord Mayor has so extensively circulated, we should be able to sustain an
opposite conclusion to that put forth. A comparison of the list with the
Court Guide would show that the one is not a mere reprint of the other,
with valuable appended figures, and that their relative thicknesses is aa a
scrap of gold leaf to a guinea. Every inhabitant of London whose name
is printed in that choice volume, has once or twice been startled with a
dignified annoimcement from a special messenger that the letter presented
was " from the Lord Mayor." Daily advertisements in the Times, and
periodical voluntary notices in every other newspaper, chronicle the pro-
gress of the subscriptions, even as they previously announced the
intention of forming a fund, and the object to which it is eventually to be
devoted. No person can possibly be ignorant that a committee sits, and
that the list is (Inclosed. The amount yet received is not so large as was
expected, more e.«pecially by those gentlemen who started at the same
time such gigantic propositions for absorbing it. A feeling of disappoint-
ment certainly pervades society at the result ; but the fault, we believe, is

less with the public than with those who made some little capital out of
the concern by creating extravagant expectations, and put forth preposter-
ous assertions of what it would and ought to be. No one can justly accuse
the nation of being insensible to the appeal made to it.

The circumstance of the Hartley Colliery accident intervened, and no
doubt diverted some portion of the spare cash which would otherwise have
been given to the Prince Consort's Memorial ; but although the circum-
stance is to be regretted, the result of it cannot be. The need of thole
widows and orphans was pressing. With the wail of the bereaved was
blended an appeal for bread. The mourning there was in desolate cottages,
and the tears fell from eyes which knew not where else to look for succour
than to their sympathising fellow creatures. The grief at England's and
England's Queen's loss was deeper and more solemn, but it was less acute.
The need for sacrifice was not urgent in the latter as in the former case j it
would have spoken trumpet-tongued for our loyalty, but for no other senti-
ment if the cause of the Northumberland widows had been sacrificed to
the wish for a monolith in Hyde-park. But when the sum of £50,000 is
called unworthy of us as a nation, it is well to inquire what has been
xuied to provide memorials for other great men whose deeds illumine the
mnnals of our country. Let what public monuments we have of Nelson,
"the nation's darling," of Wellington, the " saviour of the world," of
Shakspeare, Milton, Bacon, or ofthe Prince Consort's great prototype, the
''blameless" Alfreil, be the answer. It cannot be unworthy of a nation to
do more for the perpetuation of the late Prince Consort's memory than it
has done for either of these ; and when it is charged against the working
and laboiiring classes that they have done little or nothing to show their
appreciation cf his worth, it should be remembered, in extenuation of their
neglect, that it was not in the Prince's nature to court that popularity
which adulators would attach to him. His was the nobler mission to do
good for its own sake, to obey the instincts of a lofty refined mind and of a

warm sensitive heart, conscious, perhaps, that the less educated people for
whom he worked would not do him full justice; contented, it may be, if
he won, as he did win, their respect and esteem, and if he overcame, as he
really did, their prejudices against him. No great man indeed was ever
prized at his full worth in his own time. To measure his goodness one
needed to have scaled the same lofty height ; to have fully appreciated him
we must have more resembled him than we have done. Whenever, in
future ages, a pigmy struts where once this giant marched, we may indeed
turn back to our history and dwell lovingly upon the bright page which
records his services. Then, perchauce, the humblest amongst us may
compass his value.

In the case of the Hartley Colliery accident a chord was struck in every
beating heart in England. It was the same with the public contribution
for the widows and orphans of the Crimean soldiers. All classes could
understand those objects. They required no great intellectual qualities
for their comprehension. They seemed personal to every one. All classes
did not, on the contrary, understand the late Prince Consort. It is no dis-

paragement either to him or them to state the fact. Many again who
were capable of estimating the value of his services had objections, which
we have a right to respect, to the proposed form of the memorial. The
lukewarmness of many was chilled when the freezing news came forth
that the obelisk was to be monolithic, and that more money than had
been at that time subscribed would be spent upon machinery to raise,

instead of upon art to embellish, it. The decision of the Queen in favour
of an obelisk was asserted, by some too-influential people, to mean
a monolithic obelisk. We at the time pointed out the folly of appro-
priating so large a sum as would be required for transport for the attain-
ment of so small an idea. In face of the slackening tributes to the fund,
the absorption of all local funds was suggested, but with the result which
all must have anticipated, except those who gave rise to it. Not a penny
we believe has been gathered thence. The folly of the monolithic pro-
position was followed by these invitations to local committees to sacrifice

their little collection upon the metropolitan Mull-fetched block, and by
complaints at the stinginess of the middle and working classes.

Running in the same narrow groove comes a suggestion that the
begging -box and the begging-list should be distributed broadcast over the
land. Collection cards are, it is proposed, to be issued to the members
of the Committee and their friends, to the societies in connection with the
Society of Arts, to railway companies and bankers, to large manufac-
turers, to the heads of Government oflices, and to ladies' committees.
Appeals for voluntary contributions having failed to satisfy the sanguine,
the screw is to be put on by an appeal to our vanity. Our unwillingness
to refuse compliance with the request of some one in authority, whether
master or middle - aged spinster, is to be tested. We thought this
practice was devoted exclusively to missionary enterprise. We have all,

perhaps, once, or oftener, in our lifetimes stumbled unintentionally into a
family where mamma and Miss Jane devoutly employ their powers of per-
suasion on behalf of pet infidels, and where even a toddling child, who
does not know its letters, rattles its bo.x and begs for " sixpence to convert
Timputtew." It is our own fault if we again cross the path of
these merciless highway-women. We have even known boys at school
filched of their pocket-money, under similar pressure, to buy breeches
for a tatooed foundling in some unheard of region. A wandering missionary
told them the tale of his discovery, and proposed two weeks' contribu-
tion from every boy. The inference which might be drawn from the lads'

refusals forced Ihem to a sacrifice which, voluntarilj-, they would not have
made, which ought not to have been placed before them, and for which
the shrewd proposer was patted on the head by the missionary as a
" pattern boy."
Now, this is precisely the result'of these " collecting cards," but, instead

of its being confined to an occasional house which a man may now avoid,
it is to be forced upon us from all points of the compass. It is a small-
meshed net which no fish can escape, and out of such materials the
" voluntary " tribute of a nation's gratitude is to be reared. Money, thus
raised, might fitly be squandered upon the transport of a huge stone ; it

would be degrading to the Prince's memory to adorn his monument with
it. It is now, however, rumoured that the unsoundness of the Mull block
will necessitate an abandonment of the monolithic idea. We really hope
such will be the case. Let us have an obelisk, since her Majesty wishes
it, but let it be an artistic one, proportionate to the disposable fund. We
want to hear no more about the backwardness of the working or any other
class, and to see no begging cards ; we only hope that the best man or
men to execute the work will not be kept bacJt, and that we shall see an
ornament to the Park instead of a huge curiosity. If the artistic class

are consulted, it will be found, we believe, that even with an outlay of
£50,000 we can possess a monument far superior to anything which has
yet been reared to the honour of England's worthies, and consequently
not unworthy of him whose memory dwells with them in our hearts.

Ci'TY Improvements.—The General Purposes Committee have reported to
the City .Sewers Commission that they have arranged with the parish authoritie*
of Allhallows, Barking, to carry out the improvement by widening tiarkinK^
alley round the churchyard, and also tliat they had negotiBtPd, through the
solicitor and surveyor, in respect to the proposed improvement in Paternoster-
row and London-house-yard, and expected that they would lie enabled to report
to the court that the whole of the arrangements for opening the court from
Patemo8ter-row to St. Panl's-churclijara bad been satisfactorily completed.
Mr. Pearson, the City Solicitor, subsequently reported that the arrangements
had been completed.
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AKCHITKCTURAL KXHIBITION.

THE show of Ecclesiastical designs at the Architectural Exhibition is,

we sliouIJ tliinic, equal in point of numbers to what it has been on
iner occasions; but liere its equality ends. One would imagine, from
inspection of the fifty or sixty desijjns in the Gallery, that the study of

I
.
>tliic art had not only been checked but had actually retrograded to the

SI ii-vcd, hard features of twenty years ago. There is none of that art to
]„ «een which was carried nobly to the front at Lille and Hamburg, wliich
C'-iifidently entered the lists against all comers at Westminster Uall, and
umphantly issued thence. By the Architectural Exhibitions of former
irs we have been able to measure the growth of architecture. It would
'ear that a blight has this year fallen upon the profession. Messrs.
iiges, Glutton, Ueane and Woodward, Seddon, Gilbert Scott, Norman,
:iw, Nesfield, and others, who have heretofore made the walls .«parkle

witli vigorous and healthy Gothic art, leave the work now to feebler
li:inds. The Classic men are equally neglectful or indifferent. Messrs.
' 1% Garling, Allom, E. M. Barry, Owen Jones, and Digby Wyatt, are

iiies looked for in vain in the present catalogue. We say nothing of the
iter dignitaries of the profession. We should be as surprised to see
lu in Conduit-street as we sliould to see princes mingling promiscuously

iiongst a crowd of working men; but we had a right to expect more than
the "one halfpenny worth of bread to such an intolerable de^l of sack" as
is here provided for us. The church designs seem to have been prepared
entirely after the old-fashioned prescriptions. A certain proportion of
crockets, pinnacles, traceried windows, pointed arches, buttresses, gables,
and broche-spires are shifted and put together with scarcely more art
than is displayed by children with their geometrical toys. The studies of
existing buildings, with one striking exception, are also unequal to those
of former years. Mr. Vaughan sends, as usual, a collection of sketches.
They are highly finished, but there is a want of vigour .about them, and
they occasionally, we fancy, betray the peculiar distortion of the camera
lucida. Mr. Beazley 's sketches in France and Italy are splendid specimens
of pencil work, as well as of architecture. They are firmly drawn,
unfinished, but sufficiently so to enable us to realise the grandeur
of the different subjects. The points of view are, moreover, admirably
chosen.

The design submitted in competition for Rashcliffe Church by Mr.
Sorby is spoilt by the chimney from the vestry, whicli runs up beside the
tower. It is bad enough in form alone, but it would be even worse when
emitting smoke. The buttress-shaped tower appears weak in its upper
story.

A very bad photograph of Mr. Street's tomb to Major Hodson, in
Lichfield Cathedral, is exhibited by Mr. Earp. It neither does justice to
the design nor to the execution of it.

The Chateau of Chambord, so frequently sketched, is still attractive to
every one who can use a pencil. Mr. I'Anson shows a fine portion of it,

but it is drawn in parts out of perspective. His tinted sketches of the
Castle of Ilunkel, in Nassau, have tlie same merit of well-selected subjects
which distinguishes that at Chambord.
The font to be executed in St. Matthew's Church, Bethnal-green, has

•well cut figures on its four sides, but the architecture to which they are
attached is unworthy of them.
Mr. Hayward's chapel roof is a good specimen of the old hammer-

beamed Perpendicular roof. The principals rest on columns and corbels;
bands of decoration run between them and at the end, which would doubt-
less cost some money, and are of no value, being too weak in their lines and
out of all character with the simple dignity of the roof.
We have already alluded to tlie tasteless design of Messrs. Green and

De Ville for the Unitarian Cliapel at Ilarapstead. In it the architects
have evidently been forced into an uncongenial style. It seems really
foreign to them. They give us about the same idea of Italian Gothic as a
boarding school Miss affords us of the French language. Educated to
portray the " bold Roman manner," their hands seem cramped, and they
stumble at the work which other men, differently disciplined, perform with
ease.

Mr, Lamb sends a very instructive series of designs. His first design
for the City of London Consumption Hospital has those broad masses of
wall-surface which architects are generally so chary of giving us. The
main windj)w is deeply recessed, and obtains value from the broad shadows
which it is capable of holding. Very clever also in its arrangement
IS the east end of St. Andrew's Church, at Aldwerk, and the little porch
which forms one of his studies for proposed churches in the frame num-
bered 39.

The photographs of the St. Patrick's Ceipetery, Low Ley ton, Essex, by
Messrs. Wilson and Nicholl, show some brick buildings with stone
dressmgs, vastly superior to anything which unlimited competition pro-
cures for Protestant cemeteries. Economy has evidently been insisted
upon, but Messrs. Wilson and NichoU's art shines brightly through it.
In fact, as some plants grow best in poor soils, so we think these gentlemen
are more successful in treating simple buildings than they are in the more
costly work visible in their drawings of the high altars in the churches of
ht. Charles Borromeo, Upper Ogle-street, and of the Augustin Friars at
Limerick (59), not but that the true Gothic spirit is seen in all alike.
They are only inferior when compared with the same architects' work.
Ihe third sketch of altars has a heavy cumbrous support, which seems
only necessary to support a pinnacle, which is a blot upon the design. In
the cemetery the piercings of the stone for the lights are capitally
managed.

" ° r j

_

Mr. Truefitt sends a sketch of the plainest of churches. It is evidently
whitewashed, and has not a moulding or cusp upon it. It has no buttresses.

tower, turret, or other of the paraphernalia of the modern Gothic school,
and yet we should be sorry to see it restored. It looks what it is—an
unpretending village churcli, well suited for the countryfolk of Blakemere.
It ia, however, only a fraction of Mr. Triietltt's drawing, which consists
chiefly of a huge poplar tree and a broad expanse of gaily-planted
flower beds.

Mt. Manning's chapel, at Hampton, is well proportioned, and in good
taste. It has rather too large a display of colours in the material. Mr.
McL North's design has been judiciously hung beside it as a foil to set
it off.

The interior of Speen Church, near Newbury, is weak in design, as well
as in representation. Pointed arches, round columns, an open roof, and
chamfered bench ends, are therein put together in the ordinary stereotyped
manner.
From similar threadbare features of church architecture Messrs.

Francis have composed the closely resembling churches of St. Stephen's,
Westbourne-park, and St. Mary's, Kilbnrn (57). Mr. Coe's St. Philip's
Church, Kcnniiigton-road, exhibited by the colonrist, Mr. Beetholme, and
dozens of others which hang upon the walls, have the same family likeness.
Passing the highly finished drawing of St. Asaph's Choir (62), we corae
upon a poor representation of St. Alban's Abbey, by Mr. Julian, and a fine
drawing of a sculptured trefoil, by Mr. Edmeston. A couple of good sub-
jects have been (in 68) inadequately treated by Mr. Baxter, and the back
of Mr. Leonard's frame weuld have been as ornamental as the drawing
in it.

" Imitation," it is said, is flie homage which vice pays to virtue, and the
saying receives confirmation in Mr. Phipps' design for a church, (73). He
has boldly taken the one step from the sublime to the ridiculous. He
fancies, apparently, that Mr. Street's talent lies solely in his rapid etching,
and has, consequently, taken great pains to produce simply a coarse draw-
ing. He has borrowed the lovely spire-lights from Mr. Street's cliurch of
St. Giles, Oxford, but they fail to enrich the design.

It is painful to see in Mr. Burnet's design for a family memorial (78)
how money may be wasted. There are all tlie materials for a work of art,

except only the knowledge of a master in employing them. We would
prefer a mason's headstone to such a memorial as this represents.
Mr. Shoubridge's two oil paintings of views in Florence show only how

the Committee have been obligeil, in their disappointment in those invited,
to go out into the highways and by-ways to compel folks to come in and
partake of publicity. 'The drawing of St. Mary's, Greenock, by Mr. Goldie,
is, we believe, one which we saw here two years ago. Ills studies for
portions of the interior of Arundel Castle are likewise, we think, no
strangers to us. They are, however, excellently designed in parts, and we
are not sorry to have another opportunity of cxaming them.
Mr. Drayton Wyatt's lithograph of Mr. Scott's design for the proposed

interior of King's College Chapel, makes us wish to see the enlarged draw-
ing from which it was taken. It appears to be in that style which Mr.
Scott has BO successfully used at St. Michael's, Corniiill. The roof has
semicircular ribs resting on columns and corbels, is open to the rafters^
and has panels between them filled with coloured ornament. The walls
are diapered, and coupled columns support the arches which divide the nave
from the aisles.

Mr. Hayward's design for the Congregational church and schools at
Plymouth, are not equal to that of his smaller works. The idea is good,
especially of the schools, and a vein of original thought jiervades it, but
it wants a considerable amount of reconsideration and study.

136 is another design in which Mr. Street's spire-lights at St. Giles's
have been introduced. One good point in this design is the avoidance of
meaningless and useless buttresses.

Mr. Wimple's designs for cemetery chapel are designed upon a business-
like principle to suit the limited intelligence of a local board. The money
to be expended is divided equally between the two chapels, to secure the
interest of the dissenters. Even a turret is given to the dissenters'

chapel. It is a very good plan to work upon when the main object is to
be successful in the competition.

173 was .likewise submitted in competition for the Plymouth Congre-
gational Church. With one-half the amount ofwork it might possibly look
twice as well.

There are some good pictures in the dissenters' chapels of the Welford
and Ipswich cemeteries, designed and carried out by Mr. Henry E. Cooper.
Mr. Robins exhibits a photograph of the Croydon Cemetery chapels, of
which we saw drawings some years ago. Mr. Seddon, although he exhibits

no design, contributes two or three masterly sketches of some good stained
glass. That from Rheims Cathedral is particularly fine. It is quite
refreshing to see a Greek monument built now a days. Mr. Edward
Richardson has designed one tastefully (:i08), and although it contains no
great amount of originality, it has as much of that quality as three parts
of the designs by the Gothic men, who will, as a matter of course, con-
demn it utterly. The Union Chapel at Highbury must have been a
shocking eye-sore if it has been improved by the alteration e.xhibited in

Messrs. Bedell and Lander's drawing (209).

Mr. Croft has put a new roof to the parish church of Shuckburgli (211),
without destroying its character,—no trifling accomplishment in these days.

It is one of the first parish churches which we have seen which has not
been actually ruined by so-called restoration. The design of the pulpit at

St. Matthew, Bethnal-green, is far more successful than that of the font

which we have before mentioned (226). •' The octagon stage of All Saints'

Church tower, Kensington-park," is one of the best and most useful

drawings in the Exhibition. It is drawn to a half-inch scale, and clearly
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shows the design. A small sketch of the whole tower might advan-
tageously have been appended to it.

Mr. James Fowler's "chancel of Wathe Church, Lincolnshire," is a very
clever caricature of the recently built highly ornamented cliurches. The
profusion of colour, tiles, stained glass, brick walls, and marble columns, are
parodied very amusingly. Tlie joke would, liowever. have been more
forcible if the drawing had been better executed. The notion of showing
the vaulting between the ribs left open to the blue sky is very quaint.
Mr. Joseph Clarke exhibits a fine interior of Point-de-Galle Church,

Ceylon, with a novel and effective roof. Close beside it hangs the interior
of Mr. Knightley's St. Matthew's, Bethnal-green. We should like to know
why the hanging committee could not have hung the three drawings of
this building together, instead of dispersing them promiscuously about the
room.
Upon the screen there are some fine measured drawings j Mr. Willson's

Lincoln Minster stalls, and Mr. Curzon's roof of tlie Geston Hall, Wor-
cester, are particularly worth examination ; and amongst tlie Class of
Design sketches of the Architectural Association there are some very
promising sketclies by both Mr. Tarver and Mr. Adams.

MR. FRITH'S PICTURE.—THE RAILWAY STATION.*

THE scene of Mr. Frith's picture is the Paddington Railway Station, with its

aisles, seen one from the other in many wstas and cross- views; a train
drawn up to the departure platform; its engine evolving a faint sn'oke out of that
deep throat of hasty breath, and a thirety burning hiss blowing with a shrill
breath of steam noisily from the whistle. On the top of the train are urgent
porters taking up trunks by dozens, and drawing over them the tarpaulin covers.
On the platform more urgent porters drive through assembled crowds with " By
leave! oy leave!" and do the best they can with mountains of luggage, sadly
plagued by fussy ladies, whose sole earthly anxiety is for the inevitable straw-
plait basket, containing the refreshments for the journey, of course, which, as
their luck has it, they insist on having deposited in the guard's van. A Himalaya
on wheels goes past the front in this predicament—a woman in rusty black
exhorting a wondrously patient porter. In the background are volunteers, armed
and hasty for drill. Hastens through the crowd a ruddy old gentleman, with a
cased rod in his hand, a string of flies round his hat, bound for Sliepperton or
Maidenhead and a day's fishing. Next are hatted and feathered girls, their hair
in nets of strange device, and bonneted older ladies rushing about with feminine
impetuosity. News-lioys bawl, and people hurry, defiant of regulations and
order, through'iroperturbable porters and guards, conscious of duty and office.
There is a group of sailors bound for Bristol and the sea ; a feeble father bound
for a longer journey, guided through the crowd by his daughter, duteous but
ratlier hard, and somewhat heedless of the details of her office. At the side of the
picture an old lady is seen who has been bent on smuggling a dog into the
carriage with her, and defrauding the company of a fare for tlie same. She is

apologetically angry to the porter who has found her out, and perhaps half
ashamed of herself; not so her daughter standing behind, a black-eyed imperti-
nent girl in a hat, who seems to resent the man's civil remark to her mother,
*' I can't let him pass, m—m ; its contrary to orders." Next to these a keeper
couples two setters, one of whom squats on his haunches looking at the man ; the
other, bright-eyed, stares away with erected ears, eager to recognise some coming
master in the crowd. Next a showy, vulgar woman, in a red shawl flares along,
dragging a little girl with one hand, while with the other she strives to arrange
that inevitably disarranged bonnet of dirty white, that will come off her coarse
ringlets and show her tawdry charms. The little girl, upon whose costume much
fewer pains have been expended, trips along with a basket of food for the day.
To the virago follows her meek husband, leading their male offspring, a boy
prettily dressed in knickerbockers, and busily engaged with a caged bird he
carries, may lie to give it a little fresh air on the excursion the party evidently
meditates—a kindly thought enough.
Next to these are the porter, pushing his truck, and the fussy woman. Keep-

ing behind the main incidents, we come upon a stalwart sailor parting from his
red-eyed wife, his hand kindly upon her shoulder while he caresses their child,
it may be for the last time, and heedless, for the moment, of his comrades, who
call him to their seats. Stooping out ofa second-class carriage a brother kisses
his .sister in farewell : she is a bright blonde ; while in the next compartment a
daintily- dressed damsel mounts alone. A young naval officer, with his newly-
made wife on his arm, rather impatiently awaits her parting from her mother,
she tearfully bright the while. A recruiting-sergeant tosses up a bouncing hoy
a nurse has brought to say good-bye. This man is duly oiled and elaborately
curled, and set out in shabby officer's coat. Near him two honest country
fellows, recruits, who have been brought up to be attested, or just picked up
about the London markets, examine their tickets and consult the incurious
under-guard about the why and the wherefore. These are clean-limbed and
healthy-looking men, who have taken her Majesty's shilling and mean to earn
it. Not so the ugly gallows-bird who has likewise enlisted—wasted town sot,
who, not repentant of his debauch, sucks in his feverish, cracked lips a favourite
stick, and raps his yellow teeth with it, staring out of his hateful bleared eyes,
while the white-haired mother, her face hidden in a widow's cap, leans her fore-
head upon his shoulder and sobs, as she shall sob alone.

Immediately in the centre of the composition stands a bilious Frenchman,
yellow from gorging those hot breakfasts of his, and the interminable cigars that
follow them

; he is fur-clad, bearded like a seedy " pard," ringed on the finger,
holding an open porte-monnaie, listening incredulously hut weakly to the dogged
•/'"soothe genuine London cabman, who has followed him into the station "for

"i- I.-
* '*'^*' *'^ ''** bouncing charms across his waistcoat, a courier's bag

at his hip, and upon his head the hideous hat the lower breeds of his countrymen
have assumed of late. Lean and fail, I is eager, angry wife, a miracle of gloves
and nbbons, angrily remonstrates and would resist the extortioner. She con-

tr^i' T"Ili-"'^
^"^^ ^P'"' "'^ ^^"> **>* '''""'' impudence of the cabman, who,

itolidly holding a florin in his palm, avers that between Leicester-square and
Faddington are more than ten cab miles.
Just alwut to enter the carriage comes the prettiest group of all, placed pain-

* From the Alhenaum.

fully in contrast with that we shall next describe. The first is the departure ofa
young bride with her new husband. He is a blond -whiskered young English-
man, daintily dressed, who turns from the lady upon his arm to answer the quer\-

of the smart groom beside him touching the disposal of a lady's new dressing-

case held up for view. Two fair bridesmaids, evidently sisters of the bride

herself, tearfully take leave. They are yet in full dress—a pardonable oversight

on the painter's part, who might be thankful to employ his softness, brilliancy,

and dexterity of touch upon fabiics such as would light up his picture. The
painting of these robes is admirable in all that clever dash which Mr. Frith is

unrivalled for. The bride has eyes like a dove ; her robe is dove-liued, of faintest

tints. In front of the new couple sobs the lady's youngest sister, a child, to whom
a gallant little boy in green velvet tenders consolation with infantile gravity,

much to their nurse's amusement, who stoops to the crying girl lor the saine

purpose. The sparkling prettiness of all this group recalls some of the most for-

tunate portions of the artist's " Ramsgate Sands."
Just in front of these is a shocking incident, told with characteristic force and

expression—the arrest, just as he got into the carriage, of a forger, by two
London detectives : portraits of men famous in their way are these before us.

Pale bronze green is the face of the man when the mufflers drop from liis chin,

paralysed the hand that lets fall the bag with a crash upon the floor, ghastly the

face of his wife, who has risen from her seat to see the felon taken from before

her. The incident is too painful, too unusual to be characteristic, but it is well

told. Let us turn from this to the departure of two boys for school after their

holiday. This is right in front, and almost in the centre of the composition.

Mr. Fritli has never painted a shawl or other texture with more splendid

dexterity and skill than that which the full-blooming mother wears who stoops

over the younger boy and kisses him, drawing him towards her. The dainty

crispness of all her apparel is inimitable, from the pure white bonnet to the

lustrous silk of her brown gown. Her face is motherly and graciously full-

blown, excellently expressive. Not less so is the boy's action, who, conscious of

a new cricket-bat, can but embrace his mother with one hand that is disengaged.

"rhe remainder of this group comprises the father, the sister, little stay-at-home

brother, and the elder scholar. The last is a capital point; he is a valiant but

soft-hearted youngster, who, having made up his mind to go through the part-

ing like a man, does his best, but it will not do—these swollen lips and red-edged

eyes tell of a night of tears. In his waistcoat pocket is a new watch, as the

stiff-jointed chain tells us that hangs through the button-hole. More sensible,

because older than his brother, he forgets even this at the moment, and would,

if he dared, sob heartily ; what strengthens him most, and, perhaps, at the same
time, shames him most, is the cleverly-introduced point Mr. Frith has given us

of the hand of the father being affectionately pressed on his shoulder.

We think Mr. Frith has found his greatest enemies in the Directors of the

Railway Company, who, having removed Mr. Owen Jones's decorative colour

from the roof and columns of the station that form the background of the

picture, have compelled him to introduce an enormous mass of grey, such as all

the resources of his individual skill have failed to overcome. To counteract this,

he has been compelled to localise more than in another case he would have done.

It may be that he did not oare to employ sunlight in this picture, as in the
" Derby Day " and " Ramsgate Sands," otherwise much of this misfortune

would have been overcome by that effect being introduced. As it is, taking the

picture for what it is—an effective representation of the incidents of a striking

and peculiar scene of modern life—it is undoubtedly a noble and dramatic work.
What the dexterity, cleverness, brightness, and lightness of touch—no trivial

aecomplishraents, let us assert, nor gained without infinite labour with happy
ability—Mr. Frith possesses can do, we need not say. All that little points of

humour and comic hints can give of interest to a picture are here. All the

sparkle of modern life, all the lustre of modem dresses, all the character of modem
faces ; everything that can interest, and remind aud amuse, are here, with grim
pathos of modern crime, stark-naked, in the midst of them.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.
aUIE next ordinary general meeting of the session will be held on Monday

evening, the sSth inst. Her Majesty having been graciously pleased to

approve of the presentation of the gold medal to the Rev. R. Willis, Jacksonian
Professor, Cambridge ; the royal medal, the silver medal of the Institute, and
the other prizes awarded at the special genera meeting, will be presented by the

President at this meeting.
The following paper will likewise be delivered, " On Jewish and Roman Archi-

tecture in Palestine, from the earliest period to the time of the Crusades," by
Signer Pierotti, architect to the Pasha of Jerusalem.

"The following are the amended instructions for the Soane Medalliou :—That
the Soane Medallion be awarded for the best design, well illustrated by a sufficient

number of drawings, for;—A church, to contain 1,500 persons, without any de-

tached columns or piers, and so as to leave the view clear and unobstructed
throughout. The style may be cither Italian or Medieeval. The drawings to

consist of plans, sections, and elevations, drawn to the scale of ^ of an inch to the

foot. The plans and sections to be tinted in sepia only, and the elevations to be
in line only. Perspective drawings may also be sent, and they may be tinted or

hatched. The successful competitor, if he go abroad within three years after

receiving the medallion, will be entitled to the sum of £50 at the end ofone year's

absence, on sending satisfactory evidence of his progress and his studies. The
competition for the Soane Medallion is open to all members of the profession

under the age of thirty years.

Messrs. T. Ilayter Lewis and James Bell, hon. secretaries of the Institute, have

issued a circular, in which they state :

—

Wc tMig to inform you that we do not propose to offer ourselves for re-election as honorflr>'

secretaries at the ensuing annual meeting of the Institute. Since our election wo have done

our best to fulfil the duties of the office, and have, in the execution of them, met with_«)

much kindness, and have been enabled to form ?o many, and, we trust, lasting friendships

amongst our brethren in the Institute, that wo shall always regard the few years which we
have passed here as honorary secretaries with the most agreeable remembrance, nor should

we have resigned, so long as we possessed the confidence of the members, if we could Ii;i"

continued to atford the time required to fulfil adequately the duties of the ofllce, Tl

however, we are unable longer to do, and we can, therefore, only tender to you our rcsi^'

tion, accompanied by our sincere thanks foryour uniform kindness, and with our best wi^i

for the continued pDosjXirity of the Institute.

We are, dear Sir, yours very faithfully,

T. Havtku Lewi-
JAMK9 Bell.
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THE BRITISH MUSKUM.

THE decision of the Government on the subject of providing additional

;iccommodation for the collections of tlie Britisli Museum is now
definitely announced, by the publication of tlie correspondence which lias

iwssed between the Lords of the Treasury and the Trustees.

The Trustees, at intervals within the period of a year, urged the question

on the Government, and finally culled their attention strongly to the fact

that, from sundry recent accessions to the Department of Antiquities, the

want of space had become so intolerable as to demand an immediate and
effectual remedy. The reply was conveyed in a lengthy Treasury minute,

dated l.'Sth November, 1861, in which it was announced that, as the

Government alone had to bear the responsibility of making a proposal to

ParUament, they considered it to he their duty to review the entire

subject, and, while weighing conflicting opinions, to arrive at a practical

conclusion.

Although the Bloomsbury site had excellently served its purpose, yet,

considering the growth of a city continually stretching outwards, sub-
stantial reasons might be found for separating the collections, for which,
however, it was important to choose a spot easily accessible. If the

internal communications of London were to remain fixed, a site so

accessible as Bloomsbury to the mass of the population could hardly be
suggested ; but, as these communications are felt to be imperfect, and must
be increased, other spots on leading lines of thoroughfare might become in

process of time even more accessible— except to those living in the
immediate neighbourhood—than that on which the Museum now stands.

The cost of a site on the estate of the Royal Commission of 1851 would
be less, by some hundreds of thousands of pounds, than at Bloomsbury j and,

moreover, if the Natural History Collections were removed, a fabric of a
much cheaper description than the Britisli Museum might and should be
erected for their accommodation. The saving to be eflTected at Kensington,
under the two heads of site and buildings, would thus be very great.

My Lords conclude by stating that, in their judgment, some of the col-

lections ought to be removed ; and that they will be prepared to make
proposals to the Royal Commis? ioners for the provision on their estate of
space sufficient to receive, at first, the Mineralogical, Geological, and
Palffiontological Collections ; and ultimately, if thought desirable, for the
remainder of the Natural History Department.

At a special general meeting of the Trustees, held on the 3rd December,
and attended by nine members of the Government, it was resolved to

appoint a Committee to consider the mode in which the proposals of the
Treasury minute could be best carried into effect. This Committee con-
sisted of five Trustees—the Speaker, the Duke of Somerset, Mr. Walpole,
Mr. Towneley, and Mr. Grote. They held some meetings ; and in

Jaiiuarj', after having conferred with Mr. Smirke and the heads of

departments, they adopted, with slight verbal alterations, a report which
had been prepared at their desire by Mr. Panizzi. The report was
privately printed and sent to each Trustee, with a notice requesting his

attendance on tlie 10th February at a special general meeting, at which it

was to be taken into consideration. It was then received, and its sugges-
tions adopted.
The Committee recommend in their report that all the objects of

natural history should be speedily and simultaneously removed. The
Botanical Collection may, perhaps, be moved to Kew-gardens, if a small
scries be reserved to illustrate fossil botany in connection with
palajontology. The Ethnological Collection should be provided for else-

wliere, and the portraits may be moved to the National Portrait Gallery.
The accommodation gained by the removal of these collections would

amount to 6.3,719 square feet.

Although the Antiquities and Library Departments have the chief
claims to the redistribution of the vacated space, the Committee think
that other divisions of the Museum have also claims on their consideration.

The buildings now used for the administrative part are deficient in space
for clerks, and stationery, and papers of all kinds, and for the transaction
of business, besides being subject to inconvenience from the unsuitable
arrangement of rooms. Next, it is absolutely necessary to provide for the
e.xliibitioa of coins and medals, and a selection of gems, cameos, and
valuable ornaments. In the Department of Prints and Drawings space
is required for classifying and arranging the whole collection, and for

exhibiting such selected works as may convey a general idea of the
progressive practice of both arts. Rooms for studies are wanted, too, in

this department. The Committee have also to consider the confined space
for binding books, and they suggest that adequate provision should be
made for having all books bound within the Museum premises—an
arrangement which had been allowed to be temporarily infringed upon.
The structural alterations, which are proposed to be eflected, are, of

course, subject to such modifications as m.ay hereafter be determined.
They are mainly comprised in the following suggestions.

Right and left within the readers' entrance of the corridor leading to
the reading-room are to be new staircases. The present staircase on the
left of the entrance-hall is to be removed. With the area thus gained, and
by taking down the wall which divides the staircase from the Roman
Gallery and substituting columns, a room, 94 feet by 60 feet, will be
obtained for antiquities. The removal of sundry partition walls, and the
appropriation of pieces of unoccupied ground to the west, will allow
additions to be made to the Egyptian Gallery, the Gra;co-Roman Saloon,
and the Elgin rooms.
On the upper floor, the rooms now occupied by Geology, Mineralogy

and Palseontology will be transferred to the antiquities, which already
occupy the west side. Such is the solidity of the building that all the

galleries on this floor might be used for the exhibition of sculptures, even
of Large size.

When the new library and reading-room were erected, it was believed
that there would be space for 800,000 volumes, calculating the annual
increase for 40 years at 20,000. But the annual increase has now reached
.35,000 volumes ; and, although the new building will contain more books
than it was originally estimated to hold, yet, if the present rate of increase
continue, it will be full in about 25 years. Alterations are indicated
which would provide additional space for 200,000 volumes. Details are
given of the proposed accommodation for the binder, for the Trustees'
ofl[iccs, and for the several collections of prints and coins. Into these it is

needless to enter more particularly.

The proposed additions to the departments retained in the Museum are
shown in the following list :

—

Fresent space. Proposed addition.
Printodbooks 117,74« .... 17,803
Manuscripts 13,178 .... 3,430
Antiquities 91,784 .... 67,6»2
Coins and Medals 2,960 .... 4,9S0
Prints and Drawings 2,600 .... S,654

Offices, ic 6,724 .... 8,626
Binders 4,539 .... 8,221

The Committee urge that the erection of buildings on unoccupied
ground at the Museum should be proceeded with at once, and also that no
time should be lost in providing buildings for the reception of the Natural
History Collections ; because, until this be done, no redistribution of the
vacated space can possibly be undertaken.
The Chancellor of the Exchequer has announced his intention of intro-

ducing a Bill into Parliament for the purpose of legalising the separation
of the collections at the British Museum on the plan proposed, and for

maintaining the control of the Trustees over the several collections.

The site designated by the Roj al Commission is understood to be that
temporarily occupied by the western annexe to the International Exhibi-
tion, and forming the east side of Prince Albert's-road. As the Govern-
ment wish to have eight acres of land, a portion of about two acres with a
frontage to Kensington-road will, probably, be added in order to obtain
the required extent.

FIVE SHILLING DAYS AT THE EXHIBITION OF 1851.

SOJIE one has said, with more smartness than truth, that " nothing is so
fallacious as facts, except flgures." A saw of this kind, having with

it a certain epigrammatic ring, passes current, and is handed about by
those even who are aware of the great value of statistics. At all events, it

may be safely averred that there is one thing more delusive and less to be
relied upon than either facts, or figures, and that is popular impression.
Many supposed " facts" rest on no sounder basis than general belief, and
will not stand the test of those "figures" which are described as so
deceptive.

Some complaint has been made about the number of days immediately
succeeding the opening of the International Exhibition that are set apart
for those only who pay five shillings on entrance. Now, what the Com-
missioners have to regard is the eventual profit of the Exhibition, and, to
insure that, they should arrange the scale of charges for admission so as, it

possible, to prevent the guarantors from being called upon to makeupanj-
deficiency. In this view, therefore, they are ^clearly free to act on their
own judgment, and are quite justified in having an eye to the interests of
all classes; and, moreover, they have an incontestible right to fix the ad-
mission fee at whatever sum they please. Granted that a high charge
thins the attendance, that is the very end in view—to let people walk
about comfortably and easily, without the insufferable, stiffing sensation
produced by mobs, whether of well-dressed or ill-dressed persons. Which
of us is not familiar with the heat, the dust, and the weariness inseparable
from any general gathering ? After all, is five shillings too high a price
to pay for peace and comfort ?

Tlie almighty shilling is always ready to rise up and inveigh against
high charges, not in the least with any idea of cheapness, but upon
" principle ;" not, of course, thinking of self, but thoroughly single-minded,
and anxious to place the honest, hard-working man—ever and always him
—on a footing with the highest in the land. If the objectors could not
hereafter enjoy abundant opportunities of making as many visits as they
choose " at their own prices," there might be some cause for grumbling.
But, it will be urged, it is the shillings that pay—it is tlie money of the
many, and not that of the few, which makes the success of any show, or
entertainment. Most persons, if asked their impression as to the receipts
of the former Exhibition, would unhesitatingly say that the crowds which
entered on the shilling days were so enormous as to forbid the hope of any
comparison with the early days of high prices. Nevertheless, it happens
that, on a careful examination of the amount received each day at the
different prices—whether at the 5s. charge during the first three weeks, or
at the subsequently reduced rates—there is a most remarkable agreement
between the sums taken. The Exhibition of 1851 was open to the public on
140 days (exclusive of the 1st of May, when no payment was made at the

doors), and the total receipts were £356,808 Is. ; so that the average for

the whole period was £2,548 per day, while the average of the first three
weeks, at the charge of 5s., was £2,546.

On the 1st of May season ticket holders only were admitted; on the
2nd and 3rd, the payment for admission was a pound. From the 5th to the

24th (inclusive), the charge was 5s. Friday and Saturday then became,
respectively, 2s. 6d. and 53. days, ending with Saturday, August 2nd; and
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thenoeA>rwan), till the close of the Exhibition ou October llth,* the

charge, on Fridays and Saturdays, was 2s. Gd.

While on this subject, it may be interesting to mention that from the grogs

receipts a sum of £d'29 173. 5ii. had to be deducted for losses on light gold,

and defiiced, spurious and foreign coin. Of counterfeit English money
there were 12 crowns, 260 half-crowns, 1,034 shillings, 90 sixpences, and

3 fourpences, making altogether the amount of £90 5s. Tliese returns

seem to disprove the notion that, from their greater value, half-crowns and
crowns are most commonly imitated. As no change was given at the

doors, it follows that there were 272 utterings of the larger pieces, as

opposed to 1,080 at the lowest, or 1,127 at the highest computation of the

smaller coins.

The total number of visitors was 6,039,135. In the refreshment depart-

ment the various classes spent on an average about threepence per head;

those at 5s. laying out 4-4d.; those at 2s. 6d., 4-8d.; and those at Is.

2'4d. per head.

The season tickets were, for gentlemen, three guineas; for ladies, two
guineas; and the total number sold was 23,605, of which 13,494 were gen-

tlemen's, and 12,111 ladies' tickets; the net amount received being

jE67,514 Is. Of this sum, £386 10s. was received from the sale of 135

gentlemen's and 184 ladies' tickets, at the reduced rates of 30s. and 20s.

respectively.

AKCH^OLOGICAL INSTITUTE.

AT the meeting of the Arclueological Institute, April 4, OcTATins MonoAN,
&(j., M.P., V.P., in the chair, Mr. Waterton read a paper "On the

Art of Niello," preliminary to the proposed exhibition by the Institiite, in June,
ofa series of specimens, combined with examples of enamel, so as to^how the
progress of the two medioevnl arts of decoration, wliicli contributed largely to the
enrichment of ancient jewellery and metal work. lie described the process em-
ployed and the nature of the metallic compound of silver with other metals,

sulphur and borax, termed niello, and traced its use by the Etruscans and
Romans, noticing examples in the Kircherian Museum and the Vatican, ofwhich
the date has been assigned to B.C. 600. After the Christian era the specimens
are comparatively frequent, and several fine works existing at Rome were noticed,

as also one in Mr. MTaterton's own collection—this is a ring of tlie seventh
century. He proceeded to trace the art among the Anglo-Saxons, who were
celebrated tliroughotit Europe for skill in goldsmithry ; and he instanced the gold
ling in the British Museum, bearing the name of Ethelwulf, father of Alfred, in

niello. This curious art, chiefly employed on silvfr ornaments, was practised

also in Irel.ind, and fine specimens exist in the Museum of tlie Royal Irish

Academy, also on the Cross of Cong, wrought about 118.3. Niello is found also

on the Scottish brooches, of which the Duke of Hamilton and the Marquis of
Breadalbane had exhibited examples at previous meetings of the Institute. The
art was doubtless introduced from Italy, and Tlieophilus, in his valuable treatise

on Ancient Arts, states that the Tuscans excelled in its use. Mr. Waterton de-
scribed a few of the most beautiful specimens of later times, such as church
ornaments, well illustrated by Cicogaara and other writers. Niello, he remarked,
has a peculiar interest, as having led to the art of calcography and the transfer

of engraved di signs to paper, through the precious discovery by Maso Finiguerra.
Niello was much used by Cellini and the later Italian artists in metal, and has
lingered amongst the Russians, by whom numerous works thus enriched are
produced to the present time; but they arc deficient in delicacy of design, and
the artistic effect displayed in mediteval examples.
Mr. BuHTT, Assistant-Keeper of Public Records, then read some notices

of the " Early Use of Gunpowder in the English Army," which he had found in
the Pipe Rolls of the Exchequer, relating to the campaign of Edward III., in

134G, in wliicli the Battle of Cressy was fought.

Sir Fredehic Madden' then gave a discourse on a charter of Edward the
Confessor to the Monks of Westminster, dated 1066, with his seal enclosed
in a bag of beautiful tissue. This document was sent for the inspection of

the Institute by the Earl of Winchilsea. It was printed by Dugdale in the
Monasticon, having been found by him in the Hatton Library, at Eastwell, in

1640, and since that time it had never been submitted to critical examination
until the present time. Its authenticity, Sir. Frederic observed, had long been

. questioned ; many charters exist of early periods, fabricated in some cases,
probably to supply the loss of genuine instruments ; examples occur among those
relating to Croyland, Peterborough, Worcester, &c., but the monks of West-
minster seem to have been most skilled in such imitations. Sir Frederic stated
that, of a!l monastic documents prior to the time of Henry I., none was free from
suspicion.

Mr. Fekgusos gave an account of a recent discovery in Carlisle of a curious
Roman sculpture, representing, as Mr. Franks suggested, a soldier of one of the
legionary cohorts quartered on the line of the Roman wall.

Mr. LivocK communicated a memoir on ancient gardens, illustrated by plans
of the gardens at Blois and other places, and by a piece of French tapestry,
date about lOoO, in which numerous representations of garden decorations are
displayed.

Amongst objects exhibited were a fine series of Papal medals, from the six-
teenth century, by Professor Westraacott ; Italian gold rings, by Mr. Waterton

;

a document with a unique impression of the seal of the Captam of the Isle of
Wight, by Mr. Hewett ; and a silver watch, presented by Charles II. to Captain
Tattersclf, l>y whom he was conveyed to France after the disastrous battle of
Worcester in 1651. This watch, made by the celebrated Huoke, was brought for
inspection by Mr. Rhodes.

The Freuch Archives.—An extensive addition has just been made to the
Palace of the .irchives of the Empire, by the completion ofa large fire-proof
bailding at the comer of the Rue des Quatre-Fils and the Rue du Chaume, Paris.
TTie walls are all two metres thick, and the floors of iron. The general archives
ofthe Empire comprise several millions of documents, contained in 300,000 boxes,
onndles, and registers.

1 .r,.''^"'^'',"''',!'!!.^
"** opened, without charge, to exhibitors and theh: friends only,on 13th,

14tb, and Uth October.
j.

THE STREET ARCmTECTURE OF LONDON.—MR. EDMESTON'S
LECTURE.

IN our last we gave a report of the lecture delivered by Mr. James Edmestox
before the Society for the Encouragement of the Fine Arts, at 9, Conduit-

street, Regent-street, on Thursday se'nnight.

The chair was occupied by Mr. E. B. Lamd, who, iu introducing the lecturer

to the meeting, remarked that the subject of street architecture was one of great

importance, aud that he was afraid it had been much too lightly treated in this

metropolis.

The lecture having been read, the Chairman said he had no doubt some
gentlemen present would have something to say on the very interestmg suWcct

of Mr. Edmeston's very able paper. The paper contained many points of deep

interest, but it was almost impossible to go into the whole of them. The antiquity

of London and the different names now given to old places was a point of im-

portance. We were very apt to lose sight of the old things by the new position

aud the new garments they were placed in. As to Crosby Hall and other

buildings referred to by the lecturer, tliey were possessed of immense interest,

looking at the position they lield in the history ot England. As to Crosby Hall,

lovers of antiquity knew the building and admired it, but they saw from time to

time beautiful fragments of carving in wood and stone placed under ^the most

barbarous demolition that could possibly hai)pen. He knew that more than

twenty years ago a great portion of the old building was taken down and sold.

After a time it changed from being a packer's place to be a music hall. Now it

seemed there had been another change, which did not improve the building.

In the change one regretted to see a building of so much interest so completely

forcotten, and left to destruction as it was. Mr. Edmeston had alluded to the

changes that necessarily took place in all countries in art arising from

various circumstances. They knew very well that the architecture of

300 years ago would not do for the architecture [of the present day. As
man improved in his wants and manufactures, and so on, architecture

must also improve ; and it had done so. One of the great en'ors of the

present day was to put improved wants and manufactures into old garbs and

antiquated" forms. That was not what they ought to do at the present day ; they

ought to advance the noble art of architecture with the art manufactures of the

day. He remembered some few years ago a society established, which

would never admit that there was an architect in existence who could design a

church or a building, and themselves usurped the power of doing everything.

Many men had been cramped by the opinions of jieople, and thus architecture

had been kept in trammels. Mr. Edmeston had alluded to the sky-line, to

uniformity of line, and various other subjects of that nature, wliich led to a very

difficult and troublesome matter. First, architects had to deal with that

obstinate and stubborn animal Johu Bull, who, possessed of his square yards,

said " This is my property, from the ground to the sky, and I will do as I like

with it ; if I can build my six or ten stories high, and can get rental for them
on my bit of land, it will be better than all your architecture, and it will also pay
me better." As Mr. Edmeston had remarked, cornices might be made useful by
greater attention being paid to their arrangement. Then there was another

difliculty which architects had to contend with, and that was an Act of Parlia-

ment. Unlbrtunately, Acts of Parliament were not made by architects, and so

they could not expect artist-matters to be well considered. Attention to the

sky-line was recently coming more into fashion, and when followed with ability

and carefulness it was likely to produce most interesting architectural cft'ects in

London. But it might be tliat instead of care being taken that a particular sky-

line should harmonise with some other sky-line and produce a fine effect, the

sight might be destroyed by the introduction of incongruities. He trusted,

however, that in the course of a little time, through education on the part of the

public in the art of architecture, such defects would be got rid of There was
no doubt that in respect of education in architecture, there was much to be got

over ; not much difficulty, but much prejudice. It was no novelty that architec-

ture was looked upon as a mere dry line-and-rule science, and that it was
nothing but Euclid put in a different form. That was the opinion of the general

public as to what architecture was. Now, the principles of architecture wei'e as

simple as possible, and as easy of acquisition as the broad principles of painting.

He liked to hear a man not connected with art say that he liked tlus or that

painting, or this or that building, but why he Uked it he could not tell. Still,

that he did like the painting or building was a great point, and a little

education would teach that man why he should be pleased with the building or

painting. They ought to inculcate simple principles as much as possible. The
great aim of the architect was to make a building so as to impress the mind that

it was a beautiful object; and what could be beautiful that was not harmonious?
He thought that the lecture delivered by Mr. Edmeston that evening would be

exceedingly useful in the education of the general public. As to street architec-

ture and its incongruities, they found Gothic houses next to Greek houses, but

such things could not be got over without teaching the people, and it was for

architects to do so as much os possible. It was to be hoped the public would not

look on architecture as a dry art, but as one that was very simple, and the

general principles of which were very easily acquired.

Mr. HuRLsTONE referred to the sky-line of buildings, and to one of the

greatest deformities in the street architecture of London. If a person went to

the south side of Belgrave-square and looked towards the east side, he would see

a range of buildings having some architectural pretensions, but when he looked

at the sky-line he would find a medley of chimneys in all forms, which made the

whole thing perfectly ridiculous. Then if a person went down looking towards

Wilton- street he would find a uniformity in the buildings, but there was no sky-

line, and a forest of chimneys presented itself in all directions. It might be said

that chimneys at the top of a house were in some degree a sort of untameable
objects which could not be managed, but then they should remember tliat there

was a beauty added to Venice by the chimneys, and that the last thing a person

would wish would be to see them away, for they made a most beautiful orna-

ment in many of the ancient cities, as at Nuremburg. A chimney was not an

unsightly thing if properly treated. In alluding to architecture as an art, the

lecturer seemed to imply that beauty in the decoration of a city was a thing

S(!parate from usefulness and conveniences. Now he (Mr. Ilurlstone) said fitness,

propriety and convenience were often the very elements of beauty, and that

beauty sprung out of them. One reason for the ugliness of London was that it

had not been built freely on the ground of fitness, propriety and convenience of

the circumstances. One circumstance had tended to injure the street architee-

ture of London generally. There e-xisted, years ago, and it continued for many
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years in operation, a window tax, and builders so erected houses as to economise

liplit and air as much as possible, in order to evade tlie tax. Tliat was an elenient

wliicU no doubt influenced tlie street areliitecture of London a considerable time,

and it interfered with convenience and fitness. It was impossible for architects

or builders at that time to adopt the spacious windows of tlie Flemish or Venetian

schools, for the windows had to be budt as much as possible to evade the tax.

Air. Stewart quite agreed with the last speaker as to the impolicy and

inutility of the window tax. As to the paper read by Mr. Edraeston, he was very

much interested in it, and very much instructed by it ; the spirit in which it was

written was an instructive spirit as well as a good one—(Hear, hear). Mr.

Edmeston said something in his lecture about the advantages of having high

streets. Now he thought that was a subject about which there might be two
opinions. In southern climates high streets were very essential as a protection

from the sun, and in Italian cities they were used for that purpose. But he was
not so sure of the utility of high streets in a humid climate like ours. Some
streets, where the houses were high, as at Edinburgh, were never touched by the

sun. As to the picturescjueness which Mr. Edmeston spoke of, he was not sure

that the picturesque in treatment was the highest style of treatment; on the

contrary he was inclined to think it was a lower style of treatment than the

classical. He had no doubt they all knew Turner's print of ancient Italy, and

he was certain that the outlines of that print presented a far higher and more
dignified style of treatment—and it was all classic—than any of Front's best pro-

ductions. By comparing the picturesqueness of Front with the classicality of

Turner, he had come to the conclusion that the classical was a far higher style

of beauty than the mere picturesque, as shown in the print he had referred to.

Architects were not to be blamed, said Mr. Edmeston, if it was found that in

some portions of buildings they exhibited well-considered plans, while in other

portions there were plans which were not well considered, the blame being

attributable to the clients. Now he did not agree with that. He thought they

were in a transition state on that subject, and architects, artists and decorators

had to contend with this, that their own minds were not fully developed, and
even though they had the intellectual power, the reasons for arriving at conclu-

sions were not always within their grasp. They were becoming more and more
educated, but an architect might snow an amonnt of education in one portion of

a building, while he showed a want of education in another portion. That
should not be laid to the ignorance or caprice of the client. As to the reference

which had been made to the works of the French, he thought they could find a
far higher style than the French—he meant the Italian—which, though not very
popular at present, contained far higher principles, and, when fairly developed,

was a far more vigorous and more noble art than that in France.

Mr. DcTTON said he could endorse a great deal which Mr. Stewart had said.

In France they were altering their style of architecture ; they used to have high
houses, but now they were lowering them and widening their streets. He had
noticed that many houses might have been more beautiful if they had been
originally constructed well. There were two great defects in architecture—bad
Tentilation and smoky chimneys. Now the client could have nothing to do
with such defects, the fault must lie with the architect or the builder. He
then expressed his regret that the vacant space around St. Faul's had been
again built upon, instead of being left open so that the beauties of the metro-
politan cathedral might be seen to greater advantage.
Mr. Edmeston said, in throwing his few remarks together, it occurred to him

that it was much better to avoid, as much as possible^ detail, and to inculcate

very general ideas, for the purpose of exciting an interesting discussion, which he
was glad to find had been the result. Everybody could judge as he walked along
the streets of what was good in its outline, and whether a building was good in

its general parts. And if the public at large could be taught to acquire the habit

of looking at main features in that way, we should make a great step in advance
—(Hear, hear). Only let the public at large know how to point out defects, and
then such defects as imperfect ventilation and smoky chimneys would become
scarce and gradually disappear. Mr. Ilurlstone justly alluded to the evil effect

of legal regulations on buildings; now he (Mr. Edmeston) thought they might
have legal regulations for the benefit of buildings. In alluding to the picturesque,
Mr. Stewart seemed to be under the impression that he referred altogether to

Gothic. Now, such was not the case. He thought tliat the view of St. Paul's
from Ludgatc-hill was most picturesque, or, if they liked, poetical—(Hear). He
was of opinion that the pall of London smoke had much to do with some of the
architectural difficulties which had been complained of.

The Chairman thought that much inconvenience and annoyance were caused
by the erection of " tall boys," or " horses' legs," which led to chimneys becoming
smoky. As to gas, if we could get pure gas we should have no smoky walls, but
the gas companies could not afford to give us pure gas for the prices charged. In
Venice they could afford to do without " tall boys " and with very few fires.

Mr. Atkinson had had some experience in curing smoky chimneys, and was
of opinion that the construction of the grate had something to do with it. Many
of the present stoves threw the heat into the room instead of throwing it into the
opening of the chimney, which would always lead to the smoke going up the
chimney. He thought that the prevalent street cobwebs (telegraphic poles and
wires) had a very detrimental effect on the picturesqueness of street architecture
in London.
The Chairman remarked that it was a very easy thing to find fault, but it

was not so easy a thing to mend a fault—(Hear.) Criticism upon architecture at
the present time was a blank ; there was scarcely one man who criticised in the
public journals who really understood anything like the broad principles of archi-
tecture.

On the motion of Mr. Dutton, a vote of thanks was tendered to Mr. Ed-
meston for his very able paper, and the meeting broke up.

Spring Gardens.—Lord Kingsdown asked the head of the Admiralty
whether the Board of Admiralty intended to persevere in its intention of purchas-
ing the houses in Spring-gardens ? He asked this in consequence of a notice
which had been served on all occupiers of houses there that the Government
would bring in a bill to purchase these houses. In reply, the Duke of Somerset
said that the Admiralty were desirous to bring into iminediate contiguity to the
Admiralty all the Admiralty departments. To do this tlie houses in Spring-
gardens would have been necessary, and the Board of Works were required
to serve notices on their occupiers. In consequence, however, of a desire on the
part of the Board of Works and the Treasury to reconsider the plans prepared on
the subject, no further progress would be made this session.

PLAN AND DETAILS OF MACIIINEUY SHED OF THE
EXHIBITION BUILDING.

WE in our last volume engraved a view of the exterior and interior of
the building for the International Exhibition—soon to be the one

point of attraction to foreigners from all parts of the vrorld, as wcU ei to
every Englishman. We now engrave a plan (pp. 270-71) from the o£Bicial

drawings, which will serve as a guide in that wilderness of iion columns and
piled-up treasures. The plan will be readily understood by our readers.
They will see at a glance the nave and the two transepts—the maiQ
features of the plan—over the junctions of which the colossal domes are
built. The large courts to the south of the nave, 250 feet by 200 feet, are
likewise conspicuous, as well as the rather smaller ones to the north of it.

The columns are in general 25 or 50 feet from centre to centre. By
bearing this fact in mind, the various dimensions can easily be arrived at
without making use of the scale. The exceptions to this rule are the
nave and transepts, which are 85 feet wide. The columns are hollow, and
of cast-iron, 1 foot in diameter, with 1 inch of metaL They rest on
York slabs, brickwork and concrete, all built up to the same level.

The walls which form the picture galleries, and enclose the main portion
of the building, are all of brick. The east and west fronts are 750 feet
long, and the south front 1,150 feet. The north front is the lower arcade
of the Horticultural Society's grounds—an upper story to which lias been
added for grand refreshment-rooms. Tlie total area roofed in is 988,000
square feet ; the 1851 building occupied only 799,000 square feet.

We also engrave a sheet of details, which really contains the whole o
the drawings for the annexes. It is, as everybody seems to admit, the
most satisfactory portion of the building in point of design; simple and
light in its construction, it forms a very cheap, as well as agreeable,
system of roofing. Captain Fowke has used it on several other occasions,
and always with a pleasing result. Only the commencement of the
annexes could be shown on our plan, but they extend northwards between
900 and 1,000 feet on each side—a tunnel under the Horticultural Society's
entrance connecting the eastern one with the main building. The ribs
are 50 feet wide, and 15 feet apart. They are formed of planks nailed
together. The centre plank is IJ inch thick, with a |-inch plank on either
side nailed to it, the ends breaking joint all through; the ribs are nearly
half of a regular polygon, described about a semicircle. The springing is

10 feet above the ground line. The uprights are similarly constructed to
the ribs, but there are strengthening pieces 4 feet by 3 feet spiked to them
on either side. The feet of the uprights are mortised into a sleeper rest-

ing on piles. The principal rafters and the uprights are connected with
the curved ribs by radial pieces of IJ-inch plank, which are brought
rather below the intrados of the curve, and finished off by way of orna-
ment by spear heads. The frames are, therefore, simply planks nailed
ingeniously, and so disposed that the weight comes on their edge. One-
half of the roof is covered with boards and felt, and the other half has a
glazed skylight, with louvres for ventilation throughout the whole length,
'rhe span of each rib is 50 feet. In ingenuity, economy, and simplicity
these sheds are, as Captain Phillpotts trulysaid, a triumph of construction.

APPROACHES TO THE CRYSTAL PALACE,

A DECISION was arrived at on Tuesday last by the Committee of the House
of Commons sitting on the Railway Bills of Group 1, which is likely to

exercise a most beneficial effect on the future prospects of the Crystal Palace.
The Chatham and Dover Railway Company have this session promoted a line

starting from the junction of their Metropolitan and Victoria hnes at Brixton,
and proceeding through Peckham, Forest Hill, and Sydenham, up to the road
front of the Crystal Palace'; and the Committee declared that, subject to the
Brighton Company constructing a portion of the line, over which the other com-
pany is to have ample running powers, the bill should pass. This important
measure will give access to the Palace on a sufficiently high level to avoid the
inconvenience caused by the present numerous stairs ; and as the new station,

which is intended tobeplacedinDulwich Wood, immediately opposite the Palace,
will have platforms of nearly 1,000 feet in length, with several v.ide covered
lateral approaches to tlie level of the lower floor of^ the building, it is obvious
that gieat public convenience will result from the forming of this additional
means of access to the Palace, As this new line will also open up the Metropolitan
(Underground) Railway by the intended bridge at Blackfriars, the northern
railways, the Metropolitan stations in Farringdou-street and the New-road,
will thus be in direct communication with the Palace. The chain of communica-
tion with the North London Railway by Kensington Jind Wandsworth is also fast

approaching completion, and thus it may be hoped that, ere long, the great
desideratum of ready and convenient railway access to the Crystal Palace will be
attained.

At the present moment considerable works are being carried out at the Palace.

The floors of the building in the tropical and southern ends have been replaced

with brick walls and piers round each flower-bed in place of the original wooden
supports. A new wide triple staircase has been erected, leading from the great

transept to the basement, so that the crowds assembled at the Palace on days when
the great fountains are played, and other popular occasions, may escape from the
building to the gardens, and vice versii, without the pressure and inconvenience

so often complained of. The enormous roof over the great Handel Orchestra is

being rapidly proceeded with for the great musical celebration to be held during
the coming season.

Institution OF Civil Engineers, Ireland.—At a meeting of this body
on Wednesday evening, the 9th inst., at New Museum Building, Trinity College,

Dublin, Professor Dowling in the chair, Mr. Blakiston, C.E., was proposed and
admitted a member, and Mr. J.J. Lyons, architect (proprietor and editor of the

Dublin Builder), an associate. Mr. G. H. Strype read a paper on " The Con-
struction of the 50 ton crane, Dunbar's Dock, Belfast." It will be found in ex-

tenso in the Dublin Builder for the 15th inst.
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AEOHITECTUBAL ASSOCIATION CONVERSAZIONE AND
DISTRIBUTION OF PIUZES.

THE ArcUitcetural Association conversazione for tlie distribution of prizes took

place ou Friday eveuing, wlien there was a very numerous attendance of

ladies and gentlemen. Amongst tlie gentlemen present we noticed Messrs.

A. W. Blonifleld, M.A., President of the Association ; Thomas Blasliili, G. B.

New, C. F. Hayward, K. P. Spiers, R. O. Harris, E. B. Lamb, Randall Druce,
— 'feulon, — Morris, H. A. Darbyshire, — Olirer, — Isaacs, D. Brandon, J. P.

Seddon, B. J. Benwell, &c.

Shortly after 9 o'clock the cliair was taken by Mr. Blompield, the

President, who remarked that upon such occasions it was usual to compress the

business jiart of the proceedings into as small a space as possible. That evening

the oidy business was the agreeable one of the distribution of a certain number
of prizes. The principal prize was the annual one given by Mr. Tile, M.P., and

the Committee of the Association were in hopes that he would be present that

evening to give tlie prizes, but tliey had received a note to say that his health

would not allow him to be present. Had Mr. Tite been present he would no
doubt have made some useful remarks, and given some wholesome advice. The
prizes had been awarded in the following manner :—Mr. Tite's prizes for the best

designs for a Town Mansion, first prize to Mr. H. Hack, and the second prize

to Mr. A. Walters. (The successful competitors for all the prizes, which were
professional books, received the rewards for their skill and industry from tlie

Chairman amidst loud applause.) The next prizes were for the best designs for

a tiled pavement, first to Mr. E. Wimbridge, second to Mr. P. B. Hayward.
The next prizes were for the best designs for a piece of wall decoration, first prize

to Mr. E. J. Tarver, and the second to Mr. E. Wimbridge. The prize designs

were exhibited in the great gallery. He was sorry that the agreeable task of

giving the prizes had not fallen upon Mr. Tite, or some senior member of the

profession, and had much pleasure in calling upon Mr. Lamb to make a few
remarks.

Mr. E. B. Lamb regretted that Mr. Tite, who was always so eloquent on such

occasions, was not able to be present and to fill the place which he felt himself

so incompetent to occupy. It was gratifying to him, and it mnst be to all lovers

of art, to find the rapid progress which had been made in architecture for some
years. Though not an old man, he could recollect the time when architecture

was little known and little tliouglit of. When he commenced the study of archi-

tecture there was no Royal Institute of British Architects and no Architectural

Association. There were a few meetings held of a professional character, but in

such remote places that they were little known, and less thought of. But still

the feeling for art was progressing. They had Britten's works paving the way

;

John Cai'ter had previoua^ done his work, and commenced the resuscitation of

Gothic architecture, and Pugin the elder laid the foundations in a sound and
solid way for the instruction of those who loved the art. They had in those
rooms the works of the more recent Pugin, examples of industry, study, talent

and thought, which made it a marvel how he could have done them. In the

course of time sprung up the Institute ; then, or he believed previously, the
Architectural Association, or some such society, was established. The Institute

became an association of the older members of the profession, useful in its way
for concocting, arranging, and settling disputes in matters of minor importance;
while the .Architectural Association was founded for the benefit, instruction, and
advantage of the younger members of the profession. He found that there were
many younger members of the profession who were rising up with considerable
talent, and tliey had at that moment an instance before them, in the works for

which the prizes given by the president of the Institute had been awarded. The
fact of younger members of the profession rising to improve themselves and to

make a school of their own was a great epoch in the annals of art, especially in

the architectural profession. He had heard Mr. Tito say that in his younger
days considerable ditficnlty was experienced in the study of the art ; there were
then no books published, or very few, and in fact there was nothing to bring out
the talent oi tlie individual. It was left to the individual to work hif way as best
he could, but now tlie difference was evident in every way. At the corners of
the streets they had examples of the masters of the art, and they had the actual
facts, the photographs of buildings all over Europe and indeed the world, placed
before them in an absolute form. They had no occasion now to go to Egypt,
Home, or Athens, to study the architectural art, and it was gratifying to find
that young men were taking advantage of the benefits offered to them. But this

should be considered, that the best examples should be studied carefully—not to
be copied but to be emulated. Now, he had no doubt the younger members of
the profession would do so, and the Architectural Association was a school formed
to accomplish that object. He would have all to think for themselves ; let them
consider that architecture was not a mere profession of rule and line and compass,
and let them bear in mind that those who followed it were artists, and that their

great aim was to produce a picture, and to bring all the details into a beautiful
form. Artist materials should be employed so as to produce a pleasing effect on
the beholder. The painter had done that, and why should not the architect ?

Architecture was a fine art, and it was so connected with painting that it was in-
separable from it. The same laws that governed painting governed architecture.
The artist took his palette and colours, and produced a great work on his

canvas ; the architect took his palette, and with hard materials produced Iiis

paintmg on the ground. The two had to produce the same effect—that was a
picture. He would recommend the younger members of the Association to re-
member the necessity for young men keeping in view that they had to form a
place in a noble profession, but one that required intense application,
constant study, and constant thought. Though young men might have
the advantage of studying under the greatest men of the present age,
they must not think that the masters could do everything for them.
Unless the pupil was studious and willing to learn, unless he got not only the run
of the ofifiee, but gathered fruit from every turn, he would not be successful. The
younger memlieis of the profession had to consider not only what the master
taught directly, but what he taught indirectly, and ranch advantage might be
gained by the study of drawings which passed through an office ; and he was
happy to say that he could see from the progress going on in art that young men
were taking advantage of those things. Now and then they heard a pupil com-
plaining that he had not been instructed—that he had not gained the information
ne ought to have gained—and he blamed his master. But if such a pupil were a
little to consider his own ways, and to think of those portions of his time which
he had constantly wasted instead of using them in the gathering of information,
he would blame liimself more than his master. He felt a great interest in the

profession and a great interest in the rising generation of architects. He was
exceedingly anxious that in the future architecture should take that position
which it ought to do, and which it ought always to hold. He remembered read-
in g a few years ago, in a journal, where he wassurprised to find such a stateiiieot,
that architecture had been ignored as one of the fine arts, that it was not one of
the fine arts, and ought to be kicked out of the Hoyid Academy. That was a
remarkable incident, arising from what cause he could not tell at all. He would
impress on the younger members of the profession that architecture was a fine

art—not a mechanical art; that it was an art of mind, that it required intense
application, a predisposition for it, and a thorough analysatlon of tlio works ne-
cessary to produce it. It was very frequently the case that talented young men,
whom nature had blessed with the power of producing clever coiiiiiositions, would
bring them on paper and lay them down, and they were prai.sed, ami proiHS-ly
praised, for their talented works. Well, one of tlie best things for such young
men to do was to criticise their own works, and to analyse them to the most
minute detail ; and they should be careful in their criticism of the works of others

;

they should not descend to ridicule, for in art nothing was so painful or degrad-
ing as to attempt to turn that which was intended to be a fine work of art into
ridicule. They had too many instances of criticism of that kind, but he would
not dwell upon them. However, young men should criticise their own works,
and not ridicule the works of others. It was very gratifying to him to find that
such clever designs had been ]iroduced by ttie young men of the Association, and
that prizes had been awarded to them.
Mr. G. Godwin wished success and continued prosperity to the Architectural

Association. He should have been glad to see more members of the profession

there that night. He thought if the older members of the profession would take
the pains to come amongst the younger members of the .4rcliitectural Association,

and likewise exhibited their designs in the Architectural Exhibition, they would
derive an advantage thereby, especially in the admiration of the younger members
of the profession. There was no question as to the great advantages derived
from the establishment of the Architectural Association, and many architects

now in high places had been members of it. He had reason to believe that there

would be a very extraordinary display of architectural drawings at the forth-

coming Great Exhibition, not only British, but French and Belgic, and he had
no doubt from what he heard that Britain would hold her own, as she had at other
Exhibitions.

The President said it could not be too penerally known that on all occasions

like the present the members of the Association were too proud to have the older

members of the profession present.

Mr. J. P. Seddon, as an old member of the Association, and remembering
the great advantages he had received from it, wished to say a few words. Though
not now a member of the Association, he read, with much interest, the reports of

its proceedings in the professional journals, and was glad to find that the Asso-
ciation had a regular course of professional study. One great advantage of such
an Association was the enthusiasm which a number of young men gave one to

the other, the emulation it caused, and the rubbing off angles which all of them
had. Young men ought to study thoroughly whatever subject they had in hand,
and to produce a good thing rather than a new or original one. And particularly

while tliey were students they ought to carry out a constant method of studying,
taking up one branch and then another, and studying it well, instead of going on
desultorily, and in that way they would advance the profession. If each member
of the Association would work out one building, or one part of a building, and
compare notes with his fellow members at the end of the session, greater good
would be effected than by the adoption of cruder notions of design. He was ex-
ceedingly glad to find that the Association had a modelling class, which must
prove of great advantage. He recommended them to practise the drawing of
the figure—they ought to do that, or they would never excel.

LEICESTEBSHIBE ARCHITECTURAL AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL
SOCIETY.

THE usual bi-monthly meeting of this Society was held in the Town Library,

Guildhall, Leicester, on the 31st ult. ; the Kev. G. E. Gillett, rural dean,
in the chair.

A letter from the editor of the Gentleman's Magazine was read, from which
it appeared that unless that magazine is better supported by those interested in

antiquities, there is a probability thai, after an existence of 130 years, its publica-

tion will be discontinued.
Mr. C. J. Lea, of Lutterworth, exhibited, through Mr. North, one of

Ids outline drawings of a series of mural decorations he is now at work
upon for a new cliurch at Rochdale, dedicated to St. Alban, the Proto-
Martyr of England. Mr. Lea has sent to the International Exhibition a
screen showing the whole of the decorations, from the floor to the cornice, of one
space between the windows on the north side of the chancel. The portion sent

to the Exhibition is about 20 feet high by 4 feet wide, and shows the proposed
scheme for the whole of the decorations, which consist of drawings depicting the

principal events in the life of St. Alban. The whole of the subjects will fill up
all the available space on the chancel walls between the windows, the figures not
going higher than the springing of the window arches. The wall space below
will be line diapered, with emblems, &C., occasionally introduced. That part of

the wall above the windows and figures will be filled with conventional foliage,

diapering, &c., and the roof will be richly coloured and gilded. The carved
stone canopy to sedilia, as well as the carving to the chancel arch and organ
screen, will be gilded.

Mr. North remarked that Mr. Lea had lately secured the extra colour prize

offered by the Ecclesiological Society.
The Rev. J. H. Hiu, exhibited a small coin of Constantinus, found at Med-

boume, and a shilling of Charles I., found between Cranoe and Glooston.
Mr. Fetch exhibited some Anglo-Saxon antiquities, found about two years

ago, with a number of skeletons, upon high ground on the north side of that

town. They consisted of a number of beads, of different sizes and materials, and
the remains of a knife; pottery was also found, but the workmen being ignorant

of its value, did not attempt to preserve any vessels, or remains of vessels which
came in their way. Since then other operations have been carried on upon the

land, and although every care has been taken to examine the earth, and to search

for relics, nothing beyond several skeletons has been found. These, however, and
the peculiar geological formation of the ground, are not without considerable

interest, as appeared from a communication addressed to the secretary by Mr.
Ingram, of Belvoir, who was at Melton to watch the working of the ground.
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Mr. G. C. Nbale exhibited water-colour drawings of Skeffington Church
(interior) and Billion Church (exterior) before their recent restoration.

Many otlier subjects were communicated, and the Rev. J. H. Hill read a
paper upon the Langtons of Lincolnshire, which he illustrated by two worked
pedigrees of that family.

INSTITUTION OF CIVIL ENGINEERS.

AT the meeting on April 1, JOHN Hawkshaw, Esq., President, in the chair, the first

paper read was on " Railway Accidents—their caoscfi and meane of prevention, show-
ing the boftring wtiich existing legislation has upon them,'' by Mr. James Brunlees,
IC. Inst. C.B.
The aatbor proposed to treat the subject by dealing with the facts as they were, the

causes of accidents being, in nearly all cases, sufficiently apparent ; he would not, there-

fore, attempt by tlxcory to establish rules for their prevention. From the reports of the
offloersof the Board of Trade, it appeared that during the seven years from 1854 to IStiO,

the nmnber of accidents amounted to ^40, as the result of 1,274 distinct causes. Of these

aooidents, !1 per cent, were attributed to the permanent way, 7 per cent, to the rolling

stock, and 76 per cent, to the management, including insufficient means for securing safety,

leaving only t> per cent, as not ascertained.
The aoddents due to the permanent way were then referred to in detail, and it

i^^Mored that the general defects were ma'it evident in the system of ballasting, of joint-

fishing, of taming the roils, and of fastening the chairs to the sleepers. llVith rcgiurd to

the boUftst, it was argued that it would be found economical to have at least G inches or 9
in^kes ijt roog^ grav3 or broken stone, as a free draining bed to the sleepers and to the
"tnf ificwiinii:" and tiiat, during the months of September and October, an extra number
of mea shonla be employ^ to drain the ballast and beat up the road, in order that it might
become consolidated beuire the winter's rains and frost set in, and thus avoid the evil effects

of frcwt or wet liallast. It was urged that the plan' now in general use, of placing the fish-

joint between two slee^Hrs was objectionable, as the ends of ;the rails were unsupported
except by the fish-plates, which together were frequently only equal to two-thirds of the
section of the rail. It was submitted that all the joints should be fished directly over a
sleeper, or that a bracket chair sliould be used. The practice of turning the rails was con-
demned, because when a rail was so much worn as to require turning, its strength was
generally so reduced as to render it unfit for main line traffic. With regard to tlie fasten-
ings of the chairs to tlie sleepers, it was urged that it was desirable that iron spikes only
should be employed on the outer side of curves, or else that the chair should be partially
sunk into the sleeper, to lessen the strain on the treenail. The superior economy of steeled,

or partially steeled, rails, points, and crossings, was also incidentally noticed.
In reference to the accidents which had arisen from defective or neglected rolling stock,

it was found that many of the fractures had occurred during the winter months, owing,
possibly, in some degree, to the rigid state of the " way" in frosty weather ; whilst others
were due to the use of bad iron, and some to defects either in the welding of, or in the mode
of attaching the tyres of the wheels. Steel, or partially steeled, tires were now, to a certain
extant, in use, and tires formed of a continuous ring, or un welded piece of metal, were ^so
SQCoessfolly emploped. Several new methods of fastening the tires had proved as fruitful
of mischief as the ordinary plan of simply shrinking them on, though others bad been
found to be efficient ; and it was said that on some lines the tires had not failed to any great
extent. The author hoped that the importance both of the tires and of tVe axles of wheels
would lead to a useful discussion on this branch of the subject. The ushal want of uni-
formity in the main features of the carriage portion of the rolling stock was then com-
mented upon ; and it was considered that this variety not only increased the cost of
manufacture and of maintenance, but was often the cause of accidents, and frequently con-
tribnted to render them disastrous. The author thought that the carriages should be nearly
uniform in size, and that the buffers should in all cases be the same height above the rails.

The longitudinal beams should be in the same line^througliout, be strong in themselves, and
the framing securely braced. The present coupling in the centre should be increased in
strength, and the whole attachment between the carriages should be such as to render a
train in effect, as far as practicable, as one carriage, with a certain amount of flexibility

;

so that in the event of collision the carriages should retain their position, instead of rising
upon one another ; and if an axle or a wheel broke, the crippled carriage should be partially
borne up by the neighbouring carriages until the train could be stopped.
On the question of management, after some remarks upon the speed of trains, it was

shown that by punctuality, both in the time of starting and in the rate of running, safety,
so far OS human foresight was concerned, was insured. The system of working the traffic
of a railway by allowing an interval of time between the trains was deemed unsatisfactory,
and far inferior to the system of an interval of space. The accidents arising from the irre-
gulxuity of excursion trains were then alluded to, and it was remarked that if, during the
summer and autumn, the ordinary trains were run at lower rates of fares, the traffic would
be increased, as the public would feel gfreater security in travelling. The difficulty in
running coal or mineral trains to a fixed time-table might be met by a more general use
of the electric telegraph, and by a better system of signalling arrangements. During the
eeven years, from IS'A to 18G0, inclusive, eighty-eight accidents happened from inefficient
Bignals, of which fourteen occurred in 1 860. In some cases, especially at sidings, there were
no rignals ; in others they were defective in form, or were improperly placed. It was
desirable that junction siguals and points should be worked simultaneously by one man,
and at junctions, separate main and distance signals should be provided for each line. If the
system of working the traffic by the electric telegraph was generally adopted, and the line
was divided into sections, so that a train should be prevented from entering any section
until the preceding one had passed to the section in advance, collisions would be impossible,
except those liable to arise from disregard of the signals ; and a proper interval would be
secured between the trains, in si)ite of unpunctuality. As the want of a means of com-
munication between the engine-driver and the guard, or conductor, had frequently been
experienced, and as plans were in daily use on several lines, there was no reason why it
should not be adopted on all. To render it fully effective, the guard, or conductor, ought
to start the train from each station by means of that machinery, so as to prove that it waa
in working order. Owing to the general high speeds and heavy trains, it was of the utmost
Importance that ample break power, capable of being applied in the least time, should be
provided with each train. It was a question how far aregularlydistributed retarding force,
acting at the same moment on all the wheels, might not be preferable to a concentrated
force applied at particular points. By the system of " continuous breaks," the employment
of several men with each train was unnecessary. It had also another advantage, that a
train was more under control, and could be stopped in a shorter distance. The negligence
of servants, arising from their ignorance or inefficiency, was next adverted to, and it was
thought to be due to the pay being too low to command the services of men of intelligence,
steadiness, and self-reliance. Frequently they were insufficient in number, leading to
OTcrwork, and instances were on record in which engine-drivers had been employed for
seventeen hours daily, and in some cases for twenty-six and thirty hours continuously.
The author observed that Government interference was not likely to render railways

safer, or more available to the traveller ; and that it would be better to rely on the con-
ideration and calm reflection of those immediately interested in these enterprises, especially
as from the heavy expenses attendant on accidents, directors and shareholders would
naturally desire to render this mode of travelling as safe as possible.
Tn» second paper read wag also on " Railway Accidents,' ' by Captain DOUGLAS GALTON,BA, F.B.8., AJ60C. Inst. C.E.
It was stated that the length of railway communication opened in the British Isles at the

end of 1860, was 10,433 miles, upon which 163,435,678 passengers were conveyed in that
"""• From official returns it appeared, that during the seven years ending the 31st
December, I860, there were 116 passengers killed, and 2,832 injured, from causes beyond
tbeir own control. From the sums paid by railway companies for compensation, it was
calculated that an Insurance of one twenty-fourth part of a farthing per passenger per mile
would, on the average of all lines, cover the cost of railway accidents. It had been found
m^osBible to obtain reliable information, as to the number of coach accidents in this
oomitry. But the returns of the "Mesgageries Imp^rialcs" showed, that in a series of
jaaa, the number of paaeengen killed and injured, from causes beyond their own oontroul

was one in 28,000. From the latest comparative returns, the number of passengers killed
and injured was, on British railways, 1 in 334,000; on Belgian railways. 1 in l,(;tio,noo : on
Prussian railways, 1 in .s.000,000 ; and on French railways. 1 in 4,O00.Oi)0. The greater
compararive safety of foreign railways was traced to differences in the condition of the
traffic and of the management, as well as in the habits of the people.
In endeavouring to elucidate tlie question, whether any of the accidents which had

occurred could have been prevented by reasonable precautions, the first point which arose
was, the extent to which the amount of traffic on the several lines influenced the number
of accidents. The general averages thus obtained showed, that lines of small traffic were
comparatively safe. But as traffic alone did not determine the number of accidents, it was
necessary to analyse the causes in detail ; taking, first, those which could not be guarded
against, and, secondly, those which were within the control of the managing, or working
staff. During the seven years before referred to, 534 accidents to trains had been reported
upon by the Inspecting Officers of the Board of Trade, in which 2,912 passengers were
killed or injured. In many of these cases there had been more than one contributing cause,
but tlie majority might be thus tabulated :—

Accidents from Engines and
")

Carriages leaving the Bails, or
J

Fractiues of Machinery J
Collisions of every description . . .

,

§1

So

1D5

319

313

2,532

3 a

as4

59

IG

Cases in which the Acci-
dents were duo to Causes
within the control of the

Management.

98

222

15

219

17

183

These figures 'showed that a large proportion of the so-called accidents were due to
preventible causes. Those arising from the fracture of axles and tires, and from engines
and carriages leaving the rails, were less than one-half of the number which conld not have
been guarded against. But out of the 319 collisions, only 16 were attributable to purely
accidental causes, whilst 183 were assigned to the negligence of inferior servants, and 120'

to the manner in which the traffic was conducted, and which ought not, therefore, to have
occurred.
With regard to the first class of cases—accidents which could not have been guarded

against—the author remarked, that the best form of tire for a railway wheel liad not yet
been definitely settled. The wheels and axles could scarcely be said to be mechanically
satisfactory ; the form of break in use was also imperfect. Although simple negligence
could not be entirely prevented, yet in several cases the negligence had been attributable to
the defective arrangement of the company, in permitting pointsmen and engine-drivers to
be habitually over-worked. Those accidents which arose from trains passing on to a wrong
line through facing-points, might not have occurred if an indicator had been attached to
the points, to show in which direction they were set. The comparatively small number of
accidents from negligence alone afforded strong evidence of the efficacy of the direct
responsibility of the inferior servants. A few instances were then cursorily alluded to, in
illustration of those accidents which were wholly or partially attributed to 'defects in the
condition of the railway, or the vehicles, or in the atjsence of the requisite auxiliaries to
safety, such as signals, breaks, &c. It was observed, that it was not for want of
good rules that accidents occurred, but for want of a continued enforcement of
those rules, and a close examination into the details of the manner in which the traffic
was worked.
The discussions which had taken place on this subject in Parliament, both in 1853, and

again in 1857, were then considered, and the conclusion was arrived at, that freedom from
railway accidents was not to be obtained by Government interference, hut by an effective
and responsible internal management, which would enforce the greatest punctuality and
care in working the traffic, and maintain the strictest discipline amongst the servants em-
ployed.
The existing law affecting railway companies as carriers was then alluded to ; and at-

tention waa next called to the principle of compensation for injuries sustained. Lord
Campbell's Act being specially cited as the Parliamentary recognition of that principle. It
was said that this Act removed a technical difficulty in the way of recovering compensa-
tion, rather than gave a new right to compensation. The money payment, thus provided,
operated as apunishment, and tended to prevent the commission of careless acts. Compen-
sation might, therefore, be looked upon, partly as a penalty upon the Company for its cor-
porate carelessness, and partly as a remedy to the sufferer for the injury received. If
viewed as a remedy, it should be such as to tend to prevent a recurrence of the act for
which punishment was awarded. It should, therefore, depend on tliedegrec of blame which
attached to the management for the accident, and it should bo equally certain and just in
its operation,

_
In its asi>ect as a remedy, it should be easily recoverable by the sufferer. As

at present levied, it did not properly fulfil cither of these conditions, for reasons which
were stated. Assuming that such a maximum amount was fixed upon as would fairly com-
pensate the generality of passengers, according to the class in which they wore travelling :

and assuming that it were made payable in the case of every accident which occurred
beyond the control of the passengers, without there being any obligation to prove negli-
gence, the author was inclined to think that the fine would be rendered more certain in its
operation, but that aa a preventive the effect of the alteration would not be appreciable.
The true remedy against railway accidents lay, in the author's opinion, with the railway
companies themselves. Improved management would bo greatly assisted by placing at the
head of each railway a director of adeciuate capacity, responsible to the Board for the
manf^ement of the concern, who should be required to devote the whole of his time to its
interests, and be paid in proportion ;—by giving the chief officers of the railway control of,
and making them i-esi^onsible for, the several departments, so that they might beheld
answerable for the results ; and by providing a gradation of responsibility throughout all

the emjiloyffe. Improvements in the machinery, and system of working might be promoted
by tlio formation of an Association amongst railway companies, embracing the objects of the
association between the German railway companies, and of the association between manu-
facturers, near Manchester, for the prevention of boiler explosions. It was doubtful,
however, whether such an association could become of any practical utility in this country,
unless it assumed the form of an association for the purpose of mutual insurance against
accidents, managed by a Board of railway officials, chosen from the associated companies.

At the Monthly Ballot the following candidates were duly balloted for and elected :^
Messrs. "W. Henderson, W. H. Mills, A. Samuelson, C. I. Speucer, M. O. Tarbotton.andT,
Waring, as members ; and Messrs. C. C. Adley, B. G. Coke, W. Dunlop, G. Pownall, and S.
L. Tomkins, as associates.

Opening op the International Exhibition.—Pimch says—"By

a

notice in the Gazette, we leani that the five Commissioners charged witli the
inaup;uration of the building designed as a Temple of Industry, Science and Art,
are as follows :—Mr. Fairbairn, Mr. Faraday, Mr. Richard Owen, Mr. Alfred
Tennyson, and Mr. Daniel Maclise. The report that the ceremonial was to be
under the superintendence of a soldier, an archbishop, and some lords, is contra-
dicted, and tlie above list appears in ample vindication of the good sense of the

Directors,
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ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUM.

AS we briefly announced in our last, the Rev. Lord Alwvne Compton
delivered a lecture, on April 8tli, in the theatre of the .South Kensinsfton

Museum, " On Encaustic Tiles and Tile Pavements." The lecture was illus-

trated by many drawings of tile patterns, and of tile pavements to be found in
various edifices tlirouRhout the country, and the chair was occupied by Mr. A.
.(. II. Bbkbsford-IIope, the president of the Architectural Museum.

Lord Alwyne Comi-ton, having been introduced to the meeting by the pre-
sident, said he had been requested by the Committee of the Architectural Museum
to give a lecture on encaustic tiles and tile pavements. When first asked he was
lunvilling to accept the invitation, first, because it was a dry subject, altiiougli
any antiijuarian might make an object of antiquity interesting by wandering
far away from it. In that point of view, tiles might be made interesting in refer-
ence to the heraldic theory of ornament, and in some cases might have an effect
on history, but he wished to speak of tiles chiefly on their own account. The
second reason for being unwilling to accept the invitation of the committee, was
that, some years ago, he had the pleasure of giving a lecture on the same subject
when the Institution a.=sembled in a garret in Cannon-row, and since then he
could not say he had added much to his knowledge on the matter. He should
speak of encaustic tiles first in an antiquarian point of view, such as studying
old churches simply for their own sake ; the practical view was how they were to
make use of them in their churches and secular buildings. In examining any
subject in an antiquarian point of view, the first thing the antiquary wanted was
hisdate, without which his inquiry was of no value at all—he must fii-st know
the dates of bis examples. In fixing the dates there were many diificulties. They
might go into an old church, sucli as the cathedral church at Gloucester, where
there were a great immber of tiles, but, on seeing a single pattern, it was very
ditticult to say to what date it belonged. He thought the first step in settling
the date of tiles was to classily the tiles into sets, that was, a class of tiles of a given
date and of the same manufacture. In arranging tiles in classes there were two
or three things to be borne in mind. The first thing to show the tiles belonged
to a certain class was that of their being used in the same original pavement.
All the tiles occurring in a particular arrangement were put down, he presumed,
at the same time. When he found a great number of tiles coloured and in the
same arrangement, he assumed they were of the same date and of the same
manufacture. But there were exceptions to that assumption ; there were cases
where one tile of a set had even been met with while the others were not, from
which it might be thought the manufacturer had gone on making one particular
kind of tile. It was clear, therefore, that tiles having the same arrangement
might yet be of different dates. The similarity of patterns was another way of
fixing the dates and the manufacture of tiles. AVhen they found in a church
thu-ty or forty patterns, and other thirty or forty more all generally having a
similar character, they mi^ht conclude they were of the same date, and by the
same manufacturer. Having arranged the tiles in classes of the same date and
by the same manufacturer, the lecturer proceeded to point out on the diagrams
tiles of various classes or groups. Having got the tiles into classes, the next
thing was to date them, and there were various ways of fixing the dates. First,
there were a few tiles that had got the date on them, as at Gloucester. There
were other tiles which were originally intended to be erected as a border to a
wall, dated. There were tiles in Devonshire having dates, one of them being
1708. Then, when there was no date on the tiles they could sometimes find out
the date by the armorial bearings; but sometimes tiles were found without any
armorial bearings, yet clues were found to distinct dates. But heraldry on tiles
was of great use in fixing the dates. He next came to the question of
the patterns for the fixing of the dates of tiles; it was not a very satisfactory
one, but still it had much to do with the matter. Anotlier mode by
which dates were fixed was, examining inscriptions upon tiles. Another mode
of finding dates was by examining carefully the portions of the build-
ing where the tiles were found. Such were the various modes of
dating tiles,—first, from dates actually on them ; secondly, from
armorial bearings ; thirdly, from inscriptions ; fourthly, from the
patterns ; and, fifthly, from the buildings in which the tiles were found. Adopting
this mode of examination, the rev. lecturer explained, by means of the drawings
on the wall, the probable dates of a great number of tiles found in various build-
ings, as at Salisbury, Winchester, Westminster Abbey, various parts of London,
Exeter, Romsey, \ ork, Leicester, Hampshire, Coventry, Bristol, and some other
places. In some of tlie buildings the same pattern occuiTed again and again, but
still of some patterns there was great variety, there being some slight difterence
in the design. Tlie lecturer then referred to the drawings on the wall, and fixed
the probable dates of tiles occurring in Sussex, Buckinghamshire, Bedfordshire,
Ely, Gloucester, Malvern, Devonshire, and various other places throughout
tliis country. He wished next to speak of the arrangement of the tiles; and in
arranging the tiles it was found that there were a great many examples of frag-
ments of pavements and of incomplete ones. As to a small room, it was usual to
enclose it with tiles of one pattern ; hut, when the room was larger, more patterns
were introduced (which he explained by reference to drawings of tiles found in
various parts of the country, and from which it was shown that the divisions of
the three panels in a room were very different in different places). Then, as to
the pavement of a whole church or cathedral, in that case a very peculiar pattern
ran from column to column, and the whole of the aisles were richly paved. The
whole of the pavement was next sub-divided (the mode of doing which his Lord-
rfiip explained by reference to the drawings by which the lecture was illustrated).
The rev. lecturer, in the course of his observations on this part of his subject,
observed that the green tiles of Mr. Minton combined most beautifully with red
ones, and explained dr.iwings of a number of pavements found in different
churches; fii-st, of specimens having a square of one pattern, and afterwards of
pavements of a later date in which were found several patterns in the squares.
Another mode of arrangement, the lecturer pointed out, was that of having
the tiles cut out and put together, as at Ely. There, were two or
three ways of laying down new pavements. The first was to copy an old
pavement, and in laying down pavements it would be found that a mistake often
committed was, that tiles of different dates were laid down in the same pavement,
which, of course, made them incongruous. To put down a pavement in 1862 of
difl'erent tiles and dates was a perfect absurdity, and tliat was an error that arose
from not copying. The next method was to combine old pavements, and that was
what he should strongly suggest to architects and others who designed pavemeuts
to do. Mr. Shaw had pul)lish(;d some useful information on this subject, and he
(Lord A. Compton) had combined tiles in this way for friends. The third way of
doing a modern pavement was to invent it, and they might invent a tile, and

might invent a pavement. But he thought the best way to advance in pavements
as in other architectural matters, was to begin by careful copying. That was
what was done years ago, and we now could see fine original works in Gothic
monuments in London and in cathedral churches, works wiiich were essentially
origmal, hut they were the works of men who began by carefully studying the
works of the ancients. As to the question of the colour of tiles, the lecturer
remarked that green, black, buft; and red, were four colours which iu combination
were exceedingly beautiful. But, besides those, what he might call China colours
were used, white, blue, green, and yellow, difierent from the first mentioned.
(He referred to drawings of specimens of such tiles at the establishment of Mr
Maw.) Great care was required in the arrangement of colours, especially where
white lines were introduced, as they caught the eye very much ; much skill and
care were required in the matter, so as to produce a good effect. Unless the
tints were arranged in a pleasing way, the whole would not combina
satisfactorily.

On the motion of Mr. Berespord-Hope, a vote of thanks was paaaed by
acclamation to Lord Alwyne Compton for his excellent lecture.

T
LONDON DIOCESAN CUURCK BUILDING SOCIETY.

HE annual meeting of this society was held at Willis's Rooms on the 10th
inst., the Bishop of London presiding. The report, the adoption of whieh

was moved by tlie Earl of Ellesmere, stated that in the last year the societv had
aided in establishing eight mission chapels and mission rooms. In the 'short
space of 10 years the population of the metropolitan districts had increased by
440,798, according to the last census. The Ecclesiastical Commissioners were
now fully prepared to recognise the claims of those parishes in which they held
property, according to the intention of a recent Act of Parliament ; there were,
however, but few London parishes in which the Commissioners had property.
The receipts of the society during the year had been £7,577 odd, of which
£5,170 was on account of the general fund, and £2,401 of the Mission fund. In
addition, a legacy of between £-2,300 and £3,000, would soon be received. The
grants made by the society during the past year had been unusually large—viz.,
£8,996 as compared with £0,885 in the previous one. Nine new churches liad
been consecrated since the 1st of 3Iay last, and five temporary churches had been
opened. The parishes in which new churches had been consecrated were St.
Pancras ; Islington ; St. James's and St. John's, Westminster; Tottenham; St.
John, Paddington; Spitalfields, and Hampstead. The temporary churches and
missions-rooms which had been opened were in the parishes "of West Ham,
Ealing, St. Martin-in-the-Fields, St. Gabriel's, and Bromley-by-Bow. Works
were in progress or in contemplation in 24 parishes. The diocese of London
contained a population of about 2,500,000, and was increasing yearly at the rata
of nearly 50,000. There are in that diocese three parishes witli popu-
lations exceeding 35,000 ; four with between 30,000 and a5,000 ; five
with between 25,000 and 30,000; six with between 20,000 and
2.3,000; sixteen with between 15,000 and 20,000 ; and thirty-two
with between 10,000 and 15,000. The total provision for public worship
was less in Middlesex than in any other English county. One hundred new
churches at least were even now required. Were this number erected, it would
still be necessary to build about fifteen churches every year to provide for the
thousands annually added to the population. But 'the number built yearly,
taking the average, was only eight. Thus the deficiency is growing greater every
year. The Bishop of London stated that the character of this Society was essen-
tially practical, and that it was not by exciting speeches or crowded meetings
that it made its way. In eighteen years, during the episcopate of Bishop Blom-
field, £266,000 was subscribed for the precursor of the Society, of which £80,000
was specially contributed for Bethnal-green. Seventy-eight new churches were
by those means built in the diocese. There was collected from local sources
£270,000, making a total of considerably more than half a million. No diocese,
he submitted, could dispense with such an institution, certainly not that which
increased in population by 50,000 a year and which had added half a million since
the census of 1851

.

Among other speakers at the meeting were Archdeacon Hale, Canon
Wordsworth, the Rev. A. W. Thorold, and Mr. Beresford-Hope. Resolutions
were passed to the effect that the results of the last census rendered more than
ever apparent the urgent necessity for extending and strengthening the parochial
system among a population increasing with such unexampled rapidity as that of
London, and that the present system of the Diocesan Society, embracing as it

did a complete scheme for meeting the spiritual wants of every class, although
having special reference to the interests of the poor, was eminently calculated to
meet the necessities of the case, and deserved largely-increased support from all

the Churchmen of the diocese.

Chelsea Suspension Bridge.—Sir J. Paxton having asked the First
Commissioner of Works if there was any truth in the rumour that the traffic over
the Chelsea suspension bridge was restricted by the police, on account of some
defects in the structure, and if the bridge would furnish safe accommodation for

the traflic arising from the Exhibition and the Royal Agricultural Show shortly
to be held in Battersea-park, Mr. Cowper said that Mr. Page when he designed
the bridge intended the light traffic to go over one portion of it, and the heavy
traffic over another. He arranged the roadway for light traffic by placing plunks
of oak upon bitumen, that bitumen resting upon a concrete of cork and bitumeu,
thus making an elastic roadway. Mr. Pfuje considered that if the heavy traffic

were to pass along that roadway it would (iamage it. He, therefore, required
that all heavy carriages should go upon the trams of iron which were laid along
the |two sides of the bridge. With reference to the other question he (Mr.
Cowper) had no reason to doubt that the bridge would furnish safe accommoda-
tion for any traffic whicli might have to pass over it at any time. It was true a
question had arisen as to whether the bridge was fitted to bear any vast load
which might by possibility come upon it. Mr. Page had not, in fact, provided
for such a load as other persons of high authority thought ought to be provided
against. His (Mr. Cowper's) opinion was, that the bridge ought to be
strengthened ; but, at the same time, he had no reason to doubt that it would be

strong enough to carry any amount of weight that would be brought ujion it

under ordinary circumstances. He should not like to have a dense crowd pa eked
upon the bridge, nor would it be desirable to allow troops to march across it , but
it was capable of bearing the ordinary traffic.
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THE POST OFFICE.

WE need make no apology for wandering somewhat from onr usual course in
rei-oniin;; here some interestinp information on the Post-office, given by-

Mr. Commissioner Hill at the Hoyal Institution on tlie 4tli instant.
The ancients were destitute of any provision for tlie transmission of letters.

German wTiters attribute the first formation of a post to the Hanse Towns, and
this method of communication was adopted by the Teutonic knights during their
wars in Lithuania. But although letters were carried bv the early posts, their
chief obiect was the transmission of passengers and despatches. The next chief
advance was the line of posts established" by Maximilian through the TjtoI.
Then Charles V.'s line from Vienna to Brussels. England, however, as late as
the time of Henry VIIL, had no established post, and letters were sent by
aiessoigers on foot or on horse. It was Charles I. who established, by procla-
mation, the Pi>st-offiee Hoyal, appointing Mr. Thomas Wetherings as his
poetmaster. The loss incurred by the establishment was £3,400 a year, and yet
the lines were few and far between. When the national troubles began the
monopoly was questioned, but the Parliamentj however, transferred it to them-
selves. Postmaster-General Pridaux, in 1G42, unproved and extended the system,
and not only renden'd it self-supporiing, but even drew from it a profit. In the
early part of the last century the Government were applied to to permit the
transmission of letters fer Warwick direct, instead of through Coventry. But
as letters then were charged by distance, the concession was refused, on the
ground that the letters paid 3d., whereas they would only pay 2(1. if permitted
to go direct.

In 1683 Robert Murray, of London, established a post for the delivery ofletters
six or eight times each day near the Exchange, and four times in the outsldrts of
the metropolis, the Royal Post-otfice having made no provision whatever for
London intercommunication. Afterwards this London delivery was joined to the
Post-office. The lines up to 17ft4 were very few, when John I'alme'r, proprietor
and manager ofthe theatres of Bath and Bristol, struck with the slowness in the
post transmitted on horseback, which was outstripped by stage coaches, devised,
with great skill, a variety of expedients for increasing "the speed of postal com-
munication. Ko sooner, however, had he revealed his plans than they were re-
ceived with mingled feeling of disgust and amusement by the authorities, who
stigmatised his scheme as impracticable. Fortunately, however, he had to do
with a minister (the younger Pitt) " who trampled on impossibilities ;" and to
Palmer remaias the glory of having removed innumerable obstructions. In 1784
the first mail-coach ran from London to Bristol. Two years after this, Palmer,
when his plans were only in partial operation, had another struggle for their
further adoption, and was defeated,

i But the ministry, although they gave up the
inventor, kept the invention. From time to time, however. Palmer's claimswere
nrged before Parliament by his son, and in the end £50,0!)0 were awarded to him
as compensation—a sum which at least acknowledged the right of the applicant.
Some of the statements made in this discussion were amusing enough. " Mr.
Draper objects to the mail-carts as travelling too fast ; considers that passen-
gers only going on business should travel at such a rate, namely, seven or eight
miles an hour; before Palmer's time, the post travelled at three and a half miles
an hour, which, in his opinion, left nothing to be desired."
Palmer also objected strongly to the constant robberies of the mail, and nrged

the economy of arresting such outrages. One prosecution alone cost £4,000.
But the "guard" was objected to on the ground that " he would have to be
waited for at every ale-house." Palmer found a net annual revenue of £150,000,
and left the oftice in the receipt of £1,500,000 ; such were the efiects of the
speed and regularity infused into the department by his means. Macadam also,
by his improvement in roads, aided much the improvement of postal communica-
tion. As the postboys had been outstripped by the mail-coaches, so after a time
the Government mail again lagged behind the vehicles horsed by private enter-
prise, and the number of contraband letters sent by them became enormous. In
one instance, 1,100 letters were seized in the warehouse of one of the London
carriers, which, however, were liberated immediately on a fine of £500, on
account of the injury which, it was alleged, would accrue to the commercial
world by their detention, the stipulation being that they should be forwarded by
the post of that night. From Palmer's day, however, although straitened by
high rates, the Post-office remained a respected institution. In 1837, Mr. Row-
land Hill, then Secretary to the Commissioners for the Affairs of South Australia,
proposed his plan, that of conveying all letters under half an ounce for a penny,
which hence has received the appropriate designation of " The Penny Postage."
Hitherto all letters consisting of two pieces of paper, however small, had been
charged with a double postage, and if treble or quadruple, so in proportion ; and
not only were letters thus assessed, but they were also charged variously in pro-
portion to distance. Mr. Rowland Hill struck an average on the best data he
«)uld procure, and found that letters could be conveyed for that trifling sum.
Both parties of the State alike regarded the scheme as not only extinguishing
all profit, but as entailing a ruinous subsidy for its support. Not that Mr. Hill,
however, left his plan without valuable sujjporting arguments and facts.
Previous to 1837, tlie Post-office had been the subject of investigation, and the

result was a formidable pile of blue-books, of the information in which Mr. Row-
hmd Hill availed himself to answer objections. The number of letters
toansniitted each year, however, was not known in the Post-office. Mr. Hill
had first estimated them at 88} millions, but being enabled to correct his data,
had ultimately reduced the total to 79J millions. The Postmaster-General
returned them as from 42 to 43 millions, a number far too low, for the gross revenue
being some £3,240,000, the average per letter therefore would be Is. l^d., a rate
everybody knew to be obviously extravagant. In 1847, a committee was appointed
to investigate Mr. Hill's plan, and the postmaster amended his return to 58 millions,^in to 67 millions, and subsequently to 70 millions. The committee, alter labo-
rious scrutiny, brought the number.to 77^ millions, andiultiraately the Post-office
admitted id millions, which number was finally adopted. Tlie schemeof the penny
postage was based on the understanding that there would be an ultimate loss to the
revenue of £300,000 per annum, and the number ofletters must be increased,
according txi the Postmaster-General, twelve fold—according to Mr. Hill five
foiU—to make up the deficit. The soundness of Mr. Hill's opinions have been
Terifaed by facts aii<l the complete success has exceeded the limits of the wildest
^iratiOTis Mr. Hill laid great stress on diminishing the labour of the Post-
otnce officials—first, by means of the uniformity of the rate of postage; and,
gecon<S]y, by stamps for avoiding the collecting of the postage money. Under the
out system the cost had to be registered on the letter. It had to be ascertained
wnetlier it was single or double, and as the senders of inclosures were commonly
adepu at concealments, it had often to be held up before a lamp; and, lastly, if it

had to travel further than a certain distance the extra rate had to be added Now
as letters rarely approach Uie hall-ounce, the clerks have very seldom mdeed to
use the scale.

.>. i.u

The principal item of expense to the Post-office was and is the house-to-house
dehvery. No one would have thought that the cost of conveying a letter from
St. Martin s-le-Grand to Barnet or to Edinbui'gh would have been practically
the same, and yet such is the case, the difierence 'not amounting to l-9th of a
fai-thing. In 1840 the Act lor the Penny Postage came into operation In the
country districts at that time it was a common thing to have to go four or five
miles to the nearest post-office, and yet England was far better supplied than
Wales, Scotlaud, or Ireland. In 1837 Mr. Hill suggested day mails. Ueloi-ethig
letters passing through London, (say) from Liverpool to Dover, Brighton, and
other places, were always kept waiting at St. Martin's-le-Grand for fourteen
hours. Within the six-mile radius the number of deliveries per diem has been
increased to eleven ; and within the twelve miles' district there were, in some

S
laces, as many as six deliveries. Instead of all letters being sent out from St.
lartin's-le-Grand, after having been transmitted there to be sorted, the

metropolitan area has been divided into districts, each of which is treated as a
separate postal town, and the letters of each district are reciived and delivered
within its assigned limits. Much useless labour is thus got rid of, and accelerated
despatch acquired. The lecturer then gave various details, instituting a com-
parison between the years 1839 and 1861, in matters of postage and in the
money-order department, alluding also to the newly established savings-banks.
Of money-orders the total in 1839 was 198,000, amounting to £3-i0,0U0. In

1801, 758,000, amounting to £14,016,000. The number of letters in 1839 was
70 millions; in 1861 it had swollen to the stupendous number of 593 millions

!

The average number of letters to each person in 1839 was, in England, 4; in
Ireland, 1 ; in Scotland, 3. In 1801, in England, 24; in Ireland, 9; m Scot-
land, 19 ; giving a general average of 20 to each individual : thus showing the
social advantage of the change. The weight of letters carried in 18:39 was 758
tons. In 1801 it was 4,300 tons. The average daily mileage in 1839 did not
exceed 54,000 miles. In 1861 it had risen to 149,000 miles, or six times the
circumference of the globe. The officers employed in 1839 were about 8,000.
In 1801 they were 25,473 ; in addition to wliicli there was a large class of others
engaged for a portion of time. The gross revenue in 1838 was £2,350,000. In
1861 it was upwards of 35 millions, and the million and a half of net revenue of
1837, when Mr. Hill published his plan, stood restored I Such are some of the
results of the Penny Postage. With correspondence still increasing, whether we
be in peace or at war, each revolving year adds to the measure of success ; and
however rapid these strides, and the spread of the new system throughout the
civilised world, the Post-office no longer regards itself as perfect, and suggestions
for improvement are welcomed, not, as of old, frowned away.

THE EMBANKMENT OF THE THAMES.

ON the motion of Mr. Cowper the Select Committee on the Thames Embank-
ment Bill has been nominated as follows : Mr. Cowper, Sir John Pakington,

Sir M. Peto, Sir J. Shelley, Lord R. Montague, Sir J. Paxton, with fivemembeni
to be added by the committee of selection.

A deputation from the vestry of the parish of Chelsea waited, by appointment
on the Chief Commissioner of Works, to urge upon him the desirability of haviq
the embankment of the Thames continued from Westminster to Battersea-bridg
and the Low-level Sewer carried under it. It appeared from the statements ofMrJ
Tite, M. P., who introduced the deputation, and of Mr. Finch, that some ye
since Parliament voted a large sum of money for the embankment of '

,Thames at Chelsea, as an ai<l to local subscriptions for the same purpose, but'
that, as the latter were not forthcoming in the proportion stipulated for by the
legislature, a sum of from £30,000 to £40,000 was paid back into the Exchequer.
They thought if that sum were now placed at the disposal of the Metropolitan
Board of Works it would enable them to continue the embankment of llie river in
connection witli the Low-level Sewer from Westminster-bridge to Battersea-bridge,
and so obviate the proposed discharge of the sewage of the neighliourliood into Sie
Thames, after going through the process of dcodoi-isation at Cremorne, as it was
objectionable that any foreign matter should be allowed to find its way into'the
Thames. Theconstruction of the works in question would, they urged, be a great
improvement [to the neighbourhood ; ard, as Battersea-briilge is a danirerous
nuisance, they suggested that a new bridge connecting Oakley-street with a road
right.through Battersea-park, would, by bringing Clapliam and that district into
direct communication with the public institutions at Kensington, make the
Government property productive.
The Chief Commissioner, in his reply;, stated that in spirit he fully concurred

in the views of the deputation, but he felt sure Parliament would not re-vote the
money except upon the original condition that the neighbourhood itself should-
contribute towards the expense of the work ; and with regard to the proposal for
the erection of another bridge, it was not likely to be entertained, especially as
the traffic over the one lately erected was not sufficient to pay a fair interest upon
the cost of it.

Mr. Finch reminded the right hon. gentleman that Parliament had by a sub-
sequent Act abandoned the principle that the vote of the House of Commons
should be aided by local contributions. The parish of Chelsea would, if it had
parliamentary powers to do so, willingly aid in the undertaking; but as the
work would be a benefit to the public and a benefit to the Board of Works, it

ought not to be delayed, but constitute part and parcel of the main scheme.
The Chief Commissioner fully agreed that the present was the time to more

in the matter ; but as the case of Chelsea dilFered from that of the Strand and
Fleet-street, and had no excessive traffic of which to be relieved, he did not see
how any portion of the coal dues could be applied to the work of embankment
there.

At the weekly meeting of flie City Sewers Commissioners, held on Tuesday, a
report was brought up from the General Purposes Committee, stating that they
had examined the Thames Embauhment Bill (now bef re the select committee in
the House of Commons for consideration), and in reference to such of its pro-
visions as relate to the proposed new street from Blackfriars to the Mansion
House, they had had their attention drawn by the surveyor to certain \atettl

streets connected therewith, and it had been suggested that endeavours should be
made to obtain an im))rovemcnt in each of the said lateral strei:ls in the manner
shown in plans which had been laid before them, and they were of opinion that it

was desirable that the surveyor should be instructed to attend the Select Com-
mittee in the House of Commons to explain the same.
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REMOVAL OF ST. THOMAS'S HOSPITAL AND THE
CHAKING-CROSS RAILWAY.

ON Tuesday a numerously-attended meeting of the governors of St. Thomas's
Ilos)iitHl was licld in the large room of that institution, Sir John Mu«-

ouovK, Bart., in the chair, supported by the Kight Hon. the Lord Mayor, the

Earl of Leveii, Mr. Tite, M.P., Sir J. Rennie, and others, to receive the report

of the grand coniniKtee, wliicli called tlie attention of tlie governors to the course

that hail l)een pursued witli reference to a suitable site for the new iiospital. The
committee deemed it of primary importiuue to ascertain what quantity of lanil

would be required to eirable the governors to build a hospital on the most
improved plan ; and, after instituting many inquiries, aiul finding that the extent

of the site of the new French Hos|)ital— Hopital de Laritwisiere—supposed to be

the bf'st in existence, occupied from twelve to thirteen acres, exclusive of orticers'

residences, &c., and having in view the rapid increase of building wii bin ten miles

of London, the committee arrived at tlie conclusion that not less than from
fifteen to eighteen acres ought to he secured for the proposed new hospital ; and
if practicable, even a larger quantity, in order, as far as possible, to prevent
interference with the ventilation of the hospital by future building operations.

Assuming it to be indispensable that the proposed site should be healthy as

respects soil and elevation, and easily accessible to the afflicted poor, all the

requisite information and statistics on those matters had been prepared and laid

before the governors. The committee had not lost sight of the interests of the

medical and surgical officers, or of the medical school ; and where these interests

were opposed to the more important interests of the poor, tlie former were con-
sidered subordinately to the latter, and it was the opinion of the committee that

the interests of the medical otiicers of the school would be best served by placing

the new hospital in a situation that should be found most conducive to the well-
being of the patients. The committee had had under their consideration not
fewer than forty-four sites, and the following nine were under consideration,

viz., three at Cambcrwell (at Bushy-hill, iJrunswick-square, and New-road
respectively), two at Hatcham (the property of the Fishmongers' Company and
Mr. llardeastle, Kent-road, Ord.), Levvisham (Mr. Boyd), Walworth (Royal
SniTcy Gardens), and Walworth (Fishmongers' Company). The sites were not
all equally eligible. The Brunswiek-square, Camberwell, and Old Kent-road
sites were, perhaps, the least eligible. All varied much in price, not merely as
regarded first cost, but also as regarded the probable additional outlay in pur-
chasing the surrounding buildings, to secure sufficient ventilation and suitable

access. The committee, while submitting this statement, thought it right to

remind the court of the effect which the selection of any particular site by the
court would probably have in enhancing the price.

After considerable discussion on the points in the report, it was proposed by
the Ci[.\inMAN, seconded by the Right Hon. the Lord Mayor, and carried,
that the report of the grand committee be referred back to them to continue their

negotiations and inquiries as to tlie site and other arrangements for the new
hospital and report thereon.

CIVIL AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS' SOCIETY.

AT the meeting held on the 10th inst., Mr. JAJIES B. Walton, Vice-President, in the
chair, Mr. FRANCIS CAMI'IN, President, read a paper " On Single and Continuous

Straight Ginlers."
After a few preliminary remarks upon the impulse given to the progress of bridge build-

ing, by the introduction of wrought iron aa a material .for that purpose, the author pro-
ceeded to explain a simple and practical method of proportioning the flanges of straight
girders. The amount of strain upon .-^ny part of a straight girtler might be calculated to
the greater nicety by formula? deduced from mathematical investigations, which, however,
are generally too complicated to be practically available.

Tile curve of strain upon a girder simply supported at each extremity is a paralKilic seg-
ment which, however, may be closely approximated by a circular segment, hence
the least area of any section of the flanges] may be measured on the ordinates of a curve
drawn as follows :

—
Find the area at the centre of the girders, from which point lay oft to scale at right angles

to the girder an ordinate representing such area ; then describe a circle, passing through
the extremities of the ordinate and line of girder. It is desirable that the vertical scale of
areas bo as small as possible in proportion to the horizontal scale. The area of either flange

W. 12

at the centre, includmg loss by rivets, may be found from the expression, 0*0313

d
where w = load in tons per foot run, I = space in feet, d = depth of feet, the result being
the area in square inches.
One span of a continuous ginier may be regarded as virtually divided into two or more

parts, a central part acting as a girder supported at each end, and limited in length by the
points of contra-tlexure, which part may be treated exactly as any ordinary single girder,
as described above, and one or two end parts, of which each acts as a girxier, fixed at one
end and free at the other, bearing a uniform load ic per foot run. distributed over its
length, and a concentrated load at its extremity, equal to half the total load on the central
part of the girder. The area at the point of fixture being found for either flange from the

U'. X.

expression , where W = total load on half beam, and on central part, d =
gtl

depth of girder, x = distance of point of contra-fiexure from point of support =
length of half beam. All that remains to be determined is the value of x, which corre-
sponds to a minimum area of the curve of strain.
The author then explainetl the process of finding x, which gives for a beam fixed at both

ends 0-21.^/, and for a beam fixefi at one end and supported at the other 0'2.^/.

In the ca^ of a continuous girder, the values of the .r's are assiuncd first as equivalent
to one of the alKive quantities, and then retiuced to give an equality of area over the points
of support, whicliever span such area is calculated from.
The author then proceeded to find the actual saving from the use of continuous girders,

and, from a calculation of numerous existent casts, found that it sometimes amounted to 25
per cent, of the weight, averaging about 18 per cent.
These results were obtained from an empirical formulie, for the weight of metal in a

b. (2-25

bridge, supposing single spans to bo used, it is giving the weight in tons, 6 = the
10,000

breadth, and I = the span, both in feet, the quantity2-35 beingfound from the expression,—
log. w — log. «j' + log. 1/ — log. ll

n =
log. I — log. ;'

m which w, 6. /, ty, y, l\ are the weights, breadths and spans for two cases, n ;

the mean result of a number of solutions of the above equations.
2-25 was

Manchester Cathedral.—Among other bequests of the late Mr. George
Faulkner is one of £8,000, for restoring Manchester Cathedral. 'The cost of its

restoration whs some time ago estimated ut £10,000, and about £2,000 has been
raised by subscriptions.

lleui({ius.

Chamhers^t Social ScieMe Tractn. W. and R. Cbambert, London and
Kdinburgh.

WE have received the fifth number of this manual for the working classes. Its
subject is Building Societies, and it contains at length a lecture detirered

before the Architectural Institute of Scotland, by Mr. W. Ciiambera, of wbicii
we gave a condensed report at page "241 of our pn«ent Tolume.
The Messrs. Chambers are always working in the right direction.

nadn : a brief Outline of her. Geographical Position, Production*,
Jliinate, Capabilities, Educational and Municipal Instituthmt,
nsheries, Mailroads, Ifc, SfC.,j(e. J'ourth edition.

Canada :

Climate,
Fisheries, ,„-,„-,,.

THIS pamphlet, issued from the Bureau of Agriculture at Queliec, is Intended
for circulation " in the hope that Canada, as a distinct and important

portion of North America, may thus become better known." It gives detailed
and valuable information as to the position and extent of Canada, its natursl
advantages, rtjsources, minerals, fisheries, government, population, Iaw«,
municipal and educational institutions, religion, soil, value of land, free frrtuiti,

land regulations, the condition and prospects of the new settlements, climate,
routes through the province, trade and revenues, wage, outfit, railway),
protection to emigrants, &e., &c.
Persons intending to emijjrate should possess this pamphlet, together with one

For the Information of Emigrants, dated from the Government Emigratioa
Office at Quebec.

A List of the Principal Netvspapers Published in the United States and
Canada. Gun ana Co., American' Agency, and the Iteading Room, 10,
Strand.

TS neatly printed, in a convenient form, and is so far observed very complete.

Mitchell's Screw Piles a nd Moorings, with Johnson's Patented Improve-
vients, and their Applications. By Frederick Johnson, C.E.

THIS pamphlet gives a brief outline of the principle of the screw pile, and an
account of some recent improvements in its form, together with instances

of its application in the construction of lighthouses, beacons, piers, and jetties,

bridges, viaducts, &c., including the Portland Breakwater. The (bnn of tbe
screw is shown by a woodcut.

,

The Ecclcsiologist

.

OUR contemporary in the April Number gives a view of " Karileph's Church"—
i.e. Durham Cathedral as erected by Bishop Karileph. The paper accom-

panying the view was read by Mr. Robson, before the Yorkshire Architectural
Society. There are also two plates containing a plan, sections, and details of
Deerhurst Church, Gloucestershire, with a history of the church. "Foreign
Gleanings" notes, among other works, the restoration of the west end of St.

Peter's, Louvain, doings at Maestreeht, Aix-la-Chapelle, and other places.

We have already given an article on the Mediajval Court at the Great
Exhibition.

The Art World.

WE have received the first part of this new periodical, whicli we notice in ils

second Number makes '' common cause with the Art JoitrnaV in its late

unwarrantable attack on the Buildiruj Nctcs and Builder, with reference to
the International Exhibition building. The new journal pompously says, " In
the silence (!) of the architectural journals the art journals must speak out;"
nor are we better pleased by observing in the sixth Number a criticism of the
Architectural Exhibition, which is, willi the exception of three lines, simply a
reprint, in large type, and without acknowledgment, ofwhat has already appeared
in our pages.

Architectural Sketches : Ecclesiastical, Secular, and Domestic, in Worcester-
shire and its Borders, with Historical and Descriptive A'otes. By J.

Severn Walker, hon. secretary to the Worcester Diocesan Architectural

Society. Vol. I. Worcester: Deighton and Son. London: Masters
and Co.

TH E objects and scope of Mr. Walker's " Sketches " is briefly to make better
known the architecture of Worcestershire, which, as he remarks, is but

little known in comparison with that of others. New and restored churches,
parsonages, schools, and labourers' cottages, will be given, together with fac-
similes of scarce old prints and drawings, representing buildings now destroyed

or modernised. The historical notes will be compiled, but the author will hold

himself alone responsible for the architectural descriptions and remarks, which
we have little doubt will be prepared with great care. The present volume
contains, executed by the anastalic process, and, it must be remarked, not with
equal success, illustrations of St. John's Church, at Hagley; St. Michael's, and
" The Lodge," at Elmley Lovett, the latter one of the last half-timbered struc-

tures remaining in the county; an elevation of a portion of the chancel screen,

St. Mary and All Saint's, Hampton Lovett; Old Bcwdley Bridge ; St. Kenelm's
Cliurch, Cliftoii-upon-Teme ; Homme Castle and Woodraanton, both at the same
place; sketches from Knightwick and Dodenham; White Ladies Aston
Church; St. Michel's, Crotton-Hackett ; Beauchamp Lodge, a half-timbered

structure erected in 1850, and Roadway Hill Cottage, both at Ilighnam Court,

which, by the way, is in Gloucestershire.

We may hope that Mr. Walker will be encouraged to continue his work to

some length ; no doubt a few shortcomings as regards the illustrations will not be
observable in future volumes.

.^

JOINERS' WORK IN LONDON AND LA^^CASHIRE.
Sir,— In the Beehive of last Saturday the following occurs :

—

" A Cosmopolitan.—The important letter of a foreman builder xtpon * Joiners' "WorkM
London and Lancai*hire' will positively appear in our next number."
As that niiglit lead you to believe that I had addressed my letter to the editor of thai

paper. I write to inform you that I have not done so.

April 14th, 18t>2. A COSMOPOI^rTAif.
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DECISIONS IN THE COUllTS.

ARCHITECTS' RESPONSIBILITIE?.*
l/mdi «. Cram^ftrd ; Cratc/ard r. toiicA.—JLondDiidrnir ^«ao.—These cases involyed, in

Um ant bwtanoe, a claim by an architect, Mr. Fitxgibbon Louch, of Dcrry, for £Ki lis.

(or pioftMsional BUTices, and in the latter a contra demand by e.Tccutor of the deceased

client for damages sustained to a property by reason of an alleged mistake committed in

th« laying out o( some xvcently erected houses thereon.

It appeared from the examination of Mr. Fitzgibbon Louch that he is au architect, re-

sident in Dorry for the last five or six years ; hati conversation in latt«r end of 1859 with

the late Mr. Crawford about building ; Mr. Crawfonl asked plaintiff's opinion as to the

best mode of laying out a squ.-ir« ; he had plans previously from Mr. Tait. of Edinburgh,

and Mr. B. W. Godwin, architect ; Mr. Cniwfonl said plaintiffs ideas met his views best

;

asked his charges ; plaintiff told him the same ; Mr. Crawford requested plaintiff to commit
them to writing (letter of plaintiff, dated 4tlr November, 18W, stating same, produced.

Objected to by defendant's counsel as not being evidence, it not having been signed).

FlalntiS made survev of field (map produced) ; defendant gave great attention to the pro-

posed works ;
plaintiff wis engaged two days in surveying and levelling, a long time in

making maps, in all matters seventeen weeks, during which he gave daily attendance, laid

off ground in building lots, checked time and payments, excavations going on ; plaintiff

superintending same and other works during eighteen months (plaintiff detailed the nature

of the works referred to) ; plaintiff was there by the late Mr. Crawford's directions ; values

services during seventeen weeks at £W ; survey at .£« Gs. extra ; design for laying out a

square, £» ; staked out thirty-four lots valued in previous item ; fourteen attendances on

parties abont to take lots charged lOs. 6d. each ; total, £7 7s. In Juno, 1860, was called on

by the late Mr. Crawford to design eleven of sixteen houses for north side of square (an

elaborate drawing and coloured tracing of same produced) : charged thirty guineas ; believes

same to be reasonable. In Cktob?r, in same year, received instructions to prepare working

drawings for four houses of the terrace ; same since erected ; gave detailed specifications to

Hi. Crawford for carpentry and stonecutter's work (drawings produced) ; estimated cost,

£3,a00 ; fees on Siime. 24 per cent., viz., £80, the usual professional charge. Defendant was

so satisfied with work that he stated plaintiff had saved him £-'00 ; resolved to carry on

-work by sub-contract ;
plaintiff would charge £5 per cent, for the extra trouble, and de-

fendant contracted to pay same ; plaintiff superintended erection, commenced in January,

1861 ; late Mr. Crawford dieii in May, IStJl, and continued to superintend until that

date, when plaintiff was superseded by the executor and defendant ; about £000
had been expended ; remuneration for same, £30 ; claims 2^ per cent, on what
vras not expended. (Claim for £-300 for damages sustained by rcison of dismissal

withdrawn.) The late Mr. Crawford was almost daily in attendance at the work in company
with plaintiff; the foreman. Patrick Connor, was selectwiby Mr. Crawford, but was objected

to by plaintiff as not competent for first-class work ;
plaintiff required a good carpenter,

and would not be accountable for Connor's acts ; still Connor was retained
;
plans set forth

the proposed range of the houses
;
plaintiff stalced out front line of houses, also the inter-

section, the rere walls, and stable lane ; told foreman that the front line of stakes was front

of houses ; ditectej him to excavate, which took a considerable period ; average depth, 9

leet; stones and rubbish accumulated, could not, therefore, sight stakes with facility ; com-
menced in January, 1861 ; discovered on 8th or 10th of April, in consequence of observa-

tions by a Mr. Burgess, solicitor, about depth at rere, that a mistake had been made

;

plaintiff said it was 70 feet ; went there with his pupil, Mr. Irwin ; discovered the houses

had been set back 10 feet, and were not on the line of stakes ; Connor was there ;
plaintiff

was very angry ; Connor said he thought the line of stakes represented line of area ; breadth

of stable lane designed 17 feet 6 inches ; depth from front to rear, 100 feet ; depth of houses,

38 feet; areas, 10 feet; yard, 14 feet; an average of about 4 feet of building work was
executed in two honses and none in the other two when mistake was discovered ; to remedy
mistake at that time would not have cost £.') ! Plaintiff communicated next day^the occur-

rence to late Mr. Crawford how foreman (Connor) had.made the mistake; Mr. Crawford
accompanied plaintiff, who pointed out mistake, .ind insisted wall should be removed

;

Connor not present ; Mr. Crawford asked could it be remedied ; plaintiff recommended him
either to remove the work, or to leave areas ."> feet wider, as in consequence of excavation

he bad to put two steps on pathway, and the additional width suggested would obviate

that ; Mr. Crawford said widen the area <> feet, and reduce the lane from 16 feet !) inches to

14 feet ; he having examined several stable lanes, and found that width sufficient, Mr. Craw-
ford remarked that his mcaring w.as in centre of gripe, and directed works to proceed, as he

would have no difficulty in getting the customary 6 feet allowed him at other side of quick
if he built a wall ; after said interview, and up to the time of his death, Mr. Crawford
visited works frequently ; basements of the other two houses were built in conformity with

altered plan, to Mr. Crawford's knowledge, who never found fault ; Mr. Crawford directed

Oonnor to build area wall ; another mistake made by Connor, who left out fire-places.

Betnming to items in account, plaintiff, in answer, stated he let some of the premises by

Mr. Crawford's directions, and claims £2 2s. for same, as agreed. (Other items admitted by
defendant's counsel.) Plaintiff received no money whatever, except £2;1 18s. Id., in respect

of account fumishetl ; used skill to best advantage
;
produced copy of specification ; original

given to Mr. Crawford ; offered to prepare duplicate when latter got mislaid, but
defendant refused access to plans ; heard for first time of complaint about 27th September,
18«l.
Cross-examination—First buffiness acquaintance with Mr. Crawford was in July, 1859,

abont survey of Gobnacale property ; was paid for that in November following. (Plaintiff

here explained items about Castlerock House, and produced drawings and specifications.)

Estimated outlay, £400 ; next the business in hands—viz., Crawford-square ; charged £107 ;

per centage is not the scale adopted in such works
;
plaintiff employed Mr. Milne, a land-

scape gardener, in April, 1860 ; Mr. Milne never complained of plaintiff's interference

;

plaintiff put him away ; did not bring him back (letter of Milne here produced undertaking
the carrying ont of {plaintiff's plan as foreman as long as he should continue to employ
him) ; Milne went away in August ; plaintiff or his brother certified for his weekly pay-
ments during most of that period ; accounts at other dates not certified, but may have
ordered payment of them personally after examining and noting them ; believes the amount
expended was about £300 ; estimates about three weeks' work for a draughtsman in

making general elevation and tracing ; the four houses built, and for which separate

drawings are provided and charge<l for, are shown on that drawing ; plaintiff has been
paid 7i per cent, on outlay when he had to superintend work without a contractor, the
additional 2J being added for additional trouble .so inci^rred ; furnished details, some on
boards full size, as customary, others, such as trimmings, S:c., fully detailed in specifica-

tion ; told Mr. A. Crawford, son of defendant, he had no *' complete " copy of specification,

but would furnish one if allowed the drawings
;
plaintiff furnished plans of four houses for

working purposes; Connor was employed to superintend the works ; Mr. Crawford re-

proved him for taking too much authority (plaintiff again explained the manner he had
driven the stakes ; was on ground every day, but owing to the heaps of stones could not
see clearly the front line : if he struck out the lino properly would expect the foreman to

see the line preserved ; did not say to Connor " to say nothing about it, that he (plaintiff)

would make it all right ;" the additional width of 5 feet was given to area, and Mr. Craw-
ford admitted to plaintiff that he considered it a great improvement (map of property
produced) ; map iias been altered, but was right before erasures ; by scale the dimension
33 feet 5 inches ought to l« 34 feet '.) inches, but figures are attended' to in preference ; was
altered in his office, but not by his dircctfons, to make it correspond with the ground

:

swears positively alterations were not made to blind Mr. Crawford, but to show
the bouses thrown back 10 feet, aud the lane reduced ; trench sunk inside foundation in a
couple of days.

W. J. Barre—Ucsidcs in Belfast ; is an architect of ten or eleven years' experience ; knows
pfemises in question ; heard plaintiff's evidence as to charges; made estimate as to what
would be reasfmable fees for the services rendered ; charges according to time and lalwur
for expenditure under £.500 (here explained minimum charges for the various items in the
accoont) ; gross amount, with reference to the surveys, maps, superintendence of roads,
£61 1*9. ; general elevation of north side £20, taking the drawings on their own merits,
and disconnected from the other works ; deducted therefrom a proportion of one-fourth for
the drawings, as would form basis for a contract, all details included, subsequently fur-

• Reprinted from the Dublin Builder.

nished for the four houses, and for which plaintiff is entitled to 2i per cent., or fSO

to £3,'2I0; also if plaintiff was required to render the services stated by him, and which

were over and above those usually required, £5 per cent, is reasonable for suporintendonoe

alone.
, .

Cross-examination—Heard plaintiff speak about seventeen weeks time expended, and

estimated one item accordingly ; if not so employed would certainly re<iuce it ; cannot

speak as to hon.se agency fees, but would not allow his time to bo frittered away without

payment if required to give information about lota, 5:c. ; heard plaintiff's statement as to

details ; does not think his i)roceeding correct ; seeing the way the houses are executed,

there must have been either total ignorance on part of foreman, or drawings are wanting

;

there should lie details for various portions, they might have been furnished ;
wanting

these, should deduct £10 from the £80 allowed, and it no sj)eoilication, would value the

charges at I J instead of at 24 per cent. ; thinks it possible au architect might not observe

the mistake, and still be doing his dutv, as he would naturally assume that the man in

constant attendance would not deviate from the line of stakes fixed by him ; if the stakes

were before his eye, cannot conceive why they were not discovered ; it was the duty

of plaintiff to stake out main building, and the foreman should follow the draw-

ings afterwards ; if he received 7i per cent., would consider it his duty to pay extra

attention.
Re-examined—Would not 'consider himself responsible for the mistake under the cir-

cumstances as regards the foreman, enumerated by plaintiff ; it showed extreme care on

part of plaintiff to stake off other walls besides the front wall ; where back Imo was also

staked, cannot conceive how mistake arose ; no man th.at understood his business could

have made the mistake that Connor did ; wondered that plaintiff had anything to do

with such n foreman ; believes plaintiff should not be responsible for the act of an in-

compct^'nt party. , .

[Plaintiff's aiid defendant's counsel here agreed to shorten the case by not producing

more than one professional witness on eitlier side, plaintiff consenting to withdraw Mr.

Williamson, C.E., county surv^j-or; Mr. J. J. Lyons (proprietor and editor of the U'Mm
Builder) ; and Mr. J. O. Ferguson, of Dorry, architects; and defendant, Mr. Sweony, O.B.,

and Mr. Boyd, of Belfast, architect.

Counsel then opened defendant's case, and dwelt on the exaggerated charges made bv

plaintift, also on the damage sustained by the property by reason of the deviation, and

which defendant claimed to be at the rate of some £7 per house for the sixteen houses

designed and commenced.
. ,

J. M'Curdy (examined)-Is an architect; examined account furnished by pla-.ntiff;

would allow two days for surveying—viz., £(> 6s. for map : and for design for laying out

the square, £10 10s. ; for remainder of works, such as superintending road-making, &c., 2j

per cent, on the expenditure of £800-viz., £7 10s. ; map for lithograph, £i is. ; could not

give an opinion as to the attendances, thinks it more house agent's duty tlian an archi-

tect's ; as to charge of seventeen weeks, does not think time should be computed ;
for

general elevation of north side allows £10 lOs. ; 2J per cent, is proper remuneration for

drawings, including details, but without them IJ per cent., is two of each class of house

are duplicates ; for superintendence alone 5 per cent, is not proper charge under any cir-

cumstances, but the total, including supply of plans also ; heard of the mistake, and con-

fesses he would feel himself responsible for it were he emploj'od ; considers that with the

contracted rere a loss of about £7 per annum at twelve years' purchase is incurred for each

house of the range ; land coull only be about feet wide, or a barrow lane ;
increased

width of area is £j.5 6s. extra cost for the four houses ; arch, sustaining steps and landing,

has become more slender, owing to being elongated.

Cross-examined-It is not usual business of an architect to lay out grounds, superintend

construction of roads, &c. ; thinks 2J per cent, is legitimate charge for such works
;
did

not see the ground before the works were executed ; understood that excatious had been

made ; does not consider plaintiff, as an architect, would be entitled to as much as Milne,

the landscape gardener ; if it took plaintift"s time one diiy in the week for 17 weeks, would

give him three guineas per week ; would say that he is only entitled ta the us:ial superin-

tendence fee if ho went there twenty times a day ; does know cases whore architects were

paid by per centage on such works ; was paid himself £7 10s. for half an hour each week

for three months ; if no contractor, plaintiff should have made special arrangement, or

should get a guinea each time he inspected, in addition to 2J per cent. ; if noting as fore-

man, would strike off 2J per cent, and give him salary of two guineas per week; cannot

combine the two characters of architect and clerk of the works; would not express opmlon

as to charges for attendances
;
plaintiff was acting professionally in staking front wall

;

thinks he (witness) would have discovered the error of the ground being thrown back 10

feet ; would dislike the steps projecting in front ; thinks areas too wide ;
would not leave

upper landing so wide ; the arches seem to be shaky ; counted excavation in estimate of

increased expense of constructing areas (quantities, measured and priced by Mr. Boyd, and

checked by witness, were here produced) ; would have rectified the mistake if permitted ; 11

not, would leave as it was.
John Milne (examined) -Is a landscape gardener; laid out cemetery in Derry

;
also

Crawford-square
;
plaintiff spoke to him in April, 1860, and said he (plaintiff) wanted to

know his charges ; agreed to lay out the grounds according to a tracing ;
got no sections or

levels; put up fence and hedge, drained the ground &c. ; was paid by Mr. Crawford £2 2s. per

week, whether men were working or not
;
pLaintiff had nothing to do with laying out

grounds ; never complained to Mr. '.Crawford about plaintiff ;
gave up the work becau.se he

considered he was insulted by plaintiff ; went back and finished his work ; some pay bills

are certified by plaintiff and some are not, as witness went direct to Mr. Crawford
;
was

not under plaintiff's control ; laid out the roads, took levels, Sic, himself.

Cross-examined—Was there 17 weeks ; not as good a job as elsewhere ; laid out central

square and roads ; executed drainage and planting ; plaintiff said something he did not

like ; left him of own accord ; was absent at flower-show at Enniskillen ;
plaintiff gave him

instructions as to breadth of roads ; never said plaintiff turned him away for being drunk

;

no man ever saw him so ; witness, not plaintiff, kept the time of the men.
Patrick Connor (examined).—Commenced employment at Crawford-square m January,

1861 , as foreman mason, for Mr. Crawford ; his duty was to take charge of the men and the

work ; received plans from the architect, Mr. Louch ; worked under his directions
;
wa?es

26s. per week ; Mr. Crawford found materials ; plaint! ff proceeded to mark out excavations ;

brought three flag poles ; measured from hedge to flag pole ; drove down the stakes part of

the way ;
plaintiff directed him to keep 8 feet 10 inches from staked line for front wall

;
no

other stakes laid down ;
plaintiff did not order to excavate 10 feet outside line ;

nothing to

prevent stakes from being seen ; Mr. Burgess was the first person that saw mistake ;
he

remarked narrowness at rere ; witness said he thought it was all right ; had all cuttmgs

finished before he got a plan ;
plaintiff came up same evening, and Mr. Burgess spoke of

space behind ; measured it, and found he (plaintiff) made a mistake ; asked witness to say

nothing about it, but to add 4 feet to area; Mr. Crawford had not been there; saw Mr.

Crawford in two or three days afterwards ; on 3rd May, before error was discovered, the

walls of all four houses were 6 feet above level of Iwttom of foundation ; would take fifteen

masons a month to rebuild; was present when Mr. Crawford had conversation with

plaintiff; plaintiff told him he was cutting away hedge, and Dr. Ogan prevented hlDi;

nothing said about mistake ; Mr. Crawford was only twice on the ground after that ;
made

no remark. , ^ v •

Cross-examined.—Has been long in late Mr. Crawford's service ;
knew about mistake in

week ending 3rd May : did not draw Mr. Crawford's attention to mistake, as plaintift is a

brother mason—(laughter); knows Mr. Irwin : ho was not there ; his evidence was false;

not a stone laid on loth April ; false that plaintiff and Irwin went together at the tinie

named ; made no excuse in Irwin's presence for the mistake ; had been engaged with state

lino before ; different architects have different systems ; did not know that the stakes

marked front wall, but understood it, as expressed by plaintiff, to mean the area.s
;
had not

seen plan at that time ; saw grounds staked out before ; at barracks, under Board ot

Ordnance ; knew about building works and stake line, and if plaintiff had said notlimg,

would have known it represented line of house ; began to excavate in January ;
no row 01

stakes or lockspits for the whole sixteen houses ; only part -half the distance :
they weM

there a couple of months ; not there now ; area line had to be extended out 4 feet beyond

the pegs ; houses stopiKd in June ; about £200 expended to that period, exclusive ol el-

cav.ition. .... .
1 „„_-

After a short deliberation the jury found a verdict ot one fartning damages in eaon oase,

which loaves each party in the same jMsition as he commenced, excepting the costs, to Da

equally borne, and which are heavy.
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THE PRINCE CONSORT MEMORIAL.
THE coniiiiittfe irgngcd in raising a fund for a national memorial of the

Prince Consort lield a meeting at tlie Mansion-liouse on Wednesday. It

was stated tliat tlie I'lind, up to that day, amounted in the apgrefrate to about
.£4."j,8(i0, of which upwards of £1,COO had been received witliin the past weeli
:ilone.

The Lord Mayou, in reply to a question bylMr. Grejrson, said, of late doubts
liad been entertained whether the block of granite in the ejunrry belonginx to the

y Uuke of Argyll in the Island of Mull, upon which the attention of Her Majesty's
Committee of Aifvice had for some time been concentrated, would answer as to
grandeur the purpose of a monolithic obelisk in perpetuating the Prince's
memory. Drawings of the stone, carefully prepared, had recently been laid
before the committee by the chairman of the Mull Granite Company, from wbieli
it appeared that, although it was about 115 feet in length, vet it undulated in
places very considerably, so much so that, when lines came to" be drawn along it,

making allowance (or the necessary form of an obelisk, some of those indenta-
tions were within the lines, thus detracting from its aptitude for the purpose in
view. The company had been at some expense in uncovering it as it lay, and
although, perhaps, its precise character and dimensions could only be satisfac-
torily ascertained by degrees in the process of quarrying, still the defects in its

breadth in places to which he had alluded had induced the committee to pause
before incurring greater expense in a work which might, alter all, prove abortive.
The Lord Mayor added he was afraid the great mass of the people of this country
had yet to be educated, so to speak, into a thorough appreciation of the grandeur
and approjiriateness ofthe obelisk, and especially a monolithic obelisk, for monu-
mental purposes. There were some who appeared to regard the setting up a
huge stone for such a purpose as simply symbolical of a barbarous age. With
great resp<-ct for the opinions of others, he could not help saving he altogether
dissented from such reasoning. Besides, it was not until the Egyptians had
reached the highest point in their cultivation of art that obelisks became con-
spicuous features in their style of architecture ; and he thought it would have
been a glorious thing for England, where a monolithic obelisk worthy the name
was utterly unknown, to have made this the occasion for erecting one of imposing
grandeur.

TENDERS.
Batu STONE OF BEST QUALITY.—Kaiidell and Saunders, quarrj-mon and stone mer-

chants, Bath. Lift of prices at the quarries and dcpf.U, also cost for transit to any part of
tlie Ijmted Kingdom, furnished on application to Bath Stone Office, Corsham, Wilts.

Ironworks, BEOFORn.
For the enlargement of the Britannia Iron Works, Bedford. Plans by R. PalgraTe. Esq..

of Pall-mall, London.
CharlesDay £1,8.50 I James Francis and Son £1,049 6WUUam Freshwater I,8i5 John Conquest (accepted) ... . 1,628 7 4
GeorgeBryant 1,74119 o'

SCHOOLS, MANCHESTER.
For the new Catholic schools, at Grecngate, Manchester.

Quantities supplied by ilr. S. Uarples.
E. Wclby Pugin, architect.

Mr. Eaton's 1 st tender £*2,.'J90

do. 2nd tender 2,04.'i

Mr. Hevingham 1 900

Mr. Simpson , £1,754
Mr. Farrell 1,713

.
Dwelling House, Lincoln.

For rebuilding a house on Methcringham Heath, Lincoln, for James Greenham. Esq.
Mr. Goddard, arehitcct, Lincoln.
Pattinson £1,525 5
Ja:;kson 1,350
Bavin and Knight 1,334
Calvert 1,322 10

Bavin £1,248
Belton 1,20.5 17
Robinson and Hill 1,177
Lovelie (accepted) 1,159 10

Warehouses, southwark.
For the erection of nine warehouses, being the second portion of the reinstatement of the

Cotton a and Depot Wharf warehouses, Tooley-street, Southwark. Messrs. Snooke and
Stock, architects.

Lawrence and Sons £48.800
Lucas. Brothers 46,200
Lee and Son 4.5'(!00

Hill and Co 44,960
Ashby and Homer 44J0flO
Cubittand Co 43,800

Rider £43,560
Browne and Robinson 42,750
Myers and Sons 41.847
Holland and Hannen 41,260
TroUope and Son 40,873

Works, (various), Riterhead.
For works at Rirerhead, for the Right Hon. Earl Amherst. Plans and specification of

Mr. Matthews, Reigate.

^'='--- OldnSls. Total.

George Bennett £1,418 .. £120 .. £1,538
Worsen 1,421 .. ,55 .. 1,476
Grover 1,425 .. 87 .. 1.512
Hendcr 1,452 .. 130 .. 1,582

Mr. Roberts, Islington, London ; declined too busy.
The above Ave were written to, and have taken out their own quantities. It is a specimen

good tendering.

Villa, Bath.
For new wing to Lansdown Villa, Bath, for W. Douglas, Esq. Mr. W. J. Green,

architect.

Samuel Rogers (accepted) ^... £807

Bridge, Reig.\te.
For the erection of a brick bridge, with approaches, over the river Mole, at Flanchford,

near Reigate, under the direction of Mr. R. B. Grantham, C.E., 7, Great Scotland-yard, and
of Mr. John Lees, architect, Reigate, Surrey.
Wm. Bottom .and Co £2,900 I Barnes £1 2!)5 10
RandalStap 1,65.) Wesley

, l',190
J.Walton 1,606 11 3 | Dalrymple and Pinlay 1,110

Benson's Watches and Clocks.—"Perfection of mechanism."—J/ormny Post.
Gold watches, 6 to loO guineas ; silver watches, 2 to 50 guineas. Benson's new Hlustratod
Pamphlet, free for two stamps, descriptive of every construction of watch, enable persons
in any part of the world to select with the gi-eatest certainty the watch best adapted to
their use. Watches sent free and safe by post on receipt of a remittance.

J. W. Bekson, 33 ii 34, Ludgate-hill, 40 k 47, Cornliill, London, E.G. Established 1749.

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
CLOCK TOWER.

Hastings.—The Prince Consort Memorial Comndttee appointed to carry ontthoabore
object at Hastings invite architects and others to submit designs for the same. The sum
of £10 lo«. will be paid for the design approved of by the Coinmittt*. which design will
then become the property of the Committee. I'artlculam from lloliert (IrowHe, town
clerk, High-street, Hastings, to whom designu must t« delivered before tbo 1st Mav.

CEMETKUV WORKS.
Cheltenham.—nie Bnrial Board for the borough of Cheltenham require plans, ettlmatet,
and general specifications, for the hiying out, constructing ruads and footpaths, erecting
buildnig? oil, fencing in and planting, certain land* pnichaied by them for a cemetery,
the suijerlleial area of which is eighteen acres. The deslgiu must Include a ground-plan,
showing the sites of the tlllTerent buildings re<iulred, the courses of the carriage-roads and
walks, the courses, also, of the drains, the division of the land Into the several sectional
huriul-places, and the subdivision of such places Into plot* for burial. Tho plan, alto,
should show the manner proposed for the ornamental planting of tho land. BbotUd the
intentions of the designers as to tho laying out of tho land render it neceasaty, KCtioDi ot
the earthwork required, and fonuation of the ground surface as proponed to be made,
should be provided, and such other details and suggestions as tho competitor! may tbink
necessary to illustrate and make clear their designs. Plans, elevations, and mictions mult
be iirovided for two eliaiiels, dead-house, lodge, gates, and walls at entrances, kc, Sped-
flcationa must accompany tho plans, describing the manner of construction, the chiss and
substance of material in the several buildings, and estimates of their several eusts. Plana,
specifications, and estimates of the manner of laying out and planting the site,
of forming and making the roads and footpaths, and of the character and
cost of fencing the site, to bo also provided. Plans, ic, may be either
for forming and finishing the roads and footpaths, laying out and planting the
site, or for fencing the site, or for tho chapels and other buildings before
mentioned, and the entranoe-walls and gates, or the whole of the works, may be combined
in the plans, &c., of any competitor ; but the Board reserve the right of selection at their
discretion from the plans, lie., submitted to them. A premium of forty guineas will be
given for the best designs, specifications, and estimates for tho whole of the works sent
in ; and a premium of twenty guineas for the second-best designs, siieciUcations, and
estimates for the whole of the works. Should designs, iic., be selected for part of the
works only, a fair arrangement as to the premium will be maile by the Board, with the
successful competitors. The plans, &c. , selected to become the property of tho Board.
The plans, &e., are to be distinguished by a mark or motto, and accompanying them a
sealed envelope, having the same mark or motto outside, and within the name and ad-
dress of the designer, and the terms on which he will superintend and supply his pro-
fessional services in execution of the works. Plans and particulars of the land may be
had of Mr. Henry Dangerfield, borough surveyor. The plans and other documents to be
sent to G. E. Williams, clerk to the Board, Public OlHoes, Cheltenham, on or before tho
29th May.

SCHOOLS, &c.
Dltiham.—Plans and elevations are wanted for [schools and teachers' residences, in con-
formity ivith the rules of the Comraittee of Council on Education, at Stockton-on-Tees,
Durham. The boy's school to accommodate 2.50 ; tho girls' school, 200 ; and the infanta*
school, 200. Three teachers' residences. Ton pounds will be given for the most approved
set of plans. Further information and tracing of site mi y be obtained of WillLam
Skinner, Esq., Stockton-on-Tees, to whom plans, with estimacea ofcoste, most be sent.
not later thau the 30th April.

LIBRARY AND READING ROOMS.
Birmingham.—The Free Libraries' Ck)mmittce ofthe Council of the Borough require plans,

sections, specifications, and estimates for tho erection of a free reference library and
reading-rooms, lending-library and news-room, and gallery of art, upon the piece of
vacant land adjoining the Midland Institute Building, with an elevation uniform with
the said building. Intending competitors are requested to send in their plans, speclft-
catious, and estimates, under cover to Thomas Standbridge, town clerk. Town clerk's
office, "Temple-street, endorsed "Plans for Free Reference Library Buildings," on or
before the 16th June. Particulars of the accommodation required, and of the conditions
of competition, together with.a lithographed plan of the site, may be obtained on appli-
cation.

CHAPEL.
Leicester.—A premium of ten guineas is offered for the best design for a Wesleyan

chapel, to be built in Leicester, capable of holding 900 persona. Architects wishing to
compete may, upon application to Mr. H. Wale, 56, New-walk, Leicester, receive a plan
of the site, and instructions and any other information required. The plans to be for-
warded, carriage free, addressed to Mr. H. Wale, on or before the Ist May, accompanied
with a sealed envelope, containing the architect's name, and bearing a motto corre-
sponding with one to be placed on his design.

CONTRACTS OPEN;
CLUB HOaSE.

Dublin.—For intended alterations and additions to the Stephen's-green Club House
according to plans and specifications prepared by John S. Butler, Esq., architect. To be
inspected at his office. No. 16, Hume-street, Dublin, up to the 23ni of April, on which
day proposals are to be furnished.

ASSEMBLY ROOMS.
STAFFOnnsHIRE.—For the erection of the Silverdale Assembly-rooms. Drawings, Sic,, at

the Silverdale offices, Newcastle-under-Lyne, size of room 60 feet by 38 feet. Tenders
post-paid, to the secretary, on or before the 21st April, 1862, sealed and endorsed " Tender
for Assembly-room."

QUAY.
ROCHE.STER.—For the erection for; the Corporation of Rochester, of a town-quay and land-

ing-place, at the said city of Rochester. Drawings, &c., at the office of .Mr. Henry
Andrews, surveyor, Rochester. A bill of quantities of the proposed work can be had of
the surveyor on payment of fee of lOs. 6d. Tenders to be sent to the offices of Richard
Prall, jun., town clerk. High street, Rochester, not later than twelve, noon, on the 30th
April instant, staled and directed to the Mayor, Aldermen, and citizens of the city of
Rochester, and endorsed " Tender for erection of Town-quay and landing-place."

WORKHOUSES.
LONDON.— For the erection of imbecile wards, at tho workhouse establishment, Mllc-end

Old-town. Drawings, kc, at the office of Mr. Dobson. architect, 20, Mile-end-road. E. A
bill of quantities may be had upon p.ayment of 208. Tenders endorsed " Imbecile Wards,"
to E. J. Southwell, clerk. Workhouse, Bancruft-road, Mile-end, N.E,, before 1, on Thurs-
day, 24th April.

YORKSHIKE.— For the erection of a new union workhouse, at Wetherby, in the county of
York. Drawings, &c., with James Coates, jun. clerk to the Board of GuinUans of the
Wetherby Union, until the 2,stU inst. Tenders sealed, endorsed " Tender," and addressed
to Mr. Coates, will be received on or before the 28th inst.

OFFICES.
LlMEHOUSE.—For the erection of new offices and board-room, in White HorS3-streot, Com-

mercial-road East, for the District Board of Works. Dra\v1ngs, ko., upon application to
Mr. Charles Duncli, architect. White Horse-street, Commercial-road East. Tenders are
to be delivered at the offices of the Board not latsr than 12 o'clock on the 5th day of
May.

Darlington.—For the erection of Darlington new market, town offices, and clock tower.
Plans, &c., with George Dickinson, C.E.. Surveyor to the Board. Central-buildings,
Darlington, or attheoffice of Mr. Alfred Waterhouse, architect, Mount-street, Manchester.
Tenders to Mr. Dickinson, endorsed " Tender for Darlington Market, ic." and addressed
to the Chairman of the Darlington Local Board of Health, on or before .5th May.

CHURCHES.
Montgomeryshire.—For the erection of a new church at Bwlch-y-Cibau, in the parish of
Meifod, Montgomeryshire. Plans, Sic, on application at the schoolhouse, Bwlch-y-Cibau

,
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sil mil(>s from the Llanymynoch station, and nine miles from Welslipool. Viirther parti-

coJjurj by apjilyinu to ttie architect. G. G. !?cott, Esq., 20, Pprinp-Kanlens. Loudon. Ten-
den to be aenc'in on or before tlie •.'-2nd April, addressed to the Uov. R. Wynne Edwards,

" nd Vleftra^, Welshpool, and endor**xl " Building Tender."
3.~Kor Kscoiinit and port rebuilding tlie lUlrish church of Woldnjrham, Berks (where
e u ajnnctlonatation of branches of the Soutli Eastern and South-Western Railways).

Plaos. ic.. at the offloe of Mr. W. W. Wlie*ler. solicitor. Wokingham, till tlie 13th.

Sea'ed tenders directed to Mr. Wheeler, on or before the 'ii)th inst.

LANrAsaniK.— For the several works to be done in the erection of St. Saviour's Church,
Bacnp. Lancashire, of which the foundations are just complobed. Plans on application

to Mr. Robert Howarth, at Stubbylee, liacup. Tenders, either for the whole works or

tnr the several yiortions, must be delivered to Edward Wyudham Tarn, architect, Had-
dmflsld, at Stubbylee, before one p.m. on the '.':ird inst.

SCHOOL.
KimKit-For the erection of Wesleyan school premises, in King-street, Exeter. Draw-

ings, tc., with W. Blackmore, architec', and surveyor, 3, Mansion-terrace, St. David's,

Exeter, until the 21st inst., on which day before six p.m, sealed tenders aie to be delivered

,

endorsed " Tender for SdiooL'
DWELLING HOCSBS, «tc.

Chipi'ISO, N'ortos.—For alterations luid very con.-dderable additions to a residence at

_ Chipping Norton. Plans, ic. at tlie offlcea of Messrs. Gibbs. Thompson, andt'olbourne,
"

archite^-tii. Stratford-upon-Avon, until the '2^h\i insu, where the quantities, &c., may be

had on pa\-ment of lOs. Tenders to Mesare. Tilsley and Wilkins, Chipping Norton, on tlio

yird April.

King's Lvsx.—For the erection of three first-class, fbnr second-class, and four third-class

houses, at Hunstanton, according to plans, ic, by Mr. Buttcrfleld. The plans, Ike.,

nay be seen at the oflice of Mr. J. S. Valentine, O.K., 17, Parliament-street, Westminster,

with Partridge and Eclwards. solicitors to the Hunstanton Building Association,
• - • ' "-' — ^ "' " Tenders, stating a

^ at Hunstanton,")

nay I

"th Partridge and Edwards, solicitors to tnc Hunstanton Bi

King's Lyiui ; or copies may be forwardeil on prepayment of 'ils. Tenders, stating a

separate amount for each class of house {marked * Tenders for Building

to be delivered to the solicitors on or before the '.'"nl inst.

OLOCCBSTERSUIRK. —For the erection and completion of a villa residence, with stable and
coach-house, proposed to be built near Stroud, Gloucestershire. Drawings, &c.. at the

offices of Meters. Franklin and CUssold. architcoM. i.^troud. Tenders to be delivered to

Messrs. 9ranklin and Clissold, on or before the :.'8tli inst.

PABM BUILDINGS.
BtJItTOS-OX-TREST,—For alterations and additions to farm-buildings on the estate of

Sir Henry l>e8 Voeux, bart., near Burton-on-Trent. Plans. &c., on application to the

tenant. Mr. Winnall, Calves Craft Farm, Rosliston, near Burton-ou-Treut. Healed tender

lna«t l.e delivered to Messrs. J. and J. Glrdwood, farm architects, 49, Pall-mall, London,
F on or before April 26th.

POLICE STATION.
Devon.— For the erection of a police station, &c.. at Holsworthy, Devonshira. Plans, &e.,

with Htnrv Ford, clerk of the Peace, Castle of Exeter, and at the office of Mr. A.Coham,
Clerk to .iustices. Holsworthy. Scaled tenders, endorseil " Tender for Holsworthy Police

Station," to be sent to Mr. Ford, on or before the 20th April.

RIVER WORKS.
Cambridge.—For the repair of the walls of Baitsbito Sluice (about three miles below
Cambridge), and for supplying the same with new oak doors and floodgates for the Sluice

Pen ; new bridges over the floodgates and overfall, and other works. Specification with
Clement Francis, Clerk of the Conservators, Cambridge. Sealed tenders to Mr. Francis,

on or before the 30th inst.

ROADWORK.
Chipphsham.—For the repair of the Chippenham turnpike roads, about 17 miles, for n
term of years from the Ist day of Juno next. Specification at the office of the clerk, and
copies furnished at stationer's charges. Sealed tenders, stating terms, must be delivered

to the clerk, before twelve noon, on the 25th inst.

RESERVOIR.
FvLDE.—For the construction of a reservoir, upon the Grizedale Brook, about three miles

from Garstang, and near Scorton Station, on the Lancaster and Preston Railway ; and a
re!ser\'oir near Weeton-lane Ends, about three miles from the Kirkbam Station of the

Preston luid Wyre Railway, for the Fylde Watenvorks Company. Plans, &c., and all

information obtained at the oflRce of Mr. T. B. Foster, C.E., '2-i, John Dalton-street, Man-
chester, from whom specitications and forms of tender can be obtained on payment of

lOg. for each reservoir. Tenders must be sent in to Mr. T. A. Wilkinson, the secretary

of the Company, at the Fylde Waterworks Office, Kirkham, not later than the '28th inst.

The reservoirs will be let in separate contracts.

Kest.—For the construction of a high service reservoir near the " Star Windmill," Chat-
bam, for the Brompton, Chatham, Gillingham, and Rochester Waterworks Company.
Further particulars may lie obtained, and the plans, &c., inspected, by application at the
Company's offices, Military-road, Chatham, or at the office of J. Pilbrow, Esq., engineer

to the Company, 34, Great St. Helen's, London. E.C., where also specifications, conditions

of contract, and forms of tender may be obtaiTied upon payment of Ss. I'enders (pro-

perly endorsed) must be sent in, addressed to the directors, at their offices, Chatham, on
or before the 2*2nd April,

RAILWAY WORlvS.
AliTA RAILWAY.—For the construction of the whole works on the line from Cambus station

of the Stirling and Dunfermline Railway, to Alva, being about .'Jf miles in length. The
whole to !« let in one contract, which is to include the construction of the stations and
station buildings connected therewith. The r.ails, chairs, spikes, and the iron girders for

the bridge over the Devon, will be supplied by the railway company. " The plans, Sic.,

are at the secretary's office, Alva, or at the office of James W. Stewart. E^., C.E., 73,

George-street, Edinburgh ; and duplicates mil bo furnished to intending offerers. Sealed

tenders, addressed to the secretary, and marked *' Tender for Works," must be lodged at
his office on or before the 2(>th inst.

Caledonian Railway.—For the construction of the Stonehouse Branch, about 4 miles
38 chain* in length. Plans, Sic, at the office, in Glasgow, of Mr. George Graham, the
Company's engineer, where duplicate schedules and blank forms of tender may be had,

price one guinea. An assistant engineer will attend at Stonehouse, on Friday, the 11th,

at 12 o'clock, to accompany intending offers over the line. Sealed tenders, addressed to

the secpetary, at Glasgow, must be lodged with him on or before 28th April.

Darlinoton.—For the erection of a cast-iron portico at Darlington Station, on the North
Eastern Railway. Plans, &c,, and further information, on application to Mr. Prosser,

architect, Newcastle. Sealed tenders, marked " Tender for Darlington Station," to be
sent in to the Secretary not later than the 2;jrd in.st.

FERRYHILL.—For the erection of sheds over the platforms, &c,, at Ferryhill Station, on
the North Eastern Railway. Plans, &c., and further information, on application to

Mr. Prosser, architect, Newcastle. Sealed tenders, marked '* Tender for Ferryhill

Station," to be pent in to the Secretary, not later than the 23rd inst,

XxETER.—For the erection of a roof for the new station at Exeter, of the Bristol and
Exeter Railway, having an area of about 500 s<iuares. Drawings, &c., at the Engineer's
Office, Bristol 'Terminus, to the 5th of May. Sealed lenders to be addressed to the

Secretary, A. Moore, Esq., on or before the <ith May.
SEWERAGi;.

BBIGRTON.—For constructing a main sewer and outfall in the Brunffwick-squaro and
terrace district. Plans, ic., at the office of B. G. Suter, Esq.. the surveyor of the Com-
milBioners, at their rooms in Brunswick-street West, Hove. Tenders in writing, sealed,

and endoTBCd, " Brunswick-S(|uare and terrace drainage," are to be delivered on or before
S o'clock on the 30th April, at the offices of Messrs. HiU and Fitzhugh, solicitors,

Brighton.
GASWORK.S.

EEBT.—For the performance of the work required in the extension of their retort-house
and cool store, and alterations in other parts of the works, at the Gravesend Gasworks.
Flans, Sic., at the Company's Works, Gravesend, and further information of Mr. J.

Cfaorcb, C.E., Chelmsford. Forms of tender may be had from Messrs. Southgate and
Bon, secretaries, Gravesend, and tenders are to be sent or delivered there on or before the
30th Instant, marked " Tender for Building."

The Metropolit.vn Building Act.—A bill to alter and amend the
Metropolitan Building Act of IS-io liiis been broujjlit into Parliament by Colonel
Sykea and Admiral Walpott. Its cliief provision is that the rules of the Act of
ll5i)5, limiting tlie cubical dimensions of buildings shall not apply to any struc-

ture to be used wliolly for the construction of boats by macliinery, elected at a
distance of more than three miles from St. Paul's Church. Such buildings, how-
ever, are to consist of one floor only, and not to be of larger dimensions than
210,000 cubic feet.

The Blackfri.vhs Rail-wat Bridge.—Mr. Hartridge has inserted in

the paper of business for the next (^ourt of Common Council the following notice

of motion :
" That this court assent to the proposal of the London, Chatham, and

Dover Bailway Company to erect abridge of five arches, or spans, across the

River Thuines, near lilackfriars-bridge."

The Right to Ring Chbrch Bells.—.\ curious case having reference

to the right of ringing church bells has been heard in the County I'ublic Ottice,

Leicester, when Mr. 1). Waite, farmer, of Thurinby, apjieared to answer a charge
preferred; against him by the Rev. ,1. K. Redhead", vicar, of having, on the 27th

ult., been guilty of violent and indecent behaviour in breaking open the belfry

door of the parish church. By the evidence it appeared that from 1857 it had
been the custom of the churchwardens of the village, on the occasion of Lord

Stamford's bounds meeting there, to ring the cliurcli bells in honour of bis lord-

ship. When, liowever, the Iionnds met on the 17th ultimo, the vicar felt it his

duty to interfere, and ordered the bells not to be rung, with the understanding

that if bis commands were disobeyed he should take legal proceedings against the

parties oii'ending. Accordingly, on Sunday evening (the <]ay before the hounds

met), lie nailed down the latch of the belli-y door, besides taking the precaufiini to

prevent ingress by locking tlie door and tying the key in it. .4t seven o'clock the

following morning the defendant gave orders to the parish constable (who
happened to be a Wheelwright) to open the door, which was done by lifting it ofT

its hinges with a crotvbar. The ringers then ascended the belfiw, and for two
liours or more rang the bells in honour of Lord Stamford's visit. The magistrates

dismissed the case.— Western Morning News.
Public Buildings.— Mr. B. Cochr.ine has given notice that on Tuesday,

the 29th of .\pril, he will move for a royal commission to inquire into the state of

public buildings erected by Parliamentary grant during the last twenty years;

also into the state of houses which were rented for the public service, and to

inquire whether, by adopting any more comprehensive plans, greatt^r public con-

venience, economy, and unity of design might not be attained.

Conservative Land Society.— The thirty-eighth quarterly me' tingwM
held at the offices, 33, Norfolk-street, Strand, on Tuesday, the 8tli inst. The
quarterly report gave a very satisfactory account of receipts, amounting to

£17,821 17s. lid. in the quarter, showing au increase over the corresponding

quarter of last year of J^,093 lis. 9d., and an increase over the Christmas

quarter of .£4,292 16s. 7d. The total sale of land to Lady-day amounts to

£304,885 10s., being an increase to the extent of £42,205 15s. 7d. over the Ee-

turns to Lady-day, 1861. Two allotments have already taken place this year of

the Queen's-road estate, Tonbridge Wells, and the two estates at Newark-upon-
Trent. Another allotment is fixed for the 30th inst., when the lust portion of

New Roehampton-park estate, a fourth portion of the Round Hill Farm estate,

Brighton, with bouses in occupation on the Round-hill-crescent, and ground

rents at Battersea and North Bow, will be offered to the members. The directors

have been, and are, in negotiation for various estates in different parts of the

country, and are looking out for an eligible purchase in or near London.

The " Buffs" Memorial Window in Canterbury Cathedral.—
The east window of the Warrior Chapel in Canterbury Cathedral has recently

been filled with stained glass, dedicated by the officers, non-commissioned officers,

and privates of the above regiment, to the memory of their brethren in arms who
fell in the Crimean cumpaig'n, 18o5-G. The idea suggested in all the subjects is

typical of conquest—No. 1, Abraham offers Isaac—victory of failli. No. 2, Israel

conquers Amalek ; Aaron and Hur holding up the lianils of Moses—victory by a

sign from God. No. 3 (the centre), our Lord crowned and bearing the banner of

the Resurrection is met by the spirits in prison—victory over Death and Sin.

No. 4, Gideon conquers Midian, himself the least in his father's house—victory

by obedience. No. 5, Jehu conquers Ahalj—victory by iorce of arms. In the

upper part of the centre light is shown fully the regimental flag, and at its base

the regimental badge, with the motto, " Veterifrondcscit lionorc," uponarich

mosaic groundwork, composed of the oak. At the base of the side liglits, and

also in the upper tracing opening, the heraldic badges in connection with the

Buffs arc frequently introduced, viz., the Rose and Crown, the Dragon, the

grenade, and the White Horse of Hanover. The inscription, incised in marble

and surrounded by a border let in with coloured cement, is as follows :—''To

their bretliren in arms who fell in the Crimea, 1855-0. The east window of this

chapel is dedicated by the officers, non-commissioned officers, and private soldiers

of the Buffs. (3rd, or East Kent Regiment.) A.D. 186-2." The memorial is

by Messrs. O'Connor.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We cannot undertake to return rejected communications.
WoKKs IN PaoGREss.-We shall I'eel obliged to any of our readers who will favour us wlm

notes of works contemplated or In progress in the provinces; in most cases a simple

mention that a work Is about to be, or has already been commenced, will be sulHcient.

W. K. J. F Has sent a^iortlon only of promised paper.
K. F. S.—Below our mark.
M.-Yes, If suitable.

Mr. G Wa should accept and pay for such an article if suitable ; but to a stranger we can

make no promise,
ScBscniBEK We fear that you are too late, but will sec what can be done.
T. K. T.-B.—Shall appear.
Messhs. F. and H.—Similar complaints constantly reach us; remonstrance seems un-
availing.

A Constant Reader Thanks for good opinion of our labours.

M. Z Send photograph, and subject shall be engraved.
Mk. S N.—We cannot interfere in disputed accounts.
11.—Declined with thanks.
Q. B Send address and proof shall be forwarded.

, , , „. ..*

11. 8. W.—No doubt you have a clulni for compensation ; take good legal advice. Wo cannot

advise you at length in these columns.

»«• AU communicalions to he addressed. The Edilor of the BulLniNG NEWS, 20, CM
Bosmell-court, Slrand, W.C, except letters referring to wtvertitements or other liuamest maikn,

which slumld be aildressed to tlu Publisher, 18 to 21, Old Boswell-coitrt.

1 Aditertisetnents are received up to six o'clock on Tlmrsdays.
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MR. PEABODrS GIFT TO THE LONDON POOR.

NE of the most munificent instances of private bene-

volence on record has occurred within the last

few weeks in the metropolis of this country. It

will be fresh in the recollection of our readers

that Mr. Peabody, an American merchant of

high standing, and one who has for many years

been actively engaged in business in London, has

conveyed to trustees the sura of one hundred
and fifty thousand pounds, to be devoted to

the improvement of the condition of the London
poor.

This benefaction is distinguished from ordinary

charities in many ways. It consists of such a

sura of money as ordinarily is never devoted to

charitable purposes, except in the form of a

legacy, and this sum is voluntarily set aside by
the donor d uring his lifetime. It is further not the

gift of a successful man to his native town, or of

a fortunate emigrant to the country of his adoption,

for Mr. Peabody is not an Englishman, or a naturalised

Englishman. His native town has already benefited

largely by his liberality, and he is, we are informed,

preparing to return to his own country, after having

spent the active years of his life in ours. Lastly, there

is in the objects to which this benefaction is to be applied

much of large-minded liberality, and an entire absence

of either sectarian prejudice or personal bias. We hear

of nothing except that a large sum of money is placed in the hands of

a fuw trustees, with the general directions that they are to employ it for

thi-- good of the poor of Landon in any way that may seem to them most
advisable, without prejudice for or against any sect, class, or nation ; and

without any special mode of employing tlie fund being prescribed. All

this is so different from the ordinary methods of rich men, who mostly

hold tlieir money as long as life lasts, and then subtract from what they
leave to their heirs a sum or sums to bj devoted to specific objects or specific

iliarities, churches, or institutions, that we cannot fail to look upon it

with surprise, and ought unquestionably to recognise it with marked
approval.

It is right to add, before going further, that Mr. Peabody makes one sugges-

tion in his memorandum descriptive of his intentions with regard to this

fund; and tliat this suggestion, not only on account of its being the only

: ;cial dastination pointed out for any portion of the money, but also on

(junt of its great value and good sense, will be sure to hare the greatest

,
ssible weight witli the trustees. The special object alluded to is the

improvement of the dwellings of the poor.

Mr. Peabody must well know, if he knows at all, the state of the London
poor, that the deplorable condition of their dwellings is one of the unhappy
circumstances which tells much against their health, their comfort, and
tlieir morality. Perhaps there are other evils as great or greater, and as

juuch crying for removal, but it is not everything that money can do.

iloney cannot buy justice for the oppressed ; cannot gain the attention of

the powerful to the; cry of the weak cannot right social wrongs; cannot do

anything towards making good a deficiency of kindliness, or honour, or

truth, or sense of duty. Money, however, can buy land and build houses,

can procure the best advice and secure substantial and eflicient comforts in

what it builds, and it was therefore wise in making a grant of money to

point out this as one of the fields in which it is to be employed.

With regard, however, to the whole detail of how this object is to be

farthered, and to the entire plan with this one exception, all is left to the

judgment of the trustees ; and we cannot but feel anxious to know what
their decisions will be, and what course they will pursue. The capital

and the interest, if misapplied, will become a premium on idleness,

beggary, vice, or, if wasted, will present the sad spectacle of a noble

opportunity lost, while, well appropriated, this fund will be likely not

only to do great good, but to form a model upon which other such funds

will be based, and possibly a nucleus to which other sums of money will

be added.

The sum of £150,000, if invested to yield 5 per cent., would represent

an annual income of X7,500, and supposing this was decided upon as the

better course to pursue in the management of the fund, it is clear that a

very considerable annual amount of good might be done, especially if the

trustees were to take the course of assisting private or other eflforts in

place of originating schemes of their own. This plan has been pursued
with marked success by certain benevolent societies. Few, if any, societies

have made a moderate income represent so extensive an influence and so

much good in their own way as the various church and chapel building

societies. The Incorporated Church Building Society, the various diocesan

societies, and sundry such societies among various bodies of dissenters,

li ive all followed very nearly the same method. They have some of them
asionaUy originated and built new churches, but ordinarily the practice

all of them has been to content themselves by giving a liberal donation

touards the funds of church-building undertakings started by private

iu'lividnals, and in doing this they have afforded the benefi:s of their

txperience and acquaintance with the undertaking in addition to their

pecuniary help; and, further,'; have uniformly insisted on such a control

.over the plans and the carrying out of the building as shall tend to secure

that the work should be substantial and the accommodation comfortable

and complete. Added to this, some of these locieties have a loan fund,

and are prepared to advance money to assist these undertakiogs in addi-

tion to their contribution.

It is notorious that the encouragement afforded by the operations we
have just been describing has, in numberless cases, occasioned the erection

of churches which would not otherwise have been built, and that the

professional scrutiny of plans and specifications secured, has, in many cases,

prevented mistakes which would have led to unfortunate or disastrous

results, had they not been thus detected in time ; and the same thing

would be true of the operations of Mr. Peabody's trustees, were they to

take a similar course.

Let us take for example the case of improving the dwellings of the

poor. It would be a wise appropriation of money if, in the first place, all

the information accessible were collected and published, including plans of

all the most successful labourers' dwellings for cities, and statistics of their

success or failure ; then perhaps here and there a specimen block of

buildings might bo erected, or a row of cottages drained, improved and

rendered healthy, as examples and experiments ; but we apprehend the

most extensive good would be done were it known that the trustees would

contribute a certain amount, or a certain proportion of the expense in

cases where landowners or companies would erect dwellings complying

with certain conditions, or would effect certain improvements in defective

dwellings. And to this might be added, as in the case of the church

building societies already alluded to, further assistance in the shape of a

loan.

The objection will, no doubt, occur that this devotion of money, mstead

of helping the poor. Would in reality help house-builders ; and to this the

only answer to be made is, that probably in no other way could so much
be done for the dwellings of the poor with the same amount of money.

Building good houses for the very poor, and improving bad houses, is a

business notoriously uncertain, and not attractive to speculators, but this

assistance would probably cause it to be undertaken in many instances;

and, as the trustees might connect with their grant the conditions that

eacli tenement should not be let above a certain maximum rent, and

should not be let for infamous occupation, and might retain a legal power

of enforcing these conditions, it appears clear that a great benefit might

result.

We would, however, suggest that aid should be afibrded from this fund

for other measures of social improvement which are not touched by legal

provisions. There exists already a machinery for the regulation of drainage,

but we are not sure how far the improvement of water supply might

not be advantageously assisted ; and we are quite sure that the

establishment of additional baths and wash-houses might be promoted

with great advantage, and the opening of reading-rooms or other such

places of resort for labouring men would be another measure where help

from a fund like this would be invaluable.

Such measures as we have been describing have been already taken,

with the best possible results, in many localities where the resources

existed for their prosecution, and usually at the instigation, and often also

at the sole expense, of the parish clergy, aided by a few of the liberal and

benevolent inhabitants ; but, in many localities, and those places where

the need of such auxiliaries to improvement is the greatest, there is no

possibility of establishing anything which makes a demand upon funds

—

there are not enough resources available ; and in such cases as these a

liberal subscription and experienced advice would be of the greatest value.

If the discomfort of the dwellings of the poor be one groat and radical

source of misery, there are two others which combine with it, and for

which no remedy of real efficacy has yet appeared. The first is the un-

skilfulness, mismanagement, waste, uncleanliness, in short, thriftlessness of

most poor women ; the second is the attractiveness to all poor men, and

women too, of the public-house and of strong drink.

If the fund we are discussing is administered by persons desirous of

striking out a new path for themselves, here is an ample field for them,

very nearly unoccupied, and promising the happiest results to those who
successfully grapple with its difficulties. We fear, however, that among
the things which money cannot buy will be found the secret of teaching

poor women how to make the most of their little means. This, when it is

done, will be done by the personal exertions of educated women desirous

to set right somewhat of the much that is still wrong in spite of our

boasted civilisation, and may, perhaps, be aided a little by judicious teach-

ing in schools.

There is, however, a fairer opportunity open for benevolence m the

opportunity for taking such measures as shall make a successful attack

upon drunkenness and the public-house.

A hundred years ago drinking was more rife in the higher circles than

it now is in any grade of society, but the progress of education, and a

change in public opinion, have brought a complete revolution to pass. If

such a change is possible in one social class it is not impossible in another,

and the greatest of all benefits will be conferred upon London and the

London poor by any step which tends considerably to diminish the amount

spent in gin palaces and common taverns.

We are not intending, in a few words at the very end of an article, to

propose a scheme for the diminution of this master vice, but we believe

that the key to at least a palliation will be found, if Mr. Peabody or any

other benefactor will give working men or other poor people somewhere

else to go to than the public-house, and something else to enjoy besides

drink. Were a thoroughly unexceptionable class of public music, reading

and coffee rooms open, such as would in no way offend the prejudices of

working men, and would meet their wants and leave them as uncontrolled
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and as free from interfertnce as they are at the public-house, we beliere

that the better class of men would frequent tlicm at once, and that they

might in time effect much towards diminishing the number of the

frt<jutnters of public-houses.

'Vt'bat has been said shows the need of great prudence and sagacity in

the employment of this charity. These qualities we are willing to hope

will be brought to the task of dispensing it. and will, if used tight, secure

the fulfilment cf the intentions of the generous donor.

As to the gift itseli; and the liberal feelings which have prompted it,

there can but be one feeling, and we are glad to learn that the City of

London is taking steps to mark its sense of the recognition due to such an

ct by the best means in its power—namely, presenting Mi. Peabody with

the freedom of the City. It is also somewhat interesting to find that the

opinion expressed by the donor as to the first object towards the pro-

motion of which the fund should be appropriated has bien fully appre-

ciated by those best able to judge. At a recent meeting of inhabitants of

the ward of Portsoken held to consider the subject, the following

resolution was come to :—" That this meeting, representing as it does one

of the poorest districts of London, desires to express its opinion that the

improvement of tlie dwellings of the labouring classes is the great

necessity of the day, and likely to promote the happiness and well-being

of the metropolis." This is very true, and we hope to see the most

sanguine wishes of Mr. Peabody fully realised, and that he may live

himself to behold some at least of the good results of his liberality.

ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION.*

rE most conspicuous object this year in the Architectural Exhibition

is a full-size sepia drawing of a window erected to the memory of the

eighth Earl Waldcgrave, by Mr. Gibbs, of Eustcn-road. It has one great

advantage over the window itself in having the subject depicted in one

tint only; but it has been most injudiciously hung, with a strong light

full upon it. In a partially-darkened room its size and the vivid descrip-

tion of its author would have enabled an ordinary imagination to conceive

the powerful solemnity of the subject, which Mr. Gibbs has very originally

treated. The architecture in Mr. Gibbs' cartoon is not quite correct, but

the costume is in keeping with it. In this the artist has shown great

skill. He evidently adapted his window to the country church in which

it was to be placed. It would be as absurd, he seems to imply, to lay the

poetry and refinement of such a subject, or the historical research neces-

sary for educated men, before a country congregation, as it would be to

spout Shakespeare to ploughmen. The child can see in this window his

beau ideal of a Roman soldier, and plenty of bright colour undiluted by the

conventionality of tyrannical schools. With familiar details the artist has

successfully appealed to the hearts of the ignorant. He has not worked
for the fastidious few, but for the many, who have neither time to seek for,

nor ability to understand, the higher qualities of glass painting. Looked
at from this point of view, the design surpasses anything which we have

lately seen. It is, in fact, only excelled by the window itself. We
expected, however, to find it at the International Exhibition. It says

much for Mr. Gibbs' modesty that he consents to hang in Conduit- street

a work which would have been at the head of its peculiar class even at

South Kensington. Personally, we should, as we have said before, pre-

ferred to have had the cartoon hung in a darkened room, whilst the

painted glass might, to its greatest advantage, have been hung here upon

the wall in its place. Opposite to it, over the entrance-door, where it is

likely to escape the notice it deserves, is a drawing of an entirely different

stamp, by Messrs. Heaton, Butler, and Bayne. The composition of the

group and every line of the drapery is conceived in a masterly manner,

and drawn firmly in. There is no strained efliect—no theatrical clap-trap;

but manly, refined power and Christian sentiment. The same knowledge

which has guided the hand in drawing the figures has presided also over

the minutest fraction of floral ornament. There is only sufiicient colour

to relieve the figures ; but the drawing in this cartoon, as in Mr. Gibbs',

may very confidently be accepted as the prologues to the works them-

selves.

Messrs. Lavers and Baraud also contribute two or three drawings of

stained glass windows, but they are on so small a scale, and hung so high

up on the walls, that without a step-ladder, which the Committee do not

furnish, we are unable to do justice to them. For beautiful colour in

stained glass we must turn to the contributions of Mr. J. P. Seddon, from

Bheims Cathedral (193, 199). Faulty as the drawing is— and it is even

more so in Mr. Seddon's drawings than in the original— the colours and the

combinations cf them leave the efforts of all modern glass painters immea-
surably behind.

Of designs for public buildings in our metropolis, the Exhibition, which
heretofore gave us generally sevtral, row affords but one. It is a design,

by Mr. C. II. Smith, for an octagonal vestibule, with four porticoes, to the

principal Government cfiSces at the crossing of two main thoroughfares.

Four sides of the octagon have arched openings, and the semicircular por-

ticoes, with red shafts and Corinthian caps, stand upon a high flight of

steps against the others. The view through the arched opening in front

is meant, we suppose, to represent Parliament-street ; but it resembles

that busy thoroughfare about as much as that calm retreat of studious

and melancholy men, Danes-inn, resembles Cheapside. On each side of

the before-mentioned porticoes, where sentry-boxes and foot-guards would
in reality be placed, Mr. Smith has fixed equestrian gilt statues of royal

personages. 1 he angles of the openings are chamfered, and in the cham-

• See jp. 310, S27, S«6,<»!/f,

fers piled-up figures of Victory and Fame are surmounted by carvings oi|

the Wcstminsttr Gridiron. On the internal angles of the octagon small;

brackets project frem the impost mouldings, and bear alternately busts oi'

the lion and the unicorn. They are no longer simply divided by tlu

heraldic shield ; an impassable gap here, to their evident bewildcimcnt

separates them. The main cornice is arched upwards at intervals tc

enclose small niches which at that eminence surround the vestibule, and

afford accommodation for stowing away some very unprepossessing

statuettes. The whole is covered by a coffered dome.

Another gentleman of the same name, but with different prefixes

Mr. F. Smalman Smith, treats us to an amusing puzzle in his Arthitectura!

Recollections of 1851, the chief point in which—as we find from the twelvt

or fourteen lines of elucidation vouchsafed us in the catalogue— is a columi.

commemorative of "the successful consummation of that great cnterfi"

the International Exhibition." We have to look a long while amonp>

vast display of glass roofs which constitute the design erewedisi^

modestly hidden in convenient indistinctness, the object of so grand ei

flourish of the author's trumpet; and then, to understand what the fe*l

scratches signify, we have to turn again to the catalogue for theunrev.
'

excellence of this long-nursed trophy. The four quarters of the wori

assembled round the rose, shamrock, and thistle, and British lions t:, ..,

the gathering. The " crown is represented by a band proceeding from tlii

letter A," and the three kingdoms are united with it in carrying out iIk

project. The four quarters of the world—which we have just announcul

on the author's authority, were at the base of the column, surveying wul

curiosity the triple flowers—are, in duplicate, seen at the summit, of!

a testimonial to the Prince. " Internal relievos, frescoes, and stained

surrounding the central stair, would carry the datum line of the wi,i,u

science and art at this period into future time." Such is the author

account of what appears but a shapeless post; but, in common fairness.w

must add that a fraction of the column obtained " honorary mentioi

Class A." A small portion of it only could have been exhibited. If tl

whole had been shown, together with the author's description, the one ste

which leads from opposing qualities might have brought the author 1

grief, instead of landing him with such distinction twined round his fortl

nate temples.

The designsfor the Hull Town Hall form an important part of the Exhib

tion. We have contributions from some five or six of the competitors. Tl

prize design, by Mr. Cuthbert Broderick, is placed upon one of the screen

and was sent seemingly after the catalogue was compiled. It is a fii

Italian design, and consists of two ranges of semicircular windows, at

three-quarter columns, and of a high square tower in the centre of tl

front. Thus, in general arrangement resembling the Flemish halls, b\

differing of course from them in the details, high-pitched roof, dormers, ar

pinnacles. Messrs. Green and De Villes' design, which gained the tbji

premium, is likewise here. A massive colonnade and balcony along tl

front is supported upon cantilevers. This, the most strikmg leature .

the design, would, in execution, look heavy in the extreme. The foliate

panels between the Corinthian caps in the wings destroy the effect of tl

carved capitals, besides giving the entablature the appearance of increase

and too great depth; still, there are many good points about the desigi

Tlie architects, in lact, show in another drawing—"design for the Tow

Hall, Northampton,"—a somewhat similar arrangement more judiciousl

treated. The columns here properly rest upon solid piers, connected l

an arcaded entrance, and appear as component parts of the design instci

of as excrescences upon it. The foreign Gothic designs are numerous, bi

those of Mr. Godwin and Mr. Eddis stand prominently forward from thex

That of the lormer gentleman is in the same style as his Northamptt

design, but it is even more meritorious. There is a triple arcade

front, with statues on small buttress-like columns between the windows

upper floor, having their canopies cutting into the principal comic

There are towers over each wing, varied in their outline and design. I

great tuperiority over its fellow of Northampton lies, however, in i

excellent relative proportion of ground floor and superstructure, whilst i

fine picturesque outline and clever detail make us regret that it will exi

but upon paper. It is by far the finest work which Mr. Godwin has y

produced. His design for Swansea reminds us of his former inferior wori

The windows are cramped by the flat buttresses between them, and tl

blank arcade is a feature which would entail a good rotmd sum for the di

figurement of the building. There is a fettered look in it which

extremely unpleasant. We long for a bit of blank wall, and if our reade

would appreciate the value of this cheap means of decoration, let the

look, in passing, at Mr. Lamb's warehouse for the "Consignment ai

Store Company," 40, and then contrast it with the crowded lines in ai

adjoining liame ; as, for instance, those of the new buildings at New casti

upon-Tyne. In frame 72 we have another design for the Hull Town Ht

It is a wild production, executed in Mr. Street's familiar manner, but i

sembling it about as much as a German chromolithograph resimbles o

of Turner's pictures. The wonder, however, is that Mr. Phipps, who c

appreciate Mr. Street sufficiently to copy him, cannot, with such pract!

as he has had—for we have already noticed his dead copy of that gent

man's best known church— do it better, or see that he fails to do it otl

than amusingly. The design is on a par with the execution. It is

systemless conglomeration of features which skilful men use effective

but which are fatal in inexperienced hands. Mr. Phipps makes use

similar features to Mr. Godwin, but he lacks equal power to weld thi

homogeneously together.

Mr. Fdis' design for Hull Town Hall is placed too high to be prope:

examined, but it has evidently been made in a genuine Gothic spirit, a
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is fully equal to the other works in the same style, which the architect else-

where exliibits.

Mr. Goldie's production for the same building has his usual charac-
teristics—a thorough devotion to Mediaeval art, which precludes him from
dispensing with even those portions which are useless in the nineteenth
century. To retain them he would find use for them. Busts are intro-
duced in the spandrels over arcades, and sculpture at the angles over the
columns, as in the well-known Doge's Palace.
For an able extension of Gothic art, commend us to the manly work of

Mr. Mileham, 175, 176, 180, 184, "a Design for a Museum." It is drawn
with marvellous accuracy, and conceived without an atom of trickery or
artifice. There is no shower of crockets or bands of coloured material;
no flashy display of perky detail or masquerade in old-fashioned second-
hand conceits. Mr. Mileham has avoided these seductive syrens, and has
produced a work inferior to nothing in the Gallery for the highest qualities
of architectural art.

Besides this work of Mr. Mileham, two other students exhibit here their
competition drawings; but neither the Design for an Exchange, by Mr.
Watson (108, 109), which obtained the gold medal of the Koyal Academy
in 1801, nor the College of Mr. Ernest George, 268, 271, 276, creditable as
they both are to their respective author's, show the purity of style and
the free development of it which are conspicuous in Mr. Mileham's work.
We have left ourselves but little space to speak of several other draw-

ings which we had marked for notice : the competition design for the New
Opera House at Vienna, is fully illustrated in some badly executed draw-
ings by Mr. Shoubridge. It has an extensive portico, a huge dome, and
four towers at the angles of the hlock. We have no doubt that there were
many worse designs submitted, and, wo would fain hope, many better.
A residence erected in Yorkshire, in 1856, by Mr. Butler, is exceedingly

clever, especially when we consider that it is adapted to an old house. It
would, however, be better, we think, without the panels of coloured
material.

We are glad to find that the suggestions which we threw out in our
article on the Pugin Collection, have been taken in the spirit in which
they were made. Mr. E. W. Pugin has removed his own works into the
East Gallery, and put in their place additional memorials of his gifted
father. This action is the more commendable because Mr. Pugin has
taken it with the knowledge that his own drawings could not be hung
properly in consequence of the walls being already in some way or other
covoreii. They deserve a more careful examination than they are now
likely to get.

REGISTRY OF ORNAMENTAL DESIGNS.
TyE learn that the Chambers of Commerce of Birmingham and Sheffield have
•

' ."'"'" engaged for some time in endeavouring to effect an extension of copv-
right m ornamental designs. It will be seen by the following communication,
addressed to the Birmingham Chamber, how far the effort has been successful :—

" Office of Committee of Privy Council for Trade,
„_ Whitehall, April 1), 1862.
UENTI.F.MEN,—I am directed by the Lords of the Committoo of Privy Conncil for

Xrado to acknowledge the receipt of your memorial, praying for an extension of the terms
of copyright for ornamental designs applied to works in metal, and supporting your
application by the statements of manufacturers personally engaged in the several depart-
ments m that branch of trade.

" From the evidence thus furnished it appears that the time occupied in prelimi-
narj- arrangements, and the preparation of designs previous to the manufactured articleBcmg presented in the market, varies from six to twenty-four months. The majority of
those by whom these statements are furnished ask that a period equivalent to the time
thus consumed may be added to the existing term of protection, thus extending the whole
to five years.
" My Lords direct me to acquaint you that, considering a case to have been shown for

the expcdieneyof this extension, instructions have been given to the officer at the head of
too Kegistry of Designs, to take the necessary steps for extending the copyrights of all
anicles ill metal included in Class 1 from three years, as at present, to five years for tlic
luture. ' I am, gentlemen, your obedient servant,

„„, ,, _ ., ,1, ,, "J. EJIEIISOS Tennent.
10 tlio Council of the Chamber of Commerce of Birmingham

and the Midland Districts."

BRITISH ARCH^OLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.mHE annual general meeting was held on the 9th mst., G. Veke Irving,1 Esq., V.P., in the chair.
'

The report of the Auditors, balance-sheet, lists of Associates elected, with-
drawn, and deceased, were read. The finances of the Association were .shown to
be 111 a favourable condition; £702 3s. 2d., including a balance from the previous
year, had been received, and £530 2s. Gd. paid bv the Treasurer; leaving a
balance in favour of the Association of £172 Os. 8d. This included the entire

Forty-eight Associates had been elected; twenty-iuree iiau wimorawn; ten naa
died

; and three were directed to be erased from the list for non-payment of theu-
BUbscnptions. Obituary notices of the deceased members, I. Bateman, Lord
Braybrooke, W. G. Carter, J. Clarke, Right Hon. C. Tennyson D'Eyncourt,

S" ^ \^?\^y N«^t""' ^- ^"'S'' Sotheby, 0. E. Harcourt Vernon, and the Rev.
v. H. Wilkinson, M.A., were read by the Treasurer.
A ballot then took place for the officers and Council, when the following were

dected :—President, Sir S. H. Northcote, Bart. ; Vice-Presidents, Sir C. R.
Bouehton Bart., J. Copland, M.D., G. Godwin, N. Gould, J. Heywood,
U. Vere Irving, T. J. Pettigrew, and Sir J. Gardner Wilkinson; Treasurer,
T. J. Pettigrew; Secretaries, J. R. Planchu (Rouge Croix) and II. Syer Cuming;
Foreign Secretary, T. Wright, M.A.; Paleographer, C. Hopper; Curator and
iJbranan, G. R. Wright; Draftsman, H. C. Pidgeon; Council, G. A. J. Alger,
W. H. Bayley, Dr. W. Beattie, W. H. Black, H. G. Bohn, G. M. Hills, J. £ee

T ,.r-k
^- I;''^*ein, .M.A., W. C. Marshall, B.A., G. Man, R. N. PhiUips,

i. W. Previte, Rev. J. Ridgway, M.A., E. Roberts, S. R. Solly, and R. Temple
Auditors, G. G. Adams and G. Patrick.

THE ALBERT MEMORIAL.
THE ordinary fate of men who start on great enterprises unmindftil and

utterly regardless of the means whereby they can be bro\jght to a
successful issue, has befallen the Committee of the Albert Memorial. It
has now not only to acknowledge its failure, but to detail to the Royal
Lady who commissioned it the various reasons which have produced it.
The Queen, suggested through Lieut-General Grey, that an obelisk might
be found the most appropriate form of monument provided it be on a
scale of sufficient grandeur, and that its base should be surrounded with
groups of statuary. There was in this suggestion ample scope for the
deliberations of the Committee, but it got a monolithic idea into itsooited
head, and, so huge was it, there was no room for aught else to rest
there. It did not pause to consider how a statue of the Prince Contort
could be associated with it, without having a secondary position, or how
the surrounding sculpture could be combined with a tapering shaft some
80 feet above it. North, east, south, and west, in the three Kingdoms, and
in Russian Finland, they sought the reali.iation of their solitary idea.
Their first consideration was not to produce a moniiinent of artistic
grandeur, which should impress the character of the Prince upon the
mind of the spectator, but a " monolith of approved colour and-durability,"
which should enable the compilers of metropolitan guide-books to inform
the curious reader that it was so many feet higher tlian anything of the
kind which ancient Egypt or modern Rome can boast of. Just when the
French have become sensible of the folly of transporting their obelisk to
fix it amidst sculpture with which it does not accord, our Committee
would have led us in the same wasteful and disastrous track. When our
sculptors hoped to show to the world that they were capable of recording
the high qualities of the departed Prince, when they had an opportunity,
and with it a worthy subject with which to redeem our London
statues from the contempt so frequently thrown upon them, the Com-
mittee confines its attention exclusively to "the question of the possibility
of finding a monolith." In vain we have pointed out that more than the
sum already subscribed would be swallowed up in transport alone. We
have given from the engineer's own book the cost of rearing that in the
Place de la Concorde, which is not one quarter the weight of that to which
the sanguine expectations of the Committee was directed. It is answered
to us by the Lord Mayor that the public requires to be " educated to the
appreciation of a monolith." It is a novel spectacle to see a London Alder-
man, who by rotation sits at the Mansion-house, expound art tlieories; but
he should have known that monoliths were appreciated in England before
broadcloth was, and that Britons reared them when they painted their
backs and were ignorant of Lord Mayors and Aldermen. Perhaps, how-
ever, as a matter of precaution—being about to sit on a committee of
taste with the Earls of Derby and Clarendon and Sir C. Eastlake, and to
preside at banquets in the Egyptian Hall—he (elt bound to read up
Egyptian archaeology, and, unexpectedly big with a little information, he
must needs deliver himself publicly. The monolith is appropriate, he says,
because the Egyptians, at the height of their civilisation, erected them.
" What's Hecuba to us, or we to Hecuba ?" The Assyrians, at the height
of their civilisation, set up the combined forms of a man, a lion, an ox, and
an eagle; the Hindoos those of monkey-gods, bulls, Vishnus, and Venuses.
Other nations, at the height of their civilisation, have worshipped un-
known gods and idols, which would have been just as well unknown. The
folly and errors of the old nations are for our instruction, not for our
imitation; but why, of all nations, should the Egyptians and their deeds
be singled out from other nations for blind imitation ? They carved rams,
cows, cats, and goats, and consecrated them as symbols of their deities,
and reduced mythology to a system ; with it and allegory they constructed
an impenetrable veil, which concealed religion from the eyes of the vulgar.
The foibles and frailties of men have been transmitted by them to us in-
corporated with the attributes of supreme divinity; and the same hetero-
geneous mixture of the mighty and the mean is read by discriminating
eyes in their architectural works. At an almost fabulous expenditure of
men, money, and time, which we should regret to see imitated now, they
erected their enormous temples and pyramids; their buildings had sloping
walls, huge bolster columns, and deeply hollowed cornices ; they adorned
them with winged globes and unintelligible hieroglyphics. They did this
" at the height of their civilisation," and this, Mr. Cubitt implies, we ought,
consequently, to do to show our advanced position. But his dogmatic
censure of the opponents to the foolish monolithic idea is not even based
upon accurate information. The Egyptian monoliths were not erected to
the memory of individuals, and were never even set up singly. They stood
in pairs on either side of the entrance to their temples; they were inscribed
with historical facts, and in style are inseparably connected with the
buildings on the banks of the Nile, which have, happily, their only repre-
sentative here in the Egyptian Hall, Piccadilly.

These remarks are suggested by the proceedings at the Committee
meeting last week. (See page 279, ante'). This week we have to record a
letter from the Committee with reference to the monolith, and the Teply of
General Grey. The Committee write :

—

We, the members of the Committee appointed by yonr Majesty to consider the
best means of giving effect to your Majesty's wishes" in respect to a memorial to
his Royal Highness the Prince Consort, humbly bee leave to report to your
Majesty the result of our preliminary proceedings with reference to the matters
committed to us.

From a letter dated the 19th of February last, addressed by Lieutenant-
General the Hon. Charles Grey to the Right Hon. William Cubitt, the Lord
Mayor, we learnt that your Majesty had " come to the conclusion tliat nothing
would be more appropriate, provided it be on a scale of sufticieiit grandeur, than
an obdisk, to be erected in Hyde Park, on the site of the Great Exhibition of
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1851, or on some qwt immediately contifnions to it ;
" and that, " tliere would

also be this advantage in a monument of this nature—that several of the first

artists of the day niieht take part in its execution, for there would be room at

the base of the obelisk fur various fine groups of statuary, each of which niigh t

be entrusted to a different artist."

I n accordance with the views thus expressed we considered the condition of
mainiitude in the obelisk to be indispensable.
\Ve could not but be apprehensi\e that considerable difficulties would have to

be encountered in the ulterior arrangement of sculpture round tlin base, whether
near or at some distance, bearing in mind the importance of pivinp the necessary
prominence, in position and effect, to the statue of his Royal Highness the Prince
Consort. We resolved, however, without enterins^ on the consideration of this

point, to confine our attention exclusively, at first, to the question of the pos-

sibility of finding in the United Kingdom a monolith of surticient dimensions,

combining with an approved colour the important condition of durability.

Our attention has, for tliesc reasons, been restricted to granites. In our
inquiries we have derived great assistance from the Director-General of the
Geological Survey, Sir Roderick Slurchison, through whom, with the aid of his

correspondents at the quarries at present worked, we have received accurate

information on the points to which our attention was chiefly directed. But we
regret to say that in most instances the granite rocks so described to us, even
w&n unobjectionable on account of the tint or reputed durability of the material,

have not been found capable of furnishing a monolith of sufficient length. We
have also to acknowledge liberal offers of materials in comparatively unexplored

localities, but the cost of experimental excavations and ttie uncertainty of the

result have deterred us from advising such undertakings.

The only case that has come under our notice in which the various requisites

above enumerated may possilily be found to be combined, together with vicinity

to the sea and comparative facility of transport, is that of a mass of granite, of a
light red tint, in the island of Mull, on land belonging to the Duke of Argyll,

who, with gr^t liberality, has placed all such materials on his estate at the
disposal of the Committee.
Our investigations have been for some time confined to this locality, and we

have to express our thanks to the Ross of Mull Granite Company for the im-
portant assistance they have rendered us in enabling us to form an opinion re-

specting the fitness ofthe block in question.

The length, which in the excavated portion already exceeds 115 feet, would, we
consider, suffice for the intended obelisK. There appears, however, to be reason

to appreliend that the width of the stone near tlie centre would be insufficient,

according to the proportions of the most approved ancient examples, to be con-
sistent w-ith that height.

It is also by no means certain that the block referred to has the necessary
thickness in those portions which are not yet cleared. An experienced contractor

who has examined it has stated that nothing can be affirmed respecting the
fitness of the stone " until it be raised and turned out from its present bed." I'or

such operations a large outlay would be required, and we cannot but hesitate to
recommend such outlay while we have no absolute certainty of a satisfactory

result.

Although we have considered it on many accounts desirable that a monolith
of tlie required dimensions should be obtained from some part of the United
Kingdom, we have not omitted to make inquiries elsewhere. Knowing that
large masses of granite of good colour can be procured in Russian Finland, as

evinced by various remarkable specimens in St. Petersburg, we have consulted
competent authorities respecting the fitness of that material. The replies we have
received cannot be regarded as satisfactory, since it appears that the granites in

question, however well adapted for interior decoration, have not the reputation
of being durable in the open air.

With regard to the important point of expenditure (assuming a monolith to be
found in our own country), we consider that, from the variety of estimates we
have privately received,—the novelty of the undertaking probably rendering
any approach to accuracy difficult,—we are by no means in a position to name a
sum that would represent the ultimate cost; more especially as it is the opinion
of many that the obelisk would present an incomplete appearance unless the

surface were enriched with incised sculpture, on the principle of execution
(however different from the representations) adopted on Egyptian obelisks.

Without, however, venturing to assign a limit to the entire cost, we conceive we
are justified in expressing our opinion that the whole of the sum already
subscribed would be absorbed by the obelisk alone.

While, therefore, we see no reason to conclude that success is absolutely
unattainable, we believe that it would be accompanied by difficulties and by
expenditure at present wholly incalculable ; nor can we refi-ain from expressing
our serious doubts whether, even if the mere enterprise were successful, the
ultimate effect would be such as to realise your Majesty's just and natural
expectations.

Having laid fully before your Majesty the information which we have received,

and the inferences we have drawn, we humbly await the signification of your
Majesty's pleasure as to prosecuting our present inquiries, or directing them to

some other mode of meeting the great object in view.
Derby.
Clarendon.
William Cubitt.

Westminster, April 14. C. L. Eastlakb.
In reply to this General Grey has written :

—

Osborne, April 19, 1862.
The Queen commands me to acknowledge the receipt of the report from the

Committee named by Her Majesty to advise her on the subject of the proposed
National Monument to the Prince Consort.
Her Majesty cannot refuse her assent to the reasons, so clearly and strongly

put forward in the report, which induce the Committee to doubt the expediency
of any further attempts to find a monolith that would fulfil the conditions on
which her Majesty's choice of an obelisk, as the distinguishing characteristic of
the proposed monument, mainly depended.

Iler Majesty sees, therefore, no alternative but to acquiesce in the abandon-
ment of the idea of an obelisk, and to request the Committee to turn their

attention to the possibility of finding some other mode in which the great object
in view may be most satisfactorily effected.
Her Maj(»ty'8 wish is to leave the Committee quite free to recommend what-

ever may appear to them to afford the best hope of a satisfactory result ; and

she would merely throw out as a suggestion whether the opinions of some of the
foremost architects of the day might not be advantageously taken as to the
means of combining the groups of statuary mentioned in my letter to the Lord
Mavor (among which, of course, a statue of the Prince would lie prominent)
with some other design.

Sir C. Eastlake, &c. C. Grey.
Now it would seem really, from one sentence in it, that the Lord Mayor

had the drawing up ofthe Committee's report, for, after giving an account
of its investigations in the Island of Mull, it speaks of apprehensions that

the width of the stone near the centre would be insufficient, according to the

proportions ofthe most approved ancient examples, to be consistent with the
height of 115 feet. Now the diameter, which we suppose is meant, of the
Egyptian obelisks was about one-tenth of the height ; but the groups
which it was intended to fix round the Albert obelisk would have alto-

gether changed the character of the erection, and consequently ought to

have changed ;ts relative proportions. The error of attempting to out-

rival Egypt in mere size, and in ignoring the art attributes of the monu-
ment, has, however, been the cause of the Committee's sad acknowledge-
ment of failure. The monolithic idea has hung like a millstone round its

neck.
The important point of expenditure at length stepped in to trouble the

Committee's deliberations. It is " unable to name a sum that would repre-

sent the ultimate cost." It ought, at all events, to have been able to name
tlie probable amount of the public subscriptions, and to have known that

there was a vast difference in ordering a monolith to be hewn from the

quarries, squared and sculptured, when labour was almost costless and
was directed by arbitrary power, and when it has to be paid for at a
higher figure than was ever before paid for it in any country and in any
age. Works requiring a large concentration of labour are those which can
only he executed when labour is comparatively valueless. We urged this

point some time ago, and showed beyond dispute—what was evident to

every man unconnected with the Committee—that far more than could

possibly be expected from the voluntary contributions of the public would
he foolishly sacrificed before an artist's hand could touch the memorial.

The Committee now agrees with us that "success would be accompanied
by difficulties and by expenditure at present incalculable."

Having anticipated for some time the conclusions ofthe Committee, we
are not, of course, disposed to quarrel with its tardy acquiescence in our
views, nor can we hardly regret the time which has been spent in bring-

ing conviction of the soundness of our views. The reply of her Majesty
to the report of the Committee affords us every hope that the matter will

now be rightly proceeded with. The monolith is to be left on the island

of Mull, and the questionable honour of having reared the largest existing

obelisk is still to belong to the Pope, who planted it in front ofthe Lateran
Basilica. Some other mode of achieving the great object in view, more
consistent with our powers and the disposable fund, is to be found. More
important still is the suggestion tliat the Committee " might advan-
tageously consult some of the foremost architects of the day as to the

means of combining the groups of statuary with some other design." This
very plainly reminds the Committee of wliat its first proceedings should

have been, instead of hunting after a huge block of granite, and talking of

educating the public to an appreciation of it. The Queen's letter recalls

the Committee to its duty—to advise her on the subject of a monument
which shall be worthy in its art display of the Prince to whom it will be

reared and ofthe public who have subscribed for it; and she suggests the

course which it had better pursue in order to accomplish her desires.

We have all along said that arcliitects and artists were men regularly

educated to conceive such works, and consequently most fit to represent,

and to transmit to posterity, in durable material, the character of a public

benefactor. The poet does the work in verse, the statesman in the senate, and
the Lord Mayor at the Mansion House ; but the public monument should

be the result of an architect's and a sculptor's labour, unfettered by the
fancies of those who have devoted their talents to other, perhaps equally

laudable, pursuits. A soldier fights a nations battles, a poet sings and a
painter pourtrays them ; a statesman makes her laws and an alderman
administers them ; but her monuments belong exclusively to architects

and to sculptors. If they had always been associated with them as they
ought to have, we should not have now to notice as something re-

markable the suggestion which her Majesty has so wisely made to the

Committee. Now that it comes from the highest quarters it will, of course,

be complied with, and the public may confidently leave the subject in the

hands of gentlemen, who, by their education and course of thought, are

qualified to entertain and competent to give opinions upon it.

Boring Rocks.—A rock-boring machine, invented by Capt. H. N. Penrice
(late of the Royal Engineers), is now being worked by Messrs. Hawks,
Crawshav, and Son, in the Claxton Quarry at Gateshead-upon-Tyne. It cuts a
bore of 7Jft. in diameter at the rate of from 8 in. to 1'3 in. per hour. This is far in

excess of what is being done by drilling, with compressed air and blasting, in the

Mont Cenis Tunnel, and it is a much less costly operation. Immense power may
be applied on the principle of this macliine, and a much greater rate of progress

than the above may be obtained. It is well worth the inspection of all con-
tractors and mining engineers.

—

Engineer.
London-bridge Station op the Brighton Railway.—This com-

pany, in compliance with an order of the House of Lords, have reported that

the number of houses inhabited by the labouring classes which they propose to

take for the enlargement of their station, in the parish of St. Clave, Southwark,
amounts altogether to 50 ; that the number of persons to lie displaced thereby

amounts to 398; tliat their bill does not propose to provide houses in substitution

for them, and that there are plenty of houses and lodgings of the same character

to be obtained in the neighbourhood.
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FRENCH GALLERY, PALL-MALL.

THE ninth annual exhibition of pictures by French and Flemish artists

is now open to the public at this Gallery. Without pretension to

.iny subject of either high importance or startling originality, the present
exhibition may bear favourable comparison, both as regards number and
merit, with any of its predecessors. It has the indispensable feature—

a

picture by Madlle. Rosa Bonheur—which, although small, is as large as

most of her recent works, and upon which this talented lady has bestowed
more than ordinary care. It is entitled " Meadow Scene." There are still

marks of haste in the thought and execution of the sky and mountains
forming the background, but the animals are remarkably life-like, the
character and expression of the heads especially soj and the herbage of
the meadow, both in colour and detail, is an admirable example of natural
truth, and an excellent lesson to English painters who are labouring under
the pre-Raffaellite delusion.

Another talented lady, whose works the public have learned to admire
at this Gallery—Henrietta Browne—has so changed both her style and
subject, that, in all probability, " The Interior of a Harem " by her may
pass unnoticed. But to any one who recollects her mode of executing
some of her religious interiors, this is really the most extraordinary
picture in the present exhibition; and although as a subject it is of little

importance, stiD, as a proof of how much thought and character can be
thrown into, in itself, so uninteresting a subject, this picture deserves
^reat commendation. It might be called, were it not for the Turkish
costume, " The state chamber in the Castle of Indolence." A female flute

]ilayer is favouring three sultanas with a solo on the flute, who, seated on
soft cushions, pay a kind of absorbed inattention to the music ; one lays
her hand on her heart, as if the air had awakened some faint remembrance
of early happiness. A guitar girl lies on the floor amusing herself in
tickling a sleepy tortoise into motion ; another girl, standing over her,
w.itches the process with a lazy and listless smile, and the only person
apparently capable of lively and quick intelligence is a charmingly
painted handmaid, leaning with her back against the wall, in attendance
on the sultanas, and following with her eyes the fingers of the flute player.
The whole is both elegantly drawn and charmingly painted, but, as we
have said, to fully appreciate the varied powers of Madlle. Browne, it is

necessary to retain a clear recollection of the excellent but varied pictures
wliich she has previously exhibited.

A melancholy reminiscence occupies a prominent place in the Gallery.
It is by the late Decamps, which death prevented him from finishing. It
is entitled " Trufile Hunting." The subject is far from attractive, but it

is treated in a broad and picturesque manner, which, combined with a rude
nnd masterly grandeur, gives it a tone of elevation approaching the poetical.
It is, in its unfinished state, also a valuable hint to young artists on the
preparatory stage of such a picture, and would have been still more
valuable had his widow, who exhibits this sketch, sent a finished work to
liang by its side, and show how so imaginative a painter carried out his
first conception of his subject.

Meissonier occupies his usual place over the mantelpiece. Of his three
pictures, the " Corps de Garde," having several figures, is the most im-
portant. All the persons present are playing or watching a game at cards.
Ilie faces are admirably painted, the features having the easy play of
nature, and the expression is so varied and true that it is quite
easy to suppose what each soldier would say if he were to speak. The
amusement to the spectator is still further increased by the contrast
between the two gamesters, a young soldier against a veteran. The latter
has evidently the best of the game, and scarcely cares to conceal his
triumph, while the former looks at his cards with a bewildered air, and
seems to anticipate defeat. The painter has placed his point of sight
rather high, after the method of the Dutch school, which enables him to
show more of his figures; but, small as the picture is, it is painted with a
firmness of pencil entirely his own. " The Flute Player" is one of those
quiet little subjects which he renders so naturally and so well, to which
the theatrical attitude and bold laugh of a stroller, partly dressed for
' Punch," forms a lively and spirited contrast. Louis Ruiperez, the worthy
pupil of the above celebrated painter, exhibits a very clever and highly
finished picture, entitled " Soldiers at Leisure," a difierent name for a
similar subject; but although the expression and attitudes of the figures
l>y the pupil are nearly as excellent as those by the master, there is a cold-
ness of lone, which, if somewhat refined as regards style, is scarcely suited
to the subject.

Plassan is elegant in design and delicate in treatment, as usual, in his
pictures of "The Bath" and "The Chocolate." They, however, do not dis-
play that careful finish which we have seen on former occasions, particularly
about the neck and shoulders of his principal figures. The gracefully
turned neck and throat of an elegant woman is a very beautiful object,
and will defy the powers of a pencil unless wielded by the hand of an
accomplished painter. Antoine Emile Plassan, with the opinions peculiar
to French painters, may presume, and with some reason, that almost any-
lliing will satisfy English buyers; but French artists must be warned that
wlien they paint down to the amateurs of this country, there are critics who
know that there is anatomy in the female form as well as in that of the
male, and that the due expression of it is much more delicate and difficult.
Lambinet sends six landscapes, of his usual size, but, from their

general appearance, we much fear that hitherto chaste and delightful
artist is also degenerating into what he has, perhaps, been told will suit the
taste of the English collectors. Formerly the landscapes by Lambinet were
not only admirable for their learning, but also for a charming sentiment of
rural freshness and elegant repose; but we think his contributions this j'car,
while probably possessing the same skilful arrangement, are comparatively

I

raw in colour, and do not tempt the attention further than to discover that
parts are still admirably painted, but that they do not contribute to a
pleasmg whole. The shipping pieces by Jules Noel arc, on the contrary
very carefully treated in every respect, and arc, besides, very elegantly
composed. The " View of Fecamps " is especially quiet, and in the picture
entitled " Low Tide " the group of ships in the distance is deUcatcly
coloured and gracefully arranged. Isabey is as dashing as ever j indeed,
we think more so than usual, for in his " Ascending a Pass "—a carriage
ascending a hill in a picturesque old French town—in the dash and daring
of the moment the houses are represented tumbling about as if there was
an earthquake

j besides which, in that picture and the other, the " Port of
St. Malo," the tone of colour is so heavy and cold, and the dark parts so
sudden and black, that both pictures have the appearance of being un-
finished. The pictures by Carl Joseph Kuwassag deserve to be ranked
among the elegant and well-painted productions in the present exhibition.
Two of them are entitled " Landscape," and the third is a " View of Ryde
Isle of Wight." " The Breakfast in the Fields," by Dillens, is an admirably-
finished picture, without losing the easy and free expression of the features.
" Preparing for Breakfast," by Gustave Castan—a servant lost in thought,
while the milk boils over—is equally well executed. In contrast to the
soft and edgeless style of Plassan, the crisp and firmly touched very little
picture by Chavet—a lady dressing, and reflected in a cheval glass

—

deserves notice. Daverger exhibits six of his excellent domestic scenes in
humble life. There is much pretty feeling displayed in "The Con-
valescent," where all the family are assisting in placing the arm-chair,
and otherwise preparing for the sick boy. " The Naughty Boy " is
receiving punishment from his mother, and, by his attitude shows
that he is likely to deserve it, but also that it is just as likely that it will
have no beneficial efiect upon him.
"The Latest Arrival," by Laugee, is another of the homely interiors

which the French artists manage so cleverly, not only as regards treat-
ment, but in the consistency with which they give unity to their subject, by
concentrating the attention of their actors in the scene on the leading and
most interesting object. The focussing of the point they with equal skill
assist by the help of the strong colours and large mass of light. In this
picture the woman nursing the newly-born baby, for that is the " latest
arrival," with the children and young father looking at it, are all brought
together in the foreground directly opposite the window, which gives the
principal mass of light. The luminous effect of the light coming in at the
window is contrasted by the half shadow into which the rest of the room
is thrown, particularly that part of it occupied by the bd, where the
mother is sitting up, who is also looking at the baby. This large space,
being_ necessarily cool in tone, appears, perhaps, rather blank ; it, however,
gives'a sense of repose and an impression of poverty suited to the scene

;

but the point of skill to which we wish to direct particular attention, is
the manner in which the local colour—the real colour of a basin of milk
she holds in her hand, uninfluenced by positive light or shade, compared
with the white representing the light coming in at the window, renders it
luminous, and in order that this small spot of local colour shall have full
force, the kerchief round the head of the mother and her white night-dress
are kept down considerably below the reality, and fall into the large mass
of pure half shadow already mentioned.
With respect to the management of a large mass of white, two pictures may

be compared with advantage to tbe young student—we allude to '' The
Morning," by Gustavo de Jonglie, and " The Young Family," by Jean
Baptiste Trayer. In each of these pictures the principal figures are
dressed in white. In the latter the muslin dress is supported by a light and
delicate blue, the whole mass being surrounded by furniture of a low-toned
warm tint; and the white dress in the former picture is supported by the
yellowish dress of a little girl, and a powerful contrast is found in a dark
green cushion close by. In this picture we think there is too much white,
but they are both very delicately painted by skilful artists, and afford, as
we have said, a good opportunity of making a comparison with advantage.
In the " Young Family" there are, besides, not only some heads beautifully
painted, but infantine action most delightfully true to nature.

Returning for a moment to the point from whence we started the
lovers of exact imitation, without " o'erstepping the modesty of nature,"
will have much pleasure in observing how Rosa Bonheur has, in her
small picture of cattle in a meadow, rendered the effect of dew glitter-
ing on the grass, while the slight and varied character of the grass itself

maybe admired as a truly painter-like and legitimate method of executing
detailof that kind ; while the heads of the animals present, as we have
said, a remarkable resemblance to life, will also deserve approbation.

It is not often that obedience to the rules of composition can be made to
produce a comic effect, but we found an instance of it in a very clever
picture by Frere ; we allude to his " Mat Makers "—two old women
sitting in the same position, or nearly so, and rather hump-backed in ap-
pearance. Now, two objects so remarkable require a third of a similar
kind to prevent sameness, and the artist has ingeniously introducd a cat in

the foreground—so what it loses in size it regains by position—setting up
its back at something it is supposed to see on the floor, and thus three
round-backed objects are obtained as, iu this instance, required by the rules
of composition.

Benson's watches and clocks.—"Perfection of mechanism."—J/ocnin<7 Poii.

Gold watches, r> to 100 guineas ; silver watches, 2 to 5m tineas. Benson's new Illustrated
Pamphlet, free for two stamps, descriptive of every construction of watch, enable persons
in any part of the world to select with tlie greatest certainty tiie watch best adapted to
their use. Watches sent fi'ce and safe by post on receipt of a remittance.

J. W. BEMSON, 33 ii 34, Ludgate-hUl, 46 U 47, Comhill, London, E.C. Established 1710.
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ON SCULPTITKE.*

OF all the fine arts whieli have form as Iheir means of expression, sculpture is

the most limited in its extent and material, its exhibition being: confined to

character and form. With these two specialities it must effect all we can desire

—form, of coarse, being the vehicle for cliaracter. Difference of form gives
-dURirence of character. The human form is the highest, and, as such, the best

medium for conveying the loftiest impre.isions of ohnraeter, and is employed fitly

to convey to our understanding; the higliost attributes of the Divine Being and
of nature. The art of the ancients W8.s as near perfection as it is possible to

come, because it was conducted on principles now lost—•principles which may be
maiu restored and applied when the advanced state ot^ society demands them.
The art is at present, however, equal to our power to appreciate it ; anything
beyond this would simply be regarded as an object of curiosity ; for the liighest

degree of intelHgence manifested in a work of art interests but the few, and
these are not necessarily the learned, scientific, or literary, but kindred spirits,

with or without those adventitious accompaniments. The circumstances most
favourable to tlie development of art of the highest order, concnrrent with science

aodicanung, and mingled with our literature, institutions, political and reUgious,

are such as exhibit themselves in a desire on the part of the masses to be

acquainted with the beauties of these refining agents of civilisation.

The fine arts ixhibit the inventive power of man, and manifest themselves
through three distinctive agents—form, colour, and sound. By these means
certain fleeting graces of thought are rendered permanent and transmittible.

A perfect imitation of a natural aspect is impossible, and if it were otherwise it

vonld not be art. The fine arts deal with great abstract notions ; things which
have no sensible existence, but which belong to a higher and more exalted state

of being, as equality, justice, goodness, wisdom, and beauty. Of these, beauty
is entirely appropriated by the formative section of the fine arts; with this

•witching essence they captivate, whilst they inform ns of all that the Creator
has done for our enjoyment through the medium of form and colour. Beauty,
then, is a principle in art. The artistic feeling is the power of creating agreeable
emoli^ins. The laws which govern or direct these are called fssthetic. Genius
is the pov(er to make new combinations out of existing materials, in imitation of,

nature, which is the operation of God's laws. The fine arts alone minister to

the soul ; they combiue to give all the soul is capable of enjoying whilst connected
with the body, and, to relieve it from the humiliating contemplation of its

"temporary associate. Fine art, as an abstract idea, can never be the subject of
individual representation, and therefore perfection is an impossibility ; and the
extent of success in the pur^^uit is only the measure of individual capacity. But
a soul was given to man ; the fine arts alone minister to it ; they are not appre-
ciated by brutes or by brutal natures. Those who have no soul can live without
<hem, but not so those whose souls are awakened to the consciousness of its high
privileges ; such beings demand, as with an appetite, the exercise of one or more
of them; in the absence of this enjoyment lite becomes a heavy, sorry business,
indeed, but the fine arts give us a foretaste of a happy future vvhilst we sojourn
in this wurld.

Necessity gives rise to style in kind and in degree; it is regulated by the con-
ditions of the materials employed for its display ; for instance, metal might
exhibit parts and action which would be inappropriate in sto le ; in like raan-
•ner, works in woo<l, plaster, clay, &c., present each special difficulties not to
be met with in the others of the same kind ami extent. To master any of those
special modes will tax the ingenuity of tlie artist, and it is hut fair to judge him
by the degree of success attending his efforts. This is one clear reason why it

is impossible to attain perfection in art. Moreover, any attempt to imitate one
mode by the means proper to any of the others results in defeat, and it then
becomes inferior to that of its own proper mo'le, which had invention exhibited in

its production. Statues were at iir,~t sculptured in wood, then of baked clay,

after this metal was employed, but statuary in marble was of the latest period.

Lmdmarks or terminal pillars were first used at places of assembly, such as
market-places, &c. A knob or head was put to the pillar, and the human
countenance, with a leafed cap (now known as the "wide-awake"), was soon
added. In this we find the origin of statuary sculpture. When the terminal
pillar was placed in the market ground, a purse was carved on the front of the
pillar, to indicate the nature of the commercial transactions to those interested.

After this we find a hand introduced, holding the bag or purse, and in process of
time the sculptor's art completed the idea, by making the pillar into the figure
of a n.an, with the symbols of traffic and dispatch proper to those who make a
journey to buy or to sell. The cap, feet, and staff have spread wings attached to

them, to indicate speed in travelling, and sometimes a fleeee or a ram is put at
the feet of the statue. It is under thete symbols, known as Manhood or Mercury.
What were called household gods were once common, aad were made of wood or
of metal, and sometimes of baked clay ; but when sculpture attained its highest
development, the moit lofty sentiments were embodied, with a degree of skill

nnapproached in modern times ; but when religion was to be served on a magni-
ficent scale, sculpture reached and surpassed the highest expectations, in its

boldness, skill, taste, and profuse ornamentation. The Jupiter Olympus may he
cited iis an instance—the Minerva of the Parthenon as another—of the success
attending their production. The art execution of the statues themselves being
superior to the accompanying display of the gorgeous enrichments united, they
w-/re said to have no parallel in their magnificence. The sculptor's art was
revealed in gold, ivory, silvtr, bronze, elKiny, and precious stones.
The statue of Jnpiter Olympus was sixty "feet high, seated on a throne of ivory

and ebony, inlaid with precious stones. This statue touched the roof of the
tem|(le with its head. The figure itself was of ivory and gold, with an enamelled
crown of olive on the head, and an image of Victory on the right hand, with a
burnished sceptre in the left. The drapery and the sandals on the feet were
embroidered with flowers, particularly lilies, and the figures of various animals.
The Minerva of the Parthenon was thirty-nine feet high; the naked parts of the
figure were made of ivory, the drapery of gold, and the eyes of precious stones.
There is a Victory, four cubits high, in her hand ; at the bottom of the spear lies

a dragon, and cai ved on the base is the nativity of Pandora.
There are two subjects in connection with sculpture which have afforded some

Interesting discussions amongst the dilettanti, both lovers of art and artists—
namely, on painting statuary in life colours, and on the most proper mode of
treating sculpture if in action or repose. But good taste rejects coloured statues,
eittier in wax or any other material ; the abstract qualities of form and character

• SubrtMceof a Lecture deliverKl at the Mechanlcs'Instltnte, Dublin, by Mr. HENRY
jFUascs, B.H.A., reported In the ZmWin BuOder.

are the only things sculpture as an art exists for. If sculpture were in natural
colours we should then feel disappointed at its not moving also, for botli belong
to life. But a painting, though coloured, is not meant to deceive us, whilst
statuary is fixed in position and gaze. The questionable taste which would have
statues coloured, objects strangely enough, to the display of rapid muscular
action in sculptural representation. This, indeed, would be absurd if the statues
were coloured. But, says the critic, if the action exceed the tenth part of a
second in duration, the action cannot be seen, and therefore it is impossible to
represent it. So it would be if the art were limited to the specialty of limi-
tation, but limitation is only a means of art. Inaction, however rapid, nature
does not wait, but leaves it to the artist to reconcile us to the truthfulness of the
representation of tlie action. This has been done with perfect success by the
artists of antiquity, and the representation is as much of a real action ns the
material emj)loyed is living matter; and it is so far natural that the action has
occurred as truly as that its representation lives; it is as much a real action as
the form is real nature ; both are alike suggestive—and art is nothing more.
On the other hand, certain critics object to any kind of action, and assert that
the only state which is satisfactory in sculptural representations is sleep or
death. Now, these conceits would be tolerable if we were found, when asleep or
in death, that we became marble, or metal, wood, &c.

Alto-relievo is high relief, or figures nearly detached from their ground, and
is little different from statue sculpture. Basso-relievo is low relief, and quite
different, being more allied to painting; it is outlined on a smooth surface, and
sunk to a certain depth or ground, as in carved mouldings.
Rome produced few or no artists ; they were too much engaged in war. The

Roman general, Mumarius, is said to have filled Italy witli the sculpture he
carried away from Greece

;
yet it is thought their absence would scarcely be

felt. Thongh Nero plundered Delphi of 500 statues, it has been calculated "that
more than iJ.OOO were still left. 3,000 statues were brought to Rome from
Rhodes, and Mutianus carried away as many from Athens, and even more from
Delphi and Olympia. The Greeks alone were the people who gave to statuary its

high character, as an art, capable of reaching the sublime and heroic without
magnitude ; they relieved it from the subordinate position as ornamentation or
as symbols of state power ; they alone cultivated and brought to jjerfection the
high art of the sculptor. 'The career may be divided into five periods—namely
the primitive, ending with Phidias, 400 b."c. ; the historic, ending with Alexander,
300 B.C. ; the ideal, ending with Augustus ; and the Greco-Roman, ending with
Ha'Irian.

The edncation of the sculptor, after the manipulation of clay, the use of the
chise', and the capabilities of the several materia's employed in the art, should,
amongst other things, embrace the following:—Drawing, modelling, designing,
plane and solid geometry, comparative anatomy, the laws of statics, eijuilibrium,
balance and motion ; the relative proportions of the human body, at all ages and
of both sexes ; the nature of drapery, and its use: light and shade ; also the effect
and the leading features of architecture, with its history, as well as that of
sculpture and painting ; ancient and modern universal history, and that part of
its literature which relates to his art; national and local peculiarities in religion,
policy, and the arts; and know pretty well what has been done before his own
time; to distinjfuish between high and ornamental sculpture, with the artistic
arrarigemcnt of proportional quantities in composition.

Tire fifteenth an4 sixteenth centuries produced some good sculptors, but none
of the highest order; Donatello, Ghiberti, Cellini, Michel Angelo, and Bandi-
nelli, alone make a respectable Italian school.

Gothic art in the main is simply ornamental, and takes its place as subordin: te
to architecture, 'ivhich it enriches. Hindoo sculpture is pretty much the same,
hut has more of decided symbolism, with this difference, that the art seems
stereotyped ; it is no better nor worse to-day than at the earliest period. The
forms, though conventional, are of a pleasing type. Of modern sculpture I must
say that it is progressing, but its high price is a great hindrance to its success.

Sale op Flaxman's Wokks.—The Cri^c says, with reference to the sale
by Messrs. Christie and Manson of the drawings and remaining works of
Flaxman. Those who did not know Flaxman belore would certainly not form
any very exalted opinion of his genius from these remanets of his study. There
was no work in marble of the least importance ; we noticed one bas-relief of
goad style, called an assassination scene, in which a group of the four assassins
was very finely designed in relief, and the action of all the figures was forcible.
if not altogether natural. The designs for monuments were all very poor
common-place, and the same must be said of the greater part of thefigm
The sketch books, and books of fin shed drawings of iEschylus, of the Iliail. . i

Hesiod, for Blake's engravings; of " Oberon," of Dante, of Milton's " Paradis.'
Lost," and illustrations of the book of "Enoch," with the "Acts of Men-v."
were the most interesting; but in these there was a very general want of
finish expected in these days of illustration. The sketch books contained \

few original designs, being generally full of his studifs in Italy from the ami
and the renaissance sculpture to be found so abundantly there. None of tin

however, could be pronounced a really careful and conscientious study ol

original, although the character, especially in the antique studies, was extren
well seized as well as the action of the figures. One book contained some .;

and interesting drawings of a bas-relief in the Accoromhoni Palace at Bm:
the subject of which was Orestes and Pylades, or rather of Iphigenia. ThrouLili-
out these drawings there is noticeable t'hat great familiarity with the antic|ii'

up to a certain point, which was, in Flaxman's time, regarded as sonietli

wonderful. To us, now that we have had the greatest works of Phidias h.

us so long, with many other examples of antique art unknown in Flaxnu
time, there seems to be too much adherence to the antique, and too little si i

of nature in all that our famous sculptor did. Even taking the larger view
Flaxman's works, which is to be got by a knowledge of his monumeiii.
sculptures, and those of his models which are in University College, we are ili>-

po-sed to think that modern English sculpture has not receded since his lim
The catalogue stated there were (500 drawings, Iteing first thoughts and fini-l

studies. A considerable sum has been subscribed with the view of securing s^

of the best drawings to be added to the interesting collection at Univer-
College.

The Widows op Royai, Academicians.—The Royal Academy
resolved to advance the allowance to the widows of academicians and associ
from £75 per annum to £100 in the first class, and from £45 to £75 per aiiii

in the second.
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NEW COURTS OF JUSTICE.

/ \VR readers are aware that the question that this (Money) Bill he read a

'
' second time was lost by a majority of two, tlicre being 81 for, and 83

t aiiist, tlie stcond reading. 'The decision, however, must be regarded as leading

niily to the postponement of a measure, wliich will in all probability 1)0 carried

iir\t session. Mr. Cowper gave an explanation of tlie provisions of tlie Hill,

though IiB had already done so upon its introduction. In 1860 a royal commission

sit upon it, whicii, alter taking evidence, made a very able report, in wliieh they

ncommended tliat measures sliould he taken for concentrating all tlie courts of

l.iw and equity—an object whicli, he would add, had met with general approba-
•

II. 1 1 was " felt that the present state of tlie courts of law and equity was
• cdingly unsatisfactory. Their arrangement had not been deliberately pro-

.,(1, but was I he result of accidental circumstances. The distance of the

r iirts from the otHces, and also from the chambers of barristers, was a source of

the greatest inconvenience. It was also as a legal reform, tending to promote the

iiiucli-desircd fusion of law and equity, that tliis scheme was pressed upon the

House. The rrason for dividing the Hil'l into two was that they were obliged to

tike private property, whicli would involve inquiry up-stairs. The Money Hill

^ drawn to empower the expenditure of £1 ,."300,000, which, realised, might be

mated at £1,40(1,000 ; and tlie Hill stated tliat whatever money was expended

hr the operation of its provisions was to be voted by this House. When the

irts were erected, the premises now occupied in Chancery-lane and in South-

.|iton-huildings, and also the probate registry, would no longer be required,

list the site of the present courts would be disposable, and might he turned to

ilitable account. Considering the annual value of the charge for build-

j^ at present used, he estimated that the proposed plan would result in a

laii^e saving. The operation of the Bill would not throw any charge upon
!lio public "to supply the dividends at present paid out of the funds of the

'Mirt of Chiincery. What the public were called upon to do was to give

guarantee that in the event of these two funds being require<l the

Hint would he taken out of the Consolidated Fund ; but he did not think that

ilir guirantee was an alarming one as to its practical result. It was extremely

unlikely that any charge would fall upon the national funds ; but under any
liieumstances £45,000 was the maximum amount whicli could become
chargeable upon the revenue. Then came the question whether it was a right

Course in itself to pursue, to take these funds from the object contemplated. He
iirmied that it was. In the first place there were several preceilents for the step.

iiuildings in Chancci-y-lanc and the Masters'-offices in Southampton-buildings

nrre purchased out of a similar fund. Tlie Insolvent Court had also been

irged at the expense of certain funds of a similar kind in the Insolvency

irt. The Irish I'our Courts had also been built out of the Suitors' Fund
> iiig in the custody of that court. In the next place, the appropriation of these

liinds would occasion no injustice whatever to any one. No living person had
any claim u])ou them. Moreover, Acts of Parliament had been passed at

ditiiirent times, authorising the Chancellor and the Accountant-General in

I liiincery to invest the sums accumulating from the fees, and it was therefore

(oMipetent for the Legislature to decide what should be done both with the

a ituinulated interest and princii)al. He did not conceive that any opposition

"uld be raised to the measure on the ground of its interfering with existing

I rests. The only opposition which he .inticipated was that which was
aounced in a petition from tlie Honourable Society of Lincoln's-inn. That
iety had put forward a proposal for erecting the courts in Lincoln's-iun

at a cost of £100,000, on the condition tliat they were to receive interest out of

thr proceeds of the Suitors' Fee Fund, at the rate of £4,000 per annum.
1 ho difference between that proposal and the proposal of the Government was
that the latter intended to take the principal of the fund instead of the interest,

lul to guarantee payment of the interest instead of receiving it. Under these

•umstances, he did not see that the Society of Lincoln's-inn could raise any

I

etion to the principle of the measure. There was another question with
ird to a schedule, but that was a matter wholly for the consideration of the
et committee to which he (Mr. Cowper) should propose to refer the Bill, if

House should agree to the second reading. There were reasons why the
arts of justice should not be in the hands of a private body ; but, on the other
ml, he thought the House would be of opinion tliat there were several grounds

. wliich it was desirable to erect a Palace of Justice, where the whole of the
tooal proceedings of the country should be carried on, in the very centre of the

h ariil district. If the Bill passed into law, the right course to be pursued would
to apjjoint a commission to inquire iixto what courts and ottices should be
ovided for, and to invite all the eminent architects in the country to furnish
-ions for the building. With respect to the cost, it was loosely estimated at

t:7:)0,000 for the land, and £720,000 for the building—total, £1,500,000. This
was £100,000 more than the funds disposed of by this Bill; hut he thought it

v.ry possible that, when the matter came to be minutely considered, it would he
found that £1,400,000 would be sufficient for the purpose. Even, however, if

'he additional £100,000 should be required, the saving effected in other ways
• 'uld more tlian compensate for the outlay.

.SoNDAY Work in Paris.—The A7ni do la Rcllfflon haa received a com-
municated note from the Ministry of the Interior, in reply to an article which it

laid published on the subject of the desecration of the Sabbath in Paris, and ex-
pressing regret that the example of such violation should be set by the .State, the
ihpartinent, or the city, which every Sunday, the article declared, occupy an army
of workmen in laboure tlie least urgent. The Ministerial note denies thecorrect-

' >s of the statement, and declares that, on the contrary, no labours are carried
but those whicli are absolutely necessary. The works at the Opera House were

10 of the cases mentioned in tlie article, and to that the note replies that the new
aildings are on ground containing considerable springs of water, which require
o lie constantly drawn oft'. That operation and tlie earthworks wliich are the
consequence of it are therefore necessarily carried on without interrujition, night
and day. No State works are continued on Sundays except when exceptional

I circumstances render that course absolutely indispensable. The contractors for
the works of the city are under an obligation to disctmtinue their operations on
Sundays and fete days, and all the contracts contain a clause to that effect. With

I

regard to tlie contractors for demolitions, says the note, tliey make themselves
liable to a fine of 3U0f. if tliey continue their operations on Sundays and fi!-te

!
days.

I

ADDITIONS TO THE LOUVRE COLLECTIONS.
N the gallery of Apollo glass cases have been arranged on each side of the

_ window looking on the quay. They contain' very curious specimen.-' of gold',

smiths' work of the middle ages. In that on the right is the eiinasc of St.

Potentian, Bishop of Sens, ana in the one on the left are coffi^rs, abbatial and
episcopal crosses, enamels of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, kc.

The Egyptian Museum has just received a donation as remarkable for the

lieauty of tlie objects of which it is composed as for the rarity and scientific

interest allachcil to them. This jiresent is from a Polish tlavellcr, Couut
Tyszkiewicz, who collected the objects during his researches in Egypt. The flrsk

class comprises 140 bronzes, among which seventy-six small figures are particU'.^

larly remarkable. They represent the various go<Is of the Egyptian PantbeoD,

and their fine state of jircscrvation allows the gold inhiying, which so much
enhances the valu* of such works, to be properly appreciated. The small figure»-

of the gods Anhour, Phthab, and Cnouphis, and ol diflcrent goddesses, are fine

specimens of that kind of workmanship. Most of those olijeets liear inscriptions,

which leave no doubt as to the name of the personage represented. Some of those

divinities are very rare or even quite new to science, and several others, hitherto-

only known hy paintings, are wanting in French collections. In that class may
be mentioned a large snake in bronze, 28S inches in length, a god witli the head

of a crocodile, and a personage whose head is surmounted hy a star. Tlie collec-

tion of Count Tyszkiewicz contains a great number of scarabees, in hard stone

enamelled. All these small objects supply fresh information for science by either

furnishing variations of the names of kings and princesses, or a history of per-

sonages who had performed an important part under some of the Pharaohs, and

thus deserve a place in history. There is also an ivory palette for a scrilte,

furnished with its reeds, and with two cakes of red and bhiek ink, scarcely

touched. The reeds are cut at each end, one for the red and the other for

the black ink. A knife of yellow bronze is remarkable for its fine form and

for its keen edge. Work ii"i precious or hard stones is represented by three

small objects of great beauty, and may serve as points in the history of

the art, as each bears its date. The most recent is a square amulet in green

spath, which bears the name of a functionary in the time of Osorclion I., who
reigned in the ninth century before the Christian era ; the head of the goddesa

Ilathon is engraved in relief on this object. A pendant of a necklace, the

material of which resembles chrysoprase, represents a Nile goose lying down;
the lower surface hears (he name of the Princess Nefcrou-ra, daughter of

Tontines III. This jewel was, therefore, cut at least 1,.500 years before the

Christian era. Engraving in relief on hard stone was, however, executed in.

Egypt at a much more distant period, as is proved hy a small square amulet ii»

sarionyx, bearing at the back tlie name of Amcnemtre II I., of the I2th dynasty.

This king, who is well known as the founder of the famous labyrinth, belonged,

to the powerful family which covered Egypt with its monuments Irora Tanis to-

the bottom of Nubia,' before the invasion of the Shepherds. At the back part of

the amulet the king is represented as overthrowing an enemy. This scene and
the Royal motto are incised. On the other side is engraved, in relief, an

Egyptian named Ilarbcs, seated before an altar. Notwithstanding the small

size of this sardonyx (about half an inch), there can be cleariy recognised the

style peculiar to that fine jieriod of Egyptian art. There is also among the col-

lection a fine specimen of a coffin-lid, in yellow varnish; an earthen cup,

enamelled in brilliant blue ; and a •wooden footstool, of a simple form, but valued

for its preservation.

A.

THE ACTION OF GALVANISED IRON ON WATER.
A. HAYES, M.D., in the Mechanics' Maga:^ine, says:— Iron jiipes

covered with a firmly-adhering surface.of zinc more or less jui'e, have
been used as conduit pipes, under the received supposition that the zinc, by its

polarising action from contact, will preserve the iron from corrosion, in the act

ol itself suffering oxidation. As the oxide of zinc, formed under some circum-
stances, adheres to the metal and encrusts it with a body not soluble in water, it'

has been assumed that water, passing through such pipes, would not become-
contaminated by either iron or zinc oxide.

Some months since, I analysed some well-water, which had produced a whitfr

deposit in the culinary vessels in which it had been boiled, and was itself turbid.

The deposit proved to be oxides of zinc and iron with organic matter, and the

water held suspended and dissolved organic salts of both these metals. On
learning the fact that the pipes had not been long in use, a re<iuest was made
tliat suitable precautions should be taken to avoid using the water in preparing

food ; and by insuring a large flow of water through the pipes continued for

several weeks, the possible formation of a protecting surface was expected. But
after long exposure in this way to much water drawn from the well, analyses of
the water in the pipe and that in the well did not indicate any diminished action

on both the metals. The zinc exposed to this wa'er not only dissolved in it, but
lost its usually observed power of protecting the less oxidisable metal in contact;

with it, and the quantity of salts formed from both metals was so large as to

render it unfit for general domestic use.

Some weeks later 1 received a sample of water from a more distant town, the

purity of which was suspected, and this was found to contain organic salts of

zinc and iron also, although colourless and transparent. In tliis case tlie

galvanised pipe had been longer exposed, and symptoms of anomalous disease in

the family consuming the water, led to the chemical trials. The acid present in

both salts appeared to be the crenic, and, in one case, traces of ammonia were
found, constituting a compound salt. When the water was boiled, especially in

metallic vessels, a white deposit of oxides of zinc and iron, with altered organic
matter, appeared, but long-continued ebullition wasicquired to insure complete
decomposition of the salts.

The observed loss of protection in this exposure was deemed a point of much
interest, lor 1 had repeatedly examined iron boilers protected from corrosion by
zinc surfaces, and have recommended this resort in numerous cases within the

last thirty years, under varied circumstances, wlicre the protection seemed to be

nearly complete.
Mentioning those facts to my friend, Dr. Samuel L. Dana, of Lowell, he-

informed uie that zinc surfaces failed to protect iron surfaces exposeil to tlie flow-

ing water of the Memmac River, and showed me the result of such trials ; the
iron being imich corrwied botii near by, and remote from, the protecting metal.

As tlie kinds of well-water which acted on the zinc and iron in these cases are

quite common in every part of New England, it seems doubtful, in a sanitary
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point of view, if such pipes are proper for conducting water eenerally ; for, even

wlien care is exercised, the metals dissolved in the water will surely be found in

the food partaken of by families thus supplied.

I am aware that many persons consider Iwtli zinc and iron compounds when

taken into the system as not actively poisonous, if even harmful, compounds of

Iron especially " being found in the system. The chemical fact of the most

importance in" this connection is that the compounds of iron naturally found in

the svstcra are derived from compounds of iron cvisting in the food by the

simplest transformation, and that other forms of combination will not supply

these, and are active extraneous bodies which leave their marks on the stomach

tissues.
.

In illustration of the activity of an iron salt when the dose is very minute, the

effects of chalybeate waters may be instanced, and there are few medical men
who have not witnessed the most surprising changes in the system induced by

these, even when the ordinarv preparations of iron have failed in their action.

Nowi in most of the ferruginous waters it is the crenate of the protoxide of iron

which occurs—the same salt which the galvanised pipes produce—while the zinc

is not found as the well-known oxide, but in the state of an active salt corre-

sjionding to the iron compound, and has no claim to consideration as a body

forming heqlthy secretions.

TIMBER PROOF AGAINST THE WHITE ANT AND SEA-
WORM.

THE Atutralian Mail gives some notes on a timber grown in Western
Australia which is said to be proof against the white ant and sea-worm. It

is commonly called " mahogany " in Western Australia, and it very much resem-

bles that wood in appearance. "The native name is "jarrah," and the botanical

name of the tree " Eucalyptus." It has properties which make it peculiarly ap-

plicable for works in the"Tropics, or on the sea-coast, viz., that neither the white

ant nor the sea-worm will touch it, and that it suffers very little from exposure

to the sun or atmosphere. It can be delivered in India or the Mauritius in

picked logs, or in baulk (provided a quantity of not less than 200 loads is pur-

chased at one time), for less than 4s. a cubic foot, and if arrangements were made
for a larger quantity—say of not less than 400 loads—it might be delivered

for 3s. 6d. a foot, or less.

The principal part of the timber trade of the colony of Western Australia is at

the Vasse, from whence extensive shipments have been made to the eastern

colonies of Aiistralia, Ceylon, and some of the Indian railways. A quantity has

also been supplied for Government works in the Mauritius.
The average consumption at Fremantle for Government purposes was about

500 loads per annum, and in 185G a contract was entered into for the supply of a

quantitv of timber at Fremantle for 5Ts. 6d. per load. A small advance was
afterwards made on this price, but since that time the trade has been extended

sufficiently ti allow of tlie employment of machinery, and the construction of

trams for the conveyance of llie timber to the port of shipment, so that the

prices are much reduced. In cutting up the sand-grown timber, a waste of

about IS per cent, occurred. The loss in cutting up the logs from near the hills

was not nearly so large as 18 per cent., as the cores of these logs were in general

fonnd.
The chief expense incurred in obtaiuing this timber is the cost of transport to

the place where it is to be used. If the timber was brought in a quantity

exceeding 400 loads, it would be worth while for the captains of the convict ships,

about three of which per annum leave Western Australia for Ceylon or India,

scekins cargo, to take it in as cargo for India, &c., and it is believed that in this

case freight could be obtained fora littleover£l per ton. The charge for freight

would probably not exceed 249. a ton, orSGs. aload, which would be aboutSid. per

foot—say 9d. The engineer of the Columbo and Kandy Railroad in Ceylon, said,

in 1858, that hecouldafford to give £7 a load for timber fitted for piles, stringers,

or sleepers ; and since that time a considerable order has been given to parties in

the colony, on account of this timber, so it is fair to presume that the price at

Ceylon did not much exceed £7. The cost of these sleepers at Madras has been

10s. each, which is about the same as that of the Indian woods of the best clasa.

It has been supplied to Adelaide, South Australia, and Melbourne, Victoria, in

scantlings fit for railway purposes, for less than the price above estimated.

Captain Wray, Royal Engineers, says :
—" As regards its properties, I have

myself used upwards of 3,000 loads of it in buildings, jetties, and bridges, and I

have examined timbers which have l)een exposed to the action of the white ant
and sea-worm in situations where it could have been destroyed, if liable to

destruction from either of these causes, and I never saw any penetration deeper

than the sap wood, though deal, or other timber close by, was completely eaten

away. This indemnity from destruction is generally attributed to its containing

largequantities of gum resin. The strength and elasticity is about equal to Riga
fir. This was ascertained bv a series of experiments on beams, with a bearing of

12 feet, conducted by Mr. Manning, Clerk of Works at Fremantle. The weight
of the timber makes it inapplicable to moveable joiners' work, such as doors or

sashes ; but the white ant, only working in the dark, will not attack these unless

a building is left unoccupied for a lengthened period. I know of no objection to

it, except tliat it is somewhat slow to season, and, if exposed before seasoned,

will fly, and cast, perhaps, rather more than other timbers. Tlie plan lately

adopted in Western Australia to season it was to leave the logs in the sea for a

few weeks. and then draw them up on the beach, and cover them with a few

inches of seaweed, taking care to prevent the sun getting at their ends. My
experience led me to the conclusion that logs might lie in this way without
injury for almost any length of time. Boards were cut 7 inches wide, and
stacked so as to admit of a free circulation of air for five or six months before

using."
The consulting engineer of the Madras Railway says " the wood is well spoken

of by our engineers." The trial has not as yet been long enough to enable the

qualitiesof the wood to be thoroughly tested on the Madras Railway, but the

engineer saySj in January, " that those placed on the road in July are in good
condition at this date, and form an efficient sutetitute for teak in girder bridges."
Some specimens now coming from Western Australia for the Great Exhibition
will supplement this report in respect of proof of durability, both under sea
water and in situations where it is liable to attack by the white ant, as there will

be exhibited logs that have Ijeen in use as piles, &c., &c., for periods of from
twenty to tiiirty years, without receiving the slightest injury.

ARCHITECTURAL INSTITUTE OF SCOTLAND.
fllHE Arcliitcctural Institute of Scotland have issued the twelfth report of the

J. Council of Management, who say, that the Institute has been indebted

during the past session for communications to the following gentlemen :

—

I. Cosmo Inne^, Esq., Professor of Universal History la the University of Edinburgh,
Introductory Address, Subject, " Suggestions for the adaptation of Architectural .Style to

Place and Site."

II. David M'Gibtion, Esq., " Remarks on the Photographs of the Architectural Photo-
graphic Association."

III. John Lessels, Esq., architect, " An Inquiry as to the True Principles for our guidance
in the Restoration of Old Buildings."

From the list of papers read, it might appear that there had been less than the

usual amount of business transacted during the past session, this is not

altogether the case, as there have been various subjects of public interest, or of

interest to the profession, which have been before the Institute. In pai'ticular,

for example, it may be mentioned that the operations at Roslin Chapel were the

subject of discussion at repeated meetings ol the Fellows ; and the remonstrances

of the Fellows against the pernicious consequences of these operations appeared

in the newspapers at the time. The Council regret to think that Lord Rosslyn

should not have yielded to the many representations which were made to hini

from various quarters on the subject.

Another subject which was brought before a General Meeting of the Institute,

and was subsequently taken up by the Fellows, is one which lias created much
interest among architectural societies during the past year,—viz., the suliject of

establishing a course of study and examination for diplomas for architects. As
this subject is still before the" Fellows, and no definite conclusion has been come
to by them, the Council cannot do more than say that it has met with a general

approval—it being considered that at present the profession, for want of some

test or another of qualificatipn to join it, does not possess that status which it

ought to enjoy.

The Council further state that, having been applied to on the subject of the

Institute's joining the Architectural Alliance which was proposed of tlie various

architectural bodies throughout the country, after several meetings, resolved

that such alliance was desirable ; and Messrs. John Lessels and John Dick
Ptddie, architects, Edinburgh, were appointed to represent this Institute at the

meetings of the Alliance.

The "International Exhibition of 1862 has likewise occupied a considerable

share of the attention of the Council, who have been at some pains to endeavour

to obtain sucli representation of the state of architecture in Scotland as might be

worthy of the country. Whether it will be so remains to be seen ; but the

Council state that they understand that not more than about twenty archi-

tects in Scotland have applied for space. Messrs. David Rhind and Robert

Matheson were appointed members, to represent the Institute in the General

Architectural Committee in London, in connection with the Exhibition ; and

these gentlemen have taken considerable pains in order to obtain a representation

of the works of deceased Scotch architects.

The honors offered by the Institute to apprentices were gained, last session, by

the following young men :

—

I. For the best geometrical drawing. Medals—John M'Gibbon, apprentice to Messrs.

Baird and Thomson, architects, Glasgow j and Edward F. J. Clarke, apprentice to Jlr.

David M'Gibbon, architect, Edinburgh—equal. Second Prize—'VVilliam Dothie Dobson,

apprentice to Mr. Patrick Wilson, architect, Edinburgh.
U. For the best perspective drawing. Under this head was worthy of the distinguish-

ing mark of a book—G. M. Moyes, apprentice to Mr. James Anderson Hamilton, architect,

Edinburgh.
III. For a series of drawings from old buildings, measured and drawn from theonginals.

Medal—William Porteons, apprentice to Messrs. Bell and Mcnzies, architects, Edinburgh.

Second Prize—John Thomson, apprentice to Messrs. Bell and Menzies. Third Prize—John
Lawrle, apprentice to Mr. William Pairbairn, architect, Edinburgh.

IV. For the best original design—subject, a block of buildings for private dwellings.

The Council have awarded the medal to James Souttar, draughtsman to Mr. James

Matthews, architect, Aberdeen. The second prize of a book to William Young, apprentice

toTiIr. Williim Tait, architect, GLasgow.
In modelling, no prize was offered this session ; bnt a book was awarded for the model

ofj a cornice enrichment sent in by James Kennedy, n, Sime's-court, Calton-hill,

Edinburgh.
The Council have announced the following as the subjects of competition for

the present year .

—

I. For the "best geometrical drawing, being an elevation of any existing example of

Grecian or Palladian architecture-to be competed for by apprentices of not more than

three years' standing of any Scotch architect.

II. For the best perspective lino drawing of any existing example of architecture, pro-

jected and raised from the plan.

III. For the best drawings of a small portion of any ecclesiastical building—scale, 4

inches to 10 feet—with details one-fourth of full size ; measured and drawn from the

originals.
.

IV. For the best original design—subject, a church belfry in perspective—scale, 4 inchee

to 10 feet. . ^ .

L The and, 3rd, and 4th to be competed for by apprentices or draughtsmen to any Scotcn

architect. Drawings under .3rd and 4th heads may be tiiitetl.

The competition drawings to be lodged at the rooms of the Institute, Edinburgh, on or

before the Ist day of March, 18C2, accompanied by a sealed note containing the autliorJ

name, and bearing outside and inside a motto, and the head of competition under which

it Is to be placed. The motto on the letter to conform exactly to that on the drawing.

The prize drawings to be retained by the Institute.

In last year's report it was suggested to be desirable'.to adopt the suggestion of

the professional members made some years before, that, in lieu of Transactions,

the Institute should publish a series of lithographed engravings of select ex-

amples of buildings, ancient and modern. There have been some practical

difficulties in the way of carrying out this suggestion, which was approved of at

the meeting at which the report was read ; and the Council have resolved that,

for one year at least, the resolution to publish engravings shell be suspended, and

they will forthwith issue another volume of Transactions.

From the abstract of the treasurer's accounts, it is gratifying to find that the

finances of the Institute are in a good state, and, rc.'crring to previous years, are

improving. This state of matters has principally arisen from a reduction of the

expenditure in consequence of the change of premises.

The report is signed by Messrs. J. Dick Peddle, Chairman, and William

Miller, Hon. Sec.

The Transactions of the Institute, tenth and eleventh sessions, are also pub-

lished, forming the fourth partoftlie fifth volume. The part contains Introductory

Addresses, by Professor Blackie and Mr. Cosmo Innes; a Notice of the Life and

Works of W. H. Playfair, by Mr. J. M. Graham ; and an Inquiry as to the 'True

Principles for our Guidance in the Restoration of Old Buildings, by Mr.

Lessels.
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AN INQUIRY AS TO THE TRUE PRINCIPLES FOR OUR
GUIDANCE IN THE RESTORATION OF OLD BUILDINGS.*

THE subject whicli I liave the honour to bring before you is one of «o much

importance in itself, that I need not make any apology for its introduction.

It will recommend itself to your notice by its own merits ; and although wliat

I have got to say reaatding it is sufficiently well known to my professional

brethren, yet, as our convictions may not prove alike, I hope that my remarks

may lead to such discussion as will elicit your opinions individually, and prove

the means of strengthening each other's hands when our aid is required in the

execution of such work. Trusting, therefore, that you will And in these motives

an excuse for my shortcominsis otherwise, I will proceed without further

It may appear, on the first glance at the question before us, that nothing could

be more easily answered. It might be thought that if a building has iaUen into

decay from the wasting eifects of time, or been ovcrtlirown by some oi those

eventful chances in our history which have laid so many of our finest edihces in

ruins, it should be a simple matter to rebuild it as it formerly stood, the founda-

tions, in most cases being extant ; for although we might not be in possession ot

such facts as would furnish suHicient data to regulate the details of any smgle

building re(iuiring restoration, there may be other buildings of the same class still

in existence which will afford a sufficient clue for our guidance. On closer ex-

amination, however, it will be found that the varied conditions under which every

building has originally been constructed are so many and complex, that it is a

very difficult matter to bring them again into action in its reconstruction; and,

consequently, that 'any restoration must fail, in so far as it may not be m our

power to comply with all the conditions originally brought to bear on it.

In an inquiry of this kind, it may therefore not be out of place to take a hasty

glance at the past history of architecture, referring only, however, to those

styles which have affected to greater or less degree the architecture of our own
country.

In doing so, we shall find that men in early ages built merely to shelter them-

selves from the inclemency of the weather, and to find protection from those

hostile to their interests—that as they congregated more and more together, and

wealth increased, walls and towers were raised for the defence of the community,

and temples for the worship of their gods—and that, from the smallest and

rudest beginnings, architecture rose and progressed in its course, until it culmi-

nated among the Greeks, four hundred years before the Christian era, in such

perfection of art as the Parthenon at Athens : a work which, for simple and

majestic grandeur, has never been surpassed, and, even in its decay, has called

forth the admiration of each succeeding age—an admiration well embodied in

those expressive lines of the poet :

—

' Alas I though perfect form o£ grace.

Once deem'd of gods meet dwelling-place

!

Thou master-work of Phidias' hands,

—

Thou boast and marvel of all lands!

Perish'd thou art
;
yet fairer so,

Than all that later art can show!'

Constructed of the finest marble of Pentellicus, with a precision that even yet

defies the ravages of time, and adorned with sculpture so exquisite, that the very

relics of it are now considered among the chiefest of England's art-treasures, it

seemed as if Greek art had reached the climax in its production, and could go no

further, for in the four succeeding centuries it gradually declined.

The Romans, with their conquest of Greece, appear to have imbibed so much
of the spirit of their art, that, with the aid of Greek artists, they were able to

form a style for themselves, which, although less refined in its nature, was even

more gorgeous in its beauty than the Greek, lighter in its proportions, and more
capable of being adapted to suit the wants of that luxurious people. This new
style reached its greatest perfection, as exemplified in the Temple of Jupiter

Stator, in the Forum, Rome, and in other buildings of that period, in the reign

of the Emperor Augustus, about the commencement of the Christian era, and

continued in use for about four centuries. At that time, as there had been

previously in the Greek, so there was then a decline in Roman art ; while the

overthrow of the Roman empire by the Visigoths, and the spoliation of Rome, on
two different occasions within half a century, must have seriously affected the

further advancement of Roman Architecture; and, towards the end of the sixth

century, we read of its total decline.

A new element had, however, been brought into action, for the Lombards, who
were at that epoch in possession of the Roman States, working with their own
ideas among the relics of the preceding ages, by degrees produced a new style,

generally known as the Romanesque, totally different from either Greek or

Roman, in which the columnar ordinance was not inharmoniously blended with

Gothic forms. This style received considerable patronage from the Papal

powers, whose influence at that time was great, and many beautiful examples of

it yet remain.
Bnt as everything in tliis world seems designed to be transitory, the semi-

circular arch; which had up to then formed one of tlie most distinctive marks of

Roman Architecture, in its turn gave way to the Pointed ; which, in the end of

the eleventh and beginning of the twelfth centuries, we find mixed up with the

seinicircnlar, in the minor details, in France and some other portions of Europe,
until, by some sudden impulse, which cannot now be easily accounted for, the

Pointed finally superseded the former.
To turn now to our own country—we find little account of any buildings of

note, except those raised by the Romans in the southern parts of the island

;

and of these we are merely informed of their decline in the end of the third

century.
The middle of the fifth century was marked by the arrival of the Saxons ; but

very little of their architecture is believed to be in existence.
In 652, we have notice of the Bishop of Lindisfearn having built a timber

church on Holy Island. At a later date, we learn that Alfred the Great did

much to advance building and architecture. 'The greatest and most marked
change, however, was that which followed the Conquest of England by William
of Normandy, at the end of the eleventh century, at which time, or a little

previous, the Romanesque, better known with us now as the Norman style,

which, as we have already stated, had been in use a considerable time previously
in Italy, was introduced into Britain ; but with us, as there, it was only adopted
to be superseded by the Early Pointed in the end of the twelfth century.

* A condensed report of this paper, read at a meeting of the Architectural Institute of
Scotland by Mr. JCWN Lessels, P.A.I.S., appeared in our last volume ; we now give the
P*per in txteruo, from the Transactions of the Institute, mentioned in another page.

With the general introduction of the pointed arch, a great change took place

in the principal features of our architecture. The horizoiitality of the leading

lines in its composition which had prevailed from the Classical period downwards,

had now to give way to the Perpendicular arrangeiu(;nt, which continued and

formed one of the leading features of our Gothic architecture through its best

periods, and was only departed from in its decline.

The Pointed Gothic, commencing with what we term Early English, in the

end of the twelfth century, passed through all its phases, and became the archi-

tecture of this country for a period of somewhere above four centuries. It is

gratifying to know that we possess excellent examples of all the diHerent periods

;

and although they are of smaller size and less florid in their decorations, they

will bear comparfson, for beauty of proportion and elegance of design, with any
of continental Europe.
Time will not permit, neither is it necessary here, to offer anv definition of

the varied changes that took place in the arrangement of the details and in the

sculptural decorations, nor yet the time that elapsed from the end of one period

to the commencement of the one following, which produced such beautiful

variety in the transitional periods. These have been so clearly defined by

Rickman, Sharpe, and other writers, that I may pass them without further

remark. With the beauty of the details in moulding and sculpture, both in

design and workmanship, however, we cannot be too much unpressed, nor

should we neglect any opportunity of studying them. Artists in those days

worked without the cares and anxieties attendant on the prospect of an unper-

formed contract. The art-workmen, too, were also in many cases the designers

;

and thus a spirit of vigour and freedom pervaded their works which is entirely

wanting in our modern productions, bach man's heart was in his work, and

each, I have no doubt, vied with his neighbour whose labours should prove most

excellent. Works were produced which liave proved the admiration and

instruction of ages past ; and much of it seems, from the sound condition it is yet

in, capable of enduring the ravages of time, and aii'ording pleasure and

enjoymenWo future generations—a pleasure which seems now to be widely par-

taken of bv the community, and not only so, but desired and understood.

Those who have any doubt of this, I would ask to read those beautiful verses in

the Com/iiH-Voj^rtrine, entitled the "Carver's Lesson."

I have now reached the end of the sixteenth century as regards our Eccle-

siastical architecture. At that time it was subjected to another change by the

introduction of the revived Classic or Renaissance, which the Quatro and Cinaue

Centists of Italy had carried to great perfection. The works of Sir Christopher

Wren and Inigo Jones, with a host ot others in this style, still remain to us

;

and although some of these are very excellent, yet it never reached the per-

fection here which it had attained in the Italian states, but, on the contrary,

descended with rapid strides to that chaotic darkness which overtook archi-

tecture in the eighteenth century, when all purity of style and character seems

to have been lost.

On the civil architecture of our own country (for we have a style of

our own) much might be said, if time permitted ; but I must limit my remarks

to its general features.

It commenced with the lofty single square tower, which was increased in sise

according to the wants of its owner, ever keeping in view and providing for the

best means of defence. It was solid and massive in appearance, with its solids

enormously large in proportion to the voids. Altogether widely separated in its

spirit from the Ecclesiastical jVrchitecture of the same age, except in the later

periods, it possesses a certain amount of grandeur and dignity of effect peculiariy

its own ; while, in the later examples, the variety of heights iu the gables, its

round corbelled turrets and high-pitched roofs, with their quaint dormer windows,

give to it a rich and picturesque appearance.

Much of it was also good in execution, but the details and ornamental portions

do not appear to have reached that perfection and delicacy attained in the reli-

gious structures, being in general overdrawn, rude, and quaint, and bearing

much tlie look of having been executed by workmen copying lirom origuials they

did not quite understand or appreciate.

Such then, are the materials we have to deal with in the process of restoiation

—an Ecclesiastical architecture beai-ing in itself one connected chain of historical

record from the end of the eleventh down to the end of the sixteenth century
;

and although few buildings bear evidence of being carried out to completion in

the precise style in which they were commenced, yet there are some fine examples

ofsuch—Glasgow Cathedral, for instance—whilst many, from the changes they

have undergone at dift'erent periods, contain in themselves examples of both the

earliest and latest work—sucli as Melrose Abbey, where the whole are so agree-

ably blended, that it becomes a matter of research to know where one style ends

and another begins.

Each bnilding possesses, therefore, a value in itself, not only as a work of

architecture, but an exponent of the wants and feelings of ages that are past, of

which no other record may be in existence.

Many of them also, irom tlie lapse of time and other accidental causes, present

to the eye objects of such picturesque beauty, that poets and painters find in them

a constant theme for the exercise of their talents, and they have now become so

much enhanced in value by the associations that surround them, that one feels it

to be desecration to interfere with a single stone, or even to remove one single

stem of the ivy which threatens, in the luxuriance of its growth, to overtlirow the

very pinnacle to whicli it has clung in its aspirations.

If these Ecclesiastical remains have become so time-hallowed and precious,

surely what we have of a civil and domestic character cannot be less so ; but

as restoration is the order of the day, we must now proceed to it with all

alacrity. „ . . .11
Supposing, then, that we have now got well read up in our Arehteology as a

due preparation, and made careful drawings of our subject—making ourselves

familiar not only with its style, but also with the spirit that pervades the work-
to carry on the operations will be our next step. But in this, the most important

stage, I must now pause and ask your advice.

Let us, then, take up a case in point. The walls of the church that we have

to restore had originally been well built in courses of squared stone ; but have

now in many places got dilapidated, and there are portions of them slightly dis-

Elaced.
The whole surface of the stone, more particularly on the south front,

as become abraded by the weather and discoloured by time ; the joints have

opened, and are now irregular, while the mass of tlie wall is sound ; the under

portions of the base mouldings are also wasted, and the under plinths of the base-

ment have got displaced. Shall we recommend the base and wall courses to be
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drawn out, the moaldinfrs of the base to be re-worked, and the whole wall le-

fiiced with new stone, polished and close-jointed ?

The jainb mouldings and tracery of the windows are in many places broken :

the carved work wasted, as well as some of the mullions, while others are sound
and good. Is it consistent that we should reduce the thickness of the mouldings,
alter their profile to suit the reduced size, and hare them re-worked, to corre-

spond with our new ashlar?

I think I can anticipate a netrative to both of my (luestions, and am afraid you
think me very foolish to have asked them. Yet, is" not this course followed every
day? Have we not an instance of it in our own St. Giles'? (Edinburgh). Do
we not meet with it over the whole length and breadth of England ? Are not
some of the finest of the French cathedrals undergoing that process at present ?

Did I not sec. only a few years ago, t!ie beautiful Church of St. Ouen, at Rouen,
scrapetl and cleaned, until the whole surface was spick and span new, from the

pinnacle of the spire to the under plinth of the base?
With such authorities as these, can I not indulge ray fancy also for scraping,

whitewashing, and polishing up the front of my church equally with my neigh-

bours ? Don't you see how clean and nice the front of St. Giles' looks since it

was cleaned ? ft is not a whit inferior to St. John's ; it has none ol the dirty,

dusty, worn-out look about it now : and he would be a clever fellow, who, coming
into our town, could discover the 'Auld Kirk,' where Jenny Geddes' stool

played so conspicuous a part, if we did not aid him in his explorations for tliat

pile.

These are the best arguments that can be brought forward in support of the

case, but I fear you are still unsatisfied. I need not ask you, therefore, about
the pierced parapet and pinnacles I intended to have introduced to your notice,

for, I doubt not, these would be negatived in like manner.
Perplexetl, but not quite in despair, I think I hear a comforting voice whisper-

ing, " Each of those stones you would remove has an interest and beauty in

itself. They are, in fact, the component parts of the building you would restore.

Yon don't want a new building
; you wish to hand down the present building in

all its integrity to future generations, as the 'veritable building,' witli its

various associations, that has stood there for these six centuries past. You would
not perpetrate a falsehood in stone and mortar, but if you adopt such measures,
you may depend on it the verdict of every educated man woula be, that you had
been perpetrating falsehood with fraudulent intent, as it is to produce a fraudulent
apparance that you wish to do it. Remember that the want of trutli in any
building, as in man or woman, ultimately and eifectively destroys all the interest
otherwise attached to it. No other quality, however brilliant, will compensate
for the want of truth ; and, as one of our greatest earthly enjoyments consists in

the entire confidence we repose in those we love and trust, so our greatest dis-

appointments arise from the want of it, and we turn in like disgust from sham
and pretension in one thing as from all.

If you would be an honest restorer, you must be content to follow closely in

the footsteps of the original designer, not only in the spirit but in the letter,

assimilating both the drawing and the workmanship to the original as far as it is

possible so to do, carefullypre«rving all that can be preserved, adding nothing,
taking nothing away. Where walls are loose, and the cement has lost its hold,
the best thing you can do will be to take them down in small portions, and have
them rebuilt by careful workmen, laying every stone again in its own place, and
making it imiierative that they shall by no means destroy the original surface :

rather leave jamb or arch moulding untouched, although these may be a little

wasted, if their security is not otherwise afiected, than insert new for the sake of
a fine surface. It would be ill-spent time and labour wasted, to put in new work
merely for the gratification of those who could not appreciate the original work.
Their opinion is not worth valuing.
Window tracery is of so fragile a nature, that it may often require restoration

when little more is needed ; but if such has to be resorted to, it ought to be care-
fully worked to correspond in every way with the original. As much of the
beanty of an old building often lies in the weather-staining and colours of the
mosses and lichens on its surface, these should be preserved with care, except in
such cases as tliey may be found to be injuring the building. Where the joints

of the masonry require filling up, all unseemly patch-work should be avoided, as
nothing is more offensive to the eye of taste than to see a picturesque old sable
scarred over with patches of white mortar, or a black and oily cement, of which,
as well as whitewashing, we have had too many examples.

Now, as the principle which guides us in the restoration of a part is equally
applicable to the whole, I need not waste your time going further into details in

this case. Tliere are, however, cases in which we may be compelled to adopt
another system in carrying out our restorations ; but in Scotland these will prove
the exception, not the rule, although in England it is painful to observe how
very frequently they occur. I allude to those buildings where the stone is of such
a friable nature as to crumble away rapidly under the influence of the weather,
as you must all have seen, where carving, mouldings, and all trace of workman-
ship disappear, and a rude and shapeless mass of wall only is left.

When such does occur, the very safety of the building becomes endangered,
and there is only a choice left between two evils; and however unwilling, you
will be compelled to adopt the method first suggested, of cutting out every stone
and replacing it with new. But the same principles that we held to be the rule
for our guidance in the first case must also apply to tliis, let the new work be
made a counterpart of the original in its whole style and detail.

I may mention, before proceeding further, that it is sometimes our lot to meet
with some late and inferior work attached to, and destroying the character of,

the early work to which it has been added. When this is the case, I think there
need be no hesitation in at once removing it, and restoring the parts to their
original condition ; hut such cases must inevitably be left to the judgment of the
party employed in the restoration.

Again, we are called upon to examine a church of the fourteenth century,
which is all sound and in good repair, and has long been used for the parish
church, but which now, from an increase of the population, is insufficient for the
accommodation of the worshippers. The hearers also complain of the pillars
between the nave and aisles being in the way, the windows too small, and that
the church is somewhat dark, and altogether not well suited for the present mode
of worship.
How are we to deal with it ? The answer to this would be very simple, if

money were no consideration
; for we then would recommend that a new church

should be built, and the old allowed to stand as one of the landmarks of its gene-
ration. But in those days of utilitarianism, that answer would find little favour
among the generality of heritors of parishes, who probably, before they came to

consult you, had made up their minds what sum thev intended to expend, and
only asked your assistance from some vague and undefined idea that you can
help them to make a better bargain with their builder.
You may have heard, previous to these repairs being mooted, some individual

Heritor congratulating the pariah on having such a fine specimen of that style
of architecture, and telling how many, eminent as antiquaries and archmologists,
have visited aud measure<l all its details; but now collectively you will soon find
them ignoring all the charms of its architecture, in the desire to accomplish their
ends with as little outlay ns possible.

Y'our first thoughts, perhaps, are of pleasure in being the party selected to
whom the work is to be entrusted, and you may be already considering with what
a loving care you will go about it. You have not yet learned all the " secrets of
the prison-house ;" as yet they have only talked to you of arehitecture, and you
are invited to go out aud see the place, and meet the building committee; and
then and there they put a damper on your enthusiasm, by acquainting you of
the very liberal sum they have voted for the work, which you are also made to
understand must cover the architect's charges. Possibly you now make up your
mind to throw up all connection with the affair, and return to town as quickly as
possible ; but on second reflection you j)crceive that, if you won't, another will.

You go to work with a heavy heart; for you know as assuredly as you have
taken it in hand, that those very men who lay the onerous charge upon your
shoulders without providing proper means for its fulfilment, will also take shelter
under your name for all the shortcomings in carrying out the work; and you
may, perhaps, have the pleasure of hearing them coolly telling their friends that
architects don't understand these things now-a-days, and of the world of trouble
they have had in getting their church put right. I have no doubt they
had much trouble, but only in reconciling their principles to the state of the
exchequer.

Well, as we find we have not the means to build a new church, we must make
the money go as far as we can on the old one ; and seeing it is a profitless and
expensive process altering old walls, and contrary to the principles we have been
inculcating, we shall allow these to stand, and make an addition, in the shape of
transepts against the east gable. Possibly that gable may require to be taken
down ; we know that this was frequently done in the best days of Mediaeval work
(which will be a sop to the sticklers for precedent). It is common sense that dic-
tates it to us ; for we believe in architecture being progressive, not, as some of
its professors would have it now, stationary. We see also that, in those times,
they did not hesitate to engraft the style of one period on that preceding it, when
they could do so harmoniously ; and as we have complaints of want of light in
this building, were we to adopt a later style it may afford us more license and
better meet the requirements of the day. This, however, you will observe, is not
imperative— it is entirely optional. But we must take particular care not to
injure or detract from the appearance of the old work ; and while we preserve a
true sense of the unity required in the composition, we must also endeavour to
assimilate the new to the old, so that each may give value to the other, and that
the character of the original work shall be enhanced and maintained so as to
produce a satisfactory result. Of course we must take care that the additions,
when completed, shall prove fit for their purpose, and as good as the cireum-
stances of the case will permit.

Hitherto we have only alluded to restorations as connected with Ecclesiastical
architecture, as it is, in fact, public property, in interfering with which some
respect should be had to the feelings of the community. We can easily conceive
what would be our annoyance and disappointment, alter we had travelled some
hundred miles to see and verify for ourselves the details of a church of some

E
articular type, of which we had read, and found that our journey
ad been made in vain, the building having undergone the process of

"restoration" by some heartless renovator, who had destroyed all trace of its

identity.

It has been said that " every man's house is his kingdom," where he may reign
supreme. (I suspect the author of that saying lived out of the reach of tax-
gatherers.) If such, therefore, be the case, it will be evident that domestic arehi-

tecture must be ruled by the taste of individual proprietors; but yet tliere are
circumstances, which will readily enough suggest themselves to your minds,
where the public may claim an interest in preserving a private dwelling, and that
without lying under"the imputation of claiming a right ofroadway unrighteously.
Where such is the case, public opinion, respectfully expressed, will seldom fall to

command attention.

In carrying out extensive restorations or alterations on a dwelling-house, cha-
racteristic of any particular period of architecture, it will, in general, be desirable

to adhere to that character in the new work as far as the requirements of the pro-
prietor will admit. I repeat, as far as the requirements will admit; for as "fit-

ness " ought to be the ground work ofall good architecture, adherence to a particular

style will not compensate nor prove an excuse for the want of it. The original

designer, no doubt, contrived liis plans to suit tlie wants of the proprietor, in the

first place, and then built in the style of the age. It will not do, therefore, to

neglect the major principle for the sake of canning out the minor. You are

making additions to suit the extended wants of the present proprietor; and the

character of the new work ought, in like manner, to be an extension of tlie original

style, to meet these demands. I cannot conceive a greater absurdity, than for a
man, in the erection of a new mansion, to confine the size of its windows to the

dimensions of pigeon-holes, to the exclusion of all the glorious benefits ofsunlight,

in the silly idea that he was carrying out the pure Scotch style, overlooking alto-

gether its progressive character.
In carrying out buildings of this description, however, another question may

arise, as to wTiether the details and decorations shall partake of the rude, quaint

character of the original, or be made to harmonise with those of the present day.

I think this question is very easily solved : for rude and quaint, nay, even puerile,

as some of the decorations of our domestic architecture often are, you will gene-
rally find that they have the germ of something good in them ; and I wouldcon-
sider the man unworthy the name of architect, who could not seize upon the spirit

of the original, and carry it out, without descending to iiuerility, on the one hand,

or destroying its character by over-refinement on the other.

I think it has been rather the fault than otherwise to copy literally those quaint
old things, both good and bad. With tliis I have no sympathy, and would con-
sider it no excuse—for the perpetration of something decidedly ugly, to be told

that it was a facsimile of one three hundred years old. We have not yet iidvanced

so far in art as to be able to retrograde with impunity. The painter and sculptor,

when they condescend to copy, select the most excellent models they can procure;

and they only copy that they may with more certainty arrive at a knowledge of
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those principles by wliich those who preceded them attained perfection. I think

it is equally important, that we, too, in our selection of examples, should

<:hoose those" only tliat are valuable for their beauty of proportion ana elegance of

form.
There is another class of restoration which is now falling rapidly into disrepute,

but which it would not be right to pass unnoticed. I allude to copying portions

of old edifices wholesale, and adopting them into new work. I have nodoubt that

one and all of us, in the days o{ our " Paul Pryisin " (a great fault, I fear, in

tiie profession), have stumbled on some newly erected lofty pile, where you

could, without the assistance of your cicerone, tell whence all the individual

details had been brought and what positions. they had previously occupied. In

such a case, although the workmanship was excellent, the difierent parts in

themselves good, and neither money nor labour had been spared in its execution,

you felt that it was still tame and unsatisfactory in its general effect ; and why ?

.Sim|)Iy, because it was a piece of unmeaning patchwork, put togethiT without

regard to the real expression of (he proprietor's wants or feelings, merely

because such things had been done formerly. Bannerets that, in the original

building from which they had been taken, were synonymous with those that had

Iieralded a Percy, or sortie such gallant name, to victory on many a hard-fought

field, and formed jjart of the pageant and associations of the "house," calling

to the retainers' remembrance deeds of daring done by their fathers, were here

useless, because they had no significance or meaning. As a whole, soulless and

lifeless, you found in it the spirit of every man's work but his who had put it

together ; and yet, with a most wonderful degree of vanity, thought himself the

veritable architect of the building, and, more than likely, did not allow even a

single drawing to leave his office—no, not even that for the nail-heads of the

<ioors—without initialing it in four-inch letters with his renowned name. I do

not know how you may have felt on such occasions, but I have always found

my arm nerving, and the wish rising with me for the hammer of the iconoclast,

that I might strip away some of its borrowed " proprieties," and show the utter

contempt I felt for such heartless perpetrations.

I trust there are few now to whom this stigma will apply in the profession, as

I believe that the members generally care more for the honour of their own
name than the fee to be received from their client ; for, although we can't get on

in the world well without that, it will always prove the last consideration in

the mind of the true artist.

There is only another class of buildings to which I shall ask your attention—

that is, the remains of our ecclesiastical, castellated, and domestic architecture.

I allude to those in ruins, some of which could be renewed if it were desirable

to do so, and all possessing too much interest and value to be allowed to go
further into decay.

If it is desirable to preserve those relics at all, their value will be the greater

that we preserve them in as much of their original integrity as is left to us ; and
although it would be practicable in many cases to complete what is wanting,

so that when completed they could again be brought to use, I, for my part, would

be the last who would propose such a measure. In a church, for instance, it

would not be agreeable to the feelings of a congregation to sit two hours within

the grey and hoary walls of such a structure ; and if we cover these with

plaster, and destroy the unity previously existing between the exterior and
interior, the associations connected with it are destroyed, and it will then have

lost just so much of its value as a relic.

I have never been so fortunate as to meet with a restoration of that kind

which did not raise a greater sensation of pain than of pleasure ; and I therefore

think it would be better to restrict our endeavours to make good the deficiencies

of what is left, than restore what is gone. While speaking of this, I think it

would be within the province of the Institute to inform our noble President

that there is a great deal of Melrose Abbey in such a state that, if immediate

measures are not taken to repair it, the consequences may be very serious

;

whereas, if taken in time, it will be a simple matter to put it right. Mr. Cousin,

Mr. Brown, and I, made a careful examination of the Abbey last season, and
were much struck with the condition in which it was. I may here give our

Secretary a hint that Mr. Cousin might possibly be persuaded to make this a
subject for a paper for our next meeting.

I will only touch upon one other subject connected with restoration, and I am
done.
Much discussion has lately taken place in regard to the restoration of the

old cross of this city, and placing it on the original site.

If we may form a correct idea of this structure from the description and en-

graving given by Arnot, I think we may be grateful that we are spared the

trouble of its removal, for a greater piece of barbarism can hardly be conceived to

have existed. Can any unprejudiced person look on this engraving and honestly

say they would desire to see the original restored ? If we are to have a cross, there

can be no reasonable objection to taking the shaft and placing it on a few steps to

raise it sufficiently above the street, as in so doing we would not be violating any
principle; but to restore anything more would be a degradation.

It is evident that the civic authorities in 175G, when the substructure could not

have been more than one hundred years old, put very little value upon it

(although they ought to have made better provision for the shaft). With a

greater knowledge of architecture, I think it would be a bold Town Council that

would now venture to renew such an edifice.

If, however, the wants of the town really demand a covered cross, with gallery

for proclamations, as has been contended, "let it be done, and have it entirely new

:

but don't trammel the architect working up old materials that arc unfit for the

purpose. At the same time, the shaft of the old might be erected in some
convenient place, as has been done with that of Peebles, in the court of the

Chambers Institution.

It would be well if we had some court connected with our proposed Industrial

Museum, in which, as in that of L'Ecole des Beaux Arts, Paris, such relics

could be fitted up and preserved.

X have now, in a hurried and cursory manner, gone over the nature of the

buildings requiring restoration, and the manner in which they ought to be dealt

with ; but in order to have done justice to the subject, it would have required two
or three papers and a series of drawings to have illustrated them. The shortness

of the time that has elapsed since I was asked to bring it forward has totally pre-

vented me preparing these. If, however, it leads to the matter being properly

discussed, I shall be satisfied. I am afraid I may have left much untouched that

I should have gone into, and gone into a great deal that I ought to have avoided

;

but I have not had time to condense and systematise those desultory observations,

and trust, as I before mentioned, that my desire and intention will excuse this.

ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUM.
TIIE lecture for Tuesday last, when Mr. BKKKSFOiiD-IiorE, the President of

the Institution, occupied the chair, was entitled "On the History of the

Temple Areaat Jerusalem, with its buildings and sub-structures," by Dr. Krm ete
PlEROTTi, architect to the Pasha of Jerusalem. The lecture, which was nume-
rously attended, was illustrated by a great number of drawings and plans.

The Ch.\irman, in introducing the lecturer, said they would have

that night a lecture of very peculiar interest ; at the same time he

must explain to the meeting why the council had a little deviated from the or-

dinarv routine. The gentleman to whom they would be indebted for the infor-

mation they should receive that night was Seignior Pierotti, who had lived in

an olificial situation at Jei-usalem for several years, and had collected much topo-

graphical and other information in that city. But he could not address a public

assembly in the English language, the present being his first visit to England;
however, in the I-'rench language Seijfnior Pierotti would explain very briefly

what was the purport of his information, and then after that their friend the

Hev. George Williams, who had made the topography of Jerusalem a subject

of study, would give ratire details respecting the discoveries of the lecturer in

English. Seignior Pierotti having briefly addressed the meeting in French

in introducing the subject of his lecture, the Rev. Mr. Wilmam.s interpreted,

and illustrated with much minuteness by referring to maps, drawings, anil plans,

a document in French containing an account of Seignior Pierotti's discoveries

and inferences concerning the site of the temple of Jerusalem. He premised that

there were some points in which he did not agree with Seignior Pierotti, but that

gentleman's discoveries were very interesting. The lecturer then briefly referred

to the selection of the site of the temple by David, to give some account from the

.Scripture narrative of the temple itself, and to state that in the year 70 after

Christ the temple was taken and destroyed by the Romans under Titus. He
next drew attention to the mosque of Omar and other structures which had been

erected on the site of the temple, stated that Seignior Pierotti had made many
discoveries as to the lustory of^the temple area, and gave a description with the

aid of the drawings on the wall, first of the exterior of the

temple area, and then of the interior. He explained, with minuteness, several

drawings relating to Jerusalem, as also a general plan of the city of Jerusalem

by Seignior Pierotti ; but what they had more particularly to consider that night

was the condition of the area of the temple. In some portions ot the area Pierotti

found specimens of masonry which he belfeved to be of the time of Solomon, as

they corresponded to the description of the stone given by Josephus. And because

he found those stones in the position they were in, he found they were much
deeper than the stones used in the other walls in Jerusalem. The stones were

of enormous proportions, and clumped together with iron ; and Josephus told us

that such was the case with the stones of the temple. Above the Solomonian

work Pierotti found that of Herod, then Roman work, and then dabwork, great

experience in which he had gained during a residence of eight years in Jerusalem.

Seignior Pierotti found the existence of a conduit, or sewer, which might have

conveyed the blood of the sacrifice in the temple down to the valley of the

Kedron; he also traced several other conduits, and had found hundreds and

thousands of medals and coins in the valley of the Kedron ; the coins were very

few of them in silver, being mostly brass, but some of them were exceedingly

interesting. After describing some otlier works which Seignior Pierotti met with

in the prosecution of his researches in the area of the temple, Mr. Williams said,

in the exterior of.the mosque one of the most interesting discoveries was made at

the arch of the Ecce Homo, when Pierotti was engaged in tlie establishment of

a house of the Sisters of Sion, a religious body ; in making the requisite excava-

tions he came upon a small Roman arch. But that was not the most important

discovery he made at that particular part. When making further excavations he

found himself in a very extraordinary subterranean building—that was in June,

1860, when he fell into a hole in an enormous underground building. The roof of

this extraordinary building was 18 feet below the level of the Via Dolorosa, all filled

upwithdeJm. Itcommencedat the north-westangleof the temple; its length was

^0 feet, its width 21 feet, height 26J feet on the north, and 28 feet on the south

part. There was a descent into it by eighteen steps in masonry. Wliat this

great subterranean passage was, it was exceedingly difficult to conjecture.

Seignior Pierotti believed it was connected with the fortress Antonio, so minutely

described by Josephus, and where Antigonus was murdered. The architecture of

this passage was exceedingly curious, and was covered over with enormous flags.

Another curious thing in connection with this subterranean passage was, that for

a considerable length along the wall there runs a conduit or aqueduct, which

formerly delivered itself into the pool of Bethesda. He now came to the most

curious discovery Seignior Pierotti had made ; in the course of his excavations he

made a discovery which caused great excitement amongst the Jews,

Mohammedans and Christians of Jerusalem. He tapped a fountain, and no-

body knew whence it came or whither it went. When first tapped the water

was very bad, but after giving out thousands of gallons a day, it became more

palatable, but still it was water of a very peculiar taste. The water was of so

peculiar a character that no two persons agreed as to its qualities : some saying

it was sweet, some bitter, some saying it was salt, some insipid, and so on. One
traveller described the drinking of the water as like drinking cold milk and water.

That water came from the north-east of the city. Seignior Pierotti thought

that here was the aqueduct of Hezekiah, who brought water into the city of

Jerusalem. When the Jews heard of the finding of this running water they

came fiocking down every day to see it, old men, women and children with babes

iu their arms, to bathe themselves with this water, believing that it indicated

the time for the Messiah to come, and for Jerusalem to put on her glory again.

The excitement was scarcely abated now, though the source had been running

for nearly two years. Mr. Williams next proceeded to refer to Seignior

Pierotti's investigations of the interior of the Haram es S?ierif.

Amongst his discoveries in connection with the fortress Antonio was a sub-

terranean passage between the fortress and the eastern gate of the temple, which

corresponded with a passage prepared by Herod for his protection in case of a

rising in the city against his authority, of which he was always afraid. That

passage Seignior Pierotti had actually traced. Mr. Williams then referred to

Pierotti's excavations at the south-east of the temple, where he found worla

whicli he believed to be of the period of Solomon and Herod, and some of which

had been rebuilt by Justinian. The vaulting of portions of the work was of

Roman times. After referring to other discoveries, including the church of

Justiuian, and the Dome of the Rock, the columns of which were not in *''"—

not in the place where they were originally set up, Mr. Williams came to the

water communication, the'conduits and aq'ueducts within tlie Temple enclosure.
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An enonncus quantity of water was introduced into the Temple, to carry off all

the blood and offal of'ihe sacrifice, which would have been an injurious nuisance

if not taken away. He then pointed out a number of conduits which had been
discovered by Seignior Pierotti, and which evidently had connection with the

removal of blood and offiil from the Temple. Mr." Williams resumed his seat

amidst applause.

Mr. \v lOLET (who is well acquainted with Jerusalem) made some remarks in

French, in the course of which he bore testimony to the value of the discoveries

made by I'ierotti.

Seignior Pierotti made a few observations in reply, also in the French
lan$rua^.
The Chairman, on hehalf of the meeting, thanked most heartily Seignior

Pierotti and Mr. Williams.
Shortly afterwards the meeting broke up.

SOCIETY OF ARTS.

AT the meeting of this society on Wednesday last,^lr. Hekry Cole in the

chair, a paper was read '"' On tlie Effect" of Prizes in Improving Manu-
factures," by Mr. Samuel Stdkey. The author said that the question to

be examined was, whether under any circumstances the improvement of

manufactures can be promoted, or manufacturing inventions stimulated, by
invitations to compete for substantial or honorary rewards. It was one that

ought not to, and need not, be discnssed on theoretical grounds, as there was the

experience of centuries of trade to refer to, and the records of more than one
society. He had no doubt that the general impression amount the wealthy and
educated classes was in favour of the prize system ; but his own opinion was the

contrarj'. He tlionght that the conclusions formed on this subject were founded
on the pott hoc, propter hoc fallacy, and that the real cause of the advance in

various manufactures was the daily increasing demand, and competition among
manufacturers, and not the prizes given at exhibitions or elsewhere. The most
important manufactures of this countrj' had been carried to their present
perfection by the ordinary demands of trade competition. No prizes or honorary
rewards of an oHicial or unotlicial character had ever been bestowed on, or offered

to, the authors of the steps by which the iron manufacture, the manifold
hudware trades of Birmingham and Sheffield, the wooUen, cotton, or linen

manufactures, had become lamous throughout the world. The manufacture of

marine steam-engines, in which such wonders had been effected during the last

ten years, and the locomotive engine, had all found sufficient stimulus for daily

improvement in commercial enterprise and commercial demand. It might,
however, be asserted, that prizes tended to promote solid improvements if they
failed in producing great inventions. This view, however, the author combated.
He argued that it was extremely difficult to find really competent judges, and
that, even if these could be found, how few were the instances in which it was
possible to test, in a satisfectory and practical manner, the comparative merits of

manufactured articles. A judgment should be founded on evidence. There was
Tery rarely available reliable evidence to guide judges in deciding on the relative

merits of manufactures and machinery; therefore such trials and such verdicts

had better be avoided. Their tendency was often to unfairly raise, and unfairly

to depress, manufactures, while they only mystified the public. The author
thought that the admirers of the prize system were in the habit of confounding
the advantages of public exhibitions and the public competition of trade with
prize competition. He brought forward evidence in support of his views from
the awards made at the Great Exhibition of 1851, as well as those of the Royal
Agricultural Society for many years past.

Mr. Wilson said he did not think it was a question of prizes in the abstract,

but of collecting together the best kinds of productions.

Mr. Hawes then said that Mr. Sydney had taken a very narrow view of the
qnestion. The principle of giving prizes in an International Exhibition was
quite different to the matter contained in the paper. The Exhibition was for

the purpose of making known inventions which could not be obtained by any
otlier means, as the public would be the best judges of inventions.

Mr. Palmer said that the prizes awarded by the society had a very beneficial

result. If they gave prizes for merit, why should they not give prizes for manu-
iiu:tures ? He thongut a certain system of prizes should be continued, but that
more judgment should be exercised in their distribution.

Mr. IS" EWTON Wilson differed from the view of Mr. Sydney. He did not
see why manufactures should be excluded from prizes, as the future fame and
position of an inventor depended in some cases upon the award of a prize. The
effect of prizes in America had been a stimulus in the increased production of

manufactures thus noticed. He most strongly advocated the reward of merit,

where practical. The Commissioners of the International Exhibition were,
perhaps, right when they decided not to fix the position of merit, but to leave

the public to judge for themselves.
Mr. Solomons said it was quite clear that if they had not decided upon

riving prizes at the approaching Exhibition, they would not have had 4,000
French exhibitors. He was decidedly adverse to the system of prizes being
abolished.

Mr. Edmonson said, with respect to the order of merit, it should be so

arranged that prizes should be given to inventors who produced the greatest

amount of usefulness at the lowest possible cost.

Mr. BiGLOw (an American gentleman) said he had seen the working of the
prize system in New England, and the result was a great improvement in the

mechanical arts. He was an exhibitor, and if there had been no prospect of a

prize for his invention he certainly should not have gone to the expense of
coming over here.

After some further discussion,
Mr. Sydney said prizes could do no harm for things which were wanted; but

it was a snare and a delusion to give prizes for inventions for novelty alone, and
which were hardly of any practical use.
The Chairman mentioned that Prince Napoleon had lately entered his most

emphatic protest against prizes.

LIVEEPOOL ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY.

THE fourteenth meeting of the present session of this society was held at the
Royal Institution. Mr. Goooall occupied the chair. Mr. Scourfleld was

elected an associate member. Mr. Heffer called the attention of the meeting to

the death of Mr. John Thomas, sculptor, whose death he had seen mentioned in

the papers. He was sure that all who were acquainted with the deceased
gentleman's work would agree that they were of an admirable character. Mr.
Thomas had executed many important and admirable works, both in sculpture
and architecture. He (Mr. Heffer) had been a pupil under Mr. Tliomas, and
felt his loss very deeply ; for he was not only a great man as a designer, but he
was also a good man, and was liighly respected wherever he went. He was also

a charitable man, but never acted with ostentation. For the last four or five

years he had been largely engaged in works for the late Prince Consort, at

Windsor Castle, the Cliapel Royal, and at Balmoral, and the skill and taste

exhibited in his works wore greatly admired. Mr. H. P. Homer said he believed

Mr. Thomas was a man who had raised himself by bis own talents, and he was
sure that anything communicated in reference to his career would be found
interesting. The Chairman said he would suggest that Mr. Heffer read a memoir
of Mr. Thomas at their next meeting. Mr. Heffer said he would do so.

Mr. Frank Horner then read a paper on " Some of the Relations existing

between Modem Literature and Art." The paper, described at some length the

progress of art and literature in this country, and the influence which they
exercised on each otlier. The Chairman, at the conclusion of Mr. Homer's
paper, said tliat he thought they ought to be on their guard against receiving all

the shallow criticism that emanated from the press in regard to architecture,

for some of it was not of much value. A conversation took place, in which the

Chairman, Mr. Councillor Picton, Mr. H. P. Horner, and other gentlemen
joined, in regard to literature and art.

BODELWYDDAN CHCJRCH.

IN our present Number we give a view of the exterior of Bodelwyddan
Church, near St. Asaph. Views of the interior, and some details, will be

found in our last Tolume, together with a description of the work. As there
mentioned, Mr. John Gibson was the architect.

Society op Arts.—The Society of Arts, with the view of showing hospitality

to the Commissioners, guarantors, jurors, principal exhibitors and others con-
nected with the approoching Exhibition, and especially to our foreign visitors,

will hold thrte evining receptions at the South Kensington Museum, on the 7th
of May, 9th of July, and 8th of October.

ROAD FROM BAYSWATEB TO BROMPTON.
THE new approach to the International Exhibition from the north-west dis-

tricts is now nearly completed. The entrance to the park is tlirough the

Victoria-gate, Bayswater, and the old road is followed, without any material
alteration, to the foot of the bridge. The width of the carriage-way over the
bridge is increased by about 6 feet, taken from the side path for pedestrians. The
carriage-road south of the bridge is followed until itJoins Rotten-row, nearly

opposite the eastern dome of the Exhibition building. From the point ofjunctioi

Rotten-row is divided by posts running along its centre to the Queen's Gat.

The half next to Kensington-gardens forms the continuation of the road to tin.

Exhibition, and the other half is left for the use of equestrians. Along the whole
line there it a side pathway for pedestrians, and the exit is through the Queen's
Gate, within a short distance of the western entrance to the Exhibitioa
building.

CHIMNEY-PIECE AT THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

AMIDST the, one would think, hopeless confusion, in the shape of

empty packing-cases and unpacked articles which in a week are to

astonish the world at Brompton, we occasionally catch a glimpse of some
work which tells of the energy and spirit with which the collateral

branches of the building trade have entered into the contest. Not only

is the Medisaval Court to show a marked advance upon the collection

which Pugin was, eleven years ago, enabled to make, but Hart, Skidmore,
and other metal workers, Minton, and numerous tile makers, sculptors of

every style, seem determined to win high honour in this international

encounter.

We have been asked to direct attention to a chimney-piece, by Mr. G.
Mitchell, of Walton- street, Brompton, which appears on another page.

It is beautifully carved in every part, and the pure statuary marble in

which it is executed admirably displays the carver's skill. It is now
standing on the south side of the eastern dome, and its production has,

we believe, entailed a sacrifice in time equal to some £200 upon its

spirited exhibitor. It is 8 feet 2 inches in width and 4 feet 1 inch high.

The shelf is nearly 2 feet in width, and thus allows the sides to be carved

in a similar manner to the front.

-—
LONDON AND MIDDLESEX ARCIIiEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

A GENERAL meeting of the members of this Society and their friends will be

held on Monday, April 28th, at 12 o'clock precisely, Mr. Alderman T. Q.

FiNNis in the chair. The members will, by the kind permission of the

masters and wardens, meet afBakers' Hall, 16, Harp-lane, Tower-street, E.C.,

and from thence proceed to visit the churches of AH Hallows, Barking; St.

Olave's, Hart-street, and St. Dunstan's-in-the-East. The meeting will, it is ex-

Sected, be addressed bv the following gentlemen :—the Rev. John Maskell, the

Lev. A. Povah, Mr. Deputy Lett, Jlr. J. G. Waller, and Mr. George Comer.
At the conclusion of the meeting dinner will be provided at the Mark-lane Coffee

House. The annual general meeting of the Society will be held at No. 7,

Mildred's-court, on Thursday, May 8th.

The Duke of Nokthumbbrland and the Thames Embankment.—
The Duke of Northumberland, who holds property along the river side, has

petitioned the House against the bill for the Thames Eml)ankment, and prays

that he may be heard by himself, counsel, agents, and witnesses, before the

committee appointed to consider the subject, in respect of any provisions con-

tained in it prejudicial to his rights and interests.
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CHURCH, CHAPEL, AND SCHOOL BUILDING.

Cheshire.—A. new church has just beeu begun at Cheadle Hulme. The
design (which provides for extension) consists of nave, chancel, and soutli tran-
sept, with vestry and organ chamber on tlie north side of the chancel. There is

a timber belfry at the north-west of the nave. The font stands at the extreme
west end ; the pnlpit on the south side of the chancel arch. Tliere is a credence
table on the north side of the sanctuary, and sedilia on the south. The contract
has been lakeu by Messrs. Thackrali and Peirce, of Stockport. The architect,
wliose design was chosen in competition, is Mr. J. Medland Taylor, of
Manchester.
RdCheKter.—St. Nicholas Church.—On Thursday se'nnight tills church was

re-opened, after having been closed for about twelve months for restorations.
Tlicre ai-e now three stained windows. That over the altar is n memorial window
of the Rev. John Fuller, who died in 1844. The window directly opposite to this
has been presented by J. Foord, Esq., and that to the north by P. W. Martin,
Esq., M.P., and bears the Wykeliam and Martin arms, and also those of the city.
The most important of the improvements that have been effected has been the
increased accommodation afforded by the old pews being replaced by open benches,
and a gallery erected around the whole body of the church, there being formerly
only an organ gallery at the west end. Mr. Gougli is the architect. The works
have been executed by Mr. Stump, at a cost of £1,700.

Yorkshire.— New Church at Carlton.—On Wednesday se'nnight, the
loundation-stoue of a new church was laid at Carlton. The old fabric had fallen
to decay, and the new structure will be built upon its site, at tlie sole cost of
Lady Beaumont. Messrs. J. B. and W. Atkinson, of York, are the architects.
The edifice is to be of the geometric decorated style. The nave will be T.i feet in
length by 25 feet 8 inches in breadth, the chancel 24 feet by 18 feet, and there
wi be a north transept 10 feet by 1.5 feet. At the south-west angle of the nave
wi be a tower 55 feet in height, surmounted by a spire 49 feet high. The porch
will be on the south side of the church, and the vestry on the opposite side near
to the transept. The east window will be of four lights, and the west window
will contain five lights. The roof will be open timbered, stained, and varnished
and covered with blue and green slates. The walls of the church will be faced
with Bradford sets. Ancaster stone will be employed for the dressings. The
low-er part ot the tower will be used as a baptistry, which will be entered under
arches opening into the church and porch. The entire cost of the building will
be abont £3,000.

Irelund.— Carmelite Chnrch, ilfooie.—This building is now bein" "re-
modelled." The sanctuary has been rebuilt and furnished with a mediteval
altar, tabernacle, and altar furniture. The altar, supplied by Messrs. Barff of
IJublin, IS composed of Caen stone, with illuminated glass work in front. A small
Lady chapel has been erected at the gospel side of the sanctuary, with a stained
glass window. The aisle at the sonthem end of the church is finished externallym chiselled limestone, and lighted by five double lancet windows. The tower h^now reached the height of lorty feet. A stone spiral staircase runs up the tower
the nave will I)e divided from the aisles by five arches springing irom polished
pillars, above which will be five two-light lancet windows at each side. The
first of these arches have been already erected, and the required space has been
obtained by removing a portion of the old external wall of the southern side The
same course will be pursued in the construction of the other arches. Tlie founda-ton ol the northern aisles is being built, and the work is progressmg rapidly
ihe old convent has been removed, and the site of the church cleared. When
the works are sufficiently advanced the old roof will be taken down, and the
walls ol the nave carried to their required elevation. The sanctuary will be lighted
by three two-light windows, and the ceiling is to be groined in plaster The
style adopted is liarly English. The tower will be surmounted by a spire 126 ieetfrom the ground. .\11 the stone required for the erection of the new church had
to be brought from Tullamore, a distance of thirteen miles, as even rubble stone
is not to be found in the neighbourhood of Moate.

Bradford and Bemuich.-Christ Church.—This chnrch was consecrated onbaturday. The building is the first of a series that has been undertaken under
the auspices of the Diocesan Church BuUding Society. The building is of
brick, in the Gothic style, and is free from ornament, within and without It
consist-s o a nave 45 ft. wide, transepts 79 ft. from north to south, a chancelterminated by an elliptical apse, and a tower, which is intended at some futureday to support a spire. The extreme length is 114 ft. The building cost
±,4,^00, and will accommodate about 1,000 individuals. The organ chamber ison the north ot the chancel, the vestry on the south. The roof is open
timbered, and lofty. The pulpit Is of Caen stone, with polished red marblecolumns and carved capitals. The reading desk is of oak. Many of the internal
littings and furniture have been presented by those who have taken an interest
in the erection. The designs were prepared by Messrs. Hayley and Son, andthe contract was taken by Mr. Joseph Grason, of Bradford. It is proposed tobuild a parsonage immediately, for wluch Mr. J. M. Taylor is the architect.
Berhehy.-Proposed Restoration of the Church.-Lord Fitzhardinge, it isstated, has given instructions, in the carrymg out of this undertaking, to have

tilt woik restored as far as possible, to its old state, merely washing off thewhitewash and colounng, anJ carefully cleaning the Early English capitals of
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'f'"' ™''°'« «f the^hnrch will be re-pewedwith low oak sittings The stonework is to be repaired, the windows re-lazedthe roughca.st beaten off the walls, pointed, and repaired The eliancel is not tobe done at present. The roofs are to be thoroughly repaired and restored. Thework ot restoration is to be under the suiierintendence of Messrs. Pones andBindon, of Bristol. The estimated cost is about £2,000.
'^

PnKr C'^''r^''--The parish church of Welton is abont to be restored and
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Aorth Bradley Church.—th\s parish church, situated about three milesfrom
Trowbridge, having fallen into a state of decay, it was recently decided to have
the whole edifice thoroughly restored. The expenses were estimated by the
architect, Mr. T. W. Wyatt, at £1,600. In pulling down the edifice, tha
buihlers, J. Davis and Son, of Irorae, found the old foundations of the church
were built upon arches, under which were vaults. When the workmen arrived
at thw, the whole crumbled in. It at once became a question whether these in-
secure foundations should be repaired, or new ones placed there As this
unforeeen difficulty was not anticipated in the contract, it wb» determined to lay
new foundations. A few days since the foundation-stone was laid. The nave is
ofthe Early Trunsition period, and tin; chapels and tower of the PerpendicaUr
The church is supposed to have been founded in 1100, and was the irift of Kine-
Henry to the College of Winchester.
King's Cliffe, JVorthamplomhire.—ilr. Browning, architect, of Stamford is

about to invite tenders for the restoralion of Clitfe Church, the tower of whiciig
Early Norman.
i;eHt7(rfe«.—This cliurch, dedicated to St. George, has been restored, and was

reopened on Sunday last. It consists of chancel, chancel chapels, and nave and
side aisles. The date of the building of the church appears to have been about
the end of tlie fourteenth or beginning of the fifteentli centurv. In 1672 the
church was struck by lightning and destroyed. It was rebuilt in a debased
style. The arcade separating the nave from the aisles consistmg of Ionic
columns and Italian moulded arches; while over the nave was a semicircular
plastered ceiling upon wooden ribs, with tie beams across. The tower at the
west end has in it a western window, and one of the principal entrances • and
these have been restored and thrown open to the interior—a belfry cliuinber filling
the space beneath the tower, with an open arch into the nave," which has five
bays

; the pillars are octagonal, with plain capitals. The open roof is supported
by oaken timbers, which rest upon carved corbels, representing English foliage
and fruits. The chancel aisles have two bays, the piUars of whicli are clustered,
and have carved capitals. In the chancel are benches for the choir, and on the
north side is the organ. The roof is panelled, with moulded ribs. The chancel
proper is paved with Minton's tiles, and has a reredos with gilt and chromatic
emblazonings. The lower part of the east window is divided into eight compart-
ments, representing the later scenes in the life of the Saviour. The upper part of
the tracery is filled in with angels ; the sign of the Holy Ghost i»eiiig at the
ettreme elevation. The pulpit is of Bath stone, supported upon columns, and
the panels on each side have diapered work in recessed arches. It Is placed on
the north side of the chancel arch, whicli has at the springing on each side two
sculptured angels. The font is of Caen stone, appropriately decorated. All the
seats are open, and will accommodate 480 adults and 80 children. The whole of
the windows which have not been replaced by new ones have undergone a
thorough restoration; and the stonework of the walls generally has been
repaired. '

The Neio Churchfor Jurrow Dock.t.—the committee for building this new
church have just issued a report. The work undertaken by them is in an
advanced and satisfactory state. The sum of £1,742 4s. 2d. has been expended
on the works up to the present date. The builder is bound to complete the
iindertaking by the 8th day of June next, and it is expected that the consecra-
tion wdl take place in July.
Leamington.—Ne7v Roman Catholic Church.—The works of this structure

have been commenced. The edifice will be 121 feet long, 56 feet wide across the
aisles, and 80 feet across the transepts. The nave will be 32 feet wide, separated
trom the aisles by arcades of five arches, and will be crowned by a clerestory,
which together make a height of nearly 50 feet. The roof is waggon-shaped,
which will give the interior a total height of 60 feet. There are stone altars m a
row at the east end ; and ultimately it is intended to erect a tower, detached
from the church, 24 feet square, and 150 feet high. At the end ofthe church
sutticient ground is reserved for a quadrangle 60 feet square, surrounded by
presbjrtery, schools, and cloisters. The building is designed in the style of
tlie first hall of the thirteenth century, constructed of red brick, relieved
by bands of Warwick stone, with dressings of Bath stone. The interior is lined
with red brick, with stone bands, and the arcades and dressing are also executed

The exterior, tlie roof of which is covered with tiles, will be
in J3atfi stone. *..i. v-.m,.wi, lmc iwi ui tvuicu is cuvereu wnrn iiies, win oe
very sim pie. It will possess scarcely any ornament beyond what the construction
ot the bu ildmg necessitates. For the interior have been reserved all the resources
that the money to be expended places at the disposal of the architect. The
outlay upon this portion of the work will bo about £5,000. The architect is Mr.
Henry Glutton ; the contractor is W. Gascoyne, Leamington.

/^
^'";*-—Some time ago, plans were deposited for the erection of a new Roman

Cathohe Church and Presbytery, upon the site now occupied by the Roman
Catholic Church of St. Wilfred, York. Tenders for the erection of the edifice
will be advertised for in the course of a few weeks. We hear that arrangements
are being made for the pulling down of the present chapel, presbytery, and adjom-
ing house in the course of the next month. The church is to be Gothic. In the
south-west front is to be an elaborately carved door-way, with windows above,
surmounted by an oriel window. Over the south-west comer of the church will
rise a tower to the height of 140 feet. The internal arrangements of the church
will consist of a nave and two aisles, with a large apsidal sanctuary, having a
lady-chapel on the north-west side and a large vestry on the north-east. There
will be an organ gallery over the west front, and the aisles will be lighted by
cleres story windows. Mr. Goldie is the architect.

Derry Cathedral—Tbe works in the interior of Derry Cathedral, which have
been so long in hand, are at last rapidly approaching completion. The entrance
to the church is by a vestibule, having traceried panels, and doors filled with
plate glass. The floors of the porch, vestibule, aisle, and chancel are laid with
Minton's encaustic tiles. The stalls for the dean and prebendaries are placed at
the west end, and the bishop's throne is near the east, almost opposite the pulpit.
It is octagonal in form, surmounted by a ribbed canopy, terminating in a
crocketed spire of open work. The old pews are replaced by open benches, the
backs of which are filled in with perpendicular tracery. The bench ends are
finished with carved poppy-heads. The western gallery affords sittings for about
120 persons, exclusive of the accommodation required by the organist and choir.
The whole ofthe fittings and interior woodwork are of Riga oak.

CHAPELS.
Dorchegter.—The Dorset County Hospital Chapel.—The little chapel

which has recently been added to the Dorset County Hospital was opened on
Wednesday se'nnight. The new chapel is situated on the north-east comer of
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the pU« of hospital, and forms a continuation of the Bankes' wing. It is in the

earl; English style of architecture, built of Riiigway random coursinf;:, with
Portland stone "drcssin<r, surmounted with a bell turret and spire. At the east

end there is a lar^ three-light window, with tracery ; lancet windows are
inserted on each side. The roof is formed of semicircular ribs, witli diagonal

boarding. A gallery at the west end has been constructed over the lobby entrance
from the men's ward to nflbrd extra accommodation, and this communicates
direct to the women's want on tlie upper story. The fittings are of red deal and
pine, stained and varnished, the open benches alfording seats for about eighty.

Under the chapel there is a lobby open to the yard by two large arches, for the
patients to resort in had weather. Mr. B. Ferrey is the architect ; the work has
been executed by Mr. Wellspring, Dorchester.

Keal.—J\'fir We,<l cyan Chtipel.—The first stone of a new AVesleyan chapel
about to be erected at Keal was laid a few days since.

Clifton M'egli'ynH Chapel.—We understand that, on Tuesday, the foundation
stone of a new AVcsleyan Chapel was laid on a site in the Queen's-road, Clifton.

The building is in the Gothic style of the 14th century. The plan of the chapel
is a parallelogram 80 feet long by 40 feet wide, including front lobby, and there
will l>e a gallery at the western end. A lobby under the gallery extends the
entire width of the chapel, and is entered from the outside by a deeply-recessed

doorway under a canopied gablet in front, and through a porch on the south side.

A turret on the north side contains the entrance and staircase to gallery. The
chapel is lighted by three large traceried windows in the west end, and by two-
light windows on each side. There will also be a circular window in the gable of

tlie east end. The roof will be open, the trusses being arched, and bearing on
freestone shafts, with carved capitals an'l bases, which will rest on carved corbels.

The ground on which the chapel is being erected having been partly quarried,

and filled in with earth, it was necessary to excavate to a considerable depth be-
fore a proper foundation could be obtained, and it was, consequently, determined
to form a large room below the chapel floor. This room will be the entire area
of the chapel, and 15 ft. high and will be lighted by windows on each side. There
will be a restry 31 ft. by 17 ft. on the same floor as the lower room, and two
smaller vestries on the chapel floor. The chapel will accommodate about 700
persons. The building will be faced witli freestone, with courses of red or gray
stone. The architects are Messrs. Fosters and Wood, of Bristol.

Went Ashling, Stissex.—A chapel is atwut to be erected at West Ashling,
Sussex, from designs by Mr. Horatio N. Goulty, architect, Brighton. An inte-
resting circumstance in connection with its erection is that the walls are to be
built of the stone that once formed the tower and spire ofChichester Cathedral. It
is to be built in the early English style, and will accommodate 300 on the groimd
floor—provision being made for the erection of a gallery at a future time.

SCHOOLS.
Abbey-lane, Saffron Walden—Additions are being made to the school-room

just completed at Abbey-lane, Safirou Walden, Essex, by the erection of an
infant class-room and two separate rooms for senior scholars. The work is being
carried on by Mr. Wright, the contractor for the original building, under the
direetion, and from the designs of, Mr. Horatio N. Goulty, architect, Brighton.

WiniUor Royal Free and Industrial Schools.—The new building recently
erected for these combined institutions was formally inaugurated on Monday.
The Windsor Free School was originally established in 1705, the number of
scholars at first contemplated being 40 boys and 30 girls. During the next
century the institution carried on a useful work, and its funds were gradually
augmented by successive donors, till they nearly reached £6,000. The population
of Windsor having, concurrently with these changes, greatly increased, in 1819
the trustees applied to the Court of Chancery to be allowed to extend the charity
80 as to include 100 boys and 100 girls. Failing in this application, they, how-
ever, then established a National School, and it has long been felt desirable that
the two kindred institutions should he amalgamated. The limited and incon-
venient nature of the old buildings has hitherto been a bar to the full carrying
out of that project ; but their union has at length been consummated, under the
sanction of the Charity Commissioners, by the location of the two schools upon
the same site, and, in fact, under the same roof, their joint title being "The
Windsor Royal Free and Industrial Schools." The building, which is calculated
to accommodate 500 scholars of both sexes, is a plain red brick structure. The
original plan embraced greater architectural pretensions, but the Government,
as a condition to the bestowal of its grant in aid of the building fund, insisted on
the rigid excision of all ornamentation from an edifice designed for a strictly

charitable purpose. The boys' school is on the ground floor, and the girls'

school above, and both are admirably adapted for their end. "The boys will be
taught gardening and other industrial employments ; while the girls are to be
fitt^ for domestic service by being trained in cooking, washing, nursing, Sec.

The total cost of the site, buildings, and fittings is £4,898.

Athton-under-Lyne.—New Independent Schools.—These new schools, the
foundation-stone of which was laid twelve months since, have just been opened,
The main feature of the new building, internally, is the large school-room, the
dimensions of which are 100 feet by 50 feet (exclusive of recesses on each side),

and 2.5 feet high to the tie beams. Including the recesses, the extreme internal
dimensions are 116 feet by 70 feet, and the centre portion of the ceiling (which
rises into the roof) is 35 ieet high. Each end recess is occupied by a platform
4 feet high ; that at the east end for speakers or lecturers, and the opposite plat-
form for an organ. The north-side recess is separated from the room by a parti-

tion, and is divided into two compartments for the use respectively of secretary
and librarian. Each side recess has two sets of coupled iron columns with white
and gold foliated capitals ; and from these columns spring a central and two
smaller arches, with panelled soffits Ingiess and egress to and from the great
room are by five doorways, four of which communicate with two stone staircases,
and the other with a lesser stone staircase, intended for access to the speakers'
platform and reserved seats. In connection with the speakers' platform is an
ante-room, also entered from the platform staircase. This room is fitted up for a
young men's class, and measures 36 feet by 24 feet. Underneath, and on the
KTOuiid floor, is a class-room of the same dimensions, which contains a gallery
for 200 infants, and is very lofty. On the ground floor of the building are ten
class-rooms, of varied sizes, the largest being 20 feet by 14 feet, and the smallest
14 feet by 13 feet. These rooms are in two sets, one for young men and the other
for young women, correspondi'.g; each set is approached by separate entrances
and corridor. In the centre of the ground floor, and dividing the sets of class-
rooms, is a lecture-room, arranged in the form of an araphilheatre, with rising
seats, capable of seating 500 persons. This room is entered by folding-doors from

each corridor, and private entrances are provided to the lecturers' platform. The
style is Italian, of white and red bricks. The cost of the whole undertaking will

be about £10,000. The works have been executed from the designs, and under
the superintendence of Messrs. Paull and Aylitfe, architects; and the general
contractors are J. and J. Longson, of Stockport.

—

An Account, trith Illustrative Sketches, of CranMon's Patented Buildings
as applied to Horticulture. 4to. ; Temple-row West, Uirmingliam.

[THIS "account" shows, in a series of lithographed sketches, with descriptive

T matter, a mode proposed by the author for the construction of horticultural

buildings on a patented principle, applicable to both large and small erections.

Of the former, one erected at King's Acre, Hereford, is illustrated, and would
appear to combine practical utility with some artistic effect. The smallest

structure shown is a lean-to, 7 feet wide, erected against a garden wall. The
principle of its construction is thus described :

—

There are four compartments of rafters filled with glass, each SJ feet long, three com-
partments towards the front, and one over the wall facing the contrary way, and these

divisions are separ.ited by what has been called, to distinguish them clearly, •' radial ribs,"

fixed edgeways, and running lengthways of the building under the lower ends of the bottom
rafters, and between the top and bottom ends of all the others ; each radial rib, in all cases,

irrespective of the shape or size of the building in which it is, or any other consideration

whatever, being pcrforjited for ventilation, by small oiwnings close to each other, from end
to end, and having a valvular apparatus on the inside of it. for properly regulating the
ingress and egress of air. To the bottom edge of each radial rib the upper ends of the
rafters are secured, and upon the top side of it the feet of the rafters rest. The external
aspect of a roof so framed presents to the eye a series of planes fitted with glass, divided
vertically by small wood rafters, and horizontally by the radial ribs, also of wood, so fixed

to make the top of one plane recede a few inches, that the lower end of the plane im-
mediately above it might project and overhang. The radial ribs are themselves fixed to

other timbers, put together in the shapes necessary to receive them, and which act as
*' principals," spanning the house internally at intervals of about eight feet.

In other words, the sides or roof of the house is tilted about every three or four

feet, the tilting-piece being perlorated for ventilation. The construction is

simple

—

.So that when it is necessary to pull down and re-erect the house this can be done by any
workman without waste of wood or glass, each rafter, as well as every radial rib or other
part, being screwed together again as firmly as ever. Any gentleman fond of labour may,
with the assistance of his servant, either pull down and refix one of these houses, or put It

up in the first instance ; for the pieces of which it is formed will fall into their right :

positions, to be fixed there by screws, as readily as an iron bedstead is fitted together. In
new houses all the timbers will be numbered and marked, the screw-holes bored, and
everything done before they are packed up and sent off, to make the work of erection as

easy as need be.

On Iron Breakwaters and Piers. By E. B. Webb, Civil Engineer. 4to.

;

Lockwood and Co.

THE writer of this work believes that he has designed a breakwater free from
the disadvantages which attend the employment of either solid or floating

structures. In its simplest form it is described as being " supported on cast-iron

cylindrical piles, sunk into the ground either by screws or by the process adopted

in the construction of the Morecambe Bay Viaducts." The piles are filled in-

ternally, to above high-water mark, with concrete ; to these are fixed girders,

or beams of iron, placed, as a convenient distance, at 10 feet apart. The girders

have sockets, in which are fixed the ends of pipes forming that portion of the

surface of the breakwater which rises above low-watermark. The pipes resemble

gas or water mains, but are of cheaper construction. The ends of these pipes are

securely fixed in the sockets of the girders by creosoted wooden wedges, which,

while keeping up the ends of the pipes, relieve the girders from the effect which

the blows of the waves acting upon iron against iron might otherwise produce.

The space between the pipes admit a certain portion of the waves to pass through,

diminishing the force of the blow of the waves and preventing any disturbance

of the surface water inside the harbour. A set of similar pipes is fixed vertically

between the piles in the front row to a depth varying, according to circumstances,

from 6 to 12 or more feet below low water.

The author claims, for the proposed breakwater, durability, strength, power
to create smooth water harbours, facility of construction, alteration and repair,

and economy of cost.

Chatham Bakracks.—The Admiralty have decided on the immediate
enlargement of the barracks, in accordance with the plans laid before Parliament
some three or four years back, when the sum of £00,000 was taken in the

Estimates for the proposed work. Of this amount a considerable sum has already

been expended in the purchase of the land on which the additional barrack

buildings will be erected, the proposed enlargement necessitating the removal of

one large hotel, one tavern, and about twenty private houses. The whole of

these have been taken down, and the site cleared as far as the boundary wall of

St. Mary's parish church, to which the new barracks will extend. The plans for

the proposed enlargement have been approved by the Admiralty, and the works
will be immediately commenced. The block of buildings forming the right wing
of the present barracks, inhabited principally by the single officers of tlie division,

will be taken down and removed as far as the boundary wall of the church, which
will increase the barrack parade-ground to about twice its present size. The
field-officers' quarters, as well as the barracks and other offices, will he removed
to another locality. It is also contemplated to take in a portion of Chatham
Dockyai-d, and to throw the barracks back ; the public road leading to the New-
stairs will not be blocked up, but communication with that portion of the buildings

will be maintained either by means of an arch thrown over the road, or by an
underground passage. The new barrack-buildings will provide accommodation
for 700 additional marines.

Gibson's Tinted Venus.—This celebrated statue is about to be lent by its

owner to the Commissioners of the International Exhibition. It is by many
supposed that Mr. Gibson has tiutcd his statues to represent life, \ylieroas he

has only endeavoured by colour to soften the general etiect, and to give the ap-

pearance of ivory, a material much used by the ancients. This statue was
executed ten years ago for Mr. Robert lierthoii-Preston, and by his permission

remained in Gibson's studio at Rome until 18-39, since which time it has been in

its owner's possession, although never exhibited until the present occasion.
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BIRMINGHAM AND MIDLAND INSTITUTE.
SiH,—Some of your readers have probably seen with surprise a recent adver-

tisement inviting architects to send in desisjns to finish tlie liirmingham and
Midland Institute, of which I am the architect.

In the vcar 1855 a limited competition was entered into for this building by
nine architects (one of whom is since dead), the condition being tliat the selected

architect should receive no premium, but should be entrusted with the profes-

sional Buperintendence of the work. My designs were chosen, but, owing to

financial difficulties, only one half of the building could be then erected, and this

was completed some years since from my drawings and under my superintendence.
The Town Council of Birmingham, being now desirous of erecting a free

library, propose to build it in connection with the Institute, and thus complete
the latter building.

At their request I have furnished them with a complete set of upwards of fifty

working and other drawings, specifications, &c., hut on advertising for tenders
it has proved impossible to erect the building for the amount of my first rough
estimate, which was based upon the cost of the first half of the worts. On this

fact being ascertained, I at once offered to forego all claim for remuneration for

what I had done, and to prepare new plans to suit, the financial exigencies of
the case.

The first part of my offer was at once accepted, and the only answer to the
latter has been an invitation to other architects to furnish plans to complete the
building, according to my elevation, which invitation is accompanied by a block
plan, copiedfrom one oj mine, which the Council happen to possess.

I cannot suppose that such an invitation will be responded to by any one
who either respects himself or the profession to which he belongs; but, feeling

tliat on public grounds the matter ought not to rest where it is, I have placed it

in the hands of my solicitor, and am advised that the proposed competition can-
not be legally carried out, and that those who may take part in it will conse-
quently lose their time and labour.

Yon will see by the enclosed statement the opinion of most of the competitors
in the original competition in 1855, and I have been assured by those of the
latter whose names are not appended to the statement that they fiilly concur in
its views. Edward M. Barry.

1, Old Palace-yard, 23rd April, 1862.

ENCLOSURE. March, 1862.

Having furnished designs in the original competition for the Birmingham and Midland
Institute. I am of opinion that it would not only be unjust to Sir. Barry to entrust the
completion of his design to other hands, but that such a course would be a direct breach
of the engagement ent<rcd into by the Institute at the time of the competition, to entrust
the architect of the selected design with the professional superintendence of the building.

(Signed by) H. Bowman.
J. Gibson.
E. I'Anbon.
.1. James,
j. lockyer.

TENDERS.
T5ATH Stone op Best QrALiTV.—Randell and Saunders, quarrymen and stone mer-

chants, Bath. List of prices at the quarries and depots, also cost for transit to any part of
the United Kingdom, furnished on application to Bath Stone Office, Corsham, Wilts.

Batu Stoxe of Best Quality.— Box-hill ground stone ; Farleigh Down, ditto

;

Combe Down, ditto.—Stone and Sons beg to inform architects, builders, and others, that
they are in a position to supply the above-named article in block or ashlar, of the very
best quality, direct from their own works. Delivered to any part, either by rail or water
carriage, on the most reasonable terms. Prices furnished on application at the Bath Stone
Office, Widcombe, Bath.

PiEK, Blackpool.
The tender (£n,-''40) of Messrs. Laidlaw and Son, of Glasgow, has been aecepted for the

construction of the Blackpool Promenade Pier. Messrs. J. B. ^and E. Birch, engineers.
Quantities supplied by Messrs. R. L. Curtis and Son.

Schools, E.xetek.
For building new Wesleyan schools, m King-street, E.^eter.

Brailford £1,120
Moass and Sons 1,065

Mitchell 1,1156

Tozcr 1,029

Ware and Son OWi

Mr. W. Blackmore, archi-

Gardnei £989
Moore 8-32

Woodman 870
Grant and Son (accepted) 715

F.IKM BL^LDINGS. WiaSTOS.
For erecting fjirm buildings, at Wigston, for A. Cooper, Esq.'_ Mr. William Millican,

architect, Leicester,
Amount of Allow for old Add for

Tender. Materials. Carriage.

Hutchinson £6.50 .... £1.5 .... £40
Sharije 645 14 5 40
Thurlby 644 .... 20 10 .... 67 10
Porter 6.39 18 — 35
Glover 627 .... 20 .... 30
J.Co.t 616 10 .... 14 .39

Bell 606 10 7 7 ... 20
Duxbury 603 16 10 40
Hawkins 573 16 26 18

Wykcs 569 19 .;.. 30

For erecting new screen wall and Portland stone balustrade ; sundry alterations to

house at Whitmore Farm ; and various other works on the estate of Thomas Holloway,
Esq , at Sunninghill, Berks. Alfred Smith, architect, Buckingham-street, Adelphi.

Woodward £1,993 I Bowley Brothers £1,700
Oades 1,989 CoUs and Co. (accepted) 1,044

SewcUandSon 1,987
|

Hotel. Rochester.
For the erection of a new hotel, for Sir. Budden, on the Stroo<i side of Rochester-bridge.

Spicer £1,990
Wilkins 1,950

Hall 1,925
.fltnmp 1,900

Foordand Sons £1,700
Naylor 1,685

Anscombe 1,617

I'OAl IMIOUSB, &c., fiUSSK.\.

For erecting a coach-house, stabling, &c,. for Ur. J. VaUanoo,Kingsland,Hiuitpierpolntf
BiUMx. Mr. H. N. Goulty, architect, Brighton.

Mr. Parker (accepted) £430

Bank, Nenaoh.
For the erection of a new Provincial Bank, at Ncnagh. Mr. W. O. Marmy, architect.

J. Hunter, Brandon £3,010 1 WanJrop and Son , Dublin £2,682
.1. Nowstead, Fermoy 2,942 J. Pteoman, Dublin 2,680
W. Hague, Cavan 2,797 | Ryan and 8on, Limerick 2,600

Almshouses, Doneoal.
For repairs, &c., to the Widows' Almhouscs, at Raphoe, Co. Donegal.

architect, Londonderry.
Mr. P. Lonch,

Oliphant and Campbell £297 1

Brown and Gregory 295 10
Hutchison and Colhoun 265

A. M'Naoght £269 1 10
R. Fergusson (accepted) 220

For shops, dwelling-houses, and warehouse in Paternoster-row, for Mcsstv, Knight and
Sons. Andrew Wilson, Esq., architect.

Axfotd; £5,214
I
Pritchard and Shelton £4,754

Ennor 4,987 | Hill, Keddell, and Robinson* .... 4,690
• Accepted.

Meetino-house, ISLiitaTOir.
For congregational meeting-house, Bamsbnry, Islington. Mr. James Wesley Beeif,

architect.
Warnc £2,490 I Carter (accepted) £2,390
Sale 2,433

Chapel, Enfield.
For additions to a chapel. Baker-street, Enfield. Ur. J. E. ICnightly, aicliitoct.

Quantities supplied.

Patman £1 ,21

2

Korde 1,197
Cleek 1,180
Field and Son 1,167

Cnshing £1,159
WllUams 1,090

Harridiue 960

Farm Buildings, Sussex.
For alterations and additions to Place Farm, Folkington, Sussex. Mr. Robert Blewleyy

architect.

Brickwork, Mason's Work, &c.—Thompson £161 10
t'arpeiUer's Work.—GaeM \M 12 6
y"ai«ftn/7, <{•<•.—Isard 63 9 6

Total 3.59 12

DWELLINn-HOUSE, KENSINGTON.
For finishing No. 26, Gore-road, Kensington. Mr. Robert Blessley, architect,

Fawcett (accepted) £1 ,540

STABLING, &C., KENSINGTON.
For erecting stabling, &c., to No, 28, Gore-road, Kensington. Mr. Robert Bleadef,

architect.

Fawcett (accepted) £295

Warehouse, Wappiko.
For the erection of a warehouse and embankment at Wapping, for B. Phillips, Esq. Mr.

Henry Harrison, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. F. Warburton Stent.

llperand Wheeller £8,760 I Ashby and Homer £8,598
Brown and Robinson 8,682 | Cnbitt 8,558

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
CLOCK TOWER.

HASTINGS.—The Prince Consort Memorial Committee appointed to carry out the above
object at Hastings invite architects and others to sulimit designs for the same. The sum
of £10 10s. will be paid for the design approved of by the Committee, which design will
then become the property of the Committee. Particulars from Rolwrt Growso, town
clerk, High-street, Hastings, to whom designs must be delivered before the 1st May.

CEMETERY WORKS.
Cheltenham.—The Burial Board for the borough of Cheltenham require plans, estimates,

and general specifications, for the laying out, constructing roads and footpaths, erecting
buildings on, fencing in and planting, certain lands purchased by them for a cemetery,
the superficial area of which is eighteen acres. The designs must include a ground-plan,
showing the sites of the dilferent buildings retiuired, the courses of the carriage-roads and
walks, the courses, also, of the drains, the division of the land into the several sectional

burial-places, and the subdivision of such places into plots for burial. The plan, also,

should show the manner proposed for the ornamental planting of the land. Should the
intentions of the designers as to the laying out of the land render it necessary, sections of

the earthwork required, and formation of the ground surface as proposed to t)e made,
should be provided, and such other details and suggestions as the competitors may think
necessary to illustrate and make clear their designs. Plans, elevations, and sections must
be provided for two chapels, dead-house, lodge, gates, and walls at entrances, 5:c. Speci-

fications must accompany the plans, describing the manner of construction, the class and
substance of nijitcrial iti the several buildings, and estimates of their several costs. Plans,
specifications, and estimates of the manner of laying out and planting the site,

of fonning and making the roads and footpaths, and of the character and
cost of fencing the site, to be also provided. Plans, &g., may be either

for forming auti finishing the roads and footpaths, laying out and planting the
site, or for fencing the site, or for the chapels and other buildings before

mentioned, and the entrance-walls and gates, or the whole of the works, may be combined
in the plans, &c., of any competitor ; but the Board reserve the right of selection at their

discretion from the plans, &c., submittal to them. A premium of forty guineas will l)e

given for the best designs, specifications, and estimates for the whole of the works senfc

in ; and a premium of twenty guineas for the second-best designs, specifications, and
estimates for the whole of the works. Should designs, &c., be selected for part of the
works only, a fair aiTangemeut as to the premium will be made by the Board, with the

successful competitors. The plans, Sic. , selected to become the property of the Board.

The plans, &c., are to be distinguished by a mark or motto, and accompanying them a
sealed envelope, having the same mark or motto outside, and within the name and ad-

dress of the designer, and the terms on which he will superintend and supply his pro-

fessional services in execution of the works. Plans and p.irticulars of the land may be
had of Mr. Henry Dangerfield, borough surveyor. The plans and other documents to be
sent to G. E. Williams, clerk to tiie Board, Public Offices, Cheltenham, on or before the
29th May.

SCHOOLS, &c.
Durham.—Plans and elevations are wanted for {schools and teachers' residences, in con-

formity with the rules of the Committee of Council on IMucatiou, at Stockton-on-Tees,

Durham. The boy's school to accommodate 250 ; the girls' school, 200 ; and the infants'

school, 200. Three teachers' residences. Ten pounds will be given for the most approved

set of plans. Further information and tracing of site may be obtained of William
Skinner, Esq., Stockton-on-Tees, to whom plans, with estimates ofcosta, must be sent,

not later than the 3uth April.
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LIBRABY AND RE.UJIKG ROOMa
BnufdOBJilC.—The Free Libnuies' Oonuuittee ofthe Conuuil of the Borough require plans,
actions, spedficaiions, and estimates for the crucUon of a free reference library and
inartlnii: rnnini. leDding-Ubrarr and nc\\*s-room, and gallory of art, upon the piece of
vacant land adjoining the^kUdland Institute Building, with an eloration uniform with
Uie said bailing. Intendins* competitors are reqnc^tod to ^nd in their phms, spccift-

cattona. and iwriinat^s, nnder cover to Thomas ^stviudbridge. town clerk. Town clerk's

oMoe, Temfde-sfcreet, endorsed " Plans for Free Ueferencc Library Buildiugs," on or
totoce the 16tb June. Particulars of the aco»umodatiou reiioired, luid of the oouditiona
oCoompotitionf togethra: with.a lithc^raphed plan of the site, may bo obtained onappU-

CHAPKL.
T.BICESTER.—A premium of ten gnlnsas is offeied for the best design for n Wesleyan
dupel, to be built in Leicester, c^Mble of holding !*00 persons. Architects wishing to
ootnpete nuky, upon appUcaUon to Mr. H. \7alo. 5<;, New-walk, Leicester, receive a plan
of the site, and instrnctiona and any othM: information required. The plans to be fur-

warded, carriage &ee, addieawd toMr. H. Wale, on or before the 1st May, nccompaniod
vithaaealed envelope, ocmtatning the aix^tect's name, j and bearing a motto cone-
^pflBrting with one to be placed on his design.

MKMORLiL.
GL09GWT&R.—The committee appointed to carry ont the Hooper Memorial, at Gloucester,

iuTite scnlptOTB to snlwiit moms of designs for the figure of Bishop Hooper, which is

intended to be placed under the canopy of the monument just erecte^l in the church3'ard
of St. iitay de Lode, Gloucester. The models or sttituettes to be carved in stone, and to

be (me-qnarter the real height (7 feet). The author of the best design, apjiroved by the
commitlee, will be appointed to execute the full-sized figure ; and the 8um of ten guineas
will be awarded for the second-best design.

DKAINAGE.
KhfCSTOX.—The Corporation of the borough of Kingston-upon-Thomes invite engineers
and others to submit plans, specifications, and estimates for a thorough and complete
iQrstran of drainage of the borough, and offer a premitmi of £100 fur the plan approved,
retaining the liberty to carry it out or not. The plan approved to become the property
of the corporation. The system to blend as far as practicable with existing drains, the
plans and descrii^ns of which are at the Town Clerk's oflice. The plans, &c., stating
also the oommissiou for -carrying ont the works, to be sent to the Town Clerk's ofllcc

on or before the 17th day of May next.

COltfPETITION AWARDED.
Schools.—In a limited competition for " The Warehousemen and Clerk's Schools," the
Committee have awarded the premium of fifty guineas to Mr. James L. Pedley, architect,

36, Soathampton-bnildings, Chancer}--lane.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
PUBUC BL^LDINGS.

SDiXBURcn.—For the erection of a large building in Edinburgh. Plans, &.C., with Mr.
Henderson, architect, 7, Hill-street, Edinburgh. Tenders to 16th of May.

LofEUorsK.—For the erection of new offices and board-room, in Wliite Horse-street, Com-
mercial-road East, for the District Board of Works. Drawings, &c., upon application to
Mr. Charles Dnnch, architect. White Horse-street, Commercial-road East. Tenders are
to be delivered at the offices of the Board not later than 12 o'clock on the fith day of
May.

Darlincton.—For the erection of Darlington new market, town offices, and clock tower.
Flans, &c., with George Dickinson, C.E., Surveyor to the Board, Central-buildings,
Darlington, or at theoffice of Mr. Alfreil Waterhouae, architect, Mount-street, Manchester.
Tenders to Mr. Dickinson, endorsed "Tender for Darlington Market, &c." and addressed
to the Chairman of the Darlington Local Board of Health, on or before 5th May.

BANK.
LlSCOLNsniRE.—For the erection of a bank and manager's house at Spalding, for the
Stamford, Spalding, and Boston Banking Company. Particulars from Mr. William Eve,
anrveyor, 3, Union-court, Old Broad-street, E.G. Tenders on or before the 17th May.

MARKET BUILDINGS.
Bath.—For the erection of iron roofs, masonry, and other works involved in the recon-
struction of the Bath provision markets. Plans, kc, on application to Jlicks and Isaac,
architects, 13, Northgsie-street, Bath, from May 3. Sealed tenders to the Town Clerk,
Guildhall, Bath, for the separate trades, endorsed, "Tenders for the reconstruction of
Markets," by the 15th of Mf^.

INFIRMARY.
DBAXu—For erecting the Deal and Walmer Dispensary and Infirmary. Plans. &c., at the
Mariners' Reading-rooms, Beach-street, Deal, to the 2Sth April, Tenders, under cover,
to the " Committee of the Deal and Walmer Dispensary and Infirmary, Beach-street,
Deal," endorsed "Tender for Building," on or before 1st May.

Maidj-tonk.—For the erection of anew\ving to the West Kent Infirmary. Maidstone;
the addition of an upper story to the pre»«nt central building, and other works. Plans,
&c, with Henry Blandford, architect, Maidstone. Tenders, sealed and endorsed " Tender
for Works, West Kent Infirmary," to the secretary at the Infirmary, on May 3rd, by
2 p.m.

WORKHOUSES.
YORKSHIRE.—For the building of a new workhouse at Pateley Bridge, Yorkshire. Draw-

ings, &c., at the offices of the architect, 93. Mlcklegate, York, from the iJ.Sth inst. to the
2nd May, and at the Board-room, Pateley Bridge, from the 3rd to the yth of May, both
inclusive. Tender? to the Clerk of the Guardians, Pateley Bridge, on or before the 9th
Hay. Schedules of quantities can be obtained of the clerk, at the Board-room, Pateley
Bridge; and of Mr. B. Wormald, surveyor, 23, Skcldergate, York, on and after the
Snd May.

yoRKSHiRE.—For the erection of a new union workhouse, at Wetherby, in the county of
York. Drawings, &c., with James Coates, juu. clerk to the Board of Guirdians of the
Wetherby Union, until the 28th inst. Tenders sealed, endorsed " Tender," and addressed
to Mr. Coates, will be received on or before the 28th inst.

CHURCHES.
Norfolk. -For erecting a new Methodls-t Free church, Holt, Norfolk. Plans, &c., at the

office of Mr. Jeckyll, the architect. Queen-street, Norwich. Combined or separate tenders
for different parte of the works to be sealed and delivered to Mr. W. Leggatt, Holt, on
or before 10 o'clock of the 30th of April, endorsed, "Tender for Methodist Free
Church."

Berks.—For restoring and part rebuilding the parish church of Wokingham, Berks (where
there is a junction station of branches'of the South Eastern and South-Western Railways).
Plana, &c., at the office of Mr. AV. 'W. Wheeler, solicitor, Wokingham, till the 13th.
Sealed tenders directed to Mr. Wheeler, on or before the 2yth inst.

DWELLING HOUSE.
OWWCESTERSHiaE.—For the erection and completion of a villa residence, with stable and

ooacih-honae, proposed to be built near Stroud, Gloucestershire. Drawings, &c., at the
olltoes of Messrs. Franklin and Clissohl. architects, [Stroud. Tenders to be delivered to
Umbs. Franklin and Clisaold, on or before the 2ath inst.

POLICE STATIONS.
SnJMOCTH.—For the erection of a police station, &c., at Sidmonth, Devonshire. Plans,
&c., with Henry Ford, Clerk of the Peace, Castle of Exeter, and at the office of Messrs.
Badford and Williams, Clerks to the Justices, Sidmouth. Sealed tenders, endorsed
"Tender for Sidmouth Police Station," to be sent to Mr. Ford, on or before the 3rd June.

DKVOK.—For the erection of a police station, Sic., at Holsworthy, Devonshire. Plans, &c.,
with Henry Ford, cleric of the Peace, Castle of Exeter, and at the office of Mr. A. Ooham,
Clerk to Jnstioea, Holsworthy. Sealed tender?, endorsed " Tender for Holsworthy Police
BUtion/* to be sent to Mr. Ford, on or before the 29th April.

QUAY.
BOCHEflTER.—For the erection for] the Corporation of Rochester, of a town-quay «nd land-

ing-place, at the said city of Rochester. Drawings, &c., at the office of Mr. Henry

Andrews. Eoirveyor, Rochester. A bill of quantities of the proposed work can be had of
the surveyor on paj-ment of fee of lOs. (id. Tenders to be sent to the offices of Richard
Prall.jua., town clerk. High street, Rochester, not later than twelve, noon, on the 80th
April instant, sealed and directed to the Mayor, Aldermen, and citizens of the <dty of
Rochester, and eudorsetl " Tender for erection of Town-quay and landing-place."

FARM BUILDINGS.
lAN'CAsmHK.—For the erection of soveral farm buildings, at Ince Blundell and Formby,

Plans, &c., with Mr. Madden, foreman of ioiners, luce Blundell. Tenders to be sent before
the 10th May, to Mr. T. F. Fisher, steward, Ince Blundell.

BRKAKWATER.
ISLK OF Max.—For the construction of a breakwater, of 1,100 feet length, or thereby, at

the Harbour of Douglas. Plans, iSiC, at the offices of the engineer, James Abernethy,
Esq., M. 1.0. K., 3, Parliaraent-street, Westminster. Sealed tenders, endorsed "Tenders
for Breakwater," to be delivered to Richard Quirk, Receiver-General, Douglas, Idle of
MaJi, on or before the Ist May.

RIYER WORKS,
CAMimiDGE.—For the repair of the walls of Baitabite Sluice (about three miles below
Cambridge), and for supplying the same with new oak doors and floodgates forthe Sluice
Pen ; new bridges over the floodgates and overfall, and other works. Specification with
Clement Francis. Clerk of the Coiisei*vators, Cambridge. Sealed tenders to Mr. Francis,
on ca: before the 30th inst.

RAILWAY WORKS.
Carlisle. -For the construction and alteration of works required for the enlargement of
the Citadel Station, Carlisle. Drawings, 5;c., witli forms of tender and selu-dules of
prices, at the Citadel Station, on and after tlie 19th inst. Sealeti tenders must be tlclivered

not later than the 29th addressed to the Secretary, at the Citadel Station, and marked
" Tender for AVorks." .

Calkdonlan Railway.—For the construction of the Stonehouse Branch, about 4 miles
38 chains in length. Plaift, &c,, at the office, in Glasgow, of Mr. George Graliam, the
Company's engineer, where duplicate schedules and blank forms of tender may be had,
price one guinea. An assistant engineer will attend at Stonehouse, on Friday, the 11th,
at l:^ o'clock, to accompany intending offers over the line. Sealed tenders, addressed to
the secretarj', at Glasgow, must be lodged with him on or before 28th ApriL

ExKTEit.—For the erection of a roof for the new station at Kxeter, of the Bristol and
Exeter Railway, having aii area of about 600 squares. Drawings, kc, at the Engineer's
Office, Bristol Terminus, to the 5th of May, Sealed tenders to be addressed to the
Socrctary, A. Moore, Esq., on or before the 0th May,

DRAINAGE,
SOMERSET.—For certain works to be done for accelerating the draught of water in the

river Kenn, or Great River, and improving the drainage of lands in the several parishes

of Backwell, Chelvey, Brockley, Nailsea, Yatton, and Kenn affected thereby, and for
improving the outlet of the said river at Hook's Ear, in the jiarish of Kingston Seymour,
Somersetshire. Plans, &c., at the offices of Messrs. Townsend and Jcfferis, sm-veyors.
Shannon-court, Bristol, under whose superintendence the works are to be carried out.
Tenders (marked " Tender for Sewers Work ") sealed to be sent to the offices of Messrs,
Townsend and Jefferis, before or on the 3i>th April by 4 p.m.

Brighton.—For constructing a main sewer and outfall in the BrunswicU-fy^uare and
terrace district. Plans, &.C., at the office of R. G. Suter, Esq., the surveyor of the Com-
missioners, at their rooms in Brunswick-street West, Hove. Tenders in ^v^iting, sealed,

and endorsed, " Brunswick-square and terrace drainage," are to be delivered on or before
5 o'clock on the 30th April, at the offices of Messrs. HUl and Fltzhugh, soUdtors^
Brig^iton.

GASWORKS.
Kent.—For the performance of the work required in the extension of their retort-houae

and coal store, and alterations in other parts of the works, at the Gravesend Gasworks.
Plans, &c., at the Comi)any's Work-*, Gravesend, and fuitlier information of Mr. J.

Church, C.E., Chelmsfoi'd. Forms of tender may be had from Messrs. Southgate and
Son, secretaries, Gravesend, and tenders are to be sent or delivered there on or before the
30th instant, marked " Tender for Building."

RESERVOIR.
Fylde.—For the construction of a reservoir, upon the Grizedale Brook, about three miles
from Garstang, and near Scorton Station , on the Lancaster and Preston Railway ; and a
reservoir near Weeton-lane Ends, about three miles from the Kirkiiam Station of the
Preston and Wyre Railway, for the Fylde Waterworks Company. Plans, ^c, and all

information obtained at the office of Mr. T. B. Foster, C.E., 2-J, John Dalton-street, Man-
chester, from whom specifications and forms of tender can- bo obtained on payment of

lOs. for each reservoir. Tenders must bo sent in to Mr. T. A. Wilkinson, the secretary

of the Company, at the Fylde Waterworks Office, ICirkham, not later than the 2Sth inst.

The reservoirs wiU be let in separate contracts.

ROADWORK.
Bootle.—For pitching, paving with sets, and macadamising Merton-road, in the township

of Bootle. Plans, 5:c., at the Assistant-Surveyor's office, o. Phnenic-terrace, Derby-road,
Bootle. Sealed tenders addressed to the Chairman of the Board, and to be delivered on
or before May 1, at 12 noon.

STABLING, kc.
Dumfries.—For stabling and other offices at Drumpark, in the parish of Irongray.

Plans, &c.,from James M'Kie, \vriter, Dumfries, to whom tenders on or before 30th April.

Edixburoh Monument to the 78th Highlanders.—This monu-
ment has been inaup:urated with military honours; it consists of a Celtic cross

of Redhall atone, including the pedestal, '27 feet in height. Tlie pedestal is double,

and the shaft, with the cross by whicii it is surmounted, is a monolith 15 feet

6 inches long. It is bordered on all sides with interlaced tract ry in the old Celtic

fashion, and is covered on three sides—in letters in the styh; oi' tlie 13th century—
with the names of 7 officers, 28 non-commissioned officei's, and 220 private

soldiers of the 78th Regiment, who fell in the Indian mutiny. On three sunk
panels, in the lower part of the pedestal, are inscribed the following actions in

which the regiment was engaged during the mutiny :—Futtehpore, Aoung,
Pandoo, Nuddi, Cawnpore, Ouao, Busseeratgunge, lloorbeakeciiowkee, Hithoor,

Passage of the Ganges, Mungurwar, Alum-Bagli, First Relief of Lucknow,
Defence of Lucknow, Defence of Alum-Bagh, capture of Lucknow, Bareilly.

On the upper part of the pedestal, fronting the Esplanade, there is a dedicatory

inscription in Gaelic, and underneath it the following translation in English:
" »Sacred to tlie memory of the officers, non-commissioned officci-s, and private

soldiers of the 78th Highland Regiment, who fell in suppressing the mutiny of

the native army of India, in the year 18o7 and 1858, this memorial is erected as a
tribute of resuect by their surviving brother officers and comrades, and by many
officers who lormerly belonged to tue regiment, a.d. 1801.

Bristol.—A meeting of the committee formed to promote a local memorial
to the late Prince Consort, lias been held at the Council-house, Bristol, under
the presidency of the Mayor. Subscriptions to the amount of £370 were
announced, and full confidence weis expressed that the necessary sum would be

oi)tained. In reference to the form of the memorial, it was resolved that a
statue should be erected, and if a sufficent amount were subscribed, that the

memorial should present a statue and fountain in harmonious combination*

With a view of enlisting the co-operation of the working classes, a sub-committee

was appointed to open the way to negotiations with some members of their body.

A subscription list, it is said, will be shortly issued.
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THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.
ELL has the Poet Laureate written

—

' Uplift a thousand voices full and sweet,
In this wide hall with earth's invention stored,

And prai.-ic th' invisible universal Lord,
"Who lets once more in peace the nations meet,
Where Sclunco, Art and Labour have outpour'd

Their myriad horns of plenty at our feet.

O, silent father of our Kings to bo,

Mourn'U in this golden hour of jubilee,

For this, for all, we wcop our thanks to thee

!

The world-compelling plan was thine.

And, lo ! the long laborious miles
Of Palace ; lo I the giant aisles.

Rich in mmk-1 and design ;

Harvest-tool and husbandry,
Loom and wheel and engin'ry.
Secrets of the sullen mine.
Stool and gold, and corn and wine,
Fabric rough, or Fairy fine.

Sunny tokens of the Line,
Polar marvels, and a feast

Of wonder, out of West and East,
And shapes and hues of Art divine I

All of beauty, all of use.

That one fair planet can produce.
Brought from under each star.

Blown from over every main,
'And mixt as life is mixt with pain.

The works of peace with works of war.

O ye, the wise who think, the wise who reign.

From growing commerce loose her latest clipiu.

And let the f;ur white-winged peacemaker fly

To happy havens imder all the sky.

And mix the seasons and ttie golden hours.

Till each man find his own in all men's good.

And all men work in noble brotherhood,
Breakingtheir mailed fleets and armed towers.

And ruling by olwying Nature's powers.

And gathering all the fruits of pc:ieo and crown'd with all her flowers."

i"ow there were, yesterday, who heard the " thousand voices" unmoved.
Once again, after an interval of eleven years, England has invited the

world to a friendly contest, and throws wide open tlie doors of the vast

"building wherein their several contributions have been collected. The
show hai been inaugurated with all the splendour whicli royalty can
comninml, although, through the unavoidable absence of the Queen, the

ceremony lacked that magnificence which was diffused over the former build-

ing. A stnse of the nation's loss, as was foreseen, was, moreover, felt by
«very one present, in that he who made doubts disappear like morning
mists before his bright intelligence, and directedthecurrent of our actions,

slept his last sleep, and could not welcome the bidden guests, or look upon
the consummation of his work. The "father of our kings to be "was
silent when the labours upon his great enterprise were ended, but tho

result liassliown that, powerful as was his guiding spirit, the means which
lie employed fcr ihe accomplishment of his ideas were sufBciently self-

sustaining to march unfalteringly onwards and fulfil the task they—at his

instigation—had undertaken.
When the former International Exhibition was opened, it was fondly

hoped that we had entered upon a new era; that tlie rivalry of the sword
and musket was to be exchanged for that of the shuttle and the loom ; that

the long- nursed deadly feuds of neighbours were to be brushed away
ty the olive branch; "that hands gripped in friendship would close no
more in anger against each other; and that even the common sense of

nations would teach them lessons which ruin, slaughter, andmisery hadfailed

to impress upon them. These Utopian hopes have been dissipated. We
must acknowledge the fallacy of these expectations which our hopes had
begotten. In the brief interval since 1851 war has cut its deep channels
in thousands of human hearts, and has left its track upon the seared face

of many countries. We have ourselves passed twice through the fierce

fiery ordenl, and our kinsmen over the Atlantic endure it even now with
the obstinacy of the Anglo-Saxon race. We must also own that for

months the matiTiaU for war, in the shape of monster cannon and plated

ships, have been most prominent in the minds of our scientific men, and
that perhaps the most attractive trophy in the whole collection will prove
to be that which is contributed by the successful manufacturer of destruc-

tive weapons. It is humiliating to us, as people calling ourselves civilised,

to make this confession, but the acknowledgment of its truth need not de-
press us. It is consolatory to know that even in this branch of manufac-
ture England can maintain her proud pre-eminence amongst the assembled
nations, whilst it is satisfactory to reflect that there is enough of more en-
nobling materials gathered together to convince us that whilst with one arm
we can defend the world's sanctuary, we can with the other contribute in

in no mean degree to the onward movement of civilisation.

The general view of the interior of the new building cannot for one
Instant he compared to that of its prototype. We remember with regret
Osier's Crystal Fountain, and the long stretch of perspective which the
eye embraced in the former building, with its admirable coloured surfaces
and its well arranged trophies, its green leafy elms and lines of j udiciously

displayed statues. The new building is short in comparison, and the
enclosure of tlie courts limits the view. There is no connection between
the bright colours of the roofs and that of the groups below. The dead
green columns destroy the harmony of the internal colour, and the confused
disposition of the trophies block out even the limited view of the building.

No art has been shown in placing 'them. Bell's Egyptian Obelisk is

incongruously balanced by a Gothic Drinking Fountain. Both may be,

in their respective styles, very excellent, but they have nothing in
common with each other whicli should have justified the Commissioners
in placing them, or in allowing them to be placed, in juxtaposition ;

and Thomas's last work is put into a side court ! Gates of the
Colebrook Dale Company, surpassing in size and splendour even
those which were exhibited in 1851, and which now adorn the long
walk of Kensington Gardens, are at the end of tho south transept,
hidden, or almost so, by neighbouring objects. How different from
tlieir deservedly prominent position in the Hyde-park building ! As
to a view down the nave, such as we obtained from the end gallery through
the long range of 1,800 feet in the former building, we must not expect it

here. Such a conglomeration of confusion as Cheapside presents when
densely crowded we may have, but nothing beyond it.

A few days previous to the opening the eastern dome underwent a most
charming transformation. To prevent a reverberation from the orchestra,

a tent-like covering was put over it, which completely hid the cold vacant
nakedness of the dome. It was really a relief to look upwards with that
shield between us and the much vaunted wonder, whilst the alternate pale
blue and red tints of the canvas gave a subdued and refreshing tone to

all beneath it. Never before was the absurdity of these huge abortions so

manifest, as when a simple tent-roof temporarily introduced hid one of
them from our sight. We hope that no feeling of false pride will induce
the Commissioners again to reveal it, but that a tasteful feature unex-
pectantly introduced at one end of the building will be repeated at the
other.

We cannot avoid the expression of our cordial congratulations to the
contractors and their assistants upon the successful completion of their

uninterrupted labour. No more striking trophy of undaunted and untir-

ing energy is contained in the building than that which the building itself

presents, and no one hardly can appreciate it who has not watched it, as
we have done, from the first moment when Messrs. Kelk and Lucas walked
over the green turf which it has displaced down to the period when the
Duke of Cambridge, amidst a flourish of trumpets, echoed by a salvo of
artillery in Hyde-park, announced the opening of the building. Through
its various successive stages, with the determination to an eighth of an
inch of the relative position of each column, the screaming of the little

engine, the swift upraising of the massive columns and girders, the adjust-

ment of the roof principals, the watchfulness and care which riveted

together those monstrous domes, the anxiety of mind and ceaseless toil of
nobly labouring men, have ever had our sympathy. The contractors made
a bargain they spared neither money, brain, nor muscle, and have com-
pleted it. We would ask the wondering thousands who will collect beneath
those arched ribs and wide-spreading girders to remember, sometimes
thankfully, that little army of working-men, with their selected officers and
capable chiefs, who made a shelter for those acres of treasure which
enchants them.

We have already mentioned some of the marvels of art which will be
shown together in what is called the MediiEval court, but Gothic art has
burst the limit of that insufficient boundary. Skidmore, at the head ofmetal-
workers, stands proudly forward in the south-east transept. There, too,

is Hart, with a gorgeous display of his well-known articles. Beneath the
gallery, Earp the carver, exhibits some of his best workmanship, designed
by Mr. Street and Mr. Bentley. Near him is a doorway, most elaborately

sculptured by, if we recollect rightly, Mr. Poole—a name, we confess, un-
famiUar to us, but evidently not long to remain so. Johnston Brothers
show a good collection of metal work, and in the rear of it some of the
things sent in competition to the Architectural Museum are displayed.
Mr. John Bell's obelisk—without a straight line in it—hardly justifies

the rumours which have been circulated about it ; and Minton's matchless
majolica fountain is at present incomplete, in consequence of the orchestra
temporarily occupying a portion of the space allotted to it. In the north-
eastern transept the colonies show a splendid collection of different woods,
some polished and some in the rough, but the necessity for piling up those
ugly rival masts of timber is not so palpable as the beauty of the smaller
specimens of the wood. In the nave, besides that of Mr. Bell, there is an
obelisk of grey granite from Aberdeen, elaborately incised with Greek
ornament and gilt. In the northern courts there are some good
specimens of wall decoration by Kershaw and by Hayward of Newgate-
street, but we have not space at present to particularise them, or to detail

the beauties of the painted cabinets which line the neighbouring enclosure.

A high and lengthy casting, of unusual excellence, stands in front of the

French department. The court itself is divided into recesses like those
in an Eastern bazaar, each being devoted to some special kind of manu-
facture. We noticed two recesses occupied by articles of building con-
struction, prominent in which were specimens of imitation marble and
stone, and beautifully clean castings of fiuials, &c. The wall decoration

is also distinguished by that brilliant and harmonious colour which charac-

terises our neighbours' works. Ketracing our steps for a hurried glance at the

Architectural drawings in the north-eastern gallery, we find ourselves

in the midst of the best works which have within the last few
years adorned our several exhibitions. It is a real pleasure

to find that our great architects—if they have not sent new drawings

—

have at least furbished up and forwarded their old ones. Even the Pre-
sident of the Institute contributes a drawing, and Professor Donaldson
two or three. Mr. Scott sends the fine drawings of the Foreign-ofSce,

with Mr. Thomas AUora's easily recognised touch upon them. In fact, it

is curious to notice how many drawings appear here displayed by his

dexterous hand. " The Design for a City," by Mr. Kendall, which was
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lionouTablv- aoticed at Paris, is ohe of these j and it is not too much to say

that, to the able artistic treatment it has received, it is indebted for a

greater portii n of its merit. Another scarcely less able eolourist brings

oat, with his marvellous pencil, the beauties of Messrs. Digby and T. H.
Wyatt's military chapel, and is recognised at a glance again in Mr. Ferrey 's,

Mr. Searle's, and some dozen other drawings, bearing the names of

different architects. Would it have been too great a sacrifice to have
""rendered unto Ctcsar the tilings which are Coesar's," and to have
acknowledged, in an exhibition of this kind, the names of the .irtists who
bave helped the architects to a proud distinction ?

Amongst the most prominent drawings is a design for the restoration of

the Tomb of Mausolus. It comes boldly from the hand of Mr. Fergusson,
who has, as our readers are aware, criticised somewhat severely Mr.
Newton's, or rather Mr. Pullan's restoration ; a comparison of this drawing
with Mr. Fergusson's other contributions show very plainly that his
" assistant," in preparing it, was also worthy of being mentioned, and of

having his services publicly acknowledged.
Of designs for the Government offices there are many, as also there are

of the Manchester Assize Courts. Professor Kerr shows by his work tliat

his recent appointment was a worthy tribute to the talent of an able man.
Mr. JJewton has a large drawing, in which we admire alike liis skilful de-

lineation and his powerful conception. His drawings for years past have
been distinguished by the same large grasp of subject and the like

vigorous representation of it. Several designs for the embankment of

the Tliames caught our eye, but, above all, did that well-known one by
Mr. Thomas Allom, which some years since adorned the walls of the
Academy. Mr. Arthur Allom lays once more before us his best work,

—

the design for the interior of a public bath—together with his Eoyal
Academy gold medal drawing. The indefatigable Sir. Hayward shows us
a Gothic adornment of the Thames banks, but, clever as it is, it does not
reach the grandeur of Mr. Allom's design.

We were glad to find here that the custodians of Sir C. Barry's drawings
have given foreigners an opportunity of examining the productions of,

perhaps, the greatest of modern architects. He is represented not only
by his designs but by his early studies ; the same remark applies to the
drawings of Mr. Digby Wyatt. Sir Chas. Barry's sons maintain, in a great
degree, their father's high renown. The drawing of St. Giles' Schools
show llr. E. M. Barry's most picturesque work, whilst the designs ofBanks
and Barry remind us of the father's power in Italian desitin. Mr. White,
who has of late been too frequently absent from our architectural exhibi-
tions, appears once more to delight us with liis familiar handling of
mediaeval forms; and Mr. Street, as usual, has his unequalled i)en-and-ink
sketches set like gems in the coloured works of his brother architects. Our
space will not permit us now to do more than record the impressions of a
hurried visit to the two galleries ; but we can say, without fear of con-
tradiction, that a finer collection of architectural designs and drawings
were, perhaps, never before collected together by English architects. Our
foremost men seem really to have awakened from their long sleep to own
their calling, and to vindicate their reputations. We miss only him—" the
bravest of them all"—the old man who, eloquent, with the enthusiasm of
youth, can speak of the occupation of his manhood ; who, if he has not
plentifully embodied his thoughts in brick and stone, has never, by a line

or moulding, disfigured a building, but has made tie structures that he has
reared monuments of his cultivated genius to guide the architectural
student in his forward course, and to stimulate his exertions. It is a
drawback on the attractive features of the Architectural gallery that it

contains nothing from the hand oif the accomplished and esteemed Professor
Cockerell.

ST. GEORGE'S CHURCH, BENENDEN, KENT.
WE are asked to add to our notice of the works at this church that

the restorations have been carried out from the designs of Mr. D.
Brandon. The nave piers and arches, and the nave roof, formerly of Classical
design, are now replaced by Gothic work of fifteenth century character, in
accordance with the style of the architecture of the windows of the aisles and
diancel. The chancel is divided from the chancel aisles by clustered columns,
and covered with a new boarded roof, formed into panels and decorated with
eokmred ornament. There is also a new handsome open roof, ofthe Perpendicular
period, oyer the nave. The east window is filled with stained glass by Mr.
Waileg.and below it, and round the communion walls, a reredos has been
painted, harmonising with it in colour. Oak benches are provided in the chancel
for the choristers. The aisles and chancel are paved with Minton's tiles.

The charactei' of the old church has been preserved as much as possible, but on
the south side of the church it was found necessary to rebuild three of the bays,
the original tracery of the windows having almost entirely disapoeared. The
external repairs and new work have been executed in local stone, and Bath
stone has been used in the interior of the church.
The cast window is erected to the memory of the parents of Mr. Gathorne

Hardy, at 'whose cost the whole of the works have been carried out by Messrs.
J. and C. I'Anson.

^SOCIETT POK THE ESCOUEAGEMENT OP THE FiNB ARTS.— On
Tffednesday last week the third conversazione of this Society took place at the
Galleries of the Society of British Artists, Sufiblk-street, Pall-mall. The rooms

]J'^
J^owded. The music comprised a selection from the works of Mozart. The

gmid ijuiutet with wind instruments, a composition so rarely heard, was
^irably played by Mr. Alfred Gilbert, Messrs. Smith, Pollard, Nobbs, and
Standen. The vocalists were Mdlle. Parepa, Madame Gilbert, Miss Susanna
Cole, Madame Elwood Andrea, Mr. Gaynar, Mr. Richard Seymour, Signer
Ciampi and Iierr Formes. Mr. Alfred Gilbert, in conjunction with M. Benedict,
nndertakes the musical arrangements of the society.

THE METAL-WORK CHOIR-SCREEN AND CORONA FOR
HEREFORD CATHEDRAL.

AMONGST the most interesting, and also the most instructive, works
that appear in the Great Exhibition, the place of honour must be

assigned to those which, while they are distinguished by merit of the
highest order, are strictly typical in their character—true examples of
what may be systematically achieved in either art or manufacture for a
definite purpose, and neither mere experiments nor exceptional illustrations

of clever eccentricity and ingenious caprice.

The metal-work choir-screen for Hereford Cathedral, that stands a little

to the south of the eastern dome, is pre-eminently a typical work, and it

may claim to be regarded as one of the most valuable exponents of the
true condition of the art-manufactures of England. It shows what is now
being done in this country in the highest department of metal-work ; and it

shows tliis without any direct reference to the Great Exhibition. It was
not produced for the Great Exhibition, or with a view to being exhibited
there ; and it now appears at South Kensington simplj- because,
having been just completed, it might fairly be held to exemplify its

own class of productions. This screen was designed and exe-
cuted for Hereford Cathedral, and in that noble edifice it is eventually to

take its proper place. We are particular in directing attention to the cir-

cumstances under which this screen was produced, because we consider
it to be most important to distinguish, in a Great Exhibition, between
those works which have not been, and those which have been, made
expressly for the purpose of being exhibited.

At the present time the capabilities of metal-work, or rather our own
capabilities for dealing with the hard metals and for executing metal-
work, are subjects both of general interest and supreme importance. In
1851 iron architecture as was exemplified by the first Great Exhibition
itself, and was a bold step in advance of the time. Now, the mine
has in a measure superseded the forest, and it aspires to rival the
quarry. We are sedulously arming our ships of war with massive
iron; and with iron still more massive we are preparing to render our
land fortresses absolutely invulnerable. And, at the same time, notwith-
standing the deplorable aroliitectural shortcomings of the present Great
Exhibition building, during the last few years an architecture proper, also

of iron, has been gradually growing up amongst us, and it continually de-
monstrates, with fresh success, both the worthiness of its character and
the versatility of its resources.

The growth of this iron architecture has very latelj' received a powerful
imp-jlsefrom the admirable restorations ofthe two cathedrals of Lichfield and
Hereford, that have been effected under the direction of Mr. G. G. Scott,

E.A. In each cathedral a new choir-screen formed a part of the design

to be provided by the architect of the restorations, and both of these

screens have been executed, from Mr. Scott's designs, by Mr. Skidmore, of

Coventry, in metal-work, the metals employed being iron, brass, and
bronze or copper. The whole is hand-wrought, and the processes employed
are, for the most part, those that were introduced and applied with such
grand success by the architectural metal-workers of the middle ages. The
Lichfield choir-screen was fixed last year beneath the choir-arcli of the

cathedral, and it is doing its appointed work, and it has won a well-

merited reputation. This reputation of the Lichfield screen determined
the Dean and Chapter of Hereford to confirm the suggestion of their archi-

tect, that their new choir-screen should also be produced in metal-work,
and produced by Mr. Skidmore. This second screen, being thus the latest

architectural work of importance in metal, was first conceded by the

Hereford authorities for a temporary sojourn at the Great Exhibition,

before it should be permanently established in their cathedral. Visitors

to the Exhibition who may study this fine work will see it to great dis-

advantage, from the circumstance that, being a true screen, it is not

attempting, in the Great Exhibition, to do screen duty. At its two ex-
tremities it abuts upon nothing: it does not lead to or from anything: it

neither shuts off one part of a building from another nor serves to connect

together two different parts of the same building: and it has no association

or sympathy whatever either witli the edifice in which it stands or with
its own multitud inous surroundings. It can well afford, however, to be
dealt with and estimated exclusively on its own merits. All that it asks

is, that it be regarded as a choir-screen, which is designed to stretch

across, and to he covered by, the choir-arch of an English Gothic
cathedral.

The composition is carefully adjusted as well to the office to be dis-

charged by the screen in its screen capacity as to the natural qualities

and capabilities of metal-work. It consists of an arcade of five great

arches, the central arch being surmounted with a lofty pedimental canopy
exquisitely crocketed with bunches of flowers and foliage, and each arch

of the entire group being divided into two sub-arches. The shafts of the

first order are clustered, but the slender shafts of the sub-arches are

single. The principal constructive members are of iron, and very many
of the minor details and of the decorative accessories are also executed ia

the same metal. The screen itself, indeed, may be entitled a grand
example of iron filigree, so large is the proportion of the iron to the brass

and copi)er, and so exquisitely delicate the treatment of this invaluable

metal. The iron is variously painted, the colours having all been obtained

from oxides of the metal itself, except the greens, and thus nature herself

may be said to have painted this ironwork in the hues whicli slie has pro-

vided for man's use through her chemical action upon iron. Tliis colour-

ing is at once consistent and agreeable, and it both harmonises and contrasts

well with the burnished brass and the copper, to which import.int parts of

the work have been assigned, and with the vitreous mosaics that sparkle
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about the arch heads in such rich profusion. The capitals of all the shafts,

(lie corbels which support the statues, the cornice, and the inner feathering

the central canopy, with various other details, are of copper, wliicli

tains its natural rich colour. In the execution of these beautiful

members, Sir. Skidmore has i)ut forth his full strength. They are

triumphs of metal-architecture of the highest order. Wrought by the

'und from the sheet copper, and executed with the point of the chisel after

e method of the early metal-workers, these capitals demand especial at-

iition and tlioughtful study. They will be found to combine natural

forms with architectural conventionalisms, the fornicr retaining all tlieir

native grace and beauty, and the others adapting themselves with most
felicitous propriety to the conditions of nietal-arcliitecture; the passion

Uower is repeatedly introduced, and it predominates in tlie composition of

tlie central capital, and of the corbel which rises above it to support the

figure of the Saviour, who is represented as in the act of Resurrection.

This fine figure stands in front of a large pointed vesica-shaped panel,

which is cusped and enriched with elaborate splendour. Above this panel

is a circle, and higher still the point of the canopy rises into a cross,

distinguished at once by the simple dignity of its form and the richness

of its adornment.

Oa either side of the main central arch, corbelled out from the capitals

1 the arch shaft.?, is a group of two figures of winged angels, as in the act

I adoration ; and, on either side, in similar positions, two other figures of

angels playing on instruments of music flank the entire composition. The
lateral arches, with their sub-arches, are elaborately cusped with floral

work ; and the principal arch-heads enclose rich, open, quatrefoil panels.

The shafts of these arches are in part brass and iu part iron, the iron being

overlaid with open-work traceries. The lower portion of the entire screen

is grille-work of iron, of extraordinary richness ; and, above the spandrels,

are filled in with corresponding filigree of iron. Then there is the frieze of

brass and mosaic, the cornice of copper conventionalised foliage, and the

parapet of brass tile-work of great beauty and most original design. At
present there is no cresting that rises above the ridge of the sloping tile-

Tvork, and it appears desirable, even should any cresting eventually be

added, that it should rise only to a very slight elevation above the ridge.

One remarkable feature in the decoration of this fine work of art re-

mains to be noticed. This is, the free use of a lustrous vitreous mosaic,

which has been skilfully associated in broad masses with corresponding
surfaces of burnished and jewelled brass. The efiect thus obtained is

brilliant in the highest degree. This brilliancy, however, it must be borne
in mind, will be subdued when the screen is placed in its proper position

beneath the choir-arch of Hereford. Then the whole of the colour,

whether of these mosaics, of the brass and the copper, or of the painted and
partiallygilt iron, will be toned down and blended together in a manner
that can scarcely be imagined, unless the spectator were to walk from the

glare and the incongruities of the Great Exhibition direct to the choir of

Westminster, or, better still, were to hasten direct to Lichfield, that there

he might contemplate the companion screen in its own becoming place, or

were to go to Hereford itself, and on the spot form his ideas of what will

he the effect of its screen when it shall have been established in that
cathedral.

Grouped with the screen in the Great Exhibition, as eventually they
•will be in Hereford Cathedral, is a magnificent gas corona, executed
entirely in that ironwork which we have already designated filigree. This
coronals conical in its general contour, and is composed of three tiers of

arches, diverging from the central apex, the whole being filled with
elaborate traceries. Seven bold standards for the gas radiate from the

shaft, or pipe, which descends and forms the centre of the entire work.
These standards rise beyond the extreme circumference ol the conical

outline, at right angles to the radiating pipes that support them, and thus
they impart to the composition a most striking boldness, and convey the
idea of strength and energy, througli tlieir contrast with the arches, and
with the curved and flowing lines and the spirals. Each standard has a
triple cluster of jets ; and, in addition to these, the lower circle of the
corona itself is studded with triple jets. The brilliancy of the gas, when
it is lighted, wiU be greatly enhanced by the numerous pieces of crystolite,

which are set in every direction about the jets themselves, and which
sparkle so effectively amongst Mr. Skidmore's iron foliage. In the Great
Exhibition the corona is suspended a little to the north of the screen—that

is, rather nearer to the eastern dome. With these two noble objects there
will be associated four standards of corresponding style and workmanship,
severally destined to find their homes in the cathedral churches of Hereford,
Norwich, Lichfield, and Calcutta.

It has been found impossible to complete the Hereford screen iu anticipa-
tion of the opening of the Exhibition, notwithstanding the strenuous
efforts that have been made, under the personal direction of Mr. Skidmore.
When it is stated that the order for the production of this screen was not
{^ven until [after the commencement of the present year it becomes a
•abject for astonishment that the work appears as perfect as we see it. By
fiur the greatest and most important piece of metal-work that has been
produced in our times, and without a superior amongst the noblest and
grandest works of the artists in metal of the middle ages, the Hereford
acreen worthily succeeds the smaller, though, in no respect less artistic or
less truly architectural, screen of Lichfield. These two works have intro-

Aiced to us a new era in metal-architecture ; and, as they themselves
Itand boldly in the front of the architectural achievements of our day, so
they give promise of still greater things to come, when the principle of a
new style of architecture shall have been recognised and thoroughly esta-
blished amongst us.

ALLIANCE OF AKCinTi:CTUllAL SOCIETIES.

ABOUT this time last year a spirited scheme, started by the Northern
Architectural Association, was on foot, having for its object an

alliance between all the architectural societies of Great Britain. This step

had been proposed early in the year, and a sort of congress was finally

resolved upon, which was to have taken place in I<ondon in last summer,
but which, we believe, was never held. In fact, the scheme, so far aa its

immediate realisation was concerned, " fell through," and has remained in

abeyance ever since. There can be little doubt, notwithstanding this

apparent failure, that such an alliance would be very useful ; and, as the
approaching season would afford peculiar facilities for making the
arrangements, it appears to us desirable to re-ei)en the question.

It will not be necessary that we should endeavour to account for the
non-completion of the alliance last year, nor have we all the materials for

doing so before us. It is enough to note that substantial progress was
made, since a very satisfactory outline of a scheme was drav/n up and cir-

cul.ated. This year the preliminaries will be found ready to hand ; and, as

a far larger number of provincial architects will visit London in the ccurau

of this summer than have occasion to do so in ordinary years, the difficulty

about a meeting of deputies will be less than it was in the last, or than

it will be in any future year, supposing London to bo the place of meeting.

The existence of independent architectural societies is very advan-

tageous to the progress of the art and to those who practise it, and there

cannot well be too many of them. The establishment of a means of

frequent communication between them will be now the less a benefit, for

if the views of an individual society, or a member of such a society, aro

enlightened and valuable, the more extensive the circulation given to

them the more good they will effect. If, on the other hand, a society falls

into error on any subject, it is far more likely that such error will be

detected when submitted to extensive scrutiny, than when kept within the

narrower limits of a single society or association.

The professional press no doubt affords, to an extent h.irdly, perhaps,

suflaciently appreciated, the most extensive opportunities for general inter-

change of ideas. Few papers of importance are read before the architec-

tural societies of which reports, more or less lull, do not find a place in our

columns; and few subjects of general interest arise which do not either

appear in our correspondence or furnish the themes of our articles; and
yet we, partly, perhaps, from this very circumstance, are in a position to

know well that many communications, of a nature which either do not or

cannot find a place in the columns of a public journal, miglit with advan-

tage be addressed by various architectural societies to one another. There
is « certain confidential feeling most properly existing between the

members of any honourable profession, which might give occasion to much
confidential intercourse, but as no communication made to or through a

public paper can in any sense be called confidential, many statements or

inquiries, to which this feeling would give rise were a proper channel

opened, are of necessity now witliheld altogether.

The ordinary run of papers, sucli as are usually read before provincial

or metropolitan societies, will, it is true, be always suitably dispersed by
the press, so far as their merit is enough to secure publicity for them. It

would be, however, most desirable to be able to circulate among members
of the profession questions upon the numerous points of what is generally

called " professional practice," about which uncertainty prevails, or which

custom, law, or circumstances have settled difl^erently in different locali-

ties; nor would it be less useful to have a means of distributing information

about local building materials, trade customs, methods of measurement,

and even the prices of labour and materials. The internal polity, so to

speak, of the profession—a matter often affecting individual interests to

such an extent as to render it a most delicate and confidential subject—is

subject to, or is in need of, occasional changes and variations, such as

demand the attention of all interested, and require unanimity of action.

The subject of competitions alone would suffice to illustrate what we mean

;

but there are many other subjects which are only less pressing than com-
petition, which demand from architects first calm consideration, and then

united action.

Such an alliance ought not to erect itself into a new society. It ought

to embrace, if possible, all existing societies, for the purposes of a mutual

interchange of information, and printed transactions, and of conference on

important subjects; but doing this, it ought to leave the societies indi-

vidually much as they existed before its formation. The affiliation of all

societies to a central head is impossible, and, we believe, fortunately so; that

central society could only be the Institute, and in the unalienable constitu-

tion of the Institute, the infiexible rigidity of which has so often and so

justly been a matter of complaint, there is no provision for any snch

arrangement. The Institute, moreover, aUhough it includes many
country members, does not so thoroughly represent the profession

throughout the country as to be in all points an efficient head, even if on

abstract grounds a fusion under any—even the most unexceptionable

—

leaderdership were desirable or tolerable.

It further appears important that the arrangements should be so carried

out as to secure the bodies of architects composing the alliance from the

undue preponderance of any one society, or any group of societies. Sup-

posing meetings to be held, at which delegates are to be present, the very

fact that the meeting was held in any one locality might render the opinions

of that locality predominant, inasmuch as all the local delegates could be

easily present, while the distance might reiuier the presence of delegates

from the other extremity of the country quite impossible ; and it even would

seem to be desirable that, in any important matter, delegates should only

form a sort of committee to draft resolutions or proposals, which could be-
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come the resolution, of the alliance, only after having been submitted to

the societies themselves, and having received their approval.
Further, the difficulty which will, no doubt, be felt in getting together

meetings of delegates, and the delay which must occur in procuring the
assent of societies to any measure proposed to them by such a meeting,
would seem to point out such a course as one to he reserved only for im-
portant matters, while ordinary subjects would be best dealt with by
correspondence between the secretaries of the different societies and the
circulation of papers.
While embracing the opportunity which an E.xhibition year seems to

offer for holding a Congress in London, we hope that the societies will

take care as to the delegates they send. The scheme, even if it be referred

back to the different societies for their adhesion or rejection after it has
been provisionally agreed to by delegates, will yet depend for its com-
plexion m.iinly on the character of the delegates themselves; and it is not,

perhaps, going too far to say that the adhesion ofsome of the most important
societies will depend very" much upon the personal weight of the indi-

viduals by whom the matter is proposed to them, and under whose over-

sight and care it is likely to be. We write these words without hesitation,

because we have noper.sonal knowledge of the gentlemen who have already
devoted time and trouble to the subject ; their scheme, so far as we have
seen it, appears so reasonable, that there can be little doubt of their fitness

for conducting the matter to completion, but then they must he adequately
supported ; all the societies interested ought to take a part in the scheme
and each one ought to endeavour to iuduce its most inllueiitial and
sagacious members to give their personal assistance, and to bring their

influence to bear.

The greatest difBculty in forming a league—be it political, social, or pro-
fessional—is conmionlv found when it is attempted to unite large and
small, or powerful and weak communities, on one common footing. The
larger and more powerful feel that they have at best but little to gain,

while they may have more to lose than their neighbours, and they are
accordingly disinclined to trouble themselves in the matter. This diffi-

culty may have to be encountered in the proposed alliance, but it must be
overcome ; of course an alliance of the associatious in one district of tlie

country will be so far useful that it will beneficially affect the societies which
go to make it up. But to gain a position for the alliance, which shall

make it influential throughout England, there ought to be no gaps ; and,
above all, the adhesion of the influential societies is indispensable. To
secure the cordial co operation of the London societies, and especially of

the Institute, may be a matter of difficulty or of time ; but the object

desired will not be attained unless the Institute, the Association, and even
such societies as the Architectural Museum and Exhibition, be included,
and so included as to work harmoniously.

Should the Institute stand aside, we do not say that the promoters of
the alliance should on that account abandon or postpone their scheme.
They should still go on and show the Institute, by the results which they
can obtain, how important an instrument has been created, and how
desirable it would be for that body to take a share in the movement.
Great changes are probably approaching—the voluntary examinations now
about to be established—the many prizes now open for students—the

possible changes in the Koyal Academy—all scorn to point to a greatly
improved and elevated system of professional education; while in propor-
tion as the profession advances in importance and in social position, its

practice ought to become more uniform, and its feelings more and more
dignified.

Unity is strength, and if the architects, connected together by a common
profession and common interests, can, through the medium of associated
societies, act like one man for certain important purposes, they will have a
power which, as individuals, or as isolated groups, they fail to possess. The
individuals who may be called on to exert themselves, and to give up time
and trouble for the promotion of this end, need not consider their exertions
as so much thrown away. That which is for the public good is also for

the good of the individuals who form that public, and we feel quite sure
that neither architects nor architectural societies will have cause to regret
any time devoted to the formation of an efficient alliance, or to the work-
ing of it after it has been once formed.

COUBTS OF JUSTICE.

AT the eleventh general meeting of the Law Amendment Society, held on
Monday evening, at 3, Waterloo-place, Pall-mall, the Hon Mr. Headlam,

Judge-Advocate, in the chair, Mr. Hastings, in drawing attention to the late

vote of the House of Commons on the Bill for the Concentration of the Law
courts, said he thought that, taking all things into consideration, and according
to the usages of the House, the Bill might be brought forward again this session.

This was the time to urge upon the Government to bring forward the measure.
The Bill had nothing whatever to do with party politics, as it was brought for-

ward by the society. He then referred to the inconveniences experienced by
the profession owing to the present situation of the law courts and their offices,

and di'scribed the advantages which the measure would confer upon the profession

and the public at large. It had been stated that there was no fund to can-y out
the measure, but he thought the Suitors' Fund could be made available for that
purpose. He concluded by moving the following resolution:—" That this

society, deeply regretting the recent vote of the House of Commons adverse to

the Courts of Justice Bill, reiterates the opinion expressed by the general meet-
ing of the 17tli January, 1859, in favour of a concentration of all the law courts
and offices in a single building, and urges on the council the duty of renewing
their representations to the Government and the Legislature in favour of this

great practical improvement in the administration of the law."
The motion was agreed to unanimously.

THE LATE MR. JOHN THOMAS.
THE Scotsman says, Mr. John Thomas, the eminent sculptor, died at his

residence, Florentine Villa, London, on the 9tli April. He was bom at
Chalford, in Gloucestershire, in 181.3, and has died in the forty-ninth year of his

age. His extraordinary fertility of invention, wonderful rapidity of execution,
and accurate knowledge in every department of decorative and architectural
sculpture, caused him to be extensively employed by almost all the leading
architects in the kingdom ; and his works, whether in wood, metal, stone, or
marble, were all characterised by elegance and originality. lie was efiiiiilly at
home in every style, and master of every aetail, wlieiher Romnn, Italian, or
Gothic ; and his productions are to be found in many of the principal structures
in the chief towns of the kingdom.
Mr. Thomas had the honour to be extensively employed by the lato Piince

Consort, and executed, in a way to elicit the commendation ot royalty, Inrije has.

relief panels of Peace and War for Buckingham Palace, as well as similar works
for Windsor Castle, Balmoral Castle, and otliei-s of the royal palaces. The nioilel

dairy at Windsor was designed and executed for Prince Albert by Mr. Thomas.
The whole interior is lined with encaustic and Majolica, with chariicteristic

figures, emblems, devices, and mottoes, executed in colour from the designs and
models of Mr. Thomas. The enormous lions on the entrance piers at the Britannia
Bridge, Menai Straits, each measuring nearly thirty feet in lengtli, were executid
by Mr. Thcmias ; and, even in their gigantic dimensions, display syninietrical

proportion and masterly conception. The large bas-reliel's in tlie station at

Euston-square, as well as the pediment and figures in the front elevation of the

Great Westen\ Station, are also the production of Mr. Thomas. The sculpture

at the new works at the Serpentine, as well as that at the grand entrance gate-
way to Buckingham Palace, are also by him; and these are but a tithe of t!ie

innumerable in'oductions of his extraordinary, industrious, and versatile genius.

Public monuments have been erected by him in many of the chief towns in

England ; and, in addition to this, he was architect of several mansions, among
others of which may be named Somerleyton, the seat of his early patron ana
friend. Sir Morton Peto.

In Glasgow are to be seen a few of the works of Mr. Thom.-is. The sculptures

on the front of the National Bank and in the new telling-room of the Union
Bank are specimens of his skill. Another work of his tln're, the beautiful

mausoleum of the Houldsworth family, with its figures ot Faith, lio|ie, and
Charity, is a model of purity, both in its sculpture and architecture. The late

Mr, John Houldsworth had his new house decorated and furnished by Mr.
Thomas. The ceilings and walls of the principal apartments were enriched ajid

coloured from his designs ; and mantelpieces and doors of inlaid woods anil

marbles, floors of marquetry, marble statuettes appropriate to the rooms in wliieh

they were placed, tables, chairs, carpets, and curtains, all in unison, from Mr.
Thomas's designs, rendered this house altogether a perfect specimen of the unity

and harmony so much desiderated in internal furnishing and decoration.

In Edinburgh we have a few specimens of Mr. Thomas's works,—the archi-

tectural sculpture on the Life Assurance buildings in Princes'-street, the group
of figures in the Masonic Hall, George-street, and the quaint figures on the
unique fountain at Holyrood.
While carrying on a very extensive business as an architectural sculptor, Mr.

Thomas applied himself to high-class art ; and his figures of iMusidora. Godiva,

and others, exhibited in the Royal Academy, were received with well-merited
commendation.
The forthcoming International Exhibition will, we understand, be enriched

with several specimens of Mr. Thomas' skill. Messrs. Minton are to exhibit a
large Majolica fountain, designed by Mr. Thomas, in the Great Western
Transept. It is most elaborate, both in design and execution, and colossal in

dimensions. But by far the most interesting production of Mr. Thomas to be

exhibited is a model on a large scale of a monument to Shakspeare, the design

for which, we believe, was submitted to, and approved by, the Prince Consort.

The model is between twenty and thirty feet in height ; the figure of Shakspeare,

which is eight feet in height, is seated on a circular pedestal, enriched with

figures from his works ; and on each side, on ante pedestals, ai'e figures of Tragedy
and Comedy. This design has been the dream of the lamented artist for many
years, and there is some reason to fear that his strength may have Ijeen

over-taxed by his anxiety and labour in connection with this model and ttie

many other works he had in hand. The want of a national moimnient to our

great national bard has been long felt, and it will be pleasing if this noble

production, freely contributed, should be carried to completion, and erected on a

colossal scale on some prominent site.

In private life Mr. Thomas was all that could be desired. He was on the most

intimate terms with all the leading artists in London, and he delighted to be able

to lend a helping hand to genius and wortli. He was an agreeable companion, 8

kind friend, and a most affectionate husband and father. He leaves a widow,

an only daughter, and many friends, to lament his death ; while his works will

carry his name far into futurity.

New Railways and Public Companies.—It appears from a return of

the business transacted by the Committees of the Houses of Lords and

Commons, that the Lords have passed thirty hills through committee, of which

fourteen are for new railways, and sixteen for harbours, docks, water companies,

and miscellaneous public purposes. The Commons have passed sixty hills,

of which thirty-four are for railways and twenty-six for miscellaneous

pnrposes. Oidy one railway Bill referred for consideration to the Lords has

been thrown out ; there have been ten thrown out by the Commons, and the

following have been withdrawn :—London and Midland Junction Railway, West
Hartlepool Harbour and Dock Extension, South Staffordshire and Central Wales,

Dudley and Bridgnorth ; London, Edgwarc, and Busbcy ; Market Drayton and

Newport, Hull and West Riding Junction, Great Northern (No. i!) Bill, Ellesmere,

Oswestry, Ruabon, and Shrewsbury Carmarthen and Girdigan (increase of

capital and extensions). The oidy bill that has yet received the Royal assent is

the bill of the Great Northern, for taking additional lands at Doneaster. There

is a great deal of work yet to be done by the committees of both Hou^es before

the shoal of bills, amounting to about three hundred, is disposed of, although B

great number of them will pass through unopposed.
Mr. James 1'ebgus.son's new work on the Modem Styles of Arehitectuiels

aimounced by Mr. Murray.
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OXFORD WORKHOUSE COMPETITION.
rilHREE architects furnislioil designs for the proposed new workliouse at Oxford,

I and tlie drawings liaviii); lieen siiljinitttd to Jfr. Aicltin. Tliat gentleman has

iTjiorted tiiereon to the Guardians of tlie Poor as follows;—

Gentlembx,—In pnrsuance of your request, conveyed to me by your clerk,

Nfr. Jacob, I have the honour to report upon tlie three plans submitted to iny

notice, viz., one witli modifications by Mr. Fisher ; another, also with altei-ations,

liv Mr. Seckliain, and a third by Mr. Castle, all architects of Oxford. Jly first

|iinceeding was to view the site, accompanied by your Vice-Chairmen, Mr.
( Iveenwood and the Rev. E. Fox, and if it be any sattsfaction to the (Juarclians,

I think the site exceediuffly eligible, and if they prove as happy in the selection

of a plan to place upon that site the ratepayers will have no reason to complain.

A (|uestion was put to me in reference to disposing of a portion of the frontage.

Tills is puj-ely a financial question, as there can be no doubt but that a large plot

of ground can be made very useful in finding eniplovment for the able-bodied

inmates, and looking at the rapidity with which building operations are carried

oil in the immediate neighbourhood, an open space of a few acres will prove of con-

siderable value to the City of Oxford, as afibrding it a necessary lung—and this

lapid increase also forbodes the necessity of additional workhouse accommodation
;it a future time— I would therefore say, retain it.

The task of adjudicating upon a set of plans of any kind is no easy under-

taking, but when they are for a workhouse—a building requiring such a variety

' if accommodation—the necessity for its beingeasy of supervision by one individual,

tliat the classes should be properly separated, and that light and air should have
Tree circulation, the difficulty becomes greater and the responsibility severe

—

glided to wliicli as I know by long experience wliat time, trouble, money, and

imxiety a competition entails, ray sympathies go heartily with those whose designs

my duty requires me not to recommend.
I commenced my examination by viewing the original general plans which in

all cases placed the infirmary in the rear, the main building next, and the lodn^e

liuiiilings in front, all parallel with and facing the road, with a drive up tiie

ii'iitrc of the site. In Mr. Seckham's amended plan the main building was
ri'vereed, and the entrance building at right angles witli a roadway along the

I'xisting footway, known as Divinity Walk, and this arrangement has some
advantages worthy of consideration.

I next ascertained if they each possessed the stipulated requirements, regard-
less of their suitability, and generally fonnd them to have complied with the
innditions, and then to find the area covered by each plan and its cubical con-
trnts, so as to form some idea of their relative costs. The following are the

results :—
Area covered by Cubical contents
buildings in feet. in feet.

Mr. W. Fisher 31,816 930,000
.Mr. J. Castle 31,8i")5 920,000
Mr. J. L. Seckham 32,099 860,000

Thus it will be seen that in the area covered and in their cubical contents little

difference existed ; another point also established being that supporting the gen-
tleman's estimate of £7,000 to be correct, tlie cost per foot cube would be about
8d. Not having carried out any work in Oxfordshire, I am not prepared to say

what can be done, but my experience in several parts of the country widely apart

has been, that between 3d. and 4d. per foot is the very lowest sum for which a

building of this kind can be executed.

Mr. Castle's Design.—Each set of plans was then examined in detail, when I

found tliat Mr. Castle's design consisted of an entrance building, a main building

of two stories, infirmary and detached chapel, distributed in masses for the pur-
pose of effect. The arrangements, however, are sucli that it would render a
proper supervision almost impossible. It will require but a few remarks to make
it clear that it would be highly erroneous to adopt such a plan.

The master and matron's rooms are very inconveniently situated. There is

only one ward for 55 able men, many of whom may be unruly ; the lavatories are
placed at the staircase entrances, which would be, in consequence, always wet
and dirty ; the kitclien department is inconvenient of access; the chapel cannot
be reached but through the kitchen court; there is no communication from the

«We women's daj'-room to the dining-ball, but through the work-room and the
yard.

Althougli the sleeping wards are 30 feet wide, windows are only placed on one side,

and those very small ; the room could not fail to be fetid and unhealthy. There
are several other fatal defects, and it is a matter of regret that so much valuable
time had been taken up in working out so inefficient a plan. The author has,

bowever, succeeded in his endeavour to jiroduce a pleasing and picturesque
exterior.

Mr. Seckhiim's Design.—Mr. Seckham lias sent ia two designs. One appears
tD be a modification of the other, and as this latter is a manifest improvement,
attention had better be directed to it. There are still several defects. The
Master's rooms are too far from his work ; the kitchen and sculleries have to be
passed before reaching the main corridor, which has to be crossed to take the
lictttals to the dining-hall ; the entrances will consequently smell unpleasantly,
aad would be difiicult to keep clean ; the ends of the corridor are blocked up
with the refractory cells, which will prevent a thorough current of air passing
tiirough it ; the sleeping-rooms for the epileptic are on the first floor. I think
they would be better ou the ground, and although " future extension " is written
in large characters, considerable modification would have to be made previous to

deing it.

The married rooms are too small, and one room has no window, while in plan
Ko. 1 a false piece of construction is made to light it. The main building is

tfaree floors in height, and although not a positive error, yet it ia evident that
one of two floors could be more etiiciently managed.
• Tlie Infirmary is also defective. The corridor is badly ventilated, and windows

\\ are placed on one side of the wards only, and on the tirst floor. Fever patients
have to pass through one room into another, whicli is a very objectionable
feature. There are other arrangements of a questionable character it would be
needless to enumerate.
Mr. Fisher's Design.—Mr. Fisher's design. No. 2, although requiring

alteration, is free from many of the objectionable features in the other two.
There is much more system and compactness in it. The corridor is fairly lighted
and ventilated. The Master's rooms, kitchen, dining-hall, and other offices are
well placed, and the main building admits of unlimited future extension. The
infirmary also is, by far, the best of the three, and so arranged as to be capable of

being well ventilated. I beg, therefore, to recoimnend his design for your
adoption, with some suggestions which I liave indicated in pencil on his plan

No. 2, and more clearly shown in the accompanying sketch. I propose to remove
the octagon centre part, and to square the rooms to give to the Master an office

and sitting-room on one side, and add an officer's dining-room on the other side.

I have ventured to place the probationary wards in the main building near the

entrance—the day and night nurseries to adjoin one of the able women's wards;
the boiler-house, sto/es, brew-house, &c., to be alongside the dining-hall on the
male side ; the work-room, laundry, drying-room, anil washliouse on the female
side ; and the married couples to occupy the space now allotted to the washhouae
and nurseries in a one story building.

The chapel might be placed with advantage in the front, by which a more
ready access from the kitchen department and stores to tlie iuArmary might be
Iiad ; and taking into considc^ratiou the fall in tlie ground, the principal stairs

may be placed as shown, as it is probable the dining hall, ic, will be on higher
ground.
Infirmary.—The convalescent rooms might be curtailed, and a nurse's day

room on one side and a dispensary on the other might with advantage be secured.

A communication should be made between the corridor and the cutaneoas

wards, and witli the staircase of the fever wards, for the convenience of the sur-

geon and nurses.

Tlie lodge department should have a wide entrance; porters' rooms and tramps'

ward on one side, a waiting-room for paupers, a staircase and relieving officer's

room on the other, and the board-room ^wliich should be approached by two
staircases, one for the guardians and one lor the paupers), with committee and
strong room on the first.

In venturing to make the preceding suggestions I have done so in the hope
that they may be considered useful to the Board—as being the fruits of some
experience in these matters. I have also gone into the subject of construction,

and, having examined the specification, find it to be efficiently drawn up and the

scantlings sufficient. I would suggest, however, that either flatter roofs be

adopted or tliat some use be made of the existing space, whicli is a great waste ;

a slate course, consisting of two courses of slate breaking joint bedded in cement,
should be inserted in all the walls immediately above the ground line to prevent

damp rising. "The drainage had better be collected into a tank, with, however,
an overflow taken to the city sewer. The water from the city had also better b»
used, as wells and pumping lead to convenience.

George Aickiit.
With reference to the foregoing report, Mr. Castle writes to the Guardians

—

"As a model workhouse— as a workhouse complete in detail and itift-ciassification

—my plan is ' inefficient ;' and it is so simply because it is cheap, and because

the sum of £7,000, which you propose to expend, is also ' inefficient.' If I may
be allowed to express an opinion, I should say the most efficient which has been
sent to you is one or other of the three which you excluded from competition at

once—for tliis reason, that all three were prepared upon the supposition that they

would be entertained, irrespective of cost.
" The|general remarks made by Mr. Aickin indicate very plainly that he made a

rapid examination of my plan, and never read my specification. Had he done so,

his remarks upon my windows and ventilation could not have been made. Nor
would he have considered as vital defects some trifling points which could be
rectified in five minutes without adding to the cost of the building. My pUn
may be good or bad ; it is my own, and the cheapest I could design. Mr. Aickin
admits that it complies with your instructions. Beyond that I can say nothing.

But I must beg that you will place it with the rest of the plans and specifica-

tions in some public room where the ratepayers and general public may have
an opportunity of seeing what has been submitted to you and what adjudication

has been made. Such an ordeal will hurt no one. I know that my errors will

reach me sooner or later, and a professional castigation, if it is just, may do me
infinite service. So with the rest of the competitors.

Allow me to remark that at the present stage of your proceedings such an
exhibition a^ I have suggested would be satisfactory to the competitors—for

most of wliom I can speak—and the general public anticipates that such a course

will be adopted."

NEW WAREHOUSE, HARTLEPOOL.
ANEW warehouse is nearly completed, for the West Hartlepool Harbour and

Railway Company. The building is 365 feet long, and 100 feet broad. The-

foundations are excavated 8 feet below the level of dock coping ; the piles, nearly

900, are 20 feet long, driven 6 feet below the dock coping. Concrete, 3 feet deep,

is laid in the trench ; cross and longitudinal sleepers, 12 feet by 6 feet, are secured

to the top of the piles ; and, imbedded in the concrete on this foundation, York-
shire landings are laid, 3 feet 6 iuches broad, and 5 inches thick. On this the

brickwork commences ; after it has been brought to level of dock coping there is

a base of ashlar stone on the outside, in four courses, making 5 feet in height,

and from this commences a fire-brick facing to the full heiglit of the building,

which is about 64 feet, being five stories high. It is divided into three compart-

ments by cross walls, except the top room, which is open throughout. The
columns on the ground floor are of Dantzic oak, all above are of Memel fir; the

beams and joisting are all Memel fir; on the top of each pillar is a cast-iron

saddle, so constructed that no weight is taken by the wood beams. The roof, all

timber, is in one span. There are nine large openings on each side, 24 feet clear,

with semicircular arehes of ashlar stone, which, as Veil as the base courses, is

"rock faced," and clean dressed in the openings. There is a stone and brick

corbelled parapet all round the building, and eight pilasters, one at each angle

and two on each side, having clean dressed ashlar caps ; the two gables have

stone and brick corbels and stone water tabling. A large semicircular window is

placed in each gable.

The work was commenced in March last. Mr. Bastow is the builder.

New Drinking Fountain at Camberwell-green.—A new drinking

fountain has been erected at Camberwell-green. It is the gift of Miss Caroline

Edwards and the Metropolitan Free Drinking Foimtain Association, and has

been erected under the superintendence of that society. It is supported by four

columns of serpentine marble, resting on a square solid pedestal. Under a dome
four jets of water spring from the centre. The design is by Jlr. Holies, the sur-

veyor to the association. This makes the eighty-sixth fountain which the

association, with the well-known philanthropist Mr. Samuel Gumey at their head,

has opened in London, and by the 1st July it will open eighteen more.
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ARCHITECTURE OF PALESTIXE. FROM THE EARLIEST
TaiES TO THE CRUSADES.*

Permit me to offer you ray heartfelt thanks for the fiivour you confer upon me
in ullowinir me to present myaJf before you to address your honourable society.

ThL« is not thefirst instancoof courteous' hospitality which I have received since

I have K>en in Enijland. thouih it is tlie first lime tliat I have undertaken to

treat of mv present mhject—the Architecture of Palestine, from the earliest ages

to the Crusades. I have made many investigations and Bofte very fully into the

study, and I have irreat pleasure in impartius the information which I possess,

and which I hope to communicate more fully in my forthcouiing work, entitled

"Jerusalem Explored."
The limited time allotted for this lectnrc compels me to rjistrict my observations

-within the briefest space possible ; hence I plead tfuilty, in anticipation, to the

charge, which I fear mav be brought aarainstme, of dryness and want of minute-

ness of details in mv descriptions. I wish it to be understood, however, that I

(hall be glad to olTer anv information or explanation to those who will apply to

me, and that I shall gratefullv accept any criticisms or observations which may
be inade to me. It now only remains for me to solicit your indulgent attention

while I address von.
M. le Conte de Vogiie, of Paris, thus writes, in the introduction to his work

Bpon the churches of the Holv Land :—" Passing by the ancient monuments, with

which I was sufficiently well acquainted, through my first visit to Jerusalem, of

twenty-four days' duration, and with regard to which but little remains to be

«iid. i have occupied myself in the search after monuments of the middle ages."

This is more than I can say, after a residence of eight years in Palestine, and

more parlicularly in Jerusalem. I am compelled to own that much still remains

lor investieatioii and study in the monuments of antiquity, while those of the

middle ages are well known, greatly owing, it must be confessed, to the labours

of M. de Vogiie, who has rendered true service to science, although he has fallen

into the error of ascribing all church architecture to the period of the Crusades.

I shall reply to this in diie time, and will now proceed to speak of the Jewish
works, both before Solomon and during his reign, and that of Herod. Thence,

I shall come to Constantine, Justinian, and the Saracens, in order to reach

the period of the Crusaders.

BEFORE THE REIGN OP SOLOMON.
The condition of the country of Canaan previous to the conquest of Joshua was

not that of barbarism. It was certainly, to some extent, in astate of civilisation.

Arts, trade, industry, and commerce were already considerably developed. We are
not left ignorant that the country possessed " great and goodly cities, and houses
full of all good things" (Dent. vi. 10, 11). But how are we to investigate the
remains of its edifices ? how ascertain their style of architecture ? Certainly it is

a study not unattended with difficulty. \Vlien the chosen people entered the
promised land, they had come from E"vpt, where art, trade, and luxury
flouri.*he<l. In the wilderness Moses founcl artists of sufficient ability to construct
th? tabernacle. It may, therefore, be inferred that thej; introduced their know-
ledije into Palestine; but where are the monuments in proof? We read that
David and Solomon were obliged to apply to Hiram, King of Tj-re, for artists

and labourers to execute their magnificent works. It must be confesse^i that the
want of monuments of this first epoch renders all research into the architecture
of ancient Judea exceedingly difficult. The people whose name it bears have not
even transmitted to us any historical notices on that subject.

I believe that, during the frequent excursions which I made into the country,
I came across the remains of walls and arches of that date. The localities in

which I discovered them, and their construction, I shall place before you, both by
means of verbal descriplion and hy drawings.
Ephrath.—In the year 1729 before Christ, " Rachel was buried in

the way to Ephrath " (Gen. xxxv. 19). Six hundred and thirty-four

years aftcrwarus Samuel said to Saul, " When thou art departed
from me to-day, then thou slialt find two men by Rachel's
sepulchre in the border of Benjamin at Zelzah " (1 Sam. x. 2.) Upon the road
leading from Jerusalem to Bethlehem the monument of Jacob's wife is still to be
seen. To the east of this monument, at a distance of 400 feet, a very ancient wall

is found. This I believe to have been that of Zelzah. The wall appears to be of

Pelas^an construction. It is com)>03ed of large blocks of stone, measuring
from 3 to 8 cubic feet each. The stones are of the greatest solidity at the base,

and diminish in proportion as the vertical rows rise in height. These stones are
formed into broad, fiat polygons, and united together without cement, but with

' some degree of precision by means of small stones, employed to fill up the inter-

stices resulting from their irregular conformation. The tliickness of the walls at

the foundation is C feet, above ground 5 feet; its present length extends to about
208 feet. Above the foundation are five rows of stone of unequal height,
averaging from 8 to 9 feet. This relic of the past has been much mutilated by
Arab vandalism, and portions of it used for the formation of fences.

That a city must formerly have existed on this spot is proved by vestiges of
other walls, by an aqueduct excavated in the rock, and covered with large flat

polygonal flags ; by the fact that the surrounding soil abounds with hewn stones,
with cisterns dug out of the rock, and with ruinous sepulchres, which serve as
}daces of shelter for shepherds and their flocks. This wall, of which no author
las made particular mention, has some resemblance to the walls of Mantineea,
which I visited in Greece in 1851. I have met with no other similar construction
in an^ other part of Palestine.

Deir el Benat.—To the south of Bethlehem, and within an hour's distance,
lies the valley of Deir el Benat, which joins that of Etham above the Arab
Tillage, now called Urtas. Upon ascending this valley for about a quarter of an
hour, the traveller sees some ancient ruins, which I take to be those of Bath-
Rabbim, of the Song of Solomon (vii. 4). An irregularly shaped space of
ground, mea.suring 52,000 square feet, is surrounded by awall 5 feet in thickness,
and of unequal height, varying from" 12 to 24 feet ; on the east it runs up to the
mountain ; to the west it f^ces the torrent. On the latter side is a gate, 8 feet
wide and 16 high, with jambs formed of several stones, supporting a round-
lieaded arch, without'the aid of a key-stone, which arch is composed, like the side
posts, of stones worked in rustication. The entire wall is built of masses of rock,
roughly squared, in cnmbination witli others of polygonal shape, but all more or
less showing traces of rustication. The size of the stones in general is from two
to four cubic feet. The spaces left in the wall are filled up with small stones, and

• Paper by Seignior Pierotti, Architect to the Pasha of Jomsalem, read before the
Boyal Institute of Britiah Arehitocts by the Esv. George Williams, April 28th.

the cement, which is not observable in the exterior, is plainly perceptible in sorae

parts of the interior of the wall. An examination of the cement convinced rae

that it was applied subsequently to the original construction. Within the space

surrounded by this wall I discovered the rock hewn in such a manner as to form
different apartments, but no internal construction remains. I, however, collected

a number of small cubes of stone, which may be found in a small portion of the

ground ; they measure three or four lines each in surface, and form a mosaic,

though without design. The gate is enclosed by a strong Arab wall. I en-

deavoured to get it opened, but the Arabs, who foolishly pretend to call them-
selves the owners of the place, forbade my entrance. Nevertheless, I succeeded,

without the aid of baksheesh, in forming an aperture sufficiently large to enable

me to see that the gate opened into a vast court, roughly hewn out of the rock,

and that from it were two openings leading into other ciiambers. The walls boat

the impress of the ages which they have seen pass away, but they are still firmly

rooted in their original spot. The same class of wall is found at Lower Beth-

Horon. As Solomon erected buildings in that locality, it might be (bought by

some that these were of his construction; but this is not the case. Such do

exist, so that it is easy to compare them and observe that the one are much
more ancient than the other.

The Sepulchral Valley of the Jetos at Jerusalem.—In close proximity with
the sepulchres of the Jews, on the nortli, lies a valley, which must he traversed to

reach Neby Samuil, the ancient Ramali, the dwelling-place of the propliet

Samuel. A short distance from the valley eastward are found portions of a wall

composed of large rectangular stones roughly put together, without cement,

mortise or iron. Among them exists a doorway G feet wide and 12 feet high, the

side posts of which are each composed of a single stone, and support a monolith
architrave 3 feet high, resting upon them without cement. It bears a
resemblance, on a very small scale, to the door of the Treasury of Atreus, at

MyceniE. Of such constructions no trace is found after the period of Solomon.
Throughout the whole of Palestine, nothing is to be seen so ancient as those I

just described, and which I believe to be anterior to Solomon.
The works transmitted to us by the Patriarchs are necropolises, hewn out of

the rock to serve for receptacles for the dead, as at Hebron ; monuments erected

over graves, like those of Rachel at Ephratha and Joseph at Sicliem, formed of

simple stones and without inscription ; mausoleums, like that of Absalom at

Jerusalem, the level surfaces used as threshing-floors, as at Ramali and (tibeah

;

and, finally, the vast reservoirs as on the way to Hebron. To all these works,

perseverance and strength to overcome the resistance of the stone are plainly

apparent, but the taste and genius of art are totally wanting.
Sepulchre of Samuel in Hamah.—It will not be out of place here to describe

the construction of the sepulchre of Samuel in Ramah, which I have minutely

examined. In ancient Ramah, now a village, called in Arabic Neby Samuil,

exists a mosque which was formerly a church built by the Crusaders. The walls

of this building are far from corresponding with the magnificence of its founda-

tions, formed of enormous blocks of stone, which, though defaced, still show traces

of careful and elaborate rustication. On the sonth-west side of this building

stands another of the same period. This contains, or ratlier covers, the rock in

which is the prophet's sepulchre. By a door formed of iron grating, opened for

me by the Dervish in charge, I entered a chamber cut in the rock ; m the centre

of this chamber is an enormous sarcophagus, which T recognise at a glance as a

specimen of Moslem architecture, and wliich is the same that is exhibited with so

much pretension and mystery through a hole, traversing the entire thickness of

the rock, to persons not permitted to set foot upon the rock overlying the tomb of

the prophet, but who are obliged to be content with remaining in the upper room,
where there is another sarcophagus of wood. This sight did not, however,

suffice for me. Upon examining the court, I perceived an opening, 10 inches in

diameter, running through the rock and communicating with a lower chamber,
which was utterly dark. Besides that, I saw a passage railed off with iron bars,

and inferred, from the rusty state of the gate, that the Dervish himself never

ventured to visit the old prophet, whom the Mussulmans declare to be still alive.

All ray endeavours to induce my guide to open tliis gate were fruitless. Though
he persisted in seeking to compel me to retire, I accomplislied my investigations

as well as I could without him. By means of lighted paper thrown down the

hole to which I have alluded, I discovered the existence, in the centre of the

cavern, of a sarcophagus of whitish stone, of rectangular form at its base, sur-

mounted by a triangular prism, without ornament or inscription. The walls of

the sepulchral chamber were smooth, like those of the one in which I was. The
smoothness retained the appearance of having been produced by a machine fur-

nished with iron points, and which acted with a rotatory motion. I made the

same observation from the horizontal grating, and perceived that the steps were

cut in the rock itself. It is under the sarcophagus that the tomb, cut vertically

in the rock, must be sought. In my examination I was favoured by fortune, or

rather by the humidity of the place itself. Had it not been for this, the lighted

paper which I employed would have ignited the petitions addressed to the pro-

phet, and I should have been subjected" to the wrath, not only of the custodiam,

.

but of the whole village.

FROM THE PERIOD OP SOLOMON TO HERbD.
During the times of David and Solomon, luxury increased among the Jews.

The arts and industry greatly improved under the influence of Phcenician artists

'

and craltsmun, who came to Judea in large numbers, and afibrded the Hebrews
the opportunity of learning their arts. Of the works accomplished by David, we
have no indications or trace remaining. No doubt can be entertained that he

furnished the means and planned the localities, and that his ideas were carried

into execution by Solomon. The latter was not occupied, like the former, in

fighting against the enemies and founding new institutions, and, therefore, was
at liberty to devote his wisdom and energy to the augmentation of the splendour

of his kingdom, by the erection of stupendous buildings, by commercial enterprlie,

and by the encouragement of luxury little in keeping with the constitution of the

country. But of all his great works, what remains have we ? Tlie Scriptures

inform us Nebuchadnezzar converted them into a heap of rnins hy fire, employed

men to raze the walls and fortifications, and carried the people into captivity.

In the reign of Cyrus, 52 years afterwards ; and .5.30 years before Jesus Christ,

the exiles returned to their native land, rebuilt Jerusalem and the temple of the

Lord, which did not equal the first in splendour, in consequence of which Herod
substituted for it one tar grander. The whole of the long period wliich elapeed

between Solomon and Herod is utterly unproductive of monumental remains. We
have certainly not a building, perhaps not even acapital, of the time. Of the latter,

however, I speak doubtfully. The capital of the monolith found under the mosquf
of Aksa is at present the subject of serious study and investigation, with a view
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to assigning it to the Solomonic or Hcrodian epoch. In Jenisalem and Palestine

!n general we have only blocks of worked atones, walls, reservoirs, and aqae-
Mcts of the period in questiou to discuss; and of these I will now proceed to

l...ak.

Tlie existing walls of Jerusalem, especially on the cast, mark the various epochs

at which tliey were built. At their base I recognise the work of Solomon's
period ; higlier up, some portions of tlie walls as rebuilt after the captivity. Other
parts sliow the refined workmanship of tlie Herodian age, wliile Roman and Hara-
(1 iiic work is not rare. The character ofthe Solomonic walls, as alluded to by Flavius
.lusephus(BookXV., chap. x.\.\i., 3) I recognised, on examining, the stones form-
ing the foundation of the actual walls of Jerusalem. On the east, on which aide

I iuade deep excavations, in order to satisfy myself of the fact, the large stones

lomposing the foundations vary in length, and are squared witli some degree of
I xactitude. They have a smooth edge round the rustication about 2J inches
Hide. The rustication itself projects about 3 inches. The stones are
joined together by means of mortises cut in the stones, or by cubical
ilamps of lead and iron, but no sort of cement is apparent. Above the
foundation, stones are seen in relief ; hence those portions of the wall in which
r he courses of vertical and horizontal stones are uniform and well joined I call

Solomonic, but where the construction is irregular, and the external surface of
llio stones shows the mortises for the tenons or for the clamp, I assign them to

I lie epoch subsequent to the captivity. At that period the walls were rebuilt in
' he gi'eatest haste, to resist the attacks of an enemy who might appear at any

unent, as we find from the Book of Nehemiah ; henoe the inequality in their
iistruction, and the laying of the stones face downwards.

The rustication, then, I attribute to Solomon, who undoubtedly employed it in
rough state in the foundations, as is clearly apparent, and also in the building

iH the towers, aud more finely executed in the construction of the rest of the wall
ol' the enclosure. The reason why so few remains of external walls of Solomon's
time are to be seen, may be found in the devastations of fire, vandalism, suc-
r -ssive repairs, and the new conformation given to the stones during the period
' I' Herod (uul Justinian. This I shall presently point out, and show that Herod
liiaiself employed rustication in some parts of his fortifications.

.S|)eaking of the working of the stones of which the temple was built, Josephus
I emarks that they were polished and joined together in such a way that it was
impossible to discover the joins. Of this no vestige remains in Jerusalem ; time,
fire and man have never spared tlie Eternal city, and we are compelled to turn
i.lsewliere for other relies which evidence science and genius.
Solomon's Reservoirs in Etliam.—To the south of Bethlehem, and at an

liour's distance from it, upon the west side of the road which leads to Hebron,
stands a ruined mediaival castle. This ruin looks as if it stood sentinel over three
liu-ge reservoirs, which are not only, without doubt, the grandest work existing
in Palestine, but are also, indubitably, of high antiquity, and may safely be
assigned to the Solomomc era, in accordance with tradition. It is remarkable
that neither the Bible nor Josephus directly describe them. The latter, however, in
liis An tiquities(BookVHI. c. vii. 3) mentions a city called Etham, where was erected
tlie summer palace of Solomon, of which the Rabbis give so glowing a description.
I

I

is, probably, this palace which is referred tj in Ecclesiastes ii. 4, 5, 6. Of the
magnificent grounds, nothmg remains but some land under excellent cultivation
by Mr. Meshullam. This spot, which is situated to the east of the reservoirs, and
ill the nortliem continuation of the valley, retains the name of the Enclosed
I iarden (Can. iv. lt>), in honour of Solomon. At various times, among others in
May 1861, Meshullam, in digging the ground for cultivation, has met with the

iiiains of ancient walls, reservoirs, and aqueducts cut in the rock.
the three great basins are situated in tlie Valley of Etham, which runs down
m west to east with a very steep slope. They are fed bv the rain water that

liows down from the two sides of the mountain, and from a fountain situated to
tlie west of the castle, in a direct line to its northern side, at a distance of about
4.JU feet. I state this because the entrance to the fountain, which is circular in
form, is hidden by stones and difficult to find. Solomon probably alludes to this
iiry fountain in his Song (iv. 12), and it is still called the Sealed Fountain. All
tlie three reservoirs are cut out of the solid rock. In some parts they still retain
ii cement so hard that twenty-nine centuries have been unable to exercise any
(ttstructive force upon it. It seems perfectly clear that the primary object of
the construction of these reservoirs was the supply of Jerusalem with water, as
-Mount Moriah is at the present time supplied, in consequence of restorations
directed by myself. It is a subject of great regret that the repairs which have
several times been executed are never suffered to continue long undisturbed,
liecause the shepherds, fellahs—or peasants—and Bedouins, continually destroy
portions of the conduit in order to procure the water for their own private wants,
and it is difticult in an Arab country to maintain a proper watch over a circuitous
line of about 15,000 yards. However solemnly the guardians may promise to
lultil the duties which tliev undertake, thev are easily induced to slumber under
lie influence of the god Baksheesh.
The first reservoir to the west is 393 feet long, its average breadth is 225 feet,

and its average depth 30 feet. The second, distant about 158 feet from the first,

13 432 feet long, its width 225 feet, and average depth 42 feet. At a distance from
this of 186 feet in the last, 477 feet long, 213 feet in average width, and in average
depth 58 feet. All three unitedly occupy a square superficeof 179,541 feet, and
1.,089,450 cubic feet of the rock from which they are formed. What conqueror
or ruler of Palestine could execute so stupendous a work ? It must be allowed
that the glory of having effected it is due alone to Solomon's genius. But it is
not only in the construction of these water receptacles that hydraulic knowledge
:ind science are apparent : more especially are tliey displayed in tlie vast ramifi-

' ions of the conduits which convey the water from great distances and varions
liters

; in the formation of various water-towers; in the contrivance for filtra-
" 5 'n the manner in which the water is introduced, without the least waste

;
and, finally, in the mode of its conveyance through the conduits to Jerusalem. I
am sorry to be prevented, by the pressure of time, from entering into all these
details, but I must not pass over the principal without more special mention. The
others may be learned from a paper which it is my intention to print before

I.et us return to the Sealed Fountain. Enter it by the opening, and descend a
Kutlieiently incommodious passage for about 14 feet. At the extremity we come
''

'1 rectangular chamber, 18 feet long, 10 feet wide, and 20 feet high, whose
lal walls are formed of large Solomonic stones. At the base they are rusti-

• d, and on the upper surface smooth. The vault is a round arch, constructed
"1 large stones laid in horizontal courses, nor does the keystone show. No
ctnienti s used in the construction, In the middle of the western wall is another

j

aperture, which leads to a small caveni, where a stream issues out of the rock.
At the western corners are two other openings, in which springs are seen drip-
ping from the rock. These three fountains deliver themaelves into the rectan-
gular chamber, in the middle of which is a reservoir to receive lliem. In this
basin they are filtered previously to passing into the large conduit, which com-
raences at the eastern wall. The conduit is cut in the rock for a great distance,
but the upper part, as it approaches the old castle, is covered with large flat slabs.
It is 3 feet wide and.4J ieet high. The waters of this conduit fall a distance of
20 feet at the north-west comer of the upper reservoir, where they are caught In
a basin. From thence one part of the water is turned into tlie first pool, while
another portion is conveyed by the aqueduct—which runs parallel with the
reservoirs—to the point at which the waters of the reservoirs enter the water-
tower, whence they proceed, by the conduit, to Jerusalem.
When the reservoirs arc so full that they can receive no more water, to avoid

waste the water is received in the basin near the castle, where there is a third
aperture leading into a subterranean chamber. Here it unites with the other
water, forms a new stream, and all flows together through a subti rranean
conduit dug in the rock to supply the water tower, from whence the conduit for
Jerusalem runs. From the same point proceeds another conduit, which passes
southward, at a distance of 000 feet from the third reservoir. This, in case of
great abundance of water, could be directed into the valley for irrigation. The-
whole system of aqueducts has ceased to be of use, because the streams are not-
abundant ; indeed, alone they would be quite inadequate to feed such vact recep-
tacles. During the eight years ofmy stay it was only once—in 1860— that I saw
the three reservoirs full. At other times, it is the second only that has water,
and not always that. The whole length of the conduit running to Jerusalem is

covered with large stones. In some parts it is constructed of masonry, in others,
formed in the rock, and in a few small portions it consists of terra cotta tubes,
of which I believe it to have been entirely formed originally. I must beg to be
excused, on the ground of want of time, if I enter into no further details in i

connection with this interesting topic.
Mosque of Abraham at Hebron.—In Hebron, as every one is aware, is the

cave of Macphelah, purchased by Abraham, and appropriated by liim as a
sepulchre for himself and his descendants. Tliis cave is surrounded by a wall of
the highest antiquity ; hut the precise date of its origin has not been stated
b^ any writer. I have no hesitation in following the Arab chroniclers of the
sixth and seventh centuries, as well as the tradition of tlie country, and declaring
it to be of the Solomonic, and not of the Herodian, age. At the time of Josephus
("Wars of the Jews," Book IV., chop. ix. 11), the monuments of the patriarchs,
in beautiful marble and of elegant construction, wtre still seen. Now, had they
been erected by Herod, the historian would not have omitted to desciibe them
when he speaks of other important works executed by the same sovereign, since
he wrote not very long after the period, and was ever ready to magnify the
monumental works of the Hebrews. We may reasonably infer that he does not
describe it as Solomon's, because the fact was perfectly well known in his
time; as Eusehius and Jerome, for the same reason, are silent about it when they
name Abraham's sepulchre. Some have fancifully attributed it to Saint Helen;.
but it would appear that they have overlooked the assertion of Pelgrim of Bor-
deaux, who visited Hebron in 333, and describes this surrounding wall as con-
structed of stones of enormous size. Antoninus the Martyr, in the sixth century,
m akes Uke mention of it, but does not say that it w as the work of the Byzantine
Empress.
The north and south sides of the wall are 198 feet long, their width, from east

to west, is 112 feet. The height of the ancient work is 48 feet. The walls are
ornamented with pilasters of the uniform width of 4 feet, except at the comers,
where it is double. All project 8 inches from the plain surface of the work. They
are not ornamented with capitals, but support a cornice in high relief, composed
of two fillets and a cyma reversa, and were evidently added, subsequently to the
formation of the wall, for the express purpose of separating the old and the new.
The latter, of Arab construction, it is easy to see was buUt only to conceal the
enclosure from view. The whole wall is formed of regular courses of enormous
stones perfectly squared and rusticated, five lines in projection relief, and wliich
diminisii in size in proportion to their elevation ; each row reccduig five lines
from the row immediately belo jv. There are masses, aud not a lew, which
measure 10 feet in length and 5 feet in height. This external form is maintained
in the interior, but without the buttresses. The thickness of the walls is 7 J feet
at the base, and 6J feet above. As far as I had the opportunity of examining,
two stones appear, in general, to form the thickness ; while in some cases, a single
one occupies the whole thickness. No cement is used in uniting the stones. The
little which is apparent on the exterior has been placed there by the .\rabs, as
they themselves say, to prevent tlie rain from penetrating to the interior. Should
any one offer objections to my opinion, I shall be greatly obliged, and shall avail
myself of them on my return to Hebron to renewmy researches and studies,*

Knapp's Patent Pavement. Poultry.—As an experiment the roadway
in the Poultry is being laid with Knapp's patent pavement, which consists of
hollow iron blocks, divided into small compartments, filled up with concrete
level with the surface. Four of these blocks will make a square yard. On each
side of the road, close to the edge of the footway, are being laid hollow east-iron
tram-plates, six feet in length and 18 inches broad, wbicli are first filled with
concrete, and then turned over, leaving the indented iron face upwards, thus
forming solid tramways. To keep the paving level at each end iron girders 18
feet 9 inches in 16ngth will cross the roadway. Each of the blocks are cast in
the same mould so that the whole of them, it is said, will lock into each other,
and form a solid mass of iron and concrete of great strength and durabilitv.

The work commences at the comer of Charlotte-row, Mansion-house, and extenJs
about 100 yards westward from that point.
Pahis Bridges.—The old suspension-bridge of Lonis-Philippe, Paris, is

closed, and the new bridge, of the same name, which joins the islands of La Cite
and of Saint-Louis, and which has been rebuilt in iron, has been opened to the
public. The new stone bridge which joins the same isle, Saiut-Lonis, to the left

bank of the river, has also been opened, although the parapets are not yet built.

During the twelve yeai-s that the Emperor has occupied the throne, tliis is the
twelfth bridge that has been either built or rebuilt in Paris—namely, the

Napoleon at Bercy, the -Vusterlitz, Louis-Philippe, Arcole, Double, Notre-
Dame, Petit-Pont, an Change, Saint-Michel, des Invalides, .Uma, and
Solferino.

• To be continued.
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ox LEAD WORK.*
THE subject of the paper for this evening first suggested itself as in proper

sequence to the valuable contributions on stonework, joiners' work, and
metal work, that have been given during the course of the session ; for although
lead work comes of course under the general title of Mr. Skidmorc's paper, I had
enoneoiuay, as it appeared, imasined that lie would have confined himself to the
trestment of iron, the metal by whicli he has acliieved a Listing reputation, and
initiated us into the mysteries of the forge and the vice.
Those of us who were fortunate enough to be present at the delivery of his

lecture will understand how much that was then propounded applied to all metal
ornament, and especially to gold as worked according to his tlicory, and in an
equal or greater degree to lead, as illustrated by his experiments. I think we
shall do well to take up the study of lead work first, and when we have well
understood the legitimate treatment of the one, we shall be better prepared
to design in other and more precious materials. And, first, because
we must inquire a little into the history of this much abused material,
and trace it from its birth tlirough the various processes of manufacture
by which it is moulded to the wants and wishes of mankind. I have
nothing new to tell you on this subject, but I dare say you will bear -with
me for a few minutes while I revive your recollections before we pass on from its

lustor\- to its application. You will remember that lead exists only iu one ore,
called the sulpuuret, which occurs in veins of varying thicknesses in the primary
or transition districts, but most abundantly in the mountain limestone between
St. Abb's Head and the Irish Sea. It is also found plentifully in Derbyshire,
Shropshire, Devonshire, Cornwall, the Isle of Mail, Denbighshire, Flintshire,
and some parts of Ireland. The oldest mines are in Derbyshire, and the richest
are those in \orth Wales, which yield fully one-fourth of all the lead in the
kingdom. The average annual produce is about 50,000 tons, worth about
£1,000,000, at the rate of £20 per ton.

To extract the lead from the ore, the sulphur is driven off as acids, and the
metal is oxidated by the action of a powerful heat; a part of the sulphuric acid
combines with the metal and forms sulphate of lead, to reduce which quicklime
and coal are added during the process, the lime combining with the sulphuric
acid, and the carbon of the coal abstracting the oxygen of the metallic oxide.
The metal being reduced is collected in vessels, from which it is cast into large
ingots termed pigs, and is ready for commerce.
At this stage, lead may be either rolled, or, as it is more generally termed,

milled, or cist, or drawn. If rolled, a pig is passed through the rollers some
200 or 300 times, during which process a length of G or 7 feet will be increased
to 400 by a breadth of 7 feet. If cast, it is run on to a table, and levelled off
with a strike. It is difficult to insure a good casting if the lead is required to be
under 6 lbs. to the foot, as pin-holes are apt to occur, which, hardly perceptible
to the eye, may cause great damage if subject to the filtration of water ; the
only possible advantage in cast lead beinp that the purity of the metal is thereby
insured. In their castings a linen cloth is stretched on an appropriate table over
a woollen one, and levelled off with a strike, as before. In ganging the thickness
of sheet lead, it may be useful to remember that 5 lb. lead is ^^ thick, and 10 lb.

lead
J

ditto, and 60 lb. lead is 1 ,inch thick; but the intermediate variations are
too slight to be determined, except by the weight. Pipes are either drawn in
lengths of 20 or 30 feet, or the melted lead is forced through a hydrostatic pipe
press, and drawn out in an endless coil.

_
The use of sheet lead in buildings is of very early date. I suppose its applica-

tion to roo6 in Norman work was universal. The lead used was thicker than we
consider needful, running sometimes as high as 12 lbs. to the foot. The lead
taken down from the church at Braunston, in Northover, weighed 13 lbs. to
the foot. The sheets were about 2 feet between the rolls, and the joints were
formed by " seams," that is, the overlapping of the edges of the lead without the
use of a roll; this practice continued to a late date, and may be seen in houses
and churches of the last century. I met with a curious application of this
method ofjointing lead work in an account of some excavations that took place
in the city. A pipe, made of sheet lead, found doubled round, was discovered at a
considerable depth, about 3 inches in the clear diameter, the end joints butted
together, and a solid casting enveloped them ; the top joint was formed with a
seam, in the method which I have described. I cannot form any estimate of the
date.

Rolls offer greater security to the extreme edges of the lead, and, as they are
particularly unpleasant things to tread upon, do not get so much knocked about
with the feet. If the slope of the roof is great, the sheets are secured to the rolls
with lead-headed nails, and the head covered with a soldered clot to prevent the
wet entering. The size of a sheet of lead is feet wide by about 16 feet long

;

this is cut in half longitudinally, and in lengths suited to thereof, 4J inches
being allowed on each side for the lap over the roll.

\\ e now come to the ridge, and here lead becomes of the greatest value ; in fact,
it seems the most natural form for sheet lead to assume, clinging, as it were, by
its own weight to either side of the roof, and only waiting for the hand of man
to give it an artistic finish. How shall we set about it? We have a series of
rafters halved together or butting against a ridge, and boarded at the back ; up-
right irons, split and forked to the proper angle, were secured to each pair of
rafters of the required length ; over this was slipped the lead ridge, the holes
being previously made for the uprights, and the cresting, cast in two halves, was
then applied and soldered together.

The example given is from De la Qiiemie's work in the British Museum, and is a
beautiful illustration of what may be done in this way. Observe, too, the satis-
factory effect produced by the serrated edge. Let us analyse this a little, and
see why the eye allows this line to be right. Partly, I think, because the lead is
economically distributed for effect; that is, it shows as many lines and
as much surface as possible consistent with the work it performs. Partly,

'J'''
, '*'^""'* '' suggests, if it does not really assist (as Garbett

asserts), the downward flow of the rain water ; and partly, because the continuous
nnsfwured edges of a sheet are peculiarly liable to be caught and displaced by the
wind

; and, lastly, because it softened off the longitudinal lines of the cresting,
and with its gentle undulation arrests the eye just where it is wanted.

In discontinuous ridges, that is, where the kingpost is carried up and treated
ornamentally, a bar of iron traverses the whole length of the ridge, and is
covered with lead; this forms a stay bar to the cresting, and is itself sometimes

AptU^^^
'^^ '*'°" "*° ^"^teotatal Association, by Mr. T. W. GOODMAS, on 25th

crested. In slate roofs strips of lead were soldered on to the lower edge of the
lend ridge, where the edge was left plain, and, passing under the slates, secured the
ridge from accidental disturbance. You will find two examples given in Mr.
Burgcs' account of lead work, the only one published that enters at all into the
details of this branch of metal work as practised in the raediaival times, and to
which I am indebted for a considerable portion of my information. In De la
Quernie's work will be found an account of a beautiful lead cresting at the Hotel
de Ville de Paris, and the Cathedral of Chalons-sur-Mame.
The Palais de Justice, at Houen, still retains its cresting, though partly muti-

ated in 1794. Rheinis, S. Vulfran, Abbeville, Amiens, Noyou Cathedral,
and above all Cologne, are, according to his account, remarkable for their Ibad
cresting. The cresting of the choir at Rouen Cathedral terminated hj
au equestrian statue of S. George, which was pulled down in the 2nd
year of the Republic, for the purpose of making shot—the lead itself
was totally destroyed by fire in 1822. Some crests of a late date imi-
tate balconies. The example shown is taken from De la Quernie, and
shows us at least how variety of outline may be obtained—a feature most
desirable in this prosaic metropolis, where something like this, with a few
varieties of chimney-pots, seems the utmost ambition of the builder— I must not
say architect ; and this balcony outline leads me Ito say a few words on iron-
work as usually designed. I speak for myself, when I say that no ironwork
looks as satisfiictory in execution as it does on the drawing ; it always has more or
less of a starved look, and the design generally seems impoverished ; nothing is so
bad a background for ironwork as the sky. I was noticing this only tlie other
day, when I passed through Bedfordbury," and looked at the iron cresting on the
new schools there. I could not but help wishing that our talented president had
worked out something original in lead. I can the more freely criticise this building
as it has been the subject of the prize medal conferred by the Society for the
promotion of the Fine Arts.
We have but few specimens of ornamental lead work in England. The only

example, and that of doubtful antiquity, in which a lead cresting occurs, is that
at Exeter : the example is useful, in showing how the rolls may be made to finish
under the lead ridge. A ridge terminating in the very same outline occurs in
the Bayeux tapestry, 1066, on the castle of Mont St. Michel, or, as it is there
called, "Ad Montem Michaelis." The gilded stars that are often seen on perpen-
dicular roofs, esjiecially over the altars, and which form such a favourite feature
in the French finials, are usually formed of lead. In the absence of English
examples we must go to our French authority again for a description of the
girouette or epi, for we have no English term equivalent, except, perhaps, hip
knob, which, unfortunately for our purpose, is rarely covered witli lead.

The French word epi is used in the parish records of St. Laurent de Rouen
as early as 1470, and being derived from spine, has a spiky and appropriate sound.
It appears that they were indicative of the rank of the proprietor, so that a pennon
ranked for a knight, and a banner for a knight banneret, and so forth. Cocks
were often employed for the termination of these yirouettes as with us.
The most remarkable examples occur on the Cliapel of the Virgin, at Evrenx;

another on the Church of the Madelaine, at Verneuil'; another on the Tourelle aux
Pastorelles, at Rouen, and others on the Hotel du Uourgtherouhi in the same
city. .This latter partakes of the fault of the building to which it belongs—excess
of elaboration, but we may gain a few hints from it with profit; the terminal
ornament is very graceful, aud is frequently adopted in modern ironwork, the
nest-like enrichments through which the seam passes|are legitimate developments
of sheet-lead ornament cut into foliated forms, and then bent round a centre— •

care being taken that no part should hold water. With the Renaissance style the
girouette partook of the universal pride and bearing. Fable, Allegory, Mytho-
logy, social life, and religion were all pressed into jthe service, and furnished
subjects. There is a terra cotta specimen of this date given in Caumont's
Abecedaire, in which a pelican forms the principal feature. Another representing
a bird roosting may be noticed in a girouette at Chalons-sur-Mame; you wiU
remark the difference of treatment between the fourteenth and sixteenth century
birds—the eai-lier example being wonderfully abstemious in ornament, and the
terminal quite flat to serve as a vane, the other overcharged with foliage and
masks of which latter there are no less than thirty-two, and useless as a weather-
cock. I often wonder that birds are not more frequently introduced as terminal orna-
ments to gables. I have seen pigeons perch themselves on the verge ofa belted gable,
conscious that they were the right thing for the place, and I have always
acquiesced in their opinion. M. Boust, the French architect, with whom I have
the honour to be acquainted, has used a similar (/iroKe^^e to a dove-house, near
Lcvarot. The Hotel Dieu, at Beaune, contauis some very fine specimens
of the girouette; you will find some Illustrations of them given in
Mr. Glutton's work. He says the effect of the epi would be valueless if

it were not backed by the high-pitched roof of the main building. I don't i

quite agree with him there ; were a background always necessarj' for
|

these ornaments lofty crestings would at once be inadmissible, aud the 'j

flnial, which so invariably terminates the cone of the apse, would be the greatest
f

offender of all.
j

Another method of treating lead work, which I shall do little more than allude
'

to, is the surface decoration of sheet lead, either with gold or paint, or by the
process of toning described by Mr. Surges. In the first place, I do not quite
understand the description of the process; and, in the second place, I look upon
this art as supplemental only to the proper understanding of plumbers' work,
which at present is confined to the most unenlightened class of mechanics. To
some extent, indeed, there seems to be a rational argument for its adoption, as

may be inferred from the following remarks taken from De la Quernie.
The lead work of the pinnacles of Notre Dame de Chalons-sur-Mame still

exhibits traces of ornament and a figure of St. Sebastian, which are not bossed
out as some persons believe, but which have been painted and gilt, though time
has caused all the gilding to disappear, where the inetal has not been covered from
the air by gilding or paint, the thickness has been diminished by oxidation. Mr.
Glutton says:—The roof of the palace at Blois is covered with auger slates, and
the lead fiasbmgs upon the ridges of the main roofs, and those of the dormer
windows, were historiated with the arms of France and Brittany, and with
the badges of the Cordeliere and porcupine. The drawing found in the
archives of St. Vincent, at Rouen, is interesting, as sliowing the way in which
this method of enrichment was intended to be carried out on a crested ridge.

One of the most remarkable properties of lead is its fusibility ; and we might,
therefore, naturally expect to find some indications of this fact having been taken
advantage of by oiir Mediaival artists; and yet, with few exceptions, this is not

the case; it is a little curious that the few exceptions apply principally to fonts
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and coffins—whether there is anything symbolical in this connection with the two

termini of life is not evident. The Glossary civcs an account of lead fonts to be

found at Brookland, Dorcluater, WarborouKU, Wareliam, Walmsford, Churton,

Childrey, Clewcr, Long M'illenlmm, &c. The stone font at Asliovcr, in Derljy-

shire is ornamented with leaden figures of the Apostles. Examples are likewise

to be'seen on the continent, as at Bourg Achard, and the leaden font in the

Museum at Houen. I once made a drawing of a font in Shelden Church, near

Birminjiham, tile exterior of which, as well as the interior, is lined witli lead,

carefully bossed round the tracery—a painful instance of perverted infjenuity.

Among the most remarkable cotlius arc those found under the effigies of knights

in the Temple Church.
Lead has been used for purposes of sepulture from a very early age ; the older

and more usual custom being to use sheet-lead and work It up into the form

desired. It appears that the Romans seldom or never used solder In the con-

structionof tlicnr coffins ; for what reason I cannot say. I found a description of

a Roman coffin in tlie '• Archajologia," I think, discovered at Newport, in Mon-
mouthshire. Tlie stone cofBn lay m a trench, well packed on either side with

charcoal ; the inside was lined w'ith lead, and iron bars supported the lead cover;

the lead remained entire, but the iron Iiad disappeared. But, to return to tlie

subject of cast lead; what are the objections to its use? First, the difficulty of

securing and maintaining good edges and true planes ; then its expense ; then its

weight ; and, lastly, the <)bjectioii"tliat applies to all cast work—the substitution

of a mechanical process for a work of art to geometrical forms, such as the suns

and stai's on the (jirouettes or roof timbers. The objection does not apply, and I

should only be too glad to see a few more of them introduced.

The use of lead for eaves, gutters, and down-pipes is fast going out of date,

but I do not see why we should not specify ornamental heads to be made in this

material, especially in small works. That down pipes maybe treated artistically,

whether in lead or cast iron, no one can doubt. The new school in Bndell-street,

and the bank in Blacklriars-bridge-road, have each some points of originality to

commend them.
Having thus come round again to a more utilitarian aspect of the subject, I

will briefly refer to the important question of lead pipes and cisterns, and their

liabilities to impregnate the water which passes through them with noxious

matter. You may remember that a lead pipe at Tunbridge, a quarter of a mile

in length, used for the conveyance of water, had to be taken up and iron sub-

stituted. In this case the water was exceedingly pure, and the impregnation

was attributed to the solvent powers of carbonic acid gas.

Ammonia exists in the purest water, so tliat purity alone is no guarantee for

its safe transit through leaden pipes, but rather the reverse, as we shall find.

Neutral salts are beneficial, because they retard the corrosive action by forming

an impermeable deposit. The purest water that we can obtain is by distillation,

and yet it has been noticed that the leaden lids of cisterns, on the under side of

wliicli distilled drops of water accumulate, are liable to rapid corrosion and final

destruction, while the leaden cisterns themselves do not sufibr. This must arise

principally from the action of ammonia in the distilled water.

Great care should be taken that no decayed arumal or vegetable matter is

suffered to accumulate at the bottom of lead cisterns, as it may decompose the

salts of lead and dissolve the coating by acetous fermentation.

Christisen, in his treatise on Medical Jurisprudence, suggests that rain or snow
water for culinary purposes should not be collected from leaden roofs, nor pre-

served nor conveyed in lead, and that the same rule applies to springs of unusual

purity,where the saline impregnation is so small that it does not exceed .^^ part of

the water. That spring water which contains .^^ part may be safely conveyed

if the salts be sulphates. That lead pipes cannot safeli^ be used where the water
contains i, part if the salts be muriates. That spring water, even though it

contains a large portion of salts, should not be kept a long time in contact with

lead, and that cisterns should not be covered with lids of this metal. I may men-
tion, by the way, that the plan is sometimes adopted of giving lead cisterns a
thin coat of Roman cement; it steadily adheres, is perfectly insoluble, and forms
artificially what neutral salts do chemically-an impermeable deposit.

The last branch of ornamental lead work, perhaps the most familiar to us all,

as it combines the ornamental and useful, is'the plan of glazing in patterns. To
me there are few records of antiquity more interesting than the apparently frail

relics whose spider-like rays are hung to catch the first beams of the rising sun,

and so impress them into the service of the church, whether by saintly legend or

Bible song. And yet, though so frail—for what is weaker than lead, or more
easily fractured than glass—there are abundant remains for us to study, and, if

imitation is anywhere pardonable, for us to copy. ;.The most interesting specimens

I have met with are at Mantes Beauvois, St. Etienne, at Caen, Chalons-sur-

Mame, Louviers and Bayeux. There are comparatively few in Italy, but I may
call your attention to one at St. Fortunate Todi. I need not use illustrations to

this part of my subject, for I suppose most of those I have mentioned are pub-
lished in some shape or other. Take, for example, that splendid work of Cahear
and Martin, " Monographic de Bourges," and you will see what wonderful
examples of though rful and patient design we have in this one branch of orna-

mental lead work.

In bringing these few remarks to a conclusion, I must express my regret that
I have not been able to give practical illustration to my remarks by actual
examples; we have seen in two recent papers how much may be rendered in-
telligible by reference to models and specimens, and I am sure that we can
adopt no better plan, if called on to design any ornament in which foliated

outlines are introduced, than to practise on a piece of thin sheet lead, and model
it for ourselves. Perhaps, in time, we may even rival Mr. Skidmorc's golden-
plated acanthus.

The Guesten Hall, WoncESTEn. -The Dean and Chapter of Worcester
have presented the sum of £100, and the roof, or what remains of it that is

sound, of the old Guesten Hall, which is now in process of being pulled down,
towards the erection of the new district church whicli it is proposed to build in

the parish of ,St. Martin's, near the railway station, under the direction of Mr.
W. J. Hopkins.

A PLAN is on foot to erect a fountain, from a design by Mr. G. G. Scott, in
St. Giles's, Oxford, as a memorial to the Prince Consort.—Bradford proposes
that its memorial should consist of an Institution for the promotion of art and
science, under the title of Albert Institution. It is hoped to raise £10,000 for
this purpose.

ARCIHTECTUKAL ASSOCIATION.

AN ordinary general meeting of this Association was held on Friday ereniog:
Mr. Thomas Blasuill, the Vice-President, in the chair.

Mr. C. J. Adams, hon. sec, read the minutes of proceedings at the last meet-
ing, which were confirmed.

Niiminatimis.—'yhi: following gentlemen were nominated for membership, and
will be balloted for at the next meeting :—Mr. John Eastby Goodchild, 22, Re-
mington-street, City-road (proposetl by Mr. A. W. Blomfleld, and aecondeir by
Mr. T. Roger Smith) ; Mr. H. J. Shepherd, 6, Prince-street, Chelsea (propoeed
by Mr. Arthur Smith, and seconded by Mr. C. J. Adams) ; Mr. George Patrick,
18, Gloucester-villas, Loughborough-road, Brixton (proposed by Mr. I'. Sills,

and seconded by Mr. Taylor) ; Mr. T. Barker, 29, Offord-roail, Uarnsbury-
park (proposed by Mr. Wimbridge, and seconded by Mr. C. J. Adams); Mr.
John R. Gover, 7, Sydney-terrace, Portland-place, Clapham-rond (ptopoied by
Mr. G. R. Green, and seconded by Mr. T. M. Davies).
Opening of the LihTary.—The Chairman announced that the library was

now open, and that books could be obtained by members on application to the
curators.

Lead WorA.—Mr. T. W. Goodman read a paper on Lead Work, which will
be found on another page.

Tlie Chairman said they had had a most interesting lecture from Mr. Good-
man, and it did not at all, in his opinion, clash with Mr. Skidmore's lecture, which
referred chiefly to gold as a metal. Those who had been out of England for how-
ever short a time, must have been struck with the amount of lead work to tie

found in France, Germany, and Italy, as' compared with the small quantity in

this country. He was sure the lead cresting looked a great deal better than any
lighter cresting ; at Notre Dame, at Paris, there was an immense cresting of
that kind, some 3 or 4 feet in height. Such things were very common on the
continent, and remembering the ease with which lead could be cut and beaten
out, and the great applicability of lead for ornamental work it seemed strange it

had not been more used for decorative purposes. As to the question of pure
water being damaged in lead cisterns, that appeared to him a very simple thing,
and easily explained. If water was pure it had a tendency to attract impurities
from any material through which it might run, thus making itself impure. The
purer the water the stronger the tendency it had to take hold of the impure
matters in lead, and lead cisterns were very apt to get out of order. Lead could
easily be cut into shapes, and it seemed especially desirable to have ornamental lead
crestings.

Mr. Goodman was of opinion that iron work would supersede lead work to a
considerable extent.

After a brief conversation of a desultory character, a vote of thanks to Mr.
Goodman was carried by acclamation, and the meeting separated.

RECLAIMING LAND FROM THE SEA.

IN a paper read recently before the Liverpool Polytechnic Society, by Mr. T.
Arsott, President, the author said tuis subject has occupied far too little

attention in an old and thickly peopled country like ours, where the value of land
has outrun tliat of nearly everything else ; fettered, too, as it too often is, with
leases and other tenures which reduce it to a mere loan from the superior after

all. And this taken in connection with the extension of railways along our sea-
board, as the means of making much land now overflowed available for culture

or pasture for cattle, attracted my attention to the matter as one
worthy of some consideration and notice. In the Netherlands we see thrift and
plenty, and no people more respect the dignity of labour than the Dutch ; their

cities, too, are well built, neat and clean, and the people patterns of intelligence,

industry, and moral worth ; Brougham has said, in proof of their industry, that
they inhabit a sandbank reclaimed from old Ocean. And certainly the lowest
part of the immense alluvial tract of Western Europe lies between the mouths of
the Scheldt and the Ems: while it is matter of history that much of our own
eastern counties have been submerged. Offthe Rhine and the Meuse the remains
of forests are covered by the German Ocean, and paved roads, villages, and the

traces of former tillage lie buried in the neighbouring morasses, and dykes and
embankments hem in the land all around. 'The hydraulic works of canals, &c.,

are said to have cost Holland £300,000,000, and the Waterstaat, or Board of

Marine Engineers, has been maintained for centuries by that Government. The
ocean dykes are 30 feet liij?li by 70 feet base, faced landward with wood and stone,

and seaward with mats ot rushes and flags staked to high water mark. Amster-
dam is built on piles, and so intersected by canals as to form ninety islands, re-

quiring 280 stone and wooden bridges, one of them 600 feet long. The Polders

are tracts of country lying under the water level of the adjacent country, and
exceed 1,000 in Mid-Holland, some 20 feet under the sea level, and in Rhineland,
while there are only 76,000 acres of reclaimed, there are 173,000 acres of polder

land, and 56,000 still redeemable. Four plans are adopted of reclaiming polders :

first, by gaining it from the sea by engineering skill ; second, by ground
gained from the rivers by circumscribing and diverting and deepening

their currents; third, by drainin" off lakes; fourth, by digging turf for

fuel in such quantities as to make extensive depressions, and draining it

—

all requiring an extensive system of drainage, sluices, ditches, canals, and em-
bankments, with extraordinary mechanical agencies to elevate the water above

the surface of the contiguous rivers, &c. Haarlem Meer was formerly an inlet of

the Zuyder Zee, 33 miles in circumference, and 13 feet below the lowest

tides, and, owing to the soft alluvial of the surrounding country, it had more
tlian once threatened damage both to Amsterdam and Leyden. In 1839 a dyke
and canal were built around the entire area to intercept drainage from the

higher level, to provide navigation in lieu of the lake, and to form a channel of

outlet for the water pumped out. The canal is 40 miles long, 9 feet deep, and
widening from 125 feet to 148 feet. Three main sluices were placed at Katwyke,
Halfege, and Spaarndam, the first and second merely self-closing floodgates ; but

at Spaarndam a propelling engine was used, and the lake was closed in 1848,

when three engines were erected on piles driven down 40 feet. What was for*

merly a waste expanse of water is now exceedingly fertile land, in fine cultiva

tion, enlivened b\ farms, villages, and a thriving population, and in proportion

to the other inhabitants of Holland, this old bed ot the lake is capable of sustain-

ing 50,000 people in comfort. That thoroughly .practical and energetic people,

the Americans, much in the spirit of the early Dutch settlers there, in addition to

the many hundreds of miles of embankments along their alluvial rivers to save

the land, and connecting so many of their vast rivers by canals, have also gained
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on the seaboard, as exemplified by the frontage of new streets at Xew York,

Boston, San Francisco, and elsewhere. But no land promises better opportuni-

ties and reiiirus tlian our own for works of this nature, for the Swash alone, off

Norfolk, oeoupies twice the space of Haarlem, and is very shallow. There is

also .Morecambe Bay, the moutli of the Dee, and many otlier points worth

millions, along the sea walls of which railways might be carried, and thus pay

for themselves. And in Ireland there is Loch Neagh, ten tinies the e.xtent of

Onblin Bay—fifteen miles by seven—and not far from the coast, and eonsider-

ablv above" the tide water ; and the same remark applies to nearly all the lakes

iji the north-west of that island. Indeed, 467,000 acres are covered by water

there, and 0,000,000 acres still unoccupied bogs and mountain land, to the recla-

mation of which public money could not be better or more profitably turned in

times of a famine of food or labour.

The works of Vanban and other French engineers show how much attention

has been directed to sea walls and embankments in that country, and at the

mouth of the Seine and elsewhere along their exposed coast the trumpet-mouthed

and wave-line harbour entrances arc so well adapted that I have seen a large

transatlantic steamer come into Havre nearly at full speed, through a heavy and

dangerous outside swell, and pass into the docks; and the plan of having open

spaces, with piles driven at a great incline, serves well to spend the force of the

wave* and save the masonry. I would suggest that funnel-shaped embank-
ments are best adapted in entering from an open seaboard, and to leave ample

room inside for water storage, which can alone keep open any port, and is, no

doubt, the source of the advantage we have in the scouring out of the channels

of the Mersey ; and if we ever allow a silt up in the estuary higher up, it will

affect the chaimel outside.

CHURCH OF ST. JAMES THE LESS, UPPER GARDEN STREET,
WESTMINSTER.

THE admirers of Mr. George E. Street have at length the satisfac-

tion of seeing the metropolis adorned with one of his original and
beautiful works. Hitherto, we have had to rest content with looking

upon representations of them upon the walls of the Royal Academy and
Architectural Exhibitions, or have been obliged to take a journey—well
rewarded, vre admit—away from London to look upon the churches

themselves. We know not the cause of this apparent neglect of one of

the ablest of our church architects. Wherever we light upon his skilfiil

drawings or examine his buildings, we immediately recognise the indi-

Tiduality which he stamps upon them. He is one of the few who have
studied Mediaeval architecture with real and marked advantage—not to

give us simply a reproduction, but a further development of it. He is not

satisfied with making a collection of fragments and fitting them har-

moniously togetlier, but he makes what in less able hands are hard, rigid

features as pliable as clay in the hands of a potter. It is the freshness

and life breathed into everything he touches, which, spite of faults, makes
his buildings so interesting. We cannot read them at a glance, because

they are not made from familiar stereotyped plates ; but we can with

pleasure walk roun ], examining carefully every bit of detail, and, regard-

ing them from every point of view, find with each step ever varying

enjoyment.
Through the liberality, mainly, of the Misses Monk, daughters of the

late Bishop of Gloucester, the new church of St. James the Less has been

built, and Mr. G. E. Street was employed to design it. It has now been some

few months consecrated and opened for service. We gave, at page 663 of our

last volume, a detailed description of the building and its decorations. The
interior is of red brick. The columns are granite, with free-stone caps

and bases. The font is of alabaster. The pulpit is somewhat over-charged

with carving. On either side of the altar are figures let into the stone in

a sort of niello. They represent typical women of the Old and New Testa-

ments. The ceiling is elaborately and rather too strongly painted. In the

arch over the credence table there is a fine piece of sculpture in low relief,

representing, grouped vine-leaves and corn-stalks. We must, however,

refer to our former description for other details. We shall be glad if our

view causes our readers to visit the church and give it that study which
its beauties deserve.

The exterior, unfortunately, is so hemmed in by houses that from no

one point can it be seen in its entirety. The tower springs boldly up from

the ground, and is connected with the church by an arcaded porch. It

stands like a stern sentinel, proud of its position, beside the building, and
reminds us in this respect, as well as in some portions of its detail, of the

finest of the Lombard towers. It is a pity that funds cannot be had to

buy the adjoining houses, so as to effect a thorough clearance round this

noble edifice. Meanwhile, we would suggest to all visitors to seek out a

narrow court which leads to the chancel end of the church, and enjoy

thence the best view which can now be obtained of the building. The
full extent of the church cannot be seen from it; but the tower, as there

seen, groups very picturesquely with the apse and transept, and gives a
good idea of what the church would appear if disencumbered from its belt

of ugly houses. The contract has been most satisfactorily carried out by
Mr. Myers.

Presbkvation of Hampstead Heath.—A public meeting having lieen

convened for the purpose of taking such steps as might be deemed most expedient

for preserving Hampstcad-heath from building operations, a lengthened dis-

cussion, in which Mr. Clowser, Mr. Worth, and other gentlemen took part,

occurred, and Mr. Gurnoy Hoare said he was quite willing that some concession

should be made to Sir Tliomas Wilson, if he (Sir Thomas) would in his turn give

a written assurance that he would not build on the heath. Ultimately a resolu-

tion to the effect that if Sir Thomas Wilson should apply to Parliament for an
Act enabling him to build on that portion of his estate which adjoined Finchley-

road, the meeting would not oppose such application provided he gave a written

promise that be would not encroach on the heath, was put and carried.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.
Mr.ON Monday last an ordinary general meeting of this body was held;

Wii,i.iA.M TiTE, M.P., F.R.S., the President, in the chair.

Mr. T. llAYTEii Lewis, hon. secretary, read the minutesjof the previous

meeting, which were found correct and confirmed.

Donation.1.—Mr. Ja.mes Bell^ hon. secretary, announced several donations,

amongst others, statistics respcctmg the colony of Victoria, including official

reports on architectural and engineering matters, accompanied by an elaborate

plan of the mining districts and several other plans relating to the colony. A
vote of thanks to the donors was passed.

Presentation of Prizes.—The Chairman said, part of the business of that

evening was of a very gratifying character, because they had the opportunity on the

?
resent occasion of presenting the medals and other prizes disposed of by the

nstitute, for the encouragement of those who had paid attention to the art in

which, and about which, they were all of them most interested. The first and

the most important thing was, naturally, the presentation of the Royal pold

medal— (hear, hear)—and he was sure he might say they were all much gratified

in being able to record that it had been the good fortune of the Institute to have

the opportunity of presenting a memorial so valuable in itself, and so interesting

in all its connection with architecture during now a very considerable period, to

so distinguished a gentleman as Professor Willis—(Hear, hear). They were

all aware her gracious Majesty had been the patroness of this Institution almost

from the verv commencement of her reign; but it was not until the year 1848

she was so kind as to place at their disposal, annually, this very elegant and
valuable testimony of her approbation. In 1848 the first Royal gold medal was

placed at their disposal, and he thought the list which followed showed they had
not been unmindful of her Majesty's i gracious kindness. The first name
on the list of honour was that of Professor Cockerell, to whom the

Royal gold medal was presented as a testimonial of their respect and

esteem, and of admiration of his great talents and merits as an architect. The
Council very wisely resolved, with the gracious permission of her Majesty,

to present the Royal gold medal each alternate year to a foreigner eminent in his

profession, the medal being thus thrown open as a reward to English or foreign

architects who had distinguished themselves in their profession, to distinguished

writers on architecture, or to men of science relating to architecture of any

country, who might have designed a work of high merit. Therein he thought

the Council acted very wisely ; and, immediately availing themselves ofthe gracious

permission of her Majesty, and after honouring the most eminent architect

Professor Cockerell, they presented the Royal gold medal to Chevalier Canina,

whose genius all English architects would well remember, as well as the incidents

which terminated his life before he returned to Rome. He needed not to go

further into the list of the eminent men who had received the Royal gold medal

from the Institute, but proceed at once to the immediate business of the evening.

Having acknowledged on various occasions the efforts of men of science and
genius, English and foreign, the Institute had in the present instance, with the

gracious permission of her Majesty, awarded the Royal gold medal to the Rev.

R.Willis, Jacksonian Professor, Cambridge—(Applause). Now, he felt it to be

a matter of very consideralile difficulty and delicacy to speak much about a man
in his presence—it was a proceeding not very English in its char.-icter, not very

much in unison with the character and habits of the English people to praise one

another—yet he must observe he might be pardoned for saying a few words of

praise of their kind and excellent friend Professor Willis, who was not a pro-

fessional architect; and not because he had produced a work tending to promote

the art of architecture, or the various branches of science connected therewith,

but because he had produced many such works — (Ajiplause). He was
looking, a few days ago, at some of the works of Professor Willis, and

held in his hand a book which, as far as he knew, was the first work
by Mr. Willis on architecture. It was dated 1835, and was a work
on the middle ages, particularly on Italy; and that work, though so long pub-

lished, had lost none of its interest at the present day. Much that that work
contained had led to further inquiry, and had been of the very greatest possible

interest, importance, and value to architects. He found in this book a text-book,

teaching the very earliest suggestion on Italian Gothic architecture. Well,tlien

they found their friend Mr. Willis came before them with a strong claim that

followed almost immediately afterwards, in following Professor Bally, and being

appointed Jacksonian Professor, at Cambridge, of experimental philosophy—

a

chair which the sister University of Oxford had not; and the University of

Cambridge was fortunate in having instituted such a professorship and in having

appointed such a professor—(Applause.) Then Mr. Wills had never selfishly

clung to one particular view of architecture, and in one of his papers he found

he gave an essay on the difference between the entablatures of Egyptian

and Grecian architecture. Then his elaborate essays on cathedrals, especially

Canterbury, had always been of much service, and he had done a great deal in

the way of showing them how observations should be made on such matters. At
last came the honourable testimonial which he had the pleasure of presenting

Mr. Willis with—the gold medal of the Queen. He was sure they were all much
indebted to Mr. Willis for his papers and contributions, in his encouragement of

the art and science of architecture. His teaching had been as useful in mechani-

cal appliances and mechanical science as it had been found valuable in reference

to all that was useful, as well as elegant and oi-namental, in arcliitectui-e. No
medal was more honourably deserved, and no medal was ever more worthily

bestowed, than that which it was now his pleasure to hand to Professor Willis

—

(Applause). (The Chairman then presented the gold medal to Mr. Willis amidst

loud applause.) He hoped that health and strength would be given to him so

that he might be enabled to continue his most useful, most honourable, and most

valuable laliours—(Applause).
Professor Willis, in returning thanks, said he found himself very much in

the same difficulty as that to which his friend in the chair had alluded in a kind

speech, in which he had greatly exaggerated any claims he might have; bu(, he

could hardly thank them for the great honour which had been conftrred upon
him that night, without saying something of himself. The honour conferred

upon him that evening was'one of the great honours he had happened to receive

in the course of his life, and the testimonial which he had received from the

Institute, conveyed in such flattering words from the Chairman, he should never

forget. In reference to the works which he had ventured to publish from time

to time, he would only mention one, which would be still dearer to him than it

was ever before : it was one which might have contributed to tlie reputation Mr.

Tite had assigned to him, and he should always look at it with pleasure, because

it was published by the Royal Institute of British Architects—the work he
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referred to was an " Essay on tli« Vaults of the Middle Affcs." He assured the
nieml)i:r3 of the Institute lie should never forget the honour they Imd bestowed
upon hiin, or the kind way in wliicli the President hud spoken of lijm

—

(Applause).
Tlie CiiAiHMAN said tlie next reward he had tlie pleasure of presenting was

the Institute silver medal, with five guineas, to Mr. !•'. 11. Wilson, for illustrations

and a description of the Church of St. Peter and St. Paul, Breuekburn Priory,
Northumberland.

-Mr. Wilson briefly acknowledged the compliment.
Tlie Chaihma.n next presented a priae in books of the value of five guineas,

instead of the Soane medallion, to Mr. C. H. M. Mileham, for a design for a
museum of sculpture and painting.
The CiiAiRMAX then presented Mr. Cockerell's prize of ten guineas to Mr.

A. W. Davies, for a design for a small market-house and room above.
The CiiAiHMAX presented the next prize (an Institute one in books) to Mr.

R. P. Spiers, for a design for a villa.

The CuAiiiMAX said the next prize was one of ten guineas, which he had
offered for the be.it study in something Classical, because, though a great lover of
Gothic architecture, he was wishful that Classic should not be forgotten. Tlie
prize was awarded to Mr. H. S. Legg, for designs for a small town-hall and a
railway station.

The CiiAiiiM AX said the next prize he had to present was what was known as
the student's i>rize (in books), and they were always very anxious to encourage
students in everything that was good. The prize was awarded to Mr. H. H.
Carpenter, for a design for a dispensary, suited for a manufacturing town.
The Chairman then presented Mr. S. Fry, student, with a prize in books, for

the best series of monthly sketches.

The Cuaikmax, on the part of the Council, urged on their young friends who
had received prizes to exert themselves still further. The prizes were not in
themselves of so much value, but as being calculated to call forth application,
industry, and taste, they were of great importance.

Thi! Architecture of Ptilenthie.—The Rev. Geokge Williams, B.D., then
read a paper by Seignior Pierotii, architect to the Pasha of Jerusalem, " On
.lewish and Roman Architecture in Palestine, from the eai-liest period to the
time of the Crusades." Seignior Pierotti was present, and pointed out on
various plans and drawings places referred to in his paper, which will be found
reported in another portion of this issue.

Mr. J. Febgusson, having been called upon by the Chairman, said he really
did not know that the paper which had been read called for any remarks from
him. What Seignior Pierotti had given them that evening was not new. It
was not an account of his discoveries, but an account of a variety of buildings
existing in Palestine which they knew of before. He had expressed nothing new,
and, therefore, it was notnecessary he (Mr. Fergusson) should refer to the subject.
If Seignior Pierotti had confined himself to his own researches and discoveries, as
he did at the Architectural Museum, it would liave been well worth while to discuss
the matter thoroughly, because that gentleman had, with great indu.stry and
intelligence, and with great success, explored the underground watercourses and
other matters of interest ; but all the points he had brought forward that evening
were not new, but well known. As to the Golden Gateway, Seignior Pierotti
said it was not a building of Herod or of Justinian; if it was meant to be said
it was a building of Constantine, they all knew tiiat Constantine did not build
the temple, or a part of the temple. He did not quite agree with what Seignior
Pierotti advanced about the Holy Sepulchre; and as to what were called
Pools of Solomon, he should like to know why they were called so, for
they were not mentioned in the Bible or in Josephus. Seignior Pierotti
liad not brought forward any building they did not know before, nor had he
brought forward any new idea on the subject of the buildings in Palestine, and
though a book on such a subject would be valuable, he did not know that he had
anything to say on the subject of the lecture. He thought, however, they were
all indebted to Seignior Pierotti, who, for eight years, had surveyed and brought
to light the architecture and archseology of Jerusalem; in that way he had done
great service, and he (Mr. I'ergnsson) should hail with pleasure the publication
of his work. He proposed a vote of thanks to Seignior Pierotti for his valuable
labours in Jerusalem, the results of which, he hoped, he would very soon give to
the world in the work he proposed to publish.
The Rev. George Williams seconded the vote of thanks. The only share

lie had in the business of the evening was simply reading a translation of the
paper by Seignior Pierotti ; but he was surprised to hear Mr. Fergusson say there
was nothing new in the paper, for the description of the Pools of Solomon, and
other objects, were new ; objects, which he (Mr. Williams) never saw when he
was in Palestine. And it was a great merit of Seignior Pierotti that he had given
them something positive to go upon, for formerly they groped in the dark. Now
that Seignior Pierotti had sifted the dust they were in a better position, and the
publication of his work would, he (Mr. Williams) thought, lead to important
results. He quite felt himself that they did not at all yet know the value of the
discoveries of Seignior Pierotti nor seen their way to the inductions from the
discoveries he had made, and they would, he was sure, all apply themselves to his
book when it was published. It was certainly satisfactory thus far that Mr.
Fergusson had been confirmed in his previous views on the subject of Jerusalem,
and so had his (Mr. Williams's) been confirmed, but he certainly hoped that
would not be the most satisfactory result of Seignior Pierotti's discoveries, and
that they might arrive at some satisfactory conclusions in which the members
of the Institute would be able to acquiesce.
The Chairman said he never saw any collection half so complete of the ruins

of Jerusalem as that which that evening adorned the walls of the Institute. He
proceeded to say that he recollected Barry, very particularly on his return from
Syria, remarking on the character of the masonry there, that was, the courses of
stone being set one on the other in the Jewish masonry ; but that was not peculiar
to Jewish masonry, as he had seen it in Perugia. In the great minuteness of
the illustrations much of value was to be found, and when the promised work
was com]dete they might furnish suggestions for a better acquaintance with the
most interesting country referred to.

Mr. Wigley was happy to say that Seignior Pierotti had given, in apractical
way, a notion of its architecture wortliy of the Holy Land—a country where the
most important events had taken place—and it certainly was a most important
country at the time of theJews and Romans. In his opinion there was much novelty
brought forward in various portions ofthe paper of Seignior Pierotti ; but he thought
the lecturer made mistakes in his remarks about the times and dates of
masonry, whereas they referred, according to his idea, to different positions

of the building. As to tlie Golden Gate, Mr. Fergusson said Seignior Pierotti
stated it was not Herodian nor of the Justinian p<:riod ; but he (Mr. Wigley)
thought Seignior Pierotti said at llroinpton it was Justinian. He (Mr. Wigley)
thought, however, that they Imd liere a complete piece of work of the time of
Ilerod the Great. In Justinian's time there could be no reason for such a gate
being constructed on the spot where it was. As to the Southern Gate, which
was not alluded to in the lecture, it seemed to be of the same period as the
Golden Gate,

Professor Donaldson said, having observed remains of antiquity in variouf
parts of the Roman empire, his opinion was, that the Golden Gateway did not date
Croin any remote time, or from a rcfliied period of Rome. Even at the time of
the .\ntonines they did not find architecture so degraded as in the details of the
Golden Gateway before them. They had proof of that both at Kalbec and
Palmyra, so that tlie Golden Gateway must have been of a much later period
than that assigned to it. He proceeded to say that he felt convinced that it

would be dirticult to bring before them satisfactory historical and architectural
evidence of the peculiar construction of a chamber, by looking, as the lecturer had
done, down a hole. Wlien he (Professor Donaldson) visited the tombs of
the Egyptians, with the glimmer of the lights it was difficult fir him to
discover tlie construction of the tombs. Therefore, it would he difficult,
by looking through a hole of small diameter, to tell what was the peculiar
construction of a chamber. Seignior Pierotti alluded to a parallel arcliitecture
in Greece to what he found in the East ; but he (Mr. Donaldson) did not
find the parallel, and he saw a much more recent construction, both in the
forms of the stones and the modes in which they were put together, than
Seignior Pierotti would lead them to believe these monuments were of. At the
same time, he begged to award to Seignior Pierotti the due meed of praise for
bringing before them all he could ascertain, but still to warn him against being
too easily led away.
The vote of thanks to Seignior Pierotti was carried by acclamation, and the

meeting separated.

^
THAMES EMBANKMENT.

THE following is a copy of Mr. M'Clean's report to the First Commissioner of
Works, of the estimated expenditure to carry into effect the provisions of

the Thames Embankment Bill ; distinguishing the cost of the approaches to the
embankment, and of the street between the embankment and the Mansion-
house, including compensation and all other expenses ; also the estimated cost of
the Low-level sewer, and the length of the embankment and of each street.

Estimated expcndituro to carry iato effect the pro-
visions of the Tliamcs Embankment Bill, in- £
eluding compensation and all other expenses 1,-^0,000

Estimated cost of the approaches to the embank-
ment 80,000

Estimated cost of the streets between the embank-
ment and the Mansion-honso, including com-
pensation and all other expenses 500,000

The length of embankment between Westminster- Yards,
bridge and Blackfriars-bridge 2,235

I.ength of street from embankment to Mansion-
house 1 ,007

Length of approaches to embankment :—
From Whitehall 230
From Whitehall-place ......•• ;I21

From Yillicrs-street 105
From Buckingham-street 79
From Cecil-street 22
From Wellington-street 624
From Surrey-street • 14
From Norfolk-street 208
From Anindel-street 26

Mr. Bazalgette states that it is not possible to give a close estimate for the cost
ofconstructing the Low-level sewer within the embankment on the north side of
the Thames without definite plans from which to estimate, but it may be ap-
proximately stated at £30,000, including the branch connections, but exclusive of
the preparation of the foundations, cofferdams, and incidental works, which
would be debited to the embankment.

THE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTION.

THE directors have introduced several novelties to attract holiday folk to this

Institution. Professor J. H. Pepper is lecturing "On Colour in
General, and Coal Tar Colours in Particular." After alludingto tar, and tracing
up from this disagreeable fluid the production of benzole, aniline, mauve, and
magenta, the lecturer proceeds to show his audience some curious productions of
colours; the experiments are shown with the assistance of the large voltaic

battery and electric light. Stereoscopic views of " Paris as it is," shown by the
new achromatic lenses, are by Mr. England. Then comes the lectures and
seance of Messrs. King and Matthews to fill up the interval before the display of

a new dioramic series of dissolving views of London, in all its interesting epochs.

These views are designed by Mr. Brown, and painted by Messrs. Childe ana Hill.

The Brousil family, and a musical and buffo entertainment by Mr. George
Buckland.

Preventing Incrustation op Steam Boilers.—According to the

Mining Journal Mr. Peter Taylor, Hulme, has patented an invention which
consists in applying a pipe to the interior of a steam-boiler, which pipe is made witli

a longitudinal slot extending the entire length of the boiler, and communicating
witli an off-pipe, in which is a discharge valve capable of being opened and closed

rapidly ; the valve is of the usual mushroom shape, and in the boss, or on the

spindle, is a diagonal tube, taking in a fixed stnd ; the groove is of such an
inclination that by tumuig the spindle about one-half round the valve is opened
sufficiently to discharge the sediment which enters the pipe through the slot

above referred to. In some cases two or more slotted pipes are applied near the

bottom of the boiler, and one or more are supported near the surface of the water
in the boiler, to collect the scum ; the pipes may be connected to the same blow-
off valve, or each pipe may have its separate valve.
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PUBLIC BUILDINGS.

MR. COCHRANE'S motion—that an address be presented to her Majesty,
prayinsr that she would be gracionsly pleased to issue a commission to

inquire into the state of the public buildings erected by Parliamentary grants
within tlie last twenty years, and also of the houses rented for the public service

;

and to inquire whetlier, by adopting more comprehensive plans of building,

greater public convenience, greater economy and unity of design might not be
attainetl—w.is brought before the House of Commons on Tuesday, and waslostby
a majoritj- of 67, there being 49 votes for, and 110 against, the motion.
The proposer said that the question of which he had given notice ^\as one of

great im|>ortanco, and latterly questions connected with the improvements of the
inetnipolis had atrraeted mucli attention. He rejoiced that he was able to intro-
duce tne subject witliout reflecting on the management or conduct of the First

Commissioner of Works or that ot his predecessors in office, every one of whom,
he was sure, had done his best for the improvemeut of the metropolis. Wliat he
complained of was the viciousness of the s>'stem. Anxiety for a comprehensive
plan of improvements, especially in this neighbourhood, dated as iar liack as 17Bi.

Previously to tliat date the whole of the improvements of the metropolis were in

the hands of the Crown. In 1782, however, so large a debt had been incurred
with so little Parliamentary responsibility that an Act was passed to prevent the
Sovereign from spending in improvements more than £5,000 a year without the
sanction of Parliament, and a surveyor-general of work was appointed. Not-
withstanding this Act of Parliament, very little amelioration in the system took
place. In 1828 a most important committee was appointed on the suhject, and
the state of things developed by them was such that it was found necessary to

change the whole construction of the system. In that year a change was made,
and in 1831 the present Board of Works was constituted. In the whole of the

evidence given before that committee the importance of having some compre-
hensive plan of improvement, instead of proceeding on the bit-by-bit system, was
strongly urged on the committee. Mr. Wyatt expressed an opinion that nothing
could be more extravagant or expensive tlian the existing mode of conducting
public works. It was the intention of the Government to erect a Foreign-office

close to Downing-street, and a site had been already purchased. As far back as

1839 a committee sat on this very question, and the evidence taken before it as to

the condition of the Foreign-office was quite extraordinary. The witnesses said

there was a great sinking in the centre of the Foreign-office, the party walls

had sunk considerably in con.sequence of the unevenness of the iloors. The
architect stated that he had put bars under the floor, beams above, and other

beams bolted through the front and back walls. It was further stated that on
one occasion, while an animated discussion was proceeding between a F'oreign

Minister and an ambassador a portion of the ceiling tell on their heads. Such
was the state of the Foreign-office twenty-three years ago, and not a single stone
had been laid of a new Foreign-office. As to the Record-office, any person
visiting it must he .-istonished at the state in which tlie records were kept. All

the most valuable records of the country were heaped up in a number of small
buiidings crowded round the Record-office, and at any time a Are might destroy
the greater portion of the most valuable records of the country. A State Paper-
office was built about thirty years aio ; in 1855 it was proposed to add a story

to it, and now it was intended to pull that down. He believed that already the
whole of the records in that building had been swept into thos(! miserable liovei%

which clustered round the Record-office. Then take the Excise-office, the

Inland Revenue-office, which had cost £100,000, but, notwithstanding this

expense, the Inland Revenue Department occupied ninety rooms in Somerset
House, and the building itself was deficient in accommodation. As to Bucking-
ham Palace, Lord Russell, in 1827, pointed out the extraordinary and incon-

sistent mode of proceeding which had been adopted with regard to that building.

First it cost £240,000; then were added the wings, then a front, then a ball-

room ; and the result was an expenditure of £1,200,000. The most glaring case

of all was the War-office, of which a short time ago there could have been no
less than seventeen different departments scattered over London. At present,

including the War-office in Pall-mall and the Horse Guards, there must be ten

or twelve. Sir Charles Barry had stated before a committee that the greatest

public convenience must arise from the whole of the public buildings being
together. Mr. Hunt likewise stated that the bit-by-l)it mode of proceed-
ii^ was most inexpedient, as the owners of property never failed to

ask extraordinary prices for the sites. He also quoted the evidence of Sir Charles
Trevelyan, who was in favour of the concentration of the public offices in White-
hall and the vicinity of the Houses of Parliament, and referred to Lord Llanover,
who advocated the concentration in 18.X). The Right Hon. Mr. Cowper, when
examined before the committee of 1858, gave evidence showing the expense and
inconvenience of the present mode of renting private houses as additional offices,

and the committee reported in favour of the acquirement of the freehold of the
adjacent property as the truest economy for the State. The committee of 1856
also reportetl in favour of buying up the whole property in the neighbourhood

;

and Mr. Hunt gave detailed estimates and calculations, showing that the pro-
perty and land bounded by George-street, the Thames, the Park, and Richmond-
terrace could be acquired for £1,000,000, and that the necessary buUdings could
be erected for a further £1,500,000. Haifa million had been paid, or would be
paid, for new Foreign offices. Was the House aware that for the hire of build-
ings for public offices, for the repairs upon them, and for the expenses of furnish-
ing, wewere paying £82,000 a year ?—a sum which would actually pay the interest

upon the £2,500,000. Since 1821, independently of the Houses of Parliament
and the Royal palaces, we had spent £500,000 upon public buildings. He asked
the House to sanction the appointment of a Royal commission to investigate
these figures. He did not advocate any expensive plans; lie did not wisn to
urge the House to any extravagance. On the contrary, he thought the probable
result would be the production of a comprehensive plan which would afford
unity, symmetry of design, and width ot approaches—thus combining beauty
with economy, and preventing a larger outlay. This was the proper time for

maturing and carrying out such a scheme. It %vas proposed to spend £200,000
or £300,000 upon the Admiralty, and every sixpence of that money might much
better be laid out to the improvement of this part of London. He simply wished
the Honse to ascertain what buildings they wanted, and to adopt some plan. At
wesent they were squandering the public money without any satisfactory result.
His object in proposing a Royal commission was that it might decide what quan-
tity of ground was required to concentrate the public offices; and then that an
architect should be appointed to prepare an estimate for the buildings, which
should be handsome, and in a superior style, but not unnecessarily expensive.
The building should be competed for, and the Government should limit the

amount of cost. It was the duty of the Government to cultivate the public taste

by the erection of handsome buildings. When other countries spent so many
millions for that purpose, was it too much to ask this country to spend £2,500,000
for public improvements in tliis metropolis? Let the House consider how
anxious continental nations were to adorn their capitals. Many hovels

were collected in the neighbourhood of the Houses of Parliament, and it would
be an economical arrangement, to say the least, to introduce improvements. We
should be gainers by the change. It had been said that the question of cm-
banking the Thames had been mooted for the last two hundred years, and that
it was to the glory of the right hon. gentleman's tedilesliip that he had com-
menced the work of embankment. Let the right hon. gentleman .idd another
glory to his sedileship by determining upon some plan for the erection of public

offices which \foidd be worthy of this country and an ornament to the metro-
polis.

In reply Mr. Cowper said he sympathised with the motive of the hon.
gentleman who bi-ought this subject before the House, and quite agreed with him
in the desire to see this great metro|)olis embellished with handsome puMic
buildings. The commission proposed would, however, if appointed, supersede
the responsibility of the Executive Government in regard to such matters, and
he was sure that the only security which the House had for due economy being
observed was to fix a definite responsibility upon the Government. A commis-
sion—not looking upon the question in a financial aspect, as the Government
would be obliged to do—would probably fix upon a comprehensive plan which
would cost five or six millions to carry it out. This would produce a reaction
in the House, and would divert it from attending to what was really useful and
practical. The present moment also was inopportune for such an inquiry. The
hon. gentleman spoke as if the Government had no comprehensive plan,
whereas they were at this very moment engaged in carrying into effect a portion
of a very comprehensive plan which had been under consideration for a great
many years. The appointment of a commission would not hasten but rather
ret.ard the progress of the improvement. If everybody's project were to be dis-

cussed all advance would be checked for some time. But this was not the main
ground on which he relied for asking the House to reject the motion. There
was really nothing for the commission to inquire into that was worth the attention
of a body so formally constituted. There was only one public building which had]
been erected by Parliamentary grants during the last twenty years—the Record-
office in Chancery-lane—though several had been enlarged. He was happy to say
that that building was in a very good condition, and there was very little to in-

!

quire into about it. The condition ofthe buildings rented lor the public service was 1

also very good. The other point on which it was proposed to direct an inquiry'
was, wliether, by adopting a more comprehensive plan of building, greater public

'

convenience, economy, and unity ofdesign might not be attained. On this point he
might observe that the present plan which the Government was in part carrying
out was a comprehensive one, and had originated from the inr niries of twenty or
thirty years. As early as 1832 plans were proposed for a grand buildhig in

Downing-street, and these plans were laid before a committee. In 1839 a com-
mittee on the subject made some very useful suggestions, namely, that the Foreign
and Colonial offices, which then occupied private houses, should be rebuilt and
form part of the general plan for the occupation of the whole unoccupied space
between St. James's-pavk and the Thames. That recommendation was the
foundation of the plan which was now being carried out. In 1854, Mr. Penne-
thorne prepared a plan for that purpose. In 1855 a bill was introduced into Par-
liament. In 18.50 there was a committee, and in the present year, 1802, the first

stone was to be laid of a building which had been for so many years discussed.

The scheme for a comprehensive building had been fully considered. In 1850 the
Chief Commissioner of Works, now Lord Llanover, invited all the architects of

the world to compete as to the best way of laying out the large plot of land be-
tween St. James's-park and the Thames. The first prize was awarded to a
French architect, and that was the very plan upon which the Government was
now proceeding. If the House of Commons should, on a future occasion, vote
the requisite funds for the purpose, the plan, of which the buildings about to be

erected formed a part, could be carried out as a harmonious whole. The Foreign-
office would not stand alone. The ground on which it was to be erected was a
quadrangle, and it was intended that each corner shouUl be occupied, the whole
space to include the India-office, the Colonial-office, and the Pay-office, as well

as the Foreign-office. There would be plenty of room for all, for after the

Foreign and India-offices had been erected there would still be 70,000
square feet of ground; and when the Law Courts were removed from West-
minster Hall 30,000 feet more would be at the disposal of the public. This
would give a total of 110,000 square feet. It seemed to be necessary, for

the purposes of the navy, that the Admiralty should be removed from
Somerset House to Whitehall, which would give additional room there; it

consequently appeared to him to be an extravagant proposal to ask Parliament
for any fresh land. Besides, there were already public works in contemplation
and in progress in the metropolis that would occasion an outlay of probably over

£4,000,000. The plans now acted upon were comprehensive, and it was in his

own office considered essential that all new public buildings should be erected in

contiguity with each other. The scheme of Sir Richanl Bromley involved the
taking down of all the present offices, many of which were in every w.ty excellent

ones, and the cost of carrying it out would be enormous. It was not at all likely to

be acted upon. The course he proposed to take with regard to the Admiralty-omce
was simply to enlarge it. The allegation that the War-office now occupied eleven

houses was correct, but they were all accessible to each other, and were convenient

if not handsome, and no complaint had been made by the War-office authorities.

As to the Record Office, it was as perfect a building as any one could desire, and
the Master of the Rolls did not comjjlain that the building was too full. Indeed,

he had invited the sending to him of the State papers, for which room had been
required. If additional room was necessary, the present building could be en-
larged, for it was only a portion of the building intended to be erected, and when
the Chancellor of the Exchequer should be prepared with the money it would be

extended. Moreover, the Victoria Tower contained sixty-four fireproof rooms
designed for records. As to its being an economical arrangement to erect new
offices instead of retaining those now in use, he could not agree. The sum paid
in rents was, in fact, £26,000; but only £11,000 of this was for offices occupied
by Government departments, the rest being expended upon the National Portrait

Gallery, tlie Museum of Geology, the Patriotic Fund, the Law Courts, and the War
De])artmcnt, which there was no necessity to concentrate in one locality. There
were also the Seamen's Registry, the Stationery Office, and others, which could

not advantageously be included in one building. On the ground of
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mere economy, he maintained tli.it the present system was the most preferable.

The rent of the houses now occupied by the Foreifjn-office was £2,000 a year.

Suppose the uew buildinj?, with the ^a-ound, to bo ot the value of £300.000, and

o per cent, was taken foi* the building and 4 per cent, for the site, that would

i^ive an annuid value of £14,000. It was rather questionable, besidcn, whetlier

it would be right to throw upon the present generation the whole charge of

erecting these offices, whicli would do very well to be put u» ten or even twenty

years Iience. The course which the Government proposed to take would, he

believed, prove to be both advantageous and satisfactory, and that the buildings

to be erected would prove worthy pf a grt;at city. lie quite agreed in the opinion

that it was desirable to have large and couinrehensivo plans, but tiiouuht it to be

essential tiiat they should be reasonable. lie believed that the issuing of a com-
mi'ision would retard rather tlxan facilitate matters, and not contribute to the

desired result.

Lord J. Manners, however, was not disposed to treat this motion as one of
economy on the one hand, or of expense on the other, liut to regaril it simply na

a px'oposal for inquirj. He was at a loss to i)ereeive how the right hon. gentle-

man could oppose the motion on the ground that it would aifect the legitimate

action of liis own office. He said that a commission was unnecessary, because he
was carrying out a large and comprehensive plan. That observation was alarm-
ing, and he (Lord J. Manuel's) sliould very much like to know wliat this great

and compreliensive plan was, before tliey rejected the motion. The right hon.

gentleman haii also referred to the concentration of the law courts, and that was
a delicate subjt?ct to speak about. He (Lord J. Maunei-s) was under the impres-
sion that the House of Commons had rejected the scheme by which the money
was to be ibund ; but from what had bt^en said, it appeared to be tlie ojjinion of

the Government that the vote of the House of Commous meant nothing, and that
the plan was to go forward. That was a very important fact to come out inci-

dentally ill a delate of this sort; but, whether the Government should disregard
or setasiiit; the vote of tlie House of Commous, there was no argument ui^ed
against tlie issuing of a commission of inquiry respecting the expediency of con-
centrating the public offices.

Tiie Chaxckllor of the Exchequer said that he was one of those who had
expressed great dissatisfaction in tliat House with respect to the history of
the erection of important public buildings, the insufficiency of the modes of
control, and the want of the securities of unity, expedition, and economy in
those great undertakings. As he understood tlie 'motion, it was brought forward
mucli more as an inarticulate expression of dissatisfaction tliau with reference to
any definite ibrm of remedy. As an expression of dissatisfaction he could
sympathise with the motion, but he trusted Uie existence of dissatisfaction would
not induce the House to adopt precipitately a motion of that kind without being
satisfied tiiemselves that they could find a remedy. As far as be was aware, the
department of Public Works—he did not speak of it at the present moment in
contrast with what it was in former times—was conducted with as much enei^y,
ability, and discretion, under ordinary circumstances, as the otlier departments
of the Government ; Imt, at the same time, it must be admitted that it was subject
to the faults that were incidental to the whole of the system. He thought the
history of the erection of the Houses of Parliament was in some degree a special
case. There were jealousies entertained, and evils which they could not trace to
the root in the administration of any particular office. When they looked back
to the history of public buildings for the last twenty years, they must see that
their course had been unsatisfactory. Let them take, for example, the National
Gallery.^ He tJiought the Parliamentary discussion of the question began with
a committee ; from a committee the question was referred to a commission

;

from a commission it was referred back to a committee ; and then there was
another commission. Not less than three or four different judgments were de-
livered on the site of the National Gallery. He confessed his belief that this
question was entirely beyond the scope of any commission. He believed that by
appointing a commission to deal with the matter they would be only tempting that
commission to make vast recommendations, involving enormous publicexpenditure,
with the almost certain issue of their recommendations remaining simply a dead
letter. If the House had in view a particular questionlying within certain'bounds,
such as the consolidation of the law courts, it might be wise to reiersuch a question
to the consideration of a commission; but, in this case, the commission would be
appointed, not to consider a definite scheme, but to consider, instead of the
House of Commons and of the Government, upon what principle and by what
methods a certain department of the State is to be conducted. The appointment
of the commission would make a sinecure of the office of his right hon. friend
(Mr. Cowper), who, until it had reported, might, if he could obtain leave of
absence, travel abroad and improve his mind. The Government had made up
their minds on this question, and were prepared to make certain proposals. The
question of the law courts had made some progress in the opinions which had
been elicited. Government would soon bring under the consideration of the
House plans affecting two public buildings, and involving questions of
great public interest; one would relate to the enlargement and arrange-
ment of the Museum building of Kensington, and the other to the
transfer of a large portion of the British Museum to that part of the town. Then
there was the Foreign-office question, which he presumed had got out of the
range of such a commission ; but the question of the consolidation of the
Admiralty, the National Gallery, and the disposal of the site of Burlington
House, must remain in suspense for some years, for years it must be before a
commission could report upon those entangled and complicated questions. The
executive Government must take upon itself the management of this question,
and submit its plans to the judgment of the House; and no doubt these ques-
tions would receive from the executive tlie consideration tliey deserved, and we
diould by degrees attain to a better system. It would l>e impossible for the
commission to discbarge satisfactorily the duties to be imposed upon it; and
Its appointment would interpose practical obstacles of a most serious nature to
inanv practical plans of great consequence and importance, which were for the
public convenience and advantage, and with respect to which the House of
Commons would be called upon to give its judgment. On these grounds he
hoped the House would not be disposed to agi-ee to the motion.
The House then divided with the result before mentioned.

Bath.—The theatre at this place, erected in 1803, from a design by G. Dance,
at a cost, it is said, of £25,000, was totally destroyed by fire on Good Friday. j

AUT-UNION OF LONDON.
THE annual general meeting of tlie subscribers to the Art Cnion was held on

Tuesday last in the Adelpbi Theatre, to receire the report of tlie Council,

and for the distribution of prixes. The chair was taken by Lord MoNTBAtiLE.
The following ia the report of the Council :

—

The ttubscription of the Art-Union of Ix>ndou for the prcnmt yeai>-'tho tw«n^-Btxth of
its r-j^tahli-hment—"to promot*; tlte knowledge and love of the fine arta ami their jjcneral

atWanccniL'Ut/' nmountii to the sum of £'.i,.s*i-l l.'>s, Thu amount *.ubscril>cd hIiico it«

louniliitiuji ifi £28l>,()28. But for the great comnioroial stntfimtinn in many provincial
towns, as asscrtwl by our local honorary secrctariri*, the ilfsturlMincc of onr rrlatlonshlp*
with America, and some pressing claims on public sympathy, the Buhscriptioii)" for the year
would have beon larifor. The engraving di.~tril)u:>j;l to all the anltfierilicrf*, from Mr, F.
Goodall's picture, " Raising tJie Maypole," has been received with very general faTOor, M
well by the subscribers as by the public prcjs of the country.

It will be rcmonibercd that the Council offered a premium of IfK) guineas for the bMt
series of desigiw in outline illustrative of " The Idylls of the King,'* and awarded tt to a set
by Mr. Priolo. T!ie.^e de-iitrns have been engraved by the artixt,and, forme*] intoavolume,
will be presented to eoch subscriber of tho cniining year. Of theao illuairutlons, aLx aro
appropriated to the patient loving" EniiX ;" Knid, with the

" meek blue eyes,

The truest eyea that ever answor'd heaven ;"

four to evil "Vivien" and witless Slcrlin ; four to,—
" Klafne the fair, Elaine the loveable,

Elaine the lily maid of Aiitolat
;"

and two to sorrowing (ralnevcre. Tlicy give form to all tho characters InUho story of tho
" Blameless King" Arthur and '* liis Tal)le Kound ;"—a story through which tho ixtet Bays
to US in words tlie world will not willingly let die :—

" O purblind race of misorablo men,
How many among us at thU very hour
Do for^e a life-long trouble for onrselvoa.

By taking true for false, or falw for tme :

Here, thro' the feeble t\vilight of this world
Groping, how many, until we pass and reach
That other, where wo see as wo are seen."

In addition to this volume of illustrationa. every subsoriber will receive, for each guinea
paid, an engraving commenced by Mr. Shenton, and completed by Mr. C. H. Jccns, from
the charming little picture by Mr, Dicksee, called " A Labour of Love."

Jlr, E. Uadclyffo has been commisaioned to execute for the Aatiociatlon a volume of
etchings from tho works of tho late David Cox, an artist whose drawings are most rightly
estimated by those best qualified tfi judge of works of art. The etchings convey very satis-

factorily the largeness, vigour, and other characteristics of tho master. A certain nmuber
of the volumes will form part of tiie present distribution.

In accordance with a statement in their last report, tho Council offered a certain nnmber
of premiums for ilrawings and models by pupils of the schools in connection with the
Government Science and Art Department. Tho Council urged especially in their pro-
spectus the importance of the study of the human and animal forms. Fifty works were
submitted in response, and these were exhibited with the prizes of the year In the gallories
of the Society of British Artists. Professor Donald.son, Professor Bell, Professor Westma-
cott, Mr. Troughton, .ind the hon. sees., were appointed a comraittoo to examine them,
and they rejwrted with great regret that the expectations of the Council had not been
realised, and that in too many instances the efforts were feeble. Some few, however, of
the designs submitted, were very good, and the Council awarded jEIO to 5tr. M. R. Eldcn,
of the Stoke School of Art, for a majolica plateau, showing muoh^boldnesj of conception
and freedom of handling ; £o each to Mr. A. J. Elwes. of the School of Art, South Kensing-
ton, and Miss C. Phillott, of the Female School of Art. Queen-square, for drawings of
animals from life; and £o to Mr. Frederick Jenks, of the Birmingham School of Art, for

a design for a dish. Mr. Elden's design for a majolica plateau is being carried out by
Messrs. Wedgwood. The result will form part of the distribution of a future year,
Iho gentlemen appointed to examine these works said in their report,

—

" Your committee having had in view tho original pui-poso for which the ^Vrt Union was
established, viz., ' to promote the knowledge and love of the fine arts, and their general
advancement in the British empire, by a wide diftusion of the works of native artists, and
to elevate art and encourage its professors by creating an increased demand for their works
aud an improved ta*te on the part of the public'

"

The Committee have called to mind the numerous efforts which the Council have mado
during a period of twenty-five years to fulfil its mission. In various departments of tho
fine arts their aim has been to create a love and taste for tlieir study and protluction, un-
influenced by any personal motive, whether of rivalrj*, reputation, or profit. The attention
of the Council has long been directed to ono branch of their duties as specially worthy of
consideration—namely, the application of the principles of high art to objects of common
use or ornament in which all classes may take pleasure. The collections In the British
Museum, not to speak of those of Naples, Home, Paris, and Germany, show how intimately
high art may be allied with tho commonest purposes of life, and how intention,
thought, and grace may be embodied, so as to give general pleasure and produce refine-

ment.
There is no reason why our manufactures may not arrive at the same excellence, in an

artistic point of view, as is sho\vn in older works. Is not the whole s^ihere of nature as open,
to us as to the ancients, demanding to be studied with equally high aspirations and with
clear comprehensions ? Is our national history to Ik> read in vain? Are our poets, our
traditions, to be overlooked ? Why should not these bo brought into play, and made to
keep alive incur minds an admiration and reverence for excellence and beauty, by being
transferred to tho art-protlactions of our manufactories? This, however, is not to be
effected by jmny efforts, but by high aims, and by constant laborious study ; by a careful
avoidance of meretricious ornament, and a disregard of the praise of the ignorant, whose
conceptions of excellence do not go beyond the most commonplace and inferior representa-
tions of nature and art.

The superiority of the French in many branches has made itself felt, not only in compo-
sition, form, and execution, but in lowness of price ; and thus their productions have been
of great material benefit to them, even in a commercial point of view. It has long been tho
desire of the Art-TTnion to contribute to the formation in this conntrj- of a class of art-manu-
factures of the highest character. With all tho mechanical contrivances so abundant in

^
Groat Britain, the feeling for the beautiful ought to keep pace with the progress of science.

But although much lias been done during late years, yet very much is still wanting to enable
us to equal the works of the past schools of Italy, and the past and present schools of our
neighbours. There is still a wide field open, as witness tho vast difference in the varloos
typos of Italian, French, and German taste.

Looking further back, ancient potterj' has a dignity and importance scarcely to be over-
stated. The vases of the Greeks and .Etnisciins, beautifully simple and perfect in form,
are, moreover, inexhaustible storehouses of illnrtrationa of the mj-thology, literalnurea

thoughts, aud ciLstoms of those nations. Even the Ilonian lamps afford many remarkable
and valuable illustrations of the history, manners, and doings of the people amongst whom
they were made. Tho brooches, book-covers, and metalwork of the Middle Ages ; the
drinking-glasses and ewers of an old Venetian ; tho carved bellows and painted plates of a
Florentine dame,—exhibit an amount of iuvention, grace, and skill, that makes tUem
objects of delight for succeeding centuries, valued beyond price, and carefully treasured.

If the common things of to-day were beautiful, as they might be; if the eyes of the
multitude were schooled as to excellence of fonn. harmony of colour, and fitness for pur-
pose, they would not tolerate a public statue that was imperfect ; they would give no praise
to pictures without thought and good intention,—to daubs incongruous and crude.

In connection with these views as to common things, views often urged by tho Council,
Mr. John Leighton has designed for the association a commemorative tazza, or card-dish.
to be executed in porcelain. It includes a head of the Inmenteil Prince Consort in tho
centre, with three groups around it, representing the Prince distributing rewards to
students in art, science, and literature. Seraphs bear tablets with views of the first Exhi-
bition building, the Palace of Westminster, and of Osborne. The ai-ms of England, Irclondj
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and Scotland, and qaotations from some of the Priace's speeches, nrc also introduced. The
design is bclnff earned outbyUr. Copelaud, and examples will be allotted to-day. It is

ligbt to say tbat theM works are not costly.

Mention haring been made of his Royal Highness the late rrincc Consort, the Council
cannot refrain from joining in the general expression of unfeigned lament for the loss the
nation, as well as our revered Queen, has sustained. The Prince had devoted much of liia

time and great ability to the advancement of the arts iu this country, esi)ecially in con-
oeotion «-ith manufactures, and will be held in grateful mcmorj' by the nation to the latest
agea. The people are seeking to ci-ect a worthy monument in his honour. We may
hnmbly express a hope that this will be made an aid in the mlvunccment of the arts he
loved so well, and a noble record of the position they have at this time attained amongst
ns. The Queen has more and more endeared herself to her loving i>eoplo by those
utterances with reference to hei great bereavement which have reached them.
To diversify the objects for ]>rizes the Council have commissioned Mr. E. W. Wyon and

Mr. Robert JciForHm to execute two bas-reliefs from Milton, which will be produced in
fictile ivory, and distribnted. It was sought to make the characteristic of one of these
liracej and of the other iWrt*; carr>-ing which out, Mr. Wyon has illustrated the lines,

—

'* Now the bright morning Star, day's harbinger.
Comes dancing from the Kast, and brings with her
The flowery May, who from her green lap throws
The yellow cowslip and tho pale primrose :"

vhile Mr. Jefferson has embodied the lines,

—

^—^ *' Him the Almighty power
Hurled headlong flaming from the ethereal sky,
With hideous ruin and combustion down to bottomless perdition."

Paradiie Lost, I. 45.

In addition to these, bronzes of " Caractacus," by Mr. Foley, R.A., will be distributed.
Sliver medals, by Mr. Wiener, commemorative of the late Sir Charles Barry, ll.A., will
also form part of the distribution. Other medals are in preparation, iu continuation of our
series.

It may be useful to reiterate that arrangements are made by which various works
prepared for the society may be obtained by subcribers in lieu of prints, if desired, by extra
payment.
Vacancies in the Coimcil have boen made by the retirement of the Rev. E. Coleridge, T.

JL Haliott, Esq., and M. Milnes,Esq. ; Mr. Jas. Hopgood has been elected hon. solicitor.
The following is a statement of receipts and disbursements :

—

Total amount received £9,864 15

Expended for printing, advertising, salaries, &c.,
including reserve of 24 per cent 2,840 ID

Engraving, printing, and paper of the plate " Raising
theMaypole" 3,757 G

For the purchase of prizes of all dcscriptious 3,266 10

£9,804 15
The reserre fund has reached the sum of £1 0,.j9]

.

The mm of £3,266 IDs. has been set apart for prizes, for works to be selected by the
prizeholders themselves ;

—

30 works at £10 each, 22 works at £15 each, 17 works at £20 each, 12 works .it £25 each,
6 works at £35 each, 6 works at £40 each, 4 works at £50 each. 2 works at £100 each,
1 work at £200 ; and 4 bronzes, " Caractacus ;

" 30 silver medals of Sir C. Barry ; 16 pairs
of bas-reliefs in fictile ivory ; 60 commemorative tazzas ; 300 sets of etchings after David
Cox ; 20O porcelain busts of " Apollo ;" makins,' in all 709 prizes.
The Council desire to make widely known that the original marble by Mr. Caldcr

Marahall, R.A., '* Tlie DancingGirl Reposing," which was the result of a competition pro-
posed by the AKOciation some years ago, and now valued at the sum of £700., will be the
chief prize, and a noble one, in the distribution of I.S(1:5. The statue is at present part of
the International Exhibition, together with a stand displaying the various bronzes, parian
statuettes, medals, and works in iron, that have been issued by the Association. Tho
wonderful Exposition of the Works of Art and Industry of all Nations, which was but a pro-
position at the date of our last report, is now a reality, and within a few hours will be
opened for examination. In respect of art it may be safely assumed that it will far excel
any collection ever before presented to the world. The comparative youth of the British
school, not more than a hundred years old, commencing with Hogarth and Reynolds, and
including Gainsborough, Lawrence, Hilton, Wilkie, Etty, and Turner, will be obvious.
In the province of art manufacture we shall sec how far we have benefited by the lessons

of 1851, and the operations of our schools of art throughout the country, and find a fresh
point of departure,—fresh excellencies and successes to emulate. These are battles in
which all may be victors. That England may not only '• hold her own " in the contest,
but continue to labour earnestly and wisely in the course that insures success, must be the
wish of every lover of his country.
As somewhat in connection \vith these national interchanges of thoughts and processes,

your Council would here refer to an invitation which they received at the close of last year
ftom tho city of Antwerp to attend, by representatives, an Artistic Congress there to be held.
Professor Donaldson, Edmund Antrobus, Esti., and one of the hon. secretaries, were so good
as to undertake the oflice. The fetes and sitting occupied nearly a week ; 700 artists from
Germany, France, Englond, and elsewhere, received princely hospitality during the whole
time. Not simply the corporation and the artists of Antwerp, but the whole population
participated in offering homage to the arts. Houses were thrown open, corporate enter-
tainments given, and abroad was seen suspended,—" Welcome all to Rubens' land." Not
welcome to Antwerp, but to the land of the remarkable artist whose genius has given
Antwerp glory.

Much is required to make the truly great painter. Such, therefore, come but seldom.
Their works teach, delight, and mould succeeding generations j and they themselves deserve
some share of the honour with which they eiulow their country,

—

" Great is the glory, for the strife is hard."

Every artist must exercise an influence on his ago. The question, shall that influence be
good or bad, rests with himself, but is materially affected by the tastes of the day and the
artistic condition of the public. It has been justly urged that the masses should not regu-
late art, but art the masses. Nevertheless, we know well how one reacts upon the other.
To make the masses lovers of art and judges of art is our especial province. The elevation
of the mind should be the principal aim of the iirts. Painting .should give us pictures
that lei us into the life of things ; join the seen with the unseen : feed with lofty
thoughts :—

" Subservient still to moral purposes.
Auxiliar to divine."— Wordsworth, " E.tcuraion."

And scnipture " supply," as Bacon says, " the natural imperfection of things," which
aeems to him, ujjon the whole, " the object and intention of all the arts." To obtain artists
capable of producing such works, and to lead them to do so, wo must have an instructed
public to demand and appreciate them. Any expenditure in this direction of education is
a wiae one, and we may feel assured that whatever aid we give to the fine arts, the fine
«Tt» will return to the country. They contribute to elevate as well as to enrich a state.

On the motion of Professor Westmacott, seconded by Mr. Huklstone,
the report was adopted.
A vote of thanks to the lion, secretaries, Mr. Godwin and Mr. Poeock, having

been proposed by Professor Donaldson,
Mr. Hersee moved, as an addition, that tlie sum of £300 be set apart foj

testimonials to the hon. secretaries.
After some discussion, at the suggestion of the Chairman, Mr. Hersee's pro-

posal was referred to a committee of subscribers.
The drawing for prizes was then proceeded with.

HOUSE OF COMMONS.
NEW FOREIGN OFFICE.

ON the vote of £15,000 for tlie new Foi-eign-offiCH, on Monday, Mr. Ayrton
inquired whether the estim.nte of £-200,000 for this work would be the total

sum required ; whether that estimate was the result of careful calculation or a
mere guess; and whether it was intended to strictly adhere to the design
selected, so as to avoid all extra charges 'i"—Colonel French hoped tliat the stone
to be used would not he such as had been used in the construction of the Houses
of Parliament, and inquired what steps had been taken to provide <lurable

stone?—Mr. Cowper said that the sum of £200,000 was Mr. .Scott's cstunate,
and that gentleman was now engaged in preparing the working drawings to
be submitted to the contractors. Of course the House would only be asked
for the contract sum. Whatever that was he had resolved that it should not be
exceeded. No option would be given to the architect to make alterations as

the work proceeded. The design was that exhibited last year, which met with
general favour. Regarding the stone to be used, he thought the report of the
commission that examined the stone of the Houses of Parliament showed that it

would not he wise to use that description of stone; and it was intended to

employ Portland stone, such as that of which St. Paul's Cathedral was built.

—

Sir M. Peto said if the Fii'st Commissioner would guarantee that the stone
should be of the description used in the erection of St. Paul's there would be
notliing to complain of. But it should be known that there were two very
different sorts of stone in the island of Portland. The quarries from whieli the
stone was taken to build St. Paul's h:ul scarcely ever been worked since, for the
simple reason that tlie stone was so hard ; in fact, some of the stone actually
quarried for St. Paul's had not been used tor any other purpose on this account
The architects of Sir Christopher Wren's time were good geologists. He was
glad to hear from the First Commissioner that it was resolved not to deviate

from the original plan of the w'ork, for, if this was not done, there would be endless

changes involving large expenses.—Mr. Locke wished to know upon what data

Mr. Scott went in returning the estimate for the Foreign-office at £"200,000.

Unless the architect knew the inateri,al which would be used in tlie building his

estimate must be of little worth. To work a liard stone like Portland must be
very expensive, an! this item must enter into any correct estimate. —
Colonel French said tlie Foreign-office was not to be built in an ornamental
style, and consequently thestoues used in it would notrequire an undue amount
of labour so as to increase the expense.-—Sir i\I. Peto hoped that a hard stone

would be selected. In that case the first expense would be the least.^Lord R.
Montagu said it appeared from the estimates that, though the sum of

£30,000 had been voted last year, and the sum of £'20,000 the year
before, for this very i'oreigii-office, only £.3,100 had been expended of
the entire amount. For what object, then, could the additional sum be required ?

—Mr. Cowper explained that the vote was divided into two parts; one for the

foundation of the building, the other for the remainder of the contract. The
contract for the foundation had been taken out, and the workmen, to secure a
good basis, were obliged to sink 18 feet below the surface, the entire sum now
voted, in addition to the balances of the preceding years, would be required

before the 31st day of March next; hut, if any then remained, as it could not be

appropriated to other purposes, it would be available for the general purposes of

the country. It was impossible to state the precise sura which would be required

in any year for this work. He had consulted the report of the commissioners
appointed to examine the several kinds of stone ; he found that the hardest class

of Portland w.is not the whitest, and, consequently, was not favoureil by the
public approval. There were some kinds of sandstone so hard that the labour of
working them would considerably increase the expense of the building.

The vote was agreed to.

NATIONAL GALLERY.
It being proposed that a sum of £1,705 shouhl be voted for increasing the ac-

commodation for painting and sculpture in the National Gallery in Trafalgar-
square, being an excess upon the amount of £15,000 voted for the service in the

year ending 3l8t March, 18G1.—Mr. Slaney suggested that on a single day iu

each week a very small sum should be charged for admission, thereby rendering the

company on that day more select; and Mr. Cowper said tlmt the specification

could not be made after the original vote was passed, and for the purpose of

getting the work done in sufficient time it was necessary to have the work done
by day-work, and even to work by candlelight. Improvements were suggested
and made as the work went on, and satisfactory reasons could be given in detail

why the actual cost of the work had exceeded the estimate. They did not know
that the excess had occurred until after the work was completed.
The vote was agreed to.

OFFICE OF WORKS AND PUBLIC BUILDINGS.
On the vote of £30,839 for the office of Worksand Public Buildiugs.—Sir M.

Peto inquired to what extent the Chief Commissioner of Works considered him-
self responsible for this expenditure?—Mr. Cowper said he considered himself
responsible for the expenditure incurred upon all public buildings.—Mr. White
drew attention to the fact that Messrs. Baxter, Rose, and Co., solicitors of
the Carlton Club, were employed by the Board of Works in connection with the

measure for the Thames embankment. Would the right hon. gentleman explain

why he was driven to the necessity of seeking the assistance of those gentlemen ?

—Mr. Locke remarked that Messrs. Baxter, Rose, and Co., had the confidence
of the railway interest, and their object was not to carry out an embankment
similar to chat which was now proposed, but to make a railway from Westminster-
bridge to Queenhithe. He did think the employment of these gentlemen was
very extraordinary, and he would advise the right hon. gentleman to see that his

own object, and not theirs, was carried out.—The vote was then agreed to.

WESTMINSTER BRIDGE.
On the vote of £'2,500 for the completion of the new bridge at Westminster.

—

Mr. Williams complained that any further sum shuuld be recjuired, seeing that

£173,000 had already been granted, and that a large balance remained unex-
pended.—Mr. Cowper explained that the vote now asked for was to defray the

charges ot stairs and other works not included in the original estimate, and said

that when all demanils of the leaseholders had been satisfied, the balances now
in hand would be reduced to jaY.—Mr. Ayrton asked wiietber it was intended lo

can'y out the recommendation of the committee, and provide a subway under
the bridge, for the purpose of giving easy access to the Houses of Parliament?—
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Mr. Cowppr said tlint a tunnel under tlie existing road was not part of the

original plan, and lie feared it could not now be made without considerable

expense. Perhaps the object could be accomplished when the embankment should

be constructed.—Mr. Locke believed that there was at present an entrance from

the bridge which could easily be rendered available. There would be no difficulty

in constructing the nicessary passage.—Mr. Cowper said that the sum he now
asked for would be spent, or was intended to be spent, within the financial year.

There was an older sum in hand for buying up property at the approaches to the

bridge, which would probably not be spent in ttie year, owing to the delay of

legal negotiations, but it would be very undesirable for the Government to be

deprived of the power of completing any purchase whenever it could b(! ettectcd.

^The vote was agreed to ; and also u vote of £1,230 for watering the approaches
to Westminster-bridge.

PORTIPICATIONS AT PLYMOUTH.
Mr. Bentinck asked the Secretary of State for War whether it was true that

an artificial island was lieing constructed in Plymouth Sound by sinking stones,

for the purpose of building on it a fort similar to tlio.se which were unuer con-
struction at Spithead?—Sir G. C. Lewis said it was intended to construct a fort

behind the breakwater—not upon it, as originally intended. The foundation was
not in the nature of a breakwater consistmg of stones thrown down, but the

walls would be nearly perpendicular, and the plan of the fort was in accordance
with the recommendation of the Defence Commission.

NATIONAL GALLERY, DDnLIN.
A sum of £2,500 was voted, in continuation of former grants, towards the

erection of a national gallery for painting, sculpture, and the fine arts, and for

tlie reception of Archbishop March's public library in Dublin.

LIGHTHOUSES.
Ou the vote of £11,994 for lighthouses abroad, Mr. Childers wanted to know

who was responsible for this expenditure, because there appeared to have been a
great waste of money in attempting to erect a lighthouse on the Basses Rocks.
He wished to know where that lighthouse liad been erected on these dangerous
rocks?—Mr. M. Gibson said that the Board of Trade was responsible. lie was
afraid that the lighthouse attempted to be erected on the Basses Rocks and the
money expended thereon were gone to the bottom of the sea. After a very con-
siderable expenditure of money the idea of erecting a fixed lighthouse on the

Basses Rocks was altogether abandoned. He hoped that the unfortunate en-
deavour to erect a fixed structure upon these rocks would be a warning to

engineers not to attempt so hazardous an experiment in future.—The vote was
agreed to.

HOLYHEAD HARBOUR WORKS.
It was proposed tliaf a sura of £101,221 should be voted on account of the new

packet hailmur and harbour of refuge at Holyhead, and of Portpatrick Harbour.
—Mr. Williams complained of the enormous expense of this harbour. It had cost

£2,000,000, and he wished to be informed whether the present estimate would
be sufficient to com[ilite the works.—Mr. Peel said the question of the pier

accommodation had caused much embarrassment to the Government, who had
proceeded with it as rapidly as they could. He gave a short history of the

measures taken in coimection with it, and said the temporary pier was preferred

to the stone pier. The Government had come to the conclusion that it was not
desirable to proceed with the stone pier, and they had turned their attention to

what was necessary for the postal and passenger service of Ireland. Improve-
ments were being made in the temporary pier, which would afford the

necessary accommodation. It would be strengthened. Tins would cost

£10,000. A sum of £20,000 would be required to strengthen a curve of

which the railway complained.—Sir M. Peto said this was one of the numerous
class of cases in which estimates had been enormously exceeded. There was no
guarantt-e that this work would be completed even now within the present esti-

mate. There ought to be a Minister responsible to the House for these estimates.

—Mr. Bentinck said the error that had been committed in regard to the Holy-
head harbour was that which occurred in nine cases out of ten—namely, that

from false considerations of economy a sum of money was voted which was in-

adequate for the purpose, the result of this mistimed economy being
that a large sum of money was expended in making a bad harbour, upon
which it had been necessary to expend a much larger sum in order to render it to

a certain extent useful. The harbour as originally constructed was perfectly in-

accessible to large vessels, and, therefore, wholly useless except to small coasting
vessels. They had spent above a million of money in constructing a harbour of

refuge at Holyhead, and they were still using the old harbour for which the new
harbour was meant to be a substitute. Except as a harbour of refuge, to be used
by those who chose to do so, the harbour upon which all this money had been
expended was altogether ignored. He asked whether it was a satisfactory or a
rational state of things that having many years ago condemned the old Holyhead
harbour as inadequate for the purpose either of a harbour of refuge or of postal

communication, they should now spend large sums of money upon it at the same
time that they continued to spend money on the new harbour ?—This vote was
agreed to.

The following votes were also pgreed to: £96,342 for public building in Ire-

land; £1,250 for temporary Foreign-office; £10,000 for Industrial Museum,
Edinburgh

; £903 for the enlargement, repair, and alteration of King's College
Knd Marischal College, Aberdeen, and a vote of £5,000 for the construction of a
lew Kecord-office in Dublin.

Monument to the Late Dr. Alexander at Prestonpans.—A statue
to be erected at Prestonpans to the memory of the late Dr. Alexander. The

lite is on the south side of the main street, towards the east end of the town.
Phe pedestal will be reached by two flights of steps, and surrounded by a
(ravelled plateau, so that a near view of the statue on all sides may be
ccessible. The statue is by Mr. Brodie, of Edinburgh. It is eight feet in height,

"be figure is represented attired in the full uniform appertaining to the rank
rtich the deceased held as Director-General of the Medical Department of the
Iritish army, with tiie left hand supported on the hilt of the sword, and the right
Mtingon the waist-belt. Amilitary cloak hangs over the shoulders of the statue.

(TDwsjjond^ncc.

LIOHTHOUSES ON THE GOODWIN SANDS.
Sin,— I will thank you to allow mo to direct pabUc attention to the great XMottAiy toe

building two lightliou.-es on the Goodwin Sandg. I propoM to sink a shaft of wroaght iiOD,
90 feet In diitiiietcr, through the saik1» Into the solid chalk, braced and cased with maaonry,
Bocurod by vertical wrought-iron bars from the base to above high water mark, each coarse
bonded with plates, the bars pa£t;ing through the latter to insure eound construction ; I ^lo
propose to put down four I;'on Bcrew piles, 8 feet in diameter, with buoys attached,
secured to the lighthouses with iron chains inside, and above high-water mark. I vonld
have a steam-engine, gasworks, and a refuge for shipwrecked miuiners and others. In cue
of a ship getting on the sand, a ball and rope may be projected from the lighthouse acrosi
the vesiwl, and u hawser once secured the vessel might t>Q drawn with eaae by the engine,
acting as a stationary tug. I have no tiesitution in stating that the whole work may be
Fcrformod for £b,i)W, and completed within twelve months.

John Nott, C.B.

TENDERS.
DWELLISO HOUSE, STRKATHAM.

For boose and stables at Streatham. For F. Fuller, Esq. Mr. B. W. Drew, M.A, architect*
Quantities supplied by Mr. J. A. Bunker,
Williamson je;J,200 1 Carter £?,M5
Pritchard and Sheldon 2,970 | Turner and Sons a.Tft?

Downs U,9G5 I Trollope and Sons 2,743
ChildandSon 2,897 | Deacon 2,670

PABsoNAfiE, Berks.
For the erection of a Parsonage House, at Fawley, near Wantage,in the County of Berks.

Messrs. John Money and Son, architects, Northbrook-street, Newbury.
George Adey and Son jEl ,359 I John Hainea £1,1W 10
Robert Mesenger 1 ,250 |

CiirncH, Chatham.
For the carcase of a church in th^ Maidstone-road, Chatham. Mr. HeniyClnttOD, archi-

tect, 9, New Burlington-street, W. Quantities by Mr, Crocker.
Sutton aud Vaughan X2,l(>9 I Anscomb £1,610
Stump l,R*7 Spicer 1,W&
Naylar 1 ,837

Chapel, Liverpool.
For new congregational chapel. West Derby-road, LlTerpool.

Woodman, architects, Reading,
Tomkinson £4,033
Yates 3,845
Nicholson and Co 3,839
Haigh 3,795
Roberts 3,730

Messrs. Poulton and

MuUin £3,618
Batcman 3,525
Burroughs 3,407
Nelson (accepted) 3,363

ROADMAKING, QRIMSBY.
For the formation of about a mile and a quarter of road and drainage in the East Marsh.

J. Barry... £4,268 17 9 I A. Raston £3,376 10
T.Endeerby 3,640 | J. WaUer (accepted) 3,350 10

DWELLING-HOUSB, PENGE.
For a hoiise at Penge, Surrey, for James Covell, Esq. Mr. Henry Jarris. architect.

Bottom and Co £969
Crawley 91

5

Marslandand Son 880
Pugh and Wallis 875

Glenn

.

Tarrant 78>
Kent n»

Warehouses, Londox.
For new warehouses for Messrs. Marzeth and Co. Messrs. Whales ^and Sparks, archi-

tects.

Jacobs £8,495
Brown and Robinson 8,310
Ryder 8,200
Asford 8,150

Hach £7,997
Conder 7,960
HUl, Keddell and Robinson 7,748
Myers 7,438

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
CATHEDRAL.

Cork.—Architects are invited to famish designs for the erection of the cathedral of St,
Finbar, Cork, at a cost not exceeding £15,000. A premium of £100 will be given for the
best and most approved plan, and £60 for the second. Plans and designs to be sent to the
hon secretaries,(Ven. the Archdeacon of Cork, Rev. J. N. Woodrofte,or T. M. Uaborne, Esq,
Cork, not later Chan the 1st August next. Further informaticn aud apian of the site

may be obtained on application to W. C. Bennett, Esq., notary public and Chapter
clerk, 15, South-mall, Cork.

SCHOOLS, &ic.

Lancashire.—For the erection of the proposed new schools, vestries, &c., Rawtenstall,
Lancashire. Plans, &c., with Thomas .Simpson, architect, Nottingham, to May 10th, in-

clusive ; aud at Rawtenstall, on application to Thos. Hoyle Whitehead, Esq., on and after

the 12th May. Printed quantities will be supplied on application to the architect. Ten-
ders to be delivered to Thos. Hoyle Whitehead, Esq., Rawtenstall, on or before the 21st of
May.

CEMETERY WORKS.
CHEiiTENHAM.—The Burial Board for the borough of Cheltenham require plans, estimates,

and general specifications, for the laying out, constructing roads and footpaths, erecting
buildings on, fencing in and planting, certain lands purchased by them for a cemetery,
the superficial area of which is eighteen acres. The designs must include a ground-plan,
showing the sites of the different buildings required, the courses of the carriaije-roads and
walks, the courses, also, of the d rains, the division of the land into the several sectional

burial-places, and the subdivision of sucii places into plots for burial. The plan, also,

should show the manner proposed for the ornamental planting of the land. Should the
intentions of the designers as to the laying out of the land render it necessary, sections of
the earthwork required, and formation of the ground surface as proposed to be made,
should be provided, and such other details and suggL'Stions as the competitors may think
necessary to illustrate and make clear their designs. Plans, elevations, and sections must
be provided for two chapels, dead-house, lodge, gates, and walls at entrances. Sic. Speci-

fications must accompany the plans, describing the manner of construction, the class and
substance of material in the several buildings, and estimates of their several costs. Plans,

specifications, and estimates of the manner of laying out and planting the site,

of forming and making the roads and footpatlis, and of the character and
cost of fencing the site, to be also provided. Plans, S:c., may be either

for forming and finishing the roads aud footpaths, laying out and planting the
site, or for fencing the site, or for the chapels and other buildings before

mentioned, and the entrance-walls and gates, or the whole of the works, may be combined
in the plans, &c., of any competitor ; but the Board reserve the right of selection at their

discretion from the plans, &c., submitted to them. A premium of forty guineas will be
given for the best designs, specifications, and estimates for the whole of the works sent

in ; and a premium of twenty guineas for the second-best designs, 8]jecifications, and
estimates for the whole of the works. Should designs, itc, be selected for part of the
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I only, m tiir•masement as to the premium will bo made hy the Board, with the
MMOenfnl competitors. The plans, deselected to becomo the property of the Board.
Tba i^ans, Ac., are to be distinguished by a mark or motto, and accompanying them a
nmlrrt enrdt^ie, having^ tho same mark or motto outside, and ^vithin the name and ad*

dren of the designer, and the terms on which ho will superiutcud and supply his pro-

fcarional senrioee in eancxMim <rf tho works. Plans and particulars of the land may be
bad <rf "Str. Heoiy Dangerfleld, bopoufrti snrrej-nr. The plana and other documents to be
atnt to ii. B. Williams, clerk to the Board, Public Offices, Choltcuham, on or before the
S9thMay.

UBRART AND SHADING ROOMS.
L—TheTree Libraries' Committee oQthe Council of the Borough require plans,

^ 8|fecifications. and estitDatOB for tho erection of a free refereuce library and
lending-library and news-room, and gallery of art, upon the piece of

1 a4ioiBin@: the Midland tnetitutc Building, with an elevation uniform with
tlMi^dbaUd&Bg. Intending oompetftont are rtniucsted to send in their plans, speciH-
—tfcttw, amA nti±hn»t»m under cover to Thomas Stamlbridge, town clerk, Town clerk's

ottBfti TMBpie-abreet, endorsed " Plans for Free Keforence Library Buildings," on or
baCon the 16th June. Particulars of the accommodation required, and of tho conditions
of eoanpetitioii, together with a lithographed plan of the site, may be obtained on appli-

cation.

MEMOBLAX.
GLOrcESTEn.—The committee appointed to carry out the Hooper Memorial, at Gloucester,

invite sculptors to subraii models of dosijms for the figure of Bishop Hooper, which is

intended to be placed under tho canopy of the monument just erected in the churchyard
ot St. Mary de Lode, Gloucester. The models or stivtuettes to be carved in stone, and to

be one-quarter the rv'al height (7 feet). The author of the best design, approved by the
ooKimittce. will be appointed to execute tho fuU-sizcd figure ; and tho sum of ten guineas
viU be awarded for the second-best design.

DRAIXAGE.
KnrosToy.—T^e Corporation of tho borough of Kingston-upon-Thames invite engineers
and others to submit plans, specificatioua, and estimates for a thorough and complete
qpBtem of drainage of the borough, and offer a premiimi of £100 for the plan approved,
ntaining tiie Mberty to carry it out or not. The plan approved to become the property
of the corporation. The system of drainage to blend, as far as practicable, with existing

drains, to plaivand descriptions of which are at the Town Clerk's ofilce. The plans,

Clerk's <xfficeal80 the commission for -carrying out the works, to be scut to the Town
&c., stating on or before the 17th day of May next.

OaMTRACTS OPEN,
PUBLIC BTHLDINQS.

EDIXBmcTi.—For the erection of a large building in Edinburgh. Plans, &c., with Mr.
Henderson, architect, 7, Hill-street, Bdiuburgh. Tenders to l-'itli of May.

LlMEUOfnk.—For tho erection of new officer and board-room, in White Horse-stroot, Com-
mercial -ixmwI East, for the District Board of Works. Drawings, &c., U]x>n application to
Mr. Charles Dimch, architect. White Horse-street, Commercial-road East. Tenders are
to be delivered at the offices of the Bourd not later than 12 o'clock on the &th day of
Uay.

DaalHsCTON.—For the erection of Darlington new market, town offices, and clock tower,
Flans, &c., with Geoi^ Dickinson, C.E., Surveyor to the Board, Central-buildings,
Darlington, or at the office of Mr. Alfred Waterhouse, architect, Mount-street, Manchester.
Tenders to Mr. Dickinson, endorsed *' Tender for Darlington Market, &c." and addressed
to the Chairman of tlie Darlington Local Board of Health, on or before 5tb May.

Wtgtowk.—For the erection of a new court-house at Wigtown, Wigtownshire, with
public offices. A:c., attached. Flans, &c., with James M'Lean, clerk of supply, Wigtown,
to whom written tenders on or before 12th May.

Chester.—For the proposed extension of Chester com market, with entrances to St.

Werburgh-street, and the city-walls, together \\'ith several sliops and warehouses con-
nected therewith. A copy of the plans and specification may be seen at the com market,
upon application to Mr. Chivas, 28, Eastgate-street, Chester, and further particulars from
liiomas M. Penson, architect. The Bars House. Tenders to be sent in on or before 12th
Hay, by 12 noon, addressed to Mr. Chivas, Eastgate-street, and endorsed " Tender for in-

tending Com Market."
MARKET BUILDINGS.

Bath.—For the erection of iron roi^s, masonry, and other works involved in the recon-
struction of the Bath provision markets. Plans, &c., on application to Hicks and Isaac,

architects, 13, Northgate-street, Bath, from May 3. Seale<l tenders to the Town Clerk,
Goildhall, Bath, for the separate trades, endorsed, "Tenders for the reconstruction of
Markets," by the 15th of May.

BANK.
IJNOOLNSHIRE.—For the erection of a bank and manager's house at Spalding, for the
Btamford, Spalding, and Boston Banking Company. Particulars from Mr. William Eve,
Burveyor, 3, Union-court, Old Broad-street, E.C. Tenders on or before the 17th May.

CHURCHES.
TOBK.—For the erection of a new Catholic church and presbyterj-, to bo built in the City

of York. Plans, ic. at the Verj' Rev. Joseph Render's, Precentor's-court, Petergate,
Tork; or at the office of,the architect, Geoj^e Goldie, Esq.,^!, Gloucester-place, Portman-
eqnare, London, from May 5 until May 14, on wliich day sealed tenders are to be
fcswarded to the Very Rev. Joseph Render, Precentor's-court, York. Bills of Quantities
may be obtained on application to Thomas Wilson, Esq., No. 7, Hanover-square,
SiuDeld.

HlLQAY.—For the repair and restoration of Hilgay parish church. Plans, £ic., with the
Rev. W. J. Parkes, on the spot.

BOMEBSET.—For repairing and reseating tho parish church of Carhampton, near Dunstor,
SomerBet. Specifications, &.C., at Carhampton, on application to the Rev. John Tripp, or
the Churchwanlens, to May 1 2th inclusive. Tenders to be sent in addressed to the archi-

tect, Mr. C. E. Giles, 52, Westboume-park-road, Bayswater, London, W., on or before the
12th May.

RAGGED SCHOOLS.
Maryleboxe.—For the erection of ragged schools in Ogle-mews, St. JIarylebone. Draw-

ings, &c., with Mr. W. P. Griffith, architect, IG, Guilford-street, Russell-sciuare, to May
eth. Tenders to be delivered, under seal, to F. Pitts, Esq., hon. sec., M, Foley-street, on
or before Maj 7.

BRIDGE.
GATEHOrsE.—For building a new bridge over the river Fleet, atCastromont, in the parish

of Girthon. Plans. iSic, with Mr. Ewart, Bank of Scotland, Gatehouse, who will receive

ofBers till the 20th May.
DWELLING HOUSES.

Haustajitok.— For the erection of three first-class, four second-class, and four third-

Glaas houses, at Hunstanton, for the Hunstanton Buikling Association (Limited), accord-

ing to plans, iic, preijared by Mr. Butterfield. Plans, S:c., at the office of Mr. J. S.

"Valentine, C.E., 17, Parliament-street, Westminster ; or with Partridj?e and Edwards,
Solicitorb to the Association, King's Lynn ; or copies will be forwarded on prepaj-ment
of 2l8. Tenders, stating a separate amount for each class of house, marked " Tenders
for Building at Hunstanton," to be delivered to the solicitors on or before the 14th May.

FARM BUILDINGS.
Devon.—For the performance of alterations and erections at Hayes Farm, in the parish of

Poltimoro, in the county of Devon, in the occupation of Mr. Joseph Gould, for the
Eight Honourable Lord Poltimoro. Plan, &c., with Mr. Robert He\vs, Poltimore, of

whom any further particulars may be obtained. Sealed tenders (to be marked as such),
on or before the loth May, directed to Messrs. Riccard and Son, Southmolton, Devon.

HKREFORD. — For erecting a farmhouse at Pontipinna, near Fumaston, Herefordshire.
Plana with T. Nicholson, architect, Hereford, to whom tenders by May 14.

LAKCAsniRE.—For the erection of several farm buildings, at Inco Blundell and Fonnby
PIans,&c., with Mr. Madden, foreman of joiners, Ince Blundell. Tenders to be sent before
the 10th May, to Mr. T. F. Fiaher, steward, luce BloadcU.

OIL MILLS.
Gloucesthb.—Forthe proposed building, to be erected at Gloucester, for Messrs. T. N,

Foster and Co. Plans at the ^rcad Eagle Hotel, Gloucester, to tho iith May inclnsivo.
Tenders to bo addre:^eod to Messrs. T. N, Foster and Co., Evesham, on tho 13th May,
endorsed " Tender for New Oil MilL"

SHOPS, &c.
Radnor.—For erecting three shojjs, houses, and offices, at Knighton, Radnorshire. Plans,

&c., with Mr. Grenhouse, Norton, near Prestcign
; particulara from T. Nicholson, archi-

tect, Hereford ; to whom tenders by May 7.

STABLING.
SALTuniN'.—For the erection of stabling to the Zetland Hotel, at Saltbum-by-the-Sea.

Plans, Ac, at tho offices of tho Stockton and Darlington Railway Company, in Darlington,
to May 7th. Tenders to be delivered not later than the Thursday following, addreaaed to
the secretary, and endorsed "Tender for Stabling."

POLICE STATIONS.
SiDMOVTir.—For the erection of a police station, S:c., at Sldmouth, Devonshire. Plans,

Sec, with Henr>' P'ord, Clerk of tho Peace, Castle of Exeter, and at the office of Messrs,
Radford and Williams, Clerks to the Justices, Sidmouth. Sealed tenders, endorsed
'* Tender for Sidmouth Police Station," to bo sent to Mr. Ford, on or before the 3rd June.

RAILWAY WORK.
INVERNESS AND PERTH JUNCTION RAILWAY.—For the construction of the two re-

maining sections of the line, viz. :—The Kingussie contract, extending from Kinrara
Post-office to tho south side of tho river Spey, measuring about KJ miles or thereby,
comprising about nineteen small bridges and culverts, with a timber viaduct across the
Spoy. The excavations and embankments conai«;t of about 470,000 cubic yards. The
Dalwhiunie contract extends from the south side of the Spey to the boundary of the
county of Perth, measuring 1.1 miles or thereby, and consists of thirty-two small bridges
and culverts, and about 430,000 cubic yards excavations and embankments. The rails,

chairs, sleepers, spikes, fish-plates, and bolts will iw supplied by the Railway Company.
Drawings, &c., at the office of Joseph Mitchell, Esq., C.B., Inverness, from whom, or
from the assistant-engineer on the line, duplicate schedules may be obtained, at £'2 '2s.

each. The line is staked out at distances of every 100 feet, according to the working
sections. The deepest cuttings are also pitted to ascertain the nature of the materials in
tho excavations. An assistant-engineer will be at the County March, neiwDalnacardoch,
on the 20th May, at 10 o'clock a.m., to accompany the contractors over the Dalwhinnic
contract ; and at Spey-bridge, near Kingussie, on the 21st, to go over the Kingussie con-

tract, and to point out the works and sites of the bridges. The draft contract jiroposed

to bo entered into will be seen with the assistant-engineer, or at Mr. Mitchell's office.

Sealed tenders, addressed to the secretary, and marked " Tender for Inverness and Perth
Junction Railway Works," *' Dalwhinnic" or '* Kingussie Contract," as the case may be,

must be lodged at his office, on the 'iSth May, at 4 o'clock p.m.
Exeter.—For the erection of a roof for tho new station at Exeter, of the Bristol and
Exeter Railway, having an area of about 500 squares. Dra\vings, &c., at tho Engineer's

Office, Bristol Terminus, to the 'ith of May. Sealed tenders to be addressed to the
Secretary, A. Moore, Esq., on or before the Oth May.

Enamelled Slate por the Empress op the French.—Her Majesty

the Empress Eugenie having commanded samples of enamelled alate to be sub-

mitted to her, Mr. Maenus, of the Pimlico Slate Works, the inventor and
patentee, whose beautiful productions obtained so great a share of admiration

at the Loudon and Paris Expositions, lias been summoned to Paris, and has

received the personal commands of Her Majesty to line the walls of two dining-

rooms with enamelled slate to represent various choice and eoatly marbles. The
architrave and other mouldings, chimney-pieces, and pilasters, are all to be of lie

same material.

The New British Church, Naples.—The committee appointed to

build the Protestant Church, at Naples, invited twelve architects to supply them
with designs. They have adopted that furnished by Messrs. Tltomas Smith and
Son, 33, Bloomsbury -square, and which are to be forthwith carried into execution

under their superintendence. The design is in the English Gothic style of the

geometric period, and consists of nave, north ami south aisles, transepts, and
chancel, with hexagonal apse; there is also an oi-gan-gallery over the vestry, and
a carriage jwrch at the west end. Accommodation is provided for 700 adults on
the ground floor. These architects are now building the church at Nice, which
is nearly finished.

Steam Fire Engines.—The superintendent of the London Fire Engine

Establisliraent has made a report to the committee upon the performance of the

new steam fire-engine, constructed by Shand and Mason, and tried last week at

Hodges' distillery, Lambeth. He reports that the engine started with sreara of

GO lb. pressure in 14^ minutes from lighting the tire, cold water being used. The
hose was led to the base of Mr. Hodges' chimney, which is 140 It. high, and not-

withstanding the great force of the wind at the time, a 1^ inch jet reached an
elevation of some 30 ft. above the chimney, being a total height of 170 ft. The
same jet was projected 190 feet in a horizontal direction, but as Captain Shaw
measured solid water, and not spray, at least 15 per cent, ought to be added to

this for the farthest point reached by the water, giving a total of 2'20 ftet. In
like manner when two jets, each 1 inch in diameter, were worked at the same

time, the distance readied by the water was 150 feet. In this engine, and in the

other supplied by the same makers to the London Fire Brigade about eighteen

months since, the water in the boilers is kept at boiling point by ajetof gas, and
50 lb. pressure is raised in five minutes from lighting tlie fire.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We cannot undertake to return rejected coramunlcatfons.
WoEKs IN PnooRESs.— AVe shall leel obliged to any of our readers who will favour us with

notes of works conteiuplated or in progress iu the provinces; in most cases a simpla

mention that a work is about to be, or has already been commenced, will be sufficient.

H. II.—Send name and request shall be conipHed with.
T. K. O.—Thanks for suggestion. Other subjects are being nrepared.
S. II.—Declined with thanks.
K. It.—There should be no difficulty in the matter; try again.
S. W. G.—Impossible to comjily with such requests.
11. M.—M'.—J. ¥. P.—We cannot give the names of any writers engaged on the BuiLDiNa
News.

Q. I>.—Shall be engraved.
D. 15.— Thanks; a notice had appeared previously.
Z. A.—Look for a reply next week.
J.—We cannot say when.
F. H. F—Quite willing to accept, and pay for, good things.
A ScBSCitiBEit.-^Thanks.
S. M. X.—IJelow our mark. ... „ •«
liiBMiNGHAM Fhee Libbart.—A reply to Mr. E. M. Barry's letter on this subject came to

hand too late fur insertion this week.
F. W.-A. It. K.-V.—B. K. K.—P. C. K.—Next week.

»«* All communicatiom to he addressed to the Editor of The BtmiDiNG NEWS, 20, Old

Boswell-rourt, Strand, W.C., except letters referring to advertisements or other business matter*t

which should be OAldressed to the Publisher, l^ to 2\, Old Boswell-court,

AdvertisemeiiU are i^ceived up to six o'clock an Thursdays,
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THE BIRMINGHAM AND MIDLAND
INSTITUTE.

HE Town Council of Birming-

r J' ^ )/
ham have lately issued an ad-

laAA |K1 \\iyi^^^J^^^^^^y>^j('\ vertisement inviting plans to

^*^~sy^ J* >J '^, ^yMIi /yj^^m^ be submitted in competition for

the erection of a Free Library
and Heading Kooms " upon
vacant ground adjoining the
Midland Institute building,

witli an elevation uniform
with the said building." This
advertisement, except that no
premiums are offered, is not so

widely different from the ordi-

nary run of architectural competi-
tions as to induce any architect

willing to compete for public works
to suspect that there could be mucli
amiss, and it will probably have
attracted notice from a good many
persons.

The real facts of the case are not,

however, those which the reader of

this advertisement, if not otherwise
aware of what had occurred, might
reasonably believe them to be. Tliis

is not really a new building which is

proposed to be built in a style such
as will correspond with some already
completed and successful ornament
of the town ; nor is the case one in

which the Town Council are free

from previous engagements. The
proposed erection is in reality the

completion of the Midland Institute

—a hitherto imfinished building ; and the Town Council have only had re-

; course to competition, after first employing and then setting aside one of

I
the first architects of the day.
The letter of Mr. Edward Barry, which will be found in our number for

the 25th April, in which he gives a brief, clear, and temperate statement
of his view of the case, will no doubt have been read by most, if not all

those who have seen the advertisement.
We this day publish a letter, forwarded to us by the Town Clerk of

Birmingham, containing a counter statement, intended to serve as a defence
of tlie Town Council in wliat they are doing. Beyond the somewhat broad
s'.itement contained in the first paragraph—which is not, however, couched
in (luite the most vigorous and briefest terms which might be used to

express tlie same thing as the words " not in accordance with the facts"

—

this letter is, like Mr. Barry's, temperate and well expressed; but it fails

t ) alter, to any great extent, the impression which we had derived from
Mr. Barry's statement.

It may be remembered by some that the Midland Institute formed the
subject of a limited competition some seven years ago, and that Mr.
Harry's design, which received a great deal of praise at the time, was
adopted, and, as far as funds were forthcoming, was carried out. The
means in hand, however, only sufficed for the erection of one half the
l;uilding, and it is the completion of this unfinished building, and not the
addition of something different, which is now contemplated.
Further, the Birmingham Town Council, having this completion in

view, applied in the first instance, and very properly, to Mr. Barry, and
\re learn from his letter that he prepared, at their request, a full set of
drawings and specifications, and that tenders were procured ; these, however,
vero higher than had been anticipated. Mr. Barry states that upon this

he "at once offered to forego aU claim for remuneration for what he
bad done, and to prepare new plans to suit the financial exigencies of the
pase ;" and that tliu Committee at once accepted the first part of his

(offer, but that the only answer to the other part was that invitation by
public advertisement to architects to submit plans to which we have
before referred.

The answer to those parts of this statement which teU against the
Town Council does not seriously alter them; it merely informs us of a
jconsiderable amount of negotiation, such as must naturally have occurred
iunder the circumstances, and it puts us in possession of the amounts of
the preUminary estimate and subsequent tenders. The discrepancy
letween tliese amounts is very serious, and shows that Mr. Barry was in a
['osition in which he could not honourably do less than what he pro-
posed to do—namely, to prepare new plans without charging for the old
jnes. It must, however, be most distinctly understood that this offer is

lot equivalent to a resignation of the appointment as architect to the
"uilding, and that the only way in which that appointment could fairly,

"id, we believe, legally, be taken out of Mr. Barry's hands would be, not-
' itlistanding sucli offer, by paying him in full for all lie had done in his
ipacity of architect. It appears, however, from the Birmingham letter,

iiat a small sum has been paid to Mr. Barry, but this must clearly have
leen for pre/i'rai/iar^ sets of sketches, and not for the working plans and
peciflcations and services in procuring tenders; for the amount paid to

Mr. Barry was X45, whereas tho lowest sum that, in accordance with pro-
fessional usage, he could have charged for the complete set would be %\ per
cent, upon his own estimate, or £262 10s. Yet this payment of £45 is

put forward more than once, and dwelt upon ai a strong point in the
letter.

The gist of the matter appears to be this : after all the trouble had
been gone through, and reductions had been proposed, and their feasibility

investigated by Mr. Barry, he was able to see his way to bringing down
the cost to £12,250 and no lower, and was prepared to make plans, &c., on
that basis ; but the Town Council determined if Mr. Barry would not say
that the building could be erected for the amount which he had at the
outset mentioned—namely, £10,500—that they would find some one else

who would say so. This could, of course, only honourably and legally bo
done in one of two ways,—either Mr. Barry must resign his appointment,
or he must be paid off. It is clear, however, that no resignation has ever
been sent in, and equally clear that no payment, beyond the £45 referred

to already, has been made ; yet Mr. Barry is now told, not that his ser-

vices will be dispensed with, In the only manner in which that could be
properly done, namely, by his being paid for all that he has already done,

but that he is not to be paid, and the matter is to be put into other hands.

Of the injustice of such a course there can be, wc think, little room for

doubt. We are glad, however, that Mr. Barry has carried the matter
further, and has procured legal advice; and still more so that the opinion

furnished him is " that the proposed competition cannot legally be carried

out."

Appended to Mr. Barry's letter is a statement signed by five of the

architects engaged on the original competition, from which we learn that

a distinct engagement was entered into with the competitors, that the

successful one should be employed as architect of the building, which
engagement forms part, but, probably, not the strongest part, of Mr.
Barry's claim upon the Town Council. The principal part of it is the very
simple fact that Mr. Barry having been appointed architect, an attempt is

being made to displace him in a way which will probably prove unsuccess-

ful, but which shows clearly that the persons making that attempt arc not
aware of the legal and equitable position held by an architect when once
appointed, or, if aware of it, have not thought proper to act up to their

knowledge.
We think that this flagrant but not solitary instance of the way in

which architects are treated should not be lost upon the profession. It

must have been suspected that certain members of it—and those not the

most obscure or the most needy—possess a readiness to secure business

under any circumstances and at any cost which cannot be called by a
milder name than rapacity, or else surely no committee would venture to

treat a prominent man with gross injustice, and then expect that members
of his own profession, experienced enough to be fit to carry out a large public

work, will flock in a shoal to offer themselves as ready to submit to the

same sort of treatment for the sake of possibly earning a few hundreds.

Is there any ground for this ? Have the architectural body uniformly
shown themselves high-minded, disinterested, and willing to forego per-

sonal advantage when they could not honourably obtain it ; or have there

been instances of sharp practice, of unfairly taking work out of a brother

architect's hands, of charging half commission to the client and making
it up by getting five or ten per cent, from the builder, of submitting to

humiliating conditions sooner than be excluded from a competition, and of

interest, disclosing of mottoes, and underhand work when once ad-

mitted ? We are not going to pretend to answer these questions, but we
do say that if such things exist, and if those who do them are not stig-

matised by the profession at large, but remain identified with its most
respectable members in the public estimation, we have possibly in that fact

a clue to the estimate formed of the architects o£ England by the Town
Council of Birmingham.

We have very lately taken occasion to urge the desirableness of some
such alliance between the architectural societies of England as was
proposed last year, and we consider that this insult to the profession,

and some others of the same class which we could name (including among
them certain things which have risen out ofthe Great Exhibition building

controversy), are so many arguments which speak loudly in favour of all

proposals that will tend to promote a better understanding among archi-

tects.

The conduct of competitions offers but too many inducements to under-

hand dealing, and we earnestly hope that gentlemen who are so circum-

stanced as to be induced often to enter upon these struggles will be on

their guard to maintain a high standing. It is on some accounts to be

regretted that every invitation which appears should call forth so much
painfully expended labour and thought, where only one, or at most two or

three, can be rewarded by even a recognition of their merit ; not that

competitions may not advantageously employ the leisure of young men
who are entering on practice, and who do not find their time fully

occupied, but because the exhibition of this large amount of gratuitously

expended labour cannot but tend to "cheapen " the profession in the eyes

of the public, and cause it to be supposed that men who will do so much
for a remuneration neither certain nor even very probable, will submit to

mean usage, poor pay, and disrespect when they are actually employed
professionally. Such a supposition is, as a general rule, totally wide of

the truth, but still architects cannot be too careful to show that if they

are prodigal of their efforts in those instances where honourable rivalry

or the possibility of obtaining professional distinction, and consequently

emolument, call for exertion, they know what is demanded of them by
considerations of self-respect, and of the respect due to others.

To return to the question immediately before us, we have expressed
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onr hope that the architects of Enftland will take a lesson from it.

Among other mstters, we hope that they will see how desirable it is to

prepare preliminary estimates with great care and accuracy, for there can
be no doubt that had the preliminary estimates in this case been a more just

one, this unseemly squabble would never have occurred. We hope that
Town Councils and other public bodies of the sort will get a lesson also.

It would gratify us to be able to hope that the architects of England
themselves will give this lesson, and that the Town Council of Birming-
ham will find themfelves without a single plan sent in in answer to their

advertisement. And it appears clear that if plans are sent, and the com-
petition is decided, the matter will not thereby be set at rest. The Town
Council state that they have not acted " unadvisedly"—a figure of speech
meant to Imply their having taken legal advice—probably that of their

town clerk; tlieir architect also states plainly that he has placed the
matter in the hands of his solicitor. Between a wealthy and angry
town council and a prominent and energetic architect, the " successful

competitor" will probably find his position none of the pleasantest, and he
may consider himself lucky if he escapes with something short of a chan-
cery suit.

Is the premium and the profit worth the risk and the obloquy ? We
think not

ROYAL ACADEMY.
THE great feature of the present exhibition is the quantity of excellent

and painstaking work. We say " work," because the productions of

the year are more remarkable for labour, patient study, and very minute
manipulation, than for novelty, the grand, or even the imaginative. As the
first men will not Vise, they must not be annoyed or surprised if the
second-rate men, by sheer care and industry, rise to their level; the only
difltrence seems to be that the latter do not rise at all times—indeed,

Tcry rarely—to the same good place in the exhibition. Several of the
Academicians are, as it has been said, " conspicuous by their absence;" but,

to our mind, the absentees are not conspicuously missed, especially as
many of the good men who have exhibited seem to have expected an
influx of foreigners in consequence of the International Exhibition ; and
although they have not displayed any novelty of subject nor increased

I)Oetry in treatment, have evidently done their best in the old and beaten
path. In some instances there has been a change for the better as regards
colour and execution, but the ideality of English art remains in the same
place it left last year, and in the place it has occupied during many
years past. Besides the old subjects by old favourites being better
executed and rendered more perfect as works of art, we have a change in

irhat has been generally known as pre-EaflTaellite art. The walls of the
Boyal Academy show scarcely one instance of that abuse of the term, and
even Mr. Millais seems to have been "drubbed " by critics into common-
sense, and is endeavouring to paint like other people, and, it would appear,
has resolved to take his stand undistinguished by eccentricity, and allow his

works to rest on their artistic merits; but, although we do not wish to

triumph over a fallen foe, we must remark, if that be his determination, it

comes rather late, and unfairly ; because, by playing the mountebank in

painting for a few years, he has stepped over the heads of men superior to

himself when he returns to legitimate art, and, from his previous experi-
ments on the ignorance of the public, obtains more general notice for his

pictures than their real merits would have obtained for them had he not
been known as the leader of a certain section, and been raised into notoriety

by the absurd praise and the bitter censure which that position has
obtained for him. Besides which, we feel quite certain that had it not
been for the shillings the controversy brought to the coffers of the Eoyal
Academy, he never would have been honoured by being made an Associate
of that respectable body,—the shilling is the great moving power with the
Council of the Koyal Academy, and they seem to think that the degrada-
tion of art is well purchased at the price.

As the natural course of our remarks, after several visits to the great
shilling show in Trafalgar-square, has led us to single out Mr. Millais, we
will commence our brief notice for the present with his three pictures.

His grand picture, as we suppose he intends it to be considered, is a rather
rational successor to several puerile absurdities which have occupied the
same place from the same pencil on former occasions. Now, if this picture
was not sought out by the public on account of the painter's name, we
are quite certain that it would attract very little notice, for the truth is,

with the exception of one face, it is not a bit better than a picture of the
same kind by Charles Landseer, and in many parts, as regards execution,
it is a great deal worse. It is entitled " The Ransom." The story is not
well told, for every critic gives a diflferent version of it, so we will not
make " confusion worse confounded " by making the attempt. "Trust
Me " is his next picture of importance, judging by the hanging. This is

BO indefinitely made out as regards the artist's intentions, that numerous
versions have been given also of this ; but, thinking them all wrong, we
will offer an explanation of our own. A gentleman prepared for the hunt-
ing field holds a leathern pouch in his hand, his daughter or his wife holds
a letter behind her, not inclined to put it into the pouch. The fact, as we
conceive it, is, that she thinks he will be so engrossed in riding to cover
that lie « ill forget to call at the post-office and leave the letters, therefore
she is afraid to trust him. The only merit of this picture is that Mr.
Millais has been so well drubbed—there is no other term for what we
mean—for painting metallic dresses instead of silk ones, as the copper
dKtv. of the lady in the hidden royalist (we forget the exact title), and the
tin (.'ress in the " Black Brunswickcr," that at last he has condescended to
paint a dark silk dreis as it should be painted ; but, as for the rest of the

picture, it is remarkably feeble. We may observe, by the way, that the

fine old English gentleman in the hunting suit is very like Sir Francis

Burdett of former days, and, if we mistake not, the lady bears a strong

resemblance to Mrs. jlillais, recently Mrs. Euskin. The third picture is

the parable of " The Woman seeking for a Piece of Money." There is

nothing in this but a candle-light effect, and it would be hardly worth
further notice if it were not necessary to make one remark. It has been
said that the pretended truth laboured for by the pre-Eaffaellites would
lead to the power of expressing the real truth in the broad manner of the

old English school ; but here we have the test : the candlestick held by
the woman is painted with one or two smears of the pencil, but at no dis-

tance does it give the character of the thing intended ; therefore the

practice of painting detail according to the pre-Ralfaellite system does not

lead to masterly execution. Why? Because their illusions are obtained

by " fumbling," and do not result in characteristic expression of a general

truth that at a proper distance becomes the truth itself.

It is hardly worth the space we have devoted to this part of the exhi-

bition, but, as there are no other pre-Raffaellite productions of importance,

we conclude from this marked change in Mr. Millais that it is admitted

the bubble has burst, and wc therefore remind buyers of that style of art

that from the first we warned them, no matter what price they gave for

such pictures, they would live to turn the faces of them to the wall, and
that their heirs would consign them to the lumber-room.

Now to a more pleasing occupation, mainly in praise of honest and
legitimate art. Upon the whole, we think "The Toyseller," by the

veteran Mulready, is the finest picture in the exhibition. It is a study of

a negro selling a toy to a child that turns away from him in alarm ; but

the great beauty of the picture is the facility and breadth with which the

black man is painted, and the patient expression of endurance of infantine

disgust and alarm to which, no doubt, he is well accustomed. The mother
and child are well drawn and painted, but the lights on them are so much
enforced as to give them the disagreeable appearance of being in a violent

state of perspiration. The landscapes by Creswick are very fine this year.

" The Half-way House " is, we think, the finest of them all. Mr. Bottomly

has had a share in this production, and therefore we conclude that the

team of horses comes from his pencil. Besides the subdued tone which

pervades this picture—no positive colour appearing to mar the general

effect—we admire the fine semicircular line of composition commencing
with the man seated on the right reading the newspaper, carried along the

dray and the horses, terminating in the old woman trudging along the

path in the middle distance. The foreground line, including the dray and
horses, is supported by a dog running after geese, which again compose
with the aforesaid old woman. Across, and just above the horizon, is a
fine bank of clouds, giving fulness to the foreground subject, and confining

the eye to the interesting part of the picture. The white local colour of the

geese is very properly made the principal light in the scene, contrasting

with the breadth of half-tint in which the rest of the foreground is sub-

dued. All Mr. Stanfield's pictures are excellent this year, as are those by
Mr. Roberts. The Linnels, without abandoning those striking effects in

which they delight, are sobered down to more rational combinations and

better focussed results.

Mr. Ansdell has quitted Spain and returned to the Highlands. In his <

picture of " Dunstaffnage Castle in the Distance " he gets a great breadth

of light from the dust thrown up by a flock of sheep travelling away from

the spectator, but we think he has disturbed that effect by bringing the
i

group on the bridge so distinctly off from the sky background. All the
j

boulders, bridge, and other accessories in the foreground, display a same-

ness of touch, which implies more the expedition of the manufacturer than

the true feeling for art. His other picture is entitled " Excelsior," and

gives him an opportunity of painting some Mount St. Bernard dogs, which

he has done with less hardness of touch than usual, and the monks arc

also broadly and vigorously painted. Several of Mr. Witheringtou's

landscapes, we think, are less mannered than many we have seen for some

years past. "How Bianco Capello sought to poison her Brother-in-Lair

the Cardinal de Medici," from the history of Florence. There is muchi

ease and composure in the face of the Cardinal, who has detected the at-'

tempt to poison him; the husband is also well executed; but the lady her-

self, in her facial expression, would do much better for a phantasmagoria

than a picture ; it is this exaggeration and some mediajval feeling

that spoils what would otherwise be a good picture. It is by V. C.

Prinsep. Mr. Leighton has made an advance this year, which fully

justifies the favourable notice he obtained in the last exhibition. He h»»

a very elegant subject in the great room, entitled " Odalisque." It is «B

Oriental female leaning over a swan. The figure is very graceful, and the

swan's feathers, which are erected, are, as examples of facile and certuD'

execution, masterpieces of art. The only objection we have to the ar-<

rangement is, that the figure being in a white dress, the dark shawl'

round her waist combining with the fan made ofpeacock's feathers divide!

the subject, including the swan, into two equal masses of white, which eflfecl

is rather enforced than relieved by the dark trees in the background, because

they add two dark masses to the two light masses—certainly not a very ar-

tistic arrangement ; but, setting aside that technical oversight,it is a pictun

of ideality and sentiment. One of his other pictures, " The Star of Beth-

lehem," although elegantly composed we do not like so well. The Unci

of the drapery are too like the flat and edgy folds of the Elgin marbles

having sameness in touch, although well varied in form. Near to thi

hangs a fine picture by Hubert; it is an extensive landscape and cornfield

The title of it is "To labour is to pray." If the artist has not thrown OTC

it a " dim religious light," he has given it an atmosphere of that softnes

and balmy repose calculated to excite the religious sentiment. It repre
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unts the monks of St. Bernard's Abbey, Leicestershire, gathering tlio

harvest of 18G1 ; the boys in the adjoining field are from the reformatory,
under tlie care of these religious people. It is, althougli minute in treat-

ment for its size, painted with the feeling of an artist.

We must congratulate Mr. Cope on an improvement in his style of
Iiencilling, for he has quitted that coarse, unfeeling, and absurd metliod
H-hich belonged to the pre-IiafTaellite fashion, for a much more legitimate
style ; altliougli, in minor parts, it may be still discovered in liis picture of
" Two Mothers," furnisliing as many compartments in one frame. The sub-
ject is, or tlie subjects are, taken from Proverbs xxxi. The one mother
looketh well to the ways of her household. Her children arise up

and call her blessed." The otlier is a contrast to this ; slie is

idle, liandsome, and vain, caring little for her children, while
tlie occupant of the other division of tlie picture is teaching
her children, while she herself plies her needle. The colouring is

more rich and harmonious than we have seen by this artist for some years.
Wc must not forget a fine picture by Frederick Goodall. To think that
ich a painter as this should have no more academic distinction after his
me than Mr. Millais lias ! They may be both Associates of the Royal
"idemy, but they cannot associate as artists in the interchange of

|i;iinter-like thoughts and feelings—supposing them equally lionest in their
iractice. However, the title of Mr. Goodall's picture is " The Return of
a Pilgrim from Mecca ; liis Purse-bearer distributing Alms to the Poor of
I airo." The subject is taken from Lane's Modern Egyptians. The pic-
ture has scarcely a sufficient general interest to induce an appreciation of
the labour, skill, and character which it represents ; but the effect is fine,

I lie execution admirable, and the story, such as it is, well told.

I'here is some merit due to the Academicians for having accepted and hung
picture by Mr. Lawless, of "The Widow Hogarth selling her Husband's
Ljravings." It is very well painted; but it appears she was, twenty
irs after his death, totally destitute, and It was not until the King,
orge HI., recommended tlie Council of the Academy to do something
lier that they voted her the liberal allowance of £40 a year. How

;ch does the public know of half their works, and who does not know
irarth's ? See the groups before them at the International Exhibition.
hat a pity it is that fame so frequently does not come until remuneration
too late. "The Searching for the Will" is a picture, if it had been
iiited and exhibited when Wilkie's domestic subjects had possession of

. lie town and excited general interest, would have made the fortune of the
painter; but, as it is, it scarcely attracts the attention it deserves. It is,

' Avever, a very clever composition, and the story is remarkably well told.

cool determination and defiance in the countenance of the scapegrace
i. just arrived, standing with his back to the fire, having no other sign
mourning than a piece of crape round his hat. In the centre is a group
relatives and friends, anxiously searching in a chest of papers for the

iriill
; from amongst these persons the widow looks at her cool, obdurate,

|and unfeeling son, and, as a point of composition, connects him with their
proceedings. The rest of this excellent picture is filled up with visitors,
»ho by gestures express their doubts and fears of tlie result. In
he same room is a large and well-studied picture representing the
ainful scene of women, friends, and children, assembled round a

tit's mouth after an explosion in the mine below. The incidents
here represented are so natural that it would s-eem greatly, if not
|eiitirely, taken from the reality. The title of " Unaccredited Heroes"
Hades to the man whoso wife is taking leave of him, about to descend to
Mist the unfortunates underground, and to others who are exerting

tthemselves in various ways. There is a great deal of vigorous and
appropriate execution in this work, but the artist has been rather over
fiealous in painting a little girl seated on the ground playing with some
pieces of coal, with which she has blacked her face. It is too serious a
iubject for excesses of that kind, which tend to produce a comic effect,
entirely out of place, and is one of those straining for effect, forcing of
Ueas, and hatching of puerile conceits, which we have in these columns so
T&equcntly and, as we believe, so justly censured. If Mr. Bardwell, the
painter of this picture, will keep to the first general idea, and do notWng
pot support that, he may attain a good position in art.

There are a great many pictures deserving of notice to which we may
etnrn, but the sculpture, beyond several good busts, is not so good as last

feat in important subjects.

LONDON PAINTERS' MEMORIAL.
pHE following memorial, unanimously agreed to at a public meeting called by

the Amalgamated Association on behalf of the Painters of London, has
I sent to the employers of painters in London :

—

I ^^ "Memorialists Imve long felt the grievance of not being paid the same rate of wages
jMneBkilleil workmen in the other branches of the building trade. Whilst admitting
•*• ikill required for them to execute their work, we also claim afiknowledgment for the
,*'*j*3*lh:ed 30 to .apply colour for decorative purposes that it will obtain the expression
t Masiaction for the whole of the work when completed.
|Z(mr memorialists respectfully submit for j'oiu: consideration the dangers to which we
"sap often exposed. The unhealthy n.ature of our trade,—the reports of medical men

Tg we suffer from diseases to which the other branches are not liable, such as colic
tfalysis, and the uncertainty of our employment,—is also so well known that it only
es alluding to to bo confirmed.

ni£2^
memorialists endeavour to obtain a guarantee that all who belong to this society are

Wworkmen. They arc united in the hope that by just and impartial conduct in all
rteansactions they will obtain the respect and goodwill of all concerned. They there-

.' w^st that this memorial will meet with that consideration they fuUy believe it merits,

ii^** the employers of Loudon will grant the boon of paying us the same rate of wages
9 MB other skilled workmen, viz.. Five .Shillings and Sixpence for onr working-day.

By order of the Executive Committee,
Wm. CHAiiAST, General Secretary.

GOTHIC ART IN THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

IN our last number we noticed briefly the Architectaral Gallery, and
stated how rich is the display of works produced by the most eminent

architects for some years past. Many drawings liave, of course, b«en
already exhibited at the Academy and in Conduit-atreet, but we shall all

be glad of so excellent an opportunity of reconsidering them and refreshing

our recollections. So varied and so great is the number, that it is most
embarrassing to know at what point to commence a notice which we pro-
pose to carry on, f^om time to time, in our columns. We could have
wished, indeed, to have had our labours simplified by an arrangement of
the designs in the two general divisions of Classic and Gothic. Probably,
the difficulties of selection were too great, or the time allowed inadequate.

We propose, then, to sift for ourselves the one style from the other, and
for the moment we take up the Gothic dirision.

Beginning in the furthest room, we find on tables along the centre

several niodel*. Amongst these, conspicuous from its size, is Lincoln

Minster (2145), modelled in cork to a quarter scale. This is the production

of a labouring man, J. H. Anderton, of Bracebridge, near Lincoln, and ha»
occupied the whole of his leisure since 1851 till within the last few months.
The details are stated to be executed " from his mind's eye, without plates,

model, or measurement." The early portions were done at his own home,
but Mr. Vickers, builder, of Lincoln, allowed Anderton subsequently to

work on his premises, in order to be near the edifice. The toil of many
years being at length completed, a subscription was got up for Anderton
by some of the local gentlemen, and through their aid the model has been
forwarded to the Exhibition. Shown with it are some eight or nine old corks
of bottles, a file, and three ordinary table knives. This, really, seems an
instance of ingenuity sadly misdirected. The same exertion applied to his

own calling would have saved the man from the eleemosynary subscription

set on foot for him. He has a large family, and nothing to depend on but
his own labour, and we cannot help thinking that if he had expended on
his proper employment—of which, by the way, wo are left in ignorance

—

half the energy and perseverance here shown, he would have been in a
very different position from that which he now holds as the result of ten

or eleven years' cutting up of old corks. As a model in such a material

we admit that the work is creditably executed. The interior arcades are

shown as well as the exterior, with its boundary railing and chapter-house,

and the windows are even filled with representations of painted glass. We
foresee plainly that this model will be popular, partly from familiarity

with the building, and partly because this is the sort of thing that always
impresses general visitors. It was an astute person, and one who gauged
pretty accurately the public mind, that thought of showing the knives and
the corks, which would have been used if they had been required. There
is evidently a virtue in the tools employed. We are most of us familiar

with the street model of a ship and the sight of the knife that did it alL

Some one else thinks it essential to press this point in a model of Christ's

Church, Ealing (2141), which (we are kindly informed) is " constructed in

Bristol cardboard with a penknife, from perspective drawings by the

architect." Curiously enough the modeller is a dentist, and he announces
that he gives lessons in the art by appointment.

Salisbury Cathedral (2136) is shown according to the original design,

without tower and spire. Mr. J. B. Robinson exhibits a small stone model
(2139) of an ugly monument erected to the memory of the Rev. J. G. Pike,

founder of the Baptist Missionary Society. Octagon-shaped, the sides

having Pointed arches enclosing trefoiled panels, it mounts into a spiral

top, and looks like a miniature tower, which has settled down, to the belfry

stage, into the two square steps on which it stands.

Turning now to the walls, we find ( 1 872) a frame of four—Mr. W. E. Nes-
field's—clever pencil sketches from France. One of them is the tympanum
of the great doorway of Chartres Cathedral. From Mr. Nesfield's former

appearances at the Architectural Exhibition we are aware of the enthu-

siasm which he feels for Mediieval art. His spirited pen-and-ink drawings
have been, we believe, hitherto unexecuted designs belonging to the cata-

logue of " rejected addresses," which train a young architect in the way
of patience and of hope deferred. Here (1873) we have the interior of the

great hall about to be erected at Combe Abbey, near Coventry, the seat of the

Earl of Craven. The mansion, although chiefly erected by Lord Harrington,

in the reign of James I., stands on the site of a religious house founded in

1150 for Cistercian monks, and dedicated to the Virgin Mary. This fact

is, perhaps, Mr. Nesfield's motive for his treatment of the subject, which
fits in with his partiality for the early style. We are shown a thoroughly

English hall of Early Pointed character. Enclosed by an arch, springing

from short massive nook shafts, is the end window of four lights, each couplet

of lancets contained within an arch filled in with a quatrefoil within a
circle. The side windows are of two lights. The hall has, on one of its

long sides, two fireplaces of the period, wide and open, and sloping up-
wards. There are shelves at the ends, projected on a single shaft. A
passage runs round at the level of the window sills. On the inner wall,

across the great end window, is a gallery, formed by small shafts supporting

a cornice. The side-tables, cabinets, and chairs, are conceived in the same
style. The walls beneath the windows are panelled in oak ; above, they
show jointed masonry. The roof is ot open timber, and framed with

double collars, king-posts, and braces. The upper part is very well, but
below, the curved braces, which are made to terminate in a straight piece

above a carved figure, are not so successful. The whole design breathes

the ancient spirit, and we look for mailed warriors in place of figures

wearing clothes of the modem fashion. All the accessories are carefully

drawn, and Mr. Nesfield would give at the end of the hall a painted (or

tapestried) representation of the months by female figures, in breezy gar-
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ments, bearing products of the Tarious seasons, and whose names are

inscribed orer their heads.

Mr. Gompertz sends (1875) a good ink drawing of his florid design for

a cathedral, all over pinnacles, and crowded ivitli canopies and crockets.

Mr. S. J. Nicholl's design (1879), to which the silver medal of the Society

for the Encouragement of the Fine Arts was awarded, is shown in two
clever pencil sketches of the exterior and interior. The latter has an
ugly roof. A sketch of the decoration of this roof, as proposed to be
devoted to the lives of SS. Peter and Paul, has all the defects of lanky
figures and inaccurate drawing which it is most undesirable to perpetuate,

although abundant precedents are to be found in Early English painted
glass. The same architect gives (1880) St. Mary's Cemetery, Kensal-
green, as first designed and as actually executed. The latter is much
sobered down and reduced in size, and retains but one altar instead of four.

The tower has given way to a bell-turret, and the western portal of triple

arcading to a modest side porch. There was no necessity, surely, for such
a doubtful feature in the western gable as a circular window cut into

quarters by the arras of a large, plain cross. The dedication to the

Virgin, and the fact of the building being evidently intended for Roman
Catholics' use, would have amply justified a vesica panel enshrining the
Holy Mother and Child.

Mr. Irvine, with a far too facile pencU, contributes four studies of archi-

tectural and decorative designs (1877). Of these the sketch for a portal is

florid German, infected with the vice of inlerpenetration, and therefore over-
done with crockets and panelling. Then there are two Germanised arm-
chairs, made solid beneath the seat, and bristling, as to the backs and arms,
with carving. If these chairs are intended to be sat in, a rare combination
of cushions would be required to make tliem comfortable. Messrs. Deane
and Woodward give several small pen-and-ink sketches (1874), with a
plan, of St. Mary's, Tuam, a large and interesting specimen of Irish eccle-

liastical edifices.

Messrs. Prichard and Seddon send a series of photographs, nine ofwhich
are devoted to the mansion at Eatington Park, near Stratford-on-Avon,
the seat of Evelyn Philip Shirley, Esq., M.P. for South AVarwickshire.
This is one of the most remarkable buildings yet achieved in Gothic.
Every part of the design shows the most careful thought. Somewhat
irregular in plan, the entrance front shows a porte-cochere, gabled on the
three sides over Pointed arches stayed with angle buttresses. Above
these arches is a weathered niche containing an angel, who holds a shield

with heraldic bearings. Right and left of the entrance is a cloistered cor-

ridor leading to the drawing-room and dining-room. The drawing-room
portion projects considerably and forms a wing, terminated with a well-

proportioned bay window of two stories. The building is Early Pointed
in style, and treated most effectively with plain and trefoiled arches,
dog-tooth, and other characteristic ornament. The windows throughout
are divided by pillars with foliated capitals, and open with sashes. The
walls are coursed with stones, irregular in size, and banded at intervals

with a darker stone (or marble). All these photographs will repay a
careful examination. They were taken before the scaffolding was entirely

removed, and in some instances show the masons at work. The whole of
the carving is excellently and spiritedly done, and the building generally
must have been a real labour of love to all concerned. The cultivated

taste of the owner is to be recognised by the introduction of carved panels,
and of several coats of arms, prominent amongst which are the two coats
borne by the knightly family of Shirley. The more ancient, Paly of six,

we notice over the garden porch, with the motto, "Loyal je suis." Else-
where is the present Shirley coat (dating anterior to Richard II.), Paly of
six, a 9«or<er ermine, soiretimes impaled with the wives' coats. A horse-
shoe, the badge of Ferrers, is freely used as an ornament on the square
part over the abacus of the capitals, and as the centre of the cinquefoils
which fill up the space formed by the intervening floor. In addition to

these photographs there are others of sculptured panels, designed by Mr.
H. H. Armstead,* and containing seven subjects illustrative of events in
the history of the Shirley family. One of these shows " Sir Thomas
Shirley's encounter with the Saracen— (origin of the family crest).t

In this particular instance a certain fitness is discoverable in the employ-
ment of a style commemorative of so ancient a family. Indeed, if we are
to have Gothic for domestic buildings, this design seems well suited for the
purpose. It proves how absolutely necessary it was to discard the
mullion, which always found a place in the earlier attempts at treating
modern Gothic. A building such as this would have been impossible in

the age towhich its style is referable, and yet it is a faithful rendering of all

those peculiarities of detail, moulding and ornament, which form the union
of grace and gravity which distinguish Early English. By the same archi-
tects, and also of early style, are Llandaff District Probate Registry Office,

St. Eagan's Rectory, Glamorganshire (1900); Landough schools (1902);
and Llandaff' schools (1904). For Llandaff' Cathedral are shown the pulpit
and organ (1901), and sedilia (1903). The latter have four seats, in the

canopied heads of which occur the letters A and Q, and the sacred mono-
gram I H S, with the passion flower and other emblems.
In our notices of the Architectural Exhibition we remarked on the small

scale on which Mr. Truefitt appeared. We might have supposed that he
was reserving himself for South Kensington. Here, accordingly, we find

him in great force, with a gigantic frame (1998) holding an olla podrida
of works executed in thirteen counties, which are ranged alphabetically,
and ingeniously enumerated on a placard in the foreground, to which a

• The original drawings for these are to be found among the art^lcsigns for manufactures
(S824).-Cla« jdiTili. a.

t A Boraoen'i bead, couped at the neck, proper, wreathed about the temples, or, and azure.
—Burk€.

>f r- .

boy is putting the finishing stroke and directing the spectator's attention.

We fancy that we remember in Couduit-street, from the same hand, the
humourous plan of pasting this important notice over other placards.
Now we are able to make out the words " Great Exhibition," and
" Octoroon." It would be hopeless to describe within our limits the con-
tents of the picture, and we can only touch on some leading features.

Beginning on the extreme left we have a yellow brick house (and shop) at

the corner of Burlington-gardens, and next toil the temporary chapel erected
in Islington (if we remember rightly). This is shown, in section with the
congregation seated. Then we run over tlie boy before spoken of, and
trampling down some flowering plants growing gaily over graves, adorned
with headstones and ironwork, we rap at the bank doors of Cunliffe,

Brooks, and Co., of Manchester. We recognise the Manchester font and
cover, the Bentinck Memorial, with other works, among the structures
which rise gradually on either hand up the hilly slope in the background.
In the middle distance is an octagonal tower, lit in the belfry stage by
single-light circular-headed windows, and covered with a spire which, in

about a third of its height, is cut out with two curved brackets filled in

with louvres, and from that point becomes square.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

THE annual meeting of this body was held at the rooms, 9, Conduit-street,
Regent-street, on Monday evening, William Tite, Esq., M.P., F.R.S.,

the President, in the chair. At this meeting, after a ballot, the following gen-
tlemen were declared to have been duly elected office-bearers for the ensuing
year:

—

President, Mr. William Tite, re-elected; Vice-Presidents, Messrs.

G. G. Scott, R.A., Arthur Ashpitel, and 0. Jones ; Honorary Secretaries (in

room ofMessrs. James Bell and T. HayterLewis, resigned), Messrs. C. F. Hayward
and J. P. Seddon; Honorary Secretary for Foreign Correspondence, Mr. F
C. Penrose, re-elected ; Ordinary Members of Council, Messrs. E. M. Barry
J. Fergusson, R. Kerr, W. Slater, G. E. Street, J. B. Waring, W. Burges
T. Hayter Lewis, Wyatt Papworth, and J. L. Pearson ; Treasurer, Sir W. It.

Farquiiar, bart.; Honorary Solicitor, Mr. Frederick Ouvry, F.S.A., F.R.S.L.
Queen Anne-street, Cavendish-square ; Auditors, Mr. WilUam White and Mr
William Lightly. 'V^otes of thanks to the office-bearers of the last year were
agreed to. The annual report and balance-sheet (which we shall publish here-
after) were read and adopted.

SHOP IN THE STRAND.
THE building, 31, Strand, of which we give an illustration on another

page, is Elizabethan, of red brick, with Portland cement dressings,

with a frontage to the Strand of 20 feet, and a return in Villiers-street of
above 50 feet. The spandrels are filled with military and naval trophies,

as expressive of the trade carried on. The building was recently erected

by Mr. J. M. Macey, builder, of Milfordlane, under the direction aud from
the designs of Mr. John Barnett, of Verulam-buildings.

PROFESSOR DONALDSON ON OBELISKS AND MONOLITHS.
ON Tuesday evening, before a numerous audience. Professor Donaldson de-

livered a lecture " On tlie Transport and Erection of Obelisks and other large

Monoliths, in Ancient and ModernTimes," in the Great Gallery of the Architectural

Exhibition, Conduit-street, Regent-street. The chair was occupied by Mr. Jam ES
i

Fergusson, and the lecture was illustrated by a number of drawings, as well as

models of two Egyptian obelisks, carefully prepared by Mr. Bonomi, and a
model of the apparatus employed for the removal, from the Seine to its site, of an
obelisk presented to the French Government by the late Mehemet AH, Viceroy of

Egypt. Owing to a pressure of matter we have not space this week for the

whole of the talented and interesting lecture, which we are unwilling to divide

into portions, but in our next shall give it at length.

CONVERSAZIONE OF THE SOCIETY OF ARTS.

TH £ first of a series of conversaziones to be held under the auspices of the

Society of Arts during the continuance of the Great International Exhibi-
tion, took place on Wednesday evening, at the South Kensington Museum.
Notwithstanding the unfavourable state of the weather, there was a very
numerous attendance, including a large number of foreignera.

Society por the Enlargement, BniLDiNO, and Repairing oi
Churches and Chapels.—At the last monthly meeting of tins societ;

grants of money, amounting to £2,-280, were made in aid of the following

objects :—Building churches at Langton-green, in the parish of Speldhurst, nea'

Tonbridge-wells ; St. Paul's, ClerkenwelT; St. Paul's, Stratford, Essex; Tor
Mohun, near Torquay ; and Waterside, in the parish of Chesham, Bucks
rebuilding the churches at Cowbit, near Spalding; Hunstanwortli, near Black
land, Durham, and Monkton, near Honiton ; enlarging, or otherwise increasini

the accommodation in the churches at Charlestown, Manchester ; Llandougb
near Cowbridge; Long Buckljy, near Rugby; and Nevem, near Newport
Pembroke ; and the grants formerly made towards building the church at Bykei
near Newcastle-upon-Tyne, and towards reseating the churches at Combe Si

Nicholas, nearCliard, Outwell, nearWisbeach, and Tetney, iieav Grimsby, wer
increased. The society accepted trust or repairs funds for the churches of S'

Paul Broomfields, in the parish of Bradford ; Whitley, in the parish of Kel
lington, Yorkshire ; and All Saints' Church, Cliardstock, Somerset. It we
announced that, since the last meeting, the sum of £1,8.54 had been received e

the legacy of the late Miss Maplotoft, £500 as that of Tliomas Barber, Esq., i

Cheltenham, and £14,030 from John Hine, Esq., of which latter amount oni

third is to be restricted to the building and enlarging of churches in the count
of Devon. Other donations have also been recently received.
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MR. FRITH'S "RAILWAY STATION."

HAVING, in a former number, given a description of the leading parts of
this picture, as regards wliat may be called tlie story, we propose, as

it will doubtless attract a great deal of public attention, to make a few
observations on its artistic merits, and tlie rank it should take in art.

It is not with the intention of being over critical, or for the purpose of

r.-iising a discussion, that we call this production a painting and not a picture.

Tliat it is a painting no one can deny ; but that it is a picture, we, among
otliers, may dispute. A picture, in the strict sense of the word—that is, in

an artistic sense—is the representation of an event at a chosen moment by
the painter, as momentarily to be perceived at the first glance by the
spectator. Now, as there are nearly one hundred persons in the painting

of the " Railway Station," all differently occupied, it is clear that, although
all their actions, and the events in which tliey are engaged, could take
place at the same moment, it is as clearly impossible that the spectator of
cither the scene or the painting could or can distinctly perceive them all at a
single and a momentary glance. Therefore, we think it right to explain
that this work is not a picture but a painting, and to state that it takes a
peculiar position in the classification of works of art. It also belongs to

a class of art for which we have no convenient nor expressive name. The
gcneml success of such productions might suggest the word "popular,"
which, upon the whole, is, perhaps, preferable to the vague word genre used
by French critics ; for this is not an ordinary subject—never having been
painted before—although all the incidents are either of frequent or of occa-
sional occurrence ; therefore, as we have in art the accepted term of "still

life," probably that of "every-day life" would answer the purpose.
There is, we have observed, an inclination to cavil at the choice of subject,

.ind to consider it unworthy of the great amount of labour, taste and skill

which have been bestowed upon it. We, however, think that while
a painter does not shock the feelings or violate morality, he
is at perfect liberty to paint any subject whatsoever that he feels

may be made available for pictorial representation. When, there-
fore, an artist paints that which comes naturally to his ordinary train

of thought and within the range of his executive powers, it is almost un-
necessary to assume that it will prove to be more successful than if he
indulged in subjects far above the highest conception of his mind, and as

far beyond the scope of his delineative skill. That the subject of the
" Railway Station " is perfectly congenial to Mr. Frith's mind we may
safely conclude from his success in its execution, and the similar success
which attended his "Ramsgate Sands," and his more recent painting of
the " Derby Bay." All these paintings have given harmless pleasure,

and will continue to do so to thousands for years to come ; they
are a perfectly legitimate occupation for a talented painter ; and as they
are painted upon perfectly legitimate principles, we can discover no
reasonable ground of complaint against the choice of subject, nor of regret
that the genius of the artist has not induced him to starve upon grand
historical illustrations, sacred or profane, and to find comfort in public
neglect. Much more praiseworthy is it to paint a " Railway Station " in

the liighest perfection the nature of the subject will admit, than to degrade,
if not profane, sacred subjects for the mere purpose of astonishing gaping
crowds, and with the solo aim at the exact Imitation of archicological

curiosities. Besides which, while the desecration of a religious event may
rank in art above one of every-day life, the latter may have a moral ad-
vantage of which the former cannot boast. In the two last paintings by
Mr. Frith we have warnings for evil-doers; in the "Derby Day " there are
the results of gaming and debauchery ; and in the " Railway Station," be-
sides some of the affections and sentiments of life, we are shown the
liaggard and careworn forger, or wily and dangerous swindler, seized at

the very moment he thought his escape secure; and we see the consequences
of low company and irregular living in the undutiful and unfeeling son
enlisted for a soldier, upon whose shoulder his widowed mother weeps. If,

therefore, the moral lesson such incidents inculcate be duly appreciated,
paintings of this kind really do take a much higher range than when con-
sidered merely as objects for public amusement.

With respect to the treatment of such subjects as we have endea-
voured to explain, although it is possible all the events represented might
take place at the s,".me moment, it is quite impossible that a spectator
would perceive them all at that identical moment, either in thereality or on
the canvas. As the painting is so much longer than it is high, the upper
and lower part of the visual circle would extend far beyond the top and
bottom of the frame before the whole subject could be brought within its

circumference, the spectator must consequently take his stand too far off

to see either distinctly the figures or clearly understand their actions. It

induces the necessity of close inspection, and the examination in detail of
not only every group but of every figure in each group. Thus, being
brought closely to the subject, it is absolutely essential that each object
should be perfectly executed, and hence finish and detail, which
would be out of place and in bad taste if found in a picture to be seen
at a distance and at a single glance, are consistent and unavoidable in

a work as extensive as " The Railway Station." That being undoubtedly
so, the next question arises as to how that exact representation has been
lexecuted ; that is to say, whether the objects are painted with so free and
perfect a hand that the resemblance is more apparent than the labour
which produced it ; whether the countenances are sufficiently natural
not to show inefHcient effort ; whetlier the features have the true
expression and probable motion; and whether the figures act, their dresses
net and blend with the whole, so as not to stand stiffly from the rest, and
not in any instance to remind the spectator of either labour, study, or the
lay figure. In all and each of these respects Mr. Frith's " Railway
Station " is perfectly satisfactory.

As it is not pretended that unity of impression ia the leading charac-
teristic of the composition, but, on the contrary, its adopted principle is
detached groups ot figures engaged in the expression and manifestation of
different feelings and sentiments, each group entirely apart from the others
and the bond of union which hinds the whole arrangement together and
gives singleness of purpose to all the persons assembled on the platform of
the railway, is the supposition that most of them arc aboHt to start by the
same train, and those who do not intend to do so are busily engaged in
preparing to expedite that departure, it follows that each division of the
painting, which includes several groups, may be very conveniently
described in a separate form.

Mr. Frith has displayed much judgment in selecting a high and wide arch
of the station beneath which to place his most numerous assemblage of per-
sons. This enables him to give importance to the nearly central portion of
the composition, arrests the eye, carrying it upwards, and thus prevents
it from being too sensible of the long lines of the train and the roofing of
the building. Beneath this, the most elevated part of the station, are,—

a

foreigner, with his wife, disputing the cabman's fare; the father and
mother with their boys going to school; the porter collecting the luggage
from the pavement ; behind whom are the sailors going to join their ships;
the recruiting sergeant holding up his Uttle child, with the recruits stand-
ing around him ; above these are the railway porters, one handing up
luggage to another who receives it on the roof of the train ; above him
floats, in small clouds, the steam from the safety-valve of the engine ; and
above all is seen part of the sky- light, which, unconsciously to the ordinary
spectator, but most skilfully and effectually, not only carries the eye
to the apex of the group and keeps it from wandering too readily
towards the extremities of the subject, but actually connects the
top of the painting with the carpet-bag and the other luggage
nearly touching the frame at the bottom of the canvas. This
central arrangement is well sustained by the strong contrasts of light and
shade, and the richest portions of vivid colours being placed on the fore-
ground of this large group. The height of this part of the composition
being thus obtained, the relief and solidity towards the base of this
artistic pyramid are effected by the black silk cloak of the woman attend-
ing to her band-boxes being brought in strong opposition to the pure white
of the shawl worn by the mother stooping to kiss her boy going to school,
and the dark side of the group gets relief from cutting against the largest
mass of white produced by the light dresses of the wedding party. The
white dresses of the wedding party receive point and contrast from the
little boy consoling his weeping sister, wearing a velvet dress of rich and
dark green, while relief is provided by the warm neutral tint of the
railway carriage behind. This group is separated from the next attractive
incident in the composition by the deep and warmish-toned dresses of the
detectives, who arrest the supposed forger as he steps into a carriage,
whose livid face— something whiter than his light drab overcoat—attracts
the attention towards that side of the painting, and the sombre dress of the
guard who holds the carriage door open prevents the colouring from cutting
too severely against the edge of the frame, and directs the eye to the
prisoner's unhappy wife, who has seen the arrest and has risen to follow
her husband as far as the indulgence of the detectives will allow. It is on
this part of the picture that the artist has bestowed the most effective

combination of facial contrasts, and very properly so, because it is on this

spot that the most pathetic and moral part of the subject is developed.
The haggard and careworn visage of the criminal, seized and brought to
justice, when, a minute or two later, would have, perhaps, enabled him to
reach a foreign ^clime, and live in such peace as constant anxiety and
restless uncertainty would permit him to enjoy. The fear-stricken face
of this man is turned towards the complacent and blandly smiling de-
tectives, one of whom lays his hand on the culprit's shoulder, whilst the
other produces the handcuffs to secure his arms. The terror and ca-
daverous face of the arrested man is still further contrasted by the calm
and unconscious look of the old gentleman immediately above and behind
it, who is comfortably seated, and intently occupied with his morning
paper, between whom and the motionless attitude and official composure
of the guard holding the door open on the other side is placed the weeping
and terrified wife. There may be no great novelty in the event here de-
picted beyond a powerful illustration of a fact we occasionally read in the
newspapers; but, while contemplating the scene, we experienced a strange
feeling excited in our minds which seemed to invest it with a kind of
dread, in comparison between the remarkably nice and well made clothes,

the brightly-shining new hats, and the healthy, composed, and smiling
faces of the detectives, and the terrible nature of the duty they are so blandly-

executing, and the awful consequences with which it may be terminated.

There is something ine.xpressively painful in seeing for the first time that

the catching of criminals is so profitable as to enable men to make so re-

spectable an appearance, and to think that their success in life depends
upon placing their fellow creatures in a prison, the only outlet from whence
would be perhaps to perish on the scaffold.

Passing to the other side of the centre group, the interest subsides more
into common-place. There is the hot and fussy woman, who is always
fancying herself too late, impeded by a railway porter, wheeling an
immense quantity of luggage ; single men with their fishing-rods and gun-
cases ; a feeble old man assisted by his daughters; a bookworm; a game-
keeper coupling a brace of setters previously to their being placed in the

dog van ; and, finally, an old lady and her daughter endeavouring to save
their little pet poodle from the rough usage it is likely to meet with among
the rest of the dogs by being allowed to take it with them, but all to no
purpose, for the official seems to saj', " We have our orders, and must
obey them, mum." Some regret has been expressed that the colouring of
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the roof of the station by Mr. Owen Jones no longer remains. We, for

our part, after reconsideration, are well pleased that it has been reraored,

or the artist might have had still greater difBciilty to contend against
than he has had. The warm neutral tint which now" pervades the upper
part of the building is admirably managed to prevent the eye from
being attracted away, and confines attention to the platform and the train.

Of the colouring we may briefly state that it is arranged with the same
skill and learning that distinguishes the arr.ingenient of the groups, and
the execution is bold, free, and equally sustained throughout, with,
perhaps, the exception of the rather crude state in vrhicli the dogs are
pencilled on the extreme left ; but, as Mr. Frith is not a professed painter
of animals, the exception of unflnish is just enough to prove the rule of
perfect elaboration. In all other respects it will, in little or no degree,
detract from the well-established fame of the artist. For the sake of
giving an instance of the freedom and firmness of execution, combined
with close imitation of texture, we will direct attention to the painting and
graduation of tint, as well as to the exact resemblance to the reality, of the
lady's shawl in the foreground, stooping to kiss her son before he leaves
for school ; and as to harmony of colour, the bronze tone of her silk dress
forms an excellent combination with, and contrast to, the colour of her
shawl. This painting, in the branch of art to which it legitimately belongs,
is a perfect success, and will prove an equally successful speculation.

PROGRESS OF THE METROPOLITAN MAIN DRAINAGE
WORKS.

AT the last meeting of the Metropolitan Board of Works, lield at the offices,

Spring-gardens, on Friday, Mr. Bazaioette, Engineer-in-Chief of the
Board, reported that during the spring of the year it is always difficult to obtain
a suHicient supply of good bricks, and more particnlarly so when the season is

wet, as the old stock is nearly exhausted and the new bricks have not come into
the market. The Main Drainage Works have to some extent been retarded
during the past month from this cause, although on tlie whole the progress made is

tolernhly satisfactory. The works, under Mr. Furness's contract, for the Northern
Outfall Sewer are still conducted with great energy, and progress more rapidly
than any of the other contracts. The ironwork for the aqueducts over the River
Lta, the North Woolwich, and the London, Tilbury, and Southend railways is

being tested, fitted and riveted, and the ironwork for all the other bridges is now
delivered on the ground. The iron bridge over the road near Plaistow is finished,
and the funnel imder the Eastern Counties Railway embank/nent progresses
satisfactorily. The concrete embankment is completed for about three-fourths
of the entire length of the sewer, and about 3,300 feet of the arching or aqueduct
across the marshes have been finished. The total value of the work done up to
the present time is about £2.^7,000, so that the contract is now nearly half com-
pleteil. Messrs. Bi'assey and Co. have been much retarded in the execution of
the Middle-level Sewer contract, hy the necessity for stopping the works in
Oxford-street during the summer months, coupled with the stoppage of Holborn,
and the consequent diversion of the trafhc through Liquorpond-street and the
King's-road, &c., which form the line of the intended sewer, and further by the
want of a diversion ofthe water of the Ranelagh sewer to enable them to proceed
with the works in the Uxbridge-road, between Albion-street and the Grand
Junction-road. This diversion lias, however, now I>een effected. About Smiles
400 feet of sewer, varying in size from 4 ft. 6 in. by 3 ft. to 12 ft. by 9 ft. 6 in.
have been completed, at an estimated cost of £120,000. The works at the
junction of the Ranelagh Storm Overflow with the Middle-level sewer in the
Uxbridge-road are httlng pushed forward as rapidly as possible, with a view to
immediately re-open the main road. The value of the work done under this con-
tract is about £-28,500. In Mr. M'ebster's contract for the Southern Outfall
Sewer about 700 feet of sewer only remain to be finished, and the value of the
work executed amounts to about £290,000. The Southern High-level Sewer
works progress slowly ; the cost of the work done is about £159,000, and about
one mile of sewer remains to be constructed. Mr. Pearson has completed about
1,480 feet of the Southern High-level Extension Sewer, at an estimated value of
£2,184. Messrs. Aird and Son arc making good progress with the Deptford
Pumping-station, and are ready for the reception of portions of the machinery,
which will be delivered by Messrs. Slauchter and Co. in the course of the ensuing
month. The value of the work executed by Messrs. Aird is £73,000. Mr.
Dowse is progressing with the Southwark new street, and has completed about
2,000 square yards of paving, 930 feet lineal of subway, 1,142 feet of 3 feet 9
inches by 2 feet 6 inches sewer, and 163 vaults, at an estimated cost of £10,800.

The Holy Sepulchre.—The Monde publishes a letter from Jerusalem of
the 27th March, in which, referring to some observations previoasly made on
the dilapidated condition of the cupola of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre, it
states that on the occasion of an accident which had happened to a pilgrim from
the fall of a portion of the ceiling, it has reason to believe that the Cabinet of the
Tuileries has called the attention of the Sultan to the subject. Whatever may
have been the steps taken at Constantinople, it is certain that the Governor of
Palestine has lately received instructions (rom the Ottoman Minister to take
measures to prevent accidents to pilgrims in their visits to the church. An
examination of the cupola has consequently taken place, and architects have
expressed their surprise that the whole of the dome had not fallen in during the
tempests of the past winter. The result of the consultation is, that the
restoration of the building is declared to be a matter of urgent necessity.
-Discovert op Greek Antiquities.—A letter from Athens announces a
discovery which has just been made by Mr. Starck, an English architect, and
member of the archaeological commission sent to Greece. Researches which
Mr. Starck has caused to be made at his own expense have brought to light the
ancient theatre of Bacchus, upon the soutliem slope of the Acropolis. After
eight days' unsuccessful labour, when all hope was abandoned, the first step of a
staircase was discovered, and by degrees the whole site was laid onen to a depth
of feventeen feet.

Winchester.—Workmen are engaged in pullins down the College tower,
which has long been in an unsatisfactory state, and has recently been shown to
be dangerous. It is to be rebuilt on the same site. The tower was erected by
Warden Tliurbum, about 1478, and is a century later in date than the chapel
which it adjoins.

ARCHITECTURE OF PALESTINE, FROM THE EARLIEST
TIMES TO THE CRUSADES.*

EPOCH OP HEROD.
HEROD struggled all his life long to secure the title of the Great, yet he was

nothing more than the magnificent slave of the Romans, who allowed him
fetters of gold. But from the country and posterity he well deserves the epithet
great, in consideration of the sumptuous monuments erected by him. Little
does it matter to us, in our examinations, that they were jjroofs of his servility
or his ambition. Let us proceed to examine them. Some masses of ruins, some
trunks ofcolumns, walls, solid foundations, sepulchres, built or embellished, and
the basements of towers, but no one entire edifice, nor any ornamented one. It
is undeniable that Palestine is a sepulchre of edifices as of individuals.

In Jerusalem we find, belonging to this glorious epoch, some portions of tlie

wall surrounding Moriah, on the eastern and western sides; the entire plan of
the construction of the Phazaelus ; some few remnants of the solid masonry of
the tower of Psephinus ; the remains of two others which flank the north gate;
the existing sub-basement of the Damascus Gate which I discovered in JIarch,
1861; finally, the embpllishmcnts added to the sepulchres of the Valley ofJeliosha-

filiat, to the north and south. Of all these, mention has been made by those who
lave written upon Jerusalem down to the present time. Little, therefore,
remains for me to say, and I will be as brief as possible. I accept the opinion of
Sir. Williams respecting the tower which remains on the west of the castle
of David, and that of Phazaelus on the east. The latter preserves the archi-
tectural type of a Herodian tower, as described by Josephus (Book V. iv. 2).
It is based upon the rock, which rises 5 feet above the level of the ground, and is

covered with masonry of large rusticated stones. Here I observe that Herod ia
his fortifications made use of the Solomonic level, as 1 could plainly perceive in
Herodium, Cesarea, and other places. Tlie Jewish wall rises 38 feet 6 inches
above the side of the fosse. Each course of stones recedes by five lines from the
base upwards. I would, however, remark that in the interior it is 11 feet thick,
relatively to the upper level of the east trench, which is 14 feet deep, and mea-
sures forty cubits on each side, reckoning the cubit at about 18 inches. It is

then the same tower of Phazael described by the historian who tells us that
Titus (Wars of the Jews VII. xi.) would have it preserved to show the kind of
towers that fortified the city which lie had taken by his armies. Some may
object that Josephus mentions a cistern, and this is not to be found. But
would it he possible to preserve it, in accordance with the system of forti-

fication in use in the middle ages? 1 think not. I meet with nothing
in opposition to the idea that the cistern was destroyed in order to
gain a clear space of about 20 cubic feet, which would be valuable when
soldiers required to be lodged there. It is unnecessary to draw attention to the
other towers which flank the Damascus gate, and which I discovered by mean
of excavations. With the exception that they ard of smaller dimensions, the
differ in no respect from those already described. I may, however, say that the
gate which I discovered, and which I call the north gate (Josephus, Wars of the
Jews, V. xlii.), is 12 feet wide and 26 feet high, with a round arch. The stones
composing the jambs and the arch are of large dimension. This discovery is not
so important in an architectural point of view as on account of the ancient city
walls of Herod's time. It is one of the most interesting points in support of my
opinion, tliat tlie walls on the north did not extend beyond the present walls.

A ot to dwell for ever upon the subject of walls, I will avoid going further into
the matter here ; but 1 will remark that the ancient portions on the eastern side

of Moriah, like those at the Jews' waiting-place, appear to me to bear the
Herodian character. I am far from adopting the opinion of SI. de Saulcy,
member of the Institute of France, who believes them to be Solomonic. Their
construction shows great perfection, on account of the beauty of the materials
employed, the regularity of their arrangement, and the vertical joints which rest

upon the middle of the corresponding stones in the lower and upper coui-ses:

nothing of which is seen nearly so admirably executed in the walls styled
Solomonic. In the latter, artistic genius just developing itself is observable; in

the former, genius seems to have attained its full growth.

The Golden Gate, to the east of Moriah, is judged to he Herodian from its orna-
ments ; but I am not of that opinion. I know that the temple and its wallg
were destroyed by the Romans, and it seems to me impossible that this gate, with
its ornamentation, should have escaped the devastation. Its j nubs are formed of
stones square and not levelled. They of themselves, therefore, furnish proof of
having been mortised in the old wall. The ornamented arches are eased with
Roman masonry. How, then, is it possible to suppose them Herodian ? Those
who take this view do so because the lintels and architraves of the doors are
formed of enormous blocks. It is true that this material is Herodian, and this

has led to the erroneous induction. I believe that these blocks are remaining
portions of the ancient Eastern gate, and that to them the more recent construc-
tion has been applied, formed upon the same plan as the ancient gate. I think
so because the toundalion walls have lieen discovered, and because it is said in the
Mishna that the Eastern gate was 40 cubits long and 20 cubits wide, and these

are exactly its dimensions.

We will now visit the sepulchres in the neighbourhood of Jerusalem. I un-
hesitatingly confess that I believe the ornamentation of all of them to be of later

date than their original construction, and am of opinion that it was added during
the Herodian period. I might maintain that the sepulchres of the kings were
formed by order of that great sovereign for himself and his descendants, but what
proofs have we in support of this idea ? I hope M. de Saulcy will not hear me,
since he attributes them to the era of the kings of Judah, to which epoch it WM
necessary that he should trace tliem, when he was pleased to characterise the
sarcophagus taken trom them as that of David, in order that he might deposit it

in triumph at the Louvre, in Paris. By parity of reasoning I have met witii

tlie sarcopliagi of Solomon and Rehoboam, one of which is, in fact, broken into

fragments, while the other serves as a receptacle for water in the Hall of Justice
at Jerusalem.

Let us now examine some of the sepulchres in detail. That ofAbsalom is a culneal
monolith, measuring 21 feet on each side. Ionic columns support an entablature
with ornamented Doric triglyphs and pateras. Above this frieze is an Egyptian
cornice, at which point the monolith ceases. The whole of the upper part is in

masonry. It is composed of a square dado surmounted by a cylinder, which is

terminated by a torus, representing an enormous twisted cable ; the whole is com-
pleted by a kind of pyramid of curved conical form, finished with a bouquet of

Sec page 305 antt.

I
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palm leaves. The total lieipflit of the monument is 52 feet. It exhibits, therefore,

a mixture of tlie Greek and Egyptian style.'!.

Herod was of Idumenn oriK'", it w'H he rememhered. In Idumen are some

monuments which recall Absalom's to mind. At the north-west comer of the

vestibule, cut in tlic rock which surrounds the tomb of Absalom, is a rich pedi-

ment, ornamented with acroters and foliage. That of the Jews to the north of

Jerusalem is of the same description.

The outer portico of the Sepulclire of Siiint James is supported by two columns

and two demi-pilasters of the Doric order, connected by an arcliitrave, above

which is a Doric fascia, ornamented with^triglyplis and surmounted by a cornice.

In the Haceldeina, to tlie south of the city, a fac-simile of this is seen. The
Sepulchre of Zachariah is a monolith, each of the sides of which measures 18 feet

in width. It i.s ornamented with two columns in the centre and two half columns
inserted in a pilaster at the angles. Above is a simple architrave, surmounted
by an Egyptian cornice, Uke that of the Sepulchre of Absalom. The whole is

surmounted by a quadrangular equilateral pyramid. The total height of the

monument is 19 feet. It is to be observed that the eastern side still shows the

rough hewn work, and on the north it is not completely finished.

To visit the Sepulchres of the Kings, a court must be entered by a door

excavated in the rock, ornamented by a simple filled in relief. This is under
ground up to the commencement of the arch. At the extremity of the court is a

vestibule, formerly adorned in the interior with two columns, which have been
destroyed partly Ijy an earthquake and partly by violence. Above the vestibule

is a fascia in sculpture. The centre of the fascia is ornamented with a bunch ol

grapes, now sadly mutilated. On the right and left of tliis is a triple palm, a
wreath of olive leaves and triglyphs, alternated with patera three times re-

peated. Above these is a garland of leaves and fruits, which droops at right

angles from each side of tlie aperture of the vestibule. Above the line of the

triglyphs is a cornice in a very ruined condition. Can this ornamentation have
been executed at the period of the kings of Judah ? I believe not; but, if I err, I

am open to conviction. Would that we conld find something more satisfactory

in Samaria, Cesarea, Antipatris, Herodiura, Phazael, and at Castle Cypron,
but, excepting some columus.'a few ruinous capitals, and immense accuraulations
of stones, nothing can be discovered of the gxeat Herodian constructions. I

therefore turn to a more recent epoch.
PERIOD OF CONSTANTINE.

When the accession of Constautine the Great to the throne had secured the
triumph of the Cross, Palestine witnessed a vast architectural movement, and a
number of churches were erected in localities rendered celebrated by the evan-
gelical mission of our Saviour. From this cause, in the fourth century Jerusalem
attracted the special attentiou of the Christian monarch and his pious mother,
and here was erected a basilica, which silver, art, and precious materials com-
bined to render worthy of their piety and magnificence. I will first describe the

basilica of tlie Resurrection, and then proceed to otlier monuments, the work of
the first Uyzantiue Emperor. It will, 1 think, be interesting to my hearers if I

give them some description of the Sepulchre of Christ, over which Constantine
erected the temple. I cannot stop to consider all the objections brought against
the authenticity of the tomb, but will merely observe that the tomb exists, and
that I have seen it. In the neighbourhood of the city, particularly on the
north and east, tombs cut in the rocks may still be seen. Many are in a ruinous
condition, others are more perfect. They are composed of two divisions, the
vestibule and the sepulchral chamber ; the latter closed by means of a stone of
an elliptic form. The evangelist St. Matthew (xxvii. CO) describes an occur-
rence which may be witnessed in the present day in the same locality :

—"And
Joseph laid the body in his own new tomb, which lie had hewn out in the rock ;

and he rolled a great stone to the door of the sepulchre, and departed." Christ's
sepulchre, as at present existing, is divided into two compartments; the ves-
tibule, in which the guard of soldiers was placed, and the tomb itself, which has
a small door of the same construction as those of the Sepulclires of the Kings and
of St. Pelagia on the Mount of Ascension.
The religious Greeks, Armenians, and Latins, assert that the whole monument

of the present sepulclire is rock beneath the marble facing. I could not discover
this, nor do I believe it. Even if it withstood the destruction which befell the
city under Titus, and the occurrences of Hadrian's time, we know from history
that it was greatly mutilated by Cosroe II. in 014, and by Ilakem, Caliph of
Egypt, in 1010. But 1 am quite certain, beyond all doubt, that I saw and
touched the rock in the pavement, which rises at the distance of 21 feet to the
west of the sepulchre, and in the sepulchre itself, by the longitudinal cutting
which is here exhibited. It is essential to remark that all the sepulchres of anti-
quity are of the same length and breadth, the former G feet, and the latter 2j;
and in this respect the Sepulchre of Christ forms no exception to others. The
disputes would never have arisen if Constantine had not been guilty of the re-
ligious vandalism of separating the sepulchre from the rock, on the western side,

in order to enclose the sepulchre within the temple, and the further barbarism
of adapting the sepulchre to the temple and not the temple to the sepulchre.

The present church of the Resurrection retains none of the elements of the
grandeur of Constantine. They disappeared when the invasions of the Persians
and Saracens covered Palestine with ruins. The successive repairs to which
such portions as escaped have since been subjected have deprived the structure
of the charactei-istics of the fourth century, with the exception of the north wall
and the walls and pilasters of the great cupola, which are primitive. The Cru-
saders, who found the sanctuaries separated, reunited them ; and it is their work
which is now seen. From their time to the present no change of importance has
taken place. On the 12th October, 1808, a part of the rotunda and the Calvary,
also a portion of the south wall towards the west, were destroyed by fire. The
absurd and unintelligent repairs of the Greeks in many points completed the de-
vastations begun by the flames, and numbers of interesting details of Gothic or
Byzantine art disappeared, thanks to the degenerate sons of Constantine the
Great. The jirecious marbles which ornamented the basilica of Constantine were
taken by the Mussulmans in tlie seventh century to adorn their mosques, espe-
cially Koubhet-es-Sakhorab. Hence, among the ruins recently removed from
the eastern side of the sepulchre shafts of columns have been Ibund, formed of
beautiful marble and granite, with capitals in form precisely hke the gilded
capitals of the mosque. It cannot be supposed because these precious relics are
found there that the remains of the mosque, which was never destroyed from the
period of its erection, had been carried and placed round the sepulchre and in the
vicinity of the south. I am, therefore, compelled to conclude that it is not in the
Temple of the Resurrection, but, elsewhere, that we must seek the elements of
the period of Constantine.

Let us now turn to Bethlehem. The Basilica of the Nativity at Belhlehem was
begun by Saint Helena, and terminated by her son Comtantine, between the
years 327 and 333 of the Christian era'. Some authon have attributed the erec-
tion of this monument to Justinian, but a very curvory iuspection will tufiice to

prove that it presents none of the characteristics of the architecture of the ^xtli
century, and that this opinion must consequently be erroneous. It i5 the oldest

and best authenticated monument of Christian art in Palestine. TTje eve
embraces five naves at a single glance. The centre nave Is larger than both tlie

two together on either side of it. They are of great length, uud formed by fiiur

rows 01 Corinthian monolithic columns, and are compweu with eleven inter-

columinations (travate). The transept is as wide as the centre nave. "The north
and south extremity terminate in a semicircular apsis with a radius of 14 feet.

Tliese apses project beyond the exterior walls of the building. On theeait, on
the side of the transept, separated by a wall formed by the Greeks, the 6ve naves
reappear and form the choir of the church. The centre nave is composed of two
intercolumniations and a semicircular apse, equal with those which terminate the
transept. The two which succeed, right and left, are terminated by a straight

wall which commences at the choir. Owing to this arrangement of the lower
sides of the Basilica, the upper portion of the cross is symmetrical in relation to

its lateral arms. The width of the great centre nave is 30 feet; the first

lateral nave 12, the second 10; so that the total width of the five naves is

74 feet, while the entire length of the centre nave is 180.

The monolithic columns lormin^ the divisions of the naves are 17 feet 3 lines

in height; their capitals are Corinthian; that is to say, the proportions only
slightly dift'er from the proportions demanded by the rules generally observed in

the time of the Roman Empire. In fact, the column is short relatively to the
diameter of the base, which measures 2 feet 6 lines- Besides this, it presents no
very distinctive characteristics, but shows signs of the decadence ; reposing, as it

does, upon a plinth, which measures 3 feet 2 lines on each side, 'This want of

proportion has been supposed by some to have been owing to the inability of the

calcareous bed from which the columns were derived to produce monofinths of

greater height ; but, as the quarries still exist, and I have carefully examined
them, I cannot admit the explanation ; but rather opine that it is simply the
result of the decadence of art. As I have already stated, the diameter of the
base of the column is 2 feet 6 lines; the height of the shaft, comprising the base
and capitals, is 17 feet 3 lines, and, consequently, the latter is short in proportion

to the former. Further, the base has no very decided character. It rests upon
a rectangular plinth, measuring 3 feet 2 lines on each side. I may further add
that the total number of entire columns is 40, of half columns 18, and that the

latter are inserted in the pilasters on the wall, where the rows of columns
terminate. In the abacus, all these are ornamented with crosses in relief. In
the lateral naves (side aisles ?) architeaves support the artnatura of the roof. In
central naves, the walls, which are 30 feet high, are also supported by the

architraves, on which rests the great armatura of the roof. The roof is not
vaulted, but composed entirely of wood. In the upper part the walls contain

circular-headed windows, corresponding with each space between the lower
columns. The spaces between the windows, and all the rest of the surface of the

walls, in the twelfth century, were ornamented with mosaic work. The present

roofdates from the seventh century, and the Greeks alone claim the right to repair

it. I conclude then, that, this is the only complete work of Constantine which
remains to us after the lapse of 1,529 years. This alone has survived every de-
structive influence, and maintained its ancient characteristics. It is a very
striking specimen of Roman genius. The venerable aspect of the edifice, the
harmony of its combinations and its original conception, all arouse admiration.
It is indisputable that the general plan of the church produces an impression ot

beauty, not only from its dimensions and the simplicity of its outlines, but
because it is tlie embodiment of an intelligent phase of religious architecture, and
thus cannot fail to satisfy the taste and please the eye.

EPOCH OF JUSTIKIAN.
The Emperor Justinian, no le.«8 ardent than his predecessors in erecting re-

ligious edifices, did not forget the Holy Land, but tliere raised a great number of

such structures. All, however, which remain standing as mementoes ol him are

the basilica of St. Mary, at Jerusalem, now [converted into the Mosque El-
Aksa ; the tower called Justinian's, at Bethlehem, and the ruins of the church of
St. George at Lydda—the ancient Diospolis. In other parts of Palestine

other religious monuments were erected by this Emperor, but their localities

are only indicated by heaps of ruins ; the details have vanished, either from the
effects of fire or violence, chiefly through Mohammedan fanaticism. The Aksa
shows its Christian origin, and Procopius has left us a detailed account of its

construction (de A. Edif. Justin. N. 0.) It has in front of it a portico with a
vaulted roof, corresponding with the seven naves of the church. The central arch is

luucli larger than those on either side. The exterior and interior present a very

pointed arch. The whole building exhibits tlie well known plan of a primitive

Christian basilica. The centre nave is supported by six large columns of breccia
rossn of Palestine with ordinary Corinthian capitals, somewhat disfigured by in-

congruous details and ornament. These columns support pointed arches, above
whicli are two rows of windows. The first two lateral naves are supported by
square piers, the other four are much lower, of a totally different construction,

and appear to liave been added at a much later date. In tills particular I fully

agree with the Rev. George Williams, in his " Holy City," that the mosque was
enlarged on the east and west sides by £1-Makdi, in 775—785.

In Its present state tlie length is not in due proportion witli the width, while
in its primitive condition the proportions were exact, and the basilica was in the

form of a cioss. On the south, the church is terminated by a transverse nave,
separated from the grand longitudinal nave by pointed arches surmounted at

the intersection of the cross \i}i a cupola supported by four piers, each ornamented
with two columns of verd antique supporting Corinthian capitals. The cupola is

a dome contracted at the base, which admirably sets ofi" its forms. It is deco-
rated with modern paintings quite unworthy of the edifice, and with mosaics
which date from Selim I. and Solyman the Magnificent. The choir was demo-
lished by the Arabs after ha\ing been injured by an earthquake, and is now
replaced by a simple Arab wall, against wliich stands the Milirab, ornamented
with beautiful small porphyry columns. In the transverse arm of the cross

the choicest marbles are employed for the light columns, which sustain capitals of

various and extravagant forms, dating, no doubt, from the remotest Jewish
antiquity, and by no means corresponding with the elevation of the columns.
The roof of the mosque is supported by a framing of wood. Such is the result of

ray observations upon the mosque El-Aksa, which the want of time prevents me
from describing in fuller detail.
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The Tower of Justinian, at Bethlehem, built for the defence of tlie Temple of

the Nativity, merits some notice. It is square, anil measures 97 feet on each
side ; its height is lH feet. The walls, whicli are i2 feet tliick, are solid, and
built with large blocks, which diminish with each course of stone. The Greeks,

who are the possessors of the tower, ,in the thieknossi of the walls hare made
several chambers, wliich are used for the reception of pils:riras. The largest of

these chambers is capable of containing forty persons. I liave mentioned this

edifice to show that a complete work of Justinian's era exists at Bethleliem, and
that, as far as masonry is concerned, it will bear comparison with that employed
by Constantine in the basilica of the Nativity. In the latter, the good Roman
style is seen ; in the tower, the decadence. The church of St. George, at Lidda,

thVancientDiospoliswaserectedby Justinian": of this splendid edifice nothing at
present remains but a portion of the walls and the eastern choir, witli some mag-
nificent pilasters and capitals. On the south side is a large Pointed arch sup-
ported by large columns mortised in the piers, and surmounted by Corinthian
capitals. A great part of the church still remaining has been converted into a
mosque by the Mussulmans. The design which I e.vhibit will show the date of

this monument better than any description.

Epoch of the Arabs.—I do not think it necessary to translate the description

of the Mosque of Omar, seeing tdat it has already .been translated for the Mount
Horiah.
The whole platform is formed of the rock, wliich is clearly seen on going into

the dwellings of the dervishes and the guardines ; as well as in some oratories,

and in the cisterns, especially the two on the north of the great mosque Coubbet-
es-Salikrah—the Dome of the Rock. Its plan is simple : two concentric

octagonal aisles surround the circular central part, which supports a pointed

dome. The form of the dome serves alone to characterise the building. Tne
many descriptions given of its interior prevent me from repeating it, and I shall

only remark that its doorways and windows are of Pointed style; that the sixteen
columns standing in the inner octagon aisle are of equal height and have the
same capitals, but rest on unequal bases, which exhibit very much the charac-
teristics of the period of decadence to which the building belongs ; that the
twelve columns, which are to be found between the four piers supporting the
tympanum of the dome, have a diameter difierent from the sixteen first met with,

as well as different proportions of shaft, capital, and base; and that all these
columns support arches slightly pointed. The vaulting of the dome is of wood,
covered with Arabic gilding'; the tympanum and spandrels of the arches are inlaid

with elegant mosaics, which date from tlie time of tlie Sultan Selim I. All tliis

induces me to believe, according to history, that the mosque was erected by Abd-
el-Melik Merwan, in tlie year 68 of the Ilegira, and that its columns of precious
marbles and various origin have been taken by the Mussulmans from the
basilica erected by Constantine over the sepulchre of Jesus Christ. Constantine
alone is well known to have enriched the religious edifices of the Christians with
marbles, and history reproduces but too many examples of the spoliation of these
buildings by the Mussulmans to decorate tlieir mosques.

ANCIENT ART.
THE first of a course of lectures on the "History of Ancient Art" was

delivered by Mr. Newton, at the Royal Institution, on Wednesday week.
Mr. Newton pointed out that the basis of all we know of ancient art is the testi-

mony of Pausanius, who travelled through Greece in the second century a.d.,
and noted the chief famous or beautiful works lie tlieu found existing. Pausa-
nias's work is to ancient art what Murray's handbooks to Italy or Greece are to

the present state of those countries. Were the remains still extant or above
ground, we should have no difficulty in identifying the work of each artist from
his description. Unfortunately, however, this is not the case ; nearly all has
been hopelessly destroyed ; some few fragments alone, and these chiefly inscrip-

tions, being built into the walls of churches and other modern buildings, and
a few more buried under the accumulated earth of ages, and to be discovered

only by the painful and too often unproductive toil of excavation. The ancient
temples were the museums of the old people, witli this difierence, that their con-
tents were unarranged, and consisted of statuary, terra cottas, votive offerings,

&c., placed in them from time to time. In our museums, on the other hand, we
attempt something towards an historical or archseological classification, and for

this work take Pausanius as our surest guide. Mr. Newton then proceeded to

slate, that all sculpture may be divided into two great classes—1. Sculpture in

the round, with the figures detached; 2. Rilievi, more or less detached, and
therefore called alti or hassi. He added, that Archaic Greek Art (the subject

of his first and present lecture) may be conveniently divided into three principal

divisions :—1. Heroic and partly Prehistoric, from the earliest dawn of art to

B.C. 776 (the institution of^the Olympic games); 2. Semi-historical, from b.c.

776 to B.C. 680; 3. Historical, from B.C. 580 to B.C. 478 (the close of the Persian
War). The first, or Heroic period, was one in which the people worshipped rude
stocks of wood or stone, called terms ; and the first great improvement, whereby
heads, arms, drapery and symbols were more or less intelligibly indicated, was in

ancient times attributed to Djedalus—no doubt an eponymous name, to indicate

the progress of art. Dsedalus (or the system he represents) preceded Homer,
who alludes to him. Such primitive idols were the Palladium which Diomed
stole from Troy, the statue of the Argonautic goddess Chryse, and the origiual

Diana of Ephesus, whose type we know, from tne story of Demetrius, the copper-
nnith, in the Acts, was still being reproduced in the first century a.d. Of these

earliest idols (?oava) none actually have come down to our times ; but we have

representations of them in works of art of the second or semi-historical period,
from B.C. 706 to B.C. 580—such as vases with scenes of the taking of Troy, the
Alar of the goddess Chryse ; which should be compared with the older coins of
Samos, &c. Homer tells little positively, but much negatively, with reference to

art. It is clear that very few statues existed in his time, and that the temples
were of the humblest kind, neither Doric nor Ionic architecture having been
developed so early; but Homer does mention, with much detail, works in metal-
Inrgy, such as the ornamentation of cuirasses, the shield of Achilles made by
Vulcan, the embroidery of Helen, &c. There can be no doubt that he must have
seen works similar to those he describes: most likely in the treasuries of
different monarchs—such as those of the kings of Lydia, of Atreus, at Myccnaj,
of Orchomenos, &c., or possibly stored (as in later times) in some of the
temples. These works were reliefs, put togetlier in pieces like the
fragments of the Chariot from Perugia in the British Museum, and hammered up
(afvpiiXara), not cast in the lump. The peculiarity of the art is well shown in

the most ancient vaset—a few of which are in the Museum, and more in the

collections of the Mus. Gregor. at Rome and M. Campana; and we learn from
these that, as compared with the works of tlie later styles, the human figure
was very little individualised, while the backgrounds were covered witli flowers,
animals and various adjuncts, and with geometrical patterns. The artist, in fact,
tried to represent nature as he actually beheld her, with entire absence of aiirial

effect or perspective. A comparison with the reliefs lately procured bv Jlr.
Layard from Nineveh (and especially with the bronze bowls found by liira'there)

sliows clearly whence the early artists obtained their first ideas:—indeed, it is

likely that genuine specimens of Assyrian art were pveserved, till a late period,
in some of the royal treasuries, having been brouglit to Greece through the
commerce the Phoenicians or Carians had with the western settlements of that
empire. With the arrangement of the subjects in these vases, we may aptly
compare Pausanias' description of the Cliest of Cypselus, which he himself saw,
and which may have been made about B.C. 750. On this chest (which was pro-
bably not unlike the bridal Cassoni of Italy) there were reliefs in gold and ivory,

arranged in parallel rows, with the names written over the difierent personages
represented. Of the archaic vases, the most celebrated still extant is the so-called
FrauQois Vase at Florence. This doubtless is much later than the Chest of
Cypselus, but still early enough to show a remarkable similarity in style. To
this second period belong the two famous artists Tlieodorus and Rhoecus, the first

temple at Ephesus, the establishment of the Olympic and other games, the
gradual extinction of the Heroic Monarchies and the introduction of
popular Constitutions, and the commencement of Lyrical as distinguished
from Epical Poetry. The Third or Historical period, from n.c. 580
to B.C. 478, is tlie teeming period in the History of Art. Then
flourished the Seven Wise Men, the first Natural Philosophers, whose influence
is felt even to this day, and the greatest and the last of the early historians,

Herodotus. Magnificent festivals became common, and Greece put forth her young
vigour in the foundation of prosperous colonies, at Cyrene and Marseilles, in

Spain and Sicily. During the same period, too, the great early temples of Posi-
donia(P£Estum), Selimis, ^gina, and in Asia Minor, were commenced. It was
the cardinal period in the history of Greek art. Then was it that the influence

of Egypt (the China or Japan of ancient times) was being felt in Greek art, and
the Greek factory at Naucratis was established, during the reigns of the three

liberal Egyptian monarchs Psammetichus I., Apries and .\masi9. The
first of these princes employed 40,000 Carians and lonians as mercenaries, some
of whose names, inscribed by themselves, may still be read on a monument in

Upper Egypt; and Rhodes, Halicarnassus, Cnidus, and other cities on the
seaboard of south-western Asia Minor, enjoyed a lucrative commerce with Egypt.
To this period, too, the artists Dipa^nus and Scyllis are assigned by Pliny ; and
to the latter end of it, such monuments as the Agamemnon-relief at Paris from
Samothrace, the figures from PoUedrara near vulci ; tlie seated figures from
the Sacred Way at Branchidae, and especially one of these, the portrait of a
certain Cares, the ruler of Teicliocssa, wliich bears his name and titles in very
early Greek characters ; a lion and spliinx from the same place, together with a
very remarkable collection of gold ornaments, vases, and terra-cottas, recently

found in a cemetery at Camirus, in Rhodes. Manyof these objects, as thestatues and
lion from Branchidie, havea marked Egyptian character ; and it should be remem-
bered that, with the Groeco-Phoenician antiquities from Camirus, were found also

undoubted Egyptian porcelain and glass, and some genuine as well as blundered
hieroglyphics. One cartouche that was found at Camirus bears the name of an
Egyptian king, which Egyptian scholars declare must be that oleitlier Psammeti-
chus or Apries. It should also not be forgotten that the (Jreek writing on
the Hon from Branchidse, and on the monument of Psammetichus, in Upper
Eg% pt, is identical in style. We also know that two Samian brothers, Telecles

and Tlieodorus, went to Egypt to study sculpture, and we might therefore

anticipate the prevalence of an Egyptian infiuence upon the contemporary Greek
style, though we do not find that the stiff architectonic canon of Egypt was
adopted by Greek artists. In the case of the relics from PoUedrara, Phoenician
influence may be readily traced, especially in the relief of a winged lion, precisely

similar to those found by Mr. Layard at Nineveh. On the Camirus gold orna-

ments, too, the Oriental or Persian Artemis is a common subject. In the gradual
progress of sculpture, it may be noted how the artists went on from the easiest to

the more difficult: first, we have simple upright blocks; then two or more
figures draped to the feet, but stationary or motionless ; then figures in action

;

and, finally, pedimental undraped figures, arranged so as to make subjects, such
as those from the temple of ^gina, but subordinated to the geometric lines of the

architecture. These doubtless date from a little before B.C. 478, which was th*

great temple-building age, the period when the Doric and Ionic styles were
greatly developed, and when, owing to the great popularity of the public games,
artists had peculiar opportunities for studying the nude forms of athletes. It was
the custom of those times to dedicate in the temples the statues of celebrated

victors ; and these were, probably, in most cases, made from a careful study of

form of the individual athlete. Some instances of these early statues we may still

detect on the most ancient coins of Posidonia and Caulonia; on tlie latter ofwhich
Apollo may be recognised, holding a little figure in his outstretched hanil. A
similar representation of the Apollo, by Canachus, which was carried off from
Miletus by Xerxes, may be seen on the coins of that town ; a reduced copy, too,

of the same statue exists in the Payne Knight Collection at the British Museum.
In conclusion, Mr. Newton stated tliat the famous groups of sculpture from

Seliiius were about the same ilate as the jEginetan pediment, and that it was
not improbable that these latter were the work of Onatas, whose groups at

Olympia Pausanias himself saw. Generally, the history of Greek Art shows
clearly that it was no sudden discovery, but progressed step by step, partly

infiuenced on the one hand by Egypt, and on the other by Plioeaicia ; and that

the characteristics which mainly separate it, as a style, from the colossal concep-
tions of Egypt are the representation of the human figure in its true proportions,

and not agreeably with an arbitrary canon; the introduction of dramatic action;

and the combination of groups so as to suit pedimental architecture.

Partis College.—Tlie Trustees held their anniversary meeting on Thursday
last. The business of the day having been transacted, the Trustees, with the

chaplain and medical oflicer of the College, afterwar.ls dined together, ia

accordance witli tlie desire of the foundress, at tlie York House, Colonel

Blathwayt presiding. Every arrangement having been made by the architect,

Mr. Scott, the works connected with the College Chapel will lie commenced with-

out delay by the builders, Messrs. Morgan and Lovell, and it is expected that

during the summer all will be completed.
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LOJn)ON AND MIDDLESEX AKCII^OLOGICAL SOCIETY.
MEETING IN THE CITY.

A GENERAL meeting of the members and friends of this society was held on

Monday, the 28th ult., and was numerously attended. The company, bv

tlie permission of the Master and Wardens, assembled at noon at Bakers' Ilall,

Harp-lane, Tower-street, where the chair was taken by Mr. Alderman Finnis,

who briefly inaugurated the proceedings of the day.

Mr. Deputy Lott then gave a lengthened history of the Bakers' Company,
liis lecture being illustrated by old charters, registers, &c.

A conversation followed, and at the close of the meeting,

Mr. Henry W. Sass, the indefatigable and excellent honorary secretory of the

>ociety, exhibited and gave some account of various pieces of antique gold and
silver plate belonging to the Bakers* Company.

A vote of thnnks to Mr. Deputy Lott and Mr. Alderman Finnis closed the

proceedings in the Hall. Having visited the Court-room of the Company, the

members and their friends proceeded to the CImrch of AUhallows, Barking. The
company were received by the incumbent, the Ilev. John Mabkbll, who
afterwards read a paper, in which he gave many interesting particulars respecting

former vicars of the parish.

Mr. Charles Baily then read the following paper on Brasses and Monuments
found in the Church of AUhallows, Barking (wuich was prepared by Mr. J. G.

Waller, who was unavoidably absent) :—

NOTES ON SOME BRASSES OP ALLHALL0W8, BABKIHO.

Notwithstanding the destruction of the major part of old London by the Flr« of

1666, there are still left a few of the ancient churches. These, happily, preserve a great

number of monuments, more, indeed, than ono miglit have expected. Of these, AUhallows,
Barking, is probably second only in interest to that of Bt. Helen's, Bishopsgate. The
brasses are especially interesting as relics saved from a great catastrophe, and some have
iu themselves special claims.

I take the earliest to be n coat of arms, party per pale, a flcur de lis, and borduro en-

grailed, enclosed within a circular fillet, on which is engraved " Pries to I'almo Wilton
Tong g gyt ycy—Ky dieu de sonn alrae cyt mercy." It ;probably belongs to the cIobo of

the fourteenth century. The nest example "worthy of attention is to the memory of John
Bacon, a woolman, who died 1437. Ho is represented by the aide of his wife Joan, in the

ordinary costume of the time, his feet resting on a woolpack, in allusion to his trade. His
wife is not commemorated by any date of decease, so shojwas the survivor, and without
doubt erected the monument. On this view, we assume that the date is pretty nearly that

of the execution of the memorial—a very important point in connection with ancient monu-
ments. It is of about the best period for the art of engraving monumental brasses. For if

we examine those executed from 1410, and twenty years subsequently, we shall find a grace

of execution and a simplicity of design not previously seen, aud. what is more, that will

not be found iu foreign brasses of the same time. The most beautiful example of this period

is that to the memory of Prior Nelond, at Cowfold, Sussex. Besides this, however, we have
numerous instances all over the country. I may instance Cobham, Kent ; Boddington
and Kingston, Surrey, among those in the vicinity of London ; and I wish especially to

mention the beauty of drawing that at this period is thrown into the figures of hounds at
the feet, for it is scarcely to be surpassed, aud it is a strong argument in favour of the
indigenous character of the English art that no foreign examples can compete with us in
this particular. The heart, on which is inscribed "Mercy," placed above the figures

encircled in a scroll, Is frequently found so introduced at this period of monumental history.

Formerly the heart was considered the seat of the soul and the emotions, and the inscrip-

tion is probably an invocation, meaning " mercy on the soul." It is sometimes shown be-

tween the hands of the deceased, as if the latter were offering it in prayer.

The next to which I will direct your attention is the Flemish brass to the memory of

Andrew Evyngar. It is the best we have in England of its period of execution, with the
exception of that to Thomas Pounder, at St. Mary Key, Ipswich. It is also remarkable
that in both instances the artist has committed errors in the heraldry, a proof of the work
being executed abroad. The arras are those of the Salters' Company and of the Merchant
Adventurers. In the former the chevron is turned upside down, and in the latter the

lions are passant only, instead of being passant regardant. The latter arms are also in the
Ipswich brass, and similarly in error.

The brass is exceedingly well engraved, the male figure having the appearance of a
portrait. Above the figures is the composition known as a pieta, or deed chest, in the lap of
the Virgin Mother. There are not many instances of this subject on monumental brasses,

and only in those of late date. There are sufficient indications of the use of colour to make
outthe whole plan, but it requires to be judiciously searched for. The diaper background,
representing tapestrj'-, is retl, and the same is employed at the back of the chair in which
the Virgin is seated. The Merchants' mark is given at the foot of the figures, as in the
brass of Thomas Pounder, at Ipswich, probably by the same designer. Nothwitlistanding
the wilful defacement of the inscription, the whole is easily deciphered, and reads as follows:

"Of your charite pray for the sowls of Andrewe Evyngar, cytezen and Salter, of London,
and Ellyn hys wyff, on whoos soulys Ihesu have m'cy. Amen." On the scrolls, that to the
male figure has, " filij dei miserere mei ;

" to the female, " mater dei memento mei."
Both these prayers are allusive to the group represented above the figures.

The brass is inlaid into a stone, with symbols of Evangelists incised at the angles of this

Sentence, "Nereminiscarisdominedelicta nostr' vel Parentum nostroru neque vindictam
anmas de peccatis nostris." The following are placed one above the other Iwlow the figures,

likewise incised upon the stone, "Sana domine animam meam quia peccavi tibi. Ideo
depreoor majestatem ut tu Deus deleas iniquitatem meam." The first is in the autiphon of

the litanies of the Sarum breviary ; the latter in the third nocturn of the office for the dead,
and the responsory in the second nocturn of the same.
The father of Evyngar was, doubtless, a Fleming ; he was a brewer, and bequeathed to

the church of AUhallows Gs. 8d. for tithes aud oblations forgotten, and£l Cs. 8d. for

making, painting, and setting up the rood in the same church ; to a priest of good name and
fame, to sing n trental of St. Gregory in the said church for a whole year next his decease,

408., 4l8., or 42s., as his executors might best agree with him,&;c. lie also left property at

Antwerp to his wife, to revert in five years to his son Andrew. This connection of the
family with Flanders is so far interesting, fls it gives a reason for the monument being
executed abroad. I may remark that the use of incised work on the stone as well as brass,

exists only, as far as I am aware, in this example.
The next in interest is one to the memory of William Thynnc, Master of the Household to

Henry Vtll.; date 1540. This was in a very mutilated condition, but has recently been
restored, at the cost of the Marquis of Bath, When the fragments were removed from the
elab, it was discovered that the reverses were engi-aven also, and, from the character of the
execution, the older portions were not of earlier date than the beginning of the sixteenth
or, at most, the end of the fifteenth conturj'. The figures were composed of portions of an
ecclesiastic holding a chalice, and of a female figure. The reverses of the inscription

fillets were scarcely earlier than the monument, for which they merely supplied material.
They were composed of fragments of inscriptions mostly lielonging to one memorial, and
preserving the Christian name and rank of deceased, one " Sir" John,&c, There cannot be
the smallest doubt but that these were the results of the rifling of the tombs of the then
recently dissolved monasteries—most likely those of London itself.

In many respects it is an interesting memorial of the period. The figures arc good
examples of costume, and the inscription, which is lengthy, is illustrative of the religious

feeling which ensued upon the overthrow of the ancient faith. Much might be said uixin
inscriptions of this period of transition, and it is one well worthy of attention for its historic

alue.
I now pass on to ft mere fragment, part of the decorations of ft tomb, which has not pre-

served either name or the arms of the person intended to be commemorated. This, which
Xepresents the Resurrection, is not of common occurrence upon brasses, but is, nevertheless,
one of the few subjecte from Scripture which ooour upon monuments. AU those known

ui>on biras.ses are of lato daU), and tbo points worthy of remark arc, that we do not obienre
that rigid adherence to tho costume of the time which is the rule in Mediieral work.
The Roman soldiers are somewhat fancifully attired, att if tho artist wu aware that some
differenoe should be mode between the soldiers o£ PlUUi aud those of Kinmi Heni7 VIL
and Vin.
There is another point, also, which most not be overlooked. In tbeao late npn-

sentations of this snbjoct, the soldiers arc not all asleep, bat some are witoetsee of the
miracle.
Now, this treatment, which we at tho present time think most nataral and wmrirtfint.

was not that which prevailed in earlier ages. I would only allude to the beoutifol compo-
sition at Lincoln Cathedral, a cast of which can bo seen at tho Crystal Palace, as a type of
many others, in which all the soldiers guarding tlw tomb are roprewnted In profound
slumber. Some writers—for instance, Mons. Didron—have thought much of this, and eec
in it the result of a deeper faith, which ref^uired no witoeaeee to e&tal)Udi their belief. How-
ever this may be, the fact belongs to tho history of religious art, if not, indeed, to ba
regarded as one of the signs of the times.
Tho lost memorial I shall select for notice is an almost e£Eacod slab in the north alala,

once having tlu figure of a priest under a canopy Incised upou it. It now has Inlaid upon
.it u brass inscription to the memory of Thomas Vyrly, vicar, who died Iu 14M. Beaioee
this there arc two small detached wlugs, and a form wnich has hitherto been a puzzle to
assign a name to, or to give an explanation of. One might eappoK It was hitended to be a
chalice but for the stem, which Is more like a bell handle. Some have supposed It maj
have been a face of metal to an incised slab, but there Is an escallopcd oroomeut wUdDL
renders this view imi)06Biblo. Something hajibocn defaced or beaten out in the centre, which,
if romaiuing, would possibly have led to a solution. It has occurred to me whether It

might not be a form of the pax, and the part defaced a representation of the Virgin and
Child. But I can only offer it as a suggestion, for all those with which we are familiar
are of a different shape. At the some utae, however, they are of a much later date.

In tho above remarks I have avoided any elaborate description, or even a review of the
entire number of memorials seriatim. That has already been accomplished by Mr. Maskell.
I liavo rather i)oint<id out those distinctions which render tho monuments particululy worthy
of regard. I would, in conclusion, observe that the preservation of ancient memoriaui
cannot bebctter attained than by making a registry of them in the manner of Mr. Maskell's
pamphlet. We are apt.'very complacently, toascribe tho wholesale destruction and pillage,

of which we have bo much evidence, to the fury of the Piuitans. I am convinced, by long
observation, that by far the greatest mischief has been done in later times ; by negkct, by
cupidity of workmen, and tho general disregard of those to whom tho preservation of soca
memorials hare been consigned.

Mr. George R. Corner then read some narticulars respecting the willfl,

history^ &c., of persons to whom monuments nad been erected in this church,
whicli we may give hereafter.

In tlte church of AUhallows, Barking, amongst other specimens of ironwork,
are three beautiful pieces of wrought iron, in the shape or sword bearers, which
are always used when the Lord Mayor pays a visit to the church, as is the custom
at other city churches. We believe that the church of AUhallows, Staining, is at
present undergoing reparation, and tliat the ironwork it contains is being taken
down, with the intention, we have heard, of not being replaced in its original
position. We hope such a decision, if it have been come to, will be reconsidered,
and that sucli a piece of intended vandalism will not be perpetrated. In St.

Olave's, Hart-street, there is a considerable quantity of ironwork, the tops of
the pews having hat pegs in that metal.
From AUhallows, Barking, the company proceeded to St. Olave's, Hart-street,

(which escaped the Great Fire of 1666) wiiere they were welcomed b>r the rector,

the Rev. A. Povah, who read a paper, in which he gave much curious informatioa
respecting the deeds and reLasters of the church, referred to the brasses and other
monuments, giving biograpnical sketches of the more eminent persons to whom
monuments were erected, and some account of the rectors of the parish from
the fourteenth century downwards. Some pieces of ancient plate belonging
to the church were shown to the company by Mr. Sass and one of the church-
wardens.
The company next proceeded to pay a visit to the church of St. Dunstan's-in-

the-EasL designed by Mr. William Tite.

Tlie Rev. TuoMAa Hugo, F.S.A., gave an extempore account of the
church, and read some very Interesting extracts from the Churchwarden's
books, which commence from the year 1494. The information which he
furnished was specially selected by him as supplementary to that given
in the history of the church and parish by the late rector, the Rev. T. H,
Murray. Mr. Hugo traced the history of the church from the earliest timea
down to its destruction in the Great Fire, and from thence to its repeated erection
first after tliat event by Sir Christopher Wren, and next in our own day by
Messrs. Laing and Tite. After drawing attention to several of the monuments,
the rev. gentleman selected a few of the most prominent of the rectors for a
series of brief memoirs, and concluded his address with an affectionate and eloquent
panegyric on liis deceased friend, the late rector.

Mr. T. S. Smith exhibited and gave explanations respecting a number of
ancient books and documents belonging to the church and parisl).

In the evening a number of the members and their friends dined at the Bakers*
Hall, Mr. Alderman Finnis in the chair; the entire proceedings of the day
having afforded the utmost satisfaction to those present.

Works at the Mansion-house.—For some months past works
have been in progress at the Mansion-house. They are now executed, at

a cost of some £'2,000 to the Corporation of London. The fabric, now about 120
years old, was originally designed and completed under the supervision of Dance,
and that part of it between the vestibule and the entrance to the Egyptian-hall,

now called the Saloon, was a court-yard open at the top to the sky, and that

until a period within living memory. Many years ago, however, the Saloon was
covered in with a roof with glazed compartments, but this was unsightly.

and so low as to detract from the character of the buUding, with wliich it had
nothing in harmony. The Court of Common Council liaving voted a sum of

about £1,700, a coved ceiling, with panels or compartments of embossed glass,

has been thrown over the saloon, supplanting the old flat ceiling, and some ten

or 12 feet higher. The vestibule, saloon, and the principal staircase have also

undergone a process of embellishment, which for years past had been much
wanted. Of these portions of the building, throughout the whole interior, the

ceiling and the paneUing and niches of the waUs have been painted in fawn,

white, and grey colours, blended with gilding.

Alloa.—The present Court House accommodation in Alloa having been con-

sidered very inadequate to the re<;[uirements of the locality. Sir George Grey,

decided, on a report submitted to him by Mr. Mathieson, that additional Court-

House accommodation should be provided. A site for the new edifice has been

fixed on, and Messrs. Brown and Wardrop, Edinburgh, have been appointed

architects of the new edifice.
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DEMOLITION OF HUNGEUFORD MARKET.
THE demolition of old Hnngerford Market, for the fonnation of the West-

end terminus of the Charinp-cross Railway, progresses rapidly, and tlie Swan
and Dolphin taverns, facing the river, together with tlie whole of the fish

market, will soon disappear. The works of the Charing-cross Railway are

now so far advanced that the directors expect to be able to open the line between
the South-Western Mation in the Waterloo-road and the London-bridge station

dnrini; the summer. A contemporary notes that :—There has been a market,
where there will shortly be a railway station, for nearly two hundred years,

Hungerford-market having been built in the year 1680. Sir Edward Hunger-
ford, of Farley Castle, SoratTsetshii*e, had a large mansion on this spot in the
reiffn of Charles IL ; but *' the town" in those days was beginning to migrate
Btiii further westward. Pall-mall and the streets to tiie north of Piccadilly

were rising, or had just risen, in the outer wilderness; and the Strand, which
was the grand aristocratical suburb in the reign of James I., was fast becominj^
vulgar. Influenced probably by these circumstances, Sir Edward Hungerford
pulled down his river-side house, and built several small ones on its site. At the
same time appeared the market. It was generally anticipated that fJie specula-
tion would prove a good one; and there were many reasons why it should do so.

The proximity of the place both to the western and eastern suburbs—for ages the
great nurseries of fruit and vegetables for metropolitan consumption—and the
convenience of the river for conveying the produce from the marlcet gardens of
Fulham and Bermondsey, and delivering ib at once at the very doors of the
vendor*, without the necessity of land carriage, pointed to Hungerford as the
chief London market for what our forefathers used to call " green meats." But
Stiype, who in 1720 records these anticipations, at the same time informs us that

the project was "balked at first," and had since turned "to little account,"
Covent-erarden having got the start, and being "much resorted unto, and well
served with all fruits and herbs, good in their Kind." Still, Hungertord-market
held on, and early in the reign of William IV. it was rebuilt, when fresh hopes
were formed of the figure it would make in the London world. It was to be a
dead meat and poultry market, fish market, and a vegetable market ; and it was
to eclipse its comnetitors by its manifold advantages. The first stone of the new
buildings was laid on the ISth June, 1831, and the market was opened on the
2nd July, 1833. The architect was Mr. Charles Fowler. There seemed to be no
reason why the speculation should not succeed ; on the contrary, as we have
alreadv shown, there were many reasons why It should succeed, and yet it never
has. Multitudes of people have passed through it daily for nearly 30 years, on
their way to and from the boats, but they have never brought prosperity to the
market, and Hungerford has made no progress towards supplanting Covent-
garden, Leadenhall, and Billingsgate. In the summer of 1848 a portion of the
centre was burnt down, and people said it would be better to sweep the whole
away, but the gap was filled up, and the market has almost survived two more
apprenticeships. It might fairly have been expected that the opening of
the suspension bridge, in April, 1845, would be the forerunner of a better
day for the market; but fate had decreed it otherwise. Some evil destiny
seems to have hung over the whole locality; the bridge itself never having
been popular.

MONUMENTAL BRASSES.

AT the concluding meeting of the Literary and Philosophical Society, Bath, the Rev.
Thomas Bliss read a paper on *' Monumental Brasses," and exhibited a number of

rubbings lent for the purpose by Mr. C. T. PniPPS, architect, of Bath.

The Author began by comparing brasses with sculptured stone effigies, which, he said,

they were probably intended to represent on a flat surface ; and being not only less costly,
but more durable, they enabled a larger class to commemorate their dead, and thereby
transmitted to posterity examples of the costumes of different ranks in society through
four successive centuries. Of these memorials nearly 5,000 are still in existence, dating
from A.D. V277 to the close of the seventeenth century. The lecturer then proceeded to
illustrate the costumes of the figures delineated on the brasses, commencing with a
description of the encharistic, processional, and academic vestments of ecclesiastics of
various orders. He next pointed out successive changes in the armour represented on the
military brasses, from the period of complete chain mail,—showing the gradual introduc-
tion of plate armour, aa weapons of offence l>ecame more formidable ; tracing it, in its
varions stages, till it reached its perfection in Richard III.'s time; and indicating its

gradual modifications, till, ultimately, in the seventeenth century, very few pieces remained
of the original panoply,—obser\-ing that thus, from early times, that same race has been
goingonbetween the arts of defence and destruction, which has led, in our own day, to
such revolations in the construction of guns and ships. Having explained the costumes
of civilians, by the numerous rubbings on the walls, Mr. Bliss went on to show the changes
which faehion has wrought in ladies' attire—from the graceful dress of the fourteenth
century, through the extravagant styles which prevailed in the fifteenth, to the plainer
costume of the seventeenth. After referring to the manner in which children are com-
memorated on brass, he described the foliated and Latin crosses which are occasionally
found till the era of the Reformation, The rev. gentleman next directed the attention of
the audience to the accessories of the figures, tracing the successive periods of Pointed
architecture displayed on the canopies, reading many of the inscriptions, and pointing
out the transition from the Lombardic to the black-letter, and thence to Roman
capitals, and explaining the sacred, heraldic, and trade symbols found on brasses. The
lecturer concluded by showing the difference between the manners and customs of the
middle ages and those prevailing in our own day, which he illustrated by a descrip-
tion of the residence and daily life of a medieval knight, and the contrast they pre-
sent to the luxurious home and refined existence of his descendant in the nineteenth
century.

At the conclusion of the paper, the Rev. H. M. SCARTH said that he had had the pleasure
of hearing Mr. Haines describe his monumental brasses at Gloucester, during the meeting
of the Archipological Institute in 1860, when he also exhibited his rubbings in the Chapter-
house, previous to the publication of his excellent treatise, and he was thankful to say
that the subject had now received the attention which it deserved. In respect to the con-
nection of sculpture with monumental brasses, that brasses had originated out of monu-
mental effigies, and become more general in consequence of their being less expensive, Mr.
westmacott, at the same meeting, had very ably illustrated the progress of monumental
CD2ptm« from the earliest period of mediaeval times to that of the Reformation, and had

fffHT"
***** '***^ decline of the arts, which was generally attributed to the progress of the

Beformation, was not due to that canse, but that the decadence could be traced throughout
Surope prior to that event, and at a time when opposite principles were at their height.
TbiB decline in art was common to sculptures and brasses, which improved or declined
together. It was one thing to pore over the pages of a dry record, and another to find a
page OT history in the dress of every monumental efl3gy. The dresses of mediaeval times
8*T«

V
*** naediwral history. We conjured up the very actors in the scenes of which we

read, when we undentood the history of their costume ; and to the student of archceology
an andent church, with itemonnmenU, affords a rich treat, and implantsa series of histo-
rical events In his mind. He desired to give all young persons a taste for these pursuits,

P^^3^ *' helped them greatly in the study of history, divesting it ol much that was dia-
tMtefoL

THE ENGLISH SCHOOL OF PAINTING, FKOM THE YEAR 1762
TO THE PRESENT TIMi: *

IN whatever way, and to whatever extent, the commercial interests of Industry may be
affecte<l by the International Exhibition, just opened—and commercial interests in the

hardest sense of trade, I must observe, appear to be too much the ruling purpose in the
carrj'ing out of that gigantic enterprise—however the struggle may end between the
decorative furniture of Tiu-is and of London, between the silks of Lyons and of
Spitaltields, between the hardware of Sheffield and the imitative products of the
ZoUverein ; however the contest between the pianofortes of Broadwood and Krard may
terminate or whatever the verdict of thirsty John Bull upon the cheap thin wines of
France, of the Rhenish provinces, or of Hungary, as compared witli AUsop's pale ale, or
Barclay and Perkins' stout ; whatever the revulsion of aesthetic feeling createtl more or
less in all men's minds by Captam Fowko's monster shed, with its two dish-cover domes,
and the cruel ridicule it may bring down upon us from our foreign visitors ; there is one
feature in the Exhibition which, apiioaliug to the liigher intellectual faculties, and the poetic
feeling of the community, cannot but be viewed with intense interest by all who look to the
cultivation of taste as an essential element of advanced civilization. The Picture-gallery,
iu which are assembled the choicest works of painting from all jiarts of Europe, and in
which artists and amateurs of all nations will meet to observe, and compare, and exchange
experiences and opinions, cannot fail to be of immense importance in promoting the cul-
tivation of art upon broad principles, and in that genuine spirit of eclecticism which
springs not from theoretic teaching, but from the conviction of actual eye-proof.
That art, albeit, in its first instincts often a matter of inspiration, is not altogether of spon.

tnneous growth, not intended for selfish isolation in its exercise ; that, on the contrary, it is

a divine calling, calculated and designed more than any other as a medium for bringing
into friendly and improving association, noble suggestions and creative genius of the
whole brotherhood engaged in the one common field ; and that the most excellent works of
the principal schools, and of the principal masters of those schools, have been thus produced
after the greatest amount of interchanged experience with other schools and masters, is a
fact fully established by the whole progress of the renaissance of art iu Italy -the mother
of modern art— as well as in the Netherlands, in France, in Spain, in Germany, in England
itself, and wherever else the fame and influence of Italian art was acknowledged, and so
long as the tendency towards that school predominated. After Italian art experienced its

rapid decline, and its supremacy began to give way in proportion, the great original
schools of Flanders and Holland, with Rubens and Rembrandt at their head, began to
exercise a direct influence upon the arts of other nations ; and thus during a period of
upwards of two centuries, the schools of Italy and of the Netherlands were recognised as
the two universities of art throughout Europe.
These considerations it is most important to bear in mind when reviewing the history

of art, as tending to supply the pedigree and account for the traditions of the art of
various nations. Their application would be inexhaustible iu suggestions of interest, but
it would occupy too much time to go into such a study through all its ramifications. It
may suffice, therefore, to point to one or two leading facts,—how art in France took Italian
art, already at its zenith, and in the very point of its decline, for its model, and wasted
its resources in ambitious efforts on tame religious or cold Classic subjects ; and after passing
through the phase of heroic exaggeration in David and Delaroche, began to take refuge in a
laboured imitation of the miniature domestic subjects of the Dutch school ;—how art iu
England took its first suggestions from the great living masters of the Flemish and Dutch
schools, and became less ambitious, but more genuine and trutliful, than the sister art of
France ;—how, in after years, towards the end of the last century, the Netherlands being
closed against English travellers, Italian travel, and the importation of Italian paintings,
changed its direction, and produced a historic school, in which the manner and sugges-
tions of Italian and Netherlandish art were strangely blended,—a hybrid product, which,
being little consonant with national feeling and national requirements, was but of short
and|unprofitable duration ;— and how, lastly, in hmdscape and domestic story-telling subjects,

our art finds useful, honourable, and remunerative employment, ministering to the tastes
and fancies of all conditions of men. And to conclude with one other instance, we see liow
Germany, the last to throw off her barbaric, untutored, indigenous art, at the beginning of
the present century, flew to Rome, and endeavoured to transplant to her cold northern
clime, and amidst her unimpulsive speculative philosophy, the types of the devotional art
of Italy in her days of most absorbing religious fervency ; and how this ill-advised

attempt to resuscitate the art of an age and feeling which had passed away had repudiated
bythe artists of Northern Germany, who established the school of Dusscldorff, with nature
—the nature of external creation as well aa of domestic life—for its field.

We have stated that amongst the early schools of art the interchange of experiences and
suggestions was very apparent, and attended by mutually beneficial results : we have
shown that the old schools of Italy and the Netherlands, thus brought to iierfection, became
the parent sources from which the principles of the more recent Eiu-opean schools were
mostly derived. But here the story of the traditions of art, and[thG mutual relationship of
the schools of art, unfortunately comes to an end. When the primal vigour of the Italian
and Netherlandish schools had given way—when their fructifying streams were stopped—
and, above all, when the grand religious and historic themes of the former were no longer
the staple subjects of the jjainter's art—the Art-family, losing its common head, and losing
every day more and more the ties between its members, became scattered over the face of
the earth, every one acting with distinct and independent puriJose, without interchange of
sympathy, counsel, or experiences. The state of things during this time— namely, dating
from the close of the last century— is forcibly and practically put by Dr. Waagen. Speaking
of this period (which he puts as the date of the commencement of " original painting in
England"), he ^says—" the original schools of the whole of the modern times of Italy,

the Netherlands, and Germany, and their branches in France and Spain, had long lost their

peculiar character, and in their stead there had succeeded, all over Europe, a manufacture
of cold, monotonous, spiritless pictures, founded on the general rules and precepts of art

,

which were communicated in the various celebrated academies. The demands of religion, the
broad foundation on which, in other schools, historical painting had gradually grown up
from.its first infancy to vigorous maturity,no longer existed. This highest branch of art was
now only occasionally in request for the decoration of palaces and other public buildings

;

all other demands on living artists were confined to portraits. Even the tradition of the
technical part of painting, which had been conscientiously handed down in the old schools

of living art as the most indispensable fundamental condition even of the highest per-

formances, had been gradually forgotten, as of inferior importance, amid those dead rules

of pure taste and ideal beauty of form." This, in other words, clearly indicates a state of

universal anarchy, in the midst of which the practitioner of art appropriated what he
fancied, or what first cametohand,of the resources and traditions of art, and ai)plied it after

his own fashion , without regard to what had been done before him or what was being done
by his neighbours -thus, as it were, beginning the art anew, each in his particular case.

How true what Dr. Waagen says as to the loss of the very technic conditions of painting la,

will be acknowledged by all who recollect Reynolds's perpetual experimentalisiug in vehicles,

the uncertainty as to Titian's and other great colourists' mode of painting— uncertainty
vainly attempted to be resolved by the dissection of some of their pictures, and, alas, by
too many tawdry, yet heavy and opaque, canvases which load the walls of contemporary
exhibitions.

This is a long exordium dpro/io* of the Picture-gallery of the Inteniational Exhibition
and I may, perhaps, be asked what purpose I had in making it. Simply this ; to show
that, in the severance of art interests and art experiences which has occurred since the

decadence of the great early schools has been our weakness ; and that in the association of

artist with artist, of school with school, in short, in a union of resource, will be the

strength of future art. It is on this account that I hail this International gathering of art,

and hope it will be but the commencement of a co-operation and universality of purpose

and action amongst artists as boundless as the spirit of art itself.

But the immediate purpose before us this evening is with painting and painters in

England from 1760 to the i)resent time ; in fact, our art pretensions as a nation, having

particular reference to the display made in the International Exhibition. Let us hope
that the effect of that display will be to qualify the sentence passed against us a hundred

• Paper read by Mr. Henry Oitley before the Society for the Encouragement of the

Fine Arts, Conduit-street, Begent-etreet, 1st May.
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years apto by tlic Ablx' du Bos, Montoaqulou, and Wincfcelman, and which was greedily

ac-'.'epted througliout Europe, and hitherto ha-s remained ou record, without question or
appeal— namely, that from '* a certain character of lieaviness and want of fancy," which
thusu iiniiablo per.-ons deduce«from "])hysical causes," the Etifflish people are not capable
of ctiltiviitinji the fine arts with sucf^ess. Alas! how little hitherto have nations known
of unc aiiotluT, except through the aproncy of war and diplomatic artiflce ! How little of

one another's aohievemonts in the arts of peace! Down to the time of the (jreat Inter-

niitkin:il Exhibition at ParL^, in IS-")-',, tliere were but three names of English artists which
mir,'ht bo said to enjoy common renown amongst our French neighbourrt—Ueynolds,
Landseer, and Martin I and Dr. Waagen, in his work on "Art and Artists in England,
originally pnblishe*! in 1835, already referred to, acknowledges to having made hia
firsit acquaintance with the artists of the English school through the medium of the few
pictures in the ^Vngerstein and Beaumont collections, which formed the nucleus of our
National Oallerj-. He tells us :—" I coracMit length to the English school. Of Its mort
eminent namoK the gallery possesses some of the most celebrated works. As I have hitherto
known hardly anytl)ingof these masters except from engravings, the sight of their pictures
was particularly interesting to me. I was thereby Induced to form an idea of the pecu-
liarities of the I'nglish school of painting, and its relation to other schools, of which I give
you some particnlar^^ ;" and then, upon the evidence of some dozen or so specitnens of
Hogarth, Reynolds, West. Wilson, Gainsborough, and Wilkie, ho pronounces his estimate
of the " peculiarities!" and pretensions of our school of painting, overlooking Northcoto,
Opic, Fusoli, Haydon, Hilton, Mortimer, Etty, Crome, Constable, Nasmyth,
Lawrence, and a host of others, who have each contributed their pabulum
to the general fund, but whom, perhaps, he had never heard of as "ma-sters"
of the English school. Of Turner, in another part of Ids work, he
speaks as *' this spirited painter, who is so great a favourite with the
English ;'" and then go?3 on to make small account of his celebrated sea-piece in the
Bridgwater flallery, painted in emulation of Van der Veldo, as " a successful piece of scene
painting," remarking that "the great crowd of amateurs, who ask nothing more of art,
will always far prefer Turner's picture ;" and, in another place, he again makes passing
mention of Mr. Uuskin's idol in these terms:—"I made a point of looking for the land-
scapes of the favourite painter Turner, who Is known throughout Euroiie by his numerous,
often very clever, compositions for annuals and other books, where they appear in beauti-
ful steel engravings," and then gives him another set down, declaring that on looking
at the Ehrenbreitstein, and the Burning of the Houses of Parliament, he could scarcely
trust his eyes, discovering in them " such a looseness of treatment, such a total want of
truth, as I have never before met with." Who shall decide, when doctors —such doctors
as Waagcn and Kuskin -disaproe ? Let us accept, at any rate, as an advantageous and happy
event, any arrangonieiit which shall bring general opinion to bear upon questions of this
kind, and to afford opportunities of comparison betwp.en the most esteemed performances
of the several contemporary schools.

It has beer n fancy \vith some persons to place Hogarth as the founder of the English
school of painting. But this was a mistake : Hogarth presented one of those rare instances
of superior genius which attained the highest pinnacle of excellence and renown without
aid or instruction from any one ; and as he was entirely self-created and self-taught, so he
had no pupils and left no followers,— saving, perhaps, slightly and indirectly, in the carica-
tures of Gilray and Bunbcrry, The true founder of the English school was undoubtedly
Reynolds, with word homage of Michel Angelo and practical imitation] of Rembrandt, in
whose mystic chiaroscuro he sought to conceal hia want of drawing. This stylo was
directly followed by Northcote, Opie and others, but with less transparency in their gloom,
and no improvement upon his unhappy mixture of pigments and vehicles, which often
resulted in fearful chasms and accumulating <M>rU, as of the lava of Vesuvius in their
works, as it did in so many of his also. Re3niolds was very secret and mysterious in the
experiments he tried with these vehicles—perhaps, fortunately so—though his conduct here
is strongly illustrative of the illiberal spirit which characterised the great founder of our
school. And, in further illustration of this tendency, I may mention the anecdote of the way
in which he received an application from ayoung student, who was about to compete for the
Academy prize medal, and brought several designs ho had made for the purpose, in the
hope of obtaining the President's opinion as to which was the best in point of sentiment
and most descriptive of the story represented. Reynolds's reply was —" You may choose
whichever you please, it will turn out precisely the same : you are to recollect that your
picture is to be judged of by painters only. It will be the manual execution of the work,
and that alone, which will engross the attention of artists, and the degree of merit
displayed in that part of the art is what will determine them in their election of the
candidate for the prize." Such the idea of the province of the teacher in art—to instruct
and to encourage, entertained by the first President of the Royal Academy

!

It is an unavoidable necessity that, in treating of painting and painters in England during
the past century, we must make reference, more or less in extent, to the Royal Academy.
A strange misgiving—an irresistible repression of noble aspirations, comes over us as we
name that institution, accompanied by cold visions of red tape and scarlet-collared royal
liveries, greasy fumes of soup, and ominous clink of the gold chain of Bumbledom. It is

not my intention, however, to go into the origin and history of that aristocratic monopwly
—how it owed its establishment to a secret cabal amongst certain disaffected members of an
independent society of artists, and how, rising upon their ruin . it has paralysed all indepen-
dent action in artists, as a body, since. Nor will we inquire into the question of its

financial position ; the large income it derives from an exhibition of pictures, nine-tenths
of which are painted by men who, not belonging to the Academy, have no participation in
the proceeds, and the manner in which that income is appropriated ; nor. lastly, will we
examine into the tenure by the Academy of premises belonging to the public. All these
are questions which have been often argued, and will be argued again and again, but which
we have not time to enter upon at present. I propose, however, vrith your permission, to
say a few words about the Academy—first, as the fountain of honours in art ; and, secondly,
as an educational establishment.
And, first, of the Academy and its dispensation of diplomas of honour. Putting aside all

consideration of the self-elective principle, and the arbitrary mode in which the Academy
is constituted, we cannot but Ije struck with the inelastic character of the institution itself.

Rightly to understand this, we must consider the number of artists and the standard of art
in I7(!S, as compared vrith what they have attained since, and the extent to which the arts
are cultivated amongst the community. A hundred years ago there was no patronage for
the limner's art, except when employed in portrait painting, or sign painting, or carriage
painting. There being no public exhibitions, the few insane enthusiasts who tried their
fortunes in history or landscape were beholden to some neighbouring shopkeeper for the
exposition of their works in his window, and when a sale was effected were glad to receive
whatever the tradesman thought proper to give out of the proceetls ; the latter, by the
way, invariably concealing the name and residence of the artist from the purchaser, for
fear of establishing direct dealings between artist and patron, and thereby sacrificing his
profits as middle man. Then, to crown all, wo had a German king impervious to all

generous or ennobling sentiment, who Iwasted that he " hated boetry and bainting." and
a court as rude and barbarous in feeling as their chief ; and can we wonder that artista
were few, and held of little account, in those days ?

_
When, therefore, under these circumstances, George III. fixed the number of Academi-

cians at forty " men of fair moral characters and high reputation in their several profes-
sions," the allowance may be considered a pretty liberal one, and It was probably intended
in that spirit, and as calculated to comprise all artistsof real proficiency then existing, " not
being mcmbersof any other society of artists established in London." Indeed, at first startng,
the number was found more than enough—more than could be filled consistently with the
purposes with which the Academy was established, as api>ears evident from the fact that
the original memlx^rs nominated in " the instrument " of foundation only amounted to
thirty-six in number, of whom two were ^women—Angelica Kauffman and Mrs. Moser,
and looking over this list, how many do we find who did anything which eicher illustrated
their own names at the time, or which has descended to posterity ? Tiic walls of the
Picture-gallery in the International Exhibition will afford but too convincing proof of the
weakness of the Academy in its earlier days ; whilst in Its later days It cannot but give
evidence of experiencing a pretty strong competition from " outside " men. Of the thirty-
six artists of " high reputation in their several professions " constituting the Academy in
1 7*>S, when we have made exception of Reynolds, Gainsl)orough, Wilson, West, Zuccharolli,
and Paul Sandley in painting, and Chambers in architecture, what name do we find wliich

is even remembered by any tradition of honoarable achievement i n art ? Let u poem a few
of them In review. There was Michael Mo«er. a native of Switzerland, gold chuer by
profes-fion, who aftcrwanls took to imintlng In enamel, and, oa iicoount cMT his supposed
profound knowledge of tlie human figure, waa appointed keeper of the Academy. There
was Mary Moser, the daughter of the above, who was a painter of flowers. Then we
find Francis Milson Newton, a iwrtrait painter, appointed 8eoretanr (and who, In that
capacity, wrote a stiff letter to James Barry, notifying his expalilon from the academy for
^a/'-mfywA^ againat hi>4 brother meralicr«). Next comes Bdward Penny, who had been a
pupil of HndAon.andchicfly employed himself in palntinff small portraits in oil, bntoooaslon-
ally indulged in historical and fancy aubjecte, as "The Death of Wolfe,' "'Hie ICarqnUof
Oranby relieving a sick Soldier," *' Virtue Rewarded," and " Profligacy Puiished," whldi,
though engraved, I do not recollect having had the pleasure of meeting with. Tltis
eminent man was appointed professor of painting. Next appears Samuel Wale, who
designed book-illustratlona, long since forgotten, and Hlgn-boaras, one of which, a large
whole-length of Shakspeare.for many years decorated the doorway of a pnbllc-houso at the
corner of Little RuaseU -street, Covent-garden ; he wa8 appointed Professor of PerspectlTe.
Francis Hayman, another book illustrator, is spoken of somewhere as ** the most re^peot-
able historical painter of his day," in which capacity, however, we are told that ho was
" principally known by the pictures he painted for VauxhalL'- Theoe pictures, fbnr in num-
ber, were illustrative of scenes in Shakspeare, and were so highly prized by the proprletorof
that onco fashionable [resort, that he caused copies to be substituted for the originals,
which ho removed elsewhere. One might be curious to know where they now *' blush
unseen." Cipriani was a painter of pretty sentimental platitudes, well fitted to bang as
IM^ndants to those of his female compeer Angelica Kauffman. Domenic Series was a
painter of marine landscapes and aea-fights, which, we are told, " as artistic works, are of
little value." Then we liave Jeremiah Meyer, a miniature painter ; Peter Toms, drapery-
painter to Reynolds ; Francis Cotes, portrait painter ; John Baker, flower p^ter ;

Nathaniel Dance, pupil of Hayman, who painted history, portrait, and landscape with
equal success and distinction, and fortunately retired from the practice of the arts aa
coming Into a baronetcy and a fortune ; William Tyler, Agostino Carlinl, Charles
Catton, John (Jwynn, John Richards, and Richard Yeo, about neither of whom is any-
thing noteworthy known ; and, to conclude, Joseph Wilton, the aculptor, whose genius was
honourably acknowledged by the illustrious founder of ttio Academy, by his appointment
aa State Coach Carver to his Majesty.
Let no one disturb the honours lavished upon these Illustrious names I But, at the same

time, may it not be permitteil us to suggest whether, If their merits were considered the
standard of eligibility to the Royal Academy, the numt>er of members might not now be
somewhat extended ? and, apart from the abstract justice and consistency of so

I
doing,

might not a liberal infusion of new blood be advantageous to the Academy Itaelf , at a time
when we find so many of its members almost past work ; whilst one or two others, doubtless
with the soundest possible commercial principles in view, prefer exhibiting elsewhere than
at the Academy, for the pecuniary gain of themselves and of the traffickers In art with
whom they have allied themselves ? This sort of proceeding, by the way, a))pcars to be
clearly at variance with the spirit and intention of the original " instrument," whlcii
provides that *' all acatiemicians, till they have attained the age of sixty, shall Iw obliged
to exhibit at least one performance, under a penalty of '^'td pounds, to be paid Into the
treasury," and also with one of the bye-laws, which excludes from claim upon the funds of
the Academy those who, during two consecutive years, shall omit to exhibit; and still

further with another law, which excludes from competition for the honours of the Academy
those who exhibit with other exhibiting societies. But it is beneath the dignity of art
to pursue this question, in the mere sense of one of pounds, shillings, and pence,
further.

A more important consideration is as to what the Royal Academy has done in the way of
instruction in art, and whether the system upon, which its teaching is given Is the beat
that could be adopted for the purpose. I will not here go into the general question aa to
the efficacy of academic teacliing, which has been so much discussed, and ujwn which
Fuseli, Waagen, and other respectable authorities have pronounced in the negative ; 1 will
simply beg to direct attention to the mode and amount of tuition afforded by our Academy
and to its fruits—what valuable principles it has established, what great artists It has pro-
duced.
With respect to the machinery of education employed. It is an old maxim, one, indeed,

established upon scriptural authority, that the labourer ia worthy of his hire, and expe-
rience tolls us that the value of service rendered is very generally in proportion to the
amount of remuneration accorded. We all know the story of the lawyer, who, having
been inveigled into giving an after-dinner opinion to a friend, which opinion led to fatal
and costly disappointment in the courts of law, when remonstrated with on the subject
by the latter, inquired, "What did you pay me for my opinion ?" and being answered
" Nothing," replied, " Then, that is about what it was worth !" Now, it is not exactly the
case that all the duty of instruction at the Royal Academy Is done gratuitously ; the keeper
receives ilOO a year, and the several professors £00 for delivering six lectures in each
session ; and the nine visitors, elected annually from amongst the academicians to attend
the schools by rotation, each a month, " to set the figure, to examine the performanoes of
the students, to advise and instruct them, to endeavour to form their taste, &c.," receive
'* 10s. 6d. for each time of attending, which shall be at least two hours." Now, no one can pay
that these emoluments are to be characterised as munificent. On the contrary, few will deny
that, considering the value of money, and of time, which is money at the present day, th^
are simply ridiculous, and that the utmost amount of " advice and instruction ."which the
students have a right to expect in return, must be of that negative character which
Reynolds gave the innocent youth who ventured to consult him upon the relative mcritsof
different modes of treatment he had prepared for a prize subject—" whichever you please
my little dear!" Instruction in the classics, in law, in divinity, in music, in other accom-
plishments, i8;iiberally paid for—why not that in the arts of desi^ ? Dr. Waa^n, to quote his
authority again as a practical man, and fully experienced in the system of art-education
adopted abroad, soon saw through our weak point in this respect, and exposed it in plain
set terms which it is impossible to resist. After suggesting the necessity of Government
Interference in the matter of education in certain cases, he says :

—"Thus, for instance, the
Royal Academy of Arts is, in fact, only a private association of artista, who have nothing
from the State but apartments, the titles of president, professor, &c., and permission^
make an annual exhibition. Under such circumstances, especially in a country like England
where everybody's time is so valuable, no great expenditure of time or labour can be ex
pected from the members. The necessary consequence is that the Acatlemy, as the highest
institution for giving instruction in architecture, sculpture, and painting, must very in-

adequately accomplish that important object. In the most favourable cases, the five pro-
fessors who have to give instruction in anatomy, perspective, architecture, sculpture, and
painting, deliver six lectures in the course of a whole year. But it has happened that only
three or four have been delivered, and even, in the cose of the death of a professor, a whole
year has passed without a lecture." He might have added that in the case of perspective, of
which Turner was professor, years passed without any lecture at all ; and he goes on to
state that, in respect to architecture it happened that from 1824 to 1830, that is, for six

entire years no, lectures were delivered," which circumstance actually led to the foun-
dation of the Society of British Architects in 1835. Of the general results of such mis-
cellaneous and eleemosynary Instruction, Dr. Waagen goes on to obser\'e :

—" But If such an
institution is really to produce any effectual good, a thorough course of instruction,

returning in regular and uninterrupted successions, is indispensable. This want, which has
not hitherto been compensated in England, either by restoring the ancient relations

between masters and scholars, or by the opening of ateliers, partly accounts for the
dilettante-like irregular character of so many productions of all the three arts,"

So much for the technical element ; now for the intellectual,—supposing for the moment
that in our modern philosophy intellectuality be considered desirable in connection with
the arts of design—which, by the way, judging from actual experience, one might bo very
much inclinetl to doubt,—but however this may be, it is a fact that in the whole consti-

tution of the Academy there is no provision made to improve, a<^ivise, or assist the student
in matters ordinarily understood as entering into a liberal education ; and considering that

art gifts have very generally been found to fall to the lot of youths who, from their posi-

tion, or the circumstances of their families, have had bat moderate advantages of educa-

tion, the omission cannot but be regretted as of fatal import. Da Vinci, Michel Angelo,

Raffaelle, the Carracci, Salyator Boso, and numberless others of the great maateni
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I BObly gifted in every refining art and taste, and bighlj edacated in evmy
I of iBtyieotnal coltnre. Henoe the sapremacj of their works, and the pecsaaeive

tone <d tlkiir tawftlBg. In the English Academy of Arts there is uo profesEor of poetry
€B amsio ; and Hbm professors oi ancient and modem history arc honorary sinecures.

the paoci^ aad porerly of idea under which our artists too often labour, and the
anjA onvocttiy maimer in which they too generally treat a great subject when they

-tit.
It Is a fiingnlar fact, and one -mj mggt^-we as to the valoo of our Academic teaching,

asfaras it goes, that it is precisely m Unidecape, in which the " Forty" do not condescend
to give any regular instruction, that the art of England has made the most distinguished
iUnire ; ccaistitating, indeed, a school which is without a rival in the world.
It wonld be impoesiblo, in a dieoourse like the present, to attemirt; to pass in review,

iadividiially, even the most prominent artista of our school. The observations I have
'itiiiiJ to make have been of a general tendency, applying to matters of principle, and
fterey few examples of aztlstB which I shall now refer to will be selected chiefly on
aoootmt of their iUwtaratfng the working of our schools, or some other principle bearing
upon the promotiott and eDOOttragonent of art in this country.
Snppoae, in answer to the question what has Academy teaching done for art, what

giert namea has it turned out? we take the names of Turner and Etty, the two great
ma^on ct colonr—the one in landscape, tlie other as applieil to the figure. With
reqwct to Tozner, Mr. Ruskln assures us, that whatever excellence ho attained to was not
acquired from the teaching of the Academy, but rather in spitt^ of it. One thing is

certain, that there was nothing in the Academy, or the Academy teaching, which inspired
him with respect for high principles in art ; nothing which guided or restrained bis hand,
or he would not have gone on experimentalising, often as in the dark, darkly, and falling
into extravagance and error, as he continually did to the end of his life. If in his youth
be bad found himself undera great master, whom he could have looked up and deferred to, he
would have become the greatest landscapist that ever lived ; as it was, he found himself
poswssed of enormoos natural gifts, which were not turned to the best account.
And what did Etty gain from his nnremittod study at the Academy, from the first day of

MsadmiflsiCTx as a student till within a few months of his death? Simply to paint from
As model; his pictures being little else than Academy studies. Etty, like Turner, was
egotistical, and had little veneration for any art but his own ; hence he never went
beyond his own narrow sphere, and the teaching at the Academy supplied few incentives
to him to do so. When he went to Italy in 181(i he seems to have been inspired with little

or no feeling for the great masters in painting, or for the localities hallowed to posterity
by their names. Florence, to him, was '• a gloomy city ;" he " began to draw in the
gaUery '* there, but ** could not get on ;" and the same at Milan, Bologna, and other places.
A few years liUier he renews his travels and goes to Itorae, " where," his biographer tells
OB, " the Railactles of the \ atican, and other world-wondera were, imder the skilful guidance
of a friend, swiftly inspected." "Twice as much," he writes himself, "as I should
hare done alone ; peen at the cost of some exhaustion and much running about." With a
natural tendency solely to that which is sensuous in art, which his education at the
Academy had in no respect served to qualify by the mixture of higher aims, he declares
Venice to be the " best school for the painter ;" and though be could see little to arrest him
in the snblime creations of Michel Angelo and RafEaelle, he is fervent in hia admiration
of Giolio Romano's mythological subjects. One passage, in a letter to Sir Thomas Law-
rence, places the art-tendencies of the man strikingly before us, and fully justifies what I
h*Te said of him. '* That Chamber of Psyche." he exclaims, " how novel, classical ; every
way extraordinary ! It is a treat to find a series of pictures that handles classical subjects
in 80 learned anil antique a style, after being deluged with saints, martyrs, and Virgin
Marys by thousands. The imagination revels in his poetic landscapes. His giants
intimidate : his females, though voluptuous in the extreme, have an air of greatness truly
Boman."

Stothard, who started in his artistic career self-taught, and cramped his style bv drawing
Mttenu for brocading silks and book illustrations, obtained nothing from the te'aching of
tae Academy to induce him to adopt a broader and nobler style, and the consequence was
that, always charming for his elegance of sentiment and gracefulnesa of pencil, he re-
mauied, in subject and in treatment, small and weak—" cribbed, cabined, andcoufiued"—to
the last.

WilkJe owed nothing to the teaching of the Royal Academy, for he came to London at
«»_^?eof twenty with his style ready-mp-de and his fame secure, exhibiting his "Village
Politicians" and the " Blind Fiddler" successively in the two following years. The Hogarth
ol]oomedy and domestic life, it had been well if he had been permitted to indulge his
pencil in congenial subjects to the end of his career, but tyrant patronage steppal in to
direct his splendid genius to labours utterly unworthy of him. Appointed principal
pointer in ordinary by George IV., and afterwards by William IV., portraiture became his
bttter doom, and hetUed at sea on his return from an expedition to Constantinople, to paint
the interesting features of the Snltan.
To come to a close, Leslie tells us, in his autobiography, that in the year 1822 Constable

wrote as follows :—" The art will go out. There will be no genuine painting In Englandm thirty years;" adding—that is. Leslie—" and it is remarkalQe that within a few
months of the date thus specified Turner should have died, almost literally fulfilling, as
some of his admirers may think, Constable's prophecy." This is a view of the matter taken
from a strictly academic point of sight. Leslie's powers, never of the most robust kind,
were at the time he wrote thus, visibly and hopelessly on the wane ; and the ranks of the
Academy presented many an illustrious veteran to whom the same remark would apply.
But the autobiographist appears to have overlooked the fact that since Constable wrote—
^e, whilst he himself was annotating what he had written—a new and enterprising band
of artists was pressing forward to occupy and improve the ground which the Academy had
«>l*>ng unprofitably occupied and culpably neglected. Of the performances of this body,
which, for some nnaccountable reason, has been nick-named " Pre-Raffaellite," it is not
my intention to discuss the merit at present; time would not allow it. I may obeerre,
however, that they have certainly done much to counteract the old tendency to looseness
8md carelewness of execution, which, from the time of Reynolds downwards, has been too
maUy prominent in onr school of painting, and that their exertions, qualifietl by modera-
non and directed by sound judgment, cannot fail to exercL^e a considerable improving in-
™2*** "P^ the performances of British art. All that will then be wanted will be to
apiay the art to nobler and more elevated themes than at present too generally occupy it—
* ^^*"*^ which mupt mainly depend U|)on the creation of an improved taste among^ft the
imWic, who regulate the market which the artist has to supply, and the friendly inter-
change of sympathies between artists of all schools and nations.

Inventors' Institute.—A preliminary moefinj? of inventors and others
interested in patent property has been held at 20, Great Oeorfre-strect, West-
minster, and an association, to be called the " Inventors' Institute," was formed
tor the foilowing ohjects :—To unite and organise the influence of inventors and
patentees

; to facilitate the progress of science in connection witli inventions ; to
obtain a simple and efficient administration of the Patent Law, and j^enerally to
protect thenghts and promote the interests of inventors. It was determined that the
subscription of an annual member should be one guinea per annnm, and that the
payment for becoming a life member should be ten guineas. A provisional com-
mittee was appointed, of which Mr. Robert Richardson, C.E., was elected the
cuairman, and arrangements were made for shortly convening a public meeting
to further the interests of the Institute.
Sanitary.—A deputation from the Metropolitan Association of Medical

wmcers of ilenlth Ims had an interview with Secretary Sir George Grey, at the
Mome-office. The deputation brought under the notice of Sir George Grey
certain defects m the sanitarj- provisions of the Metropolis Local Manaueraent
Am^dment Act, relating especially to the space at the rear of new buildings
and the removal of manure.

THE VABIOUS SYSTEMS OF COLOURED DECORATION OF
THE MIDDLE AGES.*

I
MUST confess the subject under consideration to have been so often treated, and by such
able hands, that I feel almost ashamed to take it up ; hftwevcr, so little has acttiaUy

been done, and that little is so unsatisfactory, that I conceive the cause of ixilychromy
will be all the better for being ventilated as often as possible. I therefore proiwee to
confine myself to the best period of art, viz., the thirteenth century ; to relate what little

I have been enabled to observe by careful investigation ; and, lastly, to give a few reasons
why our present mnral decoration is in so unsatisfactory a state.

If any one reads the very admirable series of extracts from the liberate and close rolls of
the reign of Henry III., published in " Parker's Domestic Architecture," he will see that
nearly every room had some kind or other of painting on its walls. It is ver>' true that
this painting ranged from red lines imitating stone joints upon a white ground up to the more
gorgeous work blazing with purple, gold, and azure, in the celebrated Painted Chamber

;

but, homely as much of it must have been, it was infinitely moredurable and more artistic
than the wretched papei-hangings, in company with which we are condemned to pass our
lives. Henry III.—who, indeed, was the ouly one of all our rulers, with, perhaps, the
exception of Charles I., who ever had the least appreciation of the fine arts— appears to
have taken the most lively interest in the decoration of his palaces. We find him con-
tinually choosing the subjects of the paintings both on the walls and on the windows, and
stating how some were to be executed in fine and exquisite colours, while others were to
be done decently without gold and azure. The king, indeed, docs not appear to have been
exempt from that irritability said to be the fate of all lovers of the fijie arts, for on one
occasion a certam sheriff is ordered to get some work done as he values his life and chattels,
and at another no less a pei-son than Edwanl Fitz Otho is commanded to cause a certain
passage to be mode as he would avoid the ire and indignation of the king.

Unfortunately, almost all of the palaces mentioned in these records have long ceased to
exist,—Kennington, Clarendon, Epsom, Gillingham, and many others, are all gone, and the
great hall at Winchester is almost the only memento of the royal magnificence of the rival
of St. Louis. But the generation which is now passing away has had a greater privilege
than we have, for they have seen the great historiatcd chamber at Westminster with their
mortal eyes, while we are fain content ourselves with the plates inthe YotustaMonuraenta,
which, however accurate they may be, can convey but a shadow of the wonderful richness
of the original.

From all these accounts it would appear that every building, as soon as it was finished
and sufficiently dry, had some sort of decoration applied to it, exactly as we now put on a
paper ; and could we at the present day get rid of these latter abominations, it is very
probable that our whole art would take a corrpsijonding advance.
Now, let us suppose ourselves in the thirteenth century, and, in the first place, let

our building be a very common one—say an ordinary village church ; well, the walls have
been allowed to dry, and the whitewasher has been sent for, who has covered the whole
surface with a coating of gesso, most probably whitening mixed with a little size. [In our
churches the face of the stone dressings are on a level with the rubble wall in the interior ;

these latter ai-e dubbed out \vith coarse plaster to bring them to a face.] Now the white-
washing gesso is about one-eighth of an inch thick, but when he comes to the stonowork
he edges it off to nothing, contenting himself with covering the stone with the sUghtest
possible wash, so as to make the colour of the whole uniform ; that is, he did not leave the
stone uncoloured, aa wo do in these days, as if it were something to be proud of, because it

costs more than rubble ; on the contrary, he viewed it simply as part of the construction
and went over it accordincly. [As a general rule, all stone used in the interior of a domestic
building sliould be painted, as it otherwise Ls apt to catch the dust and get dirty.] The next
thinj; was to make a bargain with the painter, who was, most probably, a peripatetic artist

travelling from place to place with his' pattern-book, containiugdrawings of the histories of
the more favourite saints. The subjects having been selected, this gentleman sets to woik,
by drawing in the outlines with rai ochre mixed with a little black. His palette of colours
was of the most restricted description, containing simply yellow ochre, red ochre, black, and
white ; sometimes, indeed, there are traces of what appears to be red lead, but it is almost
impossible to be quite sure. With these colours he filled in his outlines, carefully breaking
up and shading each tint : the ground was generally left white, but occasionally it was
yellow, while a couple of lines sejiarated one row of paintings from another. Several sub-
jects, when occurring on the same row, were seldom separated, but followed one another as
in a frieze. Now it is by no means a very easy thing to paint a series of historical subjects
in four colours, viz.—red, yellow, black, and white ; and very considerable practice must
have been required before the artist learned to balance them properly. I tried, the other
day, to do a subject in this manner, and the result was that I tore up my work in great
dissatisfaction. However, for the benefit of others, I will venture to repeat here a few
notes I made of some very perfect mural paintings of this kind lately discovered at Charl-
grove Church, near Oxford, and which have been published in the " Arch;rologia :"

—

Fleih,—The ground is red ochre, mixed with white, until it became very light—indeed,
in some cases, as in the figure of St. Helena, the face would appear to have been left white
designedly. A little rotl was used for the cheeks and mouth ; tlie outlines of the features
in red lines, as usual ; pupils of eyes light black or slate colour, J/air.—Yellow ochre,
worked over with red lines. Black Draj)en/.—The lamp-black was mixed with white imtil
it became slate colour, and the lines of the drapery put in with white. In some cases, it

would appear that the slate-coloured drapery was shaded with black mixed with red.

Black is also used in two distinct ways, viz., first, as black, with very little white; and,
secondly, aa slate colour— j. e., with a great deal of wliite; but the latter was by far the more
usual, as the dark black would have been too prominent, and have made patches in the
comjiosition. White Drapen/.~Thc white drapery has the usual red lines, and is sometimes
shaded with very light red. Occasionally it was left quite plain, with little or no shading ;

but then its under side is painted of a very light red colour, giving the same effect aa a
general shading, more especially when the drapery is rather complex. Yellow Brapery.—
Yellow ochre, with red lines, and apparently shaded with white. Red Drapery.—Some
draperies have light red ground, red lines, and white high lights. It is probable that the
pure red drapery had white high lights, and either white or black lines. Occasionally it

would appear to have been shaded with yellow.
The mouldings and arcliitectural accessories, which are generally very plain in the inside

of a common village church, received a decoration of stars or some other very simple orna-
ment. Sometimes, indeed, a still more inexpensive decoration was adopted, viz,, the walls
were covered all over with a pattern resembling the joints of brick or stone work ; an
ornamental border would run along tlie top as a sort of cornice, while the bottom would
often be painted with a rude imitation of a curtain. In this case the arches would have
red lines to represent the joints, totally irrespective of the real ones beneath the geaso, and
if these imitation voussoirs were largo, and there were no mouldings to break up the surface,

some ornament, such as a rose or fleur-de-lis, was inserteil. I should also mention that
soUdity was obtained by making the ground of the curtain a whole colour, such as yellow
or red, and wo shall see this practice of glutting a fully coloured base still further carried
out in the decoration of larger and more important buildings. The most ixjrfect system of
this decoration by means of red lines only occurs in the little church of Mollinot, near Rouen,
but, unfortunately, it lias been partly restored; another very perfect specimen is in the
upper part of a house at Laon ; but, indeed, it is found almost everywhere, and no decora-
tion is more common. There are almost infinite varieties of this imitation stonework
diaper ; sometimes the upright lines become small pillars ; sometimes all the lines are
doubled ; sometimes one comer is cut off and filled with colour ; and sometimes roses or
other ornaments are placed in the centres of the stones.
As to the more artistic figure-work in the four colours, nearly every church, exhibiting

work of the thirteenth or fourteenth centurj', presents us with some remains wherever
the whitewash has been removeii. Unfortunately .as these paintings were simply in tempera^
i.e., in colours mixed with glue^jr size, the removal of the whitewash has also entailed
the removal of the high lights and more delicate portions of the painting, to say nothing
of what might have been their condition before the application of the whitewash in Queen
Elizabeth's days ; for we do know that Henry UI. was continually ordering paintings to

be repaired, which certainly does not say much for their solidity. It strikes me that it Is

much to be desired that some church, or churches—fbr the same cartoons, or studies, could

« Paper by Mr. W. Surges.
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be used several times—should bo treated in this manner. At proficnt, we have no via

media: we either do nothing at all, or else do most highly-Hnislied paintings, »uch as

those in AH Saints', Margaret-strGet, Mr. Parry's church at Uighnam, and the roof at Bly.

I have not mentioned the wretched texts upon zinc, or the wretched unmeaning orna-

ments in which 6ome churches rejoice; for tlicy are simply not art, and the sooner they

are put down the better. What I want to see is a church painted right through in three

or four simple colours, such as I have Ixien describing, or in the style of Queen Marie's

Psalter, whore the outlines are done in black, and the shades of the draperies put in with
murroy, purple, and green, the carnations and hair being toucbed in with brown.
Another slinple way would be to work in what is called grisaille or camieu, lilce Paolo

UcccUo did. Here everything is shaded in terro vcrt« except the faces, which are like

nature ; the background being blue.

Now any of these ways would very much simplify the work, to say nothing of the saving
made by usingthe cartoons over again in a more distant part of the country.
As to artists, of course one would not expect to get Academicians, but tlierc are numbers

of young painters wlio would be but too glad to exercise their talents in so usijful and
legitimate a manner, instead of trusting the labours of the whole year to the tender
mercies of hanging committees and picture-dealers. I am convinced that the project is a
sensible one, and one which \viU, sooner or later, bo carried out.

Wo now come to tho second or fully-coloured system of decoration, and here wc divide
into two distinct schools,—namely, the northern and southern. In the north we find

deeply-cut mouldings and large windows filled with stained glass; tho decoration In

this case being confined to the lower arcado and to various portions of the vaulting.

In the south, un the contrary, the v.indowB are small and rarely tilled with stained glass,

while the arches are unmoulded, and the wall surfaces broad, so as to present plenty of room
for figure subjects. In thus distinguishing between the north and south, I do not mean
for a moment, to say that ihcsa distinctions are invariable, for moulded buildings are found
in Italy, .-^uch as tho Cathedral at Florence, where all the decoration depends on the stained
glass, the most t)eautiful in tho world ; or, again, that entire churches were not covered
with paintings in tho north, as Albi Cathedral. Still, as a general rule, 1 consider the
distiJiction does hold good, and if you go iu for mouldings, you mus^t givo up, t« a very
great degree, tluit wonderful eHect produced by the walls being covered by a vast numbcn*
of figures.

Tho worst result of all is, as usual, where a compromise has been effected, and of thla the
Sainte Cbapelle is the worst example. The arcade below is all right ; the windows are ail

right ; but the pillars and the vaulting are all wrong. Had the lormtT been marble, and
had the latter been painted in a bolder manner, the effect would have probably been all

right ; but, as it is, the diapers on the pillars kill tho statues, which are also coloured ; and
the roof looks as bad, with the little, diminutive stars, as it possibly can. Had Giotto been
employed here, he would have certaiuly had the blue ground and the gold stars, but he
would have also had the &uu, thephuieta, the signs of the zodiac, and the labours of tho
year, for Giotto could not only paint but he could think, and could tell pleasant stories, and
was, moreover, the friend of Italy's greatest poet.

But to return to our subject : small buildings in every country were often covered with
richly-coloured paintinfjs, such as are described in Henry Ill.'s orders to be done with good
and exijuisite colours. Tlie Painted Chamber was an example of this : the wallsappear tohave
been divided intoaseriesof bands, one above the other, the upper ones being very much higher
than the lower, so aa to allow for perspective. These bands were filled in with histories of
the Old Testament, done in very bright colours heightened with gold ornaments, the latter

being burnished. I do not know whether they were worked on a raised ground, like those
at St. .-tephen's Chapel, but they would almost appear to be so from tlio drawings of the late

Mr. Crocker. [Two original sets of drawings were made from the Painted Chamber—one
by Stodhart, published in the Vetusta Monumenta, and another by the late Mr. Crocker for
Sir G.Page Turner.] The paintings did not come iown totlie ground, but were finished in the
usual manner, with a green curtain powdered with gold stars ; and here the records fumidi
us with the information that the said green curtain was an afterthought, for it took the
place of certain panels containing the species and figures of lions, birds, and other beaste,
thus showing that they made mistakes just in the same manner as we do in the present
day. In all probability they foimd out that the beasts, &c., were de trop, and spoiled the
effect of the Great History, as it is called, above. The only way in whieh^the two could
have been reconciled would have been to have painted tho panels and the animals in
grisaille, like Giotto did in the chapel at Padua. The ceiling of the Painted Chamber was
boarded and powdered with little quatrefoils containing heads. Now in tho records we
continually come upon zioticcs of wainscoting, which was generally green with gold stars,

but sometimes h:Kl borders, and occasionaUy circles with histories, and I very much
suspect that this wainscoting referred to the boarding of the ceiling, and not to what we
call wainscoting or a dado.

\VTien, however, it was a larger building, such as a chapter-house or great chapel, tho
system was this : the arcade which ran round the bottom was highly coloured, that is,

everj- portion was covered with some colour or otlier, but in every case a large quantity ot
gold was used, more especially in the prominent mouldings and foliage. At Salisbury
chapter-house there are two prominent mouldings ; one was gilt and the other was colouretl
a bluish green, but powdered with gold lions and fleur-de-lis, &c., so aa to make a dis-
tinction ; the hollows of these mouldings were coloured blue or black, and sometimes red.
The shafts and bases were of marble ; and, indeed, small shafts should almost always be of
this material, as I scarcely ever remember seeing a painted one look well. This
appears to have been well kno^vn anciently, for Henry III. directs the pillars of one of his
halls to be painted like marble. The spaces underthe arcades were generally painted with an
imitation curtain, as at vSalisbury and St, Stephen's Chapel, Westminster, where, however,
it was held up by angels. In the Lady Chapel, at Ely, It is simply coloured, and powdered
with gold ornaments. The spandrels of the arcades were generally filled with sculptured
groups ; these were highly coloured and gilt, i.^., a great deal of gold and a good deal of
white, tinted and powdered with other colours,.was used to detach them from the ground,
which was a simple and rather dark colour, such as blue or red. Above this line
of rich colour comes the windows and their vaulting shafts. These are of marble at Salis-
bary,'and were at St. Stephen's Chapel. I am sorry to say were, for St. Stephen's Chapel
ought to have been standing now, more glorious tuan ever. At St. Stephen's the shafts
were Pnrbeck, but powdered with raised gold ornaments. About the middle of their height
rose a coloured figure and canopy. At Ely there were a series of niches left white, but with
coloured figures and coloured backgrounds. Between these piers are the windows ; in all

English examples the mullions are left white. Mr. Poynter, who had the advantage of
viewing the Ste. Chapelle before the restorations, assures us that in that building they
were coloured chocolate.
At Salisbury the glass was grisaille with coloured borders. At Ely all has been

destroyed, except some canopies, but it is just probable that the figures might also have
been in grisaille. Of St. Stephen's Chapel we know nothing. As to the vaulting at
^Isbury. the ribs have very little colour on their fillets, and a very slight border on
either side,' but round the gilt bosses and at every angle of the vaulting are a series of
ornaments on a chocolate ground ; the colours used are yellow ochre, verditer green, and
lake, but no blue or azure : the mass of tho vault is covered with the imitation stone
pattern. At Ely the vaulting is powdered with red roses. We know nothing of St,
Stephen's, but most probably it had a flat roof, as there is very good reasoh for
believing that there was auother chapel over it, making, with the crypt, three chapels, one
over the other.
Such was the general arrangement of colour in large buildings—/.?., very bright at the

arcade, and dying out at the roof. In great cathedrals the architects generally contented
themselvt's with accentuating the hollows of the mouldings with red ; gildingand picking out
with Kf\ the caps, and occasionally the string-courses, while blank spandrels ,were some-
times filled with figures. As to the vaulting, the bosses were gilt and coloured, and occasion-
ally a band on either side of the rib ; or the rib is coloured and gilt for tho distance of a
Ibot from tho bosses, as at Chartres. At Westminster there are gold bands on either side of
iiie ribs, but the ornaments on thorn are certainly of the time of Sir Christopher Wren ; but
I have very great susjiicions of all white and gold, which was the fashionable mode of
colouring in his time, and, indeed, in ourown— it is so safe. What I mean is that I do not think
in the thirteenth century they would have placed gold on the stone without some coloured 1

border or fillet, and 1 am the more convinced of this, q.s a careful inspection of tlie old rood-

ecreen at Salisbury, which is now coloured white and gold, disclosed the old coloun
underneath ; the said white and gold being doe to oar friend, the architect of 8t. Fanl's.

Before going to the sonth, I should say one word about roofs. The early roofa. aa erery
one knows, were of a very high pitch, single framed, and boarded either to the uo-beam or
to a very low collar. In our own country, Fetorborongh Is the only chorch which poassioe
the original colouring ; it may briefly be described aa nn hnlCutlon of a mosaic In black and
white, the middle of the panda being filled with paintings. The tmbjects originally !»•

presented the planets and the Host of Heaven, but a restoration taking place in tho
fourteenth centnry, a number of bisbope and kings wore Interpolated, and it la now nothing
but a jumble. Afterwards the roofs lost their low collars, and were framed aa halfoctagooa
or half decagons. A commoniway was to place mouldings on the boarding so aato divide the
whole Into a series of square panels, or sometimes ribe were nailed on iu sn awkward wur
as if it were vaulting, aa at Trumpington, Cambridge. It Is eanrto suggest ways In whlcu
rooftt of this description might be decorated, but I confess that 'I do not know any one of
ancient authority—at least as old as the thii-teenth century. If without ribs, they mi|^ be
treated like tho walla of the Fainted Chamber, or with a scries of histories or prooesslona ; or
they might be painted blue, with gold stars interspersed with great circles containing Tories
or figures; but I hare a strong idea that the ground of a good many ceilings was white, and
tliat they were treated veiTr much the same as the vaulting. The great halls, most probably,

had their roofs unboardccL as we find Henrj- III. directing sundry of them to hate the looKs

wainscoted asfar as the fifth couple of rafters from tho dats.

A good many of the flat Norfolk roofs had tho ground of the large panels painted white,

the ornaments being in darker colours ; but in thla cose a good deal of coloor and gold was
appllotl to the pfdnted ribs which divided them. I

In Mr. Brandon's "Timber Roofs," a drawing is given of PaJgrave Church, where the
colours are white, black, and red ; here tho pitch is rather high, and all tho rafters show.
Another is Knapton Church, Norfolk, where the giomid is yellow, and the omamenta in

black, red, and green. Keither of them look particmlarly well, ond the latu-r U absolutely

bad. By the way, I have often found a yellow colour on the woodwork of the latter end of

the fifteenth century, and suspect greatly that It was a sort of attempt to Imitate gilding.

As to gilding itself, a coved roof, with a serieaof figures on agold ground, wouldliave a Tery

magnificent appearance. The barrel wooden roofs, so common in France, were divided by
perpendicnlar ribs, which were often coloured, and on either side of these ribs ran apattem
like a crest ing,and the 8i>ace in between was filled up with omamcntB,Bnch^ as fleur-de-Ua.

Of course, the colours of these cTCstings and ornaments varied with the system of decora-

tion. Thus, they were sometimes draMm on the oak Itself, either with a very light or with
a very dark colour ; or, again, the body of the roof might be blue, and they would then
require to be in white, shaded with various other colours.

We now come to the southern system of decoration. Here, as I eaid before, the windowB
and the architectural decoration are reduce:! to a minimum— and, indeed, very justly so, as

a comparison between the lower and upjjer chapels at Assisi will testify— the tower, which Ig

the plainer, being very much lietter in its effect than the upper, which has a very considerable

amount of architectural ornament for an Italian church, although on this side of the Alps
it would be considered rather a plain affair. The general tone of these fully painted Itellan

churches is blue, broken up by figures and architecture of light and tender colours, the
divisions being made by white lines. This blue—which is always a pure and harmonious
colour, and not the abominable spurious ultramarine, so much in use In tho present day- -

is used in the vaultsasa positive colour, and on the walls aa a background for pictures, where
it may almost always bo supposed to represent the sky—an illusion occasionally strengthened
by one or two little clouds. So far is this carried out, that in those pictures where, from tho
nature of tho subject, very little sky can be seen, there is generally a figure in dark-
blue drapery to make up for it. At Sienna, on the contrary, the ground of the pictures is

gold, which, of course, would require a different treatment in tho colour. At Assist, and,
indeed, in almost every case, the paintings start from a dado about 4 or 5 feet from the
ground. Sometimes tho dado is in real marble, but more generally it is an imitation iu

camien—i>., in white and black ; it is represented as having a base and cornice, and 1^
moreover, divided into sciuare, round, or lozenge-shaped panels, the interior of which la

painted in imitation ,of the more costly coloured varieties— in fact, the whole is a great
sham. In the upiwr chapel at Assisi we have the northern imitation drapery dado. Above
the dado the wall is occupied by a series of pictures on a blue groimd, but divideil from
each other by imitation architecture and mosaics. There are two sorts of these imitations

—one where there are pillars, arches, and architraves, as at the upper chapel, at Afsisl, and
chapter-house, Pistoja ; and the other, and far more common, where they aamme the shape
of long narrow panels of marble, enclosing mouldings, carvings, mosaics, and inlaid

grounds to relieve the sculpture; the mouldings are shaded according to their position, but
east little or no shadow, and it is the high lights of these mouldings which coiistitute the
white lines really dividing the several compartments. At certain intervals are divers forms,
snch as circles, quatrefoils, &c., which enclose busts, generally on a gold ground. These
forms always occur at the intersections; but how many there maybe between dei>end8 on the

total length of the compartment. Now these imitation arcldtcctural bands divide the
walls according to their shape mto so many compartments, which were generally got as
nearthe square as possible ; the figures in the pictures are about three-quarters real size,

and the height of the pictures about two figxu^s. The last two observations apply only
generally.

These bands go round aU the great features of the architecture, but when any awkward
space occurs, as in the spandrel of an arch or elsewhere, it is filled up either with a plain

colour powdered with gold, or an imitation of marble ; or a quatrefoil is introduced

with a bust.
As there are no real mouldings in the buil(Jing itself, the soffits of the arches are the only

points to be considered. If the arch be wide, it is divided into a number of square compart-
ments, always by means of the aforesaid architectural bands. The compartments may
contain pictures, or two standing figures, or two figures under niches ; or there may be a
third band in the middle, so that there are still two figures, but each surrounded by a
border. If the soflRt of the arch be narrow, the whole becomes a band cut up at intervals

by medallions, or it may be divided by horizontal bands cMitaining half•figures alternating

with foliage.

We now come to the vaulting. If barrel vaulting, it is generally erected like a wall

and divided by bands. If. however, it be groined, there are three distinct things to

be considered ; first, the arch ; secondly, the boMers on either side ; and, thirdly, the filling in.

The ribs are treated like the bands we have just spoken of, but without the medallions ;

the general effect is a light grey, broken up by circles of bright colour.

The borders are in reality like the ribs, but with more colours, foliage, and medallions;
however, the general effect Is darker than that of the ribs. It is also as wide as tho rib

itself—in fact, much wider than in northern work.
The filling has almost always a blue ground, which is often used alone, powdered with

gold stars, but then the stars are always larger than wo make them now-a-days. If, how-
ever, figures be used, they can be applied in tho following manner:

—

1. Groups of figures, as in Giotto's work over the high altar at AasiM, where the group is

represented as partially turned round so as to get side figures, and te make the composition
less stiff.

2. Two figures, one at each angle, and a half figure at the apex.
3. One single figure surrounded by an aureole, the void spaces occupied by angels.

4. Rows of figures standing one over the other.
5. By various geometrical forms enclosing figures or busts. These forms can have

their centres iu the middle of spandrel, or in the intersection of the ribs. In the latter caae
they are more complex.
A few remarks on the figures themselves will conclude this part of the subject. The

draperies are always tender, and light colours—murrey colour, light purple, yellow
shaded with red ; brown, and green occasionally, and still more rarely dark red and blue ;

but the prevailing colour is white shaded witii some other colour, so as at a distance to

produce the effect of a light and delicate tint.

The figures are kept flat with very little shade. In the early frescoes at Assisi the dark
tint was laid on first of alt, then the general tone was hatched on over that ; and last of all,

the very light and very dark touches were addeil. Afterwards tho converse was adopted,

viz., to lay on the general tone, and then to hat<;h on the tint.

As to the flesh. In the early work, an olive green tint is putonfirstof all, then light flesh

colour was hatched all over, leaving the green apparent only in the shaded parts, such as
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the eyes, the shade of the nose, the lower jaw, kc. ; red is used for the cheeks, with flesh
colour to keep it doMrn, and a very slight tint of brown is ascd in some parts to give the
nqulsito depth ; eyebrows are batched upon this with Venetian red, and a thin line of
Venetiaa red goes round shaded parts and marks the details.

It is curioas that at a distance these faces with the green shadows are far more like life

than those of the second perioil, where the green groui^ was covered over by brown in the
ahftdows. The nimbi of the heads are raised three-eighths of an inch from the ground,
tocoming. however, quite flat where they touch the face. They are indented with rays,
and alwa>-s gilt.

There are many more things connected with the Italian school of painting which, if

time allowed me. I could dilate upon ; but the real question for us in the nineteenth
century- is not only how did the Italians and our ovrti ancestors decorate their houses and
churches, but how is it that ^ve don't do tlie same ? 1 believe the fault rests, in the first

instance, with the architects, who may be divided into two classes, viz., those who have no
work to do, and those who have a great deal more than they can possibly do properly.
Kow, nothing can »»e expected from the former, for they have no chance ; and as to the
latter, of course they are perfectly hopeleia. I believe, in nine cases out of ten, could the
Architect find leisure, and could' ho draw the figure sufficiently well to give his client a
notion of what he intends, that he could get whatever paintings and decorations
he thinks desir.iMe. But the architect is not the only one in fault ; the decorator is equally
deficient—leave him to himself and see what crude colours he puts on—emerald green,
bright vermilion, the most dazzling white, and, lastly, the abominable French ultra- marine,
«U in juxta-positiou. The fact Is that he is ignorant that every colour should be more or
less broken up and worked into other colours; but, no, there are the drawersfiUed with the
usual pigments, and he uses them as he finds them ; indeed, the immense want of art-edu-
cation becomes more apparent every day. Ask the decorator why he uses crude colours and
caimot do anything approaching to the figtire? Ask the engraver why he mangles your
design? The onswer is, that he has never been taught. Follow up your question by
dMoanding why he does not take advantage of the various schools of design? and the reply
will be that he did go, and got disgusted and tired of it ; the real fact being that instead of
bang put at once to the figure, he has been set to work on Dyce's outlines, to draw one side
«f a leaf exactly like the other side. In fact, it is almost impossible to estimate the amount
of dunage done by that one book, published, I admit, by a most clever man, and with the
best'intention ; the authorities having forgotten the saying of another very clever, but
very unpopular man—viz., Haydon, who declared that the student who can draw a head
can draw a leaf, but the man who can draw a leaf cannot necessarily draw a head.
for my own part, if we are to advance at all in the arts, I believe it will only be by a most

general teaching of the human figure to all employed in the fine arts, whether architects or
'Artisans. It is very true that colour is a gift of the good God, buthe has implanted the germs
of it in the majority of us, and if we cannot all be Giottos or Titians, at least we can do
our best to improve the talents confided to us. For to whom much is given much will bo
«xpecte>.l, and it Is for this reason that I consider Captain Fowke a very ill-used and much-
abused maa.

_
People judge of him as an architect, and blame him accordingly. On the

con^ry, be is no architect, but simply a military engineer, and his building is a very fair

?K^»
* "^^^"^"T engineer. If it is bad, and there is no doubt of its being exceedingly so,

the fault is not his, but his employers. In the same manner if, after a proper amount of
good teaching of the human figure, the English artisan cannot compete with his rivals
jyw Uie water, I give him up ; but, up to the present time, he has not had it, and there-
fore the weight of the blame mtist fall upon those who neglect to teach him properly.

—

—

TVenhek Priory, Salop. By Edward Uoberts, Esq., F.S.A., F.I.B.A., &c.

A FEW months since we noticed Mr. Hoberts's admirable account of Lilleshall
Abbey, und have now before us* the results of his investigations at tlie now

ruined priory at Wenlock, architecturally one of the most interesting of monastic
establishments, and well worthy of the trouble and time, and something more,
too, which Mr. Roberts has devoted to the study of its remains, which even
now extend over the greater portion of an acre of ground, while it is highly pro-
bable that other and not unimportant structures have entirely disappeared, their
site* being now occupied by houses. The church alone is 332 feet in length by
from 01 feet 3 inches, in the nave, to 63 feet 4 inches in the choir, in width. Mr.
Hoberts's figures do not agree with those of former writers, but they have been
taken from actual measurement on the spot, and we have reason to believe that
they are correct. The church is cruciform, with aisles to the nave and choir.
" Entering the place where formerly was the great west door, we come upon
one of the grandest architectural effects in the county ;". on the left are the
ruined bases of seven large pillars, forming eight bays, and on the right of the
correspondmg piers three still remain perfect, and carry arches and arcades to
uearly the full height of the former structure ; over the portion of the south aisle
thus preserved there is a vaulted room (a drawing of it is given) of singular
Interest and admirable design; the purpose of the room is doubtful, and
the only conclusion arrived at is that it was used as a vestry for early morning
services. It may, however, says Mr. Roberts, have been the monks' parlour, as
there was a distinct stair from the cloister, and stone seats.
The chapter - house contains one of the finest examples of interlacing

arches m the kmgdom ; each side is divided into three bavs by main shafts
and vault ribs, grouped six together ; the bays being each subdivided into five
bays with three tiers of arches. There is a wonderful variety in the designs of
the Norman capitals, which are nearly all different, though in several cases a
design is found repeated in another part of the arcading. The remains of what
must have been the infirmary is now used as a cow-house ; about the walls are a
few remnants of tine old Norman work.
Mr. Roberts's account gives us a plan of the buildings, so far as they can be

traced ; a view, as before mentioned, of the room over the south aisle, a section of
the chaj)ter-house, together with five lesser subjects, one of which, a base stone
with incised lines, is, perhaps, a unique example as regards the subject of ancient
architectural drawing.

Tablesfor the Purchasing of Mstates, Freehold, Copyhold, or Leasehold,
Annuities, Advowsons, Ifc, and for Betiewing of Leases, Sfc, frc. By
William Iswood, architect. With considerable additions by JA. Fedor
Thoman. Seventeenth Edition.

TAe L<ind Valuer's Best Assistant, being Tahles on an Improved Plan for
Calculatmg the Value of Estates. By R. Hudson. A new edition with
additions and corrections.

"WE are frequently asked to point out works for the guidance of those engaged
IT in the valuation of estates, leases, and lands, and may here answer, or refer

to a source where will be found answers to many questions on the subject for cor-
respondents, by recommending the two little books before us, published by Messrs.
iockwood and Co., Stationers' Hall-court. Inwood's book is well known as a

* Collectanea Archaologia, British ArchiEological Associatiou.

reliable authority ; the present edition contains many additional tables, of use
to all who may be employed in the valuation of estates. Mr. Hudson's book
will be found to lead to a very considerable saving of time.

Tliebes : its Tombs and their Tenants, Ancient and Present, including a
Record of Excavations in the Necropolis. By A. Henry Rhind,
F.S.A., &c. Longman and Co.

WE regret that the demands on our space will not allow us at present to do
much more than commend this work to the notice of our readers. The

accomplished author gives the result of excavations which he made at Thebes,
and a precise account of a large family tomb of an otficial personage, which a
long, and at times, most discouraging search brought to light in an undisturbed
condition. It is part of the plan of the work that " the various details should
exhibit some realisation at once of the conditions under which, and those by
means of which, Egyptian relics have been procured. Thebes has, therefore,
been treated of introductorily as the ancient capital, but chiefly as the central

sources which have been archtcologically so productive." It is ditticult to say
which is the most important investigation entered into by the author; but no
discovery is of greater interest than that of the undisturbed tomb mentioned
above. Here the author discovered, after great labour and many discouraging
disappointments, an excavated tomb, reaching to a distance of over 180 feet into

the rock. It was reached after penetrating through two distinct passages 125 feet

in length, and was approachable only by a shaft 20 feet deep, in which hung
cords by means of wliich the tenants of the tomb had been lowered to their

resting-places ages before. It was in the outer passage leading to this tomb that
Mr. Ptliind discovered a funeral canopy of wood, brightly painted, and in perfect
{)reservation. Representations of such canopies had been seen by the author, but
le believes that there is no evidence of any actual example having before been
met with. The book makes a handsome volume, and its contents are a valuable
contribution towards the illustration of Egyptian art.

(|orrespiuIcna.—
BIRMINGHAM FREE LIBRARY.

Sir,—As the statements contained in the letter of Mr. E. M. Barry, which
appears in the Building News of Friday last, are not in accordance with the
facts, and might, if uncontradicted, be prejudicial to the competition which the
Free Libraries' Committee have invited, I beg to request you will insert in your
ensuing number the following observations in reply.

In 185S the Council of the Birmingham and Midland Institute commenced
the erection of a suitable building for the accommodation of their body, in ac-
cordance with designs prepared by Mr. E. M. Barry. A portion of the building
having been erected, the Council of the Institute were, through exhaustion of
their funds, compelled to suspend the further progress of the works, and ulti-

mately to abandon their intention of completing the building. Five years after-
wards the Corporation of the borough being in quest of a site for their proposed
Free Libraries, the land unbuilt upon adjoining the Institute was offered for that
purpose by the Council of the Institute, upon condition (in order to avoid incon-
giuity of design) that the Library should be erected in uniformity with their
buildi::g. The Town Council did not accept the transfer of the land until plans
had been obtained, and an estimate of the cost of the building had been laid
before them. These plans were prepared by Mr. Barry, and the total cost
(exclusive of cellars) was estimated by him to be £10,500. The Town Counci
being satisfied with the extent of the accommodation and the cost, accepted the
transfer of the land.

Mr. Barry's charges " for attending upon the Libraries' Committee for two
sets of designs prepared in accordance with instructions received, and a further
set oi drawings prepared for the purpose of being submitted to the Town Council,
and his travelling expenses," amounting to £45, were paid by the Corporation,
and the terms upon which he undertook to superintend the erection of the build-
ings were arranged.

Builders were invited, by advertisement, to compete; and, on the tenders
being opened, the lowest was found to be £17,900 (exclusive of cellars). Mr.
Barry was then requested by the Free Libraries' Committee to report, in detail,

the cost of the erection of certain portions of the building, and wliat alterations
might be made to eflect a reduction in the cost ; whereupon Mr. Barry attended
the Committee, admitted there was a mistake in his estimate, and expressed his
willingness to abandon all professional charges in the event of the Town Council
refusing to vote the additional sum required to carry out his plan. Several
modifications for reducing the cost of the building were suggested by that gentle-
man. On the 11th November last, Mr. Barry addressed a letter to the Committee,
in which he stated that, provided the gallery of art and cellars were omitted and
certain alterations suggested by him adopted, the remainder of the building
might be erected for £12,250—this sum being still considerably in excess ol the
amount of his original estimate lor the whole building. The Committee again
applied to Mr. Barry to revise his designs, so as to obtain a further reduction, if

possible, in the cost of the buildings, and also to report if, by any re-arrangement
of the plans altogether, the requisite accommodation could be afforded for the
amount of his estimate; to which Mr. Barry replied that "he could make no
alteration or arrangement which would effect a greater saving in the cost than
as before detailed."

As the alterations and omissions proposed by Mr. Barry involved the abandon-
ment of a most important feature of the scheme approved by the Council, it

became the duty of the Libraries' Committee to bring the whole subject before the
Town Council and to ask for further instructions, wliich they did in a report pre-
sented at a meeting held on the 4th day of March last, when the Council, deeming
it desirable to make an effort to obtain the erection of the whole of the buildings
for the sura already voted for that purpose, invited architects to forward new
plans, specifications, and estimates.

Mr. Barry states that he offered to prepare new plans to suit the financial

exigencies of the case. So far from this being the fact, it will be observed that
Mr. Barry positively assured the Committee that he could make no alteration or

arrangement which would effect a greater saving in the cost than he had already
made.
The plan accompanying the instructions to architects is simply one of the

site, indicating the position of the adjoining buildings, and is not, as Mr. Barry
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states, copied from a lilock plan of liis. The Council has no plans of Mr. Barry's

ill its possession. Thr. whole of his drawinf!;s, spcciflcations, and estimates, were

returned to liim at his own request in March last, althou);h, as will be seen, the

sum of £45 was paid hy the Council for such plans.

With regard to Mr. Barry's intimation that he has placed himself in the

hands of his solicitor, I would state, for the assurance ofarchitects, that the Council

have taken no steps in the matter of this competition unadvisedly.

TUOMAS Stanubridoe,
Binninghani, April 30th, 1862. Town Clerk.

ARCHITECTURAL ALLIANCE.
Sir,—I was very glad to observe your remarks in to-day's Building News

on this subject. I assure you the promoters of the scheme have not given it up
by any means, but, on the contrary, have been silently org^anising the " Alliance "

as far as possible, in order to have a conference during this auspicious season.

As you observe, it was intended to have held a conference last year, but it could
not be accomplished, owing to our not having received replies to all our
circulars in time. It is, however, now determined to hold the first meeting or
conference on Tuesday, July 1st, and in the Building News and Builder
will appear advertisements calling attention to it.

The scheme has been very well received by the profession, and we have already
in the Alliance the Institute of Scotland, the London Association, and all the
provincial associations of a professional character that we know of, in the
United Kingdom ; but if there are any we have missed we shall be very glad to
receive them into fellowship on tluir making themselves known to us ; and I may
add that we hope soon not only to have ** the Institute " one of us, but to organise
an association in every county or large town where one does not at present exist.

I enclose you a copy of the "outline scheme," in case you should think fit to
give it again to your readers.

Darlington, May 6th, 1862. J. P. Pritchett.

. Suggested Outline of a Schemefor Forming an Architectural Alliance,
1. That it be culled " The Architectural Alliance."
2. That although for the present it is desirable to conflno it to the United Kingdom, the

extension of its operation to other countries shall be kept in view.
3. That its object shall be to promote united action among the otherwise isolated

architectural societies, and to aid the establishment of new local societies where not now
existing.

4. That it shall take cognizance of all matters affecting the interests of the profession.
That for this object it shall especially direct its attention to the present unsatisfactory mode
of conducting competitions, and shaU endeavour, by the publication of a scale of charges, to
regulate the rat^s of professional remuneration.

6. That all architectural societies givingin their adherence at or before the first meeting,
shall constitute the nucleus of the Alliance ; and in future all architectural societies shall
be eligible for election in the mode hereafter provided.

6. That any society wishing to join, shall be proposed, in writing, by a society already in
the Alliarce through their secretary ; that such proposal shall be sent to the secretary of
the Alliance at least one month before the annual meeting, and shall state the title of the
society proposed, and the names of its chairman and secretary. The name of the society so
proposed shall be inserted in the notice convening the meeting, when the election or rejec-
tion of such society shall be decided by ballot.

7. That the bnsiness of the Allifince shall be conducted by a president, vice-president,
treasurer, honorary secretary, and delegates from each society in the Alliance.
The delegates shall consist of the chairman of each society in the Alliance (ex officio),

four members appointed by the Royal Institute of British Architects, three members by
the Scottish Institute, three by the Architectural Association of London, and two by each
provincial society, or any less number they may see fit to appoint ; all to be appointed
annually.
The president, vice-president, treasurer, and honorary secretary to be elected annuallyby

ballot by the delegates. All correspondence shall be conducted by the secretary of the
Alliance and the secretaries of the various societies composing it.

8. That the annual meeting shall be held on the first Tuesday in June in each year, and
other meetings may be held as hereafter provided for.

9. AH members of each society in the Alliance shall have the right to attend the
meetings of the Alliance on intrmluction personally by any delegate, or by a card of
introduction from one of them ; but delegates only shall have the power to speak or
Tote.

10. Questions may be brought under the cognizance of the Alliance by any society
writing, through their secretary, to the secretary of the Alliance, who shall then ascertain
the views of the other allied societies and report to each the general feeling. On the
requisition of a majority of the councils or committees of the various allied societies, the
secretary shall call a special meeting of the delegates for the consideration of any question
that may arise. To such special meetings provincial societies may send all their delegates,
or one delegate with three votes, or may exercise their three votes by proxy through any
other delegate.

11. That the officers of the Alliance shall prepare a report of the proceedings of the
Alliance for each year, to be laid before the annual meeting, and it shall bo competent for
such meeting to alter or amend it, and to order it to be printed if they see fit, in which c ase
a copy shall be sent to each member of every society in the Alliance.

12. That every society publishing a report of its proceedings, or of any paper read t)efore

It, shall present a copy to every other society in the Alliance.
13. That any member of a society in the Alliance shall have the privilege of attending

(but not of speaking or voting) at the meetings of any other society in the Alliance, pro-
Tided such member be introduced by letter from one of his own delegates, or personally by
a member of such society.

14. That each society shall pay the expenses of its own correspondence, and shall make
arrangements with its delegates as to their expenses, and the expenses of the Alliance
(stationery, postage, printing, &c.) shall be twme equally by the .allied societies.

Dundee New Cemetery.—Plans have been obtained for laying out the
new cemetery for the parish of Dundee. The site of the cemetery is a field of
about twenty acres. 'The plans show two methods of laying nut the ground, the
one dividing it into parallelograms, while in the other the divisions are of a curvi-
linear form, in botli there is an extensive terrace about the centre of the ground,
Tunning from east to west. The principal entrance in both plans is from the
Centreof the soutliern boundary, in the designs approved by the Committee,
tbe principal or carriage gateway is about twelve feet wide, and on each side

there is a smaller gateway, each having a moulded Pointed arch, and jamhs on
the piers between the openings. At each angle of the gateway luittresses are
carried up, terminating in octagonal turrets, the extreme lieight being 42 feet.

Oyer the arches, and extending to the principal cornices, tlie surface is enriclied

with perpendicular Gothic panelling, the parapets and face of the buttresses
being treated in a similar way. On the west side of the entrance there is a lodge,
tn'o stories in height, for the superintendent, and on the opposite side a smaller
lodge, one story in height, for workmen's accommodation.

TENDERS,
Mansio.n. Torquay.

The tender of Ueairs. J. Grant and Son, builden and oontracton, haa bMn accepted (or

building the now wing and other alterations at Lopton Hoase, Deron^iire, the property ot
Lord Charston. A. Balvin, Esq., of Ix>ndon, is the architect.

Dwelling Houses, Tottinuam.
For the erection of four houses. High Cross, Tottenham, tor ilr, Eeasley. Ur. J

Eowley, architect, 17, St. Helen 's-place. City.

Rivett £l,r>m
I

Cushing £1,181
Humptireys and Son 1,190 I Barker 1,150
Clarke 1,160 | Chapman (accepted) 1,115

Cnmcn, Sdrhet.
For the erection o( Christ Church, East Sheen, Surrey. Mr. A. W. Blomfleld, 3I.A.,

architect. Quantities by Mr. J. A. Bunker.
MyersandSons £4,305
ChildandSon 4,185
Ohinnock Brothen 3,S91
Carter Hi

Bird £4,787
Goodalo 4,700
Nicholson and Sons i,55i
James Long 4,389
Turner and Sons 4,359

CnURCn, OlODCBSTKIt.
For building Little Compton Chaicb, Olonoeater. Edward G. Bmton, F.I.B.A., architect.

Compton £1,330 1 Young and Co £1,036
Dcnner 1,060 I Clarldge 960
Bartlett 1,040 I Cowley 9*1
Bclby 1,031

I

Architoct's^estimate £1,025.

Chapel, Market Rasek.
For the erection of a Wcsleyan Chapel at Market Rasen. The tender of Mr. Jackson, of

Lincoln, for £2,000 and the old materials of the chapel, was accepted.

Villa, Dorkino.
For erecting a small villa at Dorking. Foulton and Woodman, architects, Beading.

Sheppard £1,770 I Perry £1,023
Biggs 1,760 Lynn and Dudley 1,560
Matthews 1,760 1 Shearbnm 1,560
WoodrofTe 1,745 1 Hamblln 1,619 10

Asylum, Prestwich.
For the execution of the worira in connection with the proposed enlargement of tho

County Lunatic Asylum at Prestwich, Mr. Charles Holt, architect, Bolton.
Main block.

BrammaU £14,400
Gutteridge 14,876

Parrel 13,679

W. &J.COOP 13,440

GUbert Si Sharp... 13,400

Skinner 13,286

Metcalf&Waterson 13,26:1

Thompson 12,978

Greenup & Co 13,100
Flitcraft 12,252

Hodgson (accepted) 12,349 4

Laundry.
£1,600

1,500
1,668

1,682 10
1,690
1,630
1,543
l,5i)2

1,300
1,446
1,180 11

Total.
£16,000

16,375

15,347 1)

16,022 10

14,990 u
14,916
14,806

14,510 ()

14,400
13,698

13,529 15 u

Board or Works for the LiMEnonsE District.
Tenders for building new offices and board-room for the Board of Works for the Lime-

house district, in White Horse-street, Commercial-road, E. Mr. Charles Danch, architect,

Quantities supplied.
Hearle £6,298
Hedges 6,220

Hill and Co fi,910

Wood Bros fi,863

Hall 6,800

Brown 5,790

Ennor 6,689

Myers 5,620

James and Ashton £5,531
Hart 5,333
Hitch 5,28T
Curtis fi,220

Perry and Jadson fi,19i

Jacobs (accepted) 5^173
Sawyer' 4,980

COMPETITIONS AWARDED.
Laying out ground, Tranmere.

Tlie decision that took place on the 15th ult. , on the plans submitted by aboat 30 competitors
for the laying out of the fine estate in Higher Tranmere, on the slope of the hill facing
South Oxton, recently purchased by the Tranmere Freehold Land Society, was to the effeofe

that the committee unanimously awarded the first premium of £20 to Messrs. W. Lowns-
borough and J. A. Meakin, of Liverpool, and the second premium of £15 to Me8.-5n?. Under-
wood and Billing, of Clifton, near Bristol. We understand that the committee had selected,

another plan of the former gentlemen for the second premium , but when it was discovered

that they had already gained the first, the rule of prize giving adopted at various public
institutions was followed, and the second prize given to the next in order of merit.

COLLEGE, Sheffield.
The Building Committee of the proposed Methodist New Connexion College, Sheffield,

after having invited sundry architects to submit plans in competition, have selected those

by Mr. William Hill, of Leeds. The second premium of £30 was awarded to Mr. Flockton,

of Sheffield, and the third premium of £10 to Mr. Scrivener, of Hanley. We understand
that the works are to be immediately proceeded with under Mr. Hill's superintendence.

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
CATHEDRAL.

Cork.—Architects are invited to furnish designs for the erection of the cathedral of St.

Finbar, Cork, at a cost not exceeding £15,U(K). A premium of £100 will be given for the

best and most approved plan, and £50 for the second. Plans and designs to be sent totho
hon secretaries, Ven. the Archdeacon of Cork, Rev. J. N. WoodrofTe. or T. M. Usbome, Baq.

Cork, not later than the 1st August next. Further information and apian of the site

may be obtained on application to W. C. Bennett, Esq., notary public and Chapter
clerk, 15, South-mall, Cork.

SCHOOLS, &c.
Lancashire.— For the erection of the proposed new schools, vestries, &c., Rawtenstall,

Lancashire. Plans, kc, with Thomas Simpson, architect, Nottingham, to May 10th, in-

clusive ; and at Rawtenstall, on application to Thos. Hoyle Wlntehead, Esq., on and after

the rith May. Printed quantities will bo supplied ou triplication to the architect. Ten-
ders to be delivered to Thos. Hoyle Whitehead, Esq., Rawtenstall, on or before the 2l8t of

May.
LIBRARY AND READING ROOMS.

BlRMlNCnAM.—TheFree Libraries' Coranuttee of^tho Council of the Borough require plans,

sections, specifications, and estimates for the erection of a free reference library and
reading-rooms, lending-library and news-room, and gallery of art, upon the piece of

vacant land ailjoining the Midland Institute Building, with an elevation uniform with

the said building. Intending competitor are requested to send in their plans, specifi-

cations, and estimates, under cover to Thomas Standbridge, town clerk. Town clerk's

office, Temple-street, endorsed "Plans fot Free Reference Library Buildings,"' on or

before the IGth June. Particulars of the accommodation required, and of the conditions

of competition, together with a lithographed plan of the site, may be obtained on appli-

cation.
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MEMORIAL.
GLOrcKSTKR.—The committee appointed to carry out the Hooper Memorial, at Gloucester,

inTite scniptore to submit models of designs for the figure of Bishop Hooper, which is

iutuded to be plaoed under the cutopj of the monument just erected in the churchyard

ft Be Marr de Lode, CHoueeitar. The models or statuettes to bo carved in stone, and to

twooesinartrr the real heJplit (7 feet). The author of the best design, approved by the

ooomittee, w ill lie apiwinml to execute the full-sized flgure ; and the sum of ten guineas

«in be ftvarded for the second-beat desimi.
DRAIXAGE.

KIXCSTOX.—The Oorporation of the borough of Ki ngston-upon-Thames invite onsinoers

fusd others to submit plans, specifications, and ostimatee for a tliorough and complete

•jctem of dndnage of the borough, and offer a premium of JElOfl for the plan approved,

retaining the liberty to carry it our or not. The plan approved to become the property

of the corporation. The system of drainage to blend, as far as practicable, with existing

dnhins, to plans and descriptions of which are at the Town Clerk's office. The plans,

CleA's offloe also the commission for carrying out the works, to be sent to the Town
&C,, iteting on or before the I'th dar of May.

\aCAIlAGE.
KOTTS.—Flans and estimates are required for the erection of a new vicarge house at East

Batford, on the following terms :— 1. That the requirements of the Ecclesiastical Commis-
^oners as to the materials emploved. height of rooms, thickness of walls, &c., be complied

with. 1'. That the estimate, exclusive of architect's commission, do not exceed £1,000.

S. That architects, on sendinfr in plans and estimates, be prepared to find, if required, a ro-

epectable contractor willing to carry out the design at the estimated cost. 4. A general

•tatement of the ground plan, number of rooms, &c.. ic., required will be supplied to any
architect who purposes to send in a design and estimate, r.. Vlans not accepted will be

rctnnied to the architect. The arrangements will probably be complete for the building

to be commenced in June. Plans and estimates must be sent in on or before May 17th,

to Bev. Arthur Brook, the Vicarage. East Retford.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
MARKET BUILBIKGS.

BATH.—For the erection of iron roofs, maeonry, and other works involved in the recon-

struction of the Bath provision markets. Plans, &c., on application to Hicks and Isaac,

architei-ts, 13, Nortligatc-street, Bath, from Mny 3. Sealed tenders to the Town Clerk,

Onildhall, Bath, for the separate trades, endorsed, " Tenders for the reconstruction of

Harkets, " by the loth of May.
BANK.

Lracoi.x.'illlRE.—For the erection of a bank and manager's house at Spalding, for the
Stamford, Spalding, and Boston Banking Company. Particulars from Mr. William Eve,
sorvcyor, 3, Union-oonrt, Old Broad-street, B.C. Tenders on or before the 17th May.

CHURCHES.
TOHK.—Forthc erection of a new Catholic church and presbytery, to be built in the City

of York. Plans, S;c., at the Very Bev. Joseph Render's, Preoentor's-court, Petergate,

York ; or at the office of the architect, George Goklie, Esq., 84, Gloucester-place, Portman-
square, London, from May 6 until May 14, on which day sealed tenders are to be
forwarded to the Very Rev. Joseph Bender, Precentor's-court, York. Bills of Quantities

may be obtained on application to Thomas Wilson, Esq., No. 7, Hanover-square,
ShefHeld,

Oxford.—For the enlargement andrepcwing of the Chnreh of St. Aldate, Oxford. Plans,

Sic, at 40, Pembroke-street, Oxford, or at the office of Mr. John T. Christopher, architect.

No. 10, Cannon-street, E.C., London. Sealed tenders to bo sent on or before 14th May,
addressed to the Rev. the Rector of St. Aldate's,40, Pembroke-street, Oxford, and endorsed
*' Tender for works at St. Aldate's Church.

Trki.and.—For enlarging tlie church of Drumgoon, County Cavan ; for repairing the

churches of Cloncha (Malinl, Drumholm (Balintra), Golard (Laghey), County Donegal

;

Mohill, County Leitrim ; Tybohine, County Bosoommon ; Killery—Killoran, County
tiligo; Rathaspeck, County Westmeath ; and for repairing and painting externally the

churches of Glenely, County Donegal ; Clontibret, M.igheracloney, Tullycorlict, County
Mcoaghan. Plan^, &.C., with the resident Ministers of the parishes. Each proposal to

be forwarded on or before the 15th instant, sealed, prepaid, and addressed thus ;^" Pro-
posal for the church of . The Ecclesiastical Commissioners for Ireland,

Dublin."
Wilts.—For taking down, and partially rebuilding and enlarging, the parish church at

Sutton Mandeville, Wilts. Plans, &c., on application at the rectory.

IBEI.AXI).—For rebuilding the church of Castlerahan, County Cavan; for enlarging the

church of Castleknock, County Dublin ; for works to be executed at the churches of Shlr-

cock. County Cavan ; Youghal, County Cork ; Dunfeeny—Kilmore, Moy, County Mayo ;

Kilglasa—Killauley, County Slipo ; and for painting internally the church of Athboy,
County Meath. Plans, &c.. with the resident ministers of the parishes. Tenders sealed,

prepaid, and addressed thus :—" Proposal for the Church of . The
Ecclesiastical Commis-sioners for Ireland, Dublin ;" on or before May Ifi.

iREI-iAKI).—For the erection of a new Catholic church, to be built at Kenmare. The parish

priest will show the plan.s and specificntiona, and will receive tenders up to June 1.

VTakwicksiiibe.—For rcijairing and restoring the parish church of Long Compton, War-
wickshire, near Chipping Norton. Plans at the Vicarage, Long Compton. to the 17th

May inclusive, seal^ tenders, directed to the Rev. H. Lanphier, Long Compton Vicarage,
Shipston-on-Stour, on or before the 'J4th May.

BTROri).—For the several works required to lie clone in re-building the parish church of

etroud. Phins, 4;c., at the office of Mr. J. «. Bl.ana, architect, Birmingham. Tenders
to be delivered on the '20th May. Copies of drawing and specifications will also lie at

Stroud for inspection, and may be seen on application to the architect.

ISLEHAM.—For the repair and re'rtoratlon of Isleham parish church, near Newmarket.
Plans, &c., at the Vicarage, Isleham, Tenders to be delivered at the Rutland Arms,
Newmarket, on the 20th May, at 12 a.m.

I>EVON.—For altering and restoring the parish church of St. Giles-in-the-Wood, near Tor-
xington. Drawings kc, with Mr. Ebdon, at the school, adjoining the church, or at the
offices of the architect, 50, High-street, Exeter. Tenders to the architect, Jklr. John
Hayward, on or before the 13th May.

Yorkshire.—For the erection of anew north aisle, and for the re-roofing, repairing, and
restoration of Kirk Smeaton church, near Womersley. Drawings, &c., at the school-

room, at Kirk Smeaton, to the 14th May inclusive. Sealed tenders are to be delivered to

Hessrs. J. B. and William Atkinson, architects, 93, Mioklegate, York, on or before the

15th instant, at 9 a.m.
CHAPELS, he.

Sussex.—For the erection of two chapels and sexton's lodge, and ont- offices connected with
the Burial Board for the parish of Broadwater, in the county of Sussex, on land at

Broadwater, intended to be used a-s a cemetery for the parish of Broadwater and to^vn of

Worthing, together with the boundary walls and other works connected therewith.

Plans, ic., with Mr. W. Verrall, clerk to the Burial Board, Worthing. Scaled tenders

endorsed, " To the Burial Board for the parish of Broadwater, Tender for Works," to bo

delivered at the clerk's office, 16, High-street, Worthing, before 5 o'clock on the 20th May.
SCHOOLS, &c.

IiAKCASiiiRE.—For the erection of the proposed new schools, vestries, &c., at Rawtenstall,
Lancashire. Plans, &c., on application to Thomas Hoyle Whitehead, Esq., on and after

the 12th May. Printed quantities will be supplied on application to the architect.

;rendere to be delivered to Thomas Hoyle Whitehead, Esq., RawtenstaU, on or before the
21st May.

DWELLING HOUSES, &c.
Berks.—For repairs and alterations to the Bridge Estate premises in the High-sticet,

Wallingford, formeriy knoH'n as the Bear Inn. Plans, io., from Mr. J. Ivirby Hedges,
town clerk, Wallingford, o\at the offloes of Messrs. Claoy and Son, architects. Beading.
Tenden aealed, and endorsedV' Tendcrfor Works, Bridge Estate, Wallingford," to be sent

to Mr. Badges, on or before ttts 1 3th May.
HCSBTAOTOH.— For the erection of three first-claw, tour second-clacs, and fooi third-

class houses, at Hun.stanton, for the Hunstanton Building Association (Limited), accord-
ing to phuis. Sic. prepared by Mr. Butterlield. Plans, &c., at the office of Mr. J. 8.
Valentine, C.E., 17, 1'arliaraent-street, Westminster; or \vith Partridge and Edwartla,
Solicitors to the Association, King's Lynn ; or copies will be forwarded on prepayment
of 218. Tenders, stating a separate amount for each class of house, marked " Tenders
for Building at lliiustanton," tfl be delivered to the solicitors on or before the 14th May.

DrMFlllKS.— For building an mldition to the miller's house at Glenesslin 5IiU, Dunscore,
for repairing and building now offioo houses there, and for repairs of considerable extent
on the kiln and mill. Plans, Stc., Sir William Broun, Bart., solicitor, Dumfries, to whom
tenders by the 18th inst.

Hants.—For the erection of a villa residence at Botley, Hants. Plans, S;c., at Mr.
Harding's Harness Manufactory, Botley, on and after the 22nd instant. Tenders to be
delivered at the office of Mr. .lohn Colson, architect, St. Swithin-street, Winchester, on
or before the .'ith .lune.

Rkadixu.—For the erection of a villa residence, with stabling and outbuildings, near the
Eastern Avenue, Wliitoknights, Reading. Plans, 4c., with Cooper and Oouldiug,
architects and surveyors, 5, Market-place. Reading.

FARM BUILDINGS.
Wilts.—For the erection of farmhouses, extensive farm steadings, and numerous labourers*

cottages upon the Earl of Pembroke's estates, Wilts. Apply at the offices of Mr. Samuel
Clarke, architect, engineer, and surveyor, the Corn Market House, Salisbury.

Wilts.—For a large farmhouse, homesteading, i:c., upon Bemcrton Farm, near Salisbury.

Tenders to Mr. Clarke, Corn Market House, Salisbury, on or before the 19th May.
ASYLUM.

Wilts.—For the erection of additional buildings sufficient for the accommodation *"of

about 80 Patients, at the Wilts County Ltmatic Asylum. Plans, &c., at the Asylum, and
further information obtained at the office of Mr. Peniston, the County Surveyor, at

Salisbury. Sealed Tenders, addressed to the Committee, to be sent to the Clerk to the
Visitors at the County Asylum, before ten o'clock.

DlIHLlN.—For erecting a new Asylftm at Loesou Park for the Board of Governors of the

Old Men's Asylum, according to the Plans, &c., to be seen at the office of the Architect,

"William G. Murray, (>8, Lower Gardiner-street, Dublin. Tenders to be addressed to T.

Collins. Hon. .Sec, 28, Harcourt-street, and forwarded on or before the 20th May, endorsed
*' Tendei-s for Building."

WORKHOUSE.
Hants.—For the works required to be done in making certain alterations in, and additions

to the Alverstoke Workhouse. Plans. &c., at the Boardroom of the workhouse on and
after the l.'ith May, or at the office of Mr. Thomas Hellycr, Bouverie House. Ryde. Isle of

Wight, architect, of whom every information may be obtained, and Bills of Quantities

may he had.
WAREHOUSE FRONT.

LONDON.—For new river frontages to the granaries and warehouses of the Oil Mills

abutting on the Thames, at Limehouse Hole, between Limekiln Dock and the Limehouso
Entrance Lock of the West India Docks, the property of Messrs. John Garford and Sons-

Plan, &c.. on the premises, or at the offloe of Mr. J. B. Redman, C.E., .', New Palace

vard, Westminster. Tenders on or before the 13th May.
BRIDGES.

GATEHOUSE.—For building a new bridge over the river Fleet, atCastramont, in the parish

of Girthon. Plans. &o., with Mr. Ewart, Bank of Scotland, Gatehonse, who will receive

offers tiU the 20th May.
POLICE STATIONS.

SIDMOCTE.—For the erection of a police station. &c., at Sidmouth, Devonshire. Flam,
&c., with Henrv Ford, Clerk of the Peace, Castle of Exeter, and at the office of Mesara.

Badford and Williams. Clerks to the Justices, Sidmouth. Sealed tenders, endorsed
• " Tender for Sidmouth Police Station," to lie sent to Mr. Ford, on or before the 8ld June.

RAILWAY WORK.
INVERNESS AND PERTH JUNCTION RAILWAY.—For the construction of the two re-

maining sections of the lino, viz. :—The Kingussie contract, extending from Kinrara

Post-office to the south side of the river Spey, measuring about 13 miles or thereby,

comprising about nineteen small bridges and culverts, with a timber viaduct across the

Spey. The excavations and embankments consist of about 47O,(X)0 cubic yards. The
Dalwhinnie contract extends from the south side of the Spey to the boundary of the

county of Perth, measuring l.'j miles or thereby, and consists of thirty-two small bridges

and culverts, and about 430,O0i) cubic yards excavations and embankments. The rails,

chairs, sleepers, spikes, fish-plates, and bolts will be supplied by the Railway Company.

Drawings, &c., at the office of Joseph Mitchell, Esq., C.E., Inverness, from whom, or

from the assistant-engineer on the line, duplicate schedules may be obtained, at £2 '28.

each. The line is staked out at dLstancee of every 100 feet, according to the working

sections. The deepest cuttings are also pitted to ascertain the nature of the materials in

the excavations. An assistant-engineer will be at the County March, near Dalnacardoch,

on the 20th May, at 10 o'clock a.m., to accompany the contractors over the Dalwhinnie

contract ; and at Spey-bridge, near Kinfjussie, on the 21st, to go over the Kingussie con-

tract, and to point out the works and sites of the bridges. The draft contract proposed

to be entered into will be seen with the assistant-engmeer, or at Mr. MitehoU's office.

Sealed tenders, addressed to the secretary, and marked " Tender for Inverness and Perth

Junction Railway Works," " Dalwhinnie" or " Kingussie Contract," as the case may be,

must be lodged at his office, on the 28th May, at 4 o'clock p.m.
SEWERAGE, &c.

MAIDSTONE.—For the construction of a sewer in Week-street and Earl-street. Maidstone,

about 14(1 yards in length. Tenders to Messrs. Beale and Hoar, Maidstone, on or before

13th May. A plan and specification of the work may be seen at the office of Mr. Buhner,

Maidstone-
ROADWORK, &c.

.

WOLVERHAMPTON.—For levelling, sewering, paving, channelling, and forming New
Hampton-road, in the borough of Wolverhampton, in length about 2.074 yards.

Plans, sections. &c., with the Ijorough survej'or. Tenders to the surveyor's offices, To\vn-

hall. North-street, on or before the 16th May, addressed to the " Chairman of the Street!

Committee," and endorsed " Tender for New Hampton-read."

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We cannot imdcrtake to return rejected communications. . .

WoEKS IN I'aooEESs.-We Shall feel obliged to any of our readers who will favour us wnn
notes of works contemplated or in progress in the provinces; in most cases a simple

mention that a work is about to he, or has already been comraeuced, will be sunicient.

M. R. I. n. A.-In type.
C. J. P.—Received. I'lianks.

A. N.—Shall receive attention.

H.B.J. B.- Thanks. , .

C. R Send name and address to our publisher, and parcel shall be forwarded.

T.C.N. -Declined. We cannot undertake to return MSS.
K. K.—Too late for publication.

B Will receive a reply by letter.

Exhibition.—Already under consideration.
M. U. Z.—yes ; if suitable.

J. E.—Below our mark.
r. S. A We cannot say.
William B. -In the hands of our ensfraver.

M.T.—Probably ; but we do not like to promise.
A. B. A.—Has been declined more than once.

O. 6.—Send extracts for specification.

W. M. (Manchester), P. W (Norwich) Write to Spon, of Bncklersbury, London.

•»• All communications to ie addressed to the Editor of T>ie BUILDINO NEWS, 20. OM
Boswdl-court, Strand, W.C, except letters referrinr) to ainrtisements oi- other liasinest maHen,

Khich should be addressed to the Publisher, 18 (o 21, Old Bostcell-court.

Advertisemmts are received up lo lix o'clocic on Thursdays.
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TIIE OFFICERS OF THE INSTITUTE.

rrilE 'period has just now arrived and passed at whieli tlio year of

J. office ol the coimoil iind (ifliocrs of tlio Royal Institute of Uritish

Arcliitcets is concluded, and when tliov give an account of tlicir

stewardship to "their constituency nssemblod at the " Annual General

Meeting ; " at whiclx meetmg also their vacated scats have to be filled

either by tlio re-election of the old occupants, or by appointing new

ollicers, as the case may bo.

The annual election of officers lias passed oflf this year witliout any

of the excitement whicli last year attended the election of a Presi-

dent. Mr. Tite has been re-elected without any attempt at opposi-

tion on the part of those sections of the profession wlioso membei-s

were last year desirous of bringing in Mr. Berosford Hope. This

compliment is one fairly duo to the diligence and success with which

Mr. Tite hasiconducted the affairs of the Institute during his pre-

sidency.
. ,, -r^. , ,Tr ii

Of tlie Vice-Presidents, tlio two who retire are Mr. Digby Wyatt

and I'rofessor Donaldson, and they are succeeded by Mr. Owen Jones

and Mr. Aslipitel, Mr. Scott being re-elected.

The honorary secretaries, it has been rumoured for some time psist,

proposed to retire, and this rumour received authentic confirmation a

short time ago. Mr. T. II. Lewis and Mr. James Bell miglit have

offered themselves for re-election as often as they pleased, and liayo

been sure that tlieir offer of continued service would have been

promptly and gi-atefully accepted ; but they have worked so well that

no one "can grudge them the relief of retiring from very arduous

duties when they desire to do so. Mr. Lewis entered office upon the re-

tirement of Mr. Digby Wyatt, in May, 1850, and has therefore been

lionorary secretary for three years. Mr. Bell has held office for two

years only, he having succeeded Mr. Nelson, who, after long and

laborious services rendered with great willingness, retired in

18G0.

It is bevond doubt that the Inst three sessions of the Institute, the

three since its removal to its present convenient house in Conduit

Street, have been the most active and the most useful by far of its

existence. The number of members has greatly increased, the at-

tention of the Institute has been directed to questions of the greatest

practical importance to its members ; the average excellence of the

papers read has been very great ; the meetings, ordinary and special,

have been numerous and well attended. All these things are proofs

of the very efficient way in which the duties of the officers, and

particularly of the honorarj- secretaries, have been performed,

and will have also helped to render those duties arduous in the

extreme.

Wo are only speaking the general feeling of tlie members when wo
say that tlie honorarj- secretaries who retire caiTy with them a veiy

hearty appreciation of the value of their services, and the best thanks

of all, without exception. They are to be succeeded by Mr. Seddoii

and Mr. 0. F. Hayward, two members from wliose known activity,

energy, and skill the best expectations may be fomied; for the con-

tinued good perfoniiance of the duties of the secretariat.

It is no light task which the gentlemen whose names wo have

mentioned have successively imdertaken, and it is really fortunate

that hitlierfei members have been found who are eligible to the post,

and willing to act. The honorary secretaries of the Institute must of

necessity bo men of considerable "standing and experience ; and yet at

the same time an amount of work has to be got through which

requires much exertion and time. But the class of men fit for the

post being those who are usually immersed in business, to such an

extent tliat their whole time and strength seem needed for the dis-

charge of the duties tliey owe to tlieir private clients, it has only

been by great efforts, and a great sacrifice of personal comfort, that

their public and private duties have been at all combined ; and, as we
have seen, the frequent changes which have of late taken place show
that the post is one which men in practice do not f(«l it ybtv possible

to continue to hold for long together. There is little room to doubt

that tlie same thing is likely to occnr, with the gentlemen who have

now assumed the position, as has occurred witli their predecessors,

and that some few years hence a fresh change will occur. This is in

many ways undesirable, and suggests the tliought that the time is ap-

proaching, if it be not come, for the election of a paid secretary in

place of two honoraiT ones. Such societies as the Institute of Civil

Engineers, the Society of Arts, in fact many others, find this

course necessaiy, and have reaped great benefit from it ; and it is im-
possible not to feel that the efficiency of the Institute, should the
number of its members continue to increase as it has lately done, will

only be permanently secured by the appointment of a well-selected

and well-paid secrctarj-.

Tliere is one point to which it is to be hoped the Institute will

turn its attention, and in n^gard of which less satisfactoiy progress

has been made than might have been hoped. We refer to the edu-
cation or assistance of students, and the steps to be taken to induce

them to study and to raoko use of the library of the Institute. We
believe that it will not bo found that the number of students is much
larger than it was when the previous annual meeting was held— at

whicli tirno there were only seven students— and, considering the

large series of prizes offered for competition, we do not thiuk that the

drawings submitted have been of the class of merit which might
have been fairly expected or so numerous as they ought to have

been.

These medals, prizes, and other inducements are offered upon the

supposition that there exists a largo body of architectural students

desirous of distinction and anxious to come forward for general com-
petition. The results seem to show cither that no such body exists,

or else tliat, as a rule, the students are far less advanced than is to

be wished or had been hoped. Wo believe there is aomo truth in

botli these statements.

The only body of young men known to us as undergoing systematic

training, with a view to their entering the architectural profession, are

Professor Donaldson's students at London University College. The
students at King's College are not, usually speaking, destined for the

practice of civil architecture. TJiose of the Koyal Academy and of

the Institute receive no special instruction, and in none of these coses

is architectural drawing at all a part of the course. Drawing and

elementary instruction are, wo believe, given to a certain extent at

South Kensington, but they do not go, so far as wo are aware, to any

great length.

Here, then, is the first essential to the 'creation of a body of stu-

dents apparently wanting, namely, a complete college or other place

of instruction. Much of this want may ue supplied, and is supplied,

by Profos.sor Donaldson ; but there is no course of drawing connectea

with his classes, and a large proportion of pupils and otners do not

attend them at all.

Nor does private instruction take the place of public or academic

tuition. The gentlemen who take pupils are so circimistanced, for

the most part, that they could not, if they would, do more than

afford occasional and irregidar superintendence, and give the young
men an opportunity of seeing practice and sharing in the work of

an office. Is it to be wondered at if this system produces results not

altogether so satisfactory as coidd be wished ? Pupils seldom attain

skill in draughtsmanship, or great acquaintance witn the fundamental

prmciples of their profession, till they have pretty well concluded

their articles, and, in fact, often do not begin to study or work at all

till the time when they ought to be far advanced. Pamiliarity with

office routine and a good deal of miscellaneous knowledge is often

picked up half-uneousciously, and men so trained frequently come
out at last successful and competent; but had the time lost in their

early years been carcfidly employed, they would have been able to

master many things which they must be content to leave unat-

tempted or but half accomplished, or would have been thoroughly

well-grounded instead of possessing little better than a smattering of

knowledge.
This subject ought therefore to receive serious attention. The

scheme of the voluntary examination, which has been for so long

under consideration, will be a first step. It may only prove a corro-

boration of our idea, that the number of genuine arcliitectural

students is but small ; but whether it only does this or succeeds in

doing more, and brings to light an amount of talent and training

which we had hardly believed to exist, it will be useful, and form-

ing, as it will, an index by which to test the advance of education,

it will bo a valuable addition to our pennanent institutions. It is,

however, nothing more than a test and a somewhat doubtful sti-

mulus. Something (further is needed, and the Institute is the body
wliich ought properly to furnish that something.

To return, from those who are to be, to those who now ai"e mem-
bers of the architectural profession, we regard it as a matter for

sincere congratulation that the central society has met with so much
prosperity and done so much work, and that its membei-s and officers,

notwithstanding great divergence of opinion, have been able to

work together so harmoniously and in so friendly a spirit. There

are some callings in which the proverb about " two of a trade " is

believed to meet with coustant illustration. This could hardly bo

said, even by Mr. Cole himself, of the fraternity of arcliitects ; and

wlicn we reflect how often the members of this profession are brought

into conipetitivo rivalry, and even called upon to oppose each other

in legal causes, arbitrations, and settlements, it is no small compli-

ment to the good feeling and honourable conduct of business habitual

among tlieni to say that in no profession is there a more generally

diffused feeling of friendliness and cordiality than exists in the archi-

tectural profession. Wo trust that tliis may always remain so, and

wo firmly belic\e that if the tr.ausaction of public liusiuc.ss and the

difl^iision of technical information be the ostensible objects of the

Institute, its most important office is Miat of promoting pei-sonal

friendship, and a general feeling of cooperation and mutual esteem,

among its members.
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THE ORDN.VXCE SURVEY.

IT is scarcely possible to over-estimate the value to the country of
the labours, during the past ten years, of tlio staff of officers and

men eiigi\gi-d in conducting the Orclnance Siurvoy. "With an amount
of skill and talent which is -worthy of the highest commendation,
they have pursued the object they set out to accomplish, and theb
gi^mtic task has proceeded so far with complete success. I'nder tlie

enlightened and scientitic guidance of Sir llenrj- James, the Ordnance
Surveyors have penetrated into every district of the United Kingdom,
and the results of their assiduity appear in the form of a series of
Maps, which for accuracy and minuteness of detail have not been
eqiialled since the world began. Apart from the national feeling of
pnde which legitimately arises from the knowledge that we possess
perfect delineations on paper of all the geographical and topographical
peculiarities of the land in which we live— apart from that feelmg of
pride, there remains the satisfaction of knowing that those delinea-

tions are of great practical use. In aU the operations of the Civil

Engineer, for example, the Ordnance Maps aio valuable, because they
are reliable ; and in the formation of railways they are of especial

service. It is unfortunate that the action of Sirllonry James and his

co-adjutora should have been impeded by the intemiittent way in

which money has been voted them by the House of Commons. A
Select Committee of the House is now sitthig in reference to the
subject, and it may be trusted that hereafter tlie movements of the
Suireyors will not be unnecessaiily hampered. The Committee,
indeed, although their labours are as yet imfinished, have given
utterance to a rather strong opinion in favour of apportioning a con-
stant sum of monev annually towai-ds the accomplishing of the
National Survey, 'fhey state that " it is desirable tiat the Survey
should be conducted as rapidly as possible, and that the sum voted
for it should not vary in amount from year to year, as the frequent
changes that have been made in the scales and the mode of con-
ducting the Survey have led, according to the evidence of Sir Henry
James, to the waste of i;30,000 in the past ten years. That it has
been stated in evidence by the Director of tlie Survey that an annual
grant of £90,000 for twenty-one years would enable him to complete
the North of England and Scotland and the Irish revision on the
scales now in progress, and the South of England on the scale of

^^VTs ; Mid that he has further stated that the SuiTey might be
completed in twelve years if the grant were increased to £150,000,
thereby ultimately effecting a considerable saving."

^
It rests, of course, witli the House of Commons to give effect to the

views of the Committee, and now that the scale upon which the
maps should bo finally constructed has been determined, and the work
is so far advanced, there seems to bo no reasonable excuse for retard-
ing the progress of the surveyors by withholding from them the
proper funds. In consequence of the reduction of the vote last

year by the sum of :ff20,000, no less than 180 surveyors and draughts-
men were discharged, and of the remaining number (1,357) 340 have
been employed upon the survey in the South of England and Wales,
required for the execution of works for the defence of our Naval
arsenals, and for the purposed central Military Depot at Cannock
Castle. This division of the surveying force has retarded the com-
pletion of the surveys of the counties of Northumberland and Cum-
berland, and it is likely that another year will elapse before that work
is effected. Wo are veiy far from being advocates of a wanton
expenditure of the public money, but in the Ordnance Survey we see

a work which, as wo have said, is of the highest practical value, and
we therefore do not hesitate to recommend the House to give
tangible effect to the opinion of its Select Committee.
A recent -visit to the Ordnance Sur\ey Office at Southampton, and

an inspection of the whole of its internal arrangements, have convinced
us that the moans for canying out the Survey are adequate and com-
plete, and that they could scarcely be in better hands. The systematic
way m which every department there is managed, and the "judiciovis

division of labour throughout, tend to make the establishment a
complete and harmonious whole. Tho mixture of militaiy and
civilian artists and workmen observable in the leviathan work-rooms
at Southampton does not interfere disadvantageously with tlie

progress of the duties carried on there. On the contrary, it incites a
degree of emulation which is of much value. Tho Ordnance Survey
Department is singularly well placed as regards its sanitary condition,

—just without the town, and on the old coach-road to London. It

stands on an acclivity and covers a large area. The piineipal fayado is

handsome and of recent erection, and there is a noble court-yard in

front of it, protected by iron railings and gates. In this principal

building are placed the offices of Sir Henry James, I^ieut.-Colonel

Cameron, and others of the ruling officials. A flight of steps at the
back conducts tho visitor to a quadrangle, and surrounding this are

the various drawing-offices and workshops ; behind these again are tlio

observatory, the photojji'.aph-rooms, and tho standard bar house. So
much interest attaches itself to the premises and operations constantly

going on in tho Survey department, that wo feel almost disposed to
describe them. I'ossibly at some futim; time, indeed, wo may do this,

for it is a question if spaco coidd bo more advantageously occupied.
Few who see the finished Onlnanoe Maps are aware of tho imnnmse
amount of caro and skill wliich have been expended in their pro-
duction.

At present it may bo weU to confine our further remarks principally
to what has actually been accomplished and what is proposed this
year to bo dono. Taking, in tho first place, England, and tho surve\-
of it on the scale of ^-^xsi it may bo convenient to tlirow the
details into tabular fonu :—

Locality.
Area in siuaro

miles.
Surveyed square

miles.
Published sriuarc

mills.

Durham .

Wcstmorelard.
Northumberlaiul
Cumberland .

1,097 1,097 1,097

758
253
39

758
1,952

1,565

758
1,643

1,211

The number of square miles surveyed on this scale during the year
was 422, and tlie plans of 440 square miles have been published.
The counties which have been surveyed and pulilished on the

0-inch scale wili/, are Lancashire and Yorkshire. The 0-inch maps
are now engraved and published for :—

Square miles.
Lancashire 1,905
Yorkshire 6,U83
Durham 8U8

Total . . . 8,756

The 1-inch scale— that is, one incli to the mile— has been most
largely worked up to tho present time ; and conseoiiently almost the
entire map of England to that scale is complete. The area of Eng-
land is set down, according to actual measurement, at 58,000 square
miles. The area for which the hills have been completed is 5.3,2.'i4

square miles. The only portions incomplete are the parts of Nor-
thumberland and Cumberland, before alluded to, and where the
survey languished from lack of funds. All the principal towns of
the kingdom have been laid do-svn to much larger scales ; in some
instances, indeed, to 12-feet scales. As regards militarj^ siureys
made during the past twelve months, the piineipal ai-o those about
London, Chatham, Harwich, Dover, Coast of Sussex, Portsmouth,
Isle of Wight, Torbay, Plymouth, and Pembroke, and these wore
made on the same system and scales as those adopted for tho Ordnance
Survey of the kingdom during the present financial year. Should tho
finances allow of it, the whole of these will probably be finished.

The area surveyed in Scotland during the year 1861 was .'i27 square
miles for the ^-^stt scale plans, and 451 miles in the Highland dis-

tricts. The number ot square miles published is 528. Twelve
counties of Scotland have been surveyed on the 1-ineli scale, and the
surveying of seven other counties is in progress. The area of Scot-
land is set down at 30,000 square miles, and as regaids the 1-inch
scale, the map is completed for 3,523 miles, whilst a much larger

area is finished in outline. The progress in the hill engraving during
the year 1801, was C57 square miles. The principal towns in Scot-
land were surveyed, and maps of them engraved and published on
tlie large scJe spoken of in reference to I'^nglish towns. The publi-

cation of tho plan of Glasgow, in 155 sheets, and of Dundee, in

59 sheets, was completed during 1801, as were those of Airdrie,

Galasheils, Hamilton, Irvine, Jedburgh, liilmamock, Strathavon,

and Kutherglen.

As touchiug Ireland, which it would be unjust to omit mentioning,

although at the expense of protracting this paper beyond the limits

we had assigned to it— as touching Ireland, every county has been
engraved and publislied, " but in consequence, says Sir Ilcmy
James's Report, " of tho instructions under which tho Sun'ey wna
commenced, tho plans of the northern counties, which were tho first

surveyed, are wituout that amount of detail which has subsequently

been found to be absolutely necessary for the local valuations and
assessments, and hence it is that we are revising those northern

counties at a great additional expense." Eight counties have been
revised, and two others are undergoing the process of revision at pre-

sent. As in the cases of England and Scotland, the large towns of

Ireland have been revised on a larger scale, though not many of the

maps of these have been as yet published.

The area of Ireland is equal to .32,813 square miles, and tho whole
has been drawn and engraved in outline on the 1-inch scido,

altliough maps for 1,803 square miles only lia^c as yet been published.

During the year just past, 2,.569 square miles were engnxved in

outline, and 434 miles completed with the physical features. In

respect to tho surveying campaign for the present year, it may be

stated that the posts of command ai'o tlius distributed: Sir Henry
James, Director ; Lieut.-Colonel Cameron, executive officer in
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charge of tho fiimei-al Correspondciico, and tho publication of the

maps of Groat ]5ritaiii ; Captain A. ]{. Oliirko lias charm) of tho

Tri^'oiioinetrical brandi of tlio work, and of this initial lovfUing;

tiaptaiii A. Do C Scott has charge of tho zincogrnphiiic; of the manu-
flcrijit i)lans, and of their reduction to the <5-inch, and 1-inch scidos.

In addition to these, tliore are divisional officers stationed in various

iiirtd of tlio United Kingdom, so that complete arrangements exist

or carrying on tho grout and truly national worli.

The sale of Onlnanco Jlajis during tlie past year reached upwards
of £8,000, and it does seem probahla to us, that after the work of
surveying is once accomplished, their sale, for they may then be
loproduced at small cost, will bo highly remunerative. If we have
succeeded in throwing some little light upon the subject chosen for

this article, it will for the present content us; but we must return to

it ere long.

EXHIBITION GOSSIP.

TirR da)-s of admission to tho lutornational Exhibition by payment of a
Britisli crown are nearly over, and the eommenecmont of tho ensuing

week will inauguratp a more numerous attendance of visitors than it has
liitliorto licon tho duty of tho notoriou.i turnstiles to register. It is pro-

balilo that this change, while bringing more griht to the mill, will also

:idJ more grensa to tho wheels of tho machines and cause them to keep
Iiottor fiiitli witli tho public. As tho register now reads, tho comparison of
admissions to tho 'C2 E.xhibition with that of '51, is most unsatisfactory.

Tlio cause of this wo are led to conjecture, and wo venture to allege, arises

from a combination of circumstances, some of tliem uueontroUablo and others

not so. Depresslvo trade has largely influenced tho falling off of tho num-
ber of visitors, shortness of time in the carrying out of the scheme lias de-

terred many would-lie exhibitors from occupying space and lending their aid

and influence. Tlio growing dissemination of complaints through the
various organs of the Fourth Estate have, however, served to thwart tho
enthusiastic anticipations of tho overweening Commissioners. Instances

have been mentioned wliere exhibitors, who fool aggiieved, ha%'0 possessed
the power to materially inllueiiee a wliolo district in a manner anything but
favourable to tho Commissioners or their scheme.

Tho past week has been fruitful in tho cxtrerao in effecting final arrango-
meiits of the unfinished courts, particularly in the French, American, and
Dutch departments ; and judging from our latest inspection, we expect an
early completion of tlio work yet remaining to bo done. Stands are fast

being occupied by male and female attendants, owing, we suppose, to the

withdrawal of the stringent and arbitrary instructions given to tho siiper-

iutendents of classes. This act will be the means of imparting life

and activity to tho interior of the building in a far more appreciable manner
than tho irregidar booming and clanging of bells. The Exhibition once

ha^'ing passed into the hands of the half-crown and shilling paying comma
nity, will shake off its hitlierto marked coll reserve. We wish the beau

mondr would eoiidascend to give up their Saturday visits in favour of tho
half-holiday industrial classes.

The Process Court strikes visitors with much that is ingenious and in-

teresting. T. R. Pinches and Co.'s Exhibition Medal Press ^vill be found
at the soathern end of the coui't adjoining the Pottery class, and is in con-

stant action. This ponderous machine is the production of Messrs. Watt of

Soho Works, and it yields a pressure of about 12 tons. Seemingly the dies

meet with a Ughtness and grace that would scarcely squeeze a finger, but
in reality they strike with the force above mentioned. Pure tin medals are

struck otf and sold at 6</. each. Copper ones, after repeated stamping and
annealing, at 2». 6f/., and Zs. dd. each. Silver medals in morocco case at

17s. 6d. These prices seem somewhat high, but in all cases where a heavy
royalty has been exacted by the Commissioners, as in the case of refresh-

menf.s, &c., the public will find that lieavy prices are essential if tho specu-

lators ai-e to turn an honest penny. We hear of £2000 being tho sum paid
for the privilege of producing and selling these sonvenirs of the building.

The process of medal-making will be pleasing to thousands of persons, and
more so from the fact tliat the exhibitors aUow a portion of the manipula-
tion to be performed by the purchasers. Two stalwart able-bodied artisans,

On a raised platform, swing tho horizontal beam of the screw until a few
threads have T>een nin doA^Ti and the metals meet, whicli is a period of a

few seconds. The design of the medal may be characterised as a happy one
ia one respect, as it gives Captain Fowke the credit of having erected a
fcttilding with a central dome, which virtually and unfortunately is not the

ease. Tnie, there is a qualification in the description in the words "West
ftont," but that is no reason for striving to conceal or falsify the actual fact

of the building having two far distant domes. The other side of tlie medal
represents peace and welcome being offered to all nations by two einbleraatie

figures seated, holding flags and an olive wreath, and surrounded by objects

of art, science, and industry.

In juxtaposition to this process illustration is that of a silk velvet loom
in action. Here, at intervals, may bo seen the raw material woven deftly,

tightly, and regularly into piece velvet, A happy contrivance we noticed

is the use of double shuttles and bobbins, and brass rods whereon to strain

the threads as the work proceeds. These rods or, more correctly speaking,

fine wires, afford the necessary means for severing the threads to produce
the softness pecidiar to velvet, and at the same time tho wires are alter-

nately extricated without slipping threads. The weaver in charge manifests
considi'rabli' dexterity. The machine is neatly contrived, and seems free

from complexity.

Passing onwards, wo rnnch Simpson's sewing machine, from Cheap-
side, possessing, wo 8uppo.te, tho requisites of a useful machine ; but

as the competition in tliesourticles is very keen just now, a more detailed

observance must be deferred till another visit. The paper-collar omlKissing

machine, on the left, excites much interest. Spneimcns of collars, eoffs,

wristbands, &c. are exhibited, and are really of sueli good workmaiisliip as

to vio with similar articles of a more costly material. Wo perceive that

agents arc wanted for the sale of these articles, which aro nominal in price,

and eminiaitly serviceable. The only process exhibited is embossing—tho

paper outlines being tho work of steam power apart from the building. A
namesake, and wo believe relative, of the present Post Office iSeerotary,

exhibits a new letter-stamping maclune, but it was not going when wo iri-

spcctod it. Mr. Keynolds exhibits his process of making pipes complete

from the clay. The stand is a few yards distant on the right of the medal
press. The arrangement and details of tho process aro creditable to tho

exhibitor, and wortliy of the space assigned to it. A highly interesting

feature (specially removed from Class 10) in thin department, and one

which will, we aro sure, bo well patronised, is a phite-glass pyramidal

stand of patent moulded earlion filters by Messrs. Atkins & Son, Engineers,

of fi2 Fleet Street. Blen<led with tho stand is a novel description of foun-

tain, such as is exliibited at their city depot. It is constructed of glass tubes,

through which purified air and water cireidafc. At tho base of this stand

issue six outlet pipes, from which flows filtered water for tho uflo of visitors

to the buikling. Filters and fountains arranged in the shape of a " tropby,"

must sufiiee as our notice of this stand for the present. This stand, placed

in tlio n.avc, would, we predict, have escaped tho censure of Mr. Cole,

and been a pattern to the Exhibitors, who have been suffered to build huge

unsightly erections. Wo shall return to this stand and its utility, when
considering tho class to which it legitimately belongs.

Wo must now regret the absence of more materials to work upon in

the Process Court, if it contains nothing more than what we saw. Where
are tho fancy glass-blowers and tho funny button-makers, whoso cxpc-

ditioim manipulations arc always a source of pleasure to tho curious sight-

seers ?

Our presence in this Court naturally led us to scrutinise rather closely a

recent importation from the great nave— we mean tlio condemned portion

of Mr. Cromer's toy " trophy." Tmo his " trophy " wasnot worthy of its

fir.st position, but notwithstanding tlie sweeping sarcasm which has been

heaped upon it, we must not forget that the worth of toys in educating the

young is considerable, and that toy-making is the means of employing

whole communities of workpeople. The fragments of tho "trophy" are

here displayed with a considerable degree of taste. To render it effective,

the background— the wall— should be of a contrasting colour ; as it

is now, wall and objects have no diversity as regiirds colour. Might
not a few pounds have been spent in plastering the walls and colouring them
properly with neutral tints? The large sums of money which have been

expended in producing satisfactory hangings for backgroimds by tho Ameri-

cans and others, might very justly bo debited to the Commissioners,

exchequer.

Tho redeeming features of the past week's programme of procedure has
been the intended early issue of shilling tickets, the re-formation of the

objects in the nave, the introduction of musical instruments, and the

improved entrance to the eastern annexe, all of which were the results of

suggestions pointed out by the public press. Wo tnist that the suggestions

of "tho gentlemen of the press" will tliroughout be treated with the same
respect, as deference to popular criticism will much affect the success of

the whole enterprise.

Metropolitan Board of Works.—At a meeting of the Metropolitan

Board of Works, to bo held this day (Friday), the following recommenda-
tions from the Main Drainage Committee will be taken mto consideration :

—

" That during tho absence of the Chairman of the Board (owing to ill-

health) a chairman be elected on every Friday, or other board day, from

the members present at the meeting of the Board." " That each committee

bo directed to select, at their next meeting, from their number a chairman
and vice-chairman, who slnUl so act, during the pleasure of the committee."

"That during the absence of the chainnan, Wm. Hj'. Dalton, Esq., bo
authorised to countersign cheques in lieu of the chairman, and be requcstwl

to attend on tho occasion of every payment made at tho office, for tho

purpose of handing over the cheque to the party entitled to receive the

same ; and that, with this exception, the present regidatioiis with respect

to the drawing of cheques and mode of payment be continued." "That
during tho absence of the chairman, the clerk of the Board do countersign

the documents signifying the approval of the Board to applications for

special buildings under the Metropolitan Building Act, for the formation

of streets, &c."

Mejiobiai. of the L.ite Prikcr Coxsort .\t Bai.mokai..—The Ahr-
decn Herald says, at a meeting of the tenants on tho royal estates, held at

Abergeldio lately, it was finally resolved to erect a granite obelisk as a
monument to the late Prince Consort. The place of erection was left to the

decision of the Queen ; and she has. we understand, decided upon a little

wooded " knowe " to the ,south-v/est of the castle, and near tho road.

Various designs for the monument were submitted for the approval of her
Majesty— the one she has chosen being, wo believe, by Mr. Beeton, resi-

dent at Balmoral; and as it has already been contj-aetod for, the work will be

proceeded with immediately.
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A NEW PLAX FOK BUILDING BEIDGES.

MB. SEDLET, of 210 Oxford Street, has just protected by letters patent

a new plan for Imilding bridges in \rood and iron of large spans.

We have seen a model of the bridge, and consider it well worthy of the

consideration of architects, builders, and mechanicjil engineers.

Models of the bridge on a scale of 60 ft. to 1 ft., and 28 ft. long, and
weighing 241bs., may be seen at the International Exhibition. Museum of

Patents, Soutli Kensington, and the Architects' Museum, Conduit Street.

Engineers and architects will be allowed to test them without reserve,

hanng first agreed upon the weights such structures ought to bear.

The inventor claims in his patent for a bridge which can be constructed

of wood or iron, or wood and iron and steel combined. One of the new
features of this bridge is that the suspension forms a part of the tubular

construction, and is entirely independent of the piei-s or abutments, and
forms no part of them, and so differs entirely from any bridge that has
hitherto been built or attempted. On other points there is also a marked
difference. The inventor proposes to build his bridge on shore on a suitable

tram or railway, and when completed and fairly tested, to launch it out as

f:ir as desirable over the abutment, always reserving on shore a sufficient

part or portion to counterbalance fully the part projected out. In bridges

up to 500 ft. span, the inventor proposes to build the bridge entirely on
one side of the river or valley intended to be crossed, and then to launch
it out over tlie river or valley till the projected end is received on the
abutment on the other side or shore of tlie said river. &:c. liut when the

spans exceed 500 ft., he proposes to build one lialf of the bridge on each
shore, and, when completed, both are run out intermediate of the width of

the river and united in the centre by means of the shoe S shown in the

sketch. The centre is also further strengthened by the application of

arched flanged girders, which are made of great strength, consistent with
lightness, and for this purpose it is proposed to use steel, or iron and steel

combined. Great economy and simplicity are claimed for this method of

constniction, as no subaqueous piers or works are necessary, and single

spans up to 1.500 ft. in mdth can be constructed at any heiglit without risk

or difficulty, as the work may be tested daily whilst in progress. In the

disigram shown of the bridge it will be seen that it is composed of a series

of long rectangular ginlcrs piled on each other, varying in size and thickness

according to their distance from the centre of the bridge. The roadway is

suspended by means of bars passing througli the centre of these girders.

The suspension bars or plates H perform only a limited office in the place

of the usual catenary cune.
Sections of the girders over the piers are shown at A B, of the in-shoro

end .It C D. and of the middle E F. It is quite evident that in this method
a bridge of single width may serve a double purpose and be useful for

ordinaiy and railway traffic.

EC0N03UC MUSEUMS.

MR. THOMAS TWINING of Twickenham has recently done " the State

some service " by calling into existence an Economic Museum, which
deserves the attention of the universal public.

That gentleman, says a contemporary, in 1857, addressed a eommuni-
cation to the Chairman of the Council of the Society of Arts, in which the

following passages occur:—"The experience acquired since 1847, as a
member of the Managing Committee of the Labourers' Friend Society, has
led me to a conviction that much of the privation, discomfort, and ill-health

to which the working-classes are subject in this and other countries, and
many of the errors and failiu-es of the fiiends of the poor in their benevolent
endeavours, might be avoided by a more general diffusion of that kind of

practical knowledge, in matters of domestic and sanitary economy, which
may be termed the science of common life. I perceived, at the same time,

that the only way to make that knowledge popular was to offer it in an easy,

fiimiliar, and attractive form ; and thus I was natur.illy led to the plan of

establishing exhibitions and permanent museums of domestic economy."
Mr. Twining had. in fact, been quietl}- working out this theory since the

year 1850. In 1855 it was fully developed in a memorandum addressed by
him to Lord Ebrington. Copies of this memorandum were printed, and
extensively distributed throughout Great Britain and the Colonies. It was
an able document upon the sulject of which it treated, and we may judge
its general character from the following extract:—"Manufacturers, trades-

men, and mechanics work their inventive abilities (as a rule) in a business-

like manner. Men of science, more especially so-called, hiiTe not yet.

generally speaking, attained to such a standing in this country as to be able

to lay aside the thoughts of themselves and their families. Even amateurs,

though their position may raise them .above pecuniary considerations, are

seldom above the temptation of bringing out that which may be conspi-

cuous, in preference to that which may be useful. In short, the homage of

knowledge and ingenuity is very naturally paid to those who can best give

an acceptable return; and whilst every appliance of science and art is

called into requisition to meet the fastidious fancies of the rich, and to
supply novelties for the cravings of fa.shion, the requirements of the hum-
bler classes are eompar.itively overlooked."
The writer evidently saw one of the great causes of the destitution and

criminality which disfigure the annals of our own, and other countries, and
he determined also to point out the remedy, and, if possible, employ it.

The publication of the memorandum and tlie persevering industry of its

framer were soon responded to and rewarded. Economic Exliibitions of a
temporary kind were inaugurated at Paris in 1855, at Brussels in 1856, and
at Vienna in 1857. These were all successful in a very high degree. At
the [South Kensington Museum, too. Mr. Twining succeeded in getting a
section appropriated to the purpose he had in view. Tliis was called " The
Department of Domestic Economy, comprising Illustrations of Evcry-day
Life for the Working-cljsscs ;

" and of its natiu-e and usefulness it is unne-
cessary for us here to speak.

Encouraged by the success of the embryo collection at South Kensington,
which had been formed there permissively and experimentally, Mr. Twining
removed the exhibition to the Polytechnic Institution, and has now finally

removed it to Perryn House, near the railway station, Twickenham, for con-
venience and more complete development. It is, in iiict, as tlie example for

a grand Metropolitan Economic Museum, and for braneli museums tlirougli-

out the country, that the founder of the present institution at Twickenliam
desires that institution to be reg,-irdod. He is, indeed, of opinion that
Economic collections should be established on all h.ands, whose object would
bo to impart to all classes, and especially to those whose income is small,

the " knowledge of common tilings, or science of everj'-day life." He would
have them show, for instance, what sort of dwellings they should live in to
secure health and comfort, and what improvements in household manage-
ment may be derived from the discoveries of science, or from other sources.

In short, he would have the Economic Museum teach the working-classes
how to live with judgement, and get the best money's worth for their money.

It would be difficult to conceive more praiseworthy objects than those
sketched out by Mr. Tuning, .and it is satisfactory to know that they are
not the visions of a philanthropic dreamer, but the aims of a sterling, stead-
fast, and determined man.

In the establishment of the Economic Museum at Perryn House, we can
see an earnest of future and permanent good to the working classes of this
country. It is an exemplification of what the will and energy of one man
may accomplish, when the will and energy are governed by right principles

and guided to practical ends. We do not despair, indeed, of seeing " London
mth its Economic Museum on the fullest scale, provincial towns with ap-
pointed collectors, Mechanics' Institutions, with rooms allotted to the illus-

trations of common Ufe, Lecturers supplied with port.ible Economic Collec-

tions and Educational Establishments, down to Village Schools with their

Economiums or Cabinets of Useful Objects." When this state of tilings

shall have arisen •— and it is no utopia that we are picturing— how much
of misery, how much of degradation, and how much of crime, will be in a
fair way of being banished for ever from among us? The barriers between
classes which selfishness has created, and which ignorance maintains, will

be thrown down, and that sympathy, of which the good Judge Talfourd
spoke, and which, with his dying breath he invoked, will disseminate its

divine influence on all around. The great merits of Mr. Twining's scheme
of popular education, are its practicability and freedom from any shade of

sectarianism. Its advantages will not aud cannot be confined to .any one
class, sect, denomination, or sex, but to the humbler portion of the commu-
nity, irrespective of all distinctions, the good resulting from its realisation

must be considerable.

Amid the din and clatter about iron ships, rifled guns, submerged
vessels, projectiles, targets, and fortifications, it is pleasant to turn aside for

an instant and look approvingly upon the efforts which arc being made for

the amelioration of the troubles, difficulties, and cares which beset those

whose " lot it is to labour."

The Perryn House Economic Model Museum is divided into nine classes,

as follows:

—

Class I.—Building Designs.

Class II.—Building Materials.

Class III.—Furniture.

Class IV.—-Clothing.
Class V.—Food, Fuel, and other Household Stores.

Class VI.—Health.
Class VII.—Home Education, Self-Instruction, Eecreation.

Class VIII.—Miscellaneous.

Class IX.—The Library.

The Museum is open to the public only on Wednesdays and .Saturdays

from 2 to 5 p.m., on the presentation of tickets of admission, «hieli may bo

obtained from Mr. Twining, or at the Society of Arts, Adelphi, London.
The founder of the Museum is entitled to expect cooperation, and we cor-

dially invoke its aid in so good a cause. The Library as it exists at present

is admirable, but its extension by donations of eligible books is a thing to bo
desired.

I
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PUBLIC MONUMENTS.

THE last number of tho Edmhur(jh lievhw contains nn admirable artiolo

on public monumentn. After the reader lias perused tho following
extract, probably he will refresh himself stiU further by reading the article
itself.

^
"Amongst tho numerous monuments which hare been raised in our

time, two of tho best are the monument to Sir Walter Scott in Prince's
Street, and the monument to Pascal placed under the elegant and graceful
tower of St. Jacques, in Paris. Doubtless, these works derive an additional
charm from the associations they awaken. Scott, enthroned in his magic
chair, surveys ' his own romantic town,' and many of the scenes to which
his muse has given an imperishable interest, whilst the Gothic structure
above him is itself consecrated by liis genius. Pascal stands beneath tho
tower, from the top of which he made his own experiments on tho pen-
dulum, and which has now, in tho mutations of French society and archi-
tecture, become tho monument of his fame. These may be exceptional
instances; but they serve to show what pleasing results are to bo obtained
by a judicious combination of sculpture and architecture, where each would
be dull and lifeless without the other. They are examples, too, of statues
placed in or under open buildings, an expedient which protects tlicm from
the direct action of the weather, whilst it serves to exhibit them in the
most favourable light.

"To speak of single statues or monuments on a smaller scale, although
that is not the subject to which we designed principally to direct these
remarks, it is evident that the nation greatly needs a suitable repository
for such memorials. Nothing but the want of such a repository could have
induced the Deans and Chapters of the raetropolitiiu cathedrals to turn
those edifices into museums of sculpture, peopled with the effigies of de-
parted greatness. The great Abbey and the Dome of St. Paul's are
liallnwed by the remains of the illustrious dead who rest within those
walls, and the monuments raised there, when they are of a sepulchral
character, are strictly in place. The proposal to make the monument to
the Duke of Wellington a mortuary chapel in St. Paul's is perfectly appro-
priate, if we may dare to hope that the execution will answer to the con-
ception. Westminster Abbey contains no less than sixty-two recumbent
statues of life-size, some of whicli—such as the statue of Queen Eleanor

—

are of extreme beauty ; the tombs of Henry VII. and his queen, by Torri-
jliano, are fine works in bronze ; and the recumbent monuments of
Elizabeth and Mary Queen of Scots, supposed to be by Nathaniel Stone,
arc characteristic and interesting. But we view with diflTerent eyes the forty-
six portrait statues, life-size or colossal, and ninety-three busts or medallion
portraits, which have been crowded into this sacred edifice. To erect a
statue of a great man in a church, simply because other great men are
biu-ied there, is an offence against good taste and good feeling. The statue
of the late Sir Eobert Peel, by Gibson, in Westminster Abbey is a complete
example of everything that is most objectionable ; and, with the strongest
desire to do honour to that eminent statesman, we wish that his figure
were in any other place and in any other costume. As far as Westminster
Abbey is concerned, the question is solved to a great degree by the want
of space for more monuments; but from the venerable and delightful
a.isociations connected with that spot, it is much to be desired that some
fitting extension should be given to tho monuments in the precincts of the
Abbey, by executing the restoration of the Chapter House, proposed by
Mr. Scott some years ago, or by converting the cloisters into what they
strictly ought to be— the Campo Santo of the Eoyal Minster of England.

" One of the finest parts of Barry's conception for the Houses ofParliament,
is the skilful conversion of Westminster Hall, the most time-honoured and
august edifice in this realm, into the approach to the Chambers of the
Legislature. We see no reason that this great Hall should not be adorned
by a certain number of statues of illustrious statesmen— indeed, we think
that there is no other place so fit for them. The light, which is now de-
fective, Diight easily be improved by introducing plate glass into the lower
tier of windows, and the effect of the Hall, so decorated, would be one of
the grandest things in Europe.

" A very large proportion of the monuments which now decorate the
capitals and great cities of Europe are of recent execution ; and probably
there has been no period since the Roman Empire in which so many statues
have been erected as in the last fifty years. But the same feeling has
everywhere invoked some form of art, however rude, and seeks to attach
the perishable record of frail humanity to some monument of indestructible
permanence or of commanding beauty. The stones raised by the Patriarch
on spots hallowed by revelations from heaven; the najueless tumulus which
looks out on the Northern Ocean : the Pyramids, in whose sepulchral
recesses modem science has read the names of forgotten kings ; the granite
oljflisk, whose shadow has marked day by day the passage of three thousand
years, like a needle on the dial plate of time ; the dome-shaped tope which
covers the relic-shrine of Anuradhapoora, or the prodigious Minaret of
Victory which towers above the ruins of Old Delhi ; the sculptured forms
of Greece, which art made the counterfeit of life, and superstition tho
object of idolatry, until the pagan world was peopled with a race of ideal
beings, exalted by the imagination of the people and the artifices of the
priesthood to the rank of gods ; the stripped oak, on whose shattered
branches the warrior hung the trophy of his captive's arms; the arch
through which the victorious Imperator led his triumph to the Capitol

;

tlio lone column which he encircled with his Dacian conquests — were all

different modes of setting up some beacon above the waters of oblivion—
were all attempts to associate some permanent material object with the
fame and love clinging to a human life. The pious veneration of the

Middle Ages for the memory of tho great and the brave took the form of
elaborate tomb.i, — the fit resting-phicc .f '" ' •,„ knight, surrounded
by tho heavenly patrons of his faith and i of his salvation. In
Italy the splendour of the arts almost <,.,,-.,. i,.cir application to the
memory of tho dead, and the marvellous ChuiJi'l of the Medici is the
monument not so much of Lorenzo and Julian as of Michael Angelo.
From this stage the transition was rapid to courtly aduktion aud allegoricai
imagery. A monument loses its real importance by as much as it departs
from simplicity, reality, and truth. It is easy to trace in any long series of
monuments, erected under similar circumstances, such as the Papal tomlia
in St I'eter's, the progress or decline of correct tasto in the centuries which
have succeeded tho erection of tho edifico in which they stand.

" Tho inventory of tho public statues of London is not a creditable one.
We have fifteen kings and queens, namely, the grand statue of Richard
Cceur de Lion in Old Palace Yard, Elizabeth, formerly at Ludgate, now in
front of St. Dunstan's, Charles I., Charles II. (suppwed to be the statue
in Soho Square), James II., the fine work by Gibbons behind 'Whitehall,
William III. in St. James's Square, three Queen Annes, two figures of
George I., one of George II., two of George III., the colossal statue of
George IV. in Trafalgar Square, and William IV.— a coarse statue in tho
approach to London Bridge; tho Dukes of Cumberland (the butcher),
Kent, and York ; three Wellington statues. Nelson, Napier, and Havelock

;

Francis, Duko of Bedford, Fox, Pitt, Canning, Peel, and Lord George
Bentinck

; Major Cartwright, Sir Hans Sloane, and Dr. Jenner. Statues of
Stephenson, Brunei, and Lord Herbert are in preparation. The list is a
lamentable one ; it contains not one of the first names which have dignified
English literature or philosophy; and it shows that these statues have for
the most part been raised by courtly sycophancy or party enthusiasm— not
by the deliberate veneration of the nation for its greatest benefactors.
The present mania for ' testimonials' tends to multiply this evil, and to
raise statues to men whoso very names will be forgotten in another cen-
tury. We have sometimes thought that it would be well if these modern
candidates for posthumous fame were subjected to the same test which the
Coml of Rome applies to the beatification of its saints, and that no one
should bo added to the calendar of heroes and sages until half a century
has passed over his tomb. Contemporary monuments are apt to partake
too much of the zeal of adulation or the poignancy of personal regret. In
some cases, indeed, time and the justice of posterity have supplied what
was neglected at the moment of death. Thus the county of Salop has
recently raised a forcible and dignified statue of lyord Clive ; and tho town
of Grantham now boasts a statue of Newton, which was inaugurated in
September, 1838, by Lord Brougham, who pronounced one of his most
finished oratorical compositions on that occasion. Well might he exclaim,
that it was a just subject of astonishment that to so renowned a benefactor
of the world, exalted to the loftiest place by the common consent of all

men, no public monument should have been raised in his own time, or for

a century and a half after his death. The statues of Newton in the antc-
chapel of Trinity, Cambridge, and in Westminster Abbey, are appropriate
memorials of him in the College he adorned and over the grave where he
lies. But the genius of Newton ranks him with the powers of the first

order. It may be said of him with greater truth than of the philosophers
of old, that the universe itself is the monument of his fame ; but it is a
reproach to the nation that no means should have been found to place
more conspicuously before the eyes of future generations that dignified

form, that serene and speculative countenance, which so nobly distinguish
the first of England's philosophers."

Ei.vETKAM Hai.i,, Hants.—Tho works at this place (the seat of Lord
C.althorpe) are rapidly approaching completion, and when finished will

greatly enhance the reputation of the jirchitect, Mr. T. S. Teulon. The
exterior has been nearly rebuilt, and presents a most imposing general

appearance. The interior work and decorations (by Harland and Fisher of

London) are in capital taste, and on a most liberal scale. The walls of
the great hall are covered by an inlaid species of fresco painting, in a
diaper pattern, as far as the corbels supporting the timbers of the ceiling

;

from thence to tho ceiling a continuous frieze, of brilliantly coloured shields,

is arranged in genealogical series. The ceiling itself is in fresco, in an
ornamental design of flowers and foliage, further enriched by subjects

from the death of King Arthur in the centre, and, in medallions round
these, by portraits of his queen and knights, in flat tints. The walls of the

corridor leading from the hall to the grand staircase are treated like those

of the hall itself. The ceiling is painted in a geometric arrangement of

bright colours, and the staircase ceiling is decorated by a richly gilt central

Sun, round which are arranged, in medallions, the signs of the Zodiac, the

Four Seasons, and Day and Night, all in fresco. The library has upon its

ceiling authentic portraits of the statesmen and men of letters of the time

of Queen Elizabeth, surrounded by foliage and ornaments characteristic

of tho period. The ceiling of the drawing-room is divided by timbers into

various geometric forms ; the panels thus created being filled with an
ornament of brilliant colours, with, in the centre of each, a head of one of

the characters in Sir Walter Scott's " Kenilworth," upon a gold ground.

The ceiling of the diuing-room is in panels, which (upon a delicate blue

ground) are entirely covered by interlacing branches of various fruits,

amongst which the fig, vine, orange, and peach, are conspicuous, painted

from nature, the intenening timbers being partially gilded and painted in

various patterns. The effect of the whole is verj' refreshing, and the

general ceiling treatment throughout the entire building renders this an
important example of that application of art.
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LONDON EOADS AND RAILWAYS.

AS if to make amends for a long state of apathy, the cmployAs of the

Board of Works are pushing ou their operations in regard to the

formation of tho new street from lilaokman Street, Borough, to Blackfriars'

Boad, with great vigour. At the Borougli end of the new thoroughfare

the results of their recent labours are especially apparent. For a consider-

able distance the pavements are completed, and the paving of them with

granite is in a fair way of being so. The value of this street when finished

and opened will be great. The difficulty of reselling London Bridge from

Stamford Street, Blackfriars' Road, except to tlio initiated, has hitherto

been immense, especially as respects vehicular conveyance. There was
nothing for it but to go up the road to Union Street, a sufficiently narrow

line ofcommunication, and through it, if found possible; or else to take Holland

Street, Jind then tempt tho •' dark perplexed ways " of Bankside. The new
Bt^<^et passes tlirough hallowed ground, as some would term it, for the sup-

poeed site of the theatre where Shakespeare played in his own eternal

dnmas is in tJie line it tjikes. The site of the Bear Gardens, too,— to step

at once from the sublime to the liarbarous,— of three hundred years ago,

will be covered by the rapidly advancing thorouglifare.

Li close proximity are the works of the London, Chatham, and Dover
Railway ; and these are progressing with satisfactory spirit. The line will

pass very close to the venerable and pictm'esque church of St. Saviour's,

the appearance of which was not improved by tho formation of the

approaches to Now London Bridge.

Apropos ot the Chatham and Dover Railway, it is to be lamented that

the City Authorities can come to no conclusion as to the kind of structure

which shall supersede the rickety, dilapidated, and dangerous bridge of

Blackfriars. Their hesitation on this jxjint is a serious misfortune for the

London, Chatham, and Dover Compunj', and retards their movements to a

considerable extent. It seems to us that the proper solution of the question

lies in the construction of a bridge of sufficient width and stability to sus-

tain both the ordinary and the railway traffic. One or two plans for such

a construction were submitted, we believe, to the Bridge Committee, but, so

far, without inducing their concurrence. It would be difficult to conceive

anything more incongnious or inharmonious than would be two bridges of

a totally different character as regards architectural arrangement, spanning
the Thames within a few feet of each other ; and we hope that the people

of London will be spared so humiliating an exhibition.

What with lines of railway in process of formation, the throwing of not

particularly handsome bridges across the principal streets and roads, and
the bustle contingent upon the anticipatory demolition of dwelling-houses,

the Boroughs of Southwark and Lambeth are in a constant state of con-

fdsion. The landmarks of the " oldest inhabitants " are disappearing at

the shrill summons of the coming locomotive ; and the words of the poet,

** The presence of perpetual change is ever on the earth,"

are receiving literal illustration at the hands of the work-people of the

two boroughs. Out of that chaas order will eventually arise, no doubt

;

and in the moral certainty that all the changes thus made will " work toge-

ther for good," must bo found consolation for the inconvenience arising

from their procedure.

AUSTRALLIN ITEMS.

WE have not heard as yet that the accepted design for the now Houses of

Parliament, proposed to be erected in Sydney, has been brought into

practical requisition. Additions, however, have been commenced recently to

the Sydney University buildings. The first portions of the design of these

were completed externally three years ago—mth the exception of the

turrets on the tower. The works now undertaken mil give an aspect of

completeness to this part of the edifice. The shape of each of the turrets,

which will be four in number, will be octagonal ; the projecting mullions

will support a mitre-shaped cupola, the successive ridges upon which are to

be ornamented with rows of crockets, and above all will be a gilt spire.

Between the turrets on each side of the tower, there is to be made a tasteful

combination of crockets and finials, surrounding a dock face. A clock for

one of these has been presented to the University by Sir Stuart A. Donald-
son, and it is intended to supply the requisite gearing for each of the four

faces to show the time. The contract for the masonry of the turrets has

been taken by the Messrs. Loveridge for £1,247, and that for the carving

by B. W. Hinton, for £300 ; tho work to be completed in six months. The
total sum voted by the Legislature for going on with the buUdings was
£5,000. The balance of this amount will be expended in flooring, phistering,

and the internal fitments generally of the entire structure. The work will

be highly creditable to the colonial architects, as it will in its entirety be
permanently valuable to the rising generation of colonists. The very best

proof of the prosperity and enlightenment of our colonial fellow-subjects is

to be derived from their establishing such glorious institutions as the Sydney
University.

The new Australian Museum facing Hyde Park, in the same city, has

been commenced, and is in fact progressing rapidly. The foundations are

in, and the walls of the north-eastern corner are above tho race-course.

On the 17th of March, a meeting was held in Sydney for the purpose of

devising means for completing the building of St. Andrew's Cathedral. The
Governor of Now South Wales presided on the occasion, and much sympatliy

with the object of the meeting was displayed by the numerous and influen-

tial auditory. The foundation-store of the edifice was laid five-and-twenty

years ago, and the annual expenditure since has amounted to £1,000.

Eventually it was determined by resolution to raise subscriptions for the
carrying on of the work to completion. Tho fact is, that the colony twenty-
five years since was much too young and not sufficiently wealthy to under-
take with much i>rospect of success tho erection of so ambitious and exten-
sive a structure as St. Andrew's Cathedral. It cannot bo said tliat the
brick-work and masonry composing so much of it as is finished has been too
rapidly executed. It is not "green" work, unless that kind of greenness
which sometimes arises on buildings from dampness and neglect may make
it so.

FIRE-PROOF STOREHOUSES.
Sin,— At a time when sundry minds are much disturbed respecting the

storing of petroleum and other combustibles in largo quantities, I desire to offer
a few non-professional suggestions regarding the erection of Fire-proof Store-
houses, for the consideration of professional persons.

1st. I propose that, where a plurality of warehouses are to be erected, they
should be built, say 4 ft. apart, not to external appearance, but the space sub-
divided into a nest of flues, giving to each floor its distinct flue, and that the
walls of such flues be carried not less than 12 ft. above the roof. These flues, in
the event of fire, would not greatly encourage combustion, if at all, so long as
the windows and doors were closed, while they would provide a safe outlet for
smoke and flame, which would give immediate notice of the existence and
locality of the fire, at the same time admitting tho possibility of entering such
floor without fear of suffocation, as the opening of the door would drive the
smoke and flame with greater force toward the flue.

2nd. That as all existing floors, whether pugg'd or of brick, become red hot
under a given degree of heat, I propose to substitute for them iron tank-floors;
that is to say, to adopt a similar arrangement of girders as for carrying a brick
floor, but to convert each space from one main girder to another into a water-
tight compartment, having all the cross girders so perforated as to admit of the
free flowing of water; the depth of each floor-tank to be determined by the
depth of girder required, the lower face forming the ceiling of one floor, and the
upper the floor of the next. This kind of floor (so long as the flow of water
was not interrupted) would admit of bracing to any extent, and would be much
stronger than any other.

3rd. I would substitute for the present form of stanchion tubular columns,
coimeoting the base of each with the floor-tank by a short tube or otherwise,
and also perforate each near the cap, so that in the event of fire each would bo
converted into a steam-pipe ; but as it is obvious in a case of fire that steam
might generate rapidly, it would be matter for consideration liow far the steam
so emitted might be available in extinguishing the flames, or whether each set
of columns should be provided with a tube to convey it outside; or, again,
whether the existence of the flue would be a sufficient safeguard.

4th. That the loophole-frames should be of iron, and so constructed as to be
capable of containing water, having a tube at the top connected with the roof,

which 1 suggest should be a tank, not exceeding 3 feet in depth, and covering
the entire building, less so much of it as might be required for light.

5th. That each window should be provided with a double-skinned iron shutter,
fixed on the sliding principle, working in a groove upon the bottom of the floor-

tank, having the bottom part open and the top closed so as to allow the steam to
fill the vacuum and pass out of a perforation near the top of the inner face, also
having tho middle part of the bottom shorter to allow of the water flowing
under.

6th. That the same principle be observed with the loop and communicating
doors.

7th. That the roofs of the buildings should bo accessible externally. This
might be by iron steps built in the walls after the plan of the sewer manholes or
otherwise.

8th. That the building bo provided with service-pipes having an outflow into

each section of the floor built in the walls parallel with each floor-tank, having
each a perpendicular feed-pipe with its orifice in the bottom of the roof-tanks

furnished simply with a wooden plug. Two perforations of 4 inches diameter
through each main girder would prevent one section of the floor being charged
before the other, and a simple arrangement, familiar to all engineers, would pre-

vent the floors being overcharged either with steam or water.

9th. That where a plurality of buildings are to be erected, the same height
should be observed, and each roof-tank connected, which, in such a case as

Cotton's Wharf, would give a sufficient supplj' of water for any ordinary emer-
gency, independent of all extraneous aid.

loth. That the roof-tanks be kept constantly charged, and allowed to flow
slowly to prevent stagnation.

11th. That a hose be provided for internal use on each floor, connected with
roof-tank.

12th. In the event of fire, it would be obviously possible to charge the tank-
floors above and below, reserving the entire force of water to swamp the burning
goods, an operation that might be performed before the arrival of any e.Ktra-

ueous aid.

Such is the plan I propose, and, should it be considered to possess any merits,

I leave both it and myself in the hands of the public to deal with both as we
may be thought worthy.

JNO. C. POKTER, GJ, White Horse Stt«et, Stepney.

WATER-COLOUR EXHIBITION.
6 P.\i.i.-M.ii.L East.

THE present collection does not display any extraordinary advance cither

in execution or choice of subject from that of last year. The only

change of importance is the addition of tliree new members, namely,

Messrs. A. W. Hunt, J. W. Whittakcr, and H. B. Willis. The last-named

artist has been chiefly engaged on pictures in oil, but he now appears as a

most accomplished painter in water colours. "A Meadow Scene in Sussex"

is remarkably finished, but at the same time tlie general effect of nature

is well prescri'ed, " Evening," from the same pencil, will be admired for

the flatness of the distant country, the admirable style in which the animala
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arc painted, and the great variety of treatment. Several other Bcenes of

a similar kind, being equally well painted, cstabliHh this artist as a valuable

acquisition to tlio society. Of a very high order of merit are the four con-

tributions by Mr. J. W. Whittaker. " Llyn Hclsl " is a fair example of

the rest, for it is classically treated, well composed, and chastely coloured

;

and the five drawings exhibited by Mr. Alfred Hunt, the other new mem-

ber, are graceful in feeling, with a tendency to minute pencilling, some-

thing in the style of Birket Foster, particularly the drawing with a pleasing

twilight effect, entitled " Oberwessel." Having disposed of the new con-

trilnitors, we will turn our attention briefly to the veterans of the society.

Ml-. Branwhite is less theatrical this year, and his landscapes guiji by

the change. " The River Uee, North Wales," retains all his usual clear-

ness of effect without exaggeration. " Tho Morning Blessing," by Mr.

RiviJre, is pretty, and would be perfect if the face were not too powerfully

pourtrayed for the rest of tho subject. Mr. Taylor continues to paint his

(logs and huntsmen in his old broad manner, without having increased the

correctness of his forms ; but wo think the drawing (No. 7) is appro-

priately called " Repose," as tho arrangement is suggestive of that sen-

timent. Mr. Davidson is, as usual, a numerous contributor. '-Looking up

the Dolhvydelhiu Valley. North Wales," is clever; "At Reigate—Early

Spring " has much careful detail, and at a proper distance presents the

true a-spect of nature. " Late in the Autumn—Windsor Park " is in the

same style, and '-On the I'lugwy, North Wales," has a waterfall very

effectively represented. Tliere are several excellent drawings by Harding,

and we think the best of them is tho "Pass of Inversnaid, Scotland,

—

Deer Stalking." Mr. W. C. Smith's view at " Vicenza, Lombardy," which

is generally elegant in treatment, woidd be improved if the harsh and

angular outline of the distant mountain were softened ; but there is much

vigorous pencilling in the " Bed of the Llyn, Lynnmouth." Some of tho

productions by Mr. John Callow, like his study " On the Margate

Sands," are elegant, and not so conventional as formerly. "Beat-

ing up the Frith of Forth " has besides a freshness of atmosphere

V017 suitable to the subject. Mr. Gilbert pursues his reckless and bravura

style of execution in " Rhine Wine," a party of Germans indulging rather

plentifullyinthatbeverage, but in "Don Quixote at Home," arguing wliich

was tho better Knight, Palmerin of England or Amadis do Gaul, with the

barber-surgeon of the town, shows that this artist can moderate liis pencil

and bestow due consideration upon a subject when it pleases him. It is

to bo regretted that he does not indulge in that plea,sure more frequently.

Curl Ilaag, although his works are always excellent, does not appear to

show so prominently this year as we have seen him on foi-mer occasions.

"Balbcck," with its fine ruins, and the robbers hu-king iu the shade

waiting to surprise a caravan, is an interesting subject.

Mr. Alfred D. Fripp has greatly improved. " A Dorsetshire Shepherd

Boy " is a very beautiful drawing, and remarkably retmed in both

treatment and colouring. Mr. George Fripp also deserves commen-

dation. There is much excellent painting iu the view of " Glencoe, Argyll-

shire." A group of children on a piece of rock, which he calls " Specimens

from the Jlountains ofNorth Wales," is not well .sustained in execution ; but

" Moulsford Ferry—on the Thames, near Streatly," is delightful in tone,

elegant, without apparent labour, and in general effect is very tree to

nature. Mr. Palmer's works are quite as good this year, if not better than

they have hitherto been. His glowing sunsets and ideal subjects are very

pleasing, and it strikes us that he rises into the regions of poetry iu his

drawing of " The Fisherman's Wife," haUing the boat as it appears on the

sunlit horizon after a storm. There is a very extraordinary composition,

whicli must not be passed over, by Mr. Smallfield. It is " St. Francis

preaching among the Bu-ds," from the " Golden Legend." The mild and

subdued light per\-ading the whole scene is suggestive of balmy quietude.

The dark dresses of St. Francis and his companion add solemnity to the

effnct, while a calm devotion is expressed upon their features, and the

feathered audience assembled on the branches of a leafless tree, at the

foot of which are congregated those formed for the land and water, present

an effect truly excellent.

Mr. Birket Foster sends eight of his very highly-fini.shed and exquisite

drawings : ' A Lock," is luminous and picturesque ; " Children with a

Bird's Nest," is excellent ; " Fishing," besides the charm of the execution,

is pleasing from the e-\-ident interest the children take in the sport ; but for

beauty and breadth of touch, combined with the effect of fresh breeze and

dear atmosphere, " On the Shore, Bonehureh, Isle of Wight," stands

unequalled. David Cox, jun., has made an advance, because, without

copying, he paints with more of the feeling of his late father. " Emanci-

pation Oak — Holwood, Kent ;
" "An Avenue, Surrey;" and " Fairlight

Mill, Sussex," may be taken as examples of his improvement in art.

Mr. RichardJon's " Amalfi " is fine ; and " Off the Hills, Strath Braan,

Perthshire," and "Bellaggio, Lake of Como," are quite as good. Mr. 0.

Oakely wisely treats his subjects in a low tone of colour, by which he draws

attention on their humour and expression. " Turned Back," a boy who has

failed to learn his task ;
" A Victim Approaching ;

" " Gipsies looking out

I for a Customer to have his or her Fortune told," and " Buy my Spring

Flowers," have all the ease and movement of nature. " The Mountain of

Glory : scene, Ardgour, Ai-gyllshire," is one of those peculiar effects in which

Mr. Alfred Newton delights. A very striking contrast is obtained by

I opposing the pink tints thrown by the setting sun upon the tops of the

I
mountains to the delicately-ethereal blue of the sky ; the whole subject is

I besides bathed in mild atmosphere and softened light. The large drawing

I by Mr. H. Gastineau of " Lago di Piano," shows much patient labour ; it how-

I
ever wants well-placed and decisive accentto give it the vigour of nature ; but

a " View near Cassel Curig, North Wales," is better in the lattor r««peet, and
lias also something claseieal in its general conception. " View in the
Forum at Rome— Morning," is a clever and flrmly-ezecuted drawing by
Mr. Arthur Glennie. Mr. W. Hunt's minute imitations of fruit, flower*,

and birds' nests are as successful us ever. Mr. George Dodgaon has a
spirited subject entitled " On the Bunks of the Thames ; " an excellent

effect of light in that of " The Thumes at Mile End ;
" and a remarkably

clever and playful treatment of moonlight in a study from " Ridimond
Castle, Yorkshire." The small, but powerfully-executed heads ly Mr.
Burton, have attracted much notice this year. They are " The Wife of
Hassan Aga " and " Yelitza." The same artist exhibits a third drawing
of a child playing at cup and ball in a German kitchen, tlie whole of
which is surprisingly clejir, but impossibly clean. " A Hancst Home," by
Mr. Walter Goodall, is a very meritorious work ; the figures are dancing
with lightness and spirit, the shadowing is managed with great skill, and
the whole is a eaintal rejjresentation of the reality treated throughout with
admirable taste. " The Driving to Fold — Sunset," and '- Repose," by Mr.
F. 0. Finch, are both excellent, although the former might be made a little

more decided in parts with advantage, but the latter has purity of style,

and is, be.sides, very highly finished; and a "Canal Scene at Malines,

Belgium," by J. Burgess, jun., is cleverly and forcibly executed.

THE NEW WATER-COLOUB SOCIETY.
63 Pai.i.-Mai.i..

THERF; is no great novelty to record in the exhibition of drawings in

this gallery for the present year. Tho figure subjects may first (Uaim
our attention, and, commencing with the numbers in the catalogue, we come
to " Falstaff's Visit to Ford's House ; " but the artist, Mr. Wchnert, is so
completely over-matched by the difficulty of his subject, that we cannot
compliment him on any success in the attempt, but he seems more at home
in the " Interior of the Church of St. Michael, near Teubury, Worcester-
shire." Mr. Lee's "Asking a Blessing" is clever, but the child in the
foreground is rather affected in attitude. " The Welcome Draught," by
the same artist, is better. Mr. Carl Werner does not exhibit a single

drawing, out of his six or seven, equal to several of his la.st year. " Garibaldi
in Sicily," seated beneath the ruins of a Norman church, receiving offerings

of horses and supplies ii-om Sicilian peasants, is, we think, the best of lus

efforts. " Olivia," from Tennyson's Talking Oak, by Mr. John Absolon, is

extremely well di-awn, and treated with great taste, and the drawing is

equally good in his " Courtship of Gainsborough." " The Parting Gift on
a first Desert Journey— a Mother's Sainted Amulet," is one of those

elaborate works which Mr. H. Warren generally exhibits at this gallery,

consisting of Eastern travellers mounted on their camels, with one of those

peculiar atmospheric effects which he manages with so much skill and
taste. " The Card Trick," by Mr. L. Haghe, represents the interior of a
guard-room, filled with idle soldiers, one of whom holding a pack of cards

appears to be showing a comrade how the trick is done, and " The Salle

d'Armes at Bruges," in which soldiers are fencing, are both good ; but
his most important drawing is entitled " Arnold of Brescia defending his

opinions in a Consistory at Rome." He distinguished himself by being the

founder of a sect which opposed the wealth and power of the Romish
clergy. The whole of this drawing is executed with more decision than we
often see in designs by Mr. L. Haghe.

Mr. Henry Tidey exhibits several drawings of single figures, treated with
refined taste both in the tone of colouring and the style of the drawing. " The
Keeper's Daughter, Jessie," " The Light Side of Irish Life," " Xarifa,"

and " The Last of the Abencerrages, from the French of Chateaubriand,"
are excellent in those respects. This last mentioned drawing contains

several figures, and is the most elaborate work by this rising and talented

artist exhibited in tho gallery. Mr. Tidey created a sensation two years

since by a poetical conception of "Queen Mab," and last year by an
equally high conception from the poem of Dar-Thula, both of which are

in the water-colour department at tho International Exhibition ; but the

former is not hung according to its merits. " The Charcoal Burners," by
Mrs. E. Murray, 'Teneriffe, is a Spanish subject, boldly executed. " The
Bonnie Fish-wife," from the same hand, is a female of extraordinary di-

mensions, but whose dress is well painted ; and the other production by
this clever lady is " The Belle of the Market, Seville," which wants more
unity in the general effect.

The landscape and sea pieces are about as numerous as usual, and we
perceived no falling off in their merits. Mr. Thomas Boys sends some
pretty scenes of buildings. We noticed " Silver Street, Salisbury,"

" Hampton Court irom Mousley Lock," " An Old House at Rouen," and
several others, executed in his usually pleasing manner. There is a good
imitation of fire in " Tho Confiagration near Westminster," by Mr. W.
Wyld. The distance is excellent, and the stone-work in the fore-ground

well touched, in " Tintcrn. from the Porch of the Chapel on tho HUl," by
Mr. Chase. Mr. Rowbotham's view of " The birth-place of Masaniello," is

an interesting scene, and is very elaborately exeente<l. We, however,

prefer the smaller works by this artist, on uceoimt of their being moro
directly derived from nature. Mrs. Harrison deserves praise for the deli-

cate and tasteful style in which she treats her vaj<es of flowers. Mr.
Bennett's woodland scenery su.stains his reputation, particularly the cha-

racter ho gives to his oaks ovcrlianging the forest glade, and his waves
breaking against rocks on the sea-shore, which have wonderful troth, and

seem to fill the air with saline particles. We much prefer this masterly

style of art, which reflects the impre.is ofthe artist's mind, as well as the general

character of nature, to the photographic and individual truth recorded
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in the drawinss by Mr. Edmund Warren. They are no doubt marrols of close

copying, displaying great powers of execution, much artistic skill in the

choice of subject, truth in the retiring qualities of the atmosphere, as well as

decision in the details of the foreground ; and he sheds a quantity of light

over the whole which gives considerable beauty to the effeot ; but still

these views remind us more of the photograph and the labour of the artist

than they affect us by the happy expression of his conceptions. Mr. E.

Warren does not send so important a production as the "Wooil Side" in

the previous exhibition, and now in the English Water-colour GaUerj- at

the International Exhibition. The " Hay-field," in the present collection

in Pall-Mall is the best of his contributions, having a very pleasing tone

of colour and l>eing less laboured in detail than some of his other drawings.

Mr. M'Kewan has sent sixteen specimens of his industry and talents.

" Under the Oak," and " The Conqueror's Oak, Windsor," deserve atten-

tion ; while the flatness of the water and the freedom of execution in

the "Way Across the Brook," will also be admired. We think Mr. Fahey,

the respected secretary of this institution, has been more successful than

usual, particiUarly in his drawing of " Windsor from C'lcwer Mews," the

distance of which is well lit, and the foreground harmoniously coloured.

A pretty piece of moimtain scenerj-, by the same artist, will be found in the

view of " Miteside, Cumberland." Of coast scenerj-, Mr. J. Philp is an

excellent representative. There is good composition in his " Oyster Pack-

ing," with a luminous effect in the sky, and busy groups on the sands, the

whole being well subordinated to unity of design. Mr. Hayes has an

excellent sea-view, entitled " A Dutch Brig Hove-to for a Pilot," which

possesses merit from the manner in which the figures ou the jetty are made
to blend with the sky and to form a component part of the subject, instead

of being rendered so distinct as to separate them from it— a mode of treat-

ment we often see adopted, to the serious detriment of otherwise good pictures.

In conclusion, we would direct attention to a very fine drawing by Mr.

Charles Vacher of " Taormina, Sicilj'." The distance is remarkably aerial,

and the long line of ruins, forming the principal feature in the middle dis-

tance, is very picturesque in its irregularity, harmonious and varied in

colour, and comes luminously off from the mist-producing plain below.

In the " Old" Society, as it is termed by way of distinction, there are

329 drawings, and in the New Society just concluded there are 333 ; it is

therefore manifest that io these brief notices many meritorious works are

unavoidably omitted ; we must therefore recommend ou: readers to visit

both the Societies and judge for themselves.

ST. JAMES'S NEW ^^ESTRY HALL, PICCADILLY.

THIS building, now approaching completion, and of which wo give a

view on another page, has been erected by the Vestry of St, James's,

Westminster, for the purpose of providing a more suitable and convenient

place than they have hitherto possessed in whicli to hold their public

meetings ; but chiefly for the concentration and more economical per-

formance of that portion of the parish business which comes immediately

under their control, and which, at much inconvenience and expense, has

been hitherto conducted in several offices.

The committee xmder whose superintendence the building has been

erected, having obtained designs, instructed their surveyor to prepare

plans, and accepted the tender of Messrs. Mansfield. The work was

commenced in the early part of the summer of 1861, by the removal of an

existing building, one of the best structures, both as to materials and

workmanship, that it has been the architect's good fortune to sec

The difficulties that arose in the arrangement of the building consisted

mainly in the confined space that was available for the purpose ;
the

architect having strict instructions to encroach as little as possible upon

the churchyard, and that any encroachment really necessary shoidd be on

the ground-floor only, leaWng the soil below as far as practicable intact. To
accomplish this, there has been no excavation under the rear rooms, the

external wall towards the Churchyard being carried on wrought-iron

girders, with a massive relieving arch over them, finished with tile arehes

in cement on smaller girders below.

The style adopted for the elevation is Italian, to correspond with,

though not to imitate, the exterior of the church, the architect having

attempted to produce something that shoidd be simple, bold, and durable
;

care being taken that the character of a pnhlic building should be definitely

given.

The materials adopted are red bricks and Portland stone. Instead of

the bricks showing the arrises round the reveals of the windows, a molding

has been substituted. It may be mentioned that the architect's original

proposition was to execute the whole nearly as at present in red bricks,

including moldings and enrichment*.

The extremely confined space, and there being very little available

basement, required a great deal of study to provide in the plans all that

was necessarj', and at the same time to avoid the appearance of being

cramped, always fatal to architectural effect. This has perlntps, on the

whole, been satisfactorily accomplislied, though it has involved an amount
of work in the plans and sections not usually given in so small a structm-e,

and which would hardly have been attempted by many.
Entering at the principal doorway in Piccadilly, in which some origi-

nality of detail has been attempted, a lobby with spring doors is provided,

paved with plain tiles arranged in patterns, and divided into four bays by

plain pilasters ; it has a semicircular ceiling and Welsh groins over the

openings, two of these arches give access to the staircase, and columns

are substituted for the pilasters. These columns liave rouge royal marble

shafts in one piece, with Ionic caps and bases, executed in statuary

marble, the cost of this being found not greatly to exceed that of seagliola,

with cast-iron cores.

On the right is a room appropriated as a Savings Bank, and on the left

the office for conducting the business of the Vestry, with the Vestry Clerk's

private office leading from it. Opposite the principal entrance is the Rate
Collector's Office. The hall and staircase has a second entrance from the

churchyard. Underneath the landings and staircase, space for the necessary

adjuncts is contrived by means of some descending steps.

Descending into the basement, formed of two long barrel vault!!, pre-

viously existing and disturbed as little as possible, one only of which was
available, we enter the Muniment Room, about 18 ft. x 11 ft., having one
of Chubb's fire proof doors, and a gate within, to allow of the door being
opened to admit air ; to check damp and provide ventilation, an air

chamber is formed all round with air bricks ; there is also an air flue

provided in the crown of the arch forming the ceiling ; tlie fittings of this

room consist of slate shelves on half brick piers, the floor is paved with
plain square tiles set diagonally.

A large coal-cellar occupies another portion of the basement ; and the

space under the staircase is available for a variety of purposes, such as gas

experiments. A sink and water supply is also provided. The basement
generally was constructed in the early part of tlie present century, and has

been left as nearly intact as circumstances woidd permit. The first floor

contains the vestry hall and a committee-room, the vestry hall being .about

38 ft. X 28 ft., and 18 ft, liigh, mth a small gallery over the entrance from the

staircase. The fireplaces are to be contrived under the centre window at each

end, an arrangement that is in many ways satisfactory. This room and the

committee-room have double sashes to all the windows, the inner ones being

of wainscot, the doors and other woodwork in these room.s, together with
the whole of the fittings, being of the same material. The committee-room
communicates with the vestry hall and landing; it will also ser^'e for a
waiting-room for deputations, &c. LeatUng from the landing and vestry

hall is a small retiring-room. This room has been obtained by tlirowing a

WTOught-iron girder across an angle and building on it. It contains a

water-closet, urinal, and lavatorj-, and is finished below by small tile

arehes between iron girders, and above «-ith a flat. Ascending the stairs,

we reach the " Ratepayers' Gallery," a small gallery for the parishioners.

On a level with this is a small room obtained by keeping the floor of the

committee-room and staircase landing a foot below the vestry hall, which,

giving 19 ft. clear, allows a committee-room 10 ft. 6 in. high, and an inter-

mediate-room 7 ft. 6 in. high. This room is especially useful, as it is

available from the first or second floor, and may be used with either. The
windows of the vestry hall have plain architraves raised upon a dado, all

in Keen's cement. 'The ceiling is to a certain extent " trabeated," follow-

ing the constructional arrangement with a deep cove and small groins

formed round the semicircidar windows. The enrichments in the ceiling

are mostly perforated, and are connected with ventilating flues. A supply

of fresh air is to be obtained by opening a number of valves. The com-

mittee-room is provided with corresponding arrangements. The iiroplaces

in these rooms are of marble, inlaid with Minton's tiles, in panels of a

severe pattern. The ceiling of the vestry hall, forming the floor of the

rooms above, is carried principally by two stout queen post trusses, with

wrought-iron tie-rods, preferable, in the opinion of the architect, to iron

girders. All the piers between the windows are carried up in Portland

cement, more for the purpose of guarding against unequal settlements than

for any additional strength supposed to be acquired tliercby. A double or

" Victoria" flooring has been adopted in the vestry hall.

The second floor provides accommodation for an office-keeper, consisting

of a sitting-room, fitted with range, sink, &e. &c. ; two bed-rooms, water-

closet, and closet for coals, &c., all entered from one door, and discon-

nected from the rest of the rooms on this floor, which comprise one large

and three smaller rooms, available for any purpose that may be required.

The staircase has Portland stone spandril steps, and 5-in.Portland landings.

Both the landings and steps are carried at the ends on wrought-iron

girders, bracketed and plastered, with ornamental trusses or corbels

against the walls. The windows will be glazed with coloured and orna-

mental glass. An enriched iron handrail, and mahogany capping, is con-

tinued as far as the Ratepayers' Gallery.

The main cistern is in the roof, supplying smaller ones near where they

are required, the latter being also provided with independent services.

The various water-closets, iirinals, and lavatories are by Mr. Jennings, as

are also the drain-pipes, and include his later improvements. The whole

of the works have been most satisfactorily executed by Messrs. Mansfield, the

amount of their contract being in round numbers i.6,000.

Tlie portion of the boundary wall to the churchyard, seen in the en-

graving, is jjart of an extensive series of works carried out under the

superintendence of the rector and churchwardens, consisting of the boun-

dary wall and gateway, an alms-house for distribution of alms daily,

also various necessary adjuncts to the church, as coal, coke, and dust

sheds, waterclosets, &c. In addition to these new works, the parish

engine-house has been rendered more available for its purpose, the various

walls pointed and repaired, the railings repaired and painted, and the

"Green Churchyard," towards Jermyn Street is proposed to be com-

pletely renovated and rendered] an ornament to the parish, instead of

being a mere depository for rubbish as heretofore.

Mr. A. P. Howell, Surveyor to the Vestry, has designed and executed

the building, ably and honestly seconded by Mr. George Ellverley as Clerk

of the Works.
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AECHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION,

AN ortlinary general meeting of this body was held on Fridiiy evening,

at the Kooins, 9 Conduit-street, Regent-street ; Mr. Thomas Blashux,
Vice-President, in the chair.

Mr. C. .1. Adams, lion, sec, read the minutes of the proceedings at the
last meeting, which were found correct and confirmed.

New Mcmhers.—The following gentlemen, after a ballot, were duly elected

Members of the Association.—Mr. John Eastby Goodchild, 22 Keraington-
street, City-road ; Mr. H. J. Shepherd, 5 Prince-street, Chelsea ; Mr.
George Patrick, 18 Gloucester-villas, Loughborougli-road, Brixton ; Mr. T.

JJarker, 29 Offord-road, Barnsbiiry-park ; Mr. John B. Gover, 7 Sydney-
terrace, Portland-place, Clapham-road.

Nominatiun.—The following gentlemen were nominated for member-
ship : — Mr. Henry Louis Florence, 30 Brixtou-place, Brbtton-road (pro-

jXJSed by Mr. Brooks, and seconded by Mr. H. Hack).
The CitAiBM.VN stated that Mr. Arthur AUora was prevented by un-

avoidable circumstances from readijig the paper which ho had intended to

bring before the meeting that evening.

Mr. Adams, lion, sec, read a circular from the Northern Architectural
Association, having reference to a proposed Architectural AUiance of
.Societies throughout the United Kingdom, the first meeting in promotion
of wliich is to be held in London on the Ist of July. (The circular appeared
in our last number.) It was agreed that the subject of the circular should
be taken into consideration at a future meeting.

The Chaieman, as one of the judges appointed to award the prizes

which had recently been distributed, and as no report from the judges had
yet been sent in, remarked that several of the designs for a town mansion
were by very young students, and quite equal to what might have been
expected from tliem, judging from their youth. The designs for tiles were
very good, and indeed the judges were surprised at their general excellence.

One competitor, Mr. Mosley, sent in a design in two colours, and though it

did not get a prize, yet some discussion took place amongst the judges
whether a prize should not be awarded to it, only two colours being used,

and it being a very good design. In designs for tiles it was desirable that

very few colours should be used, owing to the expense of manufacturing
them. The design in tiles by Mr. Winbridge was an exceedingly good one,

and its adoption would be foimd very useful. As regarded the prize for

wall decoration the competition was very slight, there being but tliree

competitors, and that was not to bo surprised at owing to a want of

information and experience on the subject. He had brought with him two
or three engraved copies of a drawing which he made a few years ago of a
sepulchral slab, which he found in Maunsell Gunnage, Herefordshire, and
in which was a great deal of foliage executed in a most excellent manner.
He thought that many gentlemen who made designs in which foliage

entered, did not sufficiently study the subject to make their designs effective.

The Chairman then proceeded to make drawings on the black-board, expla-

natory of the root, the stem, the leaves, the flowers, and the branches of

various plants, and explained how most plants had a beginning and a growth.
Mr. R. 0. Hakeis thought that a too strict adherence to botanical treat-

ment in architectural design would lead them to forget the very best of the
conventional treatment of the Cinque cento period.

Mr. Spiers moved a vote of thanks to Mr. Blashill for the 'observations

he had made on botany as applicable to architecture, and in so doing
referred to some beautiftd specimens of metal-work at the Great Inter-

national Exhibition in which conventional foliage was introduced.

Mr. C. H. F. Lewes seconded the motion, and said he thought that foliage,

when introduced into architecture, ought always to be conventionalised.

The vote of thanks to Mr. Blashill was carried by acclamation, and the

meeting separated.

LIVERPOOL ARCHITECTITRAL Afrt) ARCH^OLOGICAL
SOCIETY.

THE fourteenth annual meeting of this society took place on Wednesday
sennight, at the Royal Institution, Colquitt Street. Mr. J. M. Hay, the

president of the society, occupied tlie chair.

Mr. W. H. Weigjitman was elected president for the ensuing yeax, and
Messrs. Goodai.l and Kilpin vice-presidents.

A motion was carried tliat delegates be sent to London to attend a meeting of
" The Architectural Alli.ance." Mr. Stubbs, Mr. Weightman, and Mr. J. M. Hay
were elected the delegates.

The President, after alluding to local matters, including the death of his

brother, spoke of

STREET ARCHITECTURE.
The architectural aspect of our streets, said he, is improving. Our public

buildings and pahitial piles of offices are gradually becoming the true and con-
sistent exponents of the wealth and commercial greatness of the town ; and
no one can view with inditference the desire of our municipal government to

open up new lines of communication, and to widen and improve the present

overcrowded thoroughfares. That the execution of such projects will be costly

is true, but not more true than that their accomplishment will be vastly more
expensive if delayed till it becomes an absolute necessity. I am glad to find

that greater attention is being every day paid by architects, both Gothic and
classic, to the sculptural departments of design. This is progress ; for sculpture,

whatever it is on its own account, is certainly an important auxiliary branch of
architecture, and her mission is not fulfilled unles-i developed to the utmost in
the embellishment of architecture. Sculpture, as well as painting, were created,

or at least chiefly exist, for the adornment of architecture, which may justly be
considered as the mother or elder art ; and without the calls she has from time
to time made upon them, the great master-pieces of painting and sculpture, the
frescoes and arabesques of Angelo, Raphael, Da Viuci, and Correggio, would

pobably never have had an exift«ne«. Both sculpture and painting have ever,
indeed, yielded their grandest effects in combination with architecture. In the
greatest styles the world ever saw— the Egyptian, the Assyrian, the Greek, the
Byzantine, the Gothic, and Italian of the Cinqut cento period— the anion of the
three arts was at its highest pitih ; and the greatest works of painting and
sculpture were produced as architectural embellisbments. Michael Angelo,
Raphael, and Correggio, were wall and ceiling painters to their contemporaries.
1 aiiiting, sculpture, and architecture are indeed three branches of our art wliich,
divided, are coinparativelv weak and mcaninglens, but united appear in their
full strength, and yield their sublimest tones, "their grand consummate har-
mony." It is evident that the architects of the great styles I have referred to
thus considered them, and made them foster and adorn each other, and this
they may ever do. While architecture inspires the sculptor, sculpture iiiav bo
regarded as the interpreter of architecture, to which it imparts more vivid
and distinct expression. There was a time when the chief architects knew more
about sculpture than architecture, and were greater sculptors than they were
architects. I refer to the great period ushered in by the revival of art in
Italy before alluded to. These great artisU I know have been cried out against
as haying too much subjected architecture to the requirements of sculpture

i

and, indeed, it is true that they introduced, and gave currency to many
flagrant abuses, both in composition and detail, but it is also true that they
greatly advanced architectural design by their masterly application of sculpture
and painting to its enrichment, and by the thorough "indissoluble combination
of the three arts in many a successful "and glorious conception. In their bands
architecture regained much of what she had lost in the hands of the ancient
Romans— if not all the purity and delicacy and finish of the Greeks, at least
nearly all of the completeness, and much of the refinement of form, which had
given place, in the hands of the Roman conquerors of the world, to luxuriance
and richness, as more in harmony with the sentiments and character of that
magnificent people. The greatest event of the present year is the International
Exhibition, which was inaugurated last week with all "the pomp and splendour
that rank, intellect, and wealth could confer. That marvellous collection of the
art and industrial products of every nation and of every clime is now open to
the world. It forms, as it were, a mighty volume, on whose pages are inscribed
instruction for every class and condition of men, from the philosopher and artist
down to the humblest mechanic. Even the mere holiday seeker, who listlessly

walks through its galleries with the eyes of his mind half closed, will carry
home with him some vague impression of the might and majesty of intellectual
power. But to the earnest thoughtful soul, the results of such an Exhibition
will be incalculable. It is a grand competitive contest on a universal scale,
where the laudable ambition of nations and individuals conspires to the welfare
and happiness of the whole human family. It is the developement of the grand
principles of free trade into the higher phase of the free interchange of thought,
tending towards the perfection of every product of art and ingenuity. I am
glad to know that our own art is so well represented in this Exhibition, and that
the models and designs sustain in so high a degree the architectural reputation
of our countrymen.

After allusion to the late Prince Albert, the Presidest gave some good

8UGGESTIOX3 TO STUDENTS.
Let me, said the President, again impress on the mind of the student at the

breaking up of the session the necessity of regarding the instruction he gains
here as only one subordinate and elementary means of raising himself into the
dignity of an architect. No teaching is complete, or indeed of any avail, until
the pupil becomes his own teacher, and receives instruction actively rather than
passively. Every true architect, strange as it may sound in your ears, though
he may have passed a dozen apprenticeships, and been educated by royal or
imperial chartered academies, is in reality self-taught, because he cannot become
an architect but by thought, which no external appliance is in itself sufficient to
create. It is your own thought that must render all instruction vital, convert
all material into intellectual chyle or blood for the nourishment of the mind and
imagination. Without thought it is all a dead letter and of no value. It is

thought on the part of the architect that lies at the root of the greatness of
Greek and medisevalist. Were Government to endow this society with a rich

income, and appoint the most eminent professors to lecture weekly to you from
this chair, the secret of its strength must still be in the activity of your own
minds. Art will not come at the call of a legislature, nor repeat in England her
history in Greece. Earnest thought and diligent practice are what is necessary
to bring out the hidden might of architecture and of its professors. It is this

that will drive you to make proper use of every means and appliance rightly to
employ the elements and principles of Greek," Roman, and mediaival remains.
It will lead you to look to the remains of the past in a spirit of metaphysical
induction rather than of that literal and physical imitation which has strewed
the land with mere copies of ancient examples. You have every motive for

exertion. Every consideration to inspire emulation and ambition may be drawn
from your situation and prospects. Architecture is sometimes called the grandest
of the arts, and when it has duly drawn upon the resources still possessed in the
kindred arts of design she is clearly entitled to the epithet. Certainly there are

no detached works of the painter or sculptor can call up such emotions of the
sublime as many architectural works which could be named,—the temple of
Karnac ; the Parthenon and Erectheum ; the mosque of St. Sophia ; the
cathedrals of Germany, Spain, France, England, Italy; the Alhainbra; the
Indian tombs and palaces; St. Peter's; St. Paul's. But the Gothic cathedrals
alone are sufficient to cite as evidence of the power of architecture to produce
the sublime beyond any other art of man. 'J'he towering pillars and arcades
forming and supporting the long drawn aisle and fretted vault, symbolising at

once eternity and immensity; the ever recurring, ever varying vista and
expanse ; light imposed upon and heightening and brightening light ; shade
deepening shade ; richness increasing richness, fill the mind with an awe and
amazement that few of the works of the Creator could increase. Let us not
suppose that architecture is eftete, that she died in giving birth to these prodigies,

that it cannot grow with the age, and yield obedience to the requirements that
new circumstances create. There are no requirements passible in the whole
range of public or domestic life which architecture cannot adapt itself to, or
rather, form it.-selfupon. There are principles in architecture of eternal obligation,

which cannot be laid aside without loss of significance and beauty. But lie who
thoroughly understands the principles of architecture, and has any adequate
measure of inventive ]«)wer, will be able ever to ajiply tliem to new embodi-
ments that new wants and occasions call into existence, making submission to
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their dictates a farther opportunity of ringing the changes upon the beautiful

and true. Gentlemen, professional men, associates, and students, in addressing

Gu for the last time from this chair, I cannot but refer to tlie great pleasure I

ve experienced in attending your meetings here from time to time. The

benefits I have receiveil are great— those I have conferreii are small. I have,

however.the gratification of haniling over to my successor the interests and con-

dition of this society not less valuable nor less useful than they were when I was

entrusted with them, but with the full conviction that he will uioro worthily

represent the interests of the society than I myself have done.

The proceedings terminated by votes of thanks to the various officers and the

council.

THE KEW CAVALRY BARRACKS AT COLCHESTER.

THE erection of these barracks, for which a considerable amount wos appro-

priated bv Parliamentary grant early in the present Session, has now been

ftirly commenced bv Messrs. Lucas, Brothers, the contractors for tlie works.

The"erections will be' solid and permanent. The walls will be built of red brick

extemallv, and of the uniform thickness of 18 inches.

The principal block of buildings will be that used by the officers, which is in

tlie form of a quadrangle 151 feet in length, having wings 71 feet in depth, with

ground, first, and second floors. In the centre of this quadrangle the officers'

uiess-room will be built. This room will be 50 feet in length by 24 feet in

width, having a capacious ante-room, with kitchen and mess men's quarters, and

eight rooms in the rear, with extensive cellarage. The entire ground floor of the

other portions of the quadrangle will be devoted to the servants of the officers;

whilst on the first floor, right and left of the iness, will be the quarters of the

commanding and field officers, and the sitting-rooms and bed-rooms of the

ofiicors. The second floor will be devoted to the same purpose, except that the

quarters of the commanding officer will comprise all the rooms on both floors ;

whilst over the field officers' rooms will be those appropriated to the use of the

surgeon. One novel feature in these barracks will be the introduction of corri-

dors or verandahs, one of which will be constructed completely round this

quadrangle, about 8 feet in width and 10 feet in height in front; the roof, which

is to be formed of corrugated iron, will be supported by elegant iron columns, and

the flooring will be covered with York paving, thus forming a lengthened prome-

nade in all weathers.

Immediately behind the officers' quarters will be the barracks, consisting of

four blocks for 72 men e.^ch, independent of non-commissioned officers. Kach of

these blocks will be two stories high, the principal room being the barrack-room,

as feet by 20, with sergeants' quarters, and lavatories and latrines at each end.

Around these buildings also there will be formed a corridor, 7 feet fi inches in

width, paved with York flag, and glazed in those portions of the roof which

immediately adjoin the windows.

On tlie western side of the ground will be constructed the stables, which will

include all the modem arrangemenU and fittings. They stand in precisely the

same order as the quarters for the men, the officers' stables being first, and the

troop stables adjoining. The stables for officers form two blocks, the entire

length of the building, including the store-rooms, being 160 feet by 35 feet in

width.
The troop stables will correspond in their number with the quarters for the

men, there being four blocks of them. These will each be 179 feet in length,

exclusive of troop stores, and 37 feet in width ; the troop stores will be 9 feet by

19 feet, and no less than six entrances to the stables will be provided. To each

of these blocks will be attached four litter sheds, each 6 feet by 3/ feet, precisely

corresponding with those attached to the officers' stables.

Between the soldiers' barracks and the troop stables will be the cook-house for

the men, 25 feet square and 12 feet high, brick and slated, and crowned with a

large Louvre ventilator.

The quarters for the staff-sergeants consist of a building of two stories,

121 feet in length by 37 feet 6 inches in width, so as to provide the requisite

accommodation of a sitting-room and bed-room for each man, the want of which

has been so much felt in the Infantry Barracks. These rooms will be 17 feet

by 14 feet 6 inches, and of proportionate height— a size equal to the principal

rooms in many of our middle-class houses.

There is also to be a regimental reading-room, and,for the children, a commo-
dious schoolroom, with residence for the mistress.

Kear to the artesian well will be erected the barrack stores, 129 feet by 27 feet

6 inches, having iu back to the Layer Koad, to which it will form a sort of boun-

dary wall.

There will also be constructed the customary baths and latrines ; and farther

down the Layer l!oad, the quarter-master's stores, 155 feet by 22 feet G inches,

and the shoeing shed, 50 feet by 16 feet.

Some notion may be formed of the extent of these barracks from the fact that

upwards of 7,000,000 bricks will be used in their construction.

The entire superintendence of the work is entrusted to Mr. Mitchell, the con-

tractors' manager.

THE HEREFORD CATHEDRAL SCREEN IN THE GREAT
EXHIBITION.

LAST year, says the Daily Netc>, as the crowning work of the restoration of

Licfifield cathedral, a new choir-screen was executed by Mr. Skidmore,

in metal-work, after designs by Mr. Scott. This screen, then the most

important example of modern architectural metal-work, proved a triumphant

success. It had no rival, indeed, because it was alone amongst the

choir-screens of our cathedrals, as a work exclusively of iron, and brass, and

copper; but then it also stood aliove rivalry on the high ground of its own
artistic and architectural merits. Thus, in the Lichfield screen an absolutely

successful experiment was achieved ; and it was conclusive as a demonstration

both of the admirable qualities of metal architecture and of the ability of living

English architects and artists to work in the metals. The Lichfield screen,

however, has not long been left to vindicate, unsupported, the eminent archi-

tectural capacities of iron and its metal allies. Mr. Scott has for some time been

intrusted with the restoration of Hereford cathedral, and in January last his

suggestion was approved by the Hereford dean and chapter, that the required

choir-screen should be executed in metal-work for their cathedral ; and, with

the Lichfield screen fresh iu his remembrance, Mr. Scott again placed his

drawings in the bands of the diatinguisbed architectural metal-worker of

Coventry.

Mr. Skidmore at once entered upon this new work with the most determined

energy; and, notwithstanding the short space of time that was before him, ho

undertook to place the Hereford screen in the Great Kxhibition, as an example
of the English metal architecture of 1862. In the Great Kxhibition, a little to

the south of the eastern dome, this noble work now stands— not quite complete

in certain matters of minor detail, and necessarily deprived of all the felicitous

associations that will gather thickly around it in its ultimate resting-place

beneath the choir-arch of Hereford.

It must be borne in mind that this screen has been designed to take its place

in one of our cathedrals in our own times, and wirli a view to the requirements

not of the era of the I'lantngenets, but of that of Queen Victoria. It has been

purposely constructed, therefore, of open-work, which may distinguish between

two parts of a cathedral without at all shutting off one of them from the other.

AVhen in its proper place the two extremities of this screen will abut upon the

walls of the choir, and thus the entire work will assume that appearance of

consolidated strength for which it must depend upon the masonry of its cathedral.

The composition, while equally true tothe Gothic style and equally consi>tent

with the character of a cathedral screen, in its treatment differs altogether from
that of the kindred work at Lichfield. It is an arcade of five arches; but
each arch is divided into two sub-arches, so that there are five pairs of secondary
arches, as well as a like number of primary arches. The central arch, whicii

forms the gateway, is of bolder proportions than the rest, and it is surmountod
by a lofty pedimental canopy, acutely angled, and having its slopes formed of

straight lines. The principal structural members are for the most part all of

iron. The shafts of the first order are partly of brass and partly of iron ; and
the smaller shafts aro entirely of brass. The sweeps of the arch-heads are also

of brass, splendidly enriched with vitreous mosaic in bold and most eft'ective

masses. The canopy of the central arch is surmounted by a simple cross of
large size and rich adornment, and the crochets are bunches of flowers and
leaves in iron-work of singular beauty. Within this canopy is an ample panel

of the pointed vesica form, surmounted by a circle. The cuspings and traceries

and the lower panels of all the arches are of the most elaborate and delicate

iron-work, wrought with such marvellous refinement of treatment that the

whole may be styled a mass of iron filigree. Equally delicate and skilful is the

treatment of the capitals and corbels, which, with the cornice and many of the

decorative details, are executed in copper, beaten with the point of the hammer
after the early manner from the sheet of the metal. In part closely studied

from natural forms and in part happily adapted to the purest Gothic conven-
tionalisms of foliage, these copper capitals show how completely Mr. Skidmore
is master of the material in which he delights to work. They may be studied,

with equally gratifying results, both as e.'iamples of metal-work of the highest

order and as noble pieces of architectural detail. The four main arches of the

screen, two of which aro on either side of the central canopied arch, like the

central arch itself, have their spandrels most richly traceried. These arches aro

surmounted by a frieze and cornice, the whole being crowned by a parapet

covered with scale-like brazen tiles. jVt present the- ridge is quite plain, but
ultimately it will probably receive a low but richly-wrought cresting, with
pinnacles to mark the points of division between the arches.

At Lichfield, on either side of the central arch, arc four figures of angels, one
of them standing in front of the spandrel between each pair of the arches of the
arcade ; and these angel figures represent a celestial choir, alt of them being
engaged either in playing on instruments of music or in the act of vocal praise.

In the Hereford screen a group of two angelic figures, winged with wings of

a most unearthly fashion, stands as in adoration, boldly corbelled out from above
the capitals of "the clustered j.imb -shafts of the central arch; and, at either

extremity of the composition, placed precisely in a similar position, a single

figure of a winged angel appears to be playing upon a musical instrument. In

the centre of the whole, supported by a corbel that rises gracefully from the

capital of the slender central shaft, there stands a figure of the Saviour as in the

act of resurrection. Beneath His feet, entwined amidst the foliage of the capital

and the corbel, are bunches of passion-flowers, tenderly wrought in copper.

Like the Lichfield angels, all these figures are executed in copper, which will

retain the rich natural colour of the metal. In like manner, all the details that

have been produced in the same metal retain the true colour of the copper itself.

The brass-work is everywhere burnished ; and where it conies into contact with
the sparkling masses of mosaic, its surfaces are studded with jewels. The iron

is all painted or gilt, the gilding having been most judiciously applied with a
sparing hand. The colours, with the sole exception of the greens, are all oxides

of iron, and thus they may be assumed to be the natural colours which iron

itself sliould receive from the artist. The whole of the colouring has been most
carefully studied, and when it is seen in the subdued light of the cathedral it

will unquestionably produce an eminently beautiful etl'ect.

With the screen there will be associated in Hereford Cathedral a largo and
splendid gas corona, and also two standards, all of them of the same iron filigree

work with the screen itself. In the Great E.xhibition the corona hangs a little

to the northward of the screen, and one of the standards is grouped with three

others, that are severally destined to give such light as may be given by gas-

jets in the cathedrals of Lichfield, Norwich, and Calcutta. The ready facility

with which Mr. Skidmore adapts the iron to whatever uses it may be required

to serve, and his unswerving fidelity to true architectural art, are vividly shown
in these productions. While most happily suited for gas lighting, both siandords

and corona are true in every <letail to Gothic feeling. The corona is indeed

a worthy companion to the screen. Conical in its general lorm, it is com-
posed of three tiers of arches which diverge about a central shaft. The
arches are elaborately traceried, and the coronet-like circle from which the

lower arches spring, similarly enriched, is studded with clusters of gas jets, and
richly adorned with large pieces of transparent crystal-like substance that will

not fail to enhance the effectiveness of the gas illumination. In addition

to the circle of jets, seven standards, rising at right angles to them from as many
radiating pipes, surround the whole, and are crowned each with its own cluster

ofjets.

Total Abstainebs' Park, Glasgow.—The Abstainers' Union in this

city have leased and opened a park opposite Kelvin Grove, containing

nearly forty acres, portion.s of whieli they have dressed up in a neat

mann<'r. A gymnasium and quoit-ground have also been provided, besides

accommodations for all sorts of games.
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POTTERY IN THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

AFTER a rapid survey of what has been as yet unveiled by exhibitors of

pottery and porcelain, both British and foreign, in the International

Exhibition, we must confess to fooling, on the whole, a jnstifiablo prido in

the productions of our pottery towns. Just step into what is decidedly the

best-arranged china establishment in the Exhibition, tliat belonginp; to

Messrs. Minton and Co., of Stoke-upon-Trent. Glance at those divine little

vases of Celadon china, with their delicate white cords and lovely fern-

leaves. There is one of those ra.ses which is not quite so charming as the

others. Its beauty has been marred by a quantity of tasteless gilding. In
the manufacture of majolica vases this firm is dearly unapproached and
unapproachable. Many of their articles are, indeed, magnificent triumphs
of the potter's art, but some few of the designs are singiJarly repulsive.

There is a huge vase adorned with villanoiis-looking satjTs' heads. The
spectator turns with disgust from those vicious, pallid faces, thoso horrid

jiale-pink li])s, and ugly protruded pale-pink tongues. There is a grand
pair of porc(^lain vases with large, boldly-painted WTeatlis of roses and
liandsome snake handles, to which the hue of dead gold has been imparted.

These are rather heavy and stylish articles, and are much admired, but

their design is verj- faulty. It is not well to let our eyes travel beyond the
lower limits of tlio vase. That large and beautiful article with those lordly

rams' heads looking fortli from its siiles, is poised upon the shoulders of

some three or four pretty little children, whose faces cannot be seen, for

they are bent earthwards. All this is positively painful. Wlicn you see

Atl.'is carrying the world on his slioulders, you glance at the lusty fellow's

splendid musciUar development, and have no fears that the huge ball will

break his spine and crash every square inch of his body. But hero the

idea is very different. The little vase-bearers are mere babies, and should

be flying about in a carriage drawn by doves instead of groaning under a
huge burden of porcelain.

Etruria is well represented in the Exhibition by the grandson of the

celebrated Wedg\vood. The manufacture of those beautiful vases of light-

blue jasper has only recently been revived. They were out of fashion, it

seems, for some twenty years or so. There is u huge specimen with lovely

white bas-reliefs, representing a sacrifice, and some fine heads of goats and
wild boars, with magnificent borders of oak and laiu'el-lcavcs. It is the

largest thing of the kind ever made, being three feet high and two feet

across at the top.

Aldcrm.an Copeland'a collection of Parian figures ia surpassed by that of
no other exhibitor. We particularly direct attention to the statuette of

Beatrice.

" With regal step, and lock wherein disdain
Was pictured, still I'roccoding, thus she s<iid

(Like one who doth her bitterest taunt retain)

:

' Yes, I ara Beatrice— regard me well 1
'

*'

In the alderman's glass cases are to be seen some exquisite specimens of

landscape-painting on porcelain.

The French courts, especially that devoted to the exhibition of articles

from the imperial manufactory at Sevres, is particularly rich in that beauti-

ful description of porcelain called Celadon, to whicli we have already called

attention. Celadon, on account of its exceedingly brittle nature, is very
ditfieult to manufacttu"e, and in France, indeed, is made only at Sevres. The
specimens here exhibited consist of several largo vases, very graceful in

fonn, like most objects of art turned out by our highly artistic friends

across the Channel. The following is the process employed. First, the

vase is modelled, and the figures put on with a brusli. 'Then the vase is

ptit into a glaze, after which it is gradually and tenderly introduced into

an oven. Just look .at those raised white figures on that fine stone-coloured

ground. Place a light within the vase, when the shades of evening have
fallen, and vase and figiu'es will suddenly assume the loveliest of rose-

coloured tints. In M. Hadrot's fine collection of porcelain we were particu-

larly struck with some beautiful articles in Celadon which had been made
for the Emperor and Empress of the French. These consist of an oval vase

and two lamps. On one of the latter is finely painted the head of Napoleon
III. ; on the other is an exquisite likeness of the Empress Eugenie. The
price of the Imperial lamps is about £G each.

In the porcelain exhibited by M. Jullien there is an exquisitely beatitiful

tea service in what is styled metallic gold, and an equally beautiful coffee

service in metallic emerald. We confidently predict that during the months
of May, .Tune, JiUy, August, and September, sighs enough to turn a mill

will diiily be breathed from rosy lips over those delicious bits of china. We
earnestly recommend the exhibitor of those treasures to look better after

tlicm than he has hitherto done, or some day he will, on returning to his

stall, find himself the victim of some fair porcelain kleptomaniac. Amongst
the .Sevres porcelain we noted a pretty vase, of the celeljrated colour styled

Base du Bnrri. This colour is painted on. Limoges exhibits some fine

pieces of china. A magnificent central piece of biscuit paste, with enamel,

is one of its most noteworthy contributions. M. Pouat, from that quarter,

exhibits a collection of plates, cups, saucers, teapots, &e., in a beautiful

white porcelain, wltich is totally without flaw, and almost transparent.

Some of the best imitations of the strangest sort of Palissy ware are to be
found under the French flag. Most readers know how fond that enthusi-

a.stic designer, Bernard Palissy, was of constructing jilates and dishes

representing the bottom of the; sea, covered with shells, pebbles, and sea-

weeds, fishes and snakes, and how he gave to those plates and dishes with
their contents the nam(.' of rastic pi(.'ces ; and also how speedily this strange

species of ware became the fashion in France and England. We strongly

recommend ii visit to thoso imitjitions of Pali.ssy. Perhaps the strangest
article of the lot is a large oval looking-glass with a fninie which would
have delighted the great Bernard himsi-lf, covered as it is with lizar<ls,

fishes, tortoises, marine plants, frogs, bei'tles, sea shells, and surmounted by
a naked little urdiin who lustily blows his coneli. Undernc^ath tlie fish and
reptile mirror are a great number of plates and dishe.i which swarm with
creatures of the kinds we have already spedfled, and jugs in the shape of
sea monsters with mouths horribly agape. On the lowest range are three
dishes far superior in workmiinship to the other articles exhibited. In one
of these dishes the principal figure is a pike, the skin of which is excellently
rendered. Grouped round this ravenous creatnre arc lizards, shell fiiih,

leaves, &c. In another dish a hantlsome snake seems engsiged in mesmer-
ising an unhtippy frog, of a bright green colour. In the third and last of
our dishes of predilection a well-developed perch, wonderfully natural in

form and colour, is the piscatory centre of sttrdction, and decidedly will b»
the observed of all tasteful observers.

From the great manufiictory of Dresden china, at Meissen, we have a very
large display of vases and human figures. In the vases every detail is care-

fidly given ; but there is a remarkable superabundance of ornament. In
this Saxon department there are some prettily-shaped but badly coloured

lace figures. We were much struck hero with a cup, cover, and stand of
canary-coloured porcelain. The colour is singularly even. Our very old
friend, the Chinaman, re])resented in the act of singing and accompanying
himself on a musical instniment, confronts us under the Saxon banner.
His wrinkles and unmistakable " rale the roast" expression are as strongly

marked as usual, and he still wears his old coat of that peculitir reddish brown
hue which we have never seen in any porcelain save that of Dresden. Opposite
him is his wife, as submissive looking and uninteresting as ever. After
visiting the old vagabond Chinaman, let not the reader forget to glance at

those pretty water bottles of terra-cotta, ornamented with raised figures, not
very remarkable for their execution.

In the Berlin collection there is some very perfect painting on porcelain.

We strongly recommend our English manufacturers to have a look at the
beautiful colours, more especially the greens and blues, for which the Prus-
sian china is remarkable. The Berlin vases want, as a rtdo, that lightness

and elegance for which the French vases are pre-eminent. But no one can
pick a hole in the splendid Parian nautilus shell, with its lovely mermaid
supporters.

In various courts, both British and foreign, there are to be seen exceed-

ingly elegant imitations of Greek and Egyptian va.ses. We are surprised

that no ingenious and enterprising manufacturer has thought of copying a
few of thoso clay books prepared many centuries before Christ by the cun-

ning hand of the Assyrian potter, and lighted on some years ago by the
indefatigable Mr. Layard in the palace of the mighty Sennacherib. The
library of that prince seems to have consisted of at least 2,000 brick volumes
of various shapes and sizes, many of them fashioned like cylinders, not a
few six-sided, and for subjects relating to all manner of things. There
were to be found primers in clay, old almanacks in clay, receipts (stamped,

of course) in clay ; love letters and business letters in clay ; history books
in clay. These old bricks, according to that most erudite of antiquaries,

Mr. Samuel Birch, are composed of day and straw, and were dried in the

sun.

CHURCH, CHAPEL, AND SCHOOL BUILDING.

RB.\mNO.—The conveyance of the Greyfriars' Church here, for many years

used as the town Bridewell, has been executed by the Corporation, with the

consent of the Lords of the Treasury, to the Rev. W. W. Phelps, who has

collected half of the £10,000 required for its restoration.

SouTHrouT.—The foundation-stone of a new church has jttst been laid at

Eeclcsfield, Southport, by Lord Skelmorsdale. The building will accommo-
date about 1,000.

Hunts.— Mr. Edes is about to restore the Chtirch of Spaldwick in this

county. It has some good points— three screens in original position, sepa-

rating the nave and chancel, the aisles and ehantrey chapel, and the chapel

and chancel. There remain traces of the rood loft on the jambs of tho

chancel arch, and two sixteenth century scats remaining, together «-ith some
Norman mouldings.

Oxford.—The new church of St. Giles's was consecrated a few days

since. The style adopted is the Gothic. The plan embraces a nave, with

an aisle on each side ; the chancel, formed under the tower, with an apse at

the east end ; and north and south transepts abutting from the tower. The
vestry is on the north side. The approaches are from the west end, a porch

leading to the south aisle, and a door in the end of the south transept. The
tower stands at the east of the nave, between the apse and transept, and is

intended to be surmounted by a lofty spire. In tho interior arc some pecu-

liar features. The columns supporting the clerestory walls are solid blocks

of polished Aberdeen granite. The groining in the chancel roof is in

bands of different coloured stonework, springing from polished Devonshire

marble columns. The same kind of columns are tilso used in the sedilia,

and in the windows of the aisles. The roof of the nave is arched with plain

boarding and moulded ribs, the only timbers showing being the cross-beams

and ring-posts. The roof altogether is by no means plain, being decorated

with painting in bands and panels of brilliant colours. The height of tho

roof is sixty feet. The floors are laid with tiles, in patterns of various

colours and designs, the chancel being of Minton's encaustic work. The
tiling is also used against the wall of the apse to the height of the window-
sills. Tho altar, of oak, stands against a stone wall, intended to support

tho reredos. Oak screens, in connection with the choir stalls, arc placed
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arroes the transept. The pulpit is in stone, mai-Wo, ami alabaster. The
font is of (liffi'rent-oolourea stone, elo^^»t«i ou a floor laid with ornamental

tiles and nuirble sqaares. The cost, up to the present time, has been about

i7,000. leaving the earring, sittings, and spire to be provided for. These

win eost nearly £2,000 more. The arehitect is G. E. Stroot, Esq., London

;

the builders, Messrs. Joseph Castle, of Oxford.

YuRKSUiKE.— Aberford Church has just been re-opened, after undergoing

the firoeess of restoration. The design is Jlr. Salvin's, and is in the early

decorated style. The building is entere<l by a porch ,on the south. The
Tindows art> all decorated with corbels. The east window is of stained glass.

The pulpit is of Caen stone, ou short pilasters of Cornish serpentine

marble. The north and south aisles are sopaKited from the nave by colon-

nades, which contain four pilhirs and arclies. The nave is lighted by sixteen

clerestory trefoil windows ; the north aisle by four two-light windows, while

the south has a lesser number, owing to the pi-eseneo of two doors. The
roof is open, of light appear:ince. the timber stained and varnislied. The
vhole is supported on corbels and ribs, forming cii-cular arches. At the

west end of the church, there being no arch into the tower, is a small and
light galleiy. The expense of restonition has boon about £3,000.

Wb8TBUBT-ox-Teim.— The beautiful rercdos, which is carried round the

apse of the chancel of the Church of the Holy Trinity, SS. Peter and Paul,

in this pLice, is now uncovered. The following description of this work of

art we cidl from u local contemporary :— " The stone-work was finishctl

about this time last year, and consists of a lai^e centre panel, containing
' The Last .Supiier,' carved in high relief, adapted from the groat fresco, by
Baphael, in the suppressed monasterj- of St. Onofrio, at Florence. This
occupies the whole of the space over the communion table, under a beautiful

canopy, surmounted by a figure of ' The Good Shepherd.' On either side

of the apse is an arcade of four arches, with recessed panels. Colour has

been very sparingly introduced into the central subject, as the bold relief of

the sculpture does not require such addition. The nimbi of the heads are

gilded, as well as the diajwred background. The first and second tables of

the decalogue are introduceil into the first and third panels on the north
.iido, and tlio Creed and the Lord's Prayer into the first and tliiid panels on
the south side. The lettering is of a distinct ch.aracter, witli iUuminatcd
and gilded capitals, and other ornaments introduced. This occupies four

out of the eight panels. The ground-work of tlie remaining four panels is

coloured with rich diaper work, and two large medallions painted in each.

The western panel, on the north side, has the cross keys and sword, as

Ix^ing the emblems of the dedication of the church, and the pelican as em-
blematical of the atonement. The opposite panel on the south side has the
Agnus Dei, and the monogram of the sacred name. The four medallions in

the centre of the canted side of the apse have the symbols of tlie four Evan-
gelists. The buttresses, cu,spings. crocketuigs, Tudor flower-erestings and
ungel-finiali!, surmounting the ciuiopies, and colom-cd so as to harmonise
with the general effect, relieved with gold, properly used in the upper por-

tions of the work, in order to reflect tlie light which falls upon them, pro-

duce a general rich and brilliant effect, which, blending with the four

beautifully painted windows by O'Connor above, form an admirable contin-

uation of colour. This arrangement of colour is in strict accordance with
the practice of treating works of a similar character in our ancient parish
churches, and that something of the sort did exist at Westbuiy church is

proved beyond doubt by the number of fragments of alabaster tignres, richly

painted and gilded, discovered beneath the floor of the chancel when it was
repaired. The modem roof is the only part wliich detracts from the beauti-

ful appearance of the chancel, being of painted deal, and of a poor and
miserable design." The whole of the works carried out in this church have
been under tlie direction of John Norton, Eeq., architect, of 24 Old Bond
Street, London, and Park Street, Bristol. The colouring and decorating
the rercdos were entrusted to Mr. Castell, of 46 South Moulton Street,

London. The stone work and carving are by Farmer, of Jyondon.

BicESTEB CuuEcii.—A Subscription, headed by the Bishop of Oxford,
has been set on foot for the restoration of this church, which is one of the
largest in the diocese. It is contempl.itcd to take down the whole of the
galleries, restore the chancel, re-scat the church with open pews, and to

introduce a stained glass window or two. The cost is estimated at £3,000,
about a half of which sum has already been subscribed. We hear that the
plans of Mr. Beazley, of Gower Street, have been adopted, and trust that
every dutiful son of the Church will aid in tho good work.

Staffohd.— The new Grammar School here has just been finished. It is

built in a modified Gothic style, of brick, ivith white stone dressings. The
erection is divided into two chambers— each apartment being about 70 by
30 feet. The roof is of open timber, and of considerable altitude. The
windows are large, and shed a flood of light and eheerfuIncKs in upon the
scholar. Mr. Ward is the architect, and Mr. Espley tlie builder. Its cost

is ulxiut £3,000. We may also add, that the mastei-'s house adjoining con-
tains BOTcral special class-rooms. On its top story are sleeping apartments for

boarders, having direct communication with the school by means of a wind-
ing staircase in a little bell-turret at the side of the building.
K1X0SI.ET AVD Whistos.— The trustees of the endowed schools at these

places are about to erect new school buildings. In the first the buildings
comprise schools for Iwys, girls, and infants, with class-rooms ; residences
for both master and mistress, and play-grounds and conveniences for each
school In the latter place, an infant-school and residence for the mistress

will be erected. Tho architect is Mr. Sngden, of Leek.

Abebdees.—A few days since tlie founilation-stone of a memorial school
w.is laid, in connection witli the church of St. John tlie Evangelist. It will

be c.iUed the Cheyuo School, will be erected in tlie Gothic stylo (so as to

bo in harmony with the church), and will cost £1,200.
Sc.^RiiOROUGH.— L:uit week the foundation-stone of a new Sunday-school,

in connection with tlie Bar Church, was laid. It will be twice the size of
tho former one, and, with the site, will cost over £1,000.

SCIENCE AND ART DEPARTMENT.
ON Friday last the House of Commons went into committee and supply. On

tho vote of £11G,695 for the science and art department, an interesting
conversation took place. After Mr. AdJerley, Mr. Lowe, and Mr. Coyan had
made some observations on the Museum of Irisli Industry and Sir Kobort Kane,
Mr. Dillwyn said lie doubted the propriety of solicitinfj the public money for

schools of art, however useful they misht bo in themselves, lie doubted the
.idvantages of government aid in promoting art. That art and manufactures
had advanced of late he had no doubt; but it w.is due, he believed, to the im-
petus given by the Exhibition of 1851, and which was being npeatcd in the
Exhibition of tho present year, and the competition thus occasioned, rather than
to any direct government aid in the shape of art schools. He therefore proposed
that the vote should be reduced by tho excess ott this account over the vote of
last year. He moved to strike off from the total sum of £7,100 the aggregate
of excesses on various items which he referred to.—Mr. H. Seymour supported
tho amendment, reminding the committee that if they determined to confine

the vote to the sarao amount as last year, no harm could be done, as the depart-
ment had now in hand a balance of £-'2,000. With tho views of the govern-
ment upon tho subject of education expressed this year, he considered that it

was most inconsistent on their part to ask the committee to increase the ex-
penditure under this vote. Ho doubted very much the expediency of the ex-
penditure upon the photographic department.—Mr. A. Smith concurred in tho
complaint of the amount of the vote. He thought all the government ought to

do with regard to science was to purchase collections and place them in museums.
—Mr. Black thought the state was taking upon it that which ought to be done
by parents of the higher ranks themselves in tho education of llieir children.

He was, therefore, prepared to vote against tho sum for science .ind art.—Mr.
Blackburn also opposed the vote.—Mr. Lowe said it hail been the pleasure of
the house to found this depai tment of science and art, and the only question waa
whether its object had been answered. He fully beUeved it had been. Let it

be asked where the designs of Copeland and Minton originated? Where the

designs of terra cotta at the Horticultural Gardens? The design .ifter Lucca
della Eobbia? Why, in the designs of the students of the art scliools. Where
did the students at the Koyal Academy first learn the principles of art? In tho
.schools of the Science and Art Department. It was complained that this vote

was increasing. That was the very merit of it. If the priuciplo were a wrong
one, let it be altered. But, so long as they adhered to the rule laid down, there

was a necessary increase, especially in the provisions for the circulation among
the country schools of examples and diagrams of art, and the expenses of the

carriage and package of those articles in the preparation of photographic ap-

paratus. With regard to the latter vote, he might observe that they had given
up distributing positive photographs; they now sent negatives only. The in-

creased establishments necessarily involved a large outl.iy for the oflitiers, keepers,

assistants, and clerks of the various collections. Tho picture gallery which had
been erected had formed a model for that in the Exhibition, which he was sure

they all admired.—Lord H. Lennox said that the discussion liad proved that all

those institutions which were supported by public money should be represented

by a responsible minister. He looked upon the South Kensington Museum as a
national institution, which well deserved all the support it had received. To it

belonged the credit of originating a system of circulating copies of works of art

throughout the country, thus rendering the collection purchased by the public

not merely a metropolitan but a national collection.—After a few words from
Colonel Sykes and Mr. Aj'rton,—Mr. Dillwyn replied, and s,aid it was his inten-

tion to reduce the gross vote by X7,10G.—The committee ilivided. For the

reduction of the vote, 48. Agaiust it, 111. Tho vote was thun agreed to.

THE MIDDLE LEVEL CATASTROPHE.

THE destruction of the .sluice and bridge connected with the Middle Level

outfall, which cost £30,000 for construction, has been attended with fearful

results, including the inundation of a thousand acres of land, and a considerable

destruction of property. The entire drainage of a vast portion of the fens

between Lynn and Peterborough depends upon this cut, which has been regarded

«s quite a feat in drainage, and it empties itself into the Ouze about three miles

above Lynn. On the 4th inst. the bridge and sluice were entirely destroyed (it

is supposed through being made ou a sandy foundation) and a house or two

engulphed. Since that time tljp most strenuous exertions have been put forth

to construct a dam for the purpose of keeping out the tidal waters, but all has

failed, though between twenty and thirty barges filled with sand have been sunk

(only to be washed away as if they were toys), and about 20,0U0 sand bags

have been thrown into the river. 'I'he spring tides have, therefore, rushed up
the cut with unbounded velocity and power, throwing down bridges, forcing

huge breaches in the banks, and" inundating vast tracts of land. On Monday
afternoon l.ist the tide washed a barge from her mooring, capsized her, drove

licr against St. Peter's Bridge, and dashed it to shivers. During the first tide

on Jlonday two breaches were made in the bank on the north-west side of

the cut, about a mile apart. One of these was successfully stopped, but the

other spread, and when we were there it was not less than fifty yards wide, and

the water was rushing through with a sound like "the shout of a mighty
cataract." The sight here is awfully grand ; as far as the eje can reach is one

vast body of water. Houses were submerged eight or ten feet, and a number of

stacks were seen floating about. The line to Wisbeach from Lynn was beneath

water for nearly a mile, and the trains were unable to run ; the telegraph posts

were washed away, and a stack of straw floated on to tho railway lines and

there rested. It was computed that there was, or would be, in a few hours, not

loss than 7,000 acres of some of the most productive land in England beneath the

water, and it is feared that by Friday (to-day, which will be the highest tide), not

less than 150,000 acres ot land will be inundated. Tho destruction of all thia

property is frightful to contemplate, and ruin is staring in the face a great many
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of the tenant farmers, as their countenances testify. Wo believe there is no
expectation of being able to construct the dam till the noap tides. The cost of
repairs which arc rendered necessary, apart from the loss of property by the
flood, it is supposed will not be much less than £100,000. The '.vorks are being
vi({orously prosecuted by about .lOO men under Mr. Leather, contractor. The
following euffineers have inspected the damage:— Sir John Reunio, C.K.; Mr.
Ilawlsslmw, C.E. ; Mr. Fowler, C.E. ; and Mr. Smith, C.E. Magdalen Fen, and
a portion of Broad Fen and Marshland Fen, are under water now.

ON THE LIFE OF WELBV PUGIN.*

IT is nn evident fact, bat scarcely a truism, that any man who in these days
would be a reformer in art must bring to the effort an extraordinary power of

mind ; and it seems to me that this power may be spoken of as of three kinds

—

the power of logic, the power of design, the power of enthusiasm ; muscular
intellect, magical imagination, electric passion; the head of the man, his hand,
his he.irt. For the sake of illustration let mo cite, as men whoso fame is

familiar to us, of our own day, and of our own province, Kuskin, Harry, Pugin.
Kuskin, the subtle thinker, the exquisite poet, not without tho ability of design— far from it; not without fervid zeal— far, indeed, from that; but, beyond
all, the keen critic, stern teacher of the abstract. Barry, tho graceful master of
the pencil ; tho clear-headed, nimble-fingered, unimpassioned worker, working
steadily in silence, and winning the day, without a word of philosophy, without
a flutter of emotion. I'ugin, the visionary dreamer, a man of most laborious
hand, of refined and fertile fancy, of solid intellectual strength ; but a wrestler
wrestling iitfully in heat .and rage, and losing the day— the more tho pity—
his i)hilosiiphy in tatters, and his passion a wreck. Aiul if you require me to
suggest who shall be called the greatest of tho three, I must ask Barry and
I'ugin to <livide my suffrage— the one the sailer with the stream, the other the
s.aiiur against the stream. It is no disparagement to the sailor uiove the stream
if, in the judgment of practical minds, he must here give place to practical
men.

I cannot, perhaps, set forth my views of I'ugin in a single sentence better
than this. He was a genuine reformer of art ; no mean office, lie combined in
his own person all the three species of reforming energy ;— no usual thing:
anil he combined them in no usual force. Passion of the most passionate on
earth reigned within him supreme. His artistic ability was of the highest
order of his day— the verv highest. As for logical skill,—even of this he had
enough for his mission, and, what is more singular, he had not too much.
He died but ten years ago ; he lived but forty years. To some of us, when

we look back reflectively, it would almost seem as if he had died a century since,

and lived a century : so much seed did he sow; so much fruit has it produced.
I have thus, I think, made Bufliciently clear my purpose for to-night. I am to

speak of Welby Pugin, not as an odd fish, not as a crazy faUiitic, not as a lost
nnd wasted light, not as a defeated foe ; but as a giant in his day, of whose sta-
ture the vocation which we represent m.ay fairly and for many a ye.nr be proud

:

a man of genius—of such strange genius as to appear rather the ideal of some
old romance than the living compeer of yesterday.
The life of Welby Pugin was of three chapters: his youth, his manhood, his

eclipse. It will be interesting to make one chapter more, that we may under-
stand his origin — the origin, that is to say, of his career— that which brought
about his mission, and brought him forward to meet it. To sketch these four
chapters of the history of tl:e art-reforraer can scarcely fail to prove instructive
and stimulative to earnest minils. On the other band, to follow tho journey of
the man—to mark his uneasy footsteps, his persistent but fallacious purpose, his
ultimate disappointment and despair— may encourage most of us to be well
pleased that wo are not men of genius.

I. The CiiAPTEn of Origis.

Welby Pugin, born in 1812, had begun by 1827 to be an acknowledged artist.

The first question, therefore, is this,— What was the state of things into which
in 1827 this destined reformer came ? The second question follows,—What was
he, how prepared, who came as be did into this state of things to be a
reformer?

At the close of the last century, the condition of English architecture was
this. The practice of the Classic style had degenerated into a certain imbecile
frippery that cannot be denied, and need not be described — mere tatters of
Cinque-centist design patched together in lath and plaster, casing and cradling,
hollow iron, and sanded wood. The practice of a certain Mediasval style had
recently come in as a new fashion, and upon the self-same easy principles.
Horace Walpole's Strawlierry Hill, Batty Langley's tine orders of Gothic archi-
tecture, James Wyatt's ecclesiastical restorations, and the Carlton House con-
Bcrvatoi'y " in imitation of a cathedral," are fair samples of the works which wore
with diflicnlty accomplished, and with unanimitj- admired : the same imbecile
frippery, the same tatters of design tacked together, in the same lath and plaster,
casing and cradling, hollow iron, and sanded wood.
Huring the first quarter of the new century, matters improved to some extent.

The close of the war set Englishmen all upon their travels ; and the popularity
of the pure tireek school,' v.'hicli had been acquiring influence gradually for si-xty

years, chiefly under Stuart and Kevett, was raised to the utmost by the exer-
tions of many well-known and esteemed writers, some of whom arc still with us
in honourable age. At the same time, in Gothic, John Britton felt emboldened
to commence his celebrated illustrations of the English Cathedr.als (in 1816) ;

following the issue of his "Antiquities," begun in 1800, which followed again
the publication of Carter's "Delineations," commenced in 17*J5. Nevertheless,
in both styles, althougb the delineation of ancient examples, and the art of imi-
tating them, conse(iuently, in new designs, was vastly improving, it must not be
sup|)osed that the throne of the counterfeit had in any material degree been
shaken. In metropolitan buildings, sham Doric porticos of p.ainted compo hid
flimsy fronts of no one knew what ; whilst neat baronial dwellings in the country
affected to keep the villages in awe by sham cannon peeping out of embrazures
ofwood.

In these circumstances there came into some note in London the elder Pugin.
He was a French refugee ; and had been for many years employed as an office

draughtsman by Mr. Nash, the then great king of all this compo architecture,
when at length, being about the age of fifty, he married, and in course of a little

time established himself in independent business as a professed architectural

* Read.bjr Frofesior Kerr at the Architectural Exhibition, 13th Maf. ,

author and designer, as w^e may call it, to the trade, with an ofilce and half a
dozen pupils—ruled by his lady" with a rod of iron.

The taste of the elder Pugin was altogether (lothic; and his first publication,
which appeared in 1821, wa» entitled "Specimens of Gothic Archilccturi),"—

a

work even yet well known. Britton'g " Antiquities " had been before the public
for a good many years; and his "Cathedrals liaJ been for five years in course
of publication. Pugin may be said, therefore, to have merely followed the lead
of others; but his engravings were so good and serviceable, that his work had a
deciiled success, and liis name became well known. In 1 820 he published another
similar work, on the " Antiquities of Normandy." Britton being here associated
with him, success still attended his efforts ; and ho afterwards published other
similar works. But we have now arrived at the perioil when his son, tho proper
subject of this sketch, begau to attract attention, as himself au artist of note, in
1827, as has been said, at the ago of fifteen.

Meanwhile, the liclcctic school of practice had come falljr into public authority,
and Greek and Gothic were rocogni.sed as the two great sister styles of architec-
ture, which never could become rivals. To remind you of the buildings which
were being erected nt or about that time, I may mention Wyatville's Wimlsor
Castle, Soane's Bank of England, Wilkin's University College, .Sinirke'i Poet
Oifice; Mr. Cockerell's earlier works, such as St. George's Chapel; Mr, Tito'a
Scotch Church; Mr. I'oyiiter's St. Katlierino's, Regent's Park; Niish's li agger-
stone Church, and Barry's churches at Brighton and the North of Ijondon.

The condition of architecture at tho time of Welby Pugin's youth will thus
be pretty clearly understood. The state of stupor of twenty years before had so
far changed, that leailing practitioners were displaying considerable refinement
of design, chiefly in Greek, partly in Gothic ; and, although it mnst not be
disguised that inferior men were daily exhibiting all the imbecility of style and
imposture of construction which had characterised the preceding age, yet the
art, as a whole, w.'is manifestly coming towards that stage of amendment when
reform stept in.

The train of circumstances which had produced the character of young Welby
Pugin may also bo tolerably clear. In the best Gothic school in London, on
only son of the clever, earnest, and hardworking master, and the equally clever
and most indomitable mistress, had grown up clever, studious, and indomitable,
to nearly man's estate. He had been clever from the cradle; from early boy-
hood he had been a draughtsman as if by intuition ; and it may as well be at
once confessed that it was very early seen that he was to be a wilful, wayward,
passionate, and indeed eccentric man. This was precisely the person to become
a reformer.

Of the other reformer of tho day it is not within our present province to say
much ; but, to give due effect to the mission of Pugin,we must not forget that Barry
was his contemporary. For tho reform of architecture was destinwl to take not
one direction only, but two; and up to the present moment, great as have been
the results of Pugin's leadership in Gothic, those of Barry's leadershi]! in Italian
have also been very great. Of these two famous men, Barry carried a funeral
light in St. Augustine's when ho who was so strangely his comrade, and never
bis rival, was laid sadly in an almost neglected grave ; and when we buried
Barry in honour beneath the ancestral roof of Westminster, bigot as Pugin wa»,
if he had lived he would have been there.

II. The Ciiaitei! of Youth.
At fifteen, old Pugin's skilful and enthusiastic boy, finding the regular work

of his father's oflice a bore, was picked up by a fashionable silversmith, to be
turned into money in the designing of fashionable Gothic plate. I always pity
a manufacturer's artist. I picture the ready fancy and the skilful hand conti-

nually kept under a cloud by the decrees of the counting-house. Before long it was
worth while— it paid, that is to say— for Messrs. Rundell & Bridge to boast of
this and that goblet and dish as the design of young Mr. Pugin ; but I daresay
there was other^vise little, if any, departure from the time-honoured custom
whereby the individuality of the artist is sw.iUowed up in " the well- known
reputation of the firm." No doubt there are art-manufacturers listening to me
now ; they are honourably esteemed and encouraged here, and long may it bo

so ; let me be excused by them for what I now say ; but there is a maxim which
I would fain urge upon them as a manly principle— and a principle that will

pay, I am sure, however improbably, because it is a manly one, and ought to

pay. Pity your poor artist, and give him at least the credit of his work ; boast

of his name, if you please, but do not boast of his work and call it yours ; take
the money, but let him have the fame.

Pugin was soon picked up again, however. This time it was an upholsterer

who got hold of him ; and his work was to design Gothic furniture for Windsor
Castle. Out of this engagement nothing particular arose, except, quite acci-

dentally, his first grand whim. He was of the age of fifteen, remember, for it

was only June 1827,

Whims are the incentive efforts of genius. There are some people who never
get beyond this whimsical stage

;
perhaps they are to be geniuses in another

world ; but there are others who get through it early. Pugin was one of these

last; he went quickly over the ground; but the whimsicality was stupendous.

So now conies whim the first.

At the upholsterer's he met the son of a scene-painter of Covent Garden
theatre. He had never been in a theatre in his life; the only theatre to which
his Puritanical mother took him was the chapel of the fanatical Edward Irving,

the apostle of the Unknown Tongues. " Terribly long sermons," he would say

;

an hour and a half at a time, and he couldn't understand a word of it. Now,
however, he went behind the scenes at Covent Garden, and at once understood

all about that. Gothic scenery w:i3 fashionable. He made a rush at the sub-

ject: studied the processes of painting and machinery, and for some time, as a
mere boy, was the great Gothic designer of such things. Not content with this,

he cut to pieces the attic story of his old father's house in Great Russell Street,

formed it into a theatre of his own, and there revelled in designing (to use the

words of Mr. Ferrey) " the most exquisite scenerj', with fountains, tricks, traps,

drop-scenes, wings, sofiites, hilly scenes, flats, open flats, and every m.aglc

change of which stage mechanism is capable." Suffice it to say that he rode his

hobby very hard over this pleasant landscape for about two years without draw-
ing rein ; then suddenly throwing it on its haunches, with the unceremonious
kick of genius, he dismissed it for another whim.

His new passion was the sea. Whether the ocean is a Gothic element in

these days, wlien everything is matter of opinion, might be a question for de-

bate; but Pugin loved it to his dying day. "There is nothing worth living

for," he would say, " but Gothic architecture and a boat !
" A sort of Garibaldi
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in art, he took the command of a smack, and then of a schooner, and ircnt into

trade. At lenslU old NeptanB—perceiving, perha|>s, that one move foolish young
rOTcr was ripe for a lesson—cast him lamentably upon Scottish rocks, and left

him half-drowned and half-starved to seek a friend where he might. He made
his melancholy way to Edinburgh ; went courageously to one of the principal

architects, and introduced himself and his misadventure, Gillespie Graham
clothed and fed his erratic professional brother joyfully, put a purse in his pocket,

and sent him home to Ixindon, witli a doso of sound Caledonian counsel, and a
keepsake whereby to remember it—the goo<l man's silver compasses. AH this

prodaccd satisfactory results. On his arrival in London the repent-ant sailor took
earnestly to .trt. Six years afterwards one of the most striking designs for the
Palace of Westminster (some said it was the best of all) was Pugin's work in

Gillespie Graham's name. In Herbert's portrait, after many years more, Pugin
holds in his hands the venerable silver compasses.
The date of this not unfortunate shipwreck was 1830; and the ruined com-

mander hod reached the age of eighteen. He now took to art, I have said ; ho
took to it, however, still whimsically.
The next was an architectural whim,— the establishment of a factory for

Gothic carving. He took large premises at Covent Garden ; engaged carvers,

and undertook the supply of ornamental work for architects, in all quarters of
the country; making, of course, his own designs of detail, as he alone, even at

eighteen, could make them. It seems a hard thing to say, but we are scarcely

surprised to be told, that within a few months the speculation proved a total

failure.

The idea seems ridiculously natur.!], but one might fairly say that, amongst
all these whims, it is a wonder he had not married. Well, he had married. " I

had married," he would tell you, " twice before I had shaved once." It was a
short courtship; the young wife came from the scone-painting connection; she
waa taken homo to old Mr. Pugin's house in Great Russell Street ; the parents
much disapproved the match, but they did not dare to thwart their wayward
son. Tlie poor gid, however, proved an affectionate companion ; and when she
died, within the year, the boy-husband's heart seemed broken. The desolate
youth, in his infinite depression, looked back upon his past life. To smile at his

m"perbole would be sacrilege. He was not twenty: he looked back over six
years: there had been crowded into those six years—even his stern mother said
so—"a whole lifetime of woe." Whim after whim : he resolved to seek out for

her burial some pleasant place after the pleasantness of his own odd fancy. Ho
look her to Christchurch, in Hampshire, because it was a pleasant place. Three
weeks after her death he laid her iu the vault, with unusual ceremonial, at eight
o'clock at night. Perhaps it was a comfort, perhaps an embarrassment : she had
left behind her the sad legacj- of a new-horn daughter.
Whim after whim ; he was not yet twenty, and we lose their reckoning. He

now resolved to build himself a model house. It would seem that he had
cherished this whim for some time, young as he was. He would build in the
Mediaeval manner, of course : not in the manner which Nash and Wyatt fol-

lowed, but in what that manner ought to be. He fixed upon a piece of ground
near Christchurch, where he had so lately buried his young wife. All was
speedily in readiness except one thing— the money.
We all know how inflexible a thing this is ; how the money will always have

its own way; how it is of no use to coerce it, or to coax it, or to propose any
sort of compromise to it ; how nothing will weigh with it for a moment but
mean mechanical considerations, vulgar reckonings, callous unimaginative arith-
metic. It has been the great enemy of poetic and impassioned minds from
I'ubal Cain till now, and has behaved towards them in a shameful and remorse-
leaa wajr. Young Pugin was positively stopped short on the very threshold of
hie project by this ill-conditioned adversary. His indignation and disgust may
be more readily imagined, as the phrase goes, than described. An application
was made to the old gentleman in Great Kussell Street to become surety for his
son. The drawings, no doubt, were ready; the cost counted; the building
staked out; but old Mr. Pugin was seventy. He declined the investment. And,
what is more discreditable still to human nature, there is not a soul in this room
who docs not consider him to have done quite right.

However, in the same year, 1832, old Mr. Pugin died, in December ; and
early in the year following died his widow. All that we have to remark about
them here is, that they seem to have been buried quietly and without a whim,
at Islington, under the control of Mrs. Pugin's sister, who had long dwelt there.

Mrs. Pugin, in her youth, had been the belle of Islington, although her beauty
was of the severe order. An eccentric gentleman once said to her, " Madam,
bow exceedingly like you are—to the devil

!

" And she accepted the remark as
a compliment.

III. The Chaptku of Mashood.
The year 1833 saw Welby Pugin, at the age of 21, an orphan, a widower, a

father; one who had seen ups anil downs in the world; one who had had his
projects, and had some of them still.

He was a slovenly, ordinary-looking person; impatient, dogmatic, and
whimsical ; sailor-like in dress and habits, with a redeeming dislike, however,
of beer and tobacco, and a still more redeeming brightness of enthusiasm in his
eye. In all his ups and downs his memory had never ceased to accumulate its

stores of Gothic art, and his rare right hand had not forgot its cunning. He
now began in earnest the battle of life. It will be seen that his ardour, although
all unabated, and still like no one else's ardour, was now the steady purpose of
manhood, and no longer the caprice of a boy.
He at once married again. The new connection was still somewhat hastily

and enthusiastically formed ; but the lady was one who proved worthy of his

respect, and competent to influence him for good throughout the best part of
his life.

He went to reside at Salisbury, and became as nearly as possible a man of
business,—a practising architect. At first he passed a good deal of his time in
Gothic sketching and study, making a tour, indeed, of the English cathedrals
for this purpose. He everA'where found restorations, repairs, re-arrangements,
in the manner which we described a little time ago. He disapproved of them.
He expressed himself vehemently about them. " I rushed to the cathedral ; but,
hurror! dismay 1 the villain Wyatt had been there! All that is vile, cunning,
and rascally is included in the term Wyatt !

" Again,—" The church is in
dreadful repair—fall it must ; and all that is to be hoped is, that in its fall it may
annihilate those whose duty it was to have restored it." Again,—" The church
was improved and beautified about thirty years ago by the late Mr. Wyatt.
Yes—this monster of architectural depravity, this pest of cathedral architecture,

has been here ;—need I say more ? The man, I am sorrj- to say, who executes
the repairs of the building was a pupil of the wretch himself, and has imbibed
all the vicious propensities of his accursed tutor." We can only say, that this
was, at the worst, very sound criticism, and at the best vcrj' rough language.
Sound criticism and rough language were to be his through life.

Soon after his settlement at Salisbury, a relative died, bequeathing him a con-
siderable legacy. What was he to do iiow ? There is a logical certainty about
some people's most odd doings—a method in their madness—which enables us
to guess to a nicety what they are to do next Pugin's aunt left him money,
and the question is. What was ho to do with it? Money?—why, money was
the identical thing which stopped him short in the matter of his house. Ho
would build his house with it, of course ! Ho selected a suitable site in the
neighbourhood of Salisbury, bought it, and forthwith erected his long-con-
templated Gothic dwelling. It was whatjnay be called a plain fifteenth-century
siiuare brick house, of three stories, witli a high-pitched and crestod-liip roof;
and there were two attached turrets,—one constituting a small porch below, and
a belfry at the summit.
The elevations were altogether unsymmetrical, and, I tliink, more in the simple,

ungarnished, and unafiected spirit of Mediicval domestic work than any other
modern design of the kind I know. The high road iu front of the site being
some feet above the ground within, and the lowermost story being therefore
.formed as a basement of kitchen offices, the entrance-door was reached on the
first-floor level by the not inappropriate but needless means of a small dr.iw-
bridge. The rooms are generally described as having been quaint and uncom-
fortable; but there was nothing in it to mark as yet the peculiar mission of the
man, excejit, perhaps, the domestic chapel, and the hagioscope by which the
occupants of tlie bedchamber story might listen to the service at early morning.
The plan generally is pronounced to have been more modem in its principles

than ancient. The decoration, fittings, and furniture, were of course in Mediaival
style, the design of the owner's hand.

Meanwhile, he had brought out several books illustrative of Gothic art.

During the years 1835 and 1836, he published no less than four volumes of de-
signs, in so many various departments of his favourite style, namely : first, his

"Gothic Furniture," and succeeding this, his "Iron Work," "Gold and Silver

Work," and " Ancient Timber Work." Although the knowledge of what we
call Mediseval principles has vastly progressed since that time, no ono who ex-
amines those early works can wonder that they attracted great attention, became
the accepted authorities on their subjects, and established the reputation of their

author as the leader of the new-fashioned Gothic style of ornamental art.

(To 6e concluded in our next A^uniber.')

PROVINCIAL NEWS.

THE ScAnnoBouoH Pieb and Impeovement Company.— Tlie proposed

public works in Scarborough are likely to be speedily commenced, as

tlioy liave received the .support of a public meeting in that town. Mr. T.

Page, C. E., is the engineer employed, and tho consulting manager is

Mr. W. Northhouse.

The Theatre at Bath.— Tho recent destniction of this elegant building

by fire was a matter of regret to all tlie inhabitants, and sympathy has

been expressed generally for tho great loss personally sustained by Mr.
Chute. A thorough-going agitation has produced a meeting of the most
influential citizens, and it was resolved at that meeting to re-crect the liath

theatre. This will be effected through a limited liability company, with a

capital of £12,000. We understand the design for the new structure will

somewhat alter and increase the aecommod.ation, but the general arrange-

ments of tho stage tho architect (Mr. C. E. Davis) leaves to be restored

almost according to the design from which the fornu'r theatre was built.

Painted Windows.—Wo understand that tho Ilevs. A. and F. Sutton

have just presented their fifteenth and sixteenth painted windows to

Lincoln Cathedral, and also the oast window to St. Hofolph's Church in tliat

city.—The whole of the memorial window to I3ishop Sharpe of Doncastcr is

now on view in the International Exhibition. The position is not altogether

a favourable one, still it seems to us that the window, as a whole, is not

quite up to the mark, eitlicr as to design or colouring. Each compartment,

when viewed separately, does not leave this general impression. It may
be, however, tliat when the window is fixed in its intended position, this

tliinness of aspect may cease to present itself.

The Gas Wokks at Doncasteb.—Mr. Fairbank, of Scarborough, has

completed the large gaslioldcr at the works here. Tlie cost is about

£5,000. The holdiT is of wrought iron plates, and in its construction 170

tons of iron have been used, and 106 tons hare been worked up in the

columns supporting the balances, the pedestals, &c. The diameter of tho

holder is 115 ft., its height 20 ft. 6 in.; so that at a rough calcu-

lation it is capable of containing 225,000 feet of gas. The excavation for

the holder tank was to the extent of nearly 7,000 cnbic yards.

Do^TJU AVater Works.—It lias been settled, we believe, by the Town
Council of Dover, to lay out £8,500 on the improvement of the water-works.

The cost of the present works was nearly £25,000.1

Public Rooms \t Cambridge.—These fine buildings, from designs by
Messrs. Peck and Stevens of Maidstone, have just been opened. Tliey

consist of an assembly-room, free library, suites of rooms for the School of

Arts, Town Clerk's oflice, &c. The assembly-room is of an Italian design.

The side walls are broken up by means of pilasters and surfiice panels,

surmounted by cornices and balustrades, upon which line the windows are

]ilaced, the pilasters being covered up, and finished with cornices and orna-

mental foliage. From hence tho walls unite with the ceiling by means of

a cove, with projections from pihistc-rs continued on ceiling, the soffits of

which are tilled with ornamental foliage, perforated for ventilation. The
end of tho room is circular, on the same plan and •with the same des-

cription of decoration as that of the side-walls. Over the entrance to the

room is a small gallery. The other parts of the structure are in keeping

with the main feature.
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AK(;HiTr.cTL'RAi, Exhibition. — On Tuesday t vontiig a Iticturo was
dcliviTcd at the Anrhiti'ctural Exhibition, Conduit Stroot, Ri'gimt Stro«t,

l)cforn a nmnerous audirnco, by Professor Kerr, " On thi! Cliaracter and
Career of the late A. AV. I'ugiii." Tile chair was occupied Ijy Mr. E. li.

Jjamb, and at tlie close of the meeting a vote of thanks to the lecturer was
eiiiTJed by acclamation. The n(>.\t lecture will be delivered on Tuesday
next, by ih: W. Burgess, on "Pa}i;an Architecture."

Tun AncitiTECTunAr. Museum.—A meeting will be held at the Ai'chi-

tectural Museum, South Kensington, on Tuesday uoxt, when a lecture will

hi', delivered " On Ecclesiastical Architectuio in Georgia and Armoniu," by
(lie Kov. George Williams, H.I).

Cuv-sTAL Palace.—The great flower show of the season will bo held on
Saturday, May tlio 24th. Taking place on the Queen's birth-day, a day
which this year unhappily will be unattended with the usual mihtary dis-

plays, drawing-room, or other rejoicings, a large numljcr of distinguished

and offi\';d personages will have leisure to attend this, one of the most
attractive displays of tlie soa.son. Additioiud interest is excited on this

occasion from the announcement that tlie great roof over the Handel
orchestra, which has been so many months in preparation for the festival in

June ueit, will be completed before tlie day of the flower show.

TENDEES.
Al.TKKATIONS, HaCKNET KoAD.

For certain .lUerntions to " Pntchard's Arm*," Hackney lto.id, for Mr. Hohotham ; Mr.
W. J. Green, architfect.

Patrick and Sons £il70 I Langtree f6fi4 (I

I^inginc.id 750 I Kankin (accepted) 530

CovF.uKD Market, Darlington.
Twelve tenders have been made for the erection nt" the projectcil covered market, and

though submitted to the local Board of Health, we believe no decision has yet been come to
In the matter. No. I tender w.is for £10,374 ; No. 2, £10.113; No. 3, i!l.303 j No. 4, f8.871 ;

No. 5, £«,815 ; No G, iS.trJl ; No. 7, £3,574 ; No. 8, £8,501 ; No. 9, £8,411 : No. 10, £8,402

:

No. 11, £7,815; No. I'J, £7,75s).

CirAFF-L, Old Kkst Koad.
For additions and alterations to Marlborough Chapel, Old Kent Itoad.

Thompson £1,7S3
Lawrence and Sons 1,5'J2

Perrv and Dudson 1.494
Wills 1,47a
Downs. 1,436
Child and Son 1,399
Caiman 1,391

Colls and Co £l,SSo
Hill and Son 1,:.77

Dove I,3fi0

Sawyer... 1,3.'>0

Mann l,.'Jfl(l

Sharpington and Cole 1,297

(I

II

II

Business Premises, Oxford Street.
For erecting new premises— No.*!. 66 and 67 Oxford Street— for Messrs. Hyam ; Mr. H.

Jones, architect. (Quantities l)y Mr. Keddall and Wright and Gould.)
Holland and Hannen £10,329
Lucas Brothers 10,i'40

Myers and Son 10,210
I^wrencc and SoiM %ifJO

I. Anson 369,730
Braes „ 3,395
Pritchard y,080

U

RiVEH Works ox the Ca.'^i.

For repairing sluice at Baitsbite, and providing new doors- for the pen and bridges over
floodgates and overfall.

Thaday and Clayton £525 | R. Fyson, Soham (accepted) £i75
Strickson, Hinxton 497

Chapel, Studley Road.
For the erection of a new VVcsleyan Chapel in the Studley Road ; Mr. "W. W. Jenkins,

architect. (Quantities by Messrs. Lansdown.)
Browne and Robinson £3,593

j
Walker £3,189

Wardic and Baker 3,390 Thompson 3,075
Stone 3,308 | Chinnock (accepted) 3,0i0

Granaries, Wappino.
The following were received for two Granaries, Old Gravel Lane, Wapping; Mr. C.

Ainslie, architect. (Quantities supplied by Mr. F. G. Widdows.)
Dale £2,9551 Ennor £2.489
C'onder ,„. 2,540 1 Johnston 2,39!*

Malt Office, Lincolx.
Tenders for a new 4.'i-quarter malt office, Lincoln, tor Mr. Nesbitt. Mr. Goddard

architect.

Jackson £1,420 I Frctwell ;f1,223
Smith 1,347 Calvert (accepted) 1,073 10
Kirk I,a32 [

Tenders for three lodges at Hartsholme Hall, I^incoln, for Joseph Shuttleworth, Esq.
Vung. £1,185

I

Fox £700
Reeve „ 745 1 Jackson (accepted) 640

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
CATHKiniAL.

CoES.—Architects are invited to furnisli designs for the erection of the cathedral of St.

Finbar, Cork, at a cost not exceeding £15,0IH). A premium of £1(X) will be given for the
best and most approved plan, and £50 for the second. Flans and designs to be sent to the
hon. secretaries,Ven. the Archdeacon of Cork, Rev. J. N.Woodrofle, orT. M. Usborne, Esq.,

Cork, not later than the l.^t August next. Further information and a plan of the site may
be obtained on application to W. C. Bennett, Esq., notary public and Chapter clerk,

15 South-mall, Cork.
CHURCH.

Leamington.—Plans and estimates, in sections, are required for the completion of the
parish church of lA-amington. The nave, the chancel, and the north transept being
already built, it is intended to proceed to erect the remaining portions of the work in

sections. Arcliitects are invited to send in plans and estimates, in sections, for erecting
the south transept, the vestry, the lantern tower, and the bell tower ; which it i.s intended
to build in strict harmony with the architectural st>le of those portions of the church
now crei^ted. Increased accommodation in the church is most desirable. A premium of
£2(1 willbe given for thebest set of plans and estimates in the ojiinion of the Committee,
which must be sent, sealed and under motto, to Mr. G. Rogers, Newbold Street, Leaming-
ton, on or before the 21st June, of whom all further {}articulars may be obtained.

SCHOOL.
Radnor,—Plans and specifications are required on or before the 1st June, for the Knighton
National School, lladnorshire, comprising Roys'. Girls,' and Infants' Schools and Class-

rooms, together with Residences for Master and Mistress. For information as to Bite and
other particulars, apply to the Rev. J. U, Brown, Incumbent of Knighton.

LIBRARY AND READINO ROOMS.
BiBMiNuiiAM—The Free Llbrari***' Committee rtfthc Council of the Borough require plani,

sections, BiHwifications, and estimatt-t for the erection of a fret- refemui'c library and
readnip-rooms. lendnig-hbrary and newn-roonw, and gallery of art. upon the piece ol
vacant land adjoming the Midland Institute Budding, with an eltvatimi uniform wiUi
the said building. Intending competitors are requestwl to wtid in their plans, Bpecifi-
cations, and estimates, under cover, to Thomas Standbndgc, Town el.-rk Town clerk'*
office. Temple-street, endorsed "Plans for Free Referenw Library Buddings," on or
before the IGth June. Particulars ef the accommodation required, and of the conditions
of competition, together with a lithographed plan of the site, may be obtained on aiMili-
cation. '^

MEMORIAL.
Gloucester—^The committee appointed to carry out the Hooper Memorial, at Gtourerttfr,

invite sculptors to submit models of designs for the figure of Rixhop HrKjjwr, which Is
intended to be placeil under the canopy of the monument ju«t creoted in the churchyard
of St. Mary de L(h1o, (Jloucester. The models or statuettes to Ihj carved in stone and to
be one-quarter the real height (7 feet). The author of the best design, approved by the
committee, will be ap[)ointed to execute the full-sized figure ; and the sum often guineas
will be awarded for the second-best design.

OONTHACTS OPEN.
CHURCHES, ETC.

SoMBRsiiT—For building a north aisle, and making additions to the cast end of the p.irlsh
church of Weston, near Bath. Drawings, \c.. with Manners and Gill, Architects,
1 Fountain Buildings, Bath j to whom tenders endorsed "Tender lor Works at Weston
Church," on or before the 24th inst.

laEi.ANO.—For the erection of a new Citholic church, to be built at Kenmarc. The jiarUh
priest will show the plans and specifications, and will receive tenders up to .Inne 1.

WARwicKsniRK.-For repairing and restoring the parish church of htnig Coinpton. War-
wickshire, near Chipping Norton. Plans at the Vicarage, I^ong Conipton, |nthcI7th
May inclusive ; sealed tenders, directed to the Rev. H. Ijinphier, Long ComptonVicarage,
Shipston-on-Stour, on or before the '.'4tli May.

Stroi;»—For the several works required to be done in rebuilding t!*e parish church of
Stroud. Plans, &c., at the ofiice of Mr. J. G. Bland, architect, Birmingham. Tenders
to be deliveretl on the 20th May. Copies of drawings and fi)>ecificatlons will also lie at
Stroud for inspection, and may be seen on application to the architect.

IsLiMiAM—For the repair and restoration of Islehain parish church near Newmarket.
Plans, &c., at the Vicarage, Isleham. Tenders to be deliveretl at the Rutland Arms,
Newmarket, on the 20th May, at 12 a.m.

CHAPELS, ETC.
UsK—For the erection of a new chapel and vestries on the site of the present Congrc-

fational Chapel at Usk, Monmouthshire. Particulars from Mc&srs. W. G. Habershon and
'ite, architects, :i8 Bloomsbury Square, London ; and Park Square, Newijort, Monmouth

:

and Belvedere, Tredegarville, Cardiff.
MANcnEPTEn.—For the erection of a chapel and school room, in Booth Street East,
Chorlton-upon-Meillock. Sealed tenders to the Rev. T. E. Evans. No. l08 Brunswick
Street, Upper Brook Street, not later than the 24tl» inst. Plans, 4c., with Mr. Robert
Jones, 6 Morcton Street, Strangeways.

SCHOOLS, ETC.
Lancashire.—For the erection of the proposed now schools, vestries. Ac, .at Rawtcnstati,

I,ancashire. Plans, Ac, on application to Thomas Hoyle Whitehead, Esq., on and after
the 12th May. Printed quantities will be supplied on application to the architect.
Tenders to be delivered to Thomas Hoyle Whitehead, Esq., RawtensUll, on or before the
21st .May.

CEMETERY WORKa
Birkenhead—For the erection of three chai>els, Registrar's house, gate lodge, entrances and
boundary walls, for the Cemetery at Flaybrick Hill, Birkenhead, &c. Plans and form of
tender at the Commissioners* ottices. 35 Hamilton Square, Birkenhead; and further par-
ticulars obUiined of the archittH;ts, Messrs. Lucy and Littler, 'IVanniere, near Birkenhead.
Tenders in sealed covers, endorsed, '* Tenders for Cemetery Buildings," addressed to the
Chairman of the Cemetery Committee, to be delivered at the Commissioners' offices on or
before the 28th inst.

Sale.—For the erection of a fence wall, on the Sale burial ground, near Brooklands station,
on the Altrincham railway. Particulars from Mr. William Wilson, architect, 23 John
Dahon Street, Manchester. Tenders to the Chairman of the Burial Board, Sale, Cheshire,
not later than the 20th inst.

Sussex.—For the erection of two chapels and sexton's lodge, and out offices connocte<l with
the Burial Board for the parish of Broadwater, in the county of Sussex, on land at
Broadwater, intended to be used as a cemetery for the parish of Broadwater and town of
Worthing, together with the boundary walls and other works connected therewith.
Plans, &c., with Mr. W. Verrall, clerk to the Burial Board, Worthing. Sealeii tenders.
endorsed " To the Burial Board for the parish of Broadwater, Tender for Works," to I>o

delivered at the clerk's office, 15 High Street, Worthing, before 5 o'clock on the 2Ulh May.

ASYLUMS.
Norfolk.—For the erection of male and female infectious wards at the Thorpe Asylum,

Norfolk, and also for building four workmen's cottages on a piece of land adjoining it.

Plans, &c., with R. M. Phipson, architect, County Surveyor, Norwich, to the 24th inst

;

and painters willing to tender for painting the whole of the outside wood and iron-work
at the said Asylum, may see the specification for it at the same oIKces. Tenders to
F. J. Blake, Esq., Treasurer and Clerk to the Committee of Visitors, Ki^ig-strect, Norwich,
on or before the 24th inst., enclosed sei«ratcly in scaled envelopes, and endorsed "Tender
for Infectious Wards," "Tender for Workmen's Cottages," and "Tender for Painting,"
as the case may lie.

Dublin.—For erecting a new Asylum at Leeson Park for the Board of Governors of the
Old Men's Asylum, according to the plans. Sec, to be seen at the office of the architect,
William G. Murray, (18 Lower Gardiner-street, Dublin. Tenders to be addressed to T.
Collins, Hon. Sec, 28 Harcourt-street, and forwarded on or before the 20th May, endorsed
*' Tenders for Building."

WORKHOUSE.
Hants.—For the works required to be done in m.tking certain alterations in, and additions

to the Alvcrstoke Workhouse. Plans, Sc, at the Board-room of the workhouse on and
after the l.'>th May, or at the office of Mr. Thomas Hcllycr, Bouverie House, Rydc, Isle of
Wight, architect, of whom every information maybe obtained, and bills of quantities
may be had.

INFIRMARY.
Isle of Tiianet—For the erection of a new infirmary, fever wards, office buildings, a
chapel, fence wa1ls,&c., in connection with the present workhouse, situate at Minster, near
Ramsgate, Thanet, Kent. Plans, Ac, with Mr. Etlwards, architect, 17, Hart-street,

Bloomsbury, London, W.C., or at the Board-room of the workhouse, where lithographed
copies of quantities may be obtained, price 10s. Tenders, scaled, to Ihc Chairman of the
Board of Guardians, by 5 p.n}. May 21st.

VILLA.
Hants.—For the erection of a villa residence at Botley, Hants. Plans, Ac, at Mr. Harding's
harness manufactory, Botley, on and after the 2-^tid inst. Tenders to the architect, Mr.
John Colson, St. Swithin-street, Winchester, on or before the 5th June.

DWELLING HOUSES.
Stafford— For the erection of five houses, at Forebridge, for Mr. John F. Bridgwood, Wot-
verhampton-road, Stafford. Drawings, &c., with Henry Ward, architect. Bank-passage,
Stafford.

Dt:MFHiEs.— For building an .iddition to the miller's house at Glencsslin Mill, Dunscore.
for repairing and building new office houses there, and for repairs of considerable extent
on the kiln and mill. Plans, Ac, Sir Wdliam Broun, Bart., solicitor, Dumfries, to whom
tenders by the I8th inst.

FARM BUILDINGS.
Wilts.—For a large farmhouse, homestcading, &c., upon Bemerton IFann, near Salisbury.

Tenders to Mr. Clarke, Corn Market House, Salisbury, or before the litth May.
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RESERVOIR.
Blackbvbn.—For the construction of a new reservoir, to be called the Fish Moor Reservoir,

actioining the Guide Reservoir, near Blftckbum, for the Directors of ihe Blackburn Water-

vork*. The work will consist principallv of an embankment of 47 feet in height, contain-

iBg about 34tVX^> cubic vards of material, with the masonry, stone beaching, and other

work connei-ted therewith. Plans. &c.. at the office of the Water Coii^iwny, Clayton,

rtrecl. Blackburn; and at the office of Mr. Batcman, engineer, 9, St. James s-square,

Manchester, and sealed tenders (a form of which may be had on application), cndorswi

"Tenders for Fish Moor Reservoir." must be sent in, addressed to "The Chairman of the

Conpany,** uot later than the 5th June.
BRIDGES. . .

GAlvaousE.—For building a new bridge over the river Fleet, at Cnstramont, in the parish

of Girtbon. Plans. &c., with Mr. Ewart, Bank of Scotland, Gatehouse, who wiU receive

offtrs till the 2t)th May. ,, , „.
Wok«STCii_For the construction ofa brick bridge .ind otherwork near Martlcy,

\J
orcestcr-

shire. Plans, &c.. with Henrv Rowe. Countv Surveyor, 17 Foregate Street, \Norce6ter.

where tenders, under seal, and proiierly endorsed, are to be dcUvered (free of cost) on or

belbr« the t24th,

POLICE STATIONS.
SiDHOimi.—For the erection of a police station, Ac, at Sidmouth, Devonshire. Plans,

Ac, with Henry Ford, Clerk of the Peace. Castle wf Exeter, and at the ofhce of Messrs.

Badford and Williams, Clerks to tlic Justices, Sidmouth. Sealed tenders, endorsed
•* Tender for Sidmouth Police Station," to be sent to Mr. Ford, on or before the 3rd June.

HOAD-MAKING.
N(vm«.—For the execution of sewerage and road-making on the North Gate and Beacon

Hill Estates, Kewark-uiMin-Trent, Nottinghamshire. The following rout;h Quantities are

here stated, in order to indicate approximately the extent of the proposed works; but

parties tendering will have to take out for themselves the quantities necessary for that

purpoae. On the North-Gate Estate : ,JO-feet roads, including ti-feet footpath on both

aidet, 775 feet run; 6-fect footpaths, extra, 410 feet run; stone kerbing to footpaths,

1,950 feet nin ; paved and pitched charmelling outside of fot)tp.Tths, 1,.';25 feet run ;
15-inch

pipe sewer, 33 feet run; 13-inch ditto, 45« feet run; 9-inch ditto, 680 feet run
;
guHy-

cesspools, with fi-lnch pipe overflows to sewers, fi in number. On the Beacon-Hill Estate

:

45.feet road, including T^-feet footpath on both sides, 51(> feet run; "J feet tootpaths,

extra. 520 feet run ; stone kerbing to footpaths, IJitiO feet run
;
paved and pitched chan-

nelling ouUide of footjtaths, 1,1);^ feet run; l.>inch pipe sewer, lU feet run; 12-inch ditto,

330 feet run; y-inch ditto, 440 feet run; (lully-ccsspools, with 6.inch pipe overflows to

•ewers, 4 in number. Plans, &c., at the offices of the Conservative Land Society's sur-

veyor, Mr. James Wvlson. S3, Norfolk-street. Strand, London, W.C. ; also at the offices of

Mr. Alfred Allen, Market-place. Newark.upon-Trent. Tenders on or before May 24,

addressed to the surveyor, .'.s above, and endorsed " Tender for Works at Newark.*'
ToDMoamiN.—For forming the footpaths from Gauxholme to Wintcrbutlee-bridge, on the

Rochdale-road; from Gandv-bridge to B^ircwisc-mill, on the Burnley-roat) ; and from
SUnsticld-bridge to Lob-mill, on the Halifax-road, in all about 5,700 lineal yards. orll,400

cuperflcial yards. Also tenders for about l£0 lamp-posts, lamps, &c., complete, to be fixed

within ihe'l>efore-nientioned districts. Specifications, &c., may be seen, and any further

information obuined, at the office of the Local Board, Todmorden, where tenders must be
delivere<l by 2 p.m. on the 22nd inst., addressed *' To the Paving and Lighting Com-
utittce."

RAILWAY WORK.
iNVBRNEas A!*D Pkbth JUNCTION RiiLWAV.— For the construction of the two remaining
sections of the line, viz.:—The Kingussie contract, extending from Kinrara Post-office

to the south side of the river Spey, measuring about }3 miles or thereby, comprising

about nineteen small bridges and culverts, with a timber viaduct across the Spey. The
excavations and embankments consist of about 470,000 cubic yards. Tlie Dalwbinnie
contract extends from the south side of the Spey to the boundary of the county of Perth.

measuring 15 miles or thereby, and consists of thirty-two small bridges and culverts, and
about 4^,000 cubic yards excavations and embankments. The rails, chairs, sleepers,

spikes, fiih-plates, and bolts will be supplie*! by the Railway Company. Drawings, &c.,

at the office of Joseph Mitchell, Esq. C.E.. Inverness, from whom, or fVom the

auiatant^iigineer on the line, duplicate schedules may be obtained, at £2 2s. e;ich. The
line is staked out at distances of every 100 feet, according to the working sections. The
deepest cuttings are also pitted to ascertain the nature of the materials in the excavations.

An assistant-engineer will be at the County March, near Dalnacardoch, on the 20th

May. at 10 o'clock a.m., to accompany the contractors over the Dalwhinnie contract ; and
at Spey-bridge, near Kingussie, on the 2lBt, to go over the Kingussie contract, and to

iioint out the works and sites of the bridges. The draft contract jtroposed to be entered

into will be seen with the assistant-engineer, or at Mr. Mitchell's office. Sealed tenders,

addressed to the secretary, and marked " Tender for Inverness and Perth Junction Rail-

way Works," "Dalwhinnie" or " Kingussie Contract," as the case may be, must be
lodged at his office, on the 28th May, at 4 o'clock p.m.

SEWERAGE, ETC.
Norwich.—For constructing and repairing sewers, drains, gullies, &:e., within the corporate

district of the Norwich Board of Health, for the term of three years, from the 24th June
next. Specification at the surveyor's office, 24 Castle Meadow, where every information

may be obtained. Tenders addressed to H. B. MilUr. Clerk to the said Board, and
endorsed '* Tender for Repairs to Sewers, ^c," on or before the 20th May.

SCHOOLS.
Beds.—For the erection of a schoolroom and class rooms at Howard Chapel, Bedford.

Plans, &c., with air. Usher, 30 Mill-street. Tenders by 10 a. m. May 2*2.

HOSPITAL.
Haidstonb.— For the works at the West Kent General Hospital, Maidstone (previously

advertised.) Tenders to be delivered at the Hospital before 10 a.m., May 20. (Mr. H.

filandford, of Maidstone, is the architect.)

ABBIDQED SPECIFICATIONS OF PATENTS FOR
INVENTIONS.

From ihe « Mechanics' Maoazink," Mat/ 9.

SflOS. B. TaYLOU. An improvement or improvements in the manufacture of certain

descriptions of brace webg. Dated Oct. 18, 1861, Here the inventor proposes to employ
woollen or worsted webbing with indiarubber, thereby obtaining more brilliant dyes in

wool than in cotton. Patent abandoned,
26n. T. Feabnley. Improvements In steam hammers. Dated Oct. 19, 1861. The

patentee forms the steam cyUnder annular, in order that the ram may pass through the

inner or central part of such cylinder, and thereby have increased guiding surface in its

motion, as also to reduce the height of it, and he forms the piston annular, with rods passing

through the head of the cylinder to a cross head affixed to or formal upon the ram, or

through the bottom of the cylinder direct to the hammer above the head. He also

forms the hammer to surround the cylinder, the piston rod being keyed into the hammer
Jiut atwvc the heatl. In this case the cylinder is fixed to the upper part of the framing, and
the framing below is bored to receive and guide the hammer in its motion, whilst the inside

of the hammer is bored true to slide on the cylinder. He also gives motion to the valves of

steam hammers by means of a spiral groove or feather, cut or forme<l in the hammer, acting

upon a i>in or stud in connection with the valve or valves. Patent completed.

2(il3. J. Marsiiaij.. The collection, concentration, and transmission of sound, so as to

faciliute the hearing thereof. Dated Oct. 19, 1861. The patentee claims the construction

of apparatuses for the collection, concentration, and transmission of sound, in which a

combination of reflecting surfaces is employed, which are so formed, and are adjusted In

•ueh relative positions, that the rays of sound are received on one or more of these reflecting

surfaces, and are thence reflected in a concentrated manner on to one or more other

reflecting surfaces, by which they are again reflected in a parallel or nearly parallel manner
into a conducting tube, or into several conducting tubes, which conveys or convey them to

Ihe ear. Patent completed.
2614. J. Boi;RNEand E. Kidd. Improved machinery for the manufacture of tubes and

cylinders, which is ats« applical)le to other useful purposes. Dated Oct 11), 18fil. To accom-
iHiib the object of the invention the patentees construct improved machinery in the following

manner :—Any given numlier of rolls or cylinders having slightly concaved peripheries and
bevtflled edges arc mounted in a suitable frame-work ; tlie said rolls or cylinders, when
definitely fixed in a working iKwition, are relatively angular, the effect of which may be
stated thus : when the metal or alloys of metal designed for a tube or cylinder is fed in upon
an ordinary mandril between the rotli or cylinders for the purpose of rolling to a required

length, diameter, and thickness, the combined action of the rolls or cylinders, whose motion

is rotary, simultaneously imparts a spiral motion to the metal or alloys of metal then under-
going the rolling process, so that independent of their agency the metal or alloys of metal It

passed through with great speed, and is then introduced and rolled in like manner again
until the same is in a condition to be " finlsheil " at the draw bench by the usual method.
Patent comjyleted.

2613. J. W.MNWRiGHT. Improvements in ventilating rooms and buildings. Dated
Oct. 19, 1R6I- This invention is for improvements upon one patented by the present inventor
the £Oth Oct., 18.^8, No. 2345, and consists, 1, in perforating the lower bar of the lower sash

of window frames, and in fitting over the same, iii&ide the window, a slide made with per-
forations and solid parts, in such manner that the perforations in, and solid parts of, the
slide may be brought entirely or i)artially over the apertures in the sash bar. Again, in

some cases he receives the air in a case or trough, through apertures in the lower sash bar,
and carries tubes up the side IVames which communicate with the air case ; and he provides
outlets in the tubes at various levels. Patent abandoned.

2631. J. Toward. Improvements in machinery or apparatus for bending iron. Dated Oct.

21, 1861. This consists in the use of three rolls (suitably grooved), driven by any ordinary
gearing, and so arranged as to impart any desired curve to the iron whidi is passed between
them. These rolls are placed on tliree shafts, and made to overhang the bearings, each roll

being pushed on its shaft endwise, and kept in imsition by a collar, and driven by a key. Two
of the three rolls are made in two halves, so that one halt may be removed, and thus admit of
the easv disengagement of the hoop when formed. By changing the position of the rolls

from one shaft to the other, the feathers upon the angle or f iron may be bent either ex-
ternally or internally. Patent abandoned.

PROVISIONAL PROTECTIONS.
1021. n. Fryer, Carlton-square, Old Kent-road, Surrey, and W. J. Williams. Arundell-

street. Strand, gentleman. Improvements in the methotl of and apparatus for letting on and
cutting off" the supply of gas to groups or districts of street and other lamps from a central

point or depot. Dated April 10, 1862.

1054. J. Bunnett. Doptford, engineer. Improvements in revolving shutters, and in ma-
chinery for producing the same. Dated April 12, 1862.

1088. R. A. Peacock, St. Holier, Jersey, civil engineer. Improvements in constructing

and working lock-gates for docks, harbours, canals, and navigable rivers.

1091. F. C. Philippson, Munzstrasse, Berlin. Improvements in steam hammers. (A com-
munication.) Dated April 15, 1S62.

1102. J. M. Rowan, Glasgow, Engineer. Improvements in manufacturing articles of cast

steel.

1114. J.Weston, 80 Upper Whitecross-street, St. Luke's, engineer. Improvements in

machinery for mortising, drilling, and dovetailing, and in tools to be used therewith.

Dated April ifi, 1862.

1125. J. L. Perin, engineer, IT? Rue du I'aubourg, St. Antoine, Paris. Improvements m
machinery for mortising wood,

1129. U. A. Brooman, 166 I'Icct-street, natent agent. Improvements in buffing apparatus

and in draw springs. (A communication.)
llo5. R. Wedgwood, B.Trncs, Surrey, gentleman. Improved apparatus for facilitating the

saving of life in cases of fire. Dated Aprd 17, J8(^.

U^y. J. Shanks, Barrhead, Renfrew, plumber. Improvements in apparatus for promoting

ventilation, also applicable to drying stoves.

1142. B. Rhodes, Old Ford-road, Bow, Middlesex. Improvements in the mach inery foii

and in the method of making, as also in the materials to be employed in the manufacture

of cylinders, tubes, and other vessels from paper and other materials of fabrics.

1146. E. I^ysel, Cannon-street, London, C. E. Improvements in locks and fastenings.

Dated April lU, 1862.

1154. J. Pickard, engineer, and T.Morris, broker, Preston. Improvements in furnaces

for the prevention or consumption of smoke.
1165. C. C. Creeke,"Bournemouth, Hants, architect. Improvement in the construction of

drain and other pipes. Dated April HI, 1862.

1 196. J. Winsborrow, 4 Samson-terrace, Marlborough-road, Dalston, Middlesex, gas meter

maker. Improvements in wet gas meters.
1204. R. Zimara, St. Petersburg, Russia, engineer. Improvements in stoves for heating

and ventilating buildings. Dated April 24, 1861.

1 Old Palace Yard, Westminster,
May 14th, 1862.

Sir,—For obvious reasons, I must decline to enter into any controversy, at the present

moment, with those who have instructed Mr. Standbridge to reply to my letter.

Hereafter I shall have an opportunitv of explaining very differently what he calls the

facts of the cise," as well as the figures he quotes.
Without discussing Mr.Standbridge's lengthened apology, which, if read with care, goes

far to prove my case, I must notwithstanding reassert, in the most literal and emphatic

manner, my former statements, every one of which I am prepared to prove at tlie right time

and in the proper way.
Inasmuch, however, as the payment to me of £45 has been introduced intt) this contro-

versy, with which it has nothing to do, I m.^y state that it was for two sets of preliminary

designs made more than a year since, and prepared in accordance with speci;d instructions

before any estimate was made, and that a portion of the £15 was for travelling expenses

connected with these services.

I may also repeat that I have been throughout ready to prepare new phns to meet the

exigencies of the case, and that such readiness is not inconsistent, as Mr. Standbndge seems

to suppose, with my statement that i could propose no mere alteration or rearrangement of

the design then under consideration, to effbct a greater saving than 1 had already made.

In writing to you at all, it was far from my wish to drag your readers into anything resem-

bling a personal controversy, and I am not responsible for the introduction of topics hearing

this character; I thought it right, however, that the profession should understand wliat it

was that lurked under the guise of an open competition, and that it was seriously proposeil

by a municipal body to complete a building half finished by me, and '" in accordance with my
elevation,*^ and on a plan which I repeat has been copied Jroin one of viinCy inasmuch as it

shows arrangements which do not exist, except upon my drawings.
'^ EUWAEO M. Babky.

May 15th. 1862.

Sib,—As I am given to understand that the Government bill for the concentration of the

Law Courts will be again brought forward, and, like many others, being deeply intcresti-d in

that matter as an owner of land and house property in the locality selected as the site ot tlie

proposed structure, 1 am induced to apply to you for advice as to the steps 1 ouj^lit to take,

in order to ascertain the amount of compensation which I should be entitled to, in the event

of the measure in question being carried out, and to prepare and make out my case tor the

same.
An Old StrBSCRiBER.

tApply to some professional man or firm in the neighbourhood, such as Messrs. Hammond
and Kirkland, Carey Street]

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We cannot undertake to return rejected communications.
Works in PiiotiHiiSs.—We shall feel obliged to any of our readers who will favour us with

notes of works contemplated or in ])rogrcss in the provinces; In most cases a simi>le

mention that a work is about to be, or has already been commenced, will be sullicient.

W. W. (call at the office) -, B. and F. (attended to) ; W^ H. (next week) ; L. X^, W. IL,

G. P.. A. W. S., H. B. and B., J. H , T. C. N., W. H., U. N . J. H. H , W. P.

J. v.—We shall attend to the question of Model Cottages for Working Men ere long.

S. S—Without seeing the design it is not possible for us to advise.

M. N— Will do well to consult an architect.
W. U —Opinions difler widely on the point referred to;

L. F.—William of Wykeham was the founder.
T. S—A mixed style undoubtedly.

*#* Notice. — Hie Building News will in future be puUi^hed at 166

I Fleet-street^ where all commtmications and advertisements skoidd be addressed.
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TEE BRITISH MUSKUM.
ri HE clique interested in the ag-i^randisement of South Kensington,
JL liavo received a slight check in the refusal of the House of
Commons to pass a Bill for the removal of a portion of the JJritish

Museum collections to that favoured s))ot, winch, surrounded by the
homes of the wealthy and the frroat, has come to ))0 looked ui)Ju by
the "upper teu thousand" as tlio centre of L(mdon, and the most
easy of access. To Belgravia and ]irompton it is, no doubt, very cen-
tral ; but what is it with regard to the inhabitants of three sides and
the true centre of London P— to the inhabitants of something like

nine-tenths of the metropolis, and to the visitors to London who are
spread over those nine-tenths:-' Ls it really, fairly, and honestly
anytliiug but an outlying district, a suburb ? Mr. JJouveric has said,

in evidence, "the public leave the London streets, cross the park,
and soon arrive at the site." Plciisant pieturo ! liut the idea in-
tended to be conveyed, applies to those oidy who live near the park.
Let Mr. Itouvorie some moniing betake himself to — say Islington,
where a tolerably large number of liriliih people, for whom, as we
understand it, the British Museum Is maintained, reside. Thence
let him start for the new ccutro of liOndon so " easy of access."
If ho takes a cab he will tind it a wearisome journey, and to many it

would be a costly one. If shut up in a closo-smeUing omnibus, ho
will ai-rive at the favoured site in a frame of mind scarcely fa vourable
to a day's enjoyment or study : and if he walks, and tliousands and
tens of tliousands who visit the Museum would have to do so, or
stay away, he would perhaps arrive at the conclusion that it was a
rather wearisome journey through London streets, and a very short
walk in comparison, across the park.

It is not unnocessar}-, once more, to raise a strong ^•oice against the
proposal, to take the British Museum to South Kensington, because
the attempt has just failed. The subject will be again brought forward
before long, and the defeat now experienced, will serve to teach those
in command of the movement, the weak points of their late attack,
which they will, no doubt, take care to strengthen wlien the question
is revived. We hope that then some other members will be found
to support Mr. Seymour, who, it appears, was the only gentleman who
on Monday objected to the proposal, on the ground that it would
render the art treasiu-cs of the Museum more accessible to the com-
paratively few inhabitants of the West End, and less accessible to the
poorer inhabitants of other parts of the Metropolis.

There is no doubt that the present buildings in Bloonisbuiy are
over-crowded, and that additional space is absolutely necessary, not
only for the better display of the collections now exhibited, but also
for the arrangement of a large collection which is stored away, and
cannot be seen at all. But much of this inconvenience might be
removed, as we have shown on a former occasion, by a judicious
selection, and removal of many objects which really are of no value
whatever to the larger proportion of visitors. These might still bo ac-
cessible to students, in rooms where they could be arranged with much
greater economy of space than is possible in rooms frequented by tho
general public. Besides this, however, additional buildings are re-

quired, and the want, daily becoming of more serious importance, has
furnished the advocates for removal with an ai-gument for the transfer

to South Kensington. But to impart force to the argument it was
thought necessary to show, that space could not be obtained contiguous
Xo the Museum, and that the cost of erecting a new Museum at Ken-
sington, including land, would be less than in Bloomsbury. Tho first

consideration was disposed of by saying, that a larger space is required
than can be conveniently obtained in the neighbourhood of theMuseum

;

and in favour of the question of cost, it was asserted by the Chancellor
of the Exchequer, that there would be a saving of some :£800,000 in

erecting a new Museum on the Commissioners' estate, instead of en-
larging the present Museum. The trustees, who favoiu: removal, have
investigated the flnaueial aspect of the question, and arrived at the
conclusion that the cheapest ground in the neighbourhood of tho
Museum would be about £oO,OC)0 an acre, and as five acres are wanted,
the cost of the ground, at the rate estimated, would be £250,000. Tho
cost of building on the ground when it is secured is estimated at over
£100,000 per acre, or £500,000 for covering five acres of land, making
a total of £"50,000.

The Commissioners of the Exhibition of 1851 happen to possess
some land at South Kensington, for which they paid ahout £5,000 per
acre, and as they consider the British Museum to be " an important
national institution," they desire to bo very generous. To erect a
museuni on thi.'ir estate, they ofter the land " at a lower price than the
market value," or £10,000 per acre, just double the sum they paid for

it. In the same report the Commissioners said, that they were
anxious " to aflbrd every facility in their power, and feel that they
should not deal with the question as a purely commercial transac-

tion." We find it is stated that the site thus available for a new
British Museum would cost £50,000 only. The Chancellor of the
Exchequer has examined the plans, and is able to give a " conjectural

estimate" of the probable cost of carrying them out; he also finds that

the cost of building at South Kensington will be from 20 to 25 per
cent, less than the cost of building in Bloomsburj- ! and therefore teta

down the total cost of a new building at South Kensington at £500,000;
altogctlier it is estimated that the coat at South ICensington would be
from £070,000 to £080,000, and that the co.it of the snrao operationa

at Bloomsbury would be from £900,000 to £070,000.
There is something eminently grotesque in the statement, that to

erect a Museum at South Kensington would cost, for mere building,

from 20 to 25 per cent, less than at Bloomsburj'. But bo says our
Chancellor of the Exchequer, and he gives a.<! reasons, that the style of
the buildings in Bloom.sbury is fixed by the present structure ; at South
Kensington " they would bo able to employ and distribute the ground
without reference to any previous considerations ; and it would further

bo practicable to employ a lighter style of building, with a much
greater amouut of window space and of glass, which would be both
cheaper and more convenient." It is scarcely necessary to point

out the fallacy of this argument, unless it bo intended to erect

fresh "boilers" or "dishcovers," for the reception of the contents

of the British Museum. If such is tho cose, and it is by no means
unlikely, we acknowledge it at once, that such a structure would not

harmonise with the present building in Great Rus.soll Street, though
it might with those at South Kensington. But wo woidd at tte

same time assert most emphatically, that it Avould not only cost no
more to erect buildings in connection with the present, in strict

harmony with them, and even with a " greater amount of window
space and glass," but that there would be an actual and large saving,

of course assuming the proposed building at South Kensington to

have any pretensions to architectural character. We need express no
opinion as to the design of our present Museum, as it would not be
necoss.ary to reproduce the facade on each side. Architecture has

advanced during the past twenty years, and the erection of three

facades to harmonise with, though not to imitate, the present, would
ofter no very dilTicidt problem to our architects.

The present is not the first time wo have heard of the plans for

this proposed new building. It is assumed that a building is to ba
erected hefore the plans are prepared, and we have the Chancellor of

the Exchequer telling us that he has seen them, and wo also learn

that they are sufficiently detailed for estimates— " conjectural esti-

mates"—to be framed. Under whose direction have these plans been

prepared, and who takes such an interest in the matter as to ask for

plans, before it is determined to erect the building? Does not

the existence of such plans, show a strong determination somewhere,
coupled with the assurance of influence, to grasp such of our art

.

collections as may be found to want sufficient protection in tho

public voice ?

Architects, too, are not uninterested in tho aspect the question has

assumed. Who prepared the plans? Is tho designer of the Ex-
hibition building to become the architect of all our national works ?

Have the Brompton boilers served to prepare the public for a series

of such erections, in which we are to store our choicest works of art ?

It is impossible not to see, in the proposed removal of the Natural

History Department, another gi-asp at the art and science collections

of the nation.

THE INSTITUTE ON PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE AND
CHARGES OF ARCHITECTS.

"jVrOT a few questions of great moment aro evcrj-where settled by
iS common consent. Where there is no other rule laid down or law
established, received custom obtains the force of law, especially in

cases where matters concerned are obscure or difficult. It becomes
therefore of great importance to know exactly the custom settled by
common consent, where this vague and often lax rule is appealed to,

and especially in questions of nicety and delicacy.

The remuneration of professional men is precisely a case in point.

It is not difficult for any one with good sense, and a few facts to go

upon, to decide pretty nearly what is a fair price for a thousand bricks,

a suit of clothes, or a stack of hay ; but where skill, experience,

genius, and technical knowledge have to be paid for, the matter is not

BO simple ;
— while, from the character and standing of the persons

concerned, it is desirable that the risk of disputes and dissatisfaction

should be avoided.

On this account, the simple rule of an architect's remuneration by a

commission of 5 per cent, upon tho outlay which he superintends,

having once become general, has been accepted and adhered to as a

basis, although it aflbrds most unequal, and sometimes inadequate

remuneration. There are, however, numerous cases where this rule is

clearly inapplicable, and there is much room for dispute as to what
was exactly iucluded in the duties thus paid for. An authoritative

statement "of the course pursued by the most experienced in their

practice, has been accordingly a desideratum, and tne Royal Institute
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of British Architects has never taken a better or more useful work in

band than the preparation of such a document.
It has been known ffenerally throughout the profession, that a

standing: Committee of the Institute has oeen for some time exerting
itself to obtain the best information on professional practice, and
to place it before the members in the best possible lonn. After
the Committee had laboriously pursued work, tlien a special meeting
of the members was held, to revise and finally sanction it. The
result is the Report on Professional Practice and Architects' Charges,
which will be found in another column. We believe we are correct

in saying that this report, though embodying the most important
points on all matters which it was thought necessary or desirable to

print and circulate, does not exhaust the subjects submitted to the
Committee ; and that there are papers lying at the Institute Eooms
to which the members of that body can have access, and from which
they may derive valuable information.

The usual commission being first-named in this Report, the ex-
ceptions to it are subsequently given, the amount of work required to

be done for it is aceunitely defined ; and lastly the remuneration for

works of a nature not strictly architectural, and which yet fall into an
architect's hands, is determined.

The commission on works is a subject which has hitherto received
careful examination in this joiu^al.* We have shown that the
method hitherto adopted, while very fair to the employers, was very
unequal, and consequently unfair to the architect, and it is in cases
where this inequality presses heaviest that the exceptions are made.
The highest class of design is most properly recognised as exempt
from the nde of remuneration by commission ; also, very small works,
which are known to every architect to consume labour and time out
of all proportion to their cost, are similarly exempted. In the one
case the remuneration is left to be settled by private agreement, and
as the number of persons capable of doing such work is small,
nothing else could well be done. In the other case, one which
applies to all architects, the legitimate scale of charges is very pro-
perly laid down.

This scale has not been xmiversally in use, though it has been
long followed by certain architects, and ofiicially recognised, and it

will be felt as a relief to many, who, adhering to the 5 per cent,

scale, and having many works of small magnitude, have felt the
difficulty of their practice, and the inadequacy of their remuneration.
It is not at all too high, and will, we hope, be generally adopted.
The case of an employer supplying part of his materials or labour,

or of a large mass of old materials being taken as part payment by
the builder, is considered and provided against. These conditions
usually increase the ti-oublo of the architect, and always diminish
the cash paid. It is therefore only just that the value at builders'

prices ofthe labour performed, or the materials supplied or found on the
sit*, should be taken into account on calculating the commission. In
the case of replacing, or adding to, or altering old buildings, it is

always well, where possible, to make the contractor send in two
estimates, one stating the cost of the work if the old materials be-
come his property, and the other stating the cost if executed entirely

of new materials, the old being sold to independent parties. The
latter estimate would, of course, be the proper basis for commission.

Besides travelling expenses, the employer is chargeable for time
consumed, where the distance of a work from the architect's place
of business is unreasonably great ; and for special services such as
sometimes grow out of a building, but are really no part of the duties
incident to executing works or preparing plans lor them. These
special services will be found enumerated in the report, and include
negotiations as to site, party walls, lights, a detailed estimate before-
hand, alterations of a material nature after the plans are complete,
and measuring up extras and omissions.

It should be noted that these changes are many of them permissive
and not obliMtory. It is unquestionably unfair for an architect to

carry out architectural works of an ordinaiy character for less than
the usual remuneration, or for no remuneration at all ; and this we
believe is universally admitted by all respectable practising archi-
tects, and the reasons for it are very easy to understand. It may not,

however, be equally clear why there may be any variation allowable
in the rates charged above 5 per cent.' The truth is, however, that
these rates are very much questions of professional standing, and that
although there is a standard below which it is not right for individuals
to go, there is no necessary obsti-uction in the way of those who,
believing or knowinnj themselves to be capable of domg better things
than the majority of architects, consider it fair that they should be
better paid.

Extra pajrment for time consumed in travelling deserves a moment's
consideration. No architect is bound to demand it, and a young man,
or one of small standing, if employed on distant work, would in many
cases be unwise, and in some unjust, to think of demanding it. But if

• See " Building News ' for October L'l, 1851).

people far off in the country require the services of the best talent
that the metropolis can afford, it is but reasonable that they should
])ay something as a remuneration for the time actually lost by a pro-
fessional man who, had he not been journeying, might have devoted
the hours spent in the railway to profitable pursuits at home.

Similarly, the charges for designing monuments, stained glass, fur-
niture, and the like, secure in many cases an excoUence that perhaps
only one hand in the United Kingdom can bestow, and it will be con-
ceded by every one that such services deserve every encouragement
and ample remuneration.

There are other portions of the report before us which deserve con-
sideration, namely, those charges which are reckoned below 5 per
cent. ; the statement of the duties of an architect, the ownership of
drawings, and miscellaneous services. It is interesting to compare the
report now before us witli two scales of professional charges issued by
.^rchitectural societies, that of the Scotch architects and that of the
Northem Architectural Society. Both of these scales have appeared
in our columns, and the fact of their having been prepared and pub-
lished shows how desirable it was that the document now under con-
sideration should be prepared and issued under the best possible
sanction.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

THE PICTUliE GALLP.HIES.

ri^HE first question asked by persons who have not seen the pictures at
X the Inturnational Exhibition is, " How docs the English Scliool stand
in comparison with the .schools of tlie Continent ? " The answer oh a
general view of the whole collection will be most satisfactory to our
national self-esteem. Even after the eye has been accustomed to the
foreign pictures for several days, tliose by native painters suffer little by
tlie comparison with regard to art generally. The process by which this
comparison is established, being the careful examination of upwards of four
thousand works of art, with the necessary exertion of memory, is not a
task very easUy accomplished, and becomes exceedingly difficult in conse-
quence of the pictures from the various countries of the Continent not being
placed in the regular order of the catalogue, those of each country not
Ijeing arranged together

;
and in many instances one pictiu-e by a certain

artist will be found in the principal room, while the rest of his works are
scattered through the side gallery. In this absence of classification, a com-
plete conception of the wliole is rendered impossible, and must be accepted
as our excuse for iiTcgularities which may arise in the] course of the
criticisms we intend to make, and the comparisons it will be our endeavour
to establish. Such a collection of pictures as we now have in the galleries

of the Exhibition, was the deficiency of the first Great Exhibition of 1851.
That, however, without pictures, was a glorious success. The prcsenj
Exhibition witliout pictures would have been a fadure. The first was the
spontaneous effort of an enterprising nation, sustained to completion by
hearty good-will and enthusiastic cooperation ; the present is the deli-

berate calculation of a party, and carried on amid divided interests and
antagonistic councils.

One half of the space devoted to pictures, drawings, and engravings is

occupied by works of the British School, the other half contains all the
paintings, drawings, cartoons, and engravings sent for exhibition from the
Continent. The collection of the English portion of the building illus-

trates our art from Reynolds, including examples of all the paintere of that
period down to tlioso of tlie present day, whose works may be now also

seen in the annual exhibition. The selections by the Continental autho-
rities seem to have had no retrospective purpose, and are confined chiefly

to Ii\-ing celebrities. Those who are tolerably well conversant with art,

both in England and on the Continent, will no doubt be impressed with the
idea that a general arrangement has been assented to and acted upon in

the choice of pictures to be exhibited, both from abroad and on this side of
the Channel ; we .allude to the evident absence of all eccentric productions
as nearly as possible, aud the ej-e passes along the whole range of the two
galleries, both foreign and native, without meeting with a painting in a
style which presents the slightest diificulty to tlie art-student. Turner
does not blaze out in mystic splendour on the walls of the British Gallery,

while on the French side Ingres and Delacroix are represented by a single

picture each, and that the least peculiar of their known works. If this

has been intentional, and in the interest of art, great praise is duo, because
sufficient mischief has been done to the public belief and judgment in art

;

as much by absurd conceits and " sensation " pictures, as by writings which
have directed so much general attention to them.

Another remarkable feature of the Exhibition is that France has not put
fortli her strength. She certainly does not take the important position she
is entitled to. and her powers in the higher department of art are rather
indicated than represented. Hence an opinion has become general that
French painters are scarcely equal to our own native artists. This is an
error. On the present occasion she seems to liave thouglit it more fair to

meet us as nearly as possible on our own ground ; but it must not be for-

gotten that a branch of art has been withheld— the profane and sacred

historical—which would have not only covered our walls with fine painting,

but our patrons of art witli shame. In the British division of the gallery,

wo liave historical and religious subjects by Cross, Hilton, and Haydon.
The first has recently died wanting the necessaries of life ; the second
would have probably paid the same penalty of a laudable ambition, had he
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not been made Keeper at tho Royal Academy ; and the last, after suffermg

jiorerty for some years, besides being imprisoned for debt, and living on

cliarity, took his leave of the patrons of historieal art by self-destruction.

JIow it happens that our painters employed to decorate tlio palace at West-

minster, have not come forward to vindicate the honour of the country-, as

regards historical painting, we think requires explanation. Tho lielgian

confributoi's have not been so meirlful to us as the French, for tho paintings

hv Gallait are the finest works in the whole collection.
"
It miist not, liowever, be assumed that, because the pictures sent from

Paris do not strike at first sight, that there are not among them many
. xamples of the elegant and imaginative branches of art to which wo cannot

produce satisfactory parallels ; nor that, because the walls are not covered

with high and sacred art, no attempt has been made to represent it.

On tlie contrary, each class of subject seems to present itself in calm

• Icfiunce of and patient confidence in the result of the comparison that may
!
.( made. The champion of tho grand style will be fouud in a large picture

l.y Augustc Barthclemy Glaize, bearing tho ill-chosen title to Englishmen

.f
' A Pilloiy." The word in French, by a free interpretation, means a

lisplay of great men. As an example of the large style of art, we have no

painting that can be compared with it. Beneath it, on the right on entering

the French Gallery, hangs " The Annunciation," by Amaury Duval, which

for elegance of drawing, elevated delicacy of tint, and graceful composition,

with a dehghtful sentiment of refined religion, the English School possesses

no painter who could approach it. For poetry of tone and delicate gradations

..f tints, we cannot match the picture entitled " Francesco DAssisi." As
irgards effect, finish, and the charmingly imaginative, where have we any

work equal to " Illusions Destroyed," by Charle.s Glaire ? Nowhere.

I'he same answer must be given to a similar question respecting the solemn

Mignityof •• Marl<! Antoinette passing from the Tribunal after Condemna-

I ion," by Paul Delaroche ; and also as regards those small but beautiful and

expressive pictures in a very low tone of colour, which hang close beneath

it. Of the same kind, and equally poetic in treatment, is ' The Procession

to Calvary," by Armand Leleux. On the opposite, side of the room is a

landscape with which we have nothing to compare for classical treatment

;ind balny repose. It is by Charles F. Daubigny, entitled " The Banks

of the Oise
;

" and of the perfectly ideal and elegant '• My Sister is

not Here," by Hamou, we have no counterpart. We are now gi'ving merely

:\ glance round the galleries, but shall go more fully into the merits of

the pictures in futui-e notices.

Tlie German artists have sent several pictures which are entirely beyond

the powers and above the aim of English painters, " The Holy F'amily," by

Carl Miiller, a picture painted in the most lovely manner, is one of them.

The severity of the drawing is not quite so distinct as in the circular com-

positions by Raphael, at the Earl of EUesmere's ; but every part is extremely

graceful and beautiful. A large gallery picture of " Nero after the burning

of Rome," by Carl Piloty, is painted in a grand stylo, and the whole is

finely conceived. " The Tliree Marys on the Morning of the Resurrection,"

by Cai'l Peschel, is excellent in tone .is regards the subjects, and although

yery admirable, it is possible that Mr. Dyco would approach it should he

attempt the same subject. " The Death of Nicolet, King of the Obotrites,"

ty Theodor Schlocpche, is finer as a whole, figures and horses taken toge-

ther, than any artist we have could paint. " The Raising of Jairus'

Daugliter," by Gustav Reichter, if not absolutely gi'and, is composed with

expressive simplicity, and is scientifically coloured.

Compare the two pictures by J. Israels, a Dutch artist — " Tlie Ship-

wrecked" and "The Cradle"— the former painted in that sombre and

monotonous style so well suited to the subject, and the latter, a most

brilliant effect of sunlight on the figures, with tho sea melting into aerial

mist and space. Where, let us ask, is an English artist who ever thinks of

painting from palettes so differently regulated, according to the sentiment of

the subject ?

The Swedish School sends us the works of two female painters, which we
do not think our Society of Female Artists conld equal. There is a refined

delicacy and skilful arrangement in " Meditation"— a lady reading in an

elegant boudoir— by Jeannette Miiller; and "A Mother with her Child,"

besides two other clever pictures, by AmaliaLindegren. Another example

of the change foreign artists made in their stylo of colouring, in accordance

with their subjects, may bo seen in the pictures by Frederick Hi'ckert ; and

the Norwegian painter, Tideman, is not easily excelled in his humble and

religious ceremonies.

Of the Danish School, we have a classical scene from the " Andria " of

Terence, by Abildgaard. The collection from Russia is veiy interesting. In

it we find, among tho higher order of art. a rather pre-Raphaelite " Virgin

and Infant Saviour," by Theodore Bruni, but gi-acefiJ and well painted ; and

a fine picture, of gallery size, of " .Jesus and Mary Magdalene " (noli me
tangere), very classically and elegantly treated, and the event as expressively

illustrated. Taking this work, by Alex.ander Ivanhof, as a whole, we do not

know an English painter who could equal it. In domestic pathos, with

admirable execution of accessories, " The Widow," by Paul Fedotof, we
have seldom seen excelled, and we sliould bo happy to see tho feeling and

propriety of treatment in " The Peasant Girl receiving the Holy Com-
munion," by Alexis Venezianof, more frequently displayed by English

painters.

The Belgian School, as we have said, is the great point of interest, in

consequence of its exhibiting the two wonderfully dramatic pictures by
Gallait—"The Last Moments of Count Egmont" and "The Last Honours
paid to Counts Egmont and Horn." There are, besides, several other

pictures by the same artist, which make that side of the Belgian room

remarkably effective and atti-active. This room ia further enriched with

pictures by Leys, relative to the history of the Netherlands and the Refor-

mation ; numerous production* by Madou, the Wilkie of Belgium, of a very

amusing description ; two fine pictures by Pawels : a very impressive sub-

ject, by .Slingeneyer, of " A Martyr in the days of Diocletian " about to be
torn to pieces by wild beasts ; and some large cattle pictures, by Verboeck-

hoven and L. Robbie.
The Spanish painter. Antonio Gisbert, Bcnd.s a picture full of fine senti-

ment, entitled, " The Execution of Padillo, Bravo, and Maldonado ;
" and

a small, but highly scientific one, as regards arrangement of tone, repre-

senting "The Death of Don Carlos" (son of Philip II.), and "Queen
.loanna embracing the Coffin which contained tho Body of her Husband,"
by Gabriel Maureta.

Italy <'xhibits no painting of importance, except " The Taking of Jora-

salem," in which there is much elegant drawing and treatment ; but then
arc some fine large drawings in pen and ink from tho "Inferno," "Purga-
torio," and " Paradiso " of Dante, quite original in conception, and moct
elaborately, as well as very gracefully composed.
We have now briefly directed attention to the chief points of the foreiga

schools, in all of which we find either superiority in choice of subject,

imaginative arrangement in accordance with the sentiment of the scene,

or refinement in the general treatment, and all of which we should be

happy to see the English School make some attempt to emulate. But it

must not be 8up|x)sed because, according to the rules of politeness, we give

priority of consideration to the stranger, that in our next number we shall

not be able to show in what the English School excels those of the Con-

tinent, if not in those of tho present day, at least in the productions of the

great English masters— the fathers of British Art.

ROy.VL ACADEifi" ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS.

THE reflection recurs to us, as we agaiu look upon the architectural

drawings at the Royal Academy, that a union of the works here ex-

hibited with those displayed in Conduit Street, would united constitute a
creditable exhibition of architectural art, and convey a fair, although by no

means a full, idea of what has recently been executed or projected by
English architects. Divided as architects have been since the establish-

ment of tho Architectural Exhibition, some twelve years since, it is with

difficulty that we can compass their aggregate importance. We cannot but

remember also that a considerable number of drawings reserved for this

more aristocratic gallery are annually returned to teach a lesson to their

disappointed owners, instead of being hung for the instruction of their

professional brethren. It is then too late to send them to the Architectural

Exhibition. Between tho two Galleries, many works "go the wall" in the

offices of their respective owners. We must be contented, in the words

which adorn the title page of this j'ear's Catalogue, " to make up our idea

of perfection from the excellences that are dispersed " over the several

Galleries— in Conduit Street, South Kensington and Trafalgar Square, and

banish all expectation of finding it exclusively in either locality. The
International Exhibition has a goodly show, but they are chiefly gathered

from former exhibitions. The superior attractions of the Royal Academy
have likewise influenced our architects, and renders it easy to account tOt

the poverty so conspicuous at Conduit Street.

The post of honour is deservedly occupied by a large and brilliant dr.TW-

ing of Mr. Page's Design for Blackfriars Bridge. It consists of three iron

segmental arches with pierced spandrels, supported by red granite piers.

Works of sculpture surmount the piei-s. The abutments are pierced by
single rusticated arches, which hardly correspond with the general character

of the bridge. The lines of the bridge are grand in the extreme, and the

ornament suiTounding the coloured shields in the spandrels is mostjudiciously

introduced. If erected as hero shown, it will far surpass anything whioh

has hitherto spanned the river. What, however, is meant for its crowning

decoration, is, as here placed, its greatest defect, and, if persisted in, will

tend to mar its entire appearance. We allude to the colossal groups of

sculpture upon the piers. They are represented as facing tho river. From
tho bridge, therefore, their back views must be simply uninteresting.

Moreover, towering above the horizontal line of the bridge, they break it at

regular intervals in the most unpleasant fashion and unnecessarily disfigure

this its principal feature. This bad arrangement is the more to be regretted,

because it could so easily have been rectified. We admit the appropriateness

of sculptured groups, but why, we ask, were they put upon the bridge to

stand bulkily against the sky ? They destroy the fine stretch of line which

links shore to shore, and, bo placed, are further removed from the river

passengers, without being, even in themselves, of interest to the people on

tlie bridge. They could just as well be fixed in front o/tho piers, the pale

red colour of which would tlien fonn a charming background to them ; they

would then enrich what is now too plain, be nearer tlie eye of all possible

s]ieetators and leave in calm repose the splendid outline of the bridge which

they now so i-udely intnide themselves upon.

Leaving the projected improvement in the appearance of the river, which

is likely soon to be realised, we come, in 889, 890, to two " Studies relative

to the Embankment Question," by Mr. Newton, which are of a speculative

character. The author's notion is to avoid all interference with private

property. He views the embankments as Government estates, upon which

stately buildings, after the style of Somerset House, might, in course of

years, be erected; and he forms in the rear of the embankments open

docks, so as to communicate with the different wharves. After Mr.

Cowper's explanation of the Government's intention, there is not much
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chance of Mr. Newton's design being realised. Mr. Charles Henman (834)
treats us to a somewhat similar idea ; but, instead of palatial buildings, ho
shows fire-proof warehouses on the banks, relieved bv glazed promenades,

and the author's " system of street architecture, in accordance with the

requirements of the age," which altogether strikes us as being even uglier

than the present aspect of the shores.

A conspicuous drawing is exhibited, bv Captain Fowke, of the " Industrial

Museum of Scotland," 892. To say that it is better than the International

Exhibition is not, perhaps, saying much. The style is that of an Italian

villa magnified. In fact, there is a villa hanging near it, by Mr. Masey,

885, which, although in siie not one-quarter of it, is in design infinitely

greater. The characteristic of the Museum is that of all Captain Fowke's
work— swollen littleness. AVe see that, although designed by CapUiin

Fowke, it is erected under the superintendence of a local architect. We
think it a pity that they did not exchange their relative duties. Edinburgh
might then have been able to boast of a finer building, and London, at the

same time, have escaped the infliction of an uglier one.

Mr. Godfrey Sykes shows the first sketch for filling the blank arcades in

the Cromwell Road with mosaics. Groups of figures, illustrative of arts

and manufactures, shaded in sepia, are introduced w^ithin grey and red

bands. In the heads of the arches the raw material connected with each

subject is depicted. The designs are exquisitely drawn and coloured, but

they would as fitly bo attached to a brick-kiln as to that grandly gloomy

front. There is only ono appropriate way to destroy its blankness, and it

is, moreover, one peculiarly suited to the business instincts of the Com-
missioners—that is, to let the series of arcades for advertisements. People

would then stop to look at it, and the commercial success of the scheme
would gladden the hearts of Commissioners who have shown such aptitude

for creating rights, and selling them.
» Mr. Newton has a " Study relative to the Composition of the Vertical

Lines of an Obelisk, and the Horizontal Lines of a Bridle." Since it was
prepared, the obelisk fever has subsided ; but we may remark that in this

bird's-eye view no horizontal line is seen at all, and that the lines of the

obelisk compose chiefly with the curved lines of the trees behind them.

The design, however, is not the less good because of Mr. Newton's incom-
prehensible description of it.

A " Proposed Memorial to the late Prince Consort for Newport Church,

Isle of Wight " (853), by 3Ir. F. Mew, is an artistic mural monument,
conceived in a true Gothic spirit, but free from the fetters which too fre-

quently cramp the action of the revivalists. It is. moreover, highly credit-

able to a provincial town that they have preferred a design of this kind to

the stereotyped editions of dull marble statues by second-rate sculptors.

The memorial is placed between two windows, which are bordered with
encaustic tiles bearing the royal cipher. The windows are appropriately

filled with stained glass. In the spandrils of the windows, enclosed by
ornamented quatrefoUed circles, figures of angels holding inscribed bands
are incised. The incisions are filled in with black plaster, after the fashion

of the Italian intagliata recently introduced into several churches by Mr.
Butterfield and Mr. Street. A canopy is placed between, the windows. It

is supported by marble shafts of different colours resting on corbels, and is

tastefully, if not expensively, enriched. A carved head of the Prince, in

relief, is seen in the arch ; an inscription occupies the space between the

shafts. A band, bearing a Biblical motto, stretches from side to side under

the whole composition. It is stopped at the ends by carv'ed angels, which,

we think, the architect might in execution very wisely dispense with, or

else incise them, as he has done those bearing the upper mottoes.

A design for the same subject by Mr. Bellliouse (842) is hung too high

to be properly examined. It looks more like a factory chimney in the rear

of an Italian town-hall than a Christian monument. Of other memorials

we have one of 1851 by Mr. J. Lewin (841), which resembles Scott's

monument at Edinburgh ; and another of the same subject by Mr. H. S.

Legg, which we have seen exhibited before. It is in throe stages, with

lions and figures at the angles, and statues of the Queen and Prince Consort

on the summit. Mr. F. P. Cockerell sends a masterly restoration of the

Street of Tombs, Pompeii. It represents a funeral procession issuing from

the gates, and the mountains above Salerno in the distance.

Mr. Teulon exhibits a memorial to William Tyndale (859), a well-

proportioned, simple, and imposing grey pile, with bands of brown stone

occasionally introduced into it ; Mr. M. Digby Wyatt, the granite monu-
ment placed over the grave of the late President of the Institution of

Civil Engineers, in Kensal Green Cemetery ; and Messrs. Tallis and
Perron the fine tower which was, on the suggestion of J. J. Rogers, Esq.,

M.P., most judiciously substituted for the monumental column to Sir

H. Davy's memory at Penzance.

One of Mr. Street's customary etchings (878) represents the interior of

the church of St. James' the Less, Westminster, as it has been completed.

In 843 we have a design for Christ Church, Pentonville, by Mr. Brock,

which has evidently been founded upon the exterior of the same church.

But with a hazy likeness in its general design there is unfortunately none

in the details. There is a want of breadth in the whole composition, and
the lower gables over the arches of the tower are a palpable mistake.

Mr. H. E. Kendall, jun., displays upon an ostentatious scale an exten-

sively got-up design for a mansion "in the old English style now erecting."

It contains a profusion of barge lK>ards, gables, chimneys, and dormers,

grouped together with considerable skill, but there is an evident want of

taste in the exaggerated forms and dimensions of the detail. Moreover, if

we mistake not, the whole thing, as regards its half-timbered " old

English " style, is a huge sham. We cannot conceive a gentleman insane

enough to dwell within wood and lath and plaster walls, when possessing

the means so elaborately to ornament them. It is miccred wilk. not in
the old English style, and is wanting in the true i)rinciplcs which guided the
middle-age builders. As n specimen of imitation it is as clever as a piece
of wall-space lined and drawn to resemble stone might be made, but it

sinks beneath the level of art and of "the old English style" altogether.

844, Hawkleyhurst, Hants, is a far more genuine design. The high
pitched roofs and gables, turrets, chimneys, and bay windows are hero
introduced with a thorough appreciation of their value, and tlic true artist is

seen in the way in which the red color of the brick cliimney.s is, by means
of diapers and bands of roof tiles, made to harmonise with the cool grey
stone of the walls.

The " Design for an Exchange for a lai'ge Commercial City " (845), by
Mr. Watson, received, we believe, the gold medal of the Royal Academy.
The geometrical drawings and plan are hung in Conduit Street. It is

highly creditiible as the work of a young architect, and the upper stage of
the tower is a feature of singular beauty. Mr. Phen6 Spiers contributes
several talented studies of old French buildings ; Mr. Cole, a fine view of
Antwerp Cathedral; and Mr. Johnson, some drawings of Westminster
Abbey. The " Design for the Palais de Justice at Brussels " (876), by Mr.
Kerr, is in the severer Roman style, with a colossal dome rising in the
centre of it. The late Sir Charles Barry is represented by his design for

the Halifax Town Hall, now in course of erection, with modifications by
his son. The proportions of the facades indicate the ripe scholarship of
its distinguished author, but the upper portion of the tower—sliaped like an
obelisk—is no ornament to it, and of very little use, since it serves only to
conceal the stairs which lead to a balcony near the summit. The " Shoot-
ing Box," by Mr. E. M. Barry (893), is scarcely more than a box with
rectangular apertures and a high roof. Mr. Gray's " Design for Houses in

Gore Road, South Kensington " (894), is an extension of the well-known style

which he has adopted in the neighbourhood of Covent Garden. The
"Dwelling House at Wantage, Berks," by Mr. Brooks (832), is a red
brick building, with bricks laid herring-bone fashion in the arch heads
over the windows. This style of work is all very well occasionally used as

a contrast to other detail, but a repetition of it throughout the building

shows poverty rather than fertility of invention. With a profusion of
cuspings and jagged pinnacles, Mr. Smith has composed his " Design for a
Memorial Church at Hertford" (835). Mr. Manning's "St. Olave's,

Ramsay " (838), is the drawing from which the photograph was taken
which hangs at the Architectural Exhibition. Mr. R. W. Edis, in a couple

of views, shows a simple but clever " Villa Residence at Uxbridge " (836,

837). Equally clever, and in a similar style, is the selected " Design for

Rugby Cemetery" by Mr. Bidlake (846), but the same architect is hardly
so successful in the "Design for the New Markets at Chester." "The
Church of St. Charles Borromeo " of Messrs. Willson and Nicholl

has afforded them an opportunity of producing two spirited etchings,

but they are too slightly dashed in to enable us to judge properly

of the design. Mr. Ashpitel's "New Church, at Sutton, Kent" (847), is

based upon a good model. It appears, in fact, more like the re-

storation of an old church than a design for a new one. The weak point is

the bell turret, which no one would possibly take to be other than a modem
work. Mr. Sang's first prize design for covering the Merchants' Area of

the Royal Exchange deserves examination, on account 'of the excellent and
artistic manner in which the desired object is achieved.

Mr. Goldie's originality has full scope in his St. Wilfred's R. C. Church,
York (855), but, as is too frequently the case, it betrays him into

exaggeration. This is plainly seen in the deep splay over the shallow
plinth of the tower, and in the slender columns, placed one over the other,

without even a string intervening between them. It is original, certainly

;

but that is all we can say for it, if we do not add, that it is also unmistake-

ably ugly. From the fact of Mr. J. P. .Tones exhibiting a second time his

design for a cemetery (856), he evidently has a higher opinion of it than

anyone else is likely to entertain. A very clever Italian villa design (858),

by Mr. J. Giles, has likewise been already noticed by us, in the Conduit
Street Gallery. It is to be regretted that the design for the HuU Toflni

Hall, by Messrs. Masey and Evers (860), was not sent to the Architectural

Exhibition, where so many of the competition designs are hung. It is

Italian, mth tower in the centre, and steep square roof over the wings.

The three-quarter columns tacked on the front, between the windows, are

worse tlian unnecessary. With that exception, the design is a very good
one. Mr. George Godwin's "Bailiff's House and StabUig" is, we fancy,

an old design.

873 is a suggestion, by Mr. Naden, for relieving the present crowded

state of the metropolis. It is most elaborately worked out, but there are

numberless obstacles to it, which have been conveniently or innocently

ignored. A railway is proposed to be suspended in the centre of the street,

with a roadway between it and the present thoroughfares.

We cannot do more than briefly direct attention to Mr. Tarring's Jacobin

design for a gentleman's mansion (884) ; to the four colossal trees which
fortunately csnceal the major portion of Mr. D. A. Deanc's " New Building

to be erected at Christ Church College, O.xford "— (if it be no better than

it is here represented by Mr. Pollen, wo fervently hope that they may
always be sufficiently leafy to conceal it) ; to Messrs. Pi-itchard and Seddon's

brilliantly decorated organ, now in the International Exhibition; to Mr.

R. P. Pope's simple, but highly effective design for St. Bartholomew's

Hospital, at Chatham (898) ; to the house of Mr. Wilkinson (899) ; to the

stained glass of Mr. Seddon and Mr. A. O'Connor; and, lastly, to the able

manner in which Mr. Digby Wyatt has welded the interlaced work, and the

distinctive features of old Irish architecture to the hoipcs ju Grafton Street,

Dublin (900).
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GAS APPARATUS AT THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

TO describe the improvements effected since the first Exhibition in 1851,

in the manufacture of ilhiniinating gas, is easily accomplished. For
the information of some readers, it may be useful to mention, tliat the gaa

now burned for lighting all towns in Great Britain and Ireland is exclu-

sively made from coal. Cast-iron or fire-clay vessels, called retorts, are

heated to redness by furnaces fired underneath, in whicli state coal is

introduced into the retorts, the heat of which causes gaseous vapour to bo
driven off. This volatile matter is cooled by being pas.sed through pipes
connected together in the open air, when tar and ammonia water are con-
densed. To render the gas fit for use, all that is now necessary is to
remove its two worst impurities, carbonic acid and sulphuretted hydrogen,
whii'li can be economically done by hydrate of lime. Wien coal has been
subjected to heat in a closed vessel from four to six hours, all the useful
gas is removed, and the residuum of the coal left is changed into coke,
which is extracted and cooled by water. Gas made in this manner would
be a fair average of the quality generally supplietl. All improvements
should at least either conduce to something appreciable, such as goodness,
cheapness, &c.

Nothing better illustrates the alteration effected during the past decennial
period than the number of exhibitors of fire-clay gas retorts. This has
arisen through iron retorts being discontinued in almost eveiy town ex-
ceeding ten thousand inhabitants ; consequently, now fire-clay gas retorts
are an important feature in the building. Through having had the oppor-
tunity of seeing many of the retorts before the opening of the Exhibition,
it could not escape observation that many are made of the finest ground
clay, and unfit for practical use. The object being to give the outside of the
retorts the smoothness of marble, and the inside the fineness of grain of loaf
sugar. To accomplish their purpose, some of the manufacturers have entered
on the cost of making and burning nearly a dozen retorts to secure a single
sound one. All, however, have not succeeded in doing this, as in one a
long crack may be discovered painted over with many words ; in another,
the perceptible flaw is hid by being placed against a heavy article which
would take several men to move. Why endeavour to show goods what
they are not ?

In order to make a serviceable fire-clay ga.s retort, such as will stand
drying and burning without cracking, it is necessary to mix with the ground
fire-clay some broken up brick previously burnt. But this mode would
cause the material of the retorts to have the consistence of mortar made
with unscreened sand. Clay for fire-brick work should contain no lime,
magnesia, or iron, on account of these substances being quickly affected by
heat. The slate clay from the coal series is employed in England. At the
termination nearly of the machinery department. Western Annexe, there
are some comparatively cnoi-mous pieces of burnt fire-clay goods for gas
purposes, &c., surpassing in size anything exhibited elsewhere. This part
is Belgian, the manufacturers being Monsieur Th. Boucher, who obtained a
medal at the last Exhibition, a Monsieur A. Keller, and others. In
Class III., Messrs. Cower, Blaydon-Burn, show as well as they can in a
corner two beautifully made gas retorts, manufactured from the Newcastle
clay. Here also Messrs. WiUiam Stephenson and Son have a stall ; their
retorts look well, but they .are thickly coloured with bone ash ; the same
may be said of Messrs. Clift and Son's patent enameled retort made from
Wortley clay, the quality of which is probably as good as it appears ; but
goods of this description certainly should not be artificially wliitened
all over.

In Eastern Annexe, Class I., may be seen a very good D-shaped retort of
.Stourbridge clay, manufactured by Messrs. John Hall and Co. A stall of
Mr. Addison Potter contains a beautiful little model of seven fire-clay D
gas retorts, set under a double furnace, fixed complete with mouth-pieces
and ascension pipes— such as are in general use in gas-work.s. Messrs.
Harper and Moore likewise show diminutive models in fire-clay for the dis-
tillation of coal gas. There is also to be viewed in Class I. a six-bed of
Walcptt's patent gas^ retorts, erected full size, together with explanatory
working drawings, being exactly similar to two settings now working at the
"West London Junction Gas-Works." These patent retorts have both
their sides solid, which permits either the top or floor to be cut out and
renewed when necessary ; thus a setting of several patent retorts may be
effectually repaired from time to time so as to last very many years. Several
other advantages over the common mode is stated to be obtained by this
invention.

_
Managers of gas-works should note this for one of their objects

for inspection when visiting the Exhibition. Some of the manufacturers
show on their stalls samples of the fire-clay as raised by them. One has
three different kinds : the first is described as best glass house pot-clay; the
second as best black crucible clay, used, for making melting-pots for brass,
malleable iron, &e. ; the third, as second black crucible clay, for making
melting-pots for brass, malleable iron, &c. No chemical analysis of their
fire-clays is given by Exhibitors from any part; this omission should be
rectified on the next occasion. About two parts of silica to one of alumina
forms the base of the best flre-clays ; when the silica exceeds this propor-
tion, as in the South Wales fire-clay, it is insuffieiently plastic, and when
alumina exists in a larger degree it is less refractory to fire.

Returning to Class X., the attention of persons residing in single country
houses cannot fail to be attracted by the pretty show of coal gas apparatus.
At the last Exhibition there were several modes shown for making oil gas,
under the fancy names of vegetable gas, &c. ; now not one is to be seen.
"The Journal of the Board of Arts, &c.," Upper Canada, mentions "that
the Canadian department at the International Exhibition should be illumi-
nated with gas manufactured from Enniskillen petroleum (rock oil), and

Mr. J. E. Thompson of Toronto will send one of his portable petroleum gas-
retort.s, with purifiers and gasometers complete for thi« purpose." So far
from this prediction occurring, not oven a single bottle of this rock oil
can be seen in the Canadian departments, on account of the Exhibition
authorities refusing to allow what has been sent to remain there ; fearing
doubtlessly of incurring increased risk of fire. This oil requires to be puri-
fied and deodorised by sulphuric acid and alkalies before Ijoing used in
lamps. A gallon of oil, price la., may be fairly calculated to produce 100
cubic feet of gas, which is 10«. per 1000, exclusive of labour, farnace fuel,
&c. Where expense is any object it can never compete with coal for gas
purposes.

(To be concluded in our nett.)

PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE AND ARCHITECTS' CHARGES.

A MEETING of members only of the Royal Institute of British Archi-
tects -was hold at the Rooms, 9 Conduit Street, Regent Street, on

Monday, the 12th inst, to re-consider the resolutions respecting pro-
fessional practice and charges of architects ; Mr. Owex Jones, Vice -Pre.
sident, in the chair.

It was moved by Professor Don-aldson", seconded by Mr. Steeet, and
unanimously agreed to, that the paper of professional practice and charges
of architects some time ago forwarded by the council to the members be
confirmed and adopted. The following is a copy of the paper referred to :

—

" The usual remuneration for an architect's ser\-ices, except as herein-
after mentioned, is a commission of 5 per cent, on the total cost of the
work executed from his designs ; besides which, all travelling and other
incidental expen.ses incurred by the architect are paid by the employer, who
is also chargeable under certain conditions, as hereafter mentioned, for
time occupied in travelling.

" But in all works in which the art required is of a liigh kind, and the
expenditure mainly for skilled labour and not for materials, as e. g. in
designs for the furniture and fittings of buildings, in their decoration with
p,ainting or mosaic, for their sculpture, for stained glass, and other like
works, the architect's charge is not made by way of commission on the
cost, nor does it depend xipon the time employed in making the design, but
is regulated by special circumstances, and varies according to the skill and
artistic power of the architect.

"A commission of 2~ per cent, is to be charged upon such works as
sculpture, stained glass, and others of a similar nature, for which the
architect does not give the design, but arranges with the artists or trades-
men, and directs the work generally.

"In works under £500 in amount, 5 per cent, is not fairly to be con-
sidered as remunerative, and in such cases it is just to the employer as well
as to the architect, to charge by time or by a scale, varying from 10 per
cent, for works under £100, to 5 per cent, on amounts above £500.

' The commission is reckoned upon the total cost of the works, valued
as if executed entirely by labour and of new materials provided by the
builder.

" The commission is to be charged upon the whole v.ilue of the work
executed, with the addition of 2i per cent, upon any omissions. This Ls ex-
clusive of the chiirge for measuring extras and omissions.

" The architect is entitled during the progress of the building to pay-
ment on account at the rate of 5 per cent, on the instalments paid to the
builder, or otherwise to half the commission on the signing of the contract,

and the remainder by instalments as above.
" All travelling expenses are to be charged extra.
" These rules suppose the work to be executed within an easy distance

of the architect's office ; but if the work is executed at a considerable or
inconvenient distance from it, an allowance beyond the 5 per cent, ought
to bo made for the time occupied in travelling, in addition to the actual
expenses.

"The percentage does not cover professional services in connection with
negotiations for site, arrangements respecting party walls, or right of lights,

nor services incidental to arrangements consequent upon tho failure of
builders whilst carrying out work; but all such and similar services are
charged for in addition, the basis for charge being the time employed.

" Supposing that tho employer, after having agreed to a design, and
having had the drawings prepared, should have material alterations made,
an extra charge may be made according to the time occupied.

" If the architect should have drawn out the design complete, with plans,

elevations, sections, and specification, ready for estimate, the charge is half
the usual commission above named.

" If the architect should have, in addition, procured tenders in accordance
with the instruction of his employer, the charge is half per cent, extra to

the above.
" For works in the alteration of premises, the remuneration may be in-

creased according to the time, skill, and trouble involved.

"All of the following requirements for the buildings are included in the

ordinary charge of 5 per cent.

:

" Preliminary sketches.

"Working drawings and specifications sufficient for an estimate and
contract.

" Detailed drawings and instructions for execution.
" General superintendence of works (exclusive of clerk of works).
" Examining and passing the accounts (exclusive ofmeasuring and making

out extras and omissions).

"No additional remuneration is due for making such a rough estimate aa
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mar be obUuiMd. for instance, by cubing out the contents. If a detailed

ntunate be framed, additional remuneration is due from the employer.
" An uchitect is bound, under the 6 per cent, charge, to provide one set

of dravinss and one set of tracinp;s, with duplicate specification ; it being

undeistooa that the arehitect is paid for the use only of the drawings and

specification, and that they remain the property of the architect.

" The charge for taking a plan of an estate, laying it out, and arranging

for building upon, shotdd be regulated by the time, skill, and trouble in-

volved.
•' For actually letting the several plots (in ordinary eases), not exceeding

a whole year's ground rent may be ehargetL
•' For inspecting the buildings during their progress (so far as may be

necessjiry to ensure the conditions being fulfilled) and finally certi-

fying for lease, the ehargt' shoiJd be a percentage not exceeding half

per cent, up to £5,000, jind above that by special arrangement.

"All the above fees to be exclusive of travelling expenses, and time

occupied in travelling, as before mentioned.
•' The charge for the above does not include the commission for preparing

specification, directing, superintending, and certifying for the proper for-

mation of roads, fences, and other works executed at the cost of the

employer, nor for putting the plans on the leases.

" The following definite charges are recognised for valuation ofproperty :

—

"The charge throughout is 1 per cent, on the first ;£l,000, and half per

cent, on the remainder up to £10,000. Below £1,000 and beyond

£10,000 by special arrangement. These charges do not include

travelling expenses, nor attendance before juries, arbitrators, &c.
" The charge per day which may be made by jirchitects, depends upon

their professionsj position, but the minimum charge is three guineas

per day.

The charge for dilapidations, when estimated, is 6 per cent, as estimated,

and in no case less than £2 2s,

" It is not desirable that an architect should supply to builders quantities

on which to form tenders for executing his design; but in case of such

beitgj done it should be with the concurrence of the employer, and the

architect should be paid by him and not by the builder."

BRICKS AND TILES.*

rpHE art of the brickmaker has been practised by nearly every civilised

A. nation of which we have any record ; the manufacture of bricks, and the
employment of them for building purposes, dating from the remotest an-
tiquity, and the use of that distinctive form of bricks to which wo have given
the name of tiles being probably almost, if not quite as ancient. Nor is this

to be wondered at when it is recollected that in all countries where timber
or stone are difficult to procure or to work, the natural resource must be the
employment, as a building material, of baked or sun-dried earth or clay, in

some shape. In such districts or provinces, however, as furnish stones of
portable dimensions, or accessible and easily-worked quarries, and in such
as abound in timber, the building art has often made great progress without
recourse being had to artificial materials ; and in these localities, bricks,

being little needed, are often almost unknown, and sometimes even tiles arc
little employed. Portions of Norway and of Switzerland may be referred

to as furnishing examples either of the exclusive use of timber or of its

employment in conjunction with only a smaU quantity of stone for struc-
tures. Certain districts of France in the middle ages, and some parts of
the north of England and Scotland at the present day, furnish on the other
hand instances of the almost universal employment of stone with just so
much timber as is indispensable, in each case to the exclusion of brick ; but
exceptional localities such as these afford almost the only instances of the
total absence from buildings of some form or other of artificial building,
roofing, or paving materials.

The Babylonians, the Egyptians, and the Assyrians, among the nations of
remote antiquity, all made use of bricks, to a great extent, and in the Bible
references to this material, as made among all of these nations, are to be
found. These references form the earliest authentic accounts of the employ-
ment of bricks ; but Josephus mentions a tradition which attributes to the
sons of Seth a knowledge of their use, and which, if true, would thus carry
back their origin to the very earliest period of the history of the human
race.

The first mention of bricks in Scripture is to be found in the account
(Genesis xi. 3, 4) of the building of the city and tower of Babel. Here the
making and burning of bricks is spoken of as the first work undertaken
preparatory to building, and it is worth remark that the writer incidentally
betrays the fact that he was writing at a time and in a place where stone
was principally, if not exclusively employed, for he says, " brick had they
for stone."

The next Scripture mention of bricks occurs in the account of the bondage
of the Israelites in the land of Egj-pt (Exod. i. 13, 14, and v. 6-19). Here
we have an account of the employment of the captives in the manufacture
of bricks, and also in the erection of buildings for Pharaoh.

In the history of David (2 Samuel xii. 31), we have a reference to a
brick-kiln, not, however, in the territory of the Jews, but in the adjoining
country of the Ammonites ; for it is in that history recorded that, having

.'J^' *''? w "i*^'* '' *^."' '*^<"" » ""^ "'eful volume lust published under the superin-
tendence or Mr Bennet Woodcruft, of the Great Seal Patent Office, entitled, " Abridge-
ment! of the Speciacation. relating to Bricki and Tll«f," and printed by crder of the Com-
muaionen of Patents. Pnce 4».

taken Kabbah, the capital of that country, David, beside other modes of

destroying or humiUating the inhabitants, " made them to pass through the

brick-kiln."

In the book of Isaiah bricks are twice mentioned, and in both cases in

such a way as to show tliat they were held in low estimation as compared
with stone. In the first of these passages (Isaiah ix. 9, 10), the prophet says

that the people " say in the pride and stoutness of heart, the bricks are

fallen down, but we will build with hewn stones." In the second passage

(Isaiah Ixv. 3), a long series of gross breaches of law and propriety are being

recited, and among the first of them occurs the reproach that the people
" burneth incense upon altars of brick."

In the book of Jeremiah we have again a reference, at a date about eight

centuries after the one in the book of Exodus, to the brick-making of

Egypt. The Jews at that time had fled into Egypt, and tlie prophet, who
was among them, being about to proclaim the destruction by fire of the gods

of the Egj-ptians, was thus directed
;
(Jeremiah sliii. 9) " take great stones

in thine hand, and hide tliem in the clay in The brick-kiln, wliich is at the

entry of Pharaoh's house in Tahpanhes."

Lastly, in the book of Nahuni, there occtirs a reference to the city of

Nineveh (Nahum iii. 14), from which it is clear that bricks were under-

stood to be the ordinary material applicable to the fortifications of that

city. Foretelling invasion and attack, the prophet says " draw thee waters

for the siege, fortify thy stronghokis : go into clay, and tread the mortar,

make strong the brick-kiln." And these references to the customary em-

ployment of brick by the Babylonians, the Ninevites, and the Egj'ptians

will be found corroborated by the accounts of profane historians, such as

Herodotus and Xenophon, and by the researches of modern discoverers.

Among these three nations the use of two sorts of bricks, some being

kiln-burnt and others merely dried in the sun, appears to have been

general ; the employment of glsized or enameled bricks as a decoration for

the face of walls appears also to have been common both at Nineveh and

Babylon, and an immense number of glazed and coloured bricks exist among

the ruins of both these cities.

Many ancient bricks show marks of having had reeds or other such sub-

stances worked up along with the material of which they were made, appa-

rently to render it more tenacious. The Scripture account of the brick-

making performed by the Israelites in Egypt, already referred to, shows

that they were compelled to employ straw in forming the bricks they made.

It was also, for many ages, customary to stamp each brick with a device,

or an inscription, or both, a circumstance which has aflforded much useful

historical information as to the date and occasion of the erection of the

buildings from the ruins of which they come ; thus, for example, Mr.

Layard was enabled to identify the celebrated " Birs Nimroud " as the

ruin of a building of Nebuchadnezzar, by finding that every brick removed

from that mound was impressed with his name. Egyptian bricks arc

usually inscribed, and it was enjoined by law (Smith's Diet. Antiquities,

art. " Later ") upon the Eomans that the bricks they made should be thus

marked. Bricks so inscribed have been found in our own country at York,

and bear marks showing the presence of certain Roman legions, for or by

whom they were made. The same thing has occurred in Germany, and

at Caerieon. (Diet, of Arch. Pub. Society, art. " Bricks.")

Herodotus, describing the building of the walls of Babylon, says, " They

made bricks of the earth, borne out from the trenches, and having drawn

out a suitable quantity, they burnt them in furnaces." This is said to be

the earliest reference in profane history to the subject ; many subsequent

ones might however, be adduced, relating both to the works of the eariier

nations already named, and to those of the Greeks and Romans. Many

specimens of inscribed bricks, the Assyrian ones being impressed with in-

scriptions in cuneiform characters, and the Egyptian ones with hieroglyphics,

may be seen in the British Museum. For a fuU account of tlie manufacture,

as practised by the Egyptians, with an engraving from a celebrated painting

in a tomb at Thebes, representing the process, and for illustrations of the

almost universal employment of this material, consult Sir Gardiner

Wilkinson's Works. (Ancient Egyptians, vol. li. pp. 97, 98 ;
also Manners

and Customs of the Egyptians.)
. . . , , ,, -,- ,. ^,

The Greeks appear to have built less in bnck than the Egyptians or the

Romans yet it is clear that they did employ bricks to a considerable extent.

Pliny informs us that the Greeks made four sizes of them, and \ itruvius

also refers to the same fact. The Romans are known to have employetl

brick most extensively, and have left many remains of brickwork in every

part of their dominions. On this point a reliable authority observes (Diet,

of Arch Pub. Soc), " Examples might be multiplied of the mention of

bricks by Greek writers; " and adds, "The mention of bricks is very fre-

quent among the Latin authors, especially Columella De Be Rmt lib. ix.

1, 2, 6, 4 ; Varro, lib. i. 14, 4 ; Pliny, Hist. Nat. Ub. vii. 67, xxxv. 48 49;

and Vitru^-ius. particularly lib. i. cap. 5, lib.ii. cap. 8 ;
who also, lib. ii

cap. 3, devotes an entire chapter to this subject ;" also " Palladius, apud

Scriptores, Rd linstka." The bricks of the Romans, and, no doubt, those

of the Greeks also, closely resembled our tiles, being flat and hard burnt,

and ordinarily of a red colour; Egyptian and Babylonian bncks_ resemble

more closely those in common use in our own country, both in their propor-

tions and in colour, being frequently pale.
_ _

Some of the largest masses now remaining of Roman work, executed

entirely in bricks, are to be seen at Rome on the Palatine HiU, and iii the

ruins of the Baths of Caracalla ; but the most ordinary manner of employing

bricks in Roman work was not lo build with them alone, but to introduce

them in bonding courses, alternating with courses of loose rubble work,

and as voussoirs in turning arches over openings, or in relieving arches
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instances of tliis are universally visible in Roman remains, now that the

niiisonry or cement with which such walls were most frequently intended to

be faced has fallen away or been removed. During the Empire, the Romans
often built walls of rough masonry faced with small hewn blocks, alfer-

nating with beds of brickwork, and in this description of work the brickwork

was always intended to remain visible.

Roofing tiles were used (Smith's Diet. Antiquities, art. " Tcgula"), both by
the Greeks and the Romans ; the Greeks having replaced tlioso of burnt

clay with tiles of marble in their most important buildings. Roofing tiles,

and also gutters with ornamental heads for the discharge of the water, and
oniaments to cover the junction of the courses of tiles, havi^ been found at

Pompeii, executed in terra-cotta, and of beautiful design and workmanship.
Similar ornamental tiles have also been discovered among the ruins of the

temples at P»stum. Portions of red tile are found along with the marble
in the mosaic pavements at Pompeii. Tiles, similar to those now employed
for drain-tiles, arc found in the Roman baths, built into the solid walls,

where they served as channels for the conveyance of water, and possibly also

of hot air.

The bricks in common use in Italy at the present day are identicaJ in

appearance with those of the Roman renuiins, and are used in the same way,
the manufacture of them and mode of laying having alike remained
unchanged. In the plains of Lombardy, however, a rich series of medieval
buildings in ornamental brickwork are found, and in other parts of Italy

many examples exist of the use of brick in the middle ages, not as a ground-
work to be covered with a iiice of some other substance, as was the custom
of the Romans, but as itself the sole or principal material seen. The Cam-
panile of St. Antonio at Padua of the thirteenth century, the Foro Dei Mer-
chanti at Bologna, built at the end of the same century, the church of Santa
Maria in Strata, at Monza, of the fourteenth, the Ospedale Maggioro, at

Milan, and the Certosa at Paria, of the fifteenth century, and the choir of
the church of Sta. Maria delle Griuio at Milan, by Branianti, at the end of
the same century, may be named as the most considerable examples of
Italian ornamental brickwork, though numerous specimens may be found in

Pisa, Sienna, Ferrara, Pavia, Venice, Ravenna, Bologna, and Rome. The
manufacture and u.se of ornamental bricks is carried on at the present day
in and around Milan, with considerable success.

SOCIETY FOR THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF TIIE FINE ARTS.

A MEETING of this Society was held on Thm-sday at the Architectural
Galleries ; Mr.' Tidet in the chair.

Mr. F. Y. HuRLSTONE delivered a lecture on Art in Spain, in con-
nection with a series of lectures by Mr. Ottley and Mr. Stewart, on
Art in Italy, Germany, and Holland. Mr. Hurlstone remarked that
the lectures of those gentlemen were exclusively confined to the modem
school of art, but he proposed to lecture on the ancient school of Spanish
art. He had no drawings to illustrate his lectiu'e, and some of the
finest productions of the Spanish masters had never been engraved.
Though the Spanish .school was scarcely known in this country, yet in

no nation was the national art a more complete reflex of its social cha-
racter than in Spain. The lecturer proceeded to remark that in the
eighth century the Arabt^ conquered the whole of Spain, except the
mountainous region of the Asturias, the cradle of the future Spanish nation,

and the inhabitants of which effected the reconquest of the country, which
led to the expulsion of the Moors. .Spain, like Italy, worshipped her
Madonna and Child, and six centuries of what might be called a religious

war gave to the religion of the Spanish nation an austerity imknown at

that time in Italy, and which stamped its impress on the art of Spain.
The Spanish were very much opposed to painting figures nude, or even of
having limbs, especially those of the Blessed Virgin, uncovered. The
lecturer, after stating that the works of the earliest Spanish painters for the
most part perished, referred to the productions of some of the artists who
flourished in the time of Ferdinand and Isabella, and regretted that there
was no authentic portrait of the great n.avigator Columbus. He next
alluded in terms of eulogy to the PaJladian palace of Charles V., at
Granada, by Machuca, a structure of which the Spanish were justly proud.
The close of the reign of Charles V. brought to an end the classical

school of art, and in the reign of his successor, Philip II., arose the school
expressive of the national taste and feeling in Spain. After alluding to a
number of the principal artists at that period, the lecturer remarked, that
from the time of the erection of the beautiful palace of the Escurial by
Herera, painting in Spain divided itself into three schools, those of Valentia,
Castile, and Andalusia, and proceeded to give some particulars respecting
some of the principal painters of those schools, with notices of their works
and the peculiarities of their characters. Painted sculpture was an art

peculiar to Spain; it was an art totally distinct and apart from sculpture,
as we understood it from the great works of^ the Greeks. He had seen
works in painted sculptivre which, for grandeur of composition, intensity of
pathetic expression, and depth of tone and colour, were remarkable produc-
tions and full of impressiveness. That was a department of Spanish art
which was not known in this country. And even after the period of great-
ness in art had passed away, pieces of this peculiar kind of artistic produc-
tion might be seen in many small figures in Spain. In the time of Philip
IV. the national art was swept away, but there was a revival of it at the
present day, evidence of which might be seen in the works of Spanish
painters at the Great International Exhibition.
The Chaieman wished to know whether what Mr. Hurlstone described

as the painted sculpture of Spain was painted or stained, as the difficulty

iu his mind was how the efl'ect was produced upon the grey of the flesh.

Mr. IIuBLSTONB.—The sculpture of Spain was painted with a very con-
siderabhr body of colouring and several coats, but lie could not tell how the
effect was produced on the grey. The painted sculpture of Spain was not
the same art as the sculpture of the Greeks ; it was a style of art totjilly

foreign to what was understootl by sculpture, which was simple Iwauty ; but
the painted sculpture of Spain was expression of character and of all the
qualities which painting possessed.

A Mrmbkb asked if this painted sculpture was in bat relief or in separate
figures ?

Mr. HiHi.sTo>(E said, painted sculpture was for the most part in separate
figures, but there were some Aa« relirft in that style of art ; it was very sel-

dom there were baa reliefs, the art, being almost confined to round figures.

In answer to a question put by Mr. Atkinson, Mr. Hdblstonb stated
that the great sculptors of Spain always coloured their own sculpture. In
the great period of art in Spain many of the artists were sculptors, painters,

and architects. The painted carving was always in wood, but the paint was
laid on so thick that it would not matter whether it was wood, terra-cotta,

or marble.

A Membeb thought it was a question whether wood-carving was sculpture

at all.

Mr. HuKLSTONB.—Painted sculpture could not be considered as scidpture

in the ordinary acceptation of the term, the end of which was the produc-

tion of beauty. He hardly thought that painted sculpture could bo consi-

dered the same art as sculpture, but rather that it was a new art peculiar to

Spain.

The Chaibman did not sec why the beautiful effect produced on wood
should not be produced on marble, as Gibson tinted his figures and toned
his draperies.

Mr. HuBLSTOXE.—What Gibson did was not colouring, it was only toning

;

he gave a slight touch of blue in the eyes, but he could not make black

eyes. In 1847, when he (Mr. Hurlstone) was going to Spain, he received a

commission from the English government to purchase some specimens of

the painted sculpture of Spain for the South Kensington Museum ; but after

going over Spain he found it impossible to purchase a single specimen

worth haring, though he met with a vast amount of trash which was called

painted sculpture. The fine specimens were not to be purcliased.

Mr. Atkinson.—^Was painted sculpture to be found in private houses ?

Mr. Hurlstone answered, that he had frequently found specimens of

painted sculpture in private houses, but there were very few fine specimens

in private possession, as they were chiefly to be found in public buildings

and convents.

A vote of thanks to Mr. Hurlstone closed the proceedings.

LONDON AND MIDDLESEX ARCH.S:OLOGICAL SOCIETY".

THE seventh annual general meeting of the members of the London and

Middlesex Archaeological Society was held at the rooms of the

Institution, St. Mildred's Court, Poultry, the other day ; Mr. J. B. Bctter-

•WOBTH, F.S.A., in the chair.

Mr. Henry W. Sass, hon. sec, read the report, which statetl that the

Council had much pleasure in meeting the members of the .Society at the

termination of the seventh year of its existence, and had to report, that

since the last meeting the Society had lost by death G of its members, and

8 had retired, but those had been more than replaced by the election of

more than 32 members. The present number of members was 350.

Since the last annual meeting the fourth part of the transactions of the

'Society has beeu published, and is in the hands of the mem-
bers. The fifth part is in course of preparation. Public meetings

of the Society were held on July 2, 1861, at the church of Austin

Friars, which was described by the Rev. Thomas Hugo, and Sion College,

where the Rev. W. H. Milman, librarian of the College, gave an account

of the library, &e. In the afternoon of the same day the members

inspected the buildings and monuments of the Honourable Artillery Com-
pany, and dined in their hall. On August 23, 1861. the Society held

meetings at the town of Uxbridge, Harefield Church, Ruislip Church, an

ancient preceptory of Knights Templars, and Swateleys Hall, the seat of

T. T. Clarke, Esq. During the day the church of Denham in Buckingham-

shire was likewise visited, on the kind invitation of the Rev. C. Hall.

Papers were read at the churches and other places of interest. On
April 28, 1862, the Society visited the churches of All Hallows, Barking,

•St. Olave's, Hart Street, and St. Dunstan's-in-the-East. On this occasion

the Bakers' Company kindly gave the use of their commodious hall to the

members, and presented for Uieir inspection a number of charters, books,

and pieces of gold and silver plate. A large party of the members and

their friends dined in the Bakers' Hall in the evening. The council

suggested to the meeting the propriety of charging all new members with

an entrance fee of 10s. This they thought desirable for the purpose of

adding to the small revenue of the Society, as well as obtaining some con-

sideration for participation in the property which the Society had accumu-

lated. From the financial statement, it appeared, that after payment of the

expenses of the year, there remained a balance in favoui- of the Society of

£'35 Is. lid. The report and balance-sheet were received and adopted,

and votes of thanks were passed to the President, Vice-presidents, Council,

and Mr. Heney W. Sass, hon. sec, for their sernces during the year.

A letter was read from Lord Talbot Malahide, accepting the oflSce of

President for the ensuing year. The retiring Vice-Presidents were

re-elected, with the addition of Mr. Alderman Finnis ; the retiring mem-
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hers of the council were re-elected with the addition of Messrs. J. G.
Waller and J. E. Gardner ; Mr. H. W. Sass was rc-olected hou. sec for

the ensuing year. After the usual compliment to the chairman, the

meeting separated.

ST. AOT)RE\\"S CHURCH, LEICESTER.

OK February 28th last, we gave a description of this church, whicli we
illustrate on the opposite page this week. The following are the principal

facts contained in our description in the number referred to:—This church

was erected from designs by Mr. G. G. Scott, and has been built by Messrs.

Osbom Brothers, of Leicester. The ground plan of the building is cruci-

form, and consists of nave, transepts, and chancel with semicircular apse.

It is built in the Kirly English style, almost entirely of brick, slightly re-

lieved with Bath stone, which is introduced in the arches, the window sills,

the weatherings of buttresses, the arcade round the exterior' of the apse,

and in various other parts of the building. The exterior is principally of

red brick, ornamented with blue. The gables are coped with brick, with

stone springers. The roofs are covered with Swithland slates, in diminish-

ing courses. The two principal entrances are tlirough a door at the west

end and a porcli on the south side; and there is also an entrance for

children in Uie north transept. The view presented on entering the church

at the west door is good, the rich soft colour of the bricks with which the

walls are faced, and the lofty arches which divide the nave from the chan-

cel and transepts, together with the complicated timbers of the roof, adding

much to the general effect. Owing to the ab.sence of pillars, the altar and
pulpit can be seen from every part of the building. The nave is covered

with an open-timbered roof of one span, the ridge of which is about

60 feet above the level of the floor. The principals, which are seven in

number, form double arches across the nave, each arch with two parallel

circular braces bolted together, the spaces being filled in with light cross

braces to form a diamond pattern. These principals spring from shafts at

the height of about 12 feet from the floor line. The roofs over the transepts

are cross-braced. Wrought boarding covers the whole, and thetimbers through-

out have been stained and varnished. The nave is seated with open stalls of

stained and varnished deal. The transepts are seated with movable benches.

The stalls in the chancel are of more elaborate design. The church aflfords

accommodation for about 960 persons. Provision is made for an organ in

a chamber over the vestry. The pulpit, on the north side of the chancel

arch, has a stone base, formed of a cluster of small octagonal shafts, en-

circling the centre pillar. The upper part is of deal, carved with a simple

ornament. The font is plain, and harmonises with the general character

of the church. The floor is laid with red and black Staffordshire tUes, in

various patterns. The windows are glazed with cathedral glass, tlie circles

in the upper portion of the nave windows being filled with ornamental
designs. The chancel is lighted by a corona, by Skidmore, of Coventry,

who has also supplied the standards in the nave, and the small corona

which lights each transept. The entire cost of the building is, we believe,

about :eo,000.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

AN ordinary general meeting of this body was held on Monday eveninpr, at the

rooms of the Institute, Conduit Street, Mr. Arthur Asiipitel, V.P., in

the Chair.

Mr. PEsnosE, honorary secretary for foreign correspondence, and Mr. Charles
F. Hayward, honorary secretary, announced a number of donations to the

Library of the Institute. They included the secoml volume (presented by the

Secretarj- of State for India) of" India and High Asia," by Hermann, Adolphe,

and Robert de Sclilagintweit, illustrated by large plates, maps, nnd views.

Mr. John Henry Parker, of Oxford, was unanimously elected an honorary

memt)«r of the Institute.

The Cjiair.man said, Mr. Parker intended to dedicate the remainder of his

life to the development of architecture and archseologj', wherever they could be

found, for the accomplishment of which he had time and ample means at his

disposal.

The Architecture nf India.—Mr. William Simpsos then read a paper "On
the Architecture of India," which will be found referred to in another column.
The paper was accompanied by a large number of well-executed drawings in

frames, made by the lecturer wliile visiting as an artist the various buildings in

India of which they were illustrations, as well as specimens of red and other

stone used in India, and inlaid work comprising precious stones.

Mr. DiGBY Wyatt suggested that some committee, or the existing authori-

ties of the Institute, should make arrangements by which a better illumination

should be thrown on drawings which lecturers took the trouble of preparing and
bringing with them for the illustration of their papers. It must ever be a source

of interest to make enquiries intotlie details of the different styles of architecture

in India. In the very earliest monuments of Indian architecture they found the

three sister arts of architecture, painting, and sculpture united. In the north-

west of India, particularly in the provinces which lay in the line of march of

Alexander the Great, there were more traces of classical art. The more ancient

the sculpture in India, as a genenil rule, it was certainly the better. And he
would invite architects to study the monuments to be found in the Museum of

the Council of State for India, to which had lately been added quantities of sculp-

ture from India, representing styles of sculpture and of stone-carving of almost

all periods, and relating to many of the localities of that interesting country. In

the library of the Council of State for India were to be found many important
combinations of Indian art, and in it would be found many materials which
would reward the investigations of the architect and the artist. He thought that

Mr. Simpson was entitled to honour at their hands for having ns an artist shown,
as he bad done that evening, the interest he took in the art of architecture.

Mr. J. Feruusson said, there was not a building the lecturer mentioned that

night which he (Mr. Fergusaon) bad not seen, and all Mr. Simpson had said

that night, and illustrated by his drawings, confirmed all he (Mr. Fergusson)
had ever said or ever drawn.

Mr. Charles F. II.vyward said, it .should be known that Mr. Simpson hod
studied and illustrated wooden architecture.

The CuAiujiAN would bo glad if Mr. Sfrnpson would favour the Institute
with a paper on wooden architecture, which, of course, they could not expect
until the next session.

Mr. Simpson said what he knew of wooden architecture might bo made the
subject of a paper. lie was glad to find that the paper read that evening had
excited some interest, for he did not think the architecture of India was known
as it ought to be.

The Chairman thought it would be important to notice the way in which
wooden architecture acted and reacted on stone construction, and a paper on
wooden architecture would no doubt be of great interest.

Mr. Simpson said some .iccount of the wooden architecture of the Himalayas
would show how it acted and reacted on stone construction.

Mr. J. \V. Papworth asked Mr. Fergusson at what time he supposed there
disappeared, in the architecture of India, that extreme relationship between
Greek and Hindoo art, which had been referred to by Mr. Digby Wyatt?

Mr. Fergusson.—So far as he knew, there was not a single stone building or
a single carving, which was anterior to the time of Alexander the Great.
There was then a very strong Greek ornamentation in Indian architecture,
which continued to the Christian era. His opinion was that the Greek
influence began with the time of Alexander the Great, and died out at the
Christian era.

Mr. Burnell did not think it was possible any person could understand
the phases of Indian architecture without following the history of the Indian
religion.s.

Mr. UiGBY Wyatt thought, that in the succession of religions, there was a
difference found in the character of the sculpture.

Mr. Fergusson.—So far as he knew, there was not a single stone building
anterior to the time of Alexander the Great, the buildings previous to that being
made of wood. As to the effect of religion on the architecture of India, he
remarked that pure Brahminical worship was not a temple worship, but a
domestic worship, and that explained why temples were not used for that
worship, which was a pure, unceremonial one. But the Bhuddist religion
became a religion of the state, and temples were built. It was not until the
time of Alexander wooden structures were turned into stone ones.

After .some further discussion, a vote of thanks to Mr. Simpson was carried
by acclamation, and the meeting separated.

METROPOLITAN BOARD OF WORKS,
A meeting of this body was held at ttic offices, Spring Gardens, on Friday last ; Mr

William Tite, M. P., in tlie cliair.

'I'fie cash st.itemcnt sliowecl a general balance in favour of the Board of £100,380 ISs, lOd.,

in addition to £69,89^ 5s. Uil. invested in the New 3 per cent Annuities, for repayment of
mortgage debts.

Proposed Visit of both Houses qf Parliament to the Main Drainage Works— Mr.
DouLTON, M. P., said the Chairman of the Board, Mr. 'I'hwaites, before leaving town for

the benefit of his health, informed him that there were many members of Parliament who
were desirous of visiting the Main Drainage, Works, for the purpose of seeing what was
going on there, and he thought it was very advisable that the utmost facility should begivcn
to memlwrs of both Houses of the I.egislature to ins[)ect the gigantic Main Drainage Works,
Although he had not given notice of motion, he hoped the Board would allow him to move
" That it he referred to the Main Drainage Committee to make such arrangements as may be
necessary for the accommodation of members of both Houses of Parliament uu a visit to the
Main Drainage Works."
Mr. l>'lFFANGEii seconded the motion.
Mr. Dermer approved of the motion, but inasmuch as certain expenses necessarily

attended such visits, the visits of the members _of Parliament and of the members of the
Board, should take place simultaneously.
Mr. Freeman considered it to be of the utmost importance at the present time that

members of Parliament should know what were the Main Drainage Works carried on by
the Board. There were several bills before Parliament affecting the Board, and it was very

desirable that the moml)ers of the Legislature should know what the Board was doing.

Mr. Henry Lowman Taylor was of opinion that it was very desirable the members of

Parliament should see the Main Drainage Works, but the members of the Board should not

be excluded from going with them.
The motion of Mr. Doulton was unanimously agreed to.

The Main Drainage Committee made the following recommendations : —
*' That during the absence of the Chairman of the Board, a Chairman be elected on every

Fridtiy, or other Board day, from the members present at the meeting of the Board." —
Agreed to.
" 'I'hat each Committee be directed to select, at their next meeting, from their nunV" r,

a Chairman and Vice-chairman, who shall so act, during the pleasure of the Committee."

—

Agreed to.

"That during the absence of the Chairman, W. 11. Dallon, Esq.. fjc authorised to counter-

sign chec|ues in lieu of the Chairman, and be requested to attend on the occasion of every

payment made at the Office, for the purpose of handing over the cheque to tile party

entitled to receive the same; and that, with this excejition, the present regulations with

re8i>ect to the drawing of cheques and mode of payment be continueil."—Agreed to.

" That during the absence of the Chairman, the Clerk of the Board do countersign the

documents signifying the approval of the Board to applications for special buildings under

the Metropolitan Building Act, for the formation of streets, &c."— Agreed to.

The ordinary routine business having been disposed of, the Board adjourned.

CHURCH, CHAPEL, SCHOOL, AND OTHER BUILDINGS.
Nottingham.—The beautiful little chapel in Shakespeare-street, Notting-

ham, which was built a few years ago for the Wesleyan Reformers, has recently

been undergoing considerable enlargement and alterations under the direction of

Mr. Thomas Simpson, the architect of the building. The chapel, which was
originally built to accommodate .700 people, was found equal to the wants of the

congregation up to the time of the last visit of the Rev. J. Caughey, when it

was found utterly inadequate to the accommodation of the multitudes who were

anxious to benefit by his ministrations, and who crowded to the chapel every

night, but many of whom were nnable to obtain admission, owing to the limited

space at command. At that time there was only a small organ gallery at the

end of the chapel facing the platform, and it was suggested that the erection of

galleries round the building would afford the additional accommodation re-

CiUired, without incurring any great expenditure. Mr. Simpson was consulted

on the matter, and eventually Mr. John England, builder, was entrusted with

the carrying out of that gentleman's designs. The principal feature in the

additions which have been effected is the construction of a gallery which
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extends round tlie whole of the chapel, affiirdinp additional seat accommodation

for 500 people, and so contrived that the lueachcr can be seen from every seat in

the <-hapel. The organ has been removed to the gallery behind the minister's

platform, and the columns supportinj; the galleries, and the ornamentation

round the front, are in excellent keeping with the general style of the building.

The symmelry of the whole has been admirably preserved, and the beautiful

manner in which the gallery front has been treated, with tasteful scroll-work

and basso relievo on the red ground, as well as the elegant design and chaste

colouring of the organ-case, add much to tho general effect. In addition to

the gallery, the convenience of tho congregation will be promoted by several

alterations effected at tho back of the chapel.^especially by the opening of two
ad<liiional entrance^ which will greatly facilitate ingress and egress. A vestry

room hi>8 been added, and the kitchen conveniences below have been consider-

ably extended — a point of some importance, and the advantages of which will

be te'lt on the occasions of tea-parties and otlier social gatherings of the congre-
gation. The symmetry of the building has been preserved intact j and when
the painting and decoration are completed, it will be, as a chapel, a model of

compactness and good taste. The cost of the alterations amounts to between
£:i()0 and £G00. The chapel has been formally re-opened, and on tho occasion

of the opening services attended by crowded congregations. (^Abridged from a
Nottingham Paper.')

ExKTEU. — About twelve months since,' the commodious place of worship
known as Bartholomew Baptist Chapel, at Exeter, was in so dilapidated a con-
ilition that it was deemed absolutely necessary, for the comfort and even for the
safety of the parishioners, to renovate it. This was'done, and amongst other
repairs a new roof was placed upon the building, by which was incurred a debt
of about £20. That small sum remains unpaid, the deacons, owing to the
limited income derived from the chapel, not being in a position to liquidate it.

With the view of getting rid of the burden, a tea-party and social evening
meeting is to be held in the Methodist Free Church, Nortliernhay.

RoTHEitiiAir.—A public meeting, convened by'the vicar, the Rev. K. Mosley,
has been held in the Court House, Rotherham, to consider the propriety and
desirability of abolishing the pews and adopting free sittings in the parish
church of that town. The Rev. Vicar, in opening the proceedings of the meet-
ing, stated that they had a large and beautiful church, surrounded by a nume-
rous population, and yet they knew that the sacred edifice was not filled, nor
anything like it, on the Sabbath. All the pews were engaged, except one or
two, where persons could neither see nor hear, and yet while so small a congre-
gation attended on Sunday, there were numbers without who would attend if

they could secure scats. He wished the meeting to know that the patron and
the archbishop of the diocese were in favour of the scheme. Mr. Churchwarden
Parker spoke at length on the advantages of free seats and voluntary weekly offer-

ings, and concluded his address by moving a resolution to the effect, " That'a com
raittee be appointed with instructions to consider, and report to an adjourned meet-
ing, the propriety of making arrangements for the free use in common of tho
pews in the parish church by all the parishioners, as the law required." The
motion having been seconded, Mr. Percy Smith submitted a series of resolutions
in opposition to the system of free sittings, but ultimately withdrew them until
the ne.xt meeting, as Mr. Parker's motion was only meant to be a preliminary
step. The motion of Mr. Parker was then agreed to, and the meeting adjourned.

Ddblin.—His Excellency the Earl of Cariisle, K.G., Lord Lieutenant of
Ireland, received on Mondav a deputation from the building committee of St.

Andrew's Church, Dublin, consisting of the Rev. C. E. Tisdall, D.D., Uev. E.
Seymour, Mr. Manning, Mr. Pettigrew, Mr. 'Wiseheart, and Mr. Acheson, hon.
sec. Mr. Acheson stated that the object of the deputation was to request His
Excellency to honour the committee' by Laying the foundation stone of the new
church, in which he had taken so great an' interest, and in aid of the funds of
which he had so liberally subscribed. The Lord Lieutenant was pleased at once
to accede to the request. We understand that a letter has been received by the
hon. sec. from a gentleman risiding at Chapelizod, making the munificent offer of
£1,000 towards the building fund, provided the reniainderof the sum required for

the erection of the church be subscribed. The sum of f3,000 is now all that is

required for carrying out the original plans, and of this sum the generous donor
referred to offers to give *1,000, provided the remaining £2,000 be snbscribed,
and we have no doubt that that sum will soon be realised.

GENERAL NE'WS.

ARCHITECTURAL EXHIBITION.—A lecture was delivered on Tuesday
evening at the Architectural Exhibition, Conduit Street, Regent Street,

on " Pagan Architecture," by Mr. 'William Bukobss, before a numerous
audience.

The next annual meeting of the Archseological Institute will take place at

Worcester, commencing Tuesday, July 22nd, and terminating Tuesday,
July 29th. Lord Lyttleton will preside on the occasion.

Socir.TY FOE THE ENCOURAGEMENT OF THE FiNE AuTs.—On Wednesday
evening the fourth convprsa::imie of the season of this spirited society, was
held at the Gallery of the Society of British Artists, "_8ufFolk Street, Pall
Mall. The performances of the musical artists, of whom Mr. Benedict and
Mr. Alfred Gilbert were conductors, were of the highest order, and the
proceedings of the evening afforded much pleasure to a very numerous
assemblage of ladies and gentlemen.
The latf. Fire in J.vmaica.—An English fire office has paid £3,600 for

losses sustained, owing to the groat fire in Jamaica, and property in that
island was immediately insured in the same office to the amount of £40,000.
The Phoposed Memorlvl to the late Prince Consort.—The recom-

mendation of her Majesty the Queen t« refer to the principal architects of
the day for their opinion as to the natiu'e of the proposed memorial to the
late Prince Consort has been carried out, and her Majesty's committee has
appointed the following gentlemen :— Mr. William Tite, F.R.S., M.P.,

President of the Royal Institute of British Architects; Professor Donaldion

;

1'rofes.sor Smirkc, R.A. ; Mr. George Gilbert Scott, R.A. ; Mr. Pennethorne,
Mr. P. Hardwick, Juiir., and Mr. Matthew Digby Wyatt. There eems to

be a growing feeling in the literary and scientific world to unite the pro-
posed memorial witli some scientific or literary institution.

Prestos New Town Hall.—A special meeting of the Corporation of
Preston was to be held yesterday (Thursday) to deeido u)x)n a proposition
that a memorial bo presented to her Majesty, soliciting lier sanction to an
application being made to the Prince of Wales, asking his Royal Highness
to visit Preston during the Guild week to lay tho foundation atone of the
New To(vn Hall.

Destructivb Fibk at Qijeen's Coixboe, Cork On Tlmrsday morning
the western wing of the Queen's College, Cork, was completely destroyed by
fire, and it is estimated that the damage amounts to £12,000. The fire u
suppose<l to have been the fiendish work of an incendiary.

Important Ula.sti.sg Operations.— In consequence of the large demand
fur limestone for supplying the ironworks in South and North StiifTordshire,

it lias become necessary at the Cauliloii Low Quarries, belonging to the
North Staffordshire Railway Company, occasionally to use large blasts of
powder, with the view of obtaining a great<:r supply of the stone than it

lias been possible to obtain^ in the usual way of quarrying by the wedge,
hammer, h^ver, and small blasts. This lias led to an experiment on a very
large sciUe, when 30 cwt. of powder was used for a single blast. In carry-

ing out the experiment, a gallery was driven in 60 feet from tho face of the

rock, which at this particular point was about 130 feet high. At the end
of the gallery was constructed a chamber, in which was deposited the
powder, being nearly on a level with the external surface of the quarry,

and tlie line of " least resistance " being ten feet. The object was to blow
out the bottom by giving a moderate preponderance to the powder over the
superincumbent mass to be moved. 'The object sought was fidly attained.

About 25,000 tons of stone were brought down in good working condition.

Improvement of Odessa.—Letters from Odessa state that the municipal
authorities have at length resolved upon paving and draining the streets,

and from a number of native and foreign competitors for the contract have
selected Mr. G. Fumess, the contractor for the Great Outfall Works at West
Ham, in connexion with the metropolitan drainage, and who was represented
in Odessa by Mr. Bayliss, the same contractor's engineer for the Pernam-
buco Railway. The works at present contracted for are estimated to cost

£800,000, but it is expected that the Municipality will ultimately expend
on works of improvement upwards of £1,500,000. Contrary to popular
belief elsewhere as to the venality of Russian officials, it is affirmed that

this contract has been obtained openly, without an official douceur or bribe

of any kind.

Memorials to the late Rev. John Hampden GtinNEY.—At a meeting
of the memorial committee for the purpose of selecting designs for two
memorials, about to bo erected by public subscription—one in St. Mary's
Church, Bryanston Square, of which the deceased gentleman was rector,

and the other in St. Luke's, Nutford Place, St. Marylebone—those by Mr.
E. J. Pliysick, sculptor, were unanimously adopted, and the commission has
been given for their immediate commencement.
The Directors of the Brighton Hotel Company intend to proceed with

the erection of the hotel with all possible expedition.

The Ewart Institute at Newton-Stewart.— The foundation-stone

of this beautiful building was laid at Newton-Stewart on Friday afternoon
last, tho 1 6th instant. This institution has been founded, and endowed to

the extent of upwards of £10,000, by the munificence of the late Mr.
James Ewart, of this town ; and its objects, in the first instance, are the
maintenance, education, and upbringing of children on principles similar to

those observed in Ragged Schools. 'The day was beautiful, and the scenery,

as visible from the Institute, could scarcely be surpassed. The situation of

the Institute is on the rising groimd immediately to the west of Newton-
Stewart, and commands a lovely and extensive view of Caimsmore—Kir-
roughtree and its beautifid grounds—the valley of Cumloden—and the
Minnigaff' Hills. The building, which includes a school and dwelling-

house, is after the ancient Gothic style; and with its buttresses and other

substantial adornments is quite a novelty in, and adds a new feature to the
architecture of the district. That part of the building appropriated for the
school is, within walls, 36 feet in length, 21 in width, and surmounted at

the south end by an elegant belfry 50 feet in height. The school, which is

to be fitted up in the most modern style, has 5 large windows, one of them
no less than 14 feet in height, by 12 in width. The height of the roof of

the school is to ha 38 feet inside. The dressings of the whole building are

of beautifully cut and carved white freestone, and the walls are cotirsed

with the finest blue whinstone. An elegant and massive porch adorns the

entrance to the school. In regard to ventilation, prevention of damp, and
the most modern improvements and requirements, neither skill, pains, nor

expense has been, or apparently will be, spared. Immediately behind the

house and school (which are attached) there is, besides other useful

buildings, a fine bath and dressing-rooms attached. The bath is

to be lighted by a plate-glass roof, and supplied with a constant inflow

of the purest water. This bath is no less than 18 feet in length, 12

feet in width, and 4i feet in depth ; and, while something new in the district

in connection with such an institution, its use must conduce largely to the

health of the children attending the school. We believe that it is the

intention of the Ewart Trustees to lower, by four feet or so, the south wall

of the grounds on which the building stands, so as to afford a better view

of that end of this handsome edifice, which contains the large window and
surmounting belfry, 'When this has been done, the visitor will, standing
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OB the beautifiil bowling-green of Ne-nlon-Stewart, have, beside the fine

pne and church of Peiininghame, a view at once of no less than three

daritablo and educational institutions—namely, the Infant School, the

Ewart Institute, and the "Home."
Agricvltubai. Labovrehs' Cottagks.— Slowly but sur.ly, says the

Scottish Farmer, the small, ricketty, damp, ill-lighte<l, and badly-ventilated

dwellings of the agricultural labourers are disappearing, and in their stca<l

ai« rising dwellings more in keeping with the increase of wealth and intel-

ligence which a quarter of a century of agricultural prosperity have brought

Some districts have advanced much further in the good work than others.

In the best there are, perhaps, not more than one half of the houses of

farm-servants of that one-room type which a previous generation of farmers

icgaided as quite good enough for their men, and the men themselves did

not object to on the score of want of comfort in any shape. In other dis-

tricts, however, it is still rare to see a neat new cottage for ploughmen.

The upper portion of Kirkcudbright.shire might be mentioned as one

where as yet little has been done in the way of cottage accommodation.

There we"still find cottages built of dry stone, the walls differing from a

dyke in no other way than in having some lime thrown in a slap-dash

way in the interstices on the outside. Drainage there is none, notwithstand-

ing which, the houses are often built in a hollow some feet beneath the road

which runs in front of them, and, as the floors are composed of nothing

but natural soil, they are in a very sloppy state in winter. A foot-square

window is in many instances the only source of light, if we except

the door, which, to prevent suffocation by smoke, is usually left open.

Numerous houoes have no grates, the peats being built up on the

floor, beneath where a hole in the roof does— or rather we should

say, is intended to, but does not — do duty as a chimney. As might

be expected, the fhmiture of such houses is usually in keeping with

the character of the accommodation they afford. A box-bed, and

one composed of slabs ftora the saw mill; a chest or two for clothes,

three or four stools, a couple of home-made chairs, and a clock of

the description there known as a " wag-at-the-wa'," are often all the ple-

nishing. The inmates are not to blame, for any better would be sadly out

of place, and glued articles would be destroyed in a week in such hovels. In

these wretched dwellings there can be little or no real home comfort. The

occupants, too, are not an ignorant class at all. There is no county in

Seotknd where education is so highly appreciated, the children beneath

those miserable roofs receiving a good school instruction, Latin and French

being often added to English in the case of boys. We doubt, however,

whether the people are so fully alive to the miseries of their accommodation

as their dass in some other counties would be. We say this, because we

find respectable tradesmen with a bit of land, a couple of cows and an ac-

count at the bank, living in houses with little more pretension to comfort.

This is no valid excuse, however, for proprietors in Kirkcudbrightshire neg-

lecting that which landlords in other couiities are beginning to do. When
we make a thorough inspection of the condition of the farm-servants in

Kirkcudbrightshire— as we hope to be able to do during the summer or

autumn—we trust we shall be able to report more favourably upon the

county generally than concerning the small portion to which we paid a hasty

nsit the other day, and where we noticed no change within the last fifteen

years, except, indeed, that some old hoiuics had been knocked down and no

new ones erected in their stead.

St. Paul's Cathkdhal.—The committee have made another appeal to

the nation at large on behalf of the proposed completion of ,St. Paul's

Cathedral.

St. Thomas's Hospitai..—The question of what is to be done with St.

Thomas's Hospital, and where it is to go to, has now become secondary

to " what is to be done with the Patients ? " The interests of these poor

sufferers have already fellen to the ground between the two .stools of

Lewisham and the Surrey Gardens. 'The Treasurer and Committee have

held out, without making other arrangements, in the expectation of some

settlement with the Charing-cross Railway Company ;
but, as the latter

require a rental of at least 5 per cent, on the money which the Hospital has

cost them (£296,000, besides law expenses— no small item), and will

not modify the demand, the Hospital authorities— who refuse to pay a

rental which is equal to half their income— are at a nonplus what to do

with their patients, as the premises must be cleared, and handed over to

the Railway authoritie.s, by the 26th of July. An encampment of huts

and temporary sheds in Lock's-fields was spoken of at first, but the idea

has been laid aside on urgent remonstrance, and it is reported now that

the patients are to be distributed among the Unendowed Hospitals on the

other side of the river, a fixed sum being paid for board, lodging, and

medic-.d attendance. An objection has been urged to this arrangement

that it may call an untoward attention to the distinction between En-

dowed and Unendowed Medical Institutions, and raise a scandal as to

those who do so much for nothing and those who do so little for so much.

It is not considered desirable to fake any step that might not impossibly

originate a commission for the management of Hospital funds, and a more

equitable distribution of them, in pursuance of their founder's intention.s,

on the plan of the Ecclesiastical Commis.sion. St. Thomas's Hospital is

largely under the control of the Lord Mayor and Corporation of Lopdon.

Surely some better method, or rather a method of some kind, in its man-
agement ought to be at once adopted. Might not an appeal to the Charity

Commissioners be of service? Surely the Attorney-General, if called

upon, would move in so important a matter.

—

Communicated.
Fabehak Water Supply.—A complete system of drainage and water

supply to this town has been completed, comprising large deodorising tanks,

reservoir. &c,. about five and a half miles of sewer, and six miles of water

main. The supply of water is from two large wells, at the Fareham end of

Portsdown Hill, forced into the reser\-oir by two 15-horse engines. The

private drainage and water-service connections have been laid on to about

600 houses ; and in the course of six months, the whole of the houses in

the town will be completed in a similar way. Previous to the completion of

the drainage, many of the houses of this town were really unfit for habita-

tion. The whole of the work has been designed and carried out under my
directions.— T. Bttckkam.

CHURCH, CHAPEL, ETC. INTELLIGENCE.

WoKCESTEB.—A new district church for St. Martin's, Worcester, is about

to be erected, from designs by Mr. Hopkins, architect to the Worcester Church
Extension Society. The edifice will be of the middle-pointed or decorated

style, and consists of a chancel, terminating in a throe-sided apse ; north

and south transepts, each having an eastern aisle, which also communicates

with the chancel by an arch ; nave, south aisle ; and cloister porch, extend-

ing across the west end of the church, and connecting it with the tower,

which stands detached, a little to the south of the nave. This cloister will

form an effective feature, and at the same time be practically useful in

keeping out the noise and dust incident to the contemplated position of the

church, close to a much-frequented road. The tower is bold and massive,

having angle buttresses and double belfry windows, above which rises a

lofty well-proportioned broach spire, to the height of 180 feet. On each

cardinal face near the base is a gabled lucarne or spire-light, above these is

a band of gablets ; while still higher the outline is relieved by a sort of

coronal encircling the spire. The nave is four bays in length, each con-

taining a lofty two-light window. On the opposite side is the aisle, of three

bays. At the west end, above the cloister, is a deeply-recessed pointed

arch, enclosing a large wheel window ; and at the intersection of the nave

and transept roofs is an open bell turret. Each transept is lighted by two
two-light windows, witli a vesica-shaped opening in the gable. The north

transept aisle will be appropriated for a vestry and organ chamber. It is

intended to use the carved work, and as many of the timbers of the

Guesten Hall roof as are sound enough for the purpose. The church will

accommodate about 850 persons, and, if carried out according to the design,

will form a striking feature in any general view of the city.

Mb. Simpson's Lecture on AEcmTECTUEE ix India.—We are com-
pelled, by a pressure of matter, to postpone to our next the paper read by
Mr. Simpson before the Royal Institute of British Ai-chitects, on Monday.

Statue of Prince Albeet.— The model in clay of the statue of the

Prince Consort, which is to be the munificent gift of the Mayor of Man-
chester to his fellow-citizens, is completed in the studio of Mr. Noble,

Bruton Street, Berkeley Square. It presents a remarkably striking likeness

of the lamented Prince, and the general treatment of the subject is excel-

lent. H. R. H. is represented as wearing the robes of the Order of the

Garter. On the front of the pedestal will be placed the inscription :
—

" Albert the Great and Good." At the back of the pedestal will be
inscribed the words, " Presented by Thomas Goadsby to his fellow-citizens,

A.D. mdccclxil" The statue is to be of the purest Carrara marble, and
will be eight feet in height. It is hardly necessarj- to state that the funds

received by public subscription are to be devoted to providing the pedest.al

and the protecting temple in which the statue is to be placed. The cost

of the temple will be defrayed by the Mayor. As usual, the men of Man-
chester are up and doing, while others are debating about wliat shall be
done.

ON THE LIFE OF WELBY PUGIN.*

THE name which he devised for his house was St. Marie's Grange. A grange,

in Mediaeval langu.ige, was a manor-house, or farm-house of the day, be-

longing to a monastery. To give this name to the new dwelling was no
affectation, as is frequently imagined, but a very appropriate act. He had just

at that time professed himself a convert to the Roman Catholic church.

In mentioning this conversion I have touched what is the chief question of

Pugin's biography : the key to his character, not only as a man, but as an
artist and an art-reformer ; and I venture to think, that perhaps no one has, as

vet, answered the question so clearly ns it might be answered,—not even

ilr. Purcell, whose arguments in the appendix to Mr. Fcrrcy's memoir, must
certainly be acknowledged to come very close to the mark. Mr. Ferrey, for

instance, and others who are artists, seem to lose sight of the religious element
of this question. Mr. Purcell, and others who are religionists, can scarcely be
e.vpected to introduce effectively the element of art. Both, however, affirm

that he was an actual convert of conscience—a doctrinal convert from one
creed to another creed. Others have supposed that, feeling no particular interest

in either this or that creed as such, he preferred the Roman Catholic connection

as matter of business.

These opinions I hope to show are both alike at variance with the character

before us : the further story of his life is the evidence in point. I venture to

affirm that he was a man incapable of the mercenary motive, but equally in-

capable of the doctrinal one. So highly do I estimate his artistic character

;

so thoroughly was he possessed, as I think, with the one idea therein implied j

so exclusively absorbed in its contemplation, that I define his religion to have
been simply Art — art-ritual, as it happened — and, consequently, Roman
Catholic ritual ; in other words, altogether apart from dogmas, doctrines, and
confessions of faith ; so essentially were his ideas identified with the mystical

charms of artistic ritual, that, in the state of such ritual thirty years ago, he
simply tendered his allegiance to that church which possessed the most. And

» Sec !>. 349, «n/ir.
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we shall find bcforo tlio end, that on tlio self-sam(> principle, when time brought
on its unexpected changes, so that there arose another ritual-church — u
Protestant one— in rivalry with the old, he knew not which to prefer.

His own explanation conlirms this theory to the full ; and the simplicity of
mind with which he states the question — his obliviousness to all doctrinal

points— is most strikini;. lie describes the views with which such services as
those of Edward Irving had informed his youth. It was, he 8ay.s, with such
perverted feelings that he first brcame a student in Ancient Art. liut the
origin, intention, and use of all he beheld was perfectly unintelligible ; till,

applying himself to liturgical knowledge, what a new (iold was opened ! He
then discovered the fitness of the edifices for their rites; he saw the cold and
heartless character of the reformed service; he read in old chronicles the crimes
by which the new religion had been established, and so on ; he opposed to all

this the Catholic apostolical system of unchanged faith, sacraments, and cere-
monies ; and the result was, that ho gladly surrendered his own fallible judg-
ment, and embraced with heart and soul the faith and discipline of the ancient
church.

No better exposition could be wished than this frank and unsophisticated
avowal— frank, because the apologist was no Jesuit; unsophisticatcil, because
he had no pretension, no desire to go beneath the f.iir and sunny surface on
which floated the poetic mysteries of his adoration. " I gained my knowledge
of the ancient faith," he 'says, "beneath the vaults of a Lincoln or a West-
minster; and I found it indelibly marked in the venerable piles which cover the
face of this land. This period ofmy life was one of great mental happiness." "An
Knglishman," he says again, " needs no controversial writings to load him to the
faith of his fathers. It is written on the wall, on the window, on the pavement,
by the liigluvaj'. The cross — the emblem of his hope— .still surmounts spire
and gable, still waves from the mast of the ship and over the palace towers."
The .symbols of Christian art he boldly pronounced to be of divine origin. Let
this one principle be kept in sight, and it will be the key to the whole career of
Piigin's adult life. To him art was nothing without religion, religion nothing
without art. His uotion of the middle ages w.as, that this was their universal
rule. How far he was right may be matter of opinion ; but, in considering that
the rule was allowed no application now, his accuracy cannot be questioned.
For my own part, I fervently hope that the rule may never again prevail ; but
I caimot withhold my tribute of admiration from the man whose mind was
filled like his with an idea, however illusory, so poetically grand; and my
estimate of Pugin is this,—that I know of no other man in architecture who
ever unafl'ectedly embraced the sentiment.

It soon became widely known that the great Gothic artist, dwelling in his
quaint Gothic house at Salisbury, had attached himself enthusiastically to the
Gothic church. People who had a little insight into the human heart's odd
corners hardly smiled—certainly did not wonder ; it was all so perfectly appro-
priate, they said, although they could scarcely tell you why. At this time he
was only three-and-twenty ; but the Catholic connection speedily and effectually
gathered round him, and it was understood that ho was really getting into ex-
tensive practice.

Emboldened by this success, he now issued a new and most novel work. It
was published by the author at St. Marie's Grange : the book-trade had declined
to concern themselves with it. This was the famous "Contrasts; or, a Parallel
between the Architecture of the Fifteenth and Nineteenth Centuries." It is a
book that everyone interested in architecture should examine, for both curiosity
and profit. 'Ihe written argument is simple. The Keformation, tlio autho"r
would say, in overthrowing the Mediaival church, overthrew Mediaival art,
which was identified with the church. Protestantism had done nothing since
but " horrible repairs," to use his own words, "alterations and demolitions, di-
rected by a tepid and parsimonious clergy, brutal and jobbing parochial autho-
rities, and ignorant and tasteless operatives." Modern Classic edifices were but
infamous Pagan caricatures ; fitness was the test of sound design ; real old
Gothic work was the only art that would bear this test; it was Christian art;
and it was finally and emphatically Koman Catholic art. Beyond a doubt, to a
certain c.xteni, this was correct criticism ; and if expressed in a temperate
manner, it might have been widely, if not universally, accepted. But it was not
temperately expressed ; indeed, beyond all precedent the reverse ; exaggerated
even to such a degree as to lose its very power. The real strength of the essay,
however, lay elsewhere : a long series of most clever etchings formed the "con-
trasts;" and these certainly produced a sensation. After two or three rather
weak and over-shot witticisms of delineation at the commencement, he presents,
not always honestly, but always most adroitly, one set after another of sketches
in pairs. Each pair is formed, of course, on o'ne hand by some example of Me-
diaeval design carefully selected for its merits, and on the other by a corre-
sponding specimen of modern design chosen with equal care for its demerits

:

his style of drawing, moreover, being all in favour of the more picturesque style.
The opinion of almost everyone was, that these contrasts, although marvellously
bold and telling, were in a great measure a failure, through the well-known
error of proving too much. That there was great critical truth in them —much
reall_y sound comparison — the greatest enemies of his conclusions have always
admitted; but the celebrated "contrasts," in a word, are a. good deal over-con-
trasted.

Pugin was now no more than four-and-twenty ; and the conscious power of
genius which he displayed, not in architecture alone but in all kinds alike of
Mediajval art, in spite of shortcomings (which tended, by-the-by, all to the side
of power), has probably never been equalled in architectural design itt the person
of so young a man.
His career for the next five yenrs, although full of successful labour, may bo

summed up in a very few sentences. His abilities in design, universally recog-
nized, procured him a large practice; but his uncompromising adherence to
Komanism kept it confined almost exclusively to the connection of that com-
munion. At length he found Salisbury inconvenient head-quarters for business

;

sold St. Marie's Grange for the price of the ground ; and in 1841 established his
home at Chelsea, being then twenty-nine years of age, and at the very height
of his success. Just before the beginning of these live years ho had assisted
Barry and Gillespie Graham upon their designs for the Houses of Parli.iment;
but otherwise his work was independent, and soon plentiful. As regards literary
endeavour, the five years which had opened with the publication of the " Con-
trasts " were to close with the issue of the equally celebrated " True Princiyiles,"
lie having written nothing of any moment in the interval. As for his habits of
life, in spite of the vast aiuouut of professional labour which he accomplished

(keeping no assistant, but drawing everything with his own Imnd), he could

still spare time for a good deal of eccentric roaming. Aa when entering upon
practice wo saw him rushing from cathedral to cathedral, passionately worship-

ping the old, and heartily cursing the new ; so now, when overwhelmed with en-

gagements, we find him cruising in his yacht upon the open sea for days together,

and occasionally running down the coasts of France and Holland. The merit of

the "True Principles of Pointed or Christian Architecture," as the work was
entitled, must be allowed to be superior to those of the " Contrasts." Five yean
of practical experience in life and business had made an improvement in the

author. The book of 183Gwas flippant in the extreme; it carried au cxuberanca
of sail, anrl little ballast. The book of 1841 was less pretentious and more safe.

The improvement, however, was not so great as in any ordinary case it ought to

have been ; Pugin was not by any means to be set down yet in the category of

sober men. In spite of his subject being now almost purely abstract, he could

not help launching out into occasional philippics as fierce to the full as the (at
of his younger days could have made them. In spito of the reminiscences ot
five years of solid work, he could not refrain from exaggerations ai weak as

ever.

Pugin had not yet learnt that intelligent debate never condescends to deal

with sorry misadventures, failures, and caricatures; but, grappling with an
opponent's strongest and proudest, by efibrts of still greater strength and greater

priile, wrestles u[ion the highest ground at once. Again, the hasty .and rude

engravings of this work, badly shaded and even badly drawn, were discreditable

to an artist who was held in such wide esteem. Nevertheless, the work was
successful, and in that early day of modern Gothic, deserved to be so.

He lays down two indisputable but novel ideas: Ist. That a building ought
to comprehend no features whatever except such as are necessary. 2nd. That
all ornamentation ought to be formed by mere enrichment of construction. He
pointed out that Greek forms of design being biued on wooden structures, the

artists of that day erred in using them in stone; whilst the first principle of

Pointed architecture, on the other hand, is to disguise nothing and compromise
nothing. The underlying sentiment of his life, devotion to artistic-ritual, is

more fully developed ihan before. His prayer is that the church may again, as

in days of old, cultivate the talents of her children, to the advancement of reli-

gion and the welfare of their own souls ; for Avithout such results talents are

vain, and the greatest efforts of art sink to the level of abomination. He begins

with sound philosophy, and ends with what in any other man we should call

cant.

Some may feel inclined to ask whether I wish it to be understood that Welby
Pugiii now sold St. Marie's Grange for a more song, and went to settle in a
common twelve or fourteen roomed house at Chelsea, with two-inch deal ovolo

sashes hung in deal-cased frames ; and the hull and staircase papered Sienna
marble, at twopence a yard, and varnished. It is impossible, you will say, after

what wo have heard. And so it would be. I'ugin sold St. Marie's Grange, at

Salisbury, only to build the Grange of St. Augustine's, at Ramsgate. He had
tired of the one place, and taken a fancy to the other ; but his Mediicval house
he had not tired of, and he set to work to revive it forthwith. His stay at

Chelsea was but a temporary measure. We are not now, it is true, dealing with
the whims of youth ; but the settled purposes of manhood are in this remarkable
character still as strange, and, in their defiant consistency, still as original as

ever.

The establishment which he now bcg.tn to build may possibly have been at first,

projected within moderate limits; ultimately it came to include, besides a dwell-

ing-house of much larger size than St. Marie's Grangi'. a church, schools, and
conventual buildings, with complete appurtenances and characteristic detail.

He spent in all X15,000 ; his operations were spread over ten years ; and he left

them incomplete after all. So soon, however, as the house was ready, he re-

moved to it from Chelsea ; and it was his home till his death.

Now, during these five years, from 183C to 1841, from the " Contrasts " to the
" Principles," what had been the progress of English architecture, and what the

value of Welby Pugin therein? The state of professional opinion upon which
the " Contrasts " fell in 1836 was through Eclecticism, as has been stated. The
practical force of that work lay, not in any introduction of Gothic design, or any
improvement in classification of style (for all that Pugin knew in these forms

had been developed by others and was fully recognized), but in an exaltation of

Gothic style to the prejudice of what was considered to be a sister style of equal

esteem. The Christian, he argued, could have no fellowship with the Pagan,
even in the profile of a moulding. There has been of Lite years a vast deal of

this style of logic spoken and written — all borrowed plumage iVom Pugin; at

that time lie was the only man who hazarded such views, and everyone else

jironounced him to be a monomaniac. I have the same opinion of him nvv;
but 1 say that his monomania was so unaffected, so poetic, so exalted, as to lift

it up to heaven. To understand the principles then prevalent, take Hosking's

Essay on Architecture, in the " Encyclopajdia Britannica," of date 183-, or the

basis upon which the Royal Institute of Architects was established in 1834

—

1837. There were certain recognized styles of design, of various degrees of

merit, but all equally entitled to claim critical authority under the rule of

ancient precedent. The Classic styles of Greece and Rome came first. They
were of superhuman origin ; the only difference between them was, that the

Greeks were as gods, the Romans as demigods. These were the grand styles.

Italian examples of the Cinque-cento period were to be judiciously copied

for municipal buildings ; and English specimens of the Tudor and I-Uizabethan

for domestic and educational works. For ecclesiastical works the e.tamples

of Jlcdiajval England, as classified by Hickman, were to be copied in the same
manner as those of other styles. There could be no reason, said the authorities,

for ever disturbing this. The great controversy respecting the style to be

used in the New Houses of Parliament in 183o— 183G, was the expression of

this condition of opinion: the argument wa.s, on the oue hand, that for so grand

a work the Greek or Koman style was entitled to the preference ; on the other,

that for a building of such profound ancestral associations, the style ought rather

to be Gothic or Elizabethan. The decision in favour of the latter sentiment was
thought to be the triumph of fcud.al affectation in Parliament over refined Eclec-

ticism in public. It was Pugin who first formally repudiated this happy-ramily

arrangement of the Eclectics ; and but (or the error of exaggeration, the " Con-
trasts " would have done it more damage than they did.

There followed almost instantly upon Pugin's declaration the institution of a

new doctrine, namely, Architectural Ecclesiasticism ; the ide.a, that is to say, of

searching out the mjsticism of ancient church art— that which had been the very
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foundation of Putin's mission. Although Pugin would listen to no Ecclcsiasticism

out of the Boniish Church, yet it was chiefly in the English Church, and par-

ticularly amongst the clergy", that his teaching struck root. And thus, as at the

commencement of the five'years which we have in hand, the standard ot /'-<=<='?"

siasiicism had been raised "against the rule of Eclecticism ; the hand which did

this beini Pugin's alone. At the close of our five years this was the result.

The Camden Society of Cambridge was established for the promotion of Ritual-

ism J the EccUswIogiA Journal was set on foot in the same cause. Pre-Kaf-

fiiellitism and Puseyism we need only name ; but all over England, and chiefly

under the guidance" of the clergy, there were being formed one alter another

of the local Archa;ological Societies now so numerous; as part of the same act,

church restoration was becoming universally fashionable ; and, to end with an

uiti-climas for the sake of truth, and for tlie sake of justice to our hero s con-

sistency, a few of the most earnest of his followers were embracing, like himself,

and for the self-same reasons, the Romanist faith. Meanwhile, the Royal Ex-

ch.ange of London, and St. George's Hall of Liverpool, had been built as further

examples of Classic art ; and Gothic practice h.id attained that well-remembered

stage of maturity which produced in 1842 the Camhcrwell Church of Mr. ticott,

and shortly afterwards his proud competition church at Hamburg, ^ow, I do

not claim "for Welbv Pngin the sole merit of all the progress here involved
;
but

I cannot sec why there should be denied to him the credit of having been,

amongst many busy workers, at least the first and busiest ; amongst many

earnest thinke'rs the" most earnest, if not always the most safe; amongst many

enthusiast* the most enthusiastic; amongst many sublimated fanatics the most

sublime. To argue that Pugin was not the leader of our present school of Gothic

architects seems to me impossible ; and for my own part I only w ish his follow-

ers had followed him more closely, and kept more at home in England than they

have done. 1 admire Gothic architecture more than I can ndinire recent speci-

mens. If Pugin had lived till now, I cannot help thinking that one of his True

Principles would have been this— that for English work English precedents must

be the best ; and if he had come to recognise Protestantism, that another would

have run tliu,« : that in Protestant churches the symbols and arrangements of

Koman Catholic ritual must bo necessarily out of place.

(jTo be eoncltided in our iicj(.)

• PUBLIC MONUMENTS.

THE Cross is tlie earliest and the most national of our public monu-
ments. It dates from the first traditions of our island history in the

" Suenos stone " near Forres, and the curious monuments which have been

ably reproduced by the oare of the Spalding Club in the " Sculptured

Stones of Scotland." Four crosses still stand on the consecrated shores of

lona, where it is reported that 360 of these venerable monuments once

marked spots dear to piety and affection. The largo lona cross in front of

the cathedral is a. monolith column of the hardest wliin rock, 14 feet high,

18 inches broad, and 6 inches thick. It is fixed in a pedestal formed out

of a massive block of red granito about 3 feet high. " The labour and

art," says Mr. Graham, • "of quarrying sucli a column, of transporting it to

•the island, and of carving and erecting it when it was brought, are circum-

stances really astonishing when one considers how inadequate the power

and the skill of this part of the country would now be to such a work."

It would seem tliat the practice of erecting these crosses lasted in lona

down to the Reformation, for that of Abbot Mackinnon, still .standing,

bears date as late as 1489. For monuments on a comparatively small

scale, coimected with the memory of the dead or with ecclesiastical asso-

ciations, we know of nothing comparable in eifect to those crosses, and

their monolithic character gives them importance and extreme durability.

But under the denomination " cross " we include not only these primaeval

monuments of a rude antiquity, but some of the most exquisite remains

(alas ! too few) of Gothic architecture. Most of the cathedrals had their

" cross " in the precincts of the chapter-house : thus Paul's Cross was the

scene of the great ecclesiastical debates of the Middle Ages and tlie Refor-

mation, and also the Forum of the citizens of London— though indeed

Patil's Cross had no claims to monumental beauty, if, as Strype states, it

was merely " a pulpit cross of timber, mounted upon steps of Stone, and
cohered with lead."

These mediaeval crosses had not necessarily an ecclesiastical character.

The Cross of Coventry, which was the most elegant and splendid fabric

of the kind in England. wa.s built in 1541 by a bequest from Sir AVilliam

Hollies to the city for municipal ornament. It was of a hexagonal shape,

67 feet high and 42 in circumference, decorated with the most elaborate

tracery of the time : unhappily it was taken down by an " improving

"

corporation in 1776. The crosses of Cheddar, Malmesbury, and Cliichester

are small roofed buildings of the form which may also bo seen in the

curious, though not very pleasing, Royal Cross of Aberdecn.f
The crosses which marked the transport of tlie body of Queen Eleanor

from Herdeby in Lincolnshire to Westminster, have all but disappeared:

that which occupied the well-known site in the village of Charing (sup-

posed by some to be derived from c/iere liei/iic), still lives in the name of

the busiest thoroughfare of western London. The crosses of Geddington
and Northampton (the Queen's Cross) are preserved, and the cross of Wal-
tham, erected on the same melancholy occasion by the piety of Edward I.,

has recently been most skilfully restored. It is a hexagon, each side of the

lower story divided into two arches, charged with the arms of England,

Castile, Leon, and Ponthieu : the purfled finials of the second story cover

twelve open tabernacles, intersected by pillars, the niches being filled by

• Antiquitic* of tona, p. 22.

f 'i he reader interevted in this subject will find an " Essay on Ancient Stono Crosses " of
considerable interot, though by no means complete, in " Brltton's Antiquities of Groat
liriLiin," vol. i. No. IV. Mr. Petrie's work on the " Hound Towers of Ireland " contains
the l>ett notice we hare seen on the ancient stone crosses of that island.

appropriate figures ; and the third story rises in solid masonry to support

the shaft of a plain cross on the summit. In our judgment, no monument
designed to commemorate the dead can be more touching and appropriata

than this. It admits of the introduction'of sculpture, it admits of inscrip-

tions ; and provided it be suitably placed, as, for example, in the quad-
rangle of a'coUege or"a cathedral close, it may unite all the conditions of a
Christian and English monument. Indeed, the example of the Scott

monument at Edinburgh, which is in fact one of these crosses, shows that it

may be placed without impropriety even in the thoroughfares of a great

city, which has in other respects nothing of the mediaeval character. We
confess that we regret^tliat the monument erected at Scutari, by order of

Her Majesty, to record the gallant endurance of the British army in the

Crimean war. did not assume the shape of one of these eminently national

structures, endeared to us by historical tradition and religious associations,

in place of tlie obelisk of Cornish granite which has been placed there.

Some years ago the present Dean of St. Paul's, who was then a canon of

AVestminster, proposed the execution of a monument to Caxton, near the

Almonry, Westminster— that being the spot where the first English

printing-press had been worked. The proposal was well received and sup-

ported by a small number of accomplished persons, who felt the fitness and
grace of such a memorial; but it did not excite much public interest, and,

for want of funds, it fell to the ground. We now advert to it for the pur-

pose of noticing the very appropriate character which Dr. Milman had
wished to give to this monument. He suggested that an ever-flowing

fountain, combined with a statue of the first English printer, would be no

inapt symbol of the spring opened by the printing-press to the knowledge

and improvement of mankind. No doubt the introduction of fountains,

in itself a desirable and refreshing thing in large cities, might, with excel-

lent effiict, be combined with monuments : thus the French have erected a

striking fountain-monument to Moliere, and many other examples might be

cited in Rome and elsewhere of fountains which have a monumental

character. In their way, tliough they are for the most part unpretending

and diminutive, many of the drinkiiig-fountains lately introduced in

London, and several other large towns, deserve to be noticed among our

public monuments. They are in evei-j' way grateful. They offer a simple

refreshment, which often diverts the hot and weary labourer from the gin-

shop. They mark a kindly feeling towards the humbler classes by giving

to every man " a cup of cold water ;
" and as specimens of art many of

these little works are very pleasing additions to our street architecture.

They serve to show how much more might be done with the introduction of

a conduit of running water, when a more important monument is contem-

plated and more ample funds are forthcoming. No capital in Europe is so

well provided with water as London in the mains underground, or so little

beautified with the freshness of streams above ground. A fountain on an

imposing scale is still wanting to the metropolis, and, as far as we know,

there is not a town in the United Kingdom which can boast of a good one

;

yet fountains may well be ranked amongst the most pleasing and useful of

public monuments.

—

Edinhurgh liit'iev.

FIRES IN LONDON.
(From the Mechanics' Magazhte.)

THE Select Committee, appointed some three months since by the House

of Commons, to enquire into " the existing state of Legislation, and of

any existing arrangements for the protection of life and property against

fires in the Metropolis," have completed their mission, and made their

report. This has been published, and it may be well to investigate its

averments. The alarming increase in the number of destructive fires in

London during the last few years, and the apparently quite inadequate

means possessed for their suppression, had, indeed, rendered legislativa

enquiry necessary. The Committee set out in their report with a statistical

comparison of the number of fires in London in past years as compared with

the number which occurred ill 1861. For example, they state that in the

year 1833, 458 fires occurred in the Metropolitan districts, whereas in the

year 1861, the number was 1,183. So startling an augmentation forms of

itself a. severe consideration of the existing arrangements for the prevention

of fires, that it needs no argument to sustain it. The area of the Metro-

politan police districts includes, according to Sir Richard Mayue, 217

parishes, with a population of about 3,000,000, residing in 462,000 houses.

The rateable income for taxation in the mammoth town and its immediate

suburbs is about £13,500,000. The extent of space included in the calcu-

lation is bounded by a radial line of 16j miles, with Charing Cross for its

centre, and this gives, therefore, an area of 700 square miles. The City of

London, however, is not included, but within its boundaries are 97 parishes,

with a population of about 115,000, inhabiting some 13,600 houses, and the

rental for rating is :£1,337,000. Thus it appears that the whole of the

Metropolitan police districts, and the City of London together, may be con-

sidered as containing rather over 3,000,000 of inhabitants, in about 745,000

liouses, whilst the rental for rating may be taken in round numbers to be

£14.800,000.

fjl
These facts and figures conyey a clear idea of the range and importance

of the trust confided to those who are charged with the guardianship

against the disastrous consequences of accidental or incendiary fires. The
(Joramittec state that " the only existing Act of Parliament for the preven-

tion of loss by fire, affecting parishes within the bills of mortality, is that

of the 14 Geo. 3, e. 78, and called ' an Act for the further and better regu-

lation of buildings and party walls, and for the more effectually preyenting
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misphiof by firo within the Cities of London and Westminster, and other

libertioM thereof, and other the Parislies of 8t. Marylebone, Paddin^ton,

and 8t. Luke's, at Clielsea, in the county of Middlesex.' " Tlie clauses in

this Act, which relate especially to protection against fire, arc those num-
bered frnm 74 to 86, botli inclusive, and they arc^ still in form. The other

parts of this Act have been rejieatcd. By the 76th clause, every parish is

oblig<"d to ki"<'p one large engine, and one snuiU one, termed a hand-engine,

besides a leathered pipe, and a certain number of ladders. A provision,

moreover, exists in the 3 and 4 Will. IV., c. 90, 344, and known as the
'• Lighting and Watching Act." This Act extend.s to Kngland and Wales,

and it empowers inspectors appointed under it to provide and keep up two
fire-engines. Certain parishes, without the bills of mortality, have availed

themselves of that provision. The ineagreness <if all these arrangements

is sufficiently obvious, and, meagi'e as they are, they have not been
attended to.

The .Select Committee state— and it will conduce to a more exact under-

standing of the whole question if we reproduce the substance of their

statement— that for many years previous to 1832, the principal fire

insurance ofiices kept fire-brigades at their individual expense. To these

brigades were attached a considerable number of men usually occupied as

watermen on tlu> Thames. These latter received payment only on the

occurrence of fires, and they wore the badge and livery of the various

companies by whicli they were subsidized. These fire-brigades were con-

sidered as giving notoriety to the diflferent insurance companies, and a

rivalry was maintained among them, productive of good sometimes, and
considerable evil at others.

The expenses .ind inconvenience arising from this unsatisfactory state of

affairs induced Mr. R. Bell Forde, a director of the Sun Pire Office, to make,
in 1832, an eiFort to reform the system. This consisted principally in a

proposition for the amalgamation of the guerilla bands— as they might bo
termed— into one body. Mr. I'orde's plan was adopted, and hence sprang
into existence the London Fire-Brigade. The leading Metropolitan insur-

ance offices contributed their quota to the support of the brigadiers on
conditions laid down by representative committeemen from the various com-
panies. Without tracing the subsequent changes made in the mode of

governing the London Fire-Brigade, it may be stated that at its organisa-

tion, in 1832, it consisted of 80 men, while the number of fire-stations was
19. The cost of the brigade and its appliances in that year was ;68, 000.

This expense has been gradually increasing, as has the nominal strength of

the body and the number of engines employed.
At present the London Fire-Brigade consists of 127 men, and the stations

are 20 in number.
The destruction by fire of the Houses of Parliament, in 1834, very

naturally drew the attention of the Government to the means for suppress-

ing fires generally in London. It is only justice to the fire insurance com-
panies then in existence to say that they admitted the inadequacy of their

an'angements for preventing and overcoming fires. A suggestion was also

made, at tlie same time, for placing the parochial engines under the control

of the Metropolitan police. This latter notion might, if realised, have been
attended with some good probably, but the Government of the day did not
adopt it, and so the fire-brigade has remained with all its anomalies and
shortcomings— as regards the system, we mean, upon which it was based—
until now.

It is needless to recapitulate the arguments for the reconstruction of the

London Fire-Brigade which were energetically urged in the pages of this

Magazine immediately after the gi-eat fire of last year, because that disas-

trous event, and the innumerable catastrophes of a similar though less

ruinous kind, which have happened since, have demonstrated the absolute

necessity for such change. But it is certainly refreshing and encouraging
to find from the report now under notice that " the insurance companies
addressed on the 21st of February last." the very day after the first meeting
of the Select Committee, " a letter to the Secretary of State for the Home
Department, stating their wish and intention to give up the brigade at as

early a date as may be consistent with the formation of new and efficient

arrangements for the protection of the Metropolis against fire." They stiite

in that communication that, " so long as the expense was moderate they
did not object to incur it ; but now it had assumed a magnitiule which
they cannot continue to bear, and that they consider that the public of

London have no claim whatever on their respective offices for protection
against fire." It certainly was rather late in the day for the companies to

admit their deficiencies, and show their readiness to abdicate their functions
as the suppressors of London fires; but it is satisfactory to find them, at
last, so completely in accord with the public sentiment. The fact of their

being so renders legislation on the subject more facile, because now there

are no dissentients to the needed reformation of the fire-brigade. The fiict

was, that the .system, having outlived its time, its abolition will be luiiled,

ty the vast and populous districts of the Metropolis, with real satisfaction.

There is no reason to doubt the efficiency of the staflf comprising the
Insurance Companies' Fire-Brigade, so far as personal courage or determina-
tion is concerned. On the contrary, they appeared to have been well
selected and trained, and, in many instances, their services liave been of
jmmeuse value. There is no reason, therefore, why officers and men should
not be absorbed in the more extensive organisation which, it nuiy lie trusted,

will presently be called into being to supphmt it. Indeed, this Committee
recommend some such step as this, and there can scarcely be any objection
to offi?r to it.

There is much valuable evidence adduced in the report, with regard to

flres generally, and the means adopted in the large cities and towns of the

kingdom for preventing and overcoming tlicm. As respects large establish-

ments in London, too, the committee have sought out, and now given to the
public, a considerable amount of useful information. The dock companies
have tjiken e.spccial care to make themselves, to a great extent, independent
of extraneous aid in the suppnssion of fires wliich may break out on their
jiremises. The East and West Intlia Docks are particularly well cared for,

as touching this mutter. So is the Royal Mint ; and among private firms
who have endeavoured to provide means, not only for the preservation of
their own property, but of that of their neighbours, too, we may mention
Messrs. Brown, Lenox, and Co., of the Isle of Dogs, and Mr. Hodges, of
the great distillery at Lambeth.

Honourable mention is made in the report of the " Society for the Pro-
tection of Life from Fire," and undoubtedlj' that society luis proved of
inestimable value in many instances. It is just one of those institutions of
which Englishmen may be legitimately proud, and of which we happily
possess a considerable number. Supported purely by voluntary contribu-
tions, and having for its object the saving of human life, it is to the Metro-
polis what the National Lifeboat Institution is to tlie rock-bound coasts of
England— a guardian and friend to those who are in imminent peril. No
Ic^s than £7,000 per annum have been subscribed for the support of the
Society for the Protection of Life from Fire for eighteen years, and this

speaks eloquently of the benevolent disposition of our countrymen. Into
the question of obtaining a more adequate and ready supply of water for

the purpose of suppressing fires in the metropolis, it would be premature
for us now to go. It is one which will have to be considered, nevertheless,

in com'uuotion with that of the formation of the New Metropolitan Fire-
Brigade, and at the proper time we shall advance an opinion as to the best

mode of effijcting it. There are several other points connected with the
Report of the I'ire Committee whicli will be treated on in another article.

We most cordially concur in the general conclusions of the Committee,
which conclusions, indeed, embody the propositions offi'red last year in our
own pages. There are but three absolute and official recommendations
offered to the House of Commons in the rejmrt, namely :

—
" 1. That a fire brigade bo formed under the superintendenc.o of the

Commissioners of Police, on a scheme to be approved of by the Secretary
of State for the Home Department, to form part of the general establishment
of the Metropolitan Police, and that the acts requiring parishes to maintain
engines be repealed."

" 2. That an account of the expenditure of the New Police Fire-Brigade
be annually laid before Parliament, together with the general police

accounts, in such a manner that the special cost of the brigade may be
ascertained."

" 3. That the area of the new fire brigade arrangementa be confined
within the limits of the Metropolitan Board of Works, with the option to

other parishes to be included, if within the area of the Metropolitan
Police."

The policy of confining the action of the brigjidc to the limits named is

not transparent ; but it is only " recommended " that those limits be ob-
served, and probably the House in its wisdom will extend them.

THE DIGNITY OF LABOUR.

MUCH has recently been said about the glories of the International

Exhibition, but up to the present moment speakers and writers have
been almost altogether oblivious of the claims of labour and the labourer.

Commissioners, jurors, guarantors, exhibitors, and others, have had bestowed
on them criticisms in abundance ; but the workman has been forgotten.

Even Tennyson, in his inaugural poem, had no word of praise or encom-age-
ment for him. What said Elihu Burritt, while in this country, in 1851,

when the first International Exhibition gladdened the eyes of millions?

Listen :
—

"During the last months of 1850, thousands and tens of thousands
of the well-skilled artisans of Prussia, Austria, and other German
states, had laid down the peaceful implements of their handicraft

and were training their fingers to the bloody trade and weapons of war.

And was this the time ?—was this the juncture of favouring opportunities

for the Great Exhibition of the arts and industries of all nations ? So its

originators believed. Against the mind of the million they believed it

steadfa.stly. To their faith the noiu had come for the complete realisation

of the magnificent conception. Unaided by legislation, with no govern-

mental power or authority to lean upon, they sent out their idea, dovelike,

among the divided populations of the earth. It dropped into the hearts

of peoples like a still small voice of Divine inspiration. It penneated the

minds of the masses, and touched their sympathies to the finest issues. It

worked upward into the highest ranks of human society, and downward
into its lowest conditions; and pervaded and united all with the

common sentiment, that the great day of Universal L.vboi'r had come,

when it was to be crowned with glory and honour, and the homage of

potentates and peoples. Away upon the sea, to distant islands and con-

tinents, fiew the summons of that thought ; and the sous of toil, of every

handicraft, and clime, and colour, opened their hearts to its message ; and
it thrilled their fingera with such ingenioiLs activities as ni>ver before

wrought in the mechanical creations of human skill. The great day of

Labour had come. The queen of all the earthly conditions ofhumanity was
to be brought to her throne, with kings and queens as her train-bearers,

with shoutings of gi'ace and glorj- to her sceptre from the many-toiigued

m^T-iads of her subjects. I-aboiir, patient, peaceful Labour, that from the
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closed gates of Paradise went, forth vreeping into tlic wilderness of life, and

tracked it with the red pathway of her bleeding feet; Laboiu-, that had

made bricks without straw in Egypt, and lain pale and hungry, and

begged for crumbs on the door-stones of pjilaccs, which her blistered hands

had filled with dainties which the eye and appetite of ungrateful luxury

could not enjoy : Labour, that had walked and worked her way through

the barbarisms and feudalisms of the past, with the fetter-prints of bondage

still fresh and crimson around her limbs ; meek, lowly-minded Labour had

come to her immortal nou; to the day of her august coronation. And her

lowly men of might, who bore in their sunburnt foreheads and in their

horny hands the dusky signets of their loytUty, felt that her day was come.

And with a new sentiment of dignity, the pearl-dirers of distant seas, with

strong anvl downward beat, descended to deeper fathoms of the ocean's

depths, and searched its shining bed for ' gems of purer light serene ' than

ever shed their lustre on regal courts ; the diamond-diggers of different

zones hunted with new ambition for the costliest stones of the earth's

treasUT}- to stud the coronation jewellery of Labour ; and tlie trappers of

frozen regions, and the fishermen of the Poles, the men of the mines of

deeper fathom than the sea ; the diggers and workers of all the precious

and useful metals and minerals Avhich the earth contains ; the workers of

the spindle, shuttle, and needle; the artisans of hostile countries forgot

their nationality in the sentiment of the dignity of their common condition,

and all wrought, with the highest enthusiasm of their genius, to bring the

masterpieces of human art to the crowning of Labour. And the kings and

queens of the earth felt that the first jewels of their crowns owed their

lustre to Liilx)ur, and they brought them forth to shine among the gems of

her coronation, in the great Temple of Peace and Concord. And the first

queen of the world acteti as bridesmaid at the royal robing of Labour, and

in sight of the congregated nations she set the tiara of the world's homage

on her brow, and gjiTC her a glorious bride, to the dignity of universal

humanity, as the first-born and fairest of the earthly offspring of

Omnipotence. And who among the tliousands that filled, or the exulting

millions that surrounded, the Crystal Temple on that august occasion,

could doubt that its illustrious now had come, with its world-full of the

finger-prints and finger-guidings of Divine Providence ; with its favouring

sympathies beating fellowship in the bosoms of nations ; with attractions

and unprecedented opportunities for the realisation of this magnificent

scheme of peace and human brotherhood ?
"

MB, WILLLiMS ON ECCLESIASTICAL ARCHITECTURE IN
GEORGIA AND ARMENIA.

ON Tuesday evening the Rev. Georgk Witxiams, B.D., of Cambridge,

delivered a lecture at the Architectural Museum, South Kensington, "On
Kcclesiastical Architecture in Georgia and Armenia." In the unavoidable

absence of Mr. A. J. Bcresford-Hope, the President of the institution, the chair

was occupied by Mr. Joseph Ci-akke, hon. sec. The lecture was accompanied

by a number of drawings and plans. The lecturer said :
—

" In proceeding (o pertorm the task which 1 have undertaken, of bringing under

your notice some of the ancient Ecclesiastical Monuments of one of the most

venerable and interesting churches in Christendom, I think 1 shall best engage

your interest in the subject, if I ask you to follow me on a short Ecclesiological

tour, which I made on the banks of the River Kur, the ancient Cyrus, in .4.ngust

1860, visiting the churches and convents in the same order in which 1 saw
them, but without entering into any incidents of travel, which, however inter-

esting, have pothing to do with the proper subject of this paper.

Vi'e must then commence our sur\'ey at the picturesque village of Borjoni, the

summer residence of the present Viceroy of the Transcaucasian provinces of

Russia, as it was of his predecessor, Prince VVoronsoff. And I must not allude to

the Viceroy without paying a tribute of gratitude to Prince Baryatinsky, through
whose courtesy and kindness I was enabled to undertake these expeditions on

which 1 collected the notes wliich I am to bring before you Ibis evening. I had
not been five minutes in conversation with him at my first interview, when he

referred to the numerous monuments of ancient Christian architecture, which
are found in the forests about Borjom, and when he found how deeply I was
interested in the subject, he first conducted me himself to the two churches
which I shall first describe, and then engaged for me the kind services of Prince

Tonmanoff, the Governor of the province of Abbatjic, to facilitate my expedition

to the Upper Kur, where he told me some of the most interesting and remarkable
ruins were to be found.

I was so fortunate as to have for my companion my friend Mr. Witts, whose
very accurate drawings of several of these churches will serve to convey to you
a better idea of them than any mere description could do. They are executed
by himself, from sketches made on the spot, while I was busy with my measur-
ing tape, making as careful a survey as time permitted of the various buildings,

which 1 proceed to describe. I have thought it right to mention my autho-
rities, because the measures, and elevations, and plans, which I give, ditfer very
materially from those which are found in the works of Brosset and Dubois de

Mont Pereun ; which last named worked is utterly untrustworthy, so far as my
own observations qualify me to judge, in the architectural sense. M. Bros^et's

book has been of great service to me for the translations of Georgian inscriptions,

furnished to him by a native of the country who travelled with him.
With these preliminary remarks, I proceeed to a description of the Conventua,

Chiirch of TiMOTiiESMASE, which 1 have not found elsewhere described. I

visited it twice ; first, on the evening of my arrival at Borjam, in company with
the Viceroy, and again on my return from my expedition to Abbattzich, for the
purpose of taking the measures which served as the elements of the Plan and
Klevation which you see before you. This convent was situated in a romantic
valley, at the distance of about fifteen miles from Borjom, near the mountain-
stream of the same name, which debouches into the liur at the village, after a

circuitous course through rocky valleys at the foot of lofty hills, covered with
rich and variegated foliage.

Of the conventual buildings nothing remains except the massive ruins of the
great cntiance gateway, and fragments of walls, and foundations all overgrown
with rank vegetation. All these fragments indicate that the convent was built

of red brick, as is also the church, with the exception of the south porch and the
roofs, which are all constructed of slabs of stone in excellent masonry, with ridges

at the joints, as in leaden roofs, and a bold overhangiilg cornice. The exterior
ground-plan of the church, which is in excellent preservation (considering that
it has been abandoned now for many years), is an oblong parallelogram of about
GJ ft. by 48, with a porch in front nearly square (18 ft. 8 in. from N. to S., and
IS ft. 1 in. from E. to W., interior measure), and another at the south which
measures internally IS ft. Sin. from W. to E,, and Mft. from N. to S. But
though the ground- plan is a parallelogram, the roofing indicates that it is a
cruciform church, with a polygonal lantern of twelve sides, rising from the inter-

section of the transepts.

I proceed to a survey of the interior : It consists of nave^ with side aisles, a
transept, extending the whole width of the building, and a well-developed
sanctuary, fianked with protliesis and diacnnkon. The interior measures are as

follows: from W. to E., the nave, 22ft. 9 in. ; the transept, 17ft. lUJin.; the
sanctuary, 16ft. 4 in. The nave is 18ft. 3 in. wide; the aisles 6 ft. 5 in., exclu-
sive of the piers, which are 4 ft. 3 in. each ; giving to the church a total length
of 5G ft., and a width of nearly 40; but small as these dimensions arc, the
church convc3*s an impression of great dignity and solemnity. The nave is of
only one ba\', and is separated from the aisles by pointed arches, the fiat .surfaces

of which are decorated with frescoes, representing gigantic figures of kings or
princes apparently, as they liave a martial appearance, and are vested in a
costume very similar to the present national dress of Georgia, with scimitar-
shaped swords, still seen in this country and among the Caucasian tribes. In
the centre of tlie arch is a cross, between the heads of the figures. The aisles are

covered with Barito roofs of massive stone, leaving a low clerestory below the
eaves of the nave-roof, which is not pierced with lights. The transept is lighted

with a double-light window on the south, and a triplet on the north, qidte of a
Norman character. The walls of the transept were formerly covered with fres-

coes, but they are not so well preserved as those of the nave. The lantern rests

on pendentives, supported by two massive octagonal columns on the west, and
on responds in the extremities of t\\G parabemata [wall of the sanctuary] on the
east, and is exquisitely light and elegant. Unfortunately I had no means of

ascertaining the height, so that in this particular my elevation is conjectural.

The sanctuary has an apsidal termination within, as have also the protliesis and
diaconicon ; the former of which communicates both with the sanctuary and the
north transept, while the latter opens only into the south transept. The sanc-

tuary is lighted with three round-headed windows, very much splayed, the flank-

ing chapels with one light each, of a similar character. A stone bench runs round
the apse, left in the thickness of the wall, the sr/jithrtmtis of the eastern as of the
western churches ; and at some height above this the wall is decorated with a
horizontal band in fresco, of arabesque character. The arches are all devoid of
mouldings, and the church must always have been more dependent on its propor-
tions and artistic decoration than on its architectural features, for the grand and
solemn effect which even in its deep decay it still retains. It appears to belong
all to our date, except the west and south porches ; but as iio inscription is to be
found in any part of the building, and there is no Monasticon of Georgia that I

am acquainted with within the reach of the archaeologist, I fear I can throw no
light upon the date of this very interesting church, which 1 must mention is

called Cimothisman by a great Georgian authority, cited by Brosset, whose name
I will not attempt to pronounce (M. Dimitri Meghwineth-Khontze'sis-Chwili),
and whose brief description of the Monastery contains nothing of importance.

On our return to Borjom, about half-way from Timothesmanc, Prince Barya-
tinski conducted me to another church, at a short distance from the road, hung
on the steep side of the mountain, where it descends into a valley watered by
the Borjom river, which meanders through it. This small gem of a church is

situated under an overhanging rock, fringed with foliage, out of which it might
almost seem to be chiseled. So exquisitely line is the masonry, that the joints of

stone are scarcely visible under the profusion of arabasque ornament, with
which the whole of the west front is covered ; as fresh as if it had been executed
yesterday.

This church was a complete contrast in plan and proportions to that which I

have just described; but I afterwards found reason to believe that this was a

type of a village church, as that was of a large conventual or cathedral church,

and that it was a happy accident which thus introduced me to two typical

churches in my lirst essay in Georgian ecelesiology. The Church of Daba con-

sists of a rectangular chamber, terminating in an apse, the chord of which is the

whole width of the chamber. The rectangular part is divided into two bays by
pilasters in the side walls, and is lighted by small round-headed windows in

each bay, with another in the apse, all very much splayed. All these windows
are richly decorated externally with exquisite arabasques running on broad

bands between the mouldings, deeply chiseled in the stone, the east window being

richest of all. The west front, however, is the most richlj- ornamented part of

this beautiful little church. It consists of a flat-headed doorway under a lofty

round arch, with a plain tympanum, the door itself being set in a square-headed

frame of two orders, the flat surfaces of which are adorned with rich arabasques,

similar to those round the east window. An inscription in Georgian characters,

in excellent preservation, is carved on the lintel of the door. Over the circular

arch is a small window similar to the others, and like them, surrounded with

bands of arabasque ornamentation ; and above this, in the angle of the gable, is

carved a small cross. The heavy, overhanging cornice, and the ribbed stone

roof, complete this exquisite composition, which measures only 37 ft. 4 in. bv
23 ft. 11 in. externally, the walls being 3 ft. lOJ in. thick, and the eastern wall

giving no indication externally of the apse which exists within.

Happily, this building is dated in the inscription on the lintel, the letters of

which are deeply cut and filled in with vermilion. I need not trouble you with

1

a literal translation : the facts which may be deduced from it are as follow: —
That the church was dedicated to the Incarnation, and was built by the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer ("Chief of the Treasurers," is the literal translation) of
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George VI., sumamcd the Illustrious, the only son of Demetrius II. : in the year
of grace 1333. It probably owes its perfect preservation, after an interval of
more than 500 years, to tlio protection alTorded it by the shadow of the great
rock, not less than to the excellent materials of which' it is coiistructod.

( To At* concluded in our next.)

GEXKRAL ITEMS.

The Ckystai. P.^tACK in a Xirht Stohm.—Last Wednesday se'nniglit,

says the South Eastern Gazette, wo had an opportunity of being inside the

Crystal Palace during tlie violent thundcr.storai that visited the neighbour-

hood of Sydenham. The uovi-lty of the sights that presented thenuielves

was striking and mar\'eUoua. In a moment, from intoiiso darkness the

whole building was lit up — every object standing out as bright iia in day

in all the distinctness of the stereoscope, to which indeed it might be com-

pared, with the additional association of grandeur in its fullest extent. At
another time the western end of the centre transept assumed the character

of a brilliant luminous mass, witli a vividness that lightning only possesses

— brighter far than the sun. Then, again, the roofs were illuminated, all

their beautiful proportions exhibited, and their outlines distinct and daz-

zling, as thougli studded with millions of diamonds. Turning to the

southern side we looked out upon the expanse that lay before us ; hero the

scene was magic in its character. From intense darkness, flitted, at rapid

intervals, every object, statue, fountain, tree, shrub, terrace, and the dis-

ant country to Sevenoaks, in brilliancy that can scarcely be described by
tanguage. We never before witnessed anything so peculiarly beautiful and
Igrand.

Gas.—The village of Welwyn, near Hertford, on the Great Nortlicm

line of railway, has recently been lighted with gas by Messrs. Adkins
& Son, the well-known engineers of Chepstow and i'lcet Street, who have

erected the works for G. K. Dering, Esq., of Lockleys Hall, a gentleman

residing in the neighboui"hood. The works, a neat brick block, tire situated

near the entrance of the town from the London road. Tlie main pipes are

well distributed, reaching as far as Lockleys, and the Railway Company are

anxious to have it extended to the station. The inhabitants have fallen in

with the undertaking, and the liberality of the proprietor of the works is

appreciated by the most influential of them consuming the gas.

Royal Ikstitute of Bkitish Architects.—At a private meeting of the

members of this body, lield at the rooms, 9 Conduit Street, Regent Street,

on Monday evening, " to reconsider the resolutions respecting professional

practice and charges of architects," Mr. Owen Jones, V.P., in the chair, it

was moved by Professor Donaldson, seconded by Mr. Street, and resolved

—

"Tliat the paper of professional practice and charges of architects last

published by the Council, and forwarded to the members, be now
confirmed and adopted." The next ordinary general meeting of the session

will be held on Mondaj' next, when a paper will be read " On the

Architecture of India," \>j Mr. William Simpson.

Beauty.—As long as Athens and Sparta maintained their independence

and reverence for the laws was the basis of their constitution, taste was
immature, art was in its infancy, and Beauty was far from swaying the

disposition. It is true, poetry had essayed an elevated flight, but only in

the soarings of genius which we know is closely connected with a state of

nuleuess, and is a light which frequently shines from the midst of darkness;

which thus testifies rather against them for the taste of its age. As the

golden age of art advanced under Pericles and Alexander, and the influence

of taste extended more widely, we find no more Grecian energy and freedom.

Eloquence adulterated truth ; wisdom was an offence in the mouth of a

Socrates, and virtue in the life of a Phocion. The Romans, we know were
obliged to exhaust their strength in civil wars, and, enervated by eastern

luxury, to bow beneath the yoke of a future dynasty, before we see the

triumph of Grecian art over the rigidity of their character. And the dawn
of civilisation did not break over Arabia, until the energy of its warlike

spirit had become relaxed beneath the sceptre of the Abassides. The fine

arts did not appear in modern Italy, till the powerful alliance of the Lom-
bards was broken, till Florence hatl submitted to the Medici, and the spirit

of independence in all those vigorous states had given place to inglorious

submission. It is weUnigh superfluous to cite the examples of modern
nations, whose refinement increased in proportion to the decrease of their

self-dependence. Whenever we turn our eyes to the past, we discover that

taste and freedom desert each other, and that Beauty founds her dominion
only upon the ruins of heroic Tirtue.

—

Schiller. [Beautiful as is this

passage from the illustrious German poet, and replete as it i.s with historic

illustrations, we do not for a moment beliere with the writer that, ab-

stractedly, " taste and freedom desert each other."

—

Ed.]

COPYKIGHT IN OeN-AJIEXTAI, DeSIGNS. BoAED OF TeADE, WHITEHALL,
Mat 8. — The Right Honourable the Lords of the Committee of Privy

Council for Trade give notice, that the period of regidation of copyright of

ornamental designs in Class 1 (articles composed wholly or chiefly of metal)

has been extended by them, under the powers conferred upon their lord-

ships by the Act 13 and 14 Vic, c. 104, from three to five years, and that

the fee of £1 will be charged for an original registration for five years. For
every additional year for which registration of any ornamental design or

class of ornamental designs in metal may hereafter be extended, the fee of

10s. only will be charged, instead of 30s. as heretofore.

Cornsponbm«.

THE LECTUHE ON' PAOAN AIlCHITECTOnE.
Sl«.—From the nature of the titlo, ami the wonted fM«iouin«« of the lecturer, I ex-

pected joincthinK very novel .iml ulartlinu lnclec<l, at Conduit Street, on Tuexlay nl»ht

;

Imaiihiini; that I'eitasui. freihly watered at l'arna»ui, and jockeyed by a medieval Puck
would have been full of rcckle«i. racy lurvctinm, and rwtive whinu ; lo that thouiihti a<
linnht m diamond iparku woulil have been leattcred ai a lau(hlng cloud among the thaklni
bmliM of ailoniiheil hearenj but where high-ieaioned and itrnngly.colourcd burleique
wai looked fur. there came only the mildness of milky melodramel
A visit to the Acropolla convinced Mr. Ilurgcs, as It had done all before, of the high pre.

teniionif of Its monuments — they awed him into respect, wrung from him the accents of
admiration, and the very dust of disintegration became, in his eyes, as "oxidized gold."
Hutthearchitectuteof Greece, re isoiis Mr, Hurge^, is notsuiteil totheclim.ilenf England-

and then taking up the grand postulate of his dlsc:>urse, he explains that St. P.iul's is not at
nil like Greek architecture, and is therefore unsuited lo our wants and unworthy of Imita-
tion I Such, at least, was the impression 1 carried off'; and but fur this attack upon our
classic renaissance, it would have Iwcn simply necessary to substitute " Greek " for
" Pagan," lo give a truthful Index to the paper, and to (xea it from the evidence of an 111-
sustained desire to sneer.

CusHoroLm.

TENDERS.
CHUnCH AT WISPISOTON.

For pulling-dnwn and rebuilding church at WIspington, near HorncatUe, Lincolnshire;
Messrs. J. B. and William Atkinson, York, architects.

Young, Lincol £l,{im I Pattinson. Ituskington €960
Ward, Lincoln 1,073 I

Wallis, Wragby 945 U

GREVFRIARS CHURCH, READING.
Restoration of Oreyfriars Church, Reading; Mr. Soultaii Hoordman, architect. For car.
penters and smiths' work to roof:—

Mr. H. It. Lawrincc *1,1!)0 Mr. WoodrofTe fa)6
Mr. Perry ),(}!)8

,
Mr. .Strong (exclusive of smiths'

Mr. II. Coojwr 1,09*10 work) <i09

Mr. .Sawyer l,t)!)0 Mr. Sheppard (accepted; b'99
Mr. Matthews 999

The tender of Messrs. Wheeler, amounting to £1,890 for masons* work, was accepted.

MODEL COTTAGE.S, HEREFORDSHIRE.
For a pair of semi-detached model cottages, at Lyston Court, Herefordshire, for R. M.
Lingwood, Esq.; Messrs. Elinslte, Franey, and Haddon, architects, Hereford, Malvern,
and London.

Pearson and Son, Ros £300 | 'VVatkin's, (accepted), Hereford... <270

VILLAS AT HAMMERSMITH FOR J. SAUNDERS, ESQ.
Mr. William Paice, architect. Temple Chambers, E. C. Quantities supplied.

Bottom and Co „ „.. £7fi9
Fish , 7« U
Foster 729 t)

Styles (accepted) 7i2 U

Hill ign'i
Booth 888 18 4
Clark 799
Sharpington and Cole 777

KNIGHTSBRIDGE.
New Buildings, 3 South Place, Kniglit>bridge. lor Sir A. C. .Stirling. C.R. Mr. Henry

Clutton, architect, 9 New Burlington Street, W. Quantities by Mr Crocker.
M.-icev ie4,31B

I

J. Anson £4,400 »
G. Myers and Sons 4,412 | G. Mansfield and Sou i'lO) U

COMPETITIONS OPEN.
CATHEDRAL.

CoaK— Architects are invited to furnish designs for the erection nf the cathedral of St.
Finbar, Cork, at a cost not exceeding £15.000. A premium of £100 will be given for the
best and most approved plan, and £;'>0 for the second. Pl.ms anil designs to be sent to the
hoi). sccrotiiries.Ven. the Archdeacon of Cork. Rev. J. N. Woodroffe. orT. M-Usboriicf^q.,
Cork, not later than tlie 1st of August next. Further information and a plan of the site may
be obtained on application to W. C. Bennett, Esq., notary public and Chapter clerk,
1.5 South Mall, Cork.

CHURCH.
Leamington.— Plans and estimates, in sections, are required for the completion of the
parish church of Leamington. The nave, the chancel, and the north transept being
already built, it is intended to proceed to erect the remaining portions of the work in

sections. Architecls are invited to send in plans and estimates, in sections, for erecting
the south transe])t, the vestry, the lantern tower, and the bell tower ; which it is intended
to build in strict harmony isitli the architectural style of tiiose portions of the church
now erected. Increased accommodation in the church is most desirable. A premium of
£20 will be given for the best set of plans and estimates in the opinion of the Committee,
which must be sent, sealed and under motto, to Mr. G. Rogers, Newbold Street, Leaming.
ton, on or before the 2Ist June, of whom all further particulars may be obtained.

SCHOOL.
Rad.vor—Plans and specifications are required on or before the 1st Jnne, for the Knighton

National School, R.idnorshlre, comprising Buys', Girls', and Infants' School and Clas4
Rooms, toi^ether with residences for Master and Mistress. For information as to site and
other particulars, apply to tlie Hev. J. U. Brown, incumbent of Knighton.

LIBRARY AND READING ROOMS.
riRMlNGiiAM The Free Libraries' Committee of the Council of the Borough require plans,

leetions, specifications, and estimates for the erection of a free reference library and
reading.rooms, lending-library and news-room«, and gallery of art, upon the piece of
vacant land atljoining the .Midland Institute Building, with an elevation nniform with
;hc said building. Intending competitors are requested to send in their plans, specifi-

cations and estimates, uniier cover, to Thomas Standbridgc, Town Clerk, Town t^lerk's

Office, Temple Street, endorsed " Plans for Free Reference Library Buildings," on or
I efore the loth June. Particulars of the accommodation required, and of the conditions
cf competition, together with a lithographed plan of the site, may be obtained on appli.

cation.

MEMORIAL.
GLOlicESTElt—The committee appointed to carry out the Hooper Memorial, at Gloucester,

invite sculptors to submit models of dcsiens for the figure of Bishop Hooper, which is

intended to be placed under the cannpy of the monument just erected in the churchyard
of St. Mary de Lode, Gloucester. Tlie models or statuettes to be c-irved in stone, and to

be one quarter the real height (7 feet). TJie author of the best design, approved by the
commltte, will be apjiolnted to execute the full-sized figure, and the sum of ten guineas
will be awarded for the second-best design.

ALMSHOUSES.
Saltehs' Company.—\ pl.in is wanteil by the S.ilters' Company for almshouses to accom-
modate twelve almswoinen and six almsmen, on a plot of ground, about twenty miles in

the country, comprising two acres. It being projKised to expend on the buildings and the
necessary drainage, a som not exceeding £.J,(>U0, a premium of £1(X) is otlered for the
plan which shall be considered the most eligible for the purpose. The successful party
will be expected to furiiinh a proper specification of the requisite works, and the premium
will be paid immediately it is ascertained to the satisfaction of the Court of Assistants that

the proposed buildings can be erected for the sum mentioned. A plan of the ground and
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stsCnnrnt u to accommodation wanted can be seen at the office of the Clerk of the Com-
niiT. at S«Uer«' Hall, St. Swithin's l^ne : at which office the plans must be delivered on

or iKfore Tuesday, the 3rd day of June, I861J. before 12 o'clock at noon.

COMPETITION A"WARDED.
BLUE COAT SCHOOI^, STOCKTON-ON-TEES.

Tile pmnium in this competition has been awarded to the design of Messrs. Pritchelt and
Son, of D*riin(tton, >» hich was seJecled out of iwcnlr designs submitted, and is to be carried

ottt by them «l a cost of about £^,{H)0.

CONTRACTS OPEN.
BARRACKS.

Cbatbaji.—For improTements to soldiers' casemalcd barracks. St Mary's. Tenders lo be

left at the Roval Engineer office, Chatham, where bills of quaniiiics may be obtained

tip to Fridav tlie SOth inst
Aldbrshot.— For painting externallv the cavalry barracks. Aldershot, in the county of

Hants. Copies of the »pecification,'condilions of contract, and forms of tender to be had

at the Royal Engineer office, Aldershot. up to the iJnd of June proximo.
Woolwich.—For renewing the slating and lead gutters of the soldiers' barracks, right

winp. Roval Artillery B-irracks. Woolwith. by measurement. Parties desiring to lender

for the execution of these works, to leave their names at the Royal Engineer othce,

Woolwich, on or before the 4th June.
COAST r.UARD STATION.

HaTLIso Brioce, Hants.— For the erection of a coastguard station at Hayling Bridge, near

Mavant, Hants. Drawings and 8i>ecitication may be inspected at the Coast Guard
Station, Hayling Bridge, or at the Admiralty Coast Guard office. Spring Gardens, London,

to Saturday, 3Ut May ; and tenders received up to the £nd of June.

METROPOLITAN MAIN DRAINAGE.
SotrrHEKN OiTTALL WoBKS. Cboss.ness.—For the construction of engine-hou-scs, a boiler-

house, chimney, filth-hoists, coal-shetls, dwelling-houses, wharf-wall, sewers, and other

works in connection therewith, at CrosMitss, Ehth, Kent. Plans, &c., may be obtained

at the Metro|K»litan Board of Works office. Spring Gardens, until 3rd July. Tenders to

be sent in on 4th July.
CHURCHES, ETC.

SiTTixcBorRNE, Kent.—For the erection of a new church at Sittingbourne, Kent Plana

to be seen at the office of Mr. Wimble, Walbrooit, Mansion House, London, and tenders

will be received by Mr. Smith, Rose Place, Sittingbourne, up to the 3!st May.
SoMCBSET.— For building a north aisle, and making additions to the cast end of the parish

church of Weston, near Bath. Drawings, &c., with Manners and Gill, Architects,

1 Fountain BuiMings, Bath ; to whom tenders endorsed " Tender for Works at Weston
Church,*' en or before the 24th inst.

Ireland.—For the erection of a new Catholic church, to be built at Kenmare. The parish

priest will show the plans and s))ecifirations, and will receive tenders up to June 1.

Warwicksuirb.—For repairing and restoring the parish church of Long Compton, War-
wickshire, near Chipping Norton. Sealed tenders, directed to the Rev. H. Lamphier,
Long Compton Vicarage, Shipston-on-Stour, on or before the l'4th May.

CROPREnv, OxoN.—For the renovation and enlargement of All Saints Church, in the

hamlet of Great Bourlon, Cropredy. near Banburv, Oxon. Plans to be seen at the office

of Mr. Willism White, Architect, W'impole Street. London to the e4th inst., and at 8

High Street, Banbury, to the 2nd of June. Tenders received to June 3rd, by the Rev.
the Vicar of Cropredy.

CHAPELS, ETC
Use, MoNMoiTHsniRE For the erection of a new chapel and vestries on the site of the
present Congrecational Chajvel at Usk, Monmouthshire. Particulars may be obtained of

the architects, Messrs. W. G. Habcrshon and Pite, 38 Bloomsbnry Square, London ; Park
Square, Newport, Monmouth; and Belvedere, Tredi'garville, Cardiff'.

Manciibsteu.—For the erection of a chapel and school-room, in Booth Street East,

Chorllon-npon-Medlock. Sealed tenders to the Rev. T. E. Evans, 108 Brunswick Street,

Upper Brook Street, not later than the 24th inst. Plans, &c.,with Mr. Robert Jones,

6 Moreton Street, Strangcways.
Plvicocth For a new Congregational chapel and schools at Plymouth. Plans to be seen

at Norley Chapel Schoolrooms, Plymouth. Tenders received up to 2nd June,

SCHOOLS.
Deptford.—For making alterations and additions to the school of John Addey's Charity,

Deptford. Plans and s|XK:ifications may be seen, and further particulars obtained on
application to Joseph Liddiard, Esq., Architect, S Kent Terrace, Upper Road, Deptford.

Tender» to be delivered at the otiices of Mr. W. Sandom, Solicitor, Slades Place, Dept-
fbrd, on or before Snd June.

VILLAS.
£lth.4m, Kest For the erection of a pair of semi-detached villas. Tenders to be sent to

Mr. T. Chester Haworth. Surveyor, Eltham, before 4 p.m. 23rd May.
fiANTa.— For the erection of a villa residence at Botley, Hants. Plans, &c., at Mr. Hardy's,

harness manufactory, on and after the 2i'nd inst. Tenders to the architect, Mr. John
Colson, St. Swithin Street, Winches'^er, on or before the 5th June.

ROAD-MAKIKG, ETC.
FlNCHLEV.—For making road and drains at Finchley. Plans to be seen at the office of

Mr. V. Prance, Solicitor, 37 New Bridge Street, Blarkfriars.

Notts.— For the execution of sewerage and road-making on the North Gate and Beacon
Hill Estates, Newark -upon-Trent, Nottinghamshire. The following rough quantities are

here stated, in order to indicate approximately the extent of the proposed works; but
parties tendering will have to take out for themselves the quantities necessary for that

MirixMe. On the North Gate Estate: SO ft. roads, including C-ft. footpath on both sides,

775 ft. run ; fi-feet footpaths, extra. 410 feet run ; stone kerbing to footpaths, 1,950 feet
|

run ; paveci .ind pitched channelling outside of footpaths, 1,525 feet run ; l^j-inch pipe-

sewer, 3.} feet run; 12.inch ditto, 456 feet run; y-inch ditto, 680 feet run; gully-cess-

pools, with 6-inch pipe overflows to sewers, (> in number. On the Beacon Hill tistate

;

iS-fect road, including 7i-feet footpath on both sides, 516 feet run; 7i-feet f(X)tpaths*

extra, 52U-leet run ; stone kerbing to footpaths, 1,5.V) feet run ;
paved and pitched chan-

nelling outside ol footpaths, 1,035 feet run ; 15.inch pipe sewer, 114 feet run ; 12-inch ditto,

350 leet run; 9.iiich ditto, 440 feet run; gully-cesspools, with 6-inch pipe overflows to

sewers, 4 in number. Plans, &c., at the offices of the Conservative Land Society's sur-

veyor. Mr. James Wyhon, 33 Norfolk Street, Strand, London, W.C.; also at the offices of

Mr. Alfred Allen, Market Place, Newark-upon-Trent. Tenders on or before May 21,

addressed to the surveyor, as above, and endorsed *' Tender for Works at Newark."

DWELLING HOUSES.
Stakpord.—For the erection of five houses, at Forebridge, for Mr. John F. Bridgwood,
Wolverhampton Road, SUffbrd. Drawings, &c., with Mr. Henry Ward, architect.

Bank Passage, Sufiurd.
PARSONAGE HOUSE.

Abbratron.—For building a parsonage house for Henfyny w, at Aberayron. Cardiganshire.

The drawings and specifications to be seen at the Feathers Hotel, Aberayron, from
Monday, 19th May, until Saturday. SUt inclusive. Further information may be obtained
from the Architect, Mr. K. J. Withers, 51 Doughty Street, London, lenders tfi be
delivered to the architect, on or before Monday, 2nd June.

CEMETERY WORKS.
BlRKEXHEAO.—For the erection of three chapels, registrar's house, gate lodge, entrances and
boundary walls, for the Cemetery at Flavbritk Ilill, Birkenlicad, &c. I'lans and form of

tender at the Commissioners' offices, 35 Hamilton Square, Birkenhead ; and further par-

ticulars obtained of the architects, Messrs. Lucy and Littler, Tranmere, near Birkenhead.
Tenders in scaled covers, endorscti, '* Tenders lor Cemetery Buildings," .iddresscd to the
Chairman of the Cemetery Committee, to be delivered at the Commissioners* offices on
or before the 28th inst.

ASYLUM.
NoRroLE —For the erection of male and female infectious wards at the Thori>e Asylum,
Norlolk.and also for building four workmen's cottages on apiece of land adjoining it.

Plans, tec, with R. M. Phipson, Architect, Countv .Survevor, Norwich, to the 24th inst.

;

and painters willing to terjder for painting the whole of the outside wood and iron-work
at the said Asylum, may tee the specilication for it at the same offices. Tenders to

F. J. Blake, tU<]., Treasurer and Clerk to the Committee of Visitors, King Street, Norwich,
on or before tlie i^4th inst., enclosed se|>arately in scaled envelopes, and endorsed " Tender

for Infectious Wards," " Tender for Workmen's Cottages," and " Tender for Painting,"
as the case mav bo.

WORKHOUSE.
Hants.— For the works required to be done in making certain alterations in, and additions

to the Alverstoke Workhouse. Plans, &c.. at the Board-room of the workhouse on and
after the I5th May, or at the office of Mr. Thomas Hellycr. Bouverie Housse, Ryile. Isle of
Wight, Architect, of whom every inform.ition may be obtained, and bills of quantities
may be had.

RAILWAY WORK.
Inverness and Perth Junction Railway—For the construction of the two remaining

sections of the line, viz.;— The Kingussie contract, extending from Kinrara Post-office
to the .^outh side of the river Spey, measuring about 13 miles or thereby, comprising
about nineteen small bridges and culverts, with a timber viaduct across the Spey. The
excavations and embankments consist of about 470,000 cubic yards. The Dalwhinnie
contrjict extends from the south side of the Spey to the boundary of the county of Perth,
measuring 15 miles or thereby, and consists of thirty-two small bridges and culverts, and
about 430,0(Ki cubic yards excavations and embankments. The rails, chairs, sleepers,
spikes, fish-plates, and bolts will bo supplied by the Railway Company. Drawings, Src,
at the office of Joseph Mitchell, Esq., C.E., Inverness, from whom, or from the
assistant.engineer on the line, duplicate scheduler maybe obtained at £2 2s. each. The
line is st.iked out at distances of every UXJ feet, according to the working sectinns. The
deepest cuttings are also pitted to ascertain the nature of the materials in the excavations.
An assistant-engineer will be at the County March, near Dalnacardoch, on the 20th
May, at 10 o'clock a.m., to accompany the contractors over the Dalwhinnie contract ; and
at Spey-bridge, near Kingussie, on the 21st, to go over the Kingussie contract, and to
point out the works and sites of the bridges. The draft contract proposeil to be entered
into will be seen with the assistant-engineer, or at Jlr. Mitchell's office. Scaled tenders,
addressed to the secretary, and marked "Tender for Inverness and Perth Junction Rail-
way Works," "Dalwhinnie" or ''Kingussie Contract," as the case maybe, must be
lodged at his office, on the 28th May, at 4 o'clock p.m.

RESERVOIR.
Blackburn.—For the con-.truction of a new reservoir, to be called the Fish Moor Reservoir,
adjoining the Guide Reservoir, near Blackburn, for the Directors of the Blackburn Water-
works, The work will consist principally of an embankment of 47 feet in height, contain-
ing about 340,000 cubic yards of material, with the masonry, stone beaching, and other
work connected therewith. Plans, &c., at tlie office of the Water Company, Clayton
Street, Blackburn ; and at the office of Mr, Bateman, engineer, I) St. James's Square,
Manchester, and sealed tenders (a form of which may be had on application), endorsed
" Tenders for Fish Moor Reservoir." must be sent in, addressed to *' I he Chairman of the
Company," not later than the 5th June.

BRIDGES.
Worcester—For the construction of a brick bridge and other work near Mnrtley, Worcester-

shire. Plans, &c., witli Henry Rowe, County Surveyor, 17 Foregate Street, Worcester,
where tenders, under seal, and properly endorsed, are to be delivered (free of cost] on or
before the 24th inst.

POLICE STATIONS.
SioMOin-n—For the erection of a police station. &c., at Sidraouth, Devonshire. Plans,

&c., with Henry Ford, Clerk of the Peace, Castle of Exeter, and at the offi'!o of Messrs.
Radford and VVilliams, Clerks to the Justices, Sidmoiith. Sealed tenders, endorsed
*' Tender for Sidmouth Police Station," to be sent to Mr. Ford, on or before the 3rd June

MALT OFFICE.
Burton-on-Trent.—For the erection of a new malt office, with barley and malt stores, for

the London and Colonial Company, at Burton-on-Trent. Plans, &c,, to be seen at the
office of Mr. Robert Gr.ice, architect, Burton-on-Trent, to the 2Srd. inst.; tenders to be
delivered on the 24th.

VESTRY HOUSE AND OFFICES.
FooTscRAT, Kent.—For the repairing and partly rebuilding the vefitry house and offices at

Footscray, in Kent. Tenders to be tielivered on oi: before the £6th of May, addroased to

the Rev. C. Buck, Footscray Rectory.

MODEL COTTAGES.
Eritii—For the erection of two pairs of model cottages, and for certain alterations to the

estate office, at Belvedere, Erith, Kent, for Sir Culling E. Eardley, Bart. Tenders lo be
delivered to Messrs. Hobershon and Pite, Bloomsbury Square, London, on the 24th inst.

WAREHOUSES.
WiGAN.—For the construction of new warehouses at Wigan, for the London and North-
Western Railway Company. Particulars to be obtained of the Company's engineer, at
Lancaster, on and after the 26th instant.

SEWERS.
Nottingham.—For the construction and carrying out of a low level river Leen culvert, and
intercepting sewer from the Cork-hole in Finkhill Street, near the Water Works weir.
Plans and specifications to be seen at the office of the Corporation Surveyor, Mr. Tnr-
botton, and tenders received up to the 26th inst.

DRAINAGE WORKS AND STREET IMPROVEMENTS.
Grimsby, Lincolnshire.—For tiie erection of the following works :— Contract No. !.

Works of drainage. For the formation of 4,000 yanis lineal of glazed pipe-drains,

from 8 to 18 inches diameter, with outfall sluice, penstock, and other appliances.

—Contract No. 2. Works of Street hni»rovement : comprising aboUt 1,2U0 yards super of

Yorkshire stone flagging, and 14,500 yards lineal of kerbing to footways; 17,950 yards

lineal of flagging, and ilwarf kerbing to channels, and 425 yards super of pitching to

crossings. Plans, sections, and specifications, &c., may I'c seen at the Office of Mr. Joseph
Maughan, Surveyor to the Local Board of Health, in Haven Street, Grimsby, until Satur-

day, 31st May instant, on which day Tenders for either or both of the Contracts must be
delivered at the Office of the Clerk to the Local Board.

GRANITE.
BitRNTFoHD.—For 600 tons of hard Gnernsey Granite for the Union Workhouse, Isleworth.

Tenders to be sent on to Mr. Ruston, Clerk of the Guardians, on or before Tuesilay, the
27th inst.

IRONMONGERY.
India.—For the supply of Ironmongery for the Director General of Stores for India. Par-

ticulars may bo obtitinetl at the India Store Office, Cannon Row, Westminster, .^nd tenders
received up to the 2nd of June.

FLINTS.
Mortlake,—To send to the Surveyor of Highways, Mortlake, Surrey, the price per cubic

jard at which Broken Flints can be delivered at tlie Ship Dock, Mortlake.

REPAIRS AND PAINTERS' WORK.
KENSiNaroN.—For Sundry Repairs and Painters' Works to be done to the Vestry Halt,

High Street, Kensington. Particulars of Mr. Broadbridye, Surveyor, at the Vestry Hall,

and tenders received up to the 6th June.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We cannot undertake to return rejected communications.
Works in Progress.—We shall leel obliced to any of our readers who will favour us with

notes of works contemplated or in progress in the provinces; in mo-t cases a simple
mention that a work is about to be, or has already been commenced, will be sufficient.

Received.— T.R.S., G.T.M., W. W.. G- C. H.. J. W. T.. ST., G. W., T.M.C,
E. A.,H. L.. E. W. C, W. H. B. (declined), .7. H. (next week), Architect, B. D. & Co.,

J. P., R.H.G. (cannot promise), Prof. K., A. M., J. L. C.
Received— The "Church Floral Caleiidar," "Passage's from Modern English Poets."
" Sketches (Vom France and Italy." From Day & Co. These will be noticed in a iuture

number of the Bliiluinu New.s.
In our description of a new plan for building bridges, in our last number, wc should have

stated Mr. Scdley of 210 Itc^^eni Street, instead of 210 Oxford Street.

*^j* Notice. — The Bulldixq News is now puhlished at 166 Fleet Street

where nil Communicationa and Advertisements shotdd be addressed.
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THE CIL\PTER HOUSE, WESTMINSTER ABBEY.

OWN at Westminster, east of the Abbey cloisters, from which it

inav be approached by a vestibule (passing a room Iniown as the

the impression tliat it"had beun erected to seiTo tlio pm-pose of a store-

room ; tlie walls are partially hidden by great, clumsy, and now nearly

empty presses ; there is a wooden staircase leading to a gallery ;
a

rough ceiling that does no more than enclose the upper part ; and an

ordinary wooden floor. True, in the centre of the room there is a

Piu-beck marble pillar, but the lower part has been long liidden, and

the vaulting ribs whicli spring from the caps pass abruptly througli

the ceiling. In fact, there is nothing about the general appearance of

the room to lead the casual observer to suspect that it is anything else

besides a badly-plimned storehouse.

But this room— it is the Chapter House of the Cathedral, though

long known as a " liecoi-d Office''— was begim to be built as early as

the year 1245, and was, when completed, a work of extreme beauty

;

the "Chapter House at Salisbury, better preserved, was built in imita-

tion of it, but, says Mr. Scott, it would have " yielded the palm to its

prototype at Westminster."

It has been Mr. (1. G. Scott's good fortune to liave discovered the

vahu! of tliis ai-cliitoctural gem, and he has set himself earnestly to

work to secure a wide appreciation of the importance of preserving, in

a restored condition, a tine work of art. Few imbued with a love of

art, perhaps none besides Mr. Scott, have had an opportunity of ex-

amining in detail the various portions of the structure. The plan, as

we have before said, is octagonal ; the diameter about sixty feet, and

the height, to the cro\vn of the vaulting, about fifty-four feet. It may be

noticed, that tlie diameter agrees very nearly with that of the chapter

liouses at York, Salisbury, and Lincoln ; Mr. Scott suggests, that

probably the polygons were in each case inscribed in a circle of about

sixty feet diameter, measured perhaps in the clearof the vaulting-shaft-s.

The' ceutr.il pillar, about thirty-five feet high, is of Purbeck marble,

:iud on plan it lias a central shaft surrounded by eight smaller shafts,

with three moulded bands ; the capitals, of marble, are richly caiwed.

The windows are almost entirely walled up, but the design has been pre-

served, owing to the fortunate accident that the tracery was repeated

on one side of the octagon attached to the transept of the church ; they

had four lights, and were finely proportioned. The wdndow over the

doonvay, however, being, in consequence of its position, .shorter than

the others, had five lights, and these, on examination, were found

to have been walled up with stone, instead of brick, as was the case

with the others ; it tm-ned out eventually that this stone fiUing-in

consisted entirely of the moulded ribs of the lost vaulting, " carefuUv

packed like wine-bottles in a bin, with the moidded sides inwards.
'

Below the window, sufficient has been traced to show tliat the walls

were occupied by arcaded stalls, with trefoiled heads, the five whieli

occupy the eastern side being of superior richness and more deeply

recessed. The capitals are of Purbeck marble, and the spandi-els are

diapered, usually of the pattern common in the church, but in one

case exhibiting a conventual representation of roses. The walls within

the arcade are covered with paintings, which are thought to represent

our Lord exhibiting the mysteries of the Redemption to the heavenly

host. Sir Charles Eastlake and Mr. Scott are both of opinion, that

this work was executed about the middle of the fourteenth centurj'.

Paintings of later date of inferior character occur in other parts of the

arcade. The doorway was originally double, with a central pillar and

a circle in the head, now almost entirely destroyed ; the jambs contain

on the outer side four Purbeck marble shafts, with marble caps richly

carved, the spaces between the shafts being foliated; the arch contains

two orders of mouldings, both enriched ; one on either side contains a

series of figures in the intervals of the foliage. Unfortunately this fine

doonvay, wliich still bears distinct traces of colour and gold, was not long

since rapidly crumbling to pieces ; the surface being so disintegrated

that it was not ventured to clean it by any rouglier process than that

of blowing away the dust by a pair of bellows with a flexible tube and

nozzle. After this was done, mider Mr. Scott's direction, a solution

was injected from a finely perforated rose syringe, so as not to disturb

the crumbling surface. 'Tlie floor is the only part of this interesting

structure which remains perfect, and it is nearly so, having been pro-

tected by the wooden floor. It is, perhaps, the finest specimen of old

work of the kind now existing. Of the exterior unfortunately but little

remains, but Mr. Scott thinks, that although at fii-st its restoration

seemed to be extremely difficult, subsequent examination proved that

such was really not the case, and that the whole of the exterior could

be restored, with the exception of the parapets and pinnacles, in

accordance with the original design.

A meeting, convened by the Dean of Westminster, has been held

in the Chapter House for the pmpose of taking into consideration

what steps are most desirable for its restoration, and we earnestly

hope that a monument of past ages, interesting, not only on account

of its antiquity, but also, and chiefly, on account of its architectural

beauties, as this is, will not bo allowed to remain in its present

state, so disgracefiU to those whose care should be its preservation,

a day longer than is required by the preparations for its proper resto-

ration, if there was any doubt about tho possibility of its being

restored to its former design in all its integritjj—if there was any 8u»-

piciim tliat money was about to bo expended in tho erection of a new
Chapter House of modern design, we should hesitate before assisting

to such a course, and possibly might see reasons for objecting to it

altogether; but Mr. Scott tells us distinctly that, not only tho interior,

but the (exterior also, where the task looks fai' more discouraging, can

bo restored " in accordance with tho original design." There is no

question, therefore, as to tho nature of the restoration wo can have

;

tliere should be none as to the desirability of effecting the work, and

there is no doubt as to the architect to whom it should be entrusted.

The only difliculty that crops up is an uncertainty as to who is to pay

for it ?

Lord Ashbui-ton, who occupied tho chair at the late meeting, of

course saw this difficulty, but it is not clear that he was also able to

see a way out of it. If wo lived under a despotic government, he said,

we should probably see that the Chapter House would be restored

by the edict of the reigning monarch ; as it is, the only course that

suggested itself to his lordship's mind, was " to lay the case before

the public, in order that if, at any future period, they should find a

government willing to propose a measure of restoration, it should have

such a support from without, as should enable it to carry its measures

througli Parliament ; " and meantime the building is to go on

crumbling to pieces ! A suggestion has been offered, that application

should be made to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners ; but the Chiqiter

House is public property, and the Commissioners cannot deviate^ from

the provisions of the Act imder which the Commission is appointed.

It seems to be understood genenUly, that it is of no u.sc to ask Par-

liament for assistance at present, but that if a goodly proportion of

tlie required amount be collected by public subscription, the House of

Commons might consent to grant a vote in aid.

If tlie Chapter House is national property,—and it is so,—we contend

that, supposing it to be desirable to restore it, the duty of providing

funds for the pui-pose, and that at once, devolves upon the guardians

of the public purse. There may bo some who care sufficiently little

for art as to object to the very small proportion which in such a way
they woidd contribute, but there are also many who care a great deal

for art, whose end is the bettering of our natures, andthese it is not

fair to ask alone to undertake a work in which, as it is for all, all

should join.

The French have restored the Sainte Chapelle, and it is one of the

places which all visitors to Paris go to see. Our Chapter House at

Westminster, restored, woidd be a finer building than that at Paris,

in which there are cei-tain errors with regard to the colouring that we
should do well to avoid ; and yet it is to' be allowed to crumble away

for a few more years, until the last trace of its fonner beauty has

disappeared ; and that because, while spending hundreds of thousands

of pounds in wanton waste, we are told that the nation cannot afford

the twenty or thirty thousand pounds required to transmit to future ages

a work which contains the verj' spuit of our earliest English archi-

tectm-al art.

The meeting on Saturday, which included Mr. Beresford Hope,

Mr. Tite, Mr. Scott, Mr. Clarke and others, passed a resolution, " That

this meeting regrets the ruinous condition of a building so interesting,

both as an historical monument, and on account of its original archi-

tectural beauties, as the Chapter House at Westminster." We quite

anree with Mr. Cochrane, who pointed out that the resolurion stated

that the ruinous condition of the building was to be regretted,

whereas we ought to look upon such a state of things with a feeling

of shame. He' said truh', that it is a disgrace to the countrj', that

our public monuments are allowed to fall into decay. That foreigners

make severe criticisms upon our public buildings, and that such

criticisms are well grounded. The meeting was further impressed,

" with the desirableness of bringing the question of the restoration

of the Chapter House under the ' consideration of Her Majesty's Go-

vemment," and it was also determined that a committee shoidd be

formed to nominate a deputation to the Chancellor of the Exchequer,

for the piu^ose of presenting a memorial to the Treasury, and for

taking such other steps as would promote the objects of the

meeting.

It is quite time that the parsimonious and false economy with which

matters of art are dealt by the governing powers shoidd cease, and

we trust that for once the subject may be looked upon in an en-

lightened spirit ; that money will be freely granted for the work of

restoration, and at once ; and that we shall not have to recur to the

still crumbling niins of the once beautiful Chapter House of West-

minster Abbey.
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THE ORDNANCE SURVEY.

WE lately took occasion to i-eiiiark upon tlie importance to the coun-
try of its oossessing an accurate retiex, on paper, ofthe peculiar

geographical and topographical characteristics which distinguish it.

It is unnecessary to urge this point further, because all who pay any
attention whatever to tlu' subject, cannot fail to admit the position wo
have assumed for the Ordnance Survey. The only point upon which
difference of oninion may legitimately exist in reference to the subject,

seems to us to be the scales to which the maps residting from the Survey
should be drawn. This point has, indeed, been discussed by Coimnis-
sions and Committees, imtil the question, instead of being solved,

has become more complex. The Select Committee of the House
of Commons, appointed on the ."Jrd of March last, to enquire into the
expediency of extending the Cadastral Survey to those portions of
the United Kingdom which had previously been surveyed upon the
scale of one inch to the mile only, have now reported in favour of

that extension, and it remains for the House of Commons to give

effect to, or reject the Committee's report.

In supjwrt of the view which the Committee of 18C2 enimciate,

they state that the advantages of a cadastral map in transactions

affecting land, as between landlord jmd tenant, are self-evident. A
cadastral Survcv, while it provides facilities for the transfer of land
from one proprietor to auotlier, also describes the acreage of every
inelosurc. It provides for recoi-ding on the plans all improvements
which the tenant may make, and for which he may claim remune-
ration on leaving his farm. It indicates the levels also which are
necessary for the improvement of the land by drainage, and it can be
used for marking the exact positions of the drains. The aggregate of
farms depicted on the cadastral map makes up the whole county, and
the advantages, therefore, are not only local, but national. The question
of the improvement of the productive power of the land affects the
whole community. And all experience tells us that, whether for the
improvement of lands already under imperfect cultivation, or for the
Teclaiming of waste lands, or the reclaiming of land from the sea, the
first demand is an accurate map with levels, on which all the work
contemplated to be made can be distinctly and clearly laid out.

The advantages which the cadastral plan aflbrds to those who are
carrying on engineering works, such as fortifications, hydrographical
surveys, geological surveys, railway surveys, and drainage, are not
less important than those which it affords to the transfer and manage-
ment of lands.

The Committee summoned, in support of their statements in regard
to these last-named considerations, several eminent witnesses, dead as

well as living. The Duke of Wellington has expressed himself strongly

on the advantages which would accrue, in a military point of view,
from the publication of large-sized plans of the country. He pro-
nounced tne scale of six inches to the mUe, to be the smallest size

which would give really useful information to military engineers.

Surveys for military purposes are, in fact, frequently required, and
more especially now that public attention has been turned to the
subject of the defences of our dock-yards, and other public works.
The National Defence Commission has lately ordered a considerable

number of surveys for the use of that Commission. These have all

been conducted on the scale of ^t^^, and are so made, that if

Parliament should decide to proceed with the general survey of

England on the same scale, they will square with that general survey.

They are based on the same triangulation, and earned out in the
same careful way that the cadastral Sm-vey would require.

As regards hydrograpliical survey's, the very strongest testimony
has been given by many distinguished officers of the navy in favour
of the large scale, or cadastral plan. These officers are unanimous
in expressing first the great value of the Ordnance Maps to the coast

survey. Secondly, tliat tlie maps on the 6-inch scale, from their

ample and clear details, furnish the surveyor, almost at a glance, with
a general knowledge of the configuration and features of the coast,

the high and low water-line, &c. Thirdly, they supply such minute
and accurate data, that the surveyor in his off-shore .soundings is often

enabled to make use of some mill, house, or other conspicuous object

on the shore, and thus to fix his position ; the map being liis

infallible guide, although the trigonometric points are covered by
clouds, or obscured by mists. Many other reasons are adduced in the
same quarter by the naval officers referred to, and they are supported
unreservedly by Mr. Washington, the Government hydrographer.
Sir Roderick I. Murchison bears testimony to the value of maps on a
large scale in the Geological Survey. He asserts that Professor
Ramsay and his assistants, having been engaged in a geological survey
of Haddingtonshire, had found that the C-inch maps with contours

had afforded them great facilities for the more exact completion of

their work.
Touching coast cliffs, or rocky shores, which so often give the geo-

logist a key to the real framework of the adjacent inland tracts, all

the physical features arc so minutely laid down that every curve or

break in the strata can be accurately noted on a C-iuch map. In
the interior of such a country, provi'ded with a cadastral map, it is

plain that the geologist luny insert on it in writing all descriptive
lithological details pertaining to every stone, quarry, or natural feature.

If ho happen to be working in a track of coal or "iron, he may in the
same way delineate the precise outcrops of tlio respective beds or
bands of these minerals, and insert also on the map mucli valuable
local infonnatlon. Sir Henry .lainea states, tliat there are about
1.3,000 miles of railway in the United Kingdom, the surveys for

which cost not less than £250,000, and had a National Survey existed
prior to their formation, at least £200,000 of this would have been
saved.

In this opinion Sir Henry is strongly fortified by the evidence of
tho late distinguished engineer, Mr. Locke, who spoke frequently of
the great saving which would be effected by the possession of an
accui-ate government map. Tliis would, he said, enable an engineer
to get a good idea of the country to be traversed at once, and with-
out trusting to personal observation. Sir John M'Neill has ex- M
pressed similar opinions. The 0-inch scale, he said, " enabled you m
to lay out tlie lines on the maps for either railways, canals, or har-
bours, for the purpose of lodging in the difterent offices, and also in

the oflices of the clerks of tho peace on tlie scale required by the
standing orders." Sir John added, that he had actually laid out by
the Ordnance Maps more than 2,000 iiiUes of railway, and that expe- m
rience led liini to give a most decided preference to those on the 0-inch
scale. He believes that the saving of expense to the parties who
employed him on these occasions by using tho Ordnance Maps was
not less than £10,000.

In the matter of drainage, too, equally satisfactory testimony has
been educed before Commissioners or Committees, and there can be
little doubt, we are siu-e, in the minds of our readers as to the advan-
tage of cadastral maps over those on a small scale. We would scarcely

advocate a unifonnly large scale for towns, parishes, and counties,

however ; it mi^ht be considered whether in those cases different scales

might not be adopted.

Slost of the states of Europe have government surveys on a large

scale. In some countries these are treated as military maps, and in

others portions of the survey are sold at a low price to the public.

Austria, Bavaria, Delgium, Denmark, France, Holland, Prui!sia, and
Russia are surveyed in whole or in part, either on the scale of 25 '.344

inches to tlie mile, which gives ono inch to each acre, or on that of
13-()80 inches to a mile, excepting Denmark, which is surveyed partly

on the scale of 15'84 inches, and Kussia, wliidi is partially surveyed
on the scale of 7i to .'Sj inches. Sardinia has decided on a cadastral

survey of 42-24 inches to tho mile, whilst Wurtemburg lias completed
and published a survey to the scale of 50-688 inches to the mile.

Some of the countries refen-ed to have undoubtedly carried matters

to extremes; but with the experience already gained, .and the clearly

given opinions of practical and professional men, it seems certain that

we cannot err in regard to the best mode of proceeding. The Coni-
niitteo which has just furnished its report to the House state, that

they regard it "as a settled point, that for the purposes of this enquiry
the term ' cadastral ' means a survey on the scale of 25-344 of lineal

measure of tlie ground, from which plans on that or any smaller scale

can be drawn."
There is no doubt that the Committee did well in accepting this

arrangement as a fixed point, for the scale in question oirers many
advantages in the priinary survey, and many facilities for reduction

afterwards to any scale which may be desired for particular localities.

During our recent visit to the Ordnance Survey Office, at South-
ampton, we were struck with the ingenious and yet simple means by
which plans were reduced. Photography of course is enlisted by the

operators in this cfise, and marvellously well does it perform its task.

It does not err, as skilled labour of the most superior kind not un-
frequently does, but gives instantaneous and truthful results.

Some witnesses suggested to the Committee in question that the

surveys should be made, but the results not published. They re-

commend that the original map should be deposited in some accessible

place, and that persons desirous to obtain copies .should be allowed to

do so on p.ayment of a certain fee. The Committee express their

belief, nevertheless, and in that belief wo he.artilv concur, that

taking the average of the whole kingdom, a sufficient number of

copies will be sold to defray the expenses of publication. In truth

this idea seems to be justified by facts. When the manuscript plan

of the ground is completed, the expense of preparing plans on the

25-incli and 0-inch scale respectively is as follows :

—

One sheet (m the 25-inch scale contains 0()0 acres, one sheet on the

6-incli scale, 15,0.30 acres ; one sheet, therefore, on the ;6-incli scale

represents exactly tho same area of ground as 10 sheets on the

25-inch scale. I'he cost of producing one sheet on the 25-inch

scale is computed to bo £4. The cost of producing one sheet on the

G-inch scale is sixteen times £4 — £04. In other words, the cost of

production is the same on both scales for an equal area. The
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25-iiich plana arc transferi'od to zinc or stone— zinc being principally,

if not entirely, used at present, (iiul tlio 0-iuch plans are engraved
on copper, after being reduced by pliotography. The differoneo of

price between one sheet on the 25-inch scale, and one on the 0-inch
scale, is owing to the greater amount of skilled labour expended on
the copper-plate engraving, na compared with tho zincographic
process.

Wlien once tho Cadastral Siuvey is completed, revision wotdd be
needed, say, once in fourteen years. This would cost less thiui the
rate of i:lO,000 per aniuini, an amount which it is fair to suppose
would be covered by tlie profit on the sale of the maps.

It is difficult to imagine that any objection will be raised in the
House of Commons (o the can-j-ing out in its entirety the (cadastral

Survey of Plngland. In every way it will be advantageous to have
it made, and that speedily. Tliere may have been room for two
opinions amon";st our represfmtativps as to the propriety of transporting

the Natural Instory Department of the British Sluseum to Soutli

Kensington, at a cost to the nation of £000,000 or £700,000, but
there can scarcely be so upon tho propriety of proceeding with the
Ordnance Survey.

When completed, the Ordnance Maps will form a picture of the
comiti'y, as far above tho value of the renowned Domesday Book of
William the Norman, as is the civilisation and scientiiic knowledge
of the subjects of Queen Victoria above those of the subjects of the
Conqueror. In short, it mil bo a work worthy the ajye and the
nation.

ABBTDGEMENTS OF THE SPECIFICATIONS RELATING
TO BRICKS AND TILES.

(pEraTED BT ORDER OF THE COMMISSIONERS OF PATENTS.)

ryins volume belongs to a series of similar collections of abstracts
i- which the Commissioners of Patents have been publishing for

some time back, and which now includes a considerable number of
volumes, each on a distinct subject. It may be desirable to give
some account of the circumstances which led to these publications,

or, in other words, of the labours of the Commissioners during past

years, before noticing the particular volume now under consideration.

Most of our readers are aware of the fact that, among the conditions

necessary for obtaining Letters Patent to secure an invention, it is

essential that a specification of the nature of the invention and the
mode of putting it into operation shall be lodged in the Patent Offi(;e.

This lias been, more or less, the custom from near the time when the
very first patents were granted, and as tho specification, with its

accompanying drawings, forms the basis upon which any supposed
infringement of the invention is examined and disposed of in a court
of law, it is clear that a comprehensive and accurate description of the
nature of each invention must be embodied in each specification, in

order to render the document available. To a great extent this is the
case, and hence it can be easily imderstood that a body of valuable
information has been gi'adually accumulating in the storehouse of

patents ; infonnation valuable as embodying a history of discovery,

invention, and art in this country, as containing descriptions of innu-
merable inventions the patents for which have expired, and which
it is open to all the world to appropriate, and as showing to inventors
in any particular branch the nature of all such inventions as have
already received patent.s, so as to enable them, if intending to become
patentees, to'see whether or not their inventions have been forestalled.

The actual examination of these numerous and voluminous docu-
ments, entered numerically in books, and stowed away in several

very inappropriate receptacles, was, however, a matter virtually im-
possible without some guide or clue to them, and this clue was pro-
vided by the energy and perseverance of Mr. Bennet Woodcroft, now
Superintendent of Specifications, &c., under the Commissioners,
and formerly Professor of Mechanics at London University College.

He prepared three catalogues, or indices to the specifications, arranged
with the greatest care, patience, and skill, of which one was an alpha-
betical index, a second a subject-matter index, and the third a refer-

ence index, giving a reference to the passages in scientific periodicals

iti which each invention doWn to a certain date was described or

elucidated.

This step, in itself of great importance, was followed by tho intro-

duction of the custom of printing all the specifications as the patents

Were taken out, and engraving the accompanying drawings ; and when
this had been found to be appreciated by inventors and the public, it

was decided to print the specifications of the eai-lier patents back to

the very commencement. This has been in progress for a consider-

tble number of years, and is either actually accomplished, or is on the

We of completion.

The specifications on any one subject, however, form a numerous
and consequently a costly series ; and, notwithstanding the facilities for

consulting tho complete pri nted sories'at tho library in the Patent Office,

and the numerous free libraries, the establishment of which has been
promoted by the Commissioners, it has been felt that in many cases

inventors were not able fuUy to realise the advantages pniposed for

tliom ; any entire series of patents being too costly for purclusc, and
the short desciiptions in the indices not being sufliciently detailed to

indicate what individual patents boar upon any one point. The happy
idea was therefore conceived of publishing abstracts of tho specin-
cations in classified series, these abstracts leaving no essential point
unnoticed, but conveying as briefly as possible such information a«

will give an exact idea of the scope of the specification itself, and
of such of its details as form novel or distinctive features.

The preparation and publication of this series of abstracts is now
going on, under the superintendence of Mr. Woodcroft, and the first

series published was one which related to inventions of a nature to

bear more or less directly on building operations, namely, those con-
cerning drain tiles ; this has been followed by various series ou
various important subjects, such for example as steam navigation,

steam culture, fire-arms, &c., and lately by tlio volume before us,

which is tho second of those that more particularly concern the

builder.

Bricks and tiles seem simple in their nature, their materials, and
their manufacture, and yet we find that, up to the end of the year

1800, there had been somewhat more than .000 patents taken out
for inventions of which they were the subject. Of these inventions,

some relate to new materials ; others to new shapes, forms, or sizes

;

others to methods of tempering the raw materials, or drying and
burning tho manufactured articles ; and others, these being the most
numerous of all, to various inventions for the manufacture of bricks

and tiles by machinery. The book, like all the other series of

abstracts, will be almcst indispensable to inventors of bricks or

brick machinery ; it will also be very usefid to manufacturers,

and even to architects and builders, as showing them what methods
of manufacture have been tried, and what forms, patterns, sizes, and
qualities of bricks have been devised. It is hardly, perhaps, neces-

sary to add, that the series will not do more than this, it is not

intended to giude its readers to a discrimination between those

patents which have proved to be of practical value, and those which
are not at present being worked ; in fact, it would be almost impos-

sible to procure such information complete, and unfair to pretend to

give it, except in a complete form.

We may add, that to those specifications which, an-anged in chro-

nolorical order, form something like a liLstory of bricks and brick-

making in this country, from the year 1019 to the present day, there

is prefixed a brief but comprehensive introduction, carrying the reader

back to the earliest known accounts of the manufacture and u.se of

bricks and tUes, and tracing the histoiy of their employment, and
of the modifications which they have received from that time down-
wards; of this introduction our readers have had an opportunity of

judging for themselves in another part of our columns.

It is to bo hoped that this series will be speedily foUowed by others

connected with building, such, for instance, as inventions connected

with mortars and cements, heating and ventilation, and new materials

and contrivances of various descriptions ; and in fact, some such promise

is held out by Mr. Woodcroft in his preface, in which he says :—"A
limited number of the present Abridgements relate to imiirovements

in building contrivances or materials which will form the subjects

of distinct series ; they were, however, neces.sarily included here,

because some portion of them refer to bricks or tiles.'

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

THB PICTCBB OALLEUIES.

HAVING mentioned in tho previous number several pictures contributed

by tlie foreign schools to -which we can produce no equals in tho same

style of art, we will now proceed to select from the works of the English

.seliool such pictures as we thiuk ciumot be equalled by those from the

contLucnt. First among the fatbers of British art, stauds Hogarth— not

only original in choice of subjects as a paiuter, but in truth the first openly

declared foe to vice amongst us ; also the first who devoted his talents to

mitigate cruelty inflicted upon animals. His works upon those subjects

have never been approached either at home or abroad. His imitators in

England were few, and merely resembled him near enough to make
his merits by the comparison more conspicuous. CoUett was perhaps

the most successful of them, but his attempts show more the ambition to

be a painter, than the possession of the pictorial gift so indispensable to

make one— a gift which was so remarkably manifested in Hogarth. Like

all self-taught men he entertained strong opinions upon the art he had

acquired. He published tliosc opiuious in ids well-known book entitled

" The Analysis of Beauty," and such were his natural abilities, and so

practical was the manner in which ho employed them, that after th(^ first

part of his book had been revised by a literary friend, Hogarth had
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watched the operation so closply, and had applictl all that he learned

&om it so clevorly, that when the manuscript of the second part was sub-

mitted to the same friend, he found scarcely a word to change, or a sentence

to alter. It was no doubt the application of his common sense to the

treatment of his subjects, that induced him to adopt a low tone of colour

in his pictures, where expression and character were his principal intention
;

and that that practice was sound, we may see in this Exhibition, by look-

ing at the small interior and domestic subjects by Madou, of Belgium, and

those by Bles, the genre painter of Holland. I'or this apparent want of

colouring. Hogarth has been censured by English critics ; but if he has sinned

in that respect, it has been committed in most excellent company ;
for

many others have adopted the same method of colouring', besides those

we have mentioned. Hogarth thus stands entirely alone in the choice of

his subjects, and especially so in the systematic manner in which he at-

tempted to reform the morals and check the cruelties of his own time.

Generally excellent as the light is in the large rooms of these galleries,

it is to be regrettetl that his pictures could not have been better placed. Mo.'st

of them are hung too low, and nearly all are hidden in a comparatively dark

comer of the room.

The real founder, however, of the school of British art was indisputably

Sir Joshua Reynolds ; and although there have been portrait painters in all

countries, we think from no part of the world can pictures equal to his

be seen, and in which the same grace, delicacy of expression, and elegant

arrangement can be found ; but the superiority possessed by Eeynolds over

all other painters of portraits consists in this ;—Besides seizing the

character and expression of his sitter, so that all who knew him should

recognise the likeness at the first glance, he at the same time produced a

picture that all the world could admire as a work of art, without their

even wishing to know for wliom the portrait was intended. It is in this

that Sir Joshua is unrivalled by any work in the present Exhibition or

elsewhere. Gainsborough stands alone both as a landscape and a portrait

painter. The celebrated "Blue Boy" bids a bold defiance to all comers.

It is an interesting fact that this, the finest picture of the kind over painted,

should be the result of antagonism to a rival and a perversion of one of his

rules. In short, a mistake. Sir Joshua, in one of his celebrated " Dis-

courses," laid it down that if blue he made the key colour to a picture the

general effect must necessarily be cold. When he Avrote that, he had in

bis mind a composition consisting of several figures, in which, if the prin-

cipal figure wore a blue dress, that colour, to connect him or lier with the

rest of the subject, must reappear in various parts of the subject ; not only

so, but if the blue, being a cold colour, were to be maintained as the key

colour, all the warm tints must be subordinated to it. Hence there would

be an undue prevalence of cold colour and of warm colour toned down to

agree with it ; and therefore, in comparison with other pictures painted on

a different principle, a cold effect would be the consequence. Gainsborough,

disliking Sir Joshua too much, and being too eager to prove him wrong,

without inquiring into the true meaning of the rule, painted a picture of

one figure, not several ; that figure he dressed in blue satin— not con-

templated by Sir Joshua— surrounded by low-toned warm colour, as a

contrast, not an accordance relieved the whole -vrith deep greys,

which, with the sudden and dark shadows of the satin, and its equally

sudden and bright lights, produced an effect, not of extended harmony,

but of a brilliant and dashing piece of chiaro-oscuro, in which the blue wa-s

considered as the local colour, rather than as the key to the whole. If, how-

ever, all the perversions of the rules established by Sir Joshua Reynolds had

been attended with results so splendid and so honourable to English art,

they could well claim|the forgiveness that poor Gainsborough on his death-

bed asked of the man he had so opposed and misrepresented during the

greater part of his life.

His attempt to render Sir Joshua ridiculous in this instance was as

reasonable as if it were endeavoured to be proved that the plan of a general

battle were absurd, by showing what a single individual could do under

extraordinary and peculiar circumstances. Besides the " Blue Boy," " The

Girl and Pigs," and the " Girl going to the Spring," for rural poetry in

feeling and treatment, we, know not the work of any foreign master in the

present Exhibition, or out of it, that can for a moment be compared witli

either of them, or with his lovely and famous picture known as " The

Cottage Door."

Morland, who was nobody's enemy but his own, can also, in rustic sen-

timent and piiinter-likc treatment, challenge any foreign competitor. He
was unfortunately his own enemy, both in a moral and a worldly sense, and

by the latter his fame as an artist has seriously suffered, for few know tlie

delicacy of his style in early life, or the depth and power of his pencil

during his meridian, and too many know only the slovenly and hasty

smears and scrawls for bread in his latter days. The pictures liy him in tliis

Exhibition will no doubt redeem his fame, but he is not represented iis he

might have been. The " Land.scape and Gipsies " is botli fine in composition,

uniformity of tone, and facile execution, which is so charming in him when
it is not carried to excess. No painter ever excelled Morland in rendering

the leafy character of wood scenery. No. 103 is an admirable example of

this style of painting ; the arrangement of the parts is also fine, and the

general tone of the colouring will illustrate our remarks on his unity of

effect, and the group of sheep under a glass that hangs near to it will

show the delicacy and breadth with which Morland coidd paint in his best

time.

The classical style of Wilson does not stand so distinctly apart from seve-

ral foreign painters who could be mentioned, but in all his compositions of

this kind it will be seen that he sustained the feeling throughout with both

taste and power, and in his pictures of a less pretentious character, as the
"River Deo" and the "Frith of Forth," in the present exhibition, his love
of home and niral scenery is charmingly displayed. It is in tliis liome feeling

that English landscape painters excel those on the Continent. The latter,

although they are excellent as works of art, and elevated rather above the
reality into a kind of rural sentiment, seem to be painted by a stranger

;

while the landscapes in England by Englishmen have an air of homeliness
about them very congenial to the national mind. Thus the classical com-
positions by Wilson have not so many general admirers as his views at home
taken from kno%™ localities, because we have no natural sympathy with
them. It is the same with the pictures of "Old" Crome now exhibited,
while we admire the ilrmness and vigorous effect which they present, they
remind us too much of Hobbima, to produce the full impression of home to

give all the pleasure they might. His view of " Mousehold Heath," although
barren in subject, is more in accordance with our feelings, because it sug-
gests nothing but the rejility, and tliat reality evidently in England. There
are, however, few foreign painters of out-door scenery can equal Crome as a
landscape painter. Of the pictures by Callcott we may well be proud, for,

besides that congenial aspect which induces us to sympathise with them,
they have a fine expanse of atmosphere, great unity and breadth of tone,

besides being scientifically composed. Wo would direct attention particu-

larly to a " Sea Piece," and " Shipping on the Thames." The pictures want
cleaning to show their true atmosphere. They are badly placed in the
gallery for exaggerating their tawny appearance, in consequence of having
the ventilators close below them, which, when open, allow the clear daylight
to be seen, and rendered more brilliant by contrast with the black and posi-

tive forms of the iron-work; and not only is the yellow varnish upon them
increased in intensity, but the eye of the spectator is dazzled by the vivid-

ness of the daylight, and at such times it is quite impossible for these fine

English pictivrcs to be seen at all. Between the works of Wilson and
Callcott is a charming little picture of a "Farm Yard," by a native artist

little known, H. AYalter; but for delicacy of feeling and appropriate senti-

ment in the treatment, few of the foreign ])ainters of the same subjects cau
be" brought into comparison witli it. Bonington's " Venice." and his

other pictures in the Exhibition, do credit to the English school. The
paintings by Nasmyth, although too evidently founded on the old masters
to be strictly native, still he has applied the materials he olttained from
foreign sources with so much judgement, taste, and skill, that lie may be
mentioned in connection with the leading artists of the British school ; some
of his pictures are very delightful for th(! purity of their atmosphere, and
the spirit with which they are touched.

Constable, as an original genius, besides having given the tone of French
landsc.ipe painting, stands unrivalled, both by them and his own country-

men. Time has done liim the justice which his contemporaries refused,

when his pictures, fresh from tlie easel, appeared speckled all over with
spots of light colour, which he said twenty years would tone down. Visitors

may now see how the prediction of the painter has been verified. In " The
Hay Wain," we have the perfection of landscape painting of the most rural

kind. " Salisbury Cathedral" is another fine example of his style ;
" I'lat-

fordMill" also; but the "Opening of Waterloo Bridge" would require a
lengthened description to make all its pictorial beauties intelligible to the

uninitiated. It will be sufficient at present to direct attention to the manner
in which the sentiment of the subject has been sustained throughout. It is

a scene of pomp and gaiety. In tlie foreground are state barges, w ith their

gilded sides. On the platform above the cabin are crowds of people, sur-

rounded by numerous banners waving and fluttering in the wind. It is

worth while to examine and note the original method of producing that

effect, with the appearance of motion given to the state barge and all it con-

tains, as if passing liefore the eye. Neither Backlniysen nor Vandervelde
ever thought of making the attempt whicli Constable has here carried out so

succes.sfully. Every part of the piefiffe is in motion. The water is broken
into little dancing wavelets by the craft in the foreground, the sun gleams

out through the somewhat showery-looking clouds, and the signal gim from
the bridge in the distance sends forth its wreath of white smoke, which,

while it is suggestive of the subject, forms tlie central and key wliite of the

whole composition, which, wlien viewed as a whole, presents an aspect so

elegant and brilliant, that it may safely defy foreign competition. In the
" Cenotaph at Cole-Oi-ton, in Memorj- of Sir Joshua Reynolds," Constable has

put forth all the solemn and quiet graces of his pencil, and has, if possible,

exceeded the powers of the marble, by the refined feeling in whicli he has

treated it, in paying homage to the talents of the father of English art. and

the first President of the Royal Academy.
We liave not yet exhausted the list of English painters who cau be advan-

tageously compared with those of the Continent.

WoBCKSTEE.— It has long been doubted that Worcester was a, Roman
station, but a recent discovery in Copenhagen Street there, has proved that

it was. Remains of an ancient roadway, and the bases of two columns,

standing about 7J ft. fi-om each other, li.ive been found in digging the

foundations for the new Police-Station, at the east site, eight or nine feet from

the frontage of the present street, seven feet below the surface. The bases

of the columns are of sandstone ; the columns have been broken off. They

were of rude workmanship, but their Roman type was unmistakable.

Mauby Hai.i. We are informed that Manby Hall, one of the scats of the

Earl of Yarborough, after a careful inspection by an architect, is doomed to

demolition. The house is somewhat inconvenient and very ancient, having

stood the test of time for several hundred years.
,
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RESTORATION OF THE CHAPTER HOUSE OF WESTMINSTER
ABBEY.

ON Saturday last, a meeting of noblemen and gentlemen, convened hy the

Very Rcr. the Dean of Westminster, Dr. Tkexcii, was held in the

Chapter House of Westminster Abbey, to tjikc into consideration the steps

desirable to call public attention to the ruinous condition of that beautiful

building, with a riew to its restoration.

The meeting, although a preliminary one, was very numerously attended,

and amongst the noblemen and gentlemen present wo noticed : Lord Ash-
burton, Lord Stratford do Redcliff'c, Lord Taunton, Lord Talbot do Mala-
liide, the Bishop of Oxford, the Bishop of St. Andrew's, the Bishop of St.

David's, the Dean of Westminster, the Dean of Y^ork, Sir William Heathcotc,

Bart., Sir David Dundas, M.P., Mr. Baillio Cochrane, M.P., Mr. Tite, M.P.,

Vice-Chaneellor Sir William Page Wood, Mr. Hubbard, M.P., Mr. George

Gilbert Scott, Mr. James Fergusson, Mr. Joseph Clarke, Mr. George Godwin,

Mr. Charles Forstcr Hayward, Rev. Thomas Hugo, Mr. M. J. Lomax, Mr.
T. Hayter Lewis, Mr. E. M. Barry, Mr. Beresford Hope, Rov. Mackenzie

Wallcot, Mr. Arthur Ashpitel, Mr. James Bell, Mr. Henry W. Sass, Mr.
Baiiey, Mr. J. H. Parker, Mr. Ackroyd, Mr. G. A. Sala, Rev. W. Scott, Rev.

Benjamin Webb, Mr. Henry Reeve, Mr. Cooke, Mr. Knight Wilson, Mr. R.

T. Cox, Mr. W. C. Cox, Mr. Martin Sharp, Mr. George Richmond, Mr. S.

Tillet, Mr. D. Dasent, Mr. Dyeo, &e.

On the motion of the Dean of Westminster, Lord Ashbubtok was called

to the chair.

The Chaibjian, before opening the proceedings of the meeting, mentioned

that he held in his hand a letter from the Duke of Buccleuch, high steward

of Westminster, regretting exceedingly that he was not able to attend on
the present occasion, and stating that he was quite ready to join in any
proceedings likely to promote the object of the meeting. They had all reason

to thank the Dean of Westminster for having called them together on that

occasion ; his pious zeal for the great monument left in his charge had
extended to the Chapter House, which had for some centuries been with-

drawn from the superintendence of the Church. They all of them knew that

the Chapter House was buUt in the best time of Norman architecture, that

it was, at a period when religion and civil government were more strictly

united than now, taken by the cro\vn for the meeting of the Houses of Par-

liament. It remained in that destination until the time of Edward VI. ; it

was then used as a Record Office, and it had gradually become defaced, as

they now saw it was. It had been pronounced by Mr. Braidwood as un-

suited to hold papers of value, owing to its liability to fire, and the question

arose, to what purpose could it be applied, and whether it was to be a rub-

bish heap, or restored to its former beauty as a gem amidst the glorious

monuments which either the piety of former ages, or the revival of art in

our own day, had grouped about that spot. If they lived in France, they

woidd only have to apply to some gentleman having influence at the

Court, and then probably the Emperor would order, as he did in the case

of Le Chapelle at Paris, the building to be completely restored. But
they happened to live under a constitutional government, and a constitu-

tional government has other modes of procedure. The Queen was
almost powerless as to' carrying out the object in view; the Govern-

ment was almost powerless, for, to obtain funds, a proposition woidd

have to be made by the Chancellor of the Exchequer or the Prime Minister

to the House of Commons. It would, therefore, seem the most desirable

thing to appeal to public opinion, and should the Government propose a

measure for the restoration of the ancient building, they would then proba-

bly have a full and ready support from all the members of the House.

Meanwhile, they might take another course, and it was for the meeting in

its wisdom to decide what that course should be. The noble Lord con-

cluded by calling on Mr. Scott to put the meeting in possession of the posi-

tion of the buQding, and of the state of the various parts of it, which would

enable him as he thought, to restore this monument exactly as it was in

ancient times.

Mr. Geoege GiMEKT Scott said, he had no doubt the great majority of

the gentlemen present were gentlemen who had given a certain amount of

attention, and many of them a great deal of attention, to the subject of

mediaeval art. To them, therefore, it would be no matter of surprise to be

told what the Chapter House in which they were assembled once was. But

if there were any present who had not made themselves cognisant with

architecture and antiquarian matters, he thought it would be a matter of

surprise to be informed, that the miserable place in which they were assem-

bled, which appeared to be like something between a dissenting chapel and

a warehouse, had been, and might be again, one of the most beautiful speci-

mens of mediasval art. Everything, except the central column, was so

hidden by the barbarous innovations which had been introduced, that no

one could imagine the building was once one of so interesting and beautiful

a character. The Abbey, which was built, not founded, by king Edward

tie Confessor, was commenced to be rebuilt by Henry III. in 1245, which

was just the period when the earliest variety of pointed architecture was

merging into the second or more mature form it passed through. Therefore,

this part of the Abbey was not only a valuable specimen of ancient art, but

one of the most valuable historical specimens, for this reason, that tlie style

in which it was built was supposed to have been imported from France, but

upon that point there was a controversy. Through the aid of Mr. Burt, he

had got to know that the building was erected, or rather finished, in 1253,

exactly the same date as that of F'rench buildings of a similar cliaracter, which

showed that we were not behind the French in buildings of that descrip-

tion. In 1253 it was almost the first of the finer specimens of octagonal

chapter houses ; that at Lincoln preceded it by half a century, but it
was not so fine in all its developement. That at .Salisbury waa later,
and the Chapter House of Westminster stood the first both in date and
beauty. It was 60 ft. in diameter, the same as that at Lincoln, and it
was established on the strictest Ky»fx;m of mathematical proportions. He
had spent several months in tracing out the original design, and he thought
that, with the assistance of Mr. Burt, ho had found guides and vestiges
remaining, which would render it possible to restore every portion of fho
building with perfect certainty. (Hear, hear.) The roof had been of
polished Purbeck marble, and the floor happily remained absolutely perfect,
and was one of the finest specimens of an encaustic tile floor remaining ; in
fact, he did not think there was anything equal to it. As to the question
of the stability of the building, the groining was taken down about the
time of Sir Christopher Wren, because of its unsafe state, which led to s
pier giving way on the western angle, and there was no doubt it was on
account of the groining giving way. It was probable, therefore, that in the
restoration of the Chapter House it would be requisite to restore the pier
referred to. There was no doubt whatever, that the building might b«
made perfectly capable of carrying the weight of the vaidting. ExtcmaUy
the case was very different from that of the interior, but happily not so
very different as at first might be imagined. Till they got to the parapet
and the pinnacles, they could recover the original design. The whole of
the interior could be restored, and the whole of the exterior, with the
exception of the parapet and pinnacles, the construction of which must be
guessed at, as much as po.?sible, by reference to contemporaneous works.
He then went into another question, how far the decayed mouldings in the
interior ought to be renewed. And his opinion was, that where they were
not so far decayed as to destroy their design, they should not be renewed,
but have applied to them a hardening solution, carefully passing by degrees
to renew where renewal was requisite ; but wherever the original design
existed it should not be interfered with beyond the application of a
hardening process. He could give his strongest jwssiblo opinion that when
properly restored, the Chapter House of Westminster Abbey would be one
of the most interesting and exquisitely beautiful buildings this country
possessed.

Lord Steatfoed de Redcliffe said, the object of the meeting had
been well explained to them by the noble President, and the statement
which had been made by the illustrious architect, Mr. .Scott, was such as
to lead every one to see the importance of the building in which they were
then assembled, and he was sure they were all happy to hear of the facilities

aflforded for its being restored to its original state. Of course there must
be great difficulties in carrying it strictly into execution, but if he under-
stood Mr. Scott properly, the main points of the building were capable of
complete restoration without any great trouble. That being the case, any
addition that might be required from the long lapse of time, was compa-
ratively of little importance, and the interest which attached to such a
building as the Chapter House of Westminster Abbey could not be over-
looked by any gentleman. We owed to those who had gone before us, to
neglect no opportunity of preserving and restoring the buildings they had
left us. There were circumstances connected with the building in which
they were assembled, which commended it to their careful consideration.

The high stylo of architecture of the building showed the object for which
it was constructed, and when they remembered the power of the clergy at
the time of its construction, they might well imagine the important discus-

sions which frequently took place in the Chapter House. And then the
building had been the House of Parliament, and no doubt, and even accord-
ing to tradition, the voice of eloquence and of patriotism were frequently
raised in that room, even to the interruption of the religious services in the
neighbouring cathedral. He had to move the first resolution : •

—" That
this meeting views with regret the ruinous condition of a building so inter-

esting, both as a historical monument, and for its original arehitectund
beauties, as the Chapter House of Westminster.

"

Mr. Balllie Cochrane, M.P., in seconding the resolution said, he trusted

the object of the meeting woidd be a successful one. The resolution stated
that the ruinous condition of the Chapter House was to be regretted, but he
thought it ought to have gone further, and said that they looked upon the
condition of the building with shame. He thought it was a disgrace to the
country that our public monuments should be left in the state they were.
They often heard the severe criticisms of foreigners on the state of our
public buildings, and he did not think their criticisms were too severe. A
building like the Chapter House in which they were assembled was a
national one, and though situated in the metropolis, the whole of the
countiy had an interest in it. As to the restoration of this monument, he
thought they ought to go to Parliament for the money requisite (applause),

and he was of opinion that if Parliament refused :620,000 for its restoration,

it would be a disgrace to the country.

Mr. William Tite, M.P., supported the resolution. He said nothing
could give him greater pleasure or excite stronger emotions of gratitude in
him, as an architect, than to be present at such a meeting, and he thought
they were much indebted to the Dean of Westminster for his perseverance

in the matter. The first meeting held on the subject comprised only four

individuals, but now they had a meeting consisting of largo numbers of
members of both Houses of Parliament, and of the literature of the day.

He could not believe that in England, and with the great interest which
the restoration of mediajval art had excited throughout the whole country,

there could be any difficulty in obtaining funils requisite for the restoration

of the Chapter House. It was a disgrace to England that, liWng as they
did in a city having a population of three millions, there should be a
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building like the Cliaptor House of Westminster in so dilapidated a con-

dition. He was not surprised at the criticisms of foreigners. As to

obtaininj; funds from Parliament for effecting the pi-oposeil ivstoration, he

was not so sanguine as his honourable friend Mr. liaillie Cochrane. Ho
trusted that the present meeting would- lead to such results as they all

desired ;md hoped to see effected

The resolution was put from the cliair and unanimously agreed to.

I,onl Tai-xtos said it woiUd be a disgrace to this country if it allowed

a building so interesting and so full of historiciil recollections as tho

Chapter House of Westminster to go to decay, for it was one of the most

interesting monuments wo posses.sed. He thought, from the very satis-

factory and interesting speech of Jlr. Scott, they might hope there was
really no practical difficulty in carrying the proposed restoration into effect.

It appeiire<i that there was no practical difficulty, but there was the

financial difficulty; and he owneil that he was not so sanguine as Mr.

Baillie Cochrane, that the Government or tho Legislature would find the

requisite money. However, whetlier that was so or not, he was convinced

that the object they had in view was so right and just in itself, it would

be successftiUy achieved. The present was not a very favoiu-ablo time for

a public subscription, but he was satisfied that at no very distant period

of time, an object so just and so reasonable in itself would commend itself

to the public spirit and good sense of tho country, and that they shoiUd

be able to command those funds that were requisite for the purpose. He
should like Mr. Scott to state what would be the probable cost of putting

tlio building in a proper state of repair. Looking at how piucli beauty,

how much proportion, and how much interest attached to the building, it

would be a scandal to the country to allow it to fall into decay. He had

had the pleasure of seeing the chapter house of Salisbury restored, by
private subscriptions, he believed. Surely a similar procedure could take

place at Westminster, and it would be a great scandal to them if they did

not provide the means of putting the Chapter House into a proper con-

dition. His Lordship moved, "That this meeting is impressed with the

desirableness of bringing the question of the restoration of the Chapter

House at Westminster, under the attention of Her Majesty's Grovenunent»

as well as of Parliament, and the public generally."

Dr. Dasbst seconded the motion, and in so doing said, he thought it

would be unsafe to depend upon Government or Parliament for funds, but

there was another source to which they might direct their attention, and
that was the Ecclesiastical Commission. (Roars of laughter.) Well, he
should insist, that if possible some sum from that bodysliould be obtained.

But supposing all other sources failed, they must fall back on the public

generally, and he could not doubt that if this matter was properly brought
before the public, there would be no difficulty in raising the requisite amount.

Of course it was desirable that the public should have information as to the

gam that would be requisite for the restoration.

Mr. Geouqb Gilbeet Scott said ho estimated the cost at .about

f20,000.
Mr. Dasbxt said he did not think the public would hesitate tfl raise the

gum of £20,000, without calling upon the Government, the Parliament, or

the Ecclesiastical Commissioners for aid. He had great pleasure in se-

conding the resolution, and had no doubt that from the public alone the

requisite money would be obtained.

The Right Rev. the Bishop of Oxfobd supported the resolution. He
said he understood the object of the meeting was, as it were, to feel the

pulse of the public, and to ascertain whether they considered tlieir object

worthy of an effort for its accomplishment. It had been suggested that an
application should be made to that " milch cow," the Ecclesiastical Com-
missioners ; but as the ownership of the Chapter House rested with the

OoTemmcnt, its restoration could not come within the provisions of the

Act under which the Ecclesiastical Commission was appointed. But, looking

to the fact that the Chapter House had become the property of tho nation,

and that so much had been done for the new Houses of Parliament—
knowing also the determination to link the present with tho past— he
thought they had a claim, or, at all events, that something ought to be done,

for the preservation and restoration of what was in fact the House of Com-
mons in the early Tudor dynasties. The most likely way to succeed was to

let it be seen that a large amount of public interest was manifested in the

form of voluntary contributions. They might then call upon Parliament

for a vote in aid. At the same time he admitted they had no prescriptive

claim upon that assembly, and that if it made any grant it would be ao act

of grace.

Mr. HtiBBARD, M.P., thought the resolution was not sufficiently precise

in its terms, and thought that the public ought to know clearly the sources

from which tho money was desired to come. After a short discussion it

was agreed to that the words " Parliament and the public generally " should
be omitted from the resolution.

The resolution in the amended form was passed unanimously, it being
understood, however, that the promoters of the meetbig would be at liberty

at any future period to adopt such independent measures as to soliciting

public aid as they might deem expedient.

Mr. A. J. B. Bebrsford-Hope moved the appointment of a Committee
to nominate a deputation to wait upon the Chancellor of the Exchequer, for

the purpose of presenting a memorial to the Lords of the Treasurj', and taking

such other steps as were calculated to promote the objects of the meeting.
Mr. Gbokge Augustus Sai.a seconded tho motion. Mr. Rbkve supported

the motion, which was put from the chair, and unanimously agreed to. The
following were appointed the Committee :— The Duke of Buceleuch, Lord
Ashburton. Lord Stratford dc Kedeliffe, Bishop of Oxford, Mr. CoekercU,
Mr. Tite, Lord Taunton, Lord Stanhope, Mr. Dasent, Mr. Hubbard, Mr.

Beresford Hope, Mr. Sala, Mr. Reeve, Mr. Moncktou Milnes, Mr. Ackroyd,

Jlr. Cochrane, and tho Dean of Westminster.

The following is a copy of the memorial to be presented to the Chancellor

of the Exchequer, by a deputation from the Committee : — "To the Lords
Commissioners of Her Majesty's Treasury: The Memorial of the under-

signed sheweth that the undersigned residents in and visitors to

Ijondon view with great regret the dilapidated and ruinous con-

dition of the Chapter House of Westminster Abbey, a building which
has been for many centuries in tho occupation of the Government,
and which is alike viJuable for its architectural beauty, and for the historical

interest attaching to it as the political place of meeting of the House of

Commons during the Plantagenet and early Tudor dynasties. That your
memorialists would further represent to your lordships, that the grievous

injuries which this building has suffered have been mainly inflicted upon
it in the adaptation of it to the custody of public recortls, and that the

records which it formerly contained have now been removed to the head
Record Office, while the Chapter House itself has been declared by compe-
tent authority to be unfit for the custody of papers from the ri.sk of fire

which it presents. Your memorialists, theri'fore, venture respectfully to

suggest, that advantage should bo taken of the present occasion to forbid

theuse of the Chapter House for objects for which it is pecidiarly unfit,

and to prepare the way for its future restoration. The more removal of tho

incongruous fittings with which the building has been crowded would bring

to light many of its ancient and ornamental features. Your memorialists

further venture to suggest that the restoration of a historical memorial

of so much beauty and importance, is an object for which your lordships

might well, in the exercise of your discretion, invite the liberality of

Parliament," The memorial was signed by most of the noblemen and

gentlemen present, and now lies for signature at Messrs. Vacher's, 29 Par-

liament Street ; Messrs. Colnaghi's, 13 PtUl Mall E., and Mr. John Henry
Parker's, 377 Strand.

Lord Tai.bot de Malahide, in moving a vote of thanks to the noblo

Chairman, expressed liis opinion that, in point of justice and of right, they

had a very strong claim on the Government to be at the expense of restoring

the Chapter House.

Mr. AcKBOYD seconded the motion, which was carried by acclamation.

The Chaikman briefly acknowledged the compliment, and the meeting

separated.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.—MR. R. P. SPIEES ON
(ARCHITECTURE IN NORMANDY.

AN ordinary general meeting of the Architectural Association was held at

the rooms, 9 Conduit Street, Regent Street, on Friday evening ; Mr.

Thomas Blashu,!,, vice-president, in the chair.

The minutes of proceedings at the last meeting were read by the hon.

sec. Mr. J. C. Adams, and confirmed.

New Member.—Mr. Henry Louis Florence, 30 Brixton Place, Brixton

Road, having been balloted for, was duly elected a member of the Association.

Nomination.—Mr. R.;H. Burden, 3 Brewer's Street, was proposed for

membership, and will be balloted for at tho next meeting.

ABCHITBOTnEB IN NOBMANDT.

Mr. G. B. New being unavoidably prevented from addressing the meeting

on the subject of " Roofs," which he Inid intended doing this evening, Mr.

R. Phkne Spiers, M.I.B.A.. delivered a lecture, which ho described as " A
Sketching Tour througli Normandy," during the montli of October 1861.

Tlie lecture was illustrated by a great number of drawings, engravings, and

lithographs. The lecturer commenced by referring to a visit to the

cathedral of Rheims, and one of the things which struck him there was

that the side aisles had no chapels, and he was told that that feature pre-

vailed throughout Champagne. Those chapels had, he believed, nearly

always been added to the cathedrals in the fourteenth century, as at Notre

Dame at Paris and Amiens. There was, therefore, less effect in Rheims

cathedral, as regarded extent and size, than in the other two mentioned,

but the deep shadows thrown by strong buttresses on the exterior added

greatly to the beauty of the architecture. In the inside there was a small

passage, about 2J yards from the ground, which passed round the whole

church, there being small doorways cut through the piers. Tliere was a

range of three stone seats in each of the side aisles. In the Ruo de

Tambourg was a very singular building, known as tho house of the musi-

cian, of which the first story only exists as originally built. Between and

on each side of the four windows are five niches with pointed arches, in

which are placed sculptured figures playing different instruments. The

figures are seated, and their seats ' supported by Gothic corbels. The

cornice is also very good. The Hotel de Ville is of the time of Louis XIII.-

XV., seventeenth century renaissance, but has been scraped and restored

since. It is a stone building, ornamented with pilasters and brick, of very

good proportions, and witli a great deal of character about it. Not far

from the station exist* an old Roman arch in a very bad state of preserva-

tion, which was a very curious monument, such relics not being found, gene-

rally speaking, so far north. Thirty yards north of this arch has lately

been discovered an old Roman mosaic pavement, nearly perfect, and ex-

tremely beautiful, as it seems to have retained its colours in all their pris-

tine force and beauty. It measures about 27 ft. by 31 ft., and is at present

covered by a shed; but it is said an intention exists of establishing a

museum on tho .spot. The churcli of St. Remi is very interesting, owing to

the different periods at which it has been restored and added to. Its erec-

tion was commenced in the eleventh century, on foundations of a stdl more
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THE BEREDOS, BEDMINSTEK PAKISH CHURCH.

OXTR Enprnving this week represents the Reredos of the P.irish Church,

Bedniinster. It is of Caen stone, and occupies the entire width of

the church. The lower stage is a simple arcading. surmounted by a band of

quatrefoils. Above are three large panels, surmounted by crocketed cano-

pies, and sculptured with alto-reUevo representations of the Nativity,

Crucifixion, and Ascension of our Lord. The first of these subjects, which

U on the north side, represents the Virgin Mother kneeling in the stable

at Bethlehem before her new born Son and Lord, S. Joseph by her side,

and three shepherds coming in to pay their homage. Above the stable,

which is conventionally treated, are angels, playing on instruments of

music: and in the background appear the heads of some cattle.

In the central panel is the Crucifixion. On the north side of the cross

stands S. Marj-, with the Magdalene weeping on her shoulder; on the

south the " other Mary " and S. John. Above is an angel with crossed stole

and iipUfted arms, and in the background the city of Jerusalem, and

•' many botlies of the saints which slept " arising. The sun and moon are

also conventionally introduced; and at the foot of the cross appear the

usual emblems of mortality, together with a palm branch, indicative of

Christ's victor)- over death. , , , .
i j

The south panel represents the Ascension of our Lord, who is surrounded

by rays, and attended by angels bearing the crown of glory. Between,

and at the side of the panels, are niches containing statues of the four

Evangelists, who stand upon pedestals adorned with their appropriate

symbols. The jamb columns of the panels and niches are of rouge-royal

marble from the Pyrenees, which serves admirably to relievo the statues

within. In the spandrels formed by the canopies over the Evangehsts are

trefoils, in which are sculptured the instruments of the Passion
:
above

tho-ie of the Nativity, Crucifixion, and Ascension, occur quatrefoils charged

respectively witli an Agnus Dei, a floriated cross with interscribed crown

of thorns, and a Pelican in her Piety. Over the central canopy is a very

elaborate jewel-cut cross ; over each of the other four stand -mnged angels

in the act of prayer. The wall behind is carved with a rich diaper

pattern.

«

CORAL LIME.

I?XPEBIliIENTS have been made, says the Engineer's Journal for India,

U by the officers in the Public Works Department, at Barrackpore and Dum-

Dum, for the purpose of testing the cost and nature of tlio lime obtained

from the coral of Port Blair. The result has been, on the whole, highly

satisfactory ; the quality of the lime is pronounced to be good, and the cost,

as compared with Sylliet lime, shows a saving of oTcr 100 per cent. In

this calculation, however, the cost of shipping from Port Blair has been

omitted, as the coral was brought up as ballast. It is reported that the

coral makes a fine building mortar, and a fine lime both for plastering and

for whitewashing.

One hundred cubic feet of the coral produced about 67 maunds of lune.

and the co.st per 100 maunds of lime is from Rs. 35 to Rs. 4.5, exclusive of

the cost of the coral ; the maund of lime measuring 2-4 cubic feet. The

cost of Sylhet lime is from Rs. 85 to Rs. 90 per 100 maimds.

The executive engineer, Barrackpore division, concluded his report on

the comparative value of Sylhet and coral lime by observing,—" There

does not appear, either from the experiments or from the appearance, any

difference between the two kinds of lime ; the value seems nearly equal,

and the only information obtained is as to the proportions of ingredients

which may be made use of; and it appears that proportions of one part of

lime to four of soorkie or sand give as good a mortar or plaster as is re-

quired. The period of setting in the former mixture does not exceed that

of any other mixture ; for plaster, the same proportions give a good firm

plaster; whitewashing was also done with both kinds of lime, but there is

Bcarecly any difference perceptible between them."

It appears that, not many years since, Sylhet lime cost in Calcutta Rs.

45 per 100 maunds ; which is the highest price of the coral lime at the

present day, exclusive of freight from Port Blair. The freight, however,

must be considered, as the supply, in the form of ballast, would bo neces-

sarily limited and wholly unequal to meet any fair demand for the article.

The question, then, of importance to builders and to the public is, what

should be the freight of coral or coral lime from Port Blair. This should

not exceed Rs. 10 per 100 maunds, which would enable the lime to be sold

in Calcutta for very little more than the cost of Sylhet lime in former times,

and cent per cent, below the cost of the same article at the present

day.

it would be an interesting subject of enquiry to ascertain the cause of

an increase to the extent of a 100 per cent, during the last few years in the

cost of Sylhet lime. Is this due to increase in wages and transport ? or

can any of it be traced to the monopoly whicli ever results from imperfect

competition ? An average yearly addition of four per cent, in the cost of

production would seem to be highly improbable. It is much more likely

that a very considerable part of the increase has gone into the pocket of

the manufacturer, and that his receipts have been very much in excess of

legitimate profit. We therefore look hopefully to the advent of the coral

lime. If this can be sold in Calcutta at 25 per cent, above the cost of pro-

duction, it will be a very great boon to the public as reducing building

materials, and, as a necessary consequence, house rent, in a city where house

rent is so extravagantly high, as it is in Calcutta.

LONDON SUBURBS.

IF there be one thing more than another upon which the inhabitants of

London may pride themselves, it is upon the fact, that they possess,

within a dozen miles radius of St. Paul's, some of the most delicious

scenery which can refresh the eye or invigorate the mind. Let them
escape from the bustle and turmoil of the great city by whatever outlet

they may, and they are certain to find, within the circuit referred to, sylvan

beauties and rural scenes, which cannot but charm them into forgetfulnesa

of the cares and anxieties of business. Wliatever the French "gentlemen

of the press" may say, too, about the dreariness of a "Sunday in London,"

wo would ask them whether they can point to any gi-eat city on the con-

tinent which has in its immediate environs any retreat for the week-day
toiler which can match with our Kew Gardens, our H.ampton Court, or our

Bushy Park,—would that we could say also, our Crystiil Palace grounds
;

but these arc as a sealed book on Sunday.

Tims we thought while recently paying a visit to one of the most de-

lightful of the places referred to above, namely, Kew Gardens. It ought

to be regarded as an inestimable blessing, that within so easy a distance,

and at so small a cost, the working bees of this vast hive of industry may
on the day of rest betake themselves to Kew, and revel amid the flowers

and the forest trees of that pleasant locale. " All work and no play makes
Jack a dull boy," and assuredly, the legislature never did a wiser thing,

than when they placed at Jack's, ay, and at Jenny's disposal, at all con-

venient seasons, gardens, parks, and pleasure grounds. It is agreeable to

note that, so far as Kew Gardens are concerned, the march of improvement

is still going on. In addition to the thousand and one natural and artificial

attractions of that place, a vast Conservatory and Winter Garden is rapidly

approaching completion. This edifice, which will be provided with a roof

of glass, occupies an extensive area on the right hand side of the grand

lawn avenue, between the existing Palm-house and the Pagoda. It is 700 ft.

in length, and perhaps 150 ft. in width, and -n-iU, when completed, form the

largest buUding for purely horticultural and floricultural purposes in the

world. There is at either end of this crystal conservatory a separate cir-

cular building, also roofed with glass, and of considerable dimensions.

These are intended for the reception of exotics, which require to breathe

a warmer and more humid atmosphere than the hardy occupants of the

giant building which separates them. The Messrs. Cubitt and Co., of

Pimlico are the contractors for this extensive work, and that is saying that

it will be well executed.

On a mound, on the opposite side of the avenue to the new Winter Garden,

a fl.ag-staff of unrivalled symmetry and height has been set up. It is made
of the Douglas pine, and was imported from Vancouver's I.sland. Mr.

Edward Stamp was the donor of this magnificent production of the forest.

Its total length is 159 ft., its diameter at the base 22 in., and it tapers to a

diameter of 8 in. at the top. Two Iiundred and fifty rings or layers of wood
(b'sclose the fact that the huge spar took 250 years to attain its present

dimensions. Its weight is 3 tons, and it contains 167 square feet of

timber.

LEGAL INTELLIGENCE.

IN the Bail Court, before Mr. Justice Wigutman, in the matter of an

arbitration between John Bulmer and Thomas Nicholson and others. —
Mr. T. Jones appeared to show cause against a rule, obtained by Mr. F.

Russell during the present term, on behalf of John Bulmer, calling upon

Thomas Nicholson and Messrs. Bowman and Raine, his sureties, to pay to

Mr. Bulmer various suras of money, amounting to £1,033 18s. lid., found

to be due to him under the award of Mr. Thomas Austin, of Newcastle-

upon-Tyne, architect. The matter in dispute arose out of the contract for

the building af the new hospital for inmates at Sherburn, in this county,

which was entered into some time ago between the governors of the hospital

and Mr. Thomas Nicholson, a builder, of Gainford, ne:ir DarUngton. Sub-

sequently the contract was sublet by Nicholson to Mr. John Bulmer, and

disputes having arisen between the parties, it was agreed that the whole

matter should be referred to the arbitration of Mr. Austin, the architect

employed by the governors for the erection of the hospital buildings. It

was the award made by Mr. Austin, under these cii-cumstances, that it was

now sought to enforce in the usual way ; and on showing cause against the

rule obtained for that purpose, Mr. T. Jones endeavoured to prove to the

Court that the arbitrator had exceeded the power with which lie was in-

vested by the agreement of reference, and has awarded a considerably

larger sum to Mr. Bulmer for the work done by him than, upon his (the

arbitrator's) own showing, Bulmer was properly entitled to be paid. In

support of this view, Mr. Jones read an affidavit, made by Mr. Nicholson's

solicitor, but as the main point relied upon therein was contained in a com-

munication from the solicitor of Mr. Bulmer to the solicitor of Mr.

Nicholson, which, though written " without prejudice," was unexpectedly

and (as it was contended) improperly made use of in opposition to the rule,

the learned judge, without calling upon Mr. Russell, ordered the rule to be

made absolute, but directed that it should not be enforced until after the

last day of tei-m, in order to give Mr. Nicholson and his sureties an opijor-

tunity of bringing the amount awarded into court, in accordance with the

leave given to them a few days jweviously by the full court. We under-

stand, howe%-er, that the money has not been paid, and that therefore the

rule to enforce the award against Messrs. Nicholson, Raine, and Bowmaa
has been made absolute in terms.

—

Durham Advertiser.
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BRICKS AND TILES. .

{Conchidetlfrom our last,)

BELGIUM, Holland, and tlio Nothcrlnnds, and a large district of central

Europe, includinR Denmark. Jirandenbur));, part of Poland, and the north
of Prussia, are noti'd for aneient brick buildings- Of this region Dranden-
burg appears to have been a sort of eentre, and here examjjies of ancient
brickwork, extending from the twelftli to the sixteenth centuries, inelvisive,

can be examined. (See Esseiiweiii, h'/irdtlmlschland's Jldckslein Hitu im
Mittc/n/fiT, and Adler, Mittrhilterichr ISackstein limtwerke iltg PreusHiischen

Stantrs.) Marienburg, Danzig, Lubeek, and Seliwerin, may bo mentioned
as containing n^markable brick buildings, secular and ecclesiastic. Nearly
all the brick buildings of Germany now remaining arc Gothic, antl some
among them are Tery elaborate, as, for instance, the church of St. Catherine
at Brandenburg, of wliieh the richest portion (the chapel of the Holy
Sepidchre) was built at the end of the fourteenth century, and executed in

variously coloured bricks, enriched with a profusion of intricate tracery, also
executed in brick, and hardly surpassed in elalmration by any stone (racery
of the same period. The excellence of tile Dutch and Flemisii bricks and
tiles is well known, and they were formerly imported to this country in con-
siderable numbers.

In France (Viollet lo Tiac, Dicfionnaire (TArchitecture, arts. "Brique,"
" Carrelage," Do Caumont, Ahrnedarin) the use of bricks was introduced by
the Romans, and under them, and in the Merovingian period, they were fre-

quently employed in conjunction with stone, as already described ; but after

the ninth century bricks are rarely found in France mixed with other mate-
rials; where used they occur alone. In the south of France, however, brick-
work with stone dressings is found, ,as in the church of St. Sernin at ToiUouse,
built in the twelfth century, and in other churches of that city. In Langue-
doc. a province where stone was almost entirely deficient, buildings of the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries are found built almost exclusively of
brick, but this material was very rarely employed during those centuries in
other parts of France. Specimens, however, exist at Toulouse, Alby,
Moissac, &c. Bricks enameled of different colours were, moreover, often
employed at this period for interior linings to walls, and brick was also

made iLse of with excellent effect in filling in the spaces in timber-framod
constructions.

At Moidins, in the Bourbonnais, walls in ornamental brickwork are found
which date from the fifteenth century ; they are executed in bricks of various
colours laid witli thick 1)eds of a mortar of extraordinary strength.

In the succeeding centurj-, the sixteenth, brickwork mixed with stone
came much into use in France, and from that century to the present day
this manner of building has been extensively made use of in that country.
In some of the castles of the sixteenth century, for example, the Chateau
de Livet (see De Caumont), a species of chequered work, of bricks of
several colours alternating -(vitli blocks of stone, has been adopted for the
walls, and harmonises well mth the variegated and enameled tiles for

roofs and enameled bricks for floors wliich by that time had come into
\ise. Parts of the chateaux of Blois and Fontainebleau may bo cited as
effective examples of the mixture of brick and stonework.
The earliest paving tiles known in France, are those discovered at St.

Denis. The pavements there were formed of very small pieces of tiles,

measuring not more than 11 in. square, and closely resembling ancient
mosaic. Enameled tiles are found in the paving of some churches in

France, dating from as far back as the middle of the eleventh century, but
the number of specimens remaining from that and the twelfth century is

extremely small. In the thirteenth century the mosaic floorings just re-

ferred to were replaced by tiles encrusted with ornaments. Some tiles of
this period had a sunk pattern simply impressed upon them, and it seems
probable that those first manufactured were of this nature, and that the
practice-of filling up this impressed pattern with clay of a different colour
and glazing the whole was a subsequent step in the manufacture. In tlie

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries tile pavings became very extensively em-
ployed, and in some of them comparatively small squares of inlaid and
enameled tile are combined to foi-m patterns of large size and of the
greatest richness and beauty. Of these the most celebrated is a rich paving
in the church of St. Pierre sur Dive. In some instances monumental
efllgies were formed of encaustic tiles.

In the fifteenth centiuy tiles with patterns in relief were employed in

France for paving, and in the sixteenth century enameled and coloured
tiles came into general use for roofs

;
plain tiles having, no doubt, been

long employed for the same purpose. These ornamental ghized roofing
tiles have continued in use in parts of Germany and France to the pre-
sent day.

Ornamental finials and crestings in tile and terra-cotta were frequently
made use of in connection with these glazed roofing tiles, and were many
of them of a highly elaborate character of work.

Turning to our own country, it appears that the Romans introduced the
manufacture and use of bricks and tiles into England, and they are con-
stantly met with among the Roman remains. There is, however, reason to
believe that, althojigh tiles for roofing and flooring probably continued to
be manufactured, few bricks, if any, were produced in England from the
Roman time till the end of the thirteenth century ; for where bricks occur
in buildings erected during that period, they seem to have been always
plundered from the ruins of some Roman building, and commonly have
pieces of the Roman mortar adhering to them. This is the case at Dover
Castle Church

; St. Martin's, Canterbury ; Darent Church, Kent ; Barnack

;

Colchester Castle, and in other instances. If is ];elated (by Matthew Paris)

that the 8axon abbot* of .St. Albans, having been obliged, through famine,
to sell tho store of materials they had eollectod, for the purpose of re-
building the Abbey church, tho Norman abbot had recourse (a.u. 1077) to
the Roman bricks which were to be found in the adjacent city of Verubm,
and that with tliese ho builf the church. They stiU exint and are viiible
in jiortions of tho structure.

'• Tlie earliest cjcisting edifice of modern bricks is said to be theHallat Little
Wenham, Suffolk. This is dated about 1260, or 1280. A good description,
with illustrations, is given by Turner, Domestic Arch., 8vo. London, p. 151,
who seems to think that the earliest brick buildings of this period w<rru tho
work of Flemings, or at least were built of Flemish bricks. The bond
v<Ty much resembles what is called Yorkshire, or flying bond. After this
period! the use of bricks became more and more common, especially in those
countries where stone is scarce. Norfolk and Suffolk contain many l>eautiful
examples of modiajval brickwork, as Calstor Castle. In many places, aft«r
the Reformation, it seems almost to have superseded tho uso of stone."
(Diet, of Arch. Pub. .Society.)

Tiles for roofing seem to have been in use in this country at a very early
period, so much so that in taking down part of an old Norman building in
Southwark, at tho time when the approaches to New London Bridge were
formed, tiles were found built into tho wall which hatl indubitably been
constructed for use as roofing tiles.

Tho most ancient ornamental flooring tiles found in this country appear
to belong to the thirteenth century; and numerous examples dating from
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries are found. Few of the remaining
pavements exhibit large and elaborate patterns formed of a combination of
small pieces ; their usual character being a repetition of a pattern of small
size, sometimes contained on the single tile, and at other times formed by
the combination of four or six, or eight, or some other small number of tiles.

In the fifteenth century (a.d. 1477) the manufacture of tiles was of
importance enough in England to require regulation by a statute (stat.

17 Edw. IV. cap. 4); and tiles dating from the middle of this century
(a.d. 1453 to 1456) occur at Great Malvern, where they were employed as
a decorative lining to the wall of the chancel round the high altar. In tho
sixteenth century, tho manufacture seems to have declined, and the use of
EngUsh tiles is said to have been superseded by the importation of Flanders
tiles. (Glossary of Arch., art. " Tiles.")

Much excellent and curious brickwork of the seventeenth, and gome of
the succeeding century exists in various parts of England, tho ornamental
portions being partly executed in moulded bricks and partly enriched by
carving done on the brickwork after it has been built up.
The duty levied upon bricks was first imposed a.d. 1784, at a rate

of 2s. per 1,000, and continued in force, but at higher rates, till a recent
period.

From the simple nature of tho material, fewer instances of unusual
varieties and of special modes of manufacture are met with than occur in
many other branches of manufacture. Pliny {Hist. Nat. lib. xxxv. c. 14)
mentions bricks light enough to float in water, and Fabbroni discovered a
substance at Castel del Piano, a spot between Tuscany and the Papal
dominions, capable of being made into such bricks. Porous bricks, which
will float in water, are said to have been employed, on account of their
lightness, in the vault of St. Sophia, at Constantinople ; and in some of the
Roman vaidts hollow bricks were used on tho same account. Similar
bricks, devised and manufactured expressly for the purpose, were employed
in turning the great vault over St. George's Hall, Liverpool.

Most of tlio steps in the history of the introduction of machinery for the
manufacture of bricks can be traced in the accompanying series of specifi-

cations. Perhaps the most important invention relating to brick-making,
the first introduction of which is not there recorded, is that of mixing ashes
(technically called soil) with tho brick earth, and tho employment of
coarser ashes in the burning of bricks. The discovery that the refuse of
coal fires could be thus utilised has proved of tho greatest importance,
especially to the brickmakers of the district round London, but when or bv
whom that discovery was made is now quite unknown.
A comprehensive and very complete account of tho manufacture, pro-

perties, dimensions, aud uses of bricks is to be found in the articles already
repeatedly quoted in the Dictionary of the Architectural Publication
Society, under the heads of Brick, Brickmaking, &c., and references will be
found in those articles to most of the publications from which further infor-

mation may bo gained. In addition to some of the works already mentioned
in the foregoing notice, these references include the following works :—
Seroux d'Agincourt, Recueil des fragmens en terre cuite, Paris, 1814; Bake-
well, Observations on Building and Brickmaking, 12mo. Manchester, 1834;
Wedke and Romberg, Die Baumaterial-Lehre, 4to. Leipzig ; Dobson, Rudi-
mentary Treatise on the Manufacture of Bricks, 12mo., Ijondon, 1850;
Bondelct, Traite theoriqm, 10th edit. 4to. Paris, 1852, and Supplement, by
Blouet, 1836; Delonge, Art rfc Briqmtier ; Simons, Account of Brick-
making at Bletchinglct/ Tunnel, 1840-41. given in Civil Engineers' Journal,

vi. ; 348. and Clere, Essai pratique sur Cart du Briquetier, tj-c. 8vo. Paris,

1828.

DISTRICT FIRE BRIGADES.

WE perceive that a movement has recently been made, in the populous
district of London, known as Kentish Town, toward the institution

of an independent Fire Brigade. The idea is an excellent one, and we
look forward with considerable interest to its realisation. The rapid

growth and devclopement of the suburban districts of the metropolis
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generally, durinp the last [half-dozen years is something man-ellous, but we
question whether house—nay, street—building has been carried on any-

where during that period to the extent that it has in Kentish and Camden
Totms. Ah if called into existence by the enchanter's wand, whole ranges

of buildings there spring into being at once, as it were; and that which was

but yesterday a largo area of waste ground, is to-day covered by bricks and

mortar, and to-morrow will be inhabited by shoals of new colonists. If it

be a mystery aa to how so many new houses are built in so short a space

of time, it seems a still greater mystery as to whore the tenants come from

who occupy them before they are well finished. However these things may
be accounted for. they are facts ; and it becomes, therefore, a very pertinent

question for the inhabitants of the crowded districts, as to how they are to

protect themselves from the evils of fire. It is quite true that the fearful

increase in the number of fires in the metropolis, and its outlying districts,

during the last year has attracted the notice of the Legislature, and that a

committee of the House of Commons have sat and reported upon the

matter. Governmental machinerj-, however, moves but slowly, unless

pressure be exerted to expedite its movements, and, to give another reading

to an old adage, "While legislators deliberate, fire destroys."

The people of Kentish Town, therefore, arc to be comniondod for taking

the law into their own hands in this case, and in organising for themselves

arrangements for the speedy extinction of fire. It is a positive fact that at

present the whole pansh of St. Pancras^— in which the principal part of

Kentish, and Camden Towns are situated— with its population of 40,000,

possesses but one, and that a very old, fire-engine. The nearest station

of the London Fire Brigade is in WeUs Street, Oxford Street ; so that it

may be easily conceived to what extent of danger the inhabitants of the

districts in question arc constantly exposed. It is proposed, we beUeve, that

the station of the new Kentish Town Fire Brigade shall be established in

Ferdinand Street, Hampstead Koad, that being in the very heart of the

unprotected locality. The preliminary steps have been so fur taken as to

warrant the engagement, provisionally, of a powerful engine of the most
improved form, and constructed by Messrs. Shand and Mason of the Black-

friars Koad. Arrangements have also been entered into with a Superinten-

dent and a staff of firemen, for the purpose of giving effect to the intentions

of the spirited promoters of the plan. Voluntary subscriptions are to

afford the means of supporting it.

It may be trusted that other districts will follow the initiative of Kentish
Town, because whatever may come of the recommendations of the Fire
Committee to which reference has been made, it is certain that only good
results can follow a spirited determination on the part of the inhabitants

of London and its suburbs to help themselves in suppressing fires.

GAS AFPAEATUS AT THE IKTEENATIONAL EXHIBITION.

{Concludedfrom our latt.)

THE wear and tear of cast-iron retorts when used for oil-gas making, forms a

large item in the cost of manufactiu'ing this gas. In some countries coals

are dear, inferior in quality, producing poor gas, though the price per 1,000
is high. In gas-works so situated, it would probably be advantageous to

have a cistern of petroleum oil fixed outside the retort-house. Tlien a main
pipe from the cistern, with branch connections to each of the clay or iron

coal-gas retorts, would permit a jet of oil to be sent over the heated coke in

each of the retorts towards the latter end of the charge, thereby considera-

bly improving the illuminating power of the gas made. The distillation of

Boghead canncl coal will probably now be discontinued by the paraffin oil

and candle manufacturers, who will find this rock oil the most economical
for their purpose. The principal products derived from the distillation are
the same as from coal, namely, naphtha, for melting india-rubber and resins;

benzoic, for dissolving fat and vaporising oil ; illuminating oil, convertible

into gas ; heavy lubricating oils, and napthaline.

A great improvement can be noticed in the workmanship and compact-
ness of the diminutive gasworks shown, Class X. Nobody who has ever
before seen a coal-gas apparatus, could conceive that one could be fixed for

a house requiring twenty burners on two ornamental stands, about the size

of two drawing-room chairs, exclusive of stowage-room for gas after

making, exhibited by the inventor, Mr. G. Bower, St. Neot's. One of
these little stands contains a vertical retort, the novelty consisting in

lowering a lever attached to a lime luted lid at the bottom of the gas-
retort, which permits the used charge of coal, after being changed into
coke, to fall out. By raising the lever, the retort is ready for recharging
at top. The second stand consists of an annular condenser, the inner ring
forming a case for four tiers of sieves for lime purification ; the floor acting as
a well for sealing the connecting-pipe to the retort. Messrs. Porter and Co.,

Lincoln, have a stand well worthy of inspection, it contains three gas
apparatus, two being constructed in the usual manner, suitable for lighting
country factories and farm houses ; the third being one jidapted for cannel
coal, invented by Mr. Bower, and called the "National Gas Apparatus."
Nothing could be better adapted for noblemen's country mansions, where
goodness, but not cost, of the gas is considered. The patent consists in
feeding a retort by a hopper, and forcing, with a screw arrangement through
the mouth-piece, the used charge of coal into a pan of water at the back
end, and below the retort, where it would not be suliject to the action of
the furnace-fire. At the time of the late Crj-stal Palace Exhibition in Hyde
Park, White's hydrocarbon or water-gas, seemed to be supplanting the
old and present mode. Its arrangements were based on scientific prin-
ciples ; the passing the vapour of water over iron cuttings, which absorbed

the oxygen of the water and sot the hydrogen free for forming carburetted

hydrogen when passed over heated coke in a sealed vessel. So far as Great
Britain is concerned, this patent is a dead letter.* Two wheels support a
furnace, the fire of which plays on a vertical gas retort, the open lower
end of which terminates and is sealed in a water-cistern ; consequent!}-, half

the retort is carbonising coal, the other half creating steam. There is a
largo waste of furnace fuel, the heated gaseous vapour of the water passes

through the whole of the red-hot coke, caking towards the end of the retort,

thus producing carbonic acid and light carburetted hydrogen gas. The
exhibitor, Mr. L. Edmonson, should discontinue at once such a faulty

arrangement. If he likes to have a furnace on wheels, let him cast the

vertical retort with the floor closed, and place the outlet at the lower part of
the side at back, sealing the lid wlien removed with lime luting in the
usual way. The great object in all gas-works is to use coal perfectly dry.

To patent a method that keeps coals damp when employed in making gas
seems a little remarkable.

Class X., also, has some bituminised pipes for gas and water purposes—
size, from 2 ft. 6 in. bore, and under ; lengths, from 9 ft. to 6 ft. Time
alone will prove whether such description of pipes will retain water under
pressure, or bear the chemical action of gas. There are some large-sized

cast-iron pipes, by Mr. D. Y. Stewart and Mr. Edington, Glasgow,
manufacturers. Messrs. Cochrane, Dudley, in Class I., also exhibit a very
large cast-iron pipe. Returning to the Civil Engineering department, Mr.
George Glover shows his patent standard gasometer, fitted with "Negretti's"
patent gas thermometer. The improvement effected by Mr. Glover is con-
siderably in advance of the mode devised by Professor Airy, who forced
the measured gas out of the cubic foot holder, whereby a portion of the gas
became disseminated in the water of tlie tank— the difference being the
raising a tank fuU of water for the purpose merely of displacing in the
holder the issuing gas passing into the meter to be tested. The Gothic gas
chandeliers shown by Messrs. Harts, London, and B. W. Winfield, Bir-
mingham, are worthy of inspection, Mr. Messenger hai-ing some of a
mediseval character, designed by Mr. Digby Wyatt. The stand of Messrs.
Mapplebeck and Lowe contains gaseliers having many varieties of lacquer.

Lambert Brothers, Walsall, show a gas valve, which indicates on a plate
the degree it may be partially or fully open, or whoUy closed. Mr. E. H.
Hughes' safety whistling chandelier is to be seen in Class XXXI. The action

is simple : when, through the evaporation of a warm room, the water in

the outer pipe of the telescope has become too little, gas passes under the
end of the middle pipe, which, on escaping at the top of tlie outer pipe,

blows a whistle fixed there. In a similar manner might be placed whistles

to lower curbs of gasholders in gas works, which would announce their

being full. Mr. Clarke shows his patent gas regulator, which, like those
introduced by Mr. Hart and Mr. Paddon, will save people the trouble of
hanng to adjust their gas bui-ner taps, of an evening. Mr. Laidlaw's stall

contains Allen's patent protecting and compensating gas meter.

At the last Exhibition there was shown an unpatented meter by Mr. E.
C. Mead, which contained the principle of replenishing from a reservoir by
the rotaiy action of the wheel the water absorbed by the dry gas from tho
drum. Since then, probably twenty patents have been obtained for doing
the same thing by a slight alteration of manner.
On account of the porous nature of fire-clay gas retorts, in large

gas-works it has been found necessaiy to force the gas, after being
generated through the pipes and layers of purifying materials, to
prevent back pressure on retorts: This is done by a peculiarly fitted

steam-engine called an "exhauster." Singularly enough, no such
kind of machinery can be noticed in the building ; though from the
circumstance of very little power being necessary, the smallest engine
suffices. The refuse ashes from other furnaces in gas-works would keep
exhausters in action. The attention required when in use is inconsiderable,

almost nominal. Exhausters prevent a considerable loss of gas ; it is pro-

bable before long, in works whore over five millions of gas is manufactured
annually, they mil be generally introduced. On two pedestals at the steps

under eastern dome are two beautiful medieval gas standards fully 6 ft.

high, made for the Lichfield Cathedral, by Mr. Skidmore ; the deep tone
they are painted, partly blue, purple, brown and green, harmonises well,

infinitely superior to the paltry, tawdry, glittering, yellow lacquer. Mr.
D. Dawson, Class I, shows a bottle of coal tar and its products, crude
naphtha, benzole, aniline, and the beautiful Magenta dye. A few years since

the carbon encrustation of retorts formed part of the refuse of gas ; it is

now bought by manufacturers for mixing with fire-clay, to make crucibles

for melting copper, which goes by the name of the improved carbon cruci-

ble ; Mr. Hall and others exhibit them. Some consider this kind equal,

if not superior, to the patent plumbago crucible.

A Mr. Warner advertises his patent anhydrous oxide of iron by means
of a placard hung up in Class 1. This placard bears a highly coloured .

print of a gas works, bought evidently at a shop in the " Strand," in

whose windows such has appeared for sale for the use of schools during
the last twenty years. For a long period the economy of using the various
oxides of iron and other metals for gas purification, has been generally
appreciated, on account of their revivifying after repeated use, when ex-

posed to atmospheric influence. Mr. Cockey shows his patent centre valve,

which bears a striking resemblance to those used by Mr. Malam, thirty

years since. There is also a patent-safety mode for drilling and tapping
gas main-pipes to connect services ; the tap follows the drill, forming part

of same piece of steel. The escape of gas is prevented by the neck of the drill-

tap being encircled by a pad. The Wood Street explosion caused this ap-

• Wigram'i Patent Clas» 10.
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jxiratiis to lie invented. Samples of the reil-paiiited tin eunnisters which

(lisfifpire muny of tlie )ml)lic lumps, are, it appears, now lit the Exhilntion.

If tlie fluid, probably petroleum oil, used )>y the C'arlmretting Company,
eonfers, when vaporised in coal gas, such an increase of illuminating [Xjwcr,

surely the combination should take place at the gas works in the manner
s»g(;<'sted already. To can-y out the principle in its integrity, the gas

liurner should be removed, and the fluid burned in Holliday's lamp. When
coal gas is liurned perfectly, all its illuminating power is produced without

any such aids.

Mr. Prosser's patent oxy-hydrogen lime lamp may be seen, being the

particular oue which was used during three months at the South Foreland
lighthouse. It is stated that the lamp then burned for sixteen hours, without
requiring any attention. About two yeai's since, the lime light for .some

time was used at Westminster Bridge. This light is produced by the joint

combustion of hydrogen and oxygen gases, in very minute quiintities, upon
a wick of lime. The great cost of manufacturing oxygen, together with
this mode requiring two lines of pipe for each lamp, caused ita use to be
discontinued.

The late George Stephenson was tho fir.st who suggested that the coal

formations absorbed from the sun, in past ages, the illuminating power
which now lights our streets at night. This idea is still promulgated by
wTiters and lecturers. To substantiate this notion, some matter should now
l)e re-absorbing the light given forth daily, not only by the sun, but by fires

and other artificial means continually in use for producing light. There is

one agent, oxygen, which decomposes minerals, rocks, &c., continuing after-

wards in the form of oxides, &e., to be absorbed for a time by tlio sub-
stances subdued. Tin* continuous action of oxygen has been going on since

every alteration in tho earth's surfiice can bo conceived. Assuredly oxygen,
which reduces everything, tho action of which causes all light, requires,

when absorbed by its affinity to other substances, to be restored. May not,

therefore, the sun's rays be a producer of oxygen in the upper atmosphere?
Geokoe Walcott, C.E.

THE REV. GEORGE 'WILLIAMS. B.D., ON ECCLESIASTICAL
ARCHITECTURE IN GEORGIA AND ARMENIA.

THE CONVENT AND CHORCHES OF SAFFARA.

rMUST now beg you to accompany me up the lovely valley of Borjom, into the
wild volcanic district of Abli.'iUzic, where in a narrow gorge which opens on

the left bank of the river Ourawelha, an affluent of the Kuv. are found the extensive
and picturesque ruins of tlie Convent of SatKira, built on an artificial platform,
partly levelled in the rocky hollow of the valley, partly formed of solid masonry.
Its eastern and western boundary walls are drawn right across the rugged valley;
the northern and southern walla' run along its steep sides, follomng the irregu-
larities of the ground, having a circumference of more than half a mile. At
the north-west angle of the enclosure is a castle, situated on the wall itself at its

highest part, and comm.anding the whole position.

The monastery was dedicated to the Blessed Virgin ; but its principal church
with which I shall commence mv description, as I did my survey, is named after
S. Saba, a saint of Palestine of the fifth century, whose celebrated monastery in
the wildest part of the wilderness of Juda3.a is known to all who have travelled
in that country; and this dedication of a Georgian church to a comparatively
obscure local saint of Syria, is an interesting national memorial of a well-attested
historical fact, that the Georgian Christians of the Middle Ages were among the
most numerous and devout pilgrims to the Holy Land, where they were treated
with greater consideration by the Moslems than any other pilgrims.
The exterior plan of St. Saba's Church is a parallelogram. Its interior cruci-

form, similar in this as in other respects to the church of Timothesmdne, which
I have before described as a type of the larger churches of Georgia. The nave
of a single bay; the peculiar ai.sles ; the transepts extending the whole width
of the building; the deep apsidal sanctuary (semicircular within, flat square
without), flanked by chapels, so to speak, with similar terminations ; and the
polygonal lantern at the intersection of the roofs, are features common to the
two buildings, as is also the massive stone roofs with the bold overhanging cop-
ing. The general dimensions are nearly the same, the Church of St. Saba
having slightly the advantage in size.

The construction of the arches is of the rudest type of Romanesque, utterly
devoid of mouldings or ornaments of any kind. A* short shaft resting on the
crown of the principal arch supports two smaller arches, lighting a triforium
gallery over the diminutive aisles, which open also by narrow round-headed
arches into the transepts.

The church, sufficiently lighted by the elegant lantern (circular within, but
polygonal without), has windows only in the centre of the apse, and the ex-
tremities of the transepts, small single lights of Romanesque, very much
splayed.

Of the side chapels of the sanctuarj-, that on the north communicates with
the sanctuary as well as with the transept, the south with the transept only,
as at Timothesmcne. The apses of both are pierced with narrow round-headed
lights much splayed. In the apse of the north chapel still stands a very remark-
able altar, consisting of a round shaft with a cushion capital, the abacus of
which serves as the holy fable, being not much more than a foot square. In
front of this is another modern altar, which is still occasionally used.
Immediately within the entrance of the south chapel, on the right, a hole in

the floor suggested the idea of crypts, which the situation of the church seemed
fully to warrant, and the native's account of large vaults extending under the
whole church—filled with human bones—to which this was the entrance, excited
my curiosity, which was far from satisfied, when having, after infinite trouble,
effected an entrance by means of a rickety ladder, without rounds, I found that
the crypt extended only under this small chapel. However, I had done my
duty as an ccclesiologist, and risked my neck into the bargain.

I shall have done with the interior of the church when I have further
mentioned that the walls appear to have been covered with frescoes. The most
intelligible of what remains is also probably the most interesting. It is on the
wall of the south transept. The picture represents two Georgian princes—

atabeles— in rich national costume, still in use, presenting a model of the
Church to our Saviour through the intercession of the saint to whom it is

dedicated. The figures are larger than life, tho treatment no doubt conven-
tional, but very elfective. As to tho identity of the saint there is no question,
since his name is written in the character called ' khoutzouri,' near his head

;

and the name and title of one of the chiefs has been deciphered: "Beka,spasa-
lar, generalissimo of Sanitzkhi?." The fragments of a longer inscription were
reail, and are translated in M. Bro8.set's 2nd Ucport to Prince VerontzolT.
The inscription obviously amounted to an invocation of blessings temporal and

spiritual on the restorer of the church, in consideration of his services to the house
of the Lord : and this benefactor was Sargis, commander-in-chief of the .Samtzkb^,
son of Beka, chief of tho mandators— whatever that may mean. These
notices will bo of service when we come to the history of the church, which we
must now leave by the west door, in order to examine tho porch, when we have
just noticed, by the way, that there is also a north door giving entrance into the
north aisle, richly ornamented without, and having in the tympanum a foliated
Greek cross, with the brief inscription, " Christ, the Word of Life."

The porch is 26 ft. long by 9 ft. CJ deep, with north and south doors, sup-
ported by three round arches, resting on round shafts. The beauty and finish of
its exquisite arabesque chiseling forms a remarkable contrast to the rudeness of
the interior work, to which I have already adverted, and would seem to indicate
a later period, and a further advanced stage of architectural science. And yet,
on the other hand, the exterior ornamentation of the doors and windows of the
church, which is almost equally rich— specimens of which I am able to exhibit
to you— and which seem to be coeval with the building, prevent mo from po-
sitively adopting this hypothesis, especially as the inscriptions on the porch
itself apparently belong to the same period as the princes whose names are
recorded in the interior. One of these inscriptions runs partly round the window
of the porch, and is as follows :

" This temple was finished, after the foundation

.... by the hand of Pharelas-Dze (or the son of l'liar<?la), (iod assoilc him."
VVithout the circle, in characters not car\'ed, but only painted, is appaiently the
date : but impressed in a manner utterly unusual in Georgia. The numerical
valne of the characters is 500 + 100 + 9 + 1=610: but as the era is left absolutely

undetermined, the date must be purely conjectural. II. Brosset suggests that
the copyist—the universal scapegoat in all such cases— has inserted tho 100 by
mistake, and that the date should be 009 [olO] (of the Pascal cycle to wit),

which would correspond with 1289 a.d. [the cycle only numbers as far as 532]

;

from which he concludes that the date ought to be read 629, = 1309 A. d. Such
a deduction from a baseless hj'pothesis does not satisfy us; but I have nothing
more plausible to suggest, unless we are at liberty to suppose that the Moham-
medan era was in use in Georgia—as in other parts of the Christian east—which
would give us a date corresponding with a.d. 1213.

On the curved stone which forms the lintel—or rather the tympanum^Kif the
west door of the church, are two very remarkable inscriptions. 1 translate them
as curious memorials of the Georgian Christianity of the Middle Ages:—" In the
name of God, I Okra, son of Gabatza, have offered 100 botinats .... to estab-

lish for ever an aghape for the first Lord's Day of the Pascal full moon. Who-
soever shall alter this institution is anathematised by the mouth of God."
The botinat was a coin of the Eastern Empire, which derived its name from

the Emperor Nicephoras Botoniates, who reigned from A. u. 1078—lOHl. The
other, beneath the preceeding, is still more curious :

—

"In the name of God, with the assistance of the most holy mother of God, and
S. Saba, I John, spiritually blessed, the son of Ghaw, of my own free will, being
in full possession of my faculties, have offered to S. Saba my estate of Tzikhis-
Ujouan, without reserve, with the fortress, the church, the waters, the woods, the
forests, the royal demesnes, the corn-lands, the vineyards, in one word, all. No
one has any claim on them, my father himself had offered them . . . except my
portion. The principal of the monastery, who partakes in this benefaction, will

not refuse me religious priests (to celebrate). Whoever shall take away from
S. Saba my estate, he shall make satisfaction for my sins. May his soul ... in

his unfaithfulness to S. Saba. All this that is written is enough, and more than
enough. The lata shall celebrate for ever the agape written on the door. Whoso-
ever shall alter this is anathematised by the mouth of God."
Beneath this, again, in large, deep cut characters, is the dedication of the door

itself :
" Lord God, receive this door .as Thou didst receive the oboli of the widow.

God have mercy on the pilgrim, George Male. Amen."
At the side of the great cliarter is this : " Lord, have mercy on Tarkha Tb^i.

I have offered to S. Saba of Tzikhis-Djouar my estate . . . ." Unfortunately
none of these names are known to history, so that they determine nothing as to

the date of the church.
I proceed now to the other buildings. Adjoining the porch on the south side, and

so covering the west front of the south aisle is a small Lady-chapcl (of our Lady),
said to have been built before any of the others. It has no exterior inscription,

but within, in fresco, are the portraits of Sargis and his two sons Beha and
Cliahva. 'fhis is important, as fixing approximately the date of the building:

for Sargis of Djag is the prince who first established the independence of the

atabeles, under King David V. " He died in a.d. 1285, and was succeeded by his

son Bella I., whose son, Sargis II., we have already seen depicted on the wall of

the south transept.

Attached to S. Mary's and abutting on the south wall of the great church,
extending as far as the transept, is the chapel of S. Marina, not more recent than
the others. It is distinguished by a narthex, which covers its west front, and
has a separate lean-to roof The arabesques at the east end of this chapel are
remarkably rich, and many loose stones lying on the ground are exquisitely
chiseled. On the north wall is the following inscription: "Lord supreme,
Divine Christ, who exalteth those who glorify Thee, exalt in both worlds our
Lord Beka, chief of the mandators, and his sons: who has deigned to grant a
place of sepulture to us, unworthy to be his dust ; to Laswir, son of Laswir, and
his brothers." Under this inscription are fulMength portraits of the three
brothers, Swibat on the left, Laswir on the right, entitled, chief of themsaWiours;
between the two N icolas in a monastic habit ; to whom, probably on this account,
the place of honour is assigned. Opposite to these under a'window are the
figures of S. George, S. Demetrius, and S. Theodore.

This, then, was a mortuary chapel of these three brothers ; and the state of the
ground in the middle of the building seems to indicate that there was formerly
a sepulchral vault beneath the pavement. Beyond, i. e. south of this church of
S. Marina, is the small chapel of S. George, on the front of which M. Brosset
saw a rude carving of S. George and the Dragon, which is now lying among the

rubbish of S. Marina's Church.
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This chapel is very diminutive, being only 13 ft. 4 in. lonp:, by 8 ft. 2 in. wide.
But it hss a north si"de-chap«l, 10 ft. 6 in, by 5 ft. nid?. This tiny chapel has
an altar in eitu, similar to that in the north chapel of the cathedral," i. e. a square
abacus, resting on a cushion capital, supported on a round shaft, entirely of a
Komian tj-pe. The dimensions of this altar arc 3 ft. 2J in. high, the table being
1 ft. 9| ia. long, 1 ft 33 in. wide. I thought it was a curiosity of diminutiveness,
which led ine to take the measures. In the east apsidal window of this chapel
was a small stone model of the Church of the Re.'surrection at Jerusalem, another
Tcconl of tlio spirit of pilgrimage. This stone bore an invocation of spiritual

blessings on the deacon tiabriel-Bagrat.
This Church of S. George was erected by one of the superiors of the monas-

ter)-, as an inscription on its west front attests. " In the name of God, I, Grigol
Kaphchounis-Dz^. Superior of the holy brothera who dwell here at Saphara,
have built this small chapel in memory of my sinful soul, to the end that the
Lord may, through tlie intercession of S. Saba, the illuminator of monasteries,
draw me from the midst of those on His left hand, and count me among those
on his right hand. The Lord have mercy on Grigol, the builder of this."

I have further to notice a very small mortuary chapel, at the north-east of
the church of S. Saba, said to have been the depository of the abbots. It has
three rows of vaults, now exposed, and tilled with skulls and human bones.
To the west of the large church is the belfry, consisting of a polygonal lantern,

to which there is an ascent from the exterior, while the ground floor is occupied
by a small chapel, dedicated to S. John Baptist, over the door of which, on
either side of a Greek cross, is this brief inscription. " S. John Baptist, have
mercy on Joseph of Djag and his sons. Ameii." The tomb in the chapel is

doubtless, that of Joseph, otherwise unknown to fame ; but the fortress of Djag
is known as the cradle and nursery of the race of the Georgian atabeles, on the
right bank of the Troblianha (or Djagis-Tsqual) to the north-west of Akhaltsich.
The last chapel I have to name, is that of S. Simon (Peter), close to the

northern entrance ; very small, and remarkable for nothing but the exquisite
beauty and solidity of the masonry, which, indeed, it shares with all the other
sacred edifices. The Prince Toumanoft' informed me that this stone must have
been quarried very many miles—I think he said as much as sixty miles—from
this spot, as there is none to be found nearer. It is a fine, compact lime-stone,

with a rich pink or rosy hue, which imparls a glow of warmth to the whole of
the buildings.

The castle, which crowns the steep .it the north-west of the church, and
forms an imposing object, presents nothing worthy of special remark ; and I

believe I may bring my over- long description to a close, when I have mentioned
that absolutely nothing remains of the domestic buildings of the monks, except
fragments of walls and foundations, among which 1 liked to fancy I could identify

the refectory not far from the small chapel of S. Peter.

TsoDXDA.—We must now ascend the River Kur some twenty miles, passing
the romantic village of Khertwis, with the fine ruins of its once magnificent
castle, situated on a bold, rocky promontory, formed by the confluence of the
Tapravanie and the Kur, until we arrive at the extensive ruins of Tsounda in

the midst of a district full of interest for a geologist The village is situated on
the right bank of the Kur, which here makes a considerable bend to the south.

But we are, at present, only concerned with the church, which stands at the
outskirts of the modem village, entirely abandoned to decay, though still capable
of complete restoration at a moderate outLiy, It is of the same type as that of

Daba, already described as the model of village churches; but it has some
features peculiar to itself, which I proceed to describe. It is based on an
artificial foundation formed of three or four courses of very large stones, rising

to a height of ten or twelve feet, and is thus completely isolated, nor are there

amf indications of the steps by which the ascent must formerly have been
efiected. The Romanesque doorway in the west front is stopped with solid

masonry, laid in regular courses, ami in the centre is a cross riclily carved, with
bunches of grapes suspended from the arms. Over the door is a single window,
and one on each side, similar to those of Daba, with arabesque bands equally

rich. This door is in the wall immediately overhanging the precipice. On the
south side the church appears to have been based on the natural rock, which
rises abruptly froma small plain. Here, in later times, a porch has been con-
structed, of irregular form, giving entrance into the church under a flat dome,
very richly carved, but now much deca}'ed. The door is flanked with shafts of

very peculiar character, baluster shafts they may be called, but they more
resemble the bed-posts of the Jacobean period, than any known order of classical

or Gothic art. The church is about 30 ft. long by 20 ft. wide, divided into two
bays by flat pilasters, with an apsidal termination ; the outer wall being, as usual,

rectangular. But the most notable feature of this church, is a small court on
its south side, surrounded with a wall some eight feet high, which is pierced

with loopholes, and was evidently not only intended but actually used for

a bastion, as the marks of balls and bullets arc still to be seen on the outer face

of the masonry : another of the numerous tokens that exist throughout this

country of the hard, and sometimes desperate struggles, by which these chival-

rous Christians maintained their faith for maay centuries aginst the vastly

superior forces of their Mohammedan invaders from the south. The church, un-
fortunately, is not dated ; but from its masonry and ornamentation, I should be
disposed to assign it about the same date as the church of Daba, i. e. the first

half of the fourteenth century. It is now called .S. George's Church, but an
inscription on the tympanum of the western doorway, informs us that it was
dedicated to S. John Baptist, by Itchkith son of Gourgcn, a name unhappily
not known to history.

(Tube concluded in our next.)

ARCHITECTTTRAL PUBLICATION SOCIETY.

THE annual general meeting of this Society was held at the rooms of

the Jn.stitnte of British Architects, on Monday evening, when there

was a numerons attendance. Amongst the gentlemen present, we noticed

Professor Donaldijon, Me.ssrs. Arthur Aehpitel, C. C. Nelson, James P. St.

Anbyn, B<mjamin Perrey, J. W. Papworth, Edward J. Anson, Harry E.

Newton, Octavius Hansard, T. J. Willson, George E. Burnell, Joseph
Jennings, Charles F. Hayward, J. P. Seddon, James Thomson, Horace Jones,

C. J. Ferguson, Charles E. Bedells, &c. Mr. Akthuk Asupitel was
tmanimously called to the chair.

Mr. Cates then read the report for the year, which stated, that In their last Report the

Committee alluded to the deKiy which might possibly .irise in i)roilucing the text intended to

!« issued for tlic previous year (1860) ; their anticilKltions iKive not been unfounded ; they

have, as yet, only been able to j)repare one part, completing the letter l' ;
but the second part

is in a forward sLite, and will be issued at the curliest possible period. The pre[>aration of

the manuscript is tmdertaken by gentlemen much engaged in professional duties ; and the

Committee, tiierefore, refrain from more than urging on them an early attention to the claims

of the Society. The careful revision by others, and the requisite searches and references to

authorities, occasion, not unfroqnently, a stoppage of the whole work in its printing, some-
times extending for weeks together, while some important question is being investigated.

There is no doubt, tiiat by neglecting the precautions thus t.iken to secure accuracy, a quicker

issue miglit be obtained ; but the Committee hesitate to alter the present arrangements, lest

the work might be rendered of less authority and be less esteemed. The tlattering notices

with which the last part has been received, show that, although so long delayed, the execu-

tion is not inferior to previous parts, nor has the higli claim of the work to general sup[>ort

been in any way diminished. The Illustrations to be issued for 1801 have, for a long time, been

prepared ; and would have been issued prior to this meeting, bad not the claims of important

matters, connected with the International l-'xhibition, diverted the attention of one of the

lithognphers from his engagements with the Society, thus delaying the completion of the part:

nearly all the plates are now printed, and, therefore, the part will soon be ready for distribu-

tion. It will contain the following plates : Farra.Buildings; Fountain; Groined Roof (a);

Half-Timber House ; Lycli Gate; Metal Work (2) ; Mosque ; Pavements, coloured (2) ; Pave-

ments, in outline (2} ; Porch. The subjects comprised in these fourteen plates have been se-

lected from the portfolios of Messrs. Bowman, K. S. Burn, I". P. Cockercll, J, T. Christopher,

G. Goldie, O. Hansard, R.J. Johnson, T. S. Pope, J. P. Seddon, G. Truefitt, and J. \V. Walton,

who have kindly placed their valuable collections at the disposal of the Committee. To al! these

gentlemen ttie thanks of the Society are due, but more especially to Mr. Heni-y Bowman, of

Manchester, for the liberal manner in which he has permitted a selection to be made from his

important and unrivalled series of measured drawings of the marble pavements of .St. Mark's,

at Venice ; fVom this valuable source the Committee have secured materials for the two
coloured plates, and have themselves to express their obligations to Mr. Bowman for his

kindness In materially assisting them, not only in the arrangement and reduction of the

examples for, but also in supermtending the execution of, the plates, so as to secure the

proper colours in printing. These subjects, from their well-known value, have appeared to

the Committee sutficiently important to warrant them in expending a larger amount than

usual, by adding to the twelve plates ordinarily issued, luicoloured impressions of these

designs, showing at a glance the key to their formation ; and thus being likely to prove ser-

viceable to the designers of similar works. To the last part issued there was prefixed a list

of terms, proposed for insertion in the next part of letter press, and contributions and sugges-

tions were invited from their friends who might have notes on the various subjects. The
Committee hope that the subscribers will evince their interest in the work by communi.
eating any information they may possess, and the labours of the writers will be thus mate-

rially assisted, and the " Dictionary," at the same time, usefully increased. A suggestion

which lately appeared in one of the Architectural Journals, that the back stock should be

sold at a reduced price to provide funds for the completion of the undertaking, has afforded

the Committee an opportunity of publicly renewing their pledge, that no portion of the works

of the Society shall be sold under the subscription price (hear, hear), and the continued acces-

sion of new subscribers convinces the Committee that the course they have taken is approved,

and that it is the only one by which the Society could be maintained in a sound and satisfactory

condition. The arrangements which were commenced in ISfiO, and by which new subscribers

were permitted to spread their subscriptions for past years over a considerable period, continues

to receive general approval, and it is with much gratification that the announcement is

made of forty-two members having availed themselves of this arrangement. If anything

were required to show more decidedly the character which the work has obtained, the Com-
mittee could refer with much satisfaction to the manner in which it was taken up by his late

Koyal Highness the Prince Consort, who, when the work was submitted for his inspection,

was graciously pleased to bestow on it a careful scrutiny, which resulted in the order for the

supply of the book to three of the Koyal Libraries. Among recent accessions to the list of

subscribers may be mentioned his Grace the Duke of Muccleuch ; Sir Watkin W, Wynn ;

Mr. Henry Thomas Hope ; the Corporation of the City of London, for the Guildhall Library;

the Council of Patents, &c. The balance sheets appended to this Report showed the receipt

and expenditure on the several accounts ; and that the balance applicable for completing the

issue for 18(iO is £277 18s. 8d., and for 18t)l, £279 15s. Od. ; the total balance in hand lieing

f/lSS 8s. 9d.
, . ,

After a careful review of the position of their work, and of other snnilar undertakmgs, the

Committee are fully convinced that, notwithstanding the delays, they are comparatively but

little in arrear; and whilst they fully sympathise wvth their fellow subscribers, in the

anxiety that all must feel to reach the termination of their labour, they entertain a deep

conviction that it is their duty, as well as the true interest of the Society, to study far

more anxiously how to sustain the excellence of the work, than how to hasten it towards an
unsatisfactory conclusion.

The Chairman moved the adoption of tho Eeport, and Mr. George B.

BcRNBLi, seconded the motion, which was carried, and after a lengthened

conversation the report was unanimously adopted.

Votes of thanks were passed with acclamation . to the Committee, the

honorary treasurer, the honorary secretary, and the Chairman.

PEOPOSED EESTOEATION OF ST. MARY'S CHUECH,
GUILDFOED.

IT is proposed to restore the ancient Gothic church of the Blessed Virgin Mary,
Guildford, one of the finest and most interesting ecclesiastical structures

in Surrey, and the Archasological Society of the county has been officially asked,

through the local secretary, to authorise tho proposed restoration, and to give

its advice on the matter. A special meeting of the Society was accordinglj'

convened, to consider the application, which was fully and carefully discussed.

The result was that the honorary secretary of the Society, Mr. Sass, has written

to the applicants, stating that the council of the Society had the pleasure of

acknowledging the compliment offered to them, in the solicitation of their

advice on the contemplated repairs of the church ; and that at a meeting

especially convened, the council, after much consideration, had come to the con-

clusion, that greatly as they value the preservation of ancient buildings, tho

rules of the Society place it out of their power to take active steps tending to

interfere with any existing ancient fiibric, especially that of St. Mary's Church,

a building possessing in its present condition so very many interesting features.

The only suggestion the council felt it at present possible to offer was, that in any
works that may.be resolved upon, the utmost care should be taken to avoid the not

infrequent result of modern restoration, namely, the destruction of the original

characteristics of the ancient pile. This church, which is 100 ft. long, and

62 ft. wide, and has three apsidal ends, was built on the solid rock, in the

reign of Stephen. We have been informed that the proposed restoration is to

be entrusted to Mr. Lower, architect. The estimated expense of alterations

imd repairs in the nave of the churcli, including reseating and reflooring the

interior, rebuilding the whole of the south wall, restoring the whole of the

windows of the north and south aisles, and recovering the roof, is £1,520;

while the restoration of the whole of the eastern portion of the church, or the

three apses, which is also contemplated, will involve a further outlay of XI,00O.

We trust that the utmost care will be exercised in the restoration, and that no

niggardly disposition will be exhibited in the provision of ample funds, so that

a becoming restoration may be effected, and everything like the destruction of

a fine architectural monument entirely avoided.
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CHURCH, CHAPEL, SCHOOL, AND OTHER BUILDINGS.

GREY Fuiahs' Ciiubch, Readino. ^— Thn work of restoring this old
building is progi'pssing rapidly. Now that the Uridowell walls have been

removed, it is discovered that a liirpio portion of the stone work is in a good
state of presen-ation ; and all the old works that can bo safely left will not

be moved. The arches and pillars, witli one or two exceptions, are complete,
and in excellent condition; and while we may have regretted that the
building had been so long converted to such a sacrilegious use as that of a
borough Bridewell, there is no doubt that that use h:is been the means of

largely protecting it from decay. The flint work on some of the outer walls

is also in a good state, and will only require "pointing; " and there is also

much of the external stone work perfect. The visitor can now obtain some
notion of the noble proportions and foi-mcr beauty of the church, and, from
the way in which the work has been so far carried out, we have every con-
fidence that the building will be faithfully restored. We are glad to learn

that the Rev. W. W. Phelps, through his architects, Messrs. Poulton and
Woodman, has succeeded in purchasing a piece of land from Mr. F. M.
Slocombe, on the north side of the church, for the purpose of building a

transept, to correspond with one on the other side. Portions of the old
floor have been found ; and it appears to have consisted of small red tiles,

coated with a yellow enamel. Contracts have been entered into with
Messrs. Wheeler for the stone work, amounting to £1,885, and Mr.
Shepherd, for laying on the roof, carpenters' and tilers' work, for £899, the
work in both cases to be completed at Christmas next. The contract for the
internal fittings has not yet been settled.

Frome Ciiuncii.— Pkoposed Restoration.— The fine old parish church
of Frome is now in course of restoration. It is a good specimen of the old
parish churches of England, of which Somersetshire boasts not a few. The
first church was built and endowed by Aldhelm, Bishop of Sherborne, in

the time of Ina, King of Wessex, A.n. 785. The first incumbent of whom
we hear was Reinbaldus, who had the good fortune to be Chancellor to

King Edward the Confessor, and who was no less a favourite with William
the Conqueror. Reinbald is mentioned in the " Domesday Book," as priest

of Frome. Henry I., into whose possession all the lands of Reinbald fell,

and among them those of Frome. passed them over to the foundation and
endowment of the Abbey Church of Cirencester ; and from that time, the

abbots of th.it monastery supplie<l a vicar to Frome. In after ages the lands

passed (in the reign of .Tames I.) into the hands of the family of Thynne, who
have ever since enjoyed the patronage, advowson, and right of nomination to

the vicarage. In later times this church has become famous as the burial-place

of one of the best and most faithful confessors of the English Church— we
allude to Thomas Ken, Bishop of Bath and Wells. "He had desired that,

wherever he might die, he might be buried in the churchyard of the nearest

parish within his diocese, and be carried to the grave by the six poorest

men in the parish." And this wish was fidfiUed. He lies under the

window of the chancel. A brass tablet has been placed in the chauntry
chapel adjoining, together with the gift of a painted glass window, recortling

the life of Ken. This touching inscription appears upon it— " Imprisoned
by one king, deprived by another." The church has, of late, been pro-

nounced unsafe, from mere old age and decay of time, and now contributions

are solicited for its restoration. The chancel was restored, some fifteen

years ago, by a committee, over which Mr. Markland, of Bath, presided.

Those who reverence the memory of such a confessor as Ken, as well as

those who sing his hymns— and in what church are they not sung?— will,

we hope, contribute to this good work. A man who stood so distinctly

before the Church, as a representative of the faith, opposed in one extreme
to James II., and equally, on the other, to William III., and yet suffering

at the hands of both, merits not a little at oiu- hands. The parishioners, in

public vestry assembled, have confided the work of restoration entirely to

the hands of their present vicar (the Rev. W. J. F. Bennet). They, with
others, have contributed already £2,500, but it is feared that at least

another £2,000 will yet bo required.

Chapei. at New Knuttok.—The denomination of Christians known as

the United Methodist Free Church having determined to erect a place of

worship at New Knutton, near Newcastle (Staffordshire), recently purchased
a site for that purpose in a convenient part of that rapidly increasing

village. Mr. Tonge, of Newcastle, has contracted to erect the edifice for

£170. The dimensions of the building will be 30 ft. by 25 ft., and about
ISO sittings will bo provided. The corner-stone was laid on Monday after-

noon by Mrs. W. Lawton, of Silverdale, and the ceremony appeared to

create much interest, a large number of persons being present to witness it.

After devotional exercises, the stone (under which was placed a bottle, con-

taining a copy of the connexional principles, a copy of the circuit regula-

tions, the names of trustees, and the name of the person laying the stone)

was lowered and adjusted. Mrs. Lawton then declared the corner-stone to

lie laid.

Baptist Chapel, Willenhali,.—The foundation stone of a new Baptist

cliapel in Upper Lichfield Street, was laid on Monday by the Right Hon.
Lord Teynham. The chapel, which has been designed by' Mr. C. Manton,

of Wolverhampton, will contain 556 sittings, and the schools at the back may
at any future time be added, which would increase the sittings by 250. The
total cost will be £1,600, and it is expected that the building, which is being

erected by Mr. D. Evans, builder, of Wolverhampton, will be completed by
Christmas. Lord Teynham laid the memorial stone. It was placed in the

front of the building, and bore the following inscription : — " This stono

was laid by the Right Hon. Lord Teynham, on the 19th day of May, 1862."

Beneath it was placed a glass bottle, containing several documents.

Wesi.byan Chapei., Wai.sali, Wood.— On Monday the first stone of a
new AVesleyan chai)cl was laid at Walsall Wood, by Mrs. B. Bloomer, of the
Grove, Pelsall. A silver trowel and a mahogany mallet had beiMi provided
by a number of ladies, and ven presented to Mrs. Bloomer by Mr. John
Brewer. After the stone was laid, the Rev. William Nay lor, the chairmaa
of the Birmingham district, and the oldest minister in the Methodist church,
delivered a most impressive address, and gave a most comprehenNive sum-
mary of the Methodist doctrine. The design of the chapel is of the early

English style of architecture, and it will cost about i^400, nearly £300 of
which has been promised.

Tovcuen End Chvkch, Bhay.—On Friday last, (ho church of Touchen
End, Bray, wiw consecrated with the usual solemnities. This is the third

additional place of worship erected in this extensive parish, within the last

seven years. Touchen End, a hamlet on the White Waltham Iwrder, is

more than two miles fn)m the parish church ; the greater portion of its

population, therefore, could not, without much inconvenience, avail them-
selves of its services. To remedy this evil, the new Church of Holy Trinity

has been erecte<]. chiefly through the exertions of the vicar, the Rev. J. E.
Austen Leigh, aided by the munificence of one who still continues to take a
lively interest in the flock dear to her late husband. The church, which
will accommodate about 160 persons, consists of nave and chancel, and is

constructed of red and black brick, in the decorated style, with Bath stone
dressings. The chancel window is adorned with stained glass, of geo-

metrical design, and the south windows of the nave are filled with
quarries, surrounded with coloured borders. Behind the altar, is a hand-
some reredos of stone, diapered, and relieved with blue and gold. There is

a nicely-placed credence in the north wall, adorned with tracery and sym-
bolical clusters of grapes, and ears of corn. The sanctuary is paved with
Minton's encaustic tiles. The altar rails are of staine<l deal, us well as the

other fittings of the church. The front, of Caen stone, is octagonal, and
inlaid with coloured marbles. The oak porch on the north side, is well

proportioned, and imparts a pleasing and picturesque appearance to the

building. As a whole, the church is as chaste as it is unpretending, and
reflects the highest credit on all concerned in its erection. Annexed t« the
church, is a neat school and teacher's residence, harmonising with it in

their general character.

STAPi-EFOun.—The nave and aisles of this church having lately been re-

stored and partially rebuilt, will be opened on Thursday, June 12. Col-

lections wiU be made at the offertory in the morning and after the evening
service, in aid of the fund for restoring the church, in which there is a
deficiency of about £150.
The Cathedral of Olasoow.—We have heard of the safe arrival of

the paipted glass for the east window of one of the noblest Gothic monu-
ments in Scotland. Glasgow Cathedral. The figures in the new window,
the gift of the Cro^vn, represent the Four Evangelists, and are from the

designs of Professor John Sehrandolph, whose works in fresco are well

known. Another window of special local interest, the gift of the member
for Glasgow, Mr. Buchanan, and of Mr. Hamilton, of Minard, has aiso

reached the cathedral in safety. The three subjects are taken from the

parable of the King and his servants, and have been designed by Mr.
George Fortner, the author of several windows already in the cathe-

dral.

I*EN>iicuiK Free Chdrch.—-The foundation stone of the new Free Church
at Pennicuik, near Edinburgh, was laid on Tuesday, by Dimcan Cowan, Esq.,

of Beeslock. Mr. Cowan stated that the cost of the new edifice would be

£2.050, of which there had already been subscribed £1,844, and £1,004 8s.

paid up. The new edifice, which will occupy a site of much beauty, in the

Ticinity of fine natural scenery, will, when completed, be a great ornament
to the neighbourhood in which it is to be placed. Its proportions will bo
handsome, its style of architecture in keeping with the locality ; and a

steeple of one hundred feet in height will give to the building an elegant

and distinctive character. The church will be sciited for 600 persons.

The design of the edifice is taken from plans furnished by Mr. Frederick

Thos. Pilkington, architect.

St. Cuthbert's, Darlington.—The faculty enabling the commissioners

appointed to carry out the work of restoring the ancient and fine old parish

church of Darlington, to commence operations, has been received. The
subscriptions now amount to £3,302 12s., which will more than cover, ac-

cording to the estimate of Mr. George Gilbert Scott, the architect ap-

pointed to make the alterations, that portion of the work which it has been

determined to carry out immediately. The estimated sum is £3,250, com-

prising £1,550 for restoration of building, and £1,700 for re-pewing. The
total estimate to put the edifice in thorough and substantial repair, .is well

as to make it pennanently safe and secure, amounts to £6,200, but the

difference between the two estimates is for work which ^vill either admit

of some delay, or has been abandoned—perhaps, for ever, but certainly for

some considerable period. With a view to promote the object, the Archi-

tectural Society and Archteological Society of Durham and Northumberland

have determined to pay a visit to Darlington on Tuesday, the 3rd of June,

and Mr. Scott has consented to read a paper on the prominent architectural

features of the building ; the Rev. J. G. Pearson, the ineumlient, to read a

paper on its history ; and Mr. Longstaff, of Gateshead, and Mr. Abbott, of

Darlington, to exhibit and speculate upon some ancient coins in their

possession. A number of the members of the Yorkshire Society are ex-

pected to join them.

MoNiMENT IN York Minstkr.—Avery elegant Gothic mural monument
is now being erected in the south aisle of the choir of York Minster, bear-

ing the following inscription :— "To perpetuate the Remembrance of Two
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Members of this Cathedral Church, departed to the mercy of God: WUliam
Mason, Canon Residentiary, and Rector of Aston, whose poetry will bo his
most enduring monument; born, 1724; died, 1797; and his nephew,
William Henry Dixon, Canon Residentiar)-, and Vieiir of Bishopthorpe

;

bom, 1783 ; died, 1854 ; this Monument is erected by Mary Ann Dixon,
widow." This monument has 1>een executed by Skidmore, of Coventry,
whose screen in metal work for Hercfor<l Cathedral forms so prominent and
attractive a feature in the International Exhibition. The monument now
being placed in York Minster is in the same style of workmanship, and mil
form another to the many beauties of that noble cathedral.

St. Joh.\'s Episcopai. Chi-rch, Edixdukgh.—A stained glass window,
of grMt beauty, both in the design and in the colouring, has just been
erected in this church, by Mrs. Gray, of Carsegray, in memory of her
deceased husband. There are three distinct subjects represented on the
window— the chalice, surrounded by vine leaves and bunches of grapes
(emblematical of Christ, the true vine) ; an Agnus Dei, of the same design
as that in Merton College, Oxford (emblematical of the Lamb of God, that
taketh away the sin of the world) ; and (what forms the cliief picture on
the window) the proclamation of the "good tidings of great joy," by the
.uigels, to the shepherds, on the plains of Bethlehem. The window was
executed by Messrs. Chance, of Birmingham.
VfAisoKKs.— The laj-ing of the first stone of the chapel-of-ease at New

Walsoken, took pkce yesterday (Thursday) afternoon, Mr. Young, the
Ha^-or of Wisbeaeh, performing the ceremony.

WoBCESTEB.— The Baptists of Worcester have purchased, for 2,000
guineas, some property in Nichohs Street, in that city, for the site of a
new chapel.

Melbocrxk.—The Melbourne Herald says that " the Wesleyan Methodists
have built for themselves the finest ecclesiastical structure in Melbourne—
a cathedral-like structure— at a very large cost."
EoBKMoxT Church, near Ltvkrpool.— Mr. Henry Jefferson, of Spring-

field, has put three large memorial windows, of stained glass, in the east
end of Egremont Church, in affectionate remembrance of his late wife.
Each square shows some particular incident of our Saviour's life, from his
birth to his ascension. These, together with four windows of stained glass,
which Mr. M'Clellan put in a few years ago, give the east end of tlio church
a rich appearance. The stone work, which is very elegant, was executed by
Mr. W. Ellbeck.

J fa
.
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Eestobatiox of Chichester Cathedral.— Since the spring weather set

in, the work at the cathedral has progressed rapidly; of the four piers
which are to support the spire, one has already reached a height of fourteen
feet from the ground level, and the other three are nearly as high. By the
present contract, Jlr. Bushby was required to have all four of the piers
fourteen feet high by the middle of June, but they will be completed before
that time. This looks very hopeful, more especially as the way in which the
work has l)een done has called forth the highest encomiums from Messrs.
G. Q. Scott and Slater, the two architects. In the course of a few days it

will be settled who is to have the contract for finishing the work for carrying
the spire up to its original height.

Gbe.\t Sh-eatos—The church at Great Sweaton, near Northallerton,
Yorkshire, has been reopened, after having been closed for about three
quarters of a year

; while undergoing a work of restoration, at a cost of
about £800. The restoration has been effected from plajis by Mr. G. E.
Street, of London. The open roof has been slated with gi-een, blue, and
red slates alternating, and surmounted on the chancel, nave, and porch
with a cross.

_
The nave, paved with blue stone and red tiles at the corners,

IS provided with handsome open seats of pitch pine, varnished, &c., about
3 ft. in height. All the sittings have shelves iu front, whereon to place
prayer and hymn books, &c. The pulpit is entirely new, of fine limestone,
mounted ynth a verj- handsome brass de.sk. The old Romanesque font,
with Its massive oaken cover, is placed on the south side of the western end
of the nave. The chancel, restored entirely at the expense of the rector,
the Kev. M. Anderson, jun., is paved with Minton's tiles, land has a hand-
some domed roof. The stalls, which are of oak, are fittted up with good
taste, and the chancel is enhanced in appearance, having a very handsome
and ornamental screen. An oak lectern, fi-om which the lessons will be
read, is placed outside the screen, and the prayers will be read from the
stalls. The altar rails are of oak ; and the altar table, covered with hand-
some green cloth, has a super-altar of black marble, from the Isle of
Man. The reredos, both beautiful and massive, is of marble, inlaid
with alabaster, Ti-ith a Maltese cross of coloured marble in the centre.
The east window is of richly stained glass, being a memorial. The old
church had no vestry, which was found to be a great inconvenience.
That 18 now obviated by a small but comfortable vestry, built on the nortli
Bide of the chancel, over the doorway of which is a handsome scroll, with
an appropriate inscription.

Opexixg of Tbedeoabville Baptist Chapei, Roath.—On Thursday
this place of worship was opened. The new structure, which is of a very
pleasing and commodious character, will cost about £3,200, a great part of
which IS collected

; and as a gentleman has promised with his donation of
£110, to add 6 per cent, on the amount collected up to the opening services,
the managers are anxious to do the best they can towards clearing the
whole off, and to commence their career free from that terrible enemy-
debt Messrs. Habershon and Pitt, of Newport, were the architects, and
Mr Stride, of Cardiff, the builder. The chapel is situated between Cardiff
and Roath, and is in the early English Gothic style of architecture, having
a transept and nave of equal dimensions, being 70 ft. by 44 ft. There is
room for 1,100 persons, and the seats arc very comfortably formed as to
room, &c. There la no pulpit, but a semi-circuhir platform, erected after the

mimner of the one in Mr. Spurgeou's Tabernacle. The baptistry, wliich is

in front of the platform, and is raised about 3 ft. above the chapel floor, is

of Bath stone, with marble seats inside.

Proposed Eni.ahgkmest of Au, Saints' Church, Pavkmest, Yohk.—
It is proposed to extend the whole width of the east end of the church to

the extremity of the present flagging, viz., 9 ft., and to givi' up to the board
of health an equal number of square feet of the churchyard on the south-east

side of the church, in order that Coppergate might be widened. Any addi-

tional ground required by the Council for the further widening of Copper-

gate, or at the west end of the churcli for the proposed Com Exchange, the

rector intimates would be sold to them at £l a square yard, aud he also

claimed the right of selling the gi-ouud now used as a footpath between

Coppergate and High Ousegate. The proposed enlargement is opposed, not

merely because it would produce an obstruction and a curtailment of the

space now used for the corn market, but ;dso on the ground that the church

at present is more than sufficient to accommodate the parisliioners who
attend the above place of worship. There seems to be a strong feeling iu

the parish against the proposed enlargement.

GENERAL ITEMS.

Statue of Lord Macaulay at Cajibridoe.—We understand that Mr.
Woolner has been selected to execute the statue of Lord Macaulay, which
is to be placed in the library of Trinity College, Cambridge.

MoNUMK>T to the i-ate Lady John Manners.—A monument, which is

said to have been admirably executed, has been erected by Lord John
Manners, in Rowsley Church, near Haddon Hall, in niemorj' of his lady,

who died on the 7th of April, 1854. In style it rcsembU^s the mlddle-pointi^d

Gothic, having upon it the flgures of a female aud child, enveloped in ample

drapery, iu a recumbent 'position, with an angel at tlie hea<l, apparently

smoothing the pillow. These figures, with the carved capitals, panels, &c.,

are of white statuarj-, the columns of russet marble, and the other portions

of Darley Dale stone. The monument is placed in the centre of a mortuary

chapel erected specially for its reception, the floor of which is inlaid with

rich marble mosaics, displaying the circle and the cross, emblematical of
" Eternity and Religion." The whole has been designed and executed

under the superintendence of A. Salrin, jun., Esq. The figure wa.s executed

by Mr. Calder Marshall, R. A., and tlie sculpture and architectural part of

the monument by Mr. J. Forsyth, of Hampstead Road, London. The
bcautifidly iidaid floor was executed by Mr. A. Tomlinson, of tlie Museum,
Bakewcll, and the design and the materials employed—the Derbyshire red

and grey marbles — give th(! interior a very rich effect. The wliole of the

materials used are from Derbyshire. As a work of art it will doubtless be

an object of interest to the tourist when visiting Haddon. Lady .lohn is

the only member of this noble family interred in this neighbourhood for

upwards of 200 years.

The Mc Nicoli. Monument.—It is proposed to erect a monument to the

memory of Mr. Mc Nicoli, the late steward of the Earl of Airlie. The
form for commemoration intended is that of an obeUsk, to be erected in

Alyth Churchyard. It is not expected any ditfieulty will be found in raising

a sum sufficient to accomplish so desirable an object.

The Stuege Monument, BmMiNGH.VM.—Wednesday next has been iixed

upon for the inauguration of the memorial statue of the late Mr. Joseph

Sturge, at Five Ways, Birmingham. The pedestal is now complete, and

in the course of a few days tlie central and subordinate flgures will be placed.

It was intended that Lord Brougham, a fellow-worker with Mr. Sturge in

the anti-slavery cause, should have presided at the ceremony, but his

lordship does not expect to be in England at the time. The borough mem-
bers, Mr. Cobden, Sir J. Pakingtou, Mr. Adderley, and others are expected

to be present.

Prince Albert Memohuj, at Oxford.—The fountain in St. Giles, Ox-
ford, with a statue of the Prince Consort substituted for King Alfred, has

been given up ; and at a public meeting it has been resolved to add a new
wing to the Radeliffe Inflrmarj-, to be called the Albert Wing. There appears

to be £3,000 in hand for the purpose, and half as much again is required,

the raising of which will constitute the memorial.

Demolition of the Mahtello Toweb at Gillinoham.—A party of

Royal and Indian Engineers have commenced the demolition of the old

martello tower— erected in tlie reign of Charles I., at Gillingham, to protect

the entrance to Chatham harboiu'— to make way for the proposed enlarge-

ment and extension of Cliatham dockyard. The tower is of great strength,

and will be destroyed by means of heavy charges of gunpowder.

The Burning of Queen's College, Cork.—The preparatory notices to

to entitle the authorities to seek compensation from the ratepayers of Cork

city for the maUeious burning of the college have been served on the parties

deputed by law to receive them. The estimated value of the property de-

stroyed is £7,060, of which £5,000 is claimed by the commissioners of the

Board of Works for the injury to the building and the destruction of public

property, and £2,060 by the professors and students, as tlie value of the

personal property belonging to them wliich had been consumed.

Sewage of Towns.—Tlie Select Committee on the Sewage of Towns
have agreed to the following first report:— " 1. That careful and exact

experiments are necessary to elucidate the agricultural value of sewage, aud

the best mode of applying it. 2. That such experiments have been carried

on at Rugby by the commission appointed to inquire into the best ntode of

distributing the sewage of towns, and applying it to beneficial and profitable

use. 3. That it is desirable that these experiments shall be continued

during the present year."
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Cbvstal Palacb Aht Union.—Subscribers of one guinea have, in addi-

tion to their chance in the forthcoming prize distribution, the right of

selecting a presentation work from a copyright series of fifty art manufac-

tures of varied design and great excellence. An illustrated prospectus may
be had on application to tlu! London and provincial agents, and at the

Crystal Palace, where specimen works are on view.

Proposed Place of 'WoHSHn' for tub Dkai' and Dumh.—It is pro-

posed to erect a place of worship for the Deaf and Dumb, a Homo for the

Aged, &c., in connection with the Association in aid of the Deuf and
Dumb. The Kight. Kev. the Lord Bishop of London is the patron, and the

committee appeal for assistance to erect an edifice, which is to comprise

a place of worship for the deaf and dumb, as they require religious instruc-

tion conveyed in the finger-and-sign language to be profitable ; a home for

the aged and infirm ; and a room for secular lectures, evening reading, &c.,

as a counter attraction to lower places of resoi-t.

Christ Church, Pentonvii.i,e.—A recent appeal by Dr. Courtenay states

that the necessity for this church, for a population of 14,000, all admit. The
evils, both physical and moral, sought to be counteracted by it, are known to

many, and the mat^'rials on the ground must decay if the work is not forth-

with resumed. The Bishop of London, to meet the extreme urgency of the

case, will consecrate the nuvo on its completion. £2,000 are required.

Churchmen who can sympathise with their poorer brethren, and who love to

see their own principles eft'ectively applied, will rarely find an undertaking

combining so many points of interest. One metropolitan piirish, impressed

by the importance of the objects, applied very lately, through their Church-

wardens, a portion of the offertory to this church and the mission work at

Pcntonville.

The Catholic Univeesitt op Ireland.—The foundation-stone of the

new Catholic University will be laid on the third or fourth Sunday of July.

The time has been selected with a view to the presence of several of the

prelates of America, on their return from the Eternal City ; and, in addition

to the Irish episcopacy and clergy generally, some of the most eminent of

the bishops of France, and a few of the rectors of the continental univer-

sities will bo present. Every grade of Catholic educational institution in

the kingdom, from the viUago school to the University, will be reprt>sented.

Opening of thf, Nf.w Bridge at Westminster.—On Saturday, at the

early hour of 4 a.m., the long-expected opening of the new Westminster
Bridge for traflSc took place. This early hour was selected as being the hour
of the birth of her Majesty on May 24, 1819, .it Kensington. But for the

lamented death of the Prince Consort, the bridge would have been opened
by Her Majesty in person. A salute of 25 guns was fired, corresponding

with the number of years which Her Majesty has reigned. The new bridge

is veiy nearly twice as wide as any of the bridges over the Thames. Within
the parapet it is 84 ft. 2 in. wide. Of this the footways occupy 28 ft., the

road for the light traffic 39 ft., the tramways 14 ft. 8 in., and the space

between them 2 ft. 6 in. The tramways consist of iron plates bolted to tim-

bers, and laid upon an elastic bed of cork and bitumen. The kerb of

the footway is formed of Boss of Mull granite ; the footway itself is of Blash-

field's terra-cotta. It inclines towards the parapet with a fall of li inch,

and a gutter on each side carries off the water. The value of this material for

paving purposes may be estimated by the fact that when rubbed with sand

and water against Yorkshire stone the stone lost twice as much as the terra-

cotta. The pavement is laid in diamonds, and it has a very pleasing effect.

The spans of the different arches are: No. 1 and 7 arches, span 94 ft. 9 in.;

Nos. 2 and 6, 104 ft. 6 in. ; Nos. 3 and 5, 115 ft. ; centre arch, span 120 ft.

The arches are formed of seven ribs, which are of east iron, with the excep-

tion of the crown or centre pieces, wliich are of wrought iron, as owing to

thi'u: not being so deep at this part, greater strength of metal is required.

The foundations of the bridge were formed without the use of the time-

honoured coffer-dam, and the large expenditure which the construction of

them would have involved has, therefore, been saved. A series of piles

were driven into the bed of the river, which form the base upon which the

piers were to rest. There are 145 piles in each pier, and they are driven

to an average depth of 29 ft. The pressure on the bearing piles of the

bridge is 15 tons, while upon the London Bridge it is as much as 80 tons;

the pressure on each square foot of ground is but two tons, as compared with

five and a half tons at London Bridge. The roadway of the new bridge is

12 ft. lower than that of the old Westminster Bridge, the gradient at

the centre arch is 1 in 362, at the two next 1 in 123 and 1 in

75, the two next 1 in 57, and on the abutments 1 in 64. The fol-

lowing is a statement of the quantities of materials used in the con-

struction of the new bridge : Timber in bearing piles, 45,700 cubic ft.

;

cast iron (in foundations), 1,600 tons; ditto (in superstructure), 2,600 tons;

wrought iron (in foundations), 70 tons ; ditto (in superstructure), 1,300

tons; Granite and other stones (in the piers and abutments), 165,000

cubic ft. ; brickwork (in Portland cement), 21,000 cubic yards ; concrete (in

Portland cement), 30,000 cubic yards. The old bridge, which has now
been superseded, has stood for 110 years, and, with very slight interruption,

had during the whole of that period afforded accommodation for the yearly

increasing traffic between the two sides of the river. The bridge was com-

menced in 1739, and after twelve years was completed at a cost of £380,500.

It was originally intended to have been built of wood, and some progress

was made in the foundation of the piers for a work of that description,

when it was afterwards found necessary to build it of stone. Westminster

Bridge was the second bridge erected in the metropolis, and at that

time there existed only Old London Britlge, with its steep ascent and

narrow roadway of twenty feet, a noble gateway, a chapel, and other

buildings, which had stood for nearly gix centuries, had twenty arches, the

whole water-way being but 450 ft When Laylordayc proposed, therefore,
to open the river by a stone bridge with only thirteen arches, he waa con-
sidered a bold and rash man. He, however, guccee<led, and Westminster
Bridge was accounted one of the wonders of the world. The arches wore
thirteen in number, with two small culvert arches. It provided a clear
waterway of 820 ft., or nearly double that of Old I/ondon Bridge. The
present bridge was commenced in May 1854, but various delays subse-
quently occurred, and it was not till about the middle of 1869, that Mr.
Page was enabled to proceed vigorously with the bridge, which is the
fourth constructed by that engineer over the Thames.

Builders' Benevolknt Institution. — Election op Pbnsionkrs. —
Yestci-day (Thursday) afternoon, u meeting of the Builders' Benevolent
Institution was held at the London Tavern, Bishopsgate .Street, for the
purpose of electing three pensioners—two malc.«, and one female. The chair
was occupied by Joseph Plucknett, Esq. There were thirteen candidates,
and the following were elected : — Roljert P. Day, 34 Grey Street, Webber
Eow, Blackfriars Koad, aged 61 ; builder, &c. Is paralysed on the right
side, with speech affected, and is totally unable to earn his living.—Thomas
Lawrence, 9 Desborough Terrace, Harrow Road, aged 66; who for 16
years carried on the business of a bricklayer and builder, in Rolls Buildings,
I'etter Lane ; has suffered for several years from a chronic affection of the
lungs, that incapacitates him for business.—.Sarah Wright, 27 St. Paul's
Terrace, Camden Town, aged 68 ; widow of the late W. Wright, plasterer,

Camden Town, who died three years ago, leaving her totally unprovided
for. She has hitherto entirely supported herself by her own exertions, but
from ill health and defective sight is no longer able to do so.

TENDEBS.
PUBLIC-HOUSE AT TONCiHAM. NEAR AI.DERSHOTT.

For additioim and repairs to a publlc-housc at Tongham, near Aldershott, for WiUiam
Cave, Esq. Messrs. Kggar and Stapley, architects, Karnham.

F. Birch, Farnham £400
For building a pubiic-housc, stabling, and coach-houses at Aldershott, fur Henry Hall, Efq.

Messrs. Kggar and Stapley, architects.

F. Birch, Farnham £1,100

HOTEL, UrrOXETER,
For alterations to the White Hart Hotel, Cttoxeter. Mr. U. Scrivener, architect.
Sheppard, Derby £562 | Mathews, Leek £560

SCHOOL ROOM AND CLAS.S ROOMS, BEDFORD.
For the erection of a new school-room and class-rooms, attached to Howard Chapel

Bedford.
Hull „ ™...£475
Houghton tOi 10
Francis and Son 442 4

Hayncs £574
Reynolds and Son 5S2
Corby „ 520
Norman 490
The tender of Francis and Son was accepted, and the works, we understand, aretot)e

commenced forthwith.
COUNTY CtAOL, HEREFORD.

For additions .ind alterations to the Hereford County GaoL Mr. Wm. Chick, County Sur-
veyor, architect.

Pearson and Son, Ross £2,070 I Ruddle and Thompson, Peter-
Welsh, Hereford 1,.W2 borough (accepted) £1,495
fiigglestone, Hereford 1,525 I

COMPETITIONS OPEIf.
CATHEDRAL.

Cork— Architects are invited to' furnish designs for the erection of the cathedral of St.
Finbar, Cork, at a cost not exceeding £15,000. A premium of £100 will be given for the
best and most approved plan, and £5U for the second. Plans and designs to be sent to the
hon. secretaries,Ven. the Archdeacon of Cork, Rev. J. N. Woodroffe, or T. M.Usborue.Esq ,

Cork, not later than the Istof August next. Further information and a plan of the site may
be obtained on application to W. C. Bennett, Esq., notary public and Chapter clerk,
15 South .Mall, Cork.

CHURCH.
Leamingtom.— Plans and estimates, in sections, are required for the completion of the

parish church of Leamington. The nave, the chancel, and the north transept licing

already built, it is intended to proceetl to erect the remaining portions of the work in

set^tions. .Architects are invited to send in plans and estimates, in sections, for erecting
the south transept, the vestry, the lantern tower, and the bell tower ; which it is intended
to build in strict harmony with the architectural style of those portions of the church
now erected. Increased accommmlation in the church is most desirable. A premium of
£20 will be given for the l>est set of plans and estimates in the opinion of the Committee,
which must be sent, sealed and under motto, to Mr. G. Rogers, Newbold Street, Leaming-
ton, on or before the 21st June, of whom all further particulars may be obtained.

SCHOOL.
Radnor—Plans and specifications are required on or before the 1st .June, for the Knighton
National School, Radnorshire, comprising Boys*, Girls', and Infants' School and Class

Rooms, toi^ether with residences for Master and iMistress. For information as to site and
other particulars, apply to the Rev. J. R. Brown, incumbent of Knighton.

LIBRARY AND READING ROOMS.
Birmingham—The Free Libraries' Committee of the Councilof the Borough require plans,

.ections, specifications, and estimates for the erection of a free reference library and
reading-rooms, lending-library and news-rooms, and gallery of art, upon the piece of
vacant land adjoining the Midland Institute Building, with an elevation uniform with
the said building. Intending corai>ctitors arc requested to send in their plans, specifi-

cations and estimates, under cover, to Thomas Standbridge, Town Clerk, Town Clerk's

Office, Temple Street, endorsed "Plans for Free Reference Library Buildings," on or
before the 16th June. Particulars of the accommodation required, and of the conditions
cf competition, together with a lithographed plan of the site, may be obtained ou appli-

cation.
MEMORIAL.

Gloucester,—The committee appointed to carry out the Hooper Memorial, at Gloucester,

invite sculptors to submit models of designs for the figure of Bishop Hooper, which is

intended to be placed under the canopy of the monument just erected in the churchyard
of St. Mary de Lode, Gloucester. Tne models or statuettes to be cirvcd in stone, and to

be one quarter the real height (7 feet). The author of the best design, approved by the
committee, will be appointed to execute the full-sized figure, and the sum of ten guineas
will be awarded for the second-best design.

ALMSHOUSES.
Salters' Company.—\ plan is wanted by the Salters' Company for almshouses to accom-
modate twelve almswoinen and six almsmen, on a plot of ground, about twenty miles in

the country, comprising two acres. It being proposed to expend on the buildings and the
necessary drainage a sum not exceeding £5,000, a premium of £100 is offeretl for the
plan which shall he considered the most eligible for the purpose. The successful parly

will be expected to furnish a profier specification of the requisite works, and the premium
will be paid immediately it is ascertained to the satisfaction of the Court of Assistants that

the proposed buildings can be erecte<t for the sum mentioned. A plan of the ground and
statement as to accommodation wanted can be seen at the office of the Clerk of the Com-
pany, at Salters' Hall, St. Swithin's Lane ; at which office the plans must be delivered on
or before Tuesday, the 3rd day of June, 1862, before 12 o'clock at noon.
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WORKHOUSE.
Carlislb.—The Guanlians of the Carlisle Union offer a premium of £5/0 for the set ofplans
approved by them and the Poor I^w Bounl, for a new workhouse, capable of accommoda-
ting 500 adult inmate*, and designed in such a manner as to idlow of enlargement, without
interfering with the uniformity of the external am>earance. The site for the erection of
the said workhou»e is situated at Fusehill, on the east side of Carlisle. All plans to be
sent to the Clerk on or before June S3.

HiNTs.—For the work^ required to be done In making certain alterations in, and additions
to, the Alverstoke Workhouse. Plans, Ac, at the Board-room of the workhouse on and
alter the ISth May» or at the office of Mr. Thomas Hellyer, Rouverie House, Hyde, Isleof
Wight, architect^ of whom every information may be obtained, and bills of quantities
may be had.

GAOI. AND HOUSE OF CORRECTION.
XBTKR.—The Town Council of Exeter are desirous to be informed if the present City Gaol
and House of Correction can t>e made available bo as to satisfy the requirements of the
l»w, as to the construction of gaols and houses of correction ; and they invite architects to
ascertain if it is practicable that the firesoiit City (»aol and House of Correction can be so
altered. They oftbr a premium of £30 for the pKin of alterations which shall be considered
thebe^t. and if such plan be carriei! into ert'ect. the architect producing it will be employed
to sui»erintend the execution of the work at the usual commission, but in that event his

premium is to merge in his commission. A premium of £20 will be given for the plan
which shall be considered the second best. Plans to be sent in before the second Wednes-
day in June.

CONTKACTS OPEN,
BAPRACKS.

Chatiiau.—For improvements to soldiers' cascmated barracks. St. Mary's. Tenders to be
left at the Royal Engineer office, Chatham, where bills of quantities may be obtained
up to Friday the 5l)lh inst

Aloebshot.—For jKiinting externally the cavalry barracks, Aldcrshot, in the county of
Hants. Copies of the sfiecificalion, conditions of contract, and forms of tender to be had
at the Royal Engineer office, Aldershot, up to the 2nd of June proximo.

Woolwich.'—For renewing tne elating and lead gutters of the soldiers' barracks, right

wing. Royal Artillery Barracks, Woolwich, by measurement. Parties desiring to tender
for the execution of these works, to leave their names at the Royal Engineer office,

Woolwich, on or before the 4th June.

COAST GUARD STATION.
Havling Bkioge, Hants.—For the erection of a coast guard station at Hayling Bridge, near
Havant, Hants. Drawings and specification may be inspected at the Coast Guard
Station, Hayling Bridge, or at the Admiralty Coast Guard office, Spring Gardens, London,
to Saturday, 31st May ; and tenders received up to the £nd of June.

METROPOLITAN MAIN DRAINAGE.
SoimiEit.'<i OiTPALL Works, Crossness.—For the construction of cngine*houscs, a boiler-

house, chimney, filth-hoists, coal-sheds, dwelling-houses, wharf-wall, sewers, and other
works in connection therewith, at Crosslins. Erith, Kent. Plans, &c., may be obtained
at the Metropolitan Board of Works office, Spring Gardens, until Srd July. Tenders to
be sent in on 4th July.

CHURCHES. ETC.
SiTTiNGBOtrRNE, Kent.—For the erection of a new church at Sittingbourno, Kent. Plans

to be seen at the office of Mr. Wimble, Walbrook, Mansion House, rx)ndon, and tenders
will be received by Mr. Smith, Rose Place, Sittingbourne, up to the Slst May.

Ireland.—For theerection of a new Catholic church, to be built at Kenmare. The parish
priest will show the plans and specifications, and will receive tenders up to June 1.

Cropredy, OxoN.—For the renovation and enlargement of All Saints Church, in the
hamlet of Great Bourton, Cropredy, near Banbury, Oxon. Plans to be seen at the office

of Mr. William White, architect, Wimpole Street, London to the S4th inst., and at 8
High Street, Banbury, to the 2nd of June. Tenders received to June 3rd, by the Rev.
the Vicar of Cropredy.

CHAPELS, ETC.
UdK, MoNMotTRSHiRE.— For the erection of a new chapel and vestries on the site of the
present Congregational charwl at Usk, Monmouthshire. Particulars may be obtained of
the architects, Messrs. W. G. Habcrshon and Pite, 38 Bloomsbiiry Square, London j Park
Square, Newport, Monmouth; and Belvedere, Tredegarville, Cardift".

Plvmoutb— I'or a new Congregational chapel and schools at Plymouth. Plans to be seen
at Norley Chapel School-rooms, Plymouth. Tenders received up to Snd June.

Leek. — For the execution of the Stonemason and Bricklayer's work, in one Contract, of
the proposed new Congregational chapel and schools. Leek. Drawings, specifications,

and particulars may be obtained at the office of Mr. William Sugden, architect, to the
31st inst.

CowRRiDGB, Hertporo— For the taking down of Cowbridge Chapel, Hertford, and the
erection of a new Congregational chapel and schools on the present site. Plans and
specifications at the old Chapel School-room, and at the office of the architects, Messrs.

T. Smith and Son, 33 Bloomsbury Square, London, on and after Wednesday, May 28,

Tenders to be delivered not later than Thursday, June 5, addressed to the Secretary, Mr.
A. Wenham, Port Hill. Hertford.

SCHOOLS.
Deptford.—For making alterations and additions to the school of John Addey's Charity,

Deptford. Plans and specifications may be seen, and further particulars obtained on
application to Joseph Liddiard, Esq., architect, S Kent Terrace, Upper Road, Deptford.
Tenders to l>e delivered at the offices of Mr. W. Sandom, Solicitor, Sladcs Place, Dept-
ford. on or before Snd June.

EvERTON—For cleaning, painting, Ac, St. Peter's Church Schools, Sackvillc Street, Ever-
ton. Tenders rcceivtKl to the 31st inst.

VILLA.
IlANry.— For the erection of a villa residence at Botley, Hants. Plans, &c., at Mr. Hardy's,
harness manufactory, on and after the il'2nd inst. Tenders in the architect, Mr. John
Colson, St. Swithin Street, Winchester, on or before the 5th June.

KOaD-MAKING, ETC.
FiNCHLEV For making road and drains at Finchley. Plans to be seen at the office of
Mr. V. Prance, Solicitor, 37 New Bridge Street, Blackfriars.

DWELLING HOUSES.
Stafpobd.—For the erection of five houses, at Forebridge, for Mr. John F. Bridgwood,
Wolverhampton Road, Staflbrd. Drawings, &c., with Mr. Henry Ward, architect.

Bank Passage, Stafibrd.

PARSONAGE HOUSE.
Aberavron.—For building a parsonage house for Henfynyw, at Aberayron, Cardiganshire.
The drawings and s[iecifications to be seen at the Feathers Hotel, Aberayron, from
Monday, I9ih May, until Saturday. Slstinclusive. Further information may be obtained
from the architect, Mr. R. J. Withers, 51 Doughty Street, London. Tenders to be
delivered to the architect, on or before Monday, Snd June.

RESERVOIR.
Blackburn.—For the construction of a new reservoir, to be called the Fish Moor Reservoir,
adjoining the Guide Reservoir, near Blackburn, for the Directors of the Blackburn Water-
works. The work will consist principalljr of an embankment of 47 feet in height, contain-
ing about 34'J,000 cubic yards of material, with the masonry, btone beaching, and other
work connected therewith. Plans. &c., at the office of the Water Company, Clayton
Street, Blackburn ; and at the office of Mr. Bateman, engineer, 9 St. James's Square,
Manchester, and sealed tenders (a form of which may he had on appltcntion), endorsed
" Tenders for Fish Moor Reservoir," must be sent in, addressed to *' Ihe Chairman of the
Company," not later than the 5th June.

POLICE STATION.
SinMOirra—For the erection of a police station, &c., at Sidmouth, Devonshire. Plans,

kc, with Henry Ford, Clerk of the Peace. Castle of Exeter, and at the office of Messrs.
Kadfoid and Williams, Clerks to the Justices, Sidmouth. Sealed tenders, endorsed
•* Tender for Sidmouth Police Station,*' to be sent to Mr. Ford, on or before the 3rd June.

DRAINAGE WORKS AND STREET IMPROVEMENTS.
Grimsby, LiNcuLNsniKE.—For theerection of the following works:— (-'on tract No. 1.

Works of drainage. For the formation of 4,00() yards lineal of glazed pipe-drains,

from 8 to 18 inches diameter, with outfall sluice, penstock, and other appliances.

—Contract No. 2. Works of Street Improvement : comprising about 1,200 yards super of

Yorkshire stone flagging, ppd 14,500 yards lineal of kcrbing to footways ; l7,a'50 yards

lineal of flagging, and dwarf kerbing to channels, and 42.^ yards super of pitching to
crossings. Plans, sections, and specifications, Ac, may be seen at the Office of Mr. Joseph
Maughan, Surveyor to the I^ocal Board of Health, in Haven Street, Grimsby, un' il Satur-t

day, 3Ut May instant, on which day Tenders for either or both of the Contracts must be
delivered at the Office of the Clerk to the Local Board.

IRONMONGERY.
iNoiA—For the sunply of Ironmongery for the Director General of Stores for India. Par-

ticulars may be obtained at the India Store Office, Cannon Row, Westminster, and tenders
received up to the 2nd of June.

FLINTS,
MoBTLAKE.—To sciid to the Surveyor of Highways, Mortlake, Surrey, the price per cubic
yard at which Broken Flints can be delivered at the Ship Dock, Mortlake.

REPAIRS AND PAINTERS' WORK.
Kensington.— For Sundry Repairs and Painters' Works to be done to the Vestry Hall,
High Street, Kensington. Particulars of Mr. BroadbrlUge, Surveyor, at the Vestry Hall,
and tenders received up to the 6tli Juno.

SEWERAGE WORKS.
Ham Common.—The Local Board of Health for the district of Ham Common, in the
County of Surrey, are prepared to receive tenders from parties willing to undertake the
following contract :—No. 1. For providing earthenware sewer pipes, cast iron pipes, and
other materials; excavating for, laying and jointing pijies, constructing man-holes, fixing
gullies, and other works. I'ians, sections, drawings, and specification maybe seen, and
duplicate forms of tender, bills of quantities, and schedules for prices, obtained at the
office of John Lawson, Civil Engineer, 34 Parliament Street, Westminster. Sealed
tenders, endorsed, *' Tender for Sewerage Works," must be sent to the office of the Local
Board, Ham Common, Surrey, on or before Friday the Gtli day of June.

Stoke-upon-Thent.—For the construction of certain sewerage works for the Commissioners
of Stoke District. Drawings and specification at the Clerk's office, on and after Wednes-
day the 28th instant, until Tuesday the 3rd, proximo, on which day estimates are to be
delivered at the office of the Commissioners.

PUBLIC B.VPHS.
Bury.—The whole of the works required in the erection of public baths, proposed to be

built in St. Mary's Place, Bury, are to ho let. Plans and specifications may be seen, and
printed copies of the quantities obtained, at 2 Haymarkct Street, Bury. Tenders to he
sent in not later than luesday the 3rd of June.

LOCK-UP HOUSE, ETC.
Llanidloes.—For the erection of a lock-up house and constable's residence at Llanidloes.
Plans and specification to be seen at the office of Mr. J. W. Poundby, County Surveyor,
Kerry, Montgomeryshire.

BUILDING LAND.
CiicApsiDE.—A valuable site in Cheapside, of about 69 feet frontage, and average 45 feet in
depth, to be let on building lease, for a term of 80 years from Lady Day. If$4i3, suitaUe
for the offices of a public company, or for warehouse or business premises. Tenders re-
ceived up to 24th day of June. Plans, particulars, and conditions of tender may be seen
on application to the Clerk, Saddlers' Hall, Cheapside, E.G. ; or to Mr. F. W. Porter,
architect, 16 Russell Square.

SLATING, ETC.
WooL^VICH.—For renewing the slating and lead gutters of the soldiers' barracks, right

wing, Royal Artillery Barracks, Woolwich, by measurement Parties desiring to tender
for the execution of these works must leave their names at the Royal Engineer office,

Woolwich, on or before the 4th day of June.
INFANT SCHOOL, ETC.

Warley, Essex—For building an infant school and school-mistresses* quarters, at Warloy
Barracks, Essex, Particulars to be had at the Royal Engineer ofHce, Colchester.

SICK WARD, WORKHOUSE.
Croydon..—For the erection of a new sick ward at the workhouse, Duppas Hill, Croydon.
Plans, with specifications, may be seen on application to Mr. John Berney, architect,

North End, Croydon. Tenders must be sent to the clerk by the Snd of June.

REPAIRS OF SEWERS, ETC.
Bermondsey.—For the execution of general works and repairs to the sewers, gullies,

drains, &c., within the Parish of Bermondsey, for the term of one year, from the 2.5th day
of June next, to the i24th day of June \863. Forms of tender may be obtained at the
Vestry office, in Maltby Street. Tenders received up to 2nd of June.

SEWERS.
Camberwell,—For the execution of sewers works, comprising about 660 feet run, 3 fl. 9 in.

by 3 ft. 6 in., in Brick Sewer, at Queen's Road, Peckham ;
.fi70 feet run, 3 ft. by 2 ft., in

Grove Lane ; 180 feet run, 12 in. pipe sewer in ditto. Tenders received to June 3rd.

Maidstone.—For laying in pipe sewers of various sizes, in the district of Perryflelds, Maid-
stone, about 3,500 yards in length, with cesspools, traps, gratings, and other works. Ten-
ders to^Messrs. Beale and Hoar, Maidstone, on or before the 16th of June.

RAILWAY STATION.
Hamstead Hall, near Birmingham.—For the different works required in the erection of
new station, offices, platforms, &c., at Hainstead Hall, near Birmingham, on the Grand
Junction Section. Plans and specification may bo seen of Mr. Wodehouse, Engineer's
Office, Stafford Station. Tenders to be sent in on or before Wednesday the 4tl) of June.

PAVING, &c.
Newport, Monmouthshire.—For new paving, curbing, and channelling, to be laid down in

Commercial Road, between the Salutation and Frederick Street. The plan, specification,

and form of tender may be seen, and any further particulars obtained at the office of the
Town Surveyor. Tenders to be sent on or before Tuesday the 3rd of June. _,^__„__

BOGWOOD.
Dublin.—The Commissioners of Public Works will receive, up to 12 o'clock, on the 21st

June next, tenders for the supply of about 120 tons of Bogwood, to he delivered in such
quantities and at such times as may be ordered, up to June 30th, 1H63, inclusive, to the
various government offices, &c., in the Dublin District.

MALTING AND CORN CHAMBERS.
BEpi-'ORn.—For the erection of malting and corn chambers. Bedford. Tenders to be delivered

on Monday, the tind June, at the office of Mr. .Fohn Day, architect, Gwyn Street, Bedford.

ENCLOSURE IKON WALLS.
Cbovuon.—For the erection of a wrought iron fence or fences, about 1,S00 feet in length,

with iron gates, &c., for internal enclosures to the burial ground of St. John's Church,
Croydon. Tenders to be sent to Mr. H. Richards, High Street, Croydon, on or before
Monday the 2nd of June.

VICARAGE HOUSE.
AsKUAM Richard —For the erection of .1 new vicarage house, at Askham Richard, near
York. Plans and specifications at the office of Messrs. Pritchett and Son, York, from
F'riday morning the 23rd instant, where the tenders are to be delivered, sealed, and directed

to the Rev. C. J. Denton, at or before 5 i).m., on Monday tlie 2nd of June.

CATHEDRAL.
RiPON.—For the re-roofing and groining of the choir, and the restoration of the north-west
tower of Ripon Cathedral. '1 he plans, specification, and conditions maybe seen at the
office of Mr. Clark, Clerk of the Works, Kirkgato, Ripon, and further j)articu]ars ob-

tained of Mr. G. G. Scott, architect, 20 Spring Gardens, London. Tenders to be delivered

before 12 o'clock on Thursday, 5tli Juno, addressed to Samuel Wise, Esq., Solicitor. Kipon.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We cannot undertake to return rejected communications.
Works in Piiooaiiss.—We shall feel obliged to any of our readers who will favour us with

notes of works contemplated or in progress in the provinces; in moit cases a simple
mention that a work is about to be, or lias already been commenced, will be sufficient.

Received.— R.S., R. IL, G. B., A. M , L, Son, and H., Framework knitters. Dean T.,

W. L., S. T., J. B., T. H., T. C, G. M.. J. P. J., W. 1)., 1). H., F. C. & Co., S. & D., P. S.,

P. & W., W.R., "Annex" will he attended to, L. L.D., J. H., J. A., W. W., J.B.,

B. & Co., W. & J.

J. T.—The architects of the Grey Friars* Church, Reading, are Messrs. Poulton and Wood-

*^t* Notice. — jf'Ae Buu-ding News is now pudlished at 166 Fleet Street,

where all Comumnications and AdverUsemcnts should be addressed.
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EUSTON AND CiVMDEiV.

AMONG the tens of thousands of foreign visitors whom thu wonders
of tho International J':xhibition will attract to London during

the present summer, tliere will undoubtedly ho many wlio tako an
interest in tho devclopemcut of tlie railway' system, and those who
wish to learn of its prodigious growth in England, cannot do better
than pay a visit of inspection to tlio Euston' Square and Camden
Stations. \Vc, wlio are constantly in prestuice of tho wondrous
results produced by tho loconiotivo and the rail, are apt to pass them
by unnoticed, or at least without comment. Tho invasion of the metro-
polis by the "Steam Horse" ha.'*, during the last quarter of a century,
produced changes, not only in the physical features of the; metropolis,
but also in tlie manners, custoni.s, mode of living, and even in the
thoughts of its inhabitants, which are almost incredible. For a cen-
tury previous to the year IfS.'U, stagnation was th<; order of the day;
but then came the loconiotivo into J>ondon, and all was changed. It
13 singular to note the obstinate pertinacity with which the introduc-
tion ol the gieat reformer into England was opposed. Before tho
locomotive could proceed on its mission of civflisation, its parent,
George Stephenson, and his coadjutors, were compelled to run the
gauntlet of ridicule, detraction, and slander, and there are many men
of eminence still living who expended lavishly money and eloquence,
in obstructing the projects of the great railway engineer.
No doubt the obstructives were, many of them at least, conscien-

tious m their opposition to the introduction of the mighty improve-
ment

;
but the lesson they have learnt ahoidd t«ach them, and most

likely It has taught them, to be less confident, and more cautious in
giving opinions adverse to mechanical inventions, and scientific dis-
coveries. As a specimen of tlie argument and declamation by which
tho railway schemes of George Stephenson were, iu the first instance,
met and a-ssailed, let us take an extract from a speech made before a
Select Committee of the House of Commons in 1820, by Mr. Harrison,
then an eminent parliamentary counsel : " Every partj" says lie, " of
this scheme (the JIanchester and Livei-jiool Itailway) shows that this
man (George Stephenson) has applied himself to a"subject of which
he has no knowledge, and to wliidi he has no science to apply. • *

When we set out with tho original prospectus, wo were to gallop
at the rate of twelve miles an hour, with the aid of tho devil in the
fonn of a locomotive, sitting on the fire-horse. But the speed of these
locomotives has slackened. The learned sergeant would like to go
seven, but he will be content with six miles an hour. / will show that
he c/iitiiut r/o si.r. Practically, or for any useful purposes, they may go
something more than four miles an hour. The wind will affect them

;

any gale of wind which would all'cct the traffic on the JMersey, would
render it impos.sible to set off a locomotive engine (!), either by pokin"
the fire or keeping up the pressure of steam. A shower of rain retards
a railway, and a snow storm entirely stops it." We need not at this
time of day pause to comment for a" single moment on the remarks of
Mr. Harrison. They are curious, and they serve to show tho ebb tide
of scientific and mechanical knowledge which then prevailed. The
flood tide has risen since, and Mr. Harrison has enabled us to ascer-
tain the depth from which the tidal wave has sprung.
The greatest possible obstruction was oftijred, in 1831, to the pro-

position for forming a line of railway from London to Bimiinghani,
and from speeclies made in both Houses of Parliament, and pam-
phlets published out of them, it would be easy to cull passages at
whicli their living authors would blush, and our readers would heartily
huigli. Those speeches are chronicli^d in Hansard, whilst the bulk o"f

file pamphlets have gone to the butterman, and there they may
rest.

It is time for us to return to Euston and Camden. When the North
Western Eaihvay was designed, it was intended that its metropolitan
terminus should be at Camden Town, but a favourable opportunity
offered itself, and the Company purchased fifteen acres of ground at
a point nearer to that great artery—the New Itoad. This newly-ac-
quired area became the site of the Euston Station. It is only to be
regi-etted that the noble gatewiiy or propyhneiim of the latter, does
not immediately liice the thoroughfare named. This gateway cost no
less than i';^,0,000, and the architect who designed it fondly hoped
that the station itself would be formed in accordance with its Titanic
style of architecture. The station, however, is exceedingly com-
modious, and its great entrance-hall is appropriately ornamented
by a fine statue iu niaiblo of George Stephenson. At this point, we
need not say, except to visiting friends, the passenger traffic of the
line is managed.

In a very few minutes, we had almost said seconds, the trains from
Euston reach Camden, and here a perfect wilderness of lines converge
and diverge. Mr. Kobei-t Stephenson, not without some difficulty, in-
duced the directors to purchase .SO acres of land at this spot, and
well was it for the interests of the company that his counsels were
adopted. The wliole area is occupied, and the ciy is still More, more ! "I

It may truly be said indeed of Euston, and its dependency, Camden, X

that they form the greatest railway port in tho world. It is the
principal gate through which flows and reflowg the traffic of a line of
railway which cost more than twenty-two millions sterling, which an-
nually eiims more than two millions and a half, and which directly
employs from ten to twelve thousand hands. Of course tho number o'f
persons to whom indirectly it gives employment is inailculubly large.
In mines, mills, factories, and iron-works, in steam and in con.sting-
vcsseks, workmen or workwomen are kept incessantly busy by tho
traffic of Euston and Camden. They form the railway mctropo'lis of
Great Britain, so to speak. The interlacing' connections of other rail-
ways have now become so numerous that it is possible to roach
any part of England or Scotland, from Land's End U> John O'lJroat'g
from this vast point of departure.

'

It is some few years since the provision made for the accommoda-
tion of passenger and merchandise traffic, on (he Norlh-Wcstem
Bailway was estimated at the following amount of "rolling
stock," and, with the exception of the first item named, it would at
this moment bo fair to add thereto one third more.

1 State Carriage.

5o5 Locomotives and Tenders.
404 First Class Mails.

420 Second Class Carriages.

343 Third Clfils.

25 Post Offices.

242 Carriages, trucks for letters and newspapers.
201 Guards Breaks.
2(50 Ilorse-boxes.

7."J85 Goods wagons.
14 Trolleys.

1 155 Crib rails.

51.50 Shuts.

162 Cart-horses.

41 I'atent breaks.
At Camden there ore extensive workshops for the manufacture

and repair of carriages, trucks, &c., but at the Wolverton works,
till' locomotives of the line are for tho most [part made and repaired.
A\ hen our statistics were obtained, the passenger carriages afforded
eleven miles of seat room, or sufficient accomniodatiou for 40,1SM>
persons ! The loading surface—that is to say, tho area of truck-room
—is extensive enougli for the conveyance at"one time of 40,000 tons.
The annual consumption of gas at"Camden equals from six to seven
millions of cubic feet. There are sheds and stables which cover a
space of 150,000 superficial feet, and the platforms to receive goods
from railway trucks on one side, and wagons on the other, occunv
30,000 feet more.

' b j U
It would be impossible to convey an idea of the miscellaneous

character of the merchandise and materials which is eveiy day and
night arriving at or departing from Camden. Tho heaviest foi^gs
and castings from the various iron-works of the kingdom are con-
stantly to bo seen at tho heels of the " ste.am-horse," together with
coals, timber, niachineiy of every kind, and Ia.st, though not least,
truck loads of cattle, destined to supply, in the form of beef or
niutton, the cravings of the inordinate "appetite of London. The
incessant comings and goings of trains of interminable length, and
charged with every imaginable commodity, form one of the main
wonders of Camden ; and those, therefore, who wish to gain some
insight as to the industrial activity of the people of England, can
scarcely do better than spend an hour or two at this gi-eat station.
The extraordinary line of railway, named in the first instance the

Bocks Junction, but now rechristened the North London, is a great
contributor to the never-ending bustle of Camden. Communicating
as it does directly with tlie East and "\\'est India and the Victoria
Bocks, it bears to Camden, en route for everj' district of the kingdom,
the productions of all quarters of the globe, and is the medium for
exchanging for them the manufactures of this country. Those indeed
who are observant of the activit}-, as regards goods traffic— to say
nothing of the quarter-hour pass'enger tr.ains— on this tributary of
the North-Westem Railway, and its constant interchange of goods
with the great docks aforenamed, will readily agree with the inscrip-
tion on the south-east transept of the Exliibition :

" Each climate
needs what other climes jiroduce." Among the list of " Lions " which
tho coming hosts of visitors may jot down in their note-books for
inspection, they will not do WTOiig "in including Euston and Camden.
Taking the train at Fcuchurch Street, and booking for Ilampstead

Head, three-quarters of an hour or so will suffice to deposit the tourist
at Camden. There is another attraction, too ; the real lions of
London— in the I{egent's I'ark Zoological Gardens— are within a
quoi'ter-hour's pleasant saunter of Camden.

INSURANCE OFFICES IN MANCHESTER.
N our larger cities and towns of importance, we find that the ofiices

ofthe numerous Insurance Companies fomi yerj' noticeable
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features in the architeetural worka of the place, and contribute in

no small degree, by their riclmess, to render the neighbourhood in

which they are situated more attractive and important, (ienerally

speaking, these buildings are can-ied out in a liberal spirit, and the

architect is in most eases enabled bv the money placed at his

disposal, to design an edifice which shall possess sufficient attractive-

ness and beauty to stamp it as an establishment of the first class.

There is perhaps no class of buildings on which so much taste is

bestowed as Insurance Offices, and none which in number, size, and
ornamentation add so much to the appearance of our towns. So well

is this known, that persons accustomed to travel in England seldom
fail to look for them among the principal public buildings of our cities,

and those, in particular, who are interested in the architectiu^l pro-

giess of the country, are well aware of the prominent position they

n»Te taken and the great vai-iety of examples which they present of

the taste of omr modem designers. In all directions they are springing

rapidly into existence; some possessing attractions of no common
order, while others, on the contrarj-, are miserable displays of ugliness,

and may be classed with the numerous abortions which are so rapidly

accumulating on every side. Want of money is a complaint which
almost every architect makes, with an earnestness that is quite

refreshing ; and we should be wanting in politeness were we to suggest

that in manj- instances an increase of funds at his disposal, instead

of furnishing him with power to add to the beauty of his work, would
only aggravate the evil, by inducing him to crowd a facade of a bad
deeign with a superabundance of ornament. Yet this is really the

case, and in many of the buildings erected by Insurance Companies
these remarks are fidlj' borne out by the lavish expenditure of money
on misplaced and iU-designed ornaments, which could have been well

spared, and their cost saved. But on the other hand, liberal supplies

to men of ability are profitably invested, for bj' such means they are

enabled to impart an increased richness to tlieir designs without in

any way lessening their beauty or destroying their purity. The
spuit of rivaliy existing between the different Insurance Com-
panies urges them to erect offices which shall be superior to those of

their rivals, and, therefore, in most cases, the architect is not bound
by pecimiary fetters, but has at his command ample means for the

erection of an imposing building. It is somewhat strange that this

emulation among Insurance Companies has not manifested itself in

Manchester. The desire of excelling and of producing richly orna-

mented and handsome facades, tit to stand side bj' side with the

magnificent warehouses which are scattered over the manufacturing

metropolis, and which so totally eclipse the warehouses of any other

town or city in England, is manifested in Manchester. The offices, how-
ever, at present occupied by the various Insm-ance Companie.s, are of the

most common-place kind, and as designs they are unworthy of notice.

In fact, nothing seems to have been attempted, and the majority of

them are quite plain, and entirely destitute of any features of interest

to an architect. Generally speaking, they do not fomi separate build-

ings in themselves, but are either a suit of rooms in a block of

miscellaneous offices or chambers, or they occupy the first, second, or

third floors over some of the principal shops ; and, instead of trusting

to the attractiveness of their architectm-al featmes, as in London and
elsewhere, they seem to depend solely upon the magnitude of their

sign boards with gigantic gilt letters, or on their wire blinds, rendered

equally conspicuous. The situation, too, of some lias been very ill

selected, and instead of forming prominent objects to catch the eye of

all, they are in many instances placed in back streets, unnoticed

except by a few, and those few in all probability uninterested, and of

the wrong class to swell their funds or increase their business con-

nections. There is, perhaps, no city in which so great a number of

Insurance Companies exist, or in which so many of their offices are to

be found.

The Royal Insurance Company and the London and Liverpool In-

surance Company have at last disturbed the lethargy which has pre-

vailed so long in Manchester, and we do not doubt that the example
they have set will speedily bo followed by other companies in that

city. Two imposing edifices in Upper King Street are rapidly ap-

proaching completion, and will, in a short time, be readj' for occupa-

tion. They are situated very near to each other, and their relative

merits may be readily compared.. In the London and Livei-pool In-

surance Offices a classic design has been carried out, from the designs

of Mr. Walters, the architect of the Free-Trade Hall, and a number of

other largo buildings in Manchester. And in the Jloyal Insurance

Offices, Gothic has been adopted, the architect being Mr. Alfred Water-
house, who, it will bo remembered, was the successful competitor of the

Assize Courts, which are now being carried out from his designs, and
under his superintendence.

The building erected for the Liverpool and London is the larger of

the two, and has considerably more frontage. It is three stories hi^h,

the upper one being more ornamental than' the two lower. Originality

does not appear to have been attempted, except in the balcony in the

third story, where we find a design of a decidedly Gothic character,

and though ingenious and good, yet it does not seem to harmonise with
the other portions of the facade. The first story is rather plain, but
substantial in appearance ; the windows are square-headed and with-
out architraves or pediments. In the second story the windows have
architraves carried round them, but no entablature. In the third story

columns of polished granite are introduced. Festoons of carved flowers

and fruit enrich tlie frieze of the upper entablatures, and a balustrade

surmoimts the whole. The walls are of light-coloured stone. The
floors are fire-proof

The Gothic design by Mr. Waterhouse is perhaps the best example
of domestic Gothic in Slanchestor. The building is three stories high,

with dormer windows above. There are two entrances, over which
are small balconies. The windows are round-headed, but the hood
moulds form a pointed arch, enclosing vous.sirs of different coloured

stone— a light Mue stone alternating with tlie light-coloured stone of

tlie walling. The carving to the caps of the bold shafts in the first

story is a little Bj'zantine in form and character, but nevertlieless good.

I'olished granite shafts arc introduced in the upper stories between
the windows, in one stoiy coupled and in the other used singh'. The
caps of thei3e shafts are more nearly approaching the early English
style, and are considerably smaller than those in t!ie first storv'. The
dormers are sunnounted by storks, or birds of a similar kind, which
form a very agreeable termination to the gables, and have an appear-

ance of newness, which is decidedly an improvement on the conven-

tional forms so generally placed there. The arches of the doorways
are of very good design, and some of the details are original and
{deasing. The carving throughout is well executed, and a considera-

)le amount of thought seems to have been bestowed upon the designs.

The lettering betn-een the first and second stories appears to be the

weakest portion, and wants distinctness ; the carving around it is not

sufficiently sunk. The words, " Koyal Insurance Buildings," do not

stand out boldly as thoyshoidd in that position, and the foliage around

the letters is rather spiritless. Taken, however, as a whole, the design

is most satisfactory, and far in advance of most of tlie domestic Gothic

which is generally produced. The cornice, cliiiiiney caps, strings, &c.,

are well treated, and the returns, or sides of the building, which ap-

pear above the adjoining houses, are built of brick, with broad stone

bands, in sucli a manner as to be pleasing to the eye, though less costly

and less ornamental than the front. Tliis part is, in most of ow
modern works, entirely neglected, and frequently forms a disagreeable

contrast to the better portions. The practice of throwing all the orna-

ment into the elevation of an edifice facing a principal street, and

leaving the other sides bare and unattracti\-e, is one which all must
condemn : yet so general is the fault, that it has become the rule rather

than the exception, more particularly with tliose who do not under-

stand their profession, or who look more to the five per cent, from

their clients, than to the praise and admiration of a nation.

In Upper King Street can be seen .some of the mo?t interesting

buildings in Manchester. First, the Town-hall, which is an example
of the Grecian Ionic, well designed and well executed, and un-

doubtedly the purest classic edifice in Manchester. It was designed

by Mr. Goodwin, and finished in 1825, at a cost of £40,000. The
architecture of the Temple of Erectlieus, at Athens, has been closely

followed, and the quiet gi'andeur of the whole cannot fail to excite

admiration.

Nearly opposite the town-hall is the Branch Bank of England, a

massivebuilding designed by Professor Cockerell, and completed about

the year 184C>. The style is Doric, though not in its Grecian purity.

The effect of the whole, however, is rather imposing, and is decidedly

in character with the uses to which it is applied. The New Insurance

Offices, of wliich we have spoken at length, added to these two im-

portant buildings, fonu a cluster of architectural works of great interest,

not only on account of their size, but also as examples of the taste of

some of the leading architects, at different periods, duiing the last

forty years.

THE CHAPTER HOUSE, WESTMINSTER.

THE restoration of the Chapte'r House, Westminster, is of sufficient

importance to justify our reverting to the subject this week.

The present appearance of the Chapter Ilouse was, bylSIr. Scott, aptly

described as " something between a Methodist chapel and a ware-

house." Its carven imageries have been shattered, its vaulted roof

destroyed, its "twilight saints and dim emblazonings " are gone.

Its windows are blocked up, and its wall-paintings almost obliterated

;

but eyes accustomed to the beauties of medireval art, and minds
which have pondered lovingly upon them, can recall the stolen graces,

and recognise, although sadly, in those mutilated forms, art equal in

purity to the best parts of the venerable Abbey. Tlie form of a

chapter house is fortunately such as to render its general restoration a

matter of no great difficulty. The mouldings of the windows and of

the vaulting, can here fortunately be accurately defined. The splendid

pavement of encaustic tiles happily remains preserved beneath the
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floor. The tracery of the stalls is sufficiently [discernible, and wo
have, in the appointment of Mr. Scott, the best guarantee for the

fidelity and care with which every operation connected with its re-

storation will he performed.

It is quite plain, however, that nothing can be done without funds,

and the ijuustion to be settled is, where are the funds to come from.

In ordiiiaiy cases the reply would naturally be,—from the Dean and
Chapter. But in this case we have to remember that the Chapter
House does not really bi'long to the Chapter. It was in IWward Ill.'s

reign made over to the House of Commons, and was used for the
deliberations of its members until the reign of I'Mward VI. An in-

terest quite distinct from its architectural merit is thus inseparably
attached to it ; one which ought to touch the hearts of those who
would not willingly see the only remaining building associated with
our early parliamentary history disappear. Sforeover, one of the con-
ditions of the loan was that the " (iovernnient should keep it in

repair." To succeeding Govcmmcnts its ruin is niaiuly owing. They
have lopped its beauties to fit it for their requirements as a Kecord
Oflice. They neglected to preserve anything connected with it except
the dingy papers which filled it ; and even now, when the records are

more comiuodiously housed in Fetter Lane, the (iovernnient retain

possession of the building. To return it to the authorities of the

Abbey in its present state would be a scandal and a disgrace to any
ministry. To restore it as the Dean and ("hapter have restored that

portion of the Abbey entrusted ,to their keeping, would be but a
simple fulfilment of tlie original condition connected witli its transfer.

In former times the undertaking would have been easily accomplished.
A pious old monk, '' a man of great sanctity and simplicity of man-
ners," would have had only to dream—which they could do at a day's

notice— that Peter, or Paul, or some other favourite saint, had pointed
out this work as peculiarly worthy of the king's goodness. "There
is a place of mine in the west part [of London, which I chose and
love, and which I formerly consecrated with my own hands, honoured
with my presence, and consecrated with my miracles. The name of

the place is Thorney ; which, having for the sins of the people been
given to the power of the barbarians, from rich is become poor, from
stately, low, and from honoural)le, is made despicable. This let the

king by my command restore." With such a dream Wulsine per-

suaded Edward the Confessor to devote ^his [entire energies to the

building. ^Xo live in different times. Monks will not see convenient

visions, and kings would not be credulous even if they did. The
pious zeal which did not scorn a lie, when it served the Church's
pui-poses, is unknown to our ecclesiastics. They can only appeal to

public opinion, and the appeal of the Dean and Chapter of West-
minster is in this case backed by their own useful labours. They
can point to tlieir own restorations when they ask the Government to

put the Chapter House in harmony with them. They make no claim

for the building itself; they only demand the restoration of its

beauties. They are not moved by any petty desire to sit in solemn
conclave in their ancient house, but they wish to point out to English-

men that one of their noblest architectural monuments, filled with
associations of the highest interest, is rent and torn, and wasting

silently away. The building " has become," as the Bishop of Oxford
said, '' by long usage the property of the nation." Even in its deso-

lation it has preserved the nation's records,fand deserves on that

account alone some consideration at the nation's hands. Twenty
thousand pounds— the cost of a complimentary embassy to attend a

foreign monarch's marriage which no one cares three straws about—
woiUd defray the whole bill. A fi-action of even that sum at the

head of a subscription list, would attract contributions from other

influential and wealthy quarters, and ensure the accomplishment of

the work. Mr. Hope put the matter in its true light when he said,

'' it was the Government who had originally destroyed and mutilated

the building, and he did not see any reason why they should not be
called upon to put the place in good tenantable repair."

It is somewhat humiliating to know ond to bo told that such a

scandal could not exist in France, that the Emperor would at once, of

his own will, order its restoration, and especially so, when we reflect

that our Commons' House, whose fonner connection with the Chapter
House we seek to perpetuate, is the very power which, by its proud

privilege of holding the national purse, prevents our doing so. A
cons'-? utional goveninient mav, as in this case, cause us a little in-

convr'nence, but we can affonf to suffer it. If the Government will

not do the work, we have, in England, the liberty to do it ourselves;

and this is just what we would have the public make up its mind
to. Our failh in parliamentary sacrifice to art and tradition is not

great. Our confidence in the architectural taste of Lord Palmerston

and of Jlr. Co-wper is still less. Mr. Gladstone, with the best wishes,

perhaps, in the world, would, wo fanc}', instinctively clutch the

national money-bag, and plead poverty in a clever speech. From the

Government wo expect but little, if anything; and if the subject

should be brought before Parliament, it would, we fancy, stir up all

the loud speaking ignorance in it. Every member desirous of shining
aa an economist, and of atoning for his indifference when a laree

grant stalked boldly pa.st him, woiUd open his mouth to «mite the
small sum. Small wits would throw their little pellets at the church.
The dissenting members would be raked together by some metropolitan
representative, and the proposal to do an act of simple justice and to

preserve a national monument would be altogether ob.scured by the
vast array of economical champions. We would therefore remind
the committee of the Persian proverb, " to expect nothing, and thus
escape disappointment

:

" to rely upon their own energies in awakening
an interest in the venerable niin ; and if they cannot get the
building restored by the Government, to obtain it tmrestorcd from
them.
The circumstance of the Chapter House— a GoTemment building,

be it remembered, lately the Record Office—becoming year after year
more and more dilapidated, without a shilling being expended to stoy

the ravages of time, or to preserve— except accidentally, as with the
boai-dcd floor— its many beauties, strengthens our conviction that

there ought to be in England a Minister of Public Works, who should

bo not only responsible for the expenditure of the money voted

specially by Parliament, but under whoso charge the conservation of

really national monuments should bo placed. A small sum annually

voted would enable him to assist occasionally in the preservation of

many interesting relics of our old English architecture. For the

want of such assistance, much has already been for ever lost to us,

and more has been injudiciously restored, and thus fatsilly ruined.

In the hands of Mr. Gilbert Scott, the Chapter House, and all con-

nected with it, will, we know, be tenderly cared for. Wo sincerely

hope that a sullieiency of funds will second his exertions.

mTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

THE PICTCBE GAI-LKKIES.

THE pictures by Turner in the IntorDational Exhibition ore very inade-

quate to give a satisfactory idea of his varied and extraordinary

powers as a painter. It is true that the objection may be met by referring

tlio visitor to the Soulli Kensington Museum close by, or to the Turner
Gallery in Trafalgar Square, but neither of the three collections separately,

nor, indeed, were they brought together in one, would enable the general

public and our foreign visitors to either appreciate Turner's peculiar talents,

nor the bearing the gradual derclopcmcnt of his wonderfid genius ought

to have upon the practice of progressive art. The selection of the pictures

by him in the present Exhibition may have been guided, as we have said

in our preceding article, by the desire not to confuse the unlearned by
placing before tliem curiosities or eccentricities in painting, but our objection

to the pictures which have been selected, is that they do not represent,

beyon<l the mere classic style of composition, any distinct period of Turner's

brilliant career ; besides which these pictures are either so dirty or low in

tone, as not to suggest even his extraordinary mode of depicting distance

and atmosphere. It was well, no doubt, to avoid as far a.s possible renew-

ing the impression that the works of Turner are to be judged only as

incomprehensible daubs, and he, himself, as if he were a wonderful being,

who had suddenly descended from the clouds well stocked with all sorts of

fiery colours, which he smeared upon canvass for bis own satisfaction, in a

manner that no rational person could understand, and which it was very

doubtful whether he could understand himself. The only way under these

circumstances, to do him justice for good and rational intentions, whatever

may have been his success in carrying them out, is to trace him, as regards

his practice, from his earliest time. Tm-ner commenced in the good period

of English art, when the old masters were respected, and the principles laid

down by Sir Joshua Keynolds were duly appreciated. The earliest efforts

of Turner, when he liad attracted notice, were like those of his contem-

poraries in water-colours, merely tinted drawings ; the attempt to equal the

force and power of oil-colour had not then been made. Many of his views

were executed on coloui'cd paper, the sky being represented by a little

blue, the middle distance left with very little more than the general colour

of the paper, and the foreground rather sharply accented with a touch or

two of warm local tint. The effeet thus produced would, at the present

time, be considered poor and washy, but good judges would in all such

works discover the indication of a gieat mind. If he sketched only a piece

of rock with some water near it, and a bank for a foreground, there was

always a broad massiveuess, with a unity of treatment, that could not bo

passed without admiration. In course of time water-colour drawings made

a nearer approach to oil pictures, and in the new practice Turner led the

way, and continued at the head of the movement, until, finding that water-

colours were too feeble ' to express his growing and lofty conceptions, he

boldly took up the palette, without previous practice, and, although laughed

at in the beginning, he soon became established as a leading painter in oUs.

From that time his wants increased with the development of his genius,

and from what wc see, it is but fair to assume, where he fails, or at least,

where we fail to understand him. that known pigments were incapable of

expressing his conceptions. Our purpose in giving this description of

Turner's progress in art, is to suggest that the most incomprehensible of

his works were the result of a steady progress, that is,\from the most simple

method employed by himself and his contemporaries m art, advancing to a
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briUiant and gorceous display of colours, in which he left all competitors

behind ; but as his progri>ss was so prradually progressive, may he not in his

most daiing flights, be perfectly rational to his highly cultivated percep-

tions, and may not the irrationality be with oursolves, in consequence of cur

own powers being neither so sensitively formed by nature, nor so highly

cultivated by practice and study as his were ? A broken twig will show an

Indian hunter his way through the bush where, for want of the keen eyo

that detects it, the European traveller would lose himself and perish. So it

is with some of Turner's pictures, and therefore they should be respectfully

studied with the hope of finding the clue to the labyrinth, and not passed

contemptuously by, as the wanderings of a madnuin. for, as we have

suggested, it may "be doubtfid which of the two is entitled to the nneuviablo

distinction—the painter or the sjiectator : at all events Turner was perfectly

sane when he mmie his will and bequeathed his " Carthage " to the nation,

on condition that it should be hung by the best Claude in the National

Gallery. The Trustees need not have had it cruelly skinned by the

picture cleaner to give Turner an advantage, because his superiority in

every respect is apparent, we should think, to the least cidtivated eye. In

short, the pictures in the National Gallery, at the South Kensington

Museum, and his water-colour (b-awiugs, not his oil pictures, at the Inter-

national Exhibition, place him far above every other landscape painter that

ever lived, in the ordinarj- sense of the term, and as a painter of ideal

or mythological subjects connected with landscape, there is no other name,

except Wilson, perhaps, that ought to be mentioned as a competitor in that

branch of subject. Like Michael Angelo, Turner was a giant in art, and

moderate geniuses become pigmies by comparison, the moment they are so

rash as to remind us of either of them.

Jlulready, although somewhat spoiled by an affected tone of colour— some

of his figures appear nearly redhot— is an artist of whom Englishmen may
be proud, whether his figures or his landscape backgrounds be considered

;

besides which, as may be seen in the present Exhibition, he draws the nude

with remarkable delicacy, grace, and purity. "Train up a Child" is really

admirable, particularly in the tone and treatment of the group of grim-

looking beggars, which, by the way, was no doubt the original of his fine

picture, now at the Roj-al Academy, of the negro offering to sell a toy to a

child that turns away alarmed. Leslie, in attempting breadth and sim-

plicity of colouring, too often produces a boldness of rendering, which is not

pleasant, but in this respect he may compare with Willems, the Belgian

painter of the same class of subjects, although he never rises to story-

telling. We think Leslie's " Playing at Horses " is a remarkably happy

idea. In order to judge of Barrj-, the visitor should be referred to his paint-

ings in the great room of the Society of Arts, for his "Adam and Eve" in

the International Exhibition is a very feeble production, and, as a historical

painter, the less said about West perhaps the better. He drew with firm-

ness and vigour, composed with skill and learning, but his colouring has no

sympathy with his subject ; his heads are all indi%'idual and common-place,

and consequently are destitute of the elevated character and exprcsssive

dignity essential to Scriptural subjects. Do Loutherbourg, who was scene-

painter to Garrick, had a fine perception of the muscular flexibility and bony
developement peculiar to the British seaman of his day. Hence, while his

sea-fights are theatrically grand in their volumes of smoke, clouds of belly-

ing canvas, and vivid explosions, if there was a boat's crew landing troops,

or sailors clinging to floating spars, they have a breadth of bearing and a

recklessness of manner that no other painter ever so completely realised as

the manly characteristics of the tars of old, and who won ova great naval

\nctories.

Stothard, the prince of designers, as he was called in his day, may pcrhajjs

defy competition among our foreign exhibitors for the fanciful treatment of

his subjects, the facility with which he groups his figures, and not unfre-

qnently the rich harmony of his colouring. The amiability, if we may be

allowf^ the expression, of his drawing is injured in some degree by its want
of vigour in the general fonns, and precision in the marking of the joints.

He is slovenly sometimes, which arose no doubt from rapid designing for

booksellers, and the excellence of the engravers at that time, who could pro-

duce a very excellent plate from a very slight drawing. Stothard possessed

an elegant fancy, which he exercised in his sketch-books by idealising per-

sons he saw in the streets, as a fishwoman with a basket on her head, and

such humble subjects ; but this practice was not conducive to the matter-of-

fact exactitude required at the present day, and therefore the peculiar excel-

lence of Stothard is not likely to elicit much approbation ; but his contempo-

raries collected his designs as fast as they were published, and we are no

doubt often pleased with the effect without thinking of the cause.

The fame of WUkie is fortunately preserved by the selecting such subjects

as present him in his best style to the public. His admirable picture of the
" Village Festival " stands unrivalled by any work in the foreign galleries,

for its joyous fun and robust hilarity. Wilkie was formed on the Dutch
masters, whom, in the early part of his career, he not only copied, but imi-

tated for a living, and the legitimate use he made of the experience ho
acquired in that occupation, may be judged by the excellent subjects he
produced, so entirely English, that no trace of the Dutch origin can be
traced. It may fairly l)e doubted whether his visit to Spain, and consequent

change of style, will not prove more injurious than beneficial to his reputa-

tion as a pamter. He certainly painted with more force obtained by power-

ful contrasts of light and shade, than before ho quitted England ; but the

tone of colour and want of drawing, especially in his large whole-length por-

traits, which he painted on his return, and became the fashion, show that

humble subjects were much better suited to his talents. In them his drawing

wa.s all that could be required, but in his " Alfred in the Goatherd's Cottage"

he had displayed his deficiency for the historical composition ; and in his

Spanish subjects, when he attempted the masterly style instead of his former
feebleness, he only substituted the wooden for the puerile. The finest of
his pictures painted in the Spanish style is the " Beadle taking the llonkey-
lioy to Prison," which has been extremely well copied as a miniature on an
unusually large piece of ivory, to be seen in the large room of the foreign
division. When we say the Spanish school, we allude to the art in the time of
Murillo or Velasquez, for it is a remarkable fact that not one of the pictures

by living artists in Spain sent to the present exhibition has the slightest

resemblance to the style and tone of that early school, transplanted by Wilkie,
and still cultivated by Hurleston, but on the contrary, they are assimilated to

the modern mode of painting now prevailing amongst ourselves, and which
.seems to be the point to which all schools are directing their energies—
namely the perfection of realistic resemblance. Looking at the tendency of
pictorial art generally, with its matter-of-fact application at the present
moment, we think it may be safely predicted, that those who live to see a
similar collection of pictures to that now in the International Exhibition,

at the end of another ten or eleven years, will find, as hero-worship is

evidently on the decrease, political animosities dying away, and national

convidsions becoming less frequent, that the higher style of art will j-ield

to portraiture, domestic scenes, and landscape, and, unless an extraordinary
genius shoidd disturb the equanimity of the pictorial mind, that the picture

displays on canvas of each nation will so nearly approach each other in

style, subject, and treatment, that future critics will find little diversity

upon which to exercise their acumen. We may, in support of this opinion,

direct attention to the circumstance, that while foreigners are complaining
that the English paint no historical pictures— with the exception of the

French battle-pieces— the Belgians, who take the lead in the higher branch
of art, have no picture in the International Exhibition more recent than
the events which followed the abdication of Charles V. of Spain.

Returning for a moment to the works of Wilkie, we think, on such sub-

jects as the " Village Festival," " Blind Man's Buff," and similar pro-

ductions by which he obtained his fame, he stands unrivalled in the extent

of his compo.sition, the skill with which it was conducted, and the hearty
homeliness of the prevailing sentiment, and in all of which it is well known
that every figure was carefully studied from living models ; but, with a few
exceptions, those pictures painted in his Spanish manner will rather injure

than increase his future fame.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.—ME. R. P. SPIERS ON
ARCHITECTURE IN NORMANDY.

(Continuedfrom our last.)

MR. SPIERS proceeded to say that he made Bayeux his starting-point

for two short excursions to the small villages which lie north of it,

and it is to the northern part of the Calvados the tourist should direct his

steps in search of simple Norman churches. The country is comparatively

flat, and the small spires or towers serve as guiding landmarks to the route.

On his tirst visit he left Bayeux by the north-west, in a diligence, stopping

at Maisons, five miles distant. After a walk of four additional miles, he
arrived at Etroham, where there is a pretty little church, with a tower finely

proportioned, and of the thirteenth century ; but only the western fa<;ade of

the original Norman church remains. At Villy there, are the ruins of a

small church ; and Huppain has an interesting western front, and is curious

for having small arcades interlaced, forming a pointed arch by their inter-

section;' this decoration which is on the tower is veiy interesting, the

latter being probably of the ninth century. CoUeville-sur-Mer possesses a

very pretty and most remarkable Norman tower; it is composed of six

stories, of which the highest is pierced on cacli face with circular openings,

a feature which vcrj* rarely occurs. The spire is of later date, and the nave

and choir are of tlie twelfth centiuy. Vierville has a very elegant tower

and spire of the fourteenth century ; the church had formerly side aisles,

and was more important than it is at present. Foi-migny has a tower of

the thirteenth centurj', with a double-gabled roof— a form which, in his

opinion, was rarely met with in England. The tourist was reminded, when
visiting this village, by a large inscription on a public monument, that it

was here the English sustaincul a great defeat, in 1450, the consequences

of which obliged them ultimately to give up Normandy, which they had
held since 1417. Caumont remarks, in his " Researches in Normandy," that

the church here, as also those at Belleville and St. Lainant, has a side aisle

on the north only. Louvi^res has a spire and tower somewhat resembling

those at Vierville, but having no circular tower at the corner. The nave is

of tile Norman style, and the spire, which is a lofty structure, is seen for

miles around. Asnieres possesses a tower and spire of a somewhat similar

character, but more pleasing in proportion. It was formerly a Norman
church; but being restored, a doorway is the only feature of that .stylo

which remains. The church of EnglesquevUlc is in the Transitionfstylo

of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries ; the choir retjiins its primitive

windows, but the southern wall has been rebuilt. The tower is a curious

building, possessing, like that at Collevillc, circular windows. The chapel

at Jucoville, near Lacambe. is of the fifteenth ccnturj', and possesses some
beautiful carving. The lecturer proceeded to say that he then returned by
rail to Bayeux. In his second trip he left by the north-east corner of

Bayeux, passing by St. Vigor, where there is a fine old abbey-gateway. At
Vienne is a charming church, partly belonging to the thirteenth century;

the southern facade has a rich doorway; and the tower, situated on the

east, consists of four stories, the uppermost of which has a circular arch
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picrrpd with two windows. The choir is of the thirteenth or fourteenth

century. Villier.s-le-.Scc lias a fine rcctanguliir tower, with a stairca.>ie-

tower, also rcctanpiilar, at the .soiith-we.st corner, of the fhirtoonth century,

and the clioir belongs to the same period. The rest of the church is

modern, and presents no feature of beauty. Ticrcerille has a church, with

an ancient Norman doorway ; the tower is of the fourteenth or fifteenth

century. Bazenrille, which i.s close to the last-mentioned structure, Mr.
Spiers did not visit ; but Caumont says it {Kissesses the best-proportioned

tower in the district, and is princijially of the thirteenth century. The
Chiiteau of CrevUy is exceedingly interesting, and very iiicturesquo; and
Caumont says it is one of the most strongly fortified chAtcaux in Normandy.
The wliole of the ground-floor, which is of the twelfth century, is vaulted

with circular ribs ; the rooms are very low, and serve for vcstibiJes and
cellars. The upper parts of the buikling are of the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries, and the fa(,"ido of the sixteenth. The ancient moat has been filled

up, and a garden planted in its place. The portcullis and remains of a
drawbridge blocked up. may be seen at the buikling. lirecy has a fine

entrance-gateway, of the sixteenth century ; but the old chiteau exists no
longer. St. (jabriellc has an interesting Norman chapel, of the eleventh cen-

tury, now under the caro of the French Archaeological Society; hero are also

an ancient priory, of the fourteenth or fifteenth century, and a tower, nearly

in ruins. The gateway of the priorj-, and other portions of the building,

have been converted to the uses of a farmyard. The lecturer, in continua-

tion, said he visited Esquay, where there is a small church, partly of the
thirteenth centurj', the tower and spire having been lately added. There is

a fine chateau, of the seventeenth century, but he had not an opportunity
of visiting it. Most of the villages above referred to are about four miles
<listant one from anotlier. The women living in them are chiefly occupied
in the lace manufacture, for which they receive but poor remuneration, a

good workwoman being paid not more than a franc a day. From Bayeux
Mr. Spiers said he proceeded direct to Cherbourg, the entrance to which is

extremely beautiful—its hills, railway, towers, fort, trees, harbour, andshipping
forming a pretty picture. He visited the port, where he saw much that is in-

teresting in naval architecture ; and inspected the museum, which contains
plans of Cherbourg, as it was ten years ago, and as it is now. Leaving Cher-
bourg, he proceeded to visit other places, amongst them Carentan, which has a
very fine church ; unfortunately the nave and towers are very low, or it woidd
be one of the finest structures in this district. St. Lo is an attractive town

;

the principal part of it is built on an eminence, the cliff rising almost perpen-
dicularly by the side of a broad caual. It was formerly fortified, and most
of the ancient walls remain. The Hotel de ViUe, an edifice of modern
construction, tells well its destination. The large church of Notre Dame
has a fine facade, mth two towers, but presents some curious irregularities,

said to have been intended by the arcliitect. The structure dates from
the fourteenth century, the two towers are not alike, and what is called the
central doorway is not in the centre. The tower on the right has a pointed
arch, that on the left a circular one, though not Norman. There are con-

structional arches turned over the windows above the entrance doorways,
which are dissimilar and of different widths. In the interior no two walls

are parallel, and the choir is not in the same axis as the nave. There are

some singular arrangements of the chapels round the choir. The most
beautiful feature of the building is an exterior stone pijpit, with canopy of

the thirteenth century; he believed there was only one other of or prerious

to that period existing in France. There were not many in England, he
thought ; he knew only of one, which was at Magdalen College, Oxford. The
Church of .St. Croix, of the twelfth century, which is now undergoing a com-
plete restoration, is, or at least was, a very interesting structure, present-

ing a complete, though small

beautiful Norman erection, with

capitals. It formerly had a nave
and two aisles, with circular rib

vaulting, and a small circular

chancel. The church not having
been sufficiently large, was
placed, for alterations, under the

care of an architect, who has

pulled down the chancel, added
another division to those remain-

ing of the nave, and put an ad-

ditional side aisle, mth a tower

in the centre of the south fatjade,

making a kind of fa^-ade of his

o«-n. The old part of the church
has been heightened, by remov-
ing a vault, adding a triforium,

and doubling the height of the

original clerestory. By the side

of this church are the imperial

stables of .St. Lo, kept up by the

French Government for the im-

provement of the breed of cavalry

horses, and preserving the Nor-

man horse. Here he found about

a huntbed aninuds, including a
few fine Arabians, and six or

seven Engli..ili race horses. There
is a well-constructed roof in the

inanigc or riding-school. At St.

are to Lobe found several very fine old wooden houses, two of which, situated
near the catheilral, and of the fifteenth ccnturj', are in an excellent slate of
presen-ation.

There being no railway south of St. Lo, bo took the diligence and pro-
ceeded to Coutances, the cathedral of which, of the thirteenth century, is

remarkably interesting, and is pt^rhaps the only cathedral in France which
preserves the same stylo throughout, having been commenced and finished
by the same architect, and within a period of aliout eighteen years. The
style is Early English : he said Early English advisedly, for it quite diffem
from other Frencli cathedrals, except perhaps of Bayeux, and resembles our
own English examples. It possesses two towers and spires on the fa^ide,
and a large central tower, which, as Mr. Ferguson, in his Hand-Book re-
marks, " requires only the crowning spire to tnake this group of towers
equal to anything on this side of the ClianneL" The effect of the interior
of this tower is very striking from the nave. Tlie exterior of the choir,
as seen from the Bishop's palace garden is insipid, like the choir of Bayeux.
There is another church, .St. Pierre, which, like the cathedral, has u central
tower at the intersection of the nave and transepts, and is a unique ex-
ample of a central tower of the sixteenth century (Italian Romanesque),
at least for its size and beauty. There is only one tower on the fa<;adc of
this church, and it is of the fifteenth century. St. Nicolas is a singular
church, in which he was mistaken as to date. He had put it down us a
thirteenth century building, and a beautiful specimen of its class, but an
architect of the town assured him it was built in the last century, a state-

ment on which he did not place implicit reliance, however, for the structure
h;ul renaissance pendants in the aisle round the choir, which seems to be
of the sixteenth century. There are some beautiful encaustic tiles, in
perfect preservation in the chapter liouse of the cathedraL The town
itself possesses no other architectural curiosities, the houses being for the
most part built in plaster. The stone of which the cathedral was built
Ciime fi-om Caen. There are many picturesque views from the town, which
is built on an eminence. From Coutances he returned to St. Lo, and thence
went on to Caen ; stopping, however, on the road, to visit Brcttcville and
one or two other villages on the route. Bretteville church has a choir of
the thirteenth, and a tower of the fourteenth century. Norrey possesses a
most interesting and verj- rich village church ; it has a simple nave, transept,

with chapels annexed, and a choir, with side aisles and two chapels at-

tached. On the north side is a very elegant porch of the thirteenth century,
and the nave is of the early period of the same century. The sculpture in
the interior round the side aisles is extremely beautifiil, and a good type of
the fourteenth century. The pointed arches separating the choir from the
side aisles are carried on twin circular columns. There exist in the build-

ing two stone altars, the tables resting on a solid triangular block, and the
comers being supported by small columns. He next visited Chcui, the
choir, transept, and chapels of which arc of pure Norman, and the choir is

decorated with arcades. The church at Mouen dates from the twelfth century;

the exterior walls are decorated at a height of eight feet from the ground,
with blank arcades continued all round the buUding, which has a fine

western doorway.
{To be conclwled m our next')

COMBINED MACHINE FOR PLANING, TONGUEING, &c.

MESSRS. Powis, James, and Co., exliibit in Class VII. in the western
annexe of the International Exhibition, a combined machine for

planing, edging, tongueing, [grooving, thicknessing, and moulding. The
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machine operates upon all four sides at oue time, and although so

simple in construction, it \rill do all the work that auy ordinarj- plauiu^

machine can do ; likewise, having a variable feed, it is well adapted for every

class of moulding. lan;e and small. The manner in which the pi-essniv is

applietl to the feeil rollers, fi^yes a great facility when chamres are required,

to suit the various classes of work. This machine is capable of doing from

the deck plank to the most delicate moidding. The cutter heads being all

tiorged solid on the spimlle, theR' is no fear of their flying off, and at one

glance it may be seen that free access is given to idl working parts. The
machine will take in 12 by 5.

J£R. G. A. SAT.A ON THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION
BUILDING.

AT the recent meeting of the Society of Arts, when Mr. Hawes read his

excellent paper " On the International Exhibition of 1862," Mr. G.

A. Sala said, as one of the public, he might be allowed to say a few words

on an essentially public question. With regard to the contents of the

Exhibition, he had viewed them with satisfaction, wonder, and admiration,

but with respect to the building, he might, as one who had given some

attention to art, say a few words. Mr. Nelson had characterised the

building as a national disgrace ; he (Mr. Sala) did not consider it a national

disgrace, but a national mistake, and for this reason : It would be in their

recollection that in 1851, all eminent men as architects and designers were

called upon to send in plans for the Great Exhibition, and they all recol-

lected what liideous, monstrous, and abnormal designs were sent in on that

occasion, and he remembered how his eyes were horritied by some of these

designs. Those designs were mediocre, common-place, every-day things
;

but It occurred to Sir Joseph Paxton, by what he would term an inspiration

of genins, to send in the design of the Crystal Palace of 1851. He re-

peated, that was an inspiration of genius, and that design threw far into

the shade every other architectural plan submitted to the commissioners

;

but it was due to the architects of the country to state that whilst the design

of Sir Joseph Paxton was a man-ellous combination of iron and glass, it

was common-place in its form, and, as originally conceived, presented a re-

semblance to three packing-cases piled one upon the other, until the late

Sir Charles Barry added the transept, and that addition made it the beau-

tiftd thing it was. As regarded the Exhibition building of 1862, he con-

sidered that various errors had been committed. The building was
certainly not magnificent ; indeed, in his opinion, it might almost be called

hideous. The picture galleries certainly were light, commodious, and
spacious ; and albeit he agreed with Mr. Nelson that there was a want of

smaller adjacent apartments, in which the cabinet gems could be displayed

with advantage, instead of being lost amongst the mass of larger pictures,

he must say the picture galleries of the Exhibition were amongst the

grandest and most satisfactory features of that otherwise most unsatisi'actoiy

building. But in this the error was committed. They did not expect per-

fection in the building, but they did expect a building which would equal,

if it did not surpass, that of Sir Joseph Paxton. But did they go to work
the right way to get a building wliich should either rival or equal tlie

former one ? Were the most eminent architects of the day consulted as to

the building? As one of the public he was taken by surprise— not at the

announcement that another Exhibition building was wsmting— but that

Captain Fowke had been appointed to construct it. If ever there was a

deed done in a comer, it seemed to him to be that which was done by the

Royal Commissioners, or by some one, Iio did not know who, some mys-
terious body, some conclave sitting in an underground building, meeting

together, WTapped in robes of mystery, who said, " Fowke, and Fowke only,

is the man." But he might be allowed, whilst decidedly expressing, as he

believed, the opinion of a not wholly uninfluential section of the public,

that the present building was an infringement of all the canons of good
taste, to say that he did not think Captain Fowke was so much to be
blamed for what he had done. What more could he do ? He was doubt-

less an able officer of the Royal Engineers ; but did the Society of Arts, a

hundred years ago, ask an officer of Engineers to paint the pictui-es in that

room ? If Barry had been Barry, R.E., instead of Barry, R.A., would he

have been asked to paint these pictures, representing the progress of the

arts and sciences ? That mysterious council which he had referred to be-

thought themselves that a Royal Engineer officer was an artist : they wore
led away by sundry sketches by Captaiji Fowke— probably prepared at

Woolwich— for turning the National Gallery inside out— and that body
fixed upon him. Hence this great national mistake— not, however, a na-

tjonal disgrace. That might be repaired by the speedy demolition of the

building, after the purposes for which it was unfortunately erected had been
.served, or else by its conversion to some other useful commercial purpose.

He would conclude these few remarks by expressing his admiration of the

contents of the Exhibition. His opinion was that the contents of that

Exhibition were not a national disgrace, but a national honoOT, and likely

to conduce to the prosperity, the glorj', and the honour of England.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

SOVEtTIES FROM COAL, IX DAS AND LK3HT.

NOVELTY ! where does it really exist ? Egyptian children, three thou-

sand years ago, amused themselves with marbles and balls. The
ancients utilised gold, iron, &c., and, in the instance of copper, hardened it

for tools to equal our steel, an art now nnknoMTi. The turning to account

coal and its products, particularly illuminating gas, has been left to this

era. Within the crust of the earth there may be stored up another won-
derful formation, the uses of wliich wiU be only unfolded to a future

period and condition of mankind.
Tlie twenty years elapsing between the first and next International Ex-

hibition probably covers a period during which thei-e will occur three changes
in tlie raw material for making parafline. In 1851, the paraffine candle

exhibited was made fi-om turf. The considerable display now shown 1)V

Mr. Young, Class II., Messrs. J. C. and J. Field, Chiss VI., and others, of

blocks of paraffine produced entirely from coal tar, prove a considerable

manufacture has been developed during the past ten years. In 1871, it is

probable neither turf nor coal tar will bo used for making paraffine, but
instead, the lately introduced petroleum, or rock oil.

On the completion of the late French treaty, the trade of Coventry was
paralysed by every one appreciating the brilliancy and durability of foreign

dyed silk ribbons. The many dazzling colours, now so universally admired,
extracted from coal tar, on view in Class II., No. 600, &e., effectually re-

move doubt respecting the future splendoiu- of British dyes ; they can be
equalled, but not surpassed.

For some years past steel has been superseding whalebone, once so much
used, now almost forgotten. Another change has commenced : the lately

introduced rock oil of Canada, as well as coal tjir— both of which can be
manufactured to supply all oils hitherto obtained from the sperm whale,

the oleaginous linseed, and the volatile oil of the pine. The lubricating

gi'e;ise made from coal-tar does not become easily rancid, and is more
unctuous when in contact with metals than that made from animals.

Within the eases of Mr. D. Dawson, and others, Classes I. and II., can be
seen naphtha for melting india-rubber, &c. ; benzole, that will cause oil

paint to dry as quickly as lime-wash ; Lamp oil, &c., manufactured from
Wigan and Boghead Cannels, also from Newcastle coal.

Before the battle of Trafalgar, oil lamps lighted the streets of towns at

night tliroughout Europe. The comparative recentness of the introduction

of gas illumination allows full scope for originality. Changing to Class

XIII., No. 2,973, Mr. Sugg's case contains a photometer, eudiometer, ex-

hauster, alarum, &c. The photometer is an apparatus first invented by
Count Bumford, for comparing the lighting power of gases with candles, by
placing a five-feet gas argand light and a burning candle in the separate

compartments of a box with a division ; all the inside of the box being

blackened, excepting one end, which is to be white. The power of the

respective lights can be noticed on the white side, by drawing the gas-

burner gradually away, until the appearance of the shadows on it of both
lights are uniform. The simple law of light shows that the brilliancy pro-

duced by the burning candle and gas is proportionate to the square of their

respective distanees from the white side of the box. The late Baron
Bunsen also invented a photometer, using a piece of white transparent

cloth, with an opaque centre, the canille and gas lights being placed on each
side. When the appearance of the opaque part of the clolh is similar on
both sides, then the difference of the distance of the gas burner and candle

from the cloth will give the relative power of their lights. The patent

photometer exhibited seems to be that of employing the inventions of

Count Rumford and Baron Bunsen in a combined shape. The eudiometer

is an instnim<'nt for obtaining, by means of bromine, sulphate of copper,

and caustic potash, the volumes of hydrocarbon vapours, sulphuretted

hydrogen, and carbonic acid impregnating coal gases.

Mr. Sugg also exhibits an exhauster gauge and an alaiiim. The exhauster

acts in the manner of a water force-pump, and the pressure of g;is on the re-

torts is shown on a principle something analogous to the common barometer.

Only water is used, which is forced up or drawn down a tube in accordance

with the degree of pressure of the gas on water in a case, to which the tube

forms a funnel. The rising or falling of the water in the tube is shown by
means of a float on a dial.

The unsatisfactory character of the measures formerly in use for the sale

of gas, drew the attention of the Legislatm'e to the subject, and caused the

passing of the " Sales of Gas Act." i"ormerly a variation from the true

measure, reaching often iis high as from 30 to 40 per cent., occurred. The
Act referred to limits the range of en'or in gas meters to 2 per cent, as

against the consumer, and 3 per cent, as against the gas manufacturer. In
providing an instrument by which the intentions of the Legislature, so far

as the testing of meters is concerned, can be carried out, Mr. Glover has
conferred a valuable boon alike on gas companies and on the community.
In tlie " Gas Consumers' Manual," which has just appeared, the national

standard gas measures are characterised by the Astronomer Royal as

capable of being applied to the verification of gas meters of every class, and
as accurate as it is possible for hum;in skill to make them. They hare
nowbeeninu.se at the "Exchequer" above a year, and found perfectly

adapted to their purpose. Messrs. G. Glover and Co. also exhibit a meter
adapted for the photometer, remarkable for its simplicity and accuracy.

By this meter quantities of gas so minute as from i^ to ^^ part of a cubic

foot can be measured each second with precision.

The national standard gas measurer consists of an oval formed brass

bottle, capable of holding exactly five cubic feet of gas ; when full, the gas

is emitted into the meter to be tested by displacing the gas in the bottle

with water. The arrangements skilfully devised for performing this simple

operation by Mr. G. Glover, are one of the objects well worthy of carefiil

inspection at the Exhibition. Another interesting stall, Mr. Richards',

Class XXXI., No. 6,342, contains the first gas dry meter, as manu-
factured by the Dry Meter Company, in 1836-6. The cylinder or case of

this meter is divided by a loose piece of leather, acting as a diapliragm, its
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use being to separato the measured from the unmcaxurcd gas. The
measured gas is expelled from one side of tlie leather by tlie entrance of

the unmeaKurod gas, wliich distends the leather from tlio op|X)»ite side.

Wlien the leather is distended to its limits, the valve changes, indicating at

the same time. The reverse action then occurs, and tln^ giw in the filled

compartment is expelled by the gas entering the empty one. This is the

principle of all dry meters. The dry meter company ceased to exist after

losing nearly £100,000. The first successful dry meter is that patente<l by
M. Defries and N. K. Taylor in 1843. Mr. Richards also exhibits his own
gas dry meter, and one invented by him in 1844. The description of meter
here shown is that made by many of the dir meter manufacturers in the

United Kingdom, the production annually benig nearly 80,000.

( To be continued in our next,)

LABOURERS' COTTAGES, AND THEIR BEARING UPON
ARCHITECTURE.

ON Tuesday evening a lecture was delivered in the theatre of South
Kensington Museum, before the members and friends of the Arehitec-

timil Museum, by the Rev. Thomas James, M.A., ' Ox Labdukkus' Cot-
TAGKs AND TiiEitt HEARING UPON AiiCHiTECTuuE." The chair was occupied

by the President' of the Architectural Museum, Mr. A. J. B. Bebesfohd-
HoPK, who briefly introduced the lecturer.

The Rev. Lkctueeu said :— The lodging of our working classes in

London and in the great cities is indeed a pressing question, but it ia one
still more removed from the sphere of art into that of social science, than

the one wliich I have adopted; and so long as our wealthy Londoners care

to remain contented ^vith such high art as the 3-windowed houses of Ilarley

Street and its compeers afford, it woidd indeed bo prepost<>rous to tliink of

applying any sense of the term architecture, to the buildings destined for

workmen and artisans. It is some hope, perhaps, for the miserably de-

graded condition of thi; domestic street iirchitecture of London, that the

best recent examples of urban building have been in city warehouses and
.St. Giles' Schools. Begiiming at this end, it may surely in time force its

way upwards, and shame our middle and higher classes, with their two or

ten thousand a year, from burying themselves in the dingy walls of pointed

brick, broken only by those statutable openings for limited light—^which can
only be explained to the intelligent foreigners, now so thickly congregating
among us, as the nation's grateful memorial and perpetual tribute to the
memory of the deceased Window Tax.
But while the difficulty of attaining good street arcliitectui'e seems,

judging from its rarity, almost insuperable, everybody supposes that he
could build a Cottage. Just as everyone thinks he can tvrite for the poor,

so everyone thinks he can build for the poor; so little is required— so few
the wants. You have only to take pen or pencil in hand, and the thing is

done 1 But, indeed, the poor man's authors, after his Bible, are but three

or four, and they of the very best ; and of the thousand cottage plans that

have been designed for the country labourer, there are scarcely more than
three or four which he really likes, or would care to live in. It is notorious

that the old mud hovels of the waste, the concretion of many generations,

have far more comforts and charms, for the peasant, than most of the new
spick and span new model cottages, pvemiated at the last agricultural

show.

It would be a waste of time, yet almost amusing, to run over the mar-
vellous mistakes which have been made in prize cottages, even by our
leading societies. Some of the veiy worat models wluch I know have been
ushered into the world as model designs. Some without any pantry — one
with an ornamental verandah over the scullery— another with separate
chimney shaft to nearly every grate— another with classical pediment to

the gable, and Gothic moulded battlements to the pigsty. I pass over the
outrageous bargeboards and extravagant hipknots and other absurdities,

added with the idea of giving an architectural character, and some quite

impracticable; and I must own myself to a share in one which appeared in

a leading review, in which the only way upstairs was apparently through
the window.

Till within the last twenty years veiy little thought was given to cottage-

building. Even improving landlords had little notion except of making
them picturesque. The Lady Bountifuls, fresh from the side scenes of a

London opera, tacked on, by the aid of the village carpenter, barge boards
and rough bark, put sham latches on the frost doors, wliich were nailed up
to make all look neat and tidy, and then believed that they had effected a

Swiss cottage, and a creditable improvement. But this was all in reference

to themselves, and not to the occupiers, who were often put to great incon-
venience for the sake of this outside show. Even when the best motives
actuated the proprietors, there was a lamentable want of proper adaptation
to the end proposed ; and I scarcely know an instance where extensive
cottage-building was effected, five-and-twenty years ago. where there are
not evidences, in pseudo-Gothic, and classic accessories, of an unreality
about the work, and, at best, but a feeling after an object whi<'li was not

attained. The late Duke of Bedford was one of the first who systematically
set to work in a practical spirit to solve the problem how a substantial and
convenient house could be erected for the labourer, at a cost which would
pay a reasonable interest on the outlay. He took the bi'oad and liberal

view which became a man who recognised the principle, that property has
its duties as well as its rights. "Cottage-budding," he says, "is, we all

know, a bad investment of money, but this is not tlie light in wliich such a
subject should be viewed by landlords, from whom it is surely not too much

to expect, that while they an- building and improving fannhoiiseii, home-
steads, and cattlc-hheds, they will also build and improve the dwellings of

their labouivn*, in sufficient number to meet the improved and improving
condition of the land."

His example was verj- widely and quickly followed ; and indeed theM
were many other landlords, of greater or lesa acreage, doing the name good
work independently, at the same time ; but the Duko of Bedford will alwayn
stand out conspicuous in the movement, from the personal attention lie him-
self bi'stowed u|)on the detiiils of the plans, and from the book of designa

that he published.

These are still among the very best before tlic public, and greatly to l>e

preferred to the majority of thoso put out by professional architects. They
range from a single cottiige to groups of five or more ; meeting almost every

conceivable re((uirement of numbers and condition of families. They are

thoroughly unpretentioiLS in character, and they are cheap. The great

agricidtural societies, especiall}' the Royal Agricultural Society, and .the

Yorkshire Agricultural Society, took up the subject of cottages aboulf the

same time, offered prizes for the best designs, and published the result*.

But by far the greatest share in promoting the cause of Cottage ImproTe-

ment, and providiug a large variety of commodious and inexpensive plans,

must be assigned to the " Society for Improving the Condition of the Labour-

ing Cliisses" (which haa its office at Exeter Hall, and its publication, " The
Labourer's Friend"), and more especially to the late honorary architect of

that Society, Mr. Roberts, who, at home and abroad, in town and county,

has done more than any indindual, and I may say, any body of men, to di»-

seimiiato reliable statistics and information about the dwellings of the labour-

ing classes, and to carry out practical measures for their improvement. His

pamphlets and lectures are generally too well known to require mo to specify

more than one, the last, just published by Ridgway, ami entitled "Essen-

tials of a Healthy Dwelling." I might have been charged with direct

plagiarism, if I had seen liis pamphlet more than a week ago, for it contains

a design almost identical in general ground-pUn with th(! one which I

exhibit ; but my own has been in the course of modification for the last two
years, though no doubt indebted to some of Mr. Roberts* earlier plans for

many features of its arrangement.
The one before you was, however, more directly modified from a gronnd-

plau given in Mr. Strickland's most valuable pamphlet on " Cottage Archi-

tecture," being an examination of the best designs sent in to the Yorkshire

Agricultural Society in 1859.

I could not have gi-eater confirmations of the excellence of this plan than
the facts, that almost the identical arrangement has been sanctioned by Mr.
Roberts, in his latest publication, as the best which his matured experience

can recommend ; that so practical a man as Mr. St rickland adopts the same

;

and that the hitest prizes awarded by the Leeds and Royal Agricultural

Society embody its main features.

Such a concurrence of authority almost settles the question as to the best

general arrangement for a double cottage ; and is the more remarkable fironi

the great divergence of the earher prize designs, one from another, and all

from this. I wish most explicitly to disclaim for myself any claim of origi-

nality in this plan. I put forwanl a much stronger claim on public grati-

tude if, after having carefully examined many hundred plans (as I have

done), I have selected that which has the concurrent approbation of the best

authorities on the subject, and will bear the criticism of the present meeting.

It is from the sources I have indicated, that I have drawn out (by the

assistance, originally, of my friend Mr. Slater, and now by the aid of my
friend Sir. Pedley, who has kindly made the elevations for me— and these

are entirely my' own) what I will not call a "Model Cottage" (for I

should be very sorry to see any one type repeated and repeated over the whole

country), but yet one which combines all thi^ requirements that I have

found to be demanded by those who have studied the subject, and from

the exjierience which I have gained by enquiries among the agricultural

labourers of my own parish. I think it better to exhibit only this one

design than to'complicate the matter by a variety of plans of elevations,

with which I shoidd liave to find more or less fault. Of course this wliich

I exhibit is open to criticism ; and I hope that it may call forth discussion

from those who have given attention to the subject of cottage-building.

This design, then, professes to be for a pair of cottages for agricultural

labourers. It is not suited to be built singly, or in a row of three or more.

But a pair of cottages is the most frequent requirement for the country ;

because the single cottage woidd of course be eompanitivcly dearer ; and,

from having all its sides outer walls, would, with the same thickness of

brick, be much colder ; while a row of cottages, besides being by as.sociation

less countiy-looking. is also far less convenient for having a garden allot-

ment attached, of sufficient size to enable the tenant to pay a remunerative

rent.

It is in that way that I could meet the difHeulty of the landlord's gaining

a fair return for his capital. For the mere house, it cannot be done from

the ordinary pay of a field labourer. Eighteenpence a week is as much as

a man can well pay for rent, out of 12s. or 14s. a week wages ; but £4 per

ainuini is poor interest for £120 or £150 laid out by the landlord on a

cottage which he has to .sustain in repair; but add a quarter or half au

acre, at ordinary farm reut, and the extra £1 or £2 which the cottager has

to pay is more than compensated to him by the market-garden value which

the land at once gains in his hands. Thus, by converting the grass or arable

ground into garden, and aflSxing it to the cottage, the extra rent which the

landlord may at once put upon the whole makes up to him for the in-

sufficient return of the house singly. I need hardly olwerve how doubly

valuable to the cottager is the land attached to his dwelling, compared
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with the field allotment, whieh, as all who know countn- customs are aware,

is almost always staked ont in the most distmit and inconvenient corner of

the parish.

I enter into this part of the subjeet, becanse it meets the financial point

of the question— ia this as in everj- other matter— the one on which all

eTcntually tmrns. If it were not that cottapcs arc required to be built cheap,

we need not consider the matter at all. Or let mo not say " cheap." Let

•a« only make a cottage remuneratiir; auil we have not to consider whetluT
it is cheap, but whether it is good. The plan 1 have indicated will un-
fortunately only meet the eases where land is at its natunU value as land,

and is at the disposal of the builder— but this is the case in nine-tenths

of our rural parishes, and it is with these tliat I profess to have most
to do.

(TVAtf contirtMd-)

^ WEST BEOnVICH SCHOOLS.

OUR principal illustration this week represents some projected Church
schools at West Bromwich. Messrs. Green and Do Ville. of 36

Orraond Street, architects, say :—Wc propose to construct the walls of the

building of the new red sandstone, T(-ith occasional bands and arches of

coloured bricks or stone, and the dressings of oolite, the roofs being covered

with slates of various colours. Tlie schools are planned according to the

requirements of the Committee of Council on Education, and are designed

to accommodate 450 children. On the ground floor is placed the infants'

school, with a south-west aspect, accommodating 150 infants, and the girls'

school, with a south-east aspect, accommodating 150 girls, over which is a
schoolroom for 150 boys, reached by a stone staircase in one angle, sur-

mounted by a bell-turret. The infants' and girls' schools are divided by a

double curtain, which allows of the two being thrown into one large room
for assembling all the children at one time. All three schools would have a

separate playground, and adjoining the building is a master's residence

with a garden attached. The schools are provided with class rooms, and
fitted up, warmed, and ventilated in the usual manner. The estimated cost

of the buildings is about £2,000.

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

AN ordinary general meeting of this body was held at the rooms, 9 Con-
duit Street, on Monday evening ; Mr. Ahthiie Ashpitel, V.P., in the

chair. Mr. John Henry Parker was introduced as a newly-elected honorary
member of the Institute.

The Chairman announced that the annual con vcrsazione of the members
of the Institute was to be held on the 25th of June, and that notices of
contributions of works of art for use on the occasion should at once be sent

in to the honorary secretaries.

Mr. John W. Papwoktk then read a paper, On an .SIsthetic Pkincipi.e

IN Dbcoilvtion. The paper, which is not to be published at present, was
illustrated by a number of drawings. The lecturer endeavoured to establish

the following points : — first, they had no safe guide in decoration except
that which arises from a careful study of executed examples, judged upon
principles that were easily found; that those principles were opposed to the
enrichment of sciUptured ornaments by colour under any other pretence
than that of gilding (and he contended that he had on a previous occasion
established the fact that gilding was a barbarism in statues and in orna-
ment) ; that graining in aO its branches was not a falsehood, and that in

most of the cases in which certain persons had raised the cry, " A sham,
a sham ! " the sham had really been their apparently virtuous indignation.

Mr. WiLLiAsi White proposed a vote of thanks to the author of the
lecture. The lecturer asked them whether they would construct their
decoration, or decorate their construction, as thougli the alternative lay
between these two matters ; but there might be a thousand other compo-
sitions equally to be taken into account. Again, he thought there was one
point in respect to that from which the lecturer had rather held himself
aloof, and that was the need of jTOsitive colour as attested by the universal

taste of mankind. People would have colour in all their rooms, and in all

other places where they were to be for any length of time. In many mcdi-
a?val works there was a very common decoration, which consisted of sten-

cilling out in stone without any under lime-wasli. There could be no doubt
whatever as to the accuracy of the principle laid down by the lecturer in

reference to the truth of construction. But that did not argue against the
truth in construction, and he hoped that Mr. Papworth would have shown
them some principle as to what was truth in construction, becau.se there
were many truths which were not paraded, aud might be worse for being
paraded. In nature the most beautiful things were those that had no
utilitarian advantage in the way other constructive art had. Look at tlio

petals of flowers, and the delicate texture of the flowers themselves ; they
had no positive utilitarian use, and yet they were some of them the most
beautiful things in nature.

Mr. J. H. Pahkeh, having been called nixm by the Chairman, "aid his

study had been confined chiefly to the history of architecture, \vithout ex-
tending to its iestlietics, or principles. He hail always thought that colour
was meant to bring out the forms.— Mr. W. Buuges said, colour was a gift

of the good God, and if a man had not that gift, all the world could not
make him a good eolourist.

Mr. MoiiBis said, he thought they shoiUd look at architecture in its

grandest light and aspect, and then I hey would find that decoration and

bits of fancy colour were all very subonlinate indeed. If they looked at

the works of the ancients, tlioy would find tJiat all the durable decorations

were in relief, and it appeared to him tliat architecture should bo kept up
and looked to in that way as a decorative art, without depending upon paint-

ing or sculpture. And he tlinught the more this independent charactcrwas

kept in view, the grander and more important would architecture be as an

art.— Professor ICEUKsaid, they sliould l)oth decorate their construction and
constnict their decoration, but they were in the infancy of the study of the

real principles of decoration. Ho disputed the doctrine of Mr. Burges,

about colour being a particular gift. Ho did not think every man wanted
colour, and he did not like Gotliic colouring. When they copied nature

thoy did wrong, but so long as they followed nature to the idea of con-

ventionalism, then they did as much as they could in the present infancy

of decorative science.— Mr. C. I'". Haywaiu) said, there wore very large

portions of educated people, who desired to have good and proper coloured

decoration, aud that the uneducated mind desired colour was quite clear to

everybody.—Mr. Mayiiew thought all liked colour more or loss, especially

tlie ladies. He would not like to sit long in a room where tlierc was not

colouring, but the chief thing to be avoided was false colouring.

The Cu.uRMAK was of opinion, that if proper attention were paid to tlio

matter, it would be found tliat there was not so much difference between

the Gothic and the Classic as to decoration. As to nature, thoy could not

follow nature in an arch or roof, but what they .slundd boar in mind was
accuracy and propriety. There was very little gonuine authority to show that

the Greeks used polyehromy outside, although they did so inside the

building. We should not ourselves polyehromise the outsidos of our houses,

and ho believed with Mr. Parker, that the great use of colour was to enrich

and to enhance the beauty of a building.

The following gentlemen were, on ballot, admitted members of the

Institute :—Mr. John Samuel Phone, of 34 Oakley Street, Cheisea ; Mr.

Gore Ouseley Lane, of 4 Dawson Place, Bayswater.

CHURCH, CHAPEL, SCHOOL, AND OTHER BUILDINGS.

WALSOKEN.—On Thursday afternoon, at NewWalsoken, the first stone

of the new Chapol-of-ease, was laid by Mr. R. Yotmg. The architect

is Mr. W. Adams, and the builder Mr. J. H. Andrews. A brass plate was
enclosed in a cavity in the stone, recording tlio particulars of the event.

E.1TON CmjBCH, NE.ui CoNGi.ETON, CHESHIRE.—A beautiful wcstom wiu-

dow was placed in this church last week, on the anniversary of the death of

the lamented Mr. G. C. Antrobus. The window, which is a memorial one,

is the united offering of the tenantry and inhabitants of Eaton, headed by
the incumbent, the Rev. J. P. Firmin. It is from the studio of Messrs.

Edmonson and Son, of Manchester, and represents the parable of the good
Samaritiin, with the suggestive words underwritten, " Go thou and do like-

wise." Beneath the subject is the inscription, " In memoriam Gibbs Craw-

furd Antrobus. Obiit 21st May, 1861." In the upper tracery of the window
are foliage and other ornaments, surmounted by the shield of the deceased.

The colouring of the window is clear, but well tempered and toned into har-

monious general effect ; and though the whole appearance of it is highly

pleasing, it very properly does not vie in brilliancy with the beautiful chance

window by the same artist, erected four years ago by the masonic body in

the neighbourhood as a mark of respect to the late Mr. Antrobus. We under-

.stand that in addition to the window it is intended by the parishioners to

place a monumentsd cross in the body of the church.

St. Giles, Exhai.i,.—The old parish church of St. Giles, ExhaU (anciently

Ecclcshall), near Alcester, Worcestershire, has been restored at a cost of

about £900. The works have been completed very satisfactorily. The Rev.

H. C. Carleton, rector of Arrow and ExhaU, has subscribed handsomely to

the restoration fund. Mr. Solomon Hunt, of Harvington, was both architect

and builder.

HiGHWOBTH, NEAR WINCHESTER.—The restoration of the fine old church

at Highworth, near Winchester, is nearly completed, and reflects credit on

the architect, Mr. Hugall, and the builder, Mr. Pedley. The opening takes

place to-day (Friday).

St. Peter's, Marlborough.—A vestry meeting was held last week to

consider the plans and specifications furnished by Mr. Wyatt, the diocesan

architect, for repairing, amending, and re-pen-ing the church. The rector

occupied the chair. The churchwardens. Dr. Fergus, W. C. Merriman, Esq.,

.lohn Halcomb, Esq., and a large number of ratepayers attended. The plans,

&c., wore produced by the rector, and the proposed alterations having been

explained and discussed, the meeting was adjoiu-ned for the purpose of ob-

taining fiu-ther information from Mr. Wyatt. A working committee, con-

sisting of the rector and churchwardens, and a committee of reference were

appointed.

New Church at Warter, near Pocki.ington, Yorkshire.— The
corner-stone of the new churcli at Warter, was laid a few days ago. For

the removal of the old cluircli (which for years had been in a dilapidated

condition), and the building of a new one, the parishioners are indebted to

the liberality of the principal landowner in the parish (Lord Muncastor, of

Warter Priory). The stone was laid on the south-west angle buttress of

the church, which will bo built in the Gothic stylo, and consist of a nave

and chancel 89 ft. long by 33 ft. 6 in. wide, with a tower and spire 120 ft.

high. The architects are Mr. William G. Haborshon and Mr. Alfred Pite,

of London ; the builder, Mr. Ralph AVeatherley, of York.

Holy Island Parish Church, Durham.—As the restoration of this
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church proceecU:, matters of interest and beauty are constantly discovered.

The arches of the nave have been cleared of centuries of whitewash, and

exhibit an architectural construction of rare excellence and lieauty. The
pUlars on the north side are circular, on the south octajjon. .Some of the

arches are constructed with alternate white and red stones, while the

masonry is of the most perfect kind. The arches on the nortli and

south are tUfferent in architecture, construction, and size. Altojsether

this church will exhibit some of the most extraordiuiiry freaks of

ancient architecture yet discovered in the kingdom.

Holme Chtrcii, near Stamfohd, Lincoi.nsiiiiik.—The church at the

village of Holme, having been found too small for the requii-ementa of the

parish, has recently been considerably enlarged. The edifice comprises a

nave and aisles supported by Norman arches, and has a light an<t elegant

appearance. The lienches are entirely of oak, the ends nicely carved, the

whole facing the pulpit. The floor is tesselated with red and dark-coloured

glazed tiles. Iron gratings nin up the aisles, under which are pipes con-

veying hot water for warming the building. The roof is ribbed a nd vaidted,

and, as well as the lecturn anil reading desk, is of red pine stained to

resemble oak. The pidpit is of marbled alabaster with carved bosses

running round the base, emblematical of the four evangelists, and mounted-

on a pillar of Helpstone stone. The entire cost of the building is about

£2,000, the greater portion of which has been met by AVm. AVells, Esq.,

the lord of the manor, and the rest by a rate of Is. in the pound, extending

over two years. The church, which is calculated to hold about 350 people,

was erected by Messrs, Perkins, of Easton, and Bradshaw, of Stamford,

under the superintendence of Mr. Browning, architect, of Stamford. The
iron building formerly used at Millfield, Peterboro', for a Sunday school,

having been pm-chased of Mr. Stiinley's executors, was appropriated to the

purpose of public worship during the progress of the erection.

WAKEfTELD CiiuRCii INSTITUTION.—On Tuesday evening, the building

erected for the purposes of the Wakefield Church Institution at the top of

Westgate, in that town, was inaugurated. The building may be called geo-

metric ^Gothic, and has been erected from the designs of Sir. Higham, of

Newcastle-on-Tyue. The cost of the building, apart from the site, has

been about £2,000. The lecture hall is acoustically well constructed, and
there are a reading room and library on the ground floor, as well as several

large and well ventilated class rooms on the basement story.

St. John's, Dubdham Down, Bristoi,.—A wTiter to the Briftol Bnily

Post says:—"It is stated that funds are being raised ' for the erection of

transepts, and for eflfecting other alterations and improvements, with a view-

to meet the necessity for additional chiu-ch accommodation in this rapidly

increasing parish."

CLASS OF DESIGN OF THE AUCHITECTUKAL ASSOCIATION.

A MEETING of this Class took place on Friday last, when there waii a

large attendance of members. The President of the Class, Mr. T. E.

Smith, occupied the chair. The subject for tlie evening was " A Parsonage
House,'' designs for which were contributed by Messrs. Beesley, Davies

Hack, Julian, Molecey, Paris, Payne, Ridge, Sills, .Spiers, Tan'er, and
Walter, and which were fi-eely criticised by the chairman and members of

the Class. The designs were accompanied, in the majority of cases, by
plans of the several floors, and several of the drawings had been carefully

studied, and were very meritorious. After the examination of the .sketches,

the Class proceeded to elect officei'S for the ensuing session. Mr. T. Roger
Smith was unanimously re-elected President, and Mr, E. O. Harris, Vice-

President. Mr. E. J. Tarver was re-elected honorary secretary, in con-

junction with Mr. L. W. Ridgo, and a vote of thanks was passed to

Mr. Walter, the retiring secretar)-. The meeting then adjourned to Friday,

the 13th of June.

^tfahtos.

Second Annual Sepnrt of the Society for tlic Acclimatisation of Aniinals

Birds, Insects, and Vegetahks within the United Kingdom. 1862. Offices,

Duke Street, Adelphi.

From the report before us it appears that tlie anticipations of the success

of the Society have been so far realised, and that, considering the short

time that it has existed, and the difficulties that usually beset an attempt to

introduce novel ideas and novel experiments, the condition of the society is

highly satisfactory. The number of members and subscribers has increased

largely since the last annual meeting.

The Assurance of Diseased and DonJitfid Lives on a New Principle, rnore

Advantageous and Equitable to Policg-hulders than the Systrni hit/wrto

adopted. By JIorhice A. Black. Actuary to the London and Yorkshii'e

Assurance Companj-, With. Observations on the Characteristics of Assur-

able and, Hon-Assurahle Lives. By A, P. Stewart, M,D., F,R,C'.P.,

Physician to the Company.

Life Assurance, a matter often sadly neglected even by those who are

most eligible both as to health and means, is the subject of this pamphlet.

The writer's object is to indicate the general principle on which lives arc

selected for assurance, the system on which " diseased and doubtful " lives

have hitherto been as.sured, and to develope a new principle with relation lo

the latter class of lives more equitable than that hitherto adopted. The
system hitherto observed, it may be stated in brief, in the case of all

assured diseased lives, is to add a certain number of years to tho natural
ago of the candidate for assurance— five, ten, or fifteen, ns the case may be ;

thus making a candidate, as an assurance subject, so many years olderthan
he really is. Mr. Black entirely discards this method. He ara:ues that the
estimate of the value of a life is often false, still oftener mistaken, and
generally unreliable, us positive (hita. He proposes, therefore, in all cases,
to give the assurer the benefit of the doubt. Insti'ad of adding to his
nominal age, and by so much increasing the premium, Mr. Black's plan is to

accept candidates at their real u^e, that is to say, at the ordinary premium,
and charge the estimated depreciated value of the life on the policy, to be
deducted in case it becomes a " claim " within a specified number of yearn ;

and if the life survives the specified number of years, no deduction from the
sum assured is made. This plan, it must be confessed, is both easy and
equitable. It gives the candidate whose life is assumed to be diseased the
chance of assuring on the ordinary terms, and the further chance—if his
life should prove a good one—of escaping altogether any additional charge.

The Church's Floral Kxdendar. London: Day and Son, Lithograpben to
the Queen.

This is one of the most beautifully executed works we hare ever seen.

It is compiled by Emily Cuylcr, with a preface by her brother the Rev. F.
Shelley Cuyler, The illustrations are designed and chromo-lithographed
by W. R. Tymms. The object of the book is to associate flowers with
principles. The theological spirit of the book may bo seen indicated in the
follo\nng sentences, which constitute the concluding paragraph of Mr.
Cuyler's preface. " It must, however, be borne in mind, that with some
holy days, more than one flower is connected with tradition ; as, for instance,

in the case of the Annunciation, to which appertains the flowering almond,
the white lily of the Annunciation, and the cardamine flower. In such
cases the compiler has confined her choice to the one which seems best
adapted to the festival, or the most sanctioned by use."

THE REV. GEORGE WILLIAM.S, B.D., ON ECCLESIASTICAL
ARCHITECTURE IN GEORGIA AND ARMENIA.

(Concludalfrom our last.)

THE CONVENT AND C1I0K0HE9 OF SAKFAHA.

WAHDSIA.—Still ascending the Kur, which here runs through a rocky gorge,
dominated by the picturesque castle of Tioumoule or Imogvi, situated on

an almost inaccessible bill on the left bank of the river, we reach the rock-hewn
convent of Wardsia by a road scarcely practicable. This convent is entirely
excavated in a precipitous rock, which rises from a narrow plain on the left

bank of the Kur, and consists of nearly 400 chambers of various dimensions,
among which are found one large cathedral church and six or seven small
chapels. The whole place has been given over to centuries of desolation or
desecration, during the occupation of this part of the country by the Turks

;

but quite recently, a vigorous lay-brother, a Greek from Trebizond, has been
earnestly employed in clearing it of its pollutions. The cathedral has been
restored, so to speak, and furnished with a new iconostasis; and the Divine
offices, with the Liturgy of S. Chrysostom, are again celebrated there by a Greek
priest, also from Trebizond, in the presence of a few of the orthodox villagers
from the neighbouring village of Tsounda. I can only briefly notice the cathe-
dral, which is situated about the middle of the convent. It has a kind of porch,
opening into it from the south, supported by two pillars left in the live

rock, and is lighted by apertures pierced in the same. It measures about 45 ft.

by 25 ft., and is about 40 ft. high; the rock at the east end is formed into an
apse. On the north is a kind of aisle of irregular shape, in which is the mau-
soleum of the renowned Queen Tamar, who passed much of her time at this

])lace, and whose spacious apartments, with their wide divans, all excavated in
the natural rock, once communicated with the church by a passage and stairs,

still to be traced. This queen, who died in .v.d. 1212, was daughter of George,
who reigned from lloti to 1184, and is said to have commenced this monastery,
which was finished by his more renowned daughter. Of the chapels I can only
mention one, which is entirely covered with frescoes, evidently executed by a
Greek artist, probably a monk of Mount Athos, for not only are all the subjects

treated, and all the figures represented in the conventional style of the Greeks,
but the names and legends attached to each are certainly in the ancient Greek
characters, though lirusset has pronounced them to bo Georgian. The only
piece of niiisonry in this extensive convent is found in the entrance gateway,
which may also have served for a belfry ; but the upper story is now destroyed.
This building which is comparatively modern, may date from the restoration of

the monastery, after its violation by (Tamerlane) Thab-Thaniaz, about the
middle of the eighteenth century.
Mtzhhetiia.—I have yet to describe the most venerable, and to me the most

interesting of all the ecclesiastical- monuments of Georgia, situated also on the
Kur, but at a distance of little less than 200 miles from the convent last de-
scribed. Only one post short of Tiflis, at the confluence of the River Aragva
with the Kur, is found the site of Mtzhhctha, once the civil and religious

capital of the Georgian kingdom, the venerable cradle of the national church,

and the seat of its Catholicus, until, within the last few years, the Russian
bureaucratic rage for centralisation, most unhappily, as I think, transferred the

metropolitan see to Tiflis, and merged this ancient independent branch of the
orthodox Church in the holy governing Synod of St. Petereburg.

Meanwhile, the material land-marks of this much enduring church still re-

main, mutilated and debased no doubt, and grievously shorn of their ancient

dignity, but only the more dear on that very account to those who cherish a

feeling of veneration and love for what presents the noblest example which
ecclesiastical history has preserved of allegiance to the faith of Christ, under
hardships and privations and persecutions which have no parallel in any other

church in Christendom.

I have two churches to describe, the " Ouspenshi Sabor," or church of the

Assumption, and the Cathedral of the Twelve Apostles. The Ouspenshi Sabor,

is the conventual chapel of a small nunnery, which doubtless occupies the site

of a more numerous and influential religious house attached to this abbey
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rlmrcb, in the palmv dnys of Grorcian Christianity. It stnndi! in a court of
KMDC coiisiilerablo size, surrounded bv a hif;li wall, within wliich, on the soutli

and south>west of the enclosure, stand the houses of tlienuns and tlio hospitiuni

and guests'-liouse, whicli are modem constructions, and demand no notice.

The north-ea.«t anple of the close is occupied hv a very small chapel dedicated
to the memory of S. Ninia, the apostle of the Georgian nation, who, a humble
slave pirl herself, eroancipatetl the king and people of the land of her captivity
•with "the glorious liberty of the children of Gml." At the north-west angle
is a square tower, with u polygonal lantern, with a conical roof, which may
formerly have served for a bell-tower, similar to that over the chapel of S. John
Baptist, at SatTara.

liut 1 must procce<l now to notice the church itself, which is of the same typo
precisely as that of Tiniolhcsmdnc, and as the principal church of the Convent
of Suffara. I shall, therefore, notice only those features which are peculiar to
this church. Kxtcrnally I have to notice a double base-Uiblc, the lower 4j, the
upper y in. deep; eadi 9 in. wide, serving as a continuous pedestal for the
piLvters, which support an nrcading th.nt runs round all that p.nrt of the
original wall of the church which is still exposed to view ; for additions, of

which I iiave to speak presently, have been made to the chui"ch, both on the
north and south sides. This arcading is common to this church and the cathe-
dral, and I see, from drawings, that it was applied also to other churches in

Georgia. It is admirablv cxecutetl, and indeed the whole construction of these

walls is a masterpiece of masonic art. The east wall is arcaded in tivc, giving
one arch to each aisle, and three to the chancel, which rise much liighor than
the side arche;*. There is a curious angular recess between the two shafts that

support the side arches of the chancel, the only exterior iniUcation of the apsidal

termination within, for these recesses arc formed in the thickness of the wall

formed hy the apse. Hut the most remarkable feature in this church is the
chapel abutting upon its south wall, and forming, in one of its bays, the porch
of access to the chnrch itself. This chapel is covered with a gabled roof at

right angles to the roof of the church, and tiled, while all the other roofs are of

the same solid ribbetl stone as we have noticed elsewhere. There was formerly
a brick porch at the west end, which is now in ruins, and a lean-to cellar-like

building covers the northern wall for a length of 65J ft. from the west end, being
only 14 ft. wide. The church measures externally 90 ft. by 5C ft., not including
the chapels. I must not quit the exterior without mentioning the very rich

arabesque ornaments which cover the gables of the transepts, which are arcaded
in three; the wall border, the middle arch being pierced with two lights, while
the side arches, which are much narrower and lower than the centre, serve as
frames for double blind lights, which seem never to have been pierced.

Entering into the interior through the second bay (from the west) of the
south ch»|)el, the arch of which is nearly double the widtli of the others for

the purpose of forming a porch, we find this chapel highly ornamented with
good stone car^'ing of the Uyzantine character. It is (livided internally into

four bays; whereof the easternmost has an apsidal termination, the next bay to

this has a tiat dome vault resting on ijendentives, exquisitely sculptured, and its

walls arc richly arcaded and recessed. The interior of the church itself cor-
responds in all its main features with Timothesm&c .ind S. Saba, already
described, but a low stone screen of Uyzantine character, with the arches entirely
open, in place of the usual iconostasis of closed panels, is a peculiar feature of this

church. The .synthronus here is more developed than in the church of S. Saba.
There is in the centre of the apse a large throne, to which is an ascent by four
wide steps, which run entirely round the apse, and seem to have formed a double
row of benches for the chapter of the convent. Besides the episcopal throne
in the apse, there is an ancient canopied throne, richly carved in stone, raised
two or three steps, attiiched to the eastern face of the' pier which supports the
lantern on the south side of the nave; and in the corresponding position on the
north side is a vcrj- massive chair in black marble, without any carving. The
former of these was said to be the throne of the Metropolitan, the latter of the
begnman.

this church was undergoing very extensive repairs when I was there, and
was entirely denuded of furniture, which considerably facilitated my survey.
The nuns were meanwhile assisting in the offices at the cathedral, which I have
next to describe. 1 shall be as brief as possible.

The Cathedral of the Twelve Apostles is a building of the greatest interest to
the sacred archaeologist and ecclesiologist, as being that which undoubtedl}'
occupies the site of the first church of Georgia, erected during the reign of
Constantine the Great; while the existing building, though often ruined by
accident or violence, and as often restored, yet unquestionably exhibits in its main
features the identical church in which many generations of the orthodox kings
of Iberia received their coronation unction, and in which the mortal remains
of the royal family have been interred for centuries. But we are at present
engaged with the architecture, not with the history and antiquities, of Georgia.
;^The church is situated within a kremlin—a name common in liussia to any
fortified enclosure surrounding a church, such as that most celebrated one at
Jloscow : the Acropolis at Athens, or the (Japitol of Rome, would have been
kremlins to the Russians. The high wall of this enclosure is flanked with
square and circular towers, which give it quite the character of a fortress ; and
the buildings occupied by the priests and servants of the church are situated on
the west and south sides of the close; the palace of the Metropolitan I did not
distinguish amid these half-ruined habitations.

The church itself has the same double ba.se-tablc, and an arcade running
round the walls, with niches in the cast end, similar to the Church of the
Assumption ; but it has also some curious sculptured stones placed in the wall
at random, as it would appear. In* way of ornament—some carved in arabesque
patterns, others rude representations of animals unknown to zoologv—possibly
recognised in Georgian heraldry. I found the church to be ICO "ft. by 66J,
interior measure. The height of the lantern, I read, is 112 ft.

It has these peculiarities. A narthex, covering the whole of its west front,
besides the 8(|uare porch which we have found in the otiier churches. This
narthex has a roof of its own, lower than that of the church, so that the aisles

of the nave have windows in their west walls, above the roof of the narthex.
The church has also double transept aisles, which within appear like an cxten-
»ion of the nave eastward, and of the sacrariuin westward, one bay each ; it is

only the roofing that indicates that they really arc what 1 have stated them to
be. The iconostasis is advanced westward of the eastern aisle of the transept,
and stands between the two eastern piers of the lantern. A modern and tawdry
icoDostoais hag lately been substituted for the old one, the fragments of which

were resting against the south wall of the transept, and the grim-visaged figures
of the old national saints in their picturesque costumes apjioared to me much better
to harmonise with the genius loci than these miserable specimens of modern art
and debased taste. Tiie lantern is a polygon of sixteen sides, and springs imme-
diately from the pendentives, without the intervention of the circular drum
which is found in the Church of the Assumption. Between the piers of
the n.ive on the south siiie is a low square column, surrounded by a wood
frame, canopied and covered with ancient paintings— an object of special venera-
tion to the Georgian Christians, as being the place where a miraculous flow of
ointment indicated the presence of the seamless coat of our Lord, the most
precious relic of Ihu Church and nation. Close bv this, on the east, is the throne
where the Georgian kings were crowned by many successions of Catholici, from
the days of Miriam, their first Christian king, until the last of the royal line,
George XIII., at the close of the last century. There is an ascent of two steps
to the synthronus, which is divided into stalls, five on each side of the throne in
the apse, with an extension eastward along the flat wall of the sacrariuin.
Immediately behind the altar is a large and ma.ssive silver cross, used in pro-
cessions, covered with Bysantinc chasing, very rich and of great antiquity. The
church also possesses a reliquary of ancient date, which the Catholicos was wont
to wear as a breastplate on great occasions, in imitation, it mav be presumed,
of the I'rim and Thummim of the .Tewish high-priest.

This allusion has carried ir,c again to .Jerusalem, and I must not leave this
interesting church without directing your attention to a stone model of the Holy
Sepulchre, whicli is erected against the south wall of the narthex—another
memorial of the old communion between the Georgian Church and the Holy
Land, to which I have already more than once referred, and to which I must
further allude, in conclusion, in order to call to your notice the remarkable
resemblance that is still found to exist between those churches which I have
described, and two of the eleven churches which still exist at Jerusalem, which
are historically known to have belonged originally lo the Georgians. I allude
to the Church of S. James, now held by the Clemenians, on Mount Sioo, and
the Convent Cliapel of S. Salvador, occupied bv the Franciscans since the
sixteenth century. I am enabled, through the kindness of Signer Pierotti, to
exhibit ground-plans of both these churches, and a section of one, a glance at
which will at once show you how remarkably, iu this instance also, architectural
science confirms historical testimony.

I was to have said something on Armenian as well as on Georgian Ecclesi-
ology, but have left myself less than no time to do so, having already exceeded
the limits assigned me. I regret this the less, because, having been prevented
by illness from exploring tile Armenian churches of Tiflis, and from prosecuting
my contemplated journey into Armenia Proper, I could oulv have reported upon
them at second hand, from books, which probably are accessible to all, in the
reading-room of the British Museum. I tliought'l should be doing better ser-

vice if I confined myself to the results of my own actual surveys of buildings
which have either never been described and" illustrated at all before, or in so
very slovenly and careless a manner as to mislead rather than to guide the
student who would investigate this almost untrodden, but most interesting and
instructive, field of ecclesiologiial research. I feel that I have done but scanty
justice to my subject, but I trust I have furnished vou with elements for th'e

investigation of the curious question of the place which Georgia occupies in the
developcment of religious architecture— a question which appears to me to otter

some problems not very easy of solution, and which I gladly leave in abler hands.

ON THE LIFE OF WELBY PUGIN.*

TIIE remainder of the chapter of this great artist's manhood need not take
much time to tell. In 184.'! he published another book, entitled "An

Apology for the Revival of Christian Architecture in England." The character
of the book is the same as before : the same style of enthusiastic exaggeration,
mars its merit. To such a. degree does he in fact give way to the old spirit of
" contrast," that in presenting, in comparison with a standard"Medieval gateway,
the majestic Doric jiortico of the Euston Square Railway entrance, he draws it
in a manner literally that of a common shop-card engraver.
The " Glossary of Ecclesiastical Ornament and Costume," which he published

in 184G, elaborately illustrated in chromolithography, is considered to be a very
able, and indeed learned compilation. It is in that light the only one of his
works which is of permanent value as a book of reference. As regards our
Iircsent view of the author's place in art, we need only remark, that the tendency
of the " Glossary" was still toward the resuscitation of ritual symbolism, an"d
still, in its application, confined to the Roman Catholic church : and that it was
deemed at the time to be another successful effort towards the earnest purpose
of his life,—in some respects the most successful of all, seeing that the nature of
the work kept in check that tendency to exaggeration of argument which was
the great fault of his healed enthusiasm. His immediate object was to promote
the amendment of art in the vestments, vessels, and furniture of the Romish
ritual

; but it might safely be said that its ultimate eftect was much greater in
the Protestant church than in the Catholic.
We have not time to dwell upon a visit that he paid to Italy in 1847; but it

may be remarked that his reflections were characteristic as ever. He came
home much improved in his style of drawing, much incensed at Pagan churches in
Rome, much pleased with Italian Gothic buildings ; but not in anv degree changed
in his opinions or subdued in his enthusiasm. To the end of tliis chapter of his
best days we have to place Pugin in the same relation to his heart and his faith
with which he set forth upon his career; to assign him still the same transcen-
dental enthusiasm, developed still with the same passionate argument, springing
still from the same root of artistic religion, and tending to the same rich and
refined exuberance of mystic ritual. Every successive year of life confirmed
him in his convictions all the more. That his fanaticism was the fire of real
genius his persistency proved ; for he withstood all ass.iults successfully.
lie could even acknowledge that in his practical work he found it frequently
beyond his skill to adhere to his theoretical principles; and he could
do this without giving the advantage to his opponents. The fervid and natural
eloquence of his writing proves that he was neither vain nor aft'ected, as many
men of genius are. In a word, his spirit was in the clouds: his most intimate
associates had but little knowledge of his thoughts,—passionate, eccentric,
fanatical thoughts that were above them.

• See p. SXI, ante.
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Tt forms a striking episode in his biojtrapliy, but fortunately demands no par-
ticular notice in sucli an argument as ours, that in 1814 he became once more a
widower, at the still early age of thirty-two; that the superior connection which
he enjoyed in Romanist society prompted him to seek a fresh alliance, where on
two occasions his eccentric character caused him to be disapiwinted ; that hi»
irritation on the failure of the second proposal led him to publish a most injudi-
cious pamphlet on the subject, which, however, the advice of a more prudent
friend led him to suppress; that ho at length, in 1818, found another consort,
now his widow; and that, amongst other odilities, he then issued a dainty
Mediaival wedding-card, which, by itself alone, simple as it is, must be pro-
nounced a charming work of genius.
At St. Augustine's Grange, at Itamsgatc, Pugin still dwelt in such manner as

from his past habit.s wo should expect.
From 1811 forward, for about ten years, his life was one that will long

be a not uupleasant legend of the seaside town. He lived in a quaint Gothic
asceticism, which one might not irreverently call the habits of a hermit with a
large family and an extensive business. In early morning at prayers in his
<lomcstic chapel punctually as the bell tolled the Angelus; at pravcrs again at
half-past seven, habited in casiiock and surplice; at breakfast for seven minutes,
and no more; at mass on (feast days at eight ; taking the simplest possible dinner
of fifteen minutes, at one to a moment, still abjuring beer, and none the less
more noble wine ; at work, work, work, between these hasty meals and prayers
all day and evening ; at Compline at ten ; for an hour afterwards at his books

;

then to bed till six again. Hating, as lie alone could hate, with what hia
biographer calls "an intense and holy horror," all public charities, as unlicensed,
uncaiionical, nnritual, unmystical "abominations" (to use a word of his own),
he set up at this St. Augustine's an odd, independent, self-willed sort of charitv,
as essentially Gothic, artistic, ritualist, as all else about him. He kept a great
stock of clothe^, and gave them away to ragged men in suits; he would rush at
any instant's notice to the rescue of the shipwrecked sailor, and out in his
boat to help some shattered vessel in a gale upon the fatal Goodwins ; he would
carry on his shoulder, on aSund.ay afternoon, such a thing as a load of bedding,
and in his hand a bag of provisions, because some rugged shipmate had sprained
his leg, and was laid flat on his back like old Bill Barley ; ho would provide for
an entire shipload of poor foreign emigrants driven to port by stress of weather,
so that one of them, their elected spokesman, being unable to make himself
otherwise understood, could only place his neck under the benefactor's foot fur
gratitude; and all the while he stuck to Christian art and his boat; played
quaint Gothic miracle plays at Christmas and Twelfth-night, and sailed out
cheerily, in sunshine or in breeze, to stretch his spirit in a long and bracing
run upon the open sea.

IV.—The End.

All through his life, let me repeat again, I have found myself compelled to
regard Pugin as a mystical ritualist: his religion ritual, ritual his art; his
religion and art therelWe the same— a combination of the fanatical zeal of the
one with the poetic passion of the other, which has probably never been other-
wise met with, at least in the world of the present day, and in the atmosphere of
England. It was on account of ritual alone, as I hold, that he chose in his early
youth the Komish Chureh. Xow what would be the effect upon his mind if in

the course of time the English Church were to begin the earnest encouragement
of ritual reform ; to do so in obedience to his own teaching; to apply to the task
all that wealth, social influence, public spirit, political respectability, which the
great Established Church alone commands ; to work in the cause with such a
will that before he himself had attained the age of forty it had outstepped the
Romish ritualism altogether, and left it lagging behind in apathy; and what
"would be the etfectupon his mind if, at the same time, as the meditation of more
experienced age and deeper learning became more assured and more profound,
the feeling had been forced upon him that his idolised Komish Church was, in

respect even of the ritualism for which he had embraced it in his youth, very
much of a make-believe after all ? And what would be the effect upon him if he
had had controversies with infallible divines— paper wars, bitter personalities,

in which he had been ridiculed by the priesthood itself as a fanatical materialist,

whose notions were oat of date in these days of plain faith and doctrine; when
the gaudy bedizenment of cathedrals for the glory of God had given place to the
building of numerous rather than costly houses of prayer for the accommodation
of practical people ?

VVhether I am right or not in the suspicion which is implied in these questions

;

whether better informed persons— his connections at the time'— were right or
wrong in their declarations of his true and secret feelings ; at all events, it seems
to be acknowledged that, about the year 1850, there arose serious misunder-
standings between Pugin and bis ecclesiastical rulers. The proper submission of
his fallible judgement to the infallible authority of the Church began to be con-
sidered questionable. Why are our priesthood, he may be imagined to have
asked, so apathetic in respect of the venerable mysticism of their holy ritual?

The priesthood, would be the answer, are the sole guardians of that matter. But
they are dull and inanimate — dead and cold. In your fallible judgement they
niay be so ; that does not affect the question. And, in fact, the rumour began to

spread that Pugin had at length become troublesome with his crotchets, and must
be kept in his place. In the Komish Church it is understood that a man is very
peremptorily dropped out of confidence, favour, and patronage, when he becomes
restive; and we will all agree that, if VVelby Pugin began to suspect that he
was being so treated, the effect upon himself would not be of a soothing, certainly

not of an intimidating character. When he undertook to assist Sir Charles
Barry in the Onishings and furnishings of the Palace of Westminster, I know not
whether his independent practice had begun to fall off or not ; but it is under
stood that, for the last few years of his life, his Roman Catholic connection in

business was not what it used to be, and that his reflections thereon were not of

a conciliatory kind.
The year 1851 was very full of incident to Pugin. He took charge of the

Wcdiaival Court of the International Exhibition ; and his design and arrange-

ment of the objects were much admired. This, and his employment at second-

hand upon the Houses of Parliament, may be called his first public engage-
ments. Hitherto his bigoted faith, his secluded mode of life, and his bitter pug-
nacity, had made him a sort of public enemy ; and the greater his ability the

more dangerous his character: but time had cured this; still more than time,

the change in public opinion upon his favourite subject had changed his estima-

tion ; and, consequently, the author of the "Contrasts," when he became the

commissioner of the Exhibition, and the honoured colleague of Bairy, wis a
popular man. The Anglican church critics, who in bygone yean had carped and
cavilled at his failings all the while that they poreil over his teaching, were
becoming his open admirers. This may all have had its influence upon hi«

mind. In a word, it is the opinion of many that, if not dintinctly contemplating
a return to the Protestant Church, he was at least wavering very much in the
subordination of his fallible judgement. Upon the purely religious question,

however, we may touch but very brielly.

At the very time when he was occupied with the Exhibition court, he brought
nut two literary works. Uno was a " Treatise ou Ciiancel Screens and Kuo<(
Eofts." In this he openly attacked the Romanist priesthood for their short-
comings in the matter of ritual, and the consequence was much displeasure on
their part. They threatened to put his book upon the " Index" of the Pope's
expurgation. I'he second publication was a pamphlet, " An Enrne.it Aildress on
the Establishment of the English Catholic Hierarchy." The object was to
induce the Komish chureh to meet the famous appointment of prelates, with
ICnglish titles, by a grand united effort to increase the power and pecuniary re-
Koiu'ccs of the bishops, and of course to promote ritual dignity. An apparently
innocent object ; but the " Earnest Address " made matters worse than ever, ft

would seem as if in these two works the despairing enthusiast were giving the
church of Rome a last chance for amendment. To quote his stormy paragraphs
is what we cannot now do ; suflice it to say, that all the vigour with which the
" (Jontrasts " had battered t!ie foe without, was now brought to bear against the
foe within. The rapidity with which he delivered his blows was marvellous.
It was still early in 1851, when he wrote thus to a friend : — "I am almost dis-

tracted : for, in addition to all other labours, I have a most important work on
the real cause of the change of religion in the sixteenth century, which will

place matters in a totally new light," and so on. This work he di<l not live to

Iiulilish ; or, rather, its publication was prevented by authority. The title was
to be this,—" An Apology for the Separated Church of England since the Reign
of the Eighth Henry; written with every feeling of Christian Charity for her
Children, and Honour of the glorious Jlen She continued to produce in evil

Times. By A. Wclby Pugin, many years a Catholic-minded Son of the Anglican
Church, and still an affectionate and loving Brother and Servant of the true

Sons of England's Church." We can gather from the account given of this by
Mr. Purcell, that he began at once with the old ritualistic principle,— the
luiinitive rites, the style, plan, itc., of churches and altars ; the form of vest-

ments and ornaments ; and that, after pursuing a long and searching argument
in that laboured style of conciliation which is more offensive than open scorn, he
concludes with invoking his readers " to speak and think with gratitude of the

old bridge that has brought us over (the Church of England), and to lend a
pious help to restore her time-worn piers." It is alleged by private evidence

that he declared, not long after, that " the rest of his life must be one of pen-
itence, to seek forgiveness for the wrongs he had done to the English Church."

It is quite reasonable that those about him should include all this perplexity

of opinion amongst the symptoms of the mental aberration which soon super-

vened. On the other hand, it is open to others to argue that this was but the
natural process of developemcnt of the great idea of his life, and that the un-
hinging of his mind was produced by the mighty internal struggle which the

derangement of that process occasioned. What might have happened if he bad
lived in full vigour of intellect for a few jears more, we ought perhaps scarcely

to inquire. That he would have voluntarily seceded to the Protestant Church I

do not believe. That he would have held his peace is no more likely. That
private admonition might have led on to public disavowal is possible. He might
have then become an aimless broken-hearted man,—as many a great genius had
been before him ; but he had lived out the term of his mission ; his work was
done. Amongst the many diverse workers who weave the web of human pro-

gress his share was done— honestly done— manfully and well done. Within a
little time the dark cloud came over him, as it had come over many another, and
will do to the end. It was the oft-told tale of the sudden going down of the

sun at noon. The overstrained intellect had broken in pieces. Only one frag-

ment of the once unsullied mirror reflected the light. They calmed bis violence

by pretending that a church of his was being delayed for want of a drawing.

He took the pencil once more in his h.Tiid, and drew a clear intelligent design,

that the work might wait no longer. There were a few months more of trouble

and sorrow, and then there gathered a curious crowd in his Church of St.

Augustine, to lay him where the weary are at rest.

Our story is ended : what is its moral? We h.ive followed the history of a

great genius,—a very remarkable leader in art— one whose character appears to

stand alone in our generation, for the peculiar vigour of its fervid ardour, medi-

tative power, persistent aim ; and we reflect that the world is not degenerating

yet, but very much the reverse, and that no amount of labour, no amount of

success, no amount of fame, seems beyond the attainment of a clear head and a

resolute will. But we have also traced the career of the man; and our pride in

the great wrestler must be dashed with pity for his broken heart at last. He
was born out of due time. Five hundred years before, perhaps five hundred

years after, might have suited better this impetuous and reckless spirit,— im-
petuous and reckless beyond the comprehension of a cold and calculating age

like ours. We start at the time during which he seeks to soar above all that is

of the earth earthy; we deplore the unhappy fate which brings him to

disappointment and despair; we feel a sense of relief when we see liim fairly

dead and buried, and his vagaries done: we admire his flight amongst tho

cloud.s, but we thank God that we ourselves can only tread the ground.

,\t the close of the lecture a vote of thanks was passed to Professor Kerr.

INFLUENCE OF INTERNATIONAL
WORKaiEN.

EXHIBITIONS ON

ON M;iy the 29th, Mr. William Ha-wt-s read a paper at the Society of

Arts on " Tho International Exhibition of 1862." He demonstratcJ by

facts and figures its superiority to the Exhibition of 1851. In speaking of

tho influence of such exhibitions on intomationftl progress, he said: — In

every department progrcs.s since 1851 is manifestod in a degree unexpected

by the most sanguine. Our trade has in the same time increased more

rapidly than in any similar period in the histoiT of the empire. How far

this is to be attributed to the stimulus the Exhibitions of 1851 and 1855
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gave to the industry of the world, each must form his own opinion ; the old

jealousy of allowing rivals, especially foreigner, to see what each was
doing has passed away, and every intelligent manufacturer now relies upon
a reputation gjiinedby the most univereal appreciation of his skill. But for

International £xhibitions we should not possess a vast amount of viseful

information, gathered from all countries, of great value to art and industry.

It is by comparing each Bxhibition with its predecessor that wo are able to

ascertain, to record, and to profit by the progress of every country in each

ten years ; and this interchange of useful information enables all to appre-

ciate the advantages belonging to the pursuit of each industry where it

can best be conducteil, and must lead to economy of production, to the

advantage of labour, to the cxten-tion of commerce, and to improved com-
mercial relations between manufacturers and producers in all parts of the

world.

We hare next to consider whether we are making the best use of the

great advantages this wonderful collection of human industry places

within our reach. I think it cannot be disputed that tlie highest object of

an International Exhibition is the collection and dissemination of the most

accurate information concerning tlie arts, manufactures, and commerce of

all countries, thus illustrating the political, social, and commercial condi-

tion of their people. Another purpose is the collection of specimens of the

mineral, animal, and vegetable productions, or of raw materials, from all

parts of the world ; but this is of secondary importance, as tliey can

always be procured in the ordinary course of business by those interested

in any particular branch of trade. But our workmen cannot obtain the

information they require by any other mcaus than those afforded by Inter-

national Exhibitions. A workman may occasionally sec a specimen of

foreign handicraft, but he hiis no particulars on which he feels he can rely

of its cost or the mode of its production. It may be a specimen only

shown to him to depreciate the value of his labour, and, by reason of this

uncertainty, it is sure to excite his jealousy and prejudice against foreign

workmen. He cannot know the real position it holds in tlie comitry where
it has been made, or whether it fairly represents its available mechanical

skill. This information he can only acquire by the examination of foreign

labour in various stages and forms of manufachire, and where can ho obtain

such knowledge but at an International Exhibition ? To him the comparison

of manufactures from all countries, and of many different specimens from
each, is invaluable. No Mechanics' Institution can give him such useful

knowledge, no teaching in the Department of .Science and Art cau give liim

such instruction, as he will derive from a few hours spent in inspecting the

work, in its various forms, of his foreign rivals. To the intelligent and
skilful workman an International Exhibition is an industrial college, teach-

ing in the most practical manner— educating the eye, the hand, and the

taste, stimulating industry and ingenuity—removing prejudices, and, by
enlarging the sphere of observation and giving new ideas, making better

workmen.

The importance of this inspection is very strongly felt in France, not
only, as I shall subsequently show, by tlie numbers admitted to the Exhi-
bition in 1855, but by the arrangements now being made for the careful

examination of every branch of industry at this Exhibition by working
men. Independently of clubs to bring over numbers of working men
cheaply, there is a special sum appropriated by the Imperial commission to

pay the fares of deputies to be elected from tlie great body of each trade

by their fellow-workmen.

Feeling, then, as strongly as I do the invaluable effect which the inspec-

tion of this Exhibition mitst produce on working men, I am led to ask if it

can produce results of the same national importance on the upper classes.

1 think it cannot ; nor is it necessary that it should. No doubt it will

elevate the estimation of the manufacturer in the minds of many it

amuses ; surprise and excite wonder by the intrinsic beauty and exquisite

workmanship of the articles exhibited, and by the wealth of which it gives

such striking evidence ; flatter the national vanity to see England's supe-

riority in so many branches of industry ; but where, among these classes,

can it afford industrial instractiou, or stimulate industry, or produce any
permanent result calculated to maintain the supremacy of England's
manufactures ?

But when we turn to the middle and industrious classes we find, besides
the pride they feel, in common with all, in the collection of the world's

industrj", a high appreciation of the great benefits they must derive from
the practical instruction they receive at these International Exhibitions.

They prove their sincerity by providing the security on which the money is

raised for the erection of the building—they supjily it when erected

with the wonderful collection it contains, and then, by their anxiety
to inspect the works of aU countries, of their rivals at home and abroacl,

find a large portion of the funds by which the expenses of management are

to be paii

In 1851, Season tickets, and 20s. and os. admissions, produced £67,514
The 2s. 6d. admissions .... 72,447
And the Is. „ .... 221,271

In 1865, the 5fr. admissions produced .... £6,735
2fr. „ 7,083
Ifr. „ „ . . . . 83,904
4 sous „ „ . . . . 17,469

So that the working classes of Paris, at 4 sous each, paid more than the

6 fr. and 2 fr. admissions together, and besides being visited by more
than 2,000,000 of people paying but 4 sous each, the Exhibition was open
free on one Sunday before it eloscd, when a vast number were admitted

who would not otherwise have seen it. The numbers then admitted were
enormous, but no account was taken of them.

I have drawn this comparison because I conceive it to be true and just,

and necessary to illustrate the view I take of the proper mode of making
the utmost use of these most valuable of modern institutions. Tlieir object

is undoubtedly to disseminate information among the great mass of master
manufacturers and men in all countries, to improve theii' taste and stimulate

their industry. Any arrangement wliicli excludes the great body of those

for whoso benefit such institutions were inaugurated, is inconsistent with
the broad principles of universality upon which they are based ; such ex-

clusion is in antagonism to the publicity which is demanded now-a-days in

every sphere of action. It checks the operation of the principles of free

trade, for what is the use of free trade by law, if, when wo have t lie oppor-

tunity of teachmg our workmen how to compete with their foreign rivals,

we refuse to allow them to take advantage of it. Unless this is done, a
demand is created for foreign works and our own producers are prevented

from learning how to compete with them. You thereby injure tno work-
man, the dealer, and the merchant.

How, then, do I apply these observations to the present time ? I say

we open the Exliibition too many days in proportion to tlie rich, and too

fi-w to the workmen. We do not give to our workmen the advantages given

to the French workmen. I believe in the low tariff to produce good pecu-

niary results. The penny postage stamp produces more than the eight-

penny or shilling letter. I have greater faitli in the realisation of a large

sum by a low tariff than by a high one. I would not open the Exhibition

every day at the lowest rate ; but whilst, in the interest of science and of

instruction, and I may say of fashion, I wouhl have one da^ weekly at a

comparatively high-rate of admission, and other days at one shilling for

the general bulk of the visitors, I would devote certain days weekly to

still lower rates, and as exclusively as possible to working men. Let them
feel that an International Exhibition has a truly national object—that they

are to derive benefit from it, and then they mil learn to appreciate more
tlioroughly the sacrifice of time, the labour, mental and bodily, which have

been required to bring such collections of industry together, and they will

retire from the examination of these triumphs of skill and manufacturing

industry better satisfied to contribute towards and to aid the exertions

which are being made to improve general education, and to enter more
fully into the importance and the utility of the large votes for educational

and artistic jmrposes which every year pass the legislature.

-f-

GENERAL ITEJIS.

MOLYNEUX Asylum, Dublin.—The new Molyneux Asylum and Na-
tional Institution for blind females ofIreland, at Dublin, was opened last

week. Accommodation is provided for about 100 blind females. The chapel,

which will be opened to-day (Friday) will contain seats for'^1,250 persons.

The new asylum, it is calcnlateil, wiU be supported thus :—£250 per annum
will be derived from the interest of legacies to the old Slolyneux Asylum

;

£300 yearly will probably be obtained from collections in the chapel, being 4i

per cent, on the cost of its erection; and it is hoped that £1,500 will an-

nually be subscribed by all Ireland for the support of the institution.

The asylum is a handsome building, in the Tudor Gothic style of plain

character, with high pitched roofs and gables, and dormer and muUioned
windows. Granite is tlie material tised, tlie window and door dressing

being chiselled, and the general face of the walls of hammered stone. It

has three floors. On the lower or basement floor are the kitchen, dining-

room, laundrj-. and servants' apartments. On the groimd floor are a day-

room, a music-room, and a board-room ; these three chambers being divided

by folding doors, so as to admit of being thrown into one lai-ge apartment

for Sunday school and other meetings, capable of accommodating 300 or

400 persons. To each room there is a distinct side entrance. The rest of

this floor is occupied by the secretary's room, librarj-, and matron's apart-

ments. The upper or highest floor contains the dormitories, lavatories, and
bath-room: also the infirmary, which has a distinct entrance from the main
staircase, and is quite separated from the rest of the house, Mr. Rawson
Carroll is the architect, and Mr. Bolton is the contractor for the works.

Ancient Jerusalem.—According to the Jewish Chrunic/e, the foundation

of the inner wall of Jerusalem has lately been discovered. As far as it

has been laid bare it consists of very large stones, and the solid masonry
is just the same as that of the western wall of the temple. It is about

four yards distant from the present wall.

Cuuious DISco^^^^Y.—Tlie other morning, while some workmen were

engaged lowering the ground in a yard connected with Messrs. .Southwell's

factory, at Bridgnortli, they discovered the skeleton of a man in a most

perfect state of preservation. It rested in a rude sarcophagus hewn out of

the rock, and was evidently the remains of either a young man, or one in

the prime of life, the teeth being perfect and regular. The vertebral

column and the back ribs were perfect, as also were the arms, legs, and

feet, but the front ribs had fallen in. This grim relic of a bygone age had,

when in the flesh, been one of the order of Grey Friars, which was intro-

duced into this country in the reign of Henry 111., six hundred years ago.

Building fou Makinehs, at Mahgate.—A committee has been formed,

with the Archbishop of Canterbury as patron, to obtain the means of

erecting, on a freehold site close to the pier, a Imilding which on week days

can bo used as a reading-room, and on .Sundays as a place of worship.

Tlie site has been purchased for £200, and it is estimated that another

£500 will be required for the contemplated buildings.
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AnT Ukiok ok Great Bbitain.—The fifth dnnviiiK of tlio Art Union of

Groat Britiiin is announced to take phici^ in thy Kroci Trade JIall, Mnnclics-

ter, on Saturday, Jmw 28, when uinvards of 1,000 works of art, incUiding

250 jwintinps, will bo allottod. Wt^ notice from tlio prospectus that 302,108
tickets wore sold in the four prerioiLS drawings, and 4,200 prizes distriliutod,

including 853 paintings, in amounts A-arying from £150 downwards, being
one prize in each 71 tickets. Each purchaser of a shilling ticket has a chanco
for each of the prizes, and we would therefore recommend this institution to

the support of the working classes, to whom it offers an opportunity of pos-
sessing a valuable painting or otlier work of art which they could not otlier-

wise obtain.

The Romsey ExitiniTioN.—Tliis interesting exhibition was finally closed

last Monday week, when tho_^fc at Kmbley Park Tery appropriately signalised

its termination. Lectures have been given without intermission since the
opening on the 25th of April.

The Stone-Cuttino 3lACHi>ns. — The Dundee Advertiser states that a
meeting of the Master Builders of Dundee was held tliere on Friday, at

which the introduction of the stone-cutting niaeliine was discusse<l very
fully ; and it being found tliat entire unanimity prevailed, a committee was
appointed to make the necessary arrangements for the formation of an asso-

ciation to procure and work one or more of the machines in Dundi'C. The
a.ssociation, although it ^vill bo supported, no doubt, principally by builders,

is intended to be wrought as a distinct concern, with a share capital, which
will be employed not only in obtaining the necessary machines, but in pur-
chasing and clressing the various kinds of stones emjiloyed in building in

this quarter, of every variety of which a largo dressed stock will be kept in

hand, from which the builders may be supplied in any quantity. In Edin-
burgh, also, tlie master builders have resolved upon procuring several of the
macliines, which are manufactured by the Messrs. JIunro, of Arbroath.
Monument to the Youngest Dauohtek of the late Sib He.nrt

Havelock, of Indian Kenown.—A tasteful monument has just been placed
in the Dean Ccmeterj-, Edinburgh, in memory of the j-oungest daughter of
the late Sir Henry Havelock, K.C.B., who died in August last. The monu-
ment, which is the work of Mr. S. M'Glashan, sculptor, CanoumUls, has been
erected by Lady Havelock.

The CoNSEBVATirE Land .Society in North Essex.—The forty-fourth

purchase of this .Society, and the first in tlio northern division of Essex,

has just been made at Colchester. It is an excellent building property,

situate just outside the town on its southern side, beyond the camp and
Government barrack lands, and comprising five fields between the roads
which those fork—the left leading to Aberton. and the right to Borechurch.
A new branch railway, from the Stour Valley brancli of the Eastern Union,
is contemplated, having its terminus in the neighbourhood of St. Botolph's

Church, whicli will greatlj- enhance this property for building purposes.

Ancient Relic.—The editor of the Falkirk Herald states, that he has
been shown a casting from an old stone which was discovered amongst the
rubbish of the ruins of the parish church at Falkirk, immediately preceding
the present one. The stone was discovered in 1810, and from the interesting

description it bore, was sent to the British Museum in Edinburgh. Two cast-

ings from the stone were made at Carron I.iy Mr. M'Luckie, now clerk in the

Falkirk Iron Works. The inscription on the old stone (of which the cast-

ing is a fac simile) is as follows ;
' Hie fuueratus D E Z N Rob Graham.

Hie eversus vail Scverus A.c. 415— Fergusius II., R. Sco. ;" and of which
the following is a translation :

" Here was interred (the thane) Robert
Graham ; he overthrew the wall of Severus, in the year 415.— Fergus II.,

King of .Scotland.

Akciutectukai. ExHiniTioN.—A lecture was delivered on Tuesday even-

ing last week, at the Architectural Exhibition, Conduit Street, Regent
Street, on " Conventionality in Ornament," by Mr. J. P. Seddon.
Lighthouses in the Red .Sea.—The works for the execution of light-

houses in the Red Sea, says the Muniteur de la Flottc,\&t6 being executed
with rapidity. Tlie Zafarana, situated in the Gulf of .Suez, has been lighted

since the beginning of January, and the Ushniffee, which is placed in the

Jubal Strait, and the Dedaley on tlie rock of that name in the middle of tlie

Bed Sea, will be in use before the end of the present year. Those^three
lighthouses belong to Egypt, and are maintained at the expense of the

Egyptian Government. Tlie Peninsular and Oriental Steamship Com-
pany has undertaken to deliver by its vessels in passing the oil for lighting,

and the necessary provisions for the keepers.

The Lighthouse at Great Okmshead.—The works of excavation, con-

struction of roads, raising of smitliies and workshops, jireparatory to the

erection of a Lighthouse on the summit of the huge rock on the Great Orme,
usually called " Y Pen Mawr," have been commenced. The site selected

for this long-needed aid to navigation, is on the most northern point of

the Gogarth promontory, and commands a view of Beaumaris Bay and
Menai .Straits, Avitli the Anglesea coast, as well as the lieadlands of Flint-

shire, &c. As part of the mountain lies nearest tlie direction of vessels

sailing up and down the borders, the danger has been much felt by the

mariner, and hence tlie necessity of proper lights and signals for protection

against wrecks and damage, especially when the hea\*y sea peculiar to the

place, at certain tide.s, becomes uncontrollable, and breaks against the rock

with much furj-. The spot is a little below the walk round tlie Head, near

the half-way mark, on the east side. When completed, of course, it will be

an edifice of much attraction and interest to the public.

Metropolitan Board ok Works.—A meeting of the Metropolitan Board
of Works was held at the offices, .Spring Gardens, on Friday last, Mr.
Alderman Lawrence in the chair. On the motion of Mr. Dixon (member
for Limehouse) it was ordered " That it be refeiTod to the Committee of

the whole Board on the Covent Ganlen Approiich, and Southwark and
Westminster Communication, who am already authorised to put in force the
powers in the Victoria Park Approach Act, 1858, necessary for obtaining
possession of the property required for the formation of the Victoria Park
Approach, reporting their proceedings from time to time to the Boanl (all

warrant.1 upon the treasurer, for tlie i)ayment of moneys under such reference,
being signed by nine members of the Committee), to consider the great
advantage of purchasing, for the sum of £200, four lot/yof freehold build-
ing lanit, adjacent to a very narrow slip of frontage Ijelonging to the Board
in the Victoria Park Approach, which would not only improve the road,
l)ut likewise recoup the Uoard to the amount of from £400 to £600 of the
£750 paid to Mr. William .Sykes."

Mint at Calcutta.—Considerable progress has b(.en made with the build-
ing for the new Mint at Calcutta. The walls have n>aehed the height to
which it was intended to carry them, and part of the roof is completed. The
machinery, which was constructed by James Watt and Co., of .Soho, near
Birmingham, has all reached its destination, and the boilers are alreatly set.

.

Two steam engines of40-horse power each are intended to propel the rolling

mills, cutting-out machines, and stamping-presses, of which latter there wiU
be twelve. There are in all five boilers, on the Cornish principle. Tlicse are
each 30 ft. in length, and 7 11 in diameter. There are two flues of 2 ft. 8 in.

diameter, running longitudinally through each boiler. .So admirable
will be the arrangements of the new Calcutta Mint, that it will un-
doubtedly form, when completed, the most perfect establishment for coining
money in the world. There is already, and has been for many years,

one mint in the capital of Bengal, of considerable productive power,
but this will probably be devoti'd, after the new mint shall have been
started, to the copper coinage only. The new establishment will be in that
case employed exclusively in the creation of gold mohurs, and silver rupees,

with their smaller relative denominations of coin.

On Monday last, a meeting of the Inventors' Institute was held at the
temporary oflices, 26, Great George .Street, Westminster, when the rules and
regulations of the .Society were agreed to. Its objects are : — 1. To protect
inventors' interests, and defend the privilege of obtaining letters patent.

2. To promote improvement in the patent laws. 3. To facilitate the diffli-

sion of information'in reference to inventors and other subjects beneficial to
inventors and p.itentees. A subcommittee was formed to complete the
organisation.

Pbitchard Mf.morlvi The fund collected at Broseley, Bridgnorth, and
the neighbouring parts of .Shropshire, amounting to nearly £3,000,
is to be devoted to two distinct objects, in memory of the lato Mr.
Pritchai'd, high-sheriff of the county. Firstly.—In the erection of a
memorial church, at Jackfield, near Broseley, for which a design by Mr.
Blomfield, architect, of London, has been selected in competition. .Se-

condly.—Designs have also been invited for a memorial building, to bo
erected in the centre of Broseley, over a well and reservoir that have lately

been constructed for the pm-pose of supplying the town with water. The
first premium of £20 has been awarded to Mr. R. Griffiths, architect, of
Bridgnorth. A second premium of £5 was also unanimously awarded to

Mr. W. Thursfield, of Broseley, accompanied by a vote of thanks from the
Memorial Committee, " for the time and attention ho has given to the

preparation of the admirable set of Working Drawings for the Memorial
Building."

South Kensington Museuji Art Ohjects ExmninoN.— A private

view of the '' .Special Exiiiuition of Lo.ans ok Art Objects " took

place on Tuesday, at South Kensington, and was well attended. The show
is such a good one that, despite the counter attractions of the International

Exhibition, it will probably always draw a large numlier of visitors. Her
Majesty has lent some excellent porcelain vases ; Baron Lionel de Roths-

child sends a complete case ; and a host [of the best-known names in

England are represented by articles of more or less interest. There are

massive golden shields, and china cups ; as well as majolica ware, ormolu,

and marqucterie. An infinite variety of objects, indeed, is the chief cha-

racteristic of the display— drinking-cups, v:ises, match-boxes, spoons,

caskets, tankards, teapots, coloured glasses. We might reprint some pages

of the Industrial Catalogue, and yet fail to give an adi-quate idea of the

articles here collected. Of course, many of them are r>erely interesting,

either for the value of the material or the quaintness of the design ; but on
the whole they are really beautiful. Among those who have kindly lent

ohjcts d'art are most of the prominent members of the aristocracy ; and the

list of contributors also includes the names of public corporations and of

the universities.

The Flood in the Fen Districts. — It appears that, unless some un-

fortunate catastrophe should occur, the inundations in the fen districts of

Norfolk have reached their utmost limits. The high tides have passed

without the eastern bank of the drain giving way, so that the districts

opposite to those that are under water have tints far escaped the calamity

with which they were threatened ; and the speetly completion of the coffer-

dam will, it is believed, effectually stop the progress of the flood, and form

a barrier against the attacks of the sea water. This work is being prose-

cuted with great activity and success.

Memoblvl to the late Phii..vntuhopist, Dr. Andrew Reed.—.Shortly

after the demise of this divine and philanthropist, a suggestion was
made that a monument should be erected over his grave by the joung

men and women educated in the various orpliun asylums of which he had

been the founder. On application to his family, they very readily con-

sented to the proposal, and arrangements were in progress to this end, when

a very pleasant incident occurred to alter the form of the project. Some
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members of the Board of Management of the London Orphan Asyhim (the

first of Dr. Reed's institutions, but one from which conscientious differences

had caused his retirement) heiird of the proposal, and suggested that the

i-h»pel of the asylum at Clapton was the most suitable place for a memorial

from such a soiuve, and they offered to erect a tablet, if that should be
desired. As all the promoters of the scheme, and all who had contributed,

were London Orphan Asylum ex-boys, this arrangement was gladly entered

into. Mr. Felix Miller, sculptor, an old London Orphan Asylum pupil, has

undertaken the execution, in white marble, of an emblematical design for a

tablet, in bas-relief, representing, in full length figures, a widow seated with
two young children at her side, and Dr. Keed in the act of handing to the

cbiUlren, with one hand a book, and with the other bread— education and
maintenance. The expense will be considerable, but there will, doubtless,

bo no lack of funds for the purpose.

Thorpe Malsoh.—A beautiful stained-glass window has been recently

placed in the picturesque little church of Thorpe Malsor. It is intended

"us a memorial of the late Hon. Caroline Eliza, wife of T. P. Maunsell, Esq.,

and mother of the late Kecorder of Stamford. The four principal lights

represent the Nativity, the Crucifixion, the three Marys, and the Ascension.

Above these are four smaller lights, which contain symbols of the four

Evangelists. These are surmounted by two angels bearing scrolls, and by
an emblematical representation of Christ in Glorj-. The whole pi-esents a

rich appearance, strangely at variance with the rude appearance of the pews
and other portions of the edifice. Underneath the window is a band formed
of glazeil encaustic tiles, on which are inscribed " In memory of the Hon.
Caroline Eliza Maunsell, who died March 14th, 1860, aged 73." The lettei-s

are yellow and white on a chocolate coloured ground, edged with a yellow-

line, and liordered with green. The whole was designed and completed by
Messrs. Ward and Hughes, of Frith Street. London.
Hastisgs Me.mouiai. to the i..iTE Pbixce Coxsokt.—The meeting of the

subscribers for the purpose of finally selecting the design for a proposed
clock tower at the Priory, Hastings, as a local memorial of " Albert the

Good," has been held, and out of thirty-seven designs, one sent by Mr.
Edward Heffer, of Liverpool, was chosen, and a guarantee given that the
cost of erection should nut exceed £5(10. It is to be built of Bath stone in

the late period of Gothic architecture, height of clock chamber 30 ft., total

height 65 ft. Above the entrance and side panels, in quatrefoils, is intro-

duced the arms of Hastings, cut upon appropriate shields ; above the gable,

inserted into a niche, a statue six feet high, of the late Prince Consort, in

his robes as Chancellor of the University of Cambridge ; and in the panels
below the dials, the arms of Saxe Coburg and Got ha. The dials are to be
inserted in an octagon, giving variety to the lines in the composition ; and
on one side of the tower a granite basin for a drinking fountain is pro-

posed.

The EfBopEAN Asscbaxce Society.—At the last annual meeting of this

Society, Mr. H. W. Wickham, M.P., in the chair, the report stated the

policies issued during the past year to have produced £13,674 in new pre-

miums ; that the total amount of premiums received was £130,087 ; and that
the assets had Wen increased £40,417 ; also, that in the Fidelity Guarantee
Branch the balance carried over upon the year's operations was £6,431.

CHIPS.

TWO new rooms liave just been opened in the Museum Napoleon III., at
the Palais de I'lndustrie, Paris. They contain the objects obtained

by Mr. Ernest Eenard, during his mission in Phoenicia. The contents of
the first room comprise sixteen magnificent sarcophagi in white marble, and
almost all intact, a quantity ofjewels, in gold and precious stones ; bronzes,
glass, pottery, inscriptions, and fragments of monuments in marble, stone,

and lava. In the second room is placed an enormous mosaic, 33 ft. long,
and about 20 ft. wide, found at Djebet. It is divided into square compart-
ments, containing representations of human heads of almost natural size,

and figures of animals and fish. A very wide and handsome foliage forms
the border.

A large number of masons and other workmen arc employed in the
erection of the Royal Mausoleum in Frogmore gardens, destined to receive
the ashes of the late Prince Consort. The base of the structure is nearly
completed, and scaffolding of 100 ft. in height is in course of construction,
for raising and depositing the heavy blocks of stone. Accommodation will

be afforded within the Mausoleum for nearly 100 coffins.

In quarrjing what is called the Llack Rock for building stone, for the
formation of portions of the Severn Valley Railway, an interesting dis-

covery has just been made. The rock is one of the sand-roeks belonging
to the lower coal measures, which in this locality are known to be rich in the
fossil flora of the carlx)niferous period, and during last week the workmen
have exposed to view a fossil tree of large dimensions. It is eight feet in
circumference, and stands perfectly upright. It is probable there are
eight roots, although five only have as yet been imeovered. Each root is

2 ft. 10 in. in circumference, and each at a distance of eighteen inches from
the trunk divides into two. These strike down into a yellowish shale or
underclay. The tree appears to have decayed down to within thirteen
inches of the root, for there is a clear impression of a branch which
had fallen across. Another tree is now being uncovered within a few feet
of this one. This is also of large proportions, and on the same coal. The
rock for nine feet above is full of other fragmcnt.s, and smells strongly of
petroleum, with which it is strongly charged. Above this rock is a seam of
coal twenty-one inches thick, and above that a whitish clay.

On Friday morning a party of na\Ties commenced sinking a shaft at the
western end of the projX)5ed site for the goods station under the in-

tended dead meat and poultry market at Smithfield.

The next congress of the Archaeological Institute of Great Britain will be
held at Worcester, July 2'2nd. A special exliibition has been formed of
specimens of enamel and niello, which will be ojien to tlie 14tli inst.

A scaffoUling has just been erected at the west front of Yoi-k Minster, for

the purpiise of casing the magnificent decorative window with plate-glass.

Opinions differ as to the policy of this proceeding, but the ostensible object

is to protect the beautiful stained glass.

The new bank to be erected in tlie market-place of Spalding, Lincolnshire,
on the site of the shop lately occupied by Mr. John Cave, is to be con-
structed by Mr. Sneath, of Baston, his contract for the building having
been accepted by the Eoaixl of Directoi-s. The amount is £2,067. The
building is to be handed over to the directors by the end of December next.
An application h;is been made on behalf of the proprietor of a novel style

of tram or street railway, to the Marylebone council, for permission to lay
down, as an experiment, 100 yards in Oxford Street or some other public
thoroughfare. The principle is said to be in operation in Salford, near
^Manchester, and ob^-iates the objections of Mr. Train's tramway, no trams
being above the surface, and the carriages kept steady by a lifting centre
wheel, running in a centre groove.

The opening of the line of railway known as the Colne Valley Railway
Extension, between Hedingham and Yeldham, Essex, took place last week
under tlic most auspicious circumstances.

The council and members of the Institute of Civil Engineers, and several
scientific men of eminence, at the invitation of Mr. Bazalgette, engineer t»
the Metropolitan Board of Works, paid a visit of inspection to the Northern
Outfall Sewer, in connection with the Main Drainage, on Satui-ilay. About
eighty gentlemen attended, among whom were Captain Vetch, JR.E., Pro-
fessor Donaldson, Alderman Rose, Dr. Arnott, Mr. Scott Russell, Mr. W.
Haywood, Mr. Joseph Cubitt, Mr. Bunning (<'ity architect), Mr. Vulliamy
(superintenfling architect to the Metropolitan lioard of Works), Dr. Letheby,
Mr. R. P. Brereton, and Mr. Furness, contractor of the work.
The MetroiKjlitan (Underground) Kadway was inspected on Saturday by

the Chancellor of the Exchequer and his lady, and about twenty of the
nobility. The inspection was commenced at I'addington, and continued to

Victoria Street, Clerkcnwell. At Euston Square the visitors were received
by Mr. Jay (contractor), Mr. Cordell (manager), Mr. Fowler (engiuecr-in-

chief ), and Mr. Johnson (resident engineer).

The iron-work outside the great dome of St. Paul's Cathedral has been
painted with Messrs. Peacock and Buchan's composition for the preservation

of iron.

A young scnlptor, Mr. George Maecallum, has just completed a model, in

clay, of a statuette of the late Principal Cunningham, of Edinburgh, which,
with the pedestal, stands about two feet high. The principal is represented
in the moderator's dress, sitting with legs crossed. He holds a book in his

left hand, and his right unn is thrown carelessly over the back of the chair.

The attitude is easy and natural, and the likeness very characteristic and
truthful.

An elegant and extensive suite of rooms has been recently erected as a
Soldiers' Home or Club-himse, for the military stationed at Chatham garrison.

A drinking-fountain of a handsome character has just been opened at

Hastings. The cost, about £200, was defrayed by public subscription— voluntary in every respect, as no person was asked to give— and it

was raised as a testimonial to the worth of the Countess of Waldegrave.
The fountain adjoins the Holy Trinity Church, Robertson Street, with which
edifice it is in keeping, and is eighteen feet high, erected of Portland stone.

Three sides of the basement are inscribed panels, and beneath the panels
are the jets and basins ; and an open canopy, supported on four granite pillars,

covers a sculptured group of our Lord and the Woman of Samaria. Figures
at the corners, outside the pillars, represent the four evangelists; and the
monogram, "I H S," is carved on the drapery of the canopy.
The first drinking-fountain in Durham was opened a few days ago. The

fountain was erected by Mr. Joseph Taylor, and is sit)uited at the bottom
of Elvet Bridge leading to the baths and washhouses— a very convenient

spot. It is of a neat and elegant design. The front is composed of bronzed
metal, surmounted by the Queen's head in bas-relief, with wreathed tigures

on each side.

On Monday morning the North London Railway opened a branch to Ken-
sington in connection with their line. A number of trains run direct from
Bow to Kensington, stopping at all intermediate stations, accomplishing the

entire distance in a little under an hour.

A return just issued shows that of the £2,000.000, as the first instrument
towards the expense of coast fortifications authorised to be raised by loan

by the Act of 1860, £989.000 have been actually exjiendcd up to the present
upon works and land, and that purchases of land have been made involving
further liabilities to the amount of £695,000, thus leaving a balance of

£316,000 unexpended. The amount of contracts which have been enteretl

into for works of fortifications, uji to the present date, is £5,680,000,
including £1,220,000 for completing works in progress before the passing of

the act ; and the estimated cost of the land to be paid for is £1,030,000.
These fortifications comprise seventy-one distinct w<jrks, and arc to be con-

structed at Poi'tsmonth, Isle of Wight, Pljmiouth, Pembroke, Portland,

Gravesend, Medway and Thames, Chatham, Dover, and Cork.
In the House of Commons on Tuesday night, Mr. B. Cochrane gave notice,

that on an early day he would call the attention of Her Majesty's Govern-
ment to the state of the Chalet er House at Westminster,
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Those who have so often luuRhtHl over the productions of Mr. Loceh, liave
now an opportunity of seeing his h'fc-like sketciics reproduced in oil colours,
and on a f^reatly increased scale. The present series consists of sixty-five
pictures, selected from tlir- more recent numliers of Punch ; and on the walls
of the Egyptian Hall may be seen specimens of the "Swell," the street boy,
the modem young English lady, and that parental type " I'aterfamilias,"
lainted in a bold efFective manner, the character of the original aketches
eing in mo.st cases excellently preserved.

The annual dinner of the Arehiteetural Association will be held in the
Whittington Club, Arunihd Street, on Wednesday evening next.
The anntial convei-sazione of the Institute of British Architects will bo

held ou the 2oth instant.

The arrangements for the great social science Congress are now complete.
The proceedings were opened by a special service in Westminster Abbey,
on Wednesday, when the Dean of Chichester preached. The members
assembled in the Jenisalem Chamber previous to the service, and proceeded
in a body into the Abbey. The opening meeting was held in Exeter Hall
in the evening, when the president. Lord Jirongham, delivered the address.
To day (ho departments will assemble at Guildhall, at U o'clock, for the
reading of papers anil for discission. The evening discussions at Burlington
House on subjects of special interest are arranged as follows: Eriday,
June 6—Education Department, National Education ; Trade and Inter-
national Liiw Department, Belligerent Rights. Monday, June 9—Punish-
ment and Ileformation Department, Convict System ; Social Economy
Department, Habitations of the Working Classes. Tuesday, June 10—
Education Department, Middle-class Examination; Public Ilealth Depart-
ment, Effect of Occupations on Health. Wednesday, June 11—Workhouse
Visiting Society, Report; of Society. Lord Lyttelton will take the chair.
Thursday, June 12—Jurisprudence Department. Marriage Laws of the
United Kingdom; Public Health Department, Sanitary Statistics. Tickets
for the entire meeting can be obtained at the offices, at 12 Old Broad Street,
and Guildhall

; and also special tickets, for ladies only, for the grand soiree
in the Palace at Westminster on Saturday evening.

TENDEBS.
WEST KENT INFIRMARY, M.\ID.STONE.

For ,ilter.it'ions and new wing to the West Kent Inlirmary, Maidstone; Mr. Henry Bland-
ford, architect.

Cobb £3,382 o
Chambers :J,:J4o o
Nayior. s.syj

Girmstoad and Bridge £4,182
Suttot) and Vaughaii 5,447 U
Anscomb ,'i,40l

Clements and Wallis 3,381!

The tender of Mr. Naylor, of Rochester, was accepted*

WORKS AT ABNEY CHAPEL AND SCHOOLS.
Mr. John Tarring, architect, Bucklersbury.
Woodward il.fill U | Dove, Brothers „ £1497
Little l,,58i) Kichardj 1479 10
Wood 1,577

I

Saunders
l',4..i8 18

CATTLE M.V.RKET, COLCHESTER.
For the construction of a shed and other works, to complete the market.
Orrin £317 1 Everitt

, £304 10
Sliephcrd 30r) 18 Dobson 287Hum SUfi 111 1 Lee and Uakcr '2^{)

The lowest tender was ,iccei>ted, and the whole work is to be completed by Saturday
5th July.

'

TUNBRIDGE WELLS.
For a detached villa residence, with conservatory. Sic, Tnnbridge Wells, for Captain
Bingham, R.N. Mr. W. Bond, architect, guantitics supplied by Mr. Charles M.
.Strange.

Grover £1,5!12 4 ' Messrs. Pink £| 534
Perigoe l,5lil S 1 Walker lSor> 1 S
Mercer and Canifield 1,550

,
Edwards and Walkling l,4i'8 8 11

WORMLEY, HERTS.
For building a new south aisle to St. Laurence's Church, Wormley, Herts. Mr. Josenh
Clarke, F.S.A., architect, 13 Stratford Place, W.

Mr. G. F. Arnold £848
Mr. J. W. Barnes 731 5 5
Mr. Smith lilid U U
Mr. Dickinson 655 U

Mr. Hunt £851
Messrs. Bowley, Brothers t'Ati

Hr. Cousins 5is

LEICESTERSHIRE
For rebuilding a portion of the tower and spire of North Kilworth Church, Leicestershire
Mr. Joseph Clarke, F.S.A., architect, 13 Stratford Place, W.

Mr. J. Bromwich £014 I Mr. J. Law £385
Messrs. Bowley, Brothers 570 [ Mr. J. Firn 37U u

WORMLEY, HERTS.
For building new schools and master's residence, at Wormley, Herts. Mr. Joseph Clarke

F.S.A., architect.

H. W. Diikinson £1,125
J. W. Barnes 1,121
Cousins 1,118
Smith 1,U80

Hunt £1,075
Bowley l.o.'iu

Arnold 928 1? fi

Nicholls 800

JOHN ADDEV'S CHARITY ESTATE, DEPTFORD.
For alterations and additions to house and schools for the trustees of John Addey's
Charity Estate, Depilord ; Mr. Joseph Liddiard, architect.

T.O.Todd £1,800
B.Stone I,(i49
J. and K. Coleman i,5H4
H. and C. Bird 1,505 Iti

0. Hudsoi 1,.M9
A. J. Smith L.'iJO

T. Rudkin jel.525
H. George 1,433
J. Walker 1,420
W. T. Hunt 1,385
J. and T. Todd 1,37S
W. Pearson 1,355 lu

ST. JOHN'S CHURCH, BATTEU8EA.
Mr. K. C. Robins, architect.

Marsland and .Son £3,iW
I Nicholson

Newman and Mann 3,115 u Maecrs

P"" S,»7,'i U Itore ..!"""!Z^"""
""•«» - «.9«7 OiSharpingtunandCole'

.—«,nsn
2,473

,.„.. iJiOj
..„.. 2,847 U

NATIONAL SCHOOLS, ISLINGTON.
For the ercetion or new girls' and boy.' National Schools and cUss rooms for the district

parish 01 St. Paul. Islington. Messrs. H. and J. D. Mathews, architciu, 10 Cloak Ijine.
City. Quantities supplied. *

Forn.-icres £1,215
R'idda 1,1:XI

Ramsey 1,120
Fox „ 990

F™"." £989 n
J*"'' !#I7 U
Hill and Son t»45 U

. itW U n
, i,i U I)

The above include the value of the old materials of the praent buildings.

PUBLIC PARKS, SOUTHAMPTON.
For laying out ground in the public parks, .Southami<on. Meurs. GuUlauror. Parromto
and Guillaume, architects and surveyors. *

fnx lelOO 1 Croft „ ,

HewUtandDeamaii 100 I Barnes Caccci)tcd) ....,_,

HAVELOCK ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON.
For making " Havelock Road." through the Madand's Park. Measrs. GuilUumr, Par.
mciito and Guillaume, architects and surveyors.

Croft £10* 10
i

Barne _.......„.. £97 10
Hewit and Beaman 102 1 Cnx (accepted) „ 95

PREMISES, HIGH .STREET, SOUTHAMPTON.
For alterations to the premises No. 9. in the High Street, Southampton, for Mr. E. M.
Passenger. Messrs. Oillauinc and Co.. architects,

'^o" £279
I
Adams (accepted) ».«254

CO'lTAGE, SOUTHAMPTON.
For erecting a cottage on the Bclle-Vuc Estate, for Mr. G. Cainei. Ueun. GullUume.

architects. '

E"""" " £220
I
Philps (accepted) £197

MANSION, NEAR TOTTON.
For erecting a mansion near Totton, without offices, &c., for W. F. Wlngrove. E»a

Messrs. GuilUiuine, Parmento, and Guillaume, architL^:ts.

^:?inpr:::;:::::;:::::::::::::;:;::::::*^:!fl 2 g s^n-"!-" .••"• «.«? «

«

Futcher 4,935
Stevens 4,897

Bull (accepted) _ 3aM U
Adams _ 3,7m u u

SHOP AND RESIDENCE, SOUTHAMPTON.
For building a shop and residence in the Above-Bar Street, Southampton, for A. Andrews,

fcsq. Messrs. Guillaume, Parmento and Guillaume, architects.
Blackmail :i'1.5fi2
^hilp l,2S.i
Adams ),|!«
Bailey j,o5o

Bull (accepted) _ .£l,OW!
Martin |,II0I| o U
Efans (iOO U

A LODGE, MUSWELL HILL.
For erecting a lodge at Fortis Green, Muswell Hill, for Mr. H. Smith. Mr. F. O. Widdowi.

architect.

Langmead £450 ( Jeffs _._ „„....„.... £.350
Muit „ 418 Plowman 333
Grecnwooil 375 | James and Ashton 31i3 10

STABLING, BAYSWATER.
For the erection of stabling, Weslbourne Grove, W., Bayswatcr. Mr. W. Sim, Dane'

Inn, architect.
Fish £470 / Cooper £S79
Cowland „ 391

|

THE CITY.

For the erection of three warchouies in Bow Lane and Walling Street, City, for William
Vivian, Esq. Tillott and Chamberlain, architects. Quantities supplied.

Turner and Sons £3,979 ' Wills £3,4'<7
Laurence and Son 3,740 I Bras _ 3,4ii5 ()

Fish 3,097 Cannon , 3,393 U
Piper and Wheeler 3,553 I Ashby and Sons (accepted) 3,33)i

VILLA, BENWELL.
Tenders for a new villa at Benwell Park, for Mr. Joseph Carr. Mr. J. E. Watson, archileel,

Newcastle Square.
Masonrv and Carjientry

—

W. Gibson (accepted) £1060 | J. * W. Gibson .4 <1I87
KB. Reed 1074 | Scott & Reed ™............ 1170

Masonry^
Thomas March „ £5C4 16

Cari>entry—

.

Burnup £598 6 I Waitc & Howard £5.«)
Dobson „ 565 12

I
Cowsey „ „.......,. 536 U U

Slating—
Beck (accepted) ..._..„.. £84 OIMarch..„ «.„........,.....„.. £83 10

Plumbing, &c.

—

Glaholm (accepted) £100 | Scott & Reed „....„ £94 IS
Plastering

—

Wilkinson (accepted) £156 Oi
March „,. 170 8 o|

Painting & Glazing

—

Cawson (accepted) £87 10 1 Gibson £11.5 6
Richardson & Co. „ 96 > R. Richardsuii 118 12

Mead „ £l.'.7

Scott Si Reed 144 It

COMPETITIONS OPEN.

CHURCHES.
HoLVWBLl., HEA> .ST. IvKS.—For the restoration of HulywcU church, near St. Ives, Hunts.

Plans, &c., may be seen at the oUice of .Mr. Hutchinson, architeel. Market Place, Hun-
tingdon, who will receive tenders to June tu.

Southampton.—The churchwardens and church committee of St. Mary's, Southampton, are
desirous to receive tenders lor cleaning, cutouriiig, fiainting, and repairing tlii. parish
churcii. Specihcations may be seen .-u llie vestry, on application to Mr. Bromley, the
sexton, St. Mary's Street, on and alter Monday, June 2. Tenders to be lorwaruni lu
Mr. R. K. Page, V5 St. Mary's Street, on or bjlbre Saturday, June 14.
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Llc&MiN'(nt>N.— Plsnfi and estimates, in sections, are required for tlie compietion of the
parish (hurch of Leamington. The nave, the chancel, and the noilh transept being
already built, it is intemied to proceed to erect the remaining portions of tiie work in
sections. Architects are inviteti to send in plans and estimates, in sections, for erecting
the «outh tran&ept, the vestry, the lantern tower, and the boll tower ; which it U inteiide<l

to build in Urict harmony with the architectural stvle of those ^tortious of the church
now erected. Increased accommodation in the church is roo&t desirable. A premium of
iNO will be given for the best set of plans and estimates in the opinion of the Committee,
which must be sent, sealed and under motto, to Mr. G. Rogers. NcwboUi Street, Learning-
ton, on or before the i^Ut June, ofwhom all further {larlicubrs may be obtained.

FARMHOUSE, ETC.
Hkavitrkk, Devo.n—For the erection of a farmhouse and buildings at Ilcavitrce, in the
county of Devon. Plans and spvciHcations at the offices of Messrs. Geare, Mountlbrd,
and Geare, (Jneen Street, Exeter. Tenders, endorsed *' Tender for farmhouse and build-
ings at Heavitrctf," to be sent to Me&ars. Geare, Mountford, and Geare on or before
June li

ASYLUM.
Farehau, Hants,—For enlarging two day rooms at the County Asylum, Farcham. Plans
and spec! tications at the office of the County Surveyor. Tenders, endorsed '* Tender tor

enlarging day moras, Counlv Asylum," to be sent to Mr. Thomas Stopher, County Sur-
veyor, on or before Friday, June 13.

HARBOUR.
SotJTBAMrrojf.—For taking down and rebuilding a portion of the Watergate, quay wall,

timber piling, &c., of Southampton harbour. Plans and particulars may be seen at the
office of the surveyor. Mr. Geddcs, Above Bar Street, and tenders to be delivered at the
clerk's office, 3 Lower Bugle Street, on or before Saturday, June 14.

PAINTING.
LitTLEPOKT.^For painting the timber bridge across the River Ouse, at T.ittloport. The

specification of the work may be inspected on application to Mr. John Ellingtiam, at tijc

Bridge House Inn, Littleport. or at the office of Mr. R. Reynolds Rowe, Surveyor General
of Bridges, &c.. in the Isle of Ely, 10 Emmanuel Street, Cambridge. Tenders to bede-
lirered at the office of the Clerk of the Peace, Wisbeach, on or before Tuesday, June 10.

VILLA.
Gresford.—For the erection of a villa at Gresford, near Wrexham, in the county of Den-

bigh. Drawing:; and specifications at No. 12 Temple Row, Wrexham. Tenders to bo
delivered on or before Miuiday, June J6, endorsed "Tender for villa at Gresford," to Mr.
Gummow, surveyor, Wrexham.

OFFICERS' QUARTERS.
SANDncRsT.—For the erection of additional officers' quarters at the Hospital, Royal Mili-

tary College, Sandhurst. Berks. Parties desirinp to tender for the erection of these works
mustleave their names at the Royal Engineer Office on or before the ISth day of June, and
pay the sum of 10s. Gd. for the bills of quantities, which will be forwarded to each party
as soon as prepared by the government surveyor.

STAFF SERJEANTS' QUARTERS.
Fleetwood.—For the erection of staff Serjeants* quarters, Fleetwood. Parties desiring to
tender for the adoption of these works must leave theirnames at the Royal Engineer Office,
225 Stratford Koad. Manchestter, on or before the 9lh of June, and pay the sum of lOs. fid.

for the bills of quantities, which will bq forwarded to each party as soon as prepared by the
government surveyor.

BARRACKS.
Hou.vsLow—For alterations to the west wing of Hounslow Barracks. Parties desiring to
tender for this work must leave their names at the lloyal Engineer Office. London District,
11 James .Street, Buckingham Gate, from Uih to 14th of June, both days inclusive, between
the hours of 11 a.m. and 3 p.m.. and to pay the sum of JOs CkI for the bills of quantities,
which will be forwarded to each party as soon as prepared by the government surveyor.

PIER.

FoBT Victoria, Fresuw.uer, Isi-e of Wight For the erection of a new wooden Jiier
at Fort Victoria, Freshwater, in the Isle of Wight. Parties desiring to tender for this work
must leave their nauiei at the Royal Engineer Office, Hill Lodge, Freshwater, on or before
the 10th of June.

RAILWAY STATIONS.

Bi-uFRiEssHiRE—For the evcctiop of the following stations on the line of the Dumfries,
Lochmaben, and Lockorby Junction Railway:— 1. A station house, goods' shed, points-
man's box, am) other works at Lochmaben. 2. A station house at Shieldhill, in the parish
of I'inwatd. 3 A stjition house at Amisfield, in the parish of Tinwald. Plans, specilica-
lions, and schedules of measurement maybe seen at the office of the Secretary of the
Company, Englisli Street, Dumfries, and tenders received till Wednesday, the 18lh day of
June.

PUBLIC-HOUSE, ETC.
A.vcAsTER—Plans and specifications of a public house, stable, and cart-shed, to lie erected
on ground near the railway station, Ancaster, may be seen at the offices of Kirk and Parry,
Kleaford, Lincolnshire. Tenders, addressed to Mr. John Newton, care of Kirk and Parry,
Sleaford, to b« delivered not later than noon on Monday, June U.

HOSPITAL.
Path.—For making alterations In the Bath Mineral Water Hospital. Plans and specifica-

tion-j at the offices of Mesirs. Manners and Gill, architects, Bath. Tenders, either for the
whole of the work, or for one or more of the scimrate trades, to be sent to the architects by
one o clock on Monday the 16th of June.

IRONMONGERY. ETC.
Brighto.v.—For the general and usual supplv of ironmongery, bricklayers' and carpenters'
matenaU. and fnr the i»erformance of plumbers', painters', and glaziers' work required at
the Brighton Workhouse, Industrial Schools, and Parochial Offices, for one year, com-
mencuit; the i'^th day of June 186*2, and ending the eith dav of June 180.3. 'I'enders to be
lea at the clerk's office, parochial office. Church Street, Brighton, on or before Tuesday.
the irth of June. . = .

/.

CATHEDRAL.
^"".'';— -A/chitects arc invited to furnish designs for the erection of the cathedral of St.

inibar, Cork, at a cost not exceeding £15.(J00. A premium of £100 will be given for the
oest and most approved plan, and £50 for the second. Plans and designs to be sent to the
hon. secretarioi.Vcn. the Archdeacon of Cork. Rev. J. N. Woodroffe.or T. M.Ugborne.Esq

,iork, not later than the 1st of August next. Further inCornLition and a plan oniic site may

llsouth"Ma!i"c^^''"'''"'
*** ^' ^^""*'"' ^**1

»
"***"''y P"^''*'^ ^"t* t^hapter clerk,

LIBRARY AND READING ROOMS.
EiRMiNOBA-M.—The Free Libraries' Committee of the Council of the Borough require plans,

sections, specihcations, and estimates for the erection of a free reference library and
reading-rooms, lending-library and news-rooms, and gallery of art, upon the piece of

vacant land adjoining the Midland Institute Building, with an elevation uniform with
the said building. Intending competitors are requesietl to send in their plans, specifi-
cations and estimates, uniler cover, to Thomas Standbridge, TnwTi Clerk, Town Clerk's
Office, Temple Street, endorsed " Plans for Free Reference Library Buildings," on or
before the liith June. Particulars of the accommodation required, and of the conditions
of competition, together with a lithographed plan of the site, may be obtained on appli-
cation.

MEMORIAL.
Gloucester—The committee appointed to carry out the Hooper Memorial, at Gloucester,

invite sculptors to submit models of desiens for the figure of Bishop Hooper, which is

intended to be placed tuider the canopy of the monument just erected in the churchyard
of St. Mary de Lode. Gloucester. The models or statuettes to be carved in stone, and to
be one quarter the real height (7 feet). The author of the best design, approved by the
committee, will be appointed to execute the full-sized figure, and the sum of ten guineas
will be awarded for the second-best design.

WORKHOUSES.
Carlisle.—The Guardians of the Carlisle Union offer a premium of £50 for the set of plans
approved by them and the Poor Law Board, for a new workhouse, capable of accommoda-
ting r^Xl adult inmates, and designed in such a manner as to allow of enlargement, without
interfering with the uniformity of the external appearance. The site for the erection* of
the said workhouse is situated at Fusehill, on the east side of Carlisle. All plans to be
sent to the Clerk on or before June 23.

DonniNGTON—For executing certain additions and alterations proposed to be made at the
union workhouse, Doddington, North Witchford Union, according to plans and specifica-
tions lying for inspection at the workhouse. Tenders to be delivered to the Clerk of the
Board, on or before Tuesday, June 10.

Hants.—For the works required to he done In making certain alterations in, and additions
to, the Alverstoke Workhouse. Plans, &c., at the Bo.ird-room of the workhouse on and
after the 15th May, or at the office of Mr. Thomas Hi-llyer, Bouverie House, Ryde. Isle of
Wight, architect, of whom every information may be obtained, and bills of quantities
may be had.

GAOL AND HOUSE OF CORRECTION.
ExETEK—The Town Council of Exeter are desirous to be informed if the present City Gaol
and HoUiie of Correction can be made available so as to satisfy the requirements of the
law, as to the construction of gaols and houses of correction ; and they invite architects to
ascertain if it is practicable that the present City Gaol and House of Correction can be so
altered. They offer a premium of £"0 for the plan of alterations which shall he considered
the best, and if such plan be carried into effect, the architect producing it will be employed
to superintend the execution of the work at the usual commission, but in that event his
premium is to merge In his commission. A premium of £20 will bo given for the plan
which shall be considered the second best. Plans to be sent in before the second Wednes-
day in June.

C03Sra?BACTS OPEN".

METROPOLITAN MAIN DRAINAGE.
SouTHEtiN Outfall Works. Crossness.—For the construction of engine-houses, a boiler-
house, chimney, filth-hoists, coal-sheds, dwelling-h(ju.'*es, wharf-wall, sewers, and other
works in connection therewith, at Crossness, Erith, Kent. Plans, ticc, may be obtained
at the Metropolitan Board of Works office. Spring Gardens, until 3rd July. Tenders to
be sent in on ith July.

CHAPEL.
UsK. MoNMOiJTUsuiRE— For the erection of a new chapel and vestries on the site of the
present Congregational chapel at Usk, Monmouthshire. Particulars may bo obtained of
the architects, Messrs. W. G. Habershon and Pite, 38 Bloomsbury Square, London ; Park
Square, Newport, Monmouth; and Belvedere, Tredegarville, Cardiff.

ROAD-MAKING, ETC.
FiNCHLEV—For making road and drains at Finchley. Plans to be seen at the office of
Mr. V. Prance, Solicitor, 37 New Bridge Street, Blackfriars.

DWELLING HOUSES.
Stafford—For the erection of five houses, at Forebridge, for Mr. John F. Bridgwood,
Wolverhampton Road, Stafford. Drawings, &c., with Mr. Henry Ward, architect.
Bank Passage, Stafford.

LOCK-UP HOUSE, ETC.
Llanidloes.—For the erection of a lock-up house and constable's residence at Llanidloes.

Plans and specification to be seen at the office of Mr. J. W. Poundby, County Surveyor,
Kerry, Montgomeryshire.

INFANT SCHOOL. ETC.
Wahley, Essex—Fnr building an infant school and school-mistresFos' quarters, at Warley

Barracks, Essex. Particulars to be had at the Royal Engineer office, Colchester.

SEWERS.
Maidstone.—For laying In pipe sewers of various sizes, in the district of Perryflelcis, Maid-

stone, about 3,500 yards in length, with cesspools, traps, gratings, and other works. Ten-
ders to Messrs. Beale and Hoar, (Maidstone, on or before the 16th of June.

Westminster. — For the execution of general works and repairs to the sewers, gnlUes,
drains, &c , within the Westminster district, under the jurisdiction of the District Board,
for the term of one year, commencing from Midsummer-day next. Printed c<uiditioiis of
contract, schedules of prices, and forms of tender, may be obtained at the ofl5ces of the
Board, Great Smith Street, Westminster, where tenders are to be delivered by, or before,
Wednesday, the llth day of June.

BOGWOOD.
Dublin.—The Commissioners of Public Works will receive, up to 12 o'clock, on the 21st
June next, tenders for the supply of about 120 tons of Bogwood, to be delivered in such
quantities and at such times as may be ordered, up to June 30th, 18C3, inclusive, to the
various government offices, &c., in the Dublin District.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
We cannot undertake to return rejected communications.
Works in Progrkss.—We shall feel obliged to any of our readers who will favour us with

notes of works contemplated or in progress in the provinces; in most cases a simple
mention that a work is about to be, or has already been commenced, will be sufficient.

Received.—W.H.B. P., W. W.. A Constant Header, G.R. .tCo., 1I.T..J.M., (i. H. G.,
G. anddeP., H. J. Jun., M. &Co,, H. and J. D.M., J. L., C.J. A., Architect's Assistant,
J.T. VV., J.W.B., J. R., C.M.S., W. B., Provincial. E.J., J.V.. W. H. B., R.A„
Ph. D.

^^* Notice. — 2'Ae Building News U now 'puhliahcd at 166 Fleet Street,

where all Com'mv.nicationd and Advertisements should be addressed.
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THE GREAT THAMES SEWER.

AMONG tho essentials to our existence, next to air, there is nothing
at once so necessary, so common, and of so little intrinsic price

as water— pure water-— yet how ditlieult it is to get, anil what an
enormous price is paid for tho mixture of water and tilth which daily
finds its way into our houses ! In towns it is usually taJicn from tho
nearest river or stream, which is at tho same time generally con-
sidered to bo a convenient deposit for the sewage and refuse of tho
to>vn. In country houses, where tlie supply may bo from wells, they
will, in nine cases out of ten, be found sunk within a few feet, and
of course at a lower level than, a fann or stable-yard, or, wanting one
of these, near to a cesspool, or ditch, into which tho sewage is con-
veyed, to remain during the summer months, a pestiferous nuisance,
and in either case to percolate slowly, but surely, mto the well whence
water is drawn for domestic puqioses. The fact is, we seldom drink
pure water, and it is equally a fact that there is no reason whatever
why we should not be able to do so at all times. There is no difllculty

m getting it ; we have it supplied to us bountifully, and far beyond
our wants; but we do what we can to pollute and" render it totally
unfit to serve tho purposes for which it is provided. Take I^ondou
alone— why pure water is imknown here, and has been unknown for
many many years. We liave built a vast city on the banks of a noble
river of pure water, that is more than ample'to supply every want, but
the drainage of thousauds of houses has been constantly poured into
it, until it becomes absolutely useless, except for the passage of
vessels. Then water was taken from a point higher up the river,
where it was supposed to be uncontaminated ; by and by, tho water
there was found no longer good, and other points were selected, and
water conveyed thence to the metropolis, after being filtered and
conveyed through pipes, at an enormous cost, leading to sad deficiency
in the supply to certain poor districts. But in every attempt to take
water fi-om tho Thames for house use, it seems to have been wilfully
forgotteu that everywhere along its banks, right up to tho source,
there are towns and villages which, though in less quantities than
London, continue daily to pour into tho stream, from which a large
metropolitan and suburban district is supplied, volumes of drainage
from streets, factories, slautjhter-houses, and closets. The deposits
from water taken from the highest points, whence it is sent to Lon-
don, and where, by what would bo an amusing fiction, were it less

injurious to health, it is supposed to be fit for the purpose, are sicken-
ing to a considerable degree.

Nor are the water supplies from sources independent of the Thames
unobjectionable, it is impossible for any open conduit on tho ground-
level, which passes by towns and villages, and is at tho same time
used for the passage of boats, barges, &c., to escape being fouled.

It is, however, with the Thames that we have now to deal ; and,
with the main drainage works approaching completion, and the com-
mencement of the Thames embankment, as we hope, drawing near,

there coidd be no more opportune time for the present shamefiJ con-
dition of our river to bo fully investigated, and for steps to be taken
for its preservation in such a state as will make it what it should and
might well be, a blessing and source of health to us, instead of what
it has so long been, a generator of disease and death.

AVe are glad to know that a deputation, fully aware of these facts—
indeed who is not Y—has waited upon tho Home Secretary to represent
the lu-gency of the case, and to ask what the public are certainly entitled

to. After the vast expenditure incurred in the construction of the
main drainage works, it would seem altogether too bad that, having
ceased to convey the sewage of London into the Thames, the water at
that portion of the river should still be folded by the drainage aud
refuse of the towns and villages above the metropolis ; therefore the
deputation very properly have asked, that government should issue a
commission of enquiry into the condition of the Thames aud its tribu-

taries, the immediate district of the metropolis being excepted from
such enquiry, as being already under special jurisdiction ; to enquire
what defects exist, and to report what remedies can be applied to such
defects, having regard generally to all purposes by which the river and
its bi-auchcs, or lands adjoining to them, may be improved ; tlie

deputation asked that the enquiry should be especially directed to the
purification of the Thames waters for the use of the metropolis, and of
the towns in the Thames district.

The area of the Thames and its tributaries is estimated to contain
0,000 square miles, yet, as we have before pointed out, no .systematic,

or indeed any provision at all, has as yet been made either for regu-
lating tho several branches of the waters in the Thames basin on a
common plan, or for detemng the tOTN-ns and villages on the several
parts of it from casting their sewage into the streams, and many towns,
Bay the deputation in their memorial, we say nearly all, do so cast in

the whole or part of their sewage. Besides the sanitaiy view of the
question, there is another which may well be considered at the same
time ; it is, that thu unregulated action of fioods inflicts damoge ou

many himls adjoining the river; but in point of fact this al,«o is part fif

tho former question, for it is aa ascertained fact, that tho health of tho
population residing in diatricta subject to floods, is injurioosly
ufli-'cted.

But, unfortunately, our hands are not even now quite so clean in
tho matter as could be wished. It is quite true that we are not going
to continue to drain Ixiudon into the 'Ihamcs just at the point where
it concerns us as inhabitants of the metropolis not to have a vast tank
of fermenting sewage right in our centre ; but we jjropose to do, and
on a veiy extensive scale, that which the proposal for tho enquiry-
contemplates preventing others doing. No doubt the deputation wa«
immediately concerned with the state of tho Thames at L<jndon in
consequence of tho practice of the towns higher up tho river, rather
than with the state of the water at any particular iown, and l^ondon,
no doubt, a.s being most densely populated deserves prior c(m»ideration

;

but what will be the sanitary condition of the district into which tho
sewage of this vast area is discharged Y Wo have serious misgivings
OS to the practicol result, and believe that the Thames will, sooner or
later, be found to be not the proper receptacle for London sewage.

THE SOGLVL SCIENCE CONGRESS,

IT is with some regret that we find the National Association for tho
Promotion of Social Science has, at the present, ita sixth congress,

devoted less consideration to sanitary matters than the importance of
the subject demands. There is nothing of more consequence than
health, since, without it, other pos.ses8ions are comparatively valueless.
The fourth depai-tment, whose province is "public health," has limited
its attention chiefly to drainage; while the fifth, "So<'ial Economy,"
treated of little more than dwellings for the working classes. We do
not underrate the importimce of either subject, but surely there are
many other matters to which the Association might have directed
attention. There is another point to which we must revert : we know
not with whom it is left to decide what papers should be read, but
certainly some discretion should be exercised in selection ; and we are
led to the remark from a laiowledgo that, in one instance, at lea.st,

a paper was read in which it m-os the author's solo object to obtain
notoriety for a so-called invention, which he has long tried to bring
prominently before the public by the aid of the press, and vainly,
simply because the plan is utterly worthless, and the inventor a person
who is not very particular as to the means he employs to force himself
into notice.

Mr. Rawlingson read an interesting paper on "House Drainage
and Sewage," a subject with which he is well acquainted, and took
occasion to remind liis hearers that even in Belgi-avia, a flat district,

the sewers are full of deposit, and that the trapping of drains is a
" complete mockery, a delusion, and a snai-e ;

" aud were it not for the
escape of exhalations from the sewers in the streets, he predicted a
fearful and raging epidemic. Not only in Belgi-avia are matters in

this state— bad enough for those who stay but a few months in town— but in poor, close, overcrowded districts, many alleys and courts,

where people, pale and wan, live through their lives and never see tho
green fields, there are no sewers in which deposits can accumulate, no
drains to be trapped, but simply a cesspool, often uncovered and as
often overflowing. This is the direction in which eftbrts should bo
made, at the same time that the exhalations from the Belgravian
sewers are shut in, which have been sending some imwary passengers
over them to a sick-room, perhaps a death-bed.

Are there no other evils to which a department considering public
health might devote some attenrion, forcing on sluggish vestries and
other authorities a conviction of the necessity of a change from the
olden customs ? How far is the dust of our streets, when raised in

clouds by a March wind, or such winds as we have had lately, and
blown down our throats, conducive to health ? Who looks upon
street-watering as anything more than a pleasant idea that he would
like to see carried out as regularly as the collection of the rates for it P

Then there are our cabs and omnibuses. Is no refonii needed there,

having regard to public health Y How many have sulfered for years
owing to the difficulty of finding a public convenience ? In tho

matter of building, too, it is most injurious to health to live in damp
houses

;
perhaps on a clay soil, with the floor joist touching the earth,

and a mock dry area which serves to keep the basement walls damp
rather than dry. Then the walls of half tho houses erected bv
speculative builders are plastered with road mud, or "scrapings''

used instead of sand, and full of animal and vegetable matter decay-
ing and decayed. These, and many others that need not be particu-

larised, are matters for which there is no legislation. The only

remedy is to be found in publicity in every possible direction, aud we
trust at the next congress to find that the Association have more fiUly

recognised their importance.
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BATTEKSEA FIELDS. — ROYAL ACrRICrLTlTlAL
SOCIETY.

TWKJNTr years ago it would have been difficult to find, in the

immediate neighbourhood of any great citT in England, a more

desolate and unpromising locality than that "known as Battersea

Helds. Along the river's bank, from Nine Elms to Battersea Bridge,

and extending inland to the Wandsworth Road, lay at that time a

marshy, uncultivated, and unprofitable tract of land, unsightly to the

eye, and by no means conducive to the health, of the visitor. It was,

iu fact, the resort of the dangerous classes of the metropolis, who
considered it as their own especial recreation pound ; and devoted

it frequently to vmconsecrated and most illegitimate practices. The
march of improvement has, however, overtaken and metamorphosed

Battersea Fields.

The marsh, erstwhile redolent of malaria and miasma, has given

place in one quarter to an admirably arranged park, with omaraental

water, shrubberies, and glades, in which the old may find enjoyment,

and the young healthy recreation ; and in another, to the vast and

handsome workshops, carriage manufactories, and stores of the London,

Chatham, and Dover Railway Company. A handsome suspension

bridge, built by Mr. Page, connects the' park with the fashionable

and aristocratic Belgravia, thus enabling the denizens of the

latter, to extend their drives from Middlesex into Surrey ; and a

railway bridge, of not inelegant proportions, carries the traffic of the

above-named railway, to and from the Great Victoria Station at

Pimlico. These changes, it cannot but bo acknowledged, are gi-atify-

ing and satisfactory in the highest degree. They conduce, without

doubt, to the moral as well as the physical good of the inhabitants of

the metropolis, as they also add to the beauty of the Mammoth city

itself.

Before the erection ofPage's Suspension Bridge, the neighbourhood
of Battersea Fields was aa unexplored, by the inhabitants of the

opposite bank of the Thames, as is Salisbury Plain by dwellers in

the borough. But now, not only do those classes of persons who are

fortunate enough to ride in their own carriages, visit the new found

land, but pilgrims of a lower grade wend their way by thousands to

TOW and revel in its charms. There are, indeed, few points within

a radius of five miles from the Royal Exchange, from which a better

panorama— so to speak— of Loudon, can be obtained, than from
that part of the Wandsworth Road, known as Battersea Rise, and
which extends to Lavender Hill, next Wandsworth. Far down to

the extreme right, as one faces the river, is seen the Tower of London,
with its venerable, though blood-stained associations ; the Monument,
commemorative of the Great Fire ; the innumerable city churches

pointing to heaven, and with St. Paul's, gigantically and grandly

presiding over them. Then, carrying the eye still forward, the towers

of the Legislative Palace at Westminster, and those of the ancient

Abbey, meet it. The first conveys to the mind a startling idea of the

wealth of a country, which has expended already over two millions

sterling, in providing sitting-rooms for its legislators, and the second,

a conviction of the architectural greatness of a bygone a^e.

Higher up the river, but yet apparently at no great distance from
it, are seen— glistening, it may be, in the sun's rays— the domes of

the International Exhibition. We will not say that these are glorious

proofs of the genius of their designer, but they are extraordinary speci-

mens of the skill and ability of those who erected them. In the back-
ground are visible the heights of Hampstead and Hi^hgate, and,

on a clear day, and to the extreme left, the tower of the church of

Ilarrow-on-the-IIill may be discerned.

Let us now descend from the elevated groimd from which our
bird's-eye view of some of the main features of the architecture of

London has been taken, and re-enter the park from which the ascent Wiis

made. Battersea Park covers above one hundred acres of groimd. In
these are to be found accommodation for boaters, bathers, cricketers, and
riflemen, and these classes of the community liave all been iu the habit

of employing the advantages afforded them with considerable zest, and
it may be trusted with advantage. For a time the last-named body
will be obliged to dispense with their practice grounds, for, as our
readers are probably aware, the annual exhibition of implements and
cattle, promoted by the Royal Agricultural Society, will this year
take place in Battersea Park.

The spot chosen for this interesting and very important display is,

in fact, the large level space of green sward upon which the various
rifle corps entitled to the eiitrde have been accustomed to exercise.

This piece of ground has been already enclosed by a hoarding of ten

feet in height, and inside this are arranged in twenty straight lines, each
of about one thousand feet in length, erections for sheltering the imple-
ments of all classes and kinds connected with agricultiu-e which it

may be expected will be sent there for exhibition. Of course the
sheas are ofa temporary character, and their roofs will be of canvas, but
the amount of material and labour consumed in their construction is

very great. Mr. Manning, of Holbom, was the contractor for the work,
as well as for the erection of a series of more substantial wooden build-
ings— separated by a temporary bridge from those of which we have
spoken— and intended for the protection of the " Live Stock," which
will form no inconsiderable part of the Exhibition.

In all, somethnig like thirty acres are covered by the stores and
stables of the Agricultural Society, and though tliese are tenantless at
present, they have a novel and "singular appearance. On the 23rd
inst., and diu-iug the following days of the show, we can imagine that
the interior of the hoarding will present a scene of bustle and excite-
ment such as neither Battersea Fields of the olden, nor Battersea
Park of modern times, has before witnessed. It \n\\ be oiu- task
probably to report upon the achievements of the Exhibitors at the
coming display, although the deposits of agricultural implements in
the eastern annex of the International lOxIiibition are of a nature to
lead us to suppose that they can scarcely be excelled nt the Pai-k.

We cannot conclude our present observations on this subject, with-
out a few commendatoiy remarks upon the Royal Agricultural Society.
There is no doubt whatever that it has been "instrumental in further-
ing, fostering, and promoting the science and the practice of agricul-
ture in Great Britain and Ireland to a very considerable extent. The
working arrangements of the Society have been for the most part
excellent, and the experience of each year's exhibition has led to
improvement, and tlie strengthening of weak points in the succeeding
one. Last year the annual meeting was held at Leeds, and it proved
to be most successfid.

Whatever Mr. Sidney Smith and his supporters may say about the
Prize System generally, we have no doubt that it has "worked well in
reference to agricultural implements, to say nothing of cattle. The
application of steam-power to field culture may be regarded as a great
triumph of the prize system, for without the hope of recompense it

was scarcely to be expected that manufacturers would have devoted
so much time as they have devoted to the making of experiments in
that direction. It is probable that the adaptability of steam to the
piu'pose of the cidtivation of the soil will be demonstrated more fidly
at Battersea than at Leeds; but we scarcely see how actual trials of
the Steam Ploughs are to be made there, except at the expense of the
oiTjamentation of the Park. "Smashers-up " and " Scarifiers," though
very useful in some places, would be rather out of place among the
flower-beds and foot-paths of the people's garden. In all probability,

therefore, the meeting will comprise an Exhibition of Implements not
in motion, but at rest ; and the trials for fixed and portable steam
engines, fixed and portable finishing machines, hand-dressing ma-
chines, baiiey-hummellers, &c. &c., will be postponed till next year.

The Royal Agricultural Society of England increases in nominal
strength yearly, and thus its means of promoting the interests of all

engaged, directly or indirectly, in agricidtui-al pursuits is constantly
extending. At present the total number of governors and members
of the several classes is 4,710, showing an augmentation to the ex-
tent of 00 names since 1861.

THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

WOOD-CUTTING MACHINEB1.

PROBABLY no department of tlie Exhibition is more practically im-
portant to the building profession than the Western Annex, with its

rich stores of machines for working in iron luid wood. In these days of
fireproof factories and warehouses, iron, indeed, has become as essential an
clement in the operations of the builder, as stone, brick, or wood, and iron

phining, punching, and riveting machinery is as interesting to the architect

as to the mechanical engineer. Verj- few years have elapsed since the whole
of the manipuhitions connected with carpentry and joinery were effected

by means of hand labour, and what was vulgarly termed " elbow grease."

Now, however, all is changed, and there are very few processes in relation

to the two branches of building just named, whicli are not, or which may
not be, effected by the aid of the steam-engine and wood-cutting ma-
eliines.

To the persevering endeavours, and unfailing ingenuity of a few London
firms tliis advancement in the economy of the Imilder's shop is principally

due ; and foremost among these may be nam(-d tluit of Worssam and Co., of
King's Road, Chelsea. Their establishment is replete witli machinery for the
accomplishment of almost every operation of useful and oniamental carpentry
and joinery. In the Western Annex, tliey make a large display, but as

it was utterly impossible for them to transfer to that place specimens of all

the machines which may be seen at work in tlieir factory, we shall not
confine our observations to the contents of their stan<l in the Exhibition,

but speak also of those tools of which drawings only are exhibited at

Kensington. One of the most massive appliances of Messrs. Worssam
and Co. for dealing with wood, in its primary stages of conversion, is their

Patent Timber Frame. This is adapted for sawing round or square logs of
any description of timber into boards or planks of any required thickness.

T)ie balk of timber, to be operated upon is brought forward under the saw
frame Ijy means of what is termed a siUntfecd. The title serves to dis-
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tinguish this part of the apparatus troiii the ratchet feed originally used in

sawing frames, and to which it is far superior both as regards quietness and
exactness of action. It is the subject in itself of a patent. The patent

silent feed consists of a whei'l corresponding to the old ratchet wheel, but

instead of being indented, (jr .serrated on the rim, it has a V groove turned

on its periphery, into which is fitted an cxceutric V j)all, to which motion

is conmninicated, as in the ratchet system. When moved forward, the V
edge of the pall presses against the sides of the groove in the wheel, and
by the silent force of friction compels it to move forward, and thus propel

the timber. Another V ]iall woi'king upon a fixed pin is added, and tiiis

answers to the " dead catch " of the ratchet feed. It is clear, therefore,

that by this arrangement the timber may bo advanced at any rate of speed

which its hardness, or thickness, renders most desirable.

Another patented improvement in this kind of sawing machine consists

in attaching the frame to the crank by means of two connecting rods. One
of these passes on either side of the swing frame, and thus compactness,

and consequent economy in the cost of fonndations ari' effected. The
parts of the contrivance requiring great strength, such as the swing frame
connecting rods, crosshead, the jaws of the timber clips, &e. &c.. are made
of wrouglit-iron, and thus it is capable of carrying one saw to every inch

of its width. Thus the 36-iiicli frame will work with 36 saws, and the

.same rule holds good with any other sized machine.

The Double Deal and Planking Frames are constructed after the above

plan, with some slight modifications, whilst Portable Deal Frames are made,
as their name implies, for ready movement to any place where their services

may be needed. The Veneer Saw is of course circular in its form, and the

largest, we believe, which has been fitted up by Worssam and Co., is 8 ft.

in diameter. This consists of a cast-iron disc, keyed upon a wrought-iron

shaft of sufficient strength. The disc is turned perfectly true, and to it are

screwed a series of wrought-iron plates, intended to receive the saw segments.

These latter are attached by copper screws, and they may l)e readily re-

moved in Ciise of accident or otherwise. The segments are ground to a thin

edge by means of a lap made for the purpose, and which usually accompa-
nies each machine. Below is a traversing carriage for feeding forward the

timber.

Circular Saw Benches of every size, and fitted with saws of every pitch of

tooth, to meet the varj'ing requirements of the workshop, are to be found in

the establishment of the firm in question. Perhaps the self-acting saw-

bench is the most generally useful of the series, and there are many points

of detail about it which deserve a more extended notice than we are at

present able to give them. Tlio rate of speed may be made to vary with the

character of the material dealt with, but from 12 ft. to 15 ft. per minute is

that at which the feed is usually arranged. One of these benches will cut

2,300 superficial feet of deals in an hour. Thus miich of the Sawing Ma-
chinery of Worssam and Co. ; and now let us notice some of that employed in

the performance of ulterior operations. The first appliance of this second

series which invites attention, is the RoUer Planing Machine. It is intended

principally for acting upon floor-boards of soft wood, and these it not only

planes, but grooves, tongues, edges, and reduces to uniform thickness, at one
operation '. The plane-irons are fixed in phmed cast-iron drawers, and are

easy of removal or adjustment. The pressure of the lioard while passing

over the plane-irons is subdivided by means of a number of small rollers,

and these are so effective that the boards require no finishing after leaving

the machine. Its productive power is gi-eat. The Chain Planing Machine
is another contrivance of a cheaper kind than that just rcfeiTcd to, and used

for similar purposes. It is more serviceable in the ease of thick boards than

thin ones, and is less productive. Other modifications there are of wood
planing machines, all exhibiting considerable ingenuity, but they cannot here

be individualised.

A remarkable machine is that for carving, moulding, and shaping irregular

surfaces. This is constructed on the copying principle, and a dummy or

feeler is made to move over a pattern, and thus govern the movements of

the cutting tools. It is peculiarly adapted to the requirements of cabinet-

makers and coach-builders. It is also useful in planing and shaping Gothic

work, for builders, cutting housings and string-boards for stairs, and similar

purposes. What is tertned a Nurling Machine, is another ingenious applica-

tion of mechanical means for accomplisliing ornamental effects. It is prin-

cipally adapted for making waved or zig-zag mouldings in hard wood, for

pianofortes, cabinet-work, &c., or for cutting imitative basket-work for car-

riages. K template or copy plate is used in this instance, and the wood to

be moulded is fixed upon a cast-iron rack travelling bed, which ribrates at

any required speed under the cutters. The result is an exact imitation of

the pattern, of whatever kind it may be.

Mortising Machines of various kinds go to make up the comple-
ment of Messrs. Worssams' wood-cutting machinery, and these, as may be
imagined, are not dissimilar in principle to the slotting machines of the

engineer's shop, A. very beautiful contrivance, knownias Whine's Dovetail-

ing Machine, is manufactured by the fi.rm whose works are under review,

and this is the only one yet invented that is adapted for the finest descrip-

tions of cabinet work. It is of almost too complicated a nature to be
described without illustration, but it may be stated in its behalf, that it

will finish off dovetails in any kind of wood in less time than would be
occupied by an ordinary workman in setting them out. It must not be
imagined that we have mentioned more tlian a moiety of the woodcutting

machinery of Messrs. Worssam, and Co., for their mechanical ability has
been devoted, and successfully devoted, to the creation of machines for

performing all the processes in relation to wood-work, known to the
carpenter, the cabinet-maker, the coach-builder, and the joiner.

Great in the same department of industrial ecoDomy are I'owis, Janea,
and Co., of the Victoria Works, Blaekfriars Road. Tins firm exhibit in the
Western Annex numerous .specimens of their admirable machines for meta-
morphosing rough timber into all the nmltifarious forms which our high »tat«
of civilisation demands. The uscfiU, ornamental, ami architeetiind shapes into
which wood has now been brought in the fitments of our dwcUing-boUBM,
appear to have been well considered by Messrs. Powis and James, and
nothing in this direction seems to l)e beyond their [rawer. They have con-
structed machines of pecidiar excellence for sawing, planing, mortising;
tenoning, rebating, and caiTing wood. Their horizontal steam ongineti for

putting the woodcutting machines iu motion are well adapted to theiF
purpose, being at once simple and inexpensive.

To railway companies, or wagon buddem, it may be particularly inter-

esting to know that Messrs. Powis and Co. have dcviseil a Double Tenoning
Machine, whereby both sides or imds of two wagons may he completed in
one minute from the time the cutters strike the wood. This is a triumph
in the art of automatic woodcutting undoubtedly, and one which thone
interested will know how to appreciate. The Band-Sawing Machines of
this firm are remarkable for their adaptability to a great variety of pur-
poses, and are justly prized by those who employ such contrivances. In
fact, it is probable that in this department Powis and James are un-
rivalled. They have patented a plan for preventing the breaking of the

saws, which occurrence was attended with much danger to those who were
using them, and at the same time regidating the amount of tension

necessarj- for their exact action. This contrivance ensures steadiness and
regularity in working, because it acts mechanically and with certainty. As
the saw heats and expands, what may bo termed the " slack " is taken np,

and as it cools its contraction is accommodated.
Other machines and other manufacturers in this branch of mechanical art

must await another opportunity for a visit to the Western Annex. The
subject of woodcutting machines, is one of so much consequence to our
readers, tliat we feel asstired they will thank us for directing their attention

expressly to it.

THE CHEMISTRY OF BXIILDrNG >LVTERIALS IN OUR
INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

OUR readers must not suppose that it is our intention to devote a page of this

journal to technical chemistry, or enter into the details of any delicate

analyses performed liy our savans. Yet we would call their attention to

this most important branch of the science, and ask for a more careftU con-

sideration than has hitherto been bestowed upon it in its relation to the re-

quirements of the building profession generally, and the development of

that progress which alone is the indication of the presence of that healthful

enei-gy our age demands from every profession as its share towards the uni-

versal standard. Excelsior. In some of the discussions of our various Archi-

tectural Societies, we have been surprised at the ignonince tacitly displayed

of the first laws of this beautiful science by the credence given to many
statements put before the public by ignorant charlatans.

How many aids of a most valuable character might be rendered available

to those who should be in a better position than any others to judge of the

adequacy of the auxiliary to meet their requirements ? AVhy should the

architect be at sea with regard to the quality of a stone or the part of a
quarry from which to choose his blocks ? or why should an amorphous stone

be only discovered to be amorphous when it has deteriorated one of our

finest edifices, and become the bugbear of the nation ? Why should our

builder be at the mercy of his merchants who supply materials en gros,

without knowing or caring for the circumstances undj.T which they are to be
used ? Why should the artisan not know the peculiar qualities of the bricks,

limes, and cements that pass under his hands, and the best treatment of

them, to secure their durability and perfect fitness for the position they are

to occupy ? We am fully aware that the several branches of the profession

have their men of careful and attentive research, but we opine that if many
more were to make a careful study of not only this, but of all other branchea

of science that bear directly or indirectly upon their profession, we should

see most satisfiictorj-, not to say startling, results arising therefrom.

Perhaps none have had more to do with the product from which so many
brilliant results have been obtained to adorn our Class 2 in the International

Exhibition than our readers themselves, and whilst viewing the Magenta or

Acetate of Rosaline crowns, must often be reminded of that goi^ous film of

surpassing beauty in its rainbow radiance that indicated the presence of tar

upon the surface of water in the bucket or the stream. Many are the utili-

tarian results builders have secured from the use of tar, but a pleasing degree

of astonishment, we tkink, will follow an examination of Mr. Perkin's and

Messrs. ilaule and Nicholson's cases. The alum in the trophy will recall

the progress in the manufacture of cements from gypsum, this having been

the first material used to harden the so-calleil plaster of Paris, the Borax

Serpent will show the next step, that being one of the constituents of the

Parian ; and still further progress has provided sulphate of pota.sh instead of

sidphate of alumina (alum) in the cement so well known as Martin's cement,

the greater insolubility of the latter salt producing the results that appear in

its favour. Aluminium, the highly esteemed sutetitute for silver, shown by
Bell and Co., reminds us of billions of tons that pass through the hands of

the builder of the silicate of that base (clay), and its combination in the

form of the oxide (alumina) with so many of the substances with which he

is called upon to deal. A series of most usefid products arc exhibited by
Bartlett Brothei-s, of Camden Town, consisting of this alumina and its
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applications in combination -B-ith silica ; and, lioforo going furtlur, we would
namp three substances which will familiarise our readers with the character

of the materials in question, and their extreme hardness and diu-ability.

Jasper is silica, rubir is alumina, and garnet (as also corundum) is silicate

of alumina. Knowing the extreme hardness of the first of these, cvcrj'

effort has been made to apply it to utilitarian purposes. Chemists succeeded
in dissolving it, and cried " Eureka," but experiment soon showed that to be
but a partial success. Then others tried by neutralising the solvent (an
alkali) to secure the silica in its crystalline form, but all failed from the
breaking up of the silica when so precipitated into a powdery mass ; then
calcium in solution, producing lime and combining with the silica, was tried,

still with the same powdery result. It is, however, pleasing and satis-

factory to find that silica has at last found a mate, and has been wedded by
the beforementioned firm to alumina, the second of our hard friends, and the

of&pring is the silicate of alumina, our third. This has been effected by
using the same solvent for both substances, and as the one is the reagent or

decomposer of the other, an iinion of the most pemiaueut character takes
place in'so slow and controllable a manner that we think the two great ob-

jects are fully attained,—that of time for manipulation, and a crjstalline pro-

duction, as may be seen fix)m the samples exhibited. The application of this

invention to the preservation of stone, and the recombining of waste stone,

are the principal objects to which the proprietors have applied their dis-

coveiy.

But we must not pass the silicates of soda and potash without giving a
few hints that may be found exceedingly useful to our readers. Portland
and Roman cement having silica, lime, or aluniina, or the whole in com-
bination, for their base, are materially aided in strength and dm-ation by
the addition of a small quantity of the silicates ; and tlie reason is thus
explained— silica has a great affinity for its own substance, and greedily
appropriates it when presented in certain forms, and the condition securing
tho gri'atest degree of affinity is the soluble one ; and this appropriation
not only serves to concrete the particles of silica, but also the alumina,
lime, or any other substances of which the cement may be composed, for
they are dependent for their concretion, and highly so for their durability,
upon the affinity they have in themselves for silica, which is presented to
them as a silicate of an alkali in the best possible guise. In the decoration
of buildings everything remains to be done with the silicates. Stcreochroray
proper should stand externally ; and our celebrated painter, Maclise, having
so well succeeded with his last painting in our Westminster Palace, surely
is an encouragement to our architects and builders to try, by judicious tests,

how far this art may be rendered available ; and, whilst on the subject of
colours, wo may remark that this class contains some of the finest in the
whole Exhibition— indeed the artists' colourmen have a most gorgeous
display. Varnishes are here also well represented, and we are not surprised
to learn from the French themselves that the last coats of all fine work are
in varnish of London manufacture. To those who are fond of crystals and
crystalline forms, a great treat is given in the crystals of soda, sugar of
lead, bichromate of potash, red and yellow prussiates of potash, and others
of more delicate form and even yet greater beauty. Fine masses are also
displayed of the sulphate of iron and copper. The latter, we would remark,
is largely used by our continental friends for the induration of wood, by
cutting off the tops of their trees and providing a receptacle for the solution
of sulphate of copper, so arranged that as the sap descends from the trees
the sulphate may take its place. By this ingenious method the whole
mass may bo most effectually impregnated and preserved. Space, however,
warns us that we must recommend the cla.ss to the close attention of those
of our readers who visit this Great Exposition, and who, we are sure, will
appreciate the great taste and care so evidently displayed by Mr. Charles
Quin, tlic superintendent of the class, and his active and energetic assistants.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

XOVELTIES FBOJI COAX., IX GAS .\XD LIGHT.

(Concludedfrom our last.)

rj^HE comparatively obscure man to whom the world is indebted, through
-L his inventions, for the developemeut of coal gas-making, is the lato

Mr. Samuel Clegg—styled tlie father of gas-lighting. This engineer first

purified gas by lime of sulphuretted hydrogen and carbonic acid. Coal-gas
then became suitable for use inside the dwellings ofboth the rich and the poor.
The principal part of the present system of making gas continues as first

introtluced by the inventor; for instance, the hydraulic mains adapted for

isolating the pipes conveying the gas as it is made from the retorts. Mr.
Clegg also invented the governor, whereby gas can be forced through the
street pipes to the burners in a regulated manner, and one of the most
important of his inventions is the gas-metre, modifications of which arc now
in universal use. Mr. Clegg died about two years since in poverty, leaving
his wife in want. Before it is too late, the governments of this and foreign
countries should befriend such a man's widow. Several appeals have been
made to the public ; the effect produced may be gleaned from the following
extract from a letter which appears in the last number of the Journal of
Gaji Z«^A<(n(7, headed "A national reproach : "

—

" It is lamentable," says the writer, " that genius is .so often neglected
and discarded during the life of the individual; but this is sometimes atoned
for after death, by the appreciation of departed talent. To the late Samuel
Clegg is due the honour of establishing gas-lighting ; but for him it pro-
bably wonU have been retarded many years, and but for him only a small

quantity of the enormous capital now invested profitably therein would
have been employed. It is to be regretted that the laudable example of
the Journal of Gas Lighting to obtain a competency for the widow of the
late S. Clegg, should have met with sneh slight success ; for, on reference to
the list of subscriptions, I find tliat out of upwards of one thousand gas
companies, estal>lishe<l in tho United Kingdom, only thirty-four have given
anytliing, and of the thousands and tens of thousands directly or indirectly
employed in gas ligliting, only seventy-seven have contributed to the aid of
the man wlio combated all tlie early diflSciUties," &c.
Wo now return to Mr. S. Clegg's last invention, as exhibited by Messrs,

Bischoff & Co., Class 31, B No. 6,283. It is an improvement on the wet
meter, insuring correct registration independent of a variation of the water
level, whether caused by evaporation or wilful abstraction. The principle
consists in floating the dnini by an air vessel, which permits the revolving
drum to rise or fall according to the height of water in the case, and to
work free from friction on the bearings.

Class 31, B., al.-io contains glass globular lamps for street pillars and
brackets, Tliis description of street lamp has been long in use at

Oswestry. The difference between it and the common kind is. the glass
of tlie lamp is blown into the desired shape in one piece, thus dispensing
with the ordinary framework at the corners, which intercepts some of the
rays of light.

Adjoining, there is a standard gazalier for eighty lights, mediaeval in

cliaracter, for a cathedral, by Johnston Brothers. This lias a striking appear-
ance from the profuse number of red and white crystal globules, faceted,

which are inlaid into the brightly burnished brass. Then Mr. J. W.
Singers stall, close by, contains numerous Gotliic designs of gas fittings,

suitable for such buildings as the Houses of Parliament. It is impossible to

overlook Messrs. Hart and Son, particularly their crystal drops inlaid, un-
faeeted, into the brass. This is the manner in wliieh the ancients constructed
similar work. The glass is allowed to run in drops when taken out of the
glass-house pot, whereby the appearance of rock crystal is produced.
There is a sun burner with twenty-six lights exhibited by Mr. Wm. Strode.

It is to be regretted that this mode of ligliting rooms at night is not more
generally adopted. The large amount of carbonic acid produced by the
combustion of gas by chandelier and bracket lights is considerable

;
gene-

rally no arrangement is made for removing tliis injurious gas from rooms.

Part of the apparatus of the sun burner carries off all its baneful effects.

A few paces away can be seen Young's patent Argand burner. The one on
view has eiglity hole.s, and is 3 in. diameter. It is stated to give the light of
seventy candles, when burning 20 cubic ft. per hour, at the cost of one
penny, at 4s. per 1,000.

The pressure and supply of gas to the Exhibition Building is governed
by the regulating valves of Messrs. C. Walker and Sons' make. Their
manufactures are to be seen at Class 19. Tlieir stall contains the ordinary
rack and pinion gas valves, in order to illustrate more clearly their improved
protective screw and index valve.

In the Australian department can be noticed Purchas's patent railway
gas lender. This is a travelling gasholder, the size being about 20ft. long
by 7 ft. wide. It will contain sufficient coal gas for supplying twenty-two
burners, all being lighted for six consecutive hours ; the light given by
each burner equalling two ordinary railway lamps. The saving effected is

estimated at 30 per cent, between difference of cost of gas and oil A
further advantage is derived through there being less wear and tear of
lamps, with little comparative cleaning required.

One of tho wonders of the Western Annexe is " Holmes's Magneto-electric
Machine and Light Regulator." Tliis extraordinarj' light was first produced
;md exhibited by Mr. Holmes in Paris seven years since. The light is

created in the following manner:—A revolving wheel has inside its tire

sixty coils of copper wire ; the current is produced by pieces of soft iron

])assing between the poles of twenty-two sets of magnets placed round in a
circle. AU the poles point radially inwards, and pieces of soft iron .ire

fixed in the hollow rim of the revolving wheel, every rotation of which
passes between fortj'-four poles, and as these poles are alternately north and
south, the current that is induced in the copper wire surrounding tlie soft

iron changes its direction forty-four times in one revolution ; but by means
of a commutation, this current is again changed, so that it passes out of

the machine always in one direction ; therefore, one wire is always negative

and tho other positive. Tlie light produced is inten.se— sufficient it is

stated, in a revolving lens giving off six rays, to enable any person with

average sight to read at tentmiles' distance. The great objection hitherto

to the introduction of tliis light for sea purposes is its being always liable

to go out, through one of the cardinal points, a carbon wick, continually

wearing away. Mr. Holmes has invented a regulator to correct this defect.

Tliis remarkable light was two years in use at the South Foreland light-

house, and is now fitted up by the Trinity Board at Dungeness.
Amongst the gas-making novelties, the patent retort bed in open court,

Chiss 1, No. 387, must not be omitted. It seems to possess several advan-
tages over the ordinary' mode : for instJinee, a setting of si.x retorts can be

altered when working down into a three or two bed, the retorts not re-

quired being allowed to cool. The furnace to this patent setting is fed with
heated air, &c. People interested in gas companies would find this very

deserving of a few minutes' inspection. Mr. J. Reid, Class 31, exhibits a

gas saturator. This has been tried before, the object being to correct the

tendency of gas to absorb the water in the meter-case by ])assing the dry
gas, previously to its entering the meter, through different channels in a

separate vessel nearly filled with water.

George Walcott, C.E.
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LABOURERS' COTTAGES, AND THEIR BEARINO UPON
ARCHITECTURE*

{Continuedfrom our last.)

"YfOW the actual amount of accommodation for tlic labourer is soon settled.

1\ He wants a living-room, a kitchen, and a pantry on the ground-floor,

and three bed-rooms above, with outliouse for wood, coals, office, &c. ; or, to

describe the ground-plan, as it is mostly and bestly used—a kitchen, which

is also the living-room and the largest room in the house, and a washliousc,

which sen-es as a back kitchen in tlie summer, and whieli, if we were speak-

ing of a large house, we should call the scullery. There is the pantry

besides, and, if possible, a closet under the stairs. This is the ground-plan

required.

The point to be kept in mind in distributing the rooms of a cottage is,

that the labourer can only afford one fire at a time ; and, therefore, I should

not hesitate to put his cooking-range—which it is of the gravest import

should be a real kitchen range, mth boiler on one side the fire and oven

on the other—into the largest and best room—the living-room of the housi

—

the room in which the family sit doivn to their meals, and around the hearth
_

of which they gather in the winter evening. In common speech this, in the

midland counties, is called, pur cxciilcnc<; " the liousc," and this is the real

home of comfort. In order to make this to b(^ so used, the back kitchen,

scullery, or washhouse (call it which you will), should be of such small

dimeiisions as to preclude its use as a general cooking or sitting-room ; for,

wherever it is large enough to be so used, it -will invariably be occupied to

the desertion of the other room, which will then be preserved in its musty

finery, and damp unaired atmosphere, fur dress occasions only of fair or

festival, or Sunday company.

There is a viTetched fasliion which pervades all classes of English people

—

intensifying as it descends in the social scale—of reserving the best and

largest room in the house as the one to be least used, and seldomest enjoyed.

I know of nothing more forlorn and dismal than to be shown into the finely-

furnished, stagnant, unwholesome dramng-room, where you feel in an in-

stant that no foot has trodden since the sen'ant came to open the shutters

—

not the windows— in the morning. The unpleasant sensation of being shown

into a company-room is as bad as being received with company manners

;

and, common though the practice be, there is something about it altogether

dis.sonant to the English notions of Comfort and Home. My rule would not

apply to the great show-houses, where there are really state apartments too

large for general occupation ; but in all houses below that chiss, I would

say, " use your lai-gest and best room ordinarily for the benefit of your

family and your everyday friends," eschew the dull magnificence of a com-

pany-room. Never mind if your furniture gets a little rubbed ; chairs were

made to be sat on, carpets to be walked on, not to be looked at. But you

are afraid of the children breaking your glass-shades, and sweeping off the

table your nervous doyleys ? Then do away with them altogether ;
and if

the ornaments, placed imder the one or on the other, go away along with

them, there is no great loss. A single glazed cabinet may hold all your

things really precious, and if the rest of the decoration of the room bo such

as will bear ordinai-j- stowage and knockage, it will be introducing a far

more manly and wholesome stylo of ornament than the WTetched ormolu

and papier mache frippery which now too commonly crowds the tables and

mantelpieces of our drawing-rooms— especially of new-mjirried people. Or,

if the result should be that the children of the rising generation be brought

into better order, and made to respect the amenities and decencies of dra\ying-

room life, it will be no private or public disadvantage, and perhaps will be

useful in modifying the somewhat rampant characteristics of the young

England of the present day.

I may seem to be travelling away from my cottage subject ; but if I can

get hold of principles of general application to all classes, it will have

greater weight on any particular case, and I shall not be laj-ing do-mi a law

for the cottage which I would not cany out in the mansion.

My object, then, is not to allow of a company-room in my model la-

bourer's home ; for it necessarily entails a sloppy, untidy, comfortless, every-

day existence in the washhouse or scullery; but if you make this latter

room so small that it cannot accommodate the family at their meals, if you

put the kitchen-range in the best room, have only a small hearth in the

scullery, with boiler and sink, then you make this back-room what it should

be, the place for washing, slopping, and "doing," as they say, "their jobs

in," and you force the family to Uve ordinarily in the largest and whole-

somest room, which necessitates certain more comely observances of

civilised life, and helps to elevate the whole houseliold in their social rela-

tions. The really tidy, good housewife, the good mother who takes pride

in the cleanliness of her pets as well as of her pots, and likes to see her

family in substantial comfort around her, will prefer this ammgement,

though it implies a little more method, and entails a little more labour, to

keep'^all things in their places in a room constantly occupied.

It is the slattern who, in her room or her dress, for the sake of Sunday's

finery, is content to go all the week in dirt and discomfort. In a plan on

the wall, it is proposed to carry out the idea by making the living-room, in

front, 14 ft. by 12 ft., with the scullery 12 ft. by 8 ft. (by the projection of

copper, sink, &e., reducing it almost to a square of 8 ft.), and the pantry,

which ' is full large, 7 ft. by 6 ft. ; but the coal or wood house might also,

possibly witli advantage, be combined, and so the expense of these as out-

houses be saved.

The reason of the scullery and pantry being drawn even as largo as they

• Paper read by the Ilcv. Canon James, at the Architectural Museum, South Kensington.

are here is, that with a less grf)und area you cannot obtain the three bol-
rooms above, which arc now rightly considered indispensable for a good
cottage. That the parents, the boys, and the girls should each have a
separate bedroom, is now deemed imperative in all well-ordered cottages;

and I would not say a word against such a requirement ; but I do think
that the erils of crowded bedrooms have, us affects the morals of the txxjr,

been exaggeriited by those who look from what the Quarterly lieviewor
calls " a dressing-room point of view." It is rather on the score of healtli

than of morals, that I would ask for the area of three bedr(X)nu ; and I

believe that where the parents' chamber is between that of the boys and
girls, a curtain may be often as serviceable as a thin wall partition. Cer-
tain it is, that both thoughts and habits of decency can accommodate them-
selves much more to ill-arranged sleeping rooms, than those who are
accust<Tmed to the absolute privacy of bedrooms are wont to admit ; and the

pure and chaste morals of the lower Irish in their huddling bedroom
arrangements are a remarkable testimony to this fact. But admitting the

necessity of three bedrooms, the great crux of cottage l)uilding has been to

get them of suflScient size over the ground area required for the living-

room, scidlery, and pantry. In trying to accommmhite the one story to the

other, cither tlie bedrooms have been cramped to a most inconvenient and
unhealthy size, or the scullery has been enlarged, so as to make it become
the general living-room, at a waste of space and money.

A plan before you, I tliink, takes a middle course, making the three bedrooms
respectively 12ft. by 9ft.; 12 ft. by 9ft. 3 in. in the widest part; and 11 ft.

2 in. by 8 ft. 2 in., with a comer taken off for the stairs. The two larger have
fire-places, and there is a sep;irate entrance to each. I will then set down
the accommodation required for the married agricultural labourer as con-

sisting, on the gtound-floor, of: 1. Dining-room or kitchen in one; witli

range containing oven and boiler, pot-hooks, cupboard, light convenient for

cooking, that is, on the side not facing the flre-plaee. Superficial area not

less than 168 ft. 2. Scullery with sink, copper, small hearth, fire-place with
outer door eommimicating with back yard, and another door communicating
withpassage, or, better, with living-room. Superficial area 96 ft. 3. Pantry,

with shelves and room for beer cask, window opening into the outer air, iuid

in communication with passage or scullery. The three bedrooms, respec-

tively, two about 108 ft. and one 90 ft. In round numbers, an area of

about 300 ft. on each floor. The height of the lower rooms 8ft. ; of the bed-

rooms the same, or o or 6 ft. on the walls, with the roof taken in.

The best arrangement of this number of rooms is that which allows of

an outer porch, with inner lobby or passage, giving independent access to

stairs, kitchen, pantry and scullerj-, with landing upstairs admitting separate

entrance to each of the three bedrooms.

It may be doubted whether this arrangement of separate entrance, deemed
so indispensable in a middle-class house, should be regarded as necessary in

a cottage. It is certain that the labourers do not themselves care so much
about it, and seldom complain of the door opening ilircct upon the living-

room— of the stairs going out of the living-room or the scullery— or of

the bedrooms opening one into another ; but when we are seeking a model
plan, it is as well to get as perfect an arrangement as we can, and one

which will help to foster habits of order, and akin to what has, from its

convenience, been sanctioned by classes higher in the social scale.

What the poor do complain of— and too often with reason —in the new
cottages which have been provided for them, is the thinness of the walls,

the cold draughts, and the smoky chimneys. I wUl go, therefore, into some
details on these heads, saying a few words first upon the site.

I need not .speak of the soil, because we must take that as we find it.

Of course, we should prefer dry, gravelly ground, where we can procure it,

as much for the cottage as the halL We shoidd regard, also, how the

ground lies for drainage, and for a supply of water. But one ndo of aspect,

applying to the cottage, is directly the opposite to that of the mansion.

In the great house we want the south for flower-garden and private use,

and so contrive the public entrance anywhere but there ; but in a cottage,

which can afford but one front, we should always, if possible, get this to the

south— the door opening to the soutli, and the window of tlie living-room

having the same aspect, looking upon the little garden of herbs and flowers,

with the wicket upon the road, about six or eight yards off. The increased

cheerfulness and comfort of a cottage so placed can hardly be overrated.

There is no single drawback, that I know of, to this arrangement. It

throws the sunny side of life into the living-room, gives the south wall for

the vine or th(^ apricot, and the flowers ; and throws the hot washing work,

and the little larder, to the northern or cool a.spoct.

The foundations of the walls should be deep enough to admit of the joists

of t he boarded floor— wliich I should like that of the living-room to be—
being laid with eight inches, at least, hollow beneath, and with air-bricks

in the basement course. Above all, immediately below the floor-level, the

whole of the walls should have a layer of slate, laid in cement, or of

asphalte, so as to prevent the damp rising. This, which indeed should

never be omitted in any building, is most imperative in a cottage, where

the presence of damp is too often the evil spirit that paralyses the strength

and support of the whole family ; and yet, though the cost is scarcely

appreciable, there is no preventive' oftener neglected than this.

Equally fatal to the comfort, health, and whole economy of the cottage,

are the thin walls always used by speculative builders, and too often by
those, also, whose aim is the increased happiness of their poorer neighbours.

No common 9-inch wall, in an exposed situation, will keep out damp
and cold ; but hollow bricks of that thickness, or the same amount of

bricks used hollow, and making eleven inches of wall, will suffice. I have

drawings here, showing how bricks may be so used; but the difficulty of
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pcttin); common bricklayers so to use tliem is, I kiiow, cxccssirc ; and, from
their iuaptness to this kind of construction, u most disproportionate expense

is added to the estimate. If we could once get our bricklayers ont of the

groove of the i-ommon solid 9-inch and H-iuoh work, the extra material or

labour required for 9-inch, ll-inch, or 12-inch hollow walling would achieve

a most important advantage, at a comparjitively small cost. Contrary to

what is usually recommended, I shoiUd plaster the living-room and the

licdrooms witlun ; and if I could only get 9-incU solid walling, I should

paint it on the outside, as an clTective repcUer of the damp.
VThere stone can be procured as cheap as brick, it should bo used, as

necessitating a substantial thickness of wall; but I am convinced that,

where it is the custom of the country, there is nothing so effective for

cottages as mud walls. In the midland counties, I am sorry to say,

they are disappearing; but there are many parts in the south and west

where the old method is kept up, with some improvements introduced.

But the art of building these walls is so local, and so dependent on the

material at hand, that, though I could wish, for the sake of their warmth,

to see them generally extended, I can hardly hope it. But some method of
" post and pan," or of concrete, using the common soil for the main sub-

stance of the wall (as, I believe, is common in Eastern countries), might
surely, if attention were given to the matter, be made available, as the

cheapest walling for any locality.

(To be coHclttJed in our next.")

AECHITECTttRAl ASSOCUTIO^'.—ItfR. R. P. SPIERS ON
AECHITECTURE IN NORMANDY.

( Cottcludedfrom our latt.)

CAEN is the most interesting town for the searchers after the finest

specimens of Norman architecture, possessing as it does the two largest

churches founded by William the Conqueror and Queen Matilda. The first

of these, I'Abbaye aux Hormes, known by the name of St. Etroum (St.

Stephen), has the form of a Latin cross. The side aisles are carried round

the choir, where there Me chapels annexed. The nave and transept were

consecrated in 1077 ; the choir is later, and has circular arches crossing one

another, thus forming pointed arches. The whole of the nave is rib-vaulted

with circular arches. The towers, whieli are of the eleventh century, had

spires added to them in the thirteenth or fourteenth century, at which period

there was a further addition made to the building of four towers and spires

at the east end. The centnd tower is of the fourteenth eent'jry. and suilered

much from the cannon balls of the English during a siege. L'Abbaye aux

Dames, Holy Trinity, though inferior in size and proportions to the kst-

named building, yet has more genuine Norman parts about it, and has been

also added to, than St. Stephen's. The choir, which is very fine, is circular,

decoratetl Avith a double row of circular-headed arched springs, the arches

being supported by detaclied columns. The central tower is of the thir-

teenth century, with a fifteenth century balustrade. The western tower."?,

which are undergoing restoration, have a renaissance coping of the seven-

teenth century, which M. Bupreck Robert, the architect, proposes to remove

and replace with coping balustrade and spires similar to those of the Abbaye
aux Hormes. St. Pierre, the church of next importance at Caen, is of

various epochs. It possesses the most elegant spire in France, of the

fourteenth century (dating from 1308, and being 200 feet in height), and

the richest choir of the sixteenth century. The nave and side aisles arc

of the fifteenth century, and there is a beautiful western facade of the

fourteenth century. The oldest church in Caen is that of St. Nicholas, the

most ancient part of which is extremely simple, having no ornament or

decoration whatever. The chancel is covered with a conical roof in stone,

and which is of later date than the chancel itself The tower, which is of

the fifteenth century, is an elegant structure. This church is no longer

used for religious services. The church of St. Etienne Levieux, near

I'Abbaye aux Hormes, is nearly in ruins, but is frequently visited by
Engli.sh architects, the structure having some beautiful carving of the

fifteenth century. The church of St. Leneveur has a fine tower of the

thirteenth century, resembling that of St. Pierre. The two chancels, one

of the fifteenth and the other of the sixteenth century, are interesting

objects, and, standing boldly out in the principal street of Caen, form a

pleasing picture, often sketched by artist-tourists. St. Jean has a tower

which inclines slightly, like the tower at Pisa ; the church has been built

on to it whilst in its leaning position, and the effect in the interior is very

ctirions. There are three or four other churches in this neighbourhood well

worthy of a visit, especially that of Vancelles, which has a fine though small

Norman tower, and a lofty fourteenth century choir. The Manoir dcs

(Sendarmes is a structure which is perhaps more frequently visited than any

other budding at Caen. It ha.s two towers, connected by a long wall with

battlements, and is of the sixteenth century. There is a series of medallions

with heads sculptured on the battlements, and are supposed to be portraits

of persons existing at the time of their erection. The Hotel de Ville was
built in 1637. Caen is a very clean town, though it has but few fiagstone

pavements, and it can boast of meadows and promenades similar to those at

Christ Church, Oxford, It contains a large chateau, with fortifications and

a dry moat. The lecturer proceeded to state that from Caen he made
another excursion, visiting some of the villages he had missed in his tour

from Bayeaux, and others which lay more to the north-east. The choir of

St. Contest, which is vaulted, is Norman, but some of the arches being

pointed indicate the transition epoch. The tower is of the twelfth centurj',

and the nave of the thirteenth. Lasson has a very pretty example of a

private chAt#au of the sixteenth century, the wall being decorated with
delicjife pilastei-s. The mouldings are rich and elegant ; there is a strong

corbelling, cariying a frieze ornamented with eartonches and medallions,

and above it a parapet. The chateau possesses the circiUar-headed window
and large chimneys wliich denote tlie time of Francis I., sixteenth cent\uy.

In a billiard-room on the first floor is an exceedingly rich wood-panelled

ceiling, coloured and gUded, resembling those of the ducal palace of Venice,

and supposed to be the work of an Italian architect. The church is nearly

all modern. Thaon h-ts two churches— one new, and having nothing
remarkable about it ; and the other, which is falling to ruins, has been a
very fine and beautiful structure. The latter is composed of a central nave,

lofty choir, and tower. The tower has two stories, and is pierced on each

face with a circiUar arch and two openings. There were originally side aisles,

which have been suppressed, and the nave arches are blocked up. The walls

are decorated with a series of blank arcades, and a flat Nomian ornament.
The church of Fontaine Henry has a very beautiful Norman choir, and the

nave is modem. The chateau, which attracts most of the visitors, is an in-

teresting structure, of many epochs ; its decorations comprise the most
beautiful and delicate work. The chapel belongs to the dose of the

thirteenth century. The walls are decorated in the interior with a series of

arcades, carried by small columns ; and between each is a seat, hollowed

out iu the stone. In the sixteenth ccntmy the nave was vaulted with low
segmental arches, carried by columns, descending into the nave. There are

three elegant windows pierced in the chancel. Colombiers has a well-pre-

served tower of the twelfth century, pierced with circular-headed windows,
which are very elongated, like those of the thirteenth century. The church

of Ver has two very distinct parts'— the choir and tower, of the twelfth

century, and the nave of the thirteenth. The old Norman door, on the

west, still remains. Above the southern door is a has relief of " St. Merthin
Cutting his Cloak." A similar bas relief occurs in two or three other

churches, and they are of the sixteenth centiiry. ComseuUes is famed for

its oysters, which are of a very largo size, three or four being sufficient for

a meal ; and yet they only cost, at that place, from three halfpence to two-

pence a dozen. Berniires is one of the most important churches of the

arrondissement of Caen, having an elegant and lofty tower, of the thirteenth

century, and in front of which is a very beautiful porch. The tower is 200

feet high, and is the loftiest tower attached to any rural church in Nor-

mandy. The third, fourth, fifth, and sixth arches of the nave arc Norman

;

the fljst and second seem to have had their columns replaced, or else they

were added at the end of the twelfth centurj'. The whole is vaulted, the

first and third divisions pointed, and the others circular. The choir is of tho

fourteenth century. Langmum possesses a very pretty cruciform church and

tower. Here, again, there is a difference in the style of the di%isions of the

nave ; the first three arches are circular-headed Norman, the five following

pointed, and they are carried by huge cylindrical columns. The lower part

of the tower is of the thirteenth century, and tlie upper part of tho four-

teenth. At Lion is a picturesque chateau, of the sixteenth century. Her-
manville has a pretty tower of the twelfth century— nearly the only one
which has neither spire nor visible roof. The nave of the church dates

probably from the first half of the eleventh century. Onisticheron has a
central tower, and very lofty choir, with an imposing fa9ade of four stories.

From Caen, on my return home (continued the lecturer), I visited Lisieux

and Evreux. The first of those towns has a very fine church, that of St.

Pierre. It has two towers on the western facade ; and though built about

the same time, their construction is very different —• one being Gothic, and
tho other Romanesque, but both being on a Gothic base. The nave, tran-

sept, and side aisles are of the same date as the facade — the latter end of

the thirteenth century. The choir, which is a very fine one, and central

tower are of the foui'teenth century. There are several flnely-carved

wooden houses in the town, of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. The
Cathedral of Evreux dates from different periods— the most ancient portion

being tho lower part of the nave, which is of the eleventh century. The
transepts and choir are of the fifteenth centmy, and the towers of the facade

of the sixteenth or seventeenth. The eastern end of the church is very fine,

both in the interior and exterior. There is much beautiful carved woodwork
in the screen which separates the chancel and its side aisles and chapels

from the church. The Town des Anglais is an isolated town of the fifteenth

century ; but it has a church, that of St. Taurin, which is interesting,

owing to the different dates of its construction. Some of tho arches of the

nave are circular, and of the eleventh century, while others arc pointed, and
of the fourteenth century. There are some remains of Norman arches in

the south transept. The Bishop's Palace is an interesting structure, of the

fifteenth century ; but (said the lecturer, in conclusion), as winter was
setting in, he was prevented from visiting it, as well as other parts of tho
town, and set off for Paris.

FOREIGN ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS IN THE INTER-
NATIONAL EXHIBITION.

THE International Exliibition of 1851 was almost exclusively an Indus-

trial display. Two out of the three higher branches of art were um'e-

presented there. It afforded Us no opportunity to compare the powers of

English architects or of English painters with those of foreign artists ; and
our sculptors were favoured more, perhaps, because their works were peculiarly

suited to the embellishment of the building, than from any desire of testing

their ability. We can hardly think, from the specimen which the Commis-
sioners of 1802 have given us in the building itself, that they have any par-

ticular love for, or taste in, arcliitcctural matters ; but as wall-space had to be
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cost, we fancy, more than princes have to spare now-a-days. We are indebted

to Eitzig for the large model in the nave, to which we have already aUuded,

which deserves notice more for the good arrangement of the plan, and for

the beautiful modelling of the ornament which accompanies it, than as a

design for an important public building. Other designs, by the same archi-

tect, show the same Greek tendency, but we do not see in any the same lofty

aim which reposes upon every work of his countrjTnan SchinkeL
'

Knoblauch has three designs in the Exhibition, but there is one only,

the new synagogue, in the Orianienburger Strasse, Berlin, which will arrest

the eye of a visitor. It is Eastern in style, with a large central Moorish

dome, and smaller ones at the angles. It is covered vdth elaborate and
well designed ornament. A design for a small museum introduces us to

Lacs, a devoted admirer, seemingly, of the severer Greek style, whilst the

drawings of Heupon and Haller, of Hamburgh, possess that tasteful freedom

in the employment of Italian art, which is only elsewhere seen in the best

of modem IVench architecture. The drawings are altogether excessively

clever, but the entrance is preeminently so. There are altogether five

•sheets of them (557). A small book by Meyer, " Handbook of Gardening,'

is devoted to the ornamental arrangement of gardens. In Von Quart's
' Historical Monuments of Architecture in Prussia," there is a good view of

the Schloss Heilsberg, and in Kunge's " Brick Architecture of Italy," some
accurate and detailed representations of the well-known Town Hall at

Piacenza, the Palace on the Lungamo, at Pisa, St. Giovanni e Paulo at

Venice, the Hospital at Milan, and the less known but no less beautiful

St Chiara at Siena. Other fine publications of Ernst and Korn contain

the best of Schinkel's designs— all worth attentive study, — Salzenberg's

monuments of early Christian architecture in Constantinople, Strack's

architectural details, mostly taken from one house in the Leipziger Strasse,

and the splendidly worked out Greek design by Stueler, for the new museum
at Berlin.

In 579-86, we have another creditable Gothic design from Prussia, by
Schmidt and Straueh. It is beautifully drawn, and we are mistaken if

Viollet-le-Duc has not greatly influenced the designers. It is sent here by
the Royal Academy of Architecture, Berlin, who are lai-ge contributors to

the Exhibition. The drawings of a city gate, by Aug. Tiede, are likewise

very successful studies. Amongst the German oil pictures a painting by
Von Klenze deserves notice for its architectural merit. " Athens in the

time of Hadrian " is therein represented by one whose studies have enabled

him, better, perhaps, than any of his contemporaries, to conceive it. It is

composed of porticoes and caryatides, sculpture relieved by colour and
marble columns. In the background the Acropolis is seen crowned by tho

walls and columns of " Pallas' fane." We would .ilso direct attention to

some wonderfully manipulated interiors by a Danish painter, H. Hansen,

1513, 4, o, 6. They are rooms in the palaces of Fredericksborg and Hosen-
boig. As perspective studies they are amongst the most wonderful pictures

we have ever seen.

STAINED GLASS IN THE INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

WITH Alf ILLUSTEAXrON.

STAINED Glass Windows for the enrichment of churches, for monu-
mental purposes, and for the decoration of dwellings, are of two de-

scriptions, Pictorial and Gothic, the former bearing the character of trans-

parent pictures, to be judged of as works of art generally ; the latter, of

decorations accessor}' and subordinate to the edifices they adorn. Hence
stained glass windows possess a relative, as well as an intrinsic, value.

Pictorial glass is preferred by some as enabling the artist to give a more
life-like delineation of the human figure. This advantage, however, is

obtained by the sacrifice of the special qualities of the glass itself, assi-

milating it, in fact, to painted porcelain. Gothic or decorative glass, on
the other hand, exhibits in the highest degree the glowing and jewelly

effect of coloured glass, admitting at the same time the greatest boanty in

its abstract Unes, and a perfect harmony with architecture. Both styles,

however, require invention, combined with skilful drawing and manipu-
lation. To illustrate these remarks, the Virgin and Child by an Italian

artist, and numbered 2021 may be taken as the extreme of pictorial glass,

and Powell's window, designed by Jones, Class 34 A, as the extreme of

the Gothic school. The time is recent when it was thought impossible

to reproduce the glowing tints of old glass, more especially of the thirteenth

century ; but tints more varied, and Mly equal in richness, now come from
the studios of our leading glass stainers ; for, owing to the increased de-

mand for memorial windows, and for stained glass generally, many superior

men have diligently studied the art, and glass makers also have been
stimulated to prepare materials which leave nothing to be desired.

The result has been a simultaneous advance in the quality of stained

windows and a decrease in their price, so that the richest figure work now
averages but 30s. per square foot, instead of oOs. or 60s., whilst the orna-

mental designs can be procured for 26«. per foot down to 5s. for the simple
but beautiful ornamental quarries.

The Commissioners have given great dissatisfaction in tluir defective

provision for this branch of art, enncing in fact, their ignorance of its

requirements. In the galleries a borrowed and diffused liglit only is

obtained ; whilst in the transept, worse still, the sun shines upon tho front

of the stained windows, instead of behind them, thus rendering the colours

almost invisible, revealing only the lead work. Full allowance must
therefore be made by visitors for these drawbacks.
The stained windows exhibited by Heaton, Butler, and Bayne, in the

west transept or Austrian department, are examples of the thirteenth and

fourteenth century styles, and in the galleries, Class 34, of the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries.

In these they have endeavoured to combine the architectural character
with the most refined and original designs, and tho richest jewelly effect of
colour.

Of the windows exhibited in the gallery, Class 34, the most striking
is, perhaps, that of "the Adoration," in which the background is composed
of numerous tints of colour varying from light blue green, to purple ; the
expressive head of the Virgin is most carefully and delicately treated, but
the unfortunate position of the vrindow is fiUal to its beauties, which require
a strong clear liglit to bring them out in their integrity.

The heraldic window is treated in a most simple but artistic manner, and
the colours being on a white quarry ground, will commend it to the taste
of connoisseurs.

The Mindow above tho " Adoration " is intended for Skultliorpe Church,
and illustrates the history of Ruth ; here, also, coloured ornamentation on
white ground is used to give relief to tho figures. The other window, for
Langton Church, contains the principal events in the life of our Lord, the
treatment being of the ordinary character.

There are several superior windows in the west transept, Austrian De-
partment. The most unique is the " Procession of the Burial of our Lord,"
the original cartoon of which is exhibited in Conduit Street Architectural
Exhibition, and has met with general admiration.
We present our readers with an engraving of a Stained Glass Window, by

Messrs. Heaton, Butler, and Bayne, of Cardington Street, intended for the
Baptistery of St. Alban's Abbey. Considerable repairs and restorations
have been recently effected under the superintendence of Mr. Gilbert Scott

;

and the elaborate workmanship and brilliancy of the colouring of the present
work of Mr. Heaton and his co-partners, will make it a gorgeous addition to
the varied beauties of the baptistery.

It is exhibited in the West Transept of the International Exhibition, im-
mediately over the entrance to the Annex for machinery in motion, and
though placed in an unfavoimible light, its colouring, workmanship, and
some novelties of construction can scarcely fail to attract the attention of
visitors, especially of amateurs of the art.

The greater part of the Abbey, and especially the baptistery, being of the
date of the thirteenth century, the window was necessarily designed to

accord with it, Fortunately there are suiScient remains of stained glass of
this period to indicate the principles that should guide us at Salisbury,
and at Boivrges and Chartres in France, and to prove that it was as well
understood at that time as the arcliitecture it enriched.

These fine old windows have never yet been surpassed in design or in
management of colour. The window illustrates the "Baptism of our
Lord," and its antitype, the "Passage of the Red Sea." These subjects,

though severely treated, are well and careftJly drawn, the features and
folds of the draperies are expressed by simple black lines, assisted by a
very slight shadowing.

It is in the " Passage of the Red Sea " more particularly that a new treat-

ment of stained glass is adopted. It has been found that tlie more uneven
the various pieces of glass are, the greater the richness of the completed
work. It has hitherto been usual to reserve the selvage pieces of glass
which are most imeven in tint for the choicest pai-ts of the window. In
this window the greater part of the glass has been gradually ground away
from one side and afterwards polished. The back grounds of both subjects

are composed of great numbers of small pieces of blue glass, varying in tint

from a light greenish blue to a purple. The full and somewhat fiery tone

of the subjects is relieved by tlie quiet violet and yellow diaper work on
which they are set. The wide border round the whole window is com-
posed of conventional foliage, in which birds, reptiles, &c., are entwined

;

and the background is a subdued greyish blue ; this gives value to the rich

blue of the subjects.

The glowing effect of the Saviour's robe in the Baptism is produced by
mixing the lighter tints of red, produced by the cloride of gold, with the

darker, made from the protoxide of copper; these are neatly united together

in the folds of the di'apery by the leaden bands.

Tho window is glazed throughout with a round lead similar in make to

the old cast-lead, which has given proof of its quality by doing good ser-

vice for 800 years. The arms of Dr. Nicholson and of the town of St.

Alban's are introduced in the border. Were the position of the window in

the Exhibition more favourable, there can be little doubt of the judgement
of the public upon its general effectiveness.

The restorations of the Abbey Church of St. Alban's, although effected

at a cost of upward of £3,000, leave very wide scope for the exercise of

the munificence of future donors, especially in the ornamental work of the

monuments, chantries, and chapels. The important matter of drainage has

been very thoroughly done throughout the whole of the walls on the north

side by removing a large mass of accumulated earth, constructing an air-

chamber for intercepting any external damp from coming in contjict with

the walls. The water is now conveyed by a .system of pipes from the leads

of each roof into the great drain naming parallel with the walls about ten

feet distant. The whole of the roofing of the north aisle has been recon-

structed, and a portion of the roof of the north transept.

St. Alban's Abbey, which will bo adorned with this window, has hitherto

been almost destitute of stained glass. The "Act of Mercy" window, executed

for Harpenden Church, is another example of the good effect resulting

from alternating rich subjects with a subdued ornament. The numerous
figures are well drawn and coloured, and the composilion contrasts favourably

\nth similar subjects exhibited by Holland in the same department.
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MB. MONCKTON MILNE.S ON TIIE INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION OF 1862.

BoYAL Ikstitutiox of Gbeat BniTAlX.

AT a recent meeting of the Royal Institution, R. Moncktox Mii.nks,

Esq., M.P., delivered an addres.s on the "International Exhibition for

1862." The speaker stated that the managers of the Institution had

arranged that some discourses should be there delivered, on the most

important natural products to be exhibited at the Great International Fes-

tival, and had thought it ailvisable that these special addresses should bo

prefaced by a few considerations of the nature and scope of this wonderful

congregation of the industries and intelligences of the world. He was much
flattered at being selected to perform this duty, and could assure the mem-
bers present that he should come into no competition with the eminent

persons that would follow him, but should confine himself to those gc^nerali-

tics and common-places wliich are not always the more displeasing for

being in some sort the reflection of their own minds.

It was the habit of this Society to deal rather with facts than specula-

tions, and he would therefore direct their attention to the geographical and

political conditions which alone rendered possible such an event as this.

It had been WTitten with sufficient accuracy for verse, that

—

" The total surface of this snhcrfed earth
Is now surveyed by philosophic eyes

;

Nor East nor West conceals a secret worth-
In the wide ocean no Atlantis lies ;

Nations and men, that would be great and wise,

Thou knowest, can do no more than men have done;
No wond'rous impulse, no divine surprise.

Can bring this planet nearer to the sun,—
Civilisation's prize no royal road has won."

The accessibility of the ocean-waters of the globe was a fli-st necessity to

this end, and this had been now accomplished from the ice-bound fires of

Mount Erebus to the grave of Franklin. We conld not say quite as much
of our knowledge of the land of the world, but we perfectly understood the

limits of onr ignorance, and could fairly a-ssume that there was no position

of tile eartli yet unsurveyed which could in any notable degree add to our

physical science, or extend our observation of the habits and destinies of

mankind.
Although great continents are represented in'our Exhibition only by their

fringes, we can hardly contemplate any such conversion of nature or man as

should people the sandy spaces of Africa, the vast pastoral steppes of Cen-

tral Asia, or those huge fields of the unlimited liberty of animal and

vegetable life which streteli in South America from the tropics to the polar

snows, with the higher forms of industry, art, and civilisation. It is enough

that no longer can Tartar hordes swoop down on riclier and fairer lands,

and that the sage and saleratus prairies of North America cannot check the

enterprising outgrowtb of the Anglo-Saxon race.

And this brings us to another necessary condition of our Exhibition, the

security of the seas, and the general facility of commercial intercourse.

The exceptional piracy which obstructs the trade of the waters of Oceania,

and which the energy of Sir James Brooke has done much to repress, was
once the custom of the world, and carried with it no notions of cruelty or

disgrace. This evil was partially remedied by placing commerce under the

safeguard of religion. Where the modern state establishes a factory or a

free port, the old state built a temple. Thus the Tyrian Hercules linked

together the trade of Greece and Phoenicia in a common worship : thus the

fane of Jupiter Ammon was the great resting-place and protection of the

caravans of the desert : thus the lines of the chief Catholic pilgrimages

were the paths not only of all travellers but of all merchants in the middle

ages. Tlie interchange of the gifts of God was sanctioned by Pagan and
by Christian pietj', and the notion of connecting trade with any inferiority

of social station or intellectual power, is a per\-ert«d remnant of the feudal

system, where the jealousy between town and country tended to discredit

labour and to idealise brute force.

The speaker proceeded to draw the distinction between ancient and
modern trade. In the old Asiatic nations, where influence is still palpable

among mankind on the score of authority and the bond of religion, the

ideas of free trade and competition would have been incomprehensible.

The exclusion of foreigners from the interaal navigation of the several

countries was universal, and none were permitted even to enter foreign

ports, except with the tessera hosjntatis, or some other symbol of a com-
mercial treaty. Bars were thrown across the mouths of some rivers, as by
the Persians across the Tigris after their conquest of Babylon ; traces of

which impediments to navigation still remain. And in modern Em'ope the

growth of liberal commerce has been slow indeed, and it is one of the

happiest privileges of our time that, as regards ourselves at least, we have
come to see its consummation. In Sir Dudley North's " Discourse on
Trade," published in 1691, the principle is laid down " that the whole
world as to trade is but as one nation or people, and therein nations are as

persons." But the Hollander and the Portugnes<^ long remained the objects

of a commercial animosity, which did not prevent the one from occupying

our fisheries up to the very coast, and the other from sharing with us the

dominion of India.

The social and political conditions represented by our Exhibition next

occupied the attention of the speaker. The whole of this marvellous com-
bination of energy and art is the result of free laboiu-—of the spontaneous

indu-stry of mankind. It is not the mere application of local nature to

local designs, but the collation and transmutation of most diverse and
distinct elements to the tise and benefit of our race : the juxta-position of

our coaLand iron have suggested the manufactures of Sheffield, but it is the

Iwrax of Tuscany which assists the ingenious labourers of Colebrooke Dale.

It is the sign and symbol of the general education of the world, which
renders it impossible that discoveries can he neglected or arts be lost. The
ignorance and superstition which kept mankind in unnecessary physical pain

after the invention of the " spongia somnifera " of the 12th century, can no
longer check the nna;sthctic powers of a beneficial nature, nor would it re-

quire a Harvey to revive, however he might be required to develope, the

knowledge that perished with the ashes of Servetus.

But besides the intercommunication of nations in space, the speaker re-

marked, our Exhibition surely owes much to what he would call the trade

of time, the thouglits, tin; feelings, the interests, that pass from generation

to generation ; the arts of Greece, the laws of Rome, the religion of the

Semitic peoples, the triple elements of modem civiHsation. The silent

East gave the alphabetic character which has transmitted all the speeches

and varied literature of the West ; the Brahmin preserves the sacred

language in which the linguistic science of modem times traces the mother-

tongue of all the Indo-Germanic dialects that pass from mouth to month
beneath these lofty domes.

The singularity of the circumstance that England should be the scene of

this meeting of the nations was next alluded to. It was an illustration of

the advantage of our insular position, which being combined with suffi-

cient territory, gave us at once the best political condition of external

power and domestic independence. Our greatest danger in history has

been not our own conquest, but the conquest of France, which must have

absorbed us into tho continental system. Now, the peril of our power lay

in the rapid political and moral elevation of the other European nations,

but we could well aflford to sacrifice some individual superiority to the

common gain of mankind.
Tho speaker concluded with noting some of the probable effects of this

great jubilee of commerce. Large congregations of men had always

vividly struck the imagination, and the jubilee of Pope Boniface so oc-

cupied the mind of Dante that ho illustrates by it one of his supernatural

pictm-cs, and fixed it as the date of his spiritual journey. Such assemblies

have always been looked on as harbingers of peace, and we know what
were the expectations of 1851. But though that hope has proved delusive,

we may yet feel thankful that, with the exception of the American
calamity, all the disturbances of the world since that time have been the

conflicts of a lower against a higher civilisation, in which the higher has

had the mastery. Tho materials here brought together must impress on
the spectators the mutual dependence of nations, and the interests of

amity. One of the chief objects of interest would be the various applica-

tions of art to industry ; advantages perhaps somewhat balanced by the

injury of the application of industry to art. As art becomes mechanical,

it loses the spontaneous dignity which makes it most divine, and it seems

impossible to diffuse and repeat it, without some diminution of its highest

faculties. But this qualification does not extend to the relations between

industry and science, there the moral is as certain as the material profit

;

intelligent labour is substituted for the mere exertion of brute strength;

tho supply of comforts is extended from the luxurious classes even to the

necessitous ; the diseases consequent on physical hardship are diminished,

and the average longevity of man iucreasetl. To the progress of scentific

education not only the philosopher but the statesman looks for the diffu-

sion of public happiness and the permanence of modern civilisation. If

tlio states tliat now rule the world are to escape the doom of Babylon and

Rome, of Egypt and of Greece, it is in that they have not made their

science the monopoly of a caste or a priesthood, but tliey have placed it

more or less within the reaeli of the individual intelligence of the humblest

citizen. Let the education that enables mankind to apprehend and value

truth proceed commensuratcly with the discoveries of science, and the com-

numity will gradually but continuously absorb into itself that knowledge

which makes decay impossible, and our cotmtry may boldly and confidently

meet whatever destiny remains for it in the inscrutable designs of the

Creator and Rider of the universe.

ME. NEWTON ON ANCIENT ART.

MR. NEWTON, the keeper of the Classical Antiquities at the British

Museum, has just been delivering four lectures at the Royal Insti-

tution, on the successive Tuesdays, on the History of Ancient Art, with

especial reference to Greece. In the first, he commenced from the etirliest

period of which there is any record whatever, and showed that, while all

sculpture is divisible into two leading classes : 1. Sculptures in the rotind

;

and, 2. Rilievi, whether alti or bassi. Art itself may be divided into five

great periods, viz. 1. Heroic and partly Pre-historical, from the earliest

dawn of art to n.c. 776 (the date of the Institution of the Olj-mpic Games).

2. Semi-historical, from n.c. 776 to B.C. 580. 3. Historical, from B.C. 580 to

n.c. 478, the end of the Persian War. 4. The period of Highest Art, from

B.C. 478 to n.c. 431, the date of the death of Phidias, and the commence-

ment of the Peloponnesian War. 5. The period of Gradual Decline,

marked, however, by the presence of many great artists, such as Lysippus,

Polygnotus, Praxiteles, &c., from B.C. 431 to the commencement of the

Roman Empire.

In his first lecture Mr. Newton traced the gradual developement of some

form of Art from the rude stocks of wood and stone of the Heroic times,

usually called terms, to the primitive idols, made of a central block, with

heads, arms, and drapery, added, generally in different materials ; of which

idols, doubtless, the PaUadium Diomed stole from Troy, the figure of the
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Aigonautic Chryses, und the original Diana of EpUesus, may be considered

as specimens. None of these oldest forms (J&o'a') have been preserved (

but we may gather some idea of what thoy were like from the earliest vases,

between B.C. 776 and B.c. 580, which exhibit such scenes as the Last

Night of Troy, the Altar of the Goddess Chryse, &c. Homer tells us little

positively of the art of his period, but much negatively. It is clear that

when he speaks of the ornamentation of cuirasses, of the shield of Vulcan,

knd the embroidery of Helen, he must have seen similar works, some of

which we know were preserved (even to the time of Pausanias) in the

tzeasories of different monarchs, such as those of the Kings of Lydia,

of Atreas at Mycense, at Orchomenis, or in the great temples, &c.

All such works were relief analogous to those on the fragments of the

chariot &om Perugia, now in the British Museum. With them may be

aptly compared the bronze bowls found by Mr. Layard in the treasury of

Sardanap^us at Nimrud. It is probable, indeed, that many genuine spe-

cimens of Assyrian art were preserved till a late time in different parts of

Asia Minor, if not in Greece itself. Pausanias's description of the famous

chest of Cj-pselus (which Mr. Newton compared with the bridal cMsoni

of Italy) shows what the art must have been like ; for on the chest we
leain that there were reliefs in gold and ivory arranged in paridlel rows,

with their names written over the different personages represented. The
same principle is observable on the most Archaic vases.

The third, or historical, period was the most important one described in

the first lecture, as this was the time when Greece was teeming with great

artists. The cause of the remarkable artistic progress of this time may be

not improbably traced back to the fact tliat about this period magnificent

fefitivais became common, with exhibition of athletic sports. It was also

the time when the principal colonies of Greece, at Cyrene, in Spain, and

in Sicily were foimded, and when the greatest of the early temples at

Posidonia, .Sgina, Selinus, and in Asia Minor, were commenced. Art wiis

also, doubtless, greatly influenced by the patronage afforded to the Greeks

by the Egyptian sovereigns Psammetichus I., Apries, and Amasis, and by
the establishment of the Greek factory of Naucratis. Some specimens

of the art of this period are still extant, such as the Agamemnon relief at

Paris, which was found at Samothrace ; the figures from PoUediara, near

Vtilci ; the seated figures from the Sacred Way at Branchidse, brought to

England by Mr. Newton, and a remarkable inscribed liou and sphinx from

the same place ; together with some very curious gold ornaments recently

found at Camirus. Some of the latter betray Phoenician influence, though

among them, also, are genuine Egyptian cartouches. The early coins of

Posidonia and Caulonia show also what was the prevailing style at the end

of the third period. It is obvious from all these examples that Greek art

progressed gradually step by step, exhibiting from time to time the pre-

dominating infiuences of Assyria and Phosnicia, till it at length worked

itself clear of the earlier trammels, and was ready to appear in its fuU

force under the giant hand of Phidias.

In his second lecture Mr. Newton handled what for want of a better name
may be termed the Phidiac period, namely, his fourth division between

B.e. 478 and B.c. 431. In this he traced the history of art from the early

and hard works of Calamis and Canachus, to those of Myron and Polycletus,

and finally to Phidias himself. He showed that Calamis is especially

noticed by Pliny as the first sculptor who represented correctly the muscles

of the human frame; and thattlus was still more true of Mjrron, who, how-

ever, appeared to have cared more for the animal representation than for the

indication of the inward spirit. Par greater in many respects than any of

the preceding was Polycletus, who was, however, considered by the critics of

antiquity as admirable rather for the grace than for the sublimity of his

figures. "His gods," said they, "wanted majesty." During the same

time painting was greatly developed ; and, perhaps, attained its maximum
of excellence in the hands of Polygnotus. It is clear, however, ,that his

early paintings must have exhibited extreme simplicitjr, as four colours

only were made use of Polygnotus is considered by Ai'istotle the greatest

of Ethical painters, and his stylo seems to have been chiefly remarkable

for great firmness of outline, breadth of treatment, and certain dread of

Chiaroscuro. "No works of Polygnotus have been preserved ; but we trace

some shadow of their beauty in the vases of the time of Phidias— with

scenes representing the leave-takings of heroes, such as Hector and Priam,

und priestesses bringing up animals to the sacrifice.

But the hero of the period was unquestionably Phidias, who had attained

some eminence at Athens as early ;is ii.c. 452, and who is most known to

OS hj the description of his famous statues of Zeus at Olympia, and of Pallas

in the Parthenon, and by the sculptures of the Parthenon itself, a great part

of which are now in the Elgin Room of the British Museum. The two great

statues above mentioned were composed of gold and ivory, which were plated

and embossf<l, and attached to a central core of wood. This mode of work-

manship had been handed down in Greece from very early times. Ivory

was, as a substance, the best adapted for the representation of flesh, and

afforded great opportunities of skill to the artist himself. These statues were

above forty feet m height ; and that of Zeus was held by the ancients to be

one of the seven wonders of the world.

Of the grandeur of the conceptions of Phidias, and of the beauty of his

lines, those can best judge who are familiar with the statues and reliefs now
in the Elgin Room. Mr. Newton described at great length the meaning of

these Bculptures, so far as it is possible now to ascertain it, and showed by

ample illustrations the mode in which its general whole might bo restored,'

either from existing monuments, or from some drawings made by Carrey, be-

fore the temple was so much ruined, and wliile many figures, now hopelessly

loet, 8tiU adhered to its walls. The frieze is generally considered to be the

glory of the chisel of Phidias ; and in this style of low relief ho has probably

never had an equaL
In liis third lecture Mr. Newton surveyed especially the period between

«.c. 431, thel commencement of the Peloponnesian War, and B.C. 333, the

rise of Alexander the Great— a period memorable as that in which Socrates

and Alcibiades were the two most prominent characters— when the Athenian
supremacy was put an end to— and when the corruption of manners, so well

noticed in Aristophanes and other writers, was just commencing. Of this

period, Praxiteles and Scopas were the two principal sculptors, and in both

of these the characters of the later school of decline may be noticed. The
gods and heroes of these artists have no longer the sublimity of Phidias, and
there is always a direct appeal to the senses. The Venus of Praxiteles was
so lovely that long joiu-neys were made to visit her statue at Cnidus ; wn
are also told that when Nicomcdes of Bithynia offered to pay tlio wliole of

the public debt of Cnidus on condition that tliis statue should bo his,

the Cnidian people indignantly rejected his proposal Praxiteles was
one of the first to represent the perfectly nude female form, which alone

indicates a remarkable change of manners. It was supposed that the Vi^niis

de Medici was a work or a copy of a work by Praxiteles ; it is, however,

now generally recognised as the work of a much later artist. Though we
have probably no specimen extant from Praxiteles's own hand, there are

several torsos in different European museums which indicate more or

less the style of his school. And there is, above all other ones, the cele-

brated statue of the Venus de Milo, at Paris, which is an unquestionable

Greek work, of a date little, if at all, more recent than that of Praxiteles or

Scopas. Of Scopas there was, till the recent discovery by Mr. Newton of

the sculptures of the Mausoleum, 8carc<.'ly any representative in Europe ; th(!

Apollo Pythius, however, now at Rome, is probably a bad Roman copy of

the statue by him, which was placed by Augustus in the Palatine Temple

after the battle of Actium. Scopas was chiefly famous, according to ancient

writers, for his treatment of the members of the Dionysiac Theasos, when
under the influence of their orgies ; and he seems to have exhibited great

skill in the developement of beauty in connection with strong passion. Some
indications of his style wo are able to trace in such works as the well-known

Bacchante with the kid in her hands, and in the reliefs on many fine Roman
marble vases with Bacchic subjects. Scopas was noticed in antiquity as

one of the four sculptors whom Artemisia employed on the decoration of the

tomb of her husband Mausolus ; and though we cannot determine which

were his, there is no reason to doubt that some of the late recovered marbles

from Halicarnassus owe their excellence to his chisel.

Jlr. Newton's last lecture was devoted to the last period of Greek art

—

the Macedonian—which may be considered as extending to the commence-

ment of the Roman Empire. It was a time of peculiar magnificence and

wealth, when new fields of commerce had been opened out and great

engineering works undertaken : when, too, the works of imagination had

become daily more feeble ; when the ancient purity of the Greek language

was broken up, and that dialect was formed of which we have specimensin

the Alexandrian Greek of the New Testament. Artists were no longer in-

dependent workers—the friends and the instructors of the rulers—they were

simply subservient to them, and painted or sculptiu'ed to please the greatest

men of their day. Thus it is recorded of Alexander, that he declared

Lysippus and Apelles alone should record his portrait on their marble and

canvas respectively ; and, generally, there was an attempt in portraiture to

blend the man and the mortal, and to give the royal personage the attributes

and the physiognomy of the Deity. Hence it is that this period, defective

as it was in great works of the imagination, was eminent for the portrait-

busts it produced, many of which are still unquestionably in existence.

Some of the statues attributed to Lysippus doubtless show skill in handling

the materials, but they lack the majesty of the earliest artists, and you

never forget the artist in the work he has produced. One especial tendency

of the school of Lysippus and his followers was his naturalism, the result,

possibly, of a reaction towards the study of nature, which, however, ended

in a loss of dignity just in proportion to the minuteness with which the

natural forms were copied. The heads of Mithridates, Ptolemy, Solon,

PhUetorus, and Arsinoe, on their coins, show the extent to wliicli the art of

portrait busts had been carried. And the seated Aristotle of the Palazzo

Spada, and Demosthenes of the Braccio Nuovo of the Vatican, exhibit what

was done in sculpture. In ideal subjects, the dramatic element is noticeable

as widely preeminent ; hence such groups as the Laocoon, which rather re-

present tours de force than actual copies of natiu-e. Other instances may

be seen in the Dying Gladiator, and in the group misnamed Arria and

Pffitus; while of the latest Athenian School we have the famous Belvidere

torso, so much admired, by Michael Angolo, the Venus de Medici, the Famese

Hercules, and the Fighting Gladiator. To this latest period belong also

several fine cmiiei, and the well-known Portland Vase.

STUDIES OF MODERN ARCHITECTURE AT HOME
AND ABROAD.

By G. R. BunNBLi,, Esq.

Fro-m " ARCHrrECTTJEU or thb Victobias Aoe."

N one of his earlier works, Victor Hugo said very truly that "qiiand on

-L sait voir, on retrouve 1' esprit d'un slide, ct la physionomie d'un roi,

jusquu dans un marteau de porte ;
" and it is precisely this connection be-

tween the inner soul of a nation, and the external expression of it in its

works of art, which gives to the science of Archseology its deepest interest,

"The noblest study of mankind is" said to be "man;" aud so every form

I
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in which he displays his heart of hearts must merit and repay the study of

those who endeavour to ascertain the meaning of the various social pheno-

mena whicli influence or characterise his history. And it is to bo observed

that the terms of the latter portion of the preceding sentence have not been

used lightly ; for the monumental arts of an age and of a nation have u

strange action and reaction on the people who examine thetu daUy. Properly

understood, tlieu, the " sermons in stones " may enable us to supply many
blanks in the written stories of past ages, and to roviyo the living pictures,

perhaps long since effaced, of the thoughts, feelings, aspirations, and faith

of nations only known in clironicle by their deeds of destruction. History,

as we read it in books, is too often a mere record of deeds of war and vio-

lence ; the power and energy of construction aro to bo divined from the

monuments of an age or country.

It would far exceed the limits which could be allotted to the articles of a

publication, such as is now presented to the students of art history (as dis-

played in contemporaneous architecture), were an attempt made to work out

the preceding notions to their natural consequences, throughout the whole

of the long period of man's tenancy of this " sepulchral clod." A careful

comparison of the works in course of erection in the most important cities of

the civilised world, or which have been completed within our own time,

will, however, serve well to "point the moral" sought to be demonstrated;

and indeed society has passed through such marked changes within the

period which has elapsed since 1814, that the art history of that time may
servo to elucidate many questions which would throw a reflex light on those

which have gone before. The general dilfusion of education, the improve-

ment of the analytical process of investigation, the developement of the means

of intercommunication, the great strides made in manufacturing industry

and commerce, and the thousand ways in which man has recently, in sober

truth, " made fire, flood, and earth the vassals of his will," have produced

ri'sults so startling that society has, in the last hidf-century, been more

changed in all its external expressions that it had been in any previous two

or three centuries. What is the moral to be learned from this restless, cease-

less striving after a perfection which recedes as W'e advance, and in the

pursuit of whicli we find that the gain of to-day only opens up the want of

the morrow? Wliat are the prospects, what the dangers, hopes, and fears

to be anticipated from the spirit now abroad ? Is there " good in every-

thing" going on around us, either for the moral or for the intellectual

advancement of oui- race ? and have late years furnished lessons for oiu^

guidance or for our warning ? These are noble subjects for enquiry, and it

is proposed in this and in some subsequent articles, if favourably received,

to discuss the bearings of recent architectural and archaological revolutions

upon their solution.

The first enquiry which presents itself, is the one as to whether periods

of excellence in art correspond vnth. any peculiar conditions of social organ-

isation ? for, to limit our observations for the present to the two leading

nations of Western Europe, England and France, we may observe that

within the last half-century, there have been three distinctly-marked phases

in the history of architecture, corresponding rudely with the great political

dates of 1814, 1830, and 1848. Of coui-se. Architecture, in the two countries

thus named, has assumed characteristics which are in the respective cases,

" racy of the soil
;

" just as, during the period of the great Revival of class-

ical art the architectures of Florence, of Rome, and of Venice bore the

impress of the respective states of society amongst which they arose ; and

as must always be the case when the rude materials employed, the atmo-

spheric conditions, and the social organisations of nations, diflfer notably.

But in spite of these local modifications, it is ea.sy to perceive that every

one of the great changes in the architectural expression of the two countries

named, have borne a marked parellelism with the contemporary political

events, the nature and extent of whicli it must be of interest to study.

Previously to 1814 the iron despotism of the Empire of the first Napoleon

had effectually crushed everything like originality of thought in the French

people, and had drilled the national mind into the uniformity of a camp.

The architecture of his day bore indeed the physiognomy of the Emperor;

and it was modelled upon so lifeless an imitation of Roman imperialism,

that it is easy to understand the cry of the aspirers after freedom of thought

who sigheil, almost in despair, for the man " qui les deli^Terait de ces eter-

nels Grecs ct Remains." There was, however, a solid grandeur, a bold,

simple, massive effect about such buildings as the Bourse, the Madeleine,

the Arc de I'Etoile, I'Arc du Carrousel, la, Colonne de la Place Vendome,

the Mareh^ St. Germain, the Entrepot des Vins, the Abattoirs of Paris, the

Pont de Jena, &e., which must always preserve the buildings of this period

from contempt, even if they should be regarded with dislike. They were

stiff and affected, it is true, but they were not li/t/c in any sense of the

woril. When Napoleon fell, however, and the Bourbons introduced the free-

dom of constitutional government, and when men's minds (which had during

the long wara of the RepiibUc and of the Empire been concentrated in the

great struggle for existence at first, and then for power) could be turned to

the cultivation of the arts of peace, a great change soon came over the spirit

of the nation, which displayed itself in the altered character of its architec-

ture
;
perhaps not quite so distinctly as it did in the arts of painting, sculp-

ture, music, and in literature and philosophy, but still perceptibly so. The
chiu'ches of Notre Dame de Lorette, of St. Vincent de Paul, the Chapelle

Expiatoire do la Rue d'Aiijou St. Hunore, the completion of the Chamber of

Deputies, the commencement of the Palais du Quai d'Orsay, may be cited

as illustrations of the public bnililings of this period ; but the private build-

ings of the principal towns of France display th(^ tendencies of the ai'chitec-

ture of the " Rcstauration" in a still more decided manner. There is to be

found in those buildings erected shortly after the fall of the Empire, as it

were, a spirit of revolt against the rectilineal stylo 'which had prevailed
during the days of tlie crowned soldier; and towards the end of the Rogtau-
ration the love for mediieval art Iwgan to display itself simidtancously with
the brilliant appearance of the romantic school of literaturi'. The gallerietf

VeiM-Dodat, C'hoiseul, Colbert, des I'anoramas, the theatres du Vaudeville,
Ventadour, &c., may be considered to represent the former phase of French
architecture ; the reconstruction of thi^ Maison de Francois 1", and tho
commencement of the Ecule des Beaux Arts, of the second. But France had
been so exluusted by the wars of the Empire, by the foreign occupation,
and tho perpetual struggles and contests of parties during tho short period
of tho riugns of the returned Bourbons, that the results of the efforts then
made to improve the state of architecture only became apparent after their

successor had reduced society to something like order after the fearful out-
burst of demagogism of 1830.

During the same period (that is, between 1814 and 1830) architecture in

England passed through the phase characterised in the beginning by the
productions of Wyatville, Soane, and Nash, or of Jupp, Cockerill, senr., and
Hardwick, senr. ; and towards the end by Smirke, Inwood, Wilkins, Jorden,
Bedford, Decimus Burton, B. Wyatt, Rickman, Britton, and Pugin, though
the tliree last-named artists were rather archtcologists than practical archi-

tects. The buildings of London, and indeed of England generally, were then
as deficient in taste and artistic feeling as it is possible to imagine, exter-

nally, at least ; and internally, more attention was paid to physical gratifica-

tion, to comfort, than to anything like intellectual expression. Practically,

we had long been excluded from all interchange of ideas with the rest of the
world by the struggle we had sustjiined against the French Revolution; and
having been victors in that struggle, we had fancied that others ought to

learn from us, not we from them. Our arts, and our architecture in particu-

lar, at this period, were intensely local in their feeling and mode ofexpression;

and as our local peculiarities had become exaggerated through our isolation

from the rest of tho workl, they led us to the adoption of a style of archi-

tecture for many years which can now only be looked back u(x)n with feel-

ings of shame and of regret. Buildings like the Custom House, the old parts

of Buckingham Palace, the Law Courts of Westminster, Regent Street, the
Regent's Park Terraces, the Pavilion at Brighton, &c., aro now thought to

be so intensely ugly that the oidy surpme we can feel is, that they should
ever have been erected. Yet they were admired at the very same time that

the gates at Park Comer, Covent Garden Theatre, the Post Office, St.

Pancras Church, the churches in tho Waterloo Road, at the corner of Ken-
nington Common, the Lothbury corner of tho Bank, &c., wore in course of

construction, and when tho revival of mediiEval art was beginning to make
itself felt. It woidd really seem that during the great struggle of the Revo-
lutionary wars all the energy of our nation had been turned to meeting tho
necessities of the contest ; and that though our commerce, our manufactures,
and our means of intercommunication had attracted the attention of our
nders, because they furnished the elements of material strength, the finer arts

had been designedly neglected, as being likely to lower the moral tone of the
nation. AVlien peace came, the artistic feeling of England no longer existed

;

and the nation which had produced the Reynoldses, Gainsboroughs, Cham-
berses, Adamses, Bacons, and Bankses of the latter end of the eighteenth

century, was content to admire the Wests, Fuselis, WyatviUes, Soanes,
Westmacotts, and NoUekinses of the beginning of the nineteenth. The imita-

tion of pure Grecian arcliitecture, which became fashionable about the end of

the Regency, was, in its way, a vast stride towards a purer and nobler taste

;

but the reason why we thus adopted the severely beautiful style of tho Ionian

and Doric rectiUneal forms, whilst they were rapidly passing out of fashion

in other countries (for there in fashion in these things), must long remain a
mystery. It is curious that the building materials we use, and tho climatologi-

cal conditions of England, are far from being so well adapted to the trabeated

arcliitecture of the Greeks, as are the fine building stones and the clearer

atmosphere of France. Yet, in our case, we persisted for years in carrying

out huge horizontal openings by the use of cement and bricks ; whilst our
neigliboiurs turned by preference to the practice of Vignola and of the

Italian architects of the end of the Risorgimento for models and instruction.

The latter had, like all who sought their inspiration from the study of classi-

cal Roman art, adopted vaulted construction instead of the trabeated one

;

and we therefore find that tho French architects of the "Restauration" had
eontmued in the same course.

{To be concluded in our ne:ct Nmnber.)

THE BONES AT EOTHWELL.

MUCH interest has been lately excited amongst the archaeologists of
Northampton, as to the origin of the human bones which are stacked,

in ghostly order, in a vault at Rothwell. This crypt was discovered nearly
an hundred years ago, by the breaking in of a vaiUt when digging a grave

:

and various have been the speculations concerning them. Some have sup-
posed, from their huge proportions and number, that they were skeletons of
" The grand old Sea-kings of the Northern Continent, the stalwart champions
of Odin," and Major Wliyte Melville, the author of " Holmby House," has
suggested that " the vaiUt in which these remains are deposited was a re-

ceptacle devised by the Saxons as a burial-place for their Danish foes ; that
the Saxons stored them carefully in tlieir position, in order to visit at in-

tervals, and in triumph, these trophies of their prowess." Some have sup-

posed them to be the remains of the slain of battles during the Wars of the

Roses, or of the Civil War, whilst others have suggested that they were
the victims of the Great Plague. At the last monthly meeting of the
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Committee for Local Antiquities, in connection \vitli the Northamptonshire
Aivhitectuial Society, a very interesting paper was read on the subject, by
SijiiKL Shasp, Esq., F.G.S., in which he relates the aceount of his two
visits to the cr)-pt, with Mr. J. T. Irvine, the superintendent for Mr. G. G.

Scott, in the restoration of St, Sepulchre's Church, Northampton. Mr.
Sharp calculates that the maximum number of skeletons which are repre-

sented by the liones in this crypt is about . 3,825, while Major Melville

supposes that there could not be less than 30,000 ; that there is no reason

to believe that they are all skulls of adults, or of males, and that the

"ghastly shattering wounds " were doubtless "injuries sustained by the dry
Atii« &om matlock and spade in th,eir exhumation previous to their final

deposition in this crypt." This plain solution of.a problem which has

puzzled many antiquarians entirely destroys the romance with which the

clever novelist surrounded it. Mr. Sharp shows, that in the history of the

world it would be impossible to find more than a dozen battles in which
30,000 had been slain on one side ; that, indeed, the crypt did not exist in

Saxon times, but was built about the year 1180. "The bones, therefore,

had not been deposited before the latter half of the thirteenth century,"

and he considen'd that " there were reasons for concluding that tliese bones
were not placed in the crj'pt until a much later date." " It is evident," he
continued, '• from the presence of the fresco painting, and from the windows,

that this crypt was used as a chapel, and for the holding of services.

Ciypts, in the old Catholic times, were used both as places of sepulture and
as mortuarj' chapels, in which masses were said for the repose of the souls

of the builders, or of those whose bodies were deposited therein ; they were
also used for the midnight Easter services, and for offering flie praj'crs for

the dead on All Souls' Day. It is not likel}', I think, that this ciypt would
be appropriated to any other purposes, nntil the original uses had died out

—poesibly not before (or much before) the time of the Reformation. I do
not think that there were any verj' remai-kable circumstances connected with
the deposit of these bones. Had there been, surely some record or tradition

would have remained to Jis. The number is not twice that of the existing

population of Eothwell, and not greater than (nor perhaps differing materially

in character from) the bones which might be exhumed from any well-filled

churchyard, the soil of which was adapted for their preservation. I do not
think that the crj'pt has been used as an ordinary charnel-house, in which
the bones have gradually accumulated ; or it would probably have been
continued in that use until now. I think that wo are warranted in the

conclusion that the bones have been all deposited at once, and the place

then walled up ; and I would suggest, as the most rational way to account
for all the facts, that some perhaps old and unused burial-ground, or some
portion of the existing burial-ground, being required for other pui'poses,

was cleared of its human remains, which, with reverential regard, were here
carefully bestowed, in this consecrated receptacle, which was i-eady at hand,
and which had outlasted its ancient uses."

CHUECH, CHAPEL, SCHOOL, AND OTHER BUILDINGS.

BRISTOL.—The committee of the Bristol Diocesan Architectural Society

have reported very favourably of the designs for the proposed district

church of St Martin's parish. The Church Extension Society of that town
have granted .£'100 towards the project, Mr. W. J. Hopkins is the architect.

RoMAjT Catmoi-ic Chubch, St. L.\whencp. O'Toole.—The completion
of the tower, and erection of a spire thereon, in connection witli the Roman
Catholic Church of St. Lawrence O'Toole, are being proceeded with. The
spire will be a broach, and have two rows of spire lights, with a gilt cross

at its summit, which will attain an altitude of about 200 ft. above ground
line. Mr. John Bourke is the architect, and Messrs- Murphy and Son are
the contractors.

St. Maby's Chuech, Whittlesey.—This church, which has lately under-
gone considerable improvements, was re-opened for divine service on
Wednesday week. All the stone work has been scraped, which brings out
the beautiful masonry to great advantage, and shows off the noble arches

and pillars to that beauty for which they were originally designed. The
reading desk and pulpit are of oak, built and beautifully carved by Messrs.
Ruddle and Thompson, builders, of Peterborough, and are allowed to be of
a very high class. The late Sir Harry Smith's memorial chapel adds
greatly to the beauty of the church, in which is erected a very splendid
marble monument, surmounted with a life-size bust of the gallant General,
and a very appropriate inscription.

New School akd Chapel, Uppixgham.—The tender of Messrs. Halli-
day and Cave, of Greetham and Oakham, has been accepted for the new
school and chapel at Uppingham, and the work of demolition ha.s already
been commenced. The architect is Mr. Geo. E. Street, of London. The
buildings will be very handsome and substantial, in the decorated style.

On Tuesday week, a Wesleyan day-school was ojiened at Crewe. The
edifice is in the Gothic style, and cost, "including £200 for land, £1,316 43. 7d.,

towards which Government gave £359 10s.

On Wednesday week a new school and school-house was opened at
Coombe, the site of which, as W( 11 as the greater part of the material
required for the school, were given by the Provost and Fellows of King's
College, Cambridge.

Bedkixsteb.—A plain and substantial school-room is about to be erected
for the new church of St. Luke's, Bedminster, Bristol The foundation
stone is to be laid on Thursday, the 3rd of July.

The fonndation stone of a new Wesleyan chapel was laid ou Tuesday

last, at Middlesborough. The cost of the building is to be £4,400, and
will be a mixture of various styles of arehitectm'e, the Byzantine pre-
dominating.

Driffield.—A new Baptist chapel was opened on Wednesday week, at
Driffield, Yorkshire. Mr. Haw, of Beverley, was the architect.

DA-m-isu. Devon.—A private ehapel was opened on Tuesday week at
Luscombe Park, near Dawlish, the seat of P. Hoare, Esq., for the use of his
family and the tenantry on his estate. Mr. Scott, of London, was the
architect, and the edifice is built in tlie transition style. In the building
of the apse, nave, and aisle, three different descriptions of stone have been
used— viz., Batli, Stoke, and Mansfield. Tlie arcade is constructed of
coloured stone and Devonshire marble, the latter being highly polished.
The ceiling springs from pillars of native and beautifully polished marble.
The windows are of richly stained gla.ss. Those in the chancel represent
various scenes in the' life of our Lord up to the period of His ascension.
The other windows are filled with various Saints and Apostles. To each of
the windows are two beautifully variegated marble piUars, with elaborately
can-ed capitals. The paving of the upper altar is tastefully inlaid with
Devonshire marble ; and the lower altar, -with the same marble, and Min-
ton's ornamental tiles. The steps of tlie altar are likewise of the same, the
whole presenting a rich colour. The nave and aisle are paved with black
and red quarry stone laid to design. The whole of the carving work has
been admirably executed. The seats, which are very superior to the
ordinary pattern, are made of cedar, the principal part of which was grown
on the estate. The doors are of the old oak style, and handsomely made.
The exterior makes no pretension to architectural display.

The foundation stone of some new schools was laid on Wednesday week,
at Prickwillen, Isle of Ely.

Tlie corner stone of the new schools for the parish of Ravenstone, Buck-
inghamshire, was laid on Wednesday week.
The foundation stone of a new Wesleyan chapel has been laid at Lowes-

toft. The edifice is in the Italian style, and will cost, with the site, over
£3,000, and it will seat 1,200 persons.

The Restoration of the Chancel of the Collegiate Church, Wol-
^^!nHAMPT0^-.—Five tenders have been received for the rebuilding of the
chancel of this fine old church, in accordance with the restoration of the
nave and transepts after the designs of Mr. Christian, and that of Messrs.
Higham, of Wolverhampton, has been accepted. The amount of the tender
is £3,295 without, and £4,025 with an apse. The total cost will exceed
this, however. The committee have already obtained £3,800, of which the
Duke of Cleveland, as lay impropriator, and the Ecclesiastical Commis-
sioners contribute £1,000 each. 'The present chancel was erected subse-
quent to the rest of the church, and with which it is in striking dis-

cordance.

Down Cathedral.—The alterations and improvements at present going
on in Down Cathedral are progressing with much rapidity.

Swansea.—On Whit Monday, the foundation stone was laid of the
new mission chapel. Quarry Street, Swansea.
Whitechuech.—On Monday last, the foundation stone was laid of the

new Wesleyan day and Sabbath schools at Whitechurch.
New Iron Chapel at the Exhibition.—Several gentlemen of different

denominations have raised £500 or £600, with which a site has been pur-

chased immediately adjoining the stand for the sale of Bibles of different

languages, opposite the Exhibition. A neat little iron chapel has been
erected, which was opened on Tuesday for divine worship. The site cost

£180 ; the building about £400 more; and the edifice will hold about two
or three hundred persons.

St. Martin, Bladox, Oxfordshire.—This remodelling of a modern
church is by Mr. C. Buckeridge, of Oxford. The present building is a mere
conventicle, built by the Duke of Marlborough. The chancel, and a south
aisle, to its western half, ' are new, as also is the arcade between the nave
and its south aisle. A new north-western porch is added ; and the windows,
buttresses, &c., of the remaining part of the fabric, have been renewed.
The internal arrangements are excellent. The style is a very early pointed.

Tlie arcade is of three arclies, rising from comparatively lofty cylindrical

shafts. The chancel arch has corbelled shafts. The cast -(vindow is an
unequal triplet of tall lancets, under hood-moulds, and set on a stilted

horizontal string-course. The tower is a little too low, the belfry-stage not

rising clear above the crest of the nave roof. The said belfry-stage has

two light pointed windows, separated by a shaft, with a trefoiled circle in

the head. The tower is capped by a low, octagonal, broached, shingled

spire. Inside we may notice with commendation the high level of the

eastern triplet (which is shafted internally), leaving room for a good reredos

over the altar; with curtains on each side, against the east wall. The
reredos is to be of alabaster, with incised ornaments, filled with coloured

cerements.

Durham Cathedral.—The restoration of the ehapel of the Nine Altars

is now in full progress, under the direction of Messrs. Walton and Robson.

All the old sliafts of fossil marble (some containing remarkable madrepores)

arc being repolished by machinery; and where this cannot be done without

lessening their diameter, or where shafts are entirely wanting, these are to

be renewed. The marble contract alone is taken at £1,000, in-espective of

scaffolding. Broken vases will be carefully restored, ruinous neckings to

caps inserted in stone, sculpture tintotiched, although very much mutilated.

Whitewash will be removed by pota,sh-water and Manchester card. In

fact, this noble specimen of thirteenth century work will be cleared of the

defilements which have so long disgraced it, and its great beauty brought

to light.

—

Ecclcsiologist for June.
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An Enoi.isk Chukch ix Naples.—A duirch in connection with fho

English establishment is abont to be erected in Naples. One of the acts of

Garibaldi, when Dictator in Naples, in 1860, was to present to the Britisli

residents a valuable piece of p-ound, most conveniently situated in the best

part of the city, as the site for an Anplican Protestant church— a circnni-

stance which derives all the more interest from the fact that under the late

flovernment Knglish Protestants were forbidden to worship except in a

room, and that room in the Consul's residence. The Britisli community at

.N'aplcs are attempting to raise a sum of at least £5,0(10, which will include

churcli, schools, teacher's house, and parsonajje. The church is to cost

£4,000, and to contain 600 sittings. About £1,500 has been contributed

in Naples and £800 in England. The British Government, by the tenns

of the Consular Act, is empowered to meet wliatevor sum is collected uix>n

the spot by an equivalent grant.

St. Paul's Chukch, Bkdmixsthb.—The int<>rior of this sacred edifice is,

we understand, undergoing a course of repainting and decoration, at tlie

solo expense of Mr. Daines, the senior churchwarden, and will be completed

towards tlie end of the jiresent niontli.

Clipstoxk Bapti.st Chapel, Nouthamptonshibe.—This chapel has n-
cently undergone considerable improvements, under the superintendence of

Mr. E. i'. Law, architect, Northampton, at a cost of £-450.

ARCHITECTUEAL ASSOCIATION.

A MEETING of this body was held at the rooms, 9 Conduit Street,

Regent Street, on Friday evening; Mr. Thojias Blashili., V.P., in

tlio chair.

New Member.—Mr. Robert IT. Burdon, Berners Street, Oxford Street,

was unanimously elected a member of the Association.

' Professionall'ractice and Charges.—Mr. Paraikh moved that the honorary
secretary be requested to apply for an official copy of the document recently

agreed to by the Royal Institute of British Architects, relating to jiro-

fessional practice and charges of architects.—Mr. T. Rogeu Sjiith seconded
the motion, which was unanimously agreed to.

Visits to Old Biiildiiie/s.—MT. R. 0. JIarris thought it would be well if

they could organise a scheme for visiting, during the summer, several of the

old buildings in London and the neighbourhood, such as Westminster Abbey,
St. Paid's, and St. Alban's Cathedral, the members of the Association being
headed by some gentleman well known for his infonnation and interest

taken in the objects visited. Such visits would be very profitable, and at

the same time form the subject of interesting study.

The Chairman' thought the suggestion a most excellent one.—^Mr. T.

Roger Smith thought they might make some arrangement on the subject

liefore the next meeting.—Mr. C. 11. I". Lewes saiil. that in order that all

the members of the Association should have the privilege of paying such
visits as those proposed, all the offices should close at 2 o'clock on Saturday,
which was not the case at present. It was then agreed to, that arrange-
ments for a visit to "Westminster Abbey should be made before the next
meeting.

Donation.^.—Mr. C. II. F. Lewes announced several donations to the
librarj- ; and it was stated that information had been received from one of
the honorary secretaries of the Institute of British Architects, that it was
the iutention of that body to present the Association with a number of

duplicate books, which could be spared from the library of the Institute.

Proposed Architectural Alliance.—Mr. T. Roger S.mith moved tlie follow-

ing resolution :
—

" That this Association send a deputation, as requested, to

attend a meeting of delegates who are summoned to deliberate upon thepro-
jxjsal for an Architectural Alliance, but that the delegates be not empowered
either to grant or refuse the adherence of the Association to the proposed
alliance, tlie Association declining to come to any decision on this point,

until after receiving a report from the deputation."—Mr. Paraire seconded
the motion, which, after a long discussion, was agreed to. The first meet-
ing of delegates takes place in London on the first of July. The follow-

ing gentlemen were appointed the delegates from the Association :—The
President of the institution, ex officio ; and Messrs. T. Roger Smith, A. W.
Blomfield. M.A., and J. A Bunker.

Nomination of Office-bearers for the ensuing Year.—The following gentle-

men were nominated as office-bearers for the next year, and they will be
balloted for at the next meeting. President, Thomas Blashill; Vice-Prc-

.'ident, R. Norman Shaw.
Ordinary Members of Conimitte.c.—A. W. Blomfield, M.A., J. A. Bunker.

R. Walker, R. P. Spiers, W. Paris, W. Gritten, Jun., C. H. F. Lewes, G. B.
New, E. J. Tar\-er, T. Bro^v-n, J. Clarkson, E. L. Paraire, — Hendry. —
Molcey, T. Goodman, and C. N. Beasley.

Honorary Treasurer.—Charles J. Adams.
Honorary Solicitor.—Francis Truefitt.

Auditors.—J. W. Penfold, J. M. Rickman.
Curators.—C. H. F. Lewes, and J. W. Walter.

Honorary Secretaries.—Cliarles J. Adams, and H. Attwood Reeves.

PLOUGHMEN'S COTTAGES AT SAUGHTON MAINS,
NEAR EDINBURGH.

WE had the pleasure of examining, a short time since, a row of four new
and improved cottages for ploughmen, on the farm of Mr. Dickson,

of Saughton Mains. Tliey occupy a slightly elevated position above the

road leading past the farm towards Corstorphine ; and when the hedge at

present in front is removed, and the slope down to the road neatly laid with

gravel, as Mr. Dickson i>roposei<, the cottages, \t\t\i their neat and substantial
stone fronts and blue slated pwfs, will have a pleasant and comfortable
appearance. Each tenement has four apartments in addition to a store-

room, which is about 5 ft. 6 in. by 3 ft., and lighted by a window 4 ft. high,
an<l 1 foot 6 in. wide.

Wieii you enter tho outer door, which is 3 ft. 6 in. wide, you find yourseh
in a lobby, 4 ft. by 5J ft. or so. On your right is tho door leading into the
kitchen, an apartment of lljft. in length by 11^ ft. in breadth, and floored
with tiles. It is well lighted by a window 3 ft. wide by 4 ft. 6 in. high,
made to open in the centre. The fireplace is nearly in the centre of the
east wall of the kitch<'n, and there is a snug nook for the gndeman's chair
on tho left of the fireplace. Almost oppositfl the kitchen fire is the door
opening into the room, which is 14 ft. long by 7Jft. wide. The fireplace
occupies a comer near the window, and which is 2ift. broad, with a height
of 4 ft. The floor is boanbd, and with a fire the place must be exceedingly
cosy, and even without a fire the heat from the kitchen will prevent its ever
Iiecoming chilly.

The other two apartments are smaller— they are light bed-closets,

indeed, with plenty of space to move in, and room for a small table in the
recess of tho window. The dimensions of each are 8 ft. 2 in. by 6 ft., and
each is lighted by a window li ft. wide by 4 ft. high. Both open from the
kitchen, and are fitted up with iron bedsteads. Tho floors of these rooms
are also boarded. All the windows are made to open, and thus a fine

current of fresh air can be made to play through the apartments at any
time, without the door being opened. The rooms are also supplied with
wooden shutters.

The kitchen and large room are each fitted with grates, adapted to their

respective needs, and all the walls and ceilings are lathed and plastered.

The height of the rooms to the ceiling will be about 9 ft.

Mr. Dickson has contrived to get rid of the offensive appearance usually

presented by coal-cellars, privies, &c., in a way at once effective and artistic.

Joined to the end cottage there is a wall, whose broken outline imparts to it

a kind of fortress-lik(! character. Behind this is concealed, not deadly

ordnance pieces and piles of cannon balls, but the outhou.ses— unseemly to

the eye, though essentially necessary to domestic life. This wall is about
10 feet high, the effective depression in the centre being about 1 ft. 2 in.

in depth.

The coal cellars are each 8i ft. by 5 ft. ; tho ashpits 5 ft. 4 in. by 4 ft. 7 in.

;

and the privies 5 ft. by 3 ft. Tho outside walls of tlie cottages are 2 ft. in

thickness, and 9 ft. 2 in. in height. The slope from eave to ridge is 8 ft.

;

and the highest of the chimney stalks 3 ft. above ridge.

The total cost of each cottage, everything included, was about £110
to £115.

NEW FREE CHURCH AT PENICUIK, NE.A.R EDINBURGH.

BUILDING operations have just been commenced in the erection of the

above church ; it is to be erected at the south end of the town, on the
road from the railway station, and is designed by Mr. Frederick Pilkington,

architect, of Edinburgh. The new church will add another conspicuous fea-

ture to the architecture of the to\vn. The tower and spire are to rise to the
height of 100 feet. The .spire will be slated, and will have coronals of orna-
mental iron-work at the foot, and also at the four spire-lights. The tower
is plain till it rises to the top story, which is octagonal, with pinnacles and
decorative windows alternately on the faces. The object of confining the
ornament to the highest part of the tower, is becoming more and more ap-
preciated by architects, as it obviously gives a greater appearance, and indeed
reality, of solidity to the structure, and places the ornament where it is

best seen.

The principal entrance to the cliurch is through the tower, by a massive
archway, the staircase to the gallery being also in the tower. The lower
part of the end of the church is an open arcade of four arches, with columns
and caiTcd capitals instead of mullions, the upper part of the gables being
occupied by a large five-light window, with plate tracer)-. Tho middle part

of the traceiy is a six-foil light, richly carved, and surrounded with smaller

lights, composed of cinquefoils, quatrefoils, and trefoils.

The two sides are occupied by three coupled two-light windows, and the
end is penetrated by a large window of a .spherical triangidar form, with
three larger and three smaller circles, converging to a centre, consisting ot

a double triangle, pierced and foliated. The session-house is placed at the

rear of the church, and the chimney, so often put out of sight as a ijlcmish, is

taken advantage of so as to enhance the architectural effect of the building.

The heiglit of the church, to the ridge of the roof, is fifty-two feet. The roof

is constructed in two slopes, the break being occupied by an ornamental
ventilator, running all round the church. The entrances to the church are

so arranged that the congregation enters by one door, and exit can be ob-

tained by four doors. The interior is fan-shaped ; this secures the obvious

advantages both of better hearing and better seeing of the preacher, objects

not always studied to the extent they deserve in Presbyterian places of

worship.

The gallery, which is seated for 150, is confined to tho end of the church.

opposite the pulpit ; the seats arc all to be open with carved ends, and slopod

at a comfortiible angle. The roof will be of open timber-work, simple, but
effective.

Tho estimated cost of the whole stracture is £2,050, and the church is

expected to be ready in the course of next year. The contractors for the

works are 3Ir. Thomson, mason, and Mr. Tait, wi-ight, these being the chief

contractors, all of Penicuik.
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CUPAR Cobs Exchaxoe.—In 1859 n movement for tlio ereetion of the

alxire was originat^nl. The foundation was laid iu August, 1861, with
Masonic honours. The design has been prepared by Mr. Campbell Douglas,

architect, of Glasgow. The building, when finished, will be a neat and
degant edifice of the gothic style. The entrance porch, the only part

exposed to view from the street, is to be surmounted with a light and
hwdsome spire, rising to the height of one hundred feet, while the side

nest to the school-hill is spUuididly relieved by a range of dormer windows.
The interior of the building will display an equal amount of good taste and
dedgn, having the appearance of a beautifully proportioned hall, of the

size of ninety feet long by fifty wide, with a circular roof of about forty-five

feet in height at the greatest altitude, and supported by cast-iron girders,

spanning the whole width. The building will be lighted by a double range

of windows in the roof from end to end, aud at night by three large and
powerful sunlights, with which is connected an apparatus for ventilation.

At the north end of the hall ample accommodation is provided for the busi-

ness of tlie Exchange, in the way of committee and sitting rooms; and at

the entrance then' is a ladies' ante-room, and orchestra above, iu the event

of the hall being used as an Assembly or Concert room. The stalls are all

constructed so as to be removed at will, in order to their being used as sup-

ports for the flooring of the orchestra, and accommodation is also provided

for the stowage of the whole seating in the hall, so that the area may be
left perfectly free for the purposes of the markets. The estimated cost of

the whole is 4000/. ; and it is expected that the buildings will be finished

and opened this year.

Coi-RTEX.tT V. Lakdsr ani> Bedeli.s.—A copy of the award made by
Wm. Cole Beaaley, Esq., of the Inner Temple, has been received by us,

and we are enabled to say that the adjudication is in favour of the defend-

ants, the Rev. Anthony L. Courtenay having to pay the costs on both sides.

It will be a source of gratification to the profession generally to know that

in the only two cases of importance of which there is record of actions

brought against architects—viz. that of the Middlesex Magistrates v. Dankes,

and the present action—both have issued in the entire exoneration of the

members ofthe profession from the clmrges made against them.

The Memobiai- to Peince Albert, Aberdeen.—We believe, says the
Aberdeen Herald, the committee have had one or two meetings on the subject,

both of the form of the statue and the artist to whose hands it is to be con-

signed. It is said that Baron Marochetti has been selected, subject to Her
Majesty's approval. We hope this is true, as such a decision would, wc
think, give general satisfaction. Marochetti is a sculptor whose works
do not deserve unqualified approval, as we need go no further to see than
the right fore-leg of King Richard's horse in front of the Houses of Pai-lia-

ment ; but he has the great faculty of expressing power and dignity with
simplicity and grace, and such a power is not the common gift of all who
practise the plastic arts with success. The statue is proposed, we believe,

to be of bronze ; and the site suggested is on the wooded declivity of Union
Terrace, adjacent to Union Bridge.

Remot.u:. of .St. Thomas's Hospital.— After a very long and severe

contest with the authorities of the >South-Eastem Railway the governors of

the hospital have at lenprth come to a resolution by which it will be relieved

&om the dangers which would probably be encountered by the patients irom
exposure to the noises necessarily incidental to close proximity to such rail-

way stations as the .South-Eastern and Ijondon and Brighton. Camberwell,
Brixton, Streatham, and various other filaces have been named from time
to time as eligible sites for the hospital, while, on the other hand, it has
been warmly contended that, if at all practicable, a metropolitan site should

be secured. The authorities of the hospital, after diUgent search and
anxious inquiries, have at length' been able to adopt a course which it

may be hoped will prove satisfactory to all parties concerned. The Royal
Surrey Gardens, situate in Walworth, and about a mile and a quarter from
the three great metropolitan bridges (London, Bhickfriars, and Westminster),
will in the course of a very short, time be the spot on which the new hospital

will be erected. All the arrangements for the purehiise money have been
made, and the usual amount of deposit lodged. It will be, of course, some
little time before the ground can be cleared and the new building raised,

but there will be no unnecessary delay, and in the course of a few months
the patients will be in a position to be removed. The site now occupied by
the hospital will then be devoted to the purposes of the South-Eastern
Railway Company.

A PtjBLic Park fob Barxslby. — Alx)ut twelve months since Mrs.
Joseph Locke, widow of the eminent engineer, in order to mark the con-

nection of her husband with the town of Barnsley, in "addition to giving

^2,000 for the foundation of scholarships in the Grammar .School, and
£1,000 in aid of the Catholic schools, offered to present tlio town with a

park, if a suitable site could be found. In accordance with that desire

she caused a piece of ground, about 1 7 acres in extent, close to the town,
to be purchased and laid out. The whole has been enclosed, and now
forms a magnificent recreation ground. Provision has been made for

cricket-playing, bowling, and a variety of other games. On Whit-Monday
the ground was handed over to the Board of Health, as the representatives

of the town. The shops, without exception, were closed, and every street

and lane was profusely decorated with flags and streamers. The sight was
most picturesque, more especially in the principal streets, where almost
ereiy house had hung out a banner.

Royal Institi^tr of British Architects.—An onlinary general meet-
ing of this body will be held on Monday next, when Mr. Arthur Ashpital,
V.r„ will read a paper entitled " Ou .some of tlio Architectural Drawings
in the Royal Libraiy at Windsor, exhiliited by command of His late Royal
Highness the Prince Consort, by B. B. Woodward, Esq." At the same
meeting Mr. E. Well)y Pugin, of 14 Buckiugham Street, .'i.delphi, will be
balloted for as a Fellow of the Institute,

AxNiAi. DixNER OF THE ARCHITECTURAL AssociATiox.—The annual
dinner of this body took place at the Whittington Club, Arundel Street,
Strand, on Tuesday evening, when a large number of the members of the
Association were present. The chair was occupied by the President of the
Association, Mr. A. W. Blomfield, M.A., and the vice-chair by Mr.
Thojl\s Blashill, the Vice-President. The usual loyal and patriotic
toasts having been disposed of, the Chairman gave the toast of the even-
ing— ".Success to the Architectural Association"—which was drunk with
the greatest enthii.siaam. Mr. Bi^ashill responded; after which a vote of
thanks was passed by acclamation to the outgoing office-bearers for their
services during theii- year of office. The dinner and wines gave the utmost
satisfaction, and a very pleasant evening was spent by the company.
Impkovemexts IX Paris.- -The improvements now being made in the

north-western portion of the Qu;irtier Rochechouart are rapidly approaching
their termination. The new street to the left of the Abbatoir Montmartre
is nearly finished, and many houses are in course of erection to the south of
the Avenue Trudaine, on the site of the old gasworks, where tlie Rue
Bochard-de-Saron is to meet the Rue de Lavid, about to be prolonged to
the Rue Rodier. But those works are trifles compared with the turning of
the course of the Aqueduc de Ceinture, now in progress, from tlie Rue de
Dunkerquo to the Rue des Martyi-s. This alteration is rendered necessary
by the direction of the new streets. The aqueduct will be open from the
Rue de Laval to the Avenue Trudaine, from which point it will be tunnelled,
at a depth of fifteen metres below the surface, and ten shafts have already
been simk. Tliis aqueduct, one of the principal aquatic arteries of the
capital, is 4,033 metres in length, extending from the Canal de I'Ourcq to
the reservoir at the top of the Rue du Rocher, near the old Barriere do
Monceaux. From difl^erent points of it mains are carried to the Faubourg
.'^t. Antoine, across the Pont d'Austerlitz to the reservoir of the Rue St.

Victor, near the Jardin des Plantos ; to the Ch&teau d'Eau, and across the
Marais and the Pouts Marie and de la TonmeUe to the left bank ; others
by the Ponts-au-Change and St. Michel to the reservoir in the Rue Racine;
by the Palais Royal and Rue du Bac to the reservoir in the Rue de Vaugi-
rard ; also to the Place de la Concoi-de and the Champs-Elysies.

The Skeleton of Richard III. has been discovered at Bow Bridge,
Leicester— at least so say some of the antiquarians of that town. Tra-
dition and history both relate that the remains of Richard III., when
taken up from their grave in the Church of the Grey Friiirs, Leicester,

were carried away by the multitude, and thrown 'over the Bow Bridge into
the river. The bones recently found, however, bear not the slightest re-
semblance of having been struck or fractured, whereas Richard's body was
" hacked to pieces." Richard died at the age of 35, and the bones dis-

covered are stated to be those of a man apparently 30 years of age.

Scarborough Pier axd Improvemext Company.—The proposed beautiful
public works in Scarborough, " the Queen " of the watering places, are
likely to be speedily commenced, as they have received the unanimous .sup-

port of a great public meeting in that romantic and popular town. When
we consider that Scarborough has increased 50 per cent, from 1851 to 1861

;

that the visitors last season numbered 300,000 ; that the engineer, Mr. T.

Page, C.E., is the most eminent member of his profession ; and that the
consulting manager, Mr. W. Northhouse, has the prestif/e of success from
the many great companies he has organised, there can be but little doubt
that the shares in this will be eagerly sought for.

—

Mining Journal.

0R5IEAN Bridge, Belfast.—The works at the Ormean Bridge, Belfast,

are being rapidly pushed forward ; all the arches are keyed, and two of the
centres struck. There are four segmental arches, each of 45 ft. span, and
witli nine feet rise ; the abutments and piers being 22 ft. liigh. An em-
bankment has been thrown up out of the old river bed, and eucloses the
entire site of the nev,' bridge, and a large area besides, which is kept dry by
a steam pump. The cutting and filling required to form the new approaches
are also in a forward state, and when finished will be a great improvement
on the old steep descent of one in 20, but now reduced to one iu 60, tho

wdth being also increased from 30 to 50 ft., or 42 ft. between the parapets.

The stone forming the abutments, piers, and sheeting of arches, is from the

county Down quarries, within five miles of tho structure ; that used for the

front arch stones (vonssoirs) being from the county Tyrone. Messrs. Lanyon
and .Smyth are tho engineers, and Messrs. Conuor, M'Laughliu, and
HaiTcy, the contractors ; and Mr. N, Berry the superintendent, on tho part

of the Board of Public Works.

The Emperor Napoleon axd his Father's Tomb.—Different circum-
stances had prevented the Emperor fi'om visiting the tomb which he had
commanded in the Churcli of Napolt^on-Saint-Lcu (Seine-et-Mame) for his

fatluT, tho King of Holland, who had possessed an estate in the neiglibour-

liood, and who was at his own desire interred in the church. Having learnt

that M. Petitot, the artist charged with the execution of the statuaiy, liad

before his death, which took place recently, expressed regi-et that tlie Em-
peror had not, by jiorsonal inspection, satisfied himself as to whether the

artist had justified the confidence placed in him, His Majesty, three morn-
ings back, left Paris for Saint-Leu to visit the monument. Being pleased

with the execution of the work, His Majesty granted a sum of l(),000f. for
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the doporalion of tho interior of the church, and left l.OOOf. -n-ith the

mayor to lip applied to charitable purposes. His Majesty afterwards visited

the remains of the chateau formerly inhabited by his father.

NEWBriiY.—The new Corn Exchange here was opened on Thursday week.

The cost of the building is £6,.500. Mr. Dodd, of Reading, is the archi-

tect, and his design is in tlie Italian style, varied in front by pilasti'rs and
ante-pilasters of tlie Corinthian style. Nearly half tlio roof is covered

with glass, and the interior is extremely light and graceful. The dimen-

sions of tlic building are : 160 feet long, .'JO feet wide, and 60 f<'et high.

Mr. Fatchcr, of ,"Salisbury, was the principal contractor: the other con-

tractors being Messrs. Wilder and Sons, of Reading; J. and H. Hopson and
S. Biddis, of Newbury.

Sydnt.y.—We find from the Australian p.ijiers that considerable progress

is being made with the tower of tho Sydney University, which was left un-

finished at tho time the first jiortion of the building was erected. The
tower when completed will much resemble that of Eton College, having a

clock face on each side, and four ornamental turrets with spires. On the

University enclosure the new Roman Catholic College of .'^t. John is being

erected, and it is in an advanced state. A new wing to the Australian

Museum at Sydney is also in process of erection. The walls are up to tlii^

window-5;ills at one end, and ready for the base course at the other.

Considerable altei'ations ami additions are being made to tho School of

Arts. The framework for the roof of the new portion is completed, and all

mil be finished liy the end of June. Many other architectural and en-

gineering works arc in progress in various parts of the colony ; but further

reference to them miLst be reserved for the present.

Metgopolitan Bo.tiiD of Works.— At the last meeting of this body,

Mr. CARPM.4-E1, in the chair, Mr. B.vzaloette, Engineer-in-Chief of the

Board, reported as follows, respecting the progress and cost of the Main
Drainage Works:—"This being tho month for the preparation of the

report on the works executed by the Board during the pa.st year, it may not

be considered necessary n8w to enter into details of the works constructed

in the last month so fully as is usual on ordinary occasions. I, therefore,

beg to state briefly that the works generally progress satisfactorily. The
value of the work executed on the Northern Outfall Sewer is about
£290.000 ; on the Middle Level Sewer it is £130,000 ; and on the Ranelagh
Storm Overflow, from £28.000 to £29,000. The Southern Outfall Sewer is

completed, and the value of the work done on the Southern High Level
Sewer is £163,000. On Mr. Pearson's contract, work of the value of about
£3,1C0 is finished, and of tho value of about £78,000 on Messrs. Aird's

contract for the Deptford Pumping Station."— Tho. Committee under the

Sale of Gas Acts submitted plans and specification for the Gas-Meter
Testing House, in AViieeler Street, Spitalfields ; and recommended that

advertisements be issued, inviting tenders for the execution of the works.

(Agreed to.)

AxcraxT GuESTEN Hai.1,, Woecester.— Owing to the strong feeling

evinced by the public for the preser\-ation of these ruins, their destruction

has been suspended, and not only so, but the tracery which belonged to tho

only perfect window, and which was first pulled down, has been rebuilt on
the ruins of another. The question of its final demolition will be con-

sidered by the Dean and Chapter at their next meeting.

New Bkujoe over tife River Severn.—At an influential meeting held

on Friday afternoon, at Hampton's Load, near Bridgnorth, Mr. Heap,
representative of Messrs. Harrison, of the Canada Works, Birkenhead, pro-

duced a plan of a wrought-iron lattice superstructure, the total lengtli being

178 ft, or four spans of 40 ft., with a roadway of the width of 1.5 ft. ; and a

resolution was then proposed and carried that a Bridge Company should be

formed, with a capital of £5,000, in 500 shares of £10 each, with a deposit

of 10s. a share.

New Town- H.Ar.i„ Prestox.—The invitation to the Pi'ince of Wales to

lay the foundation stone of the new Town Hall in Preston, during the cele-

bration of the Guild, ha.s been declined. In a letter from the Hon. C. B.

Pliipps to the Mayor, it is said that it is Her Majesty's wish that none of

the Royal children should, during the present year, attend any public cere-

mony.

The Victoria Deikkixg Fountain.—The beautiful fountain erected for

public use in the second enclosure of Victoria Park, at an expense of several

thousand pounds, by Miss Burdett Coutts, is now completed. It is an
octagonal temple, with a diameter at the base of 40 feet 9 inches, con-

structed of Portland and Kentish ragstone. The eight flights of steps

which lead to the drinking basins are of Gazelly stone from Yorkshire

;

the eight piers and the shafts are of red Peterhead, and the bases and
pedestals of gray Aberdeen granite, highly polished. These support

beautifully-wrought arches, which again bear the cupola, the ashlar moulded
work and carving being of Aubigny stone from Normandy. A four-fiiced

clock Is placed in the cupola, which terminates in a' vane representing the
figure of a mermaid. A door is placed in the shaft of the fountain, facing
the north ; above it is carved the coat of arms of Miss Burdett Coutts, over
which again are two inscription.s, one the title of the fountain— namely,
" The Victoria Fountain," the other containing the words "The earth is

the Lord's, and all that therein is." There are four niches, in which are
placed figures of Cupids (carved In Sicilian marble) on dolphins, and bear-

ing pitchers, from which the water flows into the basins, which are of

polished .A.berdecn granite. These are supplied with cups bearljig the fol-

lowing woriLs:— " Temperance is a bridle of gold." The panels round the
fountain are of Emperor's red marble from Portugal, and gray Connemara

marble. There are also monograms of the name of tho giver, and coloured
marble, ribands. Round the fountain runs this inscription—" Given, Anno
Domini 1862, by Angela Georgina Burdett Contts," and " For the lovff of
Ooil and country." 'The total height of the fountain is 58 ft. 7i in. Tho
ground round the erection is tastefully laid out in parterP'S, witb vajies of
terra-cotta from Grantham. The architect is Mr. Darbisbire, and the
builders Messrs. Smith, of Pimlico.

The Fountai.ss in Tuafaloau Sqcaiie.—The Ohterver says :
—" Th«

water is supplied to the foiratains from the water-works in Orange Street,

which were constructed by Messrs. Easton and Amos, in 1 844, and is pumped
up into a tank about 40 feet above the pavement of the square, from
whence it flows to the two fountains, and the waste or overflow is conveyed
back tn a catch well, sunk underneath the en)^ne. It is then pumped, by
means of an Appold centrifugid pump, into the tank, and thus passes over

and over again. In its passage it is made use of to supply the condenser of
the large 60-horse pumping-englne, so that not only does the water for sup-

plying the fountains cost nothing, but It is actually made, the means of
economising fuel, by enabling the adoption of a condensing instead of a,

high-pressure engine, for the purpose of pumping the water from the

artesian wells, for the supply of the different public offices. The quantity

of water which was used in the fountains before the present alteration wan
from 400 to 500 gallons per minute ; the Appold pump is arranged to lift

from 1,200 to 1,400 gallons per minute— thus affording sufficient for the

increased number of jets. Tho wells from which the supply of water is in

the first instance derived are two in number: one, at trie back of the

National Gallery, is 300 feet in depth, and the second, in the enclosure

Immediately in front of the National Galler}-, is 383 feet in depth. A
tunnel, about 6 feet in diameter, and 400 feet long, connects the two wells.

The water, although obtained from an artesian well, does not rise to the
surface, and an engine, of about 60-lior«e power, is required tu raise the

water trnvn about 90 feet below the surface. Tlie steam-engine lia» two
cylinders, the larger being 35 inches in diameter, with a length of stroke of
6 feet ; and the smaller one, 22 inches in diameter, with a length of stroke

of 4 feet. It works one double-acting pump, 13J inches in diameter, with
a length of stroke of 3 feet, for the supply to the fountains, and two 18-inch

pumps, with a length of stroke of 20J^ inches, for raising water from the

springs into the tanks above the building. At an average speed of 16
strokes per minute, the fountain pump tlirows about 660 gallons, and the

two spring pumps together 600 gallons per minute. In 1852 the tank
tower was Rilsed 20 feet, for the purpose of giving a better supply, at high
service, to the upper tanks, in the river front of the Houses of Parliament.
The pumping of 600 gallons per minute, equal to 432,000 gallons in 12

hours, lowers the water between 20 and 24 feet ; it then remains stationary,

as long as the engine Is kept working. Tho height to which the water will

stand, when at a state of rest, varies In wet and dry seasons; but the head
docs not appear to be gradually lowering. The cost of the works, as com-
pleted in 1844, was £8,392 ; the annual working expense Is £492 ; but the
water supplied to the various public offices, at the rates previously paid,

amounts to £904 a year. The Houses of Parliament, the Admiralty, the
offices in Downing Street, and twenty-eight public offices in all. are supplied

from this source. Up to the present time, the fountains in Trafalgar Square
have consisted only of a single jet, falling over from an upper and lower
basin. This will still remain, as the centre figure of the basins ; but at

each of the semicircular b.ays there Is now a group of jets, consisting of a
centre and 16 surrounding It. The jet of water from the centre rises about
5 feet, and those in the outside 4 feet. There are, therefore, in the first

Instance, 68 jets, throwing 300 gallons per minute, rising from the surface

of the basin. Tho ground plan of the basins is a square, the sides of which
are about 68 feet long, and semicircular bays project from each of these

sides. In the latter, as we Inive stated, are the circular group of jets. An
outline of an octagon is formed within the square ; end at each of the

angles is a jet, which throws the water Inwards, to a height of 20 feet, and
into the upper basin of tlie central fountain. Thesis eight jets throw 200
gallons per minute, and their curve is about 30 feet in length. There are,

again, two Inferior squares, surrounding the central group, and from each of

these angles a jet Is thrown outwards, crossing those from the octjigon, rising

to the height of 25 feet, and curving about 17 feet. These throw altogether

200 gallons per minute. Beyond the sides of these smaller squares are 8

feather jets, which throw up 20O gallons per minute, each of the groups of

jets forming a display resembling the Prince of Wales' feathers. The whole
of these may lie played at once or togetlier, in not less than twenty-five

different continuations or changes."

The Etruscan Tombs.— The opening of the "Musee Napoleon III. has
afforded M. Noel Desvergers, a well-known antiquary, an opportunity of

discussing the merits of the precious oly'ects therein contained, in an article

published by the liei'iir. Ccnitemporahi': As M. Desvergers has himself
been an active excavator, his description of the manner in which the

Etruscans built their tombs presents particular Interest. Our author states

that, after pursuing his excavations for the space of seven years in the

Tuscan territory, he at length reached the Pontifical frontier In the neigh-

bourhood of Vulci, the necropolis of which had been ransacked by other

archneologists for upwards of thirty years, and filled the museums of Europe
with Innumerable treasures. It scarcely seemed likely, therefore, that

anything mon: should remain worth taking on a soil which had already

yielded so much. Nevertheless, M. Franti-ol.s, an experienced explorer *of

tombs, was of a different opinion. Seeing that the sepulchres explored

were all situated at a very insignificant depth, and not remarkable for
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any great decorations, ho concluded that lower down there must be
much richer and larger tomlis. After some researches he informed
M. Desveiigers tliat on the embankment of Fiora, at an altitude of 90 ft.

•bore the river, he had bored the ground, and foimd an artificial grotto
presenting none of the characteristics of a sepulchre, and wliich was there-
fore most probably intended to protect a more important erypt from the
effects of infiltration. A shaft was therefore sunk to the depth of 36 ft.

below the surface, when a subterranean passage was discovered 9 ft. in
far^th, and at the entrance of which there stood a cippus, two sides of
which displayeil long Etruscan inscriptions. This passage, 99 ft. long,
being cleared, the pioneers at length arrived at the door of the hj-pogeum.
No trace of any previous visit was perceptible, and the tomb appeared to bo
one of some powerful lucumou, or chief, judging from the length of the
passage, the importance of the cippus at the entnmce, and the precautions
taken for the preservation of the crypt. AVhen the first gleam of light
from their torches revraled the interior to mortal eyes for the first time
after the lapse of twenty centuries they saw warriors clad in armour lying
on their sarcophagi ; the forms, the vestments, stuffs, and colours, re-

mained visible for a few minutes, until the air from without, gradually
penetrating into the crypt, effaced the whole. All that remained to the
persevering explorers was the weapons, jewels, bones falling to dust, and a
few threads of gold and silver which had been woven into their garments.
The walls were, however, covered with paintings representing an episode
of the Iliad, and of very superior execution, evidently pointing to the
influence of Greek civilisation in Etniria. The crypt had eight entrances,

all adorned with the peculiar Etrus^-an mouldings whieli Vitruviiis calls

barycrphala, or top-hea^-y. The inscriptions were ascertained to be of a
period anterior to that of the conquest of Etruria by the Romans. M.
Desvergers therefore concludes that this tomb dated from the fourth century
before our era. Some of the treasures of the Musee Napoleon III. be-
longed to this tomb.

WoEKSTEs's Houses in Edixbvboh.—^The Metropolitan and Edinburgh
Building Associations are each to build two rows of working-men's houses
at the Dumbiedykes.' Altogether, at this place, 200 houses will be erected,
providing accommodation for nearly a thousand persons, young and old.

It is the intention of the two associations to build comfortable and sub-
stantial houses, and to .sell as many of them as possible to the working
men themselves, so as to turn over their money (quickly, and at once
proceed to extend their operations.

—

Review.

Stoxe-Planixo Machixe.—The Dundee Courier and Argus says :

—

" Hunter's stone-planing machine, which, we are told, shapes and dresses
stones for building very effectively and cheaply, is growing into notice
much more rapidly than it would have done if there had been no quarrel
between the masons and their employers ; and if the quarrel lasts much
longer, the men may find that, to a great extent, their labour in one depart-
ment has been superseded. We see, by an advertisement which has
appeared in one of our columns, that a limited liability company, com-
|irising some of the leading builders and quarrymen, has been established
in Dundee for the purpose of buying and working one of these machines,
and that a considerable profit is anticipated. We do not intend here to

enter upon the vexed question as to how far the employment of machinery
benefits or injures particular classes, or the whole community, but one
thing, at all event,s, we may congratulate the masons on. We have heard
a great deal lately of the unhealthiness of their occupation. The unhealthy
part of it, we believe, is the dressing of the stone. If this machine answers
the expectations which are formed of it, their work will be lessened, but
what will remain will be less detrimental to life."

Impebui. Hotel, Great Malvekn.—This hotel, the property of the
Great Malvern Hotel Company, is now fast approaching completion, and
will, it is Ijelieved, be ready for opening next month. It is built after the
model of the Great Western Hotel at Paddington, and the style of the
architecture is the Continental Gothic. The expense of the building, with
its adjuncts of a bridge and covered way, will exceed £25,000. It is

situated near to the Great Malvern Railway-station, on an eminence, and
not far from the Barnard's Green Road. The arcliitect is Mr. E. W.
Elmslie. Mr. Thomas Perkins, builder, of Malvern, is the contractor,
as-sisted by his nephew, Mr. Edwards. The building is composed of red
brick, with Bath stone and Forest stone dressings, the roof, which forms a
prominent feature in the design, being covered with green and purple slates.

The difference in colour of the materials, the blue Forest stone and the
white Bath stone, gives to the exterior an appearance both novel and
pleasing. There are two principal fronts, the west and south. The
exterior is very handsomely decorated. The two most prominent features
besides those already mentioned, are the tower, about which there is some
clever carving, and a beautiful oriel window over the chief entrance, form-
ing the terminal of the corridors on the upper floor. This window is

considered to bo one of the most magnificent of its kind in England.
The Wells, Gbkat Mal^vebn.—The Roman Catholic chapel is fast

approaching completion. The Wells church is about to undergo a thorough
renovation and repewing, and a spire to be erected on the tower.

^OCIETT FOB THE EnCOUKAOEMENT OF THE FiNE AbTS.—A COUVCr-
Bazione of this Society, the fifth of tho season, was held under the most
brilliant auspices at the Mansion House, on Wednesday evening, when tho
entire suite of rooms wa.s, through the kindness of tho Lord Mayor, who
is Vice-President of the .Society, thrown open to the visitors. The Egyp-
tian Hall and other rooms were decorated with flowers, evergi-eens, &c.,
and also with oil and water colour paintings, and groups of statuary, lent

for the occasion by amateurs and others. Tliis reunion was verj' numerously
attended, there being present about 1,200 ladies and gentlemen, of whom a
large number were foreigners, attired in various costumes. Amongst the
distinguished strangers present were the President and ex-President of
Liberia and suite, and several Indian princes and jirincesses. The Lord
Mayor in the course of the evening briefly addressed the visitors, tendering
to tliem a hearty welcome to the Mansion House, and sjieaking highly of
flic Society for the Encouragement of the Fine Arts, wliicli he believed
would one day be acknowledged as one of the most important and valuable
institutions in the country. A concert followed, in which the principal
I>erformers were Jfadlle. Titiens, Madame I,iebhart, Madame Honore, Miss
Van Noorden, Madame Gilbert, Signor Giraldoni, Herr Reichardt, M.
Naudin, Mr. Santley, M. Asclior, Mr. Henry Distin, &c. Tlie conductors
were M. Benedict, Mr. Alfred Gilbert, Signor Randegger, and Herr Gauz.

The UNDEnGHouxD Raii.w.vy.—Considerable efforts are being made by
the contractoi-s for tlio formation of the above line of railway, to have it

completed at the time proposed; and during tho last fortnight much pro-
gress has been made towards carrying tliat object into effect. All the
stations are progressing in a most satisfactory manner, and they will be
shortly finished. There is only one portion of the line, between Paddington
and Coppice Row, Clcrkenwell, in an incomplete state, and this is in the
Marylebone Road, at the top of Gloucester Place, where a station is being
formed. From Coppice Row to the City terminus, hundreds of men are
employed in the necessary excavations for continuing tho open cutting to
the intended station adjoining tho Field Lane Ragged Schools ; and the
double line of tramway is laid within a short distance of the Sessions House,
to carry the earth excavated to King's Cross, wliich is done by a st(>am-
engine. Owing to the long days, the mivs-ies are at work from an early
hour iu the morning

CHIPS.

A N immense factory is now building on an extensive site of land situated

x\. on the river bank at East Greenwich, for the company recently

formed to build boats by machinery, on the plan of an American inventor.

The Halifax Town Council have determined to invite the Prince of
Wales to open the magnificent Town Hall erecting in that borough. Oc-
tober next is the time named for the event.

Mr. J. W. Malcolm, M.P., has announced his intention of erecting two
commodious sclioolrooms on his estate at Frith Ville, near Boston, for the
education of the children of the neighbourhood.

Amongst the curiosities lately added to the Tower is a tablet of granite,

on which is fixed a brass plate, stating that " On this spot Ann Boleyn
(mother of Queen Elizabeth) was beheaded in 1*536."

Up to the end of March last £.575,000 had been expended on tlie

national defences. Tho estimated cost of works and land was about
£7,000,000. General accounts leave an available balance of £316,000,
which will only suffice to meet payment of works under contract up to about
the end of August next.

The Ranby House estate, midway between Retford and Worksop, has
been purchased for Lord Lincoln, eldest son of the Duke of Newcastle, for,

it is said, tho eimi of £55,000. The estate is well timbered, and is of great

extent.

A statue to the late Joseph Stnrge was unveiled on Wednesday at Bir-

mingham, on which occasion Mr. Bright addressed those present.

Mr. Gould's tender of £545 for the erection of the new Ragged Schools

at Gravesend has been accepted by the Committee.

Mr. R. Clarke's (architect, Nottingham) designs have been chosen for

the square of buildings, consisting of Bank, first-class dwelling-houses,

and shops, at Goole, Yorkshire. 'The working drawings are in progress,

and will be shortly advertised for tenders for the works.

The Architectural Exhibition, 9 Conduit Street, Regent Street, and the

collection of drawings and sketches of the late A. W. Pugin, will close on
the 30th instant.

Mr. James Carnock, artist, who largely contributed to the estabhshment
of the Fine Arts Academy, at Bristol, died on Friday, in his 49th year.

The oldest painter in Paris, Ingres, who is in his eighty-third year, has

iust finished a painting, " Christ among the Doctors of the Synagogue."

A prospeotus has been issued of the Strand Hotel Company, with a
capital of £100,000, in shares of £5. The site proposed is that of Lyon's

Inn, comprising about half an acre.

Above £84,000 have been subscribed to a fund for building the memorial-

hall in the metropolis, and erecting new chapels in the provinces, in cele-

bration of the Bicentenary of Nonconformity. Some promoters of the

movement are sanguine that even this sum will be doubled during the

current year.

The new wing just added to tho West of England Institution for tho

Deaf and Dumb was opened on Tuesday last. Tliis wing has been built, at

the cost of £1,025, by Messrs. Grant and Son, from designs by Mr. G. W.
Cumming, architect.

On Thursday, June 5, tho Ide National Schools were opened. The coat

of the .school-room and master's-house was about £750, exclusive of the site.
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The Albort Momoriiil Committeo met on Wednosday, at tlie Mansion
House, uniler the pi-esideney of tlio Right Hon. the Lord Mayor. Tlic

total amount received was announced to be £.30,220.

On Monday last the foundation-stone was laid of the new District Church
at Lensdon, Widdiseombe. Mr. Howell, of Newton Abliott, is the architect

;

and Mr J. Clnidleigh, of tlie same place, is the builder.

Captain the Hon. Windsor Clivci and Mr. Botileld, the members for Ludlow,
having ascertained that £500 still remained unpaid of tlie sum due for the

late restoration of Ludlow Church, have, without solicitation, generously

placed that amount at the disposal of the committee.

The Government, while declining to afford the Atlantic T<'legraph Com-
pany anypecnniary assistance, have granted theuseof sliips for the purjjosi!

of making a more complete survey of the line between Ireland and New-
foundland. Soundings, it is stated, will be taken every mile, instead of at

the wide intervals deemed sufficient when the project was originally started.

Government ships will also bo detailed to assist in the submersion of the
cable.

The first annual meeting of the Edinburgh Cooperate Building Society

was held on Tuesday last. The net profit on the Society's transactions since

its commencement amounted to £112 17.<. 9<?., which gave a return of 13

per cent, on the paid-up capital for the year.

.Sir T. G. Hesketh, Bart., M.P., has given a plot of land at Holmeswood,
near Rufford, for the erection thereon of a Wesleyan chapel.

This evening Mr. Augustus Smith will call the attention of the House of

Commons to tlie proceedings of tlie Westminster Improvement Commission,
and ask the Chairman (Mr. Tite) what steps have been taken as to opening

to view the south side of Westminster Abbey.

On Tuesday morning last the works coranienccd for the extension of the

Government offices, and the erection of the new Foreign Office on the ground
recently cleared of tlie houses between Downing Street and Charles Street,

and St. James's Park and King Street, Westminster, and a number of work-
men were engaged in laying the foundations. The demolition of her Majesty's
State Paper Office, in St. James's Park, is now being proceeded with to

make way for the new buildings.

Two fine colossal statues of Lord Chancellor Eldon and Lord Stowell

have recentljr been placed in a very handsome library, erected for the pur-

pose of receiving flieni, in University College, of which Society both these

illustrious brothers were formerly Fellows. They are sitting figures on on(!

pedestal, about seven feet six inches in height, executed in the finest Carara
marble.

The anniversaiy meeting of the Eccleslological Society is to be held in

the Lecture Tlieatre of the South Kensington Museum on Tuesday, July 1,

and a discussion invited on the ecclesiological aspects of the International

Exhibition, and of the Exhibition of Ol^jects of Fine Art on loan in the

South Kensington Museum. It is proposed that the meeting should be
preceded by a visit to the latter, and by a club dinner in the refreshment
department of the International Exhibition.

TENDEES.

M.\LTING, BEDFORD..—For the erection of a 100*qr. maltinj;, containinK a ground-floor,
and three upper floors, with malt and barley chambers, and oltlccs complete, for Bingham
Newland, Esq., Bedford. Mr. .John Day, architect.

Conquest (Kcmpston) £2,997 8 8 I \Vm. Smith £2,S»>
Houghton 2,754 (1 Freshwater (accepted) 2,49!)

Reynolds and Son 2,380 1 Bryant (too late) 2,495 U

CHICHESTER CATHEDRAL.—Forthe completion ofthe tower and spire of Chichester
Cathedral.

Bushby, Littlehampton £44,BiM n
Smith and Co., Ixfndou 4H,ib/

Fabian, Brighton [5I,fi8S

Mpssr,«, Beanland, Bradford,
Yorkshire £37,846 I

Rudl and and Thompson, Peter.
borough .'jg.efil |

The lowest tender was accepted.

E.SSEX.—For certain alterations to Warren-wood House, Woodford, Essex, for K. Macken-
zie, Esq. Mr. J. H. Rowley, architect, 17 St. Helen's I'lace, City.

Salmon £lri6 U U I Bunow (accepted] £122 5
Davcy 142 1

CHURCH RESTORATION, LINCOLN.—Tenders for restoring Washingborough Church,
Lincoln. Mr. Goddard, architect.

Young £050 IHuddleiiton (accepted) £fflS

Reeve M'J l;Smilh 455
Ward 610

i

CHAPEL, PENDLETON New chapel at Pendleton, Manchester, for the Methodist
New Connection. Mr. Robert Scrivener, architect. Quantities supplied.

Neil £'i,8C2 ! .Statham and Son £2,257
Farrell 2,414 ' Metcalf and Waterson 2,037
Penk 2,598 [

COTTAGES, POITERIES ESTATE, PLUMSTEAD, KENT.—For building and com-
pletely tinishing two semi-detached cottages, Eglinton Road, "Potteries Estate,'* IMuin-
ste.id, for Mr. Phillip Thomas. Mr. William Gosling, architect.

Lidbetter £lVJ5 tJ 1 Greenwood , £610
Sonnex 015 | Smith 565

HOUSES, PECKHAM For finishing four houses in the Montpelier Road, Peckham, for

Messrs. Hart and Lovering. F. (J. Widdows, architect.

Greenivoud. f4,50 OlWhecn £.M7
J'rott iSM (jlJelTs :i43

VILLAS. TOLLINGTON PARK For erecting a pair of semi-detached villas, Tollington
Park, Hornsey Road, for Messrs. Scales and Young. F. G. Widdows, architect.

Heath i'2«i6 [ Ennor £2."4<>

Eaton and Goodwin 249U ('Greenwood 22^3 U
Flint 24-20 James and Ashton 1943
Carter... 2.i60 Whcen 1857

NORWICH.—For erecting new parsonage house at Thorpe Hamlet. T. D. Barry, Eiq.,
architect and city surveyor, prepared plans and supplied quantities, &c.

Brooks £1272 18 8 I Laccy „ *I2M
Foyson 1247 i Worman ml
Brown and Bailey 1238 I Balls and Ling 1198

RECTORY HOUSE, CHALVINOTON.-For a new rectory house at Chalvinglon. Sussel,
for the Uev. Traylon Fuller. Mr^ James G. Smither, architect. •Juantitiei suppliiKl

Consublo ii,ll3a
H. and C Bond »!M (»

Wardlc and Baker 970

Palmer „ „ £1,847 9
Dnvey 1,169

Doinielly 1,080 (I

Jones ., 1.037

SHOP FRONT—For putting in new shop (ront, and doing sundry rcpatrt at 79 Wesllwunir
Street, for Mr. William Fitch. Mr. Henry McCalla, architect.

I.oudan Building Company £240 U I Real and Boot £61
Minty _ I9fi Percy 155
Monro _ 173

I
C. and W. Fortescue 144 tl

ROADS, TERRACES, AND SLOPFS.—For laying out grounds, forming roads, terraces,
and slopex, and drainage connected with the same. Erecting a porter's lodge, and Uying
the corridors, &c., with tile-pavement, at the Jews' Hospital, Lower Norwood, Surrey.
Messrs. 'X'illott and Chamberlain, architects.

Mr. Wills £l,iri<) I Mr. Roger £1,111 10
Mr. Colson 1,134 8 V | Mr. Winn (accepted) ..,_ G50 U

For Porter's Lodge—
Messrs. Piper and Wheeler £.177

Mr. Fish 373
Messrs. Ashby and Sons 364

For tile paving tn corridors, &c.

—

Messrs F. and G. Rosher £204 13 | Mcurt. Cannon (accepted) ......... £125
Messrs. McColla 168 15 I

CHURCH.— For alterations to the English Presbyterian Chuccb, Shrubland Road, Dalston.
Messrs. Tillott and Chamberlain, architects.

Mr. Cannon m £3?j;

I
Mr. WelU (accepted) 323

ol
u

Mr. Prince £318 l Mr. Fish .........

Mr. Cannon 310 1 Mr. Welb......„
.£230

COMPETITIONS AND CONTRACTS OPEN.

DBcoaiTio.v—For the Decoration of the Exchange Hall, Stamford. Tenders to be delivered
on or before Friday, the 20th of June, to Mr. Edward Browning, architect, ikafflford.

E.NGiNE HousF8.«—For the construction of engine-houses, a Iwiler-house. chimney, flltli-

hoists, coal-sheds, dwelling-houses, wharf wall, sewers, and other works, in connection
therewith, at Crossness, in the parish of Erlth, Kent. Parties desiring to submit tenders
may, ui>on payment of £21, obtain plans, sections, specifications, form of tender, and other
particulars, on application to Mr. J. W. Bazalgette, Engineer of the Board, at the office,

Sijring Gardens, between the hours of 9 a.m. and 4 p.m., or on Saturdays tietween the hours
of 9a.m. and 2p.ni., until Thursday, the 3rd of July next Half the amount will be
refunded to such of the unsuccessful parties who return the drawings within one week after
the day appointed for opening the tenders. The tenders are to he addressed to the Clerk
of the Board, and must be delivered at his office before 4 o'clock on Thursday, the 3rd
day of July next, and no tender will be received alter that hour. The parties tendering
must be in attendance at the Board at 12 o'clock on the day appointed for opening tenders.

Chapel, .Schools, etc.— For the erection of a new Wesleyan Chapel, schools, &c., at Cad-
oxton, near Ordili", particulars of which may be had on application to the architects,
Mes-srs. W. G. Habershon and Pile, 38 Bloomsbury Square, Loudon, W.C. ; Park Square,
Newport, and Belvidere, Tredegarviile, Carditt'.

Schools. — For the erection of school buildings, at Sutton-le-Marsh, near Alford. Plana
and specifications may be seen at the house of Mr. R. Brookes, jun., Sutton, and tcndera
to be received on or before Saturday, the 20th of June.

Paintiso.—Tenders are required by the Burial Board of St. Mary, Newington, Surrey, for
painting the whole of the iron railings of the parish churchyiird, at Newington Butta.
Specifications and forms of tender may be had on application to Mr. Joseph Burgcu,
Clerk to the Board, 1 Keene's Row, Walwoith, S.

Gasworks—Tenders are required by the Yorktown and Blackwater Gas Company, limited,

for the erection of their works, and laying about two miles of mains. Plans and specifi-

cations to be seen on application to Mr. V/ithers. sen., Yorktown, Blackwater, Hants, or
to Mr. Harris, engineer. Great Central Gas Works, Bnw Common, London. Tenders,
endorsed " Tenders fur Gas Works," to be sent to Mr. Withers, sen., on or l)efore the SUt
of June.

Gates ano BotiNnABV Wall—Tenders are required for back entrance gates and boundary
wall, to ground in rear of the Staff College, Sandhurst, Berks. Parties desiring to tender
must leave their names at the Royal Engineer Olfice. Sandhurst, on or liefore the 20th
day of June, and pay the sum of lOs. 6d. for the bills of quantities, which will lie forwarded
to each party as soon as prepared by the Government Surveyor.

Public Hall—Plans, elevations, sections, specifications, and estimates arc required for the
erection of a public hall at Tunbridge Wells, with reading, waiting, committee, and re-

freshment room.s, cookery, cellarage, &c., on land with 15U ft. frontage to a public road,

and 3*XJ ft. in depth. The hall to seat SOU persons, and the cost of the whole not to exceed
£6,(XXJ. £25 will be given for the set of plans, .*tc., adopted, provided the architect is not
employed ; and £5 for the next approved set. Information, and a tracing of site may be
obtained of the Secretary, Mr. John t^olbran. Royal Library, High Street, Tunbndge
Wells, to whom plans, &c., must be sent, not later than the 20th of July next.

School Housk, RESinENcE, &c.—Designs, plans, specifications, and estimates are required
for the execution of a new school-room and residence for the master, upon a piece of
ground situate in Woodbridge, SulT'olk, adjoining other land, the property of the Seckfoid
Charity. A photograph view of the site, together with a plan of the ground, and primed
instructions and (particulars, for the guidance of coin)>etitors, will be forwarded on appli-

cation to Mr. J. It. WootI, the Clerk to the Trustees, at his office. Church Street, Wood-
bridge, on or before the 1st Cay of July next. £20 will be given for the best design, £10
for the second best ; such designs to t)ecome the property of the I'rnstees. The sum to tie

expended is not to exceed £2,.'')00.

Coast-Gi:ard Station. — For the erection of a coast-guard station at Felpham, near
Jiognor. Sussex. Drawings anil spectllcations may be seen at the coast-guard w<ttcli-

room. Bognor, or at the Admiralty Coast-guard oltice, 12 Spring Gardens. London, S.W.,
where tenders are to be sent directed to the Commodore General of Coast-guard, and
endorsed " Tender for F'elpham station," not later than noon of the 23rd iiist.

SEWEns.—For constructing four sewers. Plans, sections, and speciflcations may be seen,

and printed forms of tender and further information obtained by applying to Mr. R, E. Rowe,
Town Surveyor's Ollicc, 10 Emmanuel Street, Cambridge. Tenders to be delivered by
Monday, June 16.

Seweks.—Tenders are required by the Board of Works for the Fnlh.im district, in the
County of Middlesex, for the laying down, constructing, and completely hnishing a brick

sewer, of about 1,1 ft. in lengtn, and other works connected therewith, in the N'ew Road,
Hammersmith. Plans, spccihcation, and detail drawings of the.works, together with the

form of tender, may, with other particulars, be obtained at Broadway House, Hammer-
smith, between the hours of 10 a.m. and 4 p.m., on any day previous to June 18. Sealed

tenders are lobe deliveretl on or before that date, addrcsscii to the Chairman of the Board,

at their oftice, Broadway House.
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Baui«ck5.—For the erection of west wing of soldiers* barracks, aiid soldiers' quarters, Fleet-

wood. Parties desiring; to tender for the erection of these works must leave their names
at the Koval Engineer Office. 225 Stretford Road, Manchester, on or before the 16th inst.

Mitd par the sum of 10s. M. for the bills of quantities, which will be forwarded to each

r party u soon as prepared by tbe Government Sun'eyor.

Chvicr iMpRovE^ErtTs—Tlic execution of improvements on the Free Church, Virginhalt,

N.R wanted from joiners, painters, and plasterers. Speciticatinns arc in the hands of

the subttcnber, who will give all neccl^sa,^y information, and receive offers uptoWedncs-
day the IHth current.

Roads.—For maintaining and keeping In repair, during the term of four years, commencing
fVom the ISih Mav last, the roadwavi of the following County bridges, viz. :—Stone Rridge,

Ungley Bridge. Brantepeth Bridge'. Crook Bridge, Eel's Heck Bridge, Bradley Bridge,

Nickev Sack Bridge, Gibbon's Bridge, and Spennymot)r Bridge. Further information

mav lie had on application t'» W. Crozier. Esq.. C. E., Bridge Surveyor, at his office in

the County Courts. Durham, to whom tenders sealed and endorsed " Bridge Tender," are

requetted to be sent, or delivered, on or before Friday June £0.

Roads.—For making, widening, and repairing the Hneof road from Bennan to New-Galloway,

in the puish of iCellt. vi« :—1. For making about KJO roods of new road. 2. For widen-

ing andrepairing about 100 roods of the present road, and .i. For widening and repairing

from 200 to 30(> roods of the present road towards the south end of Ixxjh Ken. All con-

form to plan and specifications, to be seen in the hands of Thomas Blackley, Road Sur-

vejor in Castlo-DougL^s. up to Monday, the 23rd inst., at noon, with whom, before which

date, tenders must be lodged.

ABBIDGED SPECIPIOATIONS OF PATENTS POK
INVENTIONS.

From the ** Mechanics* Magazine," June G.

9B43. J. H. Johnson. Improvements in the construction of steam or other vapour and

water or other liquid tight joint. (A communication.) Dated Xott. 12, 1861. The liquid

tight joint is producetl bv the combmalion of an open or split packing ring of copper or

other suitable metal, with a V' or angular circular groove formed on one or both junction

surfaces, or with angular or bevelled surfaces, on one or Iwth faces of the joint, in such

manner that the ring, which is ope*i or in a slightly expanded state, when placed in or upon

one of the angular surfaces or grooves, shall be closed, and forced into its proper place by

the act of compressing the two parts of the joints together. Patent cotiipletcti.

2851. E.C.Kemp. Improvements in gas-lamps, glasses, aTul other fittinga. Bated

Ko0. 13, 1861- This relates togas lamps, their glasses and tops, and conhists, 1, in construct-

ing the IVamework, or parts that retain the glass, ofa hall lamp so i hat a single nut and screw

at the toi> of each pillar or upright bar thereof serves to unite the upper frame, and the

radial arms by which the lamp is supported and 6usi)endcd from the centre ; also in support-

ing them bv a hook and eve from the gas-pipe in such way that the lamp cnn be unhooked

at pleasure without interfering with the gas-duct. The invention also relates to gas and

other lamps and their glasses and shades, and to the method of applying them to the (ittings.

These glafses or shades are gcnerallv supported by a triangular pie<;e from the bottom, which

throws a disagreeable shadow downward*. According to this invention the patentee sup-

ports them from the up[»er part, and for this purpose he makes the glas-s somewhat in the

form of an inverted parabola or liel! shape, with the large end uppermost; this is formoil

with a lip, which is inserted within a ring fixed horizontally at the termination, and on a

level with the gas-arm of the lamp, or iliandelier, or other fitting. The glass rests on two

lugs within the ring, and is inserted from below, and fixed by a screw opnosed to the two

lugs. The gas is conducted bv a small pipe from the arm, and descends within the parabolic

shade to a suitable |>oint ; an opening is made in the bottom of the shade for the admission

of air. He lurihcr applies a lop or cover which harmonises with thecoDtour, and completes

the above form and arrangement of the shade. Patent completed,

2853. L. RoLLAND. An improved spring.door shutter, with a movable lever. Dated Xov.

13 1861. This invention consists in setting a stiff metallic wire along the frame of doors, a

little behind and parallel to the line of hinges, and extending about the whole height of the

taid doors ; the upper end of the wire is pinched in a little socket fixed to the frame, while

the lower end, running freely in another guiding socket, is pinched below by a small cap

carrying a hinge<l lever, which lever can be brought at pleasure in a horizontal or vertical

position ; in the first case, bearing against the door, it shuts by the sprin.? action of the wire

;

in the second cise, standing up against the frame, it has no action on the door, which can

rem&in open or shut by hand. Patent abandoned.

2859. F. CoNEV. An improved stock for brooms. Dated Nov. 13, 1861. The object of

thb invention is to obtain tne equivalent of two separate brooms upon one stick or liandlc,

and the invention consists in forming the stock with a head and two sides as hereafter ex-

plained. A hole is made in the stock for the reception of the stick or handle ; the two sides

are continued down at angles, approach or meet at the l>ottom of the broom, and carry bass,

hair, or other fibre ; one side may be filled with bass, and the other with hair, or they may
both l>e filled with similar or different materials suitable for brooms. Patent completed.

2864. J. Leslie. Improvements in the manufacture of gas. Dated Nov- 13, 1861. Here,

in order to manufacture gas more advantageously from hydro-carbon fluids, the hydro-

carbon lluid is caused to flow or drop .down a tube or series of tubea, by prclerence in an

upright {losition, within an outer vessel or retort, which is heated externally. Patent aban-

doned.

2865. H. R. Frickbr and J. Manley. ImproTcments in apparatus fbr facilitating the

cleansing of sewersand other water-courses or ways. Dated Nov. 15. 1861. This consists of

a bar or axis of wood or iron, having thereon numerous tines, or blades, or stivers, which

are fixed round the circumference or' the bar or axis in such a position as to stand in the

place of the thread of a screw, the bar forming the centre or shaft of such screw; thus placed,

tines, or blades, or stivers are actually detached portions of the thread of the screw. The
two ends of the shaft or axis are furnished with swivels, and by theact of drawing ormoving

the shaft or axis longitudinally through water or mud, such shaft or axis will revolve or

rotate together with the tines, or blades, or stivers thereon, so as to agitate the mud and

matters which arc below the water, and beat up and iotemally mix such mud and matters

ai are in the sewers, rivers, &c. Patent completed.

2866. A. C. LiPSETT. Improvements in apparatus for heating orLboiling fluids for do-

mestic or other purposes. Dated Nov. 14, 1861. Here the inventor uses a vessel of any
desired dimensions, and formed of a conical shape, tajwring smaller towards the bottom, at

which part it is provided with a watertight aperture employed for fitting the vessel upon a

tutw fixed to a circular concave saucer or plate, so that the bottc»m of the vessel does not

touch the saucer, but allows it, as well as the conical surface of the vessel, to be exposed to

the flame arising from the ignition of methylated spihts of wine, or other suitable spirit

placed in the saucer. Patent abandoned.

28fi9, M. WiozELL. Improvements in machinery or apparatus to be used in moulding
md casting twisted nails, holts, and screws, for sheathing vessels, shipbuilding, and other
purpofcs. Dated Nw, 14, J86I. This consists of a i)late or plates fitted with any number of

Duts, througli which screws of the required pitch work ; on the ends of the said screws are
attached the screws or twi«ted form of nails forming the patterns of the articles to be made,
which p^ttterns, by twing made to descend, screw themselves into the sand or other material

used in»tea(l of sand, and produce the required form or mould. The plate or frame contain-

ing the screws is made to rise or fall by a screw or lever, by hand or any known motive power
;

and this plate or frame, when raised, carries with it the screws and patterns of the nails or

other art.cles to )« made, and causes them to twist or unscrew themselves out of the mould,
the nuts through which the screws work being fixed and arranged on a buitable framework
or ttand. Patent computed.

2872. G. Hawkslev. Improvements in apparatus for sounding alarums and actuating
ventilators. Dated Nov. 14, IKGl. This consists in means for sounding alarums and actu-
ating ventilators when the temperature of an apartment is increased beyond that at which
the apparatus is set to go. This object is effect«i by means of strips of metal (by preference
zinc) which will expand freely by heat, in combination with certain levers. Patent aban-
doned.

2874. C. H. Mi'REUP-iN. Improvement*" in ventilators for railway and other carriages
and for other similar purposes. DatedNov. 16, 1S61. This invention ia carried as follows:

—

At Ihe top of the aperture, for the window sash, and behind the grooves in which the sash
slides, the inventor places one or more strips of wire or silk gauze, joined together, so that

thev can be foldeti or opened out, the top strip being held by pivots working in hearings fixed

to the frame. The bottom strip of gauze is mounted with a bevelled strip of wood or other
material, to which the top of the sash is made to correspond, and the strifw are made to un-
fold or expand by weights on pulleys. There arc details, which we cannot here give space
to. Patent abandoned.

9877. E. I,ooMEs. Improved machinery for moulding bricks, tiles, and other like articles.

Dated Nov. 15. 1861. This consists in adapting to the lower end of the puKmill shaft, one, two,

or more eccentrics, cams, wipers, &c., in combination with movealile stops, against which
the clay or substance to be moulded is pressed by the cams or wipers as they mnve round.
IJy that means the clay is squeezed between the curved surfaces of tlie wipers and the stop*",

and wilt thereby be forced out of the mill through the apertures provided for the purpose,
and will be pressed into or through moulds or dies. Patent completed.

2888. J. Else and T. GonPREY. An improved washing apparatus. Dated Nov. 16,

1861. This consists of an oblong frame of wood, or other suitable material), the bottom
whereof is open, and the lower ond^ of the sides of the frame are either straight, or are
inclined inwards, the inclination being such that the frame will be firmly on the bottom
and sides of a puncheon, or washing-tub, or vessel. On the sides of the frame, inside thereof,

are two grooves which receive the edge of a sheet of zinc, or other suitable metal, which is

corrugated in the direction of its width, having corrugations either of an luiiform character

or varying in their width or depth. The corrugated sheet is somewhat raised in the centre,

and lies on a strip of wood or other material which is placed centrally between the sides of

the frame, and stands a little higher than the slots in the sides of the frame j the ends of tiie

strip rest upon the pieces of wood or other material stretching IVom side to side of the frame.

From a little below the top piece, and at a short distance from the back thereof, is a piece of

wood or other material which extends to the top of the frame, and connects the top end and
sides together, and also forms a surface for the water to run down when the apparatus is

in use. Patent completed.

PBOVISIONAIi PROTECTIONS.
1001, H. A. Holdcn, Birmingham, merchant, and C. Weekes. Carmarthen, C.E. Im-

provements in apparatus used in drawing water or other fluids from cisterns, tanks, or other
vessels. Dated April 8, 1S62.

1110. J. H. Jolmson, 47 Lincoln's-inn-flelds, gentleman. Improvements in machinery or

apparatus for cutting the teeth of wheels, racks, or segments. (A communication.) Dated
April 16, 1362.

1143. W. Munn, Borrowstounncss, Linlithgow, N.B., engineer, and 1), Ballantine, jun,,

ironfounder. Improvements in mills for grinding. Dated April 19, 1862.

116.3. A. Dixon, Birmingham, engineer. Improvements in knife and fork cleaning

machines. Dated April 21, 1862.

1187. A. V. Newton, dC^ Chancery Lane, mechanical draftsman. Improvements in looms
for manufacturing tufted pile fabrics.'and iu the mode of operating such looms. (A commu-
nication.) Dated April 23, 1862.

1211. V. R. Drummond, Perth. A revolving rake for lifting objects from the ground.

Dated April 25, 1862.

1264. E. Moore, Tewkesbury. Improvements in the manufacture of dress skirts and
dresses. Dated April 30, 1862.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
James Smyth Benest and Arthur Newson, Norwich, architects.

Jacob Mai-vel Robertshaw, and George Lax, Leeds, builders.

William Whitehorn, and Reuben Cook, brickmakers.

William Flanagan, Owen Morgan, and James Brown, Liverpool, joiners.

BAN3CRX7PTS.

Joseph Johnson, Flora Villas, Albion Gardens, Hammersmith, plumber, June 24, at 12.

John Child, Weymouth Terrace. Hackney Road, builder, June 24, at I.

William Shepherd, Berry Edge, Durham, joiner, June 30, at 12, Bankrupts' Court, New-
castle-upon-Tyne.
Thomas James, Sheen, Buckinghamshire, timber merchant, June 23, at 12, County Court,

High Wycombe.
Henry Wick Clarke, Providence Row, Old Ford Road. Bow, carpenter, June 18. at IIJ-

Joseph Julien Jankowski, Buckingham Place, Fitzroy Square, designer, June 17, at 5.

William Holmes Wakelin, Ealing, builder, June 17, at 3.

William Cook Bramwell, Blackburn, L^ancashire, builder, June 20, at 12, Bankrupts'

Court, Manchester.
Thomas Dovencr, Burnley, Lancashire, stonemason, June 23, at 3, County Court,

Burnley.
George John Merritt, Landport, Hants, stonemason, June 24, at 11, County Court,

Portsmouth.
William Hyde, Weston-sujier-Mare, Somersetshire, carjwnter, June 21, at 10, County

Court, Banbury.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

We cannot undertake to return rejected communications.

WoBKs IN Prouhksr.—We shall feel obliged to any of our readers who will favour us with

notes of works contemplated or in progress in the provinces; in most cases a simple

mention that a work is about to be, or has already been commenced, will be sulKcicnt.

Received.—C. and L. (too late), R. C, T. T., Chalk Lane, W. H. T.. B.&C, Juvenile

Architect. J.M. H., (;. J. P., J.G.B., J. T.. J.W.. J. B., J.J.B., T. W. G., W.K.
guandom.. P. G., W. H. R., T. R. S., M. O. T., R. S., B. W., H. U J., J. H. B.

J. C. (too late), W. H. D. (next week), J. P., J. W.
, - ,

J. M. Hay.—The table of lees adopted by the Glasgow architects, is to be found in Uie

ButLDiNc; News for March 8, 1861, p. 214, appended to a letter which bears the heading

" Architects' Charges."

*#* Notice.—2^ Building Ke-^s is now piihlisked at IGG Fleet Street,

where all Communications and Advertisevients shottld be addressed.

J
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THE BEGULATION OP ARCHITECTURAL
COMPETITIONS.

A PAMPHLET in the form of a letter, on tho abore subject, has

reached us—printed for private circulation by Mr. John Honey-

man, Jan., a member of tho Glasgow Architectural Society. It

seems that the subject of the regulation of architectural competitions

has come before the members of that Society, and that thov havo

determined to try a scheme similar to the one attempted by the

Architectural Association a good many years ago— namely, the

establishment of a code of regulations, by which competitions are to

be governed in such a way as to secure feimess to all parties.

The vei7 serious nature and extent of the evils attendant upon the

present mode of conducting architectural competitions, havo been too

freqiuently acknowledged to admit of a moment's doubt. It is quite

certain that to all engaged in them, to employers quite as much as to

architects, any effectual plan for checking those evils would be of tho

greatest advantage, and there can bo little doubt that improvement

must and will come, so great is the desire felt for it among the mem-
bers of the profession.

It will be necessary, before competitions can be established upon a

basis at once satisfactory and penaanent, to restrdn competitors from

certain questionable proceedings, at present frequently taken, and also

to restrain those who invite ai-chitects to compete, from occasioning

certain irregularities and omissions, which ai-e equally frequent. All

the schemes hitlierto brought forward have been based upon this

necessity; they have consisted of regulations, some intended to be

binding on competitors, and others on those who invite competition

;

but they have overlooked the all-important question, " What power

is competent to exercise the restraining influence admitted to be

essential ?
"

It is the misfortune of almost all proposals hitherto made, to labour

under the same difficulty as the celeorated scheme of the mice who
proposed to " bell the cat ;

" the remedy would indeed be effectual,

but no one is able to apply it.

As regards employers, it is quite clear that neither architects nor any-

one else can, by any regulations, prevent public bodies or others from

putting just wliat advertisements they please into the public papers,

and offering what premiums they please, under whatever conditions

th«^ think proper.

This has been so ob%nous that the reformers of competitions have

almost always admitted its truth; they have, however, concluded

justly enough, that could they get the whole architectural profession

to agree never to compete except upon certain terms, they should re-

duce tho public to the necessity of accepting those terms as often as

they thought it necessary to invito plans from competing architects.

To obtain the unanimous consent of so large, so scattered, and so

irregularly constituted a body of men as the members of the archi-

tectural profession, to any set of rules, will be found far more difficult

than has been supposed, and probably there is not a single point among
those which will be uniformly admitted to stand in need of remedy,

which all would propose to rectify in the same way.

Men also feel, that although they would gladly conform to any just

regulations, to which all the members of the profession subscribe, they

will not bind themselves to a code, however reasonable, to which only

a few, or even to which only a majority of architects have given in

their adhesion ; for the effect of this would be, to shut themselves out

from advantageous competitions, and to leave the way to success all

the more open to less scrupulous rivals.

The particular scheme advocated in Mr. Honeyman's pamphlet is

open to the same objection which lies against other proposals to

establish a code of regulations, to a greater degree perhaps than they
;

and it seems not unlifiely that, if accepted, its operation would be less

satisfactory than that of other schemes. The idea is, that architects

are to enter into an agreement, that so often as they compete for archi-

tectural work they will conduct their competition in a certain way
;

and further, that any competitor who has entered into this bond, and

is found to have gained a competition in any other way, is to forfeit a

considerable sum of money.
There is less likelihood"of this proposition being generally agreed to

than almost any other which has jet been brought forward ;_ there is,

further, the certainty that if it were established, while it might to a

certain extent operate as a check, there would result from it litigation,

heart-burning, and dissension to no common degree ; and lastly, we
cannot help feeling, that such a regulation generally a^eed to would
seem very much to stigmatise the architectural profession in the eyes

of its own members and of the public.

We believe that all these methods, which partake of the nature of

compulsion, will and must fail, and that the real remedy lies in the

moral influence which the growth of a high tone of professional feel-

ing and imanimity among architects will exercise, and in the use of

such moral lueaiis as will make no pretension to compulsion, and will

consequently not provoke resistance or distrust.

United action, and tho sort of efprU de corps which will prevent a
man's doing for his own benefit that whicli will damage the profession
to which ho belongs, is not a thing to spring up all at once, and the
great stride which the architectural profession has made in a few
years may well bo supposed to havo introduced elements which time
and caro will bo required to consolidate. The process is going on,
however, and we doubt not that tho day is approaching when the
general feeling of the bodv of architects will far more effectually hold
back men of weak principles from disreputable modes of gaining prac-
tice, than any code of laws which can possibly be framed.
Tho Northern Architectural Association has set on example, in tho

direction of attempting to guide public bodies, which deserves con-
sideration. Its members havo agreed upon certain conditions, which
they can recommend to committees and others as those which they
conceive likely to ensure a fair competition ; and whenever a com-
petition is announced, the Secretary of the Association forwards a
copy of this list of conditions to the conductors of it. In some cases
they have been adopted ; and wo believe that were other architectural

bodies to pursue a course thus moderate and dignified, they would be
more likely to effect their object than by advocating or attempting to

enforce more forcible measures. Many, we believe most, committees
and public bodies, are sincerely desirous to do right ; and when they
sanction a job, do so because one or two of the most clever and least

principled of their number have succeeded in carrying matters their

ovni way ; and a document of the nature of suggestions, coming from
a source of undoubtedly good standing, and on the face of it fair

and business-like, would be likely to command assent, and to be
adopted without difficulty in many cases. At any rate, tho proper

way to go to work is to establish and exercise a moral influence ; and
we fear that the suggestion of the pamphlet before us, however well

meant, has more of material than moral force in its nature.

ART AND MiiNUFACTURE.

WHEN any object of use or luxury is frequently demanded, the
making of it begins to assume tHat regular and systematic form

which we call manufacture. Articles that are seldom wanted, or which
havo some peculiarity of their own, are usually said to be made,
while those which, like soldiers' uniforms, are made in large numbers,
and of certain specified sizes, are said to be manufactured.

This broad distinction between making and manufacturing is one that
we do well to bear in mind, because the application of art to handi-
work is governed by two essentially different principles, according as

the work to bo done is or is not a piece of manufacture. In the one
case tho handicraftsman must be an artist, in the other it is the maker
of the original pattern, and not tho actual handicraftsman, in whom
the feeling and skill of an artist are required. Let us, for instance,

compare ornaments in wrought and cost iron. The workman engaged
upon a piece of ornamental wrought iron work may or may not have
originated the entire design. He may or may network from a sketch,

a drawing, a model, or even a completed piece of iron work. In any
case, however, the character of the completed work depends not a littie

upon his artistic feeling and skill. If he have an original in the same
metal before him, the degree in which he will catch its spirit and re-

produce it depends entirely upon his skill and cunning.

With cast iron, however, tho workman has a very subordinate part

to play. A pattern is put into his hands, and all ho does, or can do, is

to take a very accurate impress of that pattern in sand, and then to

pour molten metal very steadily into the mould. The pattern that

came into his hands is the circumstance which influences the character

of the ornament produced, and so long as he can mould neatly and
pour steadily, any number of castings may be produced, each like the

other and quite independent of the workman's possessing or wanting
artistic sense and taste.

That the difference here pointed out obtains, between all articles

manufactui-ed in quantities, and all those made singly, will probably

be admitted without hesitation. We admire the art of the carver when
we examine a cornice carved in stone or wood ; but when we admire

an emiched plaster cornice, though we may praise the workmanship of

the plasterer, we admire the art of the original modeller. The painter

gives the impress of art to a picture, of which he with his own hand
lays the colours on to the canvas ; but in an engraving we owe the

beauty and value of the work, not to the printer who spreads the ink

on the plate and passes it through the press, but to tho engraver, whose
cunning cut into the plate those original lines.

Just as there is higher art in painting than in engraving, in sculp-

ture than in plaster casts, in beaten work than in metal-work ; so

there always ivill and must be the highest excellence in those produc-

tions in wfiich the same mind which originates giudes the hand that

executes. Though this be true, there is an absolute necessity for the

adoption of the principle of manufacture in meeting the wants of a

populous and civilised countrj-. Hence it comes to pass, that in
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executing works, even of an ornamental nature, vre are obliged to be

content with only seldom employing artistic handiwork, and to resort

to rapid methods of manufacture.

This necessity being admitted, it 'remains that, while we should

jealously guard" against the infringements which manufacture is

likely to make upon the legitimate domains of art, we should at the

same time eiert ourselves strenuously to ensure the assistance of the

beet art available for forming the patterns and ori^nals of all manu-
{Mtured goods. We have been of late sincerely desirous to extend

the application of art manufactures, and have succeeded wonderfully

well ; we have also done a great deal within the last few years to

improve the taste and skill of the designers of all sorts of ornamental

articles and objects. It is, however, to be feared that we are by no
means equally on our guard against the danger of allowing manu-
facture to usurp the place of handicraft, in even the highest de-

partments of art ; and it is principally with a desire to draw attention

to this danger that the subject is now considered.

The ordinary architecture of the day (and architecture is generally

the truest exponent of the state of popular taste) is one admitting of

as wearisome a repetition of the same pattern time after time, as any

which can occur in the manufacture of waU-papers, or table-cloths,

nor is the state of Paris in this respect much better than that of

English cities. In short, a vast majority of our buildings may be

compared to the Latin and Greek verse produced by the hundred

lines at public schools, constructed upon a definite form, supplied

with metaphors, similes, and epithets, from a supply carefully classified

and alphabetically arranged in the " Gradus ad Pamassum."
The verj' fact that symmetrical repetition of equal and similar

features, is one of the main sources of effect in all the classical styles,

and that the classical styles or corruptions of them have been, since

the Reformation, the only ones generally popular in this country, has

induced a strong inclination to promote the endless repetition of those

small detailswhere carving or other handiwork might have been happily

introduced, to stamp an individual character upon a whole building,

or portion of a building ; and it is indeed fortimate that the Gothic

revival has at last come, and drawn attention to the value of the

opposite principle, that of endless variety and individual character,

both in features and in buildings.

While good Gothic work will always command and require the

labours of original artistic workmen, in many branches, we cannot

but see that the manufacturer has been called in, not only to aid the

architect by the production of simple, and necessarily manufactured
articles, such as tUes, window quarries, or crestings, but even to sup-

plant the art-workman in portions of the building, which can ill

afford to lose the characteristic touch -srhich the individual workman
alone can give.

There is nothing so truly living and artistic about a building, as the

carving on its nooks and comers, its angles, pinnacles, and bosses
;
yet

we have carving-works, where the work is performed wholesale byma-
chinery, and ifwe do not also carve stoneby asimilarprocess, it arises more
from the intractability of the. material than from an indisposition to sub-

ject it to the steam-engine and the drill. But metal work illustrates,

far more than any other work, the danger of allowing the wholesale

manufacturer to invade the domains of the artist. Nothing affords

finer scope for the display of original design, and of good artistic

feeling in the workman, than the ornamental hinge fronts on the face

of a Gothic door, and the beaten finials which mark the highest

points of the roofs, or crown the summits of spirelets, dormers, or

other small features : yet how seldom is the hand of an artist— an
original worker— discernible in these features, particularly in the

hinges ! We get the pattern-book of one of the manufacturers of

such articles, and having satisfied ourselves about the price, the dis-

count, the extra charge for carriage and packing-cases, and the length

of credit given, we order a pair of hinges. No. 25, or No. 50 ; and a

ring. No. 12, and latch No. 2, just as if an ornamental feature on
the level of the eye, and exhibited with every advantage of contrast,

of colour, as well as proximity, were not as worthy of the best design

and original handiwork as the bosses that stop the label which shelters

the doorway, or the tender garland of spring flowers which twines

and curls in the deep hollow running round it not twelve inches

away!
It is of course true that, but for the artistic and inexpensive way in

which such articles are now manufactured, they would be omitted
altogether from very many economical buildings to which they form
an agreeable ornament, at an almost nominal expense ; but this is no
excuse for adopting cast hinges and cast-iron finials in places where
the funds exist for original work. Where the character of the work
rises to that of pure art, the importance of avoiding manufactured orna-

ments, and replacing them with wrought ones, is very great.

Such a work as the Hereford screen at the International Exhibition,

purely ornamental in intention, rich in design, lavish in decoration,

and especially beautiful from the variety of its colouring, presents, in

its smallest parts, an amount of repetition which would not have

occurred in a mediteval work of the same value. True, the middle
age workmen would have wrought upon it for more years than the

I'
Skidmore Art Manufactures Company " have done months ; but it

is thus only that a great piece of purely ornamental work ought to
be produced, and thus alone that it can be rendered instinct with life
and beauty, to the tip of every tendiil and the heart of eveir feature
and leaf, and thus alone that it can thoroughly merit the place of a
work of the highest art.

We have chosen this illustration, because this repetition of minor
features in a work of confessedly very high merit, coupled with the
ominous title assumed by the well-known makers of the screen, and
with the still more ominous praise showered upon those makers for
the speed with which the work was done, argues unfavourably for
the course in which we are going ; and will even compare unfavour-
ably with the best examples of renaissance work, where the tempta-
tion to abandon all attempts at individuality of workmanship is far
stronger than it can possibly be in any work of Gothic character.
One thing must not be altogether passed over, and that is the pos-

sibility of adding nobility to almost any article of artistic manufacture
by employing design in the use of it. For this purpose the articles

themselves usually requii-e to be simple, or they vrill not lend them-
selves well to the duty required of them ; employed by an artist, the
most simple coloured tiles, arranged in a good pattern, wiU surpass in
merit the most elaborate manufactured pavement ; the plainest glass
quarries, well used, will outshine the most brilliant embossed window

;

and the simplest geometrical mosaic will give more real pleasure, and
show more true art, than the most elaborate piece of machine carving;
untouched by the chisel of the workman.
For these purposes art-manufactures are good, but as a substitute

for real original art they are bad ; and plentiful, cheap, and specious
as they are, it will reqxure all our watchfulness, especially in this age
of haste and inattention, to prevent their being adopted for uses
which they cannot properly subserve, and exalted to positions which
ought either to be occupied by something better, or honestly left

vacant.

THE TRUTHFUL IN ART.

ON the 3rd of this month, Mr. Robert W. Edis read a paper before

the Architectural Association, on "The Truthful in Art." This
paper may be considered a fair sample of many others read before our
architectural societies. It is a model of the forcible feeble style. Its

writer appears to be lost in a fog, which is only occasionally lit up by
scintillations of sunlight. Mr. Edis must certainly be the victim of

some melancholy longing, which no language can express, and which
no reality can satisfy. He, evidently, can only see as through a glass

darkly. Everything wears to his eye a shadowy indistinctness. He
sees in every direction men as trees walking, ^^^lere an ordinary per-

son would behold a church tower, Mr. Edis woidd see pictured before

him a kind of pillar, half fire and half cloud, which recedes into the

dim distance when approached by mortal feet. He appears to be over-

whelmed with the vast power of his own imagination. He takes the

greatest possible liberty with nature and the English language. He
tosses about phrases in fantastic confusion. He piles up a pyramid of

epithets, and complacently examines it as a glorious work of art. He
comes before the world as a preacher who does not understand his

text. As a proof that we in no way misrepresent him, we will take

as a sample a sentence or two from the introductory portion of his

paper referred to. " To know," says Mr. Edis, "a truth well, we must
fight it out ; to gain that knowledge we must diligently strive to act

up to those better principles and nobler thoughts which lie in the

hearts ofmost men, and which, until the heavy cloak of indifference and
carelessness in the first place, and falsehood and hypocrisy in the end,

would ever appear openly, as the glorious sunlight of the heart words
that lie within, ginding alway right through the night of our own
perversity and obdurate nature, which so long has obscured the truth-

fulness in us. Truth, then, is the great veU of Nature which God has

spread over eternity ; so Art lifts the veU which conceals the glory

which once was, and shows forth all the beauty therein, bringing out

all that is latent in fabric and jewels, stone, marble, and all else

that i.s, and Truth combined with Art, must tend to lift man from the

mere material and sensual in art, to the ethereal and highest

nobility. And it should be our earnest purpose to strive to use well

and properly that which learning and science has placed within our

grasp ; there must be throughout our striving an undercurrent of con-

scientiousness and truthful endeavour, a something which casts out all

shame, all hj-pocrisy, and leads us to look at our noble art, not in the

light only of making money, but as something to teach to future

generations some little good, to write dovrn in the pages of the present

as wo best can, and with the best of our ability, some few lines of the

great art-poem, that has been ebbing and flowing from good to bad

in past generations, and must still ebb and flow till all becomes as the
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ait aa in allbaseless fabric of a vision. Truth is a great virtue, iu

else," &c.

If Mr. Edis or anyone else can see any rhyme or reason in_ this

passage, he must possess more intelligence than falls to the ordinary

race of mortals. The first sentence consists of a string of words put

together with no definite meaning or purpose. We have vainly en-

deavoured to get at the idea with which the writer must have

supposed he was uispired when he constructed the sentence. Wo
are told something about " the better principles and nobler thoughts

of the heart; " and something about " the heavy cloak of indifference

and carelessness in the first place, and falsehood and hypocrisy in the

end;" and of "the long night of our own perversity and obdurate

nature," which have obscured the truthfulness in us. But what do

all these tine words mean ? Mr. Edis leads us into the dark and

leaves us there. Would it not be better to have fewer splendid

phrases and simpler ideas ? When the author assumes the functions

of the interpreter of Truth, he does not shine more conspicuously.

He says, " Truth is the great veil of Nature," but we do not see why it

ahouli bo so, any more than that Nature should be the veil of Truth.

Then we are told that God has spread this great veil of tnith over all

eternity. A moment before it was the obduracv of our nature which

obscured the truthfulness within us ; now it is ti-uth obscuring all

eternity. Why truth can or should obscure all eternity we are not

told. Having boldly advanced into the \ery sanctum sunctyrum o{

the universe, Mr. Edis becomes more courageous, and proclaims the

mission of Art. " Ai-t," he says, " lifts the veil which conceals the glory

that once was." According to this teaching, truth is a veil, and

glory no longer exists, as it " once was," but this glory that " once

was," still possesses "beauty." Wo should have thought that truth,

instead of being a veil, was veiled by ignorance and prejudice, and that

Art assisted to lift the veil so that men may see the beauty of truth.

Not satisfied with giving one memorable revelation in a sen-

tence. Ml-. Edis, without stopping to take breath, rushes on to inform

US that Art, which lifts the veO of truth spread over all eternity, also

brings out all that is latent in fabrics, jewels, stone, marble, and all

that is concealed in eternity. Now, with our less imaginative minds,

we should have thought that jewels, fabrics, stone, and marble had

not been eternally concealed, and that they did not want Art to lift

the veil of truth from all eternity to make them manifest. We should

have thought that Art did something to produce jewels and fabrics.

But what jewels and fabrics, stones and marbles, have to do with

truth, nature, and eternity, Mr. Edis does not condescend to inform us.

In the next branch of the sentence we are told that " Truth combined

with Art must tend to lift," not a veil, but man. Truth at one

moment was a thing to be lifted, the next moment it was an agent

lifting man. Mtei many long and labom'ed phrases, in which " the

material," "the sensual," "the ethereal," "the highest nobility,"

"art," "science," "striving," "under current of conscientiousness,"

"truthful endeavour," "sham," and "h^-pocrisy," are huddled to-

gether in unutterable confusion, the wiiter mdulges in another flight

of imagination, and tells us " to write down in the pages of the

present as wo best may, and with the best of our ability, some few
lines of the great art^poem that has been ebbing and flowing, from

good to bad, through past generations," &c. First, Art is a poem
towards which all are invited to contribute a few lines, as "they best

may, and to the best of their ability
;

" then this poem, by a sudden

transformation, is converted into an ebbing and flowing sea, which is

not made to wash the shores of time, but to ebb through past genera-

tions. From the past, our imagination, in the t-wdnkling of an eye, is

tran.sported to the future, when Art, Truth, veils. Nature, eternity,

shams, h^'pocrisy, science, learning, the sensual, the ethereal, and "all

becomes as the baseless fabric of a vision." The next sentence opens

with another astonishing revelation. Truth, which was a veil over-

spreading eternity, becomes, by a sudden movement of the enchanter's

wand, " a great virtue in art." We might go on to show the other

lofty flights of imagination which the writer has endeavoured to

scale. But we will neither waste oiu' own space, nor trespass on the

patience of the reader by so doing. Mr. Edis reminds us of a little

girl we once knew, whose mother was a French lady and whose father

was a German. The little girl knew a little of French, a little of

German, and a little of English, and .sometimes when wishing to make
herself understood, she would utter a sentence of mongrel English,

French, and German, which nobody understood. The little girl, how-
ever, had a definite idea of her own, but clothed it in confused words.

But Mr. Edis's ideas appear to bo as foggy as his hinguage is

chaotic. Instead of studj-ing the rules of Lindley Murray, Mr. Edis

must have been sitting at the feet of LokI Dundreary. That noble

gentleman never utters two consecutive sentences coherently. He is

no sooner in the middle of a sentence than he loses his way, and like

Mr. Edis, soon manages to get into confusion worse confoimded.

There is a diffiirence, however, between Lord Dundreary and Mr.

Edis. Though the one does not attempt to instruct Ms neaiers, he

manages to amuse them, while the other neither interests nor amuses.
When Mr. Edis gets into tlie depths of his subject, ho flings about
denunciatory epithets in the most unsparing maimer. He speaks aa if
ho were the only living high priest of Art. He pours contempt on
the last five centuries of artistic efllirt. We have been told on high
authority that "fools rush in wher»! angels fear to tread," and we have
living example before us. Mr. Ivlis comes before the public as a
teacher of art architecture, without having studied the simplest rules
of composition. He reads a paper which violates all the requirements
of granimar. There is contradiction, confusion, and chaos in almost
every sentence he utters. His paper is a 8hap<!le8s mass <;f unintelli-
gibiiitj-. And ^et he comes before society as a denouncer of honoured
names, as a deliverer from corruption and thraldom, and as the herald
of a revolution in architecture. Before ho undertook so important a
mission, the very least thing ho could have done was to have treated the
English language with a little more respect. Before ho undertook to
take the beam from the eye of the pubhc, he should have endeavoured
to remove the mote from his own eye. We are now inclined to say,
" Physician, heal thyself." Mr. Edis, and other aspiring teachers of
architecture, should bear in mind that the art of composition deser\'e8

some consideration. The written language of a people is of as much
importance as the architecture of a people. The teachers of the
" Truthful in Art," should study with something like ordinary care

the art of speaking and wilting correctly and coherently, or we shall

witness other examples of the blind leading the blind. We do not
remember an in.stance of a man attacking so violently the customs of
society as Mi\ Edis has done in the paper wo are now considering.

Everything about him is denounced as sham, paste, plaster, hypocrisy,
lying, and imposture. So slashing a critic and so fierce a declaimer
should have come into court with cleaner hands. He must polish his

periods and point his style if he is efiectually to do the work he has
undertaken. At all events, being so severe a critic himself, he cannot
object to be severely criticised in return.

^ittraluw.

THE MAUSOLEUM AT HALICAKNASSUS EESTORED.*

IN the introduction to this admirable work, Mr. Fergusson very
ju.stly claims for the renovated Mausoleum of Halicamassus the

attention of all who take an interest iu ancient, or who are engaged
in the study or practice of modern architecture. All we actually

knew of it till recently, was that the ancients were inclined to regard

it as the very best specimen of aixhitectural art wliich they possessed.

Not only did they rank it as among the seven wonders of the world,

but as,signed to it that preeminence for the intrinsic beauty of its

design, and the mode in which it was ornamented. Perhaps, before

proceeding to speak of the volume in a critical sense, it may be well

to enter into a brief accoimt of the manner in which reliable materials

have been gained for its production, and to render proper tribute to

those who collected them. In 1840, Lord Stratford de Kedcliffe

obtained from the I'orte a firman for the removal of certain bassi-

rilievi, wliich had been built into the walls of the castle of Budrum,
the ancient Halicamassus. These arrived in England in due course,

and were at once admitted to be fragments of tne sculpture of the

mausoleum, as it had been previously assumed that they were. But
their beauty only sen ed further to increase the regret that all traces

of the building to which they belonged should have been, as it thus

appeared, for ever lost.

While things were in this unsatisfactory position, it was stated

that Mr. Charles Newton, formerly an ofiicer ot the British Museum,
and then Vice-ConsiU at Mytilene, had not only discovered the true

site of the mausoleum on a -spot previously mdicated by Professor

Donaldson, but had also found considerable remains of the long-lost

building. Public attention, says Mr. Fergusson, was stiU further

attracted to the subject, when it was presently announced that the

British Government had fitted out an expedition to continue the

explorations of Mr. Newton at Budrum and its vicinity. Every-

thmg seemed to shadow forth a most brilliant success, and from

the high character which Mr. Newton bore as a Greek scholar,

and a thoroughly educnted archceologist, all the Hellenist public

rejoiced that an expedition fitted out on so liberal a scale, and for

so desirable an object, had fallen into, what they believed to be, so

competent hands. The first published results, continues Mr. Fergusson,

were not encouraging. They took the form of papers presented to

Parliament, and these were publi-slicd as a Blue Book m 1858. A
• The Mausoleum «t Halicarnasaus Restored in Conformity with the recently ditcovcred

Remains. By James Fergusson, l-'ellow of the Royal Institute of British Architects, Author

of the '• Handbook of Architecture," &c. &c. l.ondon : John Murray, Albemarle Street

1862.
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second series of ppers appeared in a similar manner in_ 1859. Dia-

grams illustrated the papers, and these are taken exception to by the

author of the volume under notice, finally, the labours of the expe-

dition resolved themselves into the shape of a folio volume of plates,

accompanied by a volume of text in octavo by Sir. Nevrton. These

were published in February last, and obtained much appreciative

attraction.

The author of the "Mausoleum of Ilalicamassus Eestored," is

now by no means satisfied that Mr. Nevrton and his associates have

arrived at just conclusions with regard to the nature and characteristics

of the ancient Greek structure. lie ^ves critical and analytical

reasons for the lack of faith that is in him, and from the subjoined

data, deduces materials for the elaboratoj drawings which ornament

his book, and which he says are far nearer to the ori^nal designs

than those of Mr. Newton. The bases upon which Mr. Fergusson

proceeds to raise his superstructure are :

—

First— The passages in various ancient authors which describe the

appearance of the building, or give its dimensions.

Secondly. — The actual remains of the building discovered in the

recent explorations, and the measurement of the groimd then ob-

tained.

Thirdly.—The several tombs existing in Asia and .\frica, evidently

of the same tvpo, and which afford valuable hints for the restoration.

Lastly.— Tfhe system of definite proportions in Greek architecture,

which IS not only most useful in suggesting forms, but also most
valuable in rectifying deductions arrived at from other sources.

f" liiJl'L..'! j::'^i

It must be admitted that the principles here laid down are clear

and specific ; but it will be for Mr. Newton and his friends to argue

88 to the conclusions at which Jlr. Fergusson arrives.

We cannot undertake to solve so knotty a problem as that involved

in the question of " Whose scheme of restoration is most near to the

truth ; Mr. Newton's, or Mr. Fergusson's ? " Both gentlemen have

cnnced considerable ingenuity, and adduce strong evidence on behalf

of their views.

In reference to the testimony afforded by ancient tombs as to the

style of architecture of the Mausoleum, Sir. Fergusson introduces

an illustration in the form of a structure which Mr. IS ewton discovered

at Cnidus, and which he christened the Lion Tomb. That illustration

we reproduce here, in order that our readers may obsen'e the peculiar

features of the ancient relic, and compare them with those of the

Mausoleum of the rival restorers.

Whatever may be the impressions of those who venture upon the

task of endeavouring to arrive at truthful deductions by following

the leadership of the two gentlemen, as exemplified in their respective

works, we can promise them an agreeable, though rather erudite task.

Perhaps, after all, the matter will have to remain in the company of
speculative subjects for some time longer. Of the getting up of the
work before us we must speak in high praise. We cannot quite agree
however with Mr. Fergusson, when he states that it would be diflicult

to suggest any memorial which should more worthily commemorate
the Prince whose loss the nation is still deploring, than a reproduction
of "the monument which excited so much the admiration of the
ancient world, and rendered the grief of Artemisia famous through all

succeeding generations." We do not think either that the Memorial
Commission will quite coincide with Mr. Fergusson on this point.

ISCA SILURUM.*
1"|NDER the above title has just been published a volimie to which

J we have great pleasure in directing the attention of our
readers. The particular district in which Caerleon is situated has
long been celebrated for the discovery there of relics and remains of
the Romans, and the talented author of "Isca Silurum" has pre-
viously published a volume entitled " Delineations of Roman Antiqui-
ties at Caerleon," with a supplementary pamphlet describing a Roman
building. In fact, sufficient evidence has been adduced by the labo-
rious researches of Mr. Lee, and other zealous antiquarians of Mon-
mouthshire to prove, that for a long series of years the town of Caer-
leon was the residence of the Seconcl Augustan Legion, which, from
its protracted stay in Britain, obtained the name of Britannica. It also

appeal's, from the terms in which the place is mentioned by writers of
the Middle Ages, that it had been and was then, a town of considerable

note. Caerleon appears to have had several names. In Gale's copy
of the " Itinerary of Antoninus" it is temied Isce Legva Avgvsta—
evidently, asserts Mr. Lee, a corruption of Isca Legionis Secund<B Au-
gusta!. It was also called in the Ravenna list Isca Augusta, and Isca
Siluntm. Hence the first title of the work before us.

Although the author has, with much modesty, designated his beau-
tifully illustrated volume a " Catalogue," it is really worthy a much
higher appellation. It not only describes fully, and with singidar eru-
dition, the various objects of interest which enrich the Museum of
Caerleon, but it contains essays by himself and others upon the various
buildings and fortifications which were raised during the Roman occu-
pation, and also many details in reference to the coins which have been
found in considerable numbers in the neighbourhood of Caerleon.

Into the question of the origin of the name of the town, which is dis-

cussed at some length and with much cogent and classical reasoning

by the learned author, it is not necessary for us to go. The tracings

of Roman buildings which Mr. Lee indicates, and the particulars of
Roman remains which he gives, fall, however, legitimately within
our sphere, and with those we shall endeavour to deal. The shape of
the ancient fortress of Isca may at present be traced very distinctly,

partly by the remains of the actual walls, and partly from an elevated

ridge formed from their ruins. Like most other Roman encampments
known to have existed in England and Wales, it appears to have been
in the form of a square, with the angles rounded, and with an entrance

near the middle of each side. That to the south-west led into a road
now called the Broadway, and very probably to a ford over the river.

It is to be regretted, that for many years before Mr. Lee and his coad-
jutors entered upon their interesting enquiries, the removal of stone

from the ruined buildings, and their employment in the construction

of modem edifices, had fonned a remunerative occupation for the
labourers of the district. The material advantages gained by the latter

were undoubtedly at the expense of the scientific band who have sub-
sequently occupied the field, and manv antiquities which would have
graced the Museum are thus for ever lost or destroyed.

Those portions of the walls of the fortress of Isca which still remain
are of no great height— probably only from ten to twelve feet in the
highest part from the groimd outside. Many of the stone facings of the
walls liave disappeared in the way just described ; and in these places

the walls consist of a very irregular kind of niasoniy. The mortar, in

general, is not mixed with pounded bricks, although this is the case

near the comer of the wall, where strengtli was required. In the

locality known as the Broadway, many valuable relics have been re-

covered, and those placed in the cases of the Museum are described

and illustrated in the catalogue.

In 1855, the members of the Antiquarian Society, of which Mr.
Lee is secretary, made some extensive excavations at Caerwent, and
the results of these are described in the catalogue, by Octaviua

Morgan, Esq., M.P., and president of the Association. From this

paper, which is accompanied by excellent lithographic engravings,

we extract that portion relating to the Roman baths, which were

then brought to light:—"Close adjoining the south-west comer of the

wall, inclosing the tesselated pavement discovered in 1777, was a

* Isca Silurum : or iin Illustrated C.italoplc of the Museum of Antiquitici at Caerleon.

ny John Edward Leo, I'".S. A., I'.G.S., lloutirary Secretary of the Mouraoulhshire and Caer-

o n Antiquarian Association. London : Longman and Co., raternoster Row.
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rough heap or mound indicatinpr the remains of former buildings.

It was thought desirable to examine these, and excavation was com-
menced at tlie south side of the mound. A wall of very solid con-

struction was discovered, and within this, at the depth of five foet,

the men arrived at the door of a hypocaust. Some of the pillars,

which were formed of sandstone, had been displaced, and among
them there was a quantity of wood-ashes, with masses of slag. The
excavation was proceeded with, and there was ultimately uncovered
a small block of building, 31 ft. by 34 ft., cxliibiting a complete

set of Konum baths, perhaps the most perfect exemplification of a
private suite of baths attached to a dwelling-house yet brought to

light. Although it is not necessary here to go into the general

question of Koman baths, it may be stated that the essential apart-

ments of a Roman bath were :

—

the frit/idarium, with tho piscina, or

cold water tanls ; the opndylerium, or dressing-room, wliich was
slightly warmed ; tho tepidarium, a moderately heated chamber,

where the processes of anointing, perfuming, shaving, and other such
operations were performed ; tho calidaritttn, a strongly heated chamber,
with a calida piscina, or hot-water bath ; and lastly the sudatorium,

raised to a high temperature with a dry heat."

All these arrangements were discovered at Caerwent, and it is clear,

therefore, that tho ancient conquerors of this island made them.selves

especially comfortable there, and introduced luxuries of which the

natives had previously not even dreamt. The resemblance in some
of their details of the Tui'kish bathS which at present obtain in tho me-
tropolis to those of the ancient Romans is remarkable, and goes to

demonstrate the truth of Solomon's words, " There is nothing new
under the sun."

Mr. Morgjm, in his elaborate and extremely interesting paper,

describes veiy minutely the means and appurtenances with wliich

the Roman baths were supplied, and has caused a model and plans to

be made of the particular bath referred to. The model is deposited in

tho Museum at Caerleon, and the plans are copied on a reduced scale

in the "Illustrated Catalogue." "One problem," says the writer,

"remains unsolved, and that is where the Romans obtained water for

the Caerwent baths." The brook is distant, and is dry in summer,
and the village is now supplied from wells ; and this we must conclude
is the source whence it was procured by those who used the baths.

To have carried the water by hand through the chambers would have
been very inconvenient, and it is possible that there may have been
some contrivance in the walls, now destroyed, for [its introduction

from the outside." Thomas Wakeman, Esq., contributes to the cata-

logue " Some Notes on the Early History of Caerleon," and in fact

gives a chronological r&um6 of events connected with the ancient

town, or city as it once was, from a.d. 802, when the Danes plundered

it, down to the year 12.36.

To the Rev. C. W. King has been entrusted tho task of classifying

the extraordinary number of coins which have been at various periods

discovered in the district, and these are not among the least interesting

of the contents of the Museum at Caerleon. Only four gold coins

have been found in the vicinity, and those of chief numismatic in-

terest in the list furnished by the reverend gentleman are the silver

Carausius with the emperor on horseback. The rarity, the type

and the workmanship of these coins constitute their value. The metal,

too, of which they are composed, is much purer than that of other

coins of the period.

It would be vain for us to attempt, within a short space, to enume-
rate the items of interest which have been collected in the Museum
at Caerleon, and of which, in mo.st instances, copious descriptions are

furnished in the woi'k under review. Tho people of Monmouthshire
have just ground for pride in the possession of such an invaluable

institution, and they are fortunate in having selected a gentle-

man well qualified for the onerous dut)', to edit " Isca Silurum."

It would be unfair towards Mr. Palmer, the lithographic printer of

Newport, to omit saying that, in the execution of the fifty-two whole
page engravings which ornament the work, he has displayed an
amount of ability which entitles him to the highest commendation.
Mr. Lee himself was the artist from whose designs the engravings

were made, and this -with a view to lessening to tho public the cost

of the " Illustrated Catalogue." The volume is gi-acefully inscribed

to Octavius Morgan, Esq., M.P., F.R.S., V.P.S.A. ; and again we
cordially commend it to the notice of antiquarians, archasologists,

architects, and others.

EGYPTIAN RELICS.

THE results of Mr. Rhind's explorations in Egypt, and more par-

ticularly at Thebes, fully deserve that further consideration which
we promi.sed to give it, when on a recent occasion we wore compelled

to lay aside his book *, for the time, with but a very brief notice.

* Thebes, its Tombs and their Tenants, Ancient and Present Including a Record of
Excavations in the Necropolis, By A, Henry Rhind, F.S.A., &c.

Not satisfied with simply describing the results of the excaratioms,
ho offers at the same time a general view of Egyptian sepulchral facts.

Nor is the value of his observations lessened to any considerable
degree that although, from various circumstance*, the results are
but now given to tho world, the researches from which they arose
were made some four or five years ago. Tho sepulchral evidence on
early mctallurgic practice is a chapter of great value, and one that
cannot fail to assist the enquirer in coming to a conclusion on what
has hitherto been matter of much dispute. It has been customary,
says Mr. Rhind, to suppose that the absence of iron relics among the
innumerable spoils from tho old tombs of Egj-pt, was sufficiently ac-
counted for by tho natural tendency of that metal to decomposition,
especially liable to be hastened by the action of the nitrous soil or
sand of the country. It is, however, objected in answer to this, and
with truth, that as a general rule, the contents of the tombs were
not in contact with tho soil, for while the sand might, and did drift

up the doorways, and into the outer chambers and shafts, it seldom
reached tho sepulchral deposit, even in cases where it had long pre-
viously been rifled and neglected ; besides this, there was an almost total

exclusion from air, and damp, all conditions favourable to the preser-

vation of that metal. In carpentry, not only was iron not used, but
it appears, from tho relics, that no metal of any kind was employed,
all framing having been effected either by dovetailing, mortising, or

by wooden pins. Those who, following the dictum of RosoUini,
insist, that iron and steel must have been materials bi common use,

because without them they could not have cut and sculptured granite,

forget that, as Mr. Rhind recalls to recollection, the Mexicans per-
formed similar tasks, and even graved emeralds with the highest
finish, by the aid of bronze implements. BoUaert, in his " Researches
in South America," mentions that tho Peruvians perforate emeralds
without metal of any kind ; they use the pointed leaf of a wild
plantain, with sand and water, and succeed perfectly. There would
seem to be no real difficult)' in the execution of any of the Egyptian
work with which wo are acquainted by the aid of bronze implements.
Workmen's tools of various kinds of that metal have been discovered,

and are familiar objects, having been preserved in many museums.
But it is not so well known to what degree of excellence the quality
of the metal attained. Bronze daggers of the earliest date, rival the
elasticity of steel at the present day : carpenter's saws, chisels, fish-

hooks, tweezers, and a rarer relic, a needle, in the possession of Mr.
Rhind, are all bronze. True, some few objects in iron have at various

times been discovered, imder conditions which have perhaps too
hastily been accepted as proofs of antiquity, but the conclusion must
by no means be accepted without further enquiry-. For instance.

Colonel Vyse found a piece of wrought iron in an inner joint of tho
stones near the mouth of one of the air channels of the great
Pyramid ; but as that structure had long been the subject of constant
quanying and violation, the evidence of antiquity cannot be regarded
as conclusive. Then Belzoni found an instrument of the shape of a
modem sickle, under a sphinx, at Eamak, but the sphinx, with the
rest of the group, were lying in an " irregular and confused manner,
as if hidden in a hurry," so that there could be no evidence as to tho
date of the sickle found under such circumstances, and Belzoni, it

must be inferred, foimd no other article of iron throughout the whole
of his researches. Dathanasi wrote, "After eighteen years of la-

borious research, and after having opened so many tombs in Thebes,
and in Abydus, I have not met with the most trifling article of ironware
of Egj-ptian origin." It is believed that, of the few objects of iron

which nave been brought from Eg^-pt at all, nearly the whole of
them belong certainly to what is called late time in the archreology

of the Nile Valley, and the author of " Thebes " believes that it is

the case, " that there is no recorded personal observation, of the finding

of any iron objects, under circumstances, or in connection with other
remain!?, which would satisfactorily prove their having been con-
temporaneous -with remains of the older date in question. For ex-
ample, Colonel Vyse intimated that the Duke of Northumberland
was stated to have brought an iron weapon from Egypt ; but the
Duke of Northmnberland informs me that he knows of no such
object." Indeed, it would appear, that in every case in which iron

relics have been discovered in Eg^'pt, there is invaiiably a link want-
ing in the chain with which it . is sought to connect them with
early ages.

The fact is, the modem demand iof relics, Egyptian as weU as

others, has produced a certiin supply independent of that obtained

by actual research ; and no doubt to their supply niu.it be ascribed

many articles which have come to be looked upon as veritable

antiques. How far this applies to relics from Egypt may be readily

gathered from the ninth chapter of Mr. Rhind's volume, wherein he
describes " some characteristics of the mode of dispersion (of relics),

whether by traffic or otherwise, which has brought, and is still bring-

ing, so many Egyptian relics into public and private collections."

The spoliation of Egyptian monuments dates from tho time when
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obelisks were c*rriwl away to be re-erected in the imperial cities of

Kome ami Byzantiiuu; and, a^rain, from the close of the middle

ages, when mummy, as a drug, was so favourite a recipe, that

dealers embalmed their dead contemporaries to meet the demand
which the ransacked tombs could not supply. By the earlier half of

the seventeenth century, Kircher had made considerable progress in

the mysteries of the hieroglyphics, and abi)ut l(5/)6 Tnevenot, a

French traveller in Efo-pt, describes the Arabs of Sakkara as con-

tinually occupied in digging among the tombs for the purpose of

selling" the objects which they might discover. The first collection,

however, of any importance procured systematically, was formed by
the scientific commission which accompanied Napoleon's military

expedition in 1798. A few vcars later the piu-suit was in fidl progress

on an extensive scale ; and from that time to this it has never ceased.

The chief collectors having been the consular representatives of

England and France, Mr. Salt and Signer Drovetti, the example of

organising a regular search was soon followed by others, and pai--

ticularly by Belzoni, when, after a rupture with Mr. Salt, for whom
he had'beeu acting, he set to work on his own account. " The history

of relic-gfathering in those days is that of one long imbroglio.

There were quarrels and even fights between the working parties of

rival collectors. There were difficulties from intrigues and counter-

intrigues with corrupt local governors. There vyere disputes between

employers and employed, as to the terms of sernce. There were mis-

understandings in the communications of sellers and Government
buyers in Europe on involved questions of price and public duty.

There were even, at least locally, sparks of national ill-feeling aroused,

chiefly between English and French, in consequence of the right of

property in tombs, or such like, assumed to vest from priority of dis-

covery, being sometimes infringed." Later, in 1828, the united

French and Tuscan commissions, directed by ChampoUion and Rosel-

lini, began their labours, the chief object being the investigation of

the monuments and the publication of the results. Tlie acquisition

of antiquities, however, naturally followed ; and the Louvre and the

museum at Florence were greatly enriched. In 1842-5, a Prussian

expedition, imder the direction of Lepsius, made large collections in

Egypt for the Berlin Museum. In 1851, and succeeding years,

the Lou^^re again received most valuable additions by M. Mar-
riette's discoveries ; and, more recently, the Egyptian Government
itself has begun the formation of a collection, under the agency of

the same investigator. But, notwithstanding the magnitude of these

official operations, they have been far exceeded by the collective

effi)rts of^ private persons, such as Passalacqua, Caviglia, Cailliaud,

and others, who "brought together considerable trefism'es, by en-

gaging, directly or indirectly, in excavations ; and most of these have

foimd their way to the museums of Europe. Other Collections were

formed by European residents in Cairo and Alexandria, whose tastes or

opportimities led them to seize the advantage of their position, and secure

from the fellah diggers, or the class ofgo-between dealers, any really good
relics which then, from a less exhausted source, came more numerously

into the local market." Besides these there was the native traffic by
the villagers, who, particularly at Geezeh, Sakkara, and Thebes, were
constantly working among the tombs, sometimes on their own account,

and sometimes under the giddance of an employer. Dathanasi lived

for eighteen years at Thebes, engaged in this manner, so that one

would expect to find the whole of the remains thoroughly ransacked.

Such is, however, far from being the case, so well as can be judged

;

but the investigations, so far as they have gone, have been attended

with sad destruction to the monuments, and not only by those who
have not hesitated to use the temples as quarries, or the fellaheen who
bum suitable stones into lime ; for the scientific expeditions have not

been blameless in the matter. Mr. Rhind, while admitting the diffi-

culty of determining where the line is to be drawn, instances the

case of the Prussian expedition xmder Lepsius, who, in the most mag-
nificent tomb in Egypt, that of Sethi' I., where corridors, lialls, and
pillars were in perfect preservation, is stated to have overthrown a

decorated column to secure a portion of it, leaving the remainder a

scattered relic on the floor. This, and other doings of a similar

nature, do not contrast well with the veneration with which these re-

mains of ancient art were regarded by Wilkinson, Hay, and Burton,

who about the same time laboriously examined and sketched the

figures on the walls by the dim light of wax candles, rather than
injure the paintings with the smoke of torches.

But let not the collector of 'l^lgyptian antiqiuties believe too con-
fidingly in the genuineness of relics, because they come from Egypt,
for the production of spurious relics is carried on systematically, and
to a crmsidorablo extent. The ordinary fellaheen shape soft stone

into imitations of large scarabtei ; fasten up scraps of papyrus into

the semblance of small untouched rolls; char handfuls of their last

years' crop, and mix it with bituminous dust to give the grain the

colour of wheat from the tombs; scratch the royal cartouche on an
ordinary vase, and other deceptions, which, however, fail to impose on

the experienced. Certain dealers at Cairo, among whom are Euro-
peans, attempt more than this ; they engrave inscriptions accuratelv
copied from a set of viscera vases, on others that mav not possess
such a feature, and whose value is thereby increased fivefold ; then
bronze figures of deities of the rarer types are multiplied with unim-
peachable accuracy; the originals, even, being sent to Italy for the
purpose. One Ali Gamooni, at Thebes, is great in the production of
.^carabiei, which form his chief manufacture. The material he em-
ploys is generally that wliich the ancients themselves also largely
employed, a close-grained easily cut limestone, which, after it is graven
into shape and lettered, receives a greenish glaze by bein"- baked
with brass filings. Working in this way, says Mr. Rhind,''somo of
his copies are singularly jifood, and as for "his examples of the unim-
portant coarser sorts, which the old Egyptians with little care seem
to have produced in the same manner, they are not to be distinguished
from antiques.

It seems that, twenty years ago, Ali Gamooni was engaged
in this trade ; for a writer on Egj^tian subjects notes that he then
fmiiished Ali with appliances to aid his already manifested talent, in
the hope of flooding tlie local market with curiosities, and so saving
the monmnonts from being laid under contribution (I). Since that
time, however, the ambition of Ali has led him to more important
forgeries, and, on the faith of Mr. Rhind'a having been several times
in his worksbt^and having seen the mysteries of his art, ho one day
presented a sketch of a group of hi»rogl)rphics, neatly drawn in pencil
by himself, to beg advice as to his engraving them on a scaraD.TBUs.

The text, he said, he had copied accurately from a wall of. Medinet
Haboo, but ho added, that for a cartouche with a king's name, which
the original there contained, he had substituted another which he
found to be of uncommon occurrence, with the view of preparing a
rarer, and therefore more valuable relic, and he wished particularly to
ascertain whether there would be any inconsistency between the
adopted name and the inscription. The narrator is not aware if this
had been his first attempt in so remarkable a field, but remarks that
the residt of a few happy shots in this direction it is rather startling

to contemplate, if we remember that under some of the Idngs, and
particularly Amunoph III., the practice was much followed, of in-
scribing large scarabcei with important records ; the frontiers of his
empire have been defined on the authority of four such relics, and an
incident so important as the first indication of the introduction ofan
heretical sun-worship has been founded upon one of them.
We may return to Mr. Rhind's book ; but with regard to relics,

may repeat with him, [that the time is fully come when Egyptian
antiquities, of certain classes, must have a furtlier voucher for their

authenticity than merely that they have been carried from
Egypt.

DISTINGUISHED MEN OF SCIENCE,*

E are g:lad to be able to inform our readers, that a large engraving
has just been completed by Mr. Walker, of C4 Jlargaret

Street, Cavendish Square, in honour of the men of science who have
done so much towards the establishment of our present commercial
prosperity. This work, which may well be called historical, represents
fifty-one illustrious men, living in the early part of the present century,
assembled in the Upper Library of the Royal Institution. The
picture is divided into three groups, and comprises authentic portraits
of om- gi-eatest inventors and discoverers in astronomy, chemistry,
engineering machinery, and other departments of science". The central
group represents Watt, Boulton, Bnmel, Dalton, and Cavendish
seated, and suiTounded by Smith the geologist, Wollaston, Davy,
Maudslay, Bentham, Telford, Murdock, Remiie, Mylne, Chapman,
Jessop, and others. On the right are Crompton, Cartwright, Temiant
of Glasgow, Francis Ronalds, and Charles, Earl Stanhope, engaged in

conversation ; while a little behind stand Bryan Donkm, Troughton
the optician. Miller of Dalswinton, Symington, Trevithick, &c. The
remaining group on the left is formed by Hersch'el, Maakelyne, and
.lenner, surroimded by Bailey, FrodshamJ Leslie, Playfair, Dollond,
Dr. Thomas Young, Brown the botanist, Davies Gilbert, Sir Joseph
Banks, and Captain Kater, celebrated for his pendulum experiments.
The grouping of so large a number of figures must have been a diffi-

cult task ; this has, however, been succea,sfully accomplished by John
Gilbert, the designer of the original picture (drawn by J. F. Skill and
W. Walker), who, by a skilful combination of various attitudes, has
given both grace and ease to the figures represented. Tlie engraving
ha.s been executed by WUliam Walker and George Zobel, whUe the
greatest care seems to have been taken to secure faithful and authentic
likenesses. The work is rendered complete by a series of well-written

memoirs, drawn up by Mr. Walker, jun., to accompany the engraving

;

* rublishcd by Messrs. Walkcrand Sou, fit Margaret Street, Cavendish Square. Tlicbook
of Memoirs also to be obtained of Messrs. Spun, If) Buclclcrsbury.
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this book, WG are glad to see, is also published sepantalj, «8 wo should
think there would be iiiaiiy who, thouj^h unable to purchase the en-
graving', might still liko to possess the memoirs.

LABOURERS' COTTAGES, AND THEIR BEARING UPON
AltCHITECTURE.*

(Ci»trbuUidfmm our Inst.)

I
HAVE as yet said uotliinp; upon one part of my proposed subject,—The
beariug of Cottage-builcliiif; upon Architocturo, properly so called.

Tlicre are several general observations which I have made which obviously
apply equally to tlui simplest and the most ornate buildings ; and there is

one particular feature, the cottage treatment uf which seems to me, though
unexpectedly, yet exactly to tally, witli wluit I b1iou1<1 recommend for
larger houses also,—I mean the treatment of the stiiircase. We have seen
how, in the cottage, by far tho most economical, as to space and cost, as
well as tlio most convenient plan, is that which attaches it to, not compli-
cates it with, the genend block of the house. I think the same principle
should be applied to all staircases, making them nither excrescences, or
annexes, tlian contained within the main walls of the house. I hardly
ever see a plan for a modern liouse, wliere tlie insertion of tho staircase
does not seem to spoil the arrangement and communication of the rooms

—

at any rate to eurtaU the liall or darken tho passages ; and I have seldom
found a difficulty in finding a place where, if the staircase were annexed to
the general block of tlie building, the iU-arrangcment might not bo obviated,
and many addifion:J conveniences gained. As to the lighting and airiness
of the staircase itself, and the external beauty so naturally obtained, I
need not say a word. Wo all know how much tho finest examples of old
domestic architecture owe, both internally and externally, to this separate
treatment of the staircase. I would almost believe that, by the improved
combination of spaces, which this gives to tho general plan, even tho a<l-

ditional expense would be small. Cerhiinly, if the smallest margin were
allowed for effect or ornamentation, nowhere would it be better bestowed;
and the variety and originality of design which such a feature would offer,
and almost necessitate, would, I think, advanta;»eousIy compensate for tho
absence of much applied decoration in other parts.
Nor need I say how strictly applicable to the highest class of buildings

are those principles which are absolutely imperative in the cottage : viz.,

that effect shoidd be obtained not by straining to produce it, but by carry-
ing out in good proportion, and combining in duo harmony, what is
essentially requisite for the convenience of tho house ; how entirely idl
shams and concealed constructions are to bo eschewed ; how the interior
wants of the house must give the character to the outward elevation, and
not a preconceived elevation warp the interior arrangements to its lines.
I am convinced that, of all the so-called picturesque cottages built during
this century, the external view was drawn before the ground plan was do-
signed—indeed, fifty years ago, I think that this must have been the pro-
fessional practice with regard to all classes of buildings. And even now, I
fear, the picturesque idea of wliat is wanted for a certain site floats through
the mind, befon^ the prosaic wants of the futuro occupier are listened to.

But there is yet one still more distinctive practical bearing of cottage-
building upon high architecture which I woidd insist upon. It is a
Utopian idea to suppose that we shall ever again acquiesce in a single
national style of architecture. Tho ages of the overpowering influences of
master-minds, and of tho crushing power of dominant majorities are gone
by, in that as in other things. Individual mind will assert its independence,
though often, indeed, more to tho satisfaction of the person than of the
community. And we may expect, more and more, tliat crotchets will be pro-
minent, and that "foUies" will be built— only this divergement will
become so common that they will not longer be called " foUies." Still, one
stylo may by the most competent judges be deemed more suited to our
climate and requirements than another, and, if ably treated and proved by
experience to be so, it will become generidly adopted, and so, in a limited
sense, bo national. For ultimate success, it is necessary tliat it be both
founded on the examples of past times and developed to the exigencies of
the present There is nothing good in old architecture which it must
eschew^— nothing good in new discoveries of material or construction
whicli it must not adopt. It must be free alike from pedantry and new
fangledness. Eclectic, in one sense, it must be ; but it must have a per-
vading principle, and this, I think, it must seek whence tho principles of
all our great institutions are derived in tho past history of our own country.
But the style will only establish itself by its success. No foregone theory
is of any avail. It must prove its own self " Solvitur a'dificando." I
need not say that I myself would have no confidence in the permanence or
prevalence of any stylo in England that was not founded on oiu: old
English architecture ; and that that is a feeling ingrained in the national
mind, the history of cottage building shows. Wlierever far in tho country,
away from schoohs of design or provinci;d PecksniflS, building has gone on
traditionally, uninterfered with by lectures or books, there the old English
style has prevailed ; and what are really cottages of national Gothic (if I
must use that term) have been built within the last fifty years.

While the fashion of the day raised tho neighbouring squire's hall in
Jacobean, Caroline, Dutch, Palladian, Grecian, mock-Gothie, Italian, Byzan-
tine, one after the other, whatever happened to be the prevailing mode
in London circles, the village mason in many stone districts of the midland

Kmi''-''T
'"''"' ""^ "'^ Keverend Canon Jambs at the Architectural Museum, South

counties went on by his rule of thumb, following the oW form, of doomand windows, grooving the „amo mouHings, fixing on the same h^vy hiZ^glaring with the^ same quarries -making the modest house he Z, bSing for himself tho veritabn offspring of the abbey,., and the cTstL^tho granges which wore, lying „,.gle,:t..,i i„ rui„ ,.r^„„,, ^^ I^U e^oMhow, every now and then, w out-of-the-way vilUtces. we come to w/ml-v-!
inserted in the churches within the kst tvrUnM yl^Z^,t^t^
true in cha^cter and d.>Util to the style of the church^ tWiTeS^rtZ^of revive.l Got iicism. But in cottages and small farm-houxes the taSib"of national style was absolutely unbroken: the mouldings. ind.VlXXbecame more flat, ..„d the elevations more insipid; the impress of the ou^side wood w,w visible enough upon them to show that it was not m,™Chinese cjpyism, but a living style ; but so continuous was it, that I f«Jsure that m tho county of Northampt«n«hiro alone a .Uligent stu.lenTmiXmakea catena of such buddings from tho fifteenth century to the Nine-teenth, fr<,m the mscnbed .ktes still existing, without in interval of more
ttian ten or fifteen years in any generation.
But thLs tradition has now almost, if not entirely, passed awav WiH,

the carpenter It IS certainly extinct, and his mouhfing planes are now ofthe so-caUed classical type, and the few books to whi.rh he has recourse allpomt to the same stereotyped patterns. All handicraft, work has now Bot
into this one groove

; and architects will. I think, bear mo out in sayi^
that if a common workman {l will not say in ecclesiastical, for thedemand for churchwork haa already formed a school of its own. but)
in domestic work, if a common workman is left for a moment to his own
devices, however mediaeval may be the character of tlie designs on which he
IS engaged he at once falls into the conventional chissic style of Ids appren-
ticeship. It IS this which gives an unre.d character to the prevalent
mediaeval architecture. A house is built, in which the architect has given
the most correct forms for all the lemling featun-s, nay, hiis drawn out aU
the detaUs, precodented or characteristicaUy developed, in tho stylo he hagadopted; but no sooner is the workman left to ttnish off by himself a
shutter-panel or a door-handle, than tho vulgarcst type of the workshop in
straightway introduced, mamng the effect and reality of the whole
composition. ' """««•

Now to meet this, I know of no way but by established arehitocta con-
descending to give to the cottage-builder the most elegant yet tho simplest
forms that the commonest use of brick and wood can adopt. Architecture
of coureo has risen, historically, from the hut to the palace ; but, when
once established as an art, it has descended in its influence from the palace
to the hut. '

^^
It would bo pedantry to suppose it possible to reverse this order now •

and to argue that our new style, or new dovelopement, must begin from the
simple elements of good cottage building; and so rLso till it modified the
mansion or the church. But practically, I believe, we shall never have a
real living style, till we have imbued the workman with true principles
in the use of the wood and tho brick with which he makes the doors and
cornices of his own dwelling. We must, in the instance of tho carpenter
teach his good sense to use tho simple chamfer, and his fancy to de.si™ the
pleasing stop-chamfer, in tho place of the mouldings and dovetailing to
which he 13 wedded We must make him, as it were, liegin afresh ; usina
wood m the bold natural style in which our ancestors used it five centurie^
ago, but without pedantically tying him to any normal forms. If we could
once get true principles of carpentering into our cottages and our builders'
workshops, we should have the base of a national style to work upon and
need have no fear of missing a right dovelopement. JTow, in tho commonest
buildings there is a waste of kbour in bad forms and surface polish, which
are much more costly than well-proportioned realities; and tho simple
beauty of constructional form is ahnost always distasteful to the workman
and he labours at it against the grain. How we are to attam the outward
truth of construction, whether by beginning to educate in our workshops
and cottages, or by carrying it down to this humbler sphere by the suc-
cessfid results in higher art, it is not for. me to say; but I believe that if
wo could, as a rule, get rid of all shams and false ornament in our cottages,
the improvement would gradually rise upwards, and our builders would not
be, as now, working in a conventional groove of their own, unpermeated by
any living pnnciple, and with no sympathy with the higher art of the
architect.

It is on tliis ground that I would ask the most exalted architect not to
deem cottage budding beneath his care. I think he would there learn
realit;/. He would work up from the rudest form of materials and con-
stitutional necessities, to the most precious substances and the highest art
If I were conducting an architectural studio, I should first put before the
student, not an elaborate frieze, or a diapered panelling to copy— not a
portion of tlie Parthenon or of Westminster Abbey— but a well-designed
and well-fitted cottage ; make him learn how to fix tho lintel of a door in
carpentry, or chamfer tho brick of a window-jamb— and so gradually
carry him onwards to higher things. Wo seem greatly to want, in an
educational view, a return to simplicity. If there is an architecUiral
sketching club, I wish they would take for a subject at their next mectin<r
a five-chambered cottage. I believe they would find it a more difficult
problem than a Pallailian hotel, or a mediaeval town haU. But till real
genius has undertaken this, and given the key-note to the proportions of
windows and chimneys, and the details of doors and stiureases, we must ho
content with tho abortions which exhibit themselves at model cottiiges. m.'iny
of which, while failing in real accommodation, are eyesores to every educated
beholder, and seem absolutely to rejoice in their ugliness, as if the absence
of beauty ensured convenience of plan. I am convinced that there is no
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necessary connection of ugliness with usefulness in a cottage, more than any

other building. Indeed, I believe that the true expression of usefiJness

•will be always beautiful ; but then, in the present state of art-work edu-

cation, we cannot leave this expression to the bricklayer and the carpenter,

but must look to the refined mind of the true architect to condescend (if

it be so considered) to design the building under which the man, who

carries out his noblest ideas into form, lives day by day, and imbibes un-

conscious lessons,

A simple " handbook " of good primitive forms for wood and brick, and

stone construction— with the component parts of structures in good pro-

portion, and working drawings and sections of details in each material,

such as might be required for their own homes, put into the hands of the

apprentices of the present generation, might in time work a great and

glorious revolution in British art. I wish the idea would commend itself

to some one of the distinguished professional members of our architectural

museum which professes especially to take the art-workman under its care.

The idea may seem too trivial and simple ; but I own, that among the

many more ambitious propositions for raising the character of our national

architecture, I can myself see no one that has better promise of ultimate

success.
*

FOXHTLL, NEAE LEEDS.

THIS house, of which we give an engraving on the opposite page, is situate

at Wectwood, a few miles from Leeds, and is bmlt on the brow of a

thickly-wooded bank, shelving rapidly down to a small streamlet, the Adel

Beck (beck being the Yorkshire name for a rivulet). It is built of sandstone,

partly quarried on the site and partly obtained fi^m the Weetwood quarry,

which is close at hand. From the flat roof of the tower, over the entrance,

very extensive views can be obtained on all sides, as there is very little, if

any, higher ground for many miles round. The view shows the south-west

and south-cast fronts. The library window and large bow of drawing-

room are to the south-west ; the smaller bow of the drawing-room, that of

the dining-room, and the window of the morning-room between them, are

to the south-east. The receding wing contains nursery accommodation on

the first floor; kitchens, larders, &c. (north-west); and butler's pantry,

servants' hall, &c. (to south-east), on ground floor ; and wash-house, laimdry,

wine cellars, &c, on basement story, which is entirely above ground on

south-east side.

The house is entered by an open poreh in the tower, hall, with cloak-

room and saloon, from which Ae four principal rooms are entered, and

from which the principal staircase ascends. The servants' rooms are on

the top story of the main building.

The glass porch, seen to the right of the dining-room window, is to the

garden entrance ; and the conservatory stands immediately in front, at the

end of the terrace flower garden.

The contractors are,—Whiteley, mason; Winn and Pawson, joiners;

Watson, slater; Webster, plumber and glazier; Singleton and Tennant,

smiths; Branton, plasterer; Wood, painter.

ON THE FORMATION OF A NATIONAL MUSEUM OF AECHI-
TECTUBE, VIEWED IN CONNECTION WITH ITS BEAEINGS

UPON MEDI.S;VAL AUT.

ON Tuesday evening, Mr. Geohob Gilbert Scott, K.A., F.S.A., delivered

a Lecture in the Theatre of the South Kensington Museum, before the

members and friends of the Arehitectural Museum, " On the Formation of a

National Museum of Architecture, as viewed especially in its connection

with the Mediaeval Styles." The chair was occupied by the President of the

Arehitectural Museum, Mr. A. J. B. Bebesfobs Hope, who briefly intro-

duced the lecturer.

Mr. Scott said :

—

Having been somewhat actively concerned in the first establishment of

the Arehitectural Museum,— and the collection there made having been

either temporarily or permanently deposited in the hands of a government

department, who are supposed to have in contemplation the formation of a

National Museum of Architecture, I have thought it not out of place to offer

some suggestions as to what such a National Museum ought to be ; but, in

doing so, to direct my attention more particularly to that part of it in which

I feel most interest—that which would illustrate the architecture and the

arts of the middle ages.

A museum may be defined as a depository in which objects, illustrative of

science and art, are collected and exhibited for purposes of instruction and
study.

Its great uses are to facilitate the studies of those who cultivate the

arts and sciences which they illustrate, and to excite interest in them in the

minds of others. They have also a secondary use, as being places where
oljects of interest, which would otherwise be likely to be lost or dissipated,

or to perish from decay or other causes, may be cared for and permanently
preser^•cd.

When the museum is public or national, it performs, or should perform,

these duties, on a grand scale, and for the use and benefit of the public.

Limiting our consideration to a museum of art, I would say that its di-

rectors ought to devote their energies primarily to collecting such objects as

are worthy of the study to the practical student of art, and as would tend to

form the public taste upon a true and healthful standard. Secondarily, to

the illustration of the history of art in its various schools and periods ; and

thirdly, to the conservation of such movable specimens as would othorwi.se

be in danger of being lost or destroyed, provided such works are of actual

merit or of value as bearing upon art-historj*.

Concentrating, again, our attention upon architecture and its subsidiary

arts, let us endeavour to apply to it the general rules above stated.

An arehitectural museum should illustrate the history of architecture, and
it is hard to conceive of anything more interesting than a collection which
would really and honestly perform so noble a duty.

The history of architecture is the history of the world ; it is the history

of the changing power and dominion of races and nations ; it is the history

of human thought, and of the growth, the fluctuations, the decay, and the

revival of human civilisation; and worthily to illustrate such a subject

would be indeed a noble undertaking ! This should not, however, be the

primary aim. The great and vital object to be aimed at is the actual pro-

motion of art amongst ourselves, and it is to this object that the best ener-

gies of those engaged in such a work should be directed. In the first place,

it is pretty obvious that, while illustrating in their degree other classes of

architecture, such a museum should be mainly devoted to the two great

classes of architecture which are actually practised amongst ourselves, and
which are famEiarly, though somewhat unmeaningly known as " Classic

"

and "Gothic."

It may be asked why these two classes of art should be selected from

among the multitude which have prevailed in different ages and countries.

Is it merely from the accident of their chancing to be practised by us at the

present day ? By no means. The reasons are founded both upon history

and upon intrinsic merit. Classic architecture founds its historic claims,

firstly, upon the great fact that it originated among those nations ofantiquity

whose glorious privilege it was to unite in one main channel the several

streams of the civilisation of the ancient world, to collect and concentrate

all that was worthy of perpetuation in its previous course, and to bring it,

with its arts, sciences, and literature, to the highest perfection which they

attained ; and, secondarily, upon the fact, not much less important, that what
remained of the civilisation of these favoured nations of antiquity supplied

the germ from which a second civilisation sprang— that of which wo now
enjoy the blessings.

Gothic architecture, on the other hand, founds it« historical claims on the

fact that it is the indigenous architecture of that family of nations to whose

custody that new civilisation was committed, and that it belongs to ourselves

as a leading member of that family ; and that, though it has for some cen-

turies been superseded by the revived architecture of the ancient world, it is

now in its own turn revived by those nations among whom it originated, and

is familiarly used by them side by side and on equal terms with that which

had for a time supplanted it.

I will not dwell upon the former of these branches of art ; but will now
concentrate my attention upon that in which I personally feel the greatest

interest, and the illustration of which, through the medium of a national

museum, is the subject of my present paper.

I win first state—what often seems to be lost sight of—that it was not the

historical claims of this style of architecture, strong though they arc, which

brought about its revival. Its opponents often seem to suppose the converse of

this, and to think that, by directing their arguments against those claims,

they shall undermine a movement which, gloriouslylsupported though it is by

historical claims and associations, originated wholly in an appreciation of

the merits and beauties of the architecture, and its suitableness to our wants.

On this subject, however, I will not dwell further than to say that if you do

not feel the beauties and perceive the intrinsic merits of this wonderful style

of architecture, I fear it would be hopeless for me to attempt to convince you

of them. If you wish to know my views on this point in detail, I will take

the liberty of referring you to the first and the last of my lectures at the

Boyal Academy. They are reported in the Builder and Building News, in

March and April 1857, and in February 1860.

Now, let us digress for a short time to consider what are the means by

which a practical art like architecture is to be most successfully learned and

its advancement best promoted.

Architecture, it shoidd never be forgotten, differs from the sister arts of

sculpture and painting in this great and most important quality ; that its

productions are not the actual handiwork of the leading artist himself, but

that it unites under its banner not only its two noble sister arts themselves,

but also an almost innumerable train of subsidiary arts, each of which con-

tributes its quota towards the perfection of the architect's work, and ^ies

with others in rendering it noble and magnificent. When we speak, there-

fore, of architectural instruction, we mean, not only that of the architect

himself, but of all the artists who work under his banner.

It is a general fault in England, at the present day, that those who follow

a practical art take too low a view of its artistic as distinguished from its

practical element. Thus, with our manufactures, the workmanship is often

excellent; the taste very rarely so. Our artisans are often giants in me-

chanical skill, but pigmies in art.

The same has been the case with the arts subsidiary to architecture ; and,

though a great revival has taken place, those who have advanced the most

best know how great is still the need of reformation.

This reformation must, however, begin at the fountain-head. Tlie same

precedence of the mechanical over the artistic which has obtained amongst

our manufacturing and our architectural workmen, has existed also amongst

architects tliomselves. We do not wish to be less practical— far from it !

—
but to be more artistic. And, if we aim at raising the architecture of our

day as an art, wo must begin by giving a more distinctly artistic tone

to the education of our architects. The absence of any recognised and
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defined facility for obtiiiiiinR the cliiHS of instriictiou requiri<d to supply thin

vury goniral neid, is one of the (greatest hindrances to tho advancement of

(lUi'iirt. The Instituti! of British Arehit^'cts have been conKiilerinij; fur a

loUR time past tho organising of a Severn examination of younf; arehiteet.s;

liut they have never, to my knowledge, taken any step to aid their educa-

tion. The junior institution (tlio Architectural Association) have, in some
degree, taken tho matter up, and have estalilished classes for mutual im-

provement—a step worthy of all praise, and tho furthenvnco of which
merits the serious attention of every lover of urehitecture.

If there are present any students of architecture, let me earnestly and
seriously press this subject upon their attention. In an architect's office

you can learn tho more mechanical and business-like parts of your art

;

and you there, and there alone, learn the application of such artistic skill

as you may possess to actual and practical work ; but that artiatic skill

itself must be acquired elsewhere, and by your o\vn individual exertions.

I wish it, however, to bo distinctly understood that the artistic skill I am
speaking of relates to applied, not pictorial, art ; that which will make
your buildings noble works of art, as distingiUshed from that which only

cnaliles you to make pleasant pictures of tliem. This last-named class of

art is not to bo despised ; it will further your interests. If you an^ also an

artist in the higher and more practical sense, it will do good by commend-
ing yoiu: jood designs to public favour; while if you fail in skill of this

higlu^r class, it will do groat harm by obtaining fuvour for your bad

designs.

When real architectural art was highest this pictorial power was not much
ciJtivated. It is not infant architectural skill, but only tho means of pro-

moting the adoption of the approval of your designs, whether good or bad.

As bad designers often jmssesa it, or can obtain its aid, do not by any means
neglect it, or you will give them an advanbige over you ; but always remem-
ber that, like eloquence, it is a mighty engine of good or evil, according as

that which it commends to popular favour is noble or vile. Tho artistic

power, however, which I am urging you to cultivate is tlie power of making
noblo designs, and of clothing them, when circumstances permit, with noble

decoration, whether in the form of architectural carving, sculpture, painting,

or other decorative art. Th(! first part^—the power of actual arcliitectural

design—cannot be acquired without tlio most careful, determined, and con-

tinuwl study of existing works, accompanied by a constant, though not a

self-confident, criticism of their merits and their faults. It is ridiculous to

suppose that such an art as architecture is to be learned without the mo.st

careful study of its existing productions, or that originality is likely to be

developed upon a basis of ignorance ; and it is equally unlikely thatoxeel-

lence wiU bo attained solely through the mediiun of knowledge, without the

mostjealous and careful training of the eye to the most delicat*; and scrupulous

p'erception of the right and the wrong in form and proportion. The want of

this is the most crying sin in modern architecture, especially, I fear, in this

country. Continiially is tho more cultivated eye offended by discords,

whicli in music would set tho very teeth on edge. I know not how to

advise you on this point. This delicacy of perception is in somo degree

intiutive, but tliat it is not wholly so is proved by tho fact that the works

of some periods are nearly all harmonioM, while at other periods this

harmony seems only occasionally to have been attained. The only rule I

can suggest is the jealous crdtivation of the et/e. As the greatest of moralists

lias said, " Keep thy heart with all diligence, for out of it are the issues of

life," so may one say to the architect, "Keep thine eye with all ddigeuce,

for out of it are tho issues of art." Never allow your eye to get accustomed

to or to condone errors of proportion, oven in works wliich in other respects

you venerate for tho noblo art which clothes them, and much less allow of

any deliberate error in your own designs. To avoid these blemishes,

sketch your designs over and over again, no matter how slightly and roughly,

rejecting vigorously everything against which tlie eye rebels, and never

permitting a proportion which it has once condemned to remain even for a

minute before you, for ocular pei-ception is most delicate, and its instincts

may be blunted by dwelling even for a few seconds upon what its first

impression saw to be wrong. Never clothe a form with detail or with

pleasant drawing till its proportions have been thoroughly sifted and
rigorously corrected ; 'and if you fear that you have, by dwelling too long

or too indulgontlyTupon what you have sketched, prejudiced your eye

in its favour, put it away and attend to something else, or take

the opinion of some imprejudiced person in whose correctness of eye you

have confidence; for first impressions of another will often correct your

own.
As to obtaining a knowledge of architectrae, I cannot too often or too

strongly urge careful sketching from first-rat« examples. Tho student of

classic architecture is under a disadvantage, as its original and best ex-

amples are in other lands ; but with those who pursue the other great

branch of architectural art, the case iis very different ; for though in most

parts of Europe he will find constant and ever-varying objects of study, he

can never go far from home without finding among the monument s of our

own country productions equally deserving and equally instructive. To
the student, then, of Gothic architecture I would concentrate my advice on

this point in one word—•" SKETCH." And, if any one advises the neglect

of this, I assure you that he stands ipso faoto self-condemned as a false

teacher. I want you, however, to add to this a great deal more. I want

you to obtain distinct and precise instniction in art in all its bearings upon

architecture. I want to urge upon you to study figure-drawing, animal-

drawing, the drawing of foliage, whether natural or architectural, the

combination of figures and animids with foliage, the designing of coloured

decoration in all its branches, and of every other decorative art which

bears upon architecture. I want to nrgo upon yon the nscewity for tho
systematic learning of all those kinds of drawing, and the obluining of a.

perfect mastery of them ; and not only this, but that you should loam, in
somo degree at least, tho actual practice of these arU. Hnnnin life is not
long enough to do the latter thoroughly ; but now, in the days of your
youth, you can do it to a certain extent, even at the aacrifico of a few
frivolous amusements. You havo embarked on a noble art Maka its

cultivation take tho precedence of all inferior pursuits. To effect thii, I
am disposed to think that combination is necessary. A society of (tndenta
might bo formed, and aided by others, for obtaining the best inatmctoni in
all these branches of art, which each student singly would find impomibte.
I earnestly commend this to your united consideration. And, aliovo all, do
it at once, or your own individual share in tho coming reformation will be
lost.

I will only add one pieco of advioa to young aicluteatii. Do not make
OriNiO!* a substitute for Art.

There is at all times an ever-varying set of opinion! afloat at to nutten
of art, — and those who ride on the wave of the last-received opini(m of
their party— be it good or bad— are apt to be vicwod by themselves
and their companions as oracular, quite irrespeetive of their own nttuin-

nienls or skill. What I would, then, say is this ; hold what opinions you
like, so long as you make yourselves artists, and yon will come right in the

end ; Init hold what opinions you like, ifyou neglect to make yooraelveo artists,

you will never be good for much.
I will add another suggestion. Nerer let your appreciation of the

demerits of the present age in matters of art lead you into a sneering,

supercilious, and contemptuous way of spe'aking and thinking of what you
see ; but rather let it impel you onwards all tho more vehemently in making
yourselves exceptions to tho censuro you pass upon others. We continuiilly

hear persons speaking in a discontented and hopeless tone of contempt of

what others are doing, without exhibiting any very strong signs of exertion

to acquire real powers of art themselves. I urge you to reverse this habit,

and learn to think kindly and fawurably of tho efforts of others, while you
keep up a rigorous censorship over younelvet. And make all you see in

others, whether of success or of failure, act as only so many incentives to

the determined pressing forward of your oten artistic training.

What I have urged respecting tho artistic education of the architect

himself, applies almost precisely to that of tho architectural art-workman.
Ho has an easier task, because his efforts are concentrated upon a single

art ; while on the other hand, he suffers severely from his very limited

fiicilities of obt^iining instruction, and of seeing objects worthy of his

study. Tlio aim, however, is precisely tho same ; and I would say to the

art-workman as to the architectural student, make yourself really an artist

;

jealously cultivate a delicate accuracy of eye ; diligently study the finest

productions of your art in its best days, and add to all this (or I woidd
rather say, unite with it, and thoroughly mix up with and knead into its

very substance), a constant, devoted and loving study of the productions

of nature, whether animal or vegetable.

I think with art-workmen as with architectural sttidento the greatest hope
of obtaining a real artistic training would be in combination for self-im-

provement— a clubbing together to obtain instruction in drawing, &c. I
would especially urge tho cultivation of figure and animal drawing. In this

our carvers, &e., are the most deficient, and to this they should direct their

best attention ; not so much with the direct object of becoming figure sculp-

tors, as to facilitate the free introduction of animal life in combination with
architectural carving, a power which our best carvers very rarely possess,

but which is absolutely necessary to the perfecting of their art.

Now, with tho actual student, as distinguished from those who have
made a certain degree of proficiency, there can be no doubt that the best

training is frequent and careful copying (whether by drawing, modelling,

or carving) from models of undoubted merit. Every art is acquire<l in tho,

first instance by submitting implicitly to routine : no one would believe that

the mechanical drilling which a soldier has to go through, would do much
to teach him actual fighting, yet it is found practically that success abso-

Bolutely depends upon it, and so well did tho ancient Romans know this,

that— as Gibbon, I think, remarks— they called their army by a name not

derived from their idtimato duty nifighting, but from their preparatory duty
of exercising. No one, again, would believe that the dumb show called " posi-

tion drill " would make a man a good rifle shot ; and a thousand parallel

cases could be instanced to show how skill in any pursuit is to be attained

by submitting, for a time, to what may be accounted as drudgery. Art is

not an exception to this rule, and I would recommend its younger students

(and perhaps others, if they have not already passed through the ordeal) to

put themselves through a diligent course of the most careful drawing or

modelling from the best examples they can find, before they venture upon a

freer line of study. By this they will attain a correct appreciation of

truthfulness of line, and of tho importance of precision of detail, and they

will find thiit it will greatly facilitate their future and less mechanical studies,

and in the end promote, rather than fetter, originality.

It may appear that I have been departing widely from the subject of my
paper ; tho very contrary is tho case. It is useless to treat of what a

miLseum of architecture should be without first considering its necessity and
the uses it is to serve.

I think what I hare said respecting the art education of architects and
architectural workmen will make this pretty clear.

Architectural students may, it is true, visit the actual buildings which
contain the objects of their study, they must do so indeed, and they do it ;

but, even with them, it is impossible to do this so often and so systema-
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tioally as to form the staple of their studies. They need, in addition to

this, facilities for constant practice and self-tuition, they want a place where

they may continually refer to the finest examples, where they may pursue

their studies and practise their hand and eye continually, and on all occa-

sions when a spare hour is at their command.
And if this is so necessary for the student of architecture,—nay, for the

architect himself,—how greatly more pressing is its necessity to the art-

workman ! Instead of wondering and saying ill-natured things about the

deficiencies of our carvers, &c., it seems to me half miraculous that they

should be able to learn their arts at all. Those who hare aimed at classic

art would have never seen its original productions at all, were it not for the

specimens collected in museums ; and even those who follow the Gothic re-

vival, though its original productions are around us, have usually neither time

nor money for Tisiting any but those buildings immediately within their

reach. This is stUl more emphatically the ease with the young apprentice.

His time is not at his own disposal, and the only opportimity he has for

self-improvement are his evenings.

The formation of the Architectural Museum in 1852 was the first and
has been the only step taken to aid him. Till we, the architects who
everyday of our lives witnessed and experienced this pressing need, came for-

ward ourselves to supply it, nothingwas done to aid the neglected architectural

workman, and to this moment we, in the main, stand alone as his helpers.

I do not wish to boast of what we have effected, but it would be unjust

to our great cause to abstain from asserting that the good done by the

formation of the Architectural Museum is beyond all calculation. From
the time it was first opened in Cannon Kow, the improvement in architectural

carving became most marked and indisputable ; and the same influence for

good was visible among such architectural students as availed themselves

of it. Its influence has been somewhat reduced by the remoteness of its

present habitation, but it still continues ; and I think I see means ot

meeting this unavoidable disadvantage. It was our limited funds which
led us to take up our quarters at South Kensington, and the same cause

has rendered us powerless to resist a series of circumstances which has

brought us more directly than at first under the regime of its autocratic

government.

If that governing body should take up our work for us, and carry it out

with a true appreciation of its importance and its necessity, we need not

feel ourselves annoyed at the transference of our powers and our labours to

a body so richly endowed with worldly goods.

I warn them, however, with all seriousness, of the responsibility they have
incurred. They have done their utmost to render practically powerless a body
of men who, at a great sacrifice of time and money, have come forward to

initiate a work ofthe mosturgent necessity, which the Government had always
refused to do. They hare the pecuniary means for carrying on this great work.

If they neglect to do it, if they do it inefficiently, and if they refuse the aid

and advice of those who have launched the Museum into existence, they are,

in their own individual and personal reputation, answerable to the public

and to posterity for the consequences. If, on the other hand, they will take

it up in all honesty Jind heartiness, I can only say that we shall rejoice to aid

their efforts in every possible way ; and that they will, personally as well

as collectively, earn the lasting gratitude of all who care for our noble art.

I cannot, however, omit here respectfully, though in the most emphatic

and in the strongest manner, to protest against any attempt to dismember
our Collection, otherwise than with the fuU permission and consent of those

who have formed it. A collection like this must of necessity require periodi-

cal revision. That revision, however, must be effected by, or in full concert

with, those who made the collection. I haTe personally taken an active part

in doing this, and, so far as I am individually concerned, I will never con-

sent to have it dismembered by those parties who have taken no part in

its formation.

I further enter my firm though respectful protest against any attempt to

prevent us from increasing our collection as heretofore. We, as architects,

have continual opportunities of adding specimens to our collection, and I pro-

test against any attempt to deprive us of the power of doing so. I have no
objection in all these matters to mutual and friendly cooperation, but, so far

as my individual voice goes, I will never consent to abdicate our powers of

adding to our store, so long as we exist as a Committee, and continue pos-

sessors of the Collection. It is our best and our dearest privilege, and it

will be treason to our cause to relinquish it.

(To 6c continued.)

EOYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

AN ordinary general meeting of this body was held at the rooms. Conduit

Street, Begent Street, on Monday evening ; Wiujam The, Esq., M.P.,

F.R.S., the President, in the chair.

Professor Donaldson introduced to the Chairman as visitors :—Baron de
Bode, engineer, Paris ; Monsieur Tr^lat, architect, Professor of Architec-

ture, Arts et Metiers, Paris ; and Monsieur Stehlin, architect, Basle.

Several donations were announced, including a number of books presented

by Mr. Geobob B. Bcrneli,, C.E., to fill up vacancies in the library. Thanks
to the donors were returned.

The Chaibmak invited the Fellows present, who had not already done
BO, to sign a memorial to the Government in favour of their providing funds

for the restoration of the Chapter House of Westminster Abbey. The Dean
of Westminster had acted nobly in this matter, in calling public attention

to the subject, for it was impossible for the church funds to restore that

magnificent building. The chapter house had been, since the reign of

Charles I., in the possession of the Government for the keeping of records.

It was a remarkably curious and extraordinary building, which had been
decorated in a most remarkable way.

Architectural Drawings at Windsor Castle.— Mr. Abthub Ashpttki,,
having been called upon by the chairman, said : A short time before the
fatid illness which deprived the architectural and artistic world of one who
had devoted the best part of his study and energy to cultivate and foster
their pursuits, that great personage had occasion to direct some very im-
portant alterations in the Royal Library at Windsor. During his researches
there he discovered some old Italian architectural MSS. bearing the name
of Muzio Oddi, of Urbino. He was much interested by the bold, original,
and in some degree quaint nature of some of the drawings, and the extent
of the knowledge and pursuits of the author. There were rough designs for
large churches and palaces, mixed with sketches for details of the smallest
matters ; and with them were plans of battles and sieges, projects for forti-

fications of vast extent, and with them minute details, comprehending even
the method of raising a drawbridge. The writing is in old Italian, and
very difficult both to decipher and to translate. As other volumes now
from time to time come to light, evidently by various architects, and aU in-
scribed in the same language, and as many long days' reading in the libra-

ries of Italy, while in search of materials for the restoration of the remains
of old Rome, had made me, in some degree, familiar both with the charac-
ter and phrases of the MSS. of the time, I was requested to examine them,
and was able to identify and explain the greater part of the subjects. The
research was of course suspended and delayed by the melancholy death of
His Royal Highness, but lUtimately this was the result :— No less than 32
bound volumes, mostly of very large size, were discovered, besides six largo
portfolios of drawings, which probably were intended at one time to hare
been bound. The earliest date I could discover written in them was 1563,
and the latest 1773, but many of the drawings are probably older. Some
of these volumes contain the arms of the Albani family, and as they are
surmounted by the cardinal's hat, it is probable they came from the library

of some ecclesiastical dignitary of that family. Some have the arms of the
celebrated Consul Smith (as he is generally called), a gentleman who occu-
pied a distinguished diplomatic situation in Italy for a long time, and who
is favourably known among artists as a collector of very refined taste, and
better known among the lovers of old books as the editor of the curious fac
simile of a very early and celebrated edition of Boccaccio. Some of them
contain reports, directed to Pope Clement XI., who was one of the Albani.
Whether he bequeathed them to his family, or in what way they got to
England, is matter of conjecture. The tradition is that Consul Smith had
an unlimited commission from George III. to purchase for the royal library.

Suffice it to say theycommence before the period of the completion of the chao-
cel, as we should call it, but, as Italians say, the tribune of St. Peter's,

and proceed, giving examples of some of the finest modem edifices in Rome,
to the decadence of the art of architecture in Italy, a range of more than
200 years. Among the objects of which we have copious detail drawings are
those of the completion of St. Peter's and building the sacristy, the altera-

tions of the basilican churches of the Lateran, St. Sebastian, and St. Maria
in Trastevere, which were required by a change of ceremonies at the period
of the Papal benedictions of the Pope ; a great number of new churches,

among which San Ignazio, Spirito Santo, San Pietro in Montorio, works
connected with Santa Maria dei Angeli, and many others ; among the villas

are the Glulia, Medici, Albani, Riarii, Madama, Panflli, and the banquet-
ing-house of Cardinal Famese; among the public buildings, the Curia
Nuova, the Propaganda, and many of the buildings on the Quiriual ; of the-

atres, the Alibert, Tordenone, that at Parma so well known ; the noble flight

of stairs or salita of the Trinita ai Monti, and the fine fa9ade of the fountain

of Trevi. Among the objects of antiquity are drawings of the Columbaria
about Rome, and of all the temples and basilicas in the state they were in

at the time. Valuable as those are which represent objects still in existence,

there are many which have a twofold value to the Roman antiquary, because
they have since wholly or in part disappeared. Among them are the
temple of Minerva Medici, that in the Forum of Nerva, the Settizonium of
Septimius Severus, the villas of Hadrian and of Pliny, and a great number
of relics formerly in the Appian Way. There are also rich treasures in

beautiful copies of friezes, arabesques, stuccoes, and mosaics, taken from the

remains of antiquity, many of which have faded since exposed to the light,

and some, perhaps, have perished. But the architects have not confined

themselves simply to building operations, they have condescended to design

the minute adjuncts to decorations required. We find among those vo-

lumes drawings for altars, tents, tombs, funeral decorations, chimney pieces,

fountains, and even lamps and thuribles. Nor have they been content with
the artistic portion of their profession ; we find amongst these volumes evi-

dences of high scientific knowledge ; we have drawings of harbours, with
the method of repairing breaches of the sea and constnicting breakwaters,

on a less scale, it is true, but as ably planned as that at Plymouth, and a
more wonderful work, ifwe consider they could not compel the services of

that gigantic helot steam in those days. There are also designs for prisons

and houses of correction quite on the principle of our system of inspection,

plans for complete drainage of towns, and a number of others, which show
that architecture and engineering were at that time almost synonjrmous

arts. Not only so, but military engineering exhibits itself largely in these

volumes. There are plans of the sieges of Tortosa, Monferrat, Fuentes,

Antibos ; a number of military plans of various parts of the country ;
pro-

jects for fortifying the city of Lucca, which were carried out and now exist

;

curious designs for towers of defence, mounting one large gun, like our Mar-
tello tower ; designs for large granaries ;

powder manufactories, with draw-
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ings of the macliinory ; designs for drawbridges; in sliort, sppcimons of

almost all the usof'ul and ornamental arts of the day may bo found in those

volumes. Tlio names attaelicd to tlie drawings, which in most cases, and
perhaps in all, are autographs, are indeed deserving of deep respect, second

only to those of the great men of the age which immediately preceded thorn,

as Ua Vinci, Raffaelle, and iliehaol Angelo. We find the names or works of
Julio Komano, Domcniehino, liraraante, San Gallo, Pirro Ligorio, Bartoli,

Borromini, Oddi. the Fontanas, &c. And one precious volume is filled with
original sketches, chiefly from Venice, by the famous Canalefti. When wo
consider the versatility of talent displayed by the Italian architects, who
did not disdain small things in art because they were capable of great
things, nor the useful because they were masters of the ornamental, it is

not to bo wondered at they held tho high rank in society they did. The
Pope, the Emperor, tho Grand Duke, all welcomed the architect as not only
a lofty, but a useful spirit in the state, and he trod in Courts the equal of the
leading minds of the day in other intellectual p\irsuits— tho diplomatist,

the jurist, or the great inquirers into the physical or metaphysical worlds.
Whether the system urged upon us by some, in the present day, of despising
science and learning ; and narrowing tho mind to one branch alone, or rather
to a sub-branch of a branch of architecture, tends to raise tho profession in

the eyes of the public, or whether it has not already tended to its deprecia-

tion in some degree, it is now our purpose to inquire. By gracious permis-
sion of the Queen we have before us four volumes out of the collection

at Windsor, on which I beg to venture a few remarks. They are not
.specimens of tho most finished and most highly-coloured drawings
there, but exhibit rather the architect in liis studio, dashing ofif with
a common pen the ideas arising in his mind, and the greater part
had probably never been meant to meet tho public eye. The most of
them, however, are evidently to scale, and the localities and the subjects,

and the purpose-like manner in which they are executed, will, I am sure, bo
worthy our attention. The first to which I shall direct your attention has
a melancholy interest attached to it ; for it was the first discovered by the
late Prince Consort. Tho name of its author is not one of those familiar

to every ear, though in foreign biographies it holds a respected place. It

may be convenient, however, to state a few facts as to his character before

proceeding to the examination of the contents of the two vohmies, which I
will endeavour to do as briefly as possible. Muaio Oddi, whose name
stands conspicuous on the title-page, was born at Urbino, in 1569. His
father was an oflScer in tho troops of Francisco di Medici. At an early
period he gave promise of spirit and talent, and was placed under tho
tuition of the celebrated Baroccio, from whom he learned drawing. This
painter was also a native of Urbino, and one of the few that opposed tho
so-called eclectic school of the day, preferring rather that of Correggio,

Kaffaelle, and their predecessors. He soon discovered in the lad a talent

for mathematics and the constructive arts, and advised him to give them
his particular attention. His biographers say that Oddi made rapid pro-
gress in these studies, when, like our late valued and lamented fellow

member, the celebrated Cavaliere Canina, he entered the army, and became
Chef d'Artillerie. He seems to have distinguished himself so much, and
to have won the approbation of the Grand Duke to such a degree, as to bo
admitted member of his Privy Council, when suddenly a storm broke over
his head. He was charged by the Grand Duke with having betrayed tho

secrets of the Privy Council, and that to his wife the Grand Duchess, and
he was immediately consigned to the dungeons of Pesaro. The charge
seems strange ; and there are hints that, after all, Italian jealousy was at

the bottom of the accusation. However this may bo, it seems clear that
the unhappy young man was subjected to a strict and cruel confinement for

nine long years. He was deprived of the use of pen, ink, and paper ; but
his biographers say he got over these defects by making pens out of pieces

of reed, and ink from charcoal and the soot of the chimney, and that he
fabricated a sort of size from tho relics of his food, with which he prepared
tJie commonest sorts of paper, so that they cotUd take the ink. Specimens
of these drawings are still preserved at Urbino, and shown as curiosities

;

and I have very little doubt that some of the rougher sketches now on tho

table before us were done in the same manner. In these pursuits, and in

the study of mathematics, the time passed away, and he was at length

liberated, but on condition of his leaving his native place for ever. Ho
proceeded at once to Milan, where he was elected to the Professorial Chair
of Mathematics, and probably practised also as an architect ; for wo have
in the volume before us some designs which appear to have been carried

out in the Cathedral there. From thence we read that he was invited

to Lucca, to fortify that city; it was in the year 1626, when tho struggle

was going on for the vacant Dukedom of Mantua, and Italy was ravaged

alternately by the arms of France and Spain. The drawings of those forti-

fications are before us; and we are told that they gave such satisfaction to

the authorities that he was presented with a medal of honour. From the

plans of sieges and other military operations, it is probable he was pre-

sent at some of tho battles which ended with the sack of Mantua. He
seems, however, to have resided at Lucca ; for his biographers state he was
invited from thence by Cardinal Trivulzio to return to Milan. This invi-

tation he declined, preferring to proceed to Loretto, where he seems to have

designed the .sacristy for the famous church there, and to have executed

works at Ancona. Shortly afterwards he seems to have had permission to

return to his native town, Urbino, where he died at the age of 70 years.

His writings are still extant, and they are purely m.athematical. One is a

(lescription and the direction for the use of an instrument which ho calls tho

polymetral compass, a delineation of which it is supposed is in one of the

volumes before us. On the title to the book is neatly written " Original

Drawings from the hand of Muzio Oddi, of Urbino." It comraenew wiUi
a large number of sketches in a sort of ink and in red cliitlk. Somn of
these are very neatly finished, others are of tho roughest description— in
fact nothing but scratches, and as if done by a very inip<'rfect light They
aro in mere scraps of paper, and tho probability is n good portion of tiiam
were done in the solitude of his dungeon, and with tho imperfi«t material*
I have described. Among thi-m is a drawing of a curious instrument, com-
posed of two limbs connected togetlu^r by a graduated, circubir arc, which
seems to be fixed, and carrying another one gmduated in like manner, which
seems to be moveable. It is furnished with a plummet, and svenu intended
for taking angles or levels, and may be tho polymetral eompaw alluded to
by his biographers. (We shall give the romaiudor of lir. Ashpitei'a
address in our next.)

*

CHURCH, CHAPEL, SCHOOL, AND OTHER BUILDINGS.

CHUBCHES.

LAMBETH.—In the Kennington road, Lambeth, contiguous to Waloot
place, a handsome district church is now being erected, and will Bhortir

be completed. It is in the early decorated style, from the design of Mr. H. E.
Coe, the architect, and will be dedicated to St. Philip. The chief material

is Kentish rag stone, laid in the random style, which, together with the

Bath stone dressings and the lofty spire, 140 feet high, with which it »ill

bo adorned, will, doubtless, produce a most picturesque effect. The entirv

details are being carried out by Messrs. Jackson and Shaw, of Earl street,

Westminster, tho builders. The whole cost of the building is to be not
more than £6,000, while it provides 1,005 sittings (519 free). It is intended

also to erect a parsonage, and a friend has offered £5,000 on condition tiiat

the latter, as well as the church, shall be built and an endowment of £200
a-year provided before Christmas, 1862.

Olndle.—A petition for a faculty to restore Oundle church haa hiled :

another effort, however, is to be made.
Hythk.—The new window, the gift of Thomas Quested Finnis, Esq, haa

been placed in the east end of tho chancel of the parish church, Uythe.
The window consists of one centre light, 35 ft. by 4 ft. 6 in., and two side

lights, 33 ft. by 3 ft. 6 in. each. In the centre aro three medallions—tha

crucifixion, tho resurrection, and the ascension—with geometrical work. In
each of the side lights also is a medallion—one, tho raising of Lazarus ; tha

other, the raising of the daughter of Jairus— with geometrical works.

Running the length of the window is the inscription, on glass: — "This
window was ijresented by Alderman Thomas Quested Finnis, of this town,

and Lord Mayor of London, to the memory of Ann Lydia, who departed

this life on the 7th Nov., 1861." Tho work has been beautifully finished

by Messrs. Chater and Son, of St. Dunstan's, Tower Street, London.

HiGHWORTii.—The parish church, which has been lately restored, waa
re-opened on the 6th inst. by tlie Bishop of the diocese. The wholo
building is very lofty, and, with the large windows, extremely well lighted.

A new entrance gate from the road on the west has been erected, and a
broad path, paved, formed to the west door in the tower. Tho ground
around tho church has been lowered, and new paths formed. Mr. Hngall
was the architect, and Mr. Padley, the contractor.

Stackpolb Elidek.—A memorial window to the late Earl of Cawdor, by
Mr. A. O'Connor, has been placed in the church of StJickpole Elider, by tho

tenant-farmers and other inhabitants of the six parishes comprising his

Lordship's estate in that part of Pembrokeshire.

St. Bartholomew's New Church, near Southsea.—In August last St.

Bartholomew's Church was commencetl, and it is now nearly completed, tho

portion built being the nave, chancel, and vestry, the cost of which, with

tho western gaUciy, is £2,500. The accommodation at present afforded is

for 700 persons. 'There are three entrances to the church, the principal

one being at tho west-end, having a large porch, the others being on tho

north and south sides. On the south side of the building, under the

chancel-arch, is a handsome octagonal pulpit upon standing columns with

foliated caps. The chancel-arch is supported on two handsomely carved

corbels; the altar-rails are of can-ed stone, the gas standards coming up
tlirough the piers. Fixed against tho east wall of tho chancel is an orna-

mental stone screen of excellent workmanship, designed to contain the

Commandments, &c. The eait window is a beautiful specimen of stained

glass, designed and manufactured by Messrs. Chance, Brothers, of Birminij-

ham. The lower portion of this window, which has been presented and

erected in memory of the late John Warden, Esq., R.y., is composed of geo-

metrical figures, exquisitely designed in harmonising colours, the upper

portion consisting of a very beautiful representation of the Saviour's ascen-

sion. The roof is of open stained timber, varnished, as are also tho whole of

tho sittings, which have been built on the most approved modern principle.

The architects of tho building aro Messrs. Goodwin and Butcher, of Lon-

don, and the builder, Mr. T. R, AVhite, of Landport. Tho whole of the

work has been carried out under the immediate superintendence of Mr.

Goodwin. It is proposed to consecrate the church the latter end of tliia

month, which ceremony will bo performed by the Lord Bishop of the

diocese.

Ardamixe, Ireland.—A new church, dedicated to St. John tho Evan-

gelist, has recently been consecrated at .4rdamine, Ireland.

IsLiP Chitrch.—A fine window in stained glass has just been placed .it

the east end of this church, in memory of the lato Dr. Buekland and hi»

wife. It is the gift of their children, he having been several years rector of

this parish. It consists of three main bays, surmounted by a bold com-

partment of six points, with other tracery. The design consists of the vine;
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distribated orer the whole surface of the window, so ingeniously intertwined

as to form in its several interlarings the various panels which contain the

sabjeot«. The main panels in the chief bay contain the "Annunciation,"
" Crucifixion," and •• Noli me t;mgore." The chief tracery light has the
" Ascension of our Lord," the minor ones the " Pelican in her piety," and
the " Holy JJsmb," &c. ; the other panels hare angels, monograms, and
other serenl subjects, mostly referring to the passion of our Lord ; all these

are enclosed by various and beautiful borderings. At the bottom of all

runs the following inscription, " Memorial to William Buckland, D.D., Dean
of Westminster, died Ang. 14th, 1856, and Mary, his wife, died Not. 30th,

1867. By their children." Messrs. Warrington and Sons, of Jjondon, are

the utists.

Glasgow Cathedral—CoiiPi.KTioir of the Royal Wdtdow.—The long-

expected painted glass for the east window is now erected. The splayed

sills have been rejJaced, and the window &ame is restored to its original

form. The new window contains figures of the Evangelists—Matthew,
Mark, Luke, and John—very noble figures, whose inspired and hopeful look

is intended to contrast with the stem prophets of the transept window ; the

contrast between the old and new dispen.'^ations is thus tj-pified, so far as it

may be possible by the power of art. The upper part of the window is

filled with a diaper of singidar elegance, both of form and colour ; we do
not remember either in modem or old glass seeing a finer diaper or a border

of greater beauty. The display of heraldry is magnificent—in the first

place, to the left of the centre and of the spectator, but to the right in the

vindow, are placed the arms of the Sovereign as Queen of the United King-
dom ; to the right of the centre the royal arms of Scotland ; close to the arms
of Her Slajesty are those of the lamented Prince Consort ; whilst the arms
of the heir to the throne are placed on the other side, surmounted by the

badge of Wales, instead of the usual royal crest. The feathers make an
admirable pendant to the crest of the Prince Consort. The entire array of

royal arms, admirably designed and executed, has a rich and harmonious
effect. There is no special inscription of dedication ; but the funds were
provided by Parliament, and it has been the wish of the Government to

erect a window in entire harmony with those of private subscribers, and
regulated in its design and execution, as well as in its subject, by the same
conditions. The figures of the Evangelists in this fine work of art were
designed by Johann Von Schrandolph, historical painter, Professor of the
Boyal Academy of Munich, Knight of the Order of Civil Merit of the Crown
of Bavaria, Member of the Bavarian Order of Maximilian of Art and Science,

and of the Order of St. Michael of Prussia. The ornament is from the

desigiui of MaximiUan Ainmiller, architect. Knight of the Order of St. Mi-
chael of Pmssia, of the Order of the Bed Eagle of the third class, and of the

Order of Pius IX. The Chevalier Ainmiller is also an honorary member of

the Royal Academy, Munich, and inspector of the Royal Establishment of

Glass Painting.

St. Maetin's Chtbch, Leicestee.—About two years ago the intersec-

tion tower of this fine church was found to bo in such a ruinous condition

that the vicar and churchwardens resolved to have it taken down. It has
now nearly been rebuilt, together with the north, and south transepts. The
new tower, which is 26 ft. square, is supported on four handsome arches

16 ft. wide by 32 ft. high in the clear (the old arches were about 12 ft. wide
by 16 ft. high), which greatly improves the interior effect of the church. It

is proposed to surmount the new tower with a lofty broach spire, but at

present the committee have only funds sufficient to carry up the tower to the

height of 108 ft. The works have been carried out by Messrs. Dove of
Islington, from the designs and under the superintendence of Mr. Raphael
Brandon, the architect, who directed the former restorations of this important
and interesting church.

Stadjkd Glass at St. Pathicx's Cathedral.—The Dublin Builder says

:

Messrs. Barff and Co. have been commissioned to fill in with stained glass
the great south transept triplet window of this cathedral. The subject se-

lected by Mr. Guinness, the donor, is " The Ascension of our Lord." A full-

length figure of the Redeemer will occupy the upper part of the centre light,

the Apostles, in groups, filling the lower portions of the three lights ; and
those prophets who especially prophesied the coming of our Saviour are re-

presented as seated in glory in the upper parts of the two side lights, con-
templating the fulfilment of their prophecies.

St. Gsegobt's Chubck, Sudbuky.—This church is to be restored and re-

seated.

SroCTfWELL.— On Wednesday week the foundation stone of a new chapel
in the Studley Road, Stockwell, was laid with the usual ceremony by J.

Corderoy, Esq. The site is most eligible, the purchase of which, together
with the cost of the building, will be about £4,000, of which only about
£2,600 has already been subscribed. The style of the edifice externally is

Ionic, [resembling Mr. Spurgeon's Tabernacle. The materials in front, in-

cluding the pillars, are of stone. The architect is W. Jenkins, Esq., and
the details are being carried out by Messrs. Chinnock Brothers, of Wands-
worth Road. When completed there will be seat accommodation for 1,100
persons.

Methodist Chapkls, Schools, &c.— New schools, costing £1,500, have
been opened in connexion with the new chapel in Mornington Road,
Southport. The foundation stones of new chapels have been laid at Merthyr
Tydvil, Middlesboroiigh, and Market Rasen ; and of new schools at Exeter
and Whitchurch, .Salop ; and new day schools have been openc<l at Crowe.
The Middlesborough chapel is to cost £4,400, and to seat 900 persons with
ease. It will be the second Wesleyan Chapel in the town. The Exeter

schools will cost £1.209, and accommodate from 350 to 400 children. The
Whitchurch schools will cost £1,130. The Crewe schools have cost

£1.316.
Chapel Ask, Woi.vEKnAStPTON.—^Mr. Bidlake's plans have been accepted

for the Wesleyan chapel about to be erected here. The design is for a.

building, chiefly of stone, in the Geometric style, with a tower and spire

100 feet high. There is a large window in front ; and the lower part of thc^

wall is broken by an arcade, one compartment of which contains a window
lighting the vestibide. On each .side there is a clerestory, supported in the
interior by iron columns. Bricks are employed for some of the arches and
bands ; blue stone for the shafts of the doon^ay and arcade ; and Bath stone

for the cornice of the tower, window dressings, &e. The chapel is 81 feet

long and 50 feet wide ; and there are galleries at the end and on each side.

It is to seat 900 people. There are three vestries at the back, with a yard,

&C. The total cost of the building will exceed £3,000.

BUILDINOS.

Bbdcliffb.—An infirmary is about to be erected at RedcUffe, Oxford-
shire. The mortuary is in course of removal ; the foundations of the main
buildings are begun. The shell of the building is likely to be completed
this year, and then no doubt need be entertained that means for completing:

the interior will be found. The munificent gift of a chapel, by Mr. Combe,
waits only for the selection of a site.

ToDMOEDKN.—A ncw masouic hall has been opened at Todmorden. The
building is a very handsome structure, in the Italian style of architecture,

and has cost about £2,000.

New Theatre, Edinbiiegh.—Mr. Howard is busy in arranging for the
building of his new Theatre in Nicholson Street, Edinburgh, on the ground
on which the present circus now stands. It is calculated to contain from
two to three thousand people.

Kn.MAiNHAM Gaoi..—The female side of Kilmainham Gaol is to be
remodelled and put on the separate system, according to the designs

of Mr. M'Curdy, which have just received the approval of the Lord-
Lieutenant. The new wing recently added to this gaol by the same archi-

tect is perhaps the largest in Europe, and forms a new feature in prison

architecture.

Racquet Couet, Trinity College.— The long-talked-of racquet court

is at length to be erected in the park of Trinity College, which announce-
ment will no doubt bo hailed with pleasure by the majority of the students

of Alma Mater. It has been a great source of surprise that such an insti-

tution shoidd have so long remained without this great essential to the

physical developement of the rising generation, who may there porsuc their

studies. Racquet playing must, in a great degree, tend to counteract the

injurious effects of the sedentary and confined life to which the hard-

working " honourman " must of necessity subject himself. For this reason

alone—say nothing of having "within the walls " those means of recrea-

tion which may keep many a youth from the allurements of town-life—
we consider this a step in the right direction. Mr. M'Cnrdy is the archi-

tect ; Mr. J. Nolan, contractor.

—

Dublin Builder.

CoLtiMBA College.—A new dormitory (early English) is to be erected at

Coliunba College. Mr. M'Curdy, architect ; Mr. Gahan, contractor.

Gift of a Town Hall to Dalbeattie.—On the 1 3th inst., a new town-

hall and reading room, erected by Wellwood Herries Maxwell, Esq., of

Munches, was formally opened.

New Public Hai.l, Dorking.—A gentleman of this town has projected a I

new hall, and his agent has exhibited his pluns to the public. It is pro-

posed that the large hall shall be capable of holding about a thousand
persons.

By the kind permission of the Dean of Westminster, and with the con-

currence of Mr. G. Scott, arrangements have been made for a visit of the

members ofthe Architectural Association to Westminster Abbey, on Saturday,

the 28th instant. A prize is offered for the best written account of tlus
|

visit

GENERAL ITEMS.

THE Holy Sepulchre, Jeeusalem.—The Paris Patrie says that both

France and Russia reject the proposition of the Porte to participate in

defraying the expenses of reconstructing the cupola of the church of the

Holy Sepulchre at Jeru.salem.

Tss, Thames Embankment.—Monday, the Hon. Mr. Cowper in the chair,

the case of the Duke of Norfolk, in connection with the Strand estate, com-
prehending Surrey, Norfolk, Howard, Arundel, and other streets, of which
the Duke, who was represented by Mr. Hope Scott, Q.C., his guardian, is

the owner, came under the consideration of the Railway Committee. The
Strand estate has a frontage to the river on its south side of 540 ft. in i

length, and the Duke claims right of foreshore aU along it under charter
(

from Charles I. It is proposed to run a sewer, together with the embanfc-
j

raent, and to make comramiications out of them by means of a side road,

leaving an angular space 600 ft. long and 60 ft. wide between the emhanfc-

ment, the roadway, and the side road, the width of the latter to be 40 ft.,
i

and to communicate with the streets forming the Strand estate by continua- j

tions, the result of which as alleged would be to cut off entirely the water
'

frontage of the estate, and to destroy, by the through traffic, the existing

privacy of those streets. Under these circumstances, the committee were

asked to give protective clauses to the effect that the land reclaimed should

not be built on, but be vested in the owner of the estate, together with con-

trol over the traffic. The committee expressed a general approval of these

requirements, and ordered clauses in accordance with them to be brought up,
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as well as in the ease of the Marquis of Salisbury, wlio sought similar pro-

tective provisions in connection with his property in Salisbury and Cecil

Streets. The City of London Gas Company sought the insertion of clauses

giving thorn the exclusive use of the foreshore between the embankment and
their works at Whitefi-jars for their lighters, storage, and works. Mr. Gray,

the chairman of the company, and Mr. Ilawkesley, C.E., were examined in

proof of the expediency of this, showing that the company's river frontage

extended 330 ft, along the river, and that all the available space alongside

was required for th« manufacture of their gas for supplying the city, which
last year amounted to 481,000,000 cubic feet, with 61,758 tons of coal car-

bonised. Mr. Burke having point<>d out the provisions intended to be intro-

duced into the Bill for furnishing the company with adequate facilities for

their trade and manufacture, and showed that the embankment would be
carried in front of their premises with open arches of 70 ft. span, tho com-
mittee negatived the application, the parties reserving their opposition for

committee of the House of Lords. On the application of Mr. Hope Scott,

on behalf of tho Duke of Buccleueh and the Crown lessees, it was agreed
that the correspondence between the Treasury and tho Commissioners of

Works should be produced and entered on the minutes, and the committee
adjourned.

Pakis UwrvEKSAi. Exhdiition.—It is announced that a permanent uni-

versal exliibilion will be opened in Paris in the summer of 1863, under the

patronage of the emperor. The building is to be on a grander scale than
the London Exhibition, tho dimensions being 1000 ft. long, with a ceutnil

dome 345 ft in height. One of the grand features is that foreign goods
will be admitted for exhibition free of duty, with liberty to re-export them,
or thoy may be sold on tho spot, paying the duties levied under the new
tai'iff. The great inducement held out to English manufacturers is that
they will be enabled to exhibit their goods, and thereby check the large sale

of spurious articles now going on in Piiris. The capital of £G00,000 has
alnady been subscribed in Franco and Belgium. The building is in course

of construction.

BiucK Machine.—This invention, patented by John J. Alvord, of Tecum-
seh, Mich., consists in a novel and improved clay-tempering device, rotary

mould-wheel and screw-feeder, so constructed and arranged that the whole
process of moiJding and pressing bricks is performed by mechanism having
a rotary motion, the working parts being so arranged as to admit of a quick
movement without the liability of getting out of order or becoming deranged
in any way.

The PiioracTED Ckystal Palace at Ddbliic.—A company has been
formed for the erection of a permanent Crystal Palace, the directors includ-

ing forty of the most influential noblemen and gentlemen of the city, with
the Duke of Leinster as chairman, and Mr. B. Lee Guinness as vice-chairman.

The ground selected, about fifteen acres, is to be tm-ned into a winter garden,

and in its centre the palace is to bo put up, containing a concert hall, along
with galleries for the exhibition of work of art and art-manufacture.

Memorial to a Lady.—A memorial has recently been erected in St.

Barnabiis's Church, Erdington, to the late Miss E. Hiirrison, of that place.

It consists of the figure of an angel, five feet eight inches high, executed in

Caen stone, bearing a brass shield, upon which is the following inscription :

—

" The poor of Erdington erected this tablet as a memorial of their gratitude

to Elizabeth Harrison, who died March 20, 1860." The caner of the figure

is Mr. S. P. Wood, of Lichfield ; and the brass the work of Mr. Thomas
Brawn, architectural metal worker, Birmingham.
A Lady Sculptob.—In tho Great Exhibition (North Court, Central

Division) is the statue of a large dog, sculptured by the lady of Henry
Heathcote, Esq. (brother of Lord Aveland, of North LulFenham, Rutland),
which has already attracted groups of admirers. The animal is represented

as lying down, with its fore legs extended and its head erect the pose alto-

gether being very natural. It is the statue of a favourite living dog in Mrs.
Heathcote's possession, and is a very spirited and highly successful produc-
tion from the fair sculptor's atelier, which, we believe, was on the premises
of Mr. Blashfield, of Stamford, amongst whose beautiful terra cotta goods
the statue in question has found a locale in the exhibition.

The Demolitiox of the Houses of the London Pooe.—The Sonth
Londmi Journal says :

— " The construction of the Metropolitan Meat and
Poultry Market wiU destroy 86 small houses, and displace 939 persons, and
we are fold that the Railway Company will furnish cheap railway travel-

ling, morning and night, to Farriugdon Street, for 1,000 working men.
Now, this is rather better than saying there is room for them in the neigh-

bourhood, but who will build dwellings for these thousand men in the

vicinity of a station, where land is sure to be almost as valuable as in the

metropolis ? Moreover, the cheapest possible cost at which a working man
can be conveyed to and from the place of his labour will make a serious

inroad upon his income, and the necessity of taking his mid-day meal apart

from his family will add another formidable item to his expenses. It

appears to us that what is required in all cases is, the construction of

houses adapted for the labouring classes, contiguous to the tenitory which
these public improvements invade, and that this should be done, if other

means fail, by legal enactment. In the case of new streets, the needful

accommodation for the working people might be afforded witliout much
difficulty, and we see no insurmountable obstacle to it in the making of a
metropolitan line of railway. We learn with much satisiiiction that the

attention of the Metropolitan Board ofWorks has been called to the subject,

in connection -n-ith the new street in Southwark. There seems to be no
reason why that street, throughout its entire extent, should be bounded by
only shops and first-class houses. Why should not cheap, yet neat and
commodious dwellings, for artisans and operatives find a i^lacc there as well

aa morn costly abodes ? Even if it should not be deemed deanble to erect
such dwellings immediately in front, there are nuuiy mull sites abnttiDg
thereon whieh might be made available for them, so that the wont erUs of
displacement may be avoided. W» have no reason to doubt that the
matter will be taken into the serioas consideration of the Board, and we
shall truly rejoice if in the end they see their way clear to prorido for tho
lodgment of those who have been dispossessed of tlieir homes by a gi«at
measure of public improvement, which the new street unqnestionablj is."

Monuuent to tub Gboox or Qraair VicTonu. Messrs. Osmond and
Son, scidptors, of Salisbury, have just erected in Wbippingham churchyard.
Isle of Wight, a monument, consisting of a cross on three steps and circle^

with tho following inscription :—"To tlio memory of George Frederick
Jones, born 1820, died 1862, groom to Queen Victoria, and the faithful

attendant during 1 3 years of the lioyal children, by whom this stone ia

erected, 1862."

Department of Science and Art.—The increase of students attending
the schools of the Department of Science and Art during the last few years
is worthy of record. In 1859 the numbers were 85,969 pcTsons; in 1860,
88,461; in 1861, 91,741. The number (included in the above) under Science
instruction in 1861 was 5,390, to whom 322 prizi'S wi're awarded ; in 1880
the numbers were 3,158. The travelling museum has been visited, since the
circulating system commenced, by 608,707 persons, and the localities have
realised 15,690/. in fees, which they have retained in aid of local expenses.

This excellent arrangement has enabled the inhabitants of thirty-four cities

and towns in the three kingdoms to examine the splendid results of Art thus
brought to their doors.

Cakbickfebqcs PtEB, Ibbland.—^The Municipal Commiarionen of the
port of Carrickfergus have applied for a provisional order for works for im-
proving the accommodation for shipping, by the construction of a pier or
qimy, giving a depth of five to seven feet at low water ; and also for form-

ing a breakwater on the west side of the harbour. The Commissionen
have also sought for power to levy rates. The cost of the new works vras

estimated at £6,000.

Shakspeaee's Hocsb, Stbatford-on-Avok. — The works for restoring

Shakspeare's house at Stratford-on-Avon, and converting the ground ad-

joining into a garden, which is intended to be open to the public, have been
actively commenced, and it is expected that they will be completid in about
a year.

The Uifi)F.EanovND Railway.—In excavating the cutting opposite Bay
Street, which is intended to connect the Clerkenwell tunnel with the station

in Victoria Street, the workmen have uncovered the large vault which con-

tains the remains that were removed some years back from the pauper btirial-

ground of Clerkenwell. This vault is of great depth, covered at the top
with massive stone slabs, and ornamented with a large stone cross. The
workmen have already removed the earth nearly to the level of the line,

previous to piJling down the vault and removing the remains to some extra-

mural place of sepulchre. A great number of laljourers and artisans are

employed on the site of the terminus in Victoria Street, and mounds of day
are being burnt ready for use in the foundations. The stations at King's
Cross, Gtower Street, and the rest of the works of the line, are in a state of
great forwardness.

Faluno-em of the Fleet Seweb.—Great excitement has prevailed in

Ray Street and Saflfron Hill, Clerkenwell, in consequence of a &lling-in of a
portion of the Fleet sewer at those spots. The first alarm was given on
Sunday afternoon between the hours of two and three, wheu about twenty
feet of the roadway fell in, the old sewer having given way. The cause of
its breaking away is attributed to the late heavy rains ; but it may be men-
tioned that some years back, near the same spot, another portion of the same
sewer fell in. Mr. Superintendent Gemon and Inspector Brannan, of the

G division, with a strong body of police, were at once in attendance, and
the roadway was barricaded. On Monday morning it was found that be-

tween ten and twelve feet more of the sewer had given way, and the whole
of the houses were flooded. The whole of the flour belonging to Mr. James
Warkley, baker, of 29 Ray Street is damaged. Mr. E. Richardson, the

landlord of the Coach and Horses public-house, and other persons, have sus-

tained great damage. The surveyor of the parish has been communicated
with, and efforts have been made to prevent any further damage.
Moffat.—Building.—Hopetoun Place, in Academy Road, is now finished,

and adds greatly to the amenity of that part of the town. The houses aro

on the metropolitan scale for beauty, accommodation, and attention to all

.sanitary rajuirements. Havelock Crescent is opening up a communication
between the Old and the New Well Roads ; and another crescent, taking a
similar curve, has lately hiul two houses begun it ; other feus aro taken in

the vicinity. Boceh Grove is extending itself. The British Linen Com-
pany's Branch Bank is nearly finished, and is a handsome substantial build-

ing. The United Presbyterian Church is to be contracted for next week, ve
hear, and as we have seen the architect's designs, we know it will be a very

elegant, commodious English-Gothic structure, and will greatly ornament
the town.

—

Correifpondent of Scotsman.

CHIPS.

THE aqueduct now in course of construction at Paris will be 4,034 metres

in length.

In the House of Commons, on Thursday week. Sir G. Grey stati^d that a
bill would be ready in a few days to provide for the construction of a

second shaft in coal mines.

The Mining and Scientific Press of San Francisco says that about twelve
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miles from Auckland a coal oil-bed has been discovered, from which large

supplies can be derived for burning purooses.

A new bridge is to be built over the WiUybrook, King's Cliffe.

A monument is about to be erected in the cemetery at Louth, and a
memorial tablet in Walkergate Chapel, in the same town, by the members
and friends of that place of worship, in memorj- of the late Rev. J. Kiddall.

Af the Sheriff's Court of Surrey, the Rev. J. G. 'Wenham, a Roman Catholic
priest, sought to recover the sum of ;f627 10s. from the 3Ietropolit;m Board
of Works, as compensation for loss sustained by him in eonsequcuco of the
Board requiring a building in Price's Street, Gravel Lane, South-srark, iised

as a Roman Catholic charity school, of which the plaintiff was manager,
4c., for the purposes of the new street The jury found for the plaintiff

—

damages, £350, which will, of course, carry costs against the Board.
One hundred thousand sacks of earth have been thrown into the coffer-

dam at Lynn, up to Wednesday afternoon. The leakage through the banks
consequent ujion the recent rise of water upon the land inundated, continues

to increase daily.

The mason-builders have, it appears, generally accepted the terms upon
which the masons consented to close their strike last week, and the men
who remained out have been pretty well absorbed in the various yards and
shops.

A new cemetery has just been opened at Weston, near Bath. The chapel
on the ground, for the use of the members of the Church of England, is of
the early pointed style, 26 ft. long by 16 ft. wide, has a small turret at the

angles, surmoimted by a spire. The Nonconformist chapel is of octagonal
form, 20 ft. in diameter. Both edifices are lined with ashlar, and covered
with high-pitched roofs. The work has been executed, under the super-

intendence of Messrs. Manners and Gill, architects, by tlie following trades-

men:—Mr. Greenman, carpenter; Mr. Birth, mason; Mr. Derrick, smith;
and Mr. John Bussclls, glazing and slating.

Messrs. Ormenxl and Co., of St, George's Iron Works, Hulme are making
a railway and road-bridge for spanning the Jumna, near Delhi. The bridge
will consist of twelve arches, of 205 feet span each, and will be half a mile
long. It is for the East India Railway, and is the design of Mr. A. M.
Eendel, C.E.

A successful experiment in preserving wood for vessels has been made at

Cherbourg. It consisted of siibjeeting the wood to a slight carbonisation

with common inflammable coal-gas.

The sixth annual conversazione of the St. Martin's School of Art will

take place at eight o'clock, on Friday, the 27th instant.

A new street from Southwark to the Westminster Bridge Road will be
opened in a fortnight.

It is said that the Exhibition about to be built at Paris, by Sir Joseph
Paxton, is to be of such dimensions that the Crystal Palace at Sydenham
will sink into insignificance if placed beside it.

The Lincoln Diocesan Architectural Society will hold its usual autumn
meeting this year at Leicester. The gathering will commence on Wednesday,
August 6. 'The Archseological Association of Great Britain, the Leicester-

shire Architectural and Archaeological Society, and the Northamptonshire
Architectural Society will also unite their forces on the occasion. An in-

teresting feature of the proceedings will be an excursion to Bosworth Field,

one of the most famous scenes in English history.

The Times of Wednesday says, " We are informed that a veiy compre-
hensive plan is now before the Admiralty, showing what can and what can-
not be done at Portsmouth in the way of enlarging the present dockyard,
what are the existing difiiculticSj and how they may be best overcome. In
considering this question, care must be taken not to overlook the value of
the present establishment, and the importance of Spithead anchorage,
whether as regards position, space, holding-ground, or security."

A new Corn Exchange is about to be built at Melrose, Scotland.

The first stone of the Leeds Grammar School Chapel wUl be laid by the
Bishop of Ripon, on the 2nd of July.

A memorial fountain, to the late Dr. Fothergill, on account of his

attachment to the temperance cause, and strenuous advocacy of all phikn-
thropic objects, was inaugurated on Whit Tuesday, at Darlington. The
design of the fountain is perhaps the most elegant to be found in the North
of England, and the erection has cost a considerable amount of money.
A bill has been introduced into Parliament by Mr. M'Mahon, M.P., " to

facilitate the obtaining of sites for places of worship."

The excavations at Rome, on the Palatine Mount, are attracting much
attention. The vast accumulation of rubbish which covered the pavement
of the building, supposed (but erroneously) to have been the Temple of

Apollo, has been removed, and access is now free to the range of vaulted
rooms below. Several objects of great artistic interest have been found in

these rooms ; among others, a pavement composed of rich marbles, columns
with elaborately-carved capitals, and remarkable thyrsi.

Votes of £500 for the Royal Irish Academy, and i;2,750 for the National
Gallery of Ireland, have been agreed to by the Commons.
A telegram from Bordeaux of the 14th announces that the Hotel de Ville

of that city has been burnt down. The loss is immense. The archives have
been destroyed. The museum is preserved. In Toulouse, also, the other
day, an alarming fire broke out.

At St. Petersburg, large warehouses and 6hop.s, covering several acres,

have been destroyed by a terrific fire, supposed to have been the work of in-

cendiaries. The Apraxine and Stehbukine markets and the Minister of the
Interior's mansion were destroyed.
The contract for erecting a parsonage house for the vicar of the parish of

Newport, on the left side of Hunny Hill, has been taken by Mr. Cole Jolliffe,

builder, in Carisbrooke Road.

CnrwsponircncD.

GAS APPARATtIS, lilTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.
To the Editor of the " BuiLDixo News."

I.ondon, June 18.
Sir,—The mode of sealing the end of a coal ga« retort by inserting it into a cistern of

water, and whicli was described as objectionable in the " Building Ni»s," June 30th, when
reftrrins to " Wigram's patent vertical gas retort," can tie easily obvialcd.
Ketaining the stand which supports the present water cistern, and replacing the latter

with a cap of lime luting, this cap could be forced up over the end of the retort by a wedge-
or a screw having a bearing on the stand.

Ceoege Waicott, CE.

Sacristy £150
.

•- -

.

.

143
140
138 10
132
150
108
112

Messrs. John

TENDEHS.
New Aisle, Church of the Holy Family, Saffron Hill For a new aisle, Church of
the Holy Family, .Saffron Hill. Messrs. John Young and Son, architecu. Quantities sup-
plietl by Mr. Shoppee.

Axford Aisle fSOO
Gander 7(i'2

Lawrence and Sons 720
Malcott 649
Hart 64B
Chessum fi3()

Hardiman and Sandon 593
Kelly 585

Alterations For alterations. No. 21 Old Fish Street, for Mr. Rich.
Young and Son, architects.

Condcr £KS3
i
Hart £470 O

Little „ 556 Chessuni....„............,.M 435
Hardiman and Sandon 526 [

New Bi'ilding, Aldgate. — For a new building. Hutchison Street, Aldgate, for Mr-
Lazarus. Messrs. John Y'oung and Son, architects.

Larke £727 i Henshaw €595 (X
Hart.. 666

, Chessum 580
Connor (HI 1

New Wards, Sherborne Workhouse.—For the erection of new vagrant wards, and
altering porter's apartments. Messrs. Haggctt and Pocklington, architects.

Hull and Hellyar £459 | Croad £370
Guppy 397 Penny 364
Down 373 10 0|

House AND STABLi.NG.REnHiLL— For house and stabling, at Redhill, Surrey, for Capt. E.
W. Roberts. Mr. G. Klkington, architect. Quantities supplied by Mr. B. A. C. Herring.

Gammon £4,142
Browne and Robinson 4,086

Messrs. Coleman 4,064

Dale 3,482

Hack and Son £5,158
Myers and Sons 4,994
Carruthers 4,600
Thompson 4,285

HOADS AND Sewers nkar Hereford.—For roads and sewers, to be constructed on the
Eign Gate estate of the Hereford Freehold Laud and Building Society. Mr. R. Webster,
surveyor. Quantities not supplied.

Morgan Roads £415
Lee 367
Coker S3S 3
Trumper (accepted) 293

Bath Markets.—For reconstruction of Bath Markets. Messrs. Hickes and Isaac, archi-
tects. Quantities supplied. Accepted tender,

Stap £4,978

Drainage, &c., Brighton.—For main drainage and outfall works, for the Brunswick
Square and Terrace Commissioners, Hove, Brighton. Mr. R. G. Suter, architect.

Quantities supplied by Messrs. Batstoneand Hunt.

Sewers £300
266
223
207

Sawyer £5,970
Moxon 5,4<i0

Williams 5,104
Dethick 4,960
Hill, Kcddell, and Co 4,110
Crockett 4,028
Reynolds 4,000
Bugbird 3,987
Fabian 3,929
Checsmau and Co. (accepted)... 3,466

Credit for old materials £70
40
56
66
60

„ 28
30
56
77
77

Hare Tavbrn, Brick Lane.— For additions and alterations to the Hare Tavern, Brick Lane.
Mr. Reddall, architect.

Scott £.524 1 Heath £499
HotTsEs, Putney. — For the erection of a pair of houses, in the Upper Richmond Road,

Putney, for Miss E. M. Simsoii. Mr. S. Wood, architect. Ouantities not supplied.
Avis and Sons £924 | Aries (accepted) £614 10
Adam son and Sons 885 Ol

-For alterations to South London Music Halt.Alterations South London Music Hall.*
Mr. W. Paice, architect

Fish £899
Sharpington and Cole 787
Hart 770
Colls and Co 693

House, Wlmbledon For house for Mr. F. Oliver, at Wimbledon. Mr. E. Nash, archi-
tect

Nicholson and Sons £1,985
Walker 1,970
Colls and Co 1,937

Church Additions, Pembroke Dock. — For additions to Roman Catholic Church, Pem-
broke Dock. Mr. J. Cooper, architect

Booth £6.'i8

Bottom and Co. - 619 O
Forster 603

I King, Burton, and Hepwell £1,930
Myers 1,872

Fitzgerald £289
VVarlow 23-5

Bateman 216

G. Thomas £463
.Scurlock 365
Taylor 351
T. Thomas 330 10

BIrchanics' Institute, Pembroke Dock.—For Mechanics* Institute, Pembroke Dock.
K, W. Ladd, architect

Mr.

Bateman £540
Joiie."* and Wilkins (accepted) 598 10

Warlow 543

Lewis and Lloyd .^755 11
Yerward 721
Jones and Johns 647
Taylor 645

New Baptist Chapel, Bradford.—New Baptist Chapel, Manningham Lane, Bradford*
Yorkshire. Tenders for the whole of the works

James Keighley £5,195
Gibson and Maude 5,100 8
James Neill 5,077

Accepleil Tenders. E.\'cavator and Mason

—

Booth Illingworth £2,339 10
Carpenter and Joiner

—

Booth Illingworth 1,354
Boundaries

—

Booth Illingworth 275
Slater—
Jno. Tattcrsall 178 10 3

Booth Illingworth _ £4.826 10
Archibald Neill 4,729

Plasterer

—

T. Hargreaves 145
Ironfounder

—

James Keighley £190
Plumber and Glazier

—

James Keighley » m.. 170
Painter-
James Keighley 95

ToUl £4,747 C 3
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Cannon £967
Wills 8i».3

Mark Deacon am)

Skltterall .**, „ £2ft5
Hoffers 235

FouUon and Woodman.

CoLLKiR—For the erection of the Methodist New Connection College, Sheffield. Mr. Wil-
liam Hill, architect, I.eed-i, Quantitiei supplied.

Thoma* Mycock, Sheffield „ £3,G00

DBTtcnED ViLi-A. Uppkr NoRWOoii, SuRHRY— For takinf; down detached cottage and
crectinK on site detached villa, fur K.C.Jones, F,«i. Mr. William Goiltiiff. architect.
The whole of the works to he ?neastiri-(l and valiieil at Skyrin^'t; buikier** priceii. Mr.
Rohert Smith, builder. Upper Marccy Koad, Plumstcad.

Villa.—For villa, Wilson Street, Oprhy. Meisr«. Giles and Brookhoutc, architoctn.
Thompson £?^7 I BripK* £H04
Bridgart «7H

i Bingham (accepted) H-iS

Hot'sR, Gkkat Malvern.—For erecrinR a houne at Great Malvern, for H. B. Bcrcsford,
Esq. Mi'sirs. Elmslie, Franey. and Haildon, architects.

Mr. Wilson Worcester (accepted) £1,364
Hoi'SES, Grrat MALVERy—For erecting a house in the Graham Koad, Great Malvern, for
Miss Il.irris. Messrs. Elmslie, Franey and Haddoti, architects,

M'Cann and Kicral (accepted) €2,300
Statiow. Great Malvern.—For covering to platform of the Great Malvern 'Station, for

the West Midland Hailway Company. Messrs. Elmslie, Franey, and Haddon, archi-
tects.

M'Kenzie,Cinnes and Holland, I J. Connell. Cheltenham £I,0.tO 12
Worcester (acceptetl) affl,109 10 I Austinand Urown, Kidderminster 1,188

Barwcll and Co, Northampton l.llii 10 /

Houses, Lower Norwood-—For the erection of two houses, and forming and making new
voads, .*tc., at Lower Norwood, Surrey, for Barnett Meyers, Esq. Ttllott and Chamberlain,
architects. For two houses, quantities supplied.

Pil»er and Wheeler £\,(Hi) ~
Fish LOSS
G. and R. Buck 1,0()9

Ashby and Sons 988
For forming and making new roads, &c.

ColsoB £320
I

Wills 27!)
I

WiirrcHLRCH—For additions to Swanstone, Whitchurch, Oxon.
architects, Reading.

MatthewH £3.558 i Sheppard £.3.420
Woodrotfe 3,4^4 ) V/heeler (accepted) 3,398

COMPETITIONS AND CONTRACTS OPEN.
Chapel.—For the building of a new Weslcyan chapel, situate in the Humberstonc Road,

Leicester. Applications; to he made to F. W. Ordish, Kat]., Qucnibnrough.
'WoRKHotiSE— For the erection of two new wings to the Holbeach Union Workhouse.
Tenders to be sent to E. G. Ayliflf, Esq., Clerk to the Guardians, by Monday, the 23rd day
of June.

Restoration of Church.— For the restoration of King's Cliffe Church. Plans and speci-
ficationn may be seen at the otfice of 'Mr. Edward Browning, architect, Stamford. Sealed
tenders to be sent to the cfiurchwardens on the lOth July.

SuFPLT OF Granite.— For the supply of about 500 tons of Guernsey granite lumps for
breaking. To bo delivered in the stonc-yard of the workhouse, Poplar, free of all charges.
The contractor will be required to enter into a written agreement for the due iwrformance
thereof. Tenders to be sent to the Guardians of the Poplar Union, by Tuesday, the 24th
day of June.

Granite Pavement, Norwich— For squaring and relaying granite pavement on the Gen-
tleman's Walk, Norwich. A specification may be seen at the Surveyor's Office, 24 Castle
Meadow, wliere every information may be obtained. Tenders to be sent to Mr. H. B.
Miller, Clerk to the Board of Health, on or before the 30th of June.

Church Rkstoration.— For restoring the parish church of Eling, Hampshire. Drawings
have been prepared by Benjamin Ferrey, Esq., 1 Trinity Place, Charing Cross, London,
to whom, in the first instance, all ai)plications, with references, must be made. The
architect docs not bind himself to reply to all applicants; but the quantities have been
prepLired, and will be forwarded to those whose references are satisfactory, and they will
be informed when the drawings can be seen at the church. Tenders to be sent to the Vicar
of Eling, on the .'lOth of June.

Ironwork—The Garston and Liverpool Railway Committee arc prepared to receive tenders
for the supply and erection of columns, wroujjht-iron beams, iron roofing, and other iron,
work, at their goods' station at Liverpool. Plans, sections, drawings, and forms of con-
tract may be seen on or after the 13th day of June, at the office of W. M. Drydone, Esq.,
C.E., 8 Whitehall I'lace, Westminster. London, from whom specifications (price 10s. 6d.
each), anil any other information may be obtained. Sealed tenders, marked '* Tenders for
Ironwork," must be in the hands of Mr. Edward Ross, Secretary to the Committee, at the
offices of the Committee, London Road Station, Manchester, not later than noon on
Tuesday, the 8th of July next.

Station Buildi\g9.—The Garston and Liverpool Railway Committee are prepared to receive
tenders for the construction of their goods' station and buildings at Livenjoo'. Flans,
aections. drawings, and forms of contract may be seen on or after the 13th o( June, at the

_ office of W. ivL Brjdone, Esq.. C.E., 8 Whitehall Place, Westminster, London, from whom
specifications (price lOs. fid. each) and any other information maybe obtained. Sealed
tenders, marked ** Tenders for Works," must bo in the hands of Mr. Edward Ross, Secre-
tary to the Committee, at the offices of the Committee, London Road Station, Manchester,
not later than noon on Tuesday, the 8th of July next.

CisT-iaoN Pipes—Tlie Water Committee of the Council of the Borough of Liverpool, are
prepared to receive tenders for the supj)ly of 2(X) tons of cast-iron pipes, tl)ree inches in

diameter, with bored and turned joints, and coated with "Smith's Patent Coating." Copies
of specification, giving full particulars as to the terms and conditions of the contract, may
be had on application at the Water Office, 58 Hotham Street, Liverpool. Sealed tenders,
endorsed, " Tenders for the Snpjjly of f :ast-iron Pipes," and addressed to the Chairman of
the Water Committee of the Curporation of LivtTjiool, to be forwarded to the Waterworks
Office, Hotham Stree:, on or before Thursday, the 26th day of June.

'WoRKHOL'SE.—ThoGuardiansof thePoor of the Birkenhead Union, in the county of Chester,
having further considered and re-arranged the plans and specifications forthe erection and
completion of the new Union Workhouse, to be built at Higher Tranmere, in the said county,
are now in a position to receive tenders for the same. Separate and distinct tenders will be re-
quired for the several portions of the building, as follow^s, namely : '1st. For the erection of the
north wing ofthe main building, including the dining-hall, centre building, or master's apart-
ments, board-room, &c., with out.otlices in the yard, tank, &c.,but not including the com-
pletion of the cellarage under this part of the building. 2nd. For the erection of the south
wing of the main building. 3rd. For the erection and completion of the receiving and
vagrant wards. 4th. For the completion of the cellarage under the main building. It is

the intention of the guardians lo erect only the first portion or north wing of the main
building, as specified above, betore the month of Ajiril next. The second, third, and fourth
portions of the building, to be constructed and completed as soon afterwards as the guar-
diang may determine. The drawings and si)ecilioatious may be seen, and further informa-
tion obtained, at the oMice of Mr. I'homas Layland, architect, 20 Castle Street, Liverpool.
Sealed tenders to be delivered or sent to him at the office of the Clerk to the Guardians,
GO Lord Street, Birkenhead, on or before Saturday, the 5th day of July next. Security
required.

Vev/ Toll-House.—To be let, the building of anew toU-house, on Gilesgate Moor, Durham.
Platis and specifications may be seen on application to the collector, at the present house ;

and tenders will be received up to the 27th instant, by Edward N. Grace, Surveyor, Broom-
field, Newcastie-on-Tyne.

Malt Stores, Stablinq, &c.—For the erection of certain malt and other stores, stabling,
Ac, for Messrs. Pike, Spicer, and Co. Plans and specifications can be seen at the office

of Mr. Henry P. Foster, architect, 128 High Street, Portsmouth, and obtain all other infor-
mation. Tenders to be delivered to him not later than the !^6th of June.

Whitewashing, Coloubiso, &c. — For the whitewashing, colouring, and pointing the
Workhouee of Sioke.upon.Trent. Tenders, specifying the work jiroposed to be done, to
be sent to the Clerk of the Guardians, Stoke-upon-Trent, on or before ten o'clock in the
morning of the 2oth inst. The specification of the work required may be seen on applica-
lion to the Mastor of ibe Workhouse.

PoloLicE Stations.— For the erection and completion of a police itation at the Felling, near
to Oateihcad, and of another police ttation m the village of Brandon near to the city of
Durham, icvcralW includmg a dwelling- hou»e. cells and out-biiitdtngs. The plani
sections, 8iwciHcition«, and conditions may be inspected and perused at the office of WiU
liam Crozier. Ejo. C.E.. the county arctiitect. in the County CourU, Durham, on and after
Juesday, the 10th June inst.; to whom l.-nden (sealed and endorse*! "Tender for Felling
1 oltce Station." or " Tender for Brandon Police .Station," m Uie case may be) arc desired
to be delivered or sent, on or before Friday the 2()th inst,

Rei'AIRIKo Briiwrs.— For the maintaining and keeping in repair, during the term of four
yean, commencing from the 13th May last, the roadwavi of the following liridge* in the
county of Durham— vii. Stone Bridge. LanRley Bridge, Branre|>eth Bridge Crook
Bridge, Eel's Beck Bridge. Bradley Bridge. Nitkev Nack Bridge. <.ibb<.n» Bridge, and
Spenriymoor Bridge. Further information may be had on application to William Croiler
Esq.. C.E., Bridge Surveyor (at his office in the Countjr Courts, Durham), to whim tenden
(sealed and endorsed " Bridge Tender,") arc requetted to be tent, or delivered, on or before
Friday, the ^th June insL

Enlarobment ano Restoration or Chlrch— For the enlargement and restoration of the
parish church of Chew Stoke, .Somerset, seven mites from Briniol. 'I'he plan* and ipecifl-
cations can be Been upon application to ihe Rev. W. P. Wane, at the Rectory Hall, on
and after Monday, June 9th. Estimates to lie forwarded on or before Monday the iUrd of
June, to John Norton, architect, London, 24 Old Bond Street, W.

Baptist Chap; l.— For the erection of a new Baptist cha|>el, itchools, &c.. on the tlte of two
houses. Slowliill, Ncwiwrt. Mon Drawing* and i(»eciftcation!i may be seen, and copies of
the quantities obtained, on applying to the archltecti, Mcurs. W. (i. Haberthon and
Pile, 38 Bioomsbury Square, Liondon; Park Scuare, Newport; and Belvedere, Trcdesar-
vjlle, Cardiff.

.

^
Exbtkr City Gaol.—The town council of Kxeter are desirous to be Informed if the present

city gaol and house of correction can be made available so aa to satisfy the requirement* of
the law, as to the construction of gaols and houtes ofcorrectlon ; and they invite architects
to ascertain if it is practicable that the present city gaol and house of correction can be so
altered. They Oder a premium of £30 for the plan of alterations which shall be con-
sidernl the bct.t, and if such plan be carried into effect the architect producing it will be
employed to sujvrintend the execution of the work at the usual commission, but in that
event Ills premium is to merge in his commission. A premium of jC20 will be given for
the second I>cst plan. The gaol and house of correction may be examined upon applica-
tion to the (raoler, and further particulars obtained from Mr. G. W. Cumming. Post Office
ChamlK-rs. Surveyor to the'Council, or to Mr. Gidley, the Town (^lerk, 15 Beflford Circus,
Exeter, to whom each pl.m, with a statement of the probable co«t of carrying it into effect,
is to be sent before the second Monday in August. Plans of the present gaol, with sections
of the main part of the building and across one of the wards, may be had of the Sunrejfor
to the Council, on and after the 27th instant.

WoRKnousP..— For the erection and completion of the new workhouse, to be built in Ibe
parish of St. Clement. Oxford. The pl.uii, specifications, conditions, and form of tender
may be seen at the workhouse on and after ^Ionday, the 8th of June, and further informa-
tion obtained of the architect, Mr. William Fishor. HeadioRton Hill, near Oxford. Scaled
tenders to be sent addressed to Dr. Atlams, the Chairman of the Board, St. John's College,
endorsed " Tender for Workhouse," on or before Wednesday, the 2nd day of July next,
accompanied by the names of two responsible t>ersons, who will join the contractor in the
usual bond for the due performance of the contract.

W'est Brighton Crescent, Portodello, N.B—Tosctwith curbstones, cauieway the water
channels, hornise the fnittpath, and macadamise the carriageway, of West Brighton Cres-
cent, Portobello. Furnishing all materials, all agreeable to a plan and specification which
will Iw shown to intending contractors by Andrew Bell, Surveyor, any day previous to the
£5thcurrent,on or before which day all offers must be lodged with the said Andrew Bell, at
his Office. Council Chambers, Edinburgh, marked *' Tender for West Brighton Cre»cent."
The proprietors do not bind themselves to accept the lowest or any tender.

Bridewell.—For building a bridewell in the town of Newi>ort, according to plans and speci-
fications to be seen at the present Bridewell in Ncw|)ort. The contractor will bv required
to give sufficient security, by recognizance in double the amount of the sum contracted to
be paid for such work, to be approved by the said committee, for the due performance
thereof. Sealed tenders to be addressed to the Chairman of the Commissioners, Richard
E. Philips, Esq., Mount Rivers, Newport, Tipperary, on or before the 2iith instant.

External Paintinu op Churches—For the external painting of the churches in the fol-

lowmg lots or sections. Each tender must include one complete lot, and the sum for each
church must be stated separately. Lot 1 : Annadown, Arvon, Athenry, Clifden, Dun-
more, Erislannon, Headford, Kilconla, Kitkcrrin, Killercran, Monivea, Moylough. Moyrus,
St. Nicholas (Galway), Oranmore (Koundstonc), Oughterard. Sellerna, Spiddall, Tuam

;

county Galway. Lot 2. Achill, Aaslcagh, Ballincholla, Ballinrobe, Ballyhean, itallyovie.

Burrishoole, Castlcbar, Cong. Crossboyne. Drum Belcarra, Kilcoleman, Kilmina, Knap-
ttagh. Mayo, Ross, St. Thomas (Acliil), Turlough. Westport (Aujihavale), Ayle. Louis.
lurgh ; county Mayo. Specifications to be seen in the hands of the resident ministers ot
the parishes. Each proposal to be forwarded sealed, prepaid, and addressed thus :

" Pro-
posal for the Church of . The Ecclesiastical Commissioners for Ireland,
No. 24 Upper Merrion Street, Dublin."

Wards to Inpirmarv of Union.—-The Edmonton Board of Guardians will be prepared, at
a meeting to he held at the Board Room, at the Union Workhouse at Edmonton, on
Wednesday, the 2nd of July next, to receive tenders for the erection of fever wards, and
for making certain additions to the infirmary, at the union workhmise aforesaid. Sealed
tenders, endorsed *' To the Building Committee, tAlmonton Union," must bo delivered

at the office of W. Pulley, Clerk to the Guardians, at F.dmonton, on or before the Ist July
next. The plans and specification may be itcen. and all information obtained, at the offices

of Mr. T. E. Knightley, architect, 25 Cannon Street, City.

Farm Buildings.—For the erection of a set of new farm buildings, and making additions to
oast'nouses, at the Moat Farm, Iglitham. Kent. May inspect the plans and specifications at
the office of Messrs. Charlton and Son, surveyors, Tonbridgc, on and after Monday, the
16th inst., where sealed tenders, endorsed " Tender for Farm Buildings, &c.. Moat Farm,"
are to be delivered on or before Wednesday, the 25th inst. These works will be carried

out subject to the approval of the Surveyor to the Inclosure Commissioners for England
and Wales. Payment will be made when finished and certifietl by the said Surveyor.

Dwelling House and Offices.—For building a dwelling house and oltices on the farm of
Corse, on the estate of Craig, in the parish of Balmaclellan, belonging to James Car-
ruthct!), E.sq. The plans and specifications may be f,ecn in the hands of Mr. Hrddleston,

the tenant, on and after Friday, the 13th ^current, and offers will be received by the pro-
pjietor until the 23rd.

Hop Market, Worcester.—For raising the roofs of the north and east sides of the Hop
Market Warehouse, adjoining the Hop Market Hotel, Worcester, thedrawings and specific

cations of which may be inspected at the office of the architect, Mr. Rowe, 17 Foregate
Street. Tenders under seal, and properly endorsed, must be delivered at Mr. C. Pidcock's

offices, Foregate Street, on or before Saturday, the 28th iniitant.

Improving City Hall —Committee No. 3 of the Municipal Council invite architects to

furnish Plans for improving the ascending steps and entrance to the City Hall, from Cork
Hill, Dublin, and offer a premium of £20 for the plan which may be approved by the coun-
cil, such plan to be the property of the corporation. Each pian to be marked with a
private mark, and delivered with a scaled letter, containing name of architect and private

mark, at the office of the Town Clerk, before Friday the 4th day of July 1862.

Repairing, Reseating, and Restoring Church.—For repairing, reseating, and restoring

the parish church of Bicester, Oxfordshire. Plans and specifications may be seon on or

after Thursday, June 12, at the office of C. X. Be.tzlcy, Esq., 44 Upper Gowcr Street,

London; or at the house of Mr. Charles Shillingford, Churchwarden, Bicester. Sealed

tenders, according to the form supplied, to be sent to the Rev. J. W. Watts, the Vicarage,

Bicester, on or before June 26th. Quantities not supplied.

Sewers For Uy'ina down, constructing, and completely finishing certain intended brick

sewers, in ''The Frorae Intercepting Sewer Di^^^ict." within their district, about 5,520

yards in length. Person.i wishing to cimlract (or the same are requested to forward through
the post, on or befure Thursday, the Srd day of July next, by ten oVlock in the lurenoon,

sealed tenders, addressed tothe'Committee of the Local Board of llealili, 13 Prince Street,

Bristol, and endorsed " Tender for Sewers." Any tender not sent through the [xwt will be

rejected. The plans and specifications of the works to be done may be seen at the offices

of the Local Board of Health ; and any further information may be obtained, cither on
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nenotuH «pplicalion, or bv letter, pre-paid, addressed to the surveyor, Mr. Frederick Asn-

MoaJ, TF Theparty ctintractiii}; will be required to give BufRcient security, to be ap-

liiovcd bj the Local Board of Health, for the due perfuruunce of the contract.

Oak.—Fersons desirous of tendering for a quantity of old oak, &c, of finest quality, fVom
the ancient p^ace of Cliaries IL at Neirmarket, mav obtain particulars of Messrs.-W.
G. Habershoii and Fite, «rchitcct&, 38 Bloomsbury "Square, London ; or of Mr. John
Husetl, KeMrmarkct.

Villas ASD CoTTAnBs.—For the erection of a pairof semidetached villas and six cottages,

at Bromler, in the county of Kent; can seethe plans at the ollice of Mr. John Wimble,
architect, SValbrook, where tendCTS, endorsed, are to be deliverwl on or before two p.m. of

Thunday, the S6th instant.

CBrrnca Restoratios.—For the re-roofing and the performance of other works and ro-

ftoratk>n< at the Church of St. Peter and Paul. Ospringe, near Kaversham, Kent ; may
inspect the drawinpsand specification, and obtain further information, on application at

the Vicarage. <:>springe, or at the office of Mr. E. L. Hlackburne, architect, on anil

after Motidav. the 23rd June insL The tenders to be addressed and delivered, sealed up
and endorseti. to the Churchwardens at Ospringe. on Monday, the 30th June.

Boc?sK$ Asn Villas.—For the erection of tive houses, with retail shops, and four semi-

detached villa* at Krdington. near Birmingham, can see the drawings and s[)ecification at

the office of Mr. J. R. Botham, architect, Birmingham ; on and after Monday next. Ten-
ders to be delivered on or before Wednesday, the 2jth instant. The lowest or any
tender will not necessarily be accepted.

Bbeakwater.—The Ulc of Man Harbour Commissioners are prepared to receive tenders

for the construction of a breakwater, 69i feet in length or thereby, at the Harbour of

Ramsay. Plans, sections, specifications and conditions of the work may be seen, on and
after the 16lh inst.. at the offices of the engineer, James Abernothy, Esq., M.I.C.E.,

e Delahay Street.'Westminster^ Sealed tenders, endorsed "Tenders for Breakwater," to

be delivered to the Receiver-Geoeral, Richard Quirk, Esq., Douglas, Isle of Man, on or

before the 5th day of July next.

Breakwatek.—TIio Isle of Man Harbour Commissioners are prepared to receive tenders

for the construction of a breakwater, 300 feet in length or thereby, at the Harbour of

Peel Plans, sections, specifications and conditions of the work may be seen, on and after

the 16th inst^ at the offices of the engineer, James Abernethy, Esq., M.I.C.E.. 2 Delahay
Street. Westminster. Sealed tenders, endorsed "Tenders for Breakwater,** to be de-

livered to the Receiver-General, Richard Quirk, Esq., Douglas, on or before the 5th day
of July next.

ABRIDGED SPECIFICATIONS OF PATENTS FOB
INVENTIONS.

fhtmthe •* Mechanics' Magazine," June 13.

2911. G. GWILLIAM. Improvements in the manufacture' or production of plate glass.

HaUd Xov. £0, 1861. Here the inventor proposes to rub, smooth, or flatten the upper surface

of the newly-cast plate by passing to and fro over the same suitable rubber composed of a

bar of wood, metal, or other suitable material, a long handle being fitted to such rubber for

thepurposeof facilitating the working or the operating of the same by the attendant work-
men. Patent itbandotiea.

2915. J. C. CaoxFORD. An improved mode of fastening doors, and for other similar pur-
poses. Dated Kov. 20, 1S61. This consists in constructing a fastening for doors, drawers,
-windows, and other like purposes, in the following manner :—A segmental or straight bolt

Is worked by, or, if preferred, fixed to the handle, on turning which the bolt is made to

protrude, and enter a groove or other similar provision made in the door jamb ; one or more
catches or tumblers fall by this movement, and prevent the return of the bolt ; therefore, to

imlock, it is necessary not only to lift the tumblers or catches, but at the same time to turn
the handle. The patentee also makes a key-way in the lock which turns with the key, so

that on any attempt being made to introduce a pick the key-way closes itself, and leaves but
a very small passage to introduce anything further. Patent completed,

2916. W. P. Bayliss. Improvements applicable to buildings, in order to facilitate the
extinguishing of any conflagration which may happen therein. Dated Nov. 20, 1S6I. This
consists in constructing buildings with an aperture, or with apertures, at the upper part

of each apartment, the said apertures being in communication with tubes or channels

opening into the chimney, or into the external atmosphere. Hence, if a fire takes

place in the building, it will only be necessary to close the apartment and the smoke
and fire will vent by the said apertures. Tlie invention also consists in placing a cistern or
receptacle at the upper part of the building, from which pipes descend which reach from the
said cistern to the basement of the building, and may form supporting columns or pillars to

it. Suitable branch pipes and valves are employed for conveying the water into any apart-

ment where fire may occur. Patent completed,
£938. E. Pf.vton and W. F. Batho. improvements in laths for supporting bedding and

cushions in bedsteads, couches, sofas, and seats. Dated Nov. y'2, 1861. 'I'his invention con-
cists in constructing elliptical laths, each separate latli being composed of two strips of metal
united or brought together at their two ends and bowed towards the centre ; between the
two strips the patentees fix hoops of steel, volute or other metal spring or springs, to con-
•titute spring laths for supporting bedding, cushions, and seats. Patent completed.

eiH9. E. A. RowviERE. An improved pump. Dated Nov. 23, 1861. This consists in

the use of two pistons of diflferent diameter, which are firmly secured to each other and
work together in a pump barrel composed of two barrels of portions of different diameters,

•o that, as the pistons move or travel in their respective barrels, the capacity of the space
compressed between them—that is to say, the space or (xirtion of the pump bounded by the
pistons, and the sides of the pump barrels, shall be continually undergoing variation, betn^
either increased or reduced according to the directions in which the pistons travel—that is

to say, when the direction of the piston's motion is such that the larger piston is moving
towards the smaller barrel, and the smaller piston is receding from the larger barrel, the
capacity of the said space is contracted or reduced ; and when the pistons move in the reverse
direction, the capacity of the said space is increased or enlarged, by which the forcing and
suction of the water liquid is effected. Patent completed.

2952. J. B. HiLARD and L. G. Poupet. An improved process for hardeningstones and
plaster of Paris, and making them impervious to water. Dated Nov. 25, 1S61. The compo-
sition which the patentees prefer for their indurating liquid is composed of the following
inn'edients in certain proportions :—Borax, white lead, sulphur of alumina, acetate of lead,

sulphate of rinc, silicate of soda or potash, ravlin, linseed oil, and water. Patent completed.
2i9a9. J, H. JoHNSOV. Improvements in machinery or apparatus for preparing oval picture

tnmes. (A communication.) Dated Nov. 25, 1861. This consists, essentially, in the use
of a scraper or working down tool, in combination with the force plate of an eccentric lathe,

or with an elliptogr<iph or other suitable apparatus, the scraping tool being made self-

adapting to the irregularities or variations on tiie scraper of the frame, and its scraping edge
being the reverse of the intended moulding. When an eccentric lathe is used,.the oval frame
is mounted upon the face plate of the lathe, and describes an oval or ellipsis when rotated,
whilst the scraper remains stationary, but is held against the frame by a yielding pressure.

Where an elliptograph, or other similar contrivance is used, the oval frame is laid upon a
stationary bed, and the scraper is caused to travel over its surface by the action of the ellip-

tograph. it being at the same time free to rise and fall, so as to allow of any irregularities on
the surface under treatment Patent cotnpleted.
2968. I. Davies. Improvements in the construction of roofs for dwelling houses, horti-

cultural erections, and other buildings. Dated Nov. 26, 1861. The inventor constructs the
roofs of dwelling houses, warehouses, sheds, &c., by forming the outer edge of the rafts, or
of, say, every alternate rafter, with one or more grooves or channels, which he covers with
sheet lead or other metal. Over these, without the interirosition of battens, he places the
sl^es, tiles, stones, &c., made of such a size that in their vertical course their edges shall
abut against each other, just over the grooves or channels, to allow these latter to convey
away water. In their horizontal course each succeeding one overlaps the other, and carries
thewater downwards in the usual way. Patent abandoned.

S9&J. R. Harcourt. An improvement or improvements in fastening knobs to doors,
drawers, and other articles; and in connecting knobs to spindles. Dated Nov. 26, 18(51.

jn^is consists in fastening knobs to doors, drawers, &c., and in connecting knobs to locks or
other spmdies, by a divided collar or plate, which is made to engage with the flange or
ijioulder which terminates the neck of the knob, or to engage with the neck of the knob.
The iuvention is net described apart from the drawing*. J'aUrU completed.

PROVISIONAL PROTECTIONS.
IS8S. T. McTlroy, Brampton, Canada West. An improved invalid bedstead. Dated

May 9, 1862.
1151. H. C. R. Joubert. upholsterer, 18 Maddox Street. Improvements in raising music

chairs, stools, or seats. Dated May 14, 1862.

1512. F. C. Kirkman, Crouchend. Hornsey, and Richard Swift. Hounslow, civil engineers.
A new and improved joint for uniting or fixing posts and rails of bedsteads and other articles
of furniture, posts, and rails in fencing, in the construction of framework for conservatories,
emigrants* and other portable houses. Dated May 19, 1862.

PARTNERSHIPS DISSOLVED.
Mowl, Brothers, Bethnal Green Road, carpenters.

Spinks and Codner, Barton-on-Humber, Lincolnshire, painters.

Newark and Sons, Coventry, timber-merchants ; as far as regaids W. D. Newark.
Taylor and Co., Oldbury, Worcestershire, ironfounders ; as far as regarils J, Botteloy.

BANKRIXPTCT ANNULLED.
John Lawrie Rickards, Parliament Street, Westminster, engineer.

BANKRUPTS.
Esther Perry, Enfield, plumber, July 1, at 10, to surrender at the Bankrupts' Court,

Basinghall Street.

Thomas Timmis Vernon Smith, Park Road, Islington, engineer, July 1, at U. Basinghall
Street. «

Samuel Wood, Queen Street, Blackfrlars Road, bricklayer, July 1, at;il. Basinghall
Street.

John Mcintosh, timber merchant. Bow Lane, Cheapsidc, July 4, at half.psst U. Basinghall
Street.

William Wicks, High Row, Silver Street, Kensington gravel-pits, carpenter, June 30,
atl.
Henry Wood, Birmingham, brass caster, June 23, at 12. Bankrupts' Court, Birmingham.
George Hague, Sheffield, mason, June 30, at 10. Bankrupts' Court. Shetheld.
Henry Chesworth, late of Audlem, Cheshire, wheelwright, June 23, at 12. Bankrupts*

Court, Liverpool.
Robert Cleaver, Stretton-upon-Dunsmore, Warwickshire, carpenter, June 25, at II.

County Court, Rugby.
William Schnider, Middlesborough, Yorkshire, journeyman joiner, June 27,at 2. County

Court, Stockton-on-Tees.
John M'Allester, Cardiff", contractor, July 4, at 11. Bankrupts' Court, Bristol.

Thomas Kirkbride Waller and Christopher Graham, Holme Cultram, Cumberland, timber
merchants, June 30, at 1. Bankrupts' Court, Newcas le-upon-Tyne.

Robert Henry Howard, Kingston, Portsea, Hants, painter, July 15, at 11. County Court,
Portsmouth.
George Wilson, CoppuU Moor, within Coppull, Lancashire, wheelwright, July 10, at 9,

County Court, Chorley.
Thomas Vaughn, Tonbridge Wells, builder, June 30, at 12, County Court, Tonbridge

Wells.
William Beer, Devonport, journeyman stonemason, July 2, at II. County Court, East

Stonehouse.
George Birch, Wolstanton, ^affofdshire, joiner, June 28, at U. County Court, Hanley.

NOTICE OP SITTINGS FOR LAST EXAMINATION.
June 50, W. G. P. Britten, Bridge Road, Battersea, engineer,
July 4, A. Brown, late of Liverpool, engineer.
June 26, R. Cumberbach, Great Bolton, Lancashire, engine-fitter.
July 22, J. Parkinson, Barnoldswick in Craven, Yorkshire, joiner,
June 26, W. Dunckley, Luton, builder.
July 9, J. Steele, Stroud, cabinet-maker.
July 15, J. Talbott, jun., Sparkford, Somersetshire, caipenter.
July S, B. lYanter, Tipton, cooper.
July 9, W. Dunhiil, Pontefract, journeyman joiner.
July 11, M. Page, Stratford, builder.
July 10, H. Grafton, late of Canning Place, Kensington, Rolls Buildings, Fetter Lane,

Chancery Lane, and Poet's Corner, Westminster, engineer.
July 10, C. Phillips, Totteridge, Hertfordshire, carpenter.
July 17, H. Grove, Rowley Regis, Staffordshire, carpenter.
July 15, A. Ford, Newark-upon -Trent, coachbuilder.
June 24, G. Burton, Bedford, engraver.
June 25, R. BuUimore, the younger. Great Yarmouth, house carpenter. "

July 2, E. Jones, Edge Hill, W'est Derby, bricklayer.
July 3, J. Andrew, Crookes, near Sheffield, journeyman joiner.

July 12, J. Fletcher, Torquay, carpenter.
July 29, J. Hailstones, Chatterley, Staffordshire, mining contractor.
July 5, H. Burrage, Brighton, plumber.
July 5, R. Puttick, Brighton, carpenter.
June 30, A. Piper, Tonbridge Wells, labourer.
June 56, T, Fox, Great Yarmouth, builder.

DIVIDENDS.
July 11, G. Scott, Cubitt Town, Isle of Dogs, engineer.
July 17, G. Roper, Bincombe, Dorsetshire, builder.

July 9, W. Sparke and E. Brydges, Strand, ironmongers.
July 4, T. R. Oswald, Sunderland, ship builder.

SCOTCH SEQUESTRATION.
George Battle, Edinburgh, builder, June 20, atl. DowelPs and Lyon's Rooms, Edin-

burgh.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.

We cannot undertake to return rejected communications.

Works in Proghess.—We shall feel obliged to any of our readers who will favour ua with
notes of worlis contemplated or in progress in the provinces ; in most cases a simple
mention that a work is about to be, or has already been commenced, will be sufficient.

Received—W. R. M.. M. O. S., J. R. W., T. D. J., P. and A., >[. B. Ny J. W. T.,

E H., G. and B.. T. H., B. L. D., T. A,. G. S., J. W. W., E. U., W.B., KB.

*^t* Notice.—The Building News is now published at 166 Fleet Street,

where ail Communications and Advertisements should be addressed.
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MR. G. G. SCOTT, ARCHITECTURE, AND CIVILISATION.

GO -where wo may, we meet with egotistic people. Most people

think more of themselves than others think of thorn. They put

a higher price on their works than can bo realised. They thmk

more of their own profession than all other professions put together.

Mr. G. G. Scott is one of those people. Listen to what that gentle-

man said in his lecture, at the South Kensington Museum, on Tuesday

week, " On the Formation of a National JIuseum of Architecture,

viewed in connection with its Bearings upon Mediseval Art." " The

history of architecture," says Mr. Scott, " is the history of the world :

it is the history of the chamjing power and dominioti of races and nations:

it is the history of human thought, and of the growth, the Jluctuations,

the decay, and the redcal of human civilisation." This is a fine sentence.

Let us analyse it, and see what it is made of. We have hitherto

considered architecture to be one of the expressions of a people's

intellectual and industrial condition ; one of tno manifestations of its

social and religious life. But Mr. Scott steps upon the scene, and

recklessly brushes away every other incentive to action, every otiier

spring of human progress. If he is correct, henceforth and for ever

architecture and civilisation are synonymous tenns ; and science,

religion, freedom, agriculture, statesmanship, heroism, patriotism,

navigation, literature, geographical advantages, race, and the thousand-

and-one tilings which make up the sum total of human effort,

progress, and happiness, are as many empty names.

We do not remember seeing or hearing a single sentence which

contaius so many mischievous fallacies as the one just quoted, and

we are surprised tliat some one did not rise in the meeting and rebuke

Mr. Scott for his misconceptions, his e.vaggerations, and extravagant

language. If this is a fair specimen of his teaching, then are the

blind leading the blind. We are prepared to give Mr. Scott or any

one else "ample room and verge enough," where he may air his

hobby to his heart's content ; but when ho ignores everything and

everybody else, when he builds up his pet idea on the ruins of ideas

equally dear to other men, when he advances the pretensions of his

own profession at the expense of other professions, when he gives

a contemptuous go-by to every great element of civilisation in

order to magnify the ono which he represents, he speaks egotistically,

incorrectly, and deceivingly.

Mr. Scott makes architecture the be-all and end-all of human life.

Men, according to this theory, are bom for no other purpose than to

build and decorate houses "and cathedrals. When a man has done

something towards the architecture of his country, or, we suppose,

stood in its presence and uttered some grandiloquent language about

it, he has answered his purpose and may go hence. Mr. Scott's

description of architecture reminds us of the Wesleyan preacher, who
used a great many fine words to prove that all the vast enjoyments

and employments of the inhabitants of heaven consisted in psalm-

singing. When about to take a tour in Wales, some years since, a

Welshman, less egotistic and more satirical tlian most of his country-

men, said that if we wished to make friends wherever we went,

we should say that Adam was a Welshman, that Paradise was in

Wales, and that the Welsh language would be the language of the

millennium. In a similar way, any one may make a friend of Mr. Scott

by saying architecture was the alpha and omega of human existence

and human history.

Now civilisation is not so simple and so one-sided a thing as our

mediaival teacher would have us believe. It is many-sided, and

derives its life and power from many sources. Mr. Scott, in develop-

ing his idea of an architectural museum, appealed to classical times

and peoples. Nobody knows better than that gentleman, that the

Greeks were as famous for their language, their literature, their laws,

their patriotism, and their martial prowess, as they were for their

architecture ; and that ancient Koine rendered herself more famous

by her orators, generals, colonisers, consuls, and lawgivers, than she did

by her arcliitects, and that she wrought her impress more deeply in the

world's civOisation by her Will than she did by her conception of

Beauty.
It would be impossible to say in a single word or a single sentence

in what our English civilisation consists. We are a peculiar people,

and are doing as much, if not more, for civilisation than any

nation that has existed or does exist. No doubt, if certain one-idea

men were appealed to, they would easily define to their own satis-

faction tlie true secret of England's greatness and her true mission

amongst the nations. Ono would say that the English were a great

people, because the blood of nianv races mingles in our veins —
that the Saxon, the Celt, the Scandinavian, the Teuton has each, in

his turn, contributed to our strength. Another would show that the

power of the Englishman consisted in his individual freedom, in his

municipal institutions, and the constitutional government under which

he lives. Another would point to facts, and prove that the sources of

our strength and our progress were in our geographical position, and

in the treasures of tin, copper, iron, and coal, under our soil. Another
would point to the application of the principles of political economy
and free trade amongst us a.s tlio source irom which our national

energies arc fed. Another would say that England was mighty and
renowned because " Britannia ruled the waves," and that, as aeon-
sequence, our commerce wliitened everj' sea and kissed every shore.

Another would maintain that our commerce, our agriculture, and our
enterprise depended on the application of science to industry, and
that the English were particularly distinguished for regulating and
utilising the forces of nature by scientific appliances. Even Mr. John
Bright, whom some would accuse of being a oue-idea man, stated in

the House ofCommons, a short time since, that our greatest men were
not our warriors or our statesmen, but our engineers, who created new
industries for men, and transformed the face of nature. But Mr.
Scott appears to see little or nothing in the applied sciences, in In-

dustrial endeavours, in well-regulated laws, and admirably balanced

constitutions. One subject attracts his gaze and absorbs liis attention.

He has been so long accustomed to the " dim religious light," that hi«

vision is impaired. All other things, whatever may bo their age, their

magnitude, or their influence, are but dust in the balance, when com-
pared to architecture, for " the history of ardiitecture is the history

of the world ; it is the history of the changing power and dominion

of races and nations ; it is the histoi-y of human thought, and of the

growth, the fluctuations, the decay, and the revival of human civi-

lisation." Here, certainly, the "' nothing-like-leather " theory has

reached a climax. Sea-kings, conquerors, Tubal-Cains, CKsars,

Luthers, Cromwells, Ciceros, navigators, discoverers. Homers, Dantev,

Napoleons, Shakspeares, are mere woifs on the mighty stream of

architectural civilisation. It has been said that every mother's duck is

a swan, but Mr. Scott's duck is a bird of paradise, whose plumage is

so dazzling that it utterly eclipses all surrounding objects. IS Mr.

Scott were a general, he would extinguish the stars for the sake of

Mars.
No good result can be gained by exaggerations like this. He is the

truest artist and the best teacher who can see things in their true

light and real proportions, and who can assign to each art, science, and
organised effort its relative importance, llie hand must not say to

the eye, " I have no need of thee," neither must the heart say that the

brain is superfluous. All organs and faculties must harmoniously work
together for the correct life of the individual ; so must the musician,

the soldier, the miner, the husbandman, the metal-worker, the archi-

tect, the navigator, the philosopher, and lawmaker work together, each

in his particular sphere, for the general good. Let me make the songs

of a people, said a statesman, and I don t care who makes their laws.

What would Mr. Scott think, if Tennvson, before an audience of lite-

rati, said, " The history of poetry is tiie history of civilisation," &c. Y

Would lie not think that the laureate was the victim of a disordered

fancy? May not the laureate return the compliment? Does not liteiu-

ture exert a much more potent sway over civilisation than architeo-

ture ? Let not the poet attempt to" snuff out the architect, or the

architect attempt to snuff out the poet. Each has a mission to perform

essential to the higher wants of man. Cixilisation, in its slow but

sublime march, asks for the poet's song, the orator's electric fire, the

worker's anvil and furnace, the wanior's courage, the architect's real-

ised conceptions, the patriot's struggle, and the martyr's blood. All

are invited to bring their respective contributions to the sum total

of individual and organised endeavours. Mr. Scott will do a more

worthy work if he will occasionally come outside tlie Media;val edifice,

and acknowledge the presence of trees, streams, mountains, flowers,

and stars. At all events, he may acknowledge the existence of, and give

a passing salute to, other workers in the vast vineyard of ci^-ilisation.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

CARVED GOTDTC STONEWORK.

A SMALL court to the south-east of Mintoii's Majolica Fountain,

in the Inteniational Exhibition, daily attracts a peculiar class of

visitors. Mere sight-seers tacitly acquiesce in tlie obstruction which

has been placed before its entrance, and indulge only in a somewhat

distant view of the sevenil groups of inlaid masonry »ud jewelled

stonework. A few, seeking a short return-cut from ihi rear of

Magnus' Enameled Slato Court to the main avenue, find further pro-

gress here impeded by the dark cellar which forms its northern

boundary, and which contains the shattered hopes of several dis-

appointed contributors, mingled, in dust and dirt and damp, with

colour-pots and lumber. Thus checked, they look for a moment
through the sash partition into the gloomy cave, and then bestow a

glance or two upon the fine works ^vith which they have undesignedly

been brought into close proximity. The \-isitors who seek out the

court, and purposely examine its contents, are men of clerkly appear-

ance, dressed in solemn seriousness, upon whose faces beards are never
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seen, -whose shirt fronts are veiled by broadly-spread glossless wwst-
coats, and whose c>->at« are long and without "a blemish. Hats -with a
quaint curl of the brim, cover some of their heads, and cloth gaiters

their loTver limbs. Their opinions of the ditferent works are given
rather loudlv, with a measurt^d statelines.s, to their companions, and
are regidateil more by their affection for High or Low Church, than by
their acquaintance with high or low art. The same section of

Englishmen are seen in force in what is called the Mediaeval Court,
condemning contemptuouslv, or preposterously praising, that which is

the embodiment, in woocl or stone, of their several predilections.

Stirring busily amongst these quietly moving men, are others more
voluble, who appreciate every piece of fluor-spar mosaic which Mr.
Street has set in his work, every line of colour and square of marble
which Mr. Bentley has designed, and every figure and fragment of
ornament which Mr. £arp has with such unerring precision hewn
from the rough stone.

This Court is devoted to the best work of one of our ablest Gothic
carvers, Mr. Thomas Earp, of Kennington Road. The examples of his

craft are here gathered for a little time together, before being dispersed

to their several destinations. One only has been expressly prepared for

this Kxhibition. It is a little richer in its decoration, but no better

in its execution than the others, which are the ordinarv productions
of his workshop. We thus have a fair sample of his skill, and it is

satisfactory to see that it is not here wasted upon unworthy design.

It is, perhaps, quite natural that architects who can design like Mr.
Street, Mr. Bentley, and Mr. Nesfield, should appreciate Mr. Earp's
ability to do justice to their conceptions; but it also too frequently
happens, that men of feeble powers seize upon a strong and expe-
rienced hand to eke out their little knowledge. Saddening work of

this latter kind must have entered for reformation into Mr. Earp's a-s

into other men's workshops, but we have no specimen of it here, and
we distinctly repeat, they are no show specimens of Mr. Earp's work,
although they may be of what his work is only occasionally united
with. He cannot be expected to devote himself exclusively to our
foremost architects, and is no doubt content that they have'afforded
him opportunities of testing his capacity to compass their conceptions,
and of showing how Gothic carving can be done.
On the left of the Court stands a dairv fountain designed by Sir. W.

E. Nesfield, for the Earl of Sefton. "it is about ft. high. The
whole is of stone ; the large circular basin is lined with lead, wliich laps

over the top, where it is ornamentally cut, and secured with large

conical-headed nails. This basin is carried by eight detached dwarf
columns, with wide spreading basins and carved capitals, which
cluster round a sturdy central shaft. From the centre of the basin

rises a short column with a green marble shaft and splayed abacus in-

stead of capital ; foliage, culling outwards, ornaments its angles, and
engraved metal plates its sides. The jets of the fountain come through
these plates and are fashioned into metallic resemblances of dolphins'

heads— not the blubberous bunches which renaissance architects have
bequeathed to us, but, instead thereof, something wherein the gross-

ness is pared away by art, making them much fitter for their purpose,

and in better harmony with the ornament to which they are allied.

The vertical sides of tlie basin are decorated ^^ith incised representa-

tions of spring, summer, autumn, and winter, and between each of

these subjects squares of mosaic marble are inlaid. Ou one of

these mosaics a peacock is pourtrayed, with a delicious combination of

coloured material, but what analogj' there is between the proud bird

and a dairy, we are at a loss to discover. On another, a quaint con-
ceit reveals to us the milky way " thick inlaid with patines of bright

gold " and circles of creamy whiteness. The architect might as well

have given a plain English name to this panel ; it would have been
as comprehensible as a good and far better than the bad Latin one
which It now bears. There is a trifle of affectation in the subject

panels, which might, moreover, we think, have been more appropriately

filled, but the design altogether is a grand one, and well realised.

Near this fountain is the reredos for St. Philip and St. James's
Church, Oxford, designed, as all our readers know, by Mr. Street, and
carved by Jlr. Earp. It consists of a centi-al pointed arch, with
foliage in the angle-mouldings, supported by the caned caps of green

shafted dwarf columns. The abacus of these columns is extended as

a string on both sides, where, over it, single trefoil-headed niches

or deep sunk panels are introduced, and under it the surfaces are

decorated with inlaid colour. A large and two smaller plain gables,

crowned by finials, surmount the three panels respectively. The side

panels contain figures of a couple of saints, and the central one a well
carded representation of Christ in the Garden. The reliefs have a

true media;val sentiment, without an atom of the bad drawing which
is by too many considered inseparable from it. Cusps are intro-

duced superficially in the large panel following the lines of the arch,

and their spandrels are studded with globules of spar, which we
venture to think are no improvement to the design. The sm-face of

the reredos is decorated with red and green inlaid ornament, which,

if the result be not caused by its association in this Court with more
brilliant work, is too low in tone and has rather a common-place
tawdrv appeanuice.

If its juxtaposition with something finer mars its effect, the
damaging neighbour is Mr. Street's own work. It is the ex-
cellence of the pulpit for Bournemouth Church which over-
shadows that of the Oxford reredos. No finer work ever came from
!Mr. Street's hands, no better carving over left Mr. Earp's. The
" fatal facility," for designing ornament and figures whicli too often
crowd the details of Mr. Street's designs, is here kept well in sub-
jection, although we must own that, spite of its faulfless execution,
and of the punty of its conception, we should not have mourned the
loss of the angel which supports the reading shelf. It is, even with
this drawback, a most loveh- piece of work, rich and yet delicate in
its colour, bold in its supports, and tenderly treated in the belt of
arcaded alabaster which they bear. The lower portion is of stone.
The dwarf columns rest ou a high plinth and their moulded caps
die beautifully into the hollow wliich bends forward to enlarge the
upper portion. The lower portion of the drum is formed into quatre-
foil panels, filled with alovely an-angement of green, gi'ey, red and white
marbles, and a central disk of spar set in a slight ring of indented stone.

The alabaster arcade is continued round, and forms the boundary of
the pulpit. It has trefoiled arches, and splendidly carved heads in

the spandrels, and the whole is capped with a moulded cornice, having
a tooth ornament. The pulpit is a fine example of harmonious colour.

Stone, alabaster, and coloured marble all help each other. They are
not only rightiy placed, but they are what is perhaps less studied by
modern architects, of the proper toue. There is nothing violent,

strained or affected in the work, and the more wo examine it, the
gi-eater is our admiration both of the design and of the execution.

The little font at Huntley Chmrh, designed by Mr. S. S. Teulon,
and can-ed by Mr. Earp, is a very good specimen of the purer English
Gothic work, that is, it has no colour, except in shafts of columns, and
contains less admixture of foreign elements. It is an octagon, sup-
ported by four columns with carved caps. The ordinary baptismal
emblems are introduced, in panels, on the octagon sides, and half-

figures of angels at the root of the basin are so well incorporated with
the design, that they appear to grow out of, instead of being stuck upon
it. Between the columns, standing or sitting on the plinth, mannildn
emblems of the Evangelists are placed. They are beautifully carved,

but the little dolls are no ornament to the design, and their removal
would relieve it of its only puerile features.

Mr. Bentley's reredos, executed expressly by Mr. Earp for the Ex-
hibition, is built up on tlie southern side of this Court. It does not,

perhaps, in delicate and tender treatment, equal Mr. Street's Bourne-
mouth pulpit, but it is, nevertheless, a remarkably fine work— rich in

material, and richer still in art. It is divided horizontally into three

compartments, the lower one is intended to be fronted with the altar,

and is, therefore, plain, with only an angle column at each comer.
The central compartment bears six panels, filled in with what appears

to us a continuous representation of St. Michael's combat with the

devil. The figures are white, on a black ground; surrounding the

diamond slabs which bear these representations are green and red

marble mosaics, with jewelled centres. The alabaster framework is

chased, and filled in with colour. Marble shafts rest on a broad black

string below, and enclose on either side the whole of the reredos. A
kind of buttress, highly and originally carved, rests on each of these

caps, and is united with the main cornice. The upper compartment
is divided by marble shafts into three divisions, which bear upon their

projecting caps figures of Uriel, Michael, Gabriel, and Ilaphael, beau-

tifully carved in white alabaster. These three divisions are filled with
oval panels. The two outer ones contain figures in relief, and the centre

one a rich jewelled cross, with emblems of the Evangelists between
the branches ; a mosaic ground is fitted to all the panels. Another row
of rich fluor-spar jewels runs along the top of the cornice. The reredos

would be a striking feature of any church, but we should like to see it

in a building designed and executed in thorough keeping with it.

Another joint production of Mr. Bentley and Mr. Earp ornaments

the nave. It is a driuking-fountain. To sav that it is better than

any hitherto built in Loiukm, is but poor praise. It is fully equal in

merit to the reredos wliich we have just described, and has the same
amount of thoughtful originality and dexterous workmanship.

Adjoining Mr. Eai-p's court, the doorway of the mortuary chapel of

the Uigby.s, now building at Sherborne, Doi-set, for (i. 1). W. Digby,

Esq., is partly built uji. The arch over it is wanting, but a photo-

graph placed by the side of it enables us to realise its effect when
complete. It is very early pointed, and every moulding of the jambs
and arches is crowded with foliated ornament. The sliafts of the

columns are of coloured marble, but Mr. Slater, the architect, has not,

we think, been happy in his selection of the coloiu-s ; we question if a

variety in them was necessary, but, at all events, the alternate rod, green,

yellow, and red, do not enrich the work, and in the inside, where two
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colours ars! introduced in tho same shaft, separated only by a stono

ring;, the effect is disastrous. 'J'he tympanum of tho areli will contain

the sculptured group now exhibited in tho Jlediajval Court by Ked-
feam. 1 he caning is excellently done by Messrs. II. Poole and"Son, of

Great Smith Street, Westminster. Tlie same carvers, in the immediate
vicinity, exhibit two flue and valuable specimens of inexpensive wall
surface decoration, which depend almost entirely upou the ability with
which they have been designed. They are made by incising slabs of

Alabaster, and tilling in the channelled lines with ditiiireut-coloured

cements. In the centre of one, there is a good and original representa-

tion of the Lord's Supper, boldly etched from Mr. It. T. Hayne's de-
sign (of tlie firm of Clayton, Bell, and Bayne, tho well known glass

painters). The essential point in this system of decoration is excellence
of design, and this Messrs. I'oole have proctn-eil. Over one of these speci-

mens, on the east wall, we tind eight caned bench ends, designed by
Mr. Slater for Chichester Cathedral, and executed by Mr. Forsyth's
practised hand. Like tho doorway of the l>igby Chapel, they are
crowded, perhaps overcrowded, with work, and like it the work is of
the best kind.

Near it, a long unfinished rerodos, by Mr. James Williams, of Ips-
wich, awakens a regret that so much labour should be applied to so

little good piu^ose. When we say that the central compartment aims
at producing a reduced copy of Leonardo da Vinci's Last Supper in

relief, it is sufficient, perhaps, to characterise the work. The other
compartments represent incidents in the life of Christ. We are sorry
to condemn anything which may be the production of a working man,
ambitious of exhibiting his work amongst the productions of the world,
but there is nothing to interest any one who knows aught of art, ex-
cept an industrious, although unsucces-sful attempt to achieve some-
thing great. As regards design, whether of architecture or sculpture,

it is in no way better than the specimens executed by the students of
the Architectural Museum. The prize designs for wood caning exhi-
bited by the students of the Architectural Museum, placed in the im-
mediate neighboui-hood, are very creditable productions, and the extra
prizes were well earned, and very properly bestowed.
K the huge ungainly pulpit, which Messrs. Co.x and Son exhibit in

this part of the building, be sent simply as an example of the facility

and cheapness with which Corsham Down stone may be most elabo-
rately carved, there can be but one opinion about its success. As a
work of art it is not worth as many pence as it is ticketed with pounds
(80). It is in shape like a grog-tumbler, and represents an oak-tree,
with its gnarled root and trimk as a support. It is covered with leaves,

admirably copied we admit, but what lias it all to do with a Christian
church? "What building could it suit, or what structure could be built
to suit it ? It might be becoming to a portly member of the order of
Druids, whose ignorance of art and afl'ection for the oak might cause
him to feel proud within or before it, or it might be inoffensive in the
chapel of the Asylum for the Blind. Wo can think of no other desti-

nation for it, even at the insignificant price put upon such a large dis-

play of skilful labour.

THE ARCHITECTUKAL ALLLANCE.

IT is proposed (as was suggested by us not many weeks ago) to hold
a preliminary meeting of deputies from Architectural Societies, to

establish an Architectural Alliance, on the 2nd of July. Whatever
the result, for we cannot but feel that as yet the Alliance is only a
mere project, and one which it will be perhaps difficult to render
practical, we must honour the intentions with which tho scheme is

planned, and desire that they may be fulfilled at no remote time, and
m no scanty measure. An intimate relationship among the various

members of the profession, and a correspondence between the various
societies, are most desirable, but we are not sure that the machinery
now proposed is exactly the best for accomplishing these ends.

Perhaps the proposed alliance may be either greatly modified,

abandoned, or superseded ; in either case the promoters will no doubt
feel disappointment. The great aim, however, to be gained is not the
establishment of this or that modi' of union, but the recognition by
the societies and their friends, of the idea of union, cooperation, and
correspondence. That recognition is partially accompbshed, and no
amount of difficulty or delay can rob Mr. Pritchett and his friends of
the credit of drawing attention to it, and impressing it ou tho minds
of many, as well as familiarising the societies with it, and having
sketched an outline upon which it may be based.

In our article already referred to, we spoke of the conspicuous
absence of the Institute, and we cannot help feeling that the scheme
ought to have emanated from that body, or at least to have been pro-
moted by it. It now remains to be .seen whether (as in some other
cases) the Institute will adopt what it has not initiated, will propose
a scheme of its own, or will prefer for tho present to stand aside. An
association of Societies with the Institute at its head, is probably, if

not certainly, one of the things which sooner or later will be realised.

As it may bo a necessity, or at least is becoming one, it would be
graceful to recognise the movement which originated in the North,
and to give it the benefit, support, and guidance which the leading
Society can so well furnish.

If, declining this course, the Institute adopts a plan of its own, we
hope it will be such an one as can command the cordial cooperation
of the other societies.

Wo hope that the delegates who are to meet on Wednesday will not
lose sight of these considerations. The abstract principle that an alli-

ance is desirable, will probably bo agreed to at once. Th9 simple
organisation proposed, stands a fair chance of being adopted, and the
delegates ma,y think their work done, when, in fact, the serious part

of it has hardly been touched. Organisation is a simpler matter than
mastering the difUculties of the work to be performed. These difficul-

ties, however, must bo foreseen and provided against, or they will com-
promise permanent success. They have their nse partly in the novelty
of the proposal, partly in the fact that it has not ongiuat*^! in the
metropolis, and partly in the temper and the in.^tinct8 of tho bodies of
men most chietiy interested. Good feeling, good sense, and openness,

an earnest desire for the general good, and the forbearance and con-
ciliatory spirit to which such a desire gives rise, will, however, over-

come, in the long run, all obstacles ; and if only these qualities be
brought into play, we doubt not that the history of the alliance of

Arclutectuial Societies will be a long and a happy one.

THE EXHIBITION AND THE SATURDAY HALF-
HOLIDAY.

A CORRESPONDENT in another column calls on the Commis-
sioners to open the International Exhibition on Saturdays for a

shilling. We see many reasons why this should be done, and
scarcely a reason why it should not be done. The only reason of

any force which can be brought against the suggestion is that the

season tickets were purchased, in the first place, with the distinct

understanding that Saturday should be a five-shilling day, and that

an alteration would be an infraction of an agreement. Now, as season

ticket holders, in most cases, can attend almost any day of the week
as well as Saturday, without any inconvenience to themselves, we
think the Commissioners would be perfectly justified in making the

alteration. There can be no doubt that such an alteration would be
hailed as a boon by hundreds of thousands; the revenue of the

Exhibition would be improved, and a significant encouragement
would be given to the Saturday half-holiday movement. These are

three advantages which would more than counterbalance any incon-

venience that might be felt by the few. AVe hope the Commissioners
will well consider the suggestion with a view to its adoption, and
they would do something to efface the memory of the many blunders

committed in the earlier stages of the Exhibition.

INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION.

MACHINE TOOLS.

r instituting a comparison, as many of us are able to do, between the

"Machine-tools" shown in the Exhibition of 1851 and tliat of 1862, wc
can scarcely fail to be struck by the fact, that really very few improvements

have been made in them during the eleven years which separatfl the two
great events. In speaking of machine-tools, we refer more especially, how-
ever, to those which are used in the manipulation of iron. For instance,

the lathe, planing, slotting, and drilling machines exhibited on the last

might very well take tlieir places on the present occasion, so slight is the

alteration which has been made in them. The lathe is by far the oldest

contrivance of the series, and it is still the most generally used in the con-

struction of machinery. In its mo.st complete and perfect form, as, for ex-

ample, when made by our 'SVliitworths and our Fairbaims, the lathe may be
considered as a kind of universal appliance, for to a great extent it may be

made to supply tho place of everj- other. It will bore, drill, cut the threads

of screws, and even plane the surfaces of iron plates. The lathe was exceed-

ingly well represented in the Exhibition of 1851, and little more can be said

of it in that of 1862. We are aware, nevertheless, that, owing to the general

increase in the size and power of steam-engines, and especially of those for

marine purposes, many gigantic lathes— which could not well be sent to

South Kensington—• have recently come into existence. These are princi-

pally used for boring out large cylinders, turning monster crank-shafts, and

for other purposes of a like character. StiU, we maintain that few actual

improvements have been made in tho lathe, as a machine-fool, since 1851.

Pretty nearly the same remark applies to the planing-machine. This has

certainly undergone no startling modification during the last eleven years,

though it is, in some minor nspects, improved. Again, the monstrous size

of some of these has prevented their being displayed at the Exhibition, and,

in order clearly to understand the changes efl'ecte<i in their construction, it

would be necessary to make a tour of the great engineering establishments

of tho United Kingdom. The ends of mammoth girders, for railway and
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other bridges (ire, in many instances, planed, and this has necessitated the

introduction of machines of corresponding magnitude for the purpose of

accompUshing the operations. In such cases, planing-machines are shop

fixtures, so to speak, and specimens of them could scarcely be expected to

be found in the Exhibition.

In speaking of the small apparent advancement which has been made in

machine-tools during the period alluded to, it must not be supposed that

we are indulging in the propensity for feult-finding which is said to bo

characteristic of Englishmen. VTe merely point out a fact, which, as

scientific journalists, we feel bound to do, and which indeed to the mechan-

ically trained eye is strikingly apparent. Machine-tools have, during the

last quarter of a century, played a most important part in the economy of

engineering and mechanical establishments, and in the future their mission

will be of a yet more momentous nature. The want of such appliances

was most pamfully felt by the early manufacturers of steam engines, and

Watt in particular, must have been greatly embarrassed thereby in his

strenuous and successful endeavours to improve this wondrous machine.

As usual in the mechanical world, necessity graduallj' incited invention,

and this evolved machine-tools. Nasmyth's construction of the steam-

hammer arose from the necessity of forging an unusually large shaft of iron.

The impossibility of guiding with accuracy a hand-turning tool, led to the

formation of that invaluable adjunct to the lathe—the slide-rest; and the

vibration of a bar of iron, while being turned in a single lathe incited

Whitworth to the devising a duplex instrument. Numerous instances of a

similar nature might be adduced, and those who are familiar with tlie

interior arrangement of a mechanical workshop, are aware that ingenuity is

constantly being exercised to overcome incidental difficulties. In reality

machine-tools are now the means by which almost all improvements are

effected in machinerj-, and thus indirectly ftiey minister largely to the pro-

gress of the arts and sciences.

It would be scarcely just to omit saying that in the matter of machine-

tools, the foreign exhibitors have made a display in 1862 far in advance of

that made by them in 18S1 ; but then in the last-named year they cut a

Tcry Sony figure.

BUILDING OPEEATIONS IN PAEIS.

{Prom our Pari* Correipondent.)

THE impression forced upon me by the vast architectural works of the

last few years in Paris is that, with every drawback which critici.sni

can suggest, the architects of France are on the way to develope a truly

national school of architecture, which will not be a mere rechauffe of ancient

Gallic art of any former period, but a style which, though arising from a
developemeut of the Franco-It;ilian manner of the sixteenth centurj', will

yet possess sufiicient originality, both in principle and detail, to give it a
claim to almost entire originality. The dcvelopements of the architectural

feeling of the Keuaissance and immediately succeeding periods are, though
perfectly legitimate, yet so free and striking, that they, have nothing of the

disappointing effect of those slavish reproduction of models belonging to

former periods, which, however great may be the skill of the imitator, are

always inferior to the originals. They are not, and necessarily cannot be,

or appear to be, instinct with the artistic life of an epoch. The very best

of such reproductions are mere shams ; they are, as it were, wine from a
bottle that has been opened long ago; there is no effervescence about
them—no sparkle of real vitality. But when a former style, a suitable

and national one, is taken merely as the nucleus of a new one, merely as a
centre from which appropriate variations, dictated by the spirit oi the time,

are to radiate, exhibiting palpable signs of a new life at every point of the

circle of its operations, then a legitimate use is made of the models, spared
by time, which the genius of our artistic forefathers has bequeathed to us.

Theadditions to the Lou^tc have been derised and executed, to a great

extent, in this spirit, and with all flaws and defects, which are many, they
must be, on the whole, regarded as among the most remarkable productions

of modem architecture. But it is in the street architecture of Paris, that

the most originality of a genuine kind has been exhibited. In great works
immediately under the control of the Grovemment, such as the completion of

the Kue de Eivoli, &c., the principle of uniformity, and a strictly mili-

tary alignment, have shackled the invention of the architect, even in his

treatment of merely decorative features ; but where no such impediments
have stood in the way of the artist, true architectural gems have sprung up,

that in many respects leave far behind the most gracefiil structures, even of
the graceful age of Francis I.

There is not, at the present moment, any architectural work of strikingly

novel character in progress, and yet much is going on well worthy of a pass-

ing record. Those acquainted with Paris and its public establishments,
cannot fail to remember the situation of the " Conservatoire des Arts et

Metiers," in the most crowded part of the Eue S. Martin. The establish-

ment is one devoted to the protection and encouragement of improvements
in various branches of manufiicture, and to the preservation of models of
new machinery, &e, &c., for which protective brevets have been granted.
The establishment has long occupied the remains of the extensive buildings
of the ancient Priory of S. Martin, suppressed at the Revolution. During
the present regime, many improvements have taken place in the adaptation
of the building to its present purposes. The entrance, however, was ob-
structed by several houses, which had been built by the monks along their

frontage to the Rue 8. Miirtin, with the view of increasing their already
plentiful revenues, and in that commanding situation the project no doubt

answered the expectations of the worthy specidators. These houses were
built in the years 1713 and 171-t, so that their existence of but a single cen-

turj' seems but a short one for such solid structures.

The space gained by the removal of these houses, not only throws open
the present fa^'ado of the main building, but affords space for the erection of

a new gallery adjoining the library, which is the ancient refectory of the
Priory. During the removal of the obstructive buildings, the last finishing

touches are being given to the exterior of the pavilion that forms the cage,

as it is termed by French architects, which encloses the principal staircase.

Upon the interior of this structure architectural ornament is being lavished

with unsparing hand, the decorations having now been nearly four years in

progress, and they are not yet completed.

During the present series of alterations and additions, restorations also

are taking place. The apse of the ancient chiu-ch of the Priory, a portion of

the original building still remaining, and which belongs to the architecture

of the eleventh century, is undergoing thorough repair and restoration, as

are a portion of the ancient embattled walls, and one of the mural turrets.

From the mass of modern buildings which occupy a great portion of the
ancient quadrangle of the monastic building, a vast and lofty chimney has
been rapidly rising, the daily progress of which has raised the curiosity of

the neighbourhood. Some hinted at the secret structure of vast furnaces,

in which iron ore, procured from England at the reduced duties of the new
commercial treaty, was to be smelted for the private use of the government,
or of some influential official, and many other explanations, equally extra-

vagant, of tlie object of the great chimney, were current in the cafes of the

Rue St. Martin. The structure in question is, however, nothing more than

a ventilator for the lecture rooms, on the principle 'recently adopted, and
found so effectual, in the Nouvcau Cirque, and in the ThMtre Lirique.

Speaking of theatres, I may mention that the facade of the new theatre

in the Eue du Caire is just completed, the theatre being intended to replace

the old Gaeti. 1 do not admire the architectural design sufficiently to

tempt me to give you a detailed description of its leading features, though
the design has yet a certain character that is not without its promptings

and suggestings to a careful student, who is determined to learn something,

even fiom an inferior model.

In other parts of Paris, works of various kinds are going on, the present

government being always on the look out for means of employment to the

teeming and restless population of the Fauboiu'g St. Antoine, and other

quarters, where it is deemed that want of employment is generally the

precursor of political agitation. It is true that there is not another Rue de
Eivoli to finish, nor, precisely, another Boulevard Sebastopol in process of

creation, nor yet another Louvre, employing its thousands in a grand work
of completion ; but architectural works of more or less importance are

nevertheless going on. On one side active destruction of the old is rife, to

make room for the new, or the other fresh structures are as rapidly rising.

The destruction of old buildings in the more crowded parts of Paris, and
the erection of superior and more spacious houses in their place, is not only

a great improvement, architecturally speaking, but %viU tend greatly to

render the sanitary state of the great city more satisfaetorj'
;
yet the removal

of the more humble dwellings to make room for comparative palaces, is

raising just such an outcry in Paris, as that created in London by improve-

ments of a similar character. AVTiero is the working population to go ?

Where are the small masters to find houses or lodgings, if you use up all

the gromid for dwellings only suited to the wealthy ?

The last stones of the Pont de Louis Philippe are being torn from their

concrete foundation, where one might have thought them safely embedded
for, at all events, some generations to come, and in a few weeks not a

vestige will remain of a structure that was meant to be a dynastic monu-
ment, as well as a public convenience. Close at hand, a new stone bridge

has suddenly arisen ; which is just receiving its completing features, in the

form of the handsome accoudoir, which is now being placed above the

handsome balustrade ; whUc, not far distant, a new iron bridge has shot

across the Seine, to afford almost superfluous convenience to a certain small

section of the population of Paris.

The eastern point of the island of Notre Dame is the site selected for the

new morgur, the foundations of which, below the bed of the river, have been,

after much labour, made solid and secure. The works have been carried on
within a vast coffer-dam as for the piers of a bridge, the first stones being

laid upon a flooring of enormous tiles. With a greater expanse of water

surrounding the works, one might have fancied that the foundation of a

Venetian palace was being laid in the treacherous sands of the Laguna.

Notwithstanding tlie occurrence of many difficulties, the foundations are

now safely completed, and the walls of the new morgue have risen to about

the level of the river ; the works being evidently destined to proceed with

rapidity. I have not seen tlie design ; but it will, in all probability, be

highly characteristic, as the subject is one which comes peculiarly within

that scope whicli French genius generally treats in an effective manner.

Preparations for another new Boulevard are proceeding energetically to

the south of the Hospital des Invalides, which, though not planned upon the

same scale of magnificence as those which prepared the way for the street

pahices of the Boulevard Sebastopol, are yet destined to give rise to building

operations of a very important class ; for the developement of suitable sites

will doubtless lead to th(^ erection of residences of superior character in

this quarter of Paris, which has, as yet, remained tolerably free from

modern innovation on an extensive scale. These, with the continued de-

velopement of ordinary street architecture, in more and more elaborate

forms, afford plenty of food for observation to a travelling architect.^ In

every thorouglifare of importance that has not been already rebuilt within
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the last ton or twelve years, the crash of old houses in process of demo-
lition is heard; and the bnstle attending the erection of new and more
splendid sfrnctures, intended to fill their places, is everywhere going on.

Tlie architectural profession must be in a tliriving condition, and the build-

ing trade ,a gocjd one in the Paris of to-day.

The architectural drawiujjs in the foreign department of fine arts in

the International Exhibition, of which I observed a very instructive

account in the Building News a fortniglit since, will serve to give the English
public some notion of the tendencies of modem architecture on the Con-
tinent; but the display is scanty, and many of the most eminent
French architects of the day are not represented at all. I ])ropose, there-

fore, on a future occasion to attempt a description of some of the more
striking architectural works which have been completed within the la.st few-

years in Paris and other continental cities.

A HOUSE FOR THE SUBURBS*

WITHOUT aspiring to the especial attention of architects, the second
edition of this work, which differs widely from the first, takes a

position not previously occupied, and affords in a popular way a large

amount of information. An architect acquainted with the current desiderata

<)f house building, and mingling in suburban society, is just the man to

throw out some useful hints, unelogged by the formality that often repulses

the non-professional. The subject, says Mr. Morris, " has not appeared to

demand extreme precision, but to admit of adequate representation by the

characterising lines, articulating dots, and supporting touches of a sketch,

rather than to

call for the ela-

boration of a

picture."

A glance at

the transitional

state of the me-
tropolis accounts

for the daily mi-

gration of Lon-
doners and the

growth of popu-

lous enviroiis,

while the cha-

racteristics of

soil, climate, and
scenery are no-

ticed with re-

ference to the

selection of pro-

per localities.

"Nothing," it is

said, " can be

more conducive

to the architect's

success than a
well chosen po-

sition for his

work, and no
part of his duty more urgently demands his careful study, though it not
unfrequently happens that all choice on the subject is precluded by some
step taken under the erroneous impression that nothing but the building
would have any interest for him, and in utter unconsciousness of the artistic

advantages pertaining to one spot over another."

The economy of space is touched upon and exemplified by the treatment

of a plot containing half an acre at Wimbledon Park. As to price, upon which
some information is also given, it ranges from £50 an acre at the extremes
of the home counties to something like a million in fhe heart of the city

!

" An enormous realisation is therefore open to the Bank of England, when-
ever it may think fit to consolidate its straggling oflSces into a grand con-

venient edifice, and appropriate the superfluous part of the site to a new-

Stock Exchange and other monetary establishments, with a dividing

thoroughfare from Threadneedle Street to Lothbury."
As to the consideration of plans adapted to tlie immediate purposes and

habits of the present day. " No architectural quality of a dwelling con-

duces so extensively to the satisfaction and comfort of its occupants as a

well contrived plan, and nothing is more inconvenient in result than ill con-

sidered or misconceived arrangements. I have been painfully conscious of

this in making some alterations to an ancestral edifice, where the whole
arrangement is left handed, the best and warmer a.spects being occupied by
offices and stables, while the family rooms are confined to the biting north

and east, a defect that can only be alleviated at considerable cost and never
entirely overcome."

We are shown a pair of semi-detached houses, which Mr. Morris defends

against the imputation of Cockneyism.
Next there is a square-looking Italian house with conservatory erected near

Blackheath, on a site coutiiining only a quarter of an acre. These are on the
" compact " plan, with offices in the basement ; but the next in order, the

* A House for the Suburbs, Socially and Architecturally Sketched. By Thomas Morri*.

M.I.Q.A. With illustrative designs. Second EitUion. London : Siinpkhi, Marshall, & Co.

" Gh-be house " (see illustration), haii the ofHecs extended on the ground
level as is usual in the country. Mr. Morris gives Homo particulars of par-
sonages built in various parts of Englaml, " but it is neces.<iary to say that
as the conditions and interests of clerical incumbency differ from lliose of
ordinary proprietorship, the parsonage scarcely offiTS to the skill of the
architect tliat full opportunity for contrasting effect with cost, wliich is no
welcome under freer circumstances, and so rapid is the transition of arcbi-
teetural sentiment, that it would be unfair to speak of almost any honsM,
though but a few years old, in any other respect than as grounds of expe-
rienei' and criterions of expense."

These minor ex:imple8 in the book have tew or no ontboildings, but the
principal design has all the offices required in a complete establishment of
moderate extent, including the laundry court, the sfalde-yard, and the con-
servatory. The description or di.scussion of this plan affords occasion for

remarks upon style, construction, materials, and cost, enabling the author
to scatter with a liberal hand hints and suggestions in favour of elegance,

health, and general convenience.

MR. ASHPITEL ON ARCHITECTUR.VL DRAWINGS AT WINDSOR
CASTLE.*

{Concludedfrom our latt.)

AMONG the sketches of Muzio Oddi is one entitled " Facade of the Sanc-
tuarytowardstheChurch." Wehavenocluetothc period, but roightinfer

itwas made after his liberation. A rough sketch (p. 21) is given of a tablet t<j

the memory of his father. The inscription is " D. 0. M. to Captain Lactantius

Oddi, who when
alive was strenu-

ous and upright

nnder every for-

tune. Mutius and
JIattco placed

this as an act of

piety to their

father." Many
of the drawings
which now fol-

low arc more
neatly executed,

and many have
dimensions fig-

ured on them,
which would lead

one to suppose
they had actu-

ally been exe-

cuted. They arc

not only for

churches, cam-
panile, and other

large construc-

t ions, but even
tor organ ca«ef,

brackets, and
other ornaments,

and one seems a design for a jiieture-frame. A large number of them
are for doorways, entrance gates, and large windows, and, I think, we must
agree, display much ingenuity and Ixildness of handling.

The second volume commences with plans which seem to have been parts

of conventual buildings. Among them is a very curious sketch of the in-

side of a dome looking upwards, and showing a construction of scaffolding,

cords, &c., probably intended, as apijears by a section at page 22, to enable
the builders to fix the tambour at the top. At page 19, we have an elabo-

rate plan of a large palace, fortified at each angle with a bastion with
embrasure for twelve guns each. It in some degree resembles Caprarola in

arrangement; but the latter is a polygon in plan, while this is square.

This is followed by the plans of the enceinte of a large town strongly for-

tified, with the sections, or, to use the expression of the old engineers,
" profiles," of the ramparts. Unfortunately there is no description by
which it may be identified. We have three plans, &c., for conventual
buildings, one of which is endorsed " A monastery for the nuns of Ancona,"
and shows our author continued his avocations as an architect even while

occupied in military pursuits. We then have the plan of a large amphitheatre,

on the back of which are some curious moral reflections on beauty and love.

One of them is headed by a reflection, expressed no doubt many thousand
times before and since his time, " Amore tiranno." Whether the remem-
brance of the Grand Duchess gave birth to this expression, we know not.

We then have the design for a large window, which, from the inscription,

we may supfKise to have been put up at Milan iu the duomo. Under this, it

appears, an altar was intended to stand, which he .siys was to be conform-

able to the ,\ltar of St. Joseph. The whole is of marble, and seems of

very large size. It would be tedious minutely to describe every item before

us. Suffice it to say, we have designs for a chapel, on the back of one o
which is written, " Plans of the Chapel of the Pope in the Church o

* Paper read by Mr. Ashpitcl before the Koyal Institute of British Architcrts.
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Xinerva," probably Santa Haria Sopra Minemi at Borne ; and others fur the

ateristy at Loretto.
'

We now get to the designs for fortifying the town of Lucca. Some are

mariced the "Idea of George Settalc, of Milan," while his own is modestly
inscribed, "The idea of another without a name," iiiiiomiiiato.

With these are detail drawings of bastions, one with rounded, and the

other with square orillons ; there are also stairs apparently leading to case-

mates, or magazines, or other places of safety. We then have a plan of the

dty and citadel of Casale, on which is sketched in red chalk the approaches

of the enemy, and some rough outworks, which seem to infer that he was
present and took part in the operations. The mixture of military and
avil architecture which follows, shows that Oddi still combined the pursuit

of arts and arms ; but it would weary you to describe them all. I would,

however, call your attention to a very ingenious contrivance for raising and
lowering a drawbridge, where the increased weight due to the increased

leTenge as the bridge descends is compensated by a very clever contrivance,

much on the principle of the fusee of a watch. To judge of his abilities

in a military point of view, by the knowledge of the present day, woiUd be

absurd. The increased power of ordnance, particularly of the mortar and
shell, have entirely altered siege operations from the Urae of Muzio Oddi.

He aeems to have used both the flat bastion, such as those with which
San Michele fortified Verona, and the bastion with a larger capital and
sharper angles of Vauban and Cohom. But he appears to have taken

especial pains with his orillons. In his time, cities were often taken by
storm, as soon as any breach could be effected, and very often merely by
escalade, by coup-de-main. In this case it was very important to be able

to get guns to sweep the face of the curtain, and equally important those

gans should not be exposed to a cross fire. San Michele put one under
another in the orillons, but of course, like all casemated guns, they were
annoyed by their own smoke. Oddi placed his side by side. If, however,

we judge of his abilities from the honours paid him, and the testimony of
his biographers, he must have been a great military architect.

The next volume to which I shall beg to call your attention, is one wholly
devoted to the church of St. John Lateran at Eome. This noble building

has a fa^de nearly forty feet wider and thirty feet higher than our St.

Paul's, and is nearly eighty feet wider between the clear of the walls of the

nave. The old Basilica was destroyed by fire about the year 1350, and was
restored by a long succession of Popes, and completed as to its interior by
Clement XI., about the close of the seventeenth centtiry. The volume con-

tains a number of plans and sections of the building, boldly and almost
roughly executed in pefl and ink ; these show the present state of the church.

It formerly consisted of five aisles, divided simply by immense Corinthian

columns, from the capitals of which arches sprang in the old Basilican style.

As modem requirements demanded a great number of altars, large piers

were constructed, with niches, &c., fitted for that purpose. A great many
of the old columns, which had escaped the fire, are said to have been built

into these piers. It has, therefore, entirely lost its ancient Basilican cha-

racter. The whole edifice is enriched with the finest marbles, mosaics, gild-

ings ; it is full of noble statues and fine monuments, and is. in fact, second
in richness only to that of St. Peter. The book before us is well worthy of

inspection, not only to those who have seen the building, but to those who
have not. The latter half of the volume is occupied by a most curious sub-
ject. It contains drawings for all the ceremonies of a Council of the Church.
This, of course, would not be an oecumenical or general council, the last of
which, as is well known, was that of Trent, nearly three centuries and a
half ago. It is probably a smaller council or conclave. The principal fea-

ture in these decorations is an immense tabernacle called a catafalco, which
stands over the high altar, and is very richly decorated. It seems to have
been surrounded by has reliefs, showing the procession and the other cere-

monies, the bishops and other dignitaries ; some are walking, some sitting

at a table, some kneeling at an altar, while behind a sort of screen stand
skeletons, which seem watching and mocking their pomp and state. There
are plans of the arrangements of the seats, and even of the hangings to adorn
the church ; and drawings of all necessaries, down to the chalices and candle-
sticks. The benches and chairs are also drawn ; one is said to be " for the
Pope, made," it tell.s, " of red brocade, and damasked velvet, with two foot-

stoob to match." Another, more curiously, is marked, " Seat of straw, with
two cushions of silk ;" all have figured dimensions. This volume is probablyby
Carlo Fontana, as the arms of Clement XI. appear in several places. This pre-
late came to the papacy in 1700, both Borromini and Bernini then being dead.
The last volume, to which I venture to invite your attention (at least

the greater part of it) is superior in artistic execution, and the subjects are
of greater interest than those I have already alluded to ; although there are
others at Windsor possessing still greater claims to your admiration. The
volume commences with some extremely well-executed sketches of Roman
remains, very carefully outlined and shaded with bistre. They consist of the
Arches of Constantine, Septimius Severus, the Goldsmiths, of Lucius Verus,
the Porta Maggiore, the Arches of Titus, the remains in the Roman Forum,
of that of Xerva, the Baths of Paulus Emilius, the Theatre of Marcellus, the
Temples of Fortuna Virilis, Antoninus, &c., the Septizonium, the Pyramid
of Caius Cestius, &c._ They are very faithfully rendered, and possess the
unusual interest of giving some examples which are now destroyed or re-
moved- Thus, the Temple of Pallas, in the Forum Transitorium, was
taken down by Paul the Fifth, and the columns now form part of the magni-
ficent fountain called the Acqua Paola. The Arch of Lucius Verus has
disappeared. The Septizonium of Septimius Severus has also perished,
and nothing is left of it but a heap of old bricks. At first, I thought the
drawings were the originals of those given in Gamucci's Rome, but though

they resemble them somewhat in character, all differ more or less, while the
larger part iliffer in toto. One curious circumstance arose dm-ing the re-

se^irch, and that led to the inference that they are oliler than his l)ook,

which was printed in loGo. The Arch of Septimius tfevenis in the latter

work shows an excavation round the lower part, by whieli the pedestals

are exposed to view, as they are at present, while in the Windsor MS. they
are drawn as still covered up witli the eailh.

An examination of Rossi, Sadeler, Du Perac, Defrairius, Gainucci, in fact,

of ;dl the authors on the subject to which access could be had in the -t-ery

limited time I had to prepare this paper, proved these drawings were no
part of their works. I therefore took the volimie up to the Britisli -Museum,
the kindness, attention, and courtesy of whose officers on repented occa-.

sions I am proud to acknowledge. Mr. Carpi>nter, Mr. Rye, and Mr. Bond
gave a very long and patient investigation of the subject. The former
gentleman said immediately that he thought they strongly resembled the
drawings of Jacopo Tatti, whom we know better as the great Sansovino
of Venice. Unfortunately the Museum possesses but one drawing from this
architect's hands. On comparing it with those before us, there certainly

was a very great similarity ; the colouring was hardly so warm as these, but
that might have been quite an accidental circumstance. The latter gentle-

man, whom I venture to name, and who, in judgement of the identity and
period of handwriting may be considered " facUe prineeps," also thought the
inscriptions as both extremely like. With but one drawing from which to

judge, however, it would be much too hasty to pronounce a decided opinion.
We all thought, however, we might go so far as to say there is great proba-
bility that these drawings are the work of Sansovino, and if that be correct,

of course they are of the greatest interest and value.

The remaining drawings in the volume are by different hands, some being
very well executed, and some evidently copies of good drawings by inferior

hands. In one or two of them the blunders in the perspective are such «a
none but an inexperienced person could make. On one drawing there is

the name of Vignola, but it is not likely^it is his. On another is the more
likely inscription in Latin, " from the books of Julian Giamberti called San
Gallo ;" andj the drawing may thus be said, either to be by that celebrated

architect, or to have been collected by him. The subjects are all Roman
antiquities. No. 17 is the so-called Portico of Octavia, in the Peschiera, which
is drawn as nearly entire, and the restoration of which differs very little from
that of Canina. It is now in a very dilapidated state. Several others may
be recognised, as the arch at Verona, and those of Titus, and Constantine, the
Baths of Paulus Emilius, &c.; but it is exceedingly tantalising to see several

very curious buildings to which we have no clue, and which we suppose
must have disappeared. At the end of the volume are a number of plans
which seem to suit some of the drawings, and if so, the inscription, " one
mile out of Rome," " two miles from Rome," &e., woiUd lead us to think

they are parts of the nllas, tombs, or temples which some time lined all

the roads from Rome, and now are mere heaps of ruin, and having served as

quarries for ages to every one who wanted building materials, are now mere
heaps of rubbish. The beautiful statues, the sculptured friezes, the marble
columns that adorned these buildings, have long ago been burned into lime
to fertilise the land ; such of the other materials as could be moved have
formed wretched farm-houses or enclosures to keep the sheep and goats

from the nightly incursions of the wolf. Nothing now remains but such
masses of brickwork as are too hard, too rock-like, to be worth the labour

of plunder, and which stand up among the vast plains of the Campagna
•8 ghostly relics of past grandeur.

"This pa])er was begun with saddened feelings, and seems to conclude in

the same spirit. It is natural it should be so. It might be thought fitting

to make further allusion to the great personage who has departed. I

cannot but feel that such a coiu^e would necessarily revive painfiU feelings,

and that it would be out of place for me to attempt to pronounce anything
like panegyric. One thing may be permitted, however, wiiich offers, in

some degree, a more cheering retrosp»>ct ; and that is, that one of the last

things the Prince asked for from the library related to these MSS. ; and
one of his latest wishes was that an opportunity of exhibiting them should

be afforded to a body he always held in regard— the Royal Institute of

British architects.

The Ch.\ieman said, they had heard from 3Ir. Ashpitel most interesting

remarks ; the documents referred to were of vast importance, and, in every

tense of the word, deserved the most minute investigation.

Mr. WooDWAED, the Royal Librarian, of Windsor Castle (having been

called upon by the Chairman), said he had not the power of adding to the

information communicated by Mr. Ashpitel, as his time had been taken up

in the arrangement of other portions of the librarj'; but it had afforded him
much pleasure to accompany the drawings which were that evening exhi-

bited, and which it was the anxious wish of the late Prince Consort the

members of the Royal Institute of British Architects should investigate.

Mr. CAKPENTEit (of the British Musemn) suspected that the earliestdraw-

ings exhibited, were by Baldassari Peruzzi, and collected by Serlio.

Mr. WooDWAiiD said he had hitherto been unable to obtain any satisfac-

tory history of the drawings referred to by the lecturer, but Sir Charles

Phipps had promised to allow him to examine the^ Privy Purse Accounts,

which might throw some light on the subject.

Professor Donaldson said that the great difficidty was to distingiiish the

individuality of the drawings referred to by Mr. Ashpitel, there being such

a similarity in the Italian inscriptions. One of the volumes exhibited that

evening from the Royal Library was very precious, because it contained a

great number of the monuments we knew, as well as many which had dis-

annoared, and of which we had no records.
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In answer to a qnestion from the Chaibmax, Mr. AsHPrrai, said ho had
BPcn and examined the whole of the thirty-eight volumes to wliich ho had
referred ; and the four wliieh were brouglit to the Institute were not

hroupht there beeause they were the most interesting of the eollection.

Mr. WoonwAim thouglit it best to have the four vohimes brought first,

as he was responsible for the safety of the whole. He had eommenced
photographing all the most important drawings in the lilirary at Windsor

;

and if those whieh had been exhibited that evening should be thought

worthy of circulation in that form to the architectural world, he should be

extremely happy to take them at an earlier period than he othei-wise would
have done.

The Chairman hoped to see Mr. Woodward somt! other evening, with two
or three more volumes of the collection.

Mr. WooBWAiii) : Most assuredly I shall do so, with much pleasure.

The Chaikman proiKwed grateful thanks to Her Majesty the Queen, for

her permission lo exhibit the books shown that evening; thanks to Mr.
Woodward, the Royal Librarian at Windsor ; and thanks to Mr. Ashpitel,

for his extremely amusing and highly inter<>sting lecture.—Carrioa by
accliimation.

Mr. AsHprrF-r. moved a vote of thanks to Mr. Panizzi, the chief librarian,

and the other officers of the British Museum, for their uniform kind and
courteous treatment to architects.—Mr. Wtatt Papwobth seconded the

motion.—Carried unanimously.

Iferr Mrmhcr.—Mr. E. Welby Ptigin, of Buckingham Street, Adelphi, was
elected a Fellow.

The meeting then broke up.

S^

; THE TURKISH BATHS, WESTMINSTER.
INGE the year 1866, when we were told that Englishmen never knew

what it was to expiTionce thi' luxury of a really good bath, there have

been several buildings erected, principally in Ireland, to extend the benefits

of that, great sanitjiry institution, known by the name of the Turkish Bath.

The movement is mainly due to Dr. Baxter, of St. Anne's Hill. Blarney,

Cork, by whom it was first practically introduced into the United Kingdom.
The Oriental Baths in Victoria Street, Westminster, owe their origin to a

numlwr of Irish gentlemen, who formed themselves into a company under
the Limited Liability Act; and no better proof can be had of their hearty

spirit in tlie work, than iu the fact that they have spent over £2o,000 ujxjn

its construction.

This handsome building occupies an area of 15,000 sq. ft. with a frontage

of 150 ft. The principal entrance consists of a segmental portico of the

Corinthian order, and leads to the alcove or office hall, where the tickets to

the gentlemen's baths ar<^ issued. The main hall stands beneath a dome
30 ft. in diameter, plactxl at an elevation of 74 ft. lathe centre of this

hall, which has, from its rich stuccowork, a very effective appearance, a large

fountain is erected, in purely Oriental style, around which is placed an
octagon metal stand for the reception of flowers. The floor of this hall is

paved with marble, and leads to the principal staircase, which is executed

in terra cotta, beautifully embossed. At the middle landing of the stair-

case, are the apartments of the guvemors, which command an extensive

view of the interior of tlie building. The second flight at the gallery is

supported by handsome scagliola Corinthian columns, the capitals and
bases of which are also modelled in terra cotta. This gallery conducts to

the several divans of the frrst-class gentlemen's baths, commodiously and
leegantly furnished with ottomans and lounges. These rooms measure

40 ft by 36 ft., and are divided into compartments by a colonnade of scagliola

pillars. A handsome iron staircase leads to the attics, which comprise

private dressing-stall saloons, each measuring 40 ft. by 24 ft., which are

eon»fort;ibly fitted up with separate dressing-places. Between these two
saloons will be found a large refreshment-room. The ceilings of the beau-

tiful hot rooms are lighted and decorated by means of stained-glass stars of

different sizes in primitive colours. The ornamental stucco and terra cotta

work in these apajtaients is verj- elaborate and effective ; the centre screens,

diaper walls, and arches leading to the fountain or "douching-rooms" are

all finished in the terra cotta which is so abundant throughout the building.

The couches and floors art> composed of Carrara marble and Minton's

pavement, the rooms being so arranged as to accommodate public or private

bathers. Descending fartlier from these chambers by the main staircase to

the hall, will be found more spacious divans and hot rooms ; the ceilings of

the latter are comix)sed of groined arches ; and light is obtained through

the coloured-glass windows in the gable walls.

It will be almost needless to add, after the above description, tliat the

accommodation given to the bathers is everything that can be desired. The
lavatories are elegantly ornamented with marble fountains, and contain

materials for "douches" of any required temperature. The ladies' baths are

sitnated at the left-hand side, the entrance being through a side door in the

main front, which, however, is distinct from the main porch. A small door

at the right-haud entrance of the building leads to a novel acquisition in

the shape of horse baths. There are also laundries, drying-rooms, water-

works, and basement stories, whieli contain furnace chambers, coal and
coke stores, and the attendants' rooms. We perceive there are additions

being made to the back of the building ; and the tasteful, yet neat, iron

railings in front have only recently been laid down.

ST. SEPULCHRE'S CHURCH, NORTHAMPTON.

THE Church of the Holy Sepulchre at Northampton, built in the time of

the Crusaders, has recently been restored under the direction of G. G.

Scott, Esq., R.A. This church is one of the four ranaining raand cbnrehes
in this countrj'. The whole of the external restoredon has been completed,
but the want of Aindu preventa the committee from proceeding with the
internal fittinga.

The church oonnsts of the original Norman Roond Chorcb, founded
about A. i>. 1090, the Norman chancel having many centnriee ago diiap-
iieared, and been substituted by an early decorated chancel with two aiilea.

Phis portion having fallen into a dilapidated state, and been arach muti-
lated by sncceatrivn alterations, and the Round l>eing no loDonr suitable or
large enough for the populous parish to which the church girea its name,
it was determined that the chanei-1 should, with its aisles, be extended
eastward ; and discoveries made during excavations show that it now occu-
pies its original site ; the late chancel and its aislits thus Ix-enniing the nave
for the use of the congregation, together with an a<tditional aisle on the
north side destroyed in verj" ancient times, now rebuilt upon the old foun-
dations, by funds raised by a committee of ladies of the county and town
of Northampton. This has, after many years' anxious labour on the part
of those interested in the work, been so far carried out, that the flooring
and fittings now only remain to be ciecufeiL

The new portions are constructed of the red sandstone which is found in
the county, the dressings being of red and Bath stono varied. The throe
chancel windows have detached shafts of red and green serpentine, with
richly-car\-ed caps, and the pillars of the chancel arches have also polished
granite and Anglesea marble shafts. The apse and chancel will bo pared
with encaustic tiles, the designs for which have been dravm by the Rev.
Lord Alwyne Compton, a nobleman who has taken a very active intereat in

the restoration. The roof of the ajise is constructed of oak, pine, and
mahogany, in rich ornamental patterns, Mr. John Watkins, of Northampton,
being the contractor for this portion. The carving, the cost of which is

provided for by special donations, is being executed by Mr. Farmer, of
London. The Round part will, as soon as the restored portion is completed,

be cleared of its pews and galleries, and its restoration conducted by a com-
mittee of friends of the late Marquis of Northampton, the late President of
the Royal Society, as a memorial to him, when it will be preserved aa a
vestibule or baptistery.

In the early part of the spring. Mdme. Lind-Goldschmidt gave her
valuable services to sing at an oratorio for the benefit of tbis church, which
realised £490 net profit. The total cost is estimated at about £6,000, of

which we understand £1,600 remains to be raised.

ON THE FORMATION OF A NATIONAL MUSEUM OF ARCHI-
TECTURE, VIEWED IN CONNECTION WITH ITS BEAItlNGS

UPON MEDLiEVAL ART.»

{Concluded from page 436.)

IN illustrating Architecture through the medium of a Museum, I should
lay down as a primary and fundamental rule, that it must, mainly, and

on strict principle be effected by repreaentatiun, rather than by collecting the
actual works of art themselves. There are exceptions to this, but in case

of each of such exceptions the onus lies upon the collector of proving the
propriety and lawfulness of his departure from the rule, and of clearing

himself of the charge of encouraging spoliation. Architectural objects

belong to their own sites, and even where severed from their actual position

in the building of which they formed parts, they ought, as a rule, to be pre-

served, either on its site or in its vicinity, that their local associations may
not be lost.

I call special at teution to this, because I fear that a feeling exi sts in the minda
of those who direct our national collections that plaster easts are worthleaa

and contemptible objects, and are almost unworthy of admission ; whereaa,

on the contrary, it is the actual objects of art that demand apology, and I will

boldly say that any actual architectural objects in our own Museum I would
gladly see returned to more local habitations, if such can be shown to exist;

and at the risk of being pronounced a barbarian by the curators of the

British Museum, I would almost go so far as to say, that I should feel a
satisfaction in learning that the Elgin Marbles were to be restored to their

places in the Parthenon, and that our great Museum should be content with
casts of those glorious master-pieces of art (though, perhaps, made in some
material more durable than plaster).

I will roughly classify the objects to be illustrated as follows :
—

I. Actual Architecture, by which I specially mean stonework, whether in

the form of mouldings, or other mechanically formed details, or of architec-

tural carving.

II. Sculpture, forming a part of or intended expressly as an accompaniment

of architecture.

III. Woodwork, forming a part of or connected with architecture.

IV. Metal work belonging to architecture.

V. Architectural decorations, whether inlaying, moaaic work, painting, or

other cognate form of art.

V. Painted glass.

VII. Pavements, whether of tile, mosaic-work, or otherwise.

VIII. Monumental slabs, whether as brasses, incised, sculptured, or inlaid

stones.

IX. Miscellaneous objects. Each of these classes includes all its chro-

nological and national varieties.

On the first class (Actual Architecture), I will first remark that it is not,

• Paper read by Mr. Geohgg Gilbert Scott, R.A., at the Architnctural Museum, South

Kensington.
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as a general rule, neoessaiy to go very far in illustrating its more mechanical

tarme, such ss mouldings, &c., though a collection of them belonging to

buildings of different dates would be highly useful. Generally, however,

the architect may study these sufficiently from the actual buildings, and

theip sections can more accurately be represented on paper than in plaster.

It is, however, of the utmost importance to obtain casts of them wlierever

they come in contact with sculpture or foliage, and where they are enrielied

in any degree by caning. Thus, where a cast is made of a capital, the

abacus, a portion of the shaft, and perhaps a sliort length of the arch

mouldings which it sustains, should in ma;iy eases be cast with it, so as to

illustrate it as a tekolt, and that the art-workman or student may see the

carved work in connection with its natural accompaniments. Again, where

certain orders or parts of arch mouldings are enriched with car\-ing or

sculpture, those not so enriched should be represented with them, that the

grouping of the whole should be represented, and the mutual influence of

the plainer and more ornate parts one upon another may be illustrated.

I have thought it necessary to premise with what is properly only a matter

of detail, by way of limiting the vastness of the field which is open to us

;

for, so endless is the variety of our style and the richness of its resources,

that a collection which would worthily illustrate it woidd occupy a somewhat

inconveniently large space. In forming, however, an architectural museum
on a scale worthy of being called national, great space is an absolute neces-

sity, and it is of little use to make the attempt without boldly facing this

primary fact.

It is known only to those who have for years been in the habit of visiting

and diligently studying and sketching from ancient buildings, what an inex-

haustible fund of exqui-iite and ever-varying art we have to draw from,

though it is not by any means easy to obtain the specimens most needed.

It is, in fact, in many cases only through the intervention of the architects

engaged in the repairs, and only when repairs are going on and scaffoldings

erected, that the most valuable works in our great buildings can be reached,

while in buildings of a humble class it is architects alone who know where

such works of art are to be met with.

One great distinction between a national museum, for which considerable

funds could be procured, and a private one, like our own, is, that much larger

objects can be obtained. It is often most desirable to possess easts of entire

doorways, or their scidptiu-ed tympana, tombs, reredoses, &c., so as to show
the work as a whole, instead of in a number of small and disjointed portions.

A private society like our own can very rarely do this, but in a museum
supported by public funds it would readily become practicable, indeed the

largest of such objects would not perhaps cost more than is sometimes ex-

pended on a single specimen of majolica.

It is not, however, our own arcliitecture alone which must be illustrated.

The contemporary art of other countries has equal demands upon us; nay, in

one sense, greater, inasmuch as if our art workmen find it difficult to visit

our own architectural monuments, they will find it impossible to visit those

of foreign countries.

The Gothic architecture of France is the elder sister of our own ; and, if

not more beautiful, possesses beauties and varied expressions of its own
which must ever secure to it the earnest love and devoted admiration of

every student of mediaeval art. Our own architecture can hardly be cor-

rectly imderstood without a knowledge of tliat of France. Their origin,

developement, and history, are so linked and entwined together, that without

the knowledge of both, they cannot be fairly studied or appreciated. France,

too, took the first place in art, as in arras, amongst the nations of mediaeval

Europe. Her art productions may, therefore, be viewed as the normal types

of Gothic architecture, and, as such, they claim a full illustration in a museum
of the architecture of those periods, and there is a boldness and nobility of

treatment about them which especially commend them to the most diligent

study of the architectural student and workman.
French architecture must therefore, in such a museum, be illustrated

as fiilly and as voluminously as our own, nor can I conceive of any field

of illustration so glorious or so eminently useful as this.

The mediaeval architecture of Germany and of Italy have claims only

second to those of France. Indeed, time would fail, to enumerate in the

roughest manner the glorious works which should find place in such a

museum. They must illustrate each element of architectural ornamentation

and detail throughout its chronological course, and through the several

countries where our architecture prevailed
;
giving, however, a due pre-

ponderance to the best periods, the best examples, and the countries where
the art possessed the finest characteristics.

The period claiming thegreatest amount of illustration, at least in northern

Europe, may be roughly said to embrace two centuries, viz., the great

thirteenth, and a moiety of the preceding and succeeding centuries— that

is to say, A.n. 1150 to 1350. Earlier and later periods must be fairly re-

presented, but this interval contains the real vigour, the pith and marrow
of mediieval art. Mediaeval architecture demands, however, for its eluci-

dation, that certain styles which preceded it— and from which it drew its

first inspiration — should also be duly illustrated. I refer to the Byzantine
and the Italian Romanesque ; each including the branches by which it was
led through other countries, and especially through Germany and
France, with the changes it underwent by the way. I have taken some
pains, in my lectures delivered at the Koyal Academy, in 1858, to

show how direct was the influence of Byzantine art upon the architecture

of France in the twelfth century. The foliage and the figure carving, so

well known in the earliest French pointed works of the latter half of that

centnry, are, for the most part, directly derived from Byzantine car\-ing

and drawin;;, with a certain degree of influence from Italy, which was her-

self drawing freely upon Byzantine art. It is clear, therefore, that to

illustrate niediseval architecture properly, we must possess ample specimens

of these, its parent styles.

The classification of specimens may be divided into those which are

elementary, and those which are in a less and in a greater degree combined
into complete and applied architectural features. Thus, we must illustrate

iu its more abstract form the history and progress of architectural foliated

ornamentation ; showing how it had taken, during the darker ages, that

strange fonn whicli is sometimes designated as Bunic (though whenci^

derived it is difficult to say) ; how this was long used side by side witli

foliage derived from debased classic remains ; how a distinctly Byzantine
tone was imported into the art during the twelfth century, both in France
and Germany ; how this, in process of time, developed itself into a new and
original style of foliage, such as we find in France, England, and Germany,
in the earlier years of the thirteenth century ; the noblest and the most
perfect conventional and architectonic ornamentation which has, per-

haps, ever been generated ; how, by working this gradually up towards
nature, the artists at length fell back implicitly upon nature herself; first

using natural foliage of the most exquisite kind imaginable, side by side

with the architectonic, and at length to its exclusion ; and how, at length, a
new and inferior conventionalism supplanted it— a conventionalism of
departure from, as the other had been one of approach to, nature.

In the same manner we must illustrate the accompanying progress in

animal and figure seiUpture : how the barbarism of the northern nations

during the dark ages became gradually enlightened by an infusion of

Byzantine art ; how this art gradually softened down its rigid severity, and
gave way to the noble sculpture of the tliirteenth century, — imperfect in

academic correctness, but full of noble sentiment and of high aspirations

after artistic perfections,— unhappily not at that time fully reahsed, but
which it is our place—would that it may be oiir lot—to carry forward to its

legitimate results.

Then we must illustrate the history and use of these as applied to archi-

tectural features : we must show the historical progress of foliated capitals,

in itself a wide subject of historical and artistic enquiry, and of study for

our own actual use and instruction. We must, in the same way, show the

history of foliated enrichments in mouldings, arches, cornices, and all

architectural details to which it is applied ; tlie developement and changes

in swr/ncf-ornament of all kinds, and of the union with all these of repre-

sentations of animal and human life. Then, we must, in larger specimens,

show these elementary details combined into greater architectural compo-

sitions, and united more directly with figure sculpture. To do this we want,

as I have already stated, complete casts of entire doorways, or, where im-

practicably large, of portions of their arohes, of (perhaps) their entire

jambs, and their sculptured tympana, casts of celebrated tombs, of pulpits,

of fonts, &c. Then, again, we want the history of niches and tabernacle

work, itself a most fertile subject, and demanding casts often on a magnificent

scale ; we want the history of crockets, finials, foliated crestings, and a

thousand other architectural elements, which it is impossible in such a

paper as this to enumerate. The work before us is a truly glorious one,

and it only requires to be taken up in a spirit worthy of its claims, to make
the result in the highest degree noble and beneficial. I must, however,

add one word : that casts alone will not do all which is wanted : they must

be accompanied by photographs, and often by measured drawings.

I will only, however, under the head of actual architecture, mention one

other class of objects which would demand house-room within its walls.

I refer to thosf melancholy but invaluable relics of ancient art whicli exist

in our ruined abbeys, and to those in other buildings which are in danger

of being destroyed by inevitable decay.

It is the absolute duty of an Art Department, whether or not they had

contemplated an Architectural Museum, to rescue these exquisite and in-

valuable works from oblivion, by obtaining casts, photographs, and measured

drawings, from them while they yet exist. Every winter abrades their

ancient carved surfaces, and brings down, perhaps, larger portions of their

sculptured foliage. Those who have been for many years in the habit of

sketching from old buildings, see at every visit the progress of destruction

which is ever going on, and which is ever accelerating its destructive inroads.

A few years more of delay, and these precious works of art will have

perished. In the name, then, of art, of reason, and of patriotism, let us

delay no longer, but at once obtain perfect representations of what we have

left, by means of plaster, of photography, and of drawing, and enshrine

them as the most precious relics to be for ever preserved in the archives of

our national art ! I will add here, however, one word of caution : let a

hardening process be always applied to the ancient carved work before

attempting to make casts of it, or wo may destroy the original while

obtaining the copy.

II. What I have said of architecture proper, applies equally to the second

head— Sculpture forming a part of Architecture. I will therefore view this

as included in the foregoing remarks, only adding, that a collection of the

mediiEval sculpture of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, of France,

Germany, and Italy, would be an invaluable acquisition to a National

Museum, indeed, would be an absolutely necessary portion of it.

III. Architectural Woodwork.—This being much scarcer than stone-work,

especially that of the best dates, must be collected with great care. Let mo,

however, be always understood to mean casts, rather than the actual work,

though when this has, unhappily, been severed from its proper position,

it will promote its conservation to place it in such a museum.
Of woodwork of the fifteenth century, and later, there is a large

supply of casts in the hands of the Government, which were prepared
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to assist tlie carvers pmployed in tho Houses of Parliamont. This, how-
I'ViT, is by no means the best period. We want woodwork of tho thirteenth

and foiirteentli oenturies. Tliis is, in England, somewhat scarce, and
wherever it exists, casts should be made from it. Among foreign countries,

Germany, perhaps, contains tlie largest store of ancient woodwork. The
stalls at Cologne, not only in the cathedral, but in many of the churches

;

the wonderful doors of .St. Mary's of the Capitol ; tho sUills, &c., at

many churches throughout the length and breadth of the country, should

find their representatives in such a museum. The elemi'utary classes of

woodwork, and the progi-essive illustration of their histories, would assume
a course quite parallel to what I have shadowed out in speaking of stone-

work, and it is needless to recapitulate them. Tlu^ objects, however, them-
selves, and the art expended upon them, differ considerably from th(^

previous class, and the objects are comparatively so scarce, that there is

much more difficulty in obtaining them ; and it is only by the help of

those who are in the constant habit of searching out objects of study in

the most out-of-the-way places that they can be found out. Every year,

too, they are getting more and more scarce. Even the few early remains of

woodwork in our old cathedrals are diminishing, from the carelessness and
want of knowledge of their guardians ; let no time, then, be lost in searching

out and obtaining perfect representations of those which remain, whether
at home or abroad.

We now come to the fourth Class ;
— Architectural Metal-work.

If woodwork of the best ages is so scarce, how much more so is metal-

work, and how indescribably important is it that we should use our utmost
exertions to collect and to preserve representations of it where it would be
impro;ier or impracticable to obtain tho reality of what yet remains to us

!

Here, the departments of art are, as regards the smaller and more movable
classes of objects, doing very great things for us : indeed, we cannot be
too grateful for the splendid collection of specimens of this and kindred
branches of art which is being formed within these walls, nor can we be
too assiduous in availing ourselves of the facilities for study which are thus

afforded us. These, however, can scarcely for the most part be classed

under the head of architectural metal-work, though they bear very directly

upon it ; what I refer to is chiefly of a larger description, such as screen-

work, hinges, brass fonts, and lectenis, retabulic, coronae, doors, gates, &e.,

and the other forms of metal-work brought more immediately into contact

with architecture. These, like other architectural objects, are chiefly to be

represent<»d by casts and drawing, and these should be, from time to time,

made from all the best specimens which remain in this country, and all

which we can gain access to abroad. We long ago contemplated obtaining

a cast from the tridy magnificent brass font and its cover at Hildesheim,

but our funds forbade it. There are a great number of such fonts, nearly

equally worthy of being represented in our museum, as well as innumerable
other objects of all kinds and descriptions. Among others I will mention,

though a late example, the exquisite brass genealogical tree which clothes

the tomb of Mary of Burgundy at Bruges ; and this leads me to call atten-

tion to the numerous brass effigies and entire monuments which exist, and
many of which would be well worthy to be represented in such a collection.

I will also call attention to the most magnificent of all classes of metal-

work, the gorgeous shrines of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. There
are some invaluable specimens of the same exquisite workmanship in the

museums of the department, and it is possible that a few more may by
chance be obtained. The greatest and most glorious specimens, however,

of this wondrous art, must ever remain where they now are, and where for

the most part they [have always been ; and can there be only rarely

visited and studied. What I wish to press upon the attention of the

department of art is the necessity of obtaining perfect fidl-sized represen-

tations of these most sumptuous works. Among the many which exist

I will call cspeciid attention to those of the three kings at Cologne, of

Notre Dame at Aix la Chapelle, and of St. Elizabeth at Marburg. These
are absolute miracles of art, and I would earnestly press the necessity

of perfect full-sized, and perfectly detailed drawings being made from
them, accompanied by some more tangible representations of some of their

parts.

But I must go on to my next head—Coloured Architectural Decorations.

Here, again, we have heartily to thank the Department for much which
they have done, and to entreat them to go on as they have begun. They
have already collected many drawings of siich decorations, with some of

the originals. Mr. Octavius Hudson, of whose zeal, knowledge, and skill,

I cannot speak too highly, has adopted the excellent practice of having casts

made from the detjiils of ancient buildings on which he is engaged, and
making upon them fae-simile copies of the remains of colouring which he

finds. This, if followed out, would supply invaluable illustrations of deco-

rative art. and I would urge the collection of full-sized drawings of all other

kinds of decoration wherever they can be procured. Such remnants of

old art are continually being destroyed ; how easy would it be to perpetuate

them by fac-simile drawings. And thus, of all the other classes of art I

have enumerated, let us have coloured tracings of stained glass ; not only

of famous works, but of the fragmentary remains in village churches ; let

us have (as in fact we already have to a considerable extent) rubbings of

brasses and incised stones ; coloured rubbings of ornamental pavements, and
perfect representations of all other branches of decorative art. I exhibit

a fac-simile copy of a part of the ancient retabulum in Westminster Abbey,
as an ilhustration of the kind of drawing I am recommending. Time will

not allow me to go further than to say that a Museum thus constituted

would be worthy of being called " national," and would not only be the

greatest benefit which could be conferred [upon our art, but would be no

more than the carrying out to its natural resultit of what the department
have already commenced.

It may be feared by some, that such a collection would encourage alaTtub

copying. My own exp<'riencc has led to a contrary opinion. I have ob-

served with pleasure tliat, so fiir from this being the ca«e, the increaied

study of ancient examples leads the art-workman to a mon^ enlarged and

more reasoning appreciation of his art, gives him greater freedom in the

exercise of it, anil, above all, leads him to a more aa'alous and intelligent

study of nature. I will only add two more miggentions. 1st. That aa such

a collection would not bo miidc for a mere spectacle, but for actual use, it

should not be deposited in vast and imposing halls an<l galleries, but should

bo so subdivided as to give the student every possible facility for quietly

studying any one department, which he might be pursuing without the dis-

traction which the enormous multiplicity of the objects would otherwise

occasion. In reading a book wo should be sadly annoyed if wo were obliged

to see a number of its pages, or its illustrations, at once ; and so it is with a

museum ; the student only wants to see the part to which his studies are

directed. 2nd. I would suggest, as South Kensington is not a place veiy

accessible to the student or the art-workman, that a system be organised of

lending out objects to particular districts, in which rooms for this studies of

iirt-workmen shall be opened, and that the specimens so lent shall be changed

periodically (perhaps every month), and thus a constant and ever changing

course of study facilitated.

I will now conclude by suggesting some points for consideration as to how

our great work can bo carried on with the greatest possible advantage to

the great cause we have in view.

There are two parties to this undertaking. The representatives of the

demand and of the supply, and it can only be successfully carried out by

their hearty and continued cooperation.

The representatives of the demand are the architectt. It is not their per-

sonal interests in the least degree which are at stake, for buildings would be

erected and architects employed and paid just the same, whether the arta

subsidiary to architecture are cultivated or neglected ; nor can the demand

be said to come mainly from the art-workman himself, though it does more

nearly aflFeet his personal interests. Those among them whose apprehen-

hensions of art have been aroused to activity, join heartily and earnestly in

the demand ; but, as in the case of religion, those who most need instruc-

tion are the least alive to jtheir necessities ; and among architects them-

selves, it is those who most keenly appreciate the nobleness of their art, and

have best cultivated it as a fine art, who most strongly feel tho necessity for

aiding the art-workman, on whom depends the realisation of the more

artistic portions of their designs. Not only, however, are the architects—
and the best among them— the representatives of the demand, but they are

also the parties who best—I might almost say, who alone—understand what

is the n.-iture of that demand ; who know, from their daily experience, what

are the objects necessary to meet it ; and who, from their own travels, their

own studies, and from the contact in which their practice places them with

ancient buildings, know, also, whence and how those objects are to be sup-

plied. It is, therefore, self-evident, that the aid of the architects most con-

versant with the subject is essential to the success of the effort ; and when

we add to this, that those architects have already, by their own individual

exertions and of their own free motion and sense of the necessity, most

efficiently laimched the work and founded an Architectural Museum which

must be the nucleus or the model of whatever is effected, the case is ren-

dered still more obvious.

The representatives of the supply are the Government Department of Art.

To them has been committed that'great cause, the promotion of applied art

in this country.

The Museum of Objects of Art which they are forming, must, of necessity,

be of the greatest benefit to this object. It brings within the rejich of the

manufacturing art-workman the finest objects for his study, such as he

could otherwise never have hoped to gain access to. What we ask of them,

then, is to aid us and work with us in doing the same for the architectural

art-workman, who equally needs, and equally deserves, their aid.

If they will not do so, or if in doing so they refuse the aid and advice of

those who alone understand what is needed, the world and posterity will

know on whose shoulders tho onus will lie. If, on the other hand, they ap-

preciate and frankly acknowledge this, perhaps the highest of their duties,

they will merit the eternal gratitude of every lover of art ;
and I am sure

that I utter the feelings of my brother architects, when I say that we are

prepared to abdicate our self-imposed task in their favour, and to unite

with them heart and soul, and without jealousy or rivalry, in carrj-ing out

the most noble and most needful work.

The exact regnhition under which this unito<l action will be best effected

I will not here attempt to define. " Where there is a will, there is a wajr

;

and I content myself \vith asserting that, on our part, at least, there is a

hearty good will," and that I see no difficulty whatever as to the teat/.

LEVIATHAN E.STABLISnMENT AT SYDNEY.

PROBABLY one of the largest fumiiihing establishments out of England

is that which has recently been erected at the junction of King

Street and Castlereagh Street, Sydnej-. The premises in question comprise,

with adjoining timber yards, aii area of 42,370 square feet. Thus neariy

an aero of ground is occupied for business purposes. On the basement

there are extensive timber yards, with saw-pits, turners' shops, show-rooms,

and stores for floor-cloth, besides painters' and decorators' workshops,
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stables, &tf. It is intended to ertct large steam saw-mills for the purpose

of cutting up the timber used in the manufacture of furniture. The prin-

cipal «how-ioom is on the ground floor, the entrance to which is from

Ckstlemgh Stnet, and its length is 265 ft. with an average width of 30 ft.

This spaeioos apMtment is filled with every description of cabinet work

and upholstery, decorative painting, carpets, pianofbrtes, chimney-glasses,

cksndeliei^ Gothic church furniture, idtar chairs, &c. &e., imported princi-

pally from England, France, and Otermjiny. The first-floor is fitted up also

as'lhow-rooms, which contain wooden and metallic bedsteads, bedding, and

0feij T»riety of bedroom and other furniture. Adjacent to the show-

rauBS are the spaeious workshops, in which some sixty htmds are con-

stantly employed. Among these are cabinet makers, turners, French

potisliers, and other artisans occupied in the various branches of furniture

nuoufacturing.

Mr. Lenehan the proprietor, contemplates the erection of a handsome
entrance to his show-rooms from King Street, and Messrs. Burnett and Co.,

of Deptford, have been applied to for an estimate for the construction of a

mj elegant shop front fitted with their p.^tent iron shutters to protect the

plate-glass windows, which are to be formed of sheets 12 ft by 7 ft.

Notwithstanding the large space at present occupied as show-rooms, these

are frequently so crowded with purchasers and lookers-on, that Mr. Lenehan
intends to cover in one of the adjoining yards with an iron and glass roof

similar to those of some of the railway stations in England. When this

shaQ have been completed, it will form the largest hall in any of the

colonies. Its dimensions will be 2U0 fr. in length, 50 ft. in width, and

30 ft in height. A gallery, supported by iron columns, will ran round

the sides and ends of the interitxr.

ITALIAN SCULPTURE OF THE MIDDLE AGES.*

APPROPRIATELY bound in veUumised white cloth and gold, and ad-
mirably printed and illustrated, Mr. Robinson, at the instance of

the Science and Art Department of the Committee of Council on Education,
has fiimished the public with a catalogue of the works of Art at the South
Kensington Museum comprised in the section to which the title of the
volume refers. Without tracing, as we are almost tempted to trace, the
history of sculpture from those early and obscure periods of time, when the
imitative fiiculties of man first prompted him to copy in plastic materials the
forms and shapes of animate and iu:inimate objects around him, we may at
once come to the era in which the revival of the glorious art took place in
Italy. The word " revival " betokens clearly enough the fact, that sculp-
ture had suffered, from various causes, a declension and decay. This was
so indeed with the Fine Arts generally. Efforts had been made, it is

true, by Charlemagne and others, to arri'st the downward progress of art,

but individual efforts, unsupported by the . taste or appreciation of the
people generally, were not likely to succeed, and they did not. To the
moi^ of the early Greek and Latin Churches is due the fact that art in
those ages was kept in existence, and it is some satisfaction to be able to

say, that if they purposely obscured the refulgent rays of pure religion with
the murky clouds of superstition, they at least fanned the dying embers of
the art fire, and thus saved it from extinction.

It is customary to date the revival of art in Italy at about the tenth or
the eleventh century. Flaxman, however, goes much farther back. He
dates it from the days of Constantine, and when Christianity became the
religion of the Roman Empire. This is a question into which there is no
need for us at present to enter, especially as the author of the w^ork under
review commences his labours at the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries of
the Christian era. It is unquestionable, as Mr. Robinson remarks, that
during the middle ages, all the western countries of Europe produced re-

markable works of sculpture ; but it was in Italy alone that the art attained
to a perfection worthy of comparison with the antique, and in Italy alone
could its monuments be thoroughly studied. In their nature, works of
sculpture usually piirtake more or less of an architectural or monumental
character, and happily a large proportion of the master-pieces of the great
Italian sculptors still remain in the churches and public edifices, for which
they were executed. To this day, none of the great continental museums
or galleries have any systematic collections of renaissance sculptures. Even
in Florence, which may be termed the Athens of the revival, only a few
marbles and a more numerous collection of bronzes are to be found dis-

persed amidst the vast galleries of the UfSzj ; whilst in England, until
very recently, the art-student must have sought in vain for any examples
of Italian sculptures. For this, and for other obvious reasons, during the
last few years, effo -ts have been made under successive governments to
secure for the South Kensington Museum such works of mediaeval sculpture
as were to be obtained, and especially in Italy. To this object wo know
that the late Prince Consort devoted much attention, and it is only just to
Mr. Robinson to say, that to his enlightened research and active exertions
this country is now in possession of a very considerable proportion of the
specimens of Italian sculpture which had for years been accumulating in
the hands of dealers and private possessors.
No doubt the cost of the collection, which has with so much assiduity and

judgment been arranged at South Kensington, has been great ; and some
may take exception to this mode of expending the public money, but it can
scarcely be doubted, we think, that the return will be more than commen-

• lUlian Sculpture of the Middle Ago, and Period of the Revival of Art. A Descriptive
Catalogue or the Worlu, forming the above Section of the South Kcniington Muteura.
By J. C. Kohinion, FS.A., (kc. ic, Suiierintciulrnt of the Art Collections of the South
Kcuingtan Miueum. London : Chapman and Hall, 1«3 Piccadilly. I8C2.

surato with tlie outlay. As this cotmtry has taken so paraniountly the lead
of all others in what may be termed the useful arts, there is surely no good
reasons why it should not endeavour to rival, if not to excel, also in the
domain of the Fine Arts. To accomplish this is a truly national and
patriotic work, and the siu-cst means for effecting it is to furnish students
with the choicest models for examples. Prior to the assembling together of
the magnificent pieces of sculpture in the Fine Art Section of the Museum
at South Kensington, it was necessary for a would-be sculptor to make a
tour through the cities and towns of Western Europe, in search of standards
for imitation and subjects for study. This course was attended with a con-
siderable sacrifice of money and time, and too often was impossible of accom-
plishment. In how many instances was it not the ease with young, enthu-
siastic, and talented artists, that

:

*' Chill penury repressed their noble rage.
And froze the genial currents of their souls.**

As it is, there is a fair field for exertion, and fair incentives are offered to

^HiGE R^svivsaMro^Esit^ai^̂

Geometsical Elevation of the TRiiiixE, ob Cappeuj. Maqoiobb, of
Sakta Cbiaua, Flokence.

emulative ability. Why should we not hope, that from such a school pupils
may arise whose fame will, in after times, equal that of the Pisani, Lucca
della Robbia, Lorenzo Ghiberto, Michael Angelo, or Cellini ?

It is time, however, that we referred more directly to the contents of the
Fine Art Section of the South Kensington JIuseum, as represented by the
catalogue which has induced the foregoing remarks. The foundiition of the
sculpture series of this section may be considered to have been laid by the
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piirehiisc, in 1854, of the " Gheranlini Collection," consisting of thirty origi-

nal models, by great Italian artists. These were allowed to remain for a
considerable time at Marlborough House. On the subsequent rapid develop-

ment of the Art Museum at South Kensington, however, it was seen that

works of till' class named were directly related to the varied gatherings at

that place, of Italian art, the majolica wares, decorative bronzes, carved fur-

niture, mosaics, enamels, &c. &e., and to it the Gherardini Collection waa re-

moved. In 1859—60 many acquisitions wore made in Italy, and the purchase
finally, of the GigU-
Campana Collection, ,

—

~

brought the series to ^.•'*"

its present state. _.••'"

The Pisa 11 i are

the first sculptors

whose works are re-

ferred to and illus-

trated in the eata^

logue, and justly so,

for, as Mr. Kobinson
asserts, in reference

to one of them, Nico-
lo, that he was "the
earliest mediaeval

sculptorwhosename,
universally cele-

brated in his own
day, has descended
to the present age
with undiminished
lustre. For many
centuries before his

time, all represent-

ations of the human
figiire were either

very barbarous, or

were of the mono-
tonous and comipt
style; wliich being
the result of the

gradual decline of

antique Roman art,

was finally, towards
the ninth or tenth

centuries, rednce<l

to an unchanging
system by the By-
zantine artists.

"

Two illustrations,

well executed, serve

to show the merits

of the Pisani.

One of these re-

presents the mar-
Lie statue of an
archangel, one of a
group of two arch-

angels and three

saints,which formed,
originally, the an-

gle-piers of a pulpit.

The other engraving
exhibits an alto-

relievo in marble

;

subject, the Salu-

tation of the Virgin.

The original formed,

probablv. the frontal

of an altar. They
are both admirable
works, and demon-
strate the skill of

the artists. Refe-

rence is ma<le to

other works of the
Pisani family, as

well as to those of
Andrea Pisani, who
was not related to,

though contempo-
rary with them.

Advancing from the thirteenth and fourteenth to the fifteentli centurj-, we
come to the works of Jacopo deUa Quereia, Lorenzo Ghiberti, Donatello,

Antonio Rosselino, Desidero, Antonio Gamberelli, and others of more or

less celebritj'. These are all dealt with by Mr. Robinsou in a manner which
speak.s eloquently of his fitness for the onerous task he has undertaken and
sacces&fully accomplished. Their chef (Taeuores ai'e illustrated, and brief

biographical notices of the sculptors are appended. If in the space at our

disposal it were possible to refer individually to the works of these eminent

men, it would certainly be a pleasing duty to do so. They were th
pioneers of the glorious band of revivalists in art whose names and
memories shoidd be enshrined and hononred by aichitect« and artists " to
the last syllable of recorde<l time." As it is, we most dismiw them, and
commend those who are desirous of learning more of them to the specimens
of their labours which now happily enrich the Muiicam at Kensington, or
to the catalogue wliich chronieli^s their merits.

Of the Florentine school, which may be said to luve flourished in the

fiftevnth and six-—
.,_

teenth centones, Mr.
''--.._ Bobinaon ftmishaa

\. ns with a fins illos-

tmtion, and which
wa tnnsfer with
pleamra to uur own
pages. This con-
sists of a geometri-

cal elevation of the

Tribune, or "Ci4>-
pclla Maggiore

"

of Santa Cluara,

ICALE;fb=t

TASEBirACLO IX Ca&raba Makbls. Asdbea FESBCCCI.

"Tha ancient con-

vent of Santa Chi-
ara, in the Via
Santa Maria, Bor-

|0 Santa Spirito,

Florence, was sup-

preased early in the

pirvevnteentun': but
n part of tlio Church,
comprising the Cap-
pella McufgioTt or

choir, and a small
portion of the nave
m front of it, was
retained as an ora-

tor)' down to the
year 1848. • * •

Subsequently, from
want of funds, the

services in the
oratory were aban-
doned, and it was
desecrated and con-

verted into a sculp-

tor's studio. A
speculator, aware of
the treasure it con-

tained, became the

purchaser of the

Cappella Maggiore,

and turned lus at-

tention to the sale of
its decorations. At-
tempt.s were made to

save it to the city of

Florence, but they

failed— fortunately

for this country

—

and in the winter of

I860, 'the right of
removing all such
portions of the edi-

fice as might b«
deemed desirable

was acquired for the
Huseum.' Fortu-

nately, again, the

nature of the build-

ing admitted of the

removal of all the

portions necessary
' to its reconstruction.

The ashlar stone

facings oftlie interior

of the edifice, toge-

ther with the mar-
ble high-altar, have
accordingly been

brought to England; and it is proposed to rebuild the work precisely

as it formerly stood. As an opportunity so favourable for architects and
artists to inspect the veritable structure will soon be given, it is not
desirable that we should go into further detail respecting it. It would
bo ungenerous not to state, nevertheless, that the Capptlla Maggiore
is the joint work of four great Florentian sciUptors, namely, Desidero
da Sittignano, Simone FoUaiuolo, Andrea della Robbia, and Leonardo
del Tasso, to whom, says our author, should be added, as the master-

=1 fEIT
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miml from whom the iJea of its rroction iudiroctly iiroccodtKl— Fillipo

BroncUeseo.

Passing by other immortal workers and their almost immortal produc-
tions we reach at length Andrea Famicci ; and, as n proof of his cfuira to

honourable mention among the other great spirits in wliosc company he is

found, we apjiend an illustration of his choicest work— a Tabemacio, or
Cihorio, in Carrara marble.

The elaborate beauty of this we need not descant npon ; for the engraver
has successfully transferred it for the advantage of our readers. The height
of the tabernacle is 5 ft. 6 in., and its width 2 ft. 6 in. It consists of a
shrine-like frontispiece, with a door in the centre. This originally

affonled access to a cupboanl in the wall. The gilt bronze door is perfect,

and is engnired with a half-tigure of our 8a\-iour standing on the sepulchre.

Two pilasters, carved with festoons and cliisters of fruit and flowers, flank

the sides, and uphold a semicircular pediment or lunette, in tlu' centre of

which stands a figure of the infant Saviour, in full relief, and surround(>d

by foliated ornaments. The tal>ernacle is supported beneath on a tri-

angular bracket, decorated by an eagle, with outstretched wings, and a
shield of arras, festoons, &c. This specimen was brought from the Church
of S;\n Girolama at Fiesole.

Following the course of time, and taking admirable note of the sculptors

who from the sixteenth to the close of the seventeenth century distinguished

the country which gave them birth, does Mr. Robinson proceed, and his

work thus becomes an illustrated epitome of the history of the fine arts in

Italy. It is long, indeed, since so valuable a catalogue emanated from the

pres-s, and its author—-for although his work is modestly designated a
"Catalogue," we cannot say its compiler— is entitled to the warm thanks
of all who have an inten^st in art. or an aspiration for the honour and
welfare of his country. It is impossible to rise from the study of such a
work without feeling one's self elevated, purified, and, as it were, carried

back in imagination to those days when, in truth, intellectual giants existed

in the fair, and, thank God. now free land of Italy.

We unreservedly recommend the work under notice to the attention of
all who are engaged in the ennobling study of sculpture and its sister art—
architecture.

BUILDINGS IN SCOTLAND.

(From an Edinburgh Correspondent.)

NEW Free Chthch at Irvine near Gijisgow.—The design of Mr. F.
T. Pilkington, architect, of Edinburgh, having been selected through

competition for the above church, the work will be commenced imme-
diately. Approaching Irvine by the Railway from Glasgow, the tower and
spire which rises to the height of 120 ft. will be seen to great advantage.
The tower consists of a lower stage, 76 ft. high, in front of which is

the main entrance, consisting of an archway, richly carved and foliated

on the under side. The porch gable is filled by geometrical figures, in
stones of different colours. There is a rich cornice at the top of the lower
stage of the tower. The upper stage of the tower is 44 ft. high, and is

octagonal, having four sides occupied by two light windows, surmounted by
very acutely pointed gables, filled with various coloured stones. The other
sides of the octogon are occupied by pinnacles. Both the gables and the
pinnacles rise above the spire tables, so as to soften the junction of the
tower and spire.

Halfway up the spire there are four gables, with ornamental openings.
The foot of the west gable is an arcade, consisting of one large centre arch,
with two smaller arches on either side supported by clustered columns.
By means of this arcade, access is obtained to the higher elevation of the
church. Over the two sides of the arches are two two-light traceried
windows, springing from a richly carved cornice ; above this is a rose-

window, 20 ft. in diameter, canopied over by a foliated arch above the
arch ; the gable is filled up with rays of coloured stones— the green, white,
and red stone of the district ; each ray is dis|x)sed in geometrical patterns.
This gable to the top of the finial measures 99 ft. high. On the south-west
comer, grouping along with the tower and the west gable, is the arcade,
continued along two sides of the church.
Above the arcade, which at this corner is circular, the session-house is

placed, surmounted by a slated spire ; on either side of the body of the
church is an octagonal apse, 68 ft. high, the north and south facets of
which are occupied by a large trefoil arch, containing a two-light window
and a vesica. The sides of the church arc occupied by three-light pointed
windows with double columns. On the north side, which is also seen from
the railway and the bridge, there is a vestry, surmounted by a slated spire in
two stages, rising to the height of 61 ft. At the east end of the church is

to be a large schoolroom, in keeping with the general design of the church,
and capable of accommodating about 300 children. The church is to be
seated on the ground floor for 600 persons, and the gallery at the west end
of the church is to accommodate 150, making a total of 750. The session
house is BO arranged that when there is a crowd, it can be thrown into the
church.

The roof is to be an open timber one, and the height from the floor
to the ridge is 51 ft. The cost of the building is estimated at £4,000, and
the mason work has been contracted for by Mr. Wilson, and the carpenter-
ing by Mr. Wright. The church is expected to be completed early
next year.

New Bctldinos is West Keoister Street, Edinbi-boh A large and
handsome building is in course of erection in the above place, which is now

raised up to the second floor. The building consists of three flats, sur-
mounted by a mansard, in which there will be one full flat, and an attic or
half flat, the whole rising to the lieight of upwards of GO ft. The facade
to West Register Street is about 4f. ft. in length, and tlie north facade is
65 ft. in length. The first, or ground floor is to be oeeupied as a show-
room by Messrs. Hume and Co., plumljers and gasfitters, and consists of
shops. The second floor is an arcade, consisting of five ciroular headed
openings, divided by small piers, with archivolts and vermiculated key-
stones. The windows of the tliird floor will hitve moulded arcliitraves,
with retrieves, and are to be divided by pilasters with bases. Above these
is a massive and highly ornamented cornice, finished with an ornamental
rail, at the base of tlie mansard. The mason work is being executed by
W. and D. M'Grcgor, and the work is so far advanced that it will be ready
for the roof in about five weeks, but the premises will not be fully occupied
till the early part of next year.

New Tows Haj.i., Portohei.i.o.—The plans for the proposed new
Town Hall have been prepared by Mr. David Bryce, architect, Edinburgh,
and approved of by the Building Committee, and the estimates are
now being taken for the erection of the building, which is to be of the
old Scotch baronial style, and will prove a handsome addition to the street
architecture of the burgh. The work will be commenced as soon as the
estimates are settled upon, and it is expected that the foundation stone
will be laid early in the season, with full masonic honours. Communications
have been entered into with his (inice the Duke of AthoU, grand master
of the lodge of Edinburgh, to lay the foundation stone towards the end
of July next.

ARCHITECTURAL ASSOCIATION.
A MEETING of this body was held at the rooms, 9 Conduit Street, on
1\ Frida,y ; Mr. A. W. Blomfield, M.A., in the chair.

Professional Charges and Practice of Architicts.—Mr. Paraire remarked,
that the document recently agreed to by the Institute of British Architects,
respecting the Professional Charges and Practice of Architects, as it bore
very particularly upon the profession, should be well considered. At the
present time the public generally were not aware of what constituted the
duties of an architect, and in many cases thought architects made charges
which they were not entitled to do. And as the document to which he
referred came from the leading architects of England, he thought it should
be made more public than it had yet been. This was a matter of very serious
importance to the profession. Mr. Paraire thought the members should,
in the meantime, carefully study the professional charges, and at some future
time he should draw the attention of the Association to the subject.

Office-hearers for the ensuing j/iar. — Mr. Ridge and Mr. Walter were
appointed scrutineers of the voting papers for the election of office-bearers
for the ensuing year. At the close of the meeting the following gentlemen
were declared to have been elected :— President, Thomas Blashill ; Vice-
President, R. Norman Shaw ; Ordinary Members of Committee, Messrs.
Blomfield, Bunker, Spiers, Lewes, Tarvcr, Goodman, Paris, Paraire, New,
and Gritten ; Honorary Treasurer, Charles J. Adams ; Honorary Solicitor,

Francis Truefitt ; ^!/*tor«, J. W. Penfold and J. M. Rickman; Curators,
C. H. F. Lewes and J. W. Walter ; Honorary Secretaries, Charles J. Adama
and H. Attwood Reeves.

liestoration of the Chapter House nf Westminster Abbey.—The Chairman
said, he had to announce the receipt of a letter from the Committee for the
Restoration of the Chapter Honse of Westminster Abbey, inviting members
to sign the memorial to the Government in favour of the restoration being
effected at the expense of the countrj-, instead of by private subscriptions.
The memorial was numerously signed in the course of the evening.

Visit to Westminster Abbey.—The Chairman said, he had the pleasure of
informing the meeting, that Mr. Roger Smith and himself called upon Mr.
Scott, respecting the proposed visit to Westminster Abbey by the members
of the Association. Mr. Scott at once undertook to accompany the members
of the As.sociation over the Abbey on Saturday next (to-mon-ow), the party
to meet in the cloisters at 3 o'clock. The Very Rev. the Dean had given his
full consent to the scheme. The members, especially the younger ones,
should bring note-books with them, for the purpose of taking down any re-

marks Mr. Scott might make during the visit, particularly with reference to
future sketchings of the building. Mr. Blashill said, he thought those
members who missed this opportunity of ^-isiting the Abbey would much
regret it afterwards.

It appeared, from a letter sent to the meeting by Mr. Roger Smith, that a
prize— a copy of Mr. Scott's work on Westminster Abbey— is to be given to
the member who shall write the best account of the visit to this renowned
structure

; the papers to be sent to the honorary secretaries of the Associa-
tion on or before the 1st of September ; the prize to be awarded at the
opening meeting of the next session ; and the judges to be chosen at the
Abbey from amongst the members present.

ANNUAL CONVERSAZrONfJ OF THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF
BRITISH ARCHITECTS.

THE entire suite of rooms occupied by the Royal Institute of British

Architect.s, as well as the adjoining Architectural Galleries in Conduit
Street, Hanover Square, on Wednesday night presented a gay and animated
scene, by the presence of a brilliant assemblage of ladies and gentlemen, on
the occasion of holding a second annual Conversazione of tlie leading archi-
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tPctunil body of tli<! kingdom. The first meeting of a similar character was
held in July last, and was attended with marked success; this year the

riunioii has been no less prosperous, although probably the paintings,

curiosities, and articles of vertu exhibited, were not so numerous, no doubt

owing to the superior claims of the Great International £xhibition at S<juth

Kensington. The display, howerer, was worthy of the occasion, and of the

distinguislicd professional body in whose honour it was elicited. Last year

the greatest personage in the realm, and her royal husband, the great

patron of art, sent munificent contributions to the art-display of the first

Convcrsaziunc ; tliis year tlie widowed Queen, not forgetting the great

interest the late lamented Prince always took in the welfare of the Institute,

gives a renewed token of her gracious condescension, by the contribution of

many valuable antique drawings. Multitudes of other friends and well-

wishers of the Institute and of arcliitecture, and the fine arts generally, were
not idle, and tlie result was that the second soiree was a complete success.

The whole of the rooms were deconited in a superb and tasteful manner,
under the management of Mr. Chaffers, of Fitzroy Square (whose skill

and experience in the arrangement of works of art are well known),
assisted by the honorary secretaries and several other members of the

Institute. There were exhibited paintings in oil and water colours,

embracing portraits, landscapes, &c. ; statuary, engravings, ivories, pho-
tographs ; autographs ; antique vases

;
gold, silver, and mixed plate

;

drawings ; sketclies ; ancient and curious cups, of various kinds ; antique

tapestries ; terra eotta figures ; ivory figures on stiinds, and ivory figures on
horseback; old ruby-glass vases, silver mounted; silver dishes; Indian
vases ; tortoiscsliell and pearl boxes ; old buhl brocket ; a pair of bronze-

winged griflSns? an ivory tankard, silver mounted: curious candlesticks;

coral; specimens of work from Dresden, Sevres, Limoges, Abruzzi, and
Venice ; ivory cbapelle ; friezes, bas reliefs, work in plaster, medallions

;

silver chalices, patens, tankards; ease of illuminations; wood carvings;
illuminated missals ; Wedgwood ware ; a silver-inlaid liookah ; carvings in

ebony; daggers; pieces of needlework in frames ; carved ivory horn ; ivory

drinking-horn, with hunting subjects ; views of Indian temples and costumes,

&c. &c. In the west gallery, the Welby Pugin Collection of sketches and
drawings ornamented the walls, as well as a largo number of antique por-

trait engravings, from a variety of sources. On a table in the centre of this

gallery were shown, by Mr. John W. Brett, beautiful works in cameo, bronze,

and a number of vases in antique marbles, including Rosso antico, Giallo

antico, porphyry, sienite, serpentine, grand antique, verd antique, &c. In
the Great Gallery were the drawings and sketches shown at the Architec-

tural Exhibition, with the addition of the famous sculptural drawings in the

classic style, by Flaxman, and some beautiful specimens of tapestry of the

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. The East Gallery contained many en-

caustic tile, and other decorations. In the lecture-theatre of the insti-

tute, Mr. John Webb exhibited a most interesting Gothic cup, of mixed
gilt metal, representing a citadel; Mr. John Norton, original drawings,

consisting of architectural compositions by Michael Angclo, Sir Chris-

topher Wren, Sir James Thornhill, and Titian; and drawings of the

Cleressau ; Mr. Thomas Woolner, a marble bust, and some animals beauti-

fully executed in bronze ; there were also exhibited in this room some
valuable pictures by Turner, Holman Hunt. Arthur Hughes, and John
Milais. Mr. J. P. Seddon contributed to this room his brother the late

Mr. Thomas Seddon's picture of the "Pyramids," a dupliciite of his picture

of " Jenisalem " (a work of art purchased by the National Gallery), and
pictures by the same of the interior of a room at Cairo, and of the

Mountains of Moab ; and another work of art, representing Giotto painting

the portrait of Dante, by D. G. Eossetti. Her Majesty contributed thirteen

drawings of ancient buildings, including one on vellum (by Inigo Jones) of

Whitehall Palace, and several of the Coliseum at Rome, the Farnese
Palace, &c.

The hall and staircases were ornamented with flowers, evergreens,

statuar)', &c. ; and in the course of the evening tea, coffee, ices, and other

refreshments were supplied to the visitors. About 1,500 invitations to the

Conversation were issued by the Institute.

Amongst the contributors of the articles exhibited were:—Her Most
Gracious Majesty thb Quekn ; the Hon. Emily Eden, Mrs. L. H. Michael,

Mrs. Manson, Miss A. Manson ; the Marquis D'Azeglio ; Lord Auckland

;

Mr. Tite, M.P. ; Mr. Frederick Davis, Mr. G. J. Mair, Mr. John Myers,

Mr. Tebbs, Mr. P. Norton, Mr. J. Norton, the Arundel Society, Mr. T. H.
Wyatt, Mr. T. Whitehead, Mr. Thomas Kebble, Mr. W. Carr, Mr.
Durlacker, Messrs. Farrer, Mr. J. P. Seddon, Mr. John Webb, Mr. Morton
Edwards, Mr. Rogers, Mr. Bellamy, Mr. E. Sampson, Mr. G. P. Boyce, Mr.
T. Roger Smith, Mr. J. Livock, Mr. William Essex, Mr. Woolner, Mr. H.
B. Garling, Mr. E. J. Kentze, Mr. William Simpson, Mr. Edward Davis,

Mr. John Leighton, Mr. Albert Way, Mr. M. Digby Wyatt, Mr. John
Papworth, Mr. H. G. Bohn, Mr. A. J. B. Beresford Hope, Mr. John Hen-
derson, Mr. May, Mr. Thomas G. Kebble, Mr. R. Helbronner, &c.

STUDIES OF MODERN ARCHITECTURE AT HOME '

AND ABRO.ID.

Bt G. R. Buknell, Esq.

From " Architectuee of the Victorian Age."

{Concluded/roJn page 417.)

THERE are two important remarks to bo made on the subject of the

want of taste which characterised the English Architecture of George
IV.'s era, and of the dawn of the revival of mediseval art throughout Europe.

The first is, that it rarely happens that the nations which occupy dintin-

guished places in the world's history as guides and ruler* in political

affairs, ari' at the same timi^ remarkable for the excellence or the originslity

of their arta ; and tliat, wlienever one of those social revolutions occur by
which the external characteristics of a nation are altered, it is heralded by
a literary movement preceding the artistic one. The second is, that the
change of taste, feelings, and opinions which accompany these revolutions

(or palinffinese^i, as BalUinclie cabs them), only exhibit themselves in the

art productions of the successors of the generation which immediately works
out the moral problems on which those revolutions depend. Thus, the old

Romans avowedly claimed credit to themselves for the possession of the

power of conquering the world, whilst they admitted the superiority of the

Greeks in the arts which refine and adoru life—or, as Virgil said

—

Excudunt altl ipiranti.! mullliii *r:i,

Tu regere imperio jiopului, Jtomanr, memento I t

and the brilliant periods of the Medicean and of the Louis XIV, ages cor-

responded but too closely with the moral degradation of the nations amongst
which they arose. Ampere also acutely remarks, that even modem Rome
herself, at the period when her influence was the most decidedly moral, did
not produce any great artists in her own district, but was compelled to seek

her architects, painters, and sculptors at Florence, Urbino, Bologna, &c.

Again, it was amongst the contemporaries of Boccaccio, Petrarca, Giotto,

and Brunellescbi that the movement in fiivour of classical art and literature

commenced, to be worked out by the Bramantes, Michael Angelos, Filicaias,

and Bembos of a future generation
;
just as Sir W. Scott, Victor Hugo,

Schlegel, Savigny, Pugin, Lenoir, Schinkel, Boisr^, Manzoni, &c., the

leaders of the intellectual movement of the period between 1814 and 1830,

paved the way for the technical revival of the mediaeval feeling of later

dates. In both these cases, however, the litemry and scientific revival pre-

ceded tlie artistic one ; and the intellect of the age had assumed a marked
tendency, men's minds had been resolutely turned towards certain idols for

many years, ere the more material arts assumed the expression of the pre-

valent modes of thought. It would seem that it requires a longer time to

discipline the faculties which are brought into play in the production of

works of pictorial, sculptural, or monumental art, than it does to discipline

the poetical or the philosophical faculties ; and it actually did happen that

the romantic school established its power and influence, carrying the Euro-
pean mind back to the study of the middle ages, several years before artists

or architects dared to cast aside the traditions of the classical schools in

which they had been educated. Between 1814 and 1830 the prevalent

styles of art in France and in England differed but little from those of the

antecedent period ; but when the generation educated under the influence

of the ideas fermenting, as it were, at that period, came upon the stage of

active life, their hopes, aspirations, and day-dreams found vent in the pro-

ductions of their hands. Some of the architects of the period above named
did, it is true, attempt to adopt the Gothic style, as it was still called

;

these works at the present day are bitterly criticised by the students of ar-

chieologieal details, and, indeed, they were very ludicrous affairs in many
instances ; but they as often display the existence of the same description

of sentiment—of the same mental idiosyncrasy — as the one which had in-

spired the middle ages themselves, when examined by those who can look

beyond the character of a foliage decoration, or the profile of a moulding,

into the deeper spirit of the inspiring genius of the whole of the respective

monuments.
It is desirable to dwell upon these considerations, because there is a ten-

dency at the present day to confound the ideas of national taste and of

national pn>sperity, and to rsgard the refinement of the one as the necessary

predecessor of the other. History would appear, however, to teach another

lesson, and hitherto the nations which have turned to the excessive cultiva-

tion of their artistic fancies, have witnessed the decline of their moral

virtues, and consequently of the elements of their power and i{)olitical

superiority. There are dangers in the excessive development of any order

of faculties to which the students of fine arts, from the very nature of their

pursuit, are especially exposed, on account of the imaginative character that

pursuit is likely to foster. In the body of the nation itself, when the arts

are more than usually cultivated, somewhat of the same phenomenon

occurs, and the refinement and luxury thus expressed lead to a morbid and
effeminate delicacy of thought and feeling directly opposed to the manlier and

higher order of mental character. The state of English and French archi-

tecture in the respective periods between 1800 and 1814, and of 1814 and

1830, seem to illustrate, in a partial manner, these views; and decidedly

inferior as our schools of architecture then were to those of our neighbours,

it may fairly be questioned whether our very deficiencies were not indica-
.

tions of the prevalence of a healthier tone of the public mind than could be

discerned in the more artistic productions of our neighbour. The buildings

of the later period of the Georgian era were, no doubt, singularly devoid of

taste, and they did not indicate any deep or sincere faith on the part of

their authors ; but in these respects they stood in marked contrast with the

productions of the followers of other arts and sciences of their day ; and

thus must be considered to mark simply a transition state in their own par-

ticular walk. It could not be, that the epoch and nation which could boast

of such men as Playfair, Dugald Stewart, Reid, Byron, Shelley, Wordsworth,

Southey, Coleridge, Lamb, Flaxman, Turner (in his best day), Wedgwood,

Bennie, Telford, Eodd, D. Stevenson, Watt (at the close of his career),

Olynthus Gregory, Tredgold, F. Bailey, Ivory, SirH. Davy, was in anyway
inferior to other times or nations " in the weightier matters " of life ; and

even the strange vagaries of the Pavilion, of All Souls', Langham-place,

and the questionable repairs of our cathedrals, indicated that s profound
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mOTfinent was then going on in the national mind, which has pared the

way to much of the improTement of more modem times.

At the present day wo are apt to treat with ingratitude the services ren-

dered to the cause of architecture by the researches and the apchawlogical

discoTcries of the Kestauration era ; but a greet portion of the credit

awarded to the artists of subsequent times ought, in justice, to be awarded

to those who collected—often at great personal risk—the elements of

artistic education. Our own AbeiSeen, Hope, Gell, Inwood, Wilkins,

Codcerill, Donaldson, Pugin, Wyld, Britton, Daniel ; the French Dcnon,

Percier, Fontaine, Montigny, Clochat, Quatrem^re de Quincy. Raoul

Hochette, Visconti, Dusommcrard, Nodier, Merrim^e, &c., had studied and
reproduced the various forms of ancient art, and^ had called attention to

those of the Middle Ages, of Egypt, and of India. The seed thus sown has

yielded good fruit, but our debt of obligation to our predecessors is not the

less great ; and though the architecture of the period between 1814 and

18S0 did not produce any buildings able to characterise a " style," it ren-

dered it ea.'sy for its successors to approach that desired consummation. In

fine, this period was one of social jind moral transition ; for the conviction

of the stability of old forms of law, philosophy, art, and even of religion,

had been violently shaken by the events of the end of the seTenteenth, and

of the beginning of the eighteenth centuries ; and men were anxiously exa-

mining the grave problems of man's destiny here and hereafter, and the

mode of organising society so as to allow him to work out that destiny in

the freest and most satisfactory manner. The architecture of the period

rellected truly this state of the public mind. It was essentially uncertain

and tenttttioe. All previous styles were tried in tlieir turns, and their merits

discussed, but little originality was introduced into the works of the archi-

tectural students. Rousseau S4iid, that " quand on commence a raisonner on

cesse de sentir; " and so it seems to have happened with the architects of

the Kestauration epoch, and their productions are more remarkable for

learning than they are for fiincy or for imagination, especially towards its

close. At any rate the public monuments and the private constmctions of

this period indicate that a great problem was being worked out, and that

the past and the future were arrayed face to face before thinking minds.

This w,as not the case only in tie countries wo have hitherto exclusively

considered ; for in the newly created kingdom of the Netherlands, and
throughout Germany, the same uncertainty and the same evidence of aspira-

tions after a more stable social organisation may be discovered. It is true

that the Dutch had subsided contentedly into the sleepy indifference which
has so strangely characterised them of late years ; but the Belgians were
beginning to shake off the incubus of the French occupation, and of the

deliberate exclusion from the commerce of the world to which they had for-

merly been condemned by the jealousy of their formidable rivals of the

United Provinces ; and Brussels, Ghent, Liege, Antwerp, were beginning

again to adorn and improve their town architecture. In Germany, the

signs of activity in this field were more distinctly marked still, and the

schools of Vienna, Berlin, and Munich, were earnestly striving to eliminate

a style of their own, under the guidance of such consummate artists as

Schinkel, Von Klenz, Knoblauch, Von Gartner, Olilmuller, Von Hubsoh,

O. Holler, J. G. Midler, &c. In some respects, indeed, the German Arclii-

tectare of the Kestauration epoch must be considered to be of a far superior

character to that of any of the contemporary European schools, for it was
bolder, more distinctly national, and inore fraught with promise for the

future, than they were
;
yet even at this time the cold pedantry and the

dreamy mysticism of the German intellect could be discerned in the nrclii-

tecture of the various capitals ; and there is a lack of spontaneity about the

marvellous adaptations of the forms of antecedent art, to be discovered in

the Aukircbe, the Glyptotick, the Theatre of Mainz, the Altlerchenfelder

Kirche, &c., which goes far to mar their effect. Of late years, indeed,

German art has been singularly " bureaucratic " in its spirit, and it bears

ineffitcAble signs of the personal influence of the rulers of the day, and of

the tjTanny of schools ; self-dependence is not a German virtue, and it

would be but lost labour to seek for its manifestation in German art. As
iac " the geographical expression," Italy, and as for Spain, there was so

little national independence, and so little personal liberty in them during

the period we have attempted to review, that they may safely be left out of

account in the endearonr to discover the philosophy of architectural

developement.

HOUSES FOR THE POOR.

T
HK Dundee Courier and Arfftui, referring to the " Report of the Com-

mittee on HoiLses for the Working Classes, to the general assembly of

the Free Church of Scotland," says :
—" There is a subtle sympathy be-

tween the mind and the lx)dy, by reason of which bad dwellings fix and
perpetuate bad habits when they have been formed, and encourage their

formation where they have not previously settled. All that is well known,
and has been so from the time the subject was first investigated ; and it is

equally notorious that in every large town there are thousands of the work-
ing classes living in houses of the very worst kind. Old houses separated

into apartments of two rooms or one, are the places in wliieh they and
their families are crowded like pigs in a stye, without the moans of l)eing

clean or decent, much less comfortable ; and there, beside the risk of moral
degradation, scanty light, impure air, foul smells, and insufficient drainage,

an standing invitations to physical disea.se. When the report says that

these places are inferior to the wigwams of North American Indians, it

does injostioe to the red men of the New World by instituting the com-
parison. Nowhere, in the whole history of the world, have there been

known worse incentives or more powerful provocatives to vice, than are

presented in the cities of to-day, and which form a part of what men
proudly bo:ist of as ' civilisation.' This is a state of things which must be
remedied, or the consequences of which must be borne. There is nothing

truer than this — that the working chisses are tlie foundation of a State.

On that basis all else must rest. The superstructure may be magnificent,

but if the foundation rot beneath it, there is danger of its fall ; and our

working classes are ex|X)sed to influences which it would be folly to sup-

pose are not sapping the sources of their powers. The question is, where
is the remedy to be found, and how is it to be applied? The refwrt points

to the fact that it is not a remedy, but the reverse, to pull down the squalid

buildings in wliich the poor are crowded. The only effect of that is to

drive them into those which remain, and thus to render more intense the

evil. Instead of more room, there is less, and the dens which were before

too full, become fuller by the destruction of a part. If any good is to be
done, before there is destruction, there must be construction. There must
be new houses before the old ones are pulled down. Two difficulties here

present themselves. In densely popiUated cities, where is the ground for

new buildings to be had ? That is a legislative question. If the ground
were ready, who is to erect the buildings ? That is a commercial question.

We have only space now to say that the committee propose that Parliament

should be applied to for powers to take ground for working men's houses,

in the same wjiy as is done for the construction of railroads. As to who
must build the houses, startling aa it may appear, the report says, the

working classes themselves."

THE GENIUS OF TURNER.

A COMPLETE or final idea of the character and achievements of Turner's

genius I cannot profess to have formed. But I can say with decision,

that I have discerned in him certain lineaments, vague yet unmistakable,

of a gigantic mind, great in its simplicity, in its massiveness, in its sweep

of comprehension, in its concentration of energy. Turner had none of your

perked and paltry originalities alxjut him. His power of plagiarism was as

magnificent as Shakspeare's, Goethe's, or Carlyle's. His real originality

was no more doubtful than theirs. " He who has really caught the mantle

of the prophet, is the last man to imitate his walk ;" and he who catches the

mantle without imitating the gait is the true original. Turner was the most
earnest of scholars ; he reminds you continually of other painters ; but what
he found brick, he left marble. As a realist, his grasp was irresistible, and

will not now be questioned. But it is my deliberate opinion that as a poet

he was more wonderful than as a realist. He rendered mountains and skies,

forests and streams, as they had never previously been rendered. Every
bone in the frames of the reclining giants whose weight steadies the earth,

every wrinkle on their brows, every gleam of light upon their craggj- fore-

head, he brought out with solitary power. The springing also of the bough
and the sinewy strength of the stem, the waywivrd grace of the river and

boiling torrent foam, the hot haze, swooning over the distances of mid-

summer, the scenery of the upper heavens, the lurid or fier}--red of stormy

sunset, all were Turner's own. But if he surpassed other painters in these

and other provinces of pnre realism, he surpassed them still more, as I said,

in strictly poetic, in creative might. Who could select like Turner ? You
know that city and the scenery in which it is embosomed : but di<l you ever

see it in that grandeur of attitude ? Could any other painter have showed

you it BO ? You would say cities and mountains were proud to sit to their

great portrait painter, since none could perceive like him their characteristic

points, none could so elicit and combine their distinctive and contrasted

beauties, none could let them so well be seen. Yet selection is by no means
the only power of Turner. Taste might go far to impart or regulate a power

of selection, but the sovereign imagination alone could give the deepest

poetry that dwells in Turner's pictures. He seems, by life-long observation

and musing, to have detected nature's secrets of effect, her modes of con-

trast, her suggestions of thought: and his imagination stnick out more
grandly that at which she aimed. The strength and stateliness of the pre-

cipice, the majesty of mountain-shadow, the exulting magnificence of broad

streaming light, the mysterious suggestion of infinitude by the steep and

soaring line of mountain side, lost in the hanging clouds that seem to droop

from the outer immensity, are nU, as it were, vocal in a picture by Turner.

The mountains are no longer dumb ; Turner caught their inarticulate accents

:

and when he made them speak, all could understand them. This is not an

easy thing to explain in words ; but the universal sentiment as to prints

from Turner proves that I am not alone in finding in his works the most

poetic renderings of nature's deepest expressions. A critic wliose literaljr

immortality is, I think, as .secure as thai of Sporus or King CoUey, is

severe upon Mr. Ruskin for demanding thought in pictures. The thoughts

that are built up in the mountains are to that critic a great mystery. Bnt
if you ask me where you -nill find thought, poetry, invention, in landscape

painting, I refer you to any volume of engravings after Turner.

I cannot fix upon any picture to illustrate the characteristics of Turner's

genius ; and to more than one picture I cannot now refer. Let me take one

almost indiscriminately. In Lord Ellesmere's Gallery there is a large

picture by Tiu-ner, painted evidently after the great Vandervelde in the

same collection. I shall briefiy compare the two.

The Vandervelde contains a considerable number of vessels. In front is a

Dutch packet-ship, a gleam of colour on its sail from the dreary sunlight to

windward. It mounts a broken sea, dipping into its foam, which dashes up

over the bows. To leeward is a ship with sails clewed u]>, facing the wind.
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The sky has two great banks of cloud, ono of thi'in a|;ain dividing into throe

tower-like masses, through wliieh is shed a faint illumination of stormy

snnlight. The sea in front is liroken, yeasty, racijig before the wind with

fearful veloeity. I^ook now t« the Turner.

Ono vast bank of eloud, piled mountain after mountain, comes darkling

over its waves, " cramming all the blast before it." Its rounded tops are

steeped in the sombre light whieli appears in the Vandervclde. A gleam of

the same rests on the sail in front. The wliolo under part of the great bank

of cloud is black and thundery; beneath, the white waves are seen mysteri-

ously rising and writliing. In the distance, a tall three-masted ship has

furled all sail, and looks towards the blast. In front, two small vi'ssels are

lifted into prominence, running foul of each other; the one with cauras

down, the other with bellying sail attempting to hold up to the wind. A
sea strikes them both, dashing in wild foam over the bow of that one whidi
has its sail spread. The waves in the foreground roll in one or two huge,

angry ridges, the trough of the sea being filled with seething foam.

It is known that the picture by Turner is a companion to that by Vander-

velde, and was a direct attempt either to imitate or to grapple witli it. But
mark how the conception, or rattier conception:*, of Vandervclde, gain from
the touch of Turner. The forms of the Dutchman's picture seem to have
been dissolved or sent apart, and again brought together, into grander,

simpler masses, at the word of a mightier imagination. Vandervelde's Bea

is covered with ships : only one or two break the loneliness and gloom of

Turner's. Tlie sea of Vandervclde is chopping and gusty, a broad plain of

countless equal waves : one or two mighty ridges, with millions of wavelets

in their hollows, occupy the front of 'Turner's. But the alteration in

which tlie master mind and hand are most signally displayed is that passed

upon the clouds. These all come together in Turner's picture ; no division

breaks the unity of the simple, overpowering mass ; it rolls on there, dark,

heavy, towering, majestic, in the grandeur ;ind terror of tempest.

It could, I think, be distinctly proved, that a change, similar to that

observable in Turner's treatment of Vandervelde's subject, was effected by
him in all that he made, by earnest study, his own. The conceptions of

other artists I compare to the many hills, interesting, varied, beautiful, of

the newer geological formations. They may be the picturesque crags of the

limestone, they may even be the jagged crests of the metamorphic hills

;

but they are comparatively low and comparatively many : the imagination

of Turner, working from lower deeps and with mightier power, upheaved
the central ridge, the primary mountain chain, rising above all the rest,

unapproiiehed in height, and unbroken and alone in majesty. Composition
becomes, with lijm, vital artistic unity

;
prettiness becomes noble S3rmmetry

and proportion ; beauty becomes sublimity. I tliiuk I can admire the grace

and elegance, the liquid sky and limpid water, the ordered pillars and dig-

nified front.s, of Claude. But my perception of the fact that a precipice is

more majestic than a palace gable, is hardly more distinct than my percep-

tion of a greatness and majesty in the forms of Turner totally ab.sent from
those of Claude. The latter is to the former as Pope was to Homer. And
this I say while aware of the historical fact that Turner studied Claude with
tears of despairing admiration in his eyes.

—

Bayne's Essays.

TASMANIAN TIMBEK.

r3 visitor to the International Exhibition cannot fail to observe, in the
Central Avenue, a very high trophy of Tasmanian timber, which the

Commissioners of the Exhibition for Tasmania have phiced there as a speci-

men of tlie diifcrent kinds of wood groim in that colony. This structure

was designed by Mr. George Whiting, Secretary to the Tasmanian Com-
missioners, to illustrate two important branches of tlie local industry, viz.,

the abundance, variety, and lasting qualities of the timber, which may prove
acceptable to ship and other builders, and railway contractors ; and, also,

illustrate the peculiar adaptability, from their beauty of colour and marking,

of the Tasmanian cabinet woods for the general purposes of ornamental
furniture.

Mr. Whiting, who has compiled a brochure upon " The Products and Ee-
sources of Tasmania, as illustrated in the International Exhibition," says :

—

" To render this trophy a t^mporarj' museum of the more useful Tasmanian
woods, specimens have been procured from the oldest public buildings of

the colony, each of which is fully labelled, and will tell its own tale. The
Old Gaol and the Old Court House of Hobart Town have furnished sleepers,

door-posts, flooring-joists, boards, window-lintels, and architraves—^of Huon
pine, blue gum, and stringy-bark—which are as sound as when built in forty

years ago. These relics of the past, had they power of utterance, might
relate legends of human trial, suffering, and adventure of early colonial

days, which would now be deemed incredible. But the evidence which
they offer of their own durability must be taken as incontestable and com-
plete. Nearly all the timber of the Old Hobart Town Court House has
been found to be sound, and has been used in the erection of the New Post
Office just completed on the same site. But the builder and the railway
engineer may ask, ' Will Tasmanian timber resist equally well the atmo-
spheric influences of the open air f ' The navai architect will enquire into

its ' behaviour' under water. Let the old piles, and planks, and posts, in

the trophy supply the answer. Some of these old piles, which have been
split down longitudinally in order to facilitate inspection, have been partly
submerged daily, as the tide rose and fell, for periods up to twenty-one
years, whilst forming part of the wharves of Hobart Town. Blue gum and
other planks from the Wharf Platform will show their power of resistance,

for the same period, of copious showers, hot sunshine, dry winds, and heavy
traffic. Otlier material witnesses to the durability of Tasmanian wood have

been summoned from a colonial-built vi'ssel, which has be<n stranded for

fourteen years, in the shape of [Janking, timbers, treuails, &e., which also
fully attest this fact. A Tasmanian schooner, built of blue gum— the Fly-
ing Squirrel, 97 tons— has twice been tlirown by the surf above high-
water mark— and on being got off did not exhibit the slightest defection
in her lines, or a sprung trenail, and has never even required to bo pumped
sinci' undergoing this severe ordeal. Veteran posts from the earlirat feneia
of the colony, of peppermint, and other woods, which Imve stood faitliful

sentinels over the crops and henU of the settlers of the last generation,
Iiero invite inspection of their almost unimpaired condition. What furtlier

proof can be required of the lasting and useful properties of Tasmanian
woods?

" Tlmt these woods, particularly the blue gum, may be seen in all eonditiooa
the ship-yards and coach-factories of Ilobart Town have furnished s|jec!meni

as usually seasoned im|)erfectly, and as seasoned carefully. The spetimens of
ship-timber, from Mr. Macgre^r, have been ten years, and that from Mr. Boaa
has been twelve years, lying in an open ship-yard, exposed to all weaUuM.
With these specimens of rough seasoning may be compared the blue gum
plank of Mr. Burdon, coach-maker, which has been carefully seasoned under
cover for seven years ; and other specimens of Dr. Ciowther's, which have
been sea.soning for ten years. This comparison will serve to show that much
depends on the seasoning of the blue gum ; that it is a most valuable wood
when fairly seasoned, and that, even when roughly prepared, this wood ia

unsurpassed for all out-door purposes requiring strength and stability.

Another variety of the Eucalypti— the gum-topped stringy baA— nearly,

if not quite equal, to blue gum, and procurable in greater abundance, of a
straighter grain, and of more free working character, has more recently be-

come an object of considerable attention. Ita durability and general quality

are well illustrated by a phink, which, with the old piles, has been ex-

hibited by Mr. Oldham, that has been in use twenty years in the platform
of the Hobart Town wharf.

" The octagonal column is formed of eight spars of blue gum, string}' bark,

white gum, silver wattle, blackwo<xl, and sassafras. The eight sides of this

column are formed, at the base, by eight large planks set on end, of blue
gum and stringy bark, from Dr. Crowther's timber establishment, at Oyster
Cove. The thickness of the trees from which these planks have l)een taken
will be seen at once by persons conversant with timber. The heart of
Tasmanian trees is nearly slwajs unsound. In these planks, as in all planks
used in the colony for ship-bmlding, the heart is cut off, and the width of
the plank shows the size of the tree outside of the heart. To show the
length of which ship timber can be obtained, planks have bet>n sent home
of blue gum, measuring 90 ft., and of stringy bark, measuring 80 ft. in length,
of equal width and soundness tliroughout

" Samples of other ship timber form the base of the trophy, which is thus
constructed:—Five planks (20 fl. long), of blue gum, string)- bark, black-
wood, and myrtle ; the two former being fitted for ship-building, and the two
latter for cabinet work, are first laid down. Placed across these, are ship's

keel-pieces (10 ft. long, squared), of blue gum, and stringy bark. Imme-
diately on these lie, transversely, joists of stringy bark, covered with
ordinary flooring boards of the same wood. The framework of the pedestal
placed on this floor is composed of blue gum, white gum, and string)' bark.
The joists, quartering, and flooring-boards of the pedestal-platform are also

of string)' bark. The centre piece of the spiral stiiircase is formed of a spar
of plain Huon pine, the stairs being made of this free-working and almost
imp(>rishable wood. These samples will show what Tasmania can supply
of plain timbers. Of large ship's knees — the want of wliich has even
caused a modification of IJritish naval architecture— an unlimited supply
can be obtained from Tasmania, where the stumps of the large trees which
might supply them arc left to rot after the tree has been cut up. These
are also shown, in the angles of tlie pedestal frame, of various conditions as
to seasoning. A large blue gum knee, and also a blue gum crook, have been
exposed to the open air nearly ten years, in the ship-yard of Mr. McGregor.
In other angles of the frame are three very tine sliip's knees from Tasman's
Peninsula, exhibited by Mr. Boyd. There are also three smaller knees, a
blackwood crook (for curved bannister work), and a fine Huon pine knee,
in other angles of the trophy. In the interior of the pedestal are also some
railway sleepers of blue gum and stringy bark, and pieces of white gum
or gum-topped stringy bark, 12 in. by 6 in., 12ft. in length, contributed by
Dr. Crowthor, from Oyster Cove, and by Mr. James Boyd, from Tasman's
Peninsula ; together with some sleepers of blue gum and peppermint wood
shown by the Commissioners. The split palings and roofing shingles here
displayed are also fine specimens, varying in length from 5 ft. to 15 ft., and
in breadth from 6 in. to 24 in. These are specimens of the ordinary
splitting qualities of swamp gum, which wood is valuable for this purpose,
but is never used for any other. A longitudinal section of the swamp gum
plank, from Port Arthur, exhibited by Mr. Boyd, will serve to show the
extraordinary length and size of Tasmanian timber. The plank from which
this section was taken measured 230 ft. in length. No available ship could
be got to take it to London whole. The section has consequently been
divided into 20 ft. lengths, in such a way that the brand cut across shall in
each case bear evidence of the former eonnectiou of the pieces severed.
These large specimens, and some others which could not be sent in time,
prove that Tasman's Peninsula, with its tramway and excellent htirbour at
Port jVrthur, and its large forests of these valuable timbers, is well calcu-
lated for a timber supply station to the imperial dockyards in England.
The finest specimens of ship's knees are all from Port Arthur, which, together
with Dr. Cro»-thcr's establishment at Oyster Cove, have supplied nearly all

the best shipping and railway timber now exhibited."
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THE SCULPTURED AND CROSS STONES OF SCOTLAND.

THE subject of the Scottish Sculptured Stones is one of surpassing interest,

from the mystery in which the date of their erection, the people by

whom they were erected, and the meaning of the syml)ols occurring upon

them, are shrouded. The symbol of the cross, indeed, which we find so

constantly recurring upon them, and in one instance, at least, a representa-

tion of ecclesiastics bending in adoration before the chalice and the conse-

crated host, point them out as relics of a people to whom the religion of the

Crucified had been proclaimed. The nature of the sculpture also, especially

what has been called the Celtic knot-work, corrcsijonding as it does with

the style of advancement to which the arts and sciences had attained in

Other things, and with the style of the illumination of several Irish manu-
aeripts of the time, points to the period between the seventh and tenth

tenturies, as that during which they were erected. This knot-work (says

Wilson in his Archieology) is to be found on the sculpture, the jewellery,

the manuscripts, and the decorated shrines and book-cases of the early

Irish Christian art, and has been perpetuated almost to our own day on the

dirks of our Scottish Highlanders.

But the symbols which are sculptured upon them have as yet defied the

investigations of the archasologist. We can decipher the hieroglyphics of

£^pt and the cuneiform inscriptions of Nineveh and Babylon, but we have

not been able as yet to discover any satisfactory key to the meaning of

those strange mysterious symbols on our Soottisli stones. They occur so

frequently as to preclude the idea of their hanng been the result of chance,

and the style of their execution is so varied as to do away with the notion

of their having been the production of any particular artist. Besides the

cross, the most common symbols are the crescent and an ornament like a

pair of spectacles, both of which are represented, sometimes with and some-

times without a sceptre, a mirror or spfcvlum, a comb, a horse-shoe figure,

;ind a serpent sometimes with and sometimes without a sceptre. The ar-

rangement is not the same in any two stones, which leads, perhaps, to the

supposition that a difference in arrangement implies a difference in the

meaning intended to be conveyed.

Besides these symbols, the stones arc often engraved with representa-

tions of personages and events. We have warriors on horseback and on

foot, armed with sword and spear, battle-axe and shield. We have priests

and monks, harpers and harps, processions and battles, chairs and war
chariots, bows and arrows, horses and dogs. On one monument only is

there the repnsentation of a boat, namely, on S. Orland's stone, near

Glamis. These stand out on the moss-grown stones, telling their tales of

other times, telling us that our Scoto-Pictish ancestors were men of like

tastes, feelings, and dispositions with ourselves, and testifying to the pre-

valence of a degree of civilisation, which, but for those representations, we
should scarcely Ifiave expected.

It is very interesting to compare the representations which they give of

animals which are indigenous to Scotland with those inhabiting foreign

countries; for whilst the former are in general executed with considerable

accuracy, mistakes are often made in the delineation of the latter ; the

elephant, for instance, being represented with hoofs like a horse in place of

paws. Apes, monkeys, serpents, and even tigers are in general correctly

executed, which shows, perhaps, that, whilst the means of transit then

existing sufficed to introduce those animals into Scottish soil, there were no

means of conveyance sufficient to transport the gigantic elephant, and that

therefore the artist, in delineating the animal which he had never seen,

but had only acquired the knowledge of from some rude sketch, or perhaps

only from verbal description, fell into mistakes with regard to the form of

some parts of its body. Indeed we arc not left without trustworthy evi-

dence of the intercourse of Scotland in early times with Eastern countries;

for only the other year, amongst a hoard of coins found in Orkney, there

was one of an Eastern caliph of the ninth centurj-. The hoard is supposed

to have been hidden by a Norse pirate in the tenth century.

Although we have not been able to read the language which the symbols

express, we have perhaps advanced a step towards it, in being able to limit

and define the district in which the stones on which they are sculptured

occur.

The symbolic emblems occur much more rarely on stones between the

Tay and the Dee than between the Dee and the Spey, and still more rarely

between the Tay and the Forth. South of the Forth there are only two
known to exist. One of them owes its preservation to its having been used

as a lintel in a window of the church at Abercorn, the see of the Pictish

Bishop Tnimwine, of whom we read in Bedo, and who, on the defeat of

the Anglo-Saxons by the Piets, took refuge at Streannesalch or Whitby.

(Bohn's Bede, p. 224.) The other formed a foot-bridge in Princes Street

Gardens, Edinburgh, but it has recently been removed to the Antiquarian

Huseum.
The crosses of lona and the west coast of Scotland, bear a general re-

semblance to those in the eastern districts of the country, with such dif-

ferences as mark them out as the work of another age and race. The
crosses of Wales, Ireland, and the Isle of Man, also bear a general re-

semblance to the Scottish crosses, but though similar in some respects, the

style of the crosses of each of these countries differs quite as much as one
orfer of Classic or one style of Gothic architecture differs from another

order or style. The croeses of Ireland and Scotland bear the greatest

resemblance.

Sixty stones in Scotland have been found near ancient ecclesiastical

sites. Excepting the mirror and comb, no symbolical figures similar to

those on the Scottish stones occur in any other country. The mirror and
comb, however, are found iu some of the tombs of the cataeiimlis at Rome.
On two stones only do we find inscriptions in alphabetical characters,

namely at St. Vigean's near Arbroatli, and at the otherwise uni<culptured
stone at Newton Oariocli. The inscription on the stone at St. Vigean's is

in the same Celtic character as that on the early monuments of Ireland,
and the more ancient monuments at lona. There can be little doubt that
it is the oldest piece of writing in Scotland, not exeejiting jierhaps the
ancient Celtic manuscript recently found at Trinity College. Cambridge,
the Gaelic of which is supposed to be six or seven centuries older than any
previously known to be in existence. So far as unobliterated, the inscrip-
tion on the stone at St. Vigean's reads thus, Drostrn ipe Voret elt Forcus,
which Professor Simpson, who is now almost as famous for his knowledge
of such subjects as he is for that of his own profession, translates^
•' Drostrn the son of Voret (or feredith) of the race of Fergus." He has
been enabled to translate it by referring to ancient Welsh or British rather
than to Scoto-Celtic analogies, although it must be remembered that all

these are but dialects of the great Celtic tongue. His translation is con-
firmed to a certain extent, by references to ancient Scottish histories.

The stone at Newton Garioch is inscribed in unknown characters. The
late Professor Mill, of Cambridge, thought that they were Phoenician. Mr.
Stuart, the author of the preface to the invaluable volume published liy the
Spalding Club, thinks he has discovered all the letters on pottery found by
Layard at Nineveh. The only inference we can draw as yet with regard
to these sculptured stones, is that they were peeuliar to a people on the
north-east coast of Scotland. — Tlie Scottish Ecclesiastical Journal.

ST. PETER'S, ROME.
TTTRITING some days before the Canonisation Ceremonial, the Ti/Ties'

Vy correspondent at Rome says :—" Only a few days have passed since
I sent you a description of the interior of St. Peter's ; but I was not
satisfied with it, and so I went down again on Friday morning to get mate-
rials for a better. On entering it, the impression of every one with any
pretension to taste must be, I am sure, ' AVhat labour has been taken to
hide and destroy the effect of so much grandeur !

' The first sight reminds one
of the tawdry churches in Southern Italy, where paper and gilt and cheap
drapery are used as substitutes for the creations of the sculptor and the
painter, and I must confess to a feeling of intense regret at seeing this vast
temple dwarfed in its proportions and muffled up in silk and cotton velvet.

The facade of the church is not touched ; but immediately ourer the entrance
in the inside are the Papal arms on a shield, probably of paper, with the
tiara above, and two archangels or genii of small proportions on tlie sides

as supporters ; crimson velvet and yellow hangings shroud the door. If
you have ever seen St. Peter's you will remember the grand sweep there
was from this point up to the fmlc/acchino over the tomb of the saint. The
eye revelled and luxuriated in the mere spaciousness of the building, while
the gigantic columns and the wide-spreading arches and the subdued colour
of the grey marbles found a combination which awakened a sentiment of
awe, and made one almost exclaim, ' Surely God is here

!

' All is now
changed, for all is ' of the earth, earthy.' The arches are dirided to admit
of the introduction of pictorial representations of incidents in the lives of
the future saints ; and thus you can no longer see on either side the
colossal works in sculpture which all but breathe, and secure to the minds
who conceived them a greater immortality than that of canonisation.

Above each arch is a picture, painted in distemper, of some incident connected
with the saints. There is an explanation underneath, and then hanging dra-

peries of yellow silk fall down to the ground ; while over the upper part of
the arch and underneath the picture is festooned crimson velvet. On each
side of this central aisle or nave are five vast candelabra, which one might
safely say are nearly 200 feet high, covered over with gilt, while three
circles of candles are carried round them. In every inten'al between them
are suspended gigantic circlets, with several ranges of wax candles in them.
St. Peter looks particularly small, for there is a want of elevation in the
baldacchino over his head, while the two mighty candelabra on cither side

greatly assist the effect of reduction ; and now wo stand before the tomb of

the saint, which is surrounded by four of the same candelabra, encircled,

like the others, with three rows of candles. Each transept on either

side of the tomb is provided with twenty-nine of the candelabra and
circlets I have already described, and yellow and crimson hangings every-

where cover up miracles of genius. The Papal chair at the extreme end of

the church is now a thing of cloth of velvet, the original chair having been
removed ; above it is a lunette representing the reception of the saints into

Paradise ; lights surround it, and rays of gilt dart out from every point

about it. Portions of the side aisles are disfigured and laden and deco-

rated in the same way. Yellow and crimson everywhere ;
pictures in

distemper everywhere ; every altar has one, and every picture is surrounded
by candles, and every altar is shrouded in cloth, or cotton, or silk, or velvet.

One could almost weep at seeing the tawdry rubbish which covers up
precious marbles and priceless statuary, and pilasters and columns built for

eternity ; and Michael Angelo, Raphael, and Canova, and all theothers who form
the bright galaxy of genius that raised this magnificent temple, might almost

rejoiceifthe fears of the atuhorities were realised, andthe hangings were burnt

down. When I have added that round the entire church, above the architrave,

run two rows of candles, I sliall have completed my report of this wonderful

specimen of bad taste and of ingenious upholstery. In its genre it is

marvellous, but it is a V>ad ginre, and every one will, I am sure, be longing

to see this stupendous temple restored once more to its simple grandeur.
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Altogether, thoro are at least 100,000 lights, some assure me 160,000, and to

give tlicni full effect, every window is closed. Some uppreliension is enter-

tained lest tliis Ijody of light may lead to an aeci<lent, and fire-engines are

ordered to be in readiness. One certain result of all tliis muffling up and
of blcjcking windows will l>e that one-third at least of the ecclesiastics who
are entitled to attend the ceremonies will l>e excluded, while out of ninety

Jesuits privileged to be present in private seats only thirty can be accom-
modated. Great disappointment is therefore felt in many quarters, for

neither love nor money can enlarge St. Peter's."

CHURCU, CHAPEL, SCHOOL, AND OTHER BUILDINGS.
CIinKCHES.

TOUCHEN-END, IJkat, Maidenhkad.—This church has been lately conse-

crated. The buildings.are erected upon land pre.sented liv Mrs. Newcome,
and the church has been erected from a design of Mr. John Turner's, of
London, by Mr. Robert Vickery, builder, Bray AViek, with funds supplied
chiefly by Mrs. Levett and others. The church is entered through an oaken
open-timbered and traceried porch, situate on the north side, ti)ward the
west end, and is 6'i ft. 6 in. long by 21 ft. wide, witli a chancel of 23 ft. by
11 ft, and is calculated to hold 186 persons (144 adults and 42 children).

There is a bell-turret over the west gable. The style of tlu^ design is Deco-
rated Gothic. The materials used for the walls are red Berkshire brick and
Bath stone, with an open-timber roof ceiled between rafters, and tile cover-

ing. The sittings, altar table, tdUxr mil, pulpit, reading and lecture desk,
are executed in pit^h pine. The greater part of the window tracery has
been filled in witli stained glass of a simple Gresaille patt<>m. The font,

reredos, iiulpit, lecture and reafling desk, have been executed by Mr. White,
of London ; the other portion of the fittings by Mr. Mickloy, of Bray ; the
stained glass by Messrs. Laver & Barraud, of London. Attached to the
churcli on the north side is the robing-room, connecting the church with the
school and dwelling; forming together the eastern and southern Ijoundaries

of a quadrangle. The new school-room is 22 ft, long by 18 ft. wide, with
an open-timbered roof ceiled between the rafters, and calculated to hold 60
pupils.

AsPLEY GinsE.—A stained window, representing " The Adoration of the
Magi," has recently been placed in the parish church of Aspley Guise, Bed-
fordshire, and is dedi&itod to the memory of the late Prince Consort.

Wkotiiam.—The upper portion of this church is undergoing the work of

restoration. This is one of the few churches in existence in which a church-
yard pathway runs through the basement of the tower.

Jaiikhlli,, Heukfobdsiiibe.—This church is about to be restored, and a
great portion rebuilt, at a cost of ;ei,000. The foundation stone has been
already laid. Messrs. Ainslie and Blashill, of old Jewry Chambers,
London, are the architects, and Messrs. Nibbett and King, of Glocester, the
contractors.

Nohmantox, Deiibt.—The parish church of Normantou by Derby has
recently been opened for public worship. The new church has been erected
upon the site of the old one: it was intended to have preseri-ed and restored
the old tower, but being found in a dangerous state it was removed. Sittings

are now provided for 300 persons, and the plan shows a n.ive and chancel,

with south aisle, chancel isle, and vestry. The internal arches and columns
are of dressed stone ; the nave and south aisle are paved with buff, black,

and red quarries in patterns ; and the chancel with Maw & Co.'s encaustic

tiles ; the pulpit of Derbyshire alabaster and marble. The sittings through-
out are in open benches ; these, with the remainder of the exposed wood-
work, being stained and varnished. The new tower and spire rise upwards
of 80 feet, and being situate on high gnjund, are seen for many miles round.

The works have been executed by Messrs. W. & C. Bridgart, contractors,

from a design by Messrs. Giles and Brookhouse, of Derby, architects.

E1.LIKGILAM CiruiicH, Chathill.—This church, which li.as been re-built at

the cost of the vicar, the Rev. Chas. Thorpe, M.A., is now re<jpcned. The
plan is cruciform, consisting of nave and chancel, and north and south tran-

septs, with the addition of a porch on the south side of the nave, and a
sacristy on the north side of the chancel. A square tower rises from the

point of intersection, having closely embrasured parapets ; and a quadran-
gular sbited spirelet, surmounted by a vane. The Rev. Mr. Turner was the

architect

Stowe Chuhcii, Staffokdshibe.—-A painted window is proposed to be
placed in Stowe Church. The drawing of the window is by Messrs. Heaton,
Butler, and Bayne, of London, and the cost vnU be about £300. The whole
of the chancel of this church lias been lately restored, the ancient features

of the building being retained.

Falsgbave, seau ScABiiOBOuoH.— A new church is about to be built at

Palsgrave, Yorkshire.

Wybabdisblry.— The parish church of Wyrardisbury has lately been
thoroughly restored, the chancel and the nave arcades being the only portions

of the old edifice that have been retained ; the north aisle has been rebuilt,

the old doorway therein (the only object it possessed of antiquarian interest)

having been carefully copied. A new south aisle has been added. The nave,

which was formerly covered with a plaster ceiling, is now, together with the

north and south aisles, roofed over with handsome open timber roofs. The
western gallery has been taken down, and the old west window opened.

The church is now thoroughly re-seated with plain open benches, and the

passages re-paved, and will be again open for service in the course

of next month. The works have been carried out in a very satisfactory

manner by Mr. Harley, of .Slough, from the designs and under the super-

intendence of Mr. Raphael Bnindon, who, some years back, rebuilt the

adjoining parish church at Datchet.

SCHOOLS.

St. Philip amb Jacob, Bristol.—These schools were formally opeiuMl

on the 11th June. The architfcts went Mr. I. A. Clarke and Mr. E. W.
Godwin, of Bristol, who were recommended by Mr. O. C. Street, F.S.A.
The building, which forms one siile of Mary Bush lj\uo, consists of thnr
principal stories, with inti^micdiati' floors at two ends of the buildings for

the teiu-hers' residences. The girls' school is on the top floor; measures 70
feet by 20, with a class-ro<jm 20 feet by 14, abun<Linco of light being pro-

vided on both sides by bringing the building out to the line of tlie street.

The boys' school and class are both on the i\ixjr under, of the same dimen-
sions ; the entrance to the b<jys' school being at the Queen Street end of

Mary Bush Lane, through a small phiy-ground or court, and the girb'

entrance at the opposite cud. The ground-floor is occupied by a coinmittee-

room, various courts, and rooms for the use of the teachers. The scbooU
arc arranged to accommodate 170 boys ami 170 girls, the totjil cost of the

erection being only about £2,000. The archit<-cts have been careful to avoid

bringing any soft or light ston<^ within the reach of the children. With
this view they have constructed all the entrances in a novel and effective

manner, by doing away with all angles, and rounding the sides of the

doorways, which are built of hard [lonnant stone. The contract was taken

by Mr. R. M. Bryant, of Old Market Street, the sub-contractors being Mr.
J. King, for the mason's work ; Mr. Hill, for the tiler's, plasterer's, painter's

and glazier's work ; Mr. Tuckey, for the plumber's work ; Mr. Leaman, for

the iron work.

Bbistol.— On Wednesday, June 18, some new schoolrooms were opened
in Lower Street, Great Gardens, Bristol.

St. Geoboe's, East.— The new Middlesex Society's B<'hools, recently

erected on the site of those originally established in 1781, for the e<lucatioD

of the poor in the principles of the Protestant faith, but which were found

too small for the requirements of this populous district, were opened on tha

1 7th instant, by the Ix)rd Bishop of London. The new schools arc calcu-

lated to hold about 200 boys and 200 girls, and were erected at a cost of

about £2,049.
Leith.—A new school has recently been opened in the fishing village of

Leith, on the Essex coast. The building is capable of accommodating be-

tween 300 and 400 children, and is a pkin and substantial brick edifice.

Messrs. Habershon and Pike were the architects, and the cost of the build-

ing was about £700.

BCn,DIK09.

Mn.F0BD.—A large Malthouse, including engine-honse, boiler-house, and
workmen's cottages, is now in the course of erection at Milford Junction,

abutting on the North Ea-stern Railway Line ; it is one of the Lirgest in the

West Itiding of Yorkshire, and when finishe<l it may be said to be a first-

class model. The proprietor is Wm. Naylor, Esq., the extensive maltster, of

Leeds ; the Architect, Mr. John Child, also of Leeds, and under his direc-

tions the works are being carried out by his assistant, Mr. William Heniy
Stead.

Nbw Poob Law DpncES, Debby.— The new building is situate in

Becket Street, Wardwick, and c<jntains on the ground flwjr a spacious en-

trance hall, with large archway leading to the principal staircase, in an inner

hall. The exterior is built with pressc'd bricks and stone. The style of

architecture adopted is Italian, and a successful attempt has been made to

produce at once the effect of a public building limited in size, bold in design

and detail, combined with elegance and simplicity. The front is 60 (l. wide

and 36 ft. high : the centre, being recessed, a wing is forme<l on either side ;

the centre, containing principal entrance, is surmounted by caired stone

panel, with descriptive inscription in raised letters and ornamental termina-

tions. The parapet contains open stone balustrading on stone cornice. TJje

upper windows have pila.sters with car\-ed capitals and deeply moulded cir-

cular architraves ; also, open balconies supported on corbelled entablature

;

the whole facing of the lower part is of stone ; the dressings to the lower

windows, principal entrance, and angles are vermiculated with bold rusti-

cated joints, the several key stones Ijeing richly carved. The front is enclosed

with suitable iron palisading, with requisite gates and stone piers. The
design selected in competition has been carrie<l out by Mr. Dusuutoy, con-

tractor, under the direction of the archit<-cts, Messrs. Giles & Brookhouse,

Derby.
Ramsey.— Mona'i Herald says that a lady resident at Ramsey is al)0ut

to erect a commodious House of Industrj', for the benefit of that town and

the parish of Maughold, to serve as a monument to a noble brother, who,

after having honourably servwl his country as the governor of a large de-

pendency with integrity and noble disinterestedness, died on his return to

his native countrj-. The charity is already vested in trustees, who are in

treaty for an acre and a half, or more, of land, on which to erect the {«-
cious building.

BtBKEXHEAD.— The new Couuty Court which has been erected at Birken-

head was opened for business on the 17th instant. The building is purely

Italian in style, and has a verj' light, handsome appearance, forming quite

an ornament to the neighbourhood. It stands upon 2,141 yards of Und,

and has been built by Government, at a cost of £7,260; of which sum.

£1,000 was paid for the land. The building has been erected from designn

by Mr. Charles Reeves, Government architect, of London ; and the con-

tractor was Mr. Henry Fisher, builder, of Conway-strcet. Mr. Bethell was

clerk of the works, under Mr. Reeves, the architect. The foundation-stone

of the new court was laid on the 13th of November, 1860, by the jod^,

J. W. Harden, Esq. ; so that upwards of eighteen months have beca occupied

in its erection.

FouxDATiox Stokes.—The foundation stone ot the new schools of the
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district church of St. Andrew's, Croydon, was recpntly laid by the Rev. J.

H. Randolph, nx-tor of Sandcrstoiul.—Tlie foundation stone of a new district

church at Lucsdon, in the jmrish of Widdicombe, was laid on the 9th inst.

The church i.>i to K' built of granite stone, with windows and other architec-

tural features in liath stone ; whilst the roof will be of open timber work
coven-d with slates. The style of the building will be the " Early decorated

Gothic," and will consist of nave, chancel, tower, and vestry, and will con-

tain about 200 sittings. Mr. J. W. Eowell, of the Devon Estate Offices,

Newton, is the :irchiteot ; and Mr. Chudleigh, of the same place, is the

builder.—The foundation stone of a new church, in connection with the

Torbay and Brixhaiu Jlission, was laid on 24th May. The church will be

65 feet in length, 38 feet in width, and will have steeples 50 feet in height.

Mr. Phelp i:i the designer and builder.—The foundation stone of a new
TVesleyan ch.iptl at Eilgworth, was L\id on Saturday last by James Barlow,

Esq. The new building will be in the Gothic style of architecture, from the

plans of Messrs. W. and J. W. Best, architects, Bolton. It will accommodate

about 500 p<'rsons.— On Wedne.sday afternoon, June 18, the foundation

stone of a chapel for the Bible Christians of Weston-super-Mare took place.

The chapel, which will be in the Italian style, is designed to accommodate
250 persons, and the cost of its erection will be about £400, which, with

:£140 purchase-money for the groond. together with other necessary expenses,

will make the snm total of £600 to be provided. The builder is Mr. Richard

Lewis, of Weston.— The foundation-stone of a new north aisle to St. John's

Church. Bovey Tracey, Devon, was laid on the 16th instant.— The memorial-

stone of the Devonport, Stonehouse, and Cornwall Hospital was laid by the

Earl of Mount Edgcumbe, on the 17th instant.— June 14, the foundation-

stone of a Primitive Methodist Chapel at Old Sherburn, Durham, was laid

with the usual ceremony.— The foundation-stone of a new bridge across the

Derwent was lafd on the 18th of June. The bridge is to be completed by the

1st of November. The contract price is X492 ; and the contractors are Mr.
Wm. Lyrics, Crook ; and Mr. Ayton, Thornley.— The foundation-stones of

two new Primitive Methodist chapels at Froghall and Eocester, Staifordshirc,

have recently been laid.— On Whit-Tuesday the foundation-stone of a new-

national school was laid at Staunton, by Lady Lechmere. The architect is

Mr. G. R. Clarke; the builder, Mr. J. Griffiths, of Eldersficld. The esti-

mate for the schoolroom, class-room, and minister's residence, including all

internal fittings, laying out the grounds, &c., was £680.

GENERAL ITEMS.

VTOTTINGHAM.—The XottinghamGuardiari says :
—" It has been decided

jJi by the town council to construct the subterranean portion ofthe new street

on the new London model— that is, to form a continuous culvert from end
to end. the drainage underlying it, and receptacles being formed along the

route for gas and water pipes. This large tunnel is to be constructed at the
eost of the owners of property on each side of the street, who will have the

option of inclosing and using the half opposite to their several premises, on
condition that they allow access, at all proper times, to parties authorised

to inspect, alter, or repair the culvert or any of the pipes. The main object

is, of course, to obviate the necessity of having recourse to tlie expensive,

obstructive, and often annoying practice of taking up the pavement of the

streets."

The Ascot Nceseky Ghocxds.—The Windsor Express says that about
eighty-four acres of the Kennel Allotment, hitherto yielding about £o a

year, which immediately- adjoins a projwsed hotel, has been leased by Mr.
Standish, the enterprising proprietor of the Royal Nursery, Bagshot ; and
it will soon be converted into a capacious and, w-e doubt not, flourishing

nnrsery-ground. Ultimately, as we are informed, the establishment will be
entirely conducted here, instead of at Bagshot, this improvement realising

the idea of converting a wilderness into a garden.

Mbmoriai.s to the late Peince Axbeet. — Subscriptions are being
raised at Warwick by the Rev. Mr. Bouddier, vicar of St. Mary's, and
other gentlemen, to erect a sukstiintial memorial to the late Prince Albert.
— The Cambridge memorial is to cost £2,000. The subscribers are to

decide whether it is to be of marble inside the Senate House, or of bronze
in front of it.—The Sydney Morning Herald says that meetings continue to

be held in all parts of Australia in aid of the project for erecting a statue

to the memory of Prince Albert, and a very general sy-mpathy towards the

object has been expressed.—Subscriptions have been raised for the com-
mencement of an endowment for St. Thomas's Almhouses, Gravesend, as a
local memorial to the late Prince Consort. It is intended to place a tablet

on a conspicuous part of the building, to record the object for which the fund
was raised.— The foundation-stone of a memorial to the late Prince Albert
wag laid on Monday week, at Barnstaple. The memorial, of which Mr.
R. D. Gould is the architect, will consist of a tower, 60 feet in height, to be
called the " Albert Memorial Tower,'' at the summit of w-hieh will be a four-

dial illuminated clock, and, at the bottom, a ih-inking-fountain.

The NA-noNAi. Mbmobiai, to the late Peixce Alueet.— The architects
who were consulted by the Queen's Committee have reported that, to carry
out the frequently-expressed wishes of the Prince, they w-ould propose the
erection of a noble hall, as a place for art or social science meetings, to be
built on the south side of the road opposite the proposed memorial, on the
vacant ground at the back of the Horticultural Gardens. If this site shoiUd
be approved, they would invito the individual efforts of the architect and
the sculptor for its realisation. The memorial is proposed to consist of one
or several groups of sculpture ; and if placed in tlie open air, they must be
of bronze; but if of marble, a building must be erected to protect them.
Status of Hai.t.am .—Mr. Theed has just executed a statue of Hallam,

which is about to be erected in St. Paul's Catlicdrul. Somewhat above the

life size, the historian is represented standing in his doctor's robes, pencil

in hand. A happy tliought has struck him, he wears a pleased expression

of countenance, and wliile one hand has the pencil poised, the other grasps

a manuscript volume in wliich to w-rite. The lines of Hallam's face w-ere a
little hard, and the artist has happily softened them by the expression

which he has put into them. The attitude is natural, and the drapery is

cleverly handled. The folds are perfectly easy, and the texture is made
palpable witliout any appearance of effort. Some other interesting works
may be seen in Mr. Theed's studio, in the course of preparation— as a
statue of the I'rince Consort in Highland dress, intended for Balmoral, and
one of the Duchess of Kent, intended for the mausoleum at Frogmore. In
both great ability is displayed, while the appearance of the Highland garb
in the one case, and of a modern lady's dress in the otlier, will awaken the

interest of all w-lio know how difficult it is to deal with drapery in sculpture.

Proposed Fout at Plymouth.— The Royal Commission on the National

Defences having been requested to reconsider, in conjunction with other

officers, the subject of the construction of a fort behind Plj-mouth Break-

water, a supplemental report lias been presented, stating, in the first place,

that a fort on or near the breakwater is required for the more complete

command and protection of the Sound. It would also be in the best posi-

tion for supporting floating defences, and for affording protection to any
portion of our sea-going fleet seeking refuge under its guns. Tlio next

question w-as, on what spot such a work should be placed. Its erection

on the breakwater itself is pronounced objectionable ; indeed, tlie founda-

tion could not be depended upon for a superstructure of sucli weight.

The site recommended is the Shovel Rock, inside and near tlie centre of

the breakw-ater, and as close to its inner slope as practicable. The rock is

iu every respect suitable for the foundation, and a fort in that position will

not interfere with tlie anchorage of a single ship. Being protected from

the wash of the sea, the lower tier of guns may be placed as low as the

top of the breakwater will allow ; and communication w-ith the fort will be

practicable in all weathers.

A New Theatke on the Ruins of Pompeh.—At the moment of the de-

struction of the city of Pompeii by an eruption of Mount Vesuvius in the

year A.D. 79, a theatrical representation -n-as being given in the amphi-

theatre. A speculator, named Langini, haring taken advantage of that

historical reminiscence, has just constructed a theatre on the ruins of the

above-named city, the opening of which he announces iu the following

terms :
— " After a lapse of eighteen hundred years, the theatre of the city

will be reopened with 'La Figlia del Regimento.' I solicit from the

nobility and gentry a continuance of the favour constantly bestowed on my
predecessor, Marcus Quintus Martins, and beg to assure them that I sh^l

make every effort to equal the rare qualities he displayed during his

management."
A Contrast.—Mr. G. G. Scott, in his lecture on the formation of a

national museum at South Kensington, on the 17th inst., referred to the

first and last of his lectures delivered before the Royal Academy. " They
were reported," said Mr. Scott, "in the Builder and Building News, in

March and April 1857, and February 1860." The Building News acted

honourably last week, by reporting Mr. Scott's words. The Builder acted

otherwise, by distorting w-liat the lecturer stated, and substituting the

word " elsewhere " for the Building New-s. We suppose it must be gall

and wormwood to our contemporarj' to know that another journal reports

lectures, and gets honourable mention from the lecturers themselves.

A Sneering Editor.—The last number of the Builder contains a short

account of the Sturgo Memorial at Binningham. The account speaks of

" Mr. Joseph Sturge, the Quaker, who it may be remembered was one of

tliose sanguine gentlemen w-ho conceived the idea of obviating the Crimean

w:ir, by going to Russia, and using their influence with the Emperor

Nicholas to that end." Not another word is said about the life and labours

of the eminent Birmingham philanthropist. Does the Builder think that it

can snuff out the reputation of a great and good man with a sneer? For

nearly a half a century Mr. Sturge w-as known .is a large-hearted, active

philanthropist. He took a prominent part in the agitations against the

slave trade, slavery, and the Corn-laws. He w-as a perpetual worker and

munificent subscriber towards reformatories, model lodging-houses, temper-

ance and peace societies, and all public efforts to educate, elevate, and chris-

tianise the people. Shoidd the editor of the Builder perform, during his life-

time, a tenth part of such useful labours as the late Mr. Sturge, the editor,

deserve a memorial too.

The Accident to the Underground RAU.-n-AT.— After many successive

hours of unwearied labour, the engineer to the Metropolitan Board of

Works, Mr. E. Cooper, assisted by Mr. Fry, has at length succeeded in a

great measure in turning away the sew-age of the Fleet Ditch from the ex-

tensive railway works at Coppice-row, where the current, notwithstanding

all the precautions tliat had been taken, was every hour doing more or less

damage to the foundation of the brickwork in the immediate vicinity of the

tunnel, as well as inside tliat admirable specimen of underground w-orkman-

ship. Though the stream was not wholly controlled by the new dam on

Tuesday night, its force has been materially dimiuished, and no further

damage need now be apprehended.

Improvement.s in Leicester.—The old East-gates, which have long

been regarded as a nuisance and obstruction to the puldic traffic of

Leicester, are entirely cleared away. This alteration will cost tlie Corpo-

ration £6,000 ; but the work has been urged upon them by many gentle-

men, who proved, by statistics, that the East-gate buildings were really

dangerous to life and limb.
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The Middle Level.—The dam, which has at List been successfully con-

structed, is found to work efficiently, the flow of the tidal waters into tlie

drain having been completely checked. Every day this week the work has

been furtlier strengthened, so as to enable it to resi.st the pressure of the

high tides which will as;:iin prevail to-day and to-morrow. The drain-

age of the flooded country and the relief of the drain itself is to be effected

by twelve great siphons, each of 3 ft. diameter ; iind it is expected that in a

few days the"Middh' Level inundation," which has l)ecome almost as

familiar in men's moutlis as " household words," will be merely a matter

of local history. If report, however, s])eaks truly, something more will be

heard on the subject in the courts of law, as the sufferers from the calamity

intend to obtain some compensation, if possible, from the Middle Level
Commissioners.

CHIPS.

a'HE^ exterior of the ancient castle at Brechin, N. B., is now undergoing
. renovation.

Lord Dartmoutli l)as made a munificent offer to assign, as a recreation-

ground for the inhabitants of Westbromwich, a piece of ground adjoining

the railway station, twenty-two .icrcs in extent.

The Prince Consort Memorial Fund iu Ireland has ah-eady exceeded
^5,000.

It is proposed to build a new Cattle Market for Newcastle. The total

sum required is about £5,000.

It is proposed to erect a Lunatic Asylum for South Staffordshire.

On the line of railway at present being constructed betwi-en Barnardcastle
and Bishop Auckland a monster bridge is in course of erection, wliicli, when
completed, will be several feet liigher tlian the Iligli-level at N(!wcastle.

The situation of the bridge is either on, or near Cockfielil Fell.

Twenty-three pieces of china in the liall of the South Kensington Museum
are valued at £37,000. They are marked " H." and " D." -the initials of
Henry IV. of France, and Diana of I'oictiers, and fifty-nine pieces only
were made.
A drinking-fountain is about to be erected in Silver Street, Beading, by

Mr. Martin II. Sutton.

The Jlris/ol JMi/i/ Post nays:—"We understand that H.andel Cossham,
Esq., of Shortwood Lodge, has purchased a piece of ground, near the Baptist
Chapel, Thornbury, for the purjiose of building a suite of Dissenting Free
Schools, to which there is also some talk of a lecture-room being added.
Mr. Cossham has also presented a considerable sum towards the building
fund. The building will, we hear, be proceeded with shortly."

A memorial bust of John Locke, executed by Mr. Papworth, is to be inau-

firated at the next Quarter Sessions of that county, in the shire hall at
aunton.

A new Philharmonic Hall, 28 ft. by 50 ft., has been opened at Kamsgato.
A renewal of divine service at the old church of St. Mary the Virgin, Dover

castle, after the lapse of a century and three quarters, was, on Sunday, wel-
comed with considerable interest. This church has lately been restored.

A movement is on foot by the corporation of New York, to procure a plot
of gi'ound in one of tlie cemeteries in the vicinity of the city, where the
bodies of all the New York Volunteers, who may die in defence of the
Union, may lie interred at the expense of the state.

The second and third cuni)ersa:iune of the present session of the Society
of Arts, will be held at the South Kensington Museum, on the 9th of July
and the 8th of October.

At the examinations for 1862 of the Society of Arts, two prizes were offered
for free-hand drawing. The first one, of £o, was obtained by Mr. Isaac
Holloway, glass painter, at Messrs. Chauce's library, Birmingham ; and the
second, of £3, by Mr. Thomas William Camin, draughtsman, at Messrs.
Chauce's library.

The attendance at the International Exhibition on Tuesday was more
numerous than on any day since the opening, the admissions for payment
being 61,311 ; by sea.son tickets, 4,260; total, 65,571.
A new Post Office at Perth, in the Italian style of street architecture, is

now completed.

On Saturday afternoon last, .an explosion occurred at the percussion manu-
factory of Messrs. Walker, Graham Street, Birmingham, by which six people
were killed, and more than thirty were injured more or less severely, four of
whom arc not expected to recover.

An extensive fire broke out in Quebec on the morning of the 7th. 120
houses were destroyed in the St. Lewis suburbs. The buildings were chiefly
of wood, and inhabited by mechanics.

The joiners of Bolton are ou strike for the Saturday half-holiday.
It is proposed to erect a statue to the memory of the late Lonl-Lieutenant

of Devonport, the Earl Fortescue.

(Korrtspon'&titfc.

THE SATURDAY HALF-HOLIDAY AND THE EXHIBfnON.
Sib,—^^I hope you will continue to agitate the question of opening the

International Exhibition on .Saturdays as shilling days. F'or some time a
praiseworthy effcjrt iias been made in and out of the metropolis to extend
the Saturday half-holidaj-. And I am glad to say that from the time the
idea was started in Manchester, some fifteen or sixteen years since, it has
been making progress; and I know nothing more likely to promote the
movement than opening the Exhibition for a shilling on Saturday.s. It
may be said that Saturday is an aristocratic day; that the upper ten

thousand delight to sport on Uiat day ut morning entertainments, at the
Zoological Gardens, the Crystal Palace, and other places ; ami that it would
interfere with an establisheil habit to let the multitude come between the
wind and their nobility on Saturdays. I answer and say, that it is getting
an established habit for the worker* to enjoy themselves on that day too;
and let the lesser giv(? way to the greater in this ixn in other things. I do
not wish to interfere with the eiyoymenls of the aristocracy - neither do I

wish the aristocracy to interfere with the enjoyments of the people. The
rich and privileged may, if they think proper, make a select day of their
own, say Wednesday, when tliey may have the Cr)'stal Palace, the Exhi-
bition, the South Kensington Museum, and other places, when there would
be no fear of popular intrusion. Labour should have its half-holiday, and
Saturday should lie set apart for the purpose. It would in every way bs
promotive of the public good. Tlie arrangement I recommend would be a
boon to hundreds of thousiinds, and a dismlvantiige to no one. It would
establish a good precedent, encounige a good movement, and benefit society.

Why then hesitate for a moment iu effecting the alti-ration ';'—A Wuukek.

TSNDSBS.
Wandsworth ROAD..»For fifteen cottages, Wandsworth Road. Mr. Cffisar A. Long, aichi.

icct.

Greig £1,675 | Restell (accepted) «!,««
Kbnsington' —For repairf. Vestry Hall, Kensington,

Irafler £li8
Woodard l.W 10
Hunt (accepted) 148 17
Hardman IU) U

Cowland _ i'iS)

Cade 2J7 I)

Wliecler 190
Rhodes and Roberts „.. Wn
Taylor and Son 159

SilBPFiELn For the erection of the proposed Methodist New Connection College, Sheffield

Mr. William Hill, architect. Quantities supplied.

M.vcock £3,000

LowRR NoHwoon. — For l.iying-out grounds, forming roads, ternccs, and slopes, and
druinage connected with the same : erecting a porter's lodge, and laying the corridors, &c.,
with tile piivement, at the Jews' Hospital, I-ower Norwood, .Surrey Mc^ssrs. Tillott and
Ch.imberlain, architectii. Accepted tenders for laying-out grounds and the drainage.
Winn £tiyO Oi For tile-paving to corridors, &c.,

—

For pi»rter's Iwlge,— Cannon £m
Wills 3S3 1

Dalston. '— For alterations and additions to the English Pre»hytcrian Church, ShrubUnd
Koad, DaUtorr. Messrs. Tillott and Chamberlain, architects.

Priirce "... £318 | Fish £930
C.umon 310 | Wills 218

New Wandsworth.— For a pair of semi-detached villas. Park Road, New Wandsworth.
Mr. R. W. (iiblett, architect.

Hewett £800

CiTV RoAi>, I.oND0.\.— For bricklayer's work to houses in City Road. Mr. Caesar A. Long,
architect -Accepted tender.

Beale ..„ £230

Norwich.—For the erection of a dining-hall, 70 ft. by 21> ft, at the Pauper Lunatic Asylum,
Norwich, fur the Norwich Court of Guardians. Mr, J. S. Beiiest, architect, ^uai.tities

supplied.
Wright £l(;l 10
Chapman \Si IU U
Pluinmer and Bloom \h3
Greengrass 149 15 U
Browne and Bailey 149 10 U

Burrcll £149 (1

Youngs 147 10
Murray and So 145
Leach (accepted) ..., 139 10

HtTNTlNGDON CoB.s FxcHANOB. — The tcudcr sent in by Mr. John Bird, of Huntingdon,
for the erection of the above corn exchange, has bet-ir accepted. «;1,2«9. Mr. Robert
Hutchinson, Huntingdon, architect.

Nredinoworth, Hints For restoring and reseating the village church of Holywell cum
Necdingwotth, Hunts. Robert Hutchinson, of Huntingdon, architect.

Richardson £»S!( 17 I Allen and .smith £R35
Bunting and Son 94S Mason and Smith „ 816 17
Saint 8fi5

I

Lamdrook For alterations at Lambrook, Berkshire, for William Budd, Esq. Mt. F
Warburton Stent, architect

J. Kirk £1,244 1 Bowley (accepted) £1,095
Nicholson 1,190 1

HoLBifAcll For the erection of two new wings to the Union Workhouse. Tlie following
are the tenders : —

Blare, Watlinglon £1,S00
Worswick, Long .Sutton 1,1!9U U
Howse and Son, ^lulbeach and
Long Sutton I,lfi2 13

Moore and .Son, Spalding £1,12U
Glider Holbeach 928
Clarke Henry. Holbeach 849
Clarke Samuel, Holbeach 848 U

Mr. Samuel Clarke's tender for £f^48 was accepted. The architect's estimate was £830.
PLYMot;TH— For congregational chaj)el and schools, Plymouth. Messrs. Paul and .Aytiflfe,

architects, Manchester and Burnley.
M.nt<ham, I'lvmouth £9,445 I S.iwver, London £7.963
Southall, London 8,121 1 Finch, Plymouth 7,7ll8

Mr. Finch's tender accepted for the chapel, which only is to be built at present.

Kew Stoke For the restoration of the Parish Church at Kew Stoke, Somerset. Mr. John
Norton, architect.

Hughes £2,045 i Bcavan and Son £1,67110
Marquissand Munro IfiSi K. Streeter 1.68U

Broad 1,989 10 ! J. Dimont 1,029 15
K.Lewis 1,870 ( F. Durkc (accepted). 1,.599

Whiteciiapel—For alterations to Messrs. Merry and Nutter's Premises, High Street,
Whitechapel. Mr. John Hudson, architect.

D. KiMB £929 I Read and Son £874
T. Little 910 0|
London For the erection of a warehouse in Wood Street, City, for Mr. Brett. Tillott

and Chamberlain, arcilitects. <Juanttties supplied.

Myers and Sons £5.209 Wills £4,8?S
Piper and Wheeler 4,993 Fish 4,696
Lawrence and Sons 4,9.53 [ Cannon 4,600 U
Ashbv and Sons 4.875 I Brass (accepted) 4,455 U
Hill, 'Keddell. ami Robinson ... 4.S4D
Hampsteau Road. — For the erection of a new Congregational Church in Talmers Square,
Hampstead Road. Including boundary fence.

Scrivener and White £iSS\ U Myers and Sons £4,983
Piper and SVheeler 5,875 Patmau and Fitheringliatn...... 4,983 S
Thos. Little 5,693 Jackson and Shaw 4.9ii0

Thos. Richards .'>,6.",8 Dove, Brothers, Chal>el, £4.585
.Saunders .5,490 0! 4s. ; Fence, £178 16s 4,705
Higgs 5,432
CiiEAM. Surrey.— For rebuilding Cheam Church, Surrey. Sir. Pownall, architect.
King, Burton, and Co. £4,584
.\shby and Horner 4,175
].awrerice and Sons 4,103 U ii

Myers 3,993
Piper and Wheeler _ 3,970
Tracey and Co 3,;i08

Macey £3,884
Jacklin 3,850
Burrell .and Spinks 3,630
Adamson and Sons 3,.591

Sharpington and Cole 3,561




